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JOINT HEARINGS ON THE IRAN-CONTRA
INVESTIGATION

Testimony of Elliott Abrams

TUESDAY, JUNE 2, 1987

SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE ON SECRET MILITARY
ASSISTANCE TO IRAN AND THE NICARAGUAN OPPOSITION

AND
HOUSE SELECT COMMITTEE To INVESTIGATE

COVERT ARMS TRANSACTIONS WITH IRAN,
Washington, DC.

The Select Committees met, pursuant to call, at 9:30 a.m., in
room 325, Russell Senate Office Building, Hon. Daniel K. Inouye
(chairman of the Senate Select Committee) and Hon. Lee H. Hamil-
ton (chairman of the House Select Committee) presiding.

Chairman INOUYE. The hearing will please come to order.
Our first witness this morning is Elliott Abrams, Assistant Secre-

tary of State.
Mr. Abrams, will you rise.
[Witness sworn.]

TESTIMONY OF THE HON. ELLIOTT ABRAMS, ASSISTANT
SECRETARY OF STATE, FOR INTER-AMERICAN AFFAIRS

Chairman INOUYE. Please be seated.
Mr. Abrams, I have been advised that you have a statement you

would like to make at this juncture?
Mr. ABRAMS. I would, Mr. Chairman, thank you.
Chairman INOUYE. Will you put that mike closer to you, sir?
Mr. ABRAMS. It is now 12 years since I came to Washington to

work, in this very building, for the Congress of the United States. I
arrived here in March 1975 and worked first for a congressional
committee, then on the personal staff of the late Senator Henry M.
Jackson, and subsequently on the staff of Senator Daniel P. Moyni-
han.

Senator Jackson was well known to many of the members of
these committees. As you know, he believed in two cardinal princi-
ples with respect to foreign policy. He believed in the principle of
bipartisanship, and he believed that Congress must be a powerful
participant in the making of foreign policy.

He practiced what he preached. And those were the lessons he
taught those of us lucky enough to have the opportunity to work
for him.

(1)-
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I became an Assistant Secretary of State in 1981, and since July
1985 I have served as Assistant Secretary of State for Inter-Ameri-
can Affairs.

This hearing today constitutes roughly my sixtieth appearance to
give testimony before Congress on Latin American and Caribbean
affairs in this short period. As always, I am pleased to have this
opportunity to answer questions about my stewardship of the office
of Assistant Secretary.

Since July 1985, the Bureau of Inter-American Affairs has con-
tinued to deal with our government's relations with the 30 coun-
tries of Central and South America and the Caribbean.

They include such matters as the end of the Duvalier dictator-
ship in Haiti, the transition to democracy in a number of Latin
military dictatorships, the Latin debt problem, the promotion of de-
mocracy and human rights in Chile and Paraguay, our complex re-
lations with Mexico, repression and subversion in Cuba, and-of
special inte-est in these hearings-the very grave problem of de-
mocracy and security in Central America.

U.S. policy with respect to Nicaragua was set out by the Con-
gress very shortly after I arrived in my current position in the
International Development and Security Act of 1985, passed in
August 1985.

In that legislation the Congress noted that the Nicaraguan Com-
munists had "flagrantly violated... the rights of the Nicaraguan
people and the security of the nations in the region," had "taken
significant steps toward establishing a totalitarian Communist dic-
tatorship," had "committed atrocities against its citizens," had
"aligned itself with the Soviet Union and Soviet allies," and had
"committed and refuses to cease aggression in tef-form of armed
subversion against its neighbors."

With supportive words for the United Nicaraguan Opposition
and the need for democracy in Nicaragua, and noting the "special
responsibility" of the United States, Congress condemned the Gov-
ernment of Nicaragua, called for a national dialog there, and noted
its support for efforts by the Nicaraguan Democratic Resistance to
resolve the Nicaraguan conflict peacefully. Congress then approved
$27 million for humanitarian assistance to the Nicaraguan Demo-
cratic Resistance.

In distributing that assistance, in seeking the $100 million in ad-
ditional and less restricted assistance finally approved by Congress
in October 1986, and in implementing U.S. policy in the region, I
have at all times-as my Commission from the President in-
structs-executed and fulfilled the duties of my office according to
law.

As an adviser to the Secretary of State, as a spokesman for U.S.
policy, as someone who works with the Congress literally every
day, and as an official responsible for U.S. diplomacy in the region,
I have tried to keep not only the letter but the spirit of the law in
mind.

In all of my activities, I have been assisted by the extraordinary
dedication and competence of the U.S. Foreign Service, and it has
been my practice to work with and through Foreign Service officers
and in the appropriate official channels, rather than acting alone.
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U.S. policy and U.S. law have changed over the last 2 years, but
certain fundamentals have remained constant: support for peace
and democracy in Central America and opposition to the consolida-
tion of a Communist regime in Nicaragua.

These are views which the executive and legislative branches
share. As an official of the Department of State, I have tried to pro-
mote those views and advance our country's interests with all the
energy I can muster.

The disclosures of November 25 and since have been surprising
and sobering to me, and I have followed closely the accounts-some
accurate, some inaccurate-of my own activities.

It is important to me to set the record straight, and I look for-
ward to discussing with you now the conduct of U.S. policy in the
region, and my role in it.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Elliott Abrams appears in appendixx

C.]
Chairman INOUYE. I thank you very much, sir.
Mr. Mark Belnick will initiate the questioning.
Mr. BELNICK. Good morning, Mr. Abrams.
Mr. ABRAMS. Good morning.
Mr. BELNICK. By way of summarizing your background, you re-

ceived an undergraduate degree from Harvard, did your Masters
work at the London School of Economics and received a law degree
from Harvard Law School?

Mr. ABRAMS. Correct.
Mr. BELNICK. You have served, as your opening statement indi-

cated, on the staff of the late Senator Henry Jackson.
You served also on the staff of Senator Moynihan.
You became anAssistant Secretary of State for international Or-

ganization Affairs in January of 1981, served in that capacity until
the end of the year, when you became Assistant Secretary of State
for Human Rights and Humanitarian Affairs. And you served in
that capacity until July 1985, when you assumed your current post
as Assistant Secretary of State for Inter-American Affairs. Am I
correct?

Mr. ABRAMS. That is correct.
Mr. BELNICK. Sir, your general responsibilities as Assistant Sec-

retary of State for Inter-American Affairs included the entire Latin
American region, am I right?

Mr. ABRAMS. Latin American and Caribbean.
Mr. BELNICK. And the Caribbean.
As you indicated in your opening statement, you are the senior

diplomat under the Secretary of State responsible for U.S. diploma-
cy in the Central American region, is that correct?

Mr. ABRAMS. Correct.
Mr. BELNICK. You have been the chief manager of our policy in

Central America since you assumed your current post in July
1985?

Mr. ABRAMS. Certainly at my level, yes.
Mr. BELNICK. All right, sir. Your predecessor as Assistant Secre-

tary of State for Inter-American Affairs was Langhorne Motley?
Mr. ABRAMS. Correct.
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Mr. BELNICK. When you were appointed to your current post, did
you receive any formal briefing into your new assignment?

Mr. ABRAMS. Not really in the department. I spoke to-I don't
know if you call this formal or informal-I spoke to the office di-
rector of each office in the Bureau and spent a full day out at at
CIA Headquarters getting briefed by, you know, the Mexican
people, the Cuba people and so forth, including the Central Ameri-
can people, on all of the issues before the Bureau.

Mr. BELNICK. All right, sir. Did you receive any briefing from
any office on the Boland amendment restrictions which were then
in force with respect to our policy in Nicaragua?

Mr. ABRAMS. I don't recall any specific briefing about the Boland
amendment, but we were all aware of it.

Mr. BELNICK. And you, of course, had read the Boland amend-
ment?

Mr. ABRAMS. I am not sure if I had read it in my previous job but
I read it at that point.

Mr. BELNICK. You read it before you began acting in your new
post, correct?

Mr. ABRAMS. Yes.
Mr. BELNICK. Did you have a view after reading it as to whether

the Boland amendment restrictions could apply to the National Se-
curity Council?

Mr. ABRAMS. Well, it was my assumption that they probably
would.

Mr. BELNICK. That they probably would?
Mr. ABRAMS. I never checked that with anybody but that was the

working assumption.
Mr. BELNICK. And that was your view after reading the statute,

correct?
Mr. ABRAMS. It was my view that we would act as if it applied to

everybody.
Mr. BELNICK. All right, sir.
Now, there was a restricted interagency group, otherwise re-

ferred to as the RIG, on Latin America, in place when you became
Assistant Secretary, correct?

Mr. ABRAMS. That is right.
Mr. BELNICK. Would you describe what that restricted interagen-

cy group was?
Mr. ABRAMS. Yes, very happily, because I have heard an awful

lot of inaccurate descriptions of it. In every bureau, in every one of
the five regional bureaus of the department, there has got to be
some mechanism for coordinating interagency activity. I was ad-
vised before I took this job that I had to have such, whether it was
coffee once a week with the relevant official or officials of CIA and
NSC, Department of Defense, or dinner once a week, whatever it
was, I had to do something.

When I arrived at the bureau, I found, in fact, Assistant Secre-
tary Motley had such an informal coordinating mechanism which
he called a RIG. I had not previously heard that term, and as As-
sistant Secretary for Human Rights, I had never been aware that
this thing existed, much less than invited to it.

But it was a group, as it turned out, not of the lead official from
each of the four agencies, but rather a group of the lead three or
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four officials, a group, that is to say, of roughly 15 people and that
seemed to me to be a very good idea.

I mean, the purpose of it was to spread information and share
views; therefore, in a & .3e, the larger, the better. So, I took, it as I
received it, and the only change-in membership that took place was
that I replaced Motley.

Mr. BELNICK. As the Chairman?
Mr. ABRAMS. Correct.
Mr. BELNICK. Which agencies of the Government were represent-

ed on the RIG that you inherited from Assistant Secretary Motley?
Mr. ABRAMS. CIA, both the Directorate of Operations and Direc-

torate of Intelligence; The Natiamal Security Council; the Depart--- __

ment of Defense, both the Office of the Secretary of Defense and
the Joint Chiefs of Staff; and my bureau for the Department.

Mr. BELNICK. How often did the RIG meet?
Mr. ABRAMS. Well, it theoretically met once a week. In fact, look-

ing at my calendar, it really ended up meeting about once every
other week.

Mr. BELNICK. All right, sir.
Were any minutes or other records kept of RIG meetings?
Mr. ABRAMS. Not formally, and not by me.
Mr. BELNICK. You are not aware of any minutes or records of

meetings?
Mr. ABRAMS. I would-I would bet some of the other people there

took-notes. Some of the people from DOD certainly seemed to, and
there may well be minutes around. There are no official minutes,
because it wasn't a decisionmaking body. It was kind of an infor-
mation-sharing, coordinating body.

Mr. BELNICK. Was Oliver North a member of the RIG under your
predecessor?

Mr. ABRAMS. Yes.
Mr. BELNICK. And he continued?
Mr. ABRAMS. Yes.
Mr. BELNICK. Was the Chief of the CIA Central American Task

Force a member of the RIG under both your predecessor and
during your tenure?

Mr. ABRAMS. Yes.
Mr. BELNICK. At RIG meetings were there discussions during the

period from July 1985 or through the fall of 1986 of the private net-
work that was supplying the Contras in their efforts against the
Sandinista regime? Was that subject discussed at RIG meetings
from time to time?

Mr. ABRAMS. Well, we knew it was there. We tried to get some
sense, maintain some sense of what the capabilities of the resist-
ance were, how it was doing, doing badly or well. So, that was cer-
tainly discussed, how were they doing. There was no discussion of
how this network operated, but it was quite obvious that it was out
there.

Mr. BELNICK. And you knew that it was supplying lethal assist-
ance to the Nicaraguan Freedom Fighters, correct?

Mr. ABR..MS. That is correct,
I think we knew it was supplying only lethal assistance as time

went by. We had a certain amount of intelligence reporting on
what, in fact, was coming in from non-U.S. sources.
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Mr. BELNICK. Were there discussions at the RIG during 1985 and
1986 of the need to open a Southern Front against the Sandinista
regime from Costa Rica?

Mr. ABRAMS. In the military sense, I don't really recall that.
There was a-there were certainly discussions of the fact that the
preponderance of resistance activity was in the north, and that was
a mistake; that was too bad, partly because the political complex-
ion of the resistance in the south was more attractive in this coun-
try and in Europe and in Latin America. It was thought to be a
more liberal group in the south.

So, we were always trying to get those-let me say we in State
were always trying to get the resistance people-that is to say, the
Nicaraguan exiles in the south-more active.

I don't recall any real discussion of getting a military Southern
Front going, because we weren't in the business of giving military
aid.

Mr. BELNICK. Were there discussions at the RIG meetings in 1985
and 1986 about fundraising efforts for the Contras either from pri-
vate parties or from third countries?

Mr. ABRAMS. I would say not at the RIG. There were endless-an
endless number of discussions about fundraising from Congress. It
was the mechanism by which until what we used to call the Fortier
group got established around January or February 1986, it was the
mechanism for coordinating our congressional activities.

We did not discuss, I think, there the question of fundraising
from other countries. We did discuss it once with essentially the
same group of people on an airplane flight, I recall, to Central
America. We sort of kicked around that idea. That was the only
discussion of it that I can recall at what you might call a RIG.

Mr. BELNICK. We'll get to that later.
From whom did the RIG get its direction on policy towards Cen-

tral America, Mr. Abrams?
Mr. ABRAMS. Well, the RIG, as I said, was not a decisionmaking

or policymaking body. It was a coordinating body. Policy was made
as usual in the sense by the President, by the NSC, by the NSPG,
by the Secretary of State.

Mr. BELNICK. All right, sir. To whom did you report?
Mr. ABRAMS. The Secretary.
Mr. BELNICK. How frequent-did you have regular meetings with

the Secretary of State?
Mr. ABRAMS. I had a regular meeting once a week, supplemented

by any meetings thot I might request or by-well, let me go back.
I had one meetin' with him per week on my Bureau's activities.

Twice a week, in audition, we had broader meetings of what was
called the regional Assistant Secretaries' meeting where all the re-
gional Assistant Secretaries would meet, and I could raise with him
any matter that I wanted. So that would be three times a week,
plus whatever other meetings might take place. That is, if there
was a foreign minister in town from my region, then I would take
him to see the Secretary. So the number of times I saw the Secre-
tary varied a lot.

Mr. BELNICK. You had no trouble getting access to the Secretary
when you needed to speak to him or report to him?

Mr. ABRAMS. Correct.
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Mr. BELNICK. And as you've told us during our interviews, apart
from your responsibility as Assistant Secretary was to make judg-
ments on when something ought to be reported upstairs and when
it didn't have to be; correct?

Mr. ABRAMS. That's a very important part. If you keep telling
the Secretary things he doesn't need to know, then you're wasting
his time. If you don't tell him things he needs to know, then you're
in trouble.

Mr. BELNICK. You're aware, and you alluded to it moments ago,
that there has been testimony before these committees that the
true RIG, true policy implementing group on Central America was
a three-person RIG, consisting of you, Colonel North, and the Chief
of the CIA Central American Task Force. Ambassador Tambs,
among others, was a witness who testified here that that was the
true RIG and that it was the source of instructions that he was re-
ceiving. How do you respond to those claims and those assertions?

Mr. ABRAMS. Well, he doesn't know what he's talking about and
he never attended a RIG meeting.

Mr. BELNICK. Was there a three-person RIG consisting of you,
North, and the Chief of the Central American Task Force of the
CIA?

Mr. ABRAMS. There was not.
Mr. BELNICK. Was there a de facto working group consisting of

those three persons who effectively were the action-oriented per-
sons on Central American policy?

Mr. ABRAMS. No, there was not. There were meetings among the
three of us, as there were meetings among virtually any combina-
tion of two or three or four people within the RIG that you could
find. But there was no sub-RIG or something like that.

Mr. BELNICK. Do you have any idea where the witnesses who
have testified to otherwise received the impression that there was a
three-person sub-RIG or working group that was implementing
policy and deciding on policy towards Nicaragua?

Mr. ABRAMS. Well, I can take a stab at it. That is, the fact is that
I was the point man for the Department of State on this policy
and-as the Task Force Chief was for the CIA. And as, in some
sense, though that was a disputed sense, Colonel North was for
NSC. And we did, by my calendar, about five times in 18 months,
we did meet, though not alone. So I can see how that might have
cropped up in some people's minds.

Mr. BELNICK. Sir, from looking at your calendar, by my calcula-
tion, during the first 6 months of 1986, there were four RIG meet-
ings that might have pertained to Central America. Those are
listed as just RIG as opposed to RIG on country x or country y,
which was outside of Central America.

Four RIG meetings that might have pertained to Central Amer-
ica and seven meetings listed among you, Oliver North, and the
Chief of the Agency, Central America Task Force.

What went on at those seven meetings of the three of you?
Mr. ABRAMS. I don't believe there were seven meetings of the

three of us. My memory is that it would usually be my practice, as
I said, to include in meetings a Foreign Service officer.
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For the most part, that would have been my Deputy Assistant
Secretary for Central America. It might on occasion have been
others within the Bureau.

So I really can't tell you from my calendar how many times
North, the Task Force Chief, and I met. We certainly did meet.

I would have very serious doubt that it is seven times. Alone,
without a foreign service officer present. What would happen when
we did meet--

Mr. BELNICK. Yes, sir.
Mr. ABRAMS. One of the things we would do, that I would do

would be to make an effort to keep the two of them, that is to say,
the Task Force Chief and Colonel North working together in har-
mony.

There was a certain degree of rivalry there. These were the two
men who knew the resistance leaders best. These were the two
men whose relationships with them went back a couple of years,
and there was a certain degreeof- ivalry; as to who represented
their interests, that is to say, who knew what their interests were
best, who knew what they wanted best, who knew them best, who
had the most accurate reporting on how-what their situation was.

So that was one thing. It was just a kind of personnel manage-
ment, you might say. This was also an occasion on which they
could, one or the other of them could say things to me about people
who worked for me, if they wanted to, about an ambassador, about
somebody in their own bureaucracy, about whom they really didn't
want to talk in a larger group.

How was so-and-so doing, that kind of thing.
Mr. BELNICK. You recognized two of them as the persons most

knowledgeable about the situation in Nicaragua in the Govern-
ment, correct?

Mr. ABRAMS. Yes.
Mr. BELNICK. Was there any other sub-grouping of the RIG that

you met with alone or with a foreign officer on any regular basis?
Your calendar doesn't indicate.

Mr. ABRAMS. I would have met probably with the agency people
alone, maybe after meetings. That is, either the Chief of the Latin
American Division or the Chief of the Task Force or both would
stay behind at a meeting sometimes after a RIG meeting.

Mr. BELNICK. Sir, when it came to Nicaragua--
Mr. ABRAMS. That would be to discuss Nicaragua. But other than

that, I would say not.
Mr. BELNICK. Now, the discussions that you say you had with

Colonel North and the Task Force Chief on-you recall five occa-
sions meeting with them either alone or with a Foreign Service of-
ficer?

Mr. ABRAMS. Well, I don't recall it. I took a look at the datebook
some time ago. I think I counted five.

Mr. BELNICK. All right, sir. If it was five meetings--
Mr. ABRAMS. It could have been seven.
Mr. BELNICK. Pardon?
Mr. ABRAMS. It could be seen.
Mr. BELNICK. All right. Those five or seven meetings, your recol-

lection is the subject matter was essentially turf issues between the
CIA and the NSC?
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Mr. ABRAMS. No. I don't actually remember. I can't tell you what
the subject matter was at any of those meetings. I can tell you the
kinds of issues which we had to discuss.

We had-it is not that we discussed turf issues. It is rather that
it was useful to have these discussions because-see, one of the
most important parts of my job for the Secretary was to try to keep
the interagency relationships smooth.

If it gets rough, then it gets kicked upstairs and takes his time,
dealing with his colleagues in other agencies. So one of the key jobs
that I had and have was to keep interagency relationships good,
and'I think they are. One of the ways of accomplishing that was to
meet with these people.

Mr. BELNICK. At any of the sessions five or seven, of the Task
Force Chief, you and Colonel North and perhaps the Foreign Serv-
ice officer, did you discuss the military situation with respect to the
Contras and the Sandinistas?

Mr. ABRAMS. I have no doubt that we did. It would be odd if we
did not.

Mr. BELNICK_ Did you discuss at any of those sessions the con-
struction of a secret airfield in Costa Rica as part of the Contra
supply effort?

Mr. ABRAMS. I don't believe so.
Mr. BELNICK. Did you discuss the activities directed towards

opening a Southern Front against the Sandinistas at those sessions
with the Task Force Chief and Lt. Col. North?

Mr. ABRAMS. Again, we would not have discussed opening a
Southern Front. We would certainly have discussed the situation in
the south; that is, how were the resistance fighters in the south
doing, what was their situation, their supplies or lack of supplies,
their military success or lack of it, their political cohesion or lack
of it. We certainly would have talked about that.

Mr. BELNICK. Lastly, sir, on this point, if there was something
that you wanted to find out about the Contras or the private net-
work that was supplying them, you would have turned to Colonel
North or to the Task Force Chief?

Mr. ABRAMS. Usually. I mean, it would depend. There were
issues which were more political in nature where I might have
turned as well to one of our Embassies. The two people who knew
most about it were North and the Task Force Chief, and I would
usually have turned to them.

Mr. BELNICK. Now, the Department of State has a Bureau of In-
telligence and Research, does it not?

Mr. ABRAMS. Correct.
Mr. BELNICK. Referred to as INR?
Mr. ABRAMS. Correct.
Mr. BELNICK. What is the function of that Bureau?
Mr. ABRAMS. The function of that Bureau is to provide a view

which is not the Agency's view of intelligence matters. That is to
say, they do not generate intelligence. Intelligence is generated by
Agency people in the field, Department people in the field, DOD
people in the field, but they analyze it separately from the analysis
which is done at DOD and CIA, and come up with their own analy-
sis.
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Mr. BELNICK. When you became Assistant Secretary for Inter-
American Affairs, Mort Abramowitz was the person in charge of
INR at that time?

Mr. ABRAMS. You know, I think not. I don't remember when he
came in.

Mr. BELNICK. Do you recall, though, that Ambassador Frank
McNeil was the senior Deputy Assistant Secretary in INR in 1985?

Mr. ABRAMS. I think that is correct.
Mr. BELNICK. Under your predecessor, INR was represented at

the RIG meetings on Central America, was it not?
Mr. ABRAMS. I don't believe so.
Mr. BELNICK. Was it decided during your term that INR repre-

sentatives would not attend RIG meetings?
Mr. ABRAMS. It was decided to maintain the RIG exactly as it

was. A very large number of people wanted to get in, and we made,
I made, I made the decision to bar the door. That is to maintain it
as it had been, partly because I felt you couldn't make exceptions.
If people from the Department outside of ARA, which is the initials
for my bureau, were going to get in, they were all going to get in,
so we didn't let anybody-we represented the Department. All
right?

Mr. BELNICK. Was there a reason you didn't want anybody from
the State Department's INR Bureau at those RIG meetings?

Mr. ABRAMS. There was a reason we didn't want anybody from
any other bureau, which was we thought you couldn't make invidi-
ous comparisons among bureaus. We had requests from others to
attend as well. The Bureau of Political Military Affairs put a
strong push, the OAS mission put on a strong- push, and we just
decided-I just decided no.

Mr. BELNICK. All right, sir.
Did you consider that INR had a biased view towards the situa-

tion in Nicaragua?
- Mr. ABRAMS. Oh, I think I would have said that Ambassador
McNeil had a biased view.

Mr. BELNICK. What did you perceive to be that bias?
Mr. ABRAMS. A bias against the policy which we were conduct-

ing.
Mr. BELNICK. All right, sir.
You first met Oliver North on a trip to Central America in 1983

or 1984?
Mr. ABRAMS. I looked it up once. I think it was November, 1983.
Mr. BELNICK. And the next time you dealt with him was after

you became Assistant Secretary in the Inter-American Affairs
ureau, yes?
Mr. ABRAMS. I think that is not right.
Mr. BELNICK. When did you deal with him again, sir?
Mr. ABRAMS. In the fall of eighty-no, I said fall of 1984, if I re-

member right. Again, this comes from the calendar. The late Mr.
Fortier called a meeting. My calendar does not show what the pur-
pose of the meeting was. But I think It was probably to talk about
Central America, about public perceptions.

Anyway, Mr. Fortier called a meeting and I attended and a
bunch of other people attended, but one of them was Colonel
North.
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Mr. BELNICK. All right, sir. You began to work--
Mr. ABRAMS. Let me just add, we also, my data shows, had one or

two or three connections-I don't remember the number-when I
had been named to this job, but had not yet been confirmed and
sworn in. That is the spring of 1985.

Mr. BELNICK. All right.
Once you began functioning as Assistant Secretary for Inter-

American Affairs, you worked closely with Colonel North on Cen-
tral American matters, is that correct?

Mr. ABRAMS. That is correct.
Mr. BELNICK. You could speak to him when you needed to, as-

suming he was around?
Mr. ABRAMS. Well, that's right. He was out of the country a lot

but when he was around, reasonably quickly.
Mr. BELNICK. All right.
As you have said in the past, you believe that Colonel North had

more information about the private network that was supplying
the Contras than even the CIA did, am I correct?

Mr. ABRAMS. Correct.
Mr. BELNICK. He was the closest person so far as you could tell

and as you've testified in the past to the private benefactors who
were raising funds in this country in support of the Nicaraguan
Freedom Fighters, correct?

Mr. ABRAMS. That's correct. He certainly knew the most about
them or seemed to.

Mr. BELNICK. Now, during your period from July 1985 through
October, 1986, what did you know concerning the nature of Colonel
North's efforts regarding fundraising in this country on behalf of
the Contras?

Mr. ABRAMS. I- knew that he knew more about it than we in the
Department did and that he seemed to know more about it than
the CIA did.

He once told me, for example, that there was a big network out
there of people and companies and bank accounts which nobody
else ever said to me. So I mean that iv he kind of thing that led to
my having the view that he knew more about it than others did.

Mr. BELNICK. By the way, when he said that, did you ask him for
details about that big network?

Mr. ABRAMS. No.
Mr. BELNICK. Did you ask him about the bank accounts or how

he knew about them.
Mr. ABRAMS. No.
Mr. BELNICK. Why not?
Mr. ABRAMS. I was not his supervisor. He worked for a different

agency. I was supervising my people.
I did ask him at a couple of occasions, and I cannot place the

exact dates, whether he was abiding by the law. And on one occa-
sion in particular, I remember he said:

I have never solicited a nickel-

He may have said a dime.
I am not breaking a law. I have checked with White House counsel. Or, I have--

I'm not quoting, but words to that effect.
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I have run this by White House counsel.

It was not my practice, is not my practice, has not been except
now when I am authorized and really compelled to do so by law, to
try to reach out and supervise the activities of these coordinate
agencies, least of all the White House.

Mr. BELNIcK. When he told you that what he was doing was
legal, did you know what he was doing?

Mr. ABRAMS. Well, I assumed you knew what he was doing.
Mr. BELNICK. What did you assume that he was doing?
Mr. ABRAMS. I assumed he was trying to keep track of all those

people out there and what they were doing.
For example, I assumed that there was not one General Sing-

laub, but rather there were a number of what you might call Sing-
Jaub-type operations. That is to say, people who supported the re-
sistance and who were actively raising funds for the resistance, and
that the person who knew most about all of those efforts was Colo-
nel North.

Mr. BELNICK. Did you ever ask Colonel North specifically what
he was doing with respect to fundraising for the Contras?

Mr. ABRAMS. No. I think you have to remember, first of all, he
told me that he had run this by-he had gotten some legal advice.

Secondly, comment had been made on this by the National Secu-
rity Adviser to the Congress saying that he was not-I don't re-
member the exact words, but directing or according or something
like that-and what I assumed he was doing was essentially moni-
toring. That is,-he was trying to keep track, and that was impor-
tant, because we needed to have at least a general sense of what
they had.

Now, as the months rolled by, Congress began to roll back-I am
starting July 1985-began to roll back the limitations on CIA, and
with each rollback the amount of information we received from
CIA grew with respect to what was being received. By 1986, we
were actually getting CIA reports which said, today 3,000 rifles ar-
rived and that sort of thing.

Mr. BELNICK. Sir, you were aware, as you have testified in the
past, of constant rumors and reports that Colonel North was en-
gaged in fundraising for the Nicaraguan Freedom Fighters, cor-
rect?

Mr. ABRAMS. That is correct.
Mr. BELNICK. And as you also have testified, everybody involved

in the RIG, according to your testimony, knew that North was
somehow connected with the private fundraising, but did not know
exactly how, correct?

Mr. ABRAMS. Correct.
Mr. BELNICK. And you have also said that with that knowledge of

those reports-and I am quoting you-"most of us were careful not
to ask North lots of questions." Correct?

Mr. ABRAMS. Correct.
Mr. BELNICK. That was your position?
Mr. ABRAMS. That is correct.
Mr. BELNICK. Why were you careful not to ask Lt. Col. North lots

of questions, or any questions specifically about what he was doing
to support the Contras?
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Mr. ABRAMS. Well, I'd give two responses really. First of all, I
thought, especially after Mr. McFarlane had flatly so stated to Con-
gress and after Colonel North had flatly so stated to me, that he
was not soliciting funds, nor was he kind of directing the solicita-
tion of funds. He had said that straight to me, and Mr. McFarlane
had said it in pretty categorical terms to Congress. So that was out.

Secondly, it has been my experience in this program that when-
ever I reached out, I paid a price for it, and I will just-we are
jumping ahead but let me give you an example. I recall when Gen-
eral Singlaub asked to see me in April, and I remember saying to
myself, I have no reason to see General Singlaub, I don't have any
business with General Singlaub. Maybe I will get in trouble if I go
see-rather if I say to General Singlaub come see me. But I have
been a great admirer of General Singlaub, still am.

I thought, he wants to see me, fine. I thought I am going to get
accused of facilitation if I see General Singlaub, even if I don't do
anything for General Singlaub. Sure enough, I didn't do anything
for General Singlaub, and I have been accused of facilitation.

The atmosphere was one of such great controversiality in policy,
so many accusations being thrown around, so much difficulty in
understanding precisely what the limits of the law were that it was
certainly not conducive to having people trying to supervise activi-
ties which were not theirs and for which they had no responsibil-
ity.

Mr. BELNICK. You felt you would be damned either way?
Mr. ABRAMS. I felt I would be and in the case of Singlaub, I have

been.
Mr. BELNICK. Sir, did you also feel a hands-off policy was the best

way of complying with the Boland amendment, there were certain
things you said you didn't want to know?

Mr. ABRAMS. Well, the Boland amendment, I believe perversely
and against the intention of the drafters, had that impact, at least
part of the time. That is, I knew that nothing the State Depart-
ment was doing-or thought I knew nothing the State Department
was doing-could possibly be considered a violation of the Boland
amendment. That was my main concern.

My behavior and the people who worked for me first in the
Bureau and then in the Embassies, that was my main concern with
respect to Boland. Again, the responsibility is greater now.

Mr. BELNICK. Is it true, sir, that your position was that there
were certain things you did not want to know?

Mr. ABRAMS. I would say that there were, that I wanted to know
what my people were doing in detail. They were to report to me. I
was their supervisor. With respect to people in other agencies, as
long as I was sure they were not violating the law, that was what I
needed to know, and I didn't need to know the details beyond that.

Mr. BELNICK. That included Colonel North?
Mr. ABRAMS. Oh, sure.
Mr. BELNiCK. Do you recall what it was that caused you to go to

Colonel North and ask him if what he was doing was legal?
Mr. ABRAMS. I assumed it was one of those press reports?
Mr. BELNiCK. Do you recall whether the Secretary of State

shared your view that it was best for you not to ask or to know
what Colonel North was doing specifically?
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Mr. ABRAMS. We had a conversation in-around Labor Day, 1985,
in which-my memory is that I said something to him like, "All
these accusations about Colonel North, you want me to try to find
out whether they are true and what he is up to, or do you want me
to sort of leave?"

And he said, "No, you have got to know."
The note that I have in my notebook says, "Monitor Ollie," and I

thought that I had, in fact, met that responsibility first by his as-
surances that he was not soliciting; second, by Mr. McFarlane's as-
surances to Congress; and third, by the fact that we worked togeth-
er and it seemed to me we had these RIG meetings-it seemed to
me I had a good grasp on what he was doing.

Mr. BELNICK. You went to the Secretary of State, raised the sub-
ject of North's possible connection with fundraising for lethal aid
on that occasion, which, I believe was September 4, 1985, correct,
sir?

Mr. ABRAMS. I think that is right.
Mr. BELNICK. And the Secretary of State to.ld you that we, the

State Department, don't want to be in the dark. Do you recall that?
Mr. ABRAMS. I don't recall the exact words, but that is certainly

the general sense of it.
Mr. BELNICK. Yes, sir. He told you that you were the overall

manager of the Central American picture, correct.
Mr. ABRAMS. Again, I don't remember the exact words.
Mr. BELNICK. But, in substance, that is what he--
Mr. ABRAMS. I think so.
Mr. BELNICK. He told you, therefore, you ought to, as your own

note of -he meeting records, you ought to monitor Ollie, correct?
Mr. ABRAMS. Correct.
Mr. BELNICK. Did you tell the Secretary of State at that meeting

that you didn't think you needed to monitor Ollie or that you be-
lieved you had already monitored him sufficiently by asking him
whether he was soliciting and hearing that he wasn't?

Mr. ABRAMS. No, because that wasn't true.
Mr. BELNICK. All right.
Mr. ABRAMS. Monitor Ollie is not an activity that you do one

morning. It is a--
Mr. BELNICK. That is for sure.
Mr. ABRAMS. It is a behavior pattern. Let's put it that way.
Again, I think that I did that through at least three actions, or

three things happened, one of which was I asked him. Another
thing was that Mr. McFarlane-don't forget when the Secretary-I
believe when the Secretary said that to me, I did not and he did
not have-at least I did not-have the National Security Adviser's
categorical assurances to Congress that none of this was going on.

You had press stories saying, "Is this going on?" I am not sure I
would have asked the Secretary that if the day before the National
Security Adviser had said, "All that stuff in the press is not true."

Mr. BELNICK. What did you do to monitor Ollie and follow his be-
havior pattern after your meeting with the Secretary of State?

Mr. ABRAMS. Well, we had relatively regular meetings at the
RIG. We had phone calls on an irregular but continuing basis. We
had conversations on a couple of occasions in which I asked him
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what he was doing. And I thought I had a pretty good grasp of
what he was doing.

Mr. BELNICK. All right.
Did you ever ask him, though, for specifics about what his con-

nection was with the private network that was supplying the Con-
tras?

Mr. ABRAMS. Not in so many words. I thought I knew what he
was doing. I thought that he was-well, the best word is "monitor-
ing."

Mr. BELrICK. All right, sir.
Now, do you recall reading an article in the Miami Herald about

Colonel North's actions in or about the end of April 1986? And I
will refer you to exhibit 33.

Mr. ABRAMS. I did not recall this, but I was looking at the exhibit
book downstairs before, so I took a look at it about half an hour
ago.

Mr. BELNICK. And having looked at that article which is entitled
"Colonel's Actions May Have Broken Contra Aid Ban," do you
recall having read it around the time it was published?

Mr. ABRAMS. I know I read a memo about it. I don't actually
recall it.

Mr. BELNICK. That memo appears as exhibit 44 in your binder,
and this is a memo tFLat you wrote to Mr. Abramowitz, who by then
was head of the State Department's Bureau of INR; is that correct?

Mr. ABRAMS. That is correct.
Mr. BELNICK. This article reported sources concerning Colonel

North was involved in supplying or facilitating the supply of the
lethal aid to the Freedom Fighters; correct?

Mr. ABRAMS. Well, I would have to look at it.
Mr. BELNICK. Please. Exhibit 33.
Mr. ABRAMS. How did you characterize it?
Mr. BELNICK. This was an article that asserted Colonel North, ac-

cording to sources, was involved in some way in facilitating the
provisions of lethal aid to the Contras.

Mr. ABRAMS. I think that is fair.
Mr. BELNICK. Is that correct?
Mr. ABRAMS. Yes.
Mr. BELNICK. It also reported on Rob Owen, who was then work-

ing with the State Department's Nicaraguan Humanitarian Assist-
ance Office, correct? Do you see that?

Mr. ABRAMS. I am not sure when the contract ended, but--
Mr. BELNICK. But it did contain reports about Rob Owen and his

association with this effort, correct?
Mr. ABRAMS. Yes.
Mr. BELNICK. And, sir, the nature of the memo that you wrote in

response to this article to Mr. Abramowitz, exhibit 44, was to com-
plain about the fact that part of this report apparently had come
from someone in the State Department correct:.-

Mr. ABRAMS. No, not exactly.
Mr. BELNICK. All right, sir.
How would you characterize your memo?
Mr. ABRAMS. It was to complain about the fact a State Depart-

ment intelligence analyst, that is to say an employee of his, was
cited in the aticle-not the first time. See, whenever there was
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what I would consider to be a leak or an unauthorized contact with
the press, in my bureau I immediately contacted the Security
Bureau and asked for an investigation.

Every one of those-in every one that I can recall-they would
come around and interview me, interview my deputies, the office
records, in an effort to find out who was doing this.

Here was an example of someone who did not work for me, who
apparently worked for Mort Abramowitz, who was engaging in the
same kind of thing, taking what I would consider to be cheap shots,
inaccurate cheap shots at the program. It was not the first time
that had happened. I recall other instances of newspaper articles or
of hearing from people outside of a newspaper article that some-
body in INR had said something or other, and there is no real func-
tion for INR to brief the press on things.

And so I decided on this occasion to complain about it. The way
to complain about it is not really to go to the Security Bureau-
that is what I really did for my Bureau-but, rather, to go to Am-
bassador Abramowitz and say, hey--

Mr. BELNICK. Somebody in your Bureau is leaking?
Mr. ABRAMS. Essentially. I think that is a fair summary.
Mr. BELNICK. Did you believe there was somebody--
Mr. ABRAMS. Leaking at least is frequently accurate, and this

seemed to be inaccurate. It seemed to be an attack on the program
and a really unfair one.

Mr. BELNICK. Is there anything in the memo that you wrote to
Mr. Abramowitz, exhibit 44, that says that what was contained in
the Miami Herald article was inaccurate or false in any way?

Mr. ABRAMS. No.
Mr. BELNICK. All right, sir.
I would like to talk to you briefly about Ambassador Tambs.
Did you have any conversations with Ambassador Tambs before

he took up his post as Ambassador to Costa Rica in the summer of
1985?

Mr. ABRAMS. Yes, sir. It is customary, when an ambassador is
going out to his post, for his-to meet with his assistant secretary.
And at some point in the spring I had such a meeting with him. It
took place in my office, as Assistant Secretary of State for Human
Rights.

Mr. BELNICK. What did you discuss on that occasion?
Mr. ABRAMS. We discussed Costa Rica. We discussed mostly Costa

Rica in the context of the regional security problem- that is, in
the context of Nicaragua-and we talked about regional policy, I
think, more than we did-I didi.'t know really enough to talk
about, and I'm sure he did-Costa Rica and politics, Costa Rica and
economics and so forth.

So we talked more about the regional issues.
Mr. BELNICK. Did you ever tell Ambassador Tambs, either on

that-occasion or any time subsequently, that one of his missions as
Ambassador to Costa Rica was to assist the opening of a Southern
Military Front in Nicaragua against the Sandinista regime?

Mr. ABRAMS. At no time whatsoever.
Mr. BELNICK. Did Ambassador Tambs ever tell you that any such

instruction had been given to him by Colonel North or anyone
else?
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Mr. ABRAMS. He did not. However, the circumstances of Ambas-
sador Tambs' departure was somewhat bizarre. In the fall of 1986,
President Arias came to the United States for an official visit. The
morning of, or perhaps the day before--I don't recall exactly-the
visit, and without any notice to the Department of State, none
whatsoever, Ambassador Tambs announced to his staff in San Jose
at the Embassy, "I quit. My mission was to found a Southern
Front. I was sent here to set up a Southern Front. I have complet-
ed that mission and, therefore, it is time for me to go."

We found out about it because a member of the staff telephoned
the Department and said, hey, do you know that Ambassador
Tambs just resigned, and we said, no.

In fact, we don't have an Ambassador in Costa Rica today, in
part because of having no lead time, we haven't been able to get
somebody in place and confirmed and so forth. We are still working
on that.

I knew at that point, that is, the day of the Arias visit, he told
President Arias on the airplane, again before he told the Depart-
ment. So I found out at that point that he believed that this was
his mission in Costa Rica.

Mr. BELNICK. Have you ever discussed that belief with him, per-
sonally, directly?

Mr. ABRAMS. I don't believe I have talked to him. We saw each
other during the visit.

The answer to your question is no.
Mr. BELNICK. All right, sir.
Mr. ABRAMS. I should say, by the way, it is not my practice-

with one exception-it is not my practice to meet with people
alone. Being part of a hierarchy, it is important to spread informa-
tion both up and down and sideways, and it is a lot easier to do if
there is someone who is a note-taker.

The meeting with Ambassador Tambs to which I referred, in the
spring of 1985, had present the desk officer for Costa Rica.

Mr. BELNICK. Did Colonel North ever tell you that lie had dis-
cussed opening a Southern Military Front with Ambassador
Tambs?

Mr. ABRAMS. No, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. Did you ever hear anything like that from the Task

Force Chief"
Mr. ABRAMS. No.
Mr. BELNiCK._All right. -- ___ __........

Mr. ABRAMS. It is part of the duties of all our our ambassadors to
Central America to support the resistance. We are now talking
about the summer of 1985. I read in my opening statement from
the policy of the United States, as enacted by Congress, and Con-
gress had just approved $27 million for us to distribute to support a
fighting force.

So it was the duty of every ambassador to support U.S. policy, to
try to get the Government of the country to which he was assigned,
this 'wasn't true only in Central America, but most importantly in
Central America, to support that policy.

Ambassador Tambs certainly had that responsibility and the re-
sponsibility of working with the resistance in Costa Rica. He didnot have the responsibility to, quote, "set up a Southern Front".
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Mr. BELNICK. You just referred to Congress having approved $27
million to support a fight force, correct?

Mr. ABRAMS. Yes.
Mr. BELNICK. Are you referring to the $27 million in humanitari-

an aid that the Congress approved in the summer of 1985?
Mr. ABRAMS. I am.
Mr. BELNICK. All right, sir.
Mr. ABRAMS. I am, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. Ambassador Tambs did receive written instructions

before he took up his post in Costa Rica, did he not?
Mr. ABRAMS. Every ambassador does. He received a letter from

the Secretary similarly.
Mr. BELNICK. Is that letter, the parts of it that have been declas-

sified, in any event, exhibit 27 in your binder?
Mr. ABRAMS. Yes.
Mr. BELNICK. All right, sir. And at the end of that letter, the Sec-

retary states in the second to last paragraph,
I know that in the course of your duties you will have contact with many officials

on a variety of matters and you will receive solicited and unsolicited advice and
counsel on actions you should take. I want to emphasize that the line of authority
runs from the President through me to Assistant Secretary Abrams."

Sir, was that your understanding as well of the line of authority?
Mr. ABRAMS. That is right. I should state that is known as the

Motley clause. Ambassador Motley as Assistant Secretary had trou-
ble on at least one occasion with ambassadors reporting to the
White House. And he had adopted the practice of asking the Secre-
tary to put that clause in letters of instructions to ambassadors in
the Latin America-Caribbean region to make sure they understood
exactly how they were to report.

Mr. BELNICK. All right, sir. Then in the final paragraph of the
letter, still the same exhibit 27, the Secretary writes to Ambassa-
dor Tambs,

I have directed Assistant Secretary Abrams to issue instructions in- my name and
serve as the primary communications link between me and the chiefs of mission in
his area of responsibility. You should channel all messages dealing with policy
proposals, policy implementation, program activities and post-operations to or
through him with the understanding that for extraordinary situations there are
channels of direct communication with me that are available for your use.

And you understood that to be the case as well in terms of how
---- Ambassador Tambs ordinarily should be communicating with the

Department, correct?
Mr. ABRAMS. Two comments, if I can.
First, just to draw your attention to page 1 of the letter in which

U.S. objectives in Costa Rica are set forth, there are four listed,
none of them is open a Southern Front.

But second, Ambassador Tambs testified if you wanted to keep
something secret, you couldn't send it through State Department
channels. That is false.

We are able to maintain in the Department adequate secrecy
through the use of a variety of channels available to every Ambas-
sador.

We will come to Brunei later. There is an example of something
we maintained absolutely secret, using a particular State Depart-
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ment channel. Ambassadors are supposed to report in State De-
partment channels.

Mr. BELNICK. And you never told Ambassador Tambs otherwise?
Mr. ABRAMS. Absolutely not.
Mr. BELNICK. And you never sent a message to him through

anyone from the CIA he ought to repoe. to different or back chan-
nels to you?

Mr. ABRAMS. I don't send messages to Ambassadors through the
CIA. That is what the State Department communications channels
are for. In my experience, when you have an Ambassador reporting
to the CIA, what you have got is 9n Ambassador who has been
taken over by a Station Chief.

Mr. BELNICK. All right, sir. Did you, in fact, receive, aside from
the cable which we will get to concerning Eden Pastora and Gener-
al Singlaub, aside from that, did you receive back channel commu-
ilications from Ambassador Tambs via the CIA?

Mr. ABRAMS. Well, there is one in here in the book. Very rare to
receive a back channel communication from any Ambassador. You
know, I think, for example, of a more active Embassy, El Salvador,
I can't recall really receiving a back channel. In the case of Ambas-
sador Tambs, in my memory the testimony is he sent two or three,
and two or three over 18 months is conceivable to me.

Mr. BELNICK. All right, sir.
Did you ever discuss with Ambassador Tambs on any occasion

when you were in Costa Rica or if he was in the United States, ex-
actly what he was doing as Ambassador to Costa Rica to facilitate
or help the resistance?

Mr. ABRAMS. Oh, I am sure we did. I am sure we discussed it
both in my visits to Costa Rica and in his visits to Washington. He
would have normally made a couple. And in cable traffic as well.

Mr. BELNICK. What did Ambassador Tambs tell you that he was
doing?

Mr. ABRAMS. My impression was that he was doing essentially
what he should be doing.

Mr. BELNICK. Which was what?
Mr. ABRAMS. He should be in contact. I mean when I say he, he

and his staff in the Embassy should be in contact with the signifi-
cant elements of the resistance who were living in Costa Rica.

We were, generally speaking, pursuing a policy of trying to pro-
mote unity on the part of all of the Nicaraguan resistance ele-
ments. We wanted them all to cooperate with each other.

In fact, at one point we told them that one of the-this would be
sort of March 1986, that to qualify for aid from the United States,
one of the things that you needed to do was to be willing to work
with the other resistance elements. That was one thing.

Another thing he had to do, he had many duties that did not
relate to the resistance. We are not talking about that. But with
respect to the resistance, for example, he had to try to monitor to
some degree drug trafficking charges to make sure there were none
such. There were no-there was no drug trafficking being conduct-
ed by people in the resistance. That was another one of his respon-
sibilities. He had to talk to the Government of Costa Rica because,
for one thing, we did not want them to throw all Nicaraguan refu-
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gees out of Costa Rica, which they did not do. That was the kind of
thing he was supposed to be doing, which I think he did do.

Mr. BELNICK. Did there come a time you learned one of the
things he was doing was talking to the Costa Rican Government
about the construction of an airstrip at a site known as Point West
to be used in Contra supply?

Mr. ABRAMS. YCs.
Mr. BELNICK. When did you first learn of that proposed airstrip

project?
Mr. ABRAMS. I learned of the project rather earlier than I

learned of his involvement with the Costa Rican Government. Of
that, I learned when he testified here. I learned of that in-I
learned of the existence of the airstrip probably in August, being
that I was sworn in late in July. Probably in August 1985, maybe
September 1985. But that's the time period.

Mr. BELNICK. How did you learn of the project at that time?
Mr. ABRAMS. I don't recall any conversation in particular in

which I was told of it. The-as you know, the former Station Chief
has testified that I told him that it was Colonel North. That's per-
fectly logical and plausible to me.

Mr. BELNICK. You don't recall whether you learned about the air-
strip from Colonel North or from someone in the Agency?

Mr. ABRAMS. That's correct. I don't recall.
Mr. BELNICK. What do you recall learning?
Mr. ABRAMS. That there was an airstrip being built by the pri-

vate benefactors, as we used to call them, in Costa Rica, that this
was a project which was either under way or about to be under
way, period.

Mr. BELNICK. Did you learn whether the U.S. Government or any
U.S. Government officials were involved in that project?

Mr. ABRAMS. Well, it was pretty clear from the way it was told to
me that no U.S. Government officials were involved in the project.
That would have been illegal.

Mr. BELNICK. Did someone tell you specifically no U.S. Govern-
ment officials were involved?

Mr. ABRAMS. I doubt it was said in so many words. It was obvious
no U.S. Government officials could be involved.

Mr. BELNICK. How was it obvious?
Mr. ABRAMS. It would have been illegal.
Mr. BELNICK. Therefore you assumed no one was involved?
Mr. ABRAMS. Yes.
Mr. BELNICK. Did you ever ask Colonel North whether he was in-

volved with the airstrip project or the private benefactors con-
structing it?

Mr. ABRAMS. No.
Mr. BELNICK. All right, sir.
How did you assume from what you were told that these private

American citizens were going to get the permission of the Costa
Rican Government to build an airstrip to help the Contras?

Mr. ABRAMS. I didn't make an assumption.
Mr. BELNICK. Did you have--
Mr. ABRAMS. I was told-the way I was told, there was an air-

strip being built or about to be built. I don't think it actually oc-
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curred to me that they needed the-I mean, to ask, what about the
Costa Rican Government.

Mr. BELNICK. Did you have a conversation with the--
Mr. ABRAMS. I should say there are in Central America and the

Caribbean probably hundreds of privately owned airstrips. I'm not
even sure you need government permission.

Mr. BELNICK. This was going to be more than a privately owned
airstrip, wasn't it, Mr. Abrams?

Mr. ABRAMS. It was supposed to be, as I recall, what I was told it
was an airstrip to be used by-well, I don't know whether it was to
be used by the resistance or by the benefactors, but to be used at
least by the benefactors for the resistance.

Mr. BELNICK. It was to be used on behalf of the armed resistance
against the Sandinistas?

Mr. ABRAMS. Precisely.
Mr. BELNICK. So not your average private airstrip?
Mr. ABRAMS. A lot of airstrips are used by drug traffickers.
Mr. BELNICK. You didn't assume this was going to be a-drug traf-

ficking airstrip?
Mr. ABRAMS. I was told, as I recall, this is an airstrip being

built-again, I can't say whether for the use of the resistance, but
either-the purpose of it is to help the resistance. Let's put it that
way.

Mr. BELNICK. Didn't you assume, as indeed you've told us, that
the Costa Rican Government would have to give permission for
such an airstrip to be built and used for that purpose, to aid the
resistance?

Mr. ABRAMS. I don't kLiow that it ever occurred to me. If you ask
me the question, I think the v nswer is yes.

Mr. BELNICK. But you diJh,'t think about that at the time?
Mr. ABRAMS. I don't think so.
Mr. BELNICK. Sir, you knew that the senior CIA representative in

Costa Rica was involved in some way with the airstrip?
Mr. ABRAMS. I did not.
Mr. BELNICK. You knew he was knowledgeable about it?
Mr. ABRAMS. I did not.
Mr. BELNICK. Didn't there come a time in the fall of 1985 when

you were in Costa Rica meeting with the senior CIA representative
and two of his assistants, correct?

Mr. ABRAMS. That is correct.
Mr. BELNICK. And you asked him, what about the airstrip, be-

cause you were surprised he hadn't mentioned it to you; is that cor-
rect?

Mr. ABRAMS. That's correct.
Mr. BELNICK. And because you were surprised-excuse me,

weren't you surprised because you believed that he knew about the
airstrip?

Mr. ABRAMS. I was surprised because I had spent at least, I
would say by memory, at least an hour with the Station Chief and
two of his staff members. And they gave me what was purported by
them and believed by me to be a totally complete briefing on every-
thing going on in Costa Rica. There wasn't supposed to be a lawn
getting mowed in Costa Rica without them knowing about it.
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I have since sort of-I was new in the job. I had kind of exagger-
ated the degree to which we can know the degree to what is going
on in another country. But that was my view.

They gave me a full, complete, total briefing. I knew something
they didn't seem to know. I had been told there was an airstrip
being built. Come on, how is it possible they did not know this?

I said to the Station Chief when the briefing was theoretically
over, "Isn't there an airstrip being built someplace?"

I believe he has testified correctly that he nearly had a cardiac. I
thought he was going to fall off his chair. He looked at me and he
looked at the two guys, and he looked at me and looked at the two
guys. It became apparent that his real concern was them. He said
something to the effect that they don't know about that or they
didn't know about that. They knew about it then.

It just seemed to me obvious that if somebody is building a-I
mean, he was supposed to be reporting on things like this. It was
very odd to me he didn't know about it.

Of course, he did know about it. He said to me, "Yes, these two
guys didn't know about that. Yes," and he showed me-my
memory is he actually had a map or we had a map or there was a
map in the room. He showed me where it was, and he said some-
thing to the effect that "It isn't open yet" or "It isn't started yet."

In other words, this is an airstrip which is not in use, was what
stayed in my mind. That was the end of that.

Mr. BELNICK. Did you ask the Station Chief why it was such a
secret from others who were working with him?

Mr. ABRAMS. No. I had no reason to question who in his station
he was telling what.

Mr. BELNICK. Did you ask the Station Chief whether anybody
from our government was involved in the construction of the air-
strip?

Mr. ABRAMS. No. It had been presented to me, I think, as a pri-
vate benefactor effort. I did not assume and do not assume people
are violating the law.

Mr. BELNICK. Did I hear you correctly say a few moments ago
that the first time you knew that Ambassador Tambs had spoken
to the Costa Rican Government or negotiated with the Government
about the airstrip was when he testified here last week?

Mr. ABRAMS. That is correct. He never reported that to the De-
partment of State.

Mr. BELNICK. Did you ever ask him once you found out about the
airstrip whether he had had any contact with the Costa Rican Gov-
ernment about that matter?

Mr. ABRAMS. No. It would never have occurred to me that an
Ambassador would do something like that without checking with
the Department.

Mr. BELNICK. Did you ask him to check with the Costa Rican
Government as to their knowledge or approval of the airstrip?

Mr. ABRAMS. No.
Mr. BELNICK. That was something you wanted to stay away

from?
Mr. ABRAMS. No. It was-I mean, if the private-if some group of

private benefactors had gotten permission to do this, you know,
ere you get into it again. That was exactly the kind of thing
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where you start getting-put yourself in the middle of that, what -
may have been a negotiation between the benefactors, what seemed
to be, and the Costa Rican Government.

That is exactly where you are going to get a accused of facilitat-
ing.

Mr. BELNICK. So, you had a situation where--
Mr. ABRAMS. I had no reason to believe that Ambassador Tambs

had done that. None.
Mr. BELNICK. At the time what you believed was that there may

have been a negotiation between private Americans and the Costa
Rican Government?

Mr. ABRAMS. Or none whatsoever.
Mr. BELNICK. But there may have been, correct?
Mr. ABRAMS. Yes.
Mr. BELNICK. And that was something you did not choose to ask

further about, correct?
Mr. ABRAMS. That is correct. That is exactly the kind of thing

that I think you, one, I would be accused of facilitating for thrust-
ing myself in the middle of.

Mr. BELNICK. Did you think that if you did thrust yourself in the
middle of something like that it might set back the project and
hurt the resistance?

Mr. ABRAMS. Well, I don't know. I suppose it might have.
Mr. BELNICK. Sir, you have testified in the past that you believe

that-
Mr. ABRAMS. I am just thinking about your question.
Mr. BELNICK. Sure.
Mr. ABRAMS. Sure. Because then you had been faced with one of

two possibilities. Either you tell the Costa Ricans, "This is
great,'-in a sense, then you are facilitating--or in a sense you
don't tell them it is great. Then you make them nervous. What do
you gain?

Mr. BELNICK. You testified in the past that you believed Colonel
North wai' the person who would know most of the answers about
the airstrip, correct?

Mr. ABRAMS. I don't know that I testified about that. He knew
more about the private benefactors, I think, than we at State or
anybody at CIA seemed to know.

Mr. BELNICK. Including the airstrip?
Mr. ABRAMS. Well, if it is correct-I think that is correct. That is

correct.
Mr. BELNICK. That is what you testified to to the Tower Board?
Mr. ABRAMS. That is correct.
Mr. BELNICK. Did you ask Colonel North at any time for details

about how the private benefactors were who were building the air-
strip, whether they had negotiated with the Costa Rican Govern-
ment, any of those details?

Mr. ABRAMS. No.
Mr. BELNICK. All right, sir.
When you learned that the airstrip was going to be constructed,

did you report that back to the Secretary of State?
Mr. ABRAMS. No.
Mr. BELNICK. Why-not?
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Mr. ABRAMS. Not important. Private benefactors were presum-
ably doing a whole lot of things. I mean, they were sending ma-
chine guns and bullets and all kinds of things into Central Amer-
ica. That was generally common knowledge.

It was known by us, it was known by the Congress. That there
should be in addition to this use of an airstrip in Central America
to facilitate their activities, I mean, surprise, surprise.

Mr. BELNICK. So you did not report to the Secretary of State?
Mr. ABRAMS. No.
Mr. BELNICK. Now, sir, do you recall-jumping ahead in time to

September 1986-receiving a telephone call from Colonel--
Mr. ABRAMS. Jumping ahead?
Mr. BELNICK. September 1986? That you received a telephone call

from Colonel North telling you that there was going to be a press
conference held by an official of Costa Rica to discuss the airstrip?

Mr. A4BRAMS. Well, I don't remember the exact date, but yes. I
remember the call.

Mr. BELNICK. Tell me what you remember about that call and
what happened?

Mr. ABRAMS. As I recall, it was Friday night. It was late. It was
about 11 o'clock. And he called and said do you remember that
there was an airstrip and that this airstrip would at that point not
have been in use because there was no Contra military activity
under way in Costa Rica really after May 8, after the inauguration
of President Arias?

Yes, I remember that.
Well, the Minister of Public Security, he said, was going to give a

press conference and he was going to talk about the airstrip and he
was going to reveal all sorts of things about the airstrip, including
apparently what role, if any-I shouldn't say "if any"-what role,
he was apparently going to say the previous government of Costa
Rica had had approving it or so forth. This was a very bad thing, he
said, and it would do no one any good and raise all sorts of awk-
ward questions about the previous government and we ought to try
to stop it.

And I said I agree with that. And he said, well, what we need to
do is, ]t me get Tambs on the line and would you instruct Tambs
to call President Arias and tell him not to have this press confer-
ence?

I said, I will. Sounds right to me. So he called back, I don't know,
you know, half an hour later, something like that, with Ambassa-
dor Tambs on the line. Ambassador Tambs, I remembered, was in
the United States. I believe he testified he was in West Virginia,
which, I think, is my memory.

And we explained this to Tambs, that ip, that there was going to
be this press conference, it had nothing to do with the use of the
airstrip. The airstrip, as far. as I knew, was long since, since you
are talking about September, so it is May to September, out of use.

But there was no good going to come out of that press conference
for the United States or for Costa Rica. Would you please call
President Arias, I said, call him up anC ask him not to allow that-
cancel the press conference? Tell your minister of public security
not to hold that press conference with an implied threat.
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This was-well, this was before his official visit to the United
States. I don't recall whether at that moment we knew when he
was coming, but the issue of his official visit was in the air. And I
inst-'ucted Ambassador Tambs to advert to the visit in a way which
made it clear to President Arias that his visit was at risk. That is
to say, something like this is a needless, a gratuitous complication
of U.S.-Costa Rican relations, it is an exceedingly odd thing to do,
gratuitously, in the period when we are all contemplating an offi-
cial visit.

It was supposed to be diplomatic, but the message was supposed
to be clear.

Mr. BELNICK. Almost a contradiction in terms here?
Mr. ABRAMS. No, no, no. Be a good diplomat. Get the message

through clearly. So he said, I will do that. And he-there was an-
other conversation then an hour or two later, midnight, one
o'clock, something like that, in which Ambassador Tambs reported
he had done so and the press conference was cancelled. That was
the end of that night's activities.

Mr. BELNICK. You are aware that Colonel North has written a
PROF message in which he says that he spoke to the head of State
in Costa Rica, had a conversation with him and conveyed the
threat or at least the notion that the aid might be cut off if this
press conference took place.

Do you have any knowledge as to whether Colonel North had
such a conversation with the Chief of State of Costa Rica?

Mr. ABRAMS. Not-well, to my personal knowledge, I don't. I do
know President Arias has flatly denied it and that Colonel North
did not tell me that he had had such a conversation.

Mr. B.LNICK. Now, sir, one other question on that. If the airstrip
was purely private, the airstrip in Costa Rica, private benefactors,
exclusively, no U.S. Government involvement, why would it have
been, a3 you have just testified, an unfriendly act by the Costa
Rican Government to announce the existence of that airstrip?

Mr. ABRAMS. It raises-raised and raises issues about the in-
volvement of the prior Costa Rican Government, which not only
would seem to be delicate, but are, And in fact, we right now have
all sorts of communications from the current government of Costa
Rica which are very delicate, about its predecessor's activities.

Let me add something else. I viewed this activity in preventing
that news conference as an absolutely legitimate diplomatic activi-
ty of mine. So much so that within a day or two of that, reminding
myself, or learning that Ambassador Habib was about to go to San
Jose, I asked him to raise this with President Arias. I explained the
situation to Ambassador Habib and said to him, would you-sort of
raise it with President Arias again and say, look, who is going to
benefit from such a press conference and the raising of all sorts of
questions about what your predecessor did.

The issue is not U.S. Government involvement. The issue is the
involvement of the Costa Rican Government with the resistance,
neutrally, all of that. Who is going to gain by all of this?

And Ambassador Habib did so.
Mr. BELNICK. Given your view that this was purely private,

didn't it strike you as odd that it was Colonel North who called you

75-542 - 88 - 2
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,nd told you that he had found out about the press conference or
the forthcoming press conference, and was upset about it?

Mr. ABRAMS. No. Because, as I said, he was the guy who seemed
to have the most knowledge of the private benefactors. If you think
it through-as I think it through right now, I don't know that I
have ever seen testimony on this. The logic is to me that one of
them may have called him.

Mr. BELNICK. One of the private benefactors?
Mr. ABRAMS. That seems to be probably the most plausible expla-

nation, unless he got it from a U.S. Government official in Costa
Rica.

Mr. BELNICK. Some private American citizen who was wired into
the Costa Rican Government?

Mr. ABRAMS. I don't know if he told me. I just don't recall if he
told me during that conversation where he had heard this. And I
don't recall the PROF notes either, where it says in the PROF
notes where he got that information.

Mr. BELNICK. But it wasn't something you thought about at the
time that it was Colonel North who was calling to sound the alarm
about this forthcoming press conference?

Mr. ABRAMS. No. Because what was important was this press
conference was going to complicate U.S.-Costa Rican relations. In
the-indeed in the event, it did.

Mr. BELNICK. When did you first have a meeting with General
Singlaub, do you recall?

Mr. ABRAMS. Well, I recall having looked through my notes.
April 24, 1986.

Mr. BELNICK. When did you first learn of an agreement that
General Singlaub had entered into with Eden Pastora?

Mr. ABRAMs. Ambassador Tambs sent a back channel cable
which gave the text of such an agreement.

Mr. BELNICK. That is exhibit X, EA-X, which is dated the end of
March 1986. It ought to be the first exhibit in your book. Is that
the cable?

Mr. ABRAMS. Well, I don't remember the cable in particular, but
I guess so.

Mr. BELNICK. I believe that is the cable.
Mr. ABRAMS. I will take your word for it.
Mr. BELNICK. I wouldn't lead you wrong on it.
Mr. ABRAMS. I know you wouldn't.
Mr. BELNICK. When you received that cable, that was the first

you knew of the agreement?
Mr. ABRAMS. That is correct.
Mr. BELNICK. Now-
Mr. ABRAMS. That was the first I knew of this agreement be-

tween the United States and Eden Pastora.
Mr. BELNICK. Well, let me just take it one step further. It is also

the first time that you knew of any agreement between General
Singlaub and Eden Pastora?

Mr. ABRAMS. Of any agreement, yes.
Mr. BELNICK. The reason I am trying to be specific, sir, is be-

cause, as you know, General Singlaub has testified to the commit-
tees that he discussed his proposed agreement with Pastora, with
you, in a meeting, before he went to Costa Rica.
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Mr. ABRAMS. We discussed at that April 24 meeting, I think,
Eden Pastora. Let me just take a second on this.

Mr. BELNICK. Sure.
Mr. ABRAMS. Basically, Colonel North and the CIA hated Pastora

with great passion. They had concluded, on the basis of their deal-
ings with him, that he was not only untrustworthy, but conceivably
disloyal. And they wanted to have literally nothing to do with him.

General Singlaub, as you know from his testimony, thought that
was an extremely shortsighted view. I also believe that that was an
extremely-I came to believe that that was an extremely short-
sighted view, and came to disagree with Colonel North and with
the Task Force Chief, with respect to Mr. Pastora. I don't know
whether-I really don't remember whether Singlaub came to me
on this, because he had heard that I was more sympathetic, or I
became more sympathetic in part because of what General Sing-
laub said.

In any event, it is certainly the case that in that meeting in
April, we talked about Pastora.

Mr. BELNICK. We will get to that in a moment. It is your testimo-
ny that you did not meet with General Singlaub before he went to
see Pastora?

Mr. ABRAMS. No. No. No. Oh, I have the dates wrong. Before he
saw Pastora, yes, I think my first meeting with him was April 24.

Mr. BELNICK. Your calendar--
Mr. ABRAMS. I had never met him before then. I think that's

right.
Mr. BELNICK. So in your view, General Singlaub is mistaken in

his testimony, A, he met with you before he went to see Pastora,
and, B, advised you at that time about the agreement he intended
to enter into with Pastora?

Mr. ABRAMS. Yes. I can only go by the documentary evidence and
my memory. Both indicate that we did not discuss this prior to his
trip to Central America.

Mr. BELNICK. All right, sir. In any event, after you received ex-
hibit X, the back channel cable from Ambassador Tambs, you
became angry at what you read, correct?

Mr. ABRAMS. I sure did.
Mr. BELNICK. And you reflected that in EA-exhibit 1, the cable

which was sent back to Ambassador Tambs and signed over Deputy
Secretary Whitehead's name, correct?

Mr. ABRAMS. Yes. This was the toned-down version.
Mr. BELNICK. All right. And what was the source of your aggra-

vation?
Mr. ABRAMS. Well, look at X, look at that exhibit. It is unbeliev-

able. "The United States will provide boots, food, ammunition,
medicine, maps, encrypted"-first of all, military needs, first of all.
Who is General Singlaub to negotiate on behalf of the United
States? Secondly, and more incredibly, what is a U.S. Ambassador
saying this looks jim-dandy? Thirdly, talking about violations of
the Boland amendment, Jesus. This is a promise to send-I mean,
it is unbelievable.

Mr. BELNICK. All right.
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Mr. ABRAMS. It wasn't just my personal reaction. It was the reac-
tion of others in the Bureau. This was one of the more astonishing
documents.

Mr. BELNICK. Your cable really was the toned-down version?
Mr. ABRAMS. That was not meant as a humorous remark.
Mr. BELNICK. I understand.
So you were also upset that, through meeting or being at the

meeting with Singlaub, Ambassador Tambs seemed to associate the
United States with this agreement Singlaub entered into, correct?

Mr. ABRAMS. Yes. If you look at this, no where does it say in
here, of course, we told him that you know this was his own busi-
ness. You can argue that even if he told Singlaub this is none of
our business, that sending the cable was a form of facilitation.

Mr. BELNICK. Subsequently, as you began to testify before, you
met with General Singlaub on April 23 or 24, 1986, and one of the
subjects you discussed was this agreement that he had entered into
with Pastora, right?

Mr. ABRAMS. Yes.
Mr. BELNICK. And you told him that you weren't really mad at

him about the agreement; am I correct?
Mr. ABRAMS. I didn't think that he had done anything wrong.
Mr. BELNICK. And would you look at EA-exhibit 2, which is a

memo from Richard Melton to you about a meeting that he had
with General Singlaub on May 8.

Just for the record, sir, who was Mr. Melton?
Mr. ABRAMS. Mr. Melton was and is the Director of the Office of

Central American Affairs in the Bureau of Inter-American Affairs.
Mr. BELNICK. He reports to you?
Mr. ABRAMS. He reports to the Deputy Assistant Secretary for

Central America and me.
Mr. BELNICK. In this memo, exhibit 2, Mr. Melton describes his

discussions with General Singlaub about the agreement with Pas-
tora, correct?

Mr. ABRAMS. Yes.
Mr. BELNICK. And says that the following conversation- conver-

sations between you and General Singlaub, Singlaub had worked
out with Calero and others an agreement to supply Pastora's forces
inside Nicaragua with military equipment, including uniforms,
boots and 15,000 rounds of ammunition, correct?

Mr. ABRAMS. That's what it says.
Mr. BELNICK. Now, sir, is that your note in handwriting in the

upper right corner of the exhibit?
Mr. ABRAMS. Yes, it is.
Mr. BELNICK. Could you read it?
Mr. ABRAMS. "R.M., seems to me so little"-underscored-"to

Pastora that it will keep him on board without screwing blank up."
Blank is a-blank is the Chief of the CIA Central American Task
Force.

Mr. BELNICK. And as you said moments ago, the Chief of the
Task Force didn't like Pastora, correct?

Mr. ABRAMS. Correct.
Mr. BELNICK. What was the meaning of that handwritten mes-

sage that you wrote to Mr. Melton?
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Mr. ABRAMS. Well, trying to piece it together at this juncture, I
think I probably told Singlaub that there just wasn't anything we
could do for Pastora in the military area. We could promise him-
and at a certain point we did promise him-if he stayed on board,
we would try to give him resources out of the $100 million. But
there wasn't much we could do.

I guess Singlaub figured out correctly that the place from which
he could get military assistance for Pastora was UNO, which had
military goods and which was not, I think, at this point short of
military equipment.

And so I guess he told ie; that what he planned to do was to go
talk to Mr. Calero about doing that. And my comment here is
really saying it is generally expressing the view that that's not a
bad idea, that, you know, 100 uniforms, 100 pairs of boots, won't
last very long anyway-keep 100 men in the field for a couple of
months, and-but it was not making Pastora into a huge force such
that it would really contravene the overall policy of promoting
unity.

Mr. BELNICK. You were in favor of trying to forge this unity be-
tween Pastora--

Mr. ABRAMS. Well, I wasn't in favor of doing anything. I thought
what Singlaub was doing seemed like a good idea.

Mr. BELNICK. You see Mr. Melton also states in his memo, exhib-
it 2, that Singlaub wants you-meaning you, Secretary Abrams-to
try to turn this around.

Mr. ABRAMS. Well, that is, he wanted me to call Calero and say,
if you want my opinion, you should do it.

Mr. BELNICK. He wanted you to get involved in trying to help
this agreement come to pass; isn't that right?

Mr. ABRAMS. That's right. He wanted me to pressure-what it
amounts to is he wanted me to pressure Calero to do it.

Mr. BELNICK. Did you speak to Calero about it?
Mr. ABRAMS. I have no memory of doing that. It is not inconceiv-

able, but I do not recall that I ever did that. I don't think I did.
Mr. BELNICK. Did you subsequently speak to Pastora about this

agreement?
Mr. ABRAMS. I spoke to Pastora about two or three times in this

general period, sort of first halt of 1986. He-on one occasion he
came to see the Secretary, or I took him to see the Secretary.

Mr. ABRAMS. I would say no. What we talked to Pastora about
basically, we were kind of cajoling Pastora. The fear was that he
would go back to Nicaragua. What we were doing was trying to
cajole him into not going back to Nicaragua and to staying with
the resistance.

We complained to him he needed to clean up his outfit, against
which there had been allegations of drug trafficking. He needed to
be willing to work with the other elements of the resistance and, if
he were doing all this, then when the great day came and we had
$100 million, he could share in it.

Mr. BEnNICK. All right. So you did try in some ways to get Pas-
tora, Calero and Singlaub together on this agreement?

Mr. ABRAMS. No, I wouldn't say that. I don't remember doing
that. I always tried to keep Pastora on board and tried to head off
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what would be the worst possible result, which would be his ex-
pressing an allegiance to the Sandinistas, going back to Nicaragua.

Mr. BzLNICK. Would you look at exhibit 6, which is a memo from
Mr. Melton toyou, dated May 15, 1986. The first paragraph of that
memo again discusses the proposed Singlaub-Pastora-Calero agree-
ment and says, General Singlaub called again this morning. He
asked if there was any additional information I could pass along on
the two subjects in which he was interested. I told him that we
were engaged in a damage-limiting operation with Pastora, with
the outcome uncertain.

You see that?
Mr. ABRAMS. Yes.
Mr. BELNICK. What was the meaning of a damage-limiting oper-

ation with Pastora?
Mr. ABRAMS. Well, Pastora-our purpose was to keep Pastora-

Pastora was constantly attacking UNO. The damage we were
trying to limit, I think, was really his constant and repeated attack
on CIA and on UNO and on our whole policy. And the trouble was
we didn't have anything to do-not to do-we didn't have anything
to give him. We had no resources. We were-by the 30th of March,
the end of the period of obligation of the $27 million had come and
we were now running down the pipeline in the stocks.

The $100 million was nowhere to be seen. All we had for Pastora
was promises. We had no resources to give him. What we had to
give him were words and promises, to try to limit the damage and
keep him on board.

Mr. BELNICK. Did you not see any problem in associating yourself
with this damage-limiting operation and attempt to come up with
an agreement among Singlaub, Pastora and Calero?

Mr. ABRAMS. I don't believe-as I say, I have no memory of ever
engaging in such activity. What I was doing was a different thing,
which was doing what I could do, which was to get him to come up
to Washington-actually introduced him to the Secretary of State
in the hope that these kinds of-if you will pardon the expres-
sion-kinds of honors being shown to him would keep him on
board.

Mr. BELNICK. You didn't think this was associating the U.S. Gov-
ernment in any way with an agreement that would end up provid-
ing military assistance to Pastora?

Mr. ABRAMS. I don't recall ever talking to Calero about this sub-
ject.

Mr. BELNICK. Even the conversations with Singlaub and the
meetings between Melton and Singlaub about this proposed agree-
ment and assistance, in your view, so that I understand-that did
not contain the risk of associating the U.S. Government with an
agreement that aimed at furnishing military assistance to the Nic-
araguan Freedom Fighters?

Mr. ABRAMS. First of all, the resistance in question was not fur-
nishing military assistance to the Freedom Fighters. It was to have
one group in the possession of military goods, give it to another
group of Freedom Fighters who did not have military goods.

But the answer is, as best I can recall it, I did not do that. What
I did was use what few resources I had, which constituted really
the trappings of office.
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Mr. BELNICK. All right, sir.
One final question on this subject. I believe you testified some

moments ago when you met General Singlaub in April you told
him you were not mad at him and you didn't think he had done
anything wrong, correct?

Mr. ABRAMS. That is right.
Mr. BELNICK. That was your view?
Mr. ABRAMS. Singlaub is a private citizen. He could do what he

wanted.
Mr. BELNICK. If that was your view, why were you so upset about

General Singlaub putting down that the agreement was between
Pastora and the United States of America?

Mr. ABRAMS. It would have appeared to me, to Pastora that Sing-
laub was representing that he was representing the U.S. Govern-
ment, was stating that he was our agent, able to negotiate for the
U.S. Government, and then the Embassy failed to correct that.

Mr. BELNICK. You didn't think General Singlaub had done any-
thing wrong by making that kind of representation?

Mr. ABRAMS. Well, he had made a mistake, but he is a private
citizen and when a private citizen makes what I assumed to be an
honest mistake of that sort, you say to him, "Gee, you shouldn't do
that." The amazing, amazing action was that of the Embassy.

Mr. BELNICK. All right, sir.
Chairman INOUYE. The hearing will stand in recess for 10 min-

utes.
[Brief recess.]
Chairman INOUYE. Mr. Belnick.
Mr. BELNICK. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Abrams, you testified, I believe, before the break, just to go

back to a subject, that it was your understanding that the State
Department's Bureau of Intelligence and Research did not regular-
lyattend or did not attend at all Latin America, Central America

IG meetings during your predecessor's term at ARA, correct?
Mr. ABRAMS. Yes.
Mr. BELNICK. Would it surprise you, in light of that testimony, to

know that your predecessor, Mr. Motley, has informed the commit-
tees that INR did regularly attend RIG meetings during his
regime?

Mr. ABRAMS. It certainly would.
Mr. BELNICK. Therefore, it would surprise you to know that it

was your decision, not his, to exclude INR from those meetings?
Mr. ABRAMS. Yes, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. All right, sir.
Now, I want to return briefly also to the--
Mr. ABRAMS. I'm unaware of any other bureau of the Depart-

ment who attended the RIG meetings at any time.
Mr. BELNICK. All right, sir.
I want to return also to your testimony concerning the instruc-

tions that the Secretary of State gave you in September, 1985, to
monitor Ollie. Am I correct that the Secretary of State did not
limit that instruction to monitoring only activities of North that
you believed to be illegal?

Mr. ABRAMS. Well, I didn't believe: anything to be illegal.
Mr. BELNICK. All right.
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Well, am I correct--
Mr. ABRAMS. I think it was a response to the news stories which

I raised with him.
Mr. BELNICK. News stories about North's involvement with fund-

raising and getting lethal assistance to the Contras, those sorts of
stories?

Mr. ABRAMS. His general involvement with the resistance.
Mr. BELNICK. So it is correct that when in response to that, the

Secretary told you to monitor Ollie, he was not limiting the scope
of the monitoring that he wanted you to undertake, correct?

Mr. ABRAMS. I think that is correct. I think he viewed Colonel
North as, I won't say the Secretary did-there was a widespread
view of him as a kind of loose cannon and it was perhaps in that
context also that it was, that I was being told to keep track of what
he was doing.

Mr. BELNICK. Well, did you keep track of what Colonel North
was doing with respect to the airstrip?

Mr. ABRAMS. I didn't believe Colonel North would do anything
with respect to the airstrip. Benefactors were building the airstrip
as far as I was told.

Mr. BELNICK. Did you keep track of what Colonel North was
doing with the benefactors about the airstrip?

Mr. ABRAMS. I didn't believe Colonel North was doing anything
with the benefactors with respect to the airstrip. The airstrip was
presented to me, I don't really recall the conversation, but I re-
member the impression was that people were building airstrips.

Mr. BELNICK. And you had the impression and the RIG had the
impression, you so testified before, that Colonel North was involved
with those people, correct?

Mr. ABRAMS. Yes.
Mr. BELNICK. And how did you keep track of what was the

nature of his involvement with the people who were building a
secret airstrip in Costa Rica?

Mr. ABRAMS. Well, there were a lot of ways. For one thing, by
asking him whether he was doing anything which was or might be
viewed as illegal.

Mr. BELNICK. By asking North himself whether he was doing
something illegal?

Mr. ABRAMS. Yes, sir.
Secondly, by reviewing, or reviewing, by knowing about the flat-

out denials of any coordination, I don t remember the exact words
Mr. McFarlane used, but management, coordination, direction,
which he used in his communication to Congress.

Third, we met in the RIGs and talked outside of the RIGs on the
telephone.

Fourth, don't forget I had reports from Embassies in the field. I
had reports of some sorts from the Central Intelligence Agency,
and I thought I had a pretty good picture of what was going on in
Central America and in Washington.

Mr. BELNICK. Do you still feel that way?
Mr. ABRAMS. No.
Mr. BELNICK. Now, sir, did you find out the names of any of the

private benefactors who were involved with the airstrip?
Mr. AAMs. With the airstrip?
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Mr. BELNICK. Yes sir.
Mr. ABRAMS. In the-well, it may have been October or Novem-

ber. In late or in fall, let's say, of 1986, there was a series of news
articles.

Mr. BELNICK. Prior to then?
Mr. ABRAMS. No.
Mr. BELNICK. Did you ask Colonel North for their names?
Mr. ABRAMS. No. I never asked him at any time for the name of

any individual.
Mr. BELNICK. Yes, sir. And as you testified before, you did not

report the airstrip or what you learned of it, to the Secretary of
State, correct?

Mr. ABRAMS. That is correct. There was no reason to.
Mr. BELNICK. Yes, sir. Did you report on any of Colonel North's

activities to the Secretary of State after he gave you the instruc-
tion to monitor Ollie?

Mr. ABRAMS. Oh, I think we talked at times about suggestions
from Colonel North, ideas from Colonel North. But there wasn't all
that much to-there was nothing to talk about that appeared to be
difficult legally. From a policy point of view, yes.

Mr. BELNICK. Did you report any specific activities of Colonel
North, of which you became aware, after the instruction from Sec-
retary Shultz to monitor Ollie?

Mr. ABRAMS. I didn't become aware of any which needed to be
reported.

Mr. BELNICK. Did you report to Secretary--
Mr. ABRAMS. Well, excuse me.
Mr. BELNICK. I am sorry.
Mr. ABRAMS. I can remember one particular instance in which

Colonel North raised a suggestion with me dealing with a foreign
head of state which I went immediately to the Secretary on. But
again, there were policy questions repeatedly that we discussed
that I would discuss with him and others, and some of which had
to be referred back to the Secretary. That is not your question as I
understand it.

Mr. BELNICK. Correct. I was asking whether you reported on any
specific activities of North to the Secretary after September 1985
until the fall of 1986 when the facts began to emerge publicly?

Mr. ABRAMS. Well, specific activities, yes, but not involving his-
what shall we say-facilitation of private activities with respect to
the Contras.

Mr. BELNICK. Did you report to Secretary of State Shultz when
North called you about the press conference that he feared would
be held by the Costa Rican Government?

Mr. ABRAMS. I didn't report to him at midnight, I reported to
him early the ensuing day, because it was necessary to tell him
what had happened, that I had instructed Tambs. Because you see,
actually we had raised the prospect of the state visit being involved
in this (a), (b), Secretary Shultz was seeing Arias within about a
week at the UN-well, maybe not within a week, but a couple of
weeks-so, yes.

Mr. BELNICK. Was there a time when Colonel North proposed at
a RIG meeting the seizure of certain territory in Nicaragua?
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Mr. ABRAMS. He proposed it. I can't tell you what the context
was. There certainly was such a proposal. Maybe it was in a RIG
meeting, I don't recall.

Mr. BELNCK. Do you recall the specifics of that proposal?
Mr. ABRAMS. Let me see what I can-how much I can recall. The

idea was that the resistance would take a location on the Atlantic
coast of Nicaragua. What comes to mind is Peria Blanca. But it
would take a town or city and his idea was that would be the-was
that that would be Khe Sanh I think was the analogy he used, and
that one of two things would be bound to happen.

Either seeing these Freedom Fighters killed day by day, we
would rescue them or seeing them fighting to the last man in
Alamo-style fight, the public perception of their bravery would
change. That was the basic idea, though he hoped, of course, that
we would intervene.

Mr. BELNICK. What was your response to that proposal?
Mr. ABRAMS. Interesting proposal. I did not have any idea wheth-

er it was militarily feasible. I generally got my ideas about what
was militarily feasible f'-om Colonel North and from the CIA and
from DOD, of course.

As I recall, maybe it was a RIG meeting because I think we did
get from DOD and CIA, have been sort of said that it is the craziest
idea we ever heard, they couldn't do that, it is not going to happen
and it disappeared relatively fast.

Mr. BELNICK. Did you ever make a report, that idea?
Mr. ABRAMS. No. It disappeared.
Mr. BELNICK. All right, sir. I would like to talk briefly about

the--
Mr. ABRAMS. To have done it would have been a major policy de-

cision which would have required not the Secretary, but the Presi-
dent.

Mr. BELNICK. You think the Congress would have had to be in-
volved in that, too?

Mr. ABRAMS. I am no expert on the War Powers Act. It seems to
me I would leave that to the lawyers.

Mr. BELNICK. All right, sir. I wanted to talk to you briefly about
the Nicaraguan Humanitarian Assistance Office, which was estab-
lished in the summer of 1985, and I understand from our inter-
views that your first activity when you took up the reins at ARA
was to try to get the $27 million in humanitarian aid flowing?

Mr. ABRAMS. They were choosing personnel, was, I guess, the
first move, but I guess that is correct, that bill was passed and we
really had to get the money moving.

Mr. BELNICK. Just so we are clear, the bill was passed in the
summer of 1985.

Mr. ABRAMS. August, I think.
Mr. BELNICK. August 1985. And it established the Nicaraguan

Humanitarian Assistance Office sometimes referred to as NHAO,
and put it under the State Department's jurisdiction; correct?

Mr. ABRAMS. Yes. In fact, I think it is worth noting that was
done over our dead body. We all, the Secretary on down, felt that
that was crazy.

What did the State Department know about buying boots and
shipping them down to Central America? It would take us months

40
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to set up an office from scratch to figure out how we do this. There
were two agencies of government that do it, that know how to do
it, that know how-to account for it that are all set, CIA and the
Defense Department.

And we fought and fought to not have to do this and try to per-
suade Congress this was not a sensible thing to do and we lost.
They excluded DOD and the Congress excluded DOD and CIA and
we went through a process considering whether there were any
other alternatives in it such as OMB, the Executive Office of the
President or Vice President and we concluded reluctantly really
there wasn't any other way to do it so we did it.

Mr. BELNICK. And so the State Department got the office under
its jurisdiction over its objections?

Mr. ABRAMS. Correct.
Mr. BELNICK. Do you have any idea how the $27 million figure

was arrived at, the amount of the humanitarian aid the Congress
provided?

Mr. ABRAMS. Gee, I think it was some kind of legislative compro-
mise. That is a guess. The figure, I think, was-I think it was in
the air already. But it was not a scientifically derived figure.

Mr. BELNICK. And the moneys had to be obligated at least by the
end of March 1986, the $27 million?

Mr. ABRAMS. March 30, 1986.
Mr. BELNICK. You encountered problems in setting up the oper-

ation of the office. These included definitional problems in deciding
what constituted humanitarian aid?

Mr. ABRAMS. We had two kinds of problems. First, we had orga-
nizational problems. We were starting literally from scratch. There
was no office, there was no telephone, there was no typewriter,
there was nothing. I tip my hat to Ambassador Duemling, who ac-
cepted the appointment of the Secretary, as the head of that office
and came in and with help obviously put that office together.

This is probably around Labor Day we are starting. That was one
set of problems-personnel, organization.

The second set of problems, which ensued immediately when
they began to work, was definitional. Let me put it this way. The
Boland amendment was in effect. You could not give lethal aid to
the resistance. There was an exception to the Boland amendment
called the $27 million aid, humanitarian aid program. These defini-
tions were not trivial because you could argue if you were giving
something which was not humanitarian, boom, you are over the
line, violating Boland.

This was not something we did carelessly. I remember, just to
give an example of what I am talking about, I remember Ambassa-
dor Duemling coming to a RIG meeting and saying the Contras
have asked for wristwatches, can I pay for wristwatches. And I re-
member saying, well, you know, unless you have a very large wrist-
watch and hit somebody with it, it was not lethal aid.

This was deadly serious, deadly serious because of the legal re-
strictions. We actually debated.

Of course, wrist watches weren't lethal aid, but were they hu-
manitarian aid? Did they fit? Because we thought Congress basical-
ly meant uniforms, medicine, and food. And-this was not-probably
hadn't been raised in the debate.
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We ultimately decided, or I decided, yes, wrist watches were OK.
That was the kind of discussion we had, what was do-able.

Mr. BE.INICK. A d you also operated under the limitation of not
being able to us- the Defense Department in any way to deliver
the aid, correct?

Mr. ABRAMS. I think that's right. I-I guess there's a legal ques-
tion as to whether we could have contracted with them. I don't
think we did that. I think Ambassador Duemling contracted with
private Or carriers.

Mr. BELNICK. In setting up the operation you took as, I believe,
your model the Sinai support operation then in place?

Mr. ABRAMS. That's right. That wu , kdnd of an independent
office of a similar nature within the department.

Mr. BELNICK. You finally got the $27 million to begin flowing
around October of 1985?

Mr. ABRAMS. It was slow. I remember RIG meetings at which we
were hearing from-well, from agency people, Colonel North, from
the resistance most importantly. Where is it? The bill passes in
August. In the middle of October, out of the $27 million, we should
have bee.n spending at the rate of two and a half, $3 million a
month. By October we had spent-I won't cite a figure, because I
don't remember. We had not spent very much. People were saying,
where is your program?

Mr. BELNICK. You were having problems in addition because
NHAO could not have representatives on the ground in the coun-
try in Central America which would be receiving the flights; am I
correct?

Mr. ABRAMS. That's correct. They had requested the right to do
that in one country particularly and that country said no, that is
too much of a presence.

We were, I should add, in that country also-we ran into increas-
ing problems and ultimately could not deliver really any of the hu-
manitarian aid through that country.

Mr. BELNICK. In fact, was there an incident involving an NHAO
flight to that country that you learned about by watching TV in
October 1985?

Mr. ABRAMS. Yes. There was, I believe, an NBC crew that had
requested permission to board one of the humanitarian assistance
flights, I believe in New Orleans, which was going to Central
America.

The people in charge of it there in New Orleans, realizing there
was nothing on it but humanitarian aid, saw no reason why not to
say yes. They said yes. So out jumped the film crew when the plane
arrived in Central America. This was supposed to have been really
covert. And so the Government in question really was very angry
and, for a while at least, they stopped allowing us to use their fa-
cilities to deliver the $27 million worth of aid.

Later we became involved in a dispute-that country was having
an election. We were firmly-indeed, fervently-in favor of that
election going forward, the institutionalization of democracy in
that country. Some officials of that country were not in favor of
that and one of the-really the only way they could put pressure
on us was to prevent us from delivering humanitarian aid through
there, and that is what they did.
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Mr. BELNICK. The committees have heard testimony from and
about Rob Owen. You are familiar with the name?

Mr. ABRAMS. I am.
Mr. BELNICK. Have you ever met Rob Owen?
Mr. ABRAMS. I have not.
Mr. BELNICK. When is the first time you heard of him?
Mr. ABRAMS. Probably at a RIG meeting, discussing the question

of-Ambassador Duemling would come to RIG meetings--
Mr. BELNICK. By the way, let me interrupt for a moment.
We mentioned Ambassador Duemling's name. He was the head

of NHAO?
Mr. ABRAMS. He was the head of NHAO. I guess he was called

director.
Mr. BELNICK. Back to Owen.
Mr. ABRAMS. I believe it was at a meeting we had a letter from

Cruz, Calero, and Robelo, the three directors of UNO, saying we
would like Mr. Owen to be a kind of liaison between NHAO and us,
the three directors of UNO-the UNO Washington office really.

So a debate ensued. Mr. Duemling, Ambassador Duemling said
we don't need a liaison. As I remember, everybody else, including
me, said you do need a liaison, and Owen is the guy that-I had
never met or spoken to him. I don't know anybody but Colonel
North had. But they seemed to want him. Why not?

Duemling was opposed to it for reasons which I cannot articu-
late, and which I think were essentially because he and Colonel
North did not get along.

Mr. BELNICK. Who? Duemling and North?
Mr. ABRAMS. Correct. It may well have been enough that it was a

suggestion supported by Colonel North that led him to be opposed
to it. In any event, he didn't want to do it. So we kind of hacked
out a compromise. The compromise was, well, he would not be an
employee of NHAO, he would be a contractor, I think it is fair to
say, of UNO. And Duemling, NHAO, made a grant to UNO to
enable them to pay for that contract. That is what we did, I think.

Mr. BELNICK. Did you know at that time, or as the months went
by, that Owen had a close relationship with Colonel North?

Mr. ABRAMS. I knew it at some point. That is, it became appar-
ent. I think it was probably Mr. Duemling who said that to me, but
it was also my impression that he was doing a good job for Ambas-
sador Duemling.

Mr. BELNICK. Do you recall whether Ambassador Duemling also
shared with you his concern that Owen had been planted at NHAO
by North to serve as North's eyes and ears and monitor on that
operation?

Mr. ABRAMS. I really don't.
Mr. BELNICK. All right, sir. Did you know at any time that prior

to the disclosures that followed November 1986, that Owen was car-
rying out assignments for Colonel North?

Mr. ABRAMS. Absolutely not.
Mr. BELNICK. You saw allegations in the press in the first half of

1986 at least, which mentioned Owen's name, including the one we
looked at earlier, correct?

Mr. ABRAMS. There was no evidence for this, nor did Ambassador
Duemling, I think, have any evidence of this. In fact, as I say, my
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impression was that he was giving assignments to Owen. I gather
in the area of-two areas. One was medical help. The other was In-
dians. I said before that the CIA people did not like Pastora. They
did not have a good relationship with the Indians. So it was useful
to have a known agency person helping Duemling with the Indians.

Mr. BELNICK. Did you ever question Colonel North about the alle-
gations you saw concerning Robert Owen?

Mr. ABRAMs. No.
Mr. BELNICK. There have been allegations raised that NHAO

itself was involved in the delivery of lethal assistance to the Free-
dom Fighters. So far as you know, do any of these allegations havean~basis?r. ABRAMS. So far as I know, they do not. I have been so as-

sured by Ambassador Duemling.
Mr. BELMCK. Indeed I believe you told us Ambassador Duemling

took a very strict view when it came even to the issue of mixed loads?
Mr. ABRAMS. Ambassador Duemling was hired in part because of

his reputation as a person of not only complete integrity but as a
stickler for detail. He did take a very strict view of that. I think,
for example-I don't recall whether we did in fact talk to the com-
mittees. I believe we did in fact go back to the Hill on the question
of mixed loads. In any event, this was something that was the sub-ject Qf memoranda and of careful consideration by Ambassador
Duemling-the whole mixed load question

Mr. BELNICK. All right, sir. Now, the GAO has issued a report
which I believe you are familiar with, criticizing NHAO in terms of
its verifying that expenses were paid out for humanitarian aid and
so forth. Do you have a view regarding those Findings or conclu-
sions by the GAO?

Mr. ABRAMS. Staggeringly unfair. To Ambassador Duemling and
the Department of State. We were-we had this responsibility.
thrust upon us after saying to the Congress and others, we don t
know how to do this very well. It is not the kind of business the
State Department should be in. Nevertheless, it was thrust upon
Us.

Now, we then started literally from scratch. They didn't have an
office. They had nothing. Attempted to put this together using Am-
bassador Duemling, and I think most of his staff was AID people.Maybe, I should say the largest single group was AID people, who
had some knowledge of logistics, and he put this office together.

Now, for expenses in the United States it was easy to verify ev-
erything that was going on. For expenses in Central America, it
was harder, particularly when a country said we could not-he
could not send people down there. And we relied on intelligence re-
porting. That is, Ambassador Duemling thinks that he is sending
down 3,000 pairs of boots on November 1, and you get an agency
report, normal report from the field, on November 10 saying 3,000
boots just arrived. That is the kind of evidence we were looking for.

It was very intermittent at first, less intermittent, pretty good, as
we got towards the end of the pipeline in the spring of 1986. those
agency cables were not shown to the GAO. The GAO investigators
wanted to see them. It was the position of the CIA, and I think it is
fair to say of the Department, that GAO does not monitor lethal-
sorry, does not monitor covert programs. And so it was our view
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that GAO should not have those cables. And they did not get those
cables.

I must say I think that is-they say that-there is a line in there
in which they say it is not that we could verify nothing came
through, it is rather that we could not verify that everything did
come through. But I think the report, taken as a whole, is really
unfair to Ambassador Duemling and to the efforts he and his staff
made.

Mr. BELNICK. In your view, despite the limitations and the De-
partment's reservations, NHAO was a successful operation?

Mr. ABRAMS. Absolutely.
Mr. BELNICK. Now, by the spring of 1986, with the NHAO $27

million in funds having been obligated, was it your view that funds
available to the Contras were drying up and that the Contras were
in fact close to bankruptcy?

Mr. ABRAMS. Yes.
Let me just go back and say the way this was supposed to work

was here we had the $27 million in August. We had the ability to
obligate it until March 30, 1986. And in March, we had the House
and Senate votes on the $100 million, which we would Win; and so,
as the $27 million ran out, the $100 million kicks in. That was the
idea.

And we did, in fact, win in the Senate but lost in the House.
That was the problem. And, therefore, the resources that we
thought would be available were not.

I initially thought that we would get another vote, say, in April,
maybe May at the latest where we would be able to turn things
around in the House. As the spring wore on, it became apparent
that-both that we would not get a quick vote, quick enactment in
the Congress, and that the money was running out.

It was the impression we had-I visited the area. We also had
intelligence reports-that they were really running into significant
debts on foods; they were rationing food; running out of medicine;
they were broke.

Mr. BELNICK. Do you recall a meeting being held by the National
Security Planning Group in May, 1986-in fact, on May 16, 1986 in
the situation room at the White House to discuss that very prob-
lem?

Mr. ABRAMS. I do.
Mr. BELNICK. All right, sir.
Would you kindly turn in your exhibit book to exhibit 23? Do you

recognize that as the agenda document, and, in fact, Admiral--
Mr. ABRAMS. No. This was, I think, probably an internal White

House memo. I don't recall seeing it. At NSPG meetings the
agenda is usually titles only. That is, it is not a memo like this. It
is a one page, very brief thing.

Mr. BELNICK. You did attend the NSPG meeting on the 16th,
though?

Mr. ABRAMS. I did.
Mr. BELNICK. The issue for discussion there, as forecast in this

document, which I understand you haven't seen, was the situation
in Central America and the need to get funds to the Contras; cor-
rect?
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Mr. ABRAMS. There is a one page thing here, which is probably
what I did see at the time, the one that hap the roman numerals I
through VI.

Mr. BENIcK. And includes resistance funding options to be pre-
sented by Admiral Poindexter?

Mr. ABRAMS. Exactly.
Mr. BELNICK. Now, sir, I want to talk to you about what hap-

pened at that May 16 meeting. In your folder, there is a classified
document of excerpts of which you and I can use for the purpose of
refreshing your recollection.

Do you have that document?
Mr. ABRAMS. Yes.
Mr. BELNICK. Now, the participants at the meeting in the situa-

tion room on May 16, 1986, do you recall, included the President
and the Vice President?

Mr. ABRAMS. Yes.
Mr. BELNICK. You were there?
Mr. ABRAMS. Yes.
Mr. BELNICK. Secretary Shultz was there?
Mr. ABRAMS. Yes.
Mr. BELNICK. Secretary Baker?
Mr. ABRAMS. Yes.
Mr. BELNICK. Secretary Weinberger?
Mr. ABRAMS. Yes.
Mr. BELNICK. Director Casey?
Mr. ABRAMS. Yes.
Mr. BELNICK. Colonel North?
Mr. ABRAMS. Yes.
Mr. BF.LNiCK. And others?
Mr. ABRAMS. Many others.
Mr. BELNICK. All right, sir.
The subject of the meeting, again, was Central America, correct?
Mr. ABRAMS. Yes.
Mr. BELNICK. And there was discussion of the situation involving

the Contadora process and the options available to try to get the
Sandinistas to negotiate; correct?

Mr. ABRAMS. I see that here. I think that is right.
Mr. BELNICK. Does that jibe with your recollection?
Mr. ABRAMS. Actually, I would have said the only subject was

funding, but I see this. it is perfectly reasonable.
Mr. BELNICK. The funding of the Contras is what you were most

focused on in connection with that meeting?
Mr. ABRAMS. That is really what I thought the meeting was

about. We were running out of money. I think the purpose of the
meeting was to figure out what to do about that.

Mr. BFuNIcK. Do you recall-and it is reflected on page 5 of those
notes-that it was Secretary Shultz who first said at the meeting
that although there was a great deal of discussion about negotia-
tions, the real problem is that if we don't get money to the Free-
dom Fighters, they are going to be out of business, period, and that
Secretary Shultz said that it was his feeling that in addition to pro-
posals of going to Conpress, that it would be better to go to third
countries and get assistance for the Contras from those foreign
countries?
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Mr. ABRAMS. Well, I take it this is correct. But I may have to say
that I wouldn't have remembered it.

Mr. BELNICK. All right.
But you do recall the Secretary discussing going to foreign coun-

tries for assistance to the Contras?
Mr. ABRAMS. I don't recall he raised it, but I certainly recall he

was one of those engaged in a discussion of it.
Mr. BELNICK. Do you recall also that as the discussion continued

at the NSPG meeting-and I believe you will see this reflected on
page 8-there was a question from Director Casey about whether
we-meaning the U.S. government-had approached other coun-
tries, to which the Secretary of State responded affirmatively, but
said thore hadn't been any success.

Mr. ABRAMS. Correct.
Mr. BELNICK. Do you recall also that there was a proposal at this

meeting that perhaps at this stage, the President himself ought to
get involved in soliciting funds from foreign countries on behalf of
the Freedom Fighters?

Mr. ABRAMS. Again, I wouldn't have recalled it. I see it here.
Mr. BELNICK. All right, sir.
What was your belief as to the policy that had been decided

when this NSPG meeting concluded?
Mr. ABRAMS. That we were going to give it a try.
Mr. BELNICK. Give what a try?
Mr. ABRAMS. The solicitation of funds for humanitarian assist-

ance or the solicitation of humanitarian assistance, but presumably
funds for the resistance from a foreign government, and it was my
view that the Department had been assigned that responsibility,
which was in accordance with that Congress had said.

Mr. BELNICK. In fact, Congress had passed legislation stating af-
firmatively as of 1986 that the State Department could permissibly
solicit for humanitarian aid?

Mr. ABRAMS. Congress in the fiscal year 1986 Intelligence Au-
thorization Act passed in December 1985 said that flat out.

Mr. BELNICK. Do you recall at or about the time of the NSPG
meeting, shortly thereafter, discussions at the State Department
concerning which countries to approach for assistance for the Free-
dom Fighters?

Mr. ABRAMS. My memory is that after the meeting, I said to the
Secretary essentially, well, how do we proceed. And what I-again,
my memory is I said to him, what I would like to do is go to each of
my colleagues, the other regional Assistant Secretaries, and discuss
with them whether there is a country or countries in their area of
responsibility which might give-now, either at that meeting or at
a subsequent one, the Secretary gave two general guidelines. First,
that we did not want to solicit money from a right-wing dictator-
ship. It would be just the kind of association with the resistance we
did not want should it ever leak.

Second, that we did not want to solicit money from any govern-
ment which was dependent upon the United States. That is to say,
for example, an aid recipient such that if it ever leaked, it could be
argued by anybody, regardless of what the facts were, could be
argued, could appear that we had twisted their arms in some way.
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So those two groups of countries were kind of off the list. I don't
remember if that was at the first meeting, but he said that at
roughly that time period.

Mr. BELNICK. At that point in time, sir, were you aware that
there had been a contribution received as a result of a solicitation
made to the country we -refer to as Country Number Two?

Mr. ABRAMS. No. I was told that by the Tower Commission
staff-whenever my first meeting with them was.

Mr. BELNICK. To your knowledge, was the Secretary of State
aware as of May 1, 1986, that Country Number Two had been suc-
cessfully solicited?

Mr. ABRAMS. I don't have any knowledge about that.
Mr. BELNICK. All right, sir.
As of May, 1986, did you have any knowledge that the country

we've referred to as Country Number Three had been successfully
solicited prior to that time?

Mr. ABRAMS. No. I had no knowledge any country had been suc-
cessfully solicited prior to that time.

Mr. BELNICK. Did you know at that time that the country we re-
ferred to as country number one had been approached for aid to
the Contras prior to May 1986?

Mr. ABRAMS. I did not.
Mr. BELNICK. All right, sir.
Now, you had discussions after speaking to Secretary Shultz with

Assistant Secretary of State Murphy, whose area is the Near East
and Middle East, correct?

Mr. ABRAMS. Correct.
Mr. BELNICK. And what did you and Assistant Secretary Murphy

conclude about whether to approach any Middle Eastern countries?
Mr. ABRAMS. Well, I asked him if he thought anybody would give

and his basic answer was, no, that Central America was not an
area of the world that was on the map as far as Middle Eastern
countries were concerned.

While it was conceivable that a direct Presidential appeal would
result in a response, that was the only conceivable way to do it,
and we went through, I mentioned or he mentioned a few coun-
tries. Really, there were two problems. One was that in one or two
occasions, there was a bilateral problem at the moment. More gen-
erally, he said they don't know about Central America. They have
no interest in Central America.

Mr. BELNICK. "They" being any countries in the Middle East?
Mr. ABRAMS. Correct.
Mr. BELNICK. No reason why they would want to involve them-

selves on the face of it in Central America; correct?
Mr. ABRAMS. Correct.
Mr. BELNICK. You did, after these discussions or in the course of

other discussions at the Department, select a country which we are
now able to use the name of; correct?

Mr. ABRAMS. Correct.
Mr. BELNICK. And that country was?
Mr. ABRAMS. Brunei.
Mr. BELNICK. There you go. Who selected Brunei?
Mr. ABRAMS. I did.
Mr. BnLNICK. How?
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Mr. ABRs. Take a list of countries in the world and exclude
those who have insufficient resources to make a humanitarian con-
tribution. Exclude further thosewhich are right-wing dictatorships,
or which are, if you will, on the other side, allied with the Soviet
Union. Then exclude those which-over which we can be said to
have some leverage. You are left essentially with oil producers.
Then look for non-Arab-since I had been to Ambassador Murphy
already, non-Middle East, non-Arab oil producers. Venezuela, I
thought, would not do this. You are down to Brunei.

Mr. BELNICK. I don't know if I would have been down to Brunei,
but all right.

Mr. ABRAMS. I was down to Brunei.
Mr. BELNICK. You were down to Brunei.
You discussed it with Dr. Sigur, this selection?
Mr. ABRAMS. Yes.
Mr. BELNICK. And you discussed it with the Secretary of State?
Mr. ABRAMS. I think I went back to the Secretary and said, I

have a suggestion.
Mr. BELNICK. Did you have an amount in mind, of how much to

ask Brunei to contribute?
Mr. ABRAMS. I did have one. I cannot tell you exactly what date I

formulated that amount. The amount was, it seems to me, always
$10 million.

Mr. BELNICK. How did you formulate $10 million.?
Mr. ABRAMS. We were spending in the humanitarian aid pro-

gram at the rate of $3 million a month, $27 million for what was
supposed to be about 9 months initially. In the end it was less than
9 months. But we thought we wanted this to get us to the end of
the summer, about 3 months. Ten million, three million a month
was the ball park.

Mr. BEmNIcK. In effect, it was bridge funding to carry you to the
point when you expected Congress to come back with aid?

Mr. ABRAMS. I wouldn't say in effect. It was precisely bridge
funding. We used that term.

Mr. BELNICK. And it was going to be bridge funding for humani.,
tarian purposes?

Mr. ABRAMS. Exactly.
Mr. BELNICK. Now, did you consider--
Mr. ABRAMS. If I can put it this way.
Mr. BELNICK. Yes.
Mr. ABRAMS. The humanitarian aid had been intended to reach

the time of the approval by the Congress of the $100 million in
March. Now, ag the $100 million approval was about 6 months
later than that, we needed to extend, if you will, the humanitarian
funding until such time as that $100 million kicked in.

Mr. BELNICK. You recall the Secretary of State was going to be
traveling to a meeting in Asia in June, and it was at that point
thought that he himself might make the solicitation?

Mr. ABRAMS. Well, the Secretary was going to Brunei.
Mr."BELNICK. And it was thought he would make the solicitation

on that occasion?
Mr. ABRAMS. I wouldn't say it was thought. It was certainly a

possibility, yes.
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Mr. BELNICK. Prior to his leaving, did you do anything to get a
bank account into which the hoped-for contribution could be depos-
ited?

Mr. ABRAMS. Yes.
Mr. BELNICK. What did you do?
Mr. ABRAMS. He was going and it occurred to me, at least to me,

maybe to others, he might make this solicitation and they might
say yes. If that were to happen, there had to be an account into
which this money could go.

It was not our money, was not supposed to be our money. It was
supposed to be UNO's money and the resistance's money. We
needed a resistance account into which to tell the Government of
Brunei to put the money.

Mr. BELNICK. How did you go about getting such an account?
Mr. ABRAMS. I called-my memory is that I called Colonel North

and the Task Force Chief. That is wrong. I mean, the documents
indicate that I called the Task Force Chief rather later. So at that
point I think I called Colonel North and said, here is my problem,
we are going to do a solicitation. They may say yes. There has to be
a Contra account into which this money can be put.

Do you have-how do I do this? What do I do? What do we do?
How does the State Department deal with this?

And as I-I don't really recall that conversation, as I previously
testified, very well nor the later one with the Chief of the Task
Force. But he said, well, we can-something like that, well, we can,
that is easy. We can set up an account or they can set up an ac-
count rather easy to do, we will do it. I will take care of it. Some-
thing like that.

And then, as I both recall it and having checked my notes, there
intervened the inauguration of a new President in Colombia. I am
off the track.

That is not right. That happened in August. What would have
happened here was-that is right. This is June, prior to the Secre-
tary 's trip to Asia. I-at one point fwas in Colonel North's-office
and he, I guess, had forgotten. In any event, I said to him, hey, the
account. And he said, oh, yes. And he directed Fawn Hall to type
up a card.

She was copying something, and to type it for me on an index
card and she then handed it to me.

Mr. BELNICK. Would you look at exhibit 10?
Is that a copy of the card which you got from Ms. Hall?
Mr. ABRAMS. The central part is a copy of the card.
Mr. BELNICK. All right. That card contains on it the name of

Credit Suisse Bank in Geneva, Switzerland?
Mr. ABRAMS. Correct.
Mr. BELNICK. Attention, Mr. Jacob Steger, s-t-e-g-e-r?
Mr. ABRAMS. Correct.
Mr. BELNICK. And an account number; correct?
Mr. ABRAMS. Correct.
Mr. BELNICK. Which, as we all now know, contained a $10 mil-

lion transposition error in the first three numbers; correct?
Mr. ABRAMS. So I gather.
Mr. BELNicK. Did Colonel North tell you anything about this ac-

count when he gave you the card?
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Mr. ABRAMS. No.
Mr. BELNICK. Did he tell you when it had been set up?
Mr. ABRAMS. It was my impression it had just been set up.
Mr. BELNICK. Did he say that?
Mr. ABRAMS. I don't know. As I say, I don't recall the exact con-

versation.
Mr. BFLNICK. Did Colonel North tell you how he happened to get

this Swiss account number?
Mr. ABRAMS. No.
Mr. BELNICK. Did he tell you--
Mr. ABRAMs. The mechanisms that he had used--no, he didn't.
Mr. BELNICK. Did he tell you who was authorized to draw on this

account?
Mr. ABRAMS. No, I never knew that.
Mr. BELNICK. And you didn't ask him?
Mr. ABRAMs. No.
Mr. BELNICK. Now you also received an account number subse-

quently from the Chief of the Agency's Central American Task
Force; correct?

Mr. ABRAMS. Correct.
Mr. BELNICK. And that account was an account in the Bahamas;

do you recall?
Mr. ABRAMS. I actually don't recall. It was in the Caribbean.
Mr. BELNICK. You did know, however, that the Task Force Chief

had used someone closely connected with the Contras in setting up
that account?

Mr. ABRAMS. I believe at the time he said to me, well, what I can
do is pass a message to somebody to say you should go set up an
account, would you please go set up an account and let me have
the account number when you have done that. I did not know who
the signatories on that account were.

Mr. BELNICK. Now, sir, you asked both North and the Task Force
Chief for account numbers. Can you explain why you got two dif-
ferent account numbers?

Mr. ABRAMs. Not really. The account for North-I was, I must
say I still remember it as being simultaneous events. I remember it
as having called both these guys to say, "Look, we are going to do a
solicitation. What do I do about this?'"But that is not true. I mean,
in fact, having looked at the records, it's very clear this was done
in June and that was done in, oh, early August I guess.

The best I can do in terms of memory is some sense that I had
raised this issue with the Task Force Chief at the beginning of
August, because I was now about to go and make the solicitation.
And perhaps he said, well, something about setting up an account,
and I let him go ahead and do that because I wasn't sure, I didn't
tell him at that point that we also had another account which we
could use.

In any event, the real answer to your question is, I can't quite
remember it.

Mr. BELNICK. In any event, Secretary Shultz did travel to the
meeting in Asia in June, correct?

Mr. ABRAMS. Correct.
Mr. BELNICK. He had with him from you the account number?
Mr. ABRAMS. He had physically that card.
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Mr. BELNICK. That card, exhibit 10. But in the event-he did not
make any solicitation of the Government of Brunei on that trip?

Mr. ABRAMS. As I understand it, he had discussions, I think on
the plane going out there and maybe with the Ambassador when
he got there, and I don't remember whether the decision was
reached on the plane. Of course, I wasn't there, or when he ar-
rived, that what he would do would be to raise the general issue of
Central America with the officials of Brunei with whom he met,
but not solicit any support from them.

Mr. BELNICK. It was decided another representative of the U.S.
Government would do the actual solicitation, correct, subsequently?

Mr. ABRAMS. Yes.
Mr. BELNICK. Now, iyou had two account numbers. How did you

decide which account number to use for the actual solicitation?
Mr. ABRAMS. Well, in the firEs week of August, it was decided

that I would be the representative. It was not, it had not been as-
sumed throughout I would be, since I did not know anybody in the
Government of Brunei. There were other theories of who might do
it, Sigur might do it, the Ambassador might do it. It might be post-
poned for awhile, but in the end it was decided that I would do it
and we so informed the Government of Brunei.

And I remember this was the week, first week of August, a trip
on the Secretary's plane to Colombia for the inauguration of the
new President, and on the way back, I think I raised this issue
with Mr. Hill, Charles Hill, who is executive assistant to the Secre-
tary, and who was one of my frequent, I guess you would say, con-
duits to the Secretary and somebody for whom you would ask for
advice. Said to him, 'I have two accounts." He was informed about
this, and he knew I was on Saturday going to be seeing officials of
the Government of Brunei.

Now, what do I do? And we talked about which account to use on
the plane. And decided that we would use the account-I would
hand over the number of the account, whose number we had gotten
from Colonel North rather than whose number we had gotten from
the Task Force Chief, for two reasons. One, because we were
having a bit of a tug of war throughout this period about the rela-
tive roles of the State Department and the CIA, and did not really
want to-this would be a situation where, in essence, the CIA
would be in charge of this account were we to use-I don't know
who had opened it, which UNO representative had opened it, and
so forth, and we weren't really keen on, I think, on that idea of
enhancing the role of the CIA in what was supposed to be a State
Department initiative.

Second, it's obvious that the CIA, or so it seemed to us, would
have a great series of accounts around the world that might be in
some sense connected to, whereas we thought the account number
we were getting from Colonel North would be cleaner, that is to
say, it would be an isolated account. So that was in fact what I did.

Mr. BELNICK. And so you decided with Mr. Hill to use the ac-
count that North provided you?

Mr. ABRAMS. We agreed that I would do that.
Mr. BELNICK. Now, at that time you did not know, did you, which

UNO representative was involved-with or had access to the North
account?
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Mr. ABRAMS. I had no-really I didn't know in either case.
Mr. BELNICK. All right.
Did you know if the Contras or any Contra leaders had access to

the account that Colonel North gave you?
Mr. ABRAMS. That was my assumption, that whoever had, whoev-

er was the signatory had access. Again, for both accounts.
Mr. BELNICK. But you didn't ask Colonel North, correct?
Mr. ABRAMS. I didn't ask either of the men who was the signato-

ry.
Mr. BELNICK. Not Colonel North or not the Task Force Chief, cor-

rect?
Mr. ABRAMS. Correct.
Mr. BELNICK. You knew at that time that Colonel North, as you

have testified today, had an involvement with the private network
and private benefactors that were facilitating supplies of lethal as-
sistance to the Freedom Fighters, correct?

Mr. ABRAMS. Yes. Yes.
Mr. BELNICK. How did you assure yourself that there was no con-

nection between that activity and the account that Colonel North
gave you?

Mr. ABRAMS. The same way I assured him in the case of the Task
Force Chief. I just--

Mr. BELNICK. How was that?
Mr. ABRAMS. I just believed that we had some ground rules and

that they would be followed.
Mr. BEiNICK. In the case of the Task Force Chief, you decided

not to use tha account for the reasons that you have described, cor-
rect?

Mr. ABRAMS. Yes.
Mr. BELNICK. SO the North account was the account you were

going to use to put in the hoped-for humanitarian aid contribution,
correct?

Mr. ABRAMS. Correct.
Mr. BELNICK. And my question is, did you do anything to assure

yourself that there was no connection between this Swiss account
that Colonel North gave you and any activities of the private net-
work or private benefactors that were supplying lethal assistance
to the Contras?

Mr. ABRAMS. No.
Mr. BELNICK. All right, sir.
What steps did you take to be certain that any money deposited

into that Swiss account would, in fact, be used for humanitarian
purposes?

Mr. ABRAMS. Well, we never got any money, so we never put into
effect what we had in mind, or, I should say I, what I had in mind.

What I had in mind was a sort of posthoc vouchering system,
that is, this was not supposed to be our money. My understanding
was that that would have been a-had it been deposited in a U.S.
Government account, it would have had to go to the Treasury and
all sorts of complications would ensue, and it was not supposed to
be U.S. Government funding.

My understanding was that this would go into-my thought was
this would go into a separate account in which there would be no
other money; therefore, it would be obvious any money withdrawn
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was being spent on humanitarian purposes and we would get
vouchers, you know, bills, whatever you want to call them, docu-
ments, demonstrating what the money had been spent on.

In that way we would know that we were complying with the
congressional provision this was to be humanitarian aid.

Mr. BELNICK. Did you discuss that proposed procedure with
anyone?

Mr. ABRAMS. I don't-I really don't know. There weren't too
many people who I could have discussed it with. But, again, we
never got any money so we never actually had to go ahead and do
much about that, do anything about that.

Mr. BELNICK. Did you think it was odd in any way the account
that Colonel North gave you for the Contras in Central America
was a Swiss account?

Mr. ABRAMS. No. I kind of figured most numbered accounts are
in Switzerland and it seemed normal.

Mr. BELNICK. Did you find it odd Colonel North had access to a
Swiss account?

Mr. ABRAMS. I didn't know he had access to Swiss accounts. I
thought that he had presumably passed a message to open a Swiss
account and it was not odd he could do that.

Mr. BELNICK. Subsequently, after the solicitation, you believed
Colonel North had access to that account, didn't you?

Mr. ABRAMS. I wouldn't say access to it. He obviously knew who
the signatories were and he could find out from them whether any-
thing had been deposited into it. It was my impression he could not
find out personally but they could.

Mr. BELNICK. All right.
Despite the rumors that you were familiar with, and the claims

in the press that Colonel North had a close association with the
private network, in your judgment it was not risky to ask him for
an account into which to deposit humanitarian assistance contribu-
tions?

Mr. ABRAMS. You know-no. I mean, how did I know that the ac-
count was not his personal account? How did the Secretary know,
when I handed him a card, it was not my personal account? Trust.

Mr. BELNICK. All right, sir.
Chairman INOUYE. May I interrupt at this point?
I would like to announce there is a vote in progress in the House.

Thereby, members of the House have left to vote.
Please proceed.
Mr. BELNICK. To return to the chronology, it was decided that

you would go to make the solicitation, and I believe a meeting was
set up for that purpose in London, correct?

Mr. ABRAMS. Actually the meeting was set up and then I was
designated.

Mr. BELNICK. And you were to use the name Mr. Kenilworth?
Mr. ABRAMS. Well, I traveled under my name with my passport

and plane reservation, hotel reservation and so forth. But the Gov-
ernment of Brunei suggested that when I actually telephoned the
official with whom I was to speak, I not use my name because they
assumed that the telephones were being monitored.

Mr. BELNICK. You went to London in August to have a meeting
with an official of the Government of Brunei?
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Mr. ABRAMS. That's correct.
Mr. BELNICK. You met him in the park?
Mr. ABRAMS. Well, I met him in a hotel but then we took a walk.
Mr. BELNICK. What did you say to him during that walk in the

park?
Mr. ABRAMS. I started by giving a speech which I have given

many times, which explains U.S. policy in Central America, why it
is important to the United States, what the security interests of
the United States in the area are, how strongly the President feels
about this-probably something like a fifteen-minute discourse on
Central America, presuming this was not an issue about which the
individual in question knew much.

And I then went into a description of the congressional proce-
dure, that is, what had happened in March, the $27 million run-
ning out, how we had lost the vote in the House-in the House,
that we were confident we would win it again before the end of the
session, which is to say probably the end of October, but maybe not
until then, not until the very end, and so we needed a kind of a
bridge. And I took him through that.

Mr. BELNICK. What did he say?
Mr. ABRAMS. I believe he asked me how much money.
Mr. BELNICK. And did you tell him?
Mr. ABRAMS. I said $10 million.
Mr. BELNICK. What did he say in response to that?
Mr. ABRAMS. Either at that point or a later point he said that

they would have to-if they decided to do this they would have to
do it from Brunei, because they didn't have access to that kind of
money when they were traveling.

Mr. BELNICK. Did he explain to you why the Government of
Brunei would be interested in making this contribution to the Nic-
araguan Contras?

Mr. ABRAMS. I tried to explain to him why I thought they should,
just because they should be interested in the security of the United
States.

He said to me.
What do we get out of this? What is in it for us?
And I said, "Well-I actually had not thought about that ques-

tion much, and I said, Well, you will-the President will know of
this, and you will have the gratitude of the Secretary and of the
President for helping us out in this jam."

And he said, "What concrete do we get out of this?"
I said, "You don't get anything concrete out of it."
Mr. BELNICK. When the conversation ended--
Mr. ABRAMS. Let me just add in taking him through the congres-

sional situation I told him that we were expressly permitted to so-
licit humanitarian aid and that that is what I was soliciting.

Mr. BELNICK. At the end of the conversation had the official of
the Government agreed to make the contribution of $10 million?

Mr. ABRAMS. He didn't have authority to do that. He said to me
that-he said to me, "I can't make that decision." He said, "What
do you think the decision will be?"

And I said, "What do I think it will be? I have no idea what it
will be. I obviously hope it will be positive."_

He said, "I will discuss it."
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I don't know-I had the impression he said he could discuss it
quickly. It was clear there would be no answer quickly. He told me
that the answer would come from Brunei and they would think
about it.

Mr. BELNICK. Subsequently, you heard that the answer was yes?
Mr. ABRAMS. That is correct. This was all arranged through the

Embassy. Brunei and the Ambassador were always completely in-
formed, and we agreed that he would give an answer to the U.S.
Ambassador in Brunei. And that answer came. That is the cable
from the Embassy to the Department.

Mr. BELNICK. The Government of Brunei agreed to make the $10
million contribution and the further answer that they had issued
instructions to send that contribution on its way to the account
number that you had designated?

Mr. ABRAMS. As I recall it, that was, I think, one thing. They
said OK and the implication was they were not only going to do it
but were doing it.

Mr. BELNICK. During your conversation in London, the walk in
the park, you had given the Brunei official the account number as
Colonel North had given it to you?

Mr. ABRAMS. That is right. I had this card. What I did-I didn't
give him the card. I had, I guess, an index card or slip of paper or
something with me, and I copied it on a slip of paper which I gave
him. The card went back to Mr. Platt, the Executive Secretary of
the Department, whose notation is on here.

Mr. BELNICK. You subsequently learned that the moneys had
been sent from the Government of Brunei, correct?

Mr. ABRAMS. Well, we had this message passed the answer was

esr. We didn't learn that the moneys had been sent until Decem-

Mr. BELNICK. In September, did you start-in September 1986,
did you start checking with Colonel North to find out whether the
moneys had been received into the designated account?

Mr. ABRAMS. We got a message from them in mid or late August,
I would say. I am sorry-from the Government of Brunei. A couple
weeks went by, Labor Day-actually, I guess I went on vacation,
too, and I came back in September and called Colonel North, I
think, or maybe I saw him-but in any event, said to him, "Could
you check and see if the money has come in?"

And he said, "Yes."
And a day later or 2 days later, whatever, he called back and

said, "No."
And I did that periodically a couple of times until I became con-

cerned enough to suggest that we contact the Government of
Brunei; something is amiss.

Mr. BELNICK. And what di4 the Government of Brunei respond to
your first contacts?

Mr. ABRAMS. Well, now, we got a cable at some point-and this
would be September or late September or early October-from the
Government of Brunei, saying-well, I will tell you what I recall of
the cable. My impression of the cable was, relax, these things take
time.

Mr. BELNICK. You continued to check with Colonel North periodi-
cally?
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Mr. ABRAMS. Every couple of weeks, yes.
Mr. BELNICK. He told you the money hadn't been there?
Mr. ABRAMS. He never had an answer, said he would check and

call back, and a day or later say, "Not there."
Mr. BELNICK. There was cable traffic back to the Government of

Brunei during that time?
Mr. ABRAMS. Oh, yes. All this was done through official channels,

and we cabled the Ambassador and said-I think you have some of
these cables here-we cabled the Ambassador and said would you
go ask them, hey, where is the money, what is happening?

Finally, roughly around the end of October, I actually drafted up
a cable which used the word "embezzlement" because I could not
figure out what happened to this money, another cable to the Em-
bassy.

Mr. BELNICK. That proposed cable, as I understand, was overtak-
en by events, namely the disclosure in November; correct?

Mr. ABRAMS. It exists in a handwritten form of mine and it
exists in a cable form, but was never sent; that is right.

Mr. BELNICK. And then subsequently on December 1, 1986, if you
will look at exhibit 19 in the book, after the disclosures, the Secre-
tary cabled the American Ambassador in Brunei instructing him to
instruct the Government if they had not sent the money by that
point they ought to stop the deposit because of developments that
had occurred in this matter; correct?

Mr. ABRAMS. Yes.
Mr. BELNICK. And the Ambassador cabled back, exhibit 20, stat-

ing that he had met with an official of the Government of Brunei,
conveyed that message and had found the official visibly shaken
when he was told the money still had not been received; correct?

Mr. ABR/.'.IS. Yes.
Mr. BELNICK. As you understand from subsequent events that

have transpired only within the last several weeks, the money sub-
sequently has been located having been deposited into the wrong
account in Switzerland?

Mr. ABRAMS. Well, now-that is right. I couldn't figure out what
had happened, although as I look back in past testimony, an error
in the number was obviously a logical possibility and I guess that
is, in fact, what happened.

Mr. BELNICK. All right, sir. Aside from the solicitation in which
you participated to the Government of Brunei, were you aware of
any other solicitations that were undertaken by the State Depart-
ment in 1986?

Mr. ABRAMS. 1986?
Mr. BELNICK. Or late 1985?
Mr. ABRAMS. In 1985, one.
Mr. BELNICK. And would you describe that?
Mr. ABRAMS. There was a foreign leader visiting from-let me

back up-we had the $27 million as of mid-August, I don't remem-
ber the exact date, that is what strikes me.

And we were beginning to put that program together, the NHAO
program. And it became clear to us that we had a problem, a com-
munications problem.
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Namely, how do you get in contact with the resistance people in
Nicaragua? You want to give them this material, that is the pur-
pose of it, to give them the uniforms, the food, the medicine.

How do you get in touch with them? And the answer was
"radio". And we had a foreign leader visiting from a country which
made, we believed, long-range radios, long-range, a couple hundred
miles, as opposed to walkie-talkie-type radio. I think we probably
discussed this communications problem at a RIG, and everybody
was aware of it, and I believe, I believe it was CIA people who
came up with the idea that this radio, this model radio exists, it
fits the bill, it is made in that country, would you ask?

Mr. BELNICK. So an approach was made to that country, we will
call the country number eight, and was it successful?

Mr. ABRAMS. I don't know an approach was made, I didn't do it.
One of two things happened. Either an approach was made or the
country was asked whether it made those radios. In any event, the
reply was we don't make those radios. So that was the end of that.

Mr. BELNICK. All right, sir.
Apart from Brunei solicitation and the possible attempt at solici-

tation that you have just described, did you have any knowledge of
prior to November 1986 of contributions to the Contras from any
other countries?

Mr. ABRAMS. No, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. All right. And prior to the disclosures--
Mr. ABRAMS. Wait a minute, let me go back on that. Before my

time, that is, before July 1985, I was aware of one contribution, ru-
mored contribution, by a European country to the Contras. One.
That was the only other one.

Mr. BELNICK. All right, sir.
And prior to the disclosures on November 25, 1986, as I under-

stand it, you did not have any knowledge or information about the
Iran initiative, correct?

Mr. ABRAMS. Correct.
Mr. BELNICK. And you did not have any knowledge or informa-

tion that any proceeds from the sales of arms to Iran by the United
States were being channeled to or for the Contras, correct?

Mr. ABRAMS. I had no knowledge of any dealings with Iran.
Mr. BELNICK. All right, sir.
Now, in your conversation with the representative of the Govern-

ment of Brunei, as you have testified, he asked what he could
expect for this contribution and you told him the President, and
the Secretary's gratitude. Correct?

Mr. ABRAMS. Correct.
Mr. BELNCK. All right, sir.
I would like to refer, if I may, to certain testimony-it appears at

exhibit 29 in your book, which you gave to the Senate Foreign Re-
lations Committee, I believe on October 10 of last year, 1986. Do
you see that testimony?

Mr. ABRAMS. Yes.
Mr. BELNICK. This was after the solicitation of Brunei but at a

point when still the moneys that had been contributed had not
been received, correct?

Mr. ABRAMS. Correct.
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Mr. BML nCK. And you are asked by Senator Kerry, at page 75 of
that transcript, whether you were aware of any deal by which as
part of an AWACS transaction, a country was supplying weapons
or assistance to the Contras on our behalf, correct?

Mr. ABRAMS. Correct.
Mr. BELNICK. And you answered after saying no sir, "I think I

can say that while I have been Assistant Secretary, which is about
15 months, we have not received a dime from a foreign govern-
ment, not a dime from any foreign government."

Senator KERRY. "We being who?'
Mr. ABRAMS. "The United- States."
Senator KmRY. "How about the Contras?"
Mr. ABRAMS. "I don't know. But not that I am aware of and not

through us.
"The thing is I think I would know about it because if they went

to a foreign government, a foreign government would want credit
for helping the Contras and they would come to us to say you want
us to do this, do you, and I would know about that."

Mr. BELNICK. That testimony was your view when you gave it,
correct?

Mr. ABRAMS. Absolutely. It was very important to me to state
that the impression that the Contras were being financed by for-
eign governments was wrong, that to my fairly certain-now
wrong, we all know-knowledge, we had not in that period, and
they had not to my knowledge in that period, received any money
from any foreign government.

Mr. BELNICK. I understand. And your testimony that if there had
been such a contribution, you would expect to know about it, be-
cause the foreign government would want credit from the United
States for helping the Contras and would come to you and say that.
That was your view, correct?

Mr. ABRAMS. Uh huh.
Mr. BELNICK. And that is a fact of international life, correct?
Mr. ABRAMS. Well, you know, not exactly, because I gather the

contribution I referred to before, I mentioned there was that one
other which was rumored, I now know of yet another, which I have
learned about in reading these proceedings in the last couple of
days, that there were two occasions when somebody apparently
gave a contribution explicitly and specifically without telling us be-
cause they didn't want us to know.

But generally speaking, I think that is true, that this is viewed
in the international scene as a U.S. initiative. And people would do
this in part as a favor to us.

Mr. BELNICK. Yes sir.
Mr. Chairman, if I may suggest, this would be a convenient time

to break for lunch.
Chairman INOUYE. We will stand in recess until 2:00 p.m. this

afternoon.
[Whereupon, at 12:25 p.m., the Select Committees were recessed,

to reconvene at 2:00 p.m., the same day.]

AFTERNOON SESSION

Chairman INOUYE. The hearing will please come to order.
Mr. Belnick?
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Mr. BELNICK. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Good afternoon, Mr. Abrams.
Going back for a moment to Ambassador Tambs, Ambassador

Tambs testified to the committees last week that in September
1985, at a chiefs of mission conference, which was held in Central
America that you attended-you recall attending that conference,
sir?

Mr. ABRAMS. I called it, yes.
Mr. BELNICK. That at that conference, he had a conversation

with you. I believe he described it as a corridor conference in which
he discussed with you or mentioned to you his activities involved in
opening a Southern Military Front by the resistance against the
Sandinistas.

Do you recall any such conversation?
Mr. ABRAMS. No.
Mr. BELNICK. Did you have a conversation with Ambassador

Tambs about his activities privately at that conference?
Mr. ABRAMS. Ordinarily, I would have a conversation with Am-

bassador Tambs prior to his taking up his post. And, as I noted, we
had such a conversation in Washington before he went down.

Secondly, the only other time I would really have a one-on-one
with an Ambassador would be at a chiefs of mission conference
such as that. I don't have any record of that, but probably I did
have a one-on-one conversation. It would have lasted 30 or 40 min-
utes, typically, with Ambassador Tambs. And presumably I had
such a conversation with him at which I have no memory of his
informing me that it was his task to establish the Southern Front
and that he had been so informed by Colonel North.

Mr. BELNICK. So your testimony remains there was no time that
you discussed that kind of activity with Ambassador Tambs?

Mr. ABRAMS. No. Let me be specific.
Mr. BELNICK. All right, sir.
Mr. ABRAMS. It was part of Ambassador Tambs' job to know

what, as it was of his Station Chief, to know what was going on in
Costa Rica, including what Contra activities there were, and cer-
tainly what the local government, the host government's attitude
towards Contra activities was.

It was also part of his task to seek resistance unity. It was not
part of his task to form a Southern Front. And if I can just take
another second of your time, what I am saying is, I spoke to Am-
bassador Tambs in Washington. There is a witness to that conver-
sation. Nothing was said about establishing a Southern Front.

Ambassador Tambs received a letter from the Secretary which
said nothing about a Southern Front and, B, which told him how to
report to the Department. C, I had a, I think, probably about a 30-
minute, one-on-one conversation with Ambassador Tambs, in
Panama, in which nothing was said about your task is to establish
a Southern Front. And I don't think we discussed any such thing in
a corridor or anywhere else, and I think it is bizarre to think that,
in contradiction of Secretary Shultz' instructions and two conversa-
tions with me, you rely on a remark that is allegedly made in a
corridor.
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Mr. BELNICK. Did you ever discuss with Ambassador Tambs the
desirability of opening up a Southern Military Front against the
Sandinistas in Nicaragua?

Mr. ABRAMS. I think it is probably the case that we discussed at
the chiefs of mission meeting, not with Ambassador Tambs, at the
meeting of probably 30 people the desirability of increased military
activity not only in the north but in the south. It would be ex-
tremely odd if we did not discuss that--

Mr. BELNICK. All right, sir.
Mr. ABmAMs. At the meeting.
Mr. BELNICK. That would be the only occasion that you recall?
Mr. ABRAMS. I don't recall it. What I'm saying is I think it is

very probable that we would have done that, because we all be-
lieved it. That was on our minds.

Mr. BELNICK. It was a policy you supported?
Mr. ABRAMS. The policy we supported was to seek additional as-

sistance from Congress so that at some point we could do that.
Mr. BF.LNICK. You first met General Singlaub, as you testified

this morning, in April 1986, and you recall on that occasion that he
did discuss with you his plans to solicit assistance for the Contras
from certain countries?

Mr. ABRAMS. No, I don't believe that's correct.
Mr. BELNICK. Did you know at that time that General Singlaub

was involved in fund-raising assistance for the Contras?
Mr. ABRAMS. Not from him, but it was certainly in the newspa-

pers.
Mr. BELNICK. All right, sir.
General Singlaub has testified, if I can summarize, at these hear-

ings that before he left for Asia to solicit contributions for the Con-
tras from countries we've identified as number three and number
five, that he met with you, apprised you of his intentions in this
regard, and said that he would need some signal of official U.S.
Government approval. You recall that he's given such testimony?

Mr. ABRAMS. Yes.
Mr. BELNICK. He said further that you told him that you would

provide that signal when the time came.
Now, do you recall having such a meeting with General Singlaub

before he left for Asia?
Mr. ABRAMS. No.
Mr. BELNICK. Did you tell General Singlaub at any time that you

would send him the signal as to whether the U.S. Government ap-
proved of the solicitation?

Mr. ABRAMS. No. I may have told him at some point that if there
ever were a solicitation made by the United States, I would give
the signal or the Department would give the signal, but I recall no
such conversation.

Mr. BELNICK. As far as you remember, your discussion with Gen-
eral Singlaub in April 1986 was limited to his work with Pastora,
which we discussed earlier today?

Mr. ABRAm. It was about Mr. Pastora.
Mr. BLNICK. You are aware, sir, that in May 1986 General Sing-

laub had a series of conversations with your aide, Richard Melton?
Mr. ABRAMS. Yes. Mr. Melton reported to me on each of those.
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Mr. BELNICK. And those conversations were about not only the
proposed agreement involving Pastora, but about Singlaub's inten-
tions of soliciting aid from countries on behalf of the Contras; is
that correct?

Mr. ABRAMS. That general subject, yes.
Mr. BELNICK. And you understood General Singlaub would be so-

liciting lethal assistance for the Contras, did you not?
Mr. ABRAMS. I don't think I did understand that. I don't think he

ever actually said.
Mr. BELNICK. You understood General Singlaub was interested in

getting assistance of whatever kind he could for the Contras?
Mr. ABRAMS. I don't think the question ever really arose. I think

the general assumption was he was not making that distinction.
Mr. BELNICK. General Singlaub never said to you or Mr. Melton,

so far as zcu are aware, he was interested only in humanitarian
assistance.

Mr. AriiMS. That is what I mean to say, correct.
Mr. BiLMCK. He was interested in getting assistance he could to

help the -au,;e?
Mr. ABXXvS. That is correct.
Mr. BELNICK. Would you turn to exhibit EA-5, which is a memo

that you received, I believe from MIr. Melton, dated May 14, 1986.
You recall that memorandum?
Mr. ABRAMS. Yes.
Mr. BELNICK. And if you look down at the paragraph which is

headed "Aid Solicitations," Mr. Melton reports, "I told Singlaub
that I had been instructed to pass the following message to him."

And then he quotes precisely what he told General Singlaub, and
I will read it. "The earlier decision to pass the message he had re-
quested had been reconsidered. The judgment here was that the
timing was not right. To move now might complicate other priority
matters of importance of which he was aware.

Now, was there or was there not an earlier decision in your de-
partment, your Bureau, to pass the message that Singlaub had re-
quested regarding a signal of approval for the solicitation?

Mr. ABRAMS. There was not, and the memorandum is in error.
Mr. BELNICK. This is Mr. Melton's memorandum to you?
Mr. ABRAMS. That is correct. These are all Mr. Melton's memo-

randa.
Mr. BELNICK. Do you know where Mr. Melton got the idea there

had been an earlier decision to pass such a message to General
Singlaub?

Mr. ABRAMS. No. Because he was at the meetings and, in any
event, it is wrong.

Mr. BELNICK. Now, when you received a copy-received a cable-
from Ambassador Tambs about the Pastora-Singlaub agreement,
you sent the cable back which we have identified admonishing him
and saying that you were astounded that he had sent such a docu-
ment and associated the Government with it; correct?

Mr. ABRAMS. Yes.
Mr. BELNICK. Did you send a memo to Mr. Melton saying that

you were astounded or surprised that he had described an earlier
decision to pass a message which had never been made and an in-
struction that you had never given?
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Mr. ABRAMS. Mr. Melton and I are in direct contact on a-well,
he is now in San Jose., but were in contact on a daily basis. I could
tell him that. He was at the meetings.

Mr. BLNICK. Did you send him such a memo?
Mr. ALRAMS. I don't send Mr. Melton memos. I just talk to him.
Mr. BELNICK. The answer is you did not?
Mr. ABRAMS. I don't send memos to my staff. I talk to them.
Mr. BELNICK. Did you tell Mr. Melton you were surprised he had

come up with an earlier decision, reported it in writing, reported it
to General Singlaub in the words he used in this memo even
though no such decision had been made?

Mr. ABRAMS. I can not recall what we said in those conversa-
tions. Mr. Melton was there. He knows there was no such decision
ever conveyed to General Singlaub.

Mr. BELNICK. Did you ask Mr. Meiton where he got the idea that
there had been a decision to send this message to General Sing-
laub?

Mr. ABRAMS. At this point I did not.
Mr. BELNICK. And so, to this day you don't know where Mr.

Melton got that idea?
Mr. ABRAMS. I do know Mr. Melton has told me that he does not

know where he got that idea but that he acknowledges that the
memo is wrong. I think he said it was loosely phrased, badly
phrased.

In any event, he has told me that he recalls no such decision.
Mr. BELNICK. Now, sir, General Singlaub has also testified to the

committees that you placed a telephone call to him when he was in
Country Number One and told him in that telephone conversation
not to go forward with the solicitation, that it had been called off.

Is General Singlaub wrong about that conversation, as well?
Mr. ABRAMS. What is wrong about the conversation is that he

called me. I didn't call him. I don't know how to reach him when
he is in Asia. There was no way for us to reach him. He was travel-
ing around. He did call me.

Mr. BELNICK. Do you recall when that conversation took place?
Mr. ABRAMS. Well, late May.
Mr. BELNICK. Late May 1986. Please tell us what happened in

that conversation.
Mr. ABRAMS. As I recall it, and as I have testified, you know, 6

months ago, to whatever it was to the Tower Commission, he called
and these memos formed the predicate to that phone call.

He said, look, I am in this country-and I don't actually remem-
ber what country it was-and I really think that I can get them to
give some resources to the Contras, if you will tell them that this is
in line with U.S. policy, that it is consistent with U.S. policy, it
would be a good thing from the point of view of U.S. policy if they
were to accede to my request.

And I told him something to the effect of, gee, I would really like
to do it, but I can't do it.

Mr. BELNICK. All right. Was that the substance of the conversa-
tion?

Mr. ABRAMS. Yes.
Mr. BELNICK. Did you meet with General Singlaub on his return

to the United States?

75-542 - 88 - 2
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Mr. ABRAMS. Yes.
Mr. BELNICK. Did you explain to him at that time why you did

not think it was appropriate for his proposed solicitation to go for-
ward?

Mr. ABRAMS. Yes. I told him-I think Mr. Melton told him some
kind of very generalized statement to kind of palliate him for the
moment, until he could-we were on -an open line-until he got
back and we could tell him a little bit more.

When he came back, he came in to see me, and I wanted to see
him. I mean, he had reason to question what I had been doing be-
cause, after all, he thought he was on the verge of getting re-
sources for the Contras, a goal with which I theoretically agreed
and I had told him, knock it off. In fact, not only had I told him
that I could not endorse his efforts, I had told him not to go ahead
and do it.

So he deserved an explanation, and I gave him an explanation,
which was basically that if there was going to be soliciting of an-
other country, it would be the U.S. Government that would do it
and, in fact, this was under consideration, this issue of solicitation
was under consideration at the very high levels of the U.S. Govern-
ment, and so we were-we were thinking about this, and that was
really the context of my response to him on the phone.

Mr. BELNICK. Did he say anything in response to that informa-
tion?

Mr. ABRAMS. I don't recall him saying anything much.
Mr. BELNICK. You knew General Singlaub was close to Colonel

North?
Mr. ABRAMS. I wouldn't really have said that. I mean, no closer

to him than anybody else.
Mr. BELNICK. You knew Colonel North knew General Singlaub

and had some association with him regarding assistance for the
Contras?

Mr. ABRAMS. I'm not so sure about that. I don't recall Singlaub
saying all that much about Colonel North or vice-versa.

Mr. BELNICK. Did you ever ask General Singlaub about his rela-
tionship with Colonel North?

Mr. ABRAMS. I don't think so.
Mr. BELNICK. All right, sir.
Mr. ABRAMS. I think I probably-I would have known or as-

sumed they knew each other, but I would not-I do not view it,
even today, as--certainly until the testimony-as having been a
particularly close relationship.

Mr. BELNICK. And you didn't ask General Singlaub about that re-
lationship?

Mr. ABRAMS. Did he have a close relationship with Colonel
North? No, I did not.

Mr. BELNICK. Or about any relationship between him and Colo-
n'il North?

Mr. ABRAMS. He was dealing with the* State Department on a
very straightforward basis. We were screwing him up, but he was

'dealing with us on a straightforward basis. We were constantly
telling him don't do this, don't do that, no, we won't help you. He
kept trying to work with us.
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Mr. BELNICK. As I understand, you had one other meeting with
General Singlaub, which took place after the plane carrying
Eugene Hasenfus was shot down in October 1986. General Singlaub
came to see you about statements being made regarding that inci-
dent?

Mr. ABRAMS. That's right.
Mr. BELNICK. What happened?
Mr. ABRAMS. There were a number of news stories that said that

the State Department was trying to cast responsibility for that
flight-let's call it the Hasenfus flight-on General Singlaub. And I
had heard-and I don't remember whether this was in the newspa-
per or I heard it privately-that General Singlaub believed I was
putting that story out, andI wanted to see him because I wanted to
tell him that's not true, wasn't true, and he heard it straight from
me.

I had not put that story out, and I did not have any reason to
believe it.

Mr. BELNICK. Had you, in fact, though, made a statement after
the shoot-down to the effect that the plane flight itself looked like
a Singlaub-type operation?

Mr. ABRAMS. I don't have that quote, but I think I said some-
thing like that, meaning one of the independent benefactors.

Mr. BELNICK. Did you tell General Singlaub that you had made
that statement?

Mr. ABRAMS. I don't recall whether-I didn't recall making that
statement until you showed it to me, and I don't know what I said
to him at that meeting.

Mr. BELNICK. On what did you base your statement that the
shoot-down, the flight itself, appeared to be a Singlaub-type oper-
ation?

Mr. ABRAMS. Well, it was a private benefactor flight from one of
the benefactors, whose identities I didn't know. That is exactly
what I meant, that there were people out there helping the Con-
tras, private citizens. One of them was General Singlaub.

He had a group, or more than one group. That was the type of
operation this looked to be.

Mr. BELNICK. Had you ever asked General Singlaub, at any of
your meetings, whether he was providing lethal assistance to the
Contras?

Mr. ABRAMS. I don't think so. You know, one of our meetings-I
met him in April and then again when he came back from Asia.

Mr. BELNICK. In any of your considerations, did you ever ask
him?

Mr. ABRAMS. I don't think so, but I think I probably assumed
that he was.

Mr. BELNICK. Did you ever ask Colonel North if General Sing-
laub was engaged in that kind of activity?

Mr. ABRAMS. I don't think I ever asked anybody.
Mr. BELNICK. All right, sir.
When is-the-first-time that -you- met Spitz Channell or Richard

Miller?
Mr. ABRAMS. Going by memory, January 6, 1986.
Mr. BELNICK. That was at a lunch here in Washington?
Mr. ABRAMS. Correct.
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Mr. BELNICK. How was that lunch set up?
Mr. ABRAMS. A friend of mine, who is attorney in Washington,

said there are two men-Miller was one of them, Channell was an-
other-neither of whom I ever believed I had met or heard of-who
are putting together a big ad campaign to help the resistance and
they want to talk to you and tell you about their ad campaign. So I
.aidfine.

Mr. BELNICK. And you set up the lunch?
Mr. ABRAMS. That is right.
Mr. BELNICK. The three of you were present, Spitz Channel, Rich

Miller, and yourself?.
Mr. ABRAMS. Yes.
Mr. BELNICK. What was the discussion at the lunch?
Mr. ABRAMS. They-actually Miller, as I recall, didn't say hardly

anything. Channell spoke a lot. They had this ad campaign. They
actually had on a sort of a big piece of manila paper or oak tag-
there is a word for this, but I don't remember what it is.

Mr. BELNICK. Storyboard?
Mr. ABRAMS. Storyboard. Of what the ads would look like. You

know, little photos taken presumably from the actual ad itself of
what at least one or two or three of the ads would look like. And
he was the person that came across with the confidence of his fund-
ing-that is nothing was said about money, because he seemed to
have all the money he needed. And he was just in the business at
this point, he hired an ad agency to do up the ads, and he was
buying time. He was-I guess he hadn't done this yet but he knew
we were going to have votes in March. It was time to get moving in
that period.

Mr. BELNICK. Did he ask you for any assistance at that lunch?
Mr. ABRAMS. No.
Mr. BELNICK. Did you subsequently speak at any gatherings ar-

ranged by Channell's organization-National Endowment For the
Preservation of Liberty?

Mr. ABRAMS. Yes.
Mr. BELNICK. And when was that, sir?
Mr. ABRAMS. It was either January 29th or January 30th.
Mr. BELNICK. If you look at exhibit 24, EA-24-I think you will

see that the date as we have it is January 30, 1986, and it was at ameeting-_Mr. ABRAMS. Well, I was actually not referring to this meeting. I

was referring to a dinner which either preceded it or followed it.
Mr. BELNICK. Tell us about that dinner.
Mr. ABRAMS. There were two occasions in this period. I guess

that means the dinner is Qhe 29th then. There were two things.
One was that I was called by the White House, as I recall it, and
told that the President is speaking to a group on January 30. This
was nothing new. I was speaking at the White House in this period
with great frequency to groups. The only difference here was that
the President was also speaking to this group and would I be one of
the kind of warm-up people, speakers, and of course the answer to
that was yes. -

But also, I guess it is the previous night, the group in question,
which is the National Endowment For the Preservation of Liberty,
was having its own dinner and I was also asked-not by the White
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House, I think by the group itself-would I speak at that dinner. I
said yes to that, to6.

Mr. BELNICK. And you spoke at both. What was the nature of
your remarks on those occasions?

Mr. ABRAMS. Well, pretty repetitive. Again, it was the basic pep
talk. Why the policy is the right policy, how strongly we feel about
the policy, an in the case of people who were-this was kind of
preaching to the converted, thanking them for their support of the
policy. And then telling them we were going to win in the Congress
and get the $100 million.

Mr. BELNICK. The President spoke at the meeting on January 30
as well?

Mr. ABRAMS. That is correct.
Mr. BELNICK. Did you make any effort to find out whether either

Channell or the Miller organization was involved in anything other
than sponsoring advertisements?

Mr. ABRAMS. I took it exactly as it was presented to me. There
was no reason in the world to think it was other than what it was
presented to be.

Mr. BELNICK. You never had any information that that organiza-
tion was involved in soliciting contributions from Americans on
behalf of the Contras?

Mr. ABRAMS. No. The information presented to me was that this
group was soliciting contributions for this campaign.

Mr. BELNICK. For this advertising campaign, period?
Mr. ABRAMS. That is correct.
Mr. BELNICK. Now, sir, did you testify a little bit before you had

never heard of Rich Miller before the mutual friend talked to you
about him and Spitz Channell?

Mr. ABRAMS. I don't believe it was a familiar name. Certainly
wasn't a familiar face.

Mr. BELNICK. Wasn't it true, though, that prior to this time,
Miller through a company known as IBC had a contract with the
Office of Public Diplomacy of the State Department?

Mr. ABRAMS. Yes.
Mr. BELNicK. You are familiar with that contract?
Mr. ABRAMS. I am now.
Mr. BELNICK. Were you then?
Mr. ABRAMS. No.
Mr. BELNICK. All right.
Mr. ABRAMS. It was not part of my bureau. It was being run sep-

arately. I had no reason to know about their contracting.
Mr. BELNICK. OPL was taken over by your Bureau at some point?
Mr. ABRAMS. LPD.
Mr. BELNICK. Excuse me.
Mr. ABRAMS. Was taken over in March or April of 1986 after a

lengthy fight on my part to keep it out of my Bureau.
Mr. BELNICK. Wen your Bureau took over LPD, did you then

become acquainted with the contract that had been entered into
between IBC and the Bureau?

Mr. ABRAMS. Yes. I can't-I mean, we took it over probably in
March. At some point subsequent to that, it came to me. Yes.

Mr. BmICK. What was the nature of that agreement, that con-
tract?
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Mr. ABRAMS. All that I can recall is that Mr. Kagan, whom I
appointed to be the head of the Office of Latin Public Policy, came to
me and said there is a kind of an agreement here under which IBC
is doing work for the Department and we don't really need this
contract anymore.

We have really gotten going. We have a good active office now,
so we want to close off the contract and there were all sorts of com-
plications because the question was whether we had to pay them
before we closed off the contract. Basically, I told them, OK, I
agreed to that. Let us break the relationship with IBC and let's
close off the contract doing whatever we needed to do to do that.

Mr. BELNICK. Did you discuss that at all with Rich Miller?
Mr. ABRAMS. No, I did not.
Mr. BELNICK. Now, are you familiar with an organization known

as Sentinel?
Mr. ABRAMS. I have heard of it. I believe-I have heard the

name.
Mr. BELNICK. Did you have anything to do with that organiza-

tion?
Mr. ABRAMS. No.
Mr. BELNICK. How frequent were your contacts, would you say,

with Channell or Rich Miller after the lunch that you had in Janu-
ary 1986?

Mr. ABRAMS. I don't know. I certainly called Channell. I don't
think Miller. I recall a call to Spitz Channell in-after the vote. I
guess it was in the-I would call periodically to thank him for-I
think it was in June. I don't really know the answer.

The telephone records would show how often. Not too often.
Mr. BELNICK. Did you develop a close working relationship with

Channell or Miller or any members of this organization?
Mr. ABRAMS. No working relationship with either of them or

members of their organization.
Mr. BELNICK. If they said otherwise, that would be wrong?
Mr. ABRAMS. Yes, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. Would you look at exhibit 41? A memo dated

August 25, 1986 from Spitz Channell to David Fischer setting forth
a draft memo for Don Regan, and I would like to focus your atten-
tion on the final paragraph of the first page. These words in par-
ticular. "$750,000 was spent by Sentinel directly to build congres-
sional support for President Reagan. This included advocacy televi-
sion messages in 32 congressional districts, the production of two
30-minute television documentaries supporting the Nicaraguan
Freedom Fighter cause filmed secretly in Nicaragua, active lobby-
ing of Congress by a staff of five, newspaper ads ... and continu-
ous work with Assistant Secretary, Bureau of Inter-American Af-
fairs, Department of State, Elliot Abrams."

Have you ever seen this memo before?
Mr. ABRAMS. No, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. Is that assertion that there was continuous work

with you by the Channell organization erroneous?
Mr. ABRAMS. It is. It is what in first-year contracts class we

would have called sales puff.
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Mr. BELNICK. Sir, I would like to turn now to the shoot-down of
the Hasenfus flight in October 1986. You recall that on October 5,
that plane was shot down over Nicaragua, correct?

Mr. ABRAMS. Yes.
Mr. BELNICK. Two crewmen were killed and Eugene Hasenfus

was captured by the Sandinistas. How did you learn of that event?
Mr. ABRAMS. I don't know. I suspect probably from CIA.
Mr. BELNICK. All right. Do you recall who at the CIA?
Mr. ABRAMS. It is conceivable that it was the Embassy in Mana-

gua. I just don't recall.
Mr. BELNICK. You don't have a specific recollection?
Mr. ABRAMS. None.
Mr. BELNICK. But you do recall that very shortly, within a day or

so, after learning of the event, you were becoming-you were
giving public statements to the effect that there was no U.S. Gov-
ernment involvement in that flight whatsoever, correct?

Mr. ABRAMS. That's right. Within a couple of days.
Mr. BELNICK. And you believed that to be the case at the time?
Mr. ABRAMS. Absolutely.
Mr. BELNICK. On what did you base those categorical assurances

that you were giving to the press and to the pl'blic about no U.S.
Government involvement whatsoever in the Hasenfus flight?

Mr. ABRAMS. We inquired of-when I say "we," I mean I and
others, the Deputy Assistant Secretary for Central America-in-
quired of CIA, inquired of NSC, inquired of DOD-I don't believe
we had an actual meeting, these were phone calls-and everybody
said, not only then but later, there was no U.S. Government role.

Mr. BELNICK. Who did you speak to at the NSC?
Mr. ABRAMS. Well, I believe, having checked the telephone

records, it may have been Mr. Earl. As I recall the PROF notes
from the Tower Report, Colonel North was out of the country. So I
didn't talk to him until he got back.

I talked to the Task Force Chief, may have talked to somebody at
DOD, but again others besides myself were in contact.

You did not speak to Colonel North?
Mr. ABRAMS. Well, I did speak to Colonel North within a couple

of days. I also spoke to people, I and my staff, spoke to people at
NSC. Again, I haven't read the Tower Report in a while, but there
are PROF notes, I believe a PROF note from Bill Perry, who is an
NSC staff member, to Poindexter, reporting that he had basically
done the same thing. He checked with CIA, DIA, and so forth.

Mr. BFLNICK. When you spoke to Colonel North after the shoot-
down a-id after you had begun making your statements there was
no U.S. Government involvement, did you ask him whether there
was any U.S. Government involvement in the flight?

Mr. ABRAMS. Did I say flat out? No.
Mr. BELNICK. Did you ask Colonel North if he himself had any

involvement in that flight?
Mr. ABRAMS. No sir. He knew, on the other hand, I would just

say, it was very clear what I was saying publicly. In fact, at one
point I spoke to Larry Speakes to ask whether this was the line
that the White House wanted me to take. But everybody-I mean
what I was saying was very clear, and it had been checked out with
CIA and NSC and, I believe, Department of Defense.
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Mr. BELNICK. Now, you felt, didn't you, at the time that based on
your knowledge, Colonel North was likely to be the official in the
U.S. Government who would have the most information about this
flight, if anyone in the Government would? Wasn't that your
belief?

Mr. ABRAMS. Oh, probably.
Mr. BELNICK. In fact, you have testified to the Tower Board that

nobody had more information about the private network than Colo-
nel North. Is that correct?

Mr. ABRAMS. Well, I testified to that this morning as well.
Mr. BELNICK. Right. In fact, when you spoke to Colonel North

after the flight was shot down, you asked him who the employers
were of the dead and captured crewmen. Correct?

Mr. ABRAMS. No, I don't think I did ask him that question. I
think it came up in the conversation, but I don't believe I asked
him who are the employers.

Mr. BELNICK. He volunteered it?
Mr. ABRAMS. No, I think he said that, something about the em-

ployers came up. There was a question-I mean, in this conversa-
tion there was a question about a defense fund. There was a ques-
tion about the treatment of the bodies of Cooper and Sawyer. There
was a question about the Hasenfus family.

There was a question about consular access. All of that came up
in the conversation, including, as I recall it, the question of who
were the employers in the context of defense fund expenses and so
forth.

Mr. BELNICK. But the question that did not come up was whether
North himself was involved or whether he knew if the U.S. Gov-
ernment was involved in any way; correct?

Mr. ABRAMS. I don't think I asked that question specifically. It
was very clear that that would have been completely contradictory
to what he had previously told me.

Mr. BELNICK. Even though, as you have also testified, you be-
lieved that Colonel North had more information about the private
network in this flight potentially even than the CIA?

Mr. ABRAMS. And was not directing it. This has been testified to
Congress by Mr. McFarlane-was not coordinating, facilitating, di-
recting, and so forth. I didn't need to ask that question. That was
answered by Mr. McFarlane.

Mr. BELNICK. Just as Mr. McFarlane had given categorical assur-
ances, you took that role and were giving categorical assurances?

Mr. ABRAMS. I think I was the logical spokesman, I had been by
then, for quite awhile the local spokesman on Central America
issues aid once having established to my satisfaction that this was
the case, I did something in addition to saying it publicly in some-
thing which is in a sense as significant for me and that is that I
gave categorical assurances to the Secretary that there was no U.S.
Government involvement and that he could so state.

Mr. BELNICK. And you gave the same assurances to the Congress;
correct?

Mr. ABRAMS. The same exact assurances.
Mr. BF.LNICK. You testified to the House Foreign Affairs Commit-

tee on October 15, 1986 and you said,
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I will say that no American intelligence or Defense or any other kind of govern-
ment official was engaged in facilitating this flight or paying for it or directing it or
anything like that, there is no U.S. Government involvement, no government in-
volvement, including anybody in the Embassies overseas.

You made those statements.
Mr. ABRAMS. I made those statements and I made a similar state-

menti on October 14 to Secretary Shultz and every one of those
statements, private and public, was completely honest and com-
pletely wrong.

Mr. BELNICK. You were asked also at the House Foreign Affairs
Committee meeting by one of the members of the committee, "do
you think there is anyone in the Government who does know who
organized the Hasenfus flight?"

And--your answer was "no, because we don't keep track of this
kind of activity."

You gave that testimony.
Mr. ABRAMS. I take your word for it.
Mr. BELNICK. Page 33, of the transcript.
Chairman INOUYE. Mr. Belnick, may we have a short recess at

this point. Both Houses have votes in progress. The hearings will
be in recess for 10 minutes.

[Brief recess.]
Chairman INOUYE. Yes, yes.
Mr. Belnick.
Mr. BELNICK. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Abrams, when we broke, I was referring to page 33, of the

transcript of your testimony to the Subcommittee on Western
Hemisphere Affairs of the House Foreign Affairs Committee back
last year on October 15, 1986. And you recall you gave this testimo-
ny in response to questioning by Representative Kostmayer.

"Representative Kostmayer. You have not been told by our gov-
ernment, if indeed our government knows, who organized and who
paid for this particular flight-" referring to the Hasenfus mission.

Mr. Abrams. I wouldn't separate myself from the Government. We don't know.
Mr. Kostmayer. Do you think there is anyone in the Government who does know?
Mr. Abrams. No. Because we don't track this kind of activity.

Do you recall giving that testimony, Mr. Abrams?
Mr. ABRAMS. Yes.
Mr. BELNICK. At the time, sir, wasn't it the fact that you believed

there was someone in government who would know, who organized,
or paid for the Hasenfus flight?

Mr. ABRAMS. No. To say that Colonel North was the person who
knew the most about the private benefactors-which I thought,
and think to be the case-is not to say that he could tell you the
name of every one of them and could till you everything that every
one of them was doing each day.

Mr. BELNICK. You didn't tell Representative Kostmayer though,
in response to his question, that there was someone in the White
House, who you believed had more information even than the CIA
about the private network, which apparently was responsible, in
your view, for the Hasenfus flight? You did not tell that to the
committee at that time, did you, sir?

Mr. ABRAMS. That is correct.
Mr. BELNICK. All right, sir.
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As I understand your position, with respect to the categorical as-
surances that you gave to the Secretary, the public, the press, and
the Congress that there was no U.S. Government involvement in
the Hasenfus flight, which turned out to be wrong, your position is
that you were put in the position of making false statements about
that lack of involvement because nobody in the Government who
knew the facts waved you off. Is that your position?

Mr. ABRAMS. I think that is a fair statement. I would just, you
know, remind you that there was no reason-for example, we
talked about the events of September, whatever the date was, when
Colonel North called me late at night with regard to the press con-
ference about the airstrip. He did what he was supposed to do. He
went through channels. He wished the U.S. Ambassador to under-
take an activity. What do you do when you are on the NSC staff
and want that? You call the Assistant Secretary, ask him is it all
right with you, can you give me instructions. Every indication was
everything was being done through proper channels.

As you know, I did not make this statement once. I made the
statement over a period of about 3 weeks until the 23d or 24th of
October, and anybody who had any knowledge which he wished to
communicate to me to the effect that those statements were not
true had ample opportunity to do so.

Mr. BELNICK. And as you have testified in addition, you did not
ask Colonel North if he was involved in the flight or if he knew of
any official U.S. involvement in so many words, correct?

Mr. ABRAMS. I think I already had assurances probably on that
from Mr. Earl. In any event, I do not recall stating those words to
Colonel North.

Mr. BELNCK. You didn't ask Colonel North in so many words.
That is your testimony, isn't it sir?

Mr. ABRAMS. That is correct.
Mr. BELNICK. Now, sir, you have great facility with the English

language, don't you?
Mr. ABRAMS. I do OK.
Mr. BELNICK. I think you do great. You are a master of words.

You use words carefully. You answer carefully in response to
words that are put in questions.

Mr. ABRAMS. Nobody has ever led me into asking me a question I
like to be asked. Go ahead.

Mr. BELNICK. We have had witnesses before the committee to
whom English is a second, third language. You are not one of those
witnesses?

Mr. ABRAMS. This is correct.
Mr. BELNICK. So if you did not ask Colonel North in so many

words if he was involved or if he knew if there was any official
U.S. involvement, it was because you decided not to ask him that
question in so many words, isn't that right, sir?

Mr. ABRAMS. No. I think it is because I believed I knew there
was no U.S. Government involvement, had checked around, had
stated there was no U.S. Government involvement, was aware of
the fact Colonel North would not be involved in this because of pre-
vious statements of his and others that he would not be involved in
this kind of activity.
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Then he came back to town-I believe I had already spoken pub-
licly about this-and did not say wait a minute, stop.

Mr. BELNICK. Sir, let me go back to my question. If you did not
ask Colonel North in so many words, "Ollie, were you involved
with this flight?" "Ollie, do you know who paid for this flight?"
"Ollie, is there any U.S. Government fingerprint on this flight?" If
you didn't ask him any of those questions in so many words, it was
because you decided not to ask him any such question, isn't that
correct?

Mr. ABRAMS. Sure. That's logically correct.
Mr. BELNICK. And one of the reasons you say you didn't ask him

such a question is because there were prior statements of others
categorically denying that North was involved in any such activity;
correct?

Mr. ABRAMS. And his, and I believe by then-we'd have to check
the date of the phone call of Mr. Earl's.

Mr. BELNICK. And the Chief Categorical Assurance to which
you've testified was the representation by former National Security
Adviser McFarlane that North was not involved in that kind of ac-
tivity; correct?

Mr. ABRAMS. Which was q .iite awhile before that, but that's cor-
rect.

Mr. BELNICK. It was a year before that, wasn't it? So it is your
testimony, sir, that each time you did not ask North a point-blank
question or for a fact, it was because you were relying on what
Robert McFarlane said in September, 1985?

Mr. ABRAMS. No.
Mr. BELNICK. Isn't it true, sir, that the only reason you didn't ask

Colonel North point blank or in so many words whether he was in-
volved or whether there was any U.S. official involved in the Ha-
senfus flight is because you were afraid that you'd get the wrong
answer?

Mr. ABRAMS. No. It is not.
Mr. BELNICK. Well, sir, can you give us any other plausible

season for not asking the man who you believed knew more even
than the CIA who was responsible for that flight?

Mr. ABRAMS. Mr. Belnick, I have told you really all day today
that it was very clear indeed that Colonel North was not violating
the law, that, as Mr. McFarlane had previously assured Congress,
there was no facilitating, there was no directing, there was no co-
ordinating going on by Colonel North or anybody else under his di-
rection in the U.S. Government.

I worked with him, as others did, in the RIG over the course of
that year in question, that is to say, from roughly, let us say, Sep-
tember, 1985, to September, 1986; and in that year, had occasion to
watch Colonel North at work and had occasion to watch him use
proper channels in his work with me repeatedly, and I had no
reason whatsoever to believe that he was violating the law.

Mr. BELNICK. And you were willing to give categorical assurances
to the Secretary of State, under oath to Congress, to the public, and
the press without ever asking the question point blank of the man
you knew knew the most in the Government; isn't that right?
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Mr. ABRAMS. That is correct. Not only was I willing, Mr. Belnick,
I did it because I was confident that there was no such activity
going on.

Mr. BELNICK. And you turned out to be wrong?
Mr. ABRAMS. That is correct.
Mr. BELNICK. And as a result of that, you ended up making false

statements to the Congress, the public, and the press?
Mr. ABRAMS. Making wrong statements is the way I'd put it.
Mr. BELNICK. Which were not true? -
Mr. ABRAMS. That's right, sir.
You said the public, the press, and the Congress. I would add the

Secretary.
Mr. BELNICK. Absolutely. The Secretary of State as well. And the

Secretary who had told you in September 1985 to monitor Ollie;
correct?

Mr. ABRAMS. That's correct.
Mr. BELNICK. And when you gave the Secretary of State the cate-

gorical assurance that he could state publicly there was no U.S. in-
volvement, did you tell him that you had not monitored Ollie in so
many words on that subject?

Mr. ABRAMS. I would not agree with the judgment you have just
made that I did not monitor Colonel North s activities. In the
course of a year, I believe that I knew enough about his activities
to say that I had monitored them.

Mr. BELNICK. Well, sir, didn't you testify to the Tower Board that
you were careful not to ask Colonel North too many questions?

'Mr. ABRAMS. I was careful not to ask Colonel North what ques-
tions I thought I did not need to know the answers to. I was also
careful to see that he worked through channels. I was careful to
see that Colonel North was doing what he appeared to be rightly
doing, while assuring me and other members of the U.S. Govern-
ment that he was not violating the law in any way.

Mr. BELNICK. Sir, did you tell Secretary Shultz, when you told
him he could go out on the limb and give categorical assurances,
did you tell him that you had not asked a specific, point-blank
question of Colonel North? Can you answer that yes or no?

Mr. ABRAMS. I can answer that no, I did not. I can answer that
by October 14, which is my note of the conversation with the Secre-
tary, I had had numerous conversations with Colonel North, or he
had asked me, "Have you been in contact with Colonel North, and
has he told you, 'Don t say that?' " The answer would have been
that he did not tell me that.

Yes, I have been in contact with him. I cannot recall what the
first time was I discussed this with the Secretary.

Mr. BELNICK. But in none of those conversations that you had
had with Colonel North by October 14, had you put to him the
direct question, right?

Mr. ABRAMS. That is correct.
Mr. BELNICK. All right, sir.
Now, in your opening statement this morning, you said that

echoing the views of the late Senator Jackson, for whom you
worked, that you believed, as he did, that Congress must be a pow-
erful participant in the making of foreign policy.

That is your view?
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Mr. ABRAMS. It is.
Mr. BELNICK. And you have had that view throughout your

tenure in the State Department?
Mr. ABRAMS. Correct.
Mr. BELNICK. And you would agree with me, 3ir, that for Con-

gress to play that role of powerful participant in the making of for-
eign policy requires that Congress must be well and carefully in-
formed of the facts, correct?

Mr. ABRAMS. Correct.
Mr. BELNICK. And that officials such as yourself who were

charged with important foreign policymaking responsibilities ap-
proach Congress at all times in the spirit of candor and coopera-
tion, correct?

Mr. ABRAMS. Correct.
Mr. BELNICK. All right, sir.
With that in mind, I would like to examine certain of your testi-

mony before the Senate Intelligence Committee on November 25,
1986. The excerpts to which I will have reference are at exhibit 30
in your book.

Mr. ABRAMS. Can you give me the number again?
Mr. BELNICK. Exhibit 30.
We are referring to, as I said, testimony before the Senate Select

Committee-
Mr. ABRAMS. Before we turn to exhibit 30, it is probably worth

my adding for the record what I have told you privately at great
length, Mr. Belnick, which is that I learned of potential U.S. Gov-
ernment involvement in this network on the 23d of October, 1986.

I informed Mr. Hill and Mr. Platt of what I had learned at 7:00
a.m. on October 24 and quickly thereafter that day informed the
Secretary. So, when I found out that there was potentially a legal
problem here, I went to the Secretary immediately.

Mr. BELNICK. You did tell me that, sir. I was going to ask you. I
am glad you reminded me.

As I understand, on October 23, you were visited by a representa-
tive of the Central Intelligence Agency who told you that the
Agency had an indication that its senior representative in Costa
Rica had some involvement in this flight.

Mr. ABRAMS. On the afternoon of the 23d of October, the Chief of
the Latin America Division, in a sense my counterpart, told me,
and I told Mr. Hill and Mr. Platt and the Secretary, that it looked
as if there was a CIA involvement in these flights.

And I noted to the Se.retary and Mr. Hill and Mr. Platt that I
had been out there for 3 weeks saying that there was no involve-
ment, and now I am told that there is involvement-namely, that
apparently there are calls from one of the locations in Central
America used by the people connected with the flights to the Sta-
tion Chief in Costa Rica and that CIA headquarters had just discov-
ered this.

That was what I was told and passed on. I was told that the Chief of
Station was trying to destroy his phone records. I was-I asked Mr.
Hill and Mr. Platt-I raised the question, "Who could he have been
calling? Was he calling Mr. Casey? Was he calling Mr. North?"

I raised the question of whether this was not a potential viola-
tion of the Boland amendment. I noted that the Deputy Director
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for Operations of the CIA had sat next to me twice and testified
that there was no-no CIA involvement whatsoever, and noted that
I had been told that he was, of course, livid at learning about this.

I suggested that perhaps somebody in t'he CIA was lying. I sug-
gested that perhaps Ambassador Tambs had known plenty about
all of this, and I had-and I statad that I did not know really what
was up. I just did not know at this point other than to say that
what I had said, which was that there was no U.S. Government in-
volvement, now looked wrong. That was October 24.

Mr. BELNICK. What was the response by Messrs. Hill and Platt?
Mr. ABRAMS. Chagrin, anger that the Department had been put

in this position, suggesting that I-as I had anticipated doing-tell
the Secretary. And then we faced the question of what to do, and
we dc'Aed the first thing to do-we had been told there was an
Inspector General's investigation which was to be undertaken at
CIA. The first thing to do, since we didn't know anything here-we
just had surmise and speculation, leaps to conclusions-that we
would wait and see what that investigation came up with before we
did anything.

As it happened, that investigation finally sort of melted into the
criminal investigation which was undertaken right after November
25.

Mr. BELNICK. This was the ,Secretary's view, as well, of how to
proceed in light of what you had learned from the agency?

Mr. ABRAMS. Well, I think so, in that that is what we did.
Mr. BELNICK. All right, sir.
Now, if we can return, then, to November 25, 1986, your testimo-

ny before the Senate Select Committee on Intelligence. That day,
as you recall, was the same day as the Attorney General's press
conference announcing what has been referred to as the diversion
of funds from the Iran arms sales for the Contras.

By that day, November 25, 1986, you had solicited an official of
the Government of Brunei, correct?

Mr. ABRAMS. Correct.
Mr. BELNICK. You had received Brunei's agreement to make a

contribution of $10 million, correct?
Mr. ABRAMS. Correct.
Mr. BELNICK. The Government of Brunei had informed the State

Department that that $10 million had been sent, correct?
Mr. ABRAMS. They had informed us of that, although obviously

something was very wrong.
Mr. BELNICK. And at the same time, so far as you knew from

checking regularly with Colonel North, that $10 million had not
been received in the account?

Mr. ABRAMS. Correct.
Mr. BELNICK. That was the state of the situation--
Mr. ABRAMS. And I would add that I had drafted a cable to them,

which had not been sent, saying what is going on here.
Mr. BELNICK. So Brunei had been solicited, it had contributed,

the money hadn't arrived?
Mr. ABRAMS. Well, I wouldn't say that. I did not know that the

money had been contributed. I would say we had a cable in August
saying the decision is yes. We then had an exchange of cables in
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which everybody kept saying, oh, yes, everything is fine, don't
worry about it. And something was wrong.

Mr. BELNICK. The Government of Brunei told you that it had
made the contribution, though, correct?

Mr. ABRAMS. I think they told us in August that they were going
to.

And I think another point, they said don't worry about it, but we
were indeed worried about it. Something was not right here.

Mr. BELNICK. So at the very least, you had obtained a promise of
a $10 million contribution from Brunei, you had solicited that con-
tribution, you were expecting to receive it, and it hadn't been re-
ceived; is that fair?

Mr. ABRAMS. Hoping to receive it. At this point we were a bit
worried about it.

Mr. BELNICK. Is that a fair summary of where things stood on
November 25?

Mr. ABRAMS. Give it to me again.
Mr. BELNICK. You had solicited Brunei, you had obtained a

pledge-a pledge--
Mr. ABRAMS. I'd put it that way.
Mr. BELNICK. A pledge from Brunei of $10 million, and the

pledge had not been paid so far as you knew, or you weren't sure?
Mr. ABRAMS. I did know. As far as I knew, it had not been re-

ceived.
Mr. BELNICK. You have a great facility with language.
I'll take it any way you want. You raised the money by asking

for a pledge. You hadgotten a pledge. The money had not arrived.
Is that fair?

Mr. ABRAMS. I think that's fair.
Mr. BELNICK. With that in mind, you were questioned at the No-

vember 25 committee meeting by Senator Bradley concerning for-
eign contributions to the Contras. You recall that generally?

Mr. ABRAMS. I recall that more than generally. I recall it specifi-
ca . BELNICK. All right. Then you'll recall that you were first

asked by Senator Bradley, at pages 11 and 12 of the exhibit 30,
whether you had any knowledge that the Contras were receiving
funds from Israeli or other MidEastrn sources, correct?

Mr. ABRAMS. Correct.
Mr. BELNICK. To that question you answered, no, because Brunei

is not a Middle Eastern country, correct?
Mr. ABRAMS. Wait a minute.
Mr. BELNICK. Your answer was no. There had been no--
Mr. ABRAMS. Well, yes. I think that is-yes.
Mr. BELNICK. And your basis for saying no to that question de-

spite the situation involving Brunei was that Brunei was not a
Mideastern country; correct?

Mr. ABRAMS. That is correct. Well, no. Let me-there were two
reasons. One thing Brunei was not a Middle Eastern country. I
had, in fact, discussed this question with Assistant Secretary
Murphy. I had a very clear impression from that conversation that
no Middle Eastern country had contributed, was contributing, or,
in his view probably would contribute.

Mr. BELNICK. I understand. Let me be more clear.
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The reason you did not answer that Brunei had agreed to send
funds in response to Senator Bradley's question is because he asked
whether any such funds had come from Israeli or Mideastern
sources?

Mr. ABRAMS. Yes.
Mr. BELNICK. And Brunei was neither Israeli nor Mideastern?
Mr. ABRAMS. Correct. I think that is fair.
Mr. BELNICK. So your negative answer was literally correct.
Then Senator Bradley asked you at page 14 of the transcript

whether you had ever discussed problems of fundraising by the
Contras with members of the NSC staff. You see that question?

Mr. ABRAMS. Yes.
Mr. BELNICK. And you answered no, that you couldn't remember

any such discussion; correct?
Mr. ABRAMS. Well, I think that is really not quite a fair summa-

ry of the answer.
Mr. BELNICK. How would you characterize your answer?
Mr. ABRAMS. I wouldn't characterize it. Here it is.
Mr. BELNICK. Let me read it.

Senator Bradley: Did either one of you- -there was someone else at the hearing
testifying with you- -ever discuss the problems of fundraising by the Contras with
members of the NSC staff?

"Mr. Abrams: No, I can't remember."
Is that what you said?
Mr. ABRAMS. Wait a minute. Come on Mr. Belnick. It says,

"Well, yes." That is the first thing that comes out of my mouth.
Not, "Well, no."

"Well, yes" is the first thing. It goes on at somewhat greater
length.

Mr. BELNICK. I will read the whole exce'.pt.
Mr. ABRAMS. It is bad enough as it is. Let's not make it worse.
Mr. BELNICK. Your position is that you answered "yes and no"?
Mr. ABRAMS. My position is, here it is; it is right in front of you.
Mr. BELNICK. Did you tell the committee at your subsequent ap-

pearance that the reason you answered "no, I can't remember" was
because the question from Senator Bradley asked you whether you
had discussed fundraising by the Contras and that the solicitation
that you had made was not fundraising by the Contras, it was
fundraising for the Contras by you? Isn't that the explanation you
gave the Senators in December for this testimony?

Mr. ABRAMS. That was one of the explanations, yes.
Mr. BELNICK. And so your answer, at least at line 23, of "no, I

can't remember" was technically correct because the Brunei solici-
tation was not fundraising by the Contras; right?

Mr. ABRAMS. It was technically-yes, it was technically correct
Mr. BELNICK. It was technically correct?
Then, sir, Senator Br'adley made a comment concerning how

Contra supporters in the U.S. Government might attempt to come
up with a way of getting dollars for the Contras and at page 15 of
the November 25 transcript, you made the following comment in
response at line 4.

Mr. Abrams: No. Other than the conversation I have-other than the Middle
Eastern thing which I recounted to you. We are not-you know, we ar3 not in the
fundraisingbusiness.
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You made that statement?
Mr. ABRAMS. Correct.
Mr. BELNICK. And then again, sir, at the end of the hearing at

page 26, in response to a statement by the chairman of the Com-
mittee, you made the following comment, at the top of page 26, "we
don't engage-I mean the State Department's function in this has
not been to raise money, other than to try to raise it from Con-
gress." You made those statements?

Mr. ABRAMS. Right.
Mr. BELNICK. And despite your fund-raising activity with Brunei

you considered those statements to be technically correct as well,
didn't you, sir?

Mr. ABRAMS. Well, I think you have to recognize that this was
the day that the-first this is the day that the incredible announce-
ment had been made. We are now talking about a hearing which
took place within hours of that announcement. In which somewhat
to my-see, I didn't go up to talk about this, I went up to talk in
one of my regular bi-weekly briefings about the Contra program,
was asked about solicitation and was, in my view, caught in a bind.
I was, I felt, without authority to discuss that solicitation with
members of Congress without going to the Secretary. I sup,,ose I
should have either asked for postponement of the hearing, t%) talk
to the Secretary or alternatively have said, wait, I can't talk about
anything in this area. What I did instead, which was a great mis-
take, and for which I apologized on December 8, was to try to sort
of talk around it and not mention the solicitation, which I obvious-
ly did not.

And after the hearing, I obviously knew I had not discussed the
solicitation. That is why I went back first to Senator Bradley and
others, I believe, to clarify that point and ultimately on December
8, apologize to the committee, because on reading the testimony-I
didn't have a chance to read the testimony-on reading the testi-
mony, it became clear to me that the mistake had not been-the
larger mistake had not been the failure to acknowledge the solicita-
tion, which as I say, I felt I was not authorized to do, but rather
that the testimony taken as a whole I felt was misleading to the
committee, which is why I said what I spid, and really tried then
and since to follow the advice that the now chairman of the com-
mittee, Mr. Boren, gave on that occasion about how to deal with
questions like this with Congress.

Mr. BELNICK. We are going to come to that, sir. You say you
talked around the Brunei solicitation on November 25. Isn't it true,
especially now that you have read the transcript, that you did
more than talk around the solicitation, you went out of your way
to deflect the questions from ever getting to the solicitation. Isn t
that what your approach was?

Mr. ABRAMS. I think Senator Bradley said on the 8th, I think he
correctly characterized it as fearing the question would be asked
and trying to sort of get away from the question before it was
asked, and making the situation even worse than it was.

Mr. BELNICK. In fact, your approach on November 25, before the
Senate Intelligence Committee was that unless the Senators asked
you exactly the right question, using exactly the right words, they
weren't going to get the right answer. Wasn't that the approach?
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Mr. ABRAMS. That is exactly the correct description of what I did
on that date, because I thought, feel still, that I lacked authority
on that day to reveal that solicitation, and the method of refusing
to reveal it, which, as I say, was to ask for the narrowly drawn,
technically accurate question to be asked, was exactly what was
wrong and was exactly what Mr. Boren, at the end of that hearing,
said was so wrong.

Mr. BELNICK. And, of course, you are not saying that you were
authorized to deflect the questioning on November 25, just that you
were not authorized to disclose Brunei, correct?

Mr. ABRAMS. Precisely.
Mr. BELNICK. And as you have said, you could have and it would

have been a very easy thing to have stopped the whole shooting
match by simply saying, Senators, you are now getting into an area
that I am not authorized to discuss?

Mr. ABRAMS. It would have been relatively easy. It would have
been the right thing to do.

Mr. BELNICK. And it is not what you did?
Mr. ABRAMS. That is correct.
Mr. BELNICK. And so unless the Senators knew the facts in ad-

vance so that they could frame their question in exactly the right
words, they wouldn't find out and they didn't find out. Isn't that
what happened?

Mr. ABRAMS. Correct. That is exactly what happened.
Mr. BELNICK. Now, sir, what would you have responded to the

Senators on November 25 if they had asked you point blank, did
you get money from Brunei?

Mr. ABRAMS. I would have said yes.
Mr. BELNICK. Would you? If they had asked did you get money

from Brunei, would you have said yes?
Mr. ABRAMS. Yes.
Mr. BELNICK. Was it your position at that time, sir--
Mr. ABRAMS. I believe I told that to Senator Bradley on the 8th,

that I made up my mind that if the specific and exact question
were asked, I would answer it and then I would go back to the Sec-
retary and told him what I had done.

Mr. BELNICK. Sir, didn't you say in response to a question that
Senator Bradley put to you on November 25, at page 18 of the tran-
script, when you were talking about fundraising activities, starting
at line 10,

I knew what was happening, I didn't know what Singlaub was raising or how or
what he did with it when he got it. I was, until today, fairly confident that there
was no foreign government contributing to this.

Now--
Mr. ABRAMS. This harks back to the testimony which we talked

about before the last break. That is, there had been no money
coming from any foreign government to the Contras and I wanted
to make that point clear. Those who believed that the Contras were
operating on foreign government money to that date were as far as
I knew, wrong, and it was useful for me to let them know-that that
appeared to me to be just plain wrong.

Mr. BELNICK. Well, was it your view, on November 25, that
Brunei was not a foreign government contributing to the Contras?
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Mr. ABRAMS. No, the meaning of that phrase was that, it says
until today, meaning the revelation to Attorney General Meese.

Mr. BELNICK. By diversion?
Mr. ABRAMS. That is right. About Iran. That the Contras were

not operating on foreign government money because they hadn't
received any foreign government money.

Mr. BELNICK. In other words, the money from Brunei hadn't been
received, therefore you could give this literally correct answer, de-
spite the existence of the Brunei solicitation?

Mr. ABRAMS. Literally correct and perhaps misleading.
Mr. BELNICK. So that if the Senators had said to you at that

time, "Did the Contras get money from Brunei"--
Mr. ABRAMS. I would have said no.
Mr. BELNICK. You would have said no.
So they had to ask you exactly the right question. They would

have had the same difficulty perhaps that I did, trying to summa-
rize with you what the situation was vis-a-vis Brunei on November
25, 1986, correct?

Mr. ABRAMS. Yes. That is, if you will, that is exactly the reason
for the apology on December 8.

Mr. BELNICK. And speaking of that apology, Mr. Abrams, isn't it
a fact-and we can review the transcript-but isn't it a fact that
that was not an apology you volunteered, but an apology which
Senator Boren urgf;d and solicitedd you to make?

Mr. ABRAMS. Well, I would say both are true. It was an apology
which I volunteered after doing something I had not previously
done, namely, seeing that transcript.

Mr. BELNICK. You saw the transcript. Indeed, when you left the
committee room on November 25, 1986, when you left that hearing,
you were concerned about the impression that you may have left
behind, weren't you?

Mr. ABRAMS. I would say I was not concerned about the impres-
sion; I was concerned about the fact that I knew that they were
as ing about solicitation and that I had not told them about the
solicitation of Brunei. That is why I raised the issue and asked the
Secretary for permission to disclose it.

in fact, let me say what-within hours of the Meese announce-
ment, which as I recall was from 12 to 1, I did this testimony, then
went back to the Department. You can imagine, there was a bit of
an uproar. What I did then was to meet with Mr. Platt and Mr.
Hill and look at essentially their notes, such notes as I had about
all things related to Brunei.

We determined, after reviewing all of that, that the thing we
needed to do first of all was go to a legal adviser. We did that. At
the legal adviser's suggestion-well, he called in the FBI and said
to me he wanted me to tell the FBI everything.

It was in those conversations the FBI agents said, where would this
card be? I said it would be in Mr. Platt's safe, and that's how they got
the account number.

I asked the Secretary in this period-I went to Mr. Platt and
said, can I get authority to go back to the committee, and particu-
larly Mr. Bradley-I guess the chairman and ranking member-
and disclose this. And I believe the Secretary's answer on Decem-
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ber 4, was-my request was made December 4-the Secretary's
answer was, if you think you should, go ahead, and I then did.

Mr. BELNICK. You are not saying, though, that when you testified
on November 25, that you were in a state of confusion?

Mr. ABRAMS. Well, I think we were all in somewhat of a state of
confusion after that press conference, about what in hell had been
going on in the U.S. Government.

Mr. BELNICK. And did that confuse you about what had been
going on between you and Brunei?

Mr. ABRAMS. No, not at all.
Mr. BELNICK. You knew what you were about when you gave the

testimony you gave on November 25, correct?
Mr. ABRAMS. I knew I was-I thought I was really not supposed

to reveal this solicitation.
Mr. BELNICK. Did someone prepare your testimony with you for

November 25?
Mr. ABRAMS. There was no prepared testimony.
Mr. BELNICK. And so although you thought you were not sup-

posed to reveal the solicitation, you couldn't have thought that you
were supposed to mislead the Senators about it?

Mr. ABRAMS. Obviously not.
Mr. BELNICK. All right, sir.
And after you read the transcript and decided that a false im-

pression had been made--
Mr. ABRAMS. On December 8.
Mr. BELNICK. On December-well, you testified again on Decem-

ber 8?
Mr. ABRAMS. Right. The transcript was not previously available

to me.
Mr. BELNICK. You spoke to the Secretary, you spoke to his assist-

ants, and they suggested that you go back?
Mr. ABRAMS. No.
Mr. BELNICK. What happened?
Mr. ABRAMS. Let me-I spoke to the Secretary and his assistants

beginning on December 4. I spoke to Mr. Hill and Mr. Platt right
after the hearing. We talked to Judge Sofaer, we talked to the
FBI-Judge Sofaer is the Department's legal advisor-we talked to
the FBI. It was in this period, December 4, I think, I said to Mr.
Platt, can I get-can I o this, will the Secretary authorize me to
do this.

He did and-well, he said, do it if you think you should do it, it is
your call. So I then did it.

This is all prior to December 8. That's the following week.
Mr. BELNICK. Are you quite confident that Under Secretary Ar-

macost did not specifically suggest to you that you get back in
touch with the Senators and correct that testimony?

Mr. ABRAMS. I don't recall discussing it with Armacost at all. I
discussed it with Mr. Platt primarily, and it was Mr. Platt who ap-
proached the Secretary for me.

Mr. BELNICK. Are you telling us also that after you saw the tran-
script and shared what it contained with the Secretary and Messrs.
Hill and Platt, all they did was say if you want to go back, go back?

Mr. ABRAMS. No, no. You got it wrong.
Mr. BELNICK. Make it clear.
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Mr. ABRAMS. The testimony, transcript, was never made avail-
able to me until I went to testify on December 8. It is at that point
they said here is the transcript. In the interim period, I didn't have
access to a transcript. What I knew was I had failed to disclose the
solicitation of Brunei.

When I said to Mr. Platt, "Can I go back and correct this?", what
I was talking about was not lines such as the ones you have quoted
which are even worse, I was talking about the one fact that I had
failed to disclose the solicitation.

That is what I asked permission to do, to go back and tell the
committee there had indeed been another solicitation and the word
that came back was if you think you should do it, and so I did it.

Mr. BELNICK. At that point, now that I have it clear from you, at
that point you did not tell any of your superiors at the State De-
partment that in addition to not disclosing that fact, you had de-
flected the questions and potentially left a misleading impression?

Mr. ABRAMS. I did not think I had left a misleading impression. I
thought that, in fact, the question had not been asked and, in fact,
the hearing transcript rather surprised me, it surprised me a lot.
Immediately after the hearing-the Secretary of State was in
Europe at that time-immediately after the hearing, I cabled him
and called Mr. Hill with a full account of what had happened at
the hearing and of the essence of the transcript of November 25
and of the committee's reaction to it. That cable exists and is avail-
able to you.

Mr. BELNICK. Yes, sir. As I understand it, when you left the com-
mittee hearing room on November 25 your view was that you had
successfully evaded answering the question you feared would be
asked; correct?

Mr. ABRAMS. And that is what troubled me.
Mr. BELNICK. Right. And when you read the transcript you decid-

ed that in addition to successfully evading it, you had created a
false impression with the Senators; correct?

Mr. ABRAMS. I think that is a fair statement.
Mr. BELNICK. Which you then testified to on December 8 after

calling Senator Bradley and said you wanted to come back; right?
Mr. ABRAMS. No, that is not really the way it happened. I tried

to reach Senator Bradley and didn't because he was out of town.
He had no access to a secure phone.

I spoke to a member of his staff and some other staff members. It
was hard to get anybody but staff members. This was, I think, a
Friday, if I remember right. I did speak to a couple people on the
secure phone on Friday. I don't think I asked for the hearing on
December 8, my memory is the committee asked for the hearing on
December 8.

I had accomplished what I believe I had wanted to accomplish by
alerting the committee-see, as I say, I left the committee not con-
cerned about what I had said in the testimony, but what I had not
said.

I had not said there was a Brunei solicitation. I needed to go
back to the committee and tell them there was a Brunei solicita-
tion. I didn't know there had been anything else wrong until I read
the transcript on December 8.
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Mr. BELNICK. Now, let me ask you, Secretary Abrams, how your
approach to your testimony before the Senate Intelligence Commit-
tee on November 25, 1986, was in ,y--way compatible with making
Congress a powerful participant in?'the making of foreign policy?

Mr. ABRAMS. We believed, and I think you will perhaps have a
chance to ask the Secretary, but I think this was his view, too, that
this one solicitation of Brunei was a diplomatic activity for which
the Government of Brunei had absolutely insisted on total and
complete confidentiality, and we had promised it.

And we had underaen the most elaborate efforts at the Depart-
ment to make sure that this total confidentiality was maintaining.

We used the narrowest possible communications channels. In my
bureau, this is the only thing that has happened in my bureau, but
which no one else knew except me. We made a very strong effort,
and I think it is fair to say it was our view this wcs not something
that was legally reportable, of necessity to Congress, and it was the
general decision not to report it in the interest of confidentiality.

Mr. BELNICK. But, sir, there is a difference between confidential-
ity and giving misleading statements to the Congress, isn't there?

Mr. ABRAMS. That is why I went back, tried to go-beginning on
December 4, asked for permission to go back. I agree with that.

Mr. BELNICK. And my question then is: do you believe that the
approach you took on November 25, in your sworn testimony to the
Senate Intelligence Committee was compatible with keeping Con-
gress a powerful participant in the making of foreign policy?

Mr. ABRAMS. A small techn', Rl point. It was not sworn testimo-
ny, but the answer to your question is, no, it was not compatible.

Mr. BELNICK. Thank you for your testimony.
I have no further questions, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman INOUYE. Mr. Nields.
Mr. NIELDS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. NIEs. Mr. Abrams, sometime in early October 1986,

Eugene Hasenfus' plane went down in Nicaragua and you learned
of that.

Mr. ABRAMS. Correct.
Mr. NIELDS. And there was considerable speculation at that time

on the question of whether there was some involvement by the
U.S. Government.

Mr. ABRAMS. Well, there was speculation among the public.
There was no speculation in government. We don't think it had
been in any way connected with us.

Mr. NIELDs. There was speculation in the public?
Mr. ABRAMS. Yes.
Mr. NIEWS. And in the press. And, indeed, you were interviewed,

were you not, by Evans and Novak for broadcast to the public.
Mr. ABRAMS. I was interviewed really probably 20 times on this.
Mr. NIELDS. And one of those was by Evans and Novak?
Mr. ABRAMS. I think so.
Mr. NIELw. If you turn to exhibit 25-do you have that in front

of you, sir?
Mr. ABRAMS. Yes, sir.
Mr. NIEWS. That is a transcript of an interview of you by Evans

and Novak a few days after the shoot down; is that correct?
Mr. ABRAMS. Six days after, I guess, right.
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Mr. NIELDS. And you are being interviewed as the spokesman for
the U.S. Government?

Mr. ABRAMS. Oh, I guess so.
Mr. NIELDS. And you are asked-I would like you to turn to page

2 at the middle of the page. You are asked, "Mr. Secretary, can you
give me categorical assurance that Hasenfus was not under the
control, the guidance, the direction, or what have you, of anybody
connected with the American Government?"

And you respond, "Absolutely. That would be illegal."
Is that correct?
Mr. ABRAMS. Correct.
Mr. NIEDS. And later on in the interview you were asked specifi-

cally about the National Security Council. I will ask you to turn
two pages forward, the top ot the page. Do you see the question
from Mr. Novak? "Now, when you say categorical assurance, we're
not playing word games that are so common in Washington. You're
not talking about the NSC, or something else?"

"Mr. Abrams: I am riot playing games."
Mr. Novak then aked, "National Security Council?"
And you answer, "No government agencies, none."
Is that correct?
Mr. ABRAMS. Uh-huh.
Mr. NIELDS. I take it you intended for your answers to be taken

seriously.
Mr. ABRAMS. Yes.
Mr. NIELDS. You intended for the public who was listening to the

broadcast to believe you.
Mr. ABRAMS. Of course.
Mr. NIELDS. In this country, our public can trust officials of our

government to tell the truth.
Mr. ABRAMS. They can't be sure they don't make mistakes, but

they can trust them to tell the truth. Should be able to.
Mr. NIELDS. And at that time, the public, if they believed state-

ments from officials like you, believe that there was no government
involvement in the Hasenfus accident.

Mr. ABRAMS. Well, the public believed what the Secretary of
State believed and what I believed; that is right.

Mr._ NIELDS. But, sir, you were in no position to make the cate-
gorical assurances that you did, were you?

Mr. ABRAMS. Well, I wouldn't agree with that.
Mr. NIELDS. Isn't it true that you were a member of the RIG?
Mr. ABRAMS. Of course.
Mr. NiELDs. Indeed, you were its principal member, its head?
Mr. ABRAMS. Well, I wouldn't say I was its principal member. I

chaired it.
Mr. NrELDs. And isn't it true that everyone in the RIG knew that

North was somehow involved in the private network to support the
Contras?

Mr. ABRAMS. I think that is fair.
Mr. NIeLDs. And you so testified, did you not, to the Tower

Board?
Mr. ABRAMS. I think that is right.
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Mr. NIELDS. And so, that means you knew that Mr. North was
somehow involved with the private network to support the Con-
tras? •

Mr. ABRAMS. Sure.
Mr. NIELDs. And you were careful not to ask North too many

questions about what he was doing with the Contras?
Mr. ABRAMS. Other than to ask him if he was doing anything il-

legal, which was a crucial point.
Mr. NIELDS. But you didn't ask him what he was doing.
Mr. ABRAMS. I thought I had a general idea of what he was

doing.
Mr. NIELDS. But you were careful not to ask him too many ques-

tions on that subject.
Mr. ABRAMS. I think that is fair.
Mr. NELDs. And that is what you also told the Tower Board?
Mr. ABRAMS. I think that is right.
Mr. NIELDS. So at a time when you knew, as a member of the

RIG, that Oliver North was somehow involved with this privat
network, at a time when you had deliberately not asked him que..-
tions about it, you made categorical assurances to the people of this
country that the U.S. Government and the National Security Coun-
cil were in no way involved in the Hasenfus shoot down.

Mr. ABRAMS. I wouldn't-I think that is an inaccurate way of
stating the facts, Mr. Nields. It is a biased way of stating the facts
and a wrong way of stating the facts.

The facts are I thought I had a very good grasp of the situation. I
had been doing it at that point. I had been assistant secretary at
that point for about 15 months. I thought I knew that Colonel
North was monitoring, and not more, the network.

He had told me he was not violating the law. He had told me he
had never solicited a dime, as we stated before. At the inception of
my role as Assistant Secretary, the National Security Adviser had
gone rather further than that.

You were talking about an interview which occurs some days
after I had been in contact with Colonel North and had never re-
ceived any information that indicated that this statement needed
to be changed. I had checked with the CIA, NSC, not just I but
others, and I did not see any indications that would lead me to be
less than categorical. That is why I was categorical.

Mr. NIELDs. Just once again-I think you have already testified
that you and everyone on the RIG knew that North was somehow
involved in the private network, that you deliberately decided not
to ask him very many questions about it. And in answer to ques-
tioning by Mr. Belnick today, you said you specifically did not ask
him those questions in connection with this interview.

Mr. ABRAMS. Let's be careful. I said that I did not. I did not say
that I carefully failed to say to him on that date anything in par-
ticular. I said that I had a fairly good sense, I thought, of what his
activities were and that they did not constitute managing, and so
forth, this network, or networks, whatever it was.

Mr. NIELDS. I think you have in front of you an exhibit 45. I
would like you to turn to that now. Can you identify that as a
State Department document?

Mr. ABRAMs. So it appears.
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Mr. NIELS. It says "ARA Press Guidance."
Mr. ABRAMS. Yes.
Mr. NIELDS. And ARA refers to the Bureau of Inter-American Af-

fairs.
Mr. ABRAMS. Correct.
Mr. NIELw. Which you were the head of?
Mr. ABRAMS. And still am.
Mr. NIELDS. I would like you to turn to the 7th page of that docu-

ment, it's headed ARA Press Guidance,
Mr. ABRAMS. Uh-huh.
Mr. NIELDS. Do you have that in front of you?
Mr. ABRAMS. Uh-huh.
Mr. NIELDS. I take it this is a document which provides guidance

for statements to the press by people in ARA?
Mr. ABRAMS. No, sir. Provides press guidance for-essentially for

the use of the Public Affairs Bureau; people in the ARA are sup-
posed to know what they are talking about. It is really by the ARA
Bureau for the Public Affairs Bureau.

Mr. NIELDs. Public Affairs Bureau of the State Department?
Mr. ABRAMS. Right.
Mr. NIELDs. For statements made to the public?
Mr. ABRAMS. Well, to the press, and to the public via the press. It

is really used for the noon briefing.
Mr. NIELDS. There is a proposed question and answer at the top

of that page. Do you see that?
Mr. ABRAMS. Uh-huh.
Mr. NIELDS. The question is, is the U.S. Government involved in

supplying arms to the Contras from bases in El Salvador or else-
where?

Mr. ABRAMS. Uh-huh.
Mr. NIELDS. And then there is an answer; do you see that?
Mr. ABRAMS. Uh-huh.
Mr. NIELDS. The answer is, "The U.S. Government is not and has

not been organizing, directing, supervising or financing in an way
any program to provide arms to the Nicaraguan Democratic Resist-
ance since our involvement in such activities was prohibited by
Congress."

Do you see that?
Mr. ABRAMS. Yep.
Mr. NIEu)S. And then there is a marginal rote to the left of that

statement; do you see the date on that marginal note?
Mr. ABRAMS.Uh-huh.
Mr. NIELDS. What is the date?
Mr. ABRAMS. The 15th.
Mr. NIELDS. The 15th of October, is that correct?
Mr. ABRAMS. Uh-huh.
Mr. NIELDS. The marginal note says, "P.H. iys kill"--
Mr. ABRAMS. P.A., probably.
Mr. NIELDS. You know somebody named Pa.:1 Handley?
Mr ABRAMS. No, sir. It looks to me like P.A., and I would assume

it is the Public Affairs Bureau of the Departnent. That is what we
refer to it as P.A.

Mr. NImDs. Says, "Kill this language."
Mr. ABRAMS. Uh-huh.
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Mr. NIs.LDs. Now, why would somebody on the 15th say "kill this
language"?

Mr. ABRAMS. I've never seen this before. I assume that it's, you
know, looking at it, I assume it's just caution on the part of the
Public Affairs Bureau. We had been using that language before. I
used it at least until-not at least, until the evening of the 23d of
October, or similar language.

Mr. NIELDS. A caution to which you did not adhere?
Mr. ABRAMS. I never saw it. I ve never seen this document-I

may have approved the document in draft; I've never seen it with
this note on it.

Mr. NIELDS. No one ever showed that to you?
Mr. ABRAMS. That's correct.
Mr. NIELDS. They just let you keep on making categorical assur-

ances to the American people without bringing to your attention
that somebody thought the language ought to be killed?

Mr. ABRAMS. I have never heard of a man named Paul Handley,
to my knowledge, to my memory. It is not a name that rings a bell.

Mr. NIEDS. Works in the White House for Mr. Speakes?
Mr. ABRAMS. Could well be. I'll take your word for it. It is not a

familiar name to me.
And, as I said, I talked to Mr. Speakes at one point, and I pre-

sume my telephone log might reveal when that was, to say, here is
what I'm saying, "Does the White House have any objection to
this?" And he said, "No."

Now, I don't-it could have been before then. I just don't recall.
Mr. NIELDS. Did anyone speak up from the U.S. Government at

approximately this time to correct what you were saying?
Mr. ABRAMS. I do not recall anybody doing that.
Mr. NIELDS. The National Security Adviser didn't?
Mr. ABRAMS. Mr. Poindexter? Not to my knowledge.
Mr. NIELDS. Mr. North didn't?
Mr. ABRAMS. Well, you can go through the list. I don't recall it,

no.
Mr. NIELDS. And the White House didn't?
Mr. ABRAMS. That is not my memory of it. My memory is that

from the 5th until the 23d there was no information that indicated
that this was not correct. On the 23d, there was.

Mr. NIELDS. Now, in addition to the statements -that you made to
the public and to the press, you made similar categorical assur-
ances to Congress. Isn't that true?

Mr. ABRAMS. That's correct. Publicly and privately. That is to
say, in open hearings and closed hearings.

Mr. NIELDS. I would like you to turn to exhibit no. 28, the second
page. Do you have that in front of you?

Mr. ABRAMS. I think so.
Mr. NIELDS. Those are excerpts from testimony before the House

Intelligence Committee on the 14th day of October, 1986.
And my question is, were you not asked the following question

and did you not give the following answer? Question, by the Chair-
man: "Just to be clear, the U.S. Government has not done anything
to facilitate the activities of these private groups; is that a fair
statement? We have not furnished any money. we have not fur-
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nished any arms. We have not furnished any advice. We have not
furnished logistics."

And then there is an answer by someone else. "Mr. Chairman, I
cannot speak for the entire U.S. Government."

And then there is a question: "Can you, Mr. Abrams?"
And you answer: "Yes."
You were then answering for the entire U.S. Government, is that

correct?
Mr. ABRAMS. You might back up a little bit and note who the

someone else is, Mr. Nields. Someone else is the Deputy Director
for Operations of the Central Intelligence Agency, who has previ-
ously testified in these-had previously testified with us in the
Senate Foreign Relations Committee, with me precisely that, that
as far as-not as far as he was aware, he flatly testified there was
no agency involvement in this, but did not wish to speak for any-
thing broader than that.

I said, "Yes, to the extent of my knowledge I feel to be complete,
other than the general public encouragement that we like this kind
of activity."

Mr. NIELDS. So you undertook to speak for the entire U.S. Gov-
ernment and deny any kind of support for the private benefactors
for the Contras?

Mr. ABRAMS. They obviously wanted somebody to not just sort of
narrowly speak for the agency, but speak for the administration,
which is what I thought I was there to do.

Mr. NIELDS. At about this same period of time, you were asked,
were you not, by three separate committees of Congress, about
your knowledge on the subject of third country funding?

Mr. ABRAMS. I don't know. I certainly remember the Senate In-
telligence Committee, that we have been-which we have dis-
cussed.

Mr. NIELDS. We will go through them one at a time.
There is the Senate Intelligence Committee. I think you were

asked earlier today about testimony you gave to the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee on the 10th of October. And then you were
also asked about the third country funding by the House Intelli-
gence Committee on the 14th day of October. Isn't that true?

Mr. ABRAMS. Well, I'll take your word for it.
Mr. NIELDS. We'll go through them one at a time.
I take it you can answer this question: In response to the ques-

tions of all of those committees, you never disclosed the solicitation
and the promised contribution from Brunei?

Mr. ABRAMS. Well, that's correct. As I said, I felt that I did not
have authority to do that. I felt I was not supposed to do that.

Mr. NiELDS. We will return to that. Before we do, I would like to
go through the different items of testimony with you. I would like
you to turn first to exhibit no. 28.

Before we go to exhibit 28, I'd like to again just establish the
facts. There was a statute enacted by Congress authorizing the
State Department to solicit money for humanitarian aid for the
Contras from third countries; is that correct?

Mr. ABRAms. Uh-huh.
Mr. NiELDS. You were involved in selecting which countries

money should be solicited from?
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Mr. ABRAMS. Uh-huh. Which country.
Mr. NIELDS. And you decided on Brunei?
Mr. ABRAMS. Well, I didn't decide on it. I was the one who sug-

gested it to the Secretary. He decided on it.
Mr. NIELDS. And it was agreed to?
Mr. ABRAMS. That's right.
Mr. NIELDS. You suggested it. It was agreed to. And you then per-

sonally did the solicitation?
Mr. ABRAMS. You will excuse me if I say that I suggested it to

the Secretary. He approved it. We then, working with the U.S. Em-
bassy in Brunei, worked out what solicitation would be made and
how. And then on, I think, the 5th of August, the decision was
made that I would, in fact, do the solicitation.

Mr. NIELS. And you did it?
Mr. ABRAMS. Correct.
Mr. NIELDS. And the money was promised?
Mr. ABRAMS. In mid-August, late August, yes.
Mr. NIELDS. Not only was the money promised, but you were told

it was coming?
Mr. ABRAMS. That's correct.
Mr. NiELDS. Indeed, there came a time when it was missing? You

thought perhaps there had been an embezzlement of some kind?
Mr. ABRAMS. Something had clearly gone wrong. Either--we

didn't know what had gone wrong.
Mr. NIELDS. You didn't know where the money was?
Mr. ABRAMS. It occurred to us they were never going to send the

money, they had changed their minds.
Mr. NIELDS. Or it had come and was lost somewhere?
Mr. ABRAMS. That also occurred to us. Any theory was possible.

That one, we just didn't know.
Mr. NIELDS. Now, were you not asked the following question

before the House Intelligence Committee on October 14, exhibit 28.
I think you have it open in front of you, it is the first page of the
exhibit, "Mr. Chairman: Do you know if any foreign government is
helping to support the Contras? There is a report in the"-and
there are some blanked out words involving another country.

And again, "Mr. George: No, sir, we have no intelligence of
that."

And then you say, do you not, "I can only speak on that question
for the last 15 months when I have been in this job, and that story
about"-the other country-"to my knowledge, is false. I personal-
ly cannot tell you about pre-1985, but in 1985-1986, when I have
been around, no."

And then you are asked by the chairman the following question:
"Is it also false with respect to other governments, as well?

And your response is, "Yes, it is also false."
Is that true?
Mr. ABRAMS. This is the same testimony, as you know, that I

gave several times, that is, everybody thought the Contras were
living on foreign government money.

I was certain-I was wrong, as it has turned out with respect to
the Saudis, for example-I was certain that they were not living on
foreign government money, and I thought that it was significant to
say that is wrong, I think I know what is going on here, they are
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not living on foreign government money, they have not received a
dime of foreign government money.

Mr. NIELDS. My first question is: Were you asked the questions I
just read and did you give the answers?

Mr. ABRAMS. Yes.
Mr. NiELDS. And the question is: Do you know if any foreign gov-

ernment is helping to supply the Contras?
That is the question, isn t it? The question isn't: Have the Con-

tras been living on foreign government money for the last 15
months. The question is: Do you know if any foreign government is
helping to supply the Contras?

Is that the question?
Mr. ABRAMS. That's the question.
Mr. NIELDS. And you say that the answer is no, and that that ap-

plies to any foreign government; is that correct?
Mr. ABRAMS. Uh-huh.
Mr. NIELDS. And at that very moment in time, so far as you

knew, the $10 million might have been in that bank account in
Switzerland?

Mr. ABRAMS. No. I was checking regularly and, as far as I knew,
no foreign government had given the Contras this $10 million or
any other.

Mr. NIELDS. When did you check-when did you check the ques-
tion of whether the money was in the Swiss bank account most re-
cently before your appearance on the 14th?

Mr. ABRAMS. It is difficult to tell. There were lots of contacts
with Colonel North-some by secure phone, some at a RIG meet-
ing. But I was checking quite frequently.

As you get into October-this started in August, the 8th-we
were getting quite worried what was going on here.

Mr. NIELDS. And you were told the money was coming; isn't that
true?

Mr. ABRAMS. We were told that, I guess, in September or some-
thing like that. And it was-where was it?

Mr. NIELDS. You were never told it wasn't coming, were you?
Mr. ABRAMS. That's correct.
Mr. NIELDS. So as you testified there that day, that money could

very well have been deposited into the Swiss bank account already?
Mr. ABRAMS. I thought-I was pretty confident that-I was

pretty confident that that was not the case.
Mr. NIELDS. In any event--
Mr. ABRAMS. As I said, ve didn't know what had happened.
Mr. NIELDS. In any event, in response to the question, do you

know if any foreign government is helping to supply the Contras?
You did not breathe a word about the fact that Brunei had agreed
to help the Contras, had agreed to give $10 million to the Contras,
and had promised that the money was on its way?

Mr. ABRAMS. As I have stated several times, I did not believe I
was authorized to do that. To reveal that solicitation.

Mr. NIELDS. Was there anything that would have prevented you
from disclosing to the Congress that the State Department was
doing precisely what Congress had authorized it to do in a public
statute, which was solicit foreign governments without naming the
Government?
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Mr. ABRAMS. The desire for confidentiality in the entire effort. It
was really-it really is inconceivable, Mr. Nields, that you would
say yes, we made a solicitation and everybody in Congress and ev-
erybody in the press and everybody in the public would then say
great, don't -ell us, don't want to know which country it is.

This was in the interest of the flat, absolute promise of confiden-
tiality we had given that government. And I believe the cable traf-
fic with that government speaks to that.

Mr. NIELDS. I would like you to turn to exhibit no. 20. Do you
have that in front of you?

Mr. ABRAMS. Uh huh.
Mr. NIELDS. That is testimony before the Senate Foreign Rela-

tions Committee, October 10, 1986. You have been asked this ques-
tion before. I am going to ask it to you again. You were asked by
Senator Kerry. "Are you aware any of you, of any deal by which as
part of the AWACS transaction or subsequent to the AWACS
transaction, some country which has been blanked out, is supplying
weapons or assistance to the Contras on our behalf?.

And you responded, "no."
Then you say, "I think I can say that while I have been Assistant

Secretary, which is about 15 months, we have not received a dime
from a foreign government, not a dime from any foreign govern-
ment."

"Question. We, being who?"
"Answer. The United States"
"Question. How about the Contras?" And then you say, "I don't

know."
Technically that was true, you didn't know whether the Contras

had gotten any money?
Mr. ABRAMS. No, not really. I thought I knew they had not re-

ceived this $10 million.
Again, look at the predicate for this. The question was, was

there an AWACS transaction. Was there Saudi support, and the
point that I was trying to make was not only was there not Saudi
support, I think I know about this. There has not been foreign gov-
ernment support. They are not living on foreign government
money.

Mr. NIELDS. And you say they have not received a dime from any
foreign government?

Mr. ABRAMS. Uh huh. That was my belief.
Mr. NIELDs. And then when asked about the Contras, you say

you don't know. Is that correct?
Mr. ABRAMS. Yes.
Mr. NIELDS. But you reason with the committee in the rest of

your answer, don't you?
Mr. ABRAMS. I am not sure I understand the meaning ef that

comment.
Mr. NIELDS. Well, you say-your answer is I don't know, but not

that I am aware of and not through us. OK. Then you continue and
my question is: In the continued portion of your answer, are you
not reasoning with the committee?

Mr. ABRAMS. I am not reasoning. I think what I am spying is
sure, it is conceivable that a foreign government would contribute
directly to the Contras, but the likelihood is that in-view of the
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fact, as I said, I think this morning, this would be viewed as an
action which would certainly please the U.S. Government, it would
be much more logical that we would find out about it or know
about it.

Mr. NIELDS. And indeed you indicate that you believe that they-
the foreign country, if solicited by the Contras, would come to you
and-to say, to ask you what you want them to do?

Mr. ABRAMS. Uh-huh.
Mr. NIELDS. In other words, you are saying that you think the

foreign country would come to you even before they actually make
the contribution?

Mr. ABRAMS. Well, look at what happened in the case of Sing-
laub. He, as far as I was aware, and I think it is still true, he felt,
as I recall his testimony, he had failed to get a contribution be-
cause he couldn't say &nything about the U.S. Government attitude
or the U.S. Government didn t say anything. He believed that if I
or another similar U.S. Government official were to say yes, this is
in line with the U.S. policy, then they would give, and I wouldn't
do that, and they didn't give. So it seems to me that is the kind of
thing that is being referred to here.

Mr. NIELDS. Yes. You are talking about the fact that you think
even before a contribution is given by a foreign country at the re-
quest of the Contras, you would find out about it?

Mr. ABRAMS. Well, I don't think I have that particularly in mind,
that if I would find out about it beforehand, but I would find out
about it is the point. I did not think there would be much in the
way of anonymous contributions by foreign governments. That was
my point.

Mr. NIELDS. But my-point, Mr. Abrams, is aren't you telling the
committee about a situation in which the foreign government
would come to you I efore they decide to make the contribution?

Mr. ABRAMS. I think at this point that is one-yes. Yes.
Mr. NIELDS. And indeed you had a situation just like that in

which you had a discussion with the foreign government before
they made the contribution and that was Brunei?

Mr. ABRAMS. Well, you could say we had three, if you will. Be-
cause there was the Singlaub belief that he could contact two gov-
ernments which was in September. No. Which was in the previous
fall-spring. May.

Mr. NIELDS. And you don't mention any of them?
Mr. ABRAMS. Well, I certainly didn't mention it in the connection

with General Singlaub because that had not happened.
As I said, I didn't think I was authorized to mention this particu-

lar one, nor had any money come in. The reason for mentioning
was that no money had come in. It was that no money had come
in, A; and, B, I believed the promise of confidentiality was incon-
sistent with and I was not supposed to mention it.

Mr. NIELDS. But you are telling the Congress in this answer that
if there had been a solicitation, you would know about it?

Mr. ABRAMS. No, I don't think so. I think I am saying if there
had been a contribution, I would know about it.

Mr. NnuELs. A moment ago you said that .you agreed that that
answer addressed a situation before the contribution was made.
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Mr. ABRAMS. Look, if there's a solicitation and nothing further
goes-by the Contras, and nothing happens, then perhaps we would
not know about it. If you look at the logic of this, it is there is a
solicitation by a government which would give if only the U.S. Gov-
ernment will endorse this effort, then we sure would find out about
it.

Mr. NIELDS. So you are talking about a situation in which a solic-
itation had been made and the contribution had not yet been
made?

Mr. ABRAMS. No. No. I am talking about a situation in general
here, trying to explain why it is I think I'd be aware of a contribu-
tion and there would be no-probably no anonymous contributions.

Mr. NIELDS. What you are explaining is you would be aware of
the contribution because before the contribution was actually
made, the foreign country would ask the United States whether we
wanted them to make it?

Mr. ABRAMS. Which is not at all what happened in the case of
Brunei, as you know.

Mr. NIELDS. What's the answer to my question?
Mr. ABRAMS. If this were-in the case of a solicitation by the

Contras, yes.
Mr. NIELDS. So you are talking about--
Mr. ABRAMS. I don't know the Contras ever solicited any foreign

governments for contributions.
Mr. NIEuDs. So you are telling the committee that if there had

been a solicitation by the Contras, you would know about it even
before a contribution had been made?

Mr. ABRAMS. I think that's-I think that's right.
Mr. NIELUS. But you're not telling the committee about the solici-

tation that you made?
Mr. ABRAMS. That's right. As I said, I believed I was not author-

ized to do so.
Mr. NIELDS. I'd like you to turn, if you would, to exhibit 30. This

is your testimony before the Senate Intelligence Committee. I'd like
you to turn to page 14 of the exhibit.

My question is, were you asked the following question and did
you give the following answer? Question, by Senator Bradley: "So
let me ask it again. Did either one of you ever discuss the problems
of fundraisingby the Contras with members of the NSC staff?"

And your answer is, "No, I can't remember."
Were you asked that question and did you give that answer?
Mr. ABRAMS. Uh-huh.
Mr. NIELDS. Now, in fact, you had had a discussion with Oliver

North about the Brunei solicitation?
Mr. ABRAMS. That's right.
Mr. NIELDs. So this answer is wrong?
Mr. ABRAMS. No. The answer is not wrong. The solicitation of

Brunei was made by an Assistant Secretary of State, not by the
Contras.

Mr. NIElUs. So you can answer this question no because Senator
Bradley asked about solicitations by the Contras, and the Brunei
solicitation was a solicitation by the U.S. Government?

'Mr. ABwRs. Well, if you want to take it literally, that is correct.
And, as I have previously said, if you want to take it literally, you
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have a misleading impression left with the committee. That's why I
apologized.

Mr. NIELDS. Let's go on to the next question and answer.
Senator Bradley asked you the following question, does he not:

"Well, you would say, gee, they got a lot of problems. They don't
have any money. Then you would just sit there and say, what are
we going to do? They don't have any money. You never said, you
know, maybe we could get the money this way."

I take it "this way" means from a third country?
Mr. ABRAMS. I'm not sure what Senator Bradley meant by that.

He may have meant-I don't know what he meant.
Mr. N1ELDS. In any event, you answered the question, "No."
Mr. ABRAms. Uh-huh.
Mr. NIELDS. In fact, you had had a conversation with Oliver

North about getting the money from a third country, had you not?
Mr. ABRAMS. The decision to get the money from the third coun-

try was not a decision of Colonel North's nor was he consulted in
the decisionmaking process. That was a decision made by the Sec-
retary of State, following which I consulted him about kind of ac-
count we might be able to set up.

Mr. NIELDS. You did have a discussion with him, then, about the
Brunei money?

Mr. ABRAMS. Uh-huh.
Mr. NIELDS. I'd like you to turn to page 18 of this exhibit. Do you

have that in front of you?
Mr. ABRAMS. Uh-huh.
Mr. NIELDS. Were you asked the following-
Chairman INOUYE. Mr. Nields, before proceeding, I would like to

announce there is a vote in progress in the Senate.
Please proceed.
Mr. NIELDS. Were you asked the following question, and did you

give the following answer?
Question by Senator Bradley: "Were you completely ignorant of

all fundraising activities by the Contras?"
Answer by you: "No. Certainly not in the-I knew for-I mean, I

don't think I knew anything that wasn't-I am trying to think if I
knew anything that wasn't in the newspaper. That is, I knew, cer-
tainly, that Singlaub was raising money for the Contras. I knew
that others were raising money or the Contras. I mean, using the
Contras in a very general sense. For example, Friends of the Amer-
icas raises money for medical relief and things like that. I knew
that was happening. I didn't know what Singlaub was raising or
how or what he did with it when he got it."

So far, you have mentioned fundraising activities on behalf of
the Contras by other people, but you have not mentioned fundrais-
ing activities by you; is that correct?

Mr. ABRAMS. Uh-huh.
Mr. NIELDs. And then you continue with your answer, "I was,

until today, fairly confident that there was no foreign government
contributing to this. But I knew nothing, still don't know anything
about the mechanisms by which money was transferred from pri-
vate groups that have been raising it, to the Contras."

Now, in fact, you did know something about the mechanism, did
you not?

75-542 - 88 - 4
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Mr. ABRAMS. From private groups? I don't consider the solicita-
tion of Brunei by an Assistant Secretary of State as anything to do
with a ivate group.

Mr. NIEL8. Well, you knew that North had given you the
number of a Swiss bank account.

Mr. ABRAMS. I did.
Mr. NIELuS. To have the money put in it?
Mr. ABRAMS. Uh-huh.
Mr. NIELDs. Now--
Mr. ABRAMS. That's not-solicitation of Brunei had nothing to do

with private groups. It is the solicitation by the Government of the
United States.

Mr. NIELDS. I take it, Mr. Abrams, that it is true, once again,
that it was perfectly lawful for the U.S. Government to solicit
money--

Mr. ABRAMS. Before you go on, I would just say, as I have said
before, I considered this testimony to have been a great mistake,
maybe the worst single day I had in 6 years as Assistant Secretary.

That is precisely why I went back to the committee, to tell them
about the solicitation and then apologize to the committee.

Mr. NIELDS. And I take it it would have caused you no embar-
rassment, Mr. Abrams, had you told them that you were complying
with the law and soliciting contributions from foreign govern-
ments?

Mr. ABRAMS. It is worth noting in answer to that that this was
entirely legal and had been approved by the Secretary and was
known completely to every-to the Secretary, as was the question
of accounts, which I had discussed with Mr. Hill.

This was not something I held privately. The reason for the con-
fidentiality was not the Department. The reason for not telling was
the desire to maintain the confidentiality for the Government of
Brunei.

The Secretary knew all about this This is not something I was
hiding from the Department. This was done by the Department via
diplomatic channels.

Mr. NIELDS. Pursuant to law; is that correct?
Mr. ABRAMS. Pursuant to law.
Mr. NIELS. Pursuant to law enacted by Congress?
Mr. ABRAMS. Correct.
Mr. NIELDS. Expressly.
Mr. ABRAMS. All laws are enacted by Congress.
Mr. NIELDS. So long as the money was used for humanitarian

purposes?
Mr. ABRAMS. Correct.
Mr. NIELDs. It was totally legal; isn't that true?
Mr. ABRAMS. Yes. You could make a finely reasoned lawyer's ar-

gument that it was the solicitation that had to be for humanitarian
purposes rather than the expenditure, but I did not believe that. I
did not take that view.

Mr. NIELDs. But the disclosure on the 25th of November, 1986, of
the Brunei solicitation would have caused you a problem, would it
not?

Mr. ABRAMS. Wouldn't have caused me a problem, except in one
sense.
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We had promised the Government of Brunei confidentiality. The
Secretary knew all about this. It wouldn't have surprised him. The
Department-Assistant Secretary Sigur, Mr. Platt, Mr. Hill, the
Ambassador to Brunei, all knew about this. We promised confiden-
tiality to the Government of Brunei.

Mr. NIELDS. It would have caused you another problem, would it
not, Mr. Abrams?

Mr. ABRAMS. I don't see what that other problem would be.
Mr. NIELDS. Well, if you had disclosed that there had been a so-

licitation even without naming the country and a promised contri-
bution, there would have been further questions by Congress,
would there not?

Mr. ABRAMS. Oh, I suppose there would have been. But that was
all right. This was all legal.

Mr. NIELDS. And it would have led them to Mr. North's secret
numbered Swiss bank account, would it not?

Mr. ABRAMS. No. I led them to Mr. North's secret numbered
Swiss bank account, sir. I was the person who gave that bank ac-
count to the FBI. It was I who disclosed this all to the FBI.

Mr. NIELDS. You did not disclose it to the Congress during Octo-
ber or November 1986, when you were first asked about foreign
country contributions, did you?

Mr. ABRAMS. As we have said here 44 times, I did not disclose it
on the 25th of November. I disclosed it, I guess, the 5th of Decem-
ber, if I remember right.

Mr. NIELDS. And if you---
Mr. ABRAMS. After receiving the Secretary's permission to do so

if I thought I should, and after having informed the FBI.
Mr. NIELDS. And if you had disclosed the Brunei contribution,

even without naming the country, during one of your earlier a
pearances, it would inevitably have led to the disclosure of North s
secret Swiss bank account; wouldn't it?

Mr. ABRAMS. Gee, I don't know. I suppose so.
Mr. NIELDS. They would have asked where the money was sup-

posed to go?
Mr. ABRAMS. I suppose so. But, as I said, that was known. That

was known. I discussed that with Mr. Hill. The point was we prom-
ised confidentiality to Brunei.

Mr. NIELDS. And you knew, did you not, as you have already
said, that North knew a lot about the private network?

Mr. ABRAMS. Certainly knew more than I did or the CIA did.
Mr. NIELDS. And this secret Swiss bank account was the Lake Re-

sources' bank account; wasn't it?
Mr. ABRAMS. Well, I am not sure of that. I think that is right. I

have never actually compared the account numbers personally.
Mr. NIELDs. And you knew that North was involved with the pri-

vate network?
Mr. ABRAMS. I wouldn't say I knew he was involved-well, de-

pends on how you define "involved". I knew he knew about it. I
knew he was monitoring it, that he knew more about it than I did
or anybody else did apparently.

Mr. NIELDS. And you testified he was connected to it?
Mr. ABRAMS. Hehad to be to know in the sense that he was mon-

itoring it, he knew who the people were. Seemed to know.
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Mr. NIELDS. And there were plenty of rumors he was involved in
fundraising?

Mr. ABRAMS. Absolutely, and flatly denied by Colonel North to
me, as they had been a long time before denied by Mr. McFarlane.

Mr. NIELDS. And Mr. North comes up with a numbered Swiss
bank account for you to put the Brunei money in?

Mr. ABRAMS. Uh-huh.
Mr. NIELDS. And North had been described to you and viewed by

you as a loose cannon?
Mr. ABRAMS. Absolutely wrong. I said to you earlier-I said to

Mr. Belnick earlier today he had been so viewed by others. I said
not so very long ago that Colonel North did not behave in that
fashion to me. I will give you the example once again of what hap-
pened in September.

He did not call Ambassador Tambs. He called me. He went
through channels.

I did not view him as somebody who-I understood that there
were many people, including the Secretary, who viewed him as a
loose cannon in his behavior with respect to the Department of
State. In my period, he did not behave as a loose cannon. I did not
agree with that.

Mr. NIELDS. And you were asked to monitor him?
Mr. ABRAMS. Uh-huh.
Mr. NIELDS. And it didn't take a genius to figure out that that

Swiss bank account might very well lead to the source of funding
for the private network that was dropping arms in Nicaragua?

Mr. ABRAMS. Not if it was a separate and new account which is
what I thought, sir.

Mr. NIELDS. Now, you thought--
Mr. ABRAMS. As I have previously stated.
Mr. NIELDS. I take it what you are saying is you thought it was a

new account set up for the Contras?
Mr. ABRAMS. By the Contras. It was a Contra account.
Mr. NIELDS. It was a Contra account. And indeed, you had solicit-

ed the contribution for the Contras?
Mr. ABRAMS. For and to, yes.
Mr. NIELDS. And to the Contras? It was your understanding that

Brunei was giving the money to the Contras?
Mr. ABRAMS. Yes. We didn't want it to go through the U.S. Gov-

ernment.
Mr. NIELDS. Not through the U.S. Government.
So you solicited a $10 million contribution from the Government

of Brunei that was to be given to the Contras and they promised to
give it and then they told you it was on its way?

Mr. ABRAMS. And then they didn't give it.
Mr. NIELDS. My question to you is, did you ever tell the Contras?
Mr. ABRAMS. As I have testified, I think as long ago as the Tower

Commission, it was sorely tempting because they would ,-ome and
they would say we are in debt, we cannot buy food. I really wanted
to say I am going to take care of you. I am-Ihave something cook-
ing which is going to solve this problem, but I didn't and, of course,
as time wore on it was less and less tempting because it was clear
something was wrong.
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Mr. NIELDS. The answer to my question, I take it, is you never
told the Contras?

Mr. ABRAMS. Oh, no, Jesus-as I testified to the Tower Commis-
sion, this is something which we did not, I did not testify to the
Congress of the United States in closed session. Do you think I
would just idly have chattered about it to Nicaraguan resistance
leaders?

No, sir.
Mr. NIELDS. You were sorely tempted to tell the Contras

about--
Mr. ABRAMS. To cheer them up-you betcha.
Mr. NIELDS. But you never told them?
Mr. ABRAMS. Never did. Correct.
Mr. NIELDS. And there came a time when the money was miss-

ing?
Mr. ABRAMS. Well, we thought of it more or less as missing by I

guess the end of October, I guess.
Mr. NIELS. You thought it might even have been embezzled or

something?
Mr. ABRAMS. By around the end of October. I couldn't figure out

what hed happened and the idea it had been stolen is something
that did occur to me.

Mr. NIELDS. And it was supposed to go into a Contra bank ac-
count?

Mr. ABRAMS. Correct.
Mr. NIELDS. UNO's bank account?
Mr. ABRAMS. I think that is a fair way to put it.
Mr. NIELDS. And you never even asked UNO whether they got

the money, isn't that true?
Mr. ABRAMS. I asked Colonel North.
Mr. NIELDS. Did you ever ask UNO?
Mr. ABRAMS. I did not. I did not know who to ask.
Mr. NIELDS. There is $10 million of missing money that you say

was supposed to go into a bank account owned by the Contras and
you never asked them if they got the money?

Mr. ABRAMS. I repeatedly asked Colonel North, whom I trusted
implicitly.

Mr. NIELDS. The only person you asked was Colonel North?
Mr. ABRAMS. And the Government of Brunei.
Mr. NIELDS. Because it was Colonel North's Swiss bank account.

You knew that, didn't you sir?
Mr. ABRAMS. You can state that 45 times, it wouldn't be any

truer than it was the first time, which is not at all. It is false. I knew
about that account what I knew about the account which had
been established by UNO with the assistance of the Task Force
Chief. That is, that it was an account that I thought to be an ac-
count of the United Nicaraguan Opposition. I did not ask the Task
Force Chief for the name of the individual to whom he had passed
the message to open that account. 1 did not ask him that. Nor did I
ask a similar question of Colonel North. And when the time came
to find out what happened to the money, I asked Colonel North
and we asked the Government of Brunei.

Mr. NIELDS. Did you ever--
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Mr. ABRAMS. And ultimately asked the Government of Brunei to
be in touch with the recipient bank.

Mr. NIELDS. Did you ever apologize to the House Intelligence
Committee for the answers that you gave it on the subject of this
solicitation?

Mr. ABRAMS. No, sir.
Mr. NIELDS. Mr. Chairman, I have no further questions.
Chairman HAMILTON. Mr. Leon.
Mr. LEON. It has been a long day, Mr. Abrams, and I will try to

be brief. I hope you will forgive me if I move off this topic, which
you have been answering questions on now for it seems like the
last hour and a half.

Mr. ABRAMS. I will forgive you.
Mr. LEON. And move to another area. But I promise I will return

to it at the end.
Let me start off with some basic questions that might help put

things in context, and add a little perspective to those people out
there watching this or those people who might read about it who
don't know a lot about the State Department and about its rela-
tionship to the NSC. Now, at the State Department, you are one of
five Regional Assistant Secretaries?

Mr. ABRAMS. That is correct.
Mr. LEON. And does that amount, in essence, to the world or the

globe being divided up into five geographical areas?
Mr. ABRAMS. That is exactly right.
Mr. LEON. And the area of the world that you are in charge of is

the Inter-American area, isn't it?
Mr. ABRAMS. Correct.
Mr. LEON. And of course, this committee has heard testimony

from Gaston Sigur, has it not?
Mr. ABRAMS. Yes.
Mr. LEON. He is in charge of what is known as the Far Eastern

area, isn't he?
Mr. ABRAMS. The name just changed. East Asia and the Pacific.
Mr. LEON. You testified today about a Mr. Murphy, was it?
Mr. ABRAMS. Yes.
Mr. LEON. He is in charge of what area?
Mr. ABRAMS. Near East and South Asian Affairs.
Mr. LEON. There is only five of you in the whole State Depart-

ment, isn't that right?
Mr. ABRAMS. Yes.
Mr. LEON. You are responsible for all matters that go on in that

global area of the world are you not?
Mr. ABRAMS. That is right.
Mr. LEON. And with respect to that responsibility that you have,

how many countries are you overseeing in that area?
Mr. ABRAMS. We have got, I think 32. I tried to count this last

week. Thirty-two off the top of my head plus about ten entities as-
sociated with European countries.

Mr. LEON. They all have Ambassadors?
Mr. ABRAMS. Yes. We have about 30 Ambassadors in the region.
Mr. LEON. And they all have support staff and personnel?
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Mr. ABRAMS. Some of the smaller islands in the Caribbean do not
have a resident Ambassador. In the case of a country like Mexico,
we have a mammoth Embassy.

Mr. LEON. You are appointed by the President and confirmed by
the United States Senate, is that right?

Mr. ABRAMS. That is correct.
Mr. LEON. And you are supposed to oversee the department that

you are in charge of at the State Department, right?
-Mr. ABRAMS. Right.
Mr. LEON. How many employees are there under your control?
Mr. ABRAMS. In the Bureau proper there are about 200.
Mr. LEON. And do you have-does that include a secretarial staff,

et cetera?
Mr. ABRAMS. Yes.
Mr. LEON. And you have a number of deputies, don't you?
Mr. ABRAMS. Five.
Mr. LEON. And you regularly attend meetings, do you not?
Mr. ABRAMS. Yes.
Mr. LEON. And RIG meetings, the RIG that you have testified to

is one of any number of RIGs you attend, is it not?
Mr. ABRAMS. It's the only-it is the coordinating body for the

Inter-American Region. It is one of God knows how many thou-
sands of meetings that we regularly attend.

Mr. LEON. Do you have regular meetings with Ambassadors,
heads of states, the Secretary of State?

Mr. ABRAMS. Regular meetings with the Secretary. Whenever
any of our 30-odd Ambassadors are in town, he or she would come
to see me. Any foreign ministers in town from the region, yes.

Mr. LEON. Just by way of comparison, Mr. North, Mr. North
works over at the NSC, does he not? Worked I should say.

Mr. ABRAMS. Yes.
Mr. LEON. He isn't confirmed by the U.S. Senate, is he?
Mr. ABRAMS. That is right. I think he is appointed by the Nation-

al Security Adviser.
Mr. LEON. Did he have any employees answer to him?
Mr. ABRAMS. I think he has two or three.
Mr. LEON. And I think you might have heard Mr. McFarlane's

testimony that he was in charge of two areas over there. Hostages
and Contras, is that about right?

Mr. ABRAMS. He was the Deputy Director of Political Military
Affairs. I think 'it's fair to say, I would say counterterrorism more
broadly than hostages, plus Contras.

I should just add, by the way, that the NSC does have area direc-
tors, as well, and throughout this period the senior NSC official on
Latin America was Raymond Burghart, a career foreign service of-
ficer, who was detailed to the NSC for this purpose and, indeed, the
memo which we talked about this morning, the memo summarizing
what happened at the NSPG, was Burghart's.

Mr. LEON. Was he Mr. North's supervisor?
Mr. ABRAMS. He was not. They were in parallel divisions, one

was geographical, one was political-military. He was not Colonel
North's supervisor. I guess you could say the Deputy National Se-
curity Adviser and the National Security Adviser were.
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Mr. LEON. Now, with respect to Mr. North's responsibilities, he,
too, sat on the RIG, did he not?

Mr. ABRAMs. Correct.
Mr. LEON. You were the chair of RIG?
Mr. ABRAMS. Correct.
Mr. LEON. With regard to RIG matters, he answered to you, did

he not?
Mr. ABRAMS. No. Because the RIG was not a hierarchal body.

The problem with the RIG and its replacement-we have, under a
national security decision directive, a formal interagency group-
the RIG was an informal group. We have a formal White House,
established by Presidential order, interagency group. The trouble is
it can't supervise things because it doesn't fit within the hierarchy
of who orders whom to do what.

One of the inabilities I have as chairman of the RIG is to instruct
people in other agencies to do things. I have learned the hard way.

Mr. LEON. So it was not a policy organization, as you have testi-
fied?

Mr. ABRAMS. No.
Mr. LEON. And it was not an operational organization, certainly,

was it?
Mr. ABRAMS. No. The operations were conducted by component

agencies.
Mr. LEON. It was a coordinating agency.
Now, did Mr. North's membership on that give him some sense

of added authority or legitimacy in the eyes of other people, such
as Mr. Tambs?

Mr. ABRAMS. It may well have.
Mr. LEON. There has been testimony, has there not, that Mr.

Tambs received information from the Chief of Station down at
Costa Rica from Colonel North, did he not?

Mr. ABRAMS. Yes.
Mr. LEON. And Ambassador Tambs has testified he believed,

when he got that information from Colonel North, it was on behalf
of the RIG; is that not a fact?

Mr. ABRAMS. He testified to that.
Mr. LEON. Just to the contrary, you testified that you did not dis-

patch Colonel North to give such directions specifically with regard
to a Southern Front.

Mr. ABRAMS. Nobody got communications from, nor could any-
body communicate with, the RIG. It was an informal group of guys
sitting around coordinating U.S. policy in an inter-American
region.

Communications to and from Ambassadors are accomplished by
the Department of State, in Department of State channels, and
that is precisely and exactly what the Secretary was telling Ambas-
sador Tambs in his letter of instructions.

Mr. LEON. Well, with regard to the events surrounding the air
strip in Central America that you have acknowledged some famili-
arity with, let me ask you a few questions regarding the operation-
al side of it.

There's been reference to a U.S. citizen, Mr. Hamilton, on whose
land it was built. Were you familiar with him?

Mr. ABRAMS. No, never met him.
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Mr. LEON. Were you ever told about him?
Mr. ABRAMS. I found out about him in the fall of 1986 when

there began to be news articles about this exact question.
Mr. LEON. Were you told about a Mr. Robert Olmstead, who has

been referred to as "One-Eyed Jack", as being the person who was
setting up and coordinating that?

Mr. ABRAMS. Until these hearings, I had never heard of Mr. Olin-
stead nor the expression "One-Eyed Jack."

Mr. LEON. Did Colonel North or Mr. Tambs ever tell you about
Chi Chi Quintero, who was responsible for getting that air strip
built?

Mr. ABRAMS. Until these hearings, I had never heard the name
Mr. Quintero.

Mr. LEON. Did Mr. North or Mr. Tambs or anybody ever inform
you Robert Owen, who you later learned about when he came in
conjunction with the NHAO program, had been involved prior to
his affiliation with the NHAO program, in helping to put together
that strip project?

Mr. ABRAMS. No, sir.
Mr. LEON. Do you think this is a coincidence that you weren't

being informed of this by Mr. Tambs and Mr North?
Mr. ABRAMS. Let me answer it this way. I think those people who

had the opportunity to work with me in the 4/2 years in which '
was an Assistant Secretary prior to this job, and in this job, would
have known two things. I believe they would have known two
things. I believe they would have known that if you are making
any effort whatsoever to exclude the Secretary of State from know-
ing about something, you don't tell it to me, because when I found
out about something that I considered to be unkosher or potential-
ly violative of the Boland amendment, I went straight to the Secre-
tary.

And the second thing, they would know if you are planning to-
violate the law, you had better not let me know about it.

Mr. LEON. Was this not in your opinion, Mr, Abrams, now that
you know about it, a risk-fraught venture from the point of view
that if it ever came to the attention of the American people and
the Congress of the United States, that it would seriously jeopard-
ize the future funding of the Contra programs?

Mr. ABRAMS. Yes.
Mr. LEON. And yet that risk was being run by Oliver North, but

without bringing it to your attention?
Mr. ABRAMS. Well, it was being run by a number of people in the

Administration.
Mr. LEON. Well, if--
Mr. ABRAMS. I mean, this whole scheme of arms sales to Iran

and the Iran-Contra connection-I have to say, I think the Iran-
Contra connection was being withheld from us, by which I mean
the Department of State, from the Secretary to me and others, be-
cause if we had found out about it, we would have stopped it in-
stantly.

Mr. LEON. Had that been brought to your attention earlier on,
would you not have done something about it?

Mr. ABRAMS. Absolutely. The first thing I would have done about
it would be to go straight to the Secretary.
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Mr. LEON. And in fact, when you were first told about it by the
Chief of the Latin American Task Force, did you not do that very
thing?

Mr. ABRAMS. The first indication I had was from the chief, was
actually from the Chief of the Latin American Division.

Mr. LEON. Excuse me?
Mr. ABRAMS. And I went to Mr. Hill, Mr. Platt, the Secretary

starting at 7:00 a.m. the next morning.
Mr. LEON. That was 3 weeks after you had been going around the

country acting under the belief that there was, there had been no
U.S. Government involvement in the area?

Mr. ABRAMS. That is correct.
Mr. LEON. And did that person who informed you on that occa-

sion 3 weeks later inform you he had been aware in April of that
year of a KL-43 encryption device that the Chief of Station in
Costa Rica was using to communicate secretly with Oliver North?

Mr. ABRAwS. No, what I was told on October 23d was-well, actu-
ally two things.

On October 23d I was told that the Agency headquarters had just
learned about the Station Chief's potential involvement, and you
will also recall that on two occasions in early October, the Deputy
Director of the Agency for Operations had categorically testified
there was no CIA involvement.

Mr. LEON. Are you familiar with the testimony of Mr. Castillo
this past Friday?

Mr. ABRAMS. Yes. I have read it.
Mr. LEON. You read the unclassified transcript?
Mr. ABRAMS. That's right.
Mr. LEON. Had you not been informed by the Chief of the Cen-

tral American Task Force that he had specifically confronted, al-
legedly, Mr. Castillo and told him that he wanted him to get rid of
a KL-43 encryption device?

Mr. ABRAMS. Yes.
Mr. LEON. And did not Mr. Castillo deny in his testimony Friday

that that had ever happened?
Mr. ABRAMS. I think that it does not appear in the testimony.
Mr. LEON. And wasn't that very same person from the Central

Intelligence Agency a person you were in regular contact with
during that 3-week period when you were going around telling ev-
eryone the U.S. Government hadn't been involved?

Mr. ABRAMS. Yes.
Mr. LEON. And he didn't tell you then while you were going

around to all these talk shows that he knew about that encryption
device for months at that point?

Mr. ABRAMS. Well, he may not have-I mean, in his defense, he
may not have known what use that device was being put to. But in
any event, I found out about their suspicions in CIA headquarters
about their Chief of Station on October 23d and not before.

Mr. LEON. Let me move to the private funding area.
Chairman INOUYE. May I interrupt and announce there is a vote

in progress in the House, that accounts for the absence of House
panel members.

Please proceed.
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Mr. LEON. Let me move over to the private funding area for a
second, Mr. Abrams. You testified that you met Mr. Miller and
Channell on one occasion or more and went to a dinner or lunch-
eon with them, is that right?

Mr. ABRAMS. That's correct. A luncheon first, then a dinner
speech of mine, and then this appearance with the President in the
Roosevelt Room of the White House.

Mr. LEON. You testified you made some speeches to groups in
various places with regard to the President's Contra program?

Mr. ABRAMS. Dozens, probably hundreds.
Mr. LEON. All right.
Now, there's been testimony over the last few weeks with regard

to certain fund-raising activities of Mr. Miller and Mr. Channell,
and witnesses have come in here, and I want to ask you a few ques-
tions as it relates to your involvement and your knowledge during
that time frame.

Were you ever present at any time with a potential donor when
somebody informed that donor if he gave $300,000, he could get in
to see the President of the United States?

Mr. ABRAMS. No, sir.
Mr. LEON. You heard testimony, did you not, from Mr. O'Boyle,

that he was present when that kind of statement was made and
that Colonel North was aware of it?

Mr. ABRAMS. I saw that in the newspapers.
Mr. LEON. Did Colonel North ever tell you that he had witnessed

such a statement being made?
Mr. ABRAMS. No.
Mr. LEON. If he had told you that, would you have done some-

thing about it?
Mr. ABRAMS. I would have asked, I think, at both the Depart-

ment and at the NSC whether that was really proper.
Mr. LEON. You would have acted, wouldn't you?
Mr. ABRAMS. Yes.
Mr. LEON. Now, there was also testimony in this room not too

long ago about Colonel North being present with a potential donor
and a munitions list being brought out to that donor. It was Mrs.
Garwood. And Colonel North saw the munitions list brought out.
The testimony, as I recall, was he had it in his hand and that was
discussed with a potential donor.

Did Colonel North ever inform you that he had ever been in-
volved in any kind of situation like that with a potential donor?

Mr. ABRAMS. No. It was very clear to me from what I knew, the
NEPL group was raising money for this ad campaign, period. There
was never any indication whatsoever, whatsoever, that they were
engaged in any other additional activities such as sending guns to
the Contras.

Mr. LEON. And did you ever witness any such situation where a
munition list was brought out to any potential donor?

Mr. ABRAMS. Absolutely not.
Mr. LEON. And if you had, would you have done something about

it?
Mr. ABRAMS. Oh, God, I mean, it is an absolute, direct violation

of the Boland amendment. Of course.
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Mr. LEON. Were you in fact ever present at any time when a so-
licitation was made to some American citizen in an effort to get
them to give to the Contras?

Mr. ABRAMS. No, sir. I was present, of course, when the Presi-
dent made his statement in the Roosevelt Room. It was the kind of
statement that I had made, the Secretary had made, and all of us
had made a dozen times telling people, please support the policy,
period.

Mr. LEON. On the area of foreign solicitation, let me move over
to that for a second.

Now, you have testified at length on this subject and you testi-
fied today about an NSPG meeting involving highest levels of gov-
ernment, the President himself, and there is an exhibit here, exhib-
it 25; it's been referred to in that regard.

I believe you testified that it was on the occasion of that meeting
that a decision was made for the State Department to legally
pursue its right as set forth by Congress to solicit from foreign
countries?

Mr. ABRAMS. Yes.
Mr. LEON. And was it not at that very same time that General

Singlaub was attempting to engage in some solicitation on his own?
Mr. ABRAMS. Yes. In fact-I mean, the reason for telling General

Singlaub-you know, there are national security reasons for you
not to be doing this. The reason, really, was we were about to make
a solicitation, on May 16. We had NSPG. There was a decision, es-
sentially, to do it, and it seemed to me very foolish to have General
Singlaub around doing the same thing for two reasons.

First of all, if we were going to get the money we didn't need
General Singlaub to get money to the Contras. They were going to
be getting humanitarian assistance from us. And secondly, we had
not chosen a country. What situation would we be in if we went in
on Monday and General Singlaub went in on Tuesday?

Mr. LEON. Exactly. That is the next point I want to get to.
You were tasked with the responsibility of going out and putting

together a list of countries, were you not?
Mr. ABRAMS. Yes.
Mr. LEON. One of the first people you went to, to figure out what

countries might be available was Gaston Sigur, was it not?
Mr. ABRAMS. That is correct.
Mr. LEON. That was in May of 1986.
Mr. ABRAMS. Correct.
Mr. LEON. And when you went to see Gaston Sigur, 4i.d you dis-

cuss with him possible countries in his fifth of the world?
Mr. ABRAMS. Yes.
Mr. LEON. And did he tell you when you met wth him on that

occasion that in the prior year, 1985, that he had on his own
behalf-excuse me, on behalf of Colonel North-gone to visit with
two countries, Country Three and Four, I believe it is on the form
there-Three and Five, excuse me-that he had on behalf of Colo-
nel North had gone out and attempted to assist in Contra fundrais-in with those countries?

Mr. ABRAMS. He did not.
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Mr. LEON. Did Colonel North ever tell you that he had sent
Gaston Sigur just the year before out in an effort to help solicit
money from those countries?

Mr. ABRAMS. He did not. I was, as I have said here and testified
to Congress-I really was confident that no other government had
given any money, that the Contras were not operating on any gov-
ernment's contributions.

Mr. LEON. And if either Ollie North or Gaston Sigur told you
that in the prior year Gaston Sigur, when he wasn't with the State
Department, had gone out and done that, would you have brought
that to the attention of the Secretary of State?M_ AB,,.v^

Mr. LEON. And would that maybe have affected that NSPG deci-
sion that day?

Mr. ABRAMS. These meetings came afterwards. Had I been told
this had happened and that the Secretary of State hadn't been told
about it, I would have told the Secretary about it.

Mr. LEON. You testified at length just before I started about your
questioning on the Brunei event, and I believe it was your testimo-
ny, was it not, that the focus of your concern in addressing the
Senate of the United States was revealing the confidence of
Brunei?

Mr. ABRAMS. That was my only concern.
Mr. LEON. And you have admitted that was an error as to how

you handled the problem you were faced with.
Mr. ABRAMS. That is correct. It was a great mistake.
Mr. LEON. Do you think your error that day was affected in some

way, shape, or form by the fact the Attorney General had just had
a news conference with respect to Oliver North and the diversion
of funds from the Middle East to Central America?

Mr. ABRAMS. No. I would have to say no. I think I was-I
thought I wasn't supposed to reveal it. I mean, everything was a
big mess, but-but, I don't know. I don't think so.

Mr. LEON. You went and-you went to seek their-Hill and
Platt's-guidance on that right after you had been there, hadn't
you?

Mr. ABRAMS. I went back to them and-our first priority was to
kind of piece together what had happened. You know, the details
that I have set forth today were not in my memory at that time.
They are a process of going through my notes and notebooks, as
Mr. Hill and Mr. Platt did. They are notes of my meetings with the
Secretary. We did all that and went to Judge Sofaer and went to
the FBI, and I requested also that I be authorized, not simply I
should tell the FBI, but I should be authorized to tell the commit-
tee, the Senate Intelligence Committee.

Mr. LEON. Let me esk you about the NHAO Program. You testi-
fied with respect to Mr. Owen being hired and the compromise
struck to bring him in. Ambassador Duemling's position was con-
trary to Colonel North's, and there was a compromise agreed upon.

There has been a lot of testimony in this room over the last few
weeks with regard to activities down in Central America regarding
that program and the Contra resupply effort.
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Mr. Owen testified, you might have heard, that he was involved
in his "off hours" hours in assisting the coordinating of lethal
drops. Did you have any knowledge or information on that?

Mr. ABRAMS. No. Had we known that and I known that and Am-
bassador Duemling known it, he would have been fired in an in-
stant.

Mr. LEON. He also testified with respect to his knowledge and in-
volvement with a series of characters down there and Colonel
North, as well.

Felix Rodriguez-did you ever meet him?
Mr. ABRAMS. I never met him.
Mr. LEON. You were down in Central America on a number of

occasions?
Mr. ABRAMS. Yes.
Mr. LEON. You were in that very country where the airbase was

located and Felix Rodriguez was helping out, were you not?
Mr. ABRAMS. Yes.
Mr. LEON. Were you ever introduced to any of the pilots?
Mz. ABRAMS. No, sir.
Mr. LEON. Did you ever meet General Secord?
Mr. ABRAMS. I have never met him in my life nor spoken to him.
Mr. LEON. How about Mr. Gadd who ran the resupply effort for

him? Did you ever meet him?
Mr. ABRAMS. Never met him, never spoke to him, and until this

hit the press, never heard of him.
Mr. LEON. How about Colonel Dutton?.
Mr. ABRAMS. Never heard of him before these hearings.
Mr. LEON. Ollie North never brought that to your attention

either, did he?
Mr. ABRAMS. No.
Mr. LEON. If he had brought it to your attention, would you have

done something about it?
Mr. ABRAMS. Sure. Had we known there were violations of the

Boland amendment as there appeared to have been, I would have
did what I did on the two occasions when I thought there were vio-
lations of the Boland amendment. I would have taken it to the Sec-
retary.

Mr. LEON. Did Oliver North ever inform you, Secretary Abrams,
that the Contras had given him money to use to help fund DEA
agents' efforts to get hostages out of Iran?

Mr. ABRAMS. No.
Mr. LEON. It is obvious, Secretary Abrams, there were a lot of

things that Ollie North did that he didn't tell you about. And there
are a lot of things that he did that he didn't tell the RIG about.
Isn't that correct?

Mr. ABRAMS. Yes.
Mr. LEON. He didn't tell you about the operational activities of

the Southern Front or the operations of the resupply effort, as you
just testified. For that matter, he didn't tell you about a lot of
things he was involved in in fundraising on the domestic side as
well as the foreign policy side.

Now, let me ask you something. With regard to most of those
things, would you not have perceived those-to have been very risk
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fraught to the future benefit of the Contra program had they
become known to the Congress of the United States.

Mr. ABRAMS. Well, it wasn't just the Congress-I mean Secretary
Shultz, for example, told us, told me he would not countenance a
solicitation from a right-wing dictatorship because he didn't want
that association. You can image how we would have felt about
Iran.

Mr. LEON. I don't know if you heard Mr. McFarlane's testimony,
but Mr. McFarlane testified that he thought, one of the reasons
why Ollie North didn't bring a lot of these things to his attention
was that out of some sense of loyalty as an officer serving under
him and that he didn't bring it to his attention in order to protect
him, Mr. McFarlane, that is.

Now, of course, Colonel North didn't work under you, did he?
Mr. ABRAMS. He did not.
Mr. LEON. Can you account for any reason why he didn't bring

these to your attention?
Mr. ABRAMS. Well-you know, I guess we should avoid making

conclusions before hearing his testimony.
Mr. LEON. Let me ask you this then. I don't want you to specu-

late, but would it be a fair conclusion to say he didn't bring it to
your attention because he knew if he had that you would have
brought it to the attention of the Secretary of State?

Mr. ABRAMS. I think there are a number of activities that we
have heard about recently which he did not tell me about and some
of them you have just enumerated, which I suspect nobody in the
Department of State, including me, was told about it because they
were not, it was meant that the Secretary not find out about them
and that we not find out about them.

Again, I would just caveat, I have read an awful lot about me in
the press and speculation, not just by journalists but by others,
which is wrong, which is dead wrong, some of it emerged in Mr.
Nield's questioning and I know it is dead wrong and I have wel-
comed and appreciated this opportunity to speak to some of these
and I want to wait before drawing conclusions. I want to hear form
Colonel North just as I have appreciated the opportunity to
present what I did.

Mr. LEON. Well, based on all of the things that he has clearly not
brought to your attention, and based on the fact that for three
weeks you went around testifying there was no U.S. Government
involvement, with his knowledge, and not bringing to your atten-
tion those facts, is there any reason for you to believe today that if
you had asked him those kinds of questions Mr. Belnick implied
you should have asked him that he, in fact, would have given you
those answers?

Mr. ABRAMS. I don't know.
Mr. LEON. Well, do you know this? If he had told you about all

those things from the outset, do you think you would be sitting
where you are sitting today-we would be sitting where we are sit-
ting today?

Mr. ABRAMS. No, sir.
Mr. LEON. No further questions, Mr. Chairman.
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Chairman INouYE. Without objection, exhibits designated as EA-
1 through, and including, EA-45, and exhibit EA-X, will be made
part of the record.

Senator Heflin.
Mr. HEFLIN. Mr. Abrams, would you like to stretch a little bit?
Mr. ABRAMS. It is up to you, Senator. I air. fine.
Mr. HEFLIN. First, I want to clear the air. Were you involved in

any way in the diversion of the arms sales to Iran?
Mr. ABRAMS. No, sir. I had absolutely no knowledge of that.
Mr. HEFLIN. Were you involved in any phase of the arms sale to

Iran?
Mr. ABRAMS. No, sir.
Mr. HEFLN. Did you have any knowledge of an arms sale occur-

ring to Iran?
Mr. ABRAMS. No, sir.
Mr. HEFLIN. You had no knowledge of any arms sales profits

going from the Iranian arms sales to the Contras?
Mr. ABRAMS. No, sir.
Mr. HEFLIN. All right, sir. You have been testifying all day, and I

think we all would admit that you have pretty good verbal skills. I
have observed over a period of time that the representatives of the
State Department who come before Congress seem to be well
schooled in the language or word dancing.

I don't know whether there is a school or anything there that
teaches the people in the State Department verbal skills.

Mr. ABRAMS. Senator, I have to tell you the truth. I am a lawyer
and that may be the problem.

Mr. HEFLIN. Well, you have observed the other people at the
State Department, I suppose.

Mr. ABRAMS. True.
Mr. HEFLIN. It is hard to get a straight answer, isn't it?
Mr. ABRAMS. Well, sometimes.
Mr. HEFLIN. Now, when you took over as Assistant Secretary, is

this when you had the discussion with Secretary Shultz concerning
monitoring of Mr. North?

Mr. ABRAMS. It came about 6 or 7 weeks after that.
Mr. HEFLIN. In other words, as I recall, you were confirmed

something like July of 1985, and in, say, August or Septemberyou
had a conversation with Secretary Shultz about monitoring r.
North?

Mr. ABRAMS. Yes, sir.
-Mr.-HEi-LiN-A-nid-! thhk you have- described it as-in that conver-

sation he led you to believe that he considered Mr. North to be a
loose cannon?

Mr. ABRAMS. Yes.
Mr. HEFLIN. All right, sir.
Now, at that time did you consider, as of that date, Colonel

North to be a loose cannon?
Mr. ABRAMS. No.
Mr. HEFLN. After that time did you at any time ever consider

Colonel North to be a loose cannon?
Mr. ABRAMS. No, sir.
Mr. HEUN. Did Secretary Shultz tell you to monitor any other

individual in the U.S. Government, other than Colonel North?
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Mr. ABRAMS. No.
Mr. HEFLIN. Did you ever-you have recited to us what you did

pertaining to monitoring. Did you ever report anything in writing
or on a communications device to Secretary Shultz concerning
Colonel North's activity that you would feel like that you should
report under the responsibility of monitoring?

Mr. ABRAMS. Orally.
Mr. HEFLIN. Only orally?
Mr. ABRAMS. Yes, only orally. I don't think in writing. He would

perhaps be mentioned in memos, but basically orally.
Mr. HEFLIN. In the Miami Herald article that has been referred

to previously, I believe dated April 30, 1986, in which you wrote a
memorandum to Mr. Abramowitz, did you at that time write any
memorandum to Secretary Shultz or give-talk to him about that
article that had appeared in the Miami Herald pertaining to Colo-
nel North's activity?

Mr. ABRAMS. No. I had occasion to speak to others in the Depart-
ment about some of the issues there, but not-I don't think to the
Secretary, you know.

There are notes of all my meetings with the Secretary, but I
would say, going from memory, the answer is no.

Mr. HEFLIN. Nothing in writing?
Mr. ABRAMS. I don't think so.
Mr. HEFUN. All right.
Now, relative to the airstrip and when you became knowledgea-

ble about that, did you become knowledgeable about some activity
of Colonel North pertaining to the air strip?

Mr. ABRAMS. No. What I was told was the benefactors, as we
called them, are building an air strip in Costa Rica, period. It
wasn't operating at that juncture. I think the idea was they were
going to build it or were building it. It wasn't in use. That was all I
knew about it.

Mr. HEFLN. During this time that you were-this 15 months-
well, it wasn't that long, I suppose, at thetime of the Meese disclo-
sure-

Mr. ABRAMS. It was 16 months.
Mr. HEFUN. During that period of time, did you think that there

was more than one private benefactor activity going on relative to
the resistance movement in Nicaragua, as it applied within Nicara-
gua itself?.

Mr. ABr-MAM. Yeb. I knew that-or thougnt i knew that General
Singlaub was involved, but it was never-it was clear he wasn't the
only person involved. There were people doing what you might call
humanitarian work. There were also people who were obviously
doing nonlethal aid to the Contras. One of them seemed to be Sing-
laub. There were others that we didn't know.

Mr. HFUIN. Did you discuss, with Colonel North, General Sing-
laub's activities?

Mr. ABRAMS. I don't think so. General Singlaub came directly to
me. I don't think I had occasion to do that.

Mr. HEMUN. Did you discuss with Colonel North any other activi-
ties pertaining to the other group, other than the Singlaub group
that you mentioned?
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Mr. ABRAMS. We discussed what was, in fact, coming out, if you
will, at the other end. That is, we needed to know about that. We
talked about that. We had CIA reporting on that. But that was
what was being delivered to the resistance, not the question of who
was delivering it.

Mr. HEFLIN. Now, Mr. Abrams--
Mr. ABRAMS. Excuse me for interrupting, Senator, but I posed

those questions, I believe, when I got that full day of briefings at
the CIA in the summer of 1985, before going out to-well, before
taking on this responsibility, and the CIA told me, as I recall it-
and there are documents as to what they knew at the time-that
the Contras were doing most of this, that is, that they were using
their individual and corporate connections to get contributions
from individuals and corporations here and in Europe.

Later I was told by the CIA that they could tell the name of a
European country from which shipments were coming, physically
coming to Central America, and that they knew there were some
bank accounts but they couldn't figure out whose accounts they
were.

So that was our state of knowledge.
Mr. HEFLIN. Is it fair to state that of your knowledge of people in

government, Colonel North was the most knowledgeable about the
Contra resistance in Nicaragua, of anybody in headquarters or in
Washington pertaining to government?

Mr. ABRAMS. I would say it was-there was a kind of a rough
parity between him and the Chief of the CIA task force.

Mr. HEFLIN. All right, sir.
Now, always evidence is subject to many interpretations and tes-

timony-oral, documentary, other things, or a combination of both.
But certainly your testimony today concerning your monitoring

of Colonel North as a responsibility imposed upon you by Secretary
Shultz, to in effect be his eyes and ears on North and to report to
him on activities concerning him, is that one interpretation that
you did it rather nonchalantly and not very aggressively. Another
interpretation would appear to be that when it came to Colonel
North, you could see no evil, hear no evil, speak no evil, and in-
quire of no evil concerning Colonel North.

Now, it comes down to a question of certainly there was not an
aggressive monitoring of Colonel North, in my judgment. Does this
then come to the-do you then reach a conclusion, and I'm going to
ask you whether or not you were trying to protect Colonel North

-from Secretary Shultz?
Mr. ABRAMS. No, sir. I would not agree with either of the two

theories that you expressed about the monitoring of Colonel North
for a couple of reasons.

First, because at along about the time that the Secretary suggest-
ed to me that I do this, Colonel North's superior, Mr. McFarlane,
assured everybody, particularly the Congress, that the kind of
thing the Secretary was probably worried about due to press re-
ports was not happening.

Secondly, in his dealings with me, Colonel North went through
channels. We talked about this idea, Mr. Belnick queried me on the
idea of taking territory in Nicaragua. He didn't do that. He raised
the issue. That was the right thing to do.
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When he wanted Ambassador Tambs to talk to President Arias,
he didn't call Tambs, he called me. My observation was that the
view of Colonel North as a loose cannon was not correct. I could
not see that in his behavior. And I dealt with _him regularly in the
RIG and out of it. I just did not-I thought that he had-a buWrap
on the part of many people in the U.S. Government, and I did not
think that-you know, let me put it positively. I thought that I
knew enough about his behavior to say that I was meeting my re-
sponsibilities.

Mr. HEFLN. Well, did you ever report that, that you thought-to
Secretary Shultz that Colonel North was getting a bum rap in his
being labeled a loose cannon?

Mr. ABRAMS. I think in conversations with the Secretary, I think
I did convey that, that I did not share the negative view.

As a matter of fact, there was one occasion-there was more
than one occasion. I remember one specific one where I said to the
Secretary, for example, Colonel North had done something. I don't
remember what it was. Maybe it was-I don't know what it was.
Maybe it was public speaking. But in any event, I complimented
him to the Secretary and said that he had been doing a very good
job. And I think I did convey to the Secretary that there are a lot
of people around who thought Colonel North was going outside of
channels and that from my observations of his behavior, that was
not fair.

Mr. HEFLIN. All right, sir.
Now, in the-under the legislation, humanitarian aid ended in

March of 1986. You testified at that time that the Contras had
great need. I believe you may have testified that you visited a
Contra camp.

Mr. ABRAMS. Yes, sir.
Mr. HEFMN. You thought they were in desperate need and that

there needed to be a bridge plan to provide humanitarian aid over
until the time that the Congress would vote the $100 million in hu-
manitarian and military aid.

At that particular time in the law was the authorization to the
State Department that they could solicit foreign governments for
humanitarian aid, and so you developed this idea of seeking a for-
eign government to solicit aid from-in order to carry out this
bridge.

Now, you told us about the fa at you went to _n t ral
American Task Force Chief and to Colonel North separately and
asked them for a bank account.

Now, it is my understanding that relative to these matters that
you have testified that as to Colonel North, you did not know
whether it was a new account or not. You just knew that he had
an account, but you did know that the CIA Task Force Chief had
created a new account.

Mr. ABRAMS. I thought they were both new accounts. I did not
really have any-I had no direct knowledge in either case.

Mr. H"'UN. Now-
Mr. ABRAMS. I should add I thought they were both UNO ac-

counts.
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Mr. HEFLIN. Now, the time in regards to these-that led to the
seeking of these-as I understand it now, you testified that you
went to Colonel North first and got the account number from him?

Mr. ABRAMS. This is just on the eve of Secretary Shultz's trip to
Brunei. I-had to have a number to give the Secretary for his trip.

Mr. HEFLIN. That is aroui--dt;ehe first of Ju-ne i986.---
Mr. ABRAMS. A little bit later. Maybe about mid-June. The Secre-

tary went on June 24.
Mr. HEFLIN. June, 1986. You had not asked the CIA task force at

that time?
Mr. ABRAMS. Correct.
Mr. HEFLN. You asked Colonel North; you didn't hear from him.

I believe you testified you went back to him, and he said it would
be no problem.

Do I understand you correctly to state that on that second visit,
where it would be no problem, he gave a number to his secretary;
she typed it out and gave it to you?

Mr. ABRAMS. That is my memory. That is right.
Mr. HEFLN. And that is your recollection.
Mr. ABRAMS. That is right.
And-she was copying something on an index card, which she

gave to me.
Mr. HEFUN. That would indicate that it was an existing account

rather than a new account, would it not?
Mr. ABRAMS. I wouldn't think so. It would indicate he had the

account number somewhere. He was keeping a copy of the account
number as well as giving me one.

This is also true in the case of the CIA Task Force Chief. That is,
he did not give me the only extant copy of the account number. He
kept a record for himself of what that account number was.

Mr. HEFLIN. Whether it be a new account or an old account, you
did not know any details about the account?

Mr. ABRAMS. In either case, right.
Mr. HEFUN. Did you not know who would sign the checks? You

did not know to whom statements would be sent? You did not know
whether it was a UNO account or what other account it was? You
didn't know?

Mr. ABRAMS. I thought it was a UNO account.
Mr. HEFUN. You thought it was a UNO?
Mr. ABRAMS. But not through direct knowledge. That is right.
Mr. HEFLIN. You then gave that to the Secretary of State. He

went to Brunei He came back. He did not discuss with officials in
Brunei. It came back that that account number, Which is an exhib-
it here, has a notation that on June 30th Mr. Platt puts it in a safe,
saying it has been returned to him from Secretary Shultz?

Mr. ABRAMS. Right.
Mr. HEFUN. Now, that is on the 30th of June. Then when do you

go to the CIA Chief to ask for a bank account?
Mr. ABRAMS. Either late July or early August. That is to say,

something like 4 weeks later, probably.
Mr. HEFLIN. Was there any reason in the meantime-had it

come to your attention that there was anything about the bank ac-
count that Colonel North had given you that, therefore, you ought
to seek advice from another source?
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Mr. ABRAMS. No.
Mr. HFLIN. So, you went to the CIA, and he gave you-told you

that he would set up an account; is that correct?
Mr. ABRAMS. Well, that he would pass a message to some people

inAINO and say tohem1"rhyxon tyou--go-and-set-up-an-ae-
count?"

Mr. HEFLIN. He would pass a message to the people in Brunei?
Mr. ABRAMS. UNO-United Nicaraguan Opposition, sir.
Mr. HEFMN. Did he then report back to you that an account had

been created in Panama?
Mr. ABRAMS. He reported back to me that an account had been

created, and I don't remember the country.
Mr. HEFLN. But he did report it back to you that it had been

created?
Mr. ABRAMS. Yes. And it was not Europe. It was someplace in

the Caribbean area.
Mr. HEFLN. I am wondering why-why you went to the-went to

the CIA Chief relative to this account when you already had one
and its secretary had taken it with him and it had been returned.
Do yOu have an explanation?

Mr. ABRAMS. No. I have talked about this, for example, with Mr.
Hill to try to see if he can recall or reconstruct from his notes any-
thing I might have said to him. As I think I said before, the best I
can do is perhaps the notion that I had discussed this with the
Task Force Chief and raised with him facts of this situation. He
said well, you need an account and here is a way that this should
be done, and I did not want to discourage him from doing it be-
cause I did not tell him that there was another account.

Mr. HEFMN. You have this account and you went to Mr. Hill and
discussed it and you testified previously, I believe, that you wanted
a clean account. Well, how could you determine which was cleaner,
the North account or the CIA Task Force account?

Mr. ABRAMS. You could not determine it. What we thought about
and talked about on the plane was the idea that-two things. First,
this question that you might call turf fighting of wanting to have a
greater State Department role than CIA role. That was one reason
not to use a link that had been in any sense created for us with the
assistance of the CIA. The other was the point that you advert to.

Mr. HEFLN. Well, you are in a state of legality now. The Boland
amendment has been changed. You have the authority to solicit
funds from a foreign country.

Mr.~ ~ ~ & WBt~s ItO as 'ft& egait. it was a kind of bureaucrat-
ic point. That is that we were trying to exert our influence over the
program rather than having the CIA continue to exert what had at
one time been its total influence over the program.

The other thing was this idea that surely the CIA had lots of ac-
counts and probably the NSC account was-NSC account, the ac-
count set up by Colonel North was not connected with any other
account. It had been set up by Contras with no connection to an-
other account or that was more likely. Anyway, so it seemed to us.

Mr. HEFLm. Is it fair to say that you wanted a separate account
where there would be no commingling of funds from other sources?

Mr. ABRAMS. Yes sir. That was how we could best track the
drawing down of the $10 million.
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Mr. HEFLIN. Now, you had the responsibility of setting up the
disbursement of the money that you got from Brunei?

Mr. ABRAMS. Right.
Mr. HEFLN. You had observed the problems that the NHOA,

Duemling, had with his problems. You had gone through that.
When you set up-took the bank-account and you took-it to
London to get it, did you have any conceivable idea of the account-
ability that you would have pertaining to this account number that
you gave to Brunei?

Mr. ABRAMS. Yes. We were going to demand-I was going to
demand documented vouchers-I guess vouchers is the best word-
for each expenditure for that account.

Mr. HEFLIN. You were going to demand it. At that time when
you were going to give it Brunei, did you know who signed the
checks?

Mr. ABRAMS. I did not know who the signatory to the account
was at that time, for either account.

Mr. HEFLIN. In other words, you had not attempted to have any
knowledge whatsoever of that account?

Mr. ABRAMS. Not at that point, because at that point we didn't
know whether we had any money. Ultimately, we never got any
money. That was something I intended to-you know, you cross
that bridge when you come to it, and we never came to it.

Mr. HEFLIN. You were charged in the dealing with Brunei, under
the law, that the solicitation could be made only for humanitarian
purposes. And you would be charged with the responsibility under
the bank account of seeing it-that it would be used only for hu-
manitarian purposes?

Mr. ABRAMS. Correct.
Mr. HEFLN. What steps did you take to see that none of the

funds if they came from Brunei would have been used for any lethal
purposes? What steps did you take to see that that would not occur?

Mr. ABRAMS. Senator, there was no money, so we never imple-
mented any system for seeing to that. The system was to be imple-
mented when the money arrived, which it never did. The system
was to be-to require documentary evidence of the purchases for
every purchase made. Actual bills for every purchase made. That is
essentially what NHAO did.

Mr. HEFLIN. This is in August. This is August 8th when you so-
licited in London? The funds ended March 30?

Mr. ABRAMS. Right.
Mr. HEFLIN. That period of time goes on through there in which

there had been delays and so you decide that you will wait until
after the money gets into the bank account before you will estab-
lish any procedure pertaining to the protection against lethal use
or any procedure pertaining to accountability; is that correct?

Mr. ABRAMS. Until the money came in. I would just say the
money didn't actually run out on March 30. The obligational au-
thority ran out. The pipeline began to run down.

Mr. HEFLIN. The pipeline? How many months are we dealing
with here? To me this is another most unusual thing is that from
August until December when that account is there with the Con.-
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tras desperately needing funds, that there is a terrible lot of inac-
tion on your part.

Mr. ABRAMS. First of all, Senator, after mid-October, their need
for funds was well reduced by the fact that $100 million was finally
approved: In the interim, we were in contact with the Government

.... . of Brunei. I was in contact with Colonel North trying at both ends
to determine what was going on.

But we did not-to me, the vouchering system was extremely
simple. It was to demand bills for every expenditure made.

Mr. HEFLIN. In other words, you just had complete trust in
Oliver North?

Mr. ABRAMS. Yes, sir.
Mr. HEFLIN. Mr. Abrams, I think there is a reasonable interpre-

tation, and I am sure there are others, that there is something
about your relationship with Oliver North that you want to hide.

Mr. ABRAMS. No, sir.
Mr. HEFLIN. Going back through the monitoring, the selection of

the bank account, all of these affairs, they point to an interpreta-
tion and other interpretations that there is a relationship that you
have with Oliver North that you do not want to fully disclose.

Mr. ABRAMS. Senator, I didn't choose Mr. North. I came to this
job and to the interagency process and there he was and he dealt
with my predecessor and he dealt with me, and I dealt with him as
a colleague, as a close colleague and with complete trust in what
he was doing as I did with other colleagues who attended that
meeting and were closely involved in this program.

When I needed to, I commented on him to the Secretary. The
fact that this account had been set up, I thought by the Contras,
was conveyed to Mr. Hill, who was the usual way of conveying in-
formation to the Secretary.

There was no attempt to withhold that information whatsoever,
and there was-what I had with Colonel North was a relationship
that the Assistant Secretary of State for Inter-American Affairs has
with what you might call the point man on Central America for
the National Security Council, and I had a similar relationship and
continue to have one with the point man for the Central Intelli-
gence Agency.

Mr. HEFLIN. Well, as I state, of course, that is one interpretation.
I am sure there are other interpretations.

Thank you. I see my time is up.
Chairman INOUYE. Thank you very much.
Chairman Hamilton has a special announcement to make.
Chairman HAMILTON. Mr. Chairman, during the examination of

Secretary Abrams by Mr. Nields, Mr. Nields stated that Paul
Handley worked for Larry Speakes at the White House. I am in-
formed that, in fact, Mr. Handley, who is a Navy Commander and
Public Affairs Officer who served on detail to the NSC, that he
worked for the National Security Adviser, and that at no time did
he work for Larry Speakes.

Chairman INOUYE. Thank you very much.
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The hearing will stand in recess until 9:00 o'clock tomorrow
morning. At that time Congressman Broomfield will resume the
questioning.

[Whereupon, at 5:25 p.m., the Select Committees recessed to
reconvene at 9:00 a.m., Wednesday, June 3, 1987.]
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CONTINUED TESTIMONY OF ELLIOTT ABRAMS, FROM JUNE 2
Chairman INouY.. The hearing will please come to order.
Congressman Broomfield.
Mr. BROOMFIELD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Good morning, Mr. Secretary.
Mr. ABRAMS. Good morning.
Mr. BROOMFIELD. Mr. Secretary, you have worked long and hard

to advance U.S. interests, not only in Nicaragua, but throughout
Latin America.

I want you to know your public service is valued and appreciat-
ed.

I have had the distinct opportunity, I guess, of working with you
right from the beginning of your service with the State Depart-
ment, and I know that Members who have served on our Foreign
Affairs Committee respect you highly.

Mr. ABRAMS. Thank you.
Mr. BROOMFIELD. You are a man of integrity and dedication and

loyalty.
My questions concern two specific areas, and I believe important

subjects. The first subject is in keeping Congress informed of im-
portant State Department activities.

The second one is the aid to the Nicaraguan Resistance.
At any point on informing Congress before the Iran-Contra inves-

tigation started in November of 1986, did you have a legal obliga-
(113)
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tion to come forward to inform Congress of the solicitation of hu-
manitarian aid from the country of Brunei?

Mr. ABRAMS. I don't believe so, Mr. Broomfield.
Mr. BROOMFIELD. On the Brunei solicitation, and I know you

have been asked many questions on this subject, but yesterday you
testified that you had been authorized to talk about it.

What were Secretary of State Shultz's instructions to you about
maintaining the confidentiality of the fact that you solicited funds
from Brunei?

Mr. ABRAMS. As i recall, when I spoke to the government of
Brunei officials-by the way, never the Sultan; I have never
spoken to or met the Sultan-one of their first requests was confi-
dentiality, and he guaranteed that.

As I remember the guidance from Secretary Shultz, it was to
maintain absolute confidentiality. We told no one in my Bureau.
We kept it unbelievably tight within the Department of State and,
as I recall, it was clear that I was not to report this to Congress.

We did not view it as intelligence activity. It was not an intelli-
gence activity. It was a diplomatic activity of which the State De-
partment-which the State Department had undertaken and it was
felt by those with whom I discussed it that I was right in saying
that I should not report it to the Congress unless I had his explicit
authorization to do so and that I did have to go back to him.

Mr. BROOMFIELD. Did you understand the Secretary's instruction
to keep the Brunei solicitation confidential to mean that even if
the solicitation was successful and the money actually went to the
Contras, the Congress would never be told of it?

Mr. ABRAMS. We never actually discussed the question of wheth-
er we would have disclosed it had the money come in and started
to be spent. But it was clear to me that in this initial period of ne-
gotiation or I guess should say the initial solicitation of the govern-
ment of Brunei, that we were not going to report it to Congress.
We never actually crossed that bridge.

Mr. BROOMFIELD. Apart from the Brunei solicitation and during
your State Department service, have you ever received an instruc-
tion to maintain confidentiality about any particular information
which you understood to mean that you could never tell Congress
that information?

Mr. ABRAMS. No.
Mr. BROOMFIELD. Section 15(b) of the State Department's Basic

Authorities Act states in part, "The Department of State shall
keep the Committee of Foreign Relations of the Senate and the
Committee of Foreign Affairs of the House of Representatives fully
and currently informed with respect to all activities and responsi-
bilities within the jurisdiction of these committees."

Those committees have jurisdiction of U.S. foreign affairs and di-
plomacy.

Were you aware of this statute that requires the Department of
State to keep the Foreign Affairs Committees fully and currently
informed of the department's activities?

Mr. ABRAMS. I was not aware of that statute.
Mr. BROOMFIELD. In the context of the Brunei solicitation, do you

believe that the Department of State fully complied with the statu-
tory duty?
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Mr. ABRAMS. I guess I would want Judge Sofaer's view of that. I
would be disinclined to interpret that statute to mean that the de-
partment must report on every single activity which it undertakes,
in part because there are too many.

It cannot really mean that. Some of the activities which we are
involved in are activities which are only reported to the Intelli-
gence Committees and that is by agreement with the Congress, is
that some activities are reported to intelligence rather than to For-
eign Affairs, so I really don't know as a matter of law what the
answer to that is.

Mr. BROOMFIELD. We understand the Brunei solicitation was to-
tally legal, but as a general matter, should the United States ask
foreign countries to fund achievement of U.S. foreign policy when
the U.S. Congress has failed to provide funds given that a solicited
foreign country is bound, in my judgment, to expect something in
return at some point, even if it wasn t promised?

Mr. ABRAMS. I have to tell you that I think it is shameful for the
United States to be going around rattling a tin cup. I think it is
shameful. I did it because the Contras were as far as I knew starv-
ing. They were in debt on buying food, they were cutting back ra-
tions. I had it in my legal power, with the approval of the Presi-
dent and the Secretary, to get them food and medicine and clothing
and it would have been immoral in my view to have failed to use
that authority, but it is a practice that I think is awful.

Mr. DROOMFIELD. We are not only examining today the wisdom of
the administration's actions here, we should also exaine the -
wisdom of the stop-start policies of Congress. As you stated in your
opening remarks, and I found them extremely interesting, to note
that the same Congress that put restrictions on Contra aid also
condemned in statute the Nicaraguan Communists and said that
the United States had a special responsibility on that matter.

How difficult was it to manage an effective foreign policy toward
Nicaragua when Congress was radically changing the laws of the
Contra aid every few months?

Mr. ABRAMS. It is very, very hard. It is really almost impossible.
For one thing you are dealing with sovereign states in the area,
and you are also dealing with the Nicaraguan Resistance and their
lives are on the line.

In the long run that is true for El Salvador, Honduras, Costa
Rica, Guatemala, as well. They want to know what our policy is.
They ask you-they ask me. They say I know what you think and
what the President thinks and what the Secretary thinks-is that
the position of the U.S. Government?

You have two policies. We have visitors from Congress who will
tell us that the policy will change in a matter of weeks or months;
therefore, they really don't rely on what the President and the sec-
retary tell them. They feel that they are hard-pressed to rely on
that. For those in the field who are trying to implement this policy
at the grand level, it is impossible. It is just impossible.

Mr. BROOMFIELD. What can be done to change that?
Mr. FASCELL. Get rid of Congress.
Mr. ABRAMS. I don't know the answer to that. I think that we

are in an area which is built into the Constitution. One of the
greatest scholars of the Constitution, Edward S. Corvin, wrote that
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the Constitution is an invitation to constant struggle over foreign
policy, so we struggle. The executive struggles with the legislative
and policy changes. Foreign governments, they come to understand
that that is one of the problems of our system. It is built into the
system and we just have to try to cope with it.

Mr. BROOMFIELD. It obviously has been going on for a long time.
It's not only this administration, you can go back over many ad-
ministrations have had the same difficulty in working out foreign
policy with Congress. I think one of the important things is to try
to rebuild trust, and I think the experience that you went through
with the Senate Intelligence Committee, I felt for you yesterday.
You indicated that was one of the worst days you have spent with
the State Department.

But there is something that has got to be done to start rebuilding
so there is trust between the Congress and the administration. One
of the things I keep recommending is that we have a single Intelli-
gence Committee, in other words, composed of members of both the
House and Senate to cut down on the number of appearances that
people like in your capacity would have to appear.

I was amazed that you indicated in a little over a year and a half
you have made 60 appearances before congressional committees.
How do you feel about that?

Mr. ABRAMS. I think it is the right thing to do. Those 60 appear-
ances don't count the innumerable one-on-one meetings and small
group meetings with members of Congress over that period as well.
What we do now, for example, is I-and the task force from the
CIA do a biweekly briefing of the Senate Intelligence Committee at
their request.

In an effort to deal with what you are talking about, I think it is
fair to say right now that we have briefed that committee on every-
thing that might happen under the Contra program and that noth-
ing that could happen would be a surprise to that committee. I
think this is the way we really should be doing it.

Mr. BROOMFIELD. The statute by which Congress approved the
current U.S. program granting $100 million in aid to the Nicara-
guan Resistance says that the Department of State is responsible
for policy guidance, coordination and supervision of all U.S. Gov-
ernment activities under the program.

What is the Department of State doing to make sure that the
hundred million is spent for exactly what Congress authorized and
that all of the U.S. personnel complied with the law?

Mr. ABRAMS. That is a very important provision of law. That is
absolutely in my experience unique and anomalous. It says that
the State Department is supposed to supervise not only CIA and
DOD, but NSC, the White House. I know of no other situation in
which we actually are supposed to do that. We try to do that.

We have under a National Security Decision Directive of the
President a formal interagency group which I chair. We have a
formal senior interagency group chaired by Under Secretary of
State Armocost, which we meet in theory at least once a week.
They meet probably once a month, reporting at intervals to the
NSC or the NSPG. In our interagency group we now include-be-
cause the Tower Commission, I think, correctly suggested this-we
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now include a representative of the legal advisers office at every
meeting.

We have also decided to include a representative of OMB at
every meeting really going to the questions of management, legali-
ty, administration, how the program functions as opposed to the
policy aspects of it. I mentioned yesterday that I had one briefing
of the secretary on Latin American affairs per week. I now have
two.

We have doubled it because he wants to be in closer touch with
the functioning of the program. We have also been more assertive
in our dealings, frankly, with the CIA. In areas where I think
before this bill was passed I would have said, "Look, X or Y is their
business." There are now areas where I will say, "I'm sorry, we are
supposed to supervise this," and if we don't get what I consider to
be the right answer at the interagency group level we go to the
senior level or we go to the Secretary.

Mr. BROOMFIELD. Are you confident that you would detect misbe-
havior by U.S. Government personnel with the current safeguards
under the Nicaraguan Resistance program?

Mr. ABRAMS. I am not fully confident because you can probably
detect some misbehavior. You can probably detect deliberate misbe-
havior that people don't try to hide. If people are misbehaving and
are trying very hard to hide it, sooner or later you may find it out,
but it may take a long time, and there have been acts which you
would call misbehavior since this program began which have come
to light and which, I believe, have been reported to the Intelligence
Committee.

Mr. BROOMFIELD. Do the Senate and House Intelligence Commit-
tees meet regularly with you to oversee your activities under the
current $100 million U.S. program?

Mr. ABRAMS. The Senate Intelligence Committee, really the
Senate Intelligence Committee staff meets with us on a biweekly
basis, the House Committee on a less regular basis.

Mr. BROOMFIELD. Does the Nicaraguan Resistance currently have
any sources of funding for its military activities, whether from pri-
vate sources or from foreign government sources, other than the
$100 million provided by the U.S. program?

Mr. ABRAMS. One thing I have learned over the last year is to
answer that question, not to my knowledge.

Mr. BROOMFIELD. A private contributor testified that Colonel
North told him that the U.S. Government had this secret plan that
provided for the U.S. Navy to blockade Nicaragua, for the Nicaraguan
Resistance to seize and hold some territory in Nicaragua, for the U.S.
Government to recognize the resistance as the new government of
Nicaragua.

I want to ask you really straightforward, is that now, or has it
ever been, a U. S. Government plan for Nicaragua, or was that
something that was drummed up by Lt. Col. Oliver North?

Mr. ABRAMS. That is not now, nor was it ever U.S. policy. It is
true as the Tower Commission, I think, reported that Colonel
North had that plan, but the plan-when he asked around about it
in the interagency process, the plan was rejected.

Mr. BROOMFIELD. I would like to ask you one final question. You
have gone through an awful lot, and I am just happy to see that
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your day of reckoning came today, in the last couple of days, so you
can get off your chest how you feel about a lot things.

You have had to wait a lot, and there has been a lot in the press
about who is guilty and who is not guilty. But as you reflect back
over the last 15 or 16 months since you assumed Assistant Secre-
tary for Inter-American Affairs, do you have any regrets or any
feelings if you could live the last 15 months over, what would you
do?

Mr. ABRAMS. How much time do I have?
Mr. BROOMFIELD. As much as you want.
Mr. ABRAMS. The first thing that comes to mind is quite obvious-

ly November 25, 1986, that is to say the much discussed Intelli-
gence Committee testimony, which was bad testimony. That is to
say I went in there in a bind feeling that I could not be fully
candid with the committee, and that is why I went back to the
committee and apologized to the committee. That is the first thing
that comes to mind.

I guess more generally, I think that I have regrets about the way
in which the policy was managed, but they are not personal re-
grets.

They are regrets really more about the activities of the executive
branch, and of the legislative branch, in that over this period we
couldn't come to a better agreement. This policy in Central Amer-
ica, which is in our view so crucial to our national security, has
become so hotly controversial that it really proved impossible to
achieve a legislative scheme that we felt was one under which it is
possible for people at the ground level to do a decent job, and it
really caught people at that level in a bind, unfairly, I think.

So I wish in a sense that we could rerun that and try to achieve
a better consensus between the administration and Congress.

Whether we could do so, I don't know.
Mr. BROOMFIELD. Don't you think another area would be that

having the programs and policy run under the normal process,
rather than have them coordinated by some person in the national
security business?

Mr. ABRAMS. No. As I said, it is not in a sense a personal regret
for something I did.

But there is no question that one of the central lessons we learned
from this experience is that we have these institutions, essentially
three, the DOD, Central Intelligence Agency and the State Depart-
ment and our national security policy should be implemented
through those agencies.

It should not be implemented through the National Security
Council staff. It should not be implemented through private citi-
zens. It should not be implemented by going to foreign govern-
ments and asking them for money. That is not the way to a great
nation should run its foreign policy.

Mr. BROOMFIELD. In your context, since these hearings have been
going on, what do you detect from countries that you have jurisdic-
tion over? Have these hearings had an adverse impact on them, are
they curious where we are going to go as far as our policy in Cen-
tral America?

Mr. ABRAMS. They have had one beneficial impact, which is that
the government has utterly ground to a halt in Managua. All they
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do is watch these hearings. CNN is available, I don't mean to give
a plug, but it is available throughout the Caribbean Basin. I think
that they have, I know that they have because we have cable traf-
fic on this, upset a number of our allies in the region-it is not-
the fact that we hold the hearings. It is the fact that America is so
much at odds with, itself, that the policy of support for them, not
just for the resistance, but for them, for countries like El Salvador,
is becoming more and more controversial, and it scares them.

Mr. BROOMFIELD. Well, there are still a lot of questions, obvious-
ly, to be asked about the situation. I regret to see how this has de-
veloped, because I think this cloud that hangs over the administra-
tion until we get this investigation over, I am quite disturbed at
the indication that maybe the independent counsel now is trying to
put off Oliver North from appearing for a while.

I think that is regrettable. I think the most important thing that
we can do for our country is to have these hearings move right
along, and until we get the principal witnesses, North and Poin-
dexter here, I think we are not going to know all the answers.

I want to compliment you for your candidness before this com-
mittee. You have been very forthright. I hope from now on you
don't have to be a major English person to understand what you
are talking about, because I do believe you, and I thank you very
much for your appearance.

Mr. Abrams, thank you.
Chairman INOUYE. Senator Cohen?
Mr. CO$EN. Mr. Chairman, it has been suggested that some

members of this committee have become too prosecutorial during
the course of these proceedings. I would like to offer just a few
comments concerning this.

I would say that it is not our function to either prosecute wit-
nesses or to defend them, but to try and determine as objectively as
we can what the facts are, and where the truth lies, which seems
to me now to be buried under layers of contradictions, misrepresen-
tations and deliberate deceptions.

I might say that this is not the forum to debate the merits of the
Contra aid program, whether it occupies a high or low ground, that
something that belongs to the Foreign Affairs and Foreign Rela-
tions Committees, the full House and Senate, and ultimately the
country.

For me, the hearings should have three essential purposes.
Number one, to determine whether the administration in carrying
out a covert action to sell arms to Iran at prices that were inflated
by middlemen who may or may not have been agents of the U.S.
Government violated our laws by diverting a portion of these pro-
ceeds to the Contras at a time when U.S. aid was prohibited.

Secondly, whether in its desire to hold "the heart and soul" of
the Contra aid program together, the administration officials either
improperly solicited funds or actively aided the Contras at a time
when that aid was prohibited by Congress.

But, thirdly, and for me most importantly, we have to determine
what are the policy implications for this country if it turns to pri-
vate individuals or foreign countries to carry out on a covert basis
what the Congress and the country have-openly rejected.
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What does it mean, for example, when our government believes
it must act in the shadows using code words and whispers and for-
eign capital, Swiss bank accounts and profiteers and mercenaries
to carry out its objectives.

How we conduct the Nation's business is as crucial as why we
are conducting it, because our motives may be high, but the tactics
might be low or lawless, and the means for me at least are more
important than the motives.

Secondly, I point out that we have tremendous power in these
hearings to call our colleagues or witnesses before us, citizens to
give testimony under oath, and that power should not be abused by
us. I think that innocent actions or ambiguous statements, when
placed under a microscope or magnifying glass, can look like naked
lies running around looking for fig leaves.

So, I think we have to take care not to abuse this power. What is
of equal concern to me is how misrepresentations, crucial omissions
and deliberate deceptions have been encouraged to masquerade as
truths before congressional committees.

Since last December, I have been dismayed to listen to a string of
witnesses who suffer from either accommodating amnesia, bland
indifference or deliberate ignorance about a program of fundamen-
tal importance to this administration. Congress, I think, as Con-
gressman Broomfield has pointed out, we have to bear a measure
of responsibility for lack of consistency in recognizing the threat
that the Sandinistas pose.

But Congress cannot be a partner in sustaining a consistent for-
eign policy when it is either not being informed by the administra-
tion or being deliberately misinformed.

As was said by Mr. Abrams, foreign countries don't know what
our policy is. I would suggest Congress also doesn't know what the
foreign policy is because it kept shifting from week to week or
month to month.

I would like to begin, Mr. Abrams, by pointing out that yesterday
you indicated that on November 25, when you appeared before the
Intelligence Committee, you were not under oath at that time.

Correct?
Mr. ABRAMS. Yes.
Mr. COHEN. You mentioned that yesterday. It doesn't make a dif-

ference to you whether you are under oath when you appear before
the Intelligence Committee, does it?

Mr. ABRAMS. No, it does not.
Mr. COHEN. The same is true when you appear before the nation-

al television programs. You would apply the same standard?
Mr. ABRAMS. Sure.
Mr. COHEN. You would agree it is not the oath that makes the

person credible, but the person that makes the oath reliable.
Mr. ABRAMS. Well said.
Mr. COHEN. During the course of the Evans-Novak program, I

want to quote from something they said about your appearancethat day. "Mr. Evans said, "I don't know whether Secretary of State for

Latin America is taking lessons in how to be cool under fire or
couth under fire, but I gave him the worst pummeling I could. I
really tried to get in there. Of course, you were rather aggressive
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yourself-" meaning Mr. Novak-"we didn't get anywhere in bend-
ing him out of his position that the U.S. Government in no way,
shape or form had nothing in any way, guidance, organizational
orders, et cetera, to do with this unfortunate, this tragic case."

Mr. Novak said the following, "You know, I have seen a lot of
coverups in this town and we both may end up with egg on our
face before the week is over, and this is all an elaborate lie, but
this doesn't look like a coverup, and it doesn't because there is no
equivocation. He says it doesn't come from the U.S. military base. He
says these companies are not CIA companies. The so-called Max
Gomez, the CIA operative supposedly hired by the CIA or Vice
President Bush, doesn't even exist. No, no, no, he says."

What is troubling about their analysis of your testimony or ap-
pearance that day is the fact that there is no equivocation. You are
wrong at the top of your lungs in this particular interview as you
were before the Intelligence Committees.

Mr. Gomez, for example, you told them you didn't know who he
was. Who did you ask about Mr. Gomez?

Mr. ABRAMS. I would have to take a look at the transcript.
Mr. COHEN. Do you know who Max Gomez is?
Mr. ABRAMS. I know now who he is. I never met him.
Mr. COHEN. Did you ask anybody about it? When they asked you

a question, for example, Max Gomez theoretically has been hired
or allegedly been hired by Vice President Bush's office? Did you go
to anyone in Bush's office?

Mr. ABRAMS. I have to see what question I was asked. I would
tell you for one thing I have never met Mr. Gomez, and before this
whole thing broke-let's use the name Gomez. I was unaware of
the fact that there was such a person present in El Salvador.

He went to El Salvador for wholly legitimate purposes, I under-
stand, long before I came to this bureau.

Mr. COHEN. They asked you a question about Gomez and your
answer is in exhibit 25, page 4153. "I first heard about it on Friday
morning as well. I can say first of all there is no Max Gomez."

How did you know that?
Mr. ABRAMS. Because I knew that-I knew by then that, in fact,

this was an assumed name.
Mr. COHEN. Why didn't you say so? Why did you lead Evans &

Novak to believe there was no Max Gomez?
Mr. ABRAMS. Oh, I didn't think I--
Mr. COHEN. You didn't?
Mr. ABRAMS. Come on. Come on. I can say, first, there is no Max

Gomez. Whoever that gentleman is, he isn't named Max Gomez. I
don't think I left them with the impression there was no person,
but rather the name was wrong.

I don't think that is fair, Senator. I don't think they had that
misimpression.

Mr. COHEN. You don't think they had that misimpression?
Mr. ABRAMS. There was a mai whose real name was not Max

Gomez and that is true.
Mr. COHEN. In their conclusion, they said the following--

75-542 - 88 - 5
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Mr. ABRAMS. So we need, first of all, to find out who he is. Now
that obviously indicates there is a man.

Mr. COHEN. Did you try to find out who he was?
Mr. ABRAMS. I knew at that point, I believe by then, what his

real name was. He was using a cover name for reasons I assume
having to do with security.

It was not my place on a public TV show to give what his real
name was if it wasn't in the press already. I don't recall the date of
this.

Mr. COHEN. What you are saying is you knew who Max Gomez
was, but you ducked the issue there by saying "Well, we'll have to
find out who the gentleman really is?"

Mr. ABRAMS. Wait a minute. Wait a minute.
"Do you know anything about Don Gregg had hired this Max

Gomez who Hasenfus described as a CIA agent. Do you know any-
thing about that?"

"Not a lot. I first heard about it on Friday morning as well. I can
say, first of all, there is no Max Gomez. Whoever that gentleman
is, he certainly isn't named Max Gomez. So we need first of all to
find out who he is.

"Secondly, I know nothing about--"
Mr. COHEN. Stop there. We need to find out who he is. You knew

who he was.
Mr. ABRAMS. I think probably by then I knew what his real

name was. They may not have known, and I was not at liberty, I
felt, to disclose it on a TV show and I don't think that is mislead-
ing at all.

I did not tell them there was no person who existed.
Mr. COHEN. Well, then, their statement that the-"Max Gomez

doesn't even exist. No, no, no. They were-unfortunately, they had a
misimpression.

Mr. ABRAMS. That is OK, but they didn't get it from that lan-
guage which indicates quite clearly, Ithink, that there was such a
person, and that the name was not Max Gomez. And that is true.

Mr. COHEN. That is technically true. There is no Maz Gomez; just
as there is no Mr. Kenilworth, right?

Mr. ABRAMS. I don't think that is a fair comment, Senator. It is
not technically true; it is true. I didn't know a lot about this. I
never met the guy, didn't know he was in El Salvador. I was one of
the people finding out about it.

I said one thing's for sure, I know that his name is not Max
Gomez.

Mr. COHEN. Is that what you said in this interview?
Mr. ABRAMS. I think that is what I said. I remember when this

first broke being told by somebody, probably CIA, that Max Gomez
was not a real name.

Mr. COHEN. OK.
Well, during the rest of the interview, I also found problems with

it frankly because you cite both the chairman and the vice chair-
man of the Intelligence Committee as corroborating your, not your
testimony, but at least your appearance that day. You said the-

Mr. ABRAMS. Where are you?
Mr. COHEN. "Chairmen, one Democrat, one Republican, have said

this is not in any sense a CIA operation."
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The same document, 4155: I don't think there is any dispute. You
have said it on three different occasions in this interview. "I take
great comfort in the fact that the intelligence committee members
I speak to would be in complete agreement there is no U.S. Govern-
ment involvement."

And what troubles me as a member of that committee is, first,
Congress is deceived and then that deception is used to corroborate
statements by other members of the administration. That appar-
ently is what occurred here.

You cite the Intelligence Committee as saying you see, the Re-
publican and Democrat, both agree there is no U.S. Government in-
volvement here and you now realize that you were not told the
truth and, therefore, you are holding us out as corroborating your
statement.

Mr. ABRAMS. You are in an interview that is probably the 10th
or 11th of October.

Mr. COHEN. Yes. That is right.
Mr. ABRAMS. In which the state of knowledge of the Intelligence

Committee was roughly the same as mine. I suspect.
Mr. COHEN. We were misled.
Mr. ABRAMS. No. Wait a minute. The state of my knowledge and

yours at that time was probably--
Mr. COHEN. The same.
Mr. ABRAMS. Roughly the same.
Mr. COHEN. We were both misled.
Mr. ABRAMS. With respect to this Hasenfus thing, I was confi-

dent that this was not a CIA operation, probably by then I had al-
ready testified. I think you knew if you knew it because the Deputy
Director for Operations of the Central Intelligence Agency had cat-
egorically stated, sitting next to me in a couple of hearings, that
this was not a CIA operation.

So if you feel that somebody told you that and you could rely on
it, you ought to talk about that testimony.

Mr. COHEN. Right.
Mr. ABRAMS. Which is probably authoritative testimony.
Mr. COHEN. Would you say that testimony was accurate that was

given to us?
Mr. ABRAMS. We now know it was not accurate.
Mr. COHEN. So, we were both misled. That is what I said in the

first place. Right.
Mr. ABRAMS. I think that is fair.
Mr. COHEN. OK. Let's go to the Tower Board testimony you gave.

With reference to General Singlaub, you told the Tower Board, and
I want to refer to page B-125, you were asked about Singlaub's ef-
forts to solicit funds for the Contras. "We in the department never
made an solicitation, other solicitations, for anything from
anyone. One time this summer, I would say, General Singlaub
called me from Asia and said 'I can get some aid for the Contras
through me if you'll just sort of let the foreign government know-
just tell their Ambassador, I don't remember -- "

Mr. ABRAMS. Where are you, sir?
Mr. COHEN. B-125.
Mr. ABRAMs. What is the date?
Mr. COHEN. This is the Tower Board.
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Mr. ABRAMS. But there are-I see, you are reading from thereport.Mr. COHEN. Let me summarize it, and I will give you the docu-

ment if you would like.
You responded to the Tower Board, and they asked you about

Singlaub's efforts to solicit funds from Countries Number Three
and Five. You said that "I said I can't do that. It is just not right. I
can't do that."

Do you recall that testimony?
Mr. ABRAMS. Yes.
Mr. COHEN. The problem I have with that categorical statement,

once again, it's just not right. Is that the implication there is some
sort of moral balance going on? What is right and what is wrong?
It is not right for General Singlaub to get this nod from me. It is
just not right. That, in fact, doesn't comport with what all the doc-
uments being furnished to you by your direct subordinate, Mr.
Melton, seem to indicate. What they indicate is that the timing
wasn't right. Tell Singlaub the timing is wrong, that he is in
danger of jeopardizing this sophisticated strategy that we have for
getting the President's program through the Congress.

Mr. ABRAMS. Have you read Mr. Melton's deposition, sir?
Mr. COHEN. I have read all the documents that were submitted to

you.
Mr. ABRAMS. Senator, he has been deposed by this committee. He

has stated in full, under oath, his view of all of that, and I think it
is a little bit unfair, frankly, but I can tell you that I have read it
because the committee was kind enough to make it available to me.

I think you will find, when you read it, that Mr. Melton, not
knowing what I testified under oath, a career Foreign Service offi-
cer has a little bit of a different recollection of it in which his recol-
lection is really is, as was mine, that we were really saying to Gen-
eral Singlaub, a man for whom I have had and always have had
the utmost respect and admiration, that we were not going to say
to him, "Would you please go away, we are not going to help you
with this", we were going to try to let him down easily, because I
was actually sorry that there was nothing I could do to help him.
But I felt there was nothhig I could do to help him.

I think your interpr-tatioy is not that of Mr. Melton, who was
the career officer who .tt zri&A all those meetings and who was the
usual contact with General Singlaub.

Mr. COHEN. All of those memos coming to you from Mr. Melton
were in error then?

Mr. ABRAMs. No, sir, they were not all in error. Mr. Melton says
in his deposition that the line in which he says there was a previ-
ous deposition-

Mr. Com. I didn't say that.
Mr. ABRAms. -were false.
Mr. COHEN. Forget that line. The other lines say, "Tell Singlaub,

indicate that the timing is not right. This is going to jeopardize our
'sophisticated strategy'.'

Mr. ABRAMs. It is all in his deposition given to these committees
under oath, and what he says is, it is right, it is right, that General
Singlaub was-I am sorry to say this, but it is true-kind of strung
along. We didn't want to give him a definitive no. But there was
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never any decision, never any decision to give him the help he
needed because that was something I felt I did not want to do.

Mr. COHEN. Because it was not right? Or because the timing was
not right?

Mr. ABRAMS. What we told General Singlaub was the timing was
not right, because we wanted to kind of let him down easily. That
is Mr. Melton's sworn deposition to these committees.

Mr. COHEN. OK. Let me move back to the issue of the Miami
Herald, when you complained to Mr. Abramowitz that someone in
his department was leaking information. You commented on this
yesterday, the April 30 Miami Herald piece.

The question is, did you ever call Oliver North concerning thatstory?ar. ABRAMS. I don't believe so.

Mr. COHEN. Why didn't you call Oliver North after the Secretary
had asked you to monitor his activities? Here is a direct allegation
that he was acting in violation of the law, and you not once called
Oliver North to say, "Is there any truth to this story in the Miami
Herald?"

Mr. ABRAMS. Let me just read something, if I could, take me one
second. My notes, September 4, 1985, of a meeting with the Secre-
tary. "One, monitor Ollie; two, report to the Secretary on the effec-
tiveness of the Contras; three, diplomatic track, very important,
keep alive; four, economic aid, move everywhere but Nicaragua;
look at our economic resources, get more mileage, sense of momen-
tum, private investment, economic development."

Monitor Ollie is one line in a very large book. It was not what I
was supposed to do first thing every morning. I did, in fact, with
respect to illegal activity, as I testified yesterday, ask him about
whether he was doing anything violative of the law, and I dealt
with him pretty regularly.

What concerned me about this was that it was not the first time
that I had read about or heard about intelligence officers of the De-
partment talking to the press in this way, which they are not sup-
posed to do. That was my concern for that morning. Monitor Ollie
is not an activity that is to be conducted on a 45-hour-a-week basis.

Mr. COHEN. But if there were rumors being circulated on a 45-
hour-a-week basis about his activities, you didn't feel compelled at
least to determine what exactly he was doing?

Mr. ABRAMS. I was in pretty regular contact with him, and for
all I know, I did ask him about that. I have no memory of asking
him about that, and my concern was, first of all, the Secretary did
not say to me "monitor your deputies and monitor your Ambassa-
dors," but that was my real job, because I am a State Department
officer. I don't supervise the activities of the NSC officials.

My concern here is what looked to me like an untoward act by
somebody supervised in my building.

Mr. COHEN. It was number one on your list in terms of activities
to be conducted.

Mr. ABRAMS. No, sir, it was number one in terms of questions I
happened to ask him, in whatever order, that day. I assure you
that the conversation with the Secretary that day-you can ask
him about it-about Colonel North was a lot briefer than any of
the other conversations.
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Mr. COHEN. The Secretary is not known as someone who makes
judgments lightly about people; I mean he is a fairly substantive
man, right?

Mr. ABRAMS. Yes, sir.
Mr. COHEN. And he would not pass judgment without some justi-

fication on an individual. Is that right? Yes or no.
Mr. ABRAMS. Yes, sir.
Mr. COHEN. OK.
Now, Secretary Shultz didn't have much contact with Oliver

North, not as much as you did.
Mr. ABRAMS. Certainly not as much as I did.
Mr. COHEN. He came to some conclusion, at least, that this indi-

vidual was a loose cannon, right?
Mr. ABRAMS. Yes, sir.
Mr. COHEN. You felt that was entirely improper, or at least not a

fair assessment of Ollie North?
Mr. ABRAMS. I thought it was wrong.
Mr. COHEN. Now, because you saw nothing during your entire

contact with him that would amount to him being classified as a
loose cannon.

Mr. ABRAMS. On the contrary, I have given some examples yes-
terday of when he went through proper channels exactly as he
should have.

Mr. COHEN. When you described his proposals about the Contras
seizing a portion of land on the Atlantic Coast and then maintain-
ing a last stand a la Alamo and then trying to bring the Congress
into that, was that something to be described as a loose cannon
proposal?

Mr. ABRAMS. If he had done anything about it, sure, but what he
did about it was to raise it and talk about it, and then everybody
who considered it said no, that is a bad idea.

Mr. COHEN. Said it was crazy?
Mr. ABRAMS. But it was not wrong for him to come up with

ideas. That is not being a loose cannon. And put them through
channels and ask people what to do about them. That is one of his
jobs, I suppose.

Mr. COHEN. And his note--
Mr. ABRAMS. He was in the political-military division of the NSC.
Mr. COHEN. I understand.
And his note that was to Poindexter, that he had called Arias to

tell him that unless he called off the press conference, they were
going to shut off aid to Costa Rica; would that be a loose cannon
activity for the fact that it occurred?

Mr. ABRAMS. Yes, sir.
Mr. COHEN. OK.
Were you aware of any other rumors to the effect that he was

acting or had some other promise that would strike some as being
less than responsible; seizing of terrorists and holding them hos-
tap?

r. ABRAMS. I don't recall that one, but I was never involved in
the terrorism side of his activity. It may be, if I can speculate for a
moment, that the Secretary had come to the conclusion that he
was a loose cannon because of his activities on the counterterror-
ism or Iran side, about which I knew nothing.
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Mr. COHEN. When you testified before the Intelligence Commit-
tee, you were asked at one point, you explained why you didn't ask
the CIA to investigate who was behind the arms shipment from a
warehouse in Portugal.

"Why?" was the question. You said, "We wanted the Contras to
succeed."

Do you recall that answer; why you didn't inquire from the CIA
as to the arms shipment coming from the warehouse in Portugal?

Mr. ABRAMS. The CIA told me that they had, in fact, investigated
the arms shipments and were able to trace it to a warehouse, ware-
houses, or warehouse in Portugal, but could not trace it beyond
there.

The question had been answered. They said they could not.
Mr. COHEN. The problem I have is that not only, I wasn't citing

the Evans-Novak piece, to show that two journalists have egg on
their face, because we have egg on our faces.

Mr. ABRAMS. We all do. I certainly do.
Mr. COHEN. You do, we do, the administration does. I would even

say Secretary Shultz does; right, correct?
Mr. ABRAMS. Well, I won't comment on that. I think that is

really inappropriate of me.
Mr. COHEN. Well, the reason I raise it is because you made a

very emphatic point yesterday about the f' that not only did you
come to Congress to explain the situation, you even went to Secre-
tary Shultz, and you made that point several times.

What we have is a story of betrayal by a number of people. Do
you feel betrayed yourself having given this testimony and not
have been corrected for a period of three weeks?

Mr. ABRAMS. Yes, and for -other reasons.
Mr. COHEN. But you were actually, does Secretary Shultz fall in

that category because he didn't inform you either about a prior
contribution from Country Number Two; right?

Mr. ABRAMS. Of course he doesn't.
Mr. COHEN. He didn't tell you?
Mr. ABRAMS. He didn't tell me.
Mr. COHEN. Right.
So here you were testifying before the Intelligence Committee

that there were no foreign contributions, no solicitations, when, in
fact, the Secretary of State, for whom you work directly under him,
didn't tell you that, in fact, there had been a $32 million contribu-
tion?

Mr. ABRAMS. If he believed it.
Mr. COHEN. If he believed it?
Mr. ABRAMS. Yes, I can't testify as to the Secretary's knowledge.
Mr. COHEN. The fact of the matter is he was told at least in June

1986, by Bud McFarlane?
Mr. ABRAMS. As I recall, Mr. Dawson, of the Tower Commission

staff asked, did I know that McFarlane, out of office, had called
Secretary Shultz, said "Hello, there was a $31 or $32 million contri-
bution from the Saudis"; click; hang up.

I don't know whether the Secretary believed that or not. I can't
testify as to his state of mind.
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Mr. COHEN. Let me offer just a couple of observations that came
to me yesterday. It has to do with the formulation of foreign policy
in the country and what has taken place.

I found it interesting, for example, that both you and General
Singlaub thought that Eden Pastora was somebody worth holding
on to. That he could, in fact, provide effective leadership for the
Contras, which was in direct contradiction to what Ollie North and
the CIA held as a view?

Mr. ABRAMS. Yes.
Mr. COHEN. So the two of you, in essence, are working at cross

purposes, because you were encouraged to hold on to Pastora to see
if you couldn't get him back in once the $100 million came
through.

I found a rather remarkable comparison between that, because
the CIA also had a distrust of Mr. Ghorbanifar, saying he was to-
tally unreliable, yet the NSC then decided he was a reliable source.

These are two comparable situations in which we have high level
officials within the administration working at complete cross pur-
poses.

I suspect that that is one of the major areas that we will find of
this entire fiasco-about not having any coherent foreign policy. I
think it is really a story betrayal.

Obviously Ambassador Tambs didn't tell you what he was doing;
right?

The CIA betrayed you, didn't they? They sat next to you in front of
the Senate Intelligence Committee, sat right beside you as you made
your statement and they knew what you were saying was not true?

Mr. ABRAMS. I really don't know whether that is true. I mean
Mr. George made the statement, and there is no way of knowing
what he knew at the time.

I don't know what he knew.
Mr. COHEN. Did the Central American Task Force agent know

what you were saying was untrue?
Mr. ABRAMS. I don t know.
Mr. COHEN. Were you betrayed by either of those gentlemen?
Mr. ABRAMS. No, sir.
Mr. COHEN. Oliver North betrayed you?
Mr. ABRAMS. I said yesterday, and I will say it again, I don't

think it is fair to draw--
Mr. COHEN. Just--
Mr. ABRAMS. I have had a million unfair conclusions drawn

about me. Let's give everybody a chance to state their case.
Mr. COHEN. I am asking whether you felt betrayed by him?
Mr. ABRAMS. At times.
Mr. COHEN. OK. And ultimately, the White House betrayed you

because they were in possession of knowledge about solicitations,
and left you out there "giving the White House line" for almost 3
weeks. Right?

Mr. ABRAMS. Yes.
Mr. COHEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. That is all I have.
Chairman INOUYE. Chairman Fascell?
Mr. FASCELL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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Mr. Abrams, you testified yesterday, and I want to try to do this,
by the way, without indicating one way or the other whether I am
for you or against you. We have worked too long together, but I am
going to ask the questions anyway, because I have that responsibil-
ity.

You testified yesterday that you did not tell the congressional
committee about this contribution coming in from Brunei, and you
did that because you were not authorized to disclose the informa-
tion; is that correct?

Mr. ABRAMS. Yes.
Mr. FASCELL. So I am compelled to ask you, are you under any

strictures, guidance or direction as you have appeared before this
committee?

Mr. ABRAMS. To tell the truth and to tell everything, and no
other strictures.

Mr. FASCELL. Well, now, that is not an authorization, You don't
mean to imply that.

Mr. ABRAMS. That is right.
Mr. FASCELL. It is not a directive. Do you mean the Secretary of

State had to tell-authorizes you to tell the truth?
Mr. ABRAMS. No, sir. I just mean that the only thing that the

Secretary said to me about the testimony is just, go on up there
and tell the truth.

Mr. FASCELL. Just trying to make it abundantly clear that there
are no reservations here, and no instructions and no strictures of
any kind?

Mr. ABRAMS. That is right. None.
Mr. FASCELL. Now, answering and discussing, or answering, I am

not sure which, the question about what you would do over again-
and the little colloquy with Mr. Broomfield,-you did a lot, you
said a lot of things about what you would do over or undo, or what-
ever.

Was one of those, as I recall it, that you would not have the ad-
ministration advocating a public policy on one hand, and imple-
menting a private policy on the other?

Mr. ABRAMS. Absolutely.
Mr. FASCELL. How about running a major foreign policy program

when there is not broad-based bipartisan support in the Congress
of the United States or of the American people.

Mr. ABRAMS. It is the $64,000 question, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. FASCELL. But it is a very important philosophical and politi-

cal question.
Mr. ABRAMS. But, look, we went--
Mr. FASCELL. In other words, would you take your chances?
Mr. ABRAMS. Well, we went to Congress and got a majority in

both houses for the $100 million program, and now we are imple-
menting it pursuarnt to the Constitution of the United States. We
don't live in plebiseitarian democracy, we live in a representative
democracy.

God knows we fought a bloody fight, we won in both Houses, and
now we are implementing the program. Is that wrong?

Mr. FASCELL. No, I think it is great.
At least, you admit that the Congress has a right to act on the

program, provide the money and be a partner in the process.
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Mr. ABRAMS. Congress has to be. The system does not function
unless the two branches work together. I think the problem here is
a greater problem. The two branches in a sense work together. We
went to the Congress, we got approval for this program by majori-
ties of both Houses, but there is not widespread popular support.

So, what do we do? You voted for it despite that lack of support.
Mr. FASCELL. Well, because I believe in supporting the Contras as

part of a policy, and I probably will again, but that doesn't change
the fact that you can't drive a major foreign policy when you have
only a narrow range of support in the Congress, and it is not strong
and not bipartisan, you run into trouble.

It is OK to blame the Congress because we do this one week and
something else next year.

Mr. ABRAMS. I don't blame the Congress. I think in fact, this is a
remarkable thing that Congress did. We all know the opinion polls,
opinion polls show a lack of public support.

Mr. FASCELL. Absolutely.
Mr. ABRAMS. Congressmen are voting against public opinion in

their districts for this program, because they think it is the right
thing to do. I think it is a fascinating and extraordinary thing.

People are ',,oting against public opinion in their district to sup-
port this program.

Mr. FASCEU. Well, you see that raises and keeps raising the
question over again that if you can't take your chance with the
American people and the Congress, why would you want to drive a
foreign policy through some secret process that bypasses every
known check and balance and institution of government?

Mr. ABRAMS. I think I would associate myself with the remarks
Mr. McFarlane made testifying here.

Mr. FASCELL. All right.
Mr. ABRAMS. That is that you can't ultimately do it this way.

The requirement for resources is too great, the need for public
support is too great. You can't do it covertly.

Mr. FASCELL. One more philosophical and political question and
then we get to some nitty-gritty. In this discussion about if I had it
to do over again, you see I don t detect any change in our policy or
strategy or you as the Assistant Secretary of State for Inter-Ameri-
can Affairs in charge of some policy that I don't know about right
now with regard to the Contras?

Mr. ABRAMS. No, sir. You know all about it.
Mr. FASCELL. Well, as I understand it then, let me restate the

proposition that the administration has decided that regardless of
whatever, they are going to come to the Congress on or about Sep-
tember or October for a vote on Contra aid; is that correct?

Mr. ABRAmS. Correct.
Mr. FAScE.LL. And as far as I know, no effort has been made to

get any kind of bipartisan input on the implementation of a new
policy that might make the program broader based and more ac-
ceptable.

Mr. ABRAMS. The fundamental policy which is to promote the de-
mocratization of Nicaragua and peace in the region and puts pres-
sure on the Sandinistas, economically, diplomatically, typically and
through the Contras has not changed. That is still our policy.
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Mr. FASCELL. Now I would like you to refer to exhibit 46A in
your book. That is your testimony. I know you testified 8, 10, 12
times, whatever it is. This one is because it is before the Foreign
Affairs Committee, and specifically the Western Hemisphere Af-
fairs Subcommittee on October 15, 1986, and in that hearing Con-
gressman Levine referred you to several news reports alleging that
Contra funding was coming from a Middle Eastern country and in-
dicated Assistant Secretary Murphy had given clear and flat denial
to that allegation.

When you were asked about Mr. Murphy's denial, you said, well,
first, Secretary Murphy told you what is true. There have been no
arrangements with those characterizations. You find that quote?

Mr. ABRAMS. Yes, I see where you are.
Mr. FASCELL. After referring to the Pell amemdment you went

on to say, "I pick up the paper every morning and people say the
CIA was involved in this. If they know what . . ."-this is a curi-
ous statement-"If they know what they are talking about then
they are lying." -Now, Mr. Abrams.

Mr. ABRAMS. The second "they" refers to the CIA.
Mr. FASCELL. Mr. Abrams, it seems to me that people that you

are accusing of lying in that statement were not lying.
Mr. ABRAMS. Well, no, wait a minute. What the statement says is

that essentially that says CIA has denied any involvement in this-
if the denials were false and the people doing the denials, knowing
they were false, were lying and the question remains whether the
people made those denials knowing those denials were false, I don't
know the answer to that.

Mr. FASCELL. OK, you are the Assistant Secretary, I'm not. Fur-
ther on you say in response to a statement by Congressman Levine
that, "I do not believe it is conceivable that such a thing could
happen without my knowing about it, given my position."

It certainly is conceivable now, isn't it?
Mr. ABRAMS. Not only conceivable, it happened.
Mr. FASCELL. And it did happen. Now, you went back, and this is

not to be derogatory, but simply to put it on the record-you did
not go back to that committee ever to correct that testimony, did
you?

Mr. ABRAMS. I have testified since, but not in any direct sense,
no. I think they are probably aware it was wrong testimony.

Mr. FASCELL. During that period of time of October 5 to 23 on the
Hasenfus matter, I am having a little trouble so I will try to go
through here rather quickly.

I got the impression that, one, you were not informed; two, that
cables were wrong; and three., that people were misinformed,
that-there is a whole litany of reasons why, and yet it turns out-
why you didn't know-and yet it turns out for some strange reason
you became the administration spokesman for everything that was
going on.

Mr. ABRAMS. I was the administration spokesrian on this policy,
still am.

Mr. FASCELL. Was there a drawing of straws on this thing to
stick you out there?

Mr. ABRAMS. The CIA does not do this, nor does NSC staff. The
only ones who really speak publicly about these kinds of policy
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matters are DOD and State. On this policy, Central America, the
real spokesman for this policy-

Mr. FASCELL. How about the White House? You said you checked
with the White House to be sure that what you were saying was in
line with what they wanted you to say?

Mr. ABRAMS. Yes.
Mr. FASCELL. That is normal, isn't it?
Mr. ABRAMS. It is.
Mr. FASCELL. So you said what the White House wanted you to

say.
Mr. ABRAMS. I said what I had been saying, which they then ap-

proved. But if you go back to this period really and since the guy
who was doing the testifying, when somebody from the administra-
tion had to testify, it was me. When somebody had to go on a talk
show, it was me. When somebody had to be interviewed by newspa-
pers--

Mr. FASCELL. I am inclined to agree, Elliott, with Senator Cohen;
it looks like to me they hung you out to dry. But anyway, let's
switch gears here a minute.

Did you know when you had lunch with Rich Miller on January
6, 1986, that he had a contract with the Department of State's
Office of Public Diplomacy for Latin America to disseminate infor-
mation prepared by your Bureau on the situation in Nicaragua?

Mr. ABRAMS. No. He didn't have a contract with my Bureau and
I am not sure it is information prepared by my Bureau as opposed
to the Office of Latin Public Policy.

Mr. FASCELL. Which you tried very hard to get rid of.
Mr. ABRAMS. I did not want to take over that office.
Mr. FASCELL. But it did come back to your shop notwithstanding.
Mr. ABRAMS. It did; I lost.
Mr. FASCELL. You delegated that to your close friend and adviser,

your deputy, Mr. Kagan?
Mr. ABRAMS. He wasn't a deputy at that time; he was a special

assistant. But that is essentially correct, yes.
Mr. FASCELL. Did you know Mr. Miller and Mr. Channell were

targeting selected congressional districts for ad campaigns designed
to influence targeted Congressmen on aid to the Contras?

Mr. ABRAMS. They told me, as I recall, that they were targeting
kind of the Sun Belt.

Mr. FASCELL. That is me, I am in the Sun Belt.
Mr. ABRAMS. They had great faith in you, I am sure.
Mr. FASCELL. They already knew how I was voting and still

didn't like it though-did they?
Why were you asked to look at the ads?
Mr. ABRAMS. They wanted my general opinion.
Mr. FAsCELL. Did you give it to them?
Mr. ABRAMS. I thought they were pretty good. I didn't ever see

the ads. I never saw a video casette of the ads. I just saw the story-
boards.

Mr. FASCLL. Did you know that Miller and Channell were hiring
pollsters and lobbyists to influence Congress through direct mail
from grass-roots organizations?

Mr. ABRAMS. No. I was told they were doing an ad campaign on
TV, period.
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Mr. FASCELL So you didn't know about the campaigns, grass-
roots lobbying, et cetera?

Mr. ABRAMS. I knew about a TV ad campaign.
Mr. FASCELL. Did you know that Pb-&-ffca-was receiving money

from Channell to run ads in selected newspapers?
Mr. ABRAMS. No. I didn't know they were getting any money

from--
Mr. FAwSCELL. Did you know that Robert Kagan, your deputy, was

designated as the official representative of your Bureau to monitor
IBC's performance on a $276,000 contract that began in October of
1985?

Mr. ABRAMS. Mr. Kagan took over in about April of 1986 as the
Director of that office, and it was then his responsibility to monitor
their performance on any contract they had with that office.

Mr. FASCELL. Did you know it was being carried out without a
signed contract?

Mr. ABRAMS. At a certain point in the spring, I think he came to
me and said, they are working and they don't have a contract. This
was then done-we then proceeded with the full participation of the
legal adviser's office, and the State Department contracting office
to close it out.

It was an interesting legal problem. They thought they had been
told to do this work, and were doing the work, and now we were
saying, we don't want you to do the work anymore.

We told the legal adviser's office, we think-I think the legal ad-
viser's office told us they have a claim on you, on the Department
of State, for payment of those services.

Mr. FASCELL. Even without a contract?
Mr. ABRAMS. Yes, because it was probably either an implied or

oral contract.
Mr. FASCELL. That is because the contract was prepared later

and back-dated?
Mr. ABRAMS. It wasn't back-dated. The dates on it were to cover

the period since they had been told, not by me, that office was an
independent office at that time, do the work.

Mr. FASCELL. The contract was dated on the date the contract
was put together, but it was retroactive for payment? In order to
cover the differential.

Mr. ABRAMS. To the time when the State Department had, in
fact, said to them, do this work. I just would say, I mean my role
with respect to IBC was, I took over unwillingly the Office of
Public Diplomacy, we looked at the contract and their services, and
said we don't want this anymore, let's end it.

Mr. FASCELL. I don't blame you, since they were working in Con-
gressional districts trying to decide which Congressmen to get rid
of. Did you know that the period between early 1986 and October
1986, when LPD was in your bureau, that during that period of
time, IBC transferred millions of dollars to Swiss and Cayman
bank accounts to provide military assistance to the Contras?

Mr. ABRAMS. I understood them to be doing one thing, an ad
campaign.

Mr. FASCELL. So, despite the fact you were speaking with these
people and going to meetings with them, you never got an inkling
about what they were doing?
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Mr. ABRAMS. I met with them. .I had lunch once, I gave a speech,
met with them in the presence of the President of the United
States, and had a few phone calls with them, and certainly there
was never any inkling of what you are referring to-none whatso-
ever. Not only were we in contact with them, the State Depart-
ment Legal Adviser's Office and contracting Office was in contact
with them, and had no inkling of it, either.

Mr. FASCFLL. Well, somebody was certainly driving a tremendous
campaign. I don't know who it was if it wasn't you.

Mr. ABRAMS. The ad campaign was the ad campaign. We didn't
drive that. When they sat down to have lunch with me the first
time I met them, they had apparently the ads and the money.

Mr. FASCELL. That is just a political campaign to influence Con-
gress.

Mr. ABRAMS. Well, to influence public opinion.
Mr. FASCELL. See, the problem I have with that is I think up to a

certain point, it may be all right, but when the same organizations
through interconnections wind up getting contracts from the same
Department, you are using some way or another by fungible funds
you're using government dollars to influence and lobby the Con-
gress by indirection if not direction, that is the problem with all of
that.

Mr. ABRAMS. The Department of State had a series of contracts,
long before my time, with a Mr. Gomez, who had been a Deputy
Assistant Secretary of State and had gone out to be in public rela-
tions.

Ultimately, he joined or help found this firm, IBC, and the con-
tracts were continued and we knew Mr. Gomez well. All this was
before my Bureau had anything to do with it. What we did when
we got hold of this, was to close it out..

Mr. FASCELL. The problem we have with all of that and I appreci-
ate your testimony is when we began investigating it in the For-
eign Affairs Committee we had to issue subpoenas to qet the infor-
mation from the Department of State, and we still don t have it all.
We don't know about all those secret contracts. We have no idea
why they were classified secret. We have no idea why they were
done or let without competitive bidding.

Mr. ABRAMS. There is a dispute between your committee and the
Legal Advisers Office, and the Legal Advisers Office is handling
this and tells me they think they are right and you are wrong.

Mr. FASCELL. I understand that. We will have to fight that out.
We have also been fighting on another front because the same
Western Hemisphere Subcommittee got into the question of what
happened to the humanitarian funds of $27 million. Despite sub-
poenas, innumerable hearings, GAO investigations and audits, they
still haven't found out what happened to the $27 million.

That is not your fault, you are going to say, because that was not
in your Bureau.

Mr. ABRAMS. It was in my Bureau. I take responsibility for the
NHAO, butwe do not have the view that covert activities are to be
reported on to that subcommittee rather than the Intelligence
Committee.

Mr. FASCELL. You better tell somebody. It is going to be awful
tough to come back to the Congress, or at least the Foreign Affairs
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Committee, and try to get support for policy when we can't get the
information upon which to make judgments about the policy, El-
liott.

Mr. ABRAMS. I think that information is long available, Mr. Fas-
cell. I don't agree with that.

Mr. FASCELL. See if we agree with this. You had a job to monitor
Ollie, but now that you think about it you wish you would have
done a betterjob.

Mr. ABRAMS. Well, sure.
Mr. FAsCELL. Something about the information that you had

from your Ambassador to Costa Rica either didn't give to you or he
was bizarre or some other reason?

Mr. ABRAMS. I think my testimony on that was the use of the
word, "bizarre," which I think is the right word, that when an am-
bassador has two lengthy meetings with an assistant secretary and
says nothing about instructions from the NSC staff, gets a written
letter of instructions from the Secretary and he then comes to you
and says, "I knew that I was doing the - right thing because of a
hallway conversation of 2 minutes," that is bizarre.

Mr. "FASCELL. I don't blame you for being aggravated, but after
all you were "chairman of the RIG" and he said that he got his
instructions from you, the RIG--

Mr. ABRAMS. No.
Mr. FASCELL. He assumed that you guys were up there meeting

deciding what the policy is.
Mr. ABRAMS. He said he got instructions from Colonel North.

Ambassadors of the United States do not get instructions from Na-
tional Security Council staff members, they get them from the Sec-
retary and the Department.

Mr. FASCELL. You won't get any argument from me about that.
There was some confusion about what the RIG was doing. Now it
turns out the RIG wasn't doing anything really.

Mr. ABRAMS. It was doing a lot.
Mr. FASCELL. It was coordinating.
Mr. ABRAMS. It was sharing information among the key players.
Mr. FASCELL. It wasn't making or driving policy, was it?
Mr. ABRAMS. No, sir. We don t have the right to make policy at

that level.
Mr. FAscELL. So it would be bizarre to get instructions from RIG

because RIG never issued any instructions.
Mr. ABRAMS. Correct. Never.
Mr. FASCELL. That's the point. I even suggested to Ambassador

Tanibs that the tone of your cablegram to him might have been a
little bit of your nose out of joint because of the fact that he was
going to somebody else to take his orders when he should have
been taking them from you.

Mr. ABRAMS. The cable indicated an almost unbelievable pattern
of behavior by the Embassy officials.

Mr. FAWSCELL. But the point is it is in your shop and you were
alerted to the fact that something was going on.

Mr. ABRAMS. And every time I was alerted to that I acted on it.
Mr. FASCELL. You mean by that that Tambs got fired?
Mr. ABRAMS. No, I don't have the authority to hire or fire ambas-

sadors.
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Mr. FA sLcEu. But you could recommend to the Secretary who
does?

Mr. ABRAMS. I took this to the Secretary as soon as it happened,
and it was his decision whether to try to seek to remove Ambassa-
dor Tambs, or not to.

Mr. FAwscEU. There was a question about the airstrip; whether or
not you told the Secretary and that never got to him?

Mr. ABRAMS. There was nothing to tell.
Mr. FASCELL. Some people think there was. There is a lot of con-

flict in testimony. You're saying it one way, somebody else is
saying it the other way. Somebody is wrong.

Mr. ABRAMS. Ambassador Tambs is wrong.
Mr. FASCELL. I don't want to characterize who it is.
Mr. ABRAMS. Ambassador Tambs is wrong on this.
Mr. FASCELL. You know anyway, you didn't know about the pri-

vate funding network, you were out there--
Mr. ABRAMS. We knew that the private funding network existed,

as did the Congress.
Mr. FASCELL. You were out there for 18 days by yourself saying

something that wasn't so.
Mr. ABRAMS. That is true.
Mr. FAwSCELL. All of this, unfortunate as it may be, is going to

make it very difficult, it seems to me, to have some kind of coop-
eration, or understanding, or capability in working with the Con-
gress on driving the policy, if you indeed now are, and still are
charged primarily with driving the policy on Contra assistance.

Mr. ABRAMS. Well, I chair the interagency group, and I would
characterize it that way.

Mr. FASCELL. Well, it is more than just chairing the group, Mr.
Secretary. You are going to have to come on the Hill and work
with all the committees of Congress, if the administration's pro-
gram is going to have a prayer of a chance.

Mr. ABRAMS. I think that is right.
Mr. FASCELL. And I detect no effort for strong bipartisan support,

I see where we are hung up with all of this question about your
involvement, everybody else s involvement, the NSC and the CIA,
and the State Department-and the policy issues, and we expect
blithely to role up here in September and ask the Senate and the
House to support a program which has some merit, in my judg-
ment, but is extremely debatable by a great number of people both
in the Congress and outside of the Congress.

Mr. ABRAMS. First of all, we made a decision some months ago
not to go to the Congress until this phase of the hearings were over
and we could assess what information came out. A lot of informa-
tion has come out of these hearings and the depositions connected
with it which is very new to us at the State Department.

But secondly I just want to say that while we all go through this
you are still chairing that committee, I am still Assistant Secre-
tary. We are still conducting business; we're still doing the work
not only with respect to this policy but with respect to Latin Amer-
ica.

Ambassador Habib had a lengthy meeting about his trip to Cen-
tral America, to the four democracies, on the question of keeping
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the negotiating track going. So the policy continues to be imple-
mented while we are doing this.

Mr. FASCaLL. I can't speak for you, but I can speak for myself. I
have a great many reservations about how this policy is being
driven and will be driven in the next several months even though I
support aid to the Contras for a lack of a better policy to accomplish
what it is we are trying to do, which is to keep the Communists
from getting a hold in Central America. But I am not- convinced
that without broad bipartisan and public support and support in
the Congress that you will be able to accomplish it.

It seems to me in this whole effort that we have been talking
about throughout these hearings has almost destroyed the Contras.

Mr. ABRAMS. I share that fear, Mr. Chairman, and I hope it is
wrong.

Chairman INoumy. I wish to announce that a vote is pending in the
House of Representatives at this time which accounts for the ab-
sence of some of our panel members. We will have a short recess of
5 minutes.

[Recess.]
Chairman INOUYE. The hearing will please come to order.
The Chair recognizes Senator Trible.
Mr. TRBLE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Abrams, Mr. Secretary, I understand the Sultan of Brunei

loves the sea and naval ships, is that correct?
Mr. ABRAMS. I don't know.
Mr. TRIBLE. I read an interesting cable that is identified as exhib-

it EA-18 and would invite you to take a look at that with me. This
cable, it appears, has been sent by our Ambassador in Brunei to
you, to the Assistant Secretary.

Mr. ABRAMS. No, I think it would be to Assistant Secretary
Sigur, who is his Assistant Secretary.

Mr. TRIBLE. Let's read this section. This was found along with
the cables that reflect the conversations between you and the Am-
bassador and other representatives of our government and the gov-
ernment of Brunei.

Let me read paragraph four. "The"-and the name or title is de-
leted- "was cordial and seems pleased that this relationship has
been established. I said that we deeply appreciate his understand-
ing of our needs and his valuable assistance. I was pleased we
would have an opportunity this week to see something of our com-
mitment to the security of this region of the world, and I thought
he would enjoy the program that has been arranged for him aboard
the aircraft carrier USS"-name deleted. The name or title said
that he was very much looking forward to the experience.

Do you know anything about this?
Mr. ABRAS. Yes. In the late spring, May actually, when we

were talking about soliciting a contribution from Brunei, we knew
that the Secretary was going. We also knew that the Sultan was
scheduled to have a carrier visit at some point, I guess in Septem-
ber maybe October that rough time period. The Ambassador actu-
ally urged that no solicitation should be made by the Secretary.

He also argued that no solicitation should be made until after
the carrier visit. His view was that the relationship with Brunei
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was such that we needed to have a better and closer one before we
could make any such solicitation. That is reflected in the cable traf-
fic. He tried to slow down the process.

Mr. TRIBLE. So this took place before the solicitation?
Mr. ABRAMS. Which took place?
Mr. TRIBLE. The cable traffic and the--
Mr. ABRAMS. No. There is a cable that may even be here from

r the Ambassadorin which he says, "I would not make such a solici. -
tation right now, I would wait until the Secretary's visit is over,
the ship visit is over," which had been long scheduled. The ship visit
was not laid on. It had no relationship to this at all.

Mr. TRIBLE. When did the ship visit take place as it relates to
solicitation for a contribution?

Mr. ABRAMS. The solicitation was August 8 and this would indi-
cate that the ship visit was after September 16th, so 5 to 8 or 9
weeks later.

Mr. TRIBLE. Did the Sultan visit the ship?
Mr. ABRAMS. I can't swear to that. I believe he did. I believe he

did visit a carrier.
Mr. TRIBLE. Was this a manifestation of the President's gratitude

or a spontaneous happening?
Mr. ABRAMS. Neither. It was a long planned visit, as was the Sec-

retary's visit, as part of having a relationship with a new country
that wanted to have a relationship with us.

Mr. TRIBLE. So the deployment of our naval forces to Brunei and
the visit by the Sultan to these ships was planned well in advance
and had absolutely nothing to do with the solicitation of funds?

Mr. ABRAMS. That is correct.
Mr. TRIBLE. I am asking the right questions?
Mr. ABRAMS. You are asking the right question, and the answer

is it was long planned, as was the Secretary's visit.
I would also say, I think it is not exactly accurate to say deploy-

ment of the ships to Brunei. They were in the area. They did not
go to Brunei, as I recall.

Mr. TRIBLE. They were the South China Sea, correct?
Mr. ABRAMS. Yes, that is right, and he may have landed on the

carrier in a jet. I just don't recall.
Mr. TRIBLE. That would have been a trip.
Mr. ABRAMS. Yes.
Mr. TRIBLE. Were those ships in any way diverted from their mis-

sion or purpose?
Mr. ABRAMS. No. In no way whatsoever.
Mr. TRIBLE. Well, we at least have learned, have we not, that

there was something in all this for the Sultan of Brunei?
Mr. ABRAMS. He would have had the ship visit-the ship visit

had been planned long before.
Mr. TRIBLE. All right.
Mr. Secretary, I think that you have been subjected to a rather

thorough cross examination thus far. I think the points that need
to be made have been made. And you have had an opportunity to
respond.

Let me just comment briefly, if I may, on your testimony and
kind of where I see us at this point.
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I think your testimony demonstrates once again the sad conse-
quences of the effort to take public policy private because of an ab-
sence of support on the part of Congress and the American people.

Without the proper checks and balances, people and events get
out of control and the results, I think, are destructive.

When millions of dollars are placed in secret bank accounts, they
provide a powerful incentive for abuse.

We have seen evidence- of that. And we will hear more about
that later in this day.

In your case, a man of uncommon ability and intellect trusted
the wrong people, failed to ask the right questions, and misled the
Congress.

It is tragic how these events from Iran to Central America have
compromised good men, have endangered the very policies that you
and so many others have fought hard to advance, and have obvi-
ously diminished the ability of Ronald Reagan to be a strong and
decisive and successful President, the kind of President America
needs.

I just hope that after everything is said and done, we can all
learn something from this. I think the most important lesson that
we might learn is that in a free society, the end doesn't justify the
means.

I thank you.
Chairman HAMILTON. Mr. Cheney?
Mr. CHENEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Abrams, you have been through a long day, and I know we

hope to finish- today. Let me take a slightly different tact, if I
might, in terms of questioning.

We have covered a lot of the detail. You have been extensively
examined in terms of a lot of "who struck Johns" in the exercise. I
look at this whole proposition and come away with a feeling that it
does not reflect great credit upon either the Congress or the execu-
tive branch.

On the one hand, we have a Congress that made a finding, for
example, in 1985, International Cooperation and Security Act, and
I quote from it, "Finds among other things that the government of
Nicaragua, aligned with the Soviet Union, has committed and re-
fuses to cease aggression in the form of armed subversion against
its neighbors in violation of the charter of the U.N., the Charter of
the OAS, the InterAmerican Treaty of Reciprocal Assistance," et
cetera.

Congress responds, while finding a serious threat in Central
America, by passing the Boland amendment which in the minds of
many simply provided a two-year grace period for the Sandinistas
to consolidate a Communist regime in Nicaragua.

We repealed the Boland amendment last year, but Congress still
appears to be ambivalent in terms of putting together a reasonable
policy for Central America.

As late as yesterday, I believe, a committee of the U.S. Senate
voted against, or to reject the provision of F-5 fighters to the Gov-
ernment of Honduras-clearly, the country most directly threat-
ened by the massive military buildup supported by the Soviet
Union m Nicaragua. So we still are a long way from having any
kind of coherent approach here on the Hill.
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The problem I want to ask you to comment on, though, is the ad-
ministration's policy process during this period of time. It strikes
me that if we take something as significant as the threat in Cen-
tral America, knowing how deeply the President of the United
States felt about that, and feels about it today, that somehow the
normal policy processes or mechanisms that would be brought to
bear to deal with that kind of problem and to decide upon a course
of action never were engaged in this instance.

Are you aware of, or did you ever participate in, a session where
the President's senior advisers sat around and said, "OK, the Con-
gress has passed the Boland amendment, official U.S. aid has been
cut off. What are we going to do now in Central America?"

Mr. ABRAMS. I did not. I was at that time Assistant Secretary -for
Human Rights and would not have been involved in such a discus-
sion.

Mr. CHENEY. Are you aware of any such meeting ever having
been held?

Mr. ABRAMS. I am not. We have had such meetings, however, in
the period that I have been here. We have had NSC and NSPG
meetings asking, for example, about the question of whether to go
for the $100 million. You might say the question of what to do in
the May 16, 1986 meeting about the shortage of funds for the re-
sistance. So I think there have been a number of meetings at the
very highest levels.

Mr. CHENEY. I would assume on something this significant and
this important that tht; President would convene the members of
the National Security Council, option papers would be prepared,
subcabinet members at your level with responsibility would spend
time analyzing and developing the options and doing a lot of pre-
paratory work, and there would be an opportunity for the Presi-
dent's key advisers to present options to him in a sort of a broad
comprehensive way, to decide upon what steps were required in
Central America, and that would weigh all kinds of options.

But the thing that comes through time, after time, after time,
with most of the witnesses we have had, is that kind of process
never really occurred with respect to Nicaragua, at least until after
the Boland amendment had been repealed. Is that a fair judgment?

Mr. ABRAMS. It may well be. It is just not a process in which I
was involved at that point.

Mr. CHENEY. But wouldn't you be involved given your current po-
sition?

Mr. ABRAMS. Now I would be, and am, and I can only say that
the kind of discussion you are talking about certainly does take
place in the Department. We have had lots and lots of discussions
with the Secretary and Ambassador Habib about the overall policy,
the negotiating track. How it all fits together, how the Contras are
going. We have certainly been into that in great depth.

Mr. CHENEY. Did that take place prior to the time you became
the Assistant Secretary for Latin America?

Mr. ABRAMS. I just don't know.
Mr. CHENEY. You don't know.
Mr. ABRAMS. I just don't know.
Mr. CHENEY. We might ask the Secretary those kinds of ques-

tions, I suppose.
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I recall in-and I want to come back and comment briefly and
then I will finish. Congressman Fascell made, I thought, a key
point in terms of the importance of broad-based public support.
There was a time in 1985 shortly after humanitarian assistance
was approved when several of us of my political faith on the Re-
publican side went to the White House and met with the Senior
Foreign Policy establishment in the administration that summer,
and argued aggressively for a very public program of building sup-
port, trying to persuade the American people on the importance of
having an intelligent policy in Central America.

And nothing happened. Of course, unbeknownst to us at the
time, a private effort was underway and third count' tes were being
solicited for funding. As you mentioned earlier as well, and cited
Bud McFarlane's testimony, there was a tendency in effect here to
go ahead and opt for what appeared to be a easy way at the time,
private covert activity rather than the hard work of slugging it out
to build public support.

7he next time I heard about anything on the subject was 6
months later when you came and visited my office and that of a
great many other Members and began to put together the effort
that was ultimately successful.

I, for one, want to thank you for your efforts over the years. I
think your leadership in helping us turn around the Congress on
the issue has been important. I think that this is an opportunity
for you to learn, if anything for all of us to learn, how not to con-
duct U.S. foreign policy, and I do personally believe you have an
extremely bright future in the public arena in the United States.

I think you have a lot to contribute, and I wish you well in the
years ahead. Thank you.

Mr. ABRAMS. Thank you.
Chairman INOUYE. Senator Rudman.
Mr. RUDMAN. Thank you very much. Mr. Abrams, like my col-

league, Congressman Cheney, I don't want to discuss facts and con-
flicts. There are some enormous conflicts in testimony before this
committee both already and others to come, and each person of
this committee and each person in the country will have to resolve
those conflicts in their own way and, however, that turns out really
is something that we will never decide here.

So I would rather ask you some questions about process which I
find difficult to really comprehend. You said yesterday, and I think
I am quoting you accurately. "There are things I didn't want to
know as long as they were legal."

Do you recall saying that?
Mr. ABRAMS. Something to that effect, yes.
Mr. RUDMAN. You know I find that a difficult statement to com-

prehend. How could you possibly know if they were legal if you
didn't know what they were? I don't understand that. It just
doesn't make any sense to me at all, knowing your background.

Mr. ABRAMS. Well, the answer has two parts. First of all, you
just can't function at all unless you put trust in your colleagues
and I did that in all my colleagues. You just-you cannot function
if you ask somebody a direct question and the answer you get is
pretty direct, you have to really rely on that.
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But in addition I tried to explain yesterday that we were in a po-
sition, I think, in which we were damned if we did and damned if
we didn't because I know, I thought about whether I would be ac-
cused of facilitating General Singlaub's work if I met with him. I
met with him. I didn't do anything for him. I am accused of it. I
bet if I had said to Colonel North, "Do you know the names, the
actual names of benefactors?" And, assuming the answer was, yes,
"Tell me the names. I just want to know the names." And he
would have told me and not that he had had anything to do with
them, but just that he knew the names-that I would sit here
today, and I would be-accused again of facilitating that. So we were
caught.

Mr. RUDMAN. It seems to me you were operating on the general
theory, for better or for worse-I happen to th,-'. for worse-it was
the old adage, curiosity kills the cat, and, in this case, the cat
would have been Elliott Abrams. I think that is what you are
saying.

Mr. ABRAMS. What I am really trying to say is we were in a leg-
islative and political situation where almost anything you did and
anything you didn't do, it was just so controversial you could
hardly make a move without knowing somebody was going to lower
the boom.

Mr. RUDMAN. I accept your answer. I think you made it clear,
but let me get down to a specific. I find an incomprehensible lack
of curiosity on the Hasenfus affair, particularly since the Secretary
of State was relying on your judgment, your personal reputation as
well as the reputation of the Government was at stake; you knew
that whether you trusted Oliver North or not-and we have not
heard from Oliver North, I expect we will-but you know North is
a fellow who, according to your testimony, has some scheme to
have a Khe Sanh or Alamo type action in Nicaragua that there
would be tremendous losses, and then this would galvanize public
opinion as the news came in every night.

I mean, Mr. Abrams, when the Hasenfus affair occurred, you are,
if you are anything, savvy. You are tough. You are bright. You
showed a remarkable lack of curiosity with North as to asking him
not just, "Ollie, do you know," but close the door and figuratively
put him up against the wall and say, "North, I have to know what
the truth is here," and push him and push him and push him.

If you had done that, and he continued to not disclose to you, and
then you could feel more comfortable here. You relied on a cursory
examination of this man knowing by your own statement that he,
more than anyone else in the government, knew what was going on
with the private network.

How do you explain that? I have difficulty with that.
Mr. ABRAMS. I think, Senator, first of all, the day this happened,

we did contact the NSC, CIA, and frankly I am not sure about
DOD, I suspect we did, and I know the NSC staff did contact DOD.

But with respect-I think you are playing the movie backwards
from the end. You know the end, and I know the end, now we
know what happened, now we know what I should have done.

But I didn't know then what I should have done, and I didn't
know any of this and now it has all come out and it is really rather
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incredible and it keeps getting more incredible as the days go by,
and as more evidence came out.

Mr. RUDMAN. It is going to get more incredible by the end of this
week, I can assure you.

Mr. ABRAMS. But I was not at the end of the movie. I was in the
middle of the movie, and I didn't know the ending.

Mr. RUDMAN. Well, you know that is your answer, I find it still
difficult to understand, knowing you. I can think of a lot of people
in government that I would believe could have that ball thrown by
them at high speed, but to put it in the parlance of football, Oliver
North ran around you, he ran under you, and he ran over you, and
I find it rather difficult to understand why it took you so long to
decide that he had betrayed you, and I understand your reluctance
to say that, but you certainly were betrayed.

If you are telling us the truth about your representations during
that 18-day period, and I happen to believe you are telling us the
truth, you were horribly betrayed. I think hanging you out to dry
is putting it politely, Mr. Abrams.

Mr. ABRAMS. Well, I don't know what to say, Senator. I think
that at the time, you know, you try to find out what is going on. It
is not-maybe I can just say this. You don't, with the people that
you are dealing with, go to them every -morning and, as you said,
put them up against the wall. You rely on the normal, daily--

Mr. RUDMAN. This is not every morning, this was after a major
incident, Mr. Abrams. I am talking about one major incident. The
plane is shot down, the President s credibility is on the line, the
Secretary's credibility is on the line, I mean knowing Elliott
Abrams as I think I know him, I think I would think Elliott would
have gone down there and raised the devil.

Mr. ABRAMS. Well, we went right to the people who are supposed
to know about this, which is to say the CIA Task Force, and Colo-
nel North's office. That was the first thing we did, and we got deni-
als, and so as-there is a PROF note from Bill Perry at the NSC
staff to Poindexter saying exactly the same thing.

Having the denials, we ran with it.
Mr. RUDMAN. Mr. Abrams, my time is u?, but I am going to ask

you one last question, with the chairman s indulgence, if I may,
Mr. Chairman? I think it is an important question in terms of what
we are doing here.

You are a graduate of Harvard College?
Mr. ABRAMS. Yes, sir.
Mr. RUDMAN. London School of Economics?
Mr. ABRAMS. Yes.
Mr. RUDMAN. Harvard Law School. You worked for two of the

most distinguished members of this body, the late Henry Jackson,
and my present colleague Daniel Patrick Moynihan. You are, I be-
lieve, the youngest Assistant Secretary of State in history, am I
correct?

Mr. ABRAMS. Well, since then, others have come along who are
younger.

Mr. RUDMAN. With that background, with the literally hundreds
of thousands of young Americans in classrooms today who are re-
quired to watch these hearings as an assignment who are studying
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political science, who are studying public policy, do you have some-
thing to tell them?

Is there a lesson in all this for Elliott Abrams? What did you
learn?

Mr. ABRAMS. The first thing, I think, is how incredibly difficult it
is to do your job right under the best possible circumstances. The
second, I guess, is how much more difficult it is to do it in a policy
area where there is a tremendous amount of heat and controversy.

And the third, I guess, is that there is just no such thing as being
too careful, and there is such a thing as being too clever.

Mr. RUDMAN. Did you also learn, Mr. Abrams, that maybe zeal-
ots cannot be trusted?

Mr. ABRAMS. Yeah.
Mr. RUDMAN. Thank you very much.
Chairman HAMILTON. Mr. Foley?
Mr. Foixy. Mr. Secretary, just to take you back for a moment to

the testimony of General Singlaub, who suggested that in the
spring of 1986, he briefed you on a trip he had made in January
1985, a little over a year earlier, to solicit funds for the Contras
from Countries Three and Five. Do you recall him briefing you in
the spring of 1986, on that January 1985, trip?

Mr. ABRAMS. No. I think he briefed, perhaps, Mr. Melton.
Mr. Foi y. OK.
Mr. ABRAMS. The only conversation the General and I had before

his trip to Asia involved-he came to my office and talked about
Pastora, and then the next contact directly between the General
and I was his phone call to me from Asia. In the interim he talked
only to Mr. Melton.

Mr. FOLEY. Was this meeting in your office in the area of May
1986?

Mr. ABRAMS. The meeting was April 24.
Mr. FOLEY. April 24. And it is your recollection that he did not

tell you at that time about any trip that he had made in January
1985, to solicit funds from Country Three and Five?

Mr. ABRAMS. That is correct, but he told, I believe, Mr. Melton-
the memos are in here-I believe he told Mr. Melton that he had
tried and failed to get foreign contributions.

Mr. FOLEY. Did he tell Mr. Melton, do you know, that his effort
was to solicit funds for lethal assistance?

Mr. ABRAMS. I don't think he-I don't think he said. I think that
is a reasonable assumption. I don't think he made the distinction.

Mr. FOLEY. He also, General Singlaub also testified before this
committee that he informed you of his proposed solicitation for
Contra aid to Countries Three and Five in the spring of 1986?

This apparently is the same meeting he told you he was about to
make a further solicitation. Do you recall that?

Mr. AIIRAMS. No, he told Mr. Melton that, I think. I recall that
he testified that, but I think that his memory was inaccurate on
that point.

We talked about Pastora. Then he talked to Mr. Melton about so-
licitations. Then he talked to me about solicitations from Asia.

Mr. FoLY. But not in your office and not prior to his departure?
Mr. ABms. Correct.
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Mr. FoLEY. And I believe if this has already been covered, I
assume your answer is the same.

He testified that you told him at this time in the spring of 1986
that after his visit you would give a signal of U.S. approval of that
solicitation and your testimony is that you did not have such a con-
versation prior to his trip with General Singlaub?

Mr. ABRAMS. That is right, we talked about Pastora, we didn't
talk abouL soliciting. He had those conversations with Mr. Melton.

Mr. FoLEY. To your knowledge--
Mr. ABRAMS. Let me say when I say he had them with Mr.

Melton, Mr. Melton was the kind of messenger, you might say. He
was talking to Singlaub on the phone or maybe once in person, and
conveying the substance of those back to me.

I don't mean to say that I was not fully informed. But physically
he was not in contact with me. He was talking on the phone or in
person with Mr. Melton.

Mr. FoLmy. Do you find it surprising that a man, whose judgment
you trust and whose word you accept, would be so confused about
who he met with as recently as a year ago and who he spoke to?

Mr. ABRAMS. No.
Mr. FoLzy. You don't--
Mr. ABRAMS. I will tell you why. I testified to the Tower, I met

with General Singlaub two or three times, I spoke to him about so-
licitations on the phone when he called me from Asia.

He testified here and he said, no, he talked to me in his office. I
assumed that is right.

His memory must be right. It is not my memory, but I guess that
is what happened.

Mr. Pearson mentioned to me, boy, you don't have much of a
memory. I mean, how can you not remember that?

I say that is not what I remember. It happens that these commit-
tees have taken the sworn deposition of Mr. Melton-and he said
what happened. And he said it was exactly what I told the Tower
Commission. So I would have to tell you, I think my memory is
right.

I think the general slipped, and I don't think that it is very sur-
prising. It is a long time ago.

There were a lot of contacts. There was a meeting with him in
my office before and after.

There were phone calls, one to me, a couple to Melton. I don't
think it is so surprising.

Mr. FoLKY. I don't want to argue about it. I accept your answer. I
am a little troubled by your saying it is a long time ago. It was
allegedly April 24, 1986.

Mr. ABRAMS. Yes.
Mr. FoLEY. That is not very long ago.
Mr. ABRAMS. Well, it is a year.
Mr. Foixy. Let me ask you again, you testified that you observed

Colonel North operated through normal State Department chan-
nels. Is that correct?

Mr. ABRAMS. Yes, through the proper channels, I thought.
Mr. Foizy. That would be normal State Department channels, is

that what you refer to?
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Mr. ABRAMS. I mean, when there was something that involved
the State Department, it seems to me that he came to me.

Mr. FOLEY. You also testified that one country you considered so-
liciting for assistance in 1986 was Venezuela.

Mr. ABRAMS. Not really that I considered it, but rather that
when we started narrowing down the list to oil producers, there
was non-Arab producers, there aren't all that many, one was Ven-
ezuela, and I know Venezuela, it is in my region, it wasn't going to
give money clearly, so that goes off the list. We didn't consider it
because I was clear in my own mind that it wasn't going to
happen.

Mr. FOLEY. So your decision was that it was not a likely country
for solicitation?

Mr. ABRAMS. Correct.
Mr. FOLEY. And you did not, in fact, yourself solicit any assist-

ance from Venezuela?
Mr. ABRAMS. No, no, I just-it was just clear to me, I had had

conversations with the President of Venezuela on our Central
American policy. I knew how he felt about it, and I knew he would
never countenance such a proposition.

Mr. FOLEY. You also testified that you were not aware of Colonel
North's direction of any private resupply activities.

Mr. ABRAMS. That is right.
Mr. FOLEY. Are you aware of any approaching of the U.S. Embas-

sy in Venezuela or of the Venezuelan Government by Colonel
North or other individuals in connection with the resupply?

Mr. ABRAMS. I am not.
Mr. FOLEY. Venezuela is, of course, in the area of your responsi-

bility.
Mr. ABRAMS. That is right.
Mr. FOLEY. Are you aware of any cable sent by Colonel North to

the U.S. Embassy in Caracas asking for their assistance in obtain-
ing the sale of C-123s for the resupply effort?

Mr. ABRAMS. I don't recall any such cables. Such a cable in
normal procedure should have been-he shouldn't have sent such a
cable. We should- have sent sucha cable. I -an't remember such a
thing.

Mr. FOLEY. If he used State Department channels to send such a
cable to Caracas, you would normally be made aware of that, would
you not?

Mr. ABRAMS. I should be, yes sir.
Mr. FOLEY. And if the Embassy in Caracas received such a re-

quest from Colonel North, a request to intervene with the Venezu-
elan Government to support a sale of C-123s from the Venezuelan
Air Force to private benefactors or others for the Contra resupply
effort, you normally would have received such a cable informing
you of that from the Embassy in Caracas?

Mr. ABRAMS. Should, absolutely.
Mr. FOLEY. That would have been a matter of significance in the

normal business of the Embassy to receive such a cable if it took
place?

Mr. ABRAMS. It would be, yes, it would be. I should have heard
about it, because it is a touchy matter.
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Mr. FoLzY. If, in fact-I understand this is a supposition-but if,
in fact, such a cable was sent by Colonel North to the American
Embassy in Caracas, Venezuela asking for their intercession in the
sale of l23s to the democratic resistance or private benefactors for
their resupply effort and you were not informed by the Embassy in
Caracas of such a contact, would you consider that to be a derelic-
tion of their responsibility to you in the formal chain of command
in the Department of State?

Mr. ABRAMS. If all of this happened, and I don't recall it happen-
ing,the answer to your question is yes. They don't work for the
NSC. They work for the State Department.

Mr. FOLEY. But it is your testimony again that you know of no
such cable by Colonel North or the receipt of any request by the
Venezuelan Government or the Embassy of the United States in
Venezuela concerning the possible sale of Venezuelan 123 aircraft
to the resupply effort or to persons involved in the effort of resup-
ply?

Mr. ABRAMS. We are talking about the period of July 1985.
Mr. FOLEY. About the period ipthe fall of 1985?
Mr. ABRAMS. When I am in te current job. I just cannot remem-

ber any such thing F ,-id if it went through the State Department, it
should have come to me.

You know, it probably should be sensitive enough to come to me as
an individual rather than just coming into the Bureau and if it came
to me, I don't remember it.

If it went to the Embassy without coming into the Bureau, the
Embassy should have informed the Bureau of it.

Mr. FOLEY. Let me ask a final question. I know again it's just a
supposition and my time is up, but I just want to clarify this. If
such a cable exists, and it was sent to the Embassy and received by
the Embassy and it was not reported to you for approval or for in-
formation, this would be a case of a dereliction of responsibility by
the Embassy in Caracas, in failing to inform the Assistant Secre-
tary responsible for the region. Is that your opinion?

Mr. ABRAMS. I have to say yes to that.
...Mr. FoLEY. Thank you.

Chairman INOUYE. Senator IBoren.
Mr. BOREN. Thank you, Mr. "Chairman.
Mr. Abrams, I gather that in response to the last question of

Senator Rudman about lessons that you have learned that you
would pass on to those students who might be watching you said
you had also learned that you could be too clever.

You meant by that that you had learned that it was always right
and wise to tell the truth; is that correct?

Mr. ABRAMS. More than that. I really haven't referred to Novem-
ber 25th, that is, to try to lay things out rather flatly.

Mr. BOREN. To not only tell the truth literally, but to also make
sure that you are conveying the right impression of what is going
on?

Mr. ABRAMS. Conveying the right impression and conveying a
full picture.

Mr. BOREN. You mentioned your return before the Senate Intelli-
gence Committee on December 8. Is it correct to say that you have
given us the impression in your testimony yesterday that you
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wanted to come back or that you requested to come back to the
committee on December 8th and that you, when given the first op-
portunity on December 8th, since that that was first appearance
back before the committee, that at the first opportunity at that
meeting, that you rendered an apology to the committee for leav-
ing a wrong impression from your earlier testimony; is that cor-
rect?

Mr. ABRAMS. No. What I wanted to do was to convey the infor-
mation about the solicitation not by meeting with the committee,
but by telephone to the chairman, the ranking member, and Sena-
tor Bradley.

The December 8 meeting was not my idea. It was the committee
which called me back.

Mr. BOREN. The committee which summoned you to testify under
oath and required you to come back? Is that correct?

Mr. ABRAMS. Exactly.
Mr. BOREN. When you came back before the committee, and you

got into a discussion with Senator Bradley, Senator Eagleton and
others before the committee on that date about the wrong impres-
sion that had been left in the answer to the questions earlier, when
you started having that discussion with Senator Bradley and Sena-
tor Eagleton, did you render an apology then?

Mr. ABRAMS. No, sir. I didn't feel there was anything to apologize
for until I saw the testimony.

Mr. BOREN. As they began to read the testimony back to you, did
you voluntarily render an apology then?

Mr. ABRAMS. As they began to, no. Frankly, I was stunned by
some of the testimony. I had no memory of-

Mr. BOREN. Isn't it true that you continued to defend your earli-
er testimony just as you have defended it here by saying such
things as, "You asked me about the Middle East and, therefore, I
didn t think I needed to mention the solicitation to Brunei?" I be-
lieve that's what Senator Bradley said.

You defended your statement we are not in the fundraising busi-
ness by saying that you thought they meant fundraising by the

------- Contras instead of fundraising for the Contras?
Mr. ABRAMS. I would only disagree Senator to say I didn't think I

was defending that testimony yesterday, but rather saying that it
was bad testimony.

Mr. BOREN. So it is not correct that you were giving us the im-
pression yesterday that you came before us on December 8 in a
contrite manner having worried about this between November 25
and December 8 and that you came with the full intention to, in
essence, apologize to the committee for leaving the wrong impres-
sion? That s not the way it happened.

Mr. ABRAMS. That it not the way it happened. I wanted to inform
the committee about the solicitation, but until I saw the testimony
and thought about it I did not really think I had anything to apolo-
gize for.

Mr. BOREN. A third of the way through a rather lengthy hearing
after you had debated quite vociferously with Senators Eagleton
and Bradley about the fact that you had n truthful, I said, "But,
Elliott, in terms of your credibility and your future credibility
before this committee, this kind of splitting of hairs and the possi-
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biity of leaving wrong impressions is a tragic mistake. It just is,
because in the future, people will always ask the question, was he
splitting hairs, were they being technical, were they stopping just
short of giving information and allowing the wrong impression to
be created?"

That was the beginning of the discussion we had in which I ad-
vised you that I felt it would be appropriate for you to express
regret at the past testimony; isn't that correct?

Mr. ABRAMS. That is correct. I think I should say while you have
the testimony in front of you that in particular the exchange be-
tween me and Senator Eagleton, and I sure did defend myself from
the accusations he lodged against me-when he was making those
charges, apologies were not on my mind. What was on my mind
was defending myself from what I thought was outrageous.

Mr. BOREN. The apology just for the record actually occurred on'
page 83 out of 116 pages of transcript.

Mr. ABRAMS. I believe after a break in which we actually had a
conversation in the anteroom--

Mr. BOREN. I think I advised you again that I thought an apology
was in order to the committee.

But I am afraid that the impression was created yesterday tht
you had been worrying between these hearings, and that you came
that day with a heavy heart, wanting to render an apology to the
committee, and I have to say that your apology did not come until
near the end, after very heated exchanges, and after you had
defended the fact that you had told the truth. Because you were
directly asked, did you solicit any Middle Eastern countries, and
you said, no, because Brunei is not in the Middle East by your defi-
nition. Then you said we are not in the fundraising business, and
you later explained that you thought it was in reference to fund-
raising by the Contras rather than for the Contras. Isn't that cor-
rect?

Mr. ABRAMS. Yes.
Mr. BOREN. And that did leave the wrong impression, you've al-

ready admitted that. Your testimony on the November meeting left
the wrong impression, did it not?

Mr. ABRAMS. Oh, sure.
Mr. BOREN. I come from a part of the country where people like

to leave their doors unlocked, and where they don't have to enter
into written contracts, where they seal agreements on a handshake,
and they don't engage in legal technicalities.

Could you explain the difference that you think there is between
knowing that you have left a false or wrong impression and lying,
to use an old-fashioned term?

Mr. ABRAMS. I think lying, I mean a deliberate effort to mislead
people, to a deliberate effort to leave them with a misleading im-
pression.

Mr. BOREN. So it is deliberate. So you did not intend to leave the
impression with the committee that no one at the State Depart-
ment, including yourself, has been engaged in any kind of solicita-
tion from anyone anywhere in the world on behalf of the Contras?

You didn't intend to leave that impression?
Mr. ABRAMS. The impression I intended, what I hoped to do was

avoid and duck the question, as I explained on December 8th, and
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upon reading the testimony it became clear to me that I had gone
far beyond that.

Mr. BOREN. You said that you had a pretty good idea what Colo-
nel North was up to. He had a lot of contacts with the private
supply network and so on?

Mr. ABRAMS. Yes.
Mr. BOREN. And yet you stated categorically on television to the

American people that you knew for a fact that no one in the gov-
ernment was involved with the private supply network when you
felt that you had a pretty good hunch, although you didn't ask,
that Colonel North had some contacts with the private supply net-
work and he's a member of the National Security Council.

Mr. ABRAMS. There is a big difference between saying that the
U.S. Government was responsible in any meaningful way for the
Hasenfus flight, which I thought to be absolutely untrue, and
saying that Colonel North knew about the network.

Tat is exactly, I thought, what he had told me was not true, and
what Mr. McFarlane had told you was not true.

Mr. BOREN. Is it not worrisome to you in terms of when you're
asked to be truthful and report to the American people and being
questioned on national television. Shouldn't you at least have
paused and said, I can't say with certainty, because I haven't ques-
tioned everyone involved, but to my own knowledge, at that this
time I don't believe anyone was involved.

You just said no, there was no one involved from the U.S. Gov-
ernment, even when you must have harbored suspicions.

Mr. ABRAMS. I didn't harbor suspicions. I did not express any, be-
cause I didn't have any.

The answer to your question is yes. It is something that I now do
because I realize, not only how little I knew about that program,
but that it is perfectly plausible that there are other things going
on now.

Mr. BOREN. You talked about trust. I know my time is up. Can I
ask just this one last question? You talked about trust and Chair-
man Fascell said, We must rebuild our Central American-It is es-
sential that we have a policy. Otherwise we are going to allow the
Communists a beachhead in a very critical part of the world to our
own security.

We have to rebuild trust and we have to rebuild some sort of
partnership between the Congress and the executive branch if we
are to have a consistent policy. As you know I have aided the ad-
ministration's policy in the past and voted for aid to the Contras.

Do you think that you can rebuild that kind of trust-given your
own record, do you think you, personally, are in a position to take
a leadership role in rebuilding the kind of trust, and someone in
your position can be a leader in this effort, between the Con-
gress, when it has been clear before the Foreign Relations Commit-
tee, before the Intelligence Committee, before the American people
on national television, that the wrong impression has been created
by you, and that even the apology which was brought from you or
wrung out of you before the Intelligence Committee was not one
that you felt so strongly about, that the minute you stepped
through the door it was so much on your heart you had to render
that apology before the meeting even got started? Do you think
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that you can play a constructive role in the future to rebuild a re-
lationship of trust given what has gone on in the past?

Mr. ABRAMS. I do, Senator, and I think perhaps more important-
ly the Secretary does. But I do and I think that I cannot promise
you I will never be misled or wrong. I will be wrong, but the
answer to your question is yes.

Mr. BOREN. I have to say to you, and I am sorry to say this, that
as one who feels very strongly that we must begin from this point
forward to rebuild a bipartisan foreign policy, particularly in Cen-
tral America, that we have to rebuild trust so that the Congress
and the executive branch can work to go to put our Central Ameri-
can policy back together, that I am afraid there is too much in the
record at this point for you to be able to effectively be able to play
that role.

I am sorry to say that, but it's something that I feel strongly
about that, and I hope you will ponder it.

Mr. ABRAMS. If you would give me the privilege of replying. I am
sorry you feel that way, and I hope that the briefings that I have
given on about 10 occasions since then to the Intelligence Commit-
tee and its staff have revealed the fact that we are working togeth-
er and will continue to work together, and I hope to continue to
work together with Congress.

Chairman HAMILTON. Mr. Hyde.
Mr. HYDE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Abrams, we have heard the end doesn't justify the means. I

know you are somewhat of a philosopher, and I would like to pro-
vide--

Mr. ABRAMS. I am getting called lots of names at these hearings,
but that is

Mr. HYDE. I am trying to change the names you have been
called, give you a wider range of characterizations. I know that you
are a person who has read some philosophy, and I would like to
provide Hyde's Corollary to "the end doesn't justify the means." It
may if the means are not intrinsically evil, and we will talk about
that later.

But, as you sit there wearing your sackcloth and ashes and un-
dergoing public flagellation for being an important member of an
administration that used a private network of people and logistical
support to keep the anti-Communist Nicaraguan resistance alive in
the intervals between congressional support, an administration
that dared to use Swiss bank accounts and maybe got taken by
profiteers, because United Parcel and Federal Express don't deliver
weapons at night in Nicaragua. And maybe you used some of the
Ayatollah's money to help the Contras and went around asking for-
eign governments to provide funds to keep the anti-Communists in
Nicaragua alive and out of the Sandinista gulag. We know those
means are wrong and bad and blame-worthy, and you have got to
sit there and somehow take the flack because you are here now,
and you are the only target we have.

Wat was the end of all those great misdeeds? Well, the end was
the Nicaraguan resistance survived. They are in the field today,
they have grown, they have expanded. The Sandinista's Gestapo of
the left has not yet consolidated its revolution nor successfully ex-
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ported its revolution to El Salvador, Honduras, Costa Rica, Guate-
mala and Mexico.

The other region;J states surrounding Nicaragua are still demo-
cratic, they are still thriving, and despite massive Soviet aid to
Nicaragua, the Cubans, the East Germans, the Bulgarians, the
PLO and their new Communist foothold in our hemisphere has not
yet been consolidated and hasn't expanded. So I guess we have all,
all we Americans in the cause of freedom, have been victimized by
this terrible process that we have been belaboring here.

But wouldn't you say we have been benefited by this result?
Would you say that in terms of the Contras are still alive, they are
still in there fighting-as a matter of fact, they are doing pretty
damn well, aren't they?

Mr. ABRAMS. Yes, I would say that we of the United States have
been internally greatly harmed by the means, and the Central
Americans have been aided by the ends.

Mr. HYDE. And the cause of freedom has been aided by the ends,
wouldn't you say?

Mr. ABRAMS. By the ends, yes.
Mr. HYDE. All of this back-channel foreign policy without the

public support, there are historical precedents for that, aren't
there? I am speaking of Franklin D. Roosevelt, whom we regularly
honor, and it is called leadership sometimes, getting a little ahead
of the curve, but helping Great Britain with destroyers when clear-
ly public support probably wouldn't have been behind that.

You don't have to answer that, but it seems to me that is called
leadership. As to monitoring Ollie, I guess you didn't skulk around
in the bushes across from his house, did you, like apparently some
here would want you to do? You made the colossal error of taking
his word for it, you took his word that he hadn't done anything. I
would just, if it gives you any comfort, advise you that we on the
House Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence took Bud
McFarlane's word on the same thing. We didn't probe, we didn't
put him up against the wall. He said we are adhering to the letter
and the spirit of the Boland amendment in its multifarious forms,
multi-colored garb. We are adhering to it. We took that, we closed
the book.

So you are so credulous, but you have company, I just would like
you to know. I guess Congress is supposed to be a full partner in
the formulating of foreign policy, and we are pretty mad that we
haven't been taken into the confidence of this administration on so
many things, and rightly so. But, you know, if our contribution to
the formulation of foreign policy is anything like our performance
for which we have the sole responsibility of formulating a budget
or appropriating money-you have heard the saga of the continu-
ing resolution, where we all vote at midnight. We don't know what
is in it, who is getting what; 10 guys know, and they tell us, "trust
us," and we all vote on it or government stops. We do that year
after year after year.

So if our contribution to foreign policy is equally cogent and co-
herent, you should tremble for the Republic, as I do regularly. I an-
ticipate a red light, so we will continue our monologue later.

Chairman INOUYE. Senator Mitchell.
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Mr. MITCHELL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Belnick, can I ask
you to move to your left please. Good morning Mr. Abrams.

Mr. ABRAMS. Good morning.
Mr. MrrCHELL. Senator Rudman commented on your lack of curi-

osity, others have noted that in not asking Colonel North ques-
tions. I have to say to you that I reached the same conclusions
from the questions you did ask. You said yesterday that it was
clear to you that Colonel North was not violating the law and that
it was clear to you, because you asked him, "Are you violating the
law?"

Yesterday, you also said, in response to a question by Mr. Leon
about the failure of Mr. North and Mr. Tambs to tell you some as-
pects of the humanitarian program, you said-and I think this
should be quoted-you said, "Let me answer it this way. I think
those people who had the opportunity to work with me in the 41/2
years in which I was an Assistant Secretary prior to this job, and
in this job, would have know two things."

"I believe they would have known that if you are making any
effort whatsoever to exclude the Secretary of State from knowing
about something, you don't tell it to me." And then, skipping
ahead, you said, "and the second thing they would know, if you are
planning to violate the law, you had better not let me know about
it."

Now, you yourself therefore characterize your reputation as one
that if you are planning to violate the law, 'you had better not let
me know about it." You then, in other testimony, said that the
question you asked Colonel North is, "are you violating the law?"

Of the many questions which could be asked to elicit informa-
tion, it seems to me that would be at the bottom of the list. You
didn't seriously expect Colonel North to answer yes, I am violating
the law and describe to you the manner in which he was violating
the law, did you?

What did you expect him to say when you asked him are you vio-
lating the law?

Mr. ABRAMS. What he said was that he had checked with White
House counsel. That is not just saying no, that is saying that he
had in the course of his duties at the White House actually consult--
ed a lawyer, which is a little bit-he was not a lawyer, is not a
lawyer, so that is a little bit of a larger answer.

Mr. MrrCHELL. Well, I just have to say that I accept that re-
sponse, but it just seems to me that you really didn't want to know,
and the question was intended to elicit a denial and did in fact
elicit a denial.

How many people do you know who answer a question "are you
breaking the law' by saying yes? I could see, what are you doing,
who did you talk to, who have you seen, all of those, any one of
literally hundreds of questions that could be described as seriously
intended to elicit information.

Mr. ABRAMS. I think the question about is there a legal problem
here could elicit a lot of answers like no, I have checked with
White House counsel, or it depends on how you interpret the
Boland amendment. There are a lot of possible answers to that.
The answer was, checked with lawyers, no, no, no, I have never so-
licited a dime.

75-542 - 88 - 6
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Chairman INOUYE. Excuse me for the interruption.
I would just like to announce that a vote is pending in the

House.
Mr. MITCHELL. Thank you.
You also testified yesterday that your statements categorically

denying any involvement by U.S. Government officials in the Ha-
senfus flight were in your words "completely honest and complete-
ly wrong,' and by that, I take it you meant that when you made
those statements, you believed them to be true, but you have since
learned that they were not true; is that correct?

Mr. ABRAMS. Yes. I think we can see now that there was a
degree of involvement in that private network that makes that
answer wrong.

Mr. MITCHELL. That is right. In other words, what makes your
answer wrong is that you have since learned that there was, in
fact, involvement by government officials?

Mr. ABRAMS. Yes.
Mr. MITCHELL. Now, when you made your categorical assurances

of no Government involvement, you emphasized it by saying that
any such involvement would have been illegal. To quote from your
answer on Evans and Novak, you were asked a very broad ques-
tion, you said "absolutely that would be illegal, we are banned
from doing that, and we are not doing it." Do you recall that state-
ment?

Mr. ABRAMS. Yes.
Mr. MITCHELL. So, you said, and you stressed repeatedly that you

believed what you said then, that if there were any involvement by
Government officials, it would be illegal, is that correct?

Mr. ABRAMS. That may have been slightly too broad, depending
on how you interpret Boland, but I think the real meaning of it is,
yes, that is right, we weren't supposed to be giving any help to the
private benefactor network giving military aid to the Contras.

Mr. MITCHELL. And since you have learned that there was such
involvement, indeed it is the fact of that involvement which makes
you earlier statements untrue. You must now believe that there
were illegal acts committed by some government officials?

Mr. ABRAMS. I think there are a lot of questions now. I am not a
judge, I am not going to judge this, but there are a lot of questions.

Mr. MITCHELL. But you were not qualifying your statements last
October. Yo,1. were very categorical in saying that would be illegal.
Indeed, it is clear that your assertion of illegality was an attempt
to emphasize the conviction of your view that there was no such
involvement.

You used the assertion of illegality as a means of emphasizing
the conviction that you had on that point, isn't that true?

Mr. ABRAMS. I think that is fair, yes.
Mr. MITCHELL. So, you see, telling us with emphasis that you be-

lieved what you were saying, the only conclusion possible, if you
believed it was that you must now believe that illegal acts were
committed.

Otherwise you are now calling into question the credibility of the
statements which you made then which you now acknowledge to
have beer. untrue, but which you justify at least in terms of your
own integrity by saying, well, Ididn't know the truth.
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Mr. ABRAMS. I am sitting here thinking, and I get accused of fa-
cility with the English language.

Mr. MrrCHELL. Is this an unfair facility?
Mr. ABRAMS. No, it is not. All I really mean to say is this, that

you can come up with theories about the Boland amendment, I can
come up with theories about the Boland amendment, which would
make a lot of things that Congress probably meant to call illegal,
legal, and ultimately those theories will be tested in a court, but it
was my assumption that that kind of activity was illegal.

Mr. MrrCHELL. Well, my time is up, I'll just close with a com-
ment. You are obviously an extremely intelligent, very articulate
man, and I think you have worked hard in behalf of the policy in
which you believe. I tend to agree Senator Cohen and Congressman
Fascell that you have been treated very shabbily, particularly if-
and I believe you when you say you didn't know that the state-
ments you were making were untrue, no one corrected you. I have
the impression that baseball has a designated hitter. This commit-
tee has designated questioners. It looks to me like you are one of
the administration's designated fall guys.

I think it is very unfortunate, and it concerns me that your
anger or outrage doesn't appear at all directed at those who placed
you in the position of repeatedly making public statements that
you believe to be true, but which others knew to be untrue, and
which has, therefore, resulted in your integrity being called into
question as opposed to theirs, and really you are in a position
where all public officials were constantly making public state-
ments.

They were written down and in the last analysis you don't have
muoh beyond your own reputation for integrity, and your own
word.

Mr. ABRAMS. Senator, I have some very strong feelings about
this, and my wife has more, which I think it is-you know, I just
don't think it is fair to express all of those at this point here, but I
would disagree with one thing that you said.

Last night after this hearing was over, I went back and saw the
Secretary, who had watched some of the hearings-who made some
public comments at noon yesterday, and others last night, and it is
not his view nor is it my view that I am a fall guy. I am and plan
to be Assistant Secretary of State for Inter-American Affairs.

Mr. MITCHELL. I hope for your sake you are not, but I think what
is going to happen is truly inexorable and inevitable, Mr. Abrams.
Thank you very much.

Mr. ABRAMS. Thank you.
Chairman HAMILTON. Mr. Rodino?
Mr. RODINO. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Secretary, I know

that you recognize that what this committee is about is attempting
to get at the facts, try to unravel this maze and up to this point I
must tell you that as one who serves on this committee and hope-
fully will achieve that objective, very frankly, having listened to
you these past days makes me rather uncomfortable. Because I find
myself going back to inconsistent statements on the part of admin-
istration officials, and you, of course, claim that what you have
said is what is the truth, what is accurate, and naturally it leaves
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in doubt what others have said, whether they have intentionally
deceived this committee or intentionally misrepresented the facts.

And that leaves us in a position of unfortunate quandary, but I
am sure that you, like us, feel that this is a very important charge
that we have, and you would hope that you might help us at least
unravel this ball of wax. It seems to me, however, very frankly,
that having listened to some of the questions and then your re-
sponses, and you, yourself, admitting you are a man who is precise
with your words, very frankly I must ask you whether or not when
questions are put to you such as the question put to you the other
day, yesterday, by Mr. Belnick with reference to the Hasenfus
matter.

And the question that was asked of you at one point was, "You
felt, didn't you, at the time, that based on your knowledge Colonel
North was likely to be the official in the U.S. Government who
would have the most information about this flight if anyone in gov-
ernment would. Wasn't that your belief?" "Oh, probably." And
then Mr. Belnick goes on later on, a few pages after that and he
says, "You were also asked at the House Foreign Affairs Commit-
tee meeting by one of the members of the committee.. ." and get
this. This is his question stating a question put to you by the For-
eign Affairs Committee.

"Do you think there is anyone in the government who does know
who organized the Hasenfus flight?" And your answer was, "No,
because we don't keep track of this kind of activity." You gave that
testimony, and you said take your word for it.

Being as precise as you are, were you saying no only because you
didn't think that anyone in the government who does know who
organized the Hasenfus flight, and you didn't think that it might
be North, who you previously referred to as having some knowl-
edge about it and saying, "Oh, probably."

No, I don't understand, you know, just what your exact response
was and why. When the question was do you think-don't you
think that at that point the truthful response would have been,
well, it might be North since you had said just 2 pages before, "Oh,
probably," that he was the person who was most knowledgeable.

Mr. ABRAMS. I would have to look at the testimony, Congress-
man.

Mr. RODINO. Well, it is the testimony, it is yesterday's transcript,
and it is page 29, which Belnick asked you that question on and
which you answered: "Oh, probably." Then you go back to page 32
where he quotes the question from the Foreign Affairs Committee
members.

Do you think--
Mr. ABRAMS. Thirty-two?
Mr. RODINo. Thirty-two.
Mr. ABRAMS. I am sorry, and your question about this is?
Mr. RODINO. My question is that 2 pages before, you say that-

you answer that based on your knowledge, Colonel North was
likely to be the U.S. Government official who would have the most
information about this flight, and then do you think there is anyone
in the government who does know who organized the Hasenfus
flig, you say no.
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Mr. ABRAMS. Thinking back to the period, you will recall that
after the plane was shot down, one of the things I did that day or
the next day was to call Colonel Northi's office and the CIA Task
Force to determine whether people knew about this and the
answer that I was given was no.

Colonel North was out of town; I spoke to Mr. Earl-this is the
6th of October, I guess-who was his deputy. The answer I got was
no.

So I guess the-I think the answer really is-
Mr. RODINO. You are moving away from my question. I stated

originally that you are a man who is precise with words. The ques-
tion here was, do you think there is anyone in the government who
does know? Do you think? That suggests an opinion.

The answer to the question put to you by Belnick yesterday was
that you probably did now.

Mr. ABRAMS. I am not sure I am getting it. I think I did just
answer it by saying that immediately after the plane was shot
down, I called Colonel North's office and the CIA and asked for in-
formation about it and was told this was something the U.S. Gov-
ernment had no connection with.

I think that was the basis for that testimony. That is to say, that
to say that somebody might know, but you call the offices around
and you find out do people-did we, in any sense, do this and you
are told no, this is not a U.S. Government activity and so you say it
is not.

Mr. RODINO. I really don't follow you, and I think I follow Eng-
lish quite well. It seems to me that When you answer, "Oh, prob-
ably,' on the page 29, you are admitting some knowledge about
Colonel North being the person most likely to know, and then you
are asked the question by the Foreign Affairs Committee people, do
you think, and you said at that time, "Oh, no."

Mr. ABRAMS. I think the differences between the general ques-
tion about who in the government knew most, and I have testified
10 times the answer was probably or certainly Colonel North, and
then-

Mr. RODINO. This was only do you "think"?
Mr. ABRAMS. And I have answered that question then and now. I

had contacted everybody I thought possibly involved or knowledge-
able or able to give me information on the 6th of October, which is
basically the CIA Task Force and Colonel North's office.

Mr. RODINO. Well, let's move to another area concerning the cat-
egorical assurances that you gave with relation to the questions
that were put to you on the funding as to foreign governments
making contributions to the Contras.

Again, at that time, you were speaking for the administration
and the State Department, isn't that correct?

Mr. ABRAMS. I think so, yes. That is correct.
Mr. RODINO. Isn't it a fact that at that time there were other

people in the State Department and in the government who knew
that there were solicitations that were taking place with other gov-
ernments?

Mr. ABRAMS. Had taken place, yes. It is not clear that all of
them-I mean, it is not clear-it is clear they did not know what I
testified that day because that was a closed session, but, yes, no one
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who knew that there had been other solicitations attempted to call
me up and say, "Wait a second, there was a solicitation of the
Saudis." No one did that.

Mr. RODINO. No one was concerned that you were giving categor-
ical assurances?

Mr. ABRAMS. I can only tell you that I did on the public record as
well as privately say that there had been no contributions from for-
eign governments, no one corected--

Mie. RODINO. No one, Mr. Shultz did not? Mr. Secord did not? Mr.
North did not? No one--

Mr. ABRAMS. The first I learned of the Saudi contribution was
from the Tower Board staff in, I guess, February or so of 1987.

Mr. RODINO. Let me ask a final question.
Chairman INOUYE. I would advise the chairman that his time has

expired.
Mr. RODINO. Just one more question.
Chairman INOUYE. OK.
Mr. RODINO. Just this question. I want to get clear in my mind,

you talked about you were not authorized to disclose the fact that
you had made those solicitations. Then you stated that at a later
date, I think it was sometime in December, that you finally-or
November 25-you finally went back-December 8-you finally
went back to the committee.

You either felt badly or something.
Mr. ABRAMS. No, what I testified was that I requested permission

to inform the committee by telephone, chairman, ranking member,
Senator Bradley, on December 4 and got it and called, I think, on
December 5. This was not related to going back to the committee
for testimony. This was related to calling and saying there was a
solicitation-I wasn't allowed to tell the country, but that there
had been a solicitation.

Mr. RODINO. Did the Secretary then authorize you to tell the
truth at that time?

Mr. ABRAMS. The Secretary authorized me to call-he said if you
think you should, you can. Tell them that there was this solicita-
tion, but you are not authorized to tell the country.

Mr. RODINO. But you didn't have that kind of authority before?
Mr. ABRAMS. I did not.
Mr. RODINO. Thank you very much.
Chairman INOUYE. Senator McClure?
Mr. MCCLURE. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Secretary, our time is very brief in each individual question-

ing, and I want to ask rather general questions, but I don't want to
take much time for the answers, even though they are crucial.

Do you ever get frustrated with that?
Mr. ABRAMS. No, sir.
Mr. MCCLURE. You testified earlier with respect to what U.S.

policy is in Central America.
Mr. ABRAMS. Yes.
Mr. MCCLURE. You rather briefly said it is for pluralistic demo-

cratic societies with freedom for the individuals throughout Central
America; is that correct?

Mr. ABRAMS. Yes.

*
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Mr. MCCLURE. And that includes also within it an opposition to a
regime in Nicaragua which we feel doesn't meet any of those tests;
is that correct?

Mr. ABRAMS. Yes.
Mr. MCCLURE. Now, if I get off base, take the time to get me back

straight. The administration's policy has been undeviating in that
respect, is that not correct?

Mr. ABRAMS. Yes.
Mr. MCCLURE. And yet, U.S. policy is a combination of adminis-

tration positions and beliefs and that expressed by the Congress.
Mr. ABRAMS. Yes.
Mr. MCCLURE. And the Congress' policy with respect to Central

America has not been nearly as consistent, is that correct?
Mr. ABRAMS. I think that is right, yes.
Mr. MCCLURE. Now, earlier, Congressman Hyde made some ref-

erence to the fact that, well, at least the Contras are alive today,
and there has been some criticism of private funding or the solici-
tation of funds or the channeling of aid to them from non-govern-
mental sources.

Would the Contras be alive and well today if that had not been
done?

Mr. ABRAMS. I would have to say I don't think so. Probably be
alive, but in very, very bad shape.

Mr. MCCLURE. Now, what had been the President's position on
private aid to the Contras?

Mr. ABRAMS. Generally favoring it.
Mr. MCCLURE. Has he said that publicly?
Mr. ABRAMS. Yes.
Mr. MCCLURE. Has he articulated that privately as well as in

public on more than one occasion?
Mr. ABRAMS. Yes, he has.
Mr. MCCLURE. It is not a secret, is it?
Mr. ABRAMS. No.
Mr. MCCLURE. So, we shouldn't approach these hearings with the

idea that any notion that the President supports private funding is
somehow the revelation of a long-held secret?

Mr. ABRAMS. No.
Mr. MCCLURE. Is it a violation of the law for the President to do

that?
Mr. ABRAMS. No, sir.
Mr. MCCLURE. Is it a violation of the law for the President to

urge others to do it?
Mr. ABRAMS. I don't believe so.
Mr. MCCLURE. Is it a violation of the law to have individuals pro-

vide assistance directly?
Mr. ABRAMS. No. As long as they don't violate the Neutrality Act

or the Arms Export Control Act, it is not.
Mr. MCCLURE. And there are some questions about how far you

can go under each of those areas, and lawyers will have debates
and arguments about that; is that correct?

Mr. ABRAMS. Yes, and when we in the Department get letters
from people saying they would like to contribute, the letter that
went back said, get a lawyer.
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Mr. MCCLURE. That is a great contribution to the Contras, so far
as I know. The Contras are not lawyers, and yet all the contribu-
tions are going to lawyers. Is that what I am getting from you, you
are inviting them to contribute to the lawyers.

Mr. ABRAMS. It may be an indirect contribution.
Mr. McCLutRm. I see. Now, there has been some inference here

that there was something wrong with an organization that under-
took to influence public opinion. You have been questioned with re-
spect to an ad campaign that was out.

Is that an illegal action?
Mr. ABRAMS. I don't believe so.
Mr. MCCLURE. Was it illegal for you to look at those ads and say,

express any opinion about those ads?
Mr. ABRAMS. I can't see how it would be.
Mr. MCCLURE. Even though that may have indirectly given aid

and comfort to the Contras?
Mr. ABRAMS. Well, yes, because I mean, the President's speeches

certainly gave aid and comfort to the Contras, they they weren't
illegal, either.

Mr. MCCLURE. So, you don't believe it was illegal for you to have
met with a group that had an ad campaign?

Mr. ABRAMS. No. I also, in this period, met with the Contras lots
of times.

Mr. MCCLURE. And while I can understand that some Members
of Congress who may have been targeted in that in some way
might feel they didn't like being targeted, I suspect every one of us
at one time or another have been targeted by someone or some sev-
eral.

Are there any liberal, left-wing-I use those terms because there
has been talk about right-wing, conservative-are there any liber-
al, left-wing organizations opposing U.S. policy in Central America?

Mr. ABRAMS. Yes.
Mr. MCCLURE. How many?
Mr. ABRAMS. Dozens and dozens, hundreds probably.
Mr. MCCLURE. Dozens and dozens. Are any of them 501(cX3) orga-

nizations?
Mr. ABRAMS. I believe yes.
Mr. MCCLURE. You are familiar with the Coalition for a New

Foreign and Military Policy?
Mr. ABRAMS. I have heard of it.
Mr. MCCLURE. Have you heard of the North American Congress

on Latin America?
Mr. ABRAMS. Yes.
Mr. MCCLURE. Have you heard of the Washington Office on

Latin America?
Mr. ABRAMS. Yes.
Mr. MCCLURE. Have you heard of the Committee in Solidarity

with the People of El Salvador?
Mr. ABRAMS. Yes. That is essentially a front for the FMLN guer-

rillas in El Salvador.
Mr. MCCLURE. Have you heard of the Council on Hemispheric

Affairs?
Mr. ABRAMS. Yes.
Mr. MCCLURE. The Americas Watch Committee?
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Mr. ABRAMS. Yes.
Mr. MCCLURE. Center for Development Policy?
Mr. ABRAMS. Yes.
Mr. MCCLURE. Center for International Policy?
Mr. ABRAMS. Yes.
Mr. MCCLURE. Ecumenical Program for Inter-American Commu-

nication and Action?
Mr. ABRAMS. That is a new one on me.
Mr. MCCLURE. Central American Historical Institute?
Mr. ABRAMS. Another new one.
Mr. MCCLURE. Institute for Food and Developmental Policy?
Mr. ABRAMS. Yes.
Mr. MCCLURE. Medical Aid for El Salvador?
Mr. ABRAMS. Yes.
Mr. MCCLURE. New El Salvador Today?
Mr. ABRAMS. Yes.
Mr. MCCLURE. Center for Study of the Americas?
Mr. ABRAMS. Yes.
Mr. MCCLURE. World Peacemakers?
Mr. ABRAMS. No.
Mr. MCCLURE. Washington Peace Center?
Mr. ABRAMS. No.
Mr. MCCLURE. Casa-El Salvador?
Mr. ABRAMS. Yes.
Mr. MCCLURE. Medical Aid for El Salvador?
Mr. ABRAMS. Yes.
Mr. MCCLURE. Casa-Nicaragua?
Mr. ABRAMS. No.
Mr. MCCLURE. New El Salvador Today?
Mr. ABRAMS. Yes.
Mr. MCCLURE. Nicaragua Network?
Mr. ABRAMS. Yes.
Mr. MCCLURE. National Network in Solidarity with the Nicara-

guan People?
Mr. ABRAMS. Yes.
Mr. MCCLURE. Association in Solidarity with Guatemala?
Mr. ABRAMS. Yes.
Mr. MCCLURE. Network in Solidarity-Association in Solidarity

with Guatemala?
Mr. ABRAMS. No, that is a new one.
Mr. MCCLURE. Honduras Information Center?
Mr. ABRAMS. Never heard of that one.
Mr. MCCLURE. Caribbean Basin Information Project?
Mr. ABRAMS. No.
Mr. MCCLURE. Witness for Peace?
Mr. ABRAMS. Yes.
Mr. MCCLURE. Center for Concern?
Mr. ABRAMS. No.
Mr. MCCLURE. I won't even mention the National Council of

Churches, because they are much more broadly based than just
Central America.

Mr. Chairman, I have a list, not only uf these organizations, but
some specific actions that they have taken lobbying Congress, tar-
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geting Members of Congress, moving towards the public debate on
Central American policy.

I also have the list of their claims, at least some of them, with
respect to whether or not they are tax-exempt under section
501(cX3) or 501(cX4), and I would ask unanimous consent that those
be made a part of the record.

Chairman INOUYE. Is there objection? The chair hears none. So
ordered.

[The information appears in appendix B.]
Mr. MCCLURE. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman HAMILTON. Mr. Brooks.
Mr. BROOKS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I refer you to exhibit 46, page 42, the second page of that excerpt

that has been put in there, bottom two-thirds of the page, there is a
question by Mr. Levine. And he said, "Let me read you two sen-
tences, and I would be interested in your response to these. U.S.
defense sources disclosed yesterday that the flight"-this was the
Hasenfus flight-"had been paid for by Saudi Arabian funds. This
was confirmed by an Intelligence Committee senior staff member.
Have you heard either of these?"

"Answer, Mr. Abrams: No, I haven't. Assuming the reporter
talked to a senior staffer, I wish the Intelligence Committee would
find out who that person is because he or she is lying to the press
about things never said to the Intelligence Committee. If they had
been said, the staffer needs to go to jail anyway for violating the
secrecy of that committee. But that has never been said, so it is
just a flat-out lie."

I just want to observe that that seems to be your strong attitude
about people who lie.

Mr. ABRAMS. And violate the-
Mr. BROOKS. It is not a question; it is a statement. You made it.

Did you make that statement here?
Mr. ABRAMS. Yes, sure.
Mr. BROOKS. Mr. Abrams, as Assistant Secretary for Inter-Ameri-

can Affairs, what are your responsibilities, briefly?
Mr. ABRAMS. To help create and to help implement, under the

Secretary, U.S. policy in South America, Central America and the
Caribbean.

Mr. BROOKS. What sources of information do you use and have
available to you to enable you to do your job, and do they include
Embassy cables, CIA back channels, intercepts, DOD and State De-
partment briefings, access to all embassies?

Mr. ABRAMS. And more, probably. Basically, State Department
cables and CIA reporting are the two sort of fundamental building
blocks in terms of information.

Mr. BROOKS. Now, Mr. Abrams, you are characterized in all those
questions, interrogations, as the administration's point man for
Nicaragua. You chaired the RIG changed with developing policy.

Mr. ABRAMS. No, sir, not charged with developing policy, not
charged with developing policy. The policy is developed at a higher
level than Assistant Secretary.

Mr. BROOKS. Are you chairman of that RIG?
Mr. ABRAMS. Yes, sir.
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Mr. BROOKS. And you have been the administration's spokesman
before congressional Committees on Foreign Affairs and Intelli-
gence, and you have testified about regular meetings with Colonel
North and the CIA Central Area Task Force leader. And you have
told us how you picked up the telephone and called the Ambassa-
dor to Costa Rica to tell him to use threats to stop a Presidential
press conference.

Mr. ABRAMS. No, it wasn't a Presidential press conference.
Mr. BROOKS. You did that in the testimony.
Mr. ABRAMS. It was not a Presidential conference. It was a press

conference by the Minister of Interior.
Mr. BROOKS. But you did call him, threaten-tell him to use

threats?
Mr. ABRAMS. I told Ambassador Tambs to raise the question of

canceling that visit.
Mr. BROOKS. Right. And you brought up the subject of secret air-

strips with the CIA Station Chief. I can go on with the whole
litany of your activities, but I suspect, it seems obvious you took
your job very seriously. I suspect you were probably even im-
pressed with the influence you were supposed to have and would
want to impress Congress and the Secretary of State and the Presi-
dent with how well you carried out your duties.

Mr. ABRAMS. I didn't need to impress the Secretary of State; he
gave me the job, sir.

Mr. BROOKS. You did want to do a good job, didn't you, sir.
Mr. ABRAMS. Sure.
Mr. BROOKS. I am very troubled with the job that you did, be-

cause you would have us believe that you just had no idea about
private fundraising, about solicitation of foreign governments for a
few million dollars, you had no idea about how the Contras were
operating or where they were getting their supplies, you had no
idea about the large number of people who were commuting almost
daily between the United States and your area of surveillance, and
yet these missions went on for months while you were in office.

Now, Mr. Abrams---
Mr. ABRAMS. I would just take exception to that. I never said I

had no idea about most of the things you said I said I had no idea
about.

Mr. BROOICS. I understand, you haven't said you knew anything
about them.

Mr. ABRAMS. That is not what I said either.
Mr. BROOKS. You are the only man I ever saw that takes more

pride in not knowing anything than anybody I ever saw. Most
people take pride and are smug about knowledge.

Mr. ABRAMS. I take exception to that remark too, Mr. Brooks.
Mr. BROOKS. You seem to be very proud of not knowing anything

about the technical problems and the real sticky problems with
which you are involved.

Now, I believe you would have been a lot better informed if you
had been reading the daily newspapers, listening to TV, listening
to the radio, and I can only conclude after this that you are either
extremely incompetent or that you are still, as I say, deceiving us
with semantics, or, three, -maybe the administration has intention-
ally kept you in the dark on all these matters so then you can
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come down and blatantly mislead us, the Secretary of State, and
the American people on all of these issues that we have been dis-
cussing, and I am deeply troubled by it and wonder if you can sur-
vive as an Assistant Secretary of State.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I yield back the balance of my time,
Mr. Chairman.

Mr. ABRAMs. If I can respond to that, Mr. Brooks.
Mr. BROOKS. Let him talk.
Mr. ABRAMs. Thank you.
Fortunately, I guess I have to say, I don't work for you, I work for

George Shultz, and he seems to be pretty satisfied with the job I
have done for him. That makes me very happy and very proud.

Mr. BROOKS. And me.
Mr. ABRAMs. The characterization that you have made of my tes-

timony here yesterday and previous testimony, I think, is in too
many ways to state in a brief answer, erroneous.

Mr. BROOKS. I wouldn't think that you would agree with one bit
of it, because you have been very patiently telling us you don't
know about this, you-don't know about that, aid you weren't in-
formed, you were not authorized to tell the truth. That is the wild-
est story I ever heard. They were not authorized to tell the com-
mittee the truth about something. That is the most cockamamie
idea I ever heard.

Why do you have to be authorized to tell the truth to the appro-
priate committee in Congress?

Mr. ABRAMS. Well
Mr. BROOKS. I don't want you to tell me. But you should have

told the Intelligence Committee.
Mr. ABRAMS. I would like to repeat the answer as you raise it

that I gave yesterday, and the answer was and is that we treated
this as a highly confidential diplomatic activity because the govern-
ment of Brunei had insisted on complete confidentiality.

One of the things that I regret is I gave them and the depart-
ment and the Secretary gave them that commitment, and we
couldn't keep it. I was not authorized to reveal that until the Secre-
tary gave me that authorization on around December 4, but with-
out revealing the name, and that is the truth.

Mr. BROOKS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman INOUYE. Senator Nunn.
Mr. NUNN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
To some extent, pursuing that line of questioning, Mr. Abrams, I

am looking though to the future. You are going to remain, accord-
ing to your testimony, in your present position. That position, as
you have already described it, is a key position as spokesman and
also policy maker, and also a considerable amount of testimony
before key committees, including Intelligence Committee.

The next time you appear on an important matter before the In-
telligence Committee my question is, how should we question you?

Mr. ABRAMS. Well, Senator, I have done it. In the period between
December 8 and now, I have not failed to appear; I have testified
about 20 times; I have testified probably 10 times in the Intelli-
gence Committee, sometimes with full membership present, some-
times really with one Senator and the staff present.
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I would ask you to go back and look at that testimony or 'have
staff do it, and ask them if they would not agree with me that
there just isn't anything going on in this program that they don't
know about, anything significant, there isn't anything significant
that could surprise the members of the committee who follow my
testimony.

Mr. NUNN. Based on previous testimony, though there were so
many areas that they were not informed in, even though you were the
principal spokesman for the administration. Over and over again,
you said that you were not informed on this, that and the other, or
you were misled. How are we supposed to know that you are in-
formed when you appear before the committee?

Mr. ABRAMS. Well, two things really; one, the White House han-
dling of this has been entirely reorganized; the NSC is no longer
an operating agency. Operations are handled by the traditional de-
partments of the government.

In addition, legislation has now given me and given the Depart-
ment a role and an authority we have never had before with re-
spect to this program.

Mr. NUNN. How are we supposed to know whether you are au-
thorized to tell the truth?

Mr. ABRAMS. Well, if you want to know whether the Secretary
has suggested, or the department has suggested withholding infor-
mation on anything, I guess the way is to ask the question; and the
answer is no.

Mr. NUNN. But in other words, before we ask you substantive
questions each time you appear, we need to precede that by asking
you if you are authorized on this subject to tell the truth, the
whole truth, and nothing but the truth?

Is that the way we begin our questioning of Elliott Abrams?
Mr. ABRAMS. I would have to say that is an unfair comment be-

cause I have testified, as I said, about 60 times, and on one occa-
sion, in one instance, with reference '-o one activity of the Depart-
ment of State, we concluded, not I, as an individual, we concluded
that this was one matter that we would have to reveal to the Con-
gress, and didn't reveal until I got the authority of the Secretary.

Mr. NUNN. Well, it seems to me a rather key area from a rather
key committee, and it was behind closed doors. It was the most clas-
sified hearing I suppose we can have.

Mr. ABRAMS. I don't disagree with that, it is just that I wasn't
authorized to do it.

Mr. NUNN. Well-
Mr. ABRAMS. When I was authorized to, I did it.
Mr. NUNN. Let's move on to the executive branch itself. Yester-

day you said, on page 28, and again on page 72, in the afternoon,
that Ollie North told you, " 'I have never solicited a nickel,' he
may have said a dime, 'I am not breaking the law'." Did Oliver
North mislead you with that statement?

Mr. ABRAMS. I don't know. With respect to solicitation, I gather
that the pattern that is emerging is that he, as an official of the
U.S. Government, would not actually--

Mr. NUNN. You have questions about whether he misled you.
Mr. ABRAMS. I have a thousand questions.
Mr. NUNN. All right.
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Page 57 you were asked whether Ambassador Tambs ever report-
ed the fact that he was negotiating with the Costa Rican Govern-
ment about the airstrip and you replied that, "He never reported
that to the Department of State."

Did Ambassador Tambs mislead you?
Mr. ABRAMS. I believe he did mislead me on that. I believe he

should have reported-
Mr. NUNN. Let me just move on. I just want to get a quick

answer on these.
On page 26, of yesterday afternoon's transcript. Mr. Belnick

asked you about categorical assurances that the United States was
not involved in the private resupply flights, and you said, "We in-
quired of CIA and inquired of DOD and everybody said not only
then bt later there was no U.S. role."

My question is, did the CIA, NSC and DOD mislead you?
Mr. ABRAMS. The question is whether they knew about it. I guess

I would say that the people in NSC who knew did.
I don't know of anybody in the DOD who did and the question

about CIA--
Mr. NUNN. Wouldn't you assume that someone you were talking

to should have known about this?
Mr. ABRAMS. I think so.
Mr. NUNN. You have to rely on statements like that to be effec-

tive.
Mr. ABRAMS. You can't do business any other way.
Mr. NUNN. I agree completely.
On page 125, of yesterday afternoon's transcript, Mr. Leon asked

you when you asked Secretary Sigur whether there were any coun-
tries in his area who could contribute, he told you that he had pre-
viously solicited funds from two countries, and you replied, "He did
not."

He did not tell you that?
Mr. ABRAMS. He did not tell me that.
Mr. NUNN. By omission did he mislead you?
Mr. ABRAMS. I don't know. I didn't ask him that exact question.
Mr. NUNN. All right. How about Colonel North? He never told

you about the solicitation, did he?
Mr. ABRAMS. No one ever told me about solicitation prior to

the-actually it was the Tower Commission that told me about
that.

Mr. NUNN. Wrapping it all up because the yellow light is on,
how do we operate in the executive branch? Forget about Congress.
Forget about the Intelligence Committee. How does the executive
branch operate when so many people are misleading so many other
people and particularly with you in a key position, and you were

being misled over and over and over again according to your testi-
mony.

Mr. ABRAMS. You can't operate that way and I think that we, in
the executive branch and you, in the Congress know the way in
which that was operating in the executive branch was a disaster,
and the thing just fell ap art.

It was being operated by the NSC keeping the Department of
State in the dark, and that is a formula for disaster.

Mr. NUNN. Thank you. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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Chairman HAMILTON. Mr. Courter.
Mr. COURTER. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. Secretary

Abrams, I would just like to start on it by pointing out something.
It has been discussed that you were misled by Mr. Tambs and by
Oliver North and by Mr. Poindexter; that you were not sufficiently
inquisitive or prosecutorial in discussing events and individual ac-
tivities.

I would just remind the Congress that one of the great dupes of
all times, one of the great shams, one of the great areas where the
Congress was misled was simply by the Sandinistas themselves
when they pledged to the Organization of American States, to you,
the President of the United States, all American people and the
Congress, that they would respect human rights; that they would
have an open and pluralistic society; that they would have open
and free elections; that they would have respect for the press, et
cetera, and we also, based on that, those statements that misled us
funding them by, I would imagine-I don't precisely recall-about
a hundred million dollars.

I am just wondering where the congressional outrage with regard
to being misled is sometimes. Now with that statement, I would
like to ask you what I consider to be a very, very serious question.
You indicated yesterday by your testimony that you did not solicit
funds from Middle Eastern countries because you felt that they
would not be forthcoming; that they would not have an interest in
Central America; that it was too far away; -that they would not be
receptive.

The legitimate question I have is if that is so and there is logic in
your statement, I agree with you. They would not volunteer, I take
it, by your statement, because they live in a different world and
Central American problems are not theirs. They have enough prob-
lems of their own. Why would a country, Country Number Two,
then give millions of dollars?

Mr. ABRAMS. I am looking for the code. I am no Middle East spe-
cialist at all. That is why I went to Ambassador Murphy, and I was
reflecting his view when he said that none would give.

As I recall Ambassador Murphy's comments at that time, he did
say, and I think I testified to this yesterday, that it is possible that
some kind of high level contact would have elicited a positive re-
sponse, but I don't know. What Ambassador Murphy told me was
that he generally felt it was a part of the world they knew nothing
about, and they would not be inclined to do it.

Mr. COURTER. You indicated this morning about lessons learned
from this that you have, and you were asked the question if you
were asked to give advice to students that were listening to these
programs, the advice would be never can be too careful and also
never to be too clever.

What did you mean by never to be too clever? I take it that you
were referring to yourself.

You were too clever--
Mr. ABRAMS. In the testimony oD November 25th before the

Senate Intelligence Committee.
Mr. COURTER. And that is because what you said was literally

true, but you knew that it would mislead the committee?
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Mr. ABRAMS. That it would not tell them about a solicitation
which I knew about, although I was not authorized to reveal it.

Mr. COURTER. It's obviously-it is not a crime, it's not a misde-
meandor, it's not prohibited to be suspicious. There are no penal-
ties attached to being suspicious of something or to suspect some-
thing. You are obviously a dedicated public servant. We appreciate
the work you have done in the past. I look forward to your continu-
ing as Assistant Secretary, very frankly I think you have done an
outstanding job, but with all the press reports, all the leading ques-
tions by members of the Senate Intelligence Committee and mem-
bers of the House Foreign Affairs Committee, the Senate Foreign
Affairs Committee, the press reports, the statements and the ques-
tions you heard from the media, were you not suspicious, deep in
your own heart, that there was a lot going on?

Mr. ABRAMS. That is why periodically I, and Assistant Secretary
Armitage has testified, and others asked the question. And you
cannot operate except under a system of trust in those with whom
you are working and believe in what they are telling you.

Mr. COURTER. I take it by your answer that yes you had faith,
you had trust in these individuals, but you did suspect that more
was happening, that we were more involved than you thought, that
there was more activity in the National Security Council with re-
spect to helping the resistance? Is that not so?

Mr. ABRAMS. No. I thought that there was a kind of keeping
track, not direction or facilitation.

Mr. COURTER. Thank you.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman INOUYE. Senator Hatch.
Mr. HATCH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Abrams, it seems to me that there is one important truth re-

confirmed and that is that when people get misled, they get upset
and even get even sometimes.

When Congress was not told the truth about the CIA mining of
the Nicaraguan harbor, in 1984, it got mad. And I still recall the
rather mild reaction of Senator Goldwater at that time. And then
it got even in enacting Boland 1.

Mr. Ghorbanifar, that paragon of virtue, learned that the
United States was developing a second channel rather than work-
ing through him with all the potentials that he thought were there
as he had been led to believe.

He got mad and did his be- to get even; in fact, he ridiculed the
second channel and started h. motion what many believe to be the
series of events that really resulted in mess we have today. And
then he blew the lid off the U.S. covert action program there basi-
cally in that area. And made it anything but secret.

Some would say that he got more than even under the circum-
stances. When you yourself found out that you had not been told
the truth about the Hasenfus flight, you got mad and to a measure,
you are getting even with some of the testimony you gave yester-
day because they did leave you out on a shaky limb.

When we in Congress felt we were misled by your testimony,
before the Intelligence Committee, we got mad and now I suppose
we are getting even, or at least it appears like that.
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Would you agree that if we are going to have consistency among
separated powers in our government, we are going to have to stop
misleading each other, we are going to have to give straight an-
swers to straight questions and not mislead; would you agree?

Mr. ABRAMS. Sure.
Mr. HATCH. I suppose it would also help that when we in Con-

gress get straight answers from people like yourself, we have to
learn to be able to keep those straight secrets, too, especially when
covert actions are involved; is that correct?

Mr. ABRAMS. That is correct.
Mr. HATCH. In fact, to get full and complete answers in front of

some committees to certain questions is in a certain measure at
least the result of a desire by certain people to get even, people
who are given congressional confidential information 1 day, and, of
course, go out and leak it to NBC the next.

I remember a 170 page report leaked. Everybody on the Intelli-
gence Committee said it was going to be confidential and the next
day it shows up at NBC and every other network was upset be-
cause they were excluded from this important discussion of what
happened in Iran.

Perhaps under those circumstances there is a feeling of getting
mad and even getting even by next time saying, I won't tell them if
they don't just ask the exact right question.

Isn't that the attitude that developed in the administration
branch from time to time?

Mr. ABRAMS. I think the reason I was not to disclose the solicita-
tion to Brunei was precisely, precisely because we had to have con-
fidentiality and the more people we told, the more likely it would
be leaked.

Mr. HATCH. And if you told it on the Hill, there was a greater
risk that it would be leaked to the press?

Mr. ABRAMS. And in the Department. We took extraordinary
measures to make sure it wasn't disseminated in the Department.

Mr. HATCH. I think that is true because the executive branch
leaks as much as the congressional branch. They have more people
to leak. As we now know the facts, the private supply operation in
which Mr. Hasenfus was involved was not per se a U.S. Govern-
ment operation; is that correct?

Mr. ABRAMS. That is correct.
Mr. HATCH. The operation received logistic support from U.S.

Government officials, but it did not-that in and of itself did not
make it a U.S. Government operation, is that right?

Mr. ABRAMS. I think that is correct. I guess we are still finding
out about it.

Mr. HATCH. It wasn't paid for out of government appropriations,
was it?

Mr. ABRAMS. Correct.
Mr. HATCH. The government didn't buy the planes or pay the sal-

aries of the pilots, did they?
Mr. ABRA S. No.
Mr. HATCH. I think it is just as important that we set those facts

straight, because there seems to be supposition being thrown
around in these hearings. There is no doubt that Colonel North
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was playing pretty close to the line, and may have gone over the
line.

That remains to be seen. We are in the process of collecting
those facts and learning all we can about it, but I think it is an
error at this time to give the impression that the air supply oper-
ation was more than it was.

You are aware that Secretary Shultz and Secretary Weinberger
both claim that they felt that the Iran initiatives were inappropri-
ate initiatives?

Mr. ABRAMS. That is right.
Mr. HATCH. They both felt pretty strongly about that, is that

right?
Mr. ABRAMS. Yes.
Mr. HATCH. In fact, that is one reason why you have these Na-

tional Security Council meetings with the Secretary of State, Secre-
tary of Defense, the Vice President, the President, the National Se-
curity Council and who knows who else, and of course the Director
of CIA. So that all those people can get together, and they consti-
tute checks and balances themselves within that particular func-
tion; is that right?

Mr. ABRAMS. Yes.
Mr. HATCH. It seems to me that one of the things that bothers

me about Secretary Shultz and Secretary Weinberger is that they
objected to it, but they didn't seem to follow up in any way, shape
or form. Do you see any ways that they did?

Mr. ABRAMS. You know, this is really--
Mr. HATCH. I will withdraw the question. I don't want to put you

on that spot. How much did they tell you to be cautious about what
was going on in your job? How much do you know they told other
Assistant Secretaries and other people at the State Department
and at the DOD that they should be cautious, because the thing
looks like this could be very detrimental to the President?

Mr. ABRAMS. I wasn't informed by anybody about the whole Iran
issue. I didn't know that was taking place.

Mr. HATCH. Did you hear about anybody being informed, see any
directives, see any memorandums, see any directions to watch out
for this stuff; did you see any attempt to try to establish credibility
for their arguments so that the President could listen to the other
side of these things, rather than make some of the mistakes that
were made here?

Mr. ABRAMS. This is something which I in the Latin American
field was not aware.

Mr. HATCH. If I could make one comment, Mr. Chairman? I think
in all honesty, I like George Shultz and Cap Weinberger, they are
good people, and I like Bill Casey, and there is no question he
helped to bring the CIA back to a position of confidence in many
ways and respects with all the difficulties that transpired in those
tempestuous years, but I think that people on that council and in
that deliberative body have to do more than just say we object to
this program, we don t like this program.

They have to be people with foresightedness who can look into
the future and say, hey, we better watch this. We are here to pro-
tect our foreign policy of this country. If the case is made we are
here to help the President, and we are here to make sure that
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nothing wild-eyed goes on-and yet, they didn't do that, and I
think that is valid criticism of those people who demanded that the
President speak out on his radio broadcast and alleviate any re-
sponsibility for them.

I appreciate your testimony. You have been forthright, you
came forth here, and I heard your testimony before the Intelligence
Committee as well, and I do understand some of the difficulties be-
tween answering everything, just spilling your guts before the com-
mittee, or waiting until they ask the appropriate or right question,
and I think there is a lot of that that goes on, and I don t blame
you because of the loss of information that has occurred from the
House and Senate Intelligence Committees over the last few years.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman HAMILTON. Mr. Stokes?
Mr. STOKES. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Abrams, both yesterday and today, on several occasions, you

have made reference to the promise of confidentiality that you and
our government gave to the government of Brunei, and utilizing
that as the rationale for not disclosing this information to the U.S.
Congress.

It seems to me that this juxtaposes a rather serious policy ques-
tion. That question would be, does your obligation to another gov-
ernment, in this case Brunei, take precedence over your obligation
to tell the truth to your own government, in this case the U.S. Con-
gress?

How would you answer that question?
Mr. ABRAMS. No. That is why I sought authority from the Secre-

tary to reveal the solicitation to Congress.
Mr. STOKES. Well, then, this sort of poses a question-before you

came to Congress, there must have been some understanding be-
tween you and others as to what you would tell the Congress if you
were asked this question.

Mr. ABRAMS. No, there was not. There was no reason to expect
the question would be asked until noon, November 25th, and I was
testifying a couple of hours later.

Mr. STOKES. So then you, solely acting on your own, made the de-
cision that you could not tell the truth to the Congress until you
received authorization?

Mr. ABRAMS. No. I think I would say that it was clear to me that
this was something that was not being reported, not to be reported
to the Congress. It was a diplomatic activity. I believe I had discus-
sion of this-we had a number of discussions with the Secretary.
This was not an intelligence activity that had to be reported.

We were not going to report it, at least at that point. Of course,
the whole situation changed at noon that day with those revela-
tions, and I was in the unfortunate accidental position of being up
here a couple of hours after that.

Mr. STOKES. This morning in answer to a question posed to you
by Mr. Broomfield, you made a statement that I was very im-
pressed with. You said foreign policy should not be run by private
citizens, foreign policy should not be run by going to foreign coun-
tries for funding, foreign policy should not be run by the National
Security Council.

When did you arrive at these conclusions?
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Mr. ABRAMS. Reading the Senate Intelligence Committee report,
the Tower Commission report, watching these hearings, we can see
the results of some of those activities.

Mr. STOKES. So, just rece-atly, you have come to this conclusion?
Mr. ABRAMS. In the context of this investigation, sure. The ques-

tion of reliance on private individuals was never really raised as a
major policy question until now-in the last few months.

Mr. STOKES. Would you accept this addendum to these previous
conclusions? That foreign policy should not be run by the executive
branch of government by deceitful and deceptive testimony to the
U.S. Congress?

Mr. ABRAMS. Sure.
Mr. STOKES. Mr. Secretary, you said earlier that despite the obvi-

ous import of Mr. Melton's memos, that you and he sort of strung
along General Singlaub. You never really gave him a definite no
on the question of sending a signal to foreign countries, is that cor-
rect?

Mr. ABRAMS. That is right. We temporized.
Mr. STOKES. Isn't that paramount to letting General Singlaub be- -

lieve that the U.S. Government was in favor of his efforts, but as
Mr. Melton's memos say the time just isn't right yet?

Mr. ABRAMS. You might Isa i think we were in favor of his ef-
forts. It is just that we couldn t do anything to help him. The Presi-
dent had said on many occasions publicly that we were in favor of
the private individuals who were helping the resistance, but we
couldn't help them.

Mr. STOKES. How does this differ from when you said to us yes-
terday that Mr. Melton's memos were wrong?

Mr. ABRAMS. Mr. Melton said that in sworn testimony to this
committee.

Mr. STOKES. I'm not asking you about what Mr. Melton said, I'm
ask you this: in exhibits EA-5, 6 and 7, dated May 14, May 15, May

Mr. Melton says in EA-5, the move-"the earlier decision to
pass the message he had requested had been reconsidered. The
judgment here was that the timing was not right. To move now
means complicate other priority matters of importance of which he
was aware.

In EA-6, in his memo to you, he says, "approaches by him at this
time might complicate our efforts." Then, in EA-7, it says, "he
would like to hear from you why his initiative was untimely."
Doesn't it appear to be consistent with saying that we are in accord
with this thing, but the time just isn't right?'

Mr. ABRAMS. Well, at this point, something new was happening
Mr. Stokes. It was not that I was refusing to help General Sing-
laub. I had told him a private citizen, don t solicit any aid for the
Contras from a foreign government, please. He had a right to say,
"Wait a minute, Abrams is not telling me he can't help me,
Abrarns is telling me knock it off completely. Why?"

Answer: Because we had had an NSPG meeting. We were dis-
cussing this, and this period was just after the NSPG meeting at
which a decision had been reached that the U.S. Government
would make a solicitation, so I went further than not helping him,
I obstructed him. I told him to stop and he deserved an explanation
of some sort.
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Mr. STOKES. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman INOUYE. Senator Sarbanes?
Mr. SARBANES. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Abrams, I want to clear up one thing-you said yesterday in

talking about Eden Pastora, that a lot of people regarded him in a
negative way, and you even went so far as to say they regarded
him as being disloyal; disloyal to whom?

Mr. ABRAMS. Disloyal to the resistance in the sense that there
were accusations that he was, in fact, a kind of Sandinista agent.

Mr. SARBANES. This assertion was that he was that he was work-
ing for the Sandinistas?

Mr. ABRAMS. There have been such assertions made, yes.
Mr. SARBANES. Do you place any credence in such assertions?
Mr. ABRAMS. I don t now.
Mr. SARBANES. Did you then?
Mr. ABRAMS. Early on coming into this job the first 6 months I

had not met Mr. Pastora, I was hearing very, very negative things
about him from those who did know him, and I did not have any
basis to make that judgment. People who claimed to know a lot
about it entertained that judgment. I don't believe it.

Mr. SARBANES. You were the chairman of the RIG, but you dep-
recated the role of the RIG in your testimony here saying it is es-
sentially a coordinating agency. As I understand it, you deny that
there was a three-person sub-RIG?

Mr. ABRAMS. That is correct.
Mr. SARBANES. You, North and the CIA Central American Task

Force Chief?.
Mr. ABRAMS. Usually when we met we were not three, we were

four.
Mr. SARBANES. Who was the fourth?
Mr. ABRAMS. Frequently, the Deputy Assistant Secretary for

Central America?
Mr. SARBANES. Who's your subordinate?
Mr. ABRAMS. Yes, who's a career Foreign Service--
Mr. SARBANES. You said in these meetings you would have 12 or

15 meetings; is that correct?
Mr. ABRAMS. That is correct.
Mr. SARBANES. Were they subordinates to the three?
Mr. ABRAMS. No, sir, they were not.
Mr. SARBANES. Was there anyone in those RIG meetings that

was superior to you in the State Department ?
Mr. ABRAMS. In the State Department, no, I was the highest

ranking State Department officer.
Mr. SARBANES. Were you the highest ranking government official

who participated in the RIG?
Mr. ABRAMS. No. When he participated, Assistant Secretary Ar-

mitage is of the same ranking.
Mr. SARBANES. How often did he participate?
Mr. ABRAMS. I would have to check the book.
Mr. SARBANES. IS it fair to say that the Defense Department did

not participate very muc a in meetings of the RIG?
Mr. ABRAMS. No, no, that would be wrong. For one thing at vir-

tually every meeting a general, who was first the admiral, then a
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general who was executive assistant to the chairman of the JCS
was present.

I don't know how I rank compared to such a person, but he sure
was not a subordinate or mine, nor did Mr. Burghart from the NSC
view himself nor was he a subordinate of Colonel North's, we had
usually the director of Latin American Division of the CIA, but we
also had people from the director of intelligence also who were not
subordinate.

Mr. SARBANES. Your records show that the three of you would
meet on a periodic basis, in addition to whether that is a sub-RIG
or separate or apart from the RIG, you and North, and the CIA
head of the task force would meet on a periodic basis?

Mr. ABRAMS. My records show that in an 8-week period in the
spring of 1986, we did that.

Mr. SARBANES. Now at any point in the course--
Mr. ABRAMS. But again not on a three-man basis. Customarily

not on a three-man basis. There were three-man meetings.
Mr. SARBANES. Who did you perceive North as working for?
Mr. ABRAMS. The National Security Adviser and the Deputy Na-

tional Security Adviser when Mr. Fortier was alive.
Mr. SARBANES. Are you familiar with the testimony of Mr.

McFarlane where he wondered if maybe he was struck as it has
developed by the extent of contacts between North and the Direc-
tor of CIA?

Mr. ABRAMS. Yes. I read that or watched that.
Mr. SARBANES. Did it occur to you at the time that there was a

strong connection there?
Mr. ABRAMS. No. Colonel North never invoked Mr. Casey's

name in meetings, nor was I aware of meetings between them
other than the NSPG's and so forth.

Mr. SARBANES. When you were making these public statements,
these blanket assertions and these categorical assurances, did you
at any time suspect that you were in a sense being used as the
front person and being denied information which would leave you
free to make these statements?

Mr. ABRAMS. No.
Mr. SARBANES. Where did you think the money was coming from

for the Contras?
Mr. ABRAMS. Well, I had, I think, asked that question even upon

coming into the job. The agency people testified that the money
was coming-I don't mean testify-wrote in written reports of the
CIA, which are available, that the money was really being raised
by the Contras through their corporate and individual contacts in
this hemisphere and in Europe.

I thought that the money was coming from a certain number of
rich -Ameticans and a certain number of rich Europeans, not
through foreign governments.

Mr. SARBANIES. You mean through things like the Singlaub
effort?

Mr. ABRAMS. And perhaps 10 others. I am familiar with one
thing that General Singlaub did where he raised some money from
a rich individual.
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Mr. SARBANES. Of course, he raised by his testimony, something
like $500,000 from his own efforts. You had no sense of that dimen-
sion; is that correct?

Mr. ABRAMS. We didn't know what of General Singlaub--
Mr. SARBANES. Let me ask you about this testimony before the

Senate Select Committee on Intelligence and then going back to see
the Secretary of State.

As I understand it, that he said to you on revealing Brunei that
it was up to you, or did he say he thought you ought to tell the
Congress?

Mr. ABRAMS. My memory is he said it was up to me, but not to
reveal the name of the country. If I thought I should do it, do it,
but I was instructed don't reveal the name of the country even if I
was revealing the solicitation..

Mr. SARBANES. He didn't tell you to tell, he said it was up to you
to decide?

Mr. ABRAMS. That is my recollection.
Mr. SARBANES. Did it become clear in that conversation that you

had also told the committee that no money had been gotten from
any other country?

Mr. ABRAMS. No. I hadn't seen the transcripts and he certainly
wouldn't have either.

Mr. SARBANES. In the course of discussing this you didn't indicate
that you had made that kind of assurance. You were concerned
that the committee had asked you about money coming from other
countries and you told them there wasn't any money; is that cor-
rect?

Mr. ABRAMS. That is correct. There was concern about the solici-
tation of Brunei.

Mr. Platt, who was Executive Secretary, was one of the people I
discussed this with and he was the person who actually spoke to
the Secretary about it.

Mr. SARBANES. Did the Secretary indicate to you in that conver-
sation where you were concerned--

Mr. ABRAMS. This was not a direct conversation between us. It
was via Mr. Platt. I believe the Secretary was out of the country, I
think, at this time.

I went to Mr. Platt who conveyed this message to the Secretary
and conveyed back the answer, if you think you should do it, but
don't reveal the name of the country.

Mr. SARBANES. Because at that time the Secretary knew the
money had also come from Country Two?

Mr. ABRAMS. I can't speak to that, but he did not get a kind of
full report much less the transcript of the testimony of November
25th. He got an inquiry about Brunei.

Chairman INOUYE. Your time has expired.
Chairman HAI,.LTON. Mr. McCollum?
Mr. MCCOLLUM. I would like to put something in perspective. We

have been talking 'about private assistance that government offi-
cials apparently had been aiding with to the Contras, or to the
Democratic Resistance Forces in Nicaragua.

Senator McClure brought up a series of names of organizations
that he ran by you that have been raising money in the U.S. pri-
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vately to aid Communist forces down there, be it the Sandinista
_Government or the FMLN or the Salvadoran guerrillas.

One or two of those were orgarnbiitions-like the New-ElSalvador
Today, the U.S. Committee in Solidarity with the people of El Sal-
vador, which is known as CISPES I think, Medical Aid for El Sal-
vador, Nicaraguan Network awd so on.

Most of those I named I b '"eve you indicated some familiarity
with, and a few he named you said you did not know. What -con-
cerns me is not the fact that there are organizations existing rais-
ing money, they raise it for all kinds of crazy causes in this coun-
try, some of which I believe in, and some of which I don't, but what
wasn't asked of you that does concern me, are you familiar with
any government officials who have helped these organizations any
of these private organizations raise money to support the Sandi-
nista cause or the FMLN or the guerrillas in El Salvador, any gov-
ernment officials in any branch of the Federal Government, be
they Congress or the administration.

Mr. ABRAMS. I am familiar with the literature of those groups in
which their fundraising materials use the names of Members of
Congress.

Mr. McCoLLUM. I have put before you exhibits 47 through 50 for
the committee purposes. I would like to look at those.

Exhibit 47 purports to be a letter over the stationery of Congress-
man John Conyers for New El Salvador Today; exhibit 48 purports
to be a letter over Congressman Dymally's stationery for the U.S.
Committee in Solidarity for the People of El Salvador.

Both of those are organizations, as I understand it, that are sup-
portive of the guerrillas in El Salvador, is that correct?

Mr. ABRAMS. Yes. CISPES, in fact was founded by the head of
the Communist Party in El Salvador, Mr. Hadal, in 1980.

Mr. MCCoLLUM. And they have--
Mr. ABRAMS. 1980, if I recall.
Mr. MCCOLLUM. They have been raising money somewhat exten-

sively in the United States in recent months; have they not?
Mr. ABRAMS. Certainly tried, yes.
Mr. McCOLLUM. Now exhibit 49 is a series of cables, State De-

partment messages from the Embassy in El Salvador discussing
these organizations and in fact a whole history of the finances of
the FMLN in El Salvador over a period of years, and included in
that at the bottom of the first page, it discusses the medical aid for
El Salvador group, Maze, I think it is, and it lists quite a number
of Congressmen who are supposedly sponsors of this organization,
and have written letters on their behalf or whatever. Are you fa-
miliar with this cable traffic that has gone on to-I presume that is
to your office.

Mr. ABRAMS. Yes, yes, it is standard traffic from the Embassy in
San Salvador to essentially my Bureau.

Mr. MCCOLLUM. The last exhibit, exhibit 50 is a copy of a letter
from Congresswoman Schroeder, purportedly, on her stationery at
least, on behalf of the Nicaraguan network raising funds for that
particular group, which apparently is aiding the Sandinistas in this
whole process.

Are you familiar with that organization?
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Mr. ABRAMS. I have heard of it, but I am much less familiar with
it.

Mr. McCOLLUM. All right. Does it concern you, as it does me,
that private citizens not only are raising money, but Congressmen
are out raising money for the purposes of supporting organizations
and entities that our government finds to be against our policies?

Mr. ABRAMS. Yes, I mean they certainly have the right to do it,
but I remember the question I was asked earlier about divisions
within the executive branch. Here is a division in the legislative
branch where the vast majority votes money for President Duarte's
Government in El Salvador and others are supporting the FMLN
efforts to depose him.

Mr. MCCOLLUM. Interestingly enough, most of this went on after
Congress passed a law, the International Security and Development
Act of 1985, in which that very law we praised President Duarte,
talked about the democracy that was down there, certainly would
not support as a Congress any opposition to his government any
longer, and in that same particular law we had findings of fact
finding that the government of national reconstruction, now known
as the government of Nicaragua and controlled by the FSLN, has
flagrantly violated provisions of the June 1979 resolution, the
rights of the Nicaraguan people, the security of nations in the
region, and so on.

It seems to me that we have right at this time, and since we
have even passed these laws, members of these bodies of Congress,
of which I am a member, who are out'in the same way many are
accusing now our executive branch of raising funds for the purpose
of things privately that go around the policies of our government,
in other words, conducting foreign policy in the name of whatever
organizations these are.

I would like to point something else out. In that cable, buried in
that cable traffic exhibit 49-I don't know which page it is on be-
cause the pages are not numbered, but there is a point in there in
which it is discussed that some of these organizations have been
documented, though they are supposedly a lot of them for humani-
tarian purposes, that up to 70 percent of the moneys that actually
were intended or purported to go for humanitarian purposes, at
least with regard to the Salvadoran Resistance actually went for
arms, for the purchase of arms. Are you familiar generally with
the fact that a lot of the money that has been raised in the past to
go down there to support the resistance forces has indeed gone to
purchase arms instead of humanitarian purposes?

Mr. ABRAMS. The Embassy reports that there was a high level
defector named Costellanos who was a high level FMLN official,
that is, who reported the same thing. That is, there were no fiman-
cial controls whatsoever. The money goes down and the FMLN
does whatever it feels like with it.

Mr. MCCOLLUM. The GAO doesn't go down there and take ac-
counting of these funds, do they, Mr. Abrams?

Mr. ABRAMS. No.
Mr. MCCOLLUM. I think I have made my point. We have got the

pot calling the kettle black to a certain extent in this process. I
don't like the private funding operation any more than I think you
do. You expressed that today. But I don't think it is right for Mem-
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bers of Congress to be out there privately funding those folks on
the other side of the equation either, and I think it has been very
wrong.

I yield back, Mr. Chairman.Chairman HAMILTON. Mr. Boland.
Mr. BOLAND. Mr. Secretary, I want to direct your attention to

November 24 of 1986. To refresh your recollection, November 24
was on a Monday, as you know. Just a few days before, the Justice
Department officials had looked through Colonel North's files in
his office and on the day before, on a Sunday, North had been
questioned by Attorney General Meese.

The next day on November 25, the Attorney General held his
famous press conference, and North was fired. The committees
have testimony that you met with Oliver North in his office on No-
vember 24.

Do you recall that meeting?
Mr. ABRAMS. Yes, it was an interagency group meeting on Nica-

ragua in his office.
Mr. BOLAND. Was that a meeting of the RIG?
Mr. ABRAMS. No, the RIG was over. Under the new NSDD, it was

not a meeting of the RIG.
Mr. BOLAND. Who was present at that particular meeting?
Mr. ABRAMS. We would have to check the records. There were

representatives as usual of all four agencies, NSC, State, DOD,
CIA.

Mr. BOLAND. What was said?
Mr. ABRAMS. What was said?
Mr. BOLAND. What was said at the meeting?
Mr. ABRAMS. It was a standard meeting to discuss the Nicaragua

program. I have no memory of the content of the meeting. It is
probably a fairly normal meeting.

Mr. BOLAND. Did you meet with Colonel North separately before
or after that meeting, alone?

Mr. ABRAMS. I think I stayed behind at the end of the meeting.
Mr. BOLAND. What was said at that meeting and what did you

discuss?
Mr. ABRAMS. I said to him that I noticed that Southern Air

Transport was mentioned in the newspaper as a-Southern Air
Transport was a company that we found out, if I remember this
correctly, after October 5 had been involved in arms shipments to
the-well, in Central America.

I asked whether there was any-and now I guess over the week-
end somebody-it had been mentioned in connection with Iran. I
raised the question, and he kind of-he didn't really respond to it.

Mr. BOLAND. What was Colonel North's demeanor at that time?
Was he agitated?

Mr. ABRAMS. No.
Mr. BOLAND. He was not upset, not disturbed?
Mr. ABRAMS. No, we had about an hour long meeting. These

meetings of the RIGs and Is are an hour long, and I have not
asked any of the other people who were there. There were eight of
us at the IG meeting, but my memory is of no agitation, nothing
like that whatsoever.

Mr. BOLAND. Did it--
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Mr. ABRAMS. Just a normal meeting.
Mr. BOLAND. I have a feeling that this was a particular climate

in which pandemonium was probably loose, not as a result of the
Attorney General's press conference, not as a result of the Depart-
ment of Justice going through Colonel North's files. That didn't
disturb him one bit?

Mr. ABRAMS. No, as I say, as I said, if I remember right, there
were seven other people at the meeting. It was roughly 8 to 10people.

Mr. BOLAND. Did he ask you for any advice with reference to the
problems that he had at that time?

Mr. ABRAMS. No.
Mr. BOLAND. Let me ask you--
Mr. ABRAMS. None of the events of the weekend, I think, were in

the newspapers, as I recall it, and so we didn't know about them.
But I do not recall any sense that this was a meeting out of the
ordinary at all.

Mr. BOLAND. Well, of course you know Colonel North better than
I, because you dealt with him since, well, since you came as Assist-
ant Secretary of State.

Mr. ABRAMS. July 1985.
Mr. BOLAND. July of 1985. But it would surprise me that in the

climate of the times that it was sort of a normal meeting.
Mr. ABRAMS. Well, in retrospect it surprises me, too, but as I say

there were 8 or 10 there and you can ask them, and perhaps have
asked them, but my memory is no sense of-well, you use the term"pandemonium"-of upset at all.

Mr. BOLAND. Let me ask you another simple question.
Mr. ABRAMS. Let me just explain that the NSDD says this IG will

meet in the White House and the reason that we did not meet in
the situation room that day was it was already booked.

Mr. BOLAND. When the Hasenfus supply plane was shot down
and the bodies of the two Americans who were killed were left out-
side the U.S. Embassy in Managua, did you contact Colonel North
to seek assistance in raising the money necessary to bring the
bodies back to the Unjted States?

Mr. ABRAMS. To reiniburse the Embassy, yes, sir. That is to say
the Embassy paid the money for, I guess you would say, embalming
and preparation. And the Embassy then said-cabled me, I think.
It could have been a phone call to, but not to me-cabled the
Bureau or called the Bureau and said, "We need to be paid back."

I said-it was $2300, if I remember-I said, "Take it out of the
Bureau. We have enough funds in the Bureau to pay that for
people like this-Cooper and Sawyer." I was then informed you
can t do it. Not legal. We have to figure out, you know, you send it
to the families, which I thought was pretty raw. So I called Colonel
North and said, "Is there any way to raise money? Could you raise
the money?"

Mr. BOLAND. But you did talk to Colonel North at that time?
Mr. ABRAMS. Yes, this would be October-
Mr. BOLAND. October 6, I think you said.
Mr. ABRAMs. No, that was the day after. We had two issues at

that point. We had the Hasenfus lack of consular access and the
coffins, bodies, whatever.
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Mr. BOLAND. Mr. Secretary, what made you think that Colonel
North could be of any help?

Mr. ABRAMS. Well, the ability to raise money outside is not some-
thing that is particular mysterious. As an Assistant Secretary of
State for Human Rights, I had raised outside money for causes that
I thought were worthy causes, but which could not take-which
government money could not be spent on.

At some point right in this period, Colonel North had told me
that he was in fact involved in raising a defense fund for Mr. Ha-
senfus, which Mr. McFarlane was helping with, and so it just
seemed like a logical thing to do if he was already raising money
for defense fund especially.

Mr. BOLAND. Let me ask you another simple question. Your
policy with reference to obeying the law was a very solid one and
you constantly gave advice to those that you were working with to
stay within the perimeter of the law; is that correct?

Mr. ABRAMS. Well, the people in the Department really didn't
need that advice.

Mr. BOLAND. As a matter of fact in the quote to the House For-
eign Affairs Committee you said that the policy was a hands off,
stay-away policy, was the safest thing to do to comply with the
great Boland amendment. Would you like to change the adjective?

Mr. ABRAMS. I don't remember the testimony.
Mr. BOLAND. That is the testimony. Thank you very much.
Chairman HAMILTON. Mr. DeWine.
Mr. DEWINE. Thank you Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Secretary, in May of 1983, the House Permanent Select Com-

mittee on Intelligence issued a report stating the Salvadoran insur-
gency, and I will quote from that report, "depends for its life blood,
arms, ammunition, financing, logistics and command and control
facilities, upon outside assistance from Nicaragua and Cuba. This
Nicaraguan-Cuban contribution to the Salvadoran insurgency is
long-standing.

"It began shortly after the overthrow of Somoza in July 1979. It
is provided by land, sea and air, the great bulk of the military
equipment and support received by the insurgents."

Is that assessment still valid today?
Mr. ABRAMS. It is very difficult to measure the exact amount of

material going from Nicaragua to the FMLN. There is material
going and it is still the case that the headquarters of the FMLN is
in Managua.

Mr. BOLAND. The headquarters?
Mr. ABRAMS. The headquarters is in Managua. So the relation-

ship is essentially as presented there, though I can't measure the
volume of material going.

Mr. DEWINE. Mr. Secretary, you stated in your testimony this
morning in regard to these events that this is not the way a great
nation should conduct its foreign policy. And I think there is a gen-
eral consensus about that. I think we all can agree with that. I
think there is blame to go around in the administration, I won't
take my time to tick off the reasons. There is blame also, I think,
in the U.S. Congress.

But having said that, we are all learning a lot, and these hear-
ings are going to be over with, we hope, by the latter part of July,-
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but we are sl going to be faced with the necessity, the urgency of
developing a bipartisan foreign policy in regard to Central Amer-
ica, a region of the world that is close to us, a region of the world
that I think there is agreement in Congress, Democrats and Repub-
licans alike, that is essential to our national security.

You have been involved in this closer than just about anybody
else, at least in the implementation, and I suspect formulation of
policy with 'egard to Central America. What can we do as a coun-
try to deal wilh this major problem? You know, we all look back, I
guess it is the 40th anniversary of the Marshall Plan, there are
articles in the paper about that, and we all look back, and I don't
know if there is a historical parallel or not, I suspect there is. I
know things are different, but what can we do to develop that type
of a bipartisan approach to this very urgent problem that we face?

Mr. ABRAMs. I guess if I knew the answer to that, really, I would
be doing it already. Because we have certainly searched our minds
in an effort to come up with answers to that question. I think there
is now an understanding in the Congress that this is a grave securi-
ty threat to us, that we are dealing with a Soviet-linked Commu-
nist government in Nicaragua. We have not yet persuaded the
American people of that. That is a crucial fact. We have to start
with that.

I think we in the executive branch have to work better and more
closely with Congress, as well as getting the news out to the Ameri-
can people about the extremely tough choices we face. My sense is
that people are still looking for easy answers. There are no easy
answers. The problem is long past that. There are only difficult an-
swers.

In terms of getting more bipartisan support, I don't know any
answer really other than trying to get the facts around as much as
possible.

Mr. DEWINE. I just would hope that this is the approach that we
all take. You know, we have all the facts out, we are going to get
the facts out in this hearing. Every fact, virtually every fact, is
going to be known. Most of the facts are already known. The mis-
takes are obvious. The mistakes that we have made as a country,
the mistakes that the administration made, the Congress made.

But, you know, we need to deal with the vital questions of the
day, and I think that is what the American people expect us to do,
and I hope that all of us, administration and the Congress alike,
keep our eye on the ball and keep our priorities straight and recall
what our real obligation is here in the U.S. Congress and the ad-
ministration and that the area of Central America is absolutely
vital to the future of this country.

Mr. Secretary, let me move, if I could, are you aware, to another
area, are you aware of a recent public opinion poll in the four Cen-
tral American Democracies which country the people of each of
those countries fear the most as far as any kind of threat to the
security of that country?

Mr. ABRAMS. Yes, there is a Gallup Poll that is in the Congres-
sional Record, and the answer is in all four countries, Nicaragua.

Mr. DEWINE. In the same poll, are you aware of whether or not
the question was asked in regard to whether or not the United
States should be supporting the Contras?
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Mr. ABRAMS. Yes.
Mr. DEWINE. And what was the answer?
Mr. ABRAMS. The answer was yes. Citizens of Central America

approve of the President's policy, and the Congress' policy, as we
sit here today, of supporting Nicaraguan Resistance Forces.

Mr. DEWINE. That was better than 60 percent in each of those
four countries that are most intimately involved or potentially
most intimately involved with the Sandinistas in Nicaragua, is that
correct?

Mr. ABRAMS. Yes, Nicaragua's neighbors know the Sandinista
regime, and they fear it, and they want us to help the resistance to
it.

Mr. DEWINE. Mr. Secretary, why do you suppose that the church
groups in the United States, some of them at least, offer support
for the Sandinista's regime in Nicaragua when the Catholic church
itself in Nicaragua is really one of the main victims of the Nicara-
guan regime and in a sense really is one of the strongest opponents
of that Sandinista regime? Is that a little ironical to you?

Mr. ABRAMS. I really have to say, Mr. DeWine, I have asked this
question before, and I have groped with it before, and I don't know
the answer. I cannot figure it out. The church in Nicaragua, the
Catholic church, is being destroyed by that regime.

Mr. DEWINE. Mr. Secretary, my time is up. Thank you.
Chairman HAMILTON. Does the gentleman from Florida, Mr.

McCollum, have a request?
Mr. MCCOLLUM. I have a unanimous consent request, Mr. Chair-

man, the four exhibits, fundraising letters and cables marked EA-
47 through 50, I would ask they be admitted to the record.

Chairman INOUYE. Is there objection? The chair hears none. So
ordered.

Chairman HAMILTON. May we also put into the record, Mr.
Chairman, the poll reported in the paper this morning with respect
to Nicaragua which shows that by 67 to 29 percent those polled op-
posed further aid to the Contras.

Chairman INOUYE. Without objection, so ordered.
Chairman HAMILTON. Mr. Jenkins.
Mr. JENKINS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Secretary, I will be very quick, because I think I am the last

interrogator.
Various witnesses for some time have estimated that the number

of Freedom Fighters that were in Nicaragua varied between 3,000
and 10,000. Is that in the ball park?

Mr. ABRAMS. It was prior to the $100 million program. Now it is
much higher than that.

Mr. JENKINS. Substantially higher?
Mr. ABRAMS. Substantially higher.
Mr. JENKINS. One of the things that has always fascinated me,

and I say this not to be humorous, but if anything really gets to
the hearts of Americans, I think it is to have the thought that
Freedom Fighters or any other troops that may be fighting in
behalf of freedom or for this country don't have boots.

Now, I say that without being humorous at all, because let me
tell you what has happened. We have had General Secord talking
about tiat; you have a cable that we are trying to get 100 pair of
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boots down to Pastora's people; we have had McFarlane, I believe,
mention this, other witnesses mentioned this. It has been debated
on the House Floor.

What is interesting to me, assuming 10,000, take the high figure,
at $40 a pair, that is less than a half million dollars. Now we have
appropriated $27 million for humanitarian aid. We have appropri-
ated $100 million, and we have raised through the private sources
millions of dollars through this private funding effort.

It appears to me that we could spend less than $1 million and
give everybody 2 pairs of boots down there. Do you see any problem
with that? You were in charge of the humanitarian $27 million sec-
tion.

Mr. ABRAMS. Well, we did, in fact, do that. That is, people need,
if they are fighting, need more than 2 pairs of boots because these
boots do wear out in the jungle after something like 2 or 3 months.

Mr. JENKINS. Well, I have boot manufacturers in my district, so I
am familiar with the cost and so forth, and I just wonder if there is
a problem in finding sufficient boots for these people.

Mr. ABRAMS. The problem, there is no problem finding the boots,
the problem is money. We spent $27 million in part for that exact
purpose, and one of the main commodities we purchased with that
money was boots.

Mr. JENKINS. I mean, the decision that you were making was
whether or not to give them a watch, as I remember your testimo-
ny. It seems to me that a pair of boots would be more important
than a watch.

Mr. ABRAMS. Boots were right at the op of the list. Boots were
contemplated clearly in the congressional debate. Uniforms were
clearly contemplated in the congressional debate, and we include
boots in that.

Mr. JENKINS. If we gave everybody $1,000 worth of uniforms-
Mr. ABRAMS. But we are.
Mr. JENKINS. We are talking about $10 million.
Mr. ABRAMS. No, Mr. Jenkins, we are talking about a force at

this point, some of which was unarmed, but a force of something
like 18,000 people.

Mr. JENKINS. That concerns me because every witness seems to
mention it, and as I calculate a price of a pair of boots, it doesn't
register right with me with 10,000 people that you can give 2 pairs
of boots for less than $1 million.

Let me move on, because I am running short on time. You were
not acquainted with the fact that Dr. Sigur had met with repre-
sentatives and set up appointments for Colonel North in 1985, cor-
rect?

Mr. ABRAMS. Correct.
Mr. JENKINS. Now, he would have reported that to the Secretary

of State, would he not?
Mr. ABRAMS. It depends. Dr. Sigur had been at the time in ques-

tion on the NSC staff before becoming Assistant Secretary of State.
I don't know in which capacity-

Mr. JENKINS. At any rate, you didn't know anything about it.
Mr. ABRAMS. Correct.
Mr. JENKINS. And you never were told about it?
Mr. ABRAMS. That is right, until these hearings.
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Mr. JENKINS. Until these hearings. There were at least two mil-
lion from Country Three, was it-Country Three; there was at least
some from Country Two.

Mr. ABRAMS. I don't recall the numbers, but, yes. I was not told
those facts.

Mr. JENKINS. And you are opposed to that type of fund raising,
as I am, from third countries, is that right?

Mr. ABRAMS. Well, in principle, I am opposed to it.
Mr. JENKINS. Because of the dangers. You indicated that if in

international politics, I believe you indicated, if this occurred, you
would know about it now because that country would expect some
largess or some--

Mr. ABRAMS. Well, we have proper procedures now, so I would
know about it, in any event. I would know about it before it hap-
pened.

Mr. JENKINS. So you are not aware as of now whether or not
Country Three got what they asked for, if they were anticipating
some largess, whether or not they received anything?

Mr. ABRAMS. I don't know. I can tell you when I took this up
with Secretary Shultz in the spring of '86, he specifically and flatly
said we didn't want to do countries like Taiwan and South Korea
because of the political relationship with them.

Mr. JENKINS. I see. Because of the political relationship?
Mr. ABRAMS. You remember that I-I can run through a list of

countries now in the world that I mentioned to Secretary Shultz at
that time as countries that I thought we might be able to get
money from. And he gave me two rules, and the two rules that he
gave me were no country which was a right-wing dictatorship, such
that the political link to the Contras would be negative, and no
country which was getting a lot of aid or help from us, because
then you would be accused of putting the arm on them even if it
weren't true.

Mr. JENKINS. I see. I would agree with that entirely.
Let me ask one final question, because my time is up. During the

critical time, you were not informed of the Hasenfus relationship
to our government, and you were denying, as you previously testi-
fied to, North or his deputy, someone had misled you there when
you asked specifically about that, as I understand your testimony.

Mr. ABRAMS. I actually spoke to his Deputy on October 6.
Mr. JENKINS. Now, you just indicated to Mr. Boland that North

was involved in a legal defense fund for him.
Mr. ABRAMS. I don't think it ever actually got going, but he told

me he was going to be involved and that Bud McFarlane would be
involved.

Mr. JENKINS. So that at that time you knew that he had an in-
terest.

Mr. ABRAMS. Well, no greater than my interest. It was the policy
of the Department of State.

Mr. JENKINS. I mean, he had an interest in raising money to
defend the man.

Mr. ABRAMS. He had an interest in helping Hasenfus, that was
the policy of the Department of State, as well, to help this man and
his family.
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Mr. JENKINS. And once again, in order to ship the other bodies
back or to take care of the expenses, we decided to once again call
upon poor old Colonel North to raise the money.

Mr. ABRAMS. As I say, I wanted to do it myself. I wanted it to
come out of my Bureau s budget. I was told I couldn't do that. So I
called up Colonel North and said, could you raise the money?

Mr. JENKINS. That is the same thing that happened with the rest
of the executive branch; when we couldn't get the money, we asked
Colonel North to raise it. He did raise it.

Thank you very much.
Chairman HAMILTON. Mr. Secretary, your long hours before

these committees are about to come to a close, and I want to thank
you for your testimony.

I know you to be a dedicated and able public servant, and your
appearance is very much appreciated by me and all members of
the committees.

The point I want to make is that I think the tactics that were
employed by the administration in carrying out its policy in Cen-
tral America impeded, if they did not defeat, the policy objectives
that you sought.

The means the executive pursued undermined the ends you de-
sired. I think you recognized that early, and I appreciated that. Let
me try to be specific about the means, and I don't mean to beat a
dead horse here, because you have had long sessions, and you have
testified well.

First, you misled the Congress because you gave Congress infor-
mation that was not true in some instances. Let me make the
statement and you certainly may respond. You acknowledged that
you made statements that were not true, and that at least in some
instances, your testimony taken as a whole is misleading.

It is not my intention to go through all of that, because we have
talked about it for a long time. But we have here not a single inad-
vertent statement, but a pattern of statements upon which the
Congress and its committees relied. And over a period of time,
whether intentionally or not, you and your colleagues kept from
the Congress critically important facts about policy.

By no stretch of the imagination can the approach of the admin-
istration in presenting and defending its policy be considered
candid or forthcoming or cooperative, and those characteristics, I
believe, lie at the heart of successful foreign policy making in this
country.

Second, you, the administration, relied on secrecy as the chief
means -to carry out key aspects of your foreign policy goals. The ex-
ecutive tried to implement its policy in secret, and you said, I think
earlier today, that ultimately you can't do it that way, and you and
I agree at that point.

Now, let me just make one comment about secrecy, almost par-
enthetically, if I may. The administration kept from the CongTess
information about soliciting funds from Brunei, and if I understand
your testimony correctly, you said that you wanted to maintain the
sultan's request for confidentiality.

I really do not see why we in the United States should let a for-
eign sultan dictate the requirements of our foreign policy. These
are matters that ought to be determined by our processes, not

75-542 - 88 - 7
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theirs. We simply cannot let a sultan or a king undermine the es-
tablished constitutional procedures of our government.

Third, I think you diminish the role of Congress in the foreign
policy process. You told us in your opening statement, and we all
agreed with it, that Congress must be a powerful participant in the
making of foreign policy. But your actions, as you acknowledge,
were not compatible with your rhetoric.

You said that unless Members of Congress ask exactly the right
questions, they won't get the right answer, with regard to one hear-
ing at least, and that is precisely the wrong tactic.

The object here is not to avoid a perjury indictment. The object is
not to work to make your answer literally correct but nonetheless
misleading. The object is to make the Constitution of the United
States work. Congress is a partner, not an adversary. Congress is
an adviser, 'not an obstacle, and the executive and the Congress are
meant to work together, and those of us who have responsibility for
carrying out that task must make the system work.

Fourth, you, as others have pointed out, kept yourself ignorant
about an important part of policy for which you had responsibility.
I was impressed in your testimony about your emphasis on the
compartmentalization of policymaking. You did your thing, Colonel
North did his thing. You said you did not need to know what Colo-
nel North was doing, and for you, it was enough to know that the
State Department was not in violation of the law.

That may satisfy you, but it cannot satisfy the Congress. For
whatever reasons, and I don't want to judge those reasons, you did
not ask the questions that you should have asked about the private
network. You looked the other way. You chose not to be informed
about a key element of policy directly under your jurisdiction.

Let me try to conclude. We cannot advance U.S. interests if
public officials who testify before the Congress resort to legalisms
and word games, claim ignorance about things they either know
about or should know about, and at critical points tell the Congress
things that are not true.

I am aware, and I don't need to be reminded, that the perform-
ance of the Congress in all of this is not flawless. I happen to agree
with your observation the other day that this humanitarian aid
program that we asked you to administer was simply unworkable,
and that neither you nor anybody else could administer it well.

But I hope you recognize that the Congress cannot play its con-
stitutional role if it cannot trust the testimony of representatives of
the President as truthful and fully informed. The President cannot
sustain his policy if he tries to carry that policy out secretly, and
his representatives mislead the Congress and the American people.

Now, whether or not the policy of aiding the Contras is wise, the
means you chose to achieve that policy-hiding crucial facts from
the Congress, I don't say you did that intentionally, relying on
secret means to carry out central elements of that policy, circuin-
venting the foreign policy process, choosing to remain ignorant of
key facts-I think undermined your policy and made it much more
difficult for you to carry the day.

Under the Constitution, the executive and the Congress both
play a key role in making foreign policy. Members of this commit-
tee of both parties of all persuasions have a deeply felt desire to
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show that our government's system of shared powers works, and I
do not see how that can be done unless those of us who are charged
with that responsibility speak to one another the truth.

You may respond.
Mr. ABRAMS. Well, I guess I would say I agree with the general

points you have made. I would say with respect to myself, that I
described some testimony yesterday, the testimony immediately
after the Hasenfus shootdown as honest and wrong, and I would
repeat that statement today, and I cannot promise that I won't be
wrong again.

We try our best, we will try our best to inform ourselves of all
the facts before we come up here. With regard to the Senate Intel-
ligence Committee hearing, you mentioned diminishing the role of
Congress with regard to one hearing at least. I would say with
regard to one hearing, under extraordinary circumstances, the day
of the Meese announcement and corrected by me at my initiative
about a week later, after discussing this with the Secretary's office,
the legal advisor, the FBI, and then coming back to the Congress.

That said, again I think I've said-well I would agree with you
that the manner in which this policy was conducted over the past,
what, 3 years, I guess, has in fact undermined support for the
policy in the public and in Congress.

It isn't a speculative proposition. I think that your points can be
demonstrated that you can't run a government that way, and you
can't sustain support for a policy that way.

Chairman HAMILTON. We have appreciated your testimony, Mr.
Abrams.

Mr. ABRAMS. Could I make a closing statement?
Chairman HAMILTON. I think Mr. Inouye has remarks. You cer-

tainly may of course at the appropriate time.
Chairman INOUYE. Senator Cohen, you have a final question?
Mr. COHEN. Mr. Chairman, earlier today Mr. Abrams referred to

a deposition of Richard Melton. I think in fairness the deposition
ought to be included at the conclusion of my remarks and our col-
league.

Mr. ABRAMS. Thank you, Senator.
Chairman INOUYE. Without objection so ordered.
Whatever I have to say would be anticlimatic to Chairman Ham-

ilton's statement.
I hope that witnesses will take heed. This panel is not organized

to serve as prosecutors, and at times we forget that and we get car-
ried away, but there are certain things that must be clarified.-

You have before you a memo dated, May 29th, with countries
designated with numbers. We have testimony indicating that the
President of the United States was aware of the solicitation and
the contribution made by Country Two.

Was the President of the United States notified as to the solicita-
tion and contribution made by Country Three?

Mr. ABRAMS. I have no idea.
Chairman INOUYE. Was the Secretary of State aware or did he

approve the solicitation?
Mr. ABRAMS. I really have no idea.
Chairman INOUYE. Who made the solicitation?
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Mr. ABRAMS. You have to go back to the testimony I guess of Dr.
Sigur and others. I don't know about those solicitations of those
countries other than Brunei, which I have talked about, and Coun-
try Eight.

Chairman INOUYE. In other words, a private citizen made a solici-
tation in the name of the United States from Country Three?

Mr. ABRAMS. My understanding is that a solicitation was made of
three and I think five, in about 1985, by a private citizen of the
United States which failed, yes. Failed because of the lack of offi-
cial U.S. support for that solicitation.

Chairman INOUYE. Who made the solicitation for Country Three?
Mr. ABRAMS. My understanding is General Singlaub made such a

solicitation.
Chairman INOUYE. With the authority and the approval of the

U.S. Government?
Mr. ABRAMS. No.
Chairman INOUYE. Country Number Four, who made that solici-

tation?
Mr. ABRAMS. I have no idea.
Chairman INOUYE. Country Number Five?
Mr. ABRAMS. Again, General Singlaub, I think testified and also

told us in the spring of 1986, that he had made a solicitation but
that it had failed. And he planned to make another.

Chairman INOUYE. Did he make this solicitation in the name of
the United States?

Mr. ABRAMS. No, if I remember what he said, and I think Mr.
Melton's memos indicate this. He said that because he lacked the
signal, as he put it, he failed and that was why he wanted to get
support from the U.S. Government.

Chairman INOUYE. Was the President aware of the solicitations?
Mr. ABRAMS. I don't know.
Chairman INOUYE. Country Six?
Mr. ABRAMS. I am unaware of any solicitation of that country at

any time.
Chairman INOUYE. Country Eight?
Mr. ABRAMS. I am aware of a possible solicitation, I am aware of

a inquiry to that country for the provision of goods.
Chairman INOUYE. Who made that inquiry?
Mr. ABRAMS. I am not sure. It may have been the Secretary or

Assistant Secretary of State. I think those are the two possibilities.
Chairman INOUYE. Was the President advised of the Brunei solic-

itation.
Mr. ABRAMS. Not by me, but I would be rather sure that he was

so informed.
I am guessing but my guess is he was so informed by the Secre-

tary or by Admiral Poindexter.
Chairman INOUYE. Were you advised of the solicitation made to

Country Number Two?
Mr. ABRAMS. No, sir, at no time until Mr. Dawson of the Tower

committee staff mentioned it to me during my deposition to them.
Chairman INOUYE. Was the Secretary of State advised of the so-

licitation?
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Mr. ABRAMS. My understanding, which is very indirect, is that he
was not advised and that he learned about it in that phone call
from Mr. McFarlane.

Chairman INOUYE. This has been a very difficult time for me as a
Member of the U.S. Senate. Early this morning we were told how
immoral we were in our congressional policy in Central America,
and I suppose as a result you felt it justified to ignore some of our
laws, carry out secret diplomacy, and some of your testimony just
intrigued me.

For example, you had a major debate in the RIG on wrist-
watches, whether this was lethal or non-lethal, and yet you weren't
sufficiently curious to inquire on the Hasenfus case or to check
withr Colonel North after the Miami article was published.

I have no idea who is being candid with us. It is not our job, we
are not a bunch of prosecutors. But I think it must be, at the least,
confusing for the people of the United States and, at worse, discon-
certing to find that the Government of the United States has been
less than candid not only with the Congress but with the people.

So I would hope that future witnesses would take the statement
made by Chairman Hamilton very seriously, because I don't think
we can stand-too many days such as this listening to testimony
which would question great heroes of ours. I don't know whether to
believe you or General Singlaub, to believe you or Ambassador
Tambs, and it is not my job to decide whether you or the other one
is honest, but someone is not being honest with us. Can you help
us?

Mr. ABRAMS. Senator, with respect to General Singlaub, I think
his memory is wrong. I think he is being completely honest. I think
he has always been completely honestyI don't think it is possible to
say that he is being dishonest because his memory disagrees with
mine.

I want to return for a moment to the word "immoral" to make
sure you understood what I said or tried to say.

I don't approve of what I call "tin-cup diplomacy," but given the
congressional mandate to engage in it which we have, given the
terrible needs of the Contras, I thought it would be immoral for me
to fail to use the authority you gave to the State Department to
help them. That was the use of the word "immorality."

With respect to the wristwatches, we did debate it. Of course,
that was something that was under the State Department's direct
supervision and control, and we tried to do the best job we could
with it. We had a lot of debates about the limits of that legislation.

Chairman INOUYE. It has been a long day for you, sir, and we
thank you very much. We have learned a lot.

Before we recess, before your closing statement, I would like to
make the following announcements.

There will be a vote in the Senate at 2:00 p.m., when we recess,
we will recess until 2:30 this afternoon.

Because it has been referred to extensively during Secretary
Abram's testimony, and at the witness' request, the transcript of
Mr. Abrams testimony to the Senate Select Committee on Intelli-
gence on December 8, 1986, to the extent declassified, will, without
objection, be made a part of the permanent record of these proceed-
ings, and will be designated as exhibit EA-38.
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Immediately at the end of this session, the panels with their
senior staff will meet with Judge Walsh in Russell 236 for a very,
very important meeting.

Secretary Abrams?
Mr. ABRAMS. Thank you.
There is a sense in which maybe what I should say is that the

advice I would have to all those students who were watching is
that if anybody comes up to you and says you should be the point
man, you should walk in the other direction.

But I do have a statement that I would like to make, Mr. Chair-
man, and I appreciate this opportunity.

Although the process has been a painful one, the work of the
Select Committees-and these hearings-are performing a very im-
portant function.

Obviously, charges of individual breaches of public trust require
a full response. However, as a number of committee members have
observed, it is even more important for those of us in public life-
both in the Congress and the executive branch--to understand the
question raised by this unhappy sagas.

As I think both chairman were just trying to do and doing. While
there are doubtless many more, ] just wanted to suggest a few that
I think are of special importance.

How should the administration and the Congress formulate
policy with respect to military assistance for those combating hos-
tile forces in our hemisphere?

Once that policy has been formulated, what limitations should
Congress impose on the administration's implementation of that
policy?

What is the level of government funds to be committed to the
policy? Is it wise to rely in part on funds from other sources in fur-
therance of the policy?

Finally, how can Congress best exercise its oversight role? When
there are covert operations involved in the policy, how can the ad-
ministration report effectively to the Congress consistent with the
need for secrecy?

During the period that I have been Assistant Secretary of State
for Inter-American Affairs, there has always been in existence a
policy of support for the Contras.

However, the commitment of U.S. Government funds to that
policy has been extremely limited. Indeed, the policy contemplated
three separate sources of funds.

First, the Congress voted $27 million in humanitarian assistance.
Second, as the floor debate in Congress in the summer of 1985

made clear, it was recognized that private individuals and groups-
the identity of which remained mysterious-were contributing
either money to the Contras for the purchase of weapons or weap-
ons themselves-and that this resupply activity was ongoing
during the period that U.S. Government funds could not be used
for weapons.

Third, in December 1985, Congress specifically authorized the De-
partment of State to solicit humanitarian contributions to the Con-
tras from foreign governments.

I tried to say here today, and I will say again that I think each
element of this policy was flawed.
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While the $27 million in humanitarian aid was sorely needed, we
found ourselves in the position of line drawing over and over again
to make certain that the funds were not spent improperly.

The question of whether watches or radios were facilitators of
humanitarian deliveries or a means of furthering military oper-
ations became an issue.

While I am proud of the job that Ambassador Duemling and his
colleagues at NHAO did, it is clear to one and all that the line be-
tween feeding and clothing a resistance force and helping it to
fight is a difficult one to administer.

The problems inherent in leaving resupply activities in private
hands are now abundantly clear. It is very likely that these private
efforts kept the Contras alive.

I spoke out many times to applaud those who were willing to
support this effort. But it was a dangerous policy-more dangerous
than most of us, I certainly, recognized at the time-to encourage
private initiatives and yet be forced to keep our distance from
those aiding the Contra cause to avoid charges of Boland amend-
ment violations.

We found ourselves in the worst of both worlds-inadequate su-
pervision on the one hand and risk of violating the congressional
mandate on the other.

I can only describe the solicitation of foreign governments for fi-
nancial contributions as I have today as tin cup diplomacy.

We were asking other sovereigns to do what the United States
was not prepared to do. While such solicitations were unquestion-
ably lawful and sanctioned by Congress, they are an expedient
rather than a desirable long-term policy.

It is now very evident that the policy was by its nature subject to
abuse. In the case of the private resupply network, knowledge and
contacts by U.S. Government officials were apparently converted
into assumption of responsibility over the operations.

Private individuals were reporting over clandestine communica-
tions facilities to U.S. Government officials. Some U.S. officials ap-
parently disobeyed their own orders and reported in other than the
regular chain of command.

In the case of solicitations of foreign governments, the largest so-
licitations-and this means sensitive diplomatic contacts with for-
eign officials-were conducted without the knowledge or participa-
tion of the Department of State.

I think I have learned some lessons from all of this.
First, when the conduct of foreign policy requires a congressional

mandate-and military assistance is certainly such a case-Con-
gress should provide a clear mandate rather than ambiguous or
conflicting signals so that the administration can implement the
policy effectively and coherently.

Second, those of us in the administration must play by the rules
at all times. Reliance on nongovernmental assistance to assist a
governmental undertaking will always be playing with fire, for pri-
vate individuals may not have-and may not feel-the legal and
political limits placed on government officials.

Finally, those of us in the executive branch should be reporting
regularly and comprehensively to the Congress because a policy
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such as assistance to the Contras must, by nature, be a partnership
between the two branches.

These reports should be in open hearings when possible.
When classified or other highly sensitive matters make it neces-

sary to limit reports to closed sessions, regular reporting to the In-
telligence Committees will enable those designated by the respec-
tive Houses of Congress to share in policy implementation.

It is no secret to anyone that I have very strong views as to what
that policy should be.

About 10 days ago, I and I suspect most of you, attended Memori-
al Day parades. I took my family, and it was a great experience for
the kids.

The fire engines and police cars, and the bands, but when the
ceremonies began, my wife and I were reminded that this holiday
is, in fact, a commemoration of Americans who died so that we
may remain free.

During President Reagan's 6 years in office, few American serv-
icemen have died in Latin America: four Marines murdered by
Communist guerrillas in El Salvador, another killed on the univer-
sity campus there by the Communists, and recently another killed
in a Communist guerrilla attack on a Salvadoran military outpost
where he was serving as an adviser.

While we grieve for these men and our hearts go out to their
families, we do thank God it is so few. It is the purpose of our
policy in Central America to protect our liberty and security, and
expand democracy, without American military involvement.

The challenges we face grow each day. Congress has at times lim-
ited, or ended, or permitted U.S. aid to the Nicaraguan Democratic
Resistance. These committees are performing the function of exam-
ining how U.S. policy was implemented and how those limitations
were respected-wisely or unwisely, properly or improperly, and
indeed whether they were respected at all.

But whatever we have done, the Soviet Union has never limited
or ended its aid to the Communist regime in Nicaragua. There, re-
pression and aggression have grown each year-with $600 million
in military aid from the Soviet Union last year alone. Our restraint
has not restrained them; our limits have never limited them.

Our policy has been and remains to do all we can within the law
to help the Nicaragua Democratic Resistance forces to achieve
peace and democracy in Nicaragua.

The challenge we face is grave-a Soviet effort to achieve domi-
nation of the region between the Panama Canal and Mexico, which
would constitute a change in the fundamental security situation
our country has enjoyed since 1789. Not only would human rights
and the democratic gains of the 1980s be lost at unspeakable
human costs, but our ability to defend our own neighborhood, and
to project power in the world, would be irrevocably compromised.

I do not think we will ever accept this. My fear is not that we
will permit it. Rather, my fear is that we will act to prevent it, but
too late.

Not now, when all we are called upon to do is to aid the Nicara-
guan Freedom Fighters who each day risk their lives, but a few
years from now when our only option is a direct use of force.
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That tragedy may be but a few years away when Americans may
lose their lives in Central America, when we are forced to act di-
rectly there.

That is why I feel so strongly about the national security issues
which underlie our discussions today. That is why I have fought so
hard for President Reagan's policy in Central America-because I
think we can keep our security and our commitments if we stay
the course now. If we do not, I believe the day will come when we
will bitterly regret it.

I pray we will be able to put aside our differences and our insti-
tutional biases, and act as a great nation to help our friends, and
challenge our enemies, and protect our freedom and our security.

Now, before the cost is so high that it is measured, not in dollars,
but in blood and in tears.

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Elliott Abrams appears in appendix

C.]
Chairman INOUYE. Thank you very much, Mr. Secretary.
Before dismissing you, sir, I wish to advise you that your subpoe-

na will remain operative. We may feel it necessary at some later
date to call upon you again for testimony.

I would like the record to show that the attorney accompanying
the Secretary is Mr. W. DeVier Pierson.

The panel will stand in recess until 2:30 this afternoon at which
time we will hear from Mr. Albert Hakim.

[Whereupon, at 1:20 p.m., the Select Committees recessed, to re-
convene at 2:30 p.m., the same day.]

AFTERNOON SESSION

The Select Committees met, pursuant to recess, at 2:44 p.m., in
room 325, Russell Senate Office Building, Hon. Daniel K. Inouye
(chairman of the Senate Select Committee) and Hon. Lee H. Hamil-
ton (chairman of the House Select Committee) presiding.

Chairman INOUYE. The hearings will please come to order.
Our next witness is Mr. Albert Hakim.
Mr. Hakim, will you please rise.
Raise your right hand.
Do you, Albert Hakim, solemnly swear that the testimony you

are about to give will be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing
but the truth?

Mr. HAKIM. Yes, I do.
[Witness sworn.]

TESTIMONY OF ALBERT HAKIM
Chairman INOUYE. Please be seated.
Mr. Hakim, you are accompanied by your counsel.
For the record, will you introduce them?
Mr. HAKIM. Mr. Richard Janis, and Mr. Larry Wechsler.
Chairman INOUYE. Mr. Hakim, at an early phase of our investi-

gation after it appeared you would assert your constitutional privi-
lege against self-incrimination, the Senate and the House Select
Committees obtained orders of the U.S. District Court.
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The orders provided in substance that you may not refuse to tes-
tify on the basis of your privilege against self-incrimination.

The immunity orders have been communicated to you previously,
and you have already given testimony to the committee pursuant
to them.

Your testimony today will also be under those continuing grants
of immunity.

The previously communicated immunity orders are available at
the witness table and copies will be placed in the record of these
hearings.

Without objection, so ordered.
[The documents appear in appendix B.]
Chairman INOUYE. The Chair recognizes John Nields.
Mr. NIELDS. Mr. Chairman, I have been informed that the wit-

ness has a brief opening statement that he wishes to make.
Chairman INOUYE. Mr. Hakim, please proceed, sir.
Mr. HAKIM. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am pleased to be able to appear before you today to discuss my

role in the matters under investigation. Like you, I am anxious
that the full story of this affair can be disclosed to the Congress
and to the American people so that everyone can judge for himself
what has taken place and can consider the important issues raised
by these hearings.

I am also hopeful that the committee's questions will lead to a
full revelation of my own involvement in this affair.

Over the last 6 months my family and I have had to withstand
public attention and accusations, difficult for anyone to bear. I
have been variously described as everything from a "mastermind"
to a "shadowy figure." My reputation has been assaulted, and I
have even been referred to in thinly veiled ethnic slurs.

As will become clear during my testimony, my participation in
this matter was a result of a variety of motives. Not only was I pre-
sented with an opportunity to help my country, the United States,
and my native land, Iran, but at the same time I had the opprtu-
nity to profit financially as a businessman. I never pretended to
undertake the tasks I was asked to perform for philanthropic pur-
poses, and I made that clear to all of those with whom I was in-
volved-including General Secord, Lt. Col. Oliver North, the CIA,
and the Iranians.

At the same time, I never would have gotten involved in these
efforts if I had thought them illegal or contrary to the policies of
the U.S. Government.

When I first was asked by General Secord to assist with the
Contra effort, I understood that he had obtained legal advice from
a prestigious Washington law firm confirming the legality of our
activities. I was also aware that General Secord himself had sub-
stantial experience in the U.S. Government, including experience
dealing with the laws regarding the sale of weapons. Since I trust-
ed-and still trust--General eord implicitly, I was confident
when he gave me his own assurance regarding the legality of our
activities.

Finally, I was told that our Contra activities were being under-
taken not only with approval by, but at the request of, the Presi-
dent of the United States. We were dealing directly with the White
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House Staff. Consequently, it never occurred to me, as a private cit-
izen, independently to investigate the legality of the President's
policy.

With respect to the Iran initiative, the same basic facts are also
true. I intended to profit from my activities and I never made any
pretense about that fact. Moreover, I had the same assurances re-
garding the legality of our efforts, and I was told that the Presi-
dent of the United States had personally signed an order authoriz-
ing our activities.

During the course of our efforts, I had frequent dealings with
government officials in the CIA, the DEA and the President's Na-
tional Security Council. I received substantial official support for
my activities, and I attended numerous meetings with these offi-
cials, including a number of meetings at the White House. Under
those circumstances, I had no reason to believe that my activities
could have been in any way improper or contrary to U.S. policy.

The Iran initiative also afforded me a unique opportunity to com-
bine financial self-interest with the pursuit of personal and politi-
cal interests of great importance to me. I was born, raised and for-
merly operated substantial businesses in Iran. I am attached to
that land and its people. I hoped and understood that one of the
purposes of our efforts was to establish relationships that ultimate-

could lead to an end to the terrible toll in human bloodshed
being suffered by the people of Iran and Iraq.

I also hoped and understood that our efforts would assist the U.S.
Government to obtain the release of American hostages and, more
important in the long term, to enable the United States to reestab-
lish normal relations with a country whose geopolitical importance
is undisputable.

As a private businessman and as a naturalized American citizen
devoted to this country, I considered it an honor to be called upon
by the Office of the President of the United States to render mean-
ingful assistance to my country. I am now prepared to answer your
questions and assure you that I will do my best to answer them
candidly. There may be times when you will have to be patient
with me, however, for although I believe that I speak English well,
it is not my native language. As I believe your staff came to under-
stand during 5 long days of deposition, this can occasionally result
in miscommunications or misunderstandings, but such miscom-
munications and misunderstandings, once identified, will be clari-
fied.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Albert Hakim appears in appendix

C.]
Chairman INOUYE. Thank you very much, Mr. Hakim.
Mr. Nields?
Mr. NIELDS. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Hakim, I take it you are an Iranian-born businessman?
Mr. HAKIM. That is correct, Mr. Nields.
Mr. NIELDS. And you are just over 50 years old?
Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. NIELDS. And I take it that you lived in Tehran and were

raised there until you were approximately 20 years old?
Mr. HAKIM. That is also correct.

. . .. ... . i - _ . . .. . ._ _n l _ L -T- - - 0"-00
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Mr. NIRLDs. And at that time, you came to this country for edu-
cation and spent 1 year at high school in San Luis Obispo?

Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. NIEWS. And then you spent 3 years at California State Poly-

technic Colleie?
Mr. HAKIM. Approximately.
Mr. NIFUs. As it was then called.
Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. NIELDS. And for financial reasons, you were then forced to

return to Iran?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes, that was during Dr. Amani's work, yes.
Mr. NIELDS. I think it would be a good idea if you moved the

microphone about 6 inches further towards you.
Mr. HAKIM. Is this better now?
Mr. NIELs. That is much better. Thank you, Mr. Hakim.
That was in approximately 1959?
Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. NIELPa. And soon thereafter, you went into business in Iran?
Mr. HAKIM. That is also correct.
Mr. NIELDS. And you were associated with a company called Mul-

ticorp?
Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. NIELDS. I should have mentioned first a company called Tele-

com.
Mr. HAKIM. For the first 9 years, that is right.
Mr. NIELDS. That was Telecom?
Mr. HAKIM. Telecom, Limited, yes.
Mr. NIELDS. And Telecom is in the business of marketing the

products of U.S. manufacturers of electronic equipment to the gov-
ernment of Iran?

Mr. HAKIM. That is correct, that is what they did then.
Mr. NIELDS. And then you started your own company called Mul-

ticorp?
Mr. HAKIM. That is right.
Mr. NIELDS. And that was in approximately 1972?
Mr. HAKIM. That is also correct.
Mr. NIELDS. And Multicorp was in roughly the same business as

Telecom?
Mr. HAKIM. Roughly.
Mr. NIELDS. And I take it Multicorp was quite successful and

grew to have approximately 150 employees?
Mr. HAKIM. At one point, we had 150 employees, that is correct.
Mr. NIELDS. Sometime in the mid-1970s, you acquired a second

residence in France, just outside of Geneva, Switzerland?
Mr. HAKIM. That is also correct.
Mr. NiELmw. And you started businesses in your second home?
Mr. HAKIM. Or expanded basically the same business that I had

in Multicorp out of there, you are correct.
Mr. NIELDS. You started a company called Stanford Technology,

S.A.
Mr. HAKIM. That was one of the companies I established there in

Geneva.
Mr. NuELDs. And it had a subsidiary, Stanford Technology USA

in California?
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Mr. HAKIM. That is also correct.
Mr. NIELDS. And the California company was engaged in the

business of selling communications systems equipment to the gov-
ernment of Iran?

Mr. HAKIM. And also manufacturing.
Mr. NIELDS. I take it there came a time in approximately 1978

when, for personal reasons, you moved your principal residence -to
California?

Mr. HAKIM. Yes, I moved from Europe to California.
Mr. NIELDS. And your father and sisters already lived there, and

I take it it was for personal reasons that you moved?
Mr. HAKIM. That is correct, Mr. Nields.
Mr. NIELDS. And shortly thereafter, the revolution occurred in

Iran?
Mr. HAKIM. That is also right.
Mr. NIELDS. And essentially terminated much of your business

activities, including all of your business activities in Iran?
Mr. HAKIM. That is also correct.
Mr. NIELDS. However, I take it as of that time, you had acquired

substantial personal assets as a result of the earnings of Multicorp
and your other businesses?

Mr. HAKIM. You are right.
Mr. NIELDS. And during the next 5 years or so, you also received

some benefit from the sale of a subsidiary of Stanford Technology
USA?

Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. NIELDs. But other than that, I take it, after the revolution,

your business activities, other than this one sale of this subsidiary,
were losing propositions?

Mr. HAKIM. You are very correct.
Mr. NIELDS. I take it that you continue to live in California

today?
Mr. HAKIM. You are right.
Mr. NIELDS. You know, I take it, a man named General Secord?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. NIELDS. And you met him first in Iran in the 1970s?
Mr. HAKIM. That is correct, sir.
Mr. NIELDS. And I take it from what you have told us in deposi-

tion testimony prior to today that Mr.-General Secord was instru-
mental in your losing a very lucrative contract with the Iranian
Air Force?

Mr. HAKIM. That is also correct.
Mr. NIELS. I take it you also had dealings with General Secord

in connection with the hostages, U.S. Embassy hostages in Iran?
Mr. HAKIM. Initially with him and later on with different seg-

ment of the U.S. Government.
Mr. N1ELwS. Would you very briefly describe the events in con-

nection with these hostages that caused you to come into contact
with General Secord?

Mr. HAKIM. This was prior to my becoming an American citizen.
It was honored only in 1984 that I came an American citizen.

General Secord, knowing that I had substantial contacts in Iran,
and to that date I still maintained Multicorp, he called me to meet
with him in his office in the Pentagon and very openly asked me if
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I was going to be ready to help out with the release of American
hostages in Tehran, and I offered to help out. And from there on I
believe it was the Air Force intelligence people who continued
their contact with me.

Mr. NIELDS. I take it you kept in contact with General Secord
from time to time throughout the early 1980s?

Mr. HAKIM. You are right, sir.
Mr. NIELDS. And that was during the period when General

Secord was employed by the U.S. Government?
Mr. HAKIM. That is correct, sir.
Mr. NIELDS. And I take it that one of the reasons was that you

knew that General Secord had good contacts inside Saudi Arabia,
and you thought if he ever left the government you and he might
be abL. to make some money together?

Mr. HAKIM. That is right, and General Secord enjoys a lot of re-
spect in Saudi Arabia, and among other Arab countries.

Mr. NIELDS. And when you found out some time in 1983 that
General Secord had left the U.S. Government, I take it you ap-
proached him and asked him to become your business partner?

Mr. HAKIM. Effectively, yes, you are right.
Mr. NIELDS. And you set up a company called Stanford Technolo-

gy Trading Group International, which we will call STTGI, in
which you and General Secord each had a 50-percent share?

Mr. HAKIM. The company was already established a month or so
earlier and it was not active, but your conclusion is correct, Mr.
Nields, we became 50/50 partners.

Mr. NIELDS. And it thereafter maintained offices in Vienna, Vir-
ginia, near where General Secord lives?

Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. NIELDs. And I take it that the business of STTGI was and

was intended to be the marketing of products of U.S. manufacturing
companies overseas and principally to foreign governments?

Mr. HAKIM. That was the focus.
Mr. NIELDS. I take it you know a man named Willard Zucker?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes, I do.
Mr. NIELDS. He lives in Geneva, Switzerland?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes, he does.
Mr. NIELDS. And he owns a company, or as far as you are aware,

he owns a company known as CSF?
Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. NIELDS. And that is a Swiss fiduciary company?
Mr. HAKIM. That is also correct.
Mr. NIELDS. I take it a Swiss fiduciary company is a company

which provides a number of services which would include opening
bank accounts in Switzerland for its clients?

Mr. HAKIM. That is one of the functions they perform.
Mr. NIELDS. Set up corporations?
Mr. HAKIM. If so required by the clients, yes.
Mr. NIELDS. Particularly offshore corporations?
Mr. HAKIM. Not limited to that.
Mr. NIELDS. And they manage money for their clients?
Mr. HAKIM. That is the basic activity of theirs.
Mr. NiEUDs. Take money of clients and invest it and make deci-

sions about how the money should be invested?
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Mr. HAKIM. You are correct.
Mr. NIELDS. They also provide accounting, tax and legal services?
Mr. HAKIM. Only to their own clients.
Mr. NIELDS. I take it that you, in fact, were a client of CSF in the

1970's when you maintained a residence and conducted business in
the Geneva area?

Mr. HAKIM. You are correct, sir.
Mr. NIELDS. But I take it you were by no means CSF's only

client?
Mr. HAKIM. Definitely not.
Mr. NIELDS. I think you have already testified that based on pub-

lished material that you have seen about CSF, at least at certain
periods of time, they have managed as much as 60 to 70 million
dollars in assets of their various clients?

Mr. HAKIM. Equivalent of that amount in various currencies, yes.
Mr. NIELDS. I take it that you remained a client of CSF, but it

would be fair to say that as of the period 1983 or so, you no longer
kept more than a token amount of money in any Swiss bank ac-
counts?

Mr. HAKIM. You are correct, sir.
Mr. NIELDS. Did there come a time after you and Mr. Secord

went into business together, and I am directing your attention now
to late 1984 or early 1985, when he told you that he had been asked
to help the Freedom Fighters in Nicaragua?

Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. NIELDS. And who did he say had asked him to do that?
Mr. HAKIM. Effectively, the President of the United States.
Mr. NIELDS. If you can tell us a little more specifically what he

said.
Mr. HAKIM. He mentioned that the White House had approached

him to see if he would be willing to assist with the Nicaraguan ini-
tiative and since he had already an obligation to me as a partner,
he did not want to give an answer without rectifying his relation-
ship with me and at the same time he invited me to join him.

Mr. NIELDS. What did he say he was asked to do precisely?
Mr. HAKIM. He was not very specific at the beginning. I believe

he himself did not know quite what was the extent of the mission.
Mr. NIELDS. Did he shortly thereafter tell you that he was asked

to procure arms for the Contras?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes. There was a time that he told me that he was

asked to procure non-American weapons.
Mr. NIELDS. And did you inquire as to whether there was some

profit in this?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes, I did.
Mr. NIE US. And what did he tell you?
Mr. HAKIM. The answer was yes; definitely yes.
Mr. NIELDS. Was that profit to take the form of commissions or

markup?
Mr. HAKIM. In the form of commission and he made it very clear

to me that it will not be the normal markup and commission that
in this type of business is used. We have to operate with a much
lower percentage.Mr. NIELDS. Did he mention a percentage or an approximate per-

centage of profit that you would make on these arms?
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Mr. HAKIM. We didn't get into that type of discussion. He said
that he had to see how much he could purchase the material for,
what the budget was, and if the customer could afford it. He basi-
cally asked me to leave it up to him to decide what to do, which I
did.

Mr. NIELDS. You agreed to go into this business venture with
him?

Mr. HAKIM. Yes.
Mr. NIELDS. And I take it you and he thereafter acquired weap-

ons and provided them to the Contras and made a profit?
Mr. HAKIM. That is correct, sir.
Mr. NIELDS. Approximately what was the profit?
Mr. HAKIM. Are you speaking about the percentage---
Mr. NIELDS. Percentage, not absolute number.
Mr. HAKIM. The percentage from what General Secord told me,

because I really didn't know what the costs were, he was handling
that, he led me to believe that it would average out to something
between 20 to 30 percent, depending on how you would look at it,
whether you include the transportation or not include the trans-
portation. But that was the approximate figure that he gave me.

Mr. NIELDS. And initially were the arms acquired through a Ca-
nadian arms dealer?

Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. NIELDS. Did the Canadian arms dealer share in a percentage

of the commission?
Mr. HAKIM. The majority of it.
Mr. NIELDS. Did you and Mr. Secord split the remainder 50/50?
Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. NIELDS. Did there come a time when you ceased doing busi-

ness through this Canadian dealer?
Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. NIELDS. Did you begin doing business with Tom Clines?
Mr. HAKIM. We effectively employed Tom Clines to replace the

Canadian arms dealer.
Mr. NIELDS. Did Mr. Clines share in the commissions?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes.
Mr. NIELDS. Did he get a smaller percentage than the Canadian

arms dealer had gotten?
Mr. HAKIM. Definitely.
Mr. NIELDS. Did you and General Secord continue to share the

remainder of the commissions?
Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. NIELDS. I take it you, in fact, acquired arms and provided

them to the Contras taking this commission from approximately
January 1985, until approximately August 1986?

Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. NIELDS. Had you ever previously been involved in the pur-

chase and sale of arms?
Mr. HAKIM. Effectively, the answer is no, Mr. Nields. My concen-

tration has always been in high-technology electronics.
There have been-there was a case which had to do with Win-

chester Olin, which I was asked to handle the account for a differ-
ent person related to the officials of the government then, so out-
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side of that, which I consider it was not my own activity, I never
dealt with weapons and arms before.

Mr. NIELDS. Did there come a time in the fall of 1985 when Gen-
eral Secord told you that he had been asked to do an additional
kind of activity for the Contras?

Mr. HAKIM. Yes, he did.
Mr. NIELDS. And did that involve what h.as been referred to in

these hearings as the Contra resupply operation?
Mr. HAKIM. That is correct, sir.
Mr. NIELuS. That is actually flying arms into Nicaragua and

dropping them to the Contras?
Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. NIELDs. And I take it in furtherance of that activity air-

planes were purchased, an airstrip was purchased, and arms were
continued to be purchased and transported to Nicaragua?

Mr. HAKIM. You are correct, sir.
Mr. NIELDS. And I take it that this part of the business therefore

acquired certain assets?
Mr. HAKIM. You are right.
Mr. NIELDS. Was it your understanding that there would be any

profit on the Contra resupply operation?
Mr. HAKIM. Not beyond the purchase of the material.
Mr. NIELDS. By material, you mean arms?
Mr. HAKIM. Arms, yes.
Mr. NIELDS. Did you understand that you had any personal fi-

nancial interest in the assets of the resupply operation?
Mr. HAKIM. The attitude that we had that once the so-called

assets were purchased they no longer belonged to us.
Mr. NIELDS. Now, I understand from what you have told us in

deposition testimony, that you were aware of a discussion by
others, including General Secord, some time in the fall or late
summer of 1986, as to whether the assets of the resupply operation
should be sold to the CIA or given to the CIA?

Mr. HAKIM. You are correct.
Mr. NIELDS. But would it also be correct to say that you did not

concern yourself with that issue or involve yourself in the discus-
sion of it?

Mr. HAKIM. It did not fall within the territory of my activity.
Mr. NIELDs. Did there come a time, Mr. Hakim, when Mr. Second

told you he had been asked to become involved in the sale of arms
to Iran?

Mr. HAKIM. Yes.
Mr. NIELDS. And did he describe this as part of a broader initia-

tive to normalize relations between the United States and Iran?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. NIELDS. And did it also involve an effort to release the hos-

tages held in Lebanon?
Mr. HAKIM. That is also correct.
Mr. NIELDS. Again, who did he say asked him to become involved

in this Iranian initiative?
Mr. HAKIM. This time it was very specific, that was on behest of

the President.
Mr. NIEs. And you agreed, I take it?
Mr. HAKIM. Definitely.
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Mr. NIELDS. And you and General Secord did become involved in
the transportation and sale of U.S. military equipment to Iran
during the year 1986?

Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. NIELDS. Did you come to learn who General Secord was re-

porting to in the U.S. Government in connection with the Iranian
initiative?

Mr. HAKIM. Most of it, not all of it. I could see that he was, if you
like to refer to it as reporting-he was basically coordinating with
Lt. Col. North, but there were times that I learned that he had
meetings with the late Director Casey and Admiral Poindexter.
These are the people that I learned that he had contact with. If he
had any other person that he reported to, I am not aware of it.

Mr. NIELDs. And in connection with the Contra activity, did you
come to learn who he was principally reporting to or coordinating
with in the government there?

Mr. HAKIM. Lt. Col. North.
Mr. NIELDS. When did you first meet Mr. North?
Mr. HAKIM. It was in connection with the Iranian initiative in

February of 1986, in Frankfurt.
Mr. NIELDS. And did you thereafter come to know Lt. Col. North?
Mr. HAKIM. I had learned quite a bit about Colonel North

through General Secord prior to meeting him, and I was very anx-
ious to meet him, and I continued to learn more about him as we
worked together.

Mr. NIELDS. And did you work together with him and meet with
him on several occasions after February of 1986?

Mr. HAKIM. Generally speaking, it is correct, but it was much
later after January 1986.

Mr. NIELDS. Mr. Hakim, I want to ask you some questions about
the profits or surplus generated from the sale of arms to Iran.
There has already been evidence at these hearings that in Febru-
ary and May of 1986, U.S. TOW missiles and Hawk spare parts
were sold to Iran for a price of $25 million.

Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. NIELDS. And it has also been testified to that the transaction

was structured in such a way that of that $25 million, $8 million
went to the CIA account in Switzerland and $17 million went to
the accounts under your and General Secord's control in Switzer-
land.

Mr. HAKIM. That is correct, sir.
Mr. NIELDS. And it has been testified to that there were some ex-

penses that needed to be paid out of the $17 million, but General
Second testified that approximately $14 million remained.

My question to you is this: What were you told that $14 million
more or less was to be used for?

Mr. HAKIM. My understanding was that the income from these
transactions were to be used to primarily assist the Contras and
also try to make the so-called enterprise that we had created self
sustaining and to create a financial backbone for it. And this cov-
ered the expenses and other financial requirements attached to
any business activity.

r. NIELDS. So you were told that the surplus was to be used for
the Contras?
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Mr. HAKIM. As well, yes.
Mr. NIEL. To pay expenses in connection with the Iranian initi-

ative?
Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. NIELDS. And to generate capital for the continuing Iranian

initiative?
Mr. HAKIM. You are correct, sir.
Mr. NIELDS. And were you ever told anything about any other

purposes for this money?
Mr. HAKIM. Not in the form that we had a meeting, sitting down

and saying that this is the allocation. The impression that I got
was from the remarks that General Secord made to me that basi-
cally came from such remarks as "We don't know what Ollie will
need next, so we have to have money available."

Mr. NIELDS. I take it from time to time you learned that Ollie-
that is Oliver North, I take it?

Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. NIELDS. That he did have need for the money for other pur-

poses?
Mr. HAKIM. That is correct. There were several occasions.
Mr. NIELDS. I take it one of them involved Motorola radios for a

Caribbean country?
Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. NIELDs. And another involved a ship for a special operation

in the Mediterranean?
Mr. HAKIM. You are correct.
Mr. NIELDS. Another example would be cash that was required

for DEA agents in connection with an effort to release the hos-

Mr. HAKIM. You are correct on that, too.
Mr. NIELDS. Now, we are going to get later on in your testimony

to what has been referred to as the second channel. Excluding con-
versations relating to the second channel, were you ever told that
any part of the profit or surplus from these first two sales in Feb-
ruary and May to the government of Iran was to be for your per-
sonal benefit?

Mr. HAKIM. No, sir.
Mr. NIELDS. I take it that sometime in the summer of 1986, early

summer, you did begin efforts to open up a second channel?
Mr. HAKIM. That is correct, sir.
Mr. NIELDS. And at that time, I take it there was some discussion

of personal financial benefit to you?
Mr. HAKIM. That is right.
Mr. NIELS. We will get to that later in your testimony.
Would it be fair to say that you regarded yourself as being in

some kind of an operation in which you, General Secord, and
Oliver North each had different spheres of operation?

Mr. HAKIM. That was my understanding.
Mr. NIELDS. And North's was the political sphere?
Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. NIELDS. And Secord's operational?
Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. NIELDS. And yours financial?
Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
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Mr. NIELDS. I take it in connection with both the Iranian and the
Nicaraguan operation in furtherance of your performance of your
financial function, you caused certain companies to be created?

Mr. HAKIM. You are correct, sir.
Mr. NIELDS. And you also caused certain bank accounts to be set

up in Switzerland?
Mr. HAKIM. Affirmative.
Mr. NIELDS. And to do this, you used your contacts with Mr.

Zucker and CSF?
Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. NiELDs. And you asked him to set up the companies and the

bank accounts?
Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. NIELDs. And I take it these companies were what we refer to

as offshore companies?
Mr. HAKIM. As far as the United States is concerned, yes.
Mr. NIELs. They were Panamanian companies?
Mr. HAKIM. Among others, yes, mostly Panamanian.
Mr. NIELDS. African?
Mr. HAKIM. No.
Mr. NIELDS. Liberian?
Mr. HAKIM. Liberian, yes.
Mr. NIELs. I take it these accounts were used to receive contri-

butions that were being made by private parties and third coun-
tries for the benefit of the Contras?

Mr. HAKIM. As in the case of Iranian initiative, the income from
the sales of weapons, yes.

Mr. NIELWS. So the bank accounts were used to receive contribu-
tions for the Contras and the price received for the sale of arms to
Iran?

Mr. HAKIM. You are correct, sir.
Mr. NIELDS. And then I take it, out of these accounts were paid

expenses of the Iranian operation?
Mr. HAKIM. That is right.
Mr. NIELs. Expenses for the benefit of the Contras?
Mr. HAKIM. Correct.
Mr. NIELDs. And various other kinds of expenses?
Mr. HAKIM. And procurements of arms for the Contras, yes.
Mr. NIELDS. I take it you set up a number of accounts?
Mr. HAKIM. You are correct, sir.
Mr. NIELDS. And you caused money to be moved from one ac-

count to the other.
Mr. HAKIM. Well, I instructed CSF to do that.
Mr. NIELs. And they followed your instructions?
Mr. HAKIM. They followed my instructions, yes.
Mr. NIELDS. I take it that one of your purposes in doing this was

to create what you referred to as confusion?
Mr. HAKIM. Correct, to lose the track of the movement of money.
Mr. NIELDS. Make it difficult for anyone else to find out how the

money was moving?
Mr. HAKIM. Exactly.
Mr. NIELDS. And I take it one of the reasons that you set up bank

accounts in Switzerland was to take advantage of the Swiss bank
secrecy laws?
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Mr. HAKIM. Definitely.
Mr. NIEu. Now, was Oliver North's name on any of these ac-

counts?
Mr. HAKIM. No, sir.
Mr. NIELw. Was it on any of the companies?
Mr. HAKIM. No, sir.
Mr. NIELDS. Was Secord an authorized signatory on any of the

accounts?
Mr. HAKIM. He definitely was not.
Mr. NIELDS. Was his name, to your knowledge and recollection,

connected with any of the companies?
Mr. HAKIM. Not that I know of.
Mr. NIELDS. At the outset, were you authorized signatory of the

accounts?
Mr. HAKIM. At one point, yes.
Mr. NIELDS. But at the outset were you?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes. At the beginning of the operation?
Mr. NIELDS. Yes.
Mr. HAKIM. No, I was not.
Mr. NIELDs. But there came a time when you became an author-

ized signatory on some of the accounts; is that correct?
Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. NIELDS. What was the reason that you became an authorized

signatory?
Mr. HAKIM. With all due respect to a certain gentleman in CSF's

organization, and I am extremely thankful for CSF and Mr. Zucker
for the help they gave us, but there was a gentleman-there that I
cannot blame him, a covert activity, I could not explain to him ev-
erything, and-he did not perform to my expectation and like my
style. I accepted to leave my signature on so I can turn the oper-
ation around and make it more efficient.

Mr. NIELDS. I take it the reason that neither Mr. North nor Mr.
Secord were authorized signatories on the account was that you
wanted to make it as difficult as possible for anyone to connect
either of them with the financial operations of the account?

Mr. HAKIM. That was one of the objectives and the other objec-
tive was it was not a function as it was agreed and besides they did
not have any track record in Switzerland to be able to operate such a
financial network.

You have to be known to the people. You have to be trusted.
Mr. NIELDS. I take it all other things being equal, you would

have preferred to have left your own name off those accounts?
Mr. HAKIM. Without any doubt.
Mr. NIELS. And you only even associated your own name with

them because of this problem you had with someone at CSF?
Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. NIELDS. I take it when Mr. Secord wanted money to be

moved out of one of these accounts, he then had to ask you to get it
done for him?

Mr. HAKIM. You are correct, sir.
Mr. NiELw. And you would then direct CSF to move the money?
Mr. HAKIM. Also that is correct.
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Mr. NIELS. And if Mr. North wanted money moved from out of
one of those accounts, he would have to tell Mr. Secord and Mr.
Secord would have to tell you?

Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. NIELDS. I take it there was never an occasion on which you

declined to follow one of General Secord's requests?
Mr. HAKIM. You are correct.
Mr. NIELDS. And to your knowledge, General Secord followed

Colonel North's requests?
Mr. HAKIM. As far as I know, yes.
Mr. NIELDS. Mr. Hakim, you have made available to the commit-

tees certain records under immunity from the various bank ac-
counts that you caused CSF to set up to manage and handle the
money from the Iraniah and Nicaraguan initiatives.

Mr. HAKIM. That is correct, sir.
Mr. NIELDS. And in addition to these bank records which account

for all the money in the accounts and all the money going out of
these accounts, you also made available certain accounting records
of CSF?

Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. NIELDS. And these are accounting records that are efforts to

account for the movement of the money in these bank accounts you
have been testifying about?

Mr. HAKIM. That is correct, sir.
Mr. NIELDS. And you have also made certain other documents

available to the committees relating to these accounts?
Mr. HAKIM. You are correct, sir.
Mr. NIELDS. And indeed prior to providing them to the commit-

tees, you organized them in seven notebooks.
Mr. HAKIM. Yes. I must say it was a very difficult task to achieve

this because by design it was so structured that you could not col-
lect information, and my attorneys, Mr. Janis and Mr. Wechsler,
they went through a lot of hardship to put these things together
with assistance of the accountants. It was a very difficult task to
achieve.

Mr. NIELDS. Mr. Hakim, I am going to ask you to turn to exhibit
1 in the book of exhibits.

Do you have that in front of you?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes, I do.
Mr. NIELDS. Is that a document which you provided recently to

the committees?
Mr. HAKIM. I provided the original copy, yes.
Mr. NIELDS. This original, I take it, was obtained from your home

in California.
Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. NIELDS. And that was quite recently?
Mr. HAKIM. That is also correct.
Mr. NIELDS. Now, I should state for the record that a copy of this

document was found in Lt. Col. North's office and appears in the
Tower Board Report.

Can you tell us what this document is?
Mr. AKiM. This document shows the business structure that I

started to put together to increase the efficiency of our operation
once I became aware that our activities were going to continue and
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I structured it in such a way that there would be three collecting
companies.

The reason I have here three collecting companies, the idea was
after using collecting Company A, namely, Lake Resources, for a
certain period of time, to abandon that company and that account
and move on to the next one so you would lose trace and track of
the activity and then further below, I created the operating compa-
nies so we would be able to do proper accounting and location
and get organized, which we never managed to do.

Mr. NIELDS. I take it this chart then describes, at least in a very
rough way, what you envisioned as being a structure for the van-
ous companies and bank accounts that you had created?

Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. NIELDS. One of the reasons again that you had so many and

that they performed different functions and one would replace the
other was that you wanted to make it as difficult as possible for
any one to trace money going in and out of these accounts?

Mr. HAKIM. Not only the money, but also the operation.
Mr. NIELDS. Now, I take it you have provided us with records

from all of the companies on this chart and some additional compa-
nies.

Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. NIELDs. And that would include bank records?
Mr. HAKIM. That is also correct.
Mr. NIELDS. Our-when I say "our", I mean the committees, both

committees-accountants for both committees have spent consider-
able time analyzing the records which you have made available to
us, Mr. Hakim.

Mr. HAK1M. Yes, sir.
Mr. NIELDS. And they have prepared two charts. One of them is

exhibit 2, and the other is exhibit 3, and the charts are also-have
been blown up and are behind me in the hearing room.

Mr. HAKIM. I have them in front of me.
Mr. NIELDS. The accountants who have been doing this work-

there have been a number of them-there are two in the hearing
room today, Mr. Lou Zanardi, who is standing, and Mr. Ed Hailer,
who is now standing. They have divided the moneys flowing in and
out of the accounts that you have made available to us into two
charts, and they have done that based on Mr. Secord's testimony.

Mr. HAKIM.Yes, sir.
Mr. NIELDS. Mr. Secord testified at the beginning of the Nicara-

guan operation contributions were being made to Mr. Calero's bank
account in Florida and that Mr. Calero was then paying the pur-
chase price for the arms into one of your bank accounts.

Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. NIELDS. And you were then paying for those arms out of that

bank account, and the difference was effectively your commission
or your profit.

Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. NIELDS. And during that phase when the contributions were

going to Calero and Calero was ther-fore paying you, ,ohe account-
ants have put that phase of the transaction in the chart marked
phase 1, which is exhibit 2 in your exhibit book.

Mr. HAKM. Yes, sir.
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Mr. NIELDS. If Mr. Zanardi would be willing to point, you will see
that there were receipts from Calero's bank accounts of $11.4 mil-
lion, and this would cover the period roughly December 1984, to
July 1985. There were expenses either in the forms of the purchase
price of arms or other related expenses of $8.6 million. There is an
un-as yet unidentified transaction, which you and the committees
are endeavoring-to identify at this time and we are optimistic we
will be able to, of $.6 million.

Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. NIELDS. And there is a disbursement which I will getto later

for the benefit of the partners of $.1 million.
Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. NIELDS. That is a transfer to STTGI, which I take it was 50

percent owned by you and Mr. Secord?
Mr. HAKIM. Effectively, not STTGI, to General Secord and

myself, but effectively if you like to refer to it as STTGI, fine, it
didn't enter the books of STTGI.

Mr. NIELDS. That leaves remaining $2.1 million, $.7 million of
which was remaining in your Swiss bank accounts as of July 1985,
and $1.4 million of which are shown on your records as having left
those banks and as having been recorded by your accountants as
distributions to capital.

Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. NIELDS. We will get to that later.
That covers the money going in and out of your Swiss bank ac-

counts during phase 1.
Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. NIELDS. Now, I would like you to turn to exhibit 3, which is

also blown up on the wall behind me, and that is a chart showing
the money moving in and out of your Swiss bank accounts during
phase 2.

Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. NIELDS. That covers, according to General Secord's testimo-

ny, a time when Oliver North had decided that the contributions
should no longer be given to Calero but should be placed in your
bank accounts.

Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. NIELDS. Arms were continued to be purchased and supplied

to the Contras, but instead of the purchase price coming from
Calero, it was paid for out of contributions that were put directly
into your bank accounts.

Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. NIELDS. It also includes receipts from the sale of arms to

Iran.
Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. NIELDS. And I should say, for the record-well, let me stop

and begin over.
You will see that the total receipts during phase 2 are $35.6 mil-

lion.
Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. NIELDS. That covers $.7 million which was left in the bank at

the end of phase 1, $1.8 million received from private donors, $2
million received from third countries, and those private donors and
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third countries were contributions for the benefit of the Contras,
and $31.1 million received for the sale of arms to Iran.

Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. NIELDS. I should mention that that $31.1 million figure in-

cludes a $1 million deposit in November of 1985, which General
Secord testified constituted an advance for transportation costs.

Mr. HAKIM. This is the Israeli payment?
Mr. NIELDS. Yes.
Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. NIELDS. Then, you will see there were disbursements directly

out of the accounts in the amount of $26 million.
Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. NIELDS. $7.9 million, you and the committee and General

Secord have identified as disbursements for the benefit of the Con-
tras. $14.4 million, you and General Secord and the committees
have identified as disbursements in connection with the Iranian
Arms Initiative, that includes both the purchase price of arms and
the cost of transportation and other incidental expenses.

Nine hundred thousand dollars have been identified by you and
General Secord and the committees as expenses for miscellaneous
projects at the request of Lt. Col. North, and I think you have al-
ready testified about them here today.

Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. NIELDS. $.6 million has been identified as disbursements for

the benefit of the partners, and that would include money trans-
ferred to STTGI and money transferred to STC, which is Stanford
Technology in California.

Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. NIELDS. And I take it Stanford Technology in California is a

corporation that you are the sole owner of?.
Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. NIELDS. The total amount of money going to STTGI during

phase one and phase two is just over $500,000, and since there has
been testimony about this previously, I am going to ask you now,
Mr. Hakim, were those loans to STTGI or infusions of capital into
STTGI?

Mr. HAKIM. It started out to be a loan, but for bookkeeping pur-
oses, at this time I would categorize it as infusion of money into
TTGI for the services rendered at a time to the enterprise, if you

will, and its other activities and the reflection of the income to
STTGI can be seen in our books in STTGI how it was disbursed and
spent, but effectively for the purpose of these hearings, I do not
refer to them as loans.

Mr. NIELDs. You do not refer to them as loans?
Mr. HAKIM. No, sir.
Mr. NIELDS. I take it that there was a time when STTGI had a

line of credit with CSF?
Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. NIELDS. But I take it that the loans made by CSF to STTGI

were paid for out of these enterprise bank accounts.
Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. NIELDS. And that is the reason you swy that these are not

loans, they are in effect transfers to STTGI?
Mr. HAKIM. That is correct, sir.
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Mr. NIEM)S. And I take it STTGI, some of the assets or resources
of STTGI were used in furtherance of the Iranian initiative and the
Nicaraguan initiative?

Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. NIELDS. But you are not saying there was $500,000 of ex-

penses out of STTGI that needed to be reimbursed?
Mr. HAKIM. Logically no, but there came a time that we cffec-

tively lost some of our clients at STTGI and the only thing we were
concentrating on was the U.S. Government projects.

Mr. NIELDS. So, instead of getting income from what would have
been your other clients at STTGI, you took it out of the Iranian
and Nicaraguan initiatives?

Mr. HAKIM. Precisely correct.
Mr. NIELDS. Now, the next item is denoted CIA arms, and that is

$.9 million, and I should state for the record that General Secord
has identified disbursements of $2.1 million which he has told us,
told the committees, told the accountants, related to what was
originally supposed to be a purchase of arms for the benefit of the
Contras, but which were instead eventually sold to the CIA for $1.2
million.

That means there was a loss on that transaction of $.9 million,
and that is why it appears on this chart as an expense of $.9 mil-
lion, and %e have not allocated that to the Contras.

Mr. HAK .M. I understand that.
Mr. NIELDS. There is a, as yet, unidentified transaction totaling

$.6 million and there are general and administrative expenses.
Some of these are payments to CSF, legal fees and other kinds of
general expenses which we have identified, but they don't relate to
any particular transaction, and they amount to $.7 million.

Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. NIELDS. That leaves a difference between the amount into

these accounts and the amount out for the expenses I have just
identified of $11 million. $1.4 million remains; approximately $1.4
million remains to this day in the bank accounts whose records you
have provided to us.

Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. NIELDS. I take it those moneys are now frozen to your knowl-

edge?
Mr. HAKIM. To the best of my knowledge.
Mr. NIELDS. And that leaves a total of $9.6 million, which left

these bank accounts and have been recorded on the accounting ma-
terials that you have made available to the committees, the CSF
accounting materials, as distributions to the various capital ac-
counts.

Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. NIELDS. And what I would like to do now, Mr. Hakim, is to

ask you about these capital accounts.
Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. NIELDS. And the purpose of this exercise is to determine ex-

actly what this $9.6 million represents.
Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. NIELDs. Mr. Hakim, I guess I would first like you to turn to

exhibit No. 4.
Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
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Mr. NIELDS. These are accounting records compiled by CSF which
you have made available to the committees, I take it that is cor-
rect?

Mr. HAKIM. That is correct, sir.
Mr. NIELDS. Now, Mr. Hakim, generally speaking a capital ac-

count would be an account that was set up for distribution of prof-
its to participants in a business venture.

Mr. HAKIM. Generally speaking.
Mr. NIELDS. However, you have told us after reviewing these

records that some of the moneys that the accountants allocated to
the capital account were paid to third parties and constituted ex-
penses of the enterprise.

Mr. HAKIM. That is correct, misallocation.
Mr. NIELDS. And I think I should say that the committees have

verified that as to some of the amounts that were put in the capital
account by your accountants that you are correct, they were paid
to third parties and appear to have been expenses of the Iranian or
the Nicaraguan operation.

Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. NIELDS. And I take it that your conclusion there is that these

were simply errors by the accountants?
Mr. HAKIM. Well--
Mr. NIELDS. Misallocations.
Mr. HAKIM. Misallocations because again it was covert activity. I

could not explain everything to them. So I cannot really blame
them.

Mr. NIELDS. And you have also told the committees that some of
the moneys in these capital accounts were in fact simply moneys
that were put in the custody of CSF for investment purposes, but
which were essentially moneys set aside for the continuing oper-
ations of the Iranian initiative.

Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. NIELDS. We will return to those in greater detail.
Mr. HAKIM. OK.
Mr. NIELDS. And you have told us that the remaining amounts

that were allocated to these capital accounts were, in fact, distribu-
tions of profit to the various ventures in the enterprise?

Mr. HAKIM. That is also correct.
Mr. NIELDS. I will get into some more detail in a moment, but

first I want to ask you some questions about where this money is
right now?

I take it that some of the money in these capital accounts consti-
tute investments which are being managed by CSF today?

Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. NIELDS. And you made available some other records which

show that the total amount currently being managed by CSF is
$6.67 million?

Mr. HAKIM. That is correct. That excludes the $1.4 that you al-
ready talked about.

Mr. NIELDS. Some of the moneys you have already testified to
were disbursed to third parties as expenses of the enterprise and
they are gone?

Mr. HAKIM. Yes.
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Mr. NIELs. And some of the moneys were disbursed to personal
bank accounts of the ventures, including yourself?

Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. NIELDs. And those are also gone?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes, that is correct.
Mr. NIELDS. Where is the $6.67 million now?
Mr. HAKIM. The latest information that we have from CSF is this

money is with Toronto Dominion Securities, London.
Mr. NIELDs. London?
Wi--HAKIM. Yes, sir.

Mr. NIELDS. And do you know where it has been between Novem-
ber of 1986 and today?

Mr. HAKIM. I have no idea, sir.
The records that you have should show that movement. I am

sure it shows where they have been invested.
Mr. NIELDs. But you don't know?
Mr. HAKIM. No, I have no idea.
Mr. NIELDS. And I take it, did there come a time that you caused

that money to be moved from this country to London or from Swit-
zerland to London?

[Witness conferring with counsel.]
Mr. HAKIM. If you refer to the documents that I have provided

you, you will see that these moneys were scattered all over the
world in various investments and when the so-called Irangate reve-
lation came about, my understanding is that CSF made an effort to
remove the various investments from wherever they were and con-
solidate that and keep it under one umbrella.

Mr. NIELDs. OK, I would like to turn back now to exhibit No. 4.
Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. NIELuS. There are five capital accounts listed in exhibit No.

4, the first one is titled Albert Hakim. I take it that is self explana-
tory and refers to you?

Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. NIELDs. The number opposite your name is $6.8 million.
Mr. HAKIM. Correct.
Mr. NIELDS. I take it that according to the testimony you previ-

ously have given that that $6.8 million does not all represent distri-
bution of profit to you?

Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. NIELDS. We will get into more detail in at moment, but at

least $4 million of that amount, according to your testimony re-
flects money set aside for the purposes of the enterprise?

Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Chairman INOUYE. Mr. Nields, may I interrupt?
The House of Representatives is now in progress with a vote and

so House Members will absent themselves.
Please proceed.
Mr. NIELDS. The second capital account is titled Korel Assets?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. NIELDS. What does that refer to?
Mr. HAKIM. Korel Assets is a company that was available at CSF

for a different purpose that I used to accumulate the portion of the
profits that were intended for General Secord. So this effectively
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reflects the portions of the commissions that were set aside for
General Secord.

Mr. NiELDs. Mr. Hakim, did you continue to make deposits, so to
speak, into the Korel Assets Capital account through August of
1986?

Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. NIELDs. Did there ever come a time when you stopped

making deposits into that account?
Mr. HAKIM. When we had no more income.
Mr. NIEUDs. When you reviewed the records prior to your testi-

mony, do you recall noticing that there were a number of occasions
on which, on the same day, a certain amount of money allocated to
these capital accounts was divided into four groups, and if you took
the total amount as 100, 30 would go in one account, 30 in a second
account, 30 in a third account, and 10 in a fourth account?

Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. NIELDs. And the 30s would go into Hakim, Korel, and C.

TEA, and the 10 into SCITECH?
Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. NIELDs. And these amounts can be found, if one looks for

them, in exhibit 5?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. NIELDs. I am not asking you to look for them now, but you

recall that there was an amount of approximately $860,000 divided
in this fashion in August of 1986?

Mr. HAKIM. Yes, I do recall that.
Mr. NIELDS. And approximately $258,000 was put in the Korel ac-

count, $258,000 in the Hakim account, $258,000 in the C. TEA ac-
count, and about $86,000 in the SCITECH account?

Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. NIELDS. What do those splits, including that last one, repre-

sent?
Mr. HAKIM. One-third was put into Albert Hakim's account for

my benefit. The second one-third, Korel Assets for General Secord,
and one-third to the C. TEA account that represents Tom Clines'
account, and the 10 percent went to SCITECH, which, if you look
at the complete name of SCITECH, it is SCITECH Trading Group,
and if you separate SCI from TECH, you will notice that the abbre-
viation will form again S TGI, and this was chosen by design to
reflect the offshore company of STI'GI. That was my design and
my idea.

Mr. NIELDS. Were these divisions of profits?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. NIELDS. Were they divisions of profits on the procurement of

arms for the Contras?
Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. NIELDS. And I take it what you are saying is that 30 percent

would go to Hakim's account, 30 percent to Korel Assets, which is
Secord's account, 30 percent to C. TEA, which is Tom Clines' ac-
count, and 10 percent to SCITECH, which was, in effect, the mirror
image of S'ITGI overseas?

Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
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Mr. NIELDS. Referring your attention again to the split that was
distributed to these accounts in August of 1986, what did that rep-
resent?

Mr. HAKIM. This is the income from the sale of weapons that we
referred to as the stranded arms. This-I learned during the depo-
sition that it was the merchandise that was finally sold to the CIA.

Mr. NIELDS. And this was merchandise originally purchased for
the Contras?

Mr. HAKIM. To the best of my recollection, we had made a down
payment to take advantage of delivery, and there came a time that
we had to decide whether to forgo the down payment or procure
that and it was intended for the Contras and we decided to pur-
chase them.

Mr. NIELDS. Did you have a discussion with any of your partners
about the size of the commission that you would pay yourselves in
connection with this transaction?

Mr. HAKIM. I won't call it a discussion. I can say that I, together
with Mr. Clines, thought that it would be more proper since this
was taking a lot of our effort, it was the last transaction in connec-
tion with the Contras, to have a higher profit margin.

We mentioned that to General Secord. General Secord looked at
us with his normal icy face, and he said that he will make a deci-
sion when he decides what he is going to do with it.

From there on, I really had no further information except that I
knew General Secord was not agreeable to increasing the profit
margin.

Mr. NIELDS. But I take it-did he make the decision about how
much profit would be distributed on that transaction?

Mr. HAKIM. He always had that authority, yes.
Mr. NIELDS. So he was the one who made the decision to distrib-

ute an $861,000 profit on that transaction?
Mr. HAKIM. To the best of my knowledge, that is correct.
Mr. NIELDS. And that was distributed in August 1986, 30, 30, 30,

10 to the capital accounts that you have identified?
Mr. HAKIM. That is what the records show.
Mr. NIELDS. Your capital account is in your own name and Gen-

eral Secord's is in the name of Korel Assets. What was the reason
for. that?

Mr. HAKIM. Actually, two reasons. Once you have the money in a
corporation, it is easier for a fiduciary company such as CSF to
manage it.

They have-the directors of the companies are close to them and
they can move the moneys for higher profits as the occasion arises.

And the second reason is to eliminate personal contact to those
funds.

Mr. NiELDs. So that General Secord's name would not be connect-
ed with the money?

Mr. HAKIM. That was my recommendation and he accepted that.
Mr. NIELDS. Did there come a time when General Secord told

you-did there come a time in some fashion or another that he re-
nounced his interest in the profits from the Contra arms sales?

Mr. HAKIM. Yes, it did occur.
Mr. NIEULX. When was that?
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Mr. HAKIM. To the best of my recollection it was during the first
half of 1986, if I am not mistaken.

Mr. NIELDS. And what did he say?
Mr. HAKIM. I should explain-it occurred at a time that we were

caught between both projects. That is why I think it was in early
1986, both the Nicaraguan and the Iranian projects were going
through very tense moments, and General Secord was not happy
with the efficiency of the support that he was getting from the gov-
ernment, and he had never, in my opinion, even through to this
date, divorced himself from the government, and he said that he
still got energy left and he should go back to the government and
try to straighten things out.

Therefore he doesn t want to have any attachment to this money
that may make it difficult for him to go back to the government.

Mr. NIELDS. But I take it you continued nonetheless to put the
money in the Korel capital account for him?

Mr. HAKIM. I continued to do that basically with the rationale
that I knew there was no offer to General Secord at least as much
as I knew, to go back to the government, and I was not quite sure
if that would occur or not, so I did not change my pattern. I contin-
ued as before.

Mr. NIELDS. I think the record should reflect that unlikesome-of
these other accounts we have been able to determine no withdraw-
als from the Korel Assets account as of this date.

Mr. Hakim has supplied records showing the current balance in
the Korel account.

Now, you have-going down to the next account, C TEA, I think
you have indicated that that relates to Tom Clines?

Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. NIELS. And that is the account under which his share of the

profits was put?
Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. NIELDS. And what is the significance of the letters and words

"C TEA"?
Mr. HAKIM. "C" stands for Clines, and then the "TEA", again an-

other creation of mine for "T", Thomas.
Mr. NIELDS. So you reversed his initials?
Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. NIELDS. And then you used a word, "tea" instead of the ini-

tial?
Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. NIELDS. You have already testified that SciTech was in effect

an off-shore version of STTGI. I take it that means that you regard-
ed it as being beneficially owned equally by you and General
Secord?

Mr. HAKIM. For the purpose of these hearings, that is correct.
Mr. NIELDS. Well, is it true?
Mr. HAKIM. It is true, yes.
Mr. Nixsws. I take it that some of the money put into the Sci-

Tech account was used to pay expenses of business ventures of
SMITI which were unrelated to the Iranian or Nicaraguan initia-
tives?

Mr. HAKiM. That is correct.
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Mr. NIELDS. And I take it some of the money put in the SciTech
account was used to make investments for the joint benefit of you
and General Secord?

Mr. HAKIM. That is also correct.
Mr. NIELs. And that includes, among others, $150,000 that went

out of the SciTech account to Tri-American Arms?
Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. NIELDS. Now the last account is the Button account, it has

$200,000 in it, and your records reflect that that amount was put
into the Button account May 20, 1986. Is Button short for some-
thing?

Mr. HAKIM. In this case, no. The name, Button, actually came as
the result of a joke between Mr. Zucker and myself at a time that
we were having a discussion. Actually, the complete name is Belly-
button, and this was a name that I decided to use at the time be-
cause we laughed about the joke, and I simply took the name and
used it for this set-aside.

Mr. NIELDS. Does it refer to a person?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes, it does.
Mr. NIELDS. Who?
Mr. HAKIM. Lt. Col. North.
Mr. NIELDS. Can you explain the circumstances surrounding the

setting up of an account for Lt. Col. North?
Mr. HAKIM. I must start by saying that when I established this

account, Lt. Col. Nortih had absolutely no idea about this. This oc-
curred during the time that the so-called McFarlane Tehran trip
was about to take place.

Mr. NIELDS. That took place approximately the 24th, 25th of May
1986, and this account Was set up on May 20th?

Mr. HAKIM. I am talking about the time when the concept and
idea came to my mind. We knew that such a trip was going to take
place, and by this time I had become extremely fond of Lt. Col.
North. To me, he is an amazing person. I noticed something in this
man that-he has got two loves. One is his country, and to a point
that he is, in my mind, the biggest satisfaction that can be given to
him is if he would enter into an environment that he could get
killed for his country. I sensed that so many times.

The other love that he has is his family, and he especially during
the time of the second chaiinel, I witnessed him being torn apart
between these two love

But coming back to how this thing came about, I came up with
the idea t' at Ollie had to be insured, and it started out with put-
ting this money aside as a death benefit for him, and I had also
learned through scattered discussions-it was not that there was
one discussion that this issue was analyzed-I had heard through
various remarks that Ollie was not spending time at home, and he
was not attending to his family, to his kids' education and so forth,
and I had lbocome emotionally very attached to Ollie, still am, and
I really love this man.

I talked to Richard, General Secord, I said that I thought it
would be wise to set aside $500,000 to cover the-as a death benefit
for Ollie. I recall that Richard opposed to this figure.

Mr. NIELDS. Richard what?
Mr. HAKIM. Opposed.
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Mr. NIELDS. Was against it?
Mr. HAKIM. Against it, yes. As a matter of fact, he made a

remark that the point of reference that I use is my own lifestyle
and I have no understanding of what a soldier's life is, and that
there are benefits that the government provides, and I came up
with the figure of two hundred. General Secord made no opposition
to this. He did not disagree, and yet he did not come right out and
say that, fine, go ahead and do it. And I did not pursue this.

That is how this was developed and the reason I came up with
this figure in addition to the fact that General Secord had been op-
posed to my original idea, I figured that the i,.terest on $200,000
could cover a good part of a child's university education.

Mr. NIELDS. Did you tell Colonel North that you had set this
money aside?

Mr. HAKIM. I cannot recall having told Colonel North that I had
set money aside for his family's benefit, but I do recall my reaction
to the times that we were discussing his family problem, basically
for not being able to attend to his family, and also his concern
about the education of his kids and his concern what would happen
if he should get killed and so on.

The way I remarked to him was, "Ollie, you are part of the
family. For as long as one of us is alive, you need not worry about
your family." That is what I remember having told him. I do not
recall sitting him down and saying that I have set aside $200,000
for your family's benefit.

Mr. NIELDS. You have referred to this at times as a death benefit.
I take it this was shortly before the trip to Tehran in May of 1986?

Mr. HAKIM. You are correct.
Mr. NIELDS. You have also said some things about his children's

education. Did you ever take any steps to get some part of this
money or any other money into his possession for his children's
education?

Mr. HAKIM. The answer is yes. I consulted Mr. Zucker and he-I
gave him an Iranian proverb. I told him that I want to do this, but
the proverb is that if you want to fix the eyebrow, we don't want to
blind the eye, meaning that I want to find a proper way of getting
this money to his kids without compromising Ollie's position or his
family, and consequently, we came to the conclusion that Mr.
Zucker, during his forthcoming trip to the United States to contact
Mrs. North, without mentioning my name, to tell her that there is
a certain person who admires her husband and wishes to help out
with the university and the education expenses of the children.

And I provided him with the telephone number, home telephone
number of Mrs. North, and I was told later that Mr. Zucker did
call Mrs. North and as a result of that, a meeting took place, I be-
lieve in Mr. Zucker's attorney's offices in Philadelphia.

Mr. NiELDs. Did Mr. Zucker tell you anything about what hap-
pened during that meeting?

Mr. HAKIM. What I can recall the purpose of his meeting was,
was to learn more about the family structure of Mr. and Mrs.
North, to see who is who, what the family structure is, who are the
relatives.

I have never met Mrs. North or any of the children, and I do not
have any personal knowledge to this date about Colonel North's

75-542 - 88 - 8
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family structure. Bill Zucker basically wanted to learn about the
family, and when I asked him, he said that he has an idea about
the family structure, and I believe what he had in mind was to see
if he could find a proper way of getting the money in some sort of
fashion, which was never determined, through the relatives to
North's family, and the bottom line of that investigation was that
he could not find a proper way to do that.

Mr. NIELDS. Did you and Mr. Zucker ever talk about another way
to do that?

Mr. HAKIM. Yes. I was persistent and I had an additional discus-
sion with Mr. Zucker. The idea that we came up with was maybe
we could arrange for a part-time job for Mrs. North, and since we
did not know what the qualifications of Mrs. North were, we decid-
ed that maybe if Mr. Zucker could find someone that could offer
that position to her, and even if she did not qualify, we could make
use of the Button set aside to cover her salary, and Mr. Zucker told
me that he knew of a land real estate developer that he was going
to contact and see if he could find a way, approaching the problem
that way.

And that was the last time that we discussed about this issue,
and to the best of my knowledge, no money was sent to North's
family and no solution, no proper solution was found.

Mr. NIELDS. Just so we understand the idea of this real estate de-
velopment company was to have that company pay Mrs. North
some kind of a salary and to have the Button account pay the real
estate company?

Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. NIELDS. You have indicated that you told Mr. Zucker not to

tell Mrs. North what the source of this money was.
Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. NIELDS. But I take it Mr. North knew who Mr. Zucker was.
Mr. HAKIM. Yes, he did. Although they had not met.
Mr. NIELDS. And did you mention to anyone else the fact that

you had given Mr. Zucker the Norths' telephone number?
Mr. HAKIM. I believe I told this to General Secord, that this is

what I was doing.
Mr. NIELDS. Mr. Hakim, I have to ask you this question. Since

you have testified that you told Mr. Zucker not to mention your
name, were you attempting to compromise Mr. North without his
knowledge or did you act in the belief that this wouldn't happen
unless-that a meeting would never take place in Philadelphia
unless Mr. North knew of it and approved of it?

Mr. HAKIM. I did not absolutely have the intention of compromis-
ing Oliver North in any way or form. Basically what I did, I put a
wheel into motion and then if Noith's family wanted to open the
door to my motion, they could. If they wanted to close the door to
it, they also could do that.

I just simply went ahead and put this action int) motion and left
the rest up to them.

Mr. NiEw. I think you said you put the wheels in motion. I take
it you are referring to the fact that you gave Mr. Zucker the tele-
phone number-

Mr. HAKM. That is correct.
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Mr. NIELs. Requested him to try to set up a meeting with Mrs.
North-told General Secord what you were doing, and you as-
sumed that the transaction would go forward if the Norths were
agreeable and not otherwise?

Mr. HAKIM. That is correct, and to answer the second part of
your question, my intention was only to help. I had no other inten-
tion.

Mr. NIELS. Mr. Hakim, I would like to return to the Hakim cap-
ital account. The Hakim capital account itself-is exhibit 6. I do
not propose to go through every transaction entered in that ac-
count with you, Mr. Hakim. You have identified in depositions out
of this account a minimum of some $700,000 which constituted
profit or distributions to your personal benefit.

Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. NIEL)S. You have identified several other hundred thousand

dollars that you are uncertain of.
Mr. HAKIM. That is also correct.
Mr. NIELDS. You have identified a $500,000 entry which was in-

tended to be used for the joint benefit of you and General Secord?
Mr. HAKIM. I referred to that as the-the answer is correct. That

was the investment money that we set aside, yes.
Mr. NIELS. I would particularly like to direct your attention to

two entries on the third page of the exhibit. Each of them is in the
amount of $2 million. The first one is opposite a date, 5-3, and I
take it that is March 5th, 1986.

Mr. HAKIM. Yes, that is correct, yes.
Mr. NIELDS. These are European datings, are they not, so the five

which appears first refers to the day of the month, and the three
refers to the month.

Mr. HAKIM. You are correct.
Mr. NIELDS. What was the purpose of that $2 million transfer

into your capital account?
Mr. HAKIM. This is the money that General Secord referred to as

the self-insurance money. My approach was a little bit more ex-
panded than General Secord's. If you recall from the organization
chart that I prepared, exhibit 1, there is a section that refers to
CSF investment with the letter R, which stands for reserve. So this
is a set aside for reserve, which could cover insurance needs.

Capital for the company-it is just--
Mr. NIELDS. You were setting aside capital for the company and

giving it to CSF to invest, so it would make money?
Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. NIELDS. Was this-I take it that as a general matter when

CSF manages money on behalf of a client, it enters into some kind
of an agreement, an investment management agreement with that
client?

Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. NIELDS. And you indeed have entered into an investment

management agreement with CSF for your personal moneys?
You have executed one at least at some time?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes.
Mr. NIELDS. We will get back to that.
Mr. HAKIM. OK.
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Mr. NIzELDs. Wns this $2 million transfer into your capital ac-
cotunt the subject of a separate investment management agree-
ment?

Mr. HAKIM. Yes, it was.
Mr. NIELDS. And I will ask you to turn to exhibit 17 and ask you

whether that, in fact, is the investment management agreement
that relates to this $2 million?

Mr. HAKIM. Yes, it is.
Mr. NIELDS. And is that also a document that you have provided

to the committee?
Mr. HAKIM. That is also correct.
Mr. NIELDS. And from CSF, I take it?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes.
Mr. NIELDS. And you had your own copy of it in your own files?
Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. NIELDS. It refers particularly to the assets described in Ap-

pendix A, and if you turn to Appendix A, it refers to the deposit on
arch 5, 1986, U.S. dollars 2 million.
Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. NIELDS. And that is the same $2 million that shows up in

your capital account on that same date?
Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. NIELDS. And this $2 million, however, I think you testified

was set aside for the purposes of the enterprise. This was not just
for your personal benefit.

Mr. HAKIM. That is correct, sir.
Mr. NIELDS. And that created a problem in your mind, as I un-

derstand it, in the event that should something happen to you, for
example, if you were to die?

Mr. HAKIM. Yes.
Mr. NIELDS. Because there would be no record of the fact that

this should be under the control of the enterprise rather than
under your personal control or in your estate?

Mr. HAKIM. You are correct, sir.
Mr. NIELDS. And did you execute some kind of document in order

to handle thatproblem.
Mr. HAKIM. Yes, I did.
Mr. NIELDS. I would like you to turn to exhibit 18. Do you have

that in front of you?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes, I do.
Mr. NIELDS. Is that the document that you executed in order to

deal with the problem of your death and the control over this $2
million?

Mr. HAKIM. That is correct, sir.
Mr. NIELDS. Approximately when was this document executed?
Mr. HAKIM. To the best of my recollection, it was sometime be-

tween March and June, when we tried to restructure the estate.
Mr. NIELDS. March or June of 1986?
Mr. HAIM. Correct.
Mr. Ninw. In other words, sometime after the money had been

put in this subaccount and prior to June.
Mr. HAKIM. That is my best guess.
Mr. NmLDS. Now, the document in the first paragraph refers to

the fact that you might die, and the second paragraph reads as fol-
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lows: "Should Richard V. Secord"-sorry, I should say it refers in
the first paraaph to the fact that, should you die, ecord would
then control the money in the account.

Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. NIELDS. And then, in the second paragraph, it says, "Should

Richard V. Secord, after having qualified to give us instructions
concerning this account, die or become disabled or otherwise be
unable to communicate with us, a decision we shall make in our
best judgment, we shall then accept instructions with respect to
this account from Oliver North alone, both with respect to the in-
vestment of assets and the payment of funds from the account,
whether to him or to any third party or parties he shall designate."

Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. NIELDS. I take it your idea here was that if anything should

happen to you, General Secord would control the account, and if
anything happened to him, Oliver North would control the ac-
count?

Mr. HAKIM. We went up the ladder, yes.
Mr. NIELDS. With North at the top of the ladder, Secord in the

middle and you at the bottom?
Mr. HAKIM. That is correct, sir.
Mr. NIELDS. And I take it the idea was you wanted to keep the

higher the person was oi. the ladder, the farther you wanted to
keep him away from the money in these accounts, or having his
name associated with them?

Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. NIELDS. But you still had to have it associated in some docu-

ment, otherwise you might lose control of the $2 million.
Mr. HAKIM. Lose the control of the $2 million for the enterprise.
Mr. NIi&Ds. And this was an enterprise ultimately in which

North was at the top?
Mr. HAKIM. That is correct. That was my judgment.
Mr. NIELDS. OK, I would like you to refer back to exhibit 6.

There is a second $2 million entry, this one dated June 18, 1986. Do
you have that in front of you?

Mr. HAKIM. Yes, I do.
Mr. NIELDS. And was that also the subject of a separate invest-

ment management agreement with CSF?
Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. NIELDS. And I believe that is exhibit 19. I will ask you to

turn to exhibit 19.
Mr. HAKIM. I have that.
Mr. NIELDS. And is that the investment management agreement

that relates to the $2 million that was put into your capital ac-
count on June 18, 1986?

Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. NIELDS. And it is headed AH Subaccount No. 2, and I think

the record should reflect that the earlier investment management
agreement covering the other $2 million was denominated AH Su-
baccount No. 1.

Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. NIELDS. And again, the attachment to exhibit 19, the Appen-

dix A, refers to a deposit on June 18, 1986, in the amount of $2
million.
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Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. NELDs. And I guess I should ask you what was the purpose

of this $2 million being put in your capital account?
Mr. HAKIM. Generally the same information I gave you. It was

the enterprise's money or the expenses, reserve, back-up, and what
I called the financial backbone of the company, to expand and
strengthen the financial backbone of the company.

Mr. NIELDS. Now, was there a-was there one of these documents
covering the contingency of your death in connection with this
second $2 million?

Mr. HAKIM. There should be a similar document.
Mr. NIELDS. Take a look at exhibit 20, please.
Mr. HAKIM. I have that, sir.
Mr. NIELDS. Now, exhibit 20 is similar to the other document

that was executed in the event of your death, except that it does
not mention Lt. Col. North; is that correct?

Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. NIELDS. And what was the reason for not having North's

name on this document?
Mr. HAKIM. We had created certain obligations in connection

with opening the second channel that would not have been appro-
priate for a government official to get involved in handling those
commitments.

Mr. NIELDS. These were commitments to officials or people you
believed to be officials of the Iranian Government?

Mr. HAKIM. As well as businessmen.
Mr. NIELDS. Both?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes.
Mr. NIELDS. And when you say commitments, you mean that you

had an obligation to pay them some money?
Mr. HAKIM. That is putting it very bluntly, yes.
Mr. NIELDS. But accurately?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes.
Mr. NiELDS. And I take it from what you are saying that one of

the purposes of this second $2 million subaccount was that it could
be used for that purpose.

Mr. HAKIM. Well it was company expense, so those commitments,
I regarded them as company expense.

Mr. NIELDS. I would like you to turn back to exhibit 18 for just a
moment. I would like you to turn to the second page. This is the
document which makes reference to you, General Secord, and Colo-
nel North. Do you have it in front of you?

Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. NIELDS. It says on the first full paragraph on the second

page,
Should none of the three individuals named above be alive, then upon receipt of

proof of death in form satisfactory to us, we shall divide the then-remaining balance
in this account in three equal parts of equal value and hold one such part for the
designees of that individual if he shall have left a written designation with us, or if
he shall not, we shall pay that part to the properly designated representative of his
estate.

What was the reason for putting that provision in?
Mr. HAKIM. Well, I again-again, I went through different

stages. I provided here that if they wanted to designate this to-
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let's take the case of Colonel North, if he became aware that there
was, that he had such power over this money, if he wanted to des-
ignate that to a branch of the U.S. Government, he could do so,
and if he died, then my understanding was that-and I will not go
into details about this at this time-but this private enterprise had
three people running it as the three circles that we referred to, so
that was my personal judgment to prepare the document as you
read it.

Mr. NIELDS. To your knowledge, was Colonel North aware of the
fact that if the three of you all died that a third of this $2 million
would go to his estate?

Mr. HAKIM. He has never seen this document, and I never dis-
cussed it with him.

Mr. NIELDS. Is the answer that, to your knowledge, he was not
aware of the way--

Mr. HAKIM. To my knowledge, he was not aware of this.
Mr. NIELDS. Mr. Hakim, we have been testifying, or you have

been testifying about money up until now. Did there come a time
when you actually became involved, substantively involved, in
what has been referred to as the Iranian initiative?

Mr. HAKIM. Yes, I did, sir.
Mr. NIELDS. And was that for, at first in February of 1986?
Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. NIELDS. And how did that come about?
Mr. HAKIM. I believe I was in Geneva when I received a call from

General Secord. I can't recall at this time where he was calling
from. He was not in the States, I believe. I am not quite sure. He
told me that he needed my assistance in connection with the-by
then, I knew the code name for Mr. Ghorbanifar, he referred to
him as Gorba in connection with that activity, and he wanted to
see me in Frankfurt.

So I had less than 24 hours to appear there, and he also asked
me to make reservations for I believe three or four people at a
hotel at the airport, which I did, and I got there first, and I met
with General Secord there, and then upon his arrival, he explained
to me that certain activities were going on in connection with Iran,
which I did not have the details of until that day. He explained to
me that there was a prior effort, which I knew very little about,
and he needed me to help him to interpret and act as the transla-
tor in the meetings that they had arranged prior to their coming.

And he also mentioned to me that Colonel North would be
coming soon, and a CIA official would also be coming soon. He ex-
plained to me about the various participants that would be arriving
shortly, including the gentleman I mentioned earlier, Mr. Ghorban-
ifar and who would be bringing with him several Iranian officials,
and he wanted me to participate in those meetings that they in-
tended to have.

Mr. NIELDs. Did an issue arise about you and Mr. Ghorbanifar?
Mr. HAKIM. The issue of Mr. Ghorbanifar was discussed earlier

between General Secord and I.
Mr. NIELDS. Was the point there that you already knew Mr.

Ghorbanifar, and you understood that he did not want you at the
meeting?

Mr. HAKIM. Yes, and--
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Mr. NIELDS. And I take it General Secord told you that he
wanted you to come anyway.

Mr. HAKIM. That is also correct.
Mr. NIELDS. And what was the reason?
[Witness conferring with counsel.]
Mr. HAKIM. I started to tell you that the issue of Mr. Ghorbani-

far had come before this meeting between General Secord and
myself. He had asked me earlier if I knew a gentleman by the
name of Mr. Ghorbanifar. I told him yes, I did, and I explained to
him how. He told me that I am making a mistake, it is not the
same person.

And at some later date, he told me that he had mentioned my
name to Mr. Ghorbanifar, and had told him that I will be partici-
pating with him in the meetings, and Mr. Ghorbanifar violently re-
jected the idea and told him that I was an enemy of the state and
in no way I should get involved. During the Frankfurt meeting,
when I arrived there, I asked him, "OK, Richard, how are you
going to solve this problem? I know Mr. Ghorbanifar. I have met
him in the past. I am sure he will recognize me."

By this time Oliver North had arrived and the gentleman from
the CIA. They discussed among themselves if the CIA could-if the
CIA station in Frankfurt could provide me with some facility that
Mr. Ghorbanifar would not recognize me, and if I am not mistaken
the CIA official even made some phone calls and came back and
said, "Well, the bureaucracy is not going to allow us enough time
to take care of this." And Richard told me that, "Albert, you have
shown that you are resourceful. Why don't you go and solve the
problem?"

And they wanted me back in just a little bit more than an hour.
So I rushed down to the concierge of the Sheraton Hotel. I told
them I needed to buy a gift for my father, and I had in mind to buy
him a wig because I could not explain to the young lady there why
I needed a wig.

I got the address of several locations in town. I took a taxi. Went
there. Went to the first one, and I had a heck-of-a time because I
was in a rush to get back and this lady was asking me questions
whether I wanted to swim or didn't want to swim, what kind of wig
I wanted. It was difficult to keep a straight face and also be effi-
cient and get back in time for the meeting.

I managed to get the wig and she insisted that I should go down
to the barber shop and get a hairdo. Anyway to make a long story
short, I came back and I-when General Secord and Colonel Nort
looked at me, they could not believe their eyes. They said that no
way Mr. Ghorbanifar would recognize me. And--

Mr. NIELDS. I take it you then attended the meetings with Mr.
Ghorbanifar wearing this wig?

Mr. HAKIM. Face to face, yes.
Mr. NIELDs. And he did not, to your knowledge, recognize you?
Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
M r. NIRws. And I take it that the reason you were there was to

act as an interpreter?
Mr. HAUM. Yes, I was introduced as a special interpreter for the

President of the United States, to impress the Iranians.
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Mr. NIELDS. Now, can you describe-I don't want to go into the
entire meeting, Mr. Hakim. We have heard testimony about it
before, but the committee would like to hear from you how the in-
terpretation aspect of the meeting was handled, and I guess my
first question is, was someone other than you doing the interpreta-
tion at the beginning of the meeting?

Mr. HAKIM. First of all, I attended two different meetings, and
one was the so-called political, and the other one was the military.
During--

Mr. NIELDS. The political one, I take it, was attended by officials
of the government of Iran?

Mr. HAKIM. Yes.
Mr. NIELDS. And officials of the U.S. Government?
Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. NIELDS. And I take it this was the first meeting of officials of

both governments in some time?
Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. NIELDS. OK, continue.
Mr. HAKIM. Basically we agreed that I come in and sit there and

allow Mr. Ghorbanifar to do the translation, and I just stayed there
to see how he does. I was introduced to them and he knew that I
spoke Farsi. I greeted them in Farsi, spoke a little bit in Farsi.

So Mr. Ghorbanifar started with a translation and there came a
time that I decided that I should no longer take the passive role
and should interfere because right in front of my two eyes and my
two ears the translation was taking a direction that was serving
Mr. Ghorbanifar's purposes best. So I had to take a more active
part.

Mr. NIELDS. Was he accurately translating what the Iranian offi-
cials were saying?

Mr. HAKIM. There were many times that he was not accurately
translating. So I sort of took charge there and started to do the
translation and soon, after a few minutes, I found out that what
the American delegation was saying and what the Iranian delega-
tion was saying, they were absolutely on two different frequencies;
they were going past each other.

Mr. NIELDS. In what fashion?
Mr. HAKIM. Well, Colonel North was heading the U.S. delegation

and his emphasis was to establish, to take steps that would take us
to establishing a relationship with Iran, normalizing the relation-
ship. He was after a long-term objective and at the same time he
was referring to removal of obstacles and the obstacles, he meant
the hostages. But he approached-the approach of Colonel North
was long-term where the approach of the Iranian official was
highly, if not only, focused on purchase of weapons.

And I would bring them around and get them close to talk about
the same thing. They would continue for a short while to discuss
about the long-term relationship, but before I knew it they were
back, each one, to what I call back to their own frequencies, and I
didn't see the meeting going well. I didn't have a good feeling
about it because I was convinced that the gentleman who came
from Iran had definite requirement, and he did not want to divert
his attention from the requirement that he had and later on my
assessment proved to be correct.
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Mr. NIEIs. Now, after this meeting, did you return home to the
United States? I don't mean immediately, Mr. Hakim. I mean even-
tually.

Mr. HAKIM. Oh, yes, eventually I did come back to the United
States, yes.

Mr. NIELuS. And did you for a time time have direct telephone
conversations with the Iranian official?

Mr. HAKIM. Yes, but prior to that I ran into the gentleman in
the lobby of the hotel. He had a personal message for me to carry
to the President of the United States. He approached me and Gen-
eral Secord was also present and we had a very short discussion in
the lobby, and the cultural difference became so evident during
this short and brief discussion that I gave even less of a chance for
success with the approach that we were taking.

The message was if I could whisper into the ears of President
Reagan to go ahead for whatever money is needed, to supply the
arms-this ma not be meaningful to the committee but--

Mr. NIELDS. at do you mean by for whatever money?
Mr. HAKIM. Basically, he was trying to bypass all the people and

make a deal with the President, and if the-
Mr. NIELDS. For money?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes. You know, tell him that money is no problem

and if he could get the weapons given to them and make a deal.
Mr. NIELDS. And I take it this was an example of the point you

made before that the -two sides were on totally different frequen-
cies?

Mr. HAKIM. It is-the cultural gap is at least with this gentle-
man, once we got to the second channel, it was a totally different
world. I was very impressed with the second channel.

Mr. NIELDS. And after you returned to the United States, did you
have some direct communications with this first channel?

Mr. HAKIM. Yes, a number of telephone conversations.
Mr. NIELDS. What was the reason for that? Why did you have

direct communications with him?
Mr. HAKIM. The explanation that was given to me was that the

CIA continued to have the problem of coming up with someone to
replace me, and I was not willing to really go beyond my expertise,
which is business, and get involved into politics.

But since they had no one yet assigned to this project, I contin-
ued to maintain contact with this individual, and there came a
time that I was replaced.

Mr. NIELDS. Replaced by a CIA person who could speak Farsi?
Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. NIELDS. You have made repeated reference to the second

channel. Did there come a time when you decided to seek a second
avenue to Iran?

Mr. HAKIM. Yes, I did.
Mr. NIELmS. And that means, I take it, find a government official

in Iran to try to deal with different from the government official
who you had met in Frankfurt in February?

Mr. HAKIM. That is correct, but the focus was to choose a-as
you very well know, the structure of the Iranian Government is
such that there are different groups and factions with different ap-
proaches, and yet they do work in harmony and closely.
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My mission was to see if I could choose a channel that a more
professional communication could start between the two countries.

So it was not just to find another channel, but a channel that
healthy discussions could take place.

Mr. NIELDS. Mr. Hakim, I am not going to ask you any more
questions about the second channel today. We will pick up again
with it when you return tomorrow.

Chairman INouYE. At this time, the Chair recognizes Mr. Van
Cleve to continue the interrogation.

With the conclusion of Mr. Van Cleve, we will stand in recess
until 10:00 o'clock tomorrow morning at which time we will receive
the testimony of a Mr. Lewis and at 1:30 tomorrow afternoon, we
will resume the testimony of Mr. Hakim.

Mr. VAN CLEVE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Good afternoon, Mr. Hakim.
Mr. HAKIM. Good afternoon.
Mr- VAN CLEVE. By prior agreement with Mr. Nields, in order to

provide continuity in the testimony before the committee, I am
going to limit my questioning of you today to one particular subject
and then I hope that Mr. Nields finishes his questioning of you
during your next appearance then to come back to some of the
other issues that have been raised during your testimony.

The subject that I would like to cover is the subject of the con-
nection between your enterprise and Oliver North.

What I am going to do, just so you have a general outline of how
the questioning will proceed, is to ask you a series of specific ques-
tions that are similar about a couple of particular areas.

I am going to start with what you call the wills and go from
there to the fiduciary agreements. I am going to go from there to
the Button account, and I want to conclude by asking some ques-
tions about the question of your plan for education of North's chil-
dren.

Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. So with that general plan in mind, this is the

way the questioning will go. This first group of questions refers to
exhibits AH-18 and AH-20, which have been called testamentary
instructions or wills in previous testimony before the committee.

You are welcome to refer to them, although the questions I have
are general in nature, but if you need to refer to them at any point

-_--or confer with your attorney, please stop me.
During the period January 1, 1985 to the present, did Oliver

North request, suggest or direct that exhibit AH-18 or AH-20 be
prepared?

Mr. HAKIM. No, sir.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. During the period January 1, 1985, to the
esent, did Oliver North suggest, request or direct that his name
included in exhibit AH-18, AH-20, or any similar document?

Mr. HAKIM. No, sir.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. During the period January 1, 1985 to the

present, did you tell Oliver North orally or in writing or by any
other means that exhibit AH-18, AH-20, or any similar document
had been prepared or executed?

Mr. HAKIM. Not that I can recall, sir.
Mr. VAN CLmVE. Not that you can recall.
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You have no specific information about whether or not North
may have been told by anyone?

Mr. HAKIM. It is possible that he was told by General Secord, but
not through me.

Mr. VAN CIZvE. When you say it is possible, can you give the
committee any additional information on that point?

Mr. HAKIM. General Secord was aware, I made him aware of
these so-called wills.

Mr. VAN CLEVE. Both of them?
Mr. HAKIM. Both of them.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. He was aware of them?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. When you say it is possible he may have told

Colonel North, do you hav any specific information on that point?
Mr. HAKIM. No, sir.
Mr. VAN CLEvz. Did you intend to confer on Oliver North any

personal financial interest or personal financial gain by executing
exhibit AH-18, AH-20, or any similar document?

[Counsel conferring with witness.]
Mr. HAKIM. I am afraid I don't understand the question.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. I would be happy to either repeat it--
Mr. HAKIM. Could you rephrase it, please?
Mr. VAN CLEVE. My question is did you, Mr. Hakim, intend in

executing exhibit AH-18, AH-20, to confer a personal financial
benefit on Oliver North?

[Counsel conferring with witness.]
Mr. HAKIM. Not beyond what is provided in the document.
In the case that all three of us e,.that his family would benefit

from it, provided that he has not designated anything else.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. I understand the terms of the provision but my

question was; was the document executed in order to further his
business for the U.S. Government or to provide personal financial
gain for him?

Mr. JANIS. I think the document speaks for itself, and I think he
has just answered that question.

Mr. VAN CLEVE. Mr. Hakim do you want to--
Mr. HAKIM. I really don't have anything further to say.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. I would like to turn now to the fiduciary agree-

ments, exhibits AH-17, AH-19, and AH-21.
My questions to you, Mr. Hakim, are going to be similar to the

questions I put with respect to the testamentary instructions.
Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. During the period July 1, 1984, to the present

did Oliver North ever request, suggest or direct that any of the fi-
duciary agreements contained in exhibits AH-17, AH-19 or AH-21,
be established?

Mr. HAKIM. No, sir.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. During the period July 1, 1984 to the present did

Oliver North ever request, suggest or direct that any of the AH
capital accounts which were made subject to the fiduciary agree-
ments in AH-17, AH-19, or AH-21 be established?

Mr. HAKIM. These are the AH subaccounts?
Mr. VAN CLEVER. Yes.
Mr. HAKIM. No.
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Mr. VAN CLEVE. During the period July 1, 1984, to the present
did you tell Oliver North, orally or in writing or by other means,
that exhibit AH-17, AH-19, or AH-20 or any similar agreement
had been established?

Mr. HAKIM. No, sir.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. To your knowledge, during the period July 1,

1984 to the present did Richard Secord or anyone else tell Oliver
North that the agreements established in AH-17, AH-19, or AH-21
had been made?

Mr. HAKIM. Not that I am aware of.
Mr. VAN CumW. Did you intend to confer on Oliver North any

personal financial interest or personal financial gain by executing
exhibit AH-17, AH-19 or AH-21?

Mr. HAKIM. No, sir.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. These questions refer to exhibit 26, the fiduciary

agreement in favor of B. Button that has been referred generally in
earlier testimony. Again the questions will be similar, Mr. Hakim,
although these questions are not quite identical to the previous
questions.

Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. You have testified that this account or at least

the underlying capital account was established to provide death
benefits for the family of Oliver North in the event that something
happened to him in Iran; is that correct?

Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. Did Oliver North, from the period January 1,

1985, to the present, ever request, suggest or direct that the under-
lying capital account, or exhibit 26, be established?

Mr. HAKIM. The answer is no, and I would like to further explain
if you refer to page 5, you see that this document is not signed, is
not an executed document. It doesn't have any signature on it.

Mr. VAN CLEVE. We will note that for the record.
This is a related question, but it does not deal with exhibit 26

itself. Did Oliver North, during the period January 1, 1985, to the
present ever request, suggest or direct that a capital account or
similar type of reserve or set-aside be established for his benefit?

Mr. HAKIM. No, sir.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. During the period January 1, 1985 to the

present, did you tell Oliver North orally or in writing that a re-
serve, capital account, or other similar set aside had been estab-
lished for his benefit?

Mr. HAKIM. Not more than what I testified during the question-
ing of Mr. Nields.

Mr. VAN CLEVE. You testified in response to Mr. Nields that you
told Oliver North that his family would be looked after in the
event that anything happened to him; is that correct?

Mr. HAKIM. I believe I said if any of us would remain alive out of
the three, he needs not to worry about the family.

Mr. VAN CLEVE. Did he ever ask you for any such assurance?
Mr. HAKIM. No, he didn't.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. Did you tell him anything further whatsoever

about how you would try to assist his family?
Mr. HAKIM. I didn't and he didn't ask.
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Mr. VAN CLE. So it would have been reasonable for him I take
it to think that you were making a general statement that was es-
sentially a purely moral commitment?

Mr. HAKim. That is correct.
Mr. VAN CLEvE. I would like to turn now if I might to the last of

four issues that I mentioned and that has to do with the gift for
the education of one of North's children. You testified that during
1986, you considered making a gift to Oliver North for his family to
payfor the college tuition of one of his children; correct?

Mr. HAKIM. Yes.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. You also testified that you instructed your attor-

ney Mr. Zucker to see. if there were some way this could be accom-
plished, correct?

Mr. !rAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. And your attorney told you, did he not, after

some investigation that you should not get involved; correct?
Mr. HAKIM. He said that he has not found a proper way and I

should not pursue this.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. He told you he could not determine a lawful

means to make the gift; is that correct?
Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. So the gift was never made; is that correct?
Mr. HAKIM. To the best of my knowledge.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. In fact, at your deposition on May 24, I think

you were asked the following questions, which I am about to read
to you, and gave the following answers. If you would just confirm
that for the committee. You were asked-"to your knowledge did
any of the money of the enterprise ever go to the benefit, personal
benefit of Oliver North?" And you gave this answer: "not under my
instructions and not to my knowledge;" is that correct?

Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. You gave that answer in response to that ques-

tion?
Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. Did you ever tell North that you or the enter-prise were going to make a large gift to him or that you were

thinking about doing that?
Mr. HAKIM. Not beyond that what I already testified.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. Did you ever ask anyone else to tell North that

you were going to make such a gift or were thinking about doing
it?

Mr. HAKIM. Not beyond what I already testified.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. My recollection is that you have not testified

that you told anyone else other than Mr. Zucker to discuss this
subject with either Mr. or Mrs. North; is that correct?

Mr. HAKIM. I also mentioned about the educational gift to Gener-
al Secord.

. Mr. VAN CLEVE. That was not my question Mr. Hakim. The ques-
tion was: did you tell anyone else to tell Mr. or Mrs. North that
you were thinking of making a gift?

Mr. HAKIM. No.
Mr. VAN CLEvE. Did Oliver North ever complain to you about fi-

nancial troubles and state or imply that he would like you to make
such a gift to him or his family?
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Mr. HAKIM. No, sir.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. I believe you testified that your attorney Mr.

Zucker met with Mrs. North in the process of investigating this
gift; is that correct?

Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. Is it not a fact that you instructed your attor-

ney, Mr. Zucker, not to identify you as his client?
Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. So it is entirely possible that if Mr. Zucker car-

ried out your instructions, until today, Mrs. North did not know
who it was that is intended to make the gift; is that correct?

Mr. HAKIM. That is very possible.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. Is it a fact that you and Mr. Zucker were look-

ing for a way to provide income to Mrs. North so that even she
would not know the source of the income?

Mr. HAKIM. That was the intention.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. And is this the reason why you did not want to

make a direct gift, so that the Norths-would not know the source of
the gift?

Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. In other words, you wanted to make an anony-

mous gift so that you could not be accused of influencing North; is
that correct?

Mr. HAKIM. Well, that-the answer is yes, but I am not quite
sure if I understand the spirit of your question.

Mr. VAN CLEVE. I don't think the question had a spirit, Mr.
Hakim. I thought it was a factual question. The question was, you
wanted to make an anonymous gift; is that correct?

Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. And the purpose of making an anonymous gift

was so that you could not be accused of influencing the Norths; is
that correct?

Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. You testified that your motive in contemplating

a gift was to help his family; is that correct?
Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. Did you have any other reason for considering

this gift?
Mr. HAKIM. No, sir.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. Didn't you think making this gift would give

you influence over Colonel Noth?
Mr. HAKIM. If he didn't know where it came from the answer is I

could not have influenced him in any way or form.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. Mr. Hakim, did anyone ever tell you that it

would not be lawful to make a large gift to a U.S. Government em-
ployee with whom you were doing business at the time?

Mr. HAKIM. I knew that.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. Just a couple of final questions, Mr. Hakim.
During the period from July 1, 1984 to the present, Mr. Hakim,

did you ever give money or any other thing of value to Lt. Col.
Oliver North or any member of his family?

Mr. HAKIM. No, sir.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. During the period from July 1, 1984, to the

present, Mr. Hakim, did you ever request or instruct any person to
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give money or any other thing of value to Lt. Col. North or his
family?

Mr. HAKIM. No, sir.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. To your knowledge, Mr. Hakim, during the

period July 1, 1984, to the present, did anyone connected with any
business venture of yours or with the Iran-Contra arms sales ever
give money or any other thing of value to Lt. Col. North or his
family?

Mr. HAKIM. No, sir.
Mr. VAN CLEvE. Mr. Chairman, I have no further questions at

this time.
Chairman INOUYE. The panel will stand in recess until 10:00

a.m., tomorrow morning.
[Whereupon, at 5:16 p.m., the Select Committees recessed, to re-

convene at 10:00 a.m., Thursday, June 4, 1987.]
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SENATE SELETr CoMMrrric ON SECRET MILITARY
ASSISTANCE TO IRAN AND THE NICARAGUAN OPPOSITION

AND
HousE Sm 'r Commrrru To INVESTMATE

COVERT ARMS TRANSACTIONS WITH IRAN,
Washington, DC.

The Select Committees met, pursuant to call, at 10:00 a.m., in
room 325, Russell Senate Office Building, Hon. Daniel K. Inouye
(chairman of the Senate Select Committee) and Hon. Lee H. Hamil-
ton (chairman of the House Select Committee) presiding.

Chairman INouy,. The hearing will please come to order.
Before proceeding with the business of the day, without objec-

tion, exhibits EA-46 and AH-1 through AH-27 will be made part
of the record. Without objection, the transcript of the deposition of
Richard Melton of May27, 1987, will be made part of the record
and be designated as exhibit EA-51.

Chairman INOUYE. Also, without objection, the transcript of the
deposition of Harold G. Cohen will be made part of the record and
designated as exhibit HC-1.

Chairman INOUYE. May I call upon our counsel to describe this
transcript.

Mr. LimAN. Mr. Chairman, on June 1, 1987, the committees took
the deposition of Harold G. Cohen, an attorney in Molton, New
Jersey. Mr. Cohen represents Forways Industries, a company in
which Mr. Zucker is a substantial investor and a company which
has connections with Mr. Hakim.

Mr. Cohen testified that in the week and days preceding Septem-
ber 27, 1987, he had meet'igs with Mr. Zucker and Mr. Hakim.

Mr. Hakim then left, and he scheduled a meeting on September
27, 1987, with Mr. Zucker. Mr. Cohen testified that Mr. Zucker told
him that he would have to take time out of the meeting on that
day to meet with a woman who was coming from the Washington
area.

He further testified that Mr. Zucker did excuse himself for a
brief meeting with this woman, that he believed that the meeting
took place at the Philadelphia office, and that Mr. Zucker told him

(3)
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that the purpose of the meeting was to discuss a possible invest-
ment with the woman. He testified that Mr. Zucker did not disclose
to him at any time the name of the woman, and he does not know
who it was.

Chairman INOUYE. Thank you very much.
Mr. LIMAN. If I said September 27, 1987, I misspoke, obviously.

September 27, 1986.
Chairman INOUYE. The correction will be noted.
Our next witness is Mr. David M. Lewis of Washington, DC.
Mr. Lewis, will you please rise.
[Witness sworn.]

TESTIMONY OF DAVID M. LEWIS
Chairman INOUYE. Mr. Nields.
Mr. NIELDS. Mr. Chairman, I believe Mr. Lewis has a very brief

statement that he wishes to read.
Chairman INOUYE. Please proceed.
Mr. LEWIS. Thank you Mr. Chairman. My name is David M.

Lewis. At my side is my law partner Thomas J. Loughran, who is
here today as my counsel.

I'm an attorney practicing in Washington, DC. In October, 1986, 1
was a party to a conversation which at the time I did not consider
very important, but based upon later events, appeared to me to be
important to the subject matter of the committee's inquiry.

Thereafter, in January, 1987, I mentioned my conversation to
Spencer Oliver, chief counsel to the Foreign Affairs Committee. He
passed on the information that I had to the committee staff, and I
subsequently met with the committee.

Thank you.
Mr. NIELDS. Mr. Lewis, before we get to the information perhaps

you could give us a little bit of personal background. Where were
you born and raised?

Mr. LEWIS. Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
Mr. NIELDs. And educated?
Mr. LEWIS. I went to college at the Philadelphia College of Tex-

tiles and Science and law school at Temple University Law School.
Mr. NIELDS. After you got out of law school what did you do?
Mr. LEWIS. I went to work as a trial attorney in the Securities

and Exchange Commission here in Washington, DC, and I was
there until the end of 1974, at which time I left.

I was an associate in the Washington office of a New York law
firm, and in 1977 I was a founding partner of the law firm I am a
member of now.

Mr. NIELDS. You might as well state the name of the firm.
Mr. LEWIS. Finkelstein, Thompson, Levenson, and Lewis.
Mr. NIELDS. What type of law do you practice?
Mr. LEWIS. Primarily securities law.
Mr. NIELDS. Do you know a man named Willard Zucker?
Mr. LEWIS. Yes, I do.
Mr. NIELDS. When did you first meet him?
Mr. LEWIS. I met Mr. Zucker, I believe in 1972 or 1973, I would

guess, while I was working at the SEC. He was being interviewed
as a witness in an investigation and a fellow I car pooled with at
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the time was giving Mr. Zucker a lift to the airport, I believe, and I
met him briefly then.

Mr. NIELDS. Have you been in touch with him from time to time
since?

Mr. LEWIS. Yes. In 1978 we were essentially cocounsel in a case
that he had brought to our firm involving an SEC investigation of
a client of his and, thereafter, I would be in touch with him maybe
once a year at most, just casual telephone call or discussion.

Mr. NIELDS. Did there come a time when Mr. Zucker contacted
you by telephone and asked you a legal question on the subject of
real estate?

Mr. LEwI. Yes, yes. I would think, I would guess some time-
and I don't have an accurate date on this-but I think some time, I
would expect early in 1986-I am sorry-yes, 1986. Mr. Zucker
called and asked a question about whether someone could receive a
real estate commission if they were not licensed as a real estate
agent. I remember I asked him where the property was and he in-
dicated that the property was in Maryland.

I told him I might look into it, it was not a question I knew the
answer of-I am not a real estate attorney. I don't recall whether I
ever got back to him or not, but I do recall the conversation.

Mr. NIELDS. Just on the question of timing, I take it your recol-
lection is not exact on the issue of when that telephone call took
place?

Mr. LEWIS. Not at all.
Mr. NIELDS. I take it-it is fair to say that it was sometime prior

to October 1986?
Mr. LEWIS. That is correct.
Mr. NIELDS. Did you have a second telephone conversation with

Mr. Zucker on the subject of real estate?
Mr. LEWIS. Yes. And I would say sometime probably in late Sep-

tember of 1986 we had a discussion in which he asked me whether
I knew of a real estate broker who would take someone on as an
agent for a transaction-or the impression I got was there was a
transaction to be done and Mr. Zucker wanted this person to re-
ceive a real estate commission from the transaction and did I know
a broker who would hire that person as an agent for that purpose?

I said that I am sure that it would not be too difficult to find
someone willing to do that. I didn't, frankly, know of anybody off
the top of my head I could immediately go to and have that done.

Mr. NIELS. For that purpose, I take it, it meant for just a single
transaction?

Mr. LEWIS. Yes.
Mr. NIELDs. Yes. Did there come a time in October of 1986 when

you actually met with Mr. Zucker?
Mr. LEWIS. Yes. I traveled to Switzerland, Geneva, Switzerland,

on the 9th of October for business, and I met with Mr. Zucker on
the morning of the 10th of October.

Mr. NIELDS. And I take it you conducted some unrelated business
on the morning of the 10th?

Mr. LEWIS. That is correct.
Mr. NIELDS. How is it that you knew the date was the 10th of

October?
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Mr. LEwis. When I was interviewed by the committee staff I
went and checked my records and determined that that was the
date.

Mr. NmLws. Travel records, I take it?
Mr. LEwis. Yes.
Mr. NIELDS. Did there come a time when you had concluded your

other business and you went to lunch?
Mr. Liwis. That is correct.
Mr. NILDs. Did you have lunch with Mr. Zucker?
Mr. LEwis. Yes, Idid.
Mr. NiELDs. And were there others present?
Mr. LEwIS. Yes, there were.
Mr. NIELDS. And did there come a time when the others left for

at least a brief period of time?
Mr. LEwis. That's correct.
Mr. NiEns. And did you have a conversation with Mr. Zucker

while the others were absent?
Mr. LEWIS. Yes, I did.
Mr. NIELDs. And would you describe the conversation?
Mr. LFwis. We got into a discussion of the real estate transac-

tion. I guess I was asking some questions about the nature of the
property or what was involved, and Mr. Zucker then indicated to
me that there wasn't a specific property involved.

Mr. NIELS. Did you say was not a specific--
Mr. LEwis. Was not a specific property involved, that-I guess I

got the impression-I don't recall exact words-he had a wealthy
client who wanted tc., in a sense, get money to or reward someone
here in the United States and was looking for a business transac-
tion to do it in. And we discussed ways that that might be done
and-but then as we went on, he began to indicate to me that, in
fact, it was not necessary that there even be a real business trans-
action.

He essentially was looking for a cover for someone to merely pay
money to a certain person here in the United States. I then asked
him who the person was, and he said the person was the wife of
someone in the White House, that they were not paying the
money-the money was earned by the person in the White House
in some unrelated matter, but they did not want to pay the money
to the person in the White House because of his sensitive position.

I then asked him who the person in the White House was and, to
the best of my recollection, he said it was Lt. Col. Oliver North.

Mr. NIELDS. Did he say anything more about how this transac-
tion might be structured?

Mr. LEwis. Yes. He explained it to me in -what I call-I don't
think he used this wording--mirror transaction. What he was sug-
gesting is that someone here in the United States would pay money
to Colonel North's wife, or the woman, whatever, and--

Mr. NIELDS. Was that someone the real estate--
Mr. LEwis. The real estate broker, whoever was going to do this,

would pay money to the designated person here, and at the same
time a similar sum of money would be deposited in the payer's
bank account in Switzerland or anywhere else in the world the
payer wanted.
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Mr. NIELDS. When you say the payer, you are referring again to
the real estate broker?

Mr. LEwIS. That's right.
Mr. NIs. So the real estate broker would have a Swiss bank

account and Mr. Zucker's client would put money into that bank
account, simultaneously the broker in the United States would pay
money to this person in the United States?

Mr. LEWIS. That's correct.
Mr. NIELs. Did Mr. Zucker mention an amount of money?
Mr. LEwis. Well, I believe he did. I don't have a specific recollec-

tion of that amount.
Mr. NIELDS. Do you recall telling Spencer Oliver that it was

$70,000?
Mr. LEWIS. I don't specifically recall that, but that amount in

that range, I think, seems-does ring a bell, but I can't tell you
now I recall a specific amount.

Mr. NIELDS. I take it whatever you told Spencer Oliver would
have been the best of your recollection at that time?

Mr. LEwIS. That's correct.
Mr. NIELDS. Can you say $70,000 is approximately the amount of

money?
Mr. LEWIS. I think I can.
Mr. NIELDS. Did anything come of this conversation?
Mr. LEWIS. No, not that I know of.
Mr. NIELDS. Did you take any steps to pursue it?
Mr. LEWIS. None.
Mr. NiELDS. Mr. Lewis, do I take it correctly that you do not

know Oliver North?
Mr. LEWIS. That's correct.
Mr. NIELDS. Or Mrs. North?
Mr. LEWIS. No.
Mr. NIELDS. Is it also correct you don't know General Secord?
Mr. LEWIs. That's correct.
Mr. NIELDS. Or Albert Hakim?
Mr. LEWIS. That's correct.
Mr. NIELDS. Now, have you been following the story of the Iran-

Contra issue?
Mr. LEWIS. Generally.
Mr. NIELDS. And would it be fair to say that you have no connec-

tion with any of the people whose names have been mentioned in
connection with that investigation or any of the facts?

Mr. LEWIS. That's correct.
Mr. NIELDS. And that would-I take it that would be true of your

firm, too?
Mr. LEWIS. That's correct.
Mr. NIELDS. You don't represent Nicaragua, Iran, Cuba or any-

thing like that?
Mr. LEWIS. Nothing like that.
Mr. NIELDS. Mr. Chairman, I have no further questions.
Chairman INOUYE. Mr. Liman.
Mr. LimAN. No questions.
Chairman INOUYE. Mr. Van Cleve.
Mr. VAN CI~z. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Lewis, good morning.
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Mr. LEWIS. Good morning.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. I would like to start with a couple of brief ques-

tions about your conversation with Mr. Zucker on October 10th.
During your October 10th conversation, after Mr. Zucker explained
to you the idea of making a-what you describe as a mirror trans-
action, did he represent to you in words or substance that the
transaction he was considering was perfectly legal?

Mr. LEwIS. Well, yes. What he said-I am not sure exactly when
in the conversation he said it, but he indicated that the person in
the White House had earned this money in some unrelated fashion.
And so this wasn't-I guess he was trying to tell me it wasn't some
sort of payoff or bribe or whatever.

Mr. VAN CLEVE. So, he essentially did represent to you that it
was a legal transaction?

Mr. LEWIS. Yes, he did.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. And leaving aside the matter of the identifica-

tion of the individual involved, the substantive conversation ended
about there; is that correct?

Mr. LEWIS. I am not sure I understand the question.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. Leaving aside the question of the identity of the

individual who was involved, the substantive conversation with Mr.
Zucker ended at about that point on this issue?

Mr. LEWIS. The whole conversation was 3 or 4 minutes.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. I understand.
Did Mr. Zucker ever ask you in this conversation to do anything

specific to assist him?
Mr. LEWIS. No.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. Did Mr. Zucker ever state or imply he would

compensate you for any assistance you might render?
Mr. LEWIS. No.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. Did Mr. Zucker ever tell you or ask you to "keep

this quiet"?
Mr. LEWIS. No.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. As I understand it, you did not report this con-

versation to any U.S. Government official for more than 3 months
after it occurred. Isn't that correct?

Mr. LEWIS. That is correct.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. Please tell the committee why not.
Mr. LEWIS. Well, at the time he told me the conversation-the

conversation occurred-I had no idea who Colonel Oliver North
was or anything at all. So, the whole thing didn't mean very much
to me, or didn't mean anything, and it was, frankly, just a brief
conversation I put out of my mind and didn't think about until the
events unfolded in the newspaper.

And at that point, I began dealing with the issue of whether I
should come forward with my information, and initially I was con-
cerned that-well, first, I hoped maybe the people involved would
come forward themselves and there would never be a need for me
to go and speak with anyone about it, but after that appeared not
to bethe case, I wrestled with it mentally as to what to do and fi-
nally made a decision, and by that time, I guess, it was towards the
end of January.

Mr. VAN CLEVE. Does that complete your answer on that?
Mr. LEWIS. Yes.
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Mr. VAN CLEVE. Is it possible that the intervening publicity and
delay in reporting in any way influenced your perception or under-
standing or recall of this conversation?

Mr. LEWIS. I guess it is possible. I mean, I remember, as I said-I
have a fairly certain recall about certain things in the conversation
and less about others.

The reference to the White House and to someone's wife is a cer-
tainty. The reference to the name is less certain. This again was a
name that meant nothing to me at the time. The reference to the
fact the person was a military person is somewhat certain. But I
frankly can't say, although it is possible the things I read in the
paper influenced my memory.

Mr. VAN CLEVE. No further questions, Mr. Chairman.
Thank you, Mr. Lewis.
Chairman INouYE. Mr. Liman, do you have any questions?
Mr. LIMAN. No, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman INOUYE. Senator Sarbanes.
Senator McClure.
Mr. MCCLURE. Thank you.'
I suspect you were also somewhat hesitant to come forward with

what might be innuendo that affected somebody else, but you felt it
was necessary because you had some information.

Mr. LEWIS. That is correct. And when I went to the committee I
indicated that while I made-I asked for no promise about-that I
wouldn't be called as a witness, I indicated if need be I would be
and the committee was forthright in saying they thought unless
they-my testimony was corroborating other testimony that they
probably would not call me.

Mr. MCCLURE. Mr. Lewis, in somewhat the same vein, I feel com-
pelled to ask you a question because we have received information
anonymously, a phone call to a staff person who has indicated that
you or a member of your law firm has represented the Government
of Nicaragua or leaders in the Nicaraguan Government.

Mr. LEWIS. Absolutely no.
Mr. MCCLURE. And that you have or members of your law firm

have represented the Government of Cuba.
Mr. LEwIS. Absolutely not. That is just a scandalous lie.
Mr. MCCLURE. All right. There may be some other Mr. Lewis. I

didn't know, sir, what the source of that information may be.
What is your relationshipwith Spencer Oliver?
Mr. LEWIS. I have met Mr. Oliver-well, I met him on a social

occasion and that was it.
Mr. MCCLURE. How long ago?
Mr. LEwIS. In January.
Mr. MCCLURE. But you had not known him before January of

this year?
Mr. LEWIS. That is correct.
Mr. MCCLURE. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman INOUYE. Are there any further questions?
Chairman HAMILTON. Mr. Chairman, I have no questions, Mr.

Lewis, but I do want to say I think the members of the committee
understand that this is not an easy appearance for you and that
you come before us at some risk perhaps to yodr own professional
standing.
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You come as a volunteer, and we appreciate that very much. You
have come to help the committee, and you have done it.

Thank you.
Mr. FASCELL. Mr. Chairman, I just wanted to say amen to the

chairman's remarks. We need citizens who will step up and Mr.
Lewis certainly has done that.

I wanted to add my commendation.
Chairman INOUYE. Senator Heflin.
Mr. HEFLIN. Mr. Lewis, following the time that you began to see

things in the newspapers, did you contact Mr. Zucker relative to
these matters?

Mr. LEWIS. No.
Mr. HEFLIN. Since reading it in the newspaper, you at no time

have ever talked to Mr. Zucker about this?
Mr. LEWIS. That is correct.
Mr. HEFUN. Now, did you, in effect, make an offer to the counsel

involved in these committees that you might talk to Zucker and at-
tempt to get his cooperation in this matter?

Mr. LEWIS. Yes. I had a brief discussion about that with Mr.
Oliver.

Mr. HEFLIN. Was anything followed up relative to the way you
offered to talk to Zucker?

Mr. LEWIs. Nothing.
Mr. HEFLIN. But you have had no conversation, no contact with

Zucker. How about any representative of Zucker, any of his law-
yers or anything else since that time?

Mr. LEWIS. Not that I know of.
Mr. HEFLIN. You have had none whatsoever with any representa-

tive of Mr. Zucker.
Mr. LEWIS. That is correct.
Mr. HEFLIN. That is all.
Chairman INOUYE. Mr. Lewis, I wish to associate myself with the

remarks of Chairman Hamilton and to thank you for being a good
citizen.

Mr. LEWIS. Thank you, Senator.
Chairman INOUYE. If there are no furth&f questions, Mr. Lewis,

thank you and you are dismissed.
I would like to announce at this time that the members of the

Senate panel will be meeting immediately upon a declaration of
recess in the anteroom.

Chairman HAMILTON. Mr. Chairman, I have a similar aiinounce-
ment for the members of the House Select Committee. We will be
meeting in room 301 of this building.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman INOUYE. Both meetings are very important, and it is

on a subject that we discussed yesterday at lunch, so I hope all of
you will be present.

This hearing will stand in recess until 1:30 this afternoon.
[Whereupon, at 10:30 a.m., the Select Committees recessed, to re-

convene at 1:30 p.m., the same day.]
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AFTERNOON SESSION

The Select Committees met, pursuant to recess, at 1:30 p.m., in
room 2172, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Lee H. Hamilton
(chairman of the House Select Committee) and Hon. Daniel K.
Inouye (chairman of the Senate Select Committee) presiding.

Chairman INOUYE. The hearing will please come to order.
The Chair recognizes Mr. Nields.
Mr. JA IS. Mr. Chairman, before we begin, I would like to extend

to the committee my thanks for the courtesy they extended to me
and my son this morning. Thank you very much.

Chairman INOUYE. It is our pleasure, sir.

CONTINUED TESTIMONY OF ALBERT HAKIM, FROM JUNE 3
Mr. NiELUS. Mr. Hakim, I think when we broke off yesterday you

were beginning to testify about your efforts to establish a second
channel.

Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. NIELw. And by a second channel, I think you indicated you

meant an Iranian official different from one that Mr. Ghorbanifar
had produced, through whom you hoped to normalize relations,
transact business with respect to arms, and hopefully release hos-
tages; is that correct?

Mr. HAKIM. That's correct, sir.
Mr. NIELDS. Whose idea was it to look for a second channel?
Mr. HAKIM. I believe, effectively General Secord's, but the un-

happiness about the first channel was shared by all people in-
volved. So he came up, I think, with the idea for the first time.

Mr. NIELUs. And who actually set out to look for a second chan-
nel?

Mr. HAKIM. I organized that.
Mr. NIELDS. And did you not only organize it, did you also do it?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. NIELDS. Was anyone in the U.S. Government aware of the

fact that you were doing it?
Mr. HAKIM. Again, through the same chain of command, if you

will, General Secord knew, and I do recall also direct conversations
that I had from my home in California with Lt. Col. North to-
from his office and to his office from my home, that he wanted to
get a firsthand report on my progress.

I believe General Secord was not available so there were times
that I reported directly about the status of the situation to Colonel
North.

Mr. NIELDS. So Colonel North was aware of the fact that you
were looking for a second channel, but I take it that you were
taking the initiative in deciding exactly how to go about doing that.

Mr. HAKIM. You are correct, sir.
Mr. NIELDS. And I take it that there came , time when you were

successful in identifying an Iranian official through whom you
thought you might be able to open a second channel.

Mr. HAKIM. Eventually, yes, that's correct.
Mr. NiEJws. And that was sometime towards the end of the

summer of 1986?
Mr. HuM. That is correct, sir.
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Mr. NIELS. And was there a meeting in Brussels with the Irani-
an official?

Mr. HAKIM. There was a meeting arranged that General Secord
and I attended to actually evaluate the second channel, an evalua-
tion meeting, if you will.

Mr. NIELDS. And you met with the official?
Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. NIELDS. And that was in Brussels in August of 1986?
Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. NIELDS. And was any official of the U.S. Government

present?
Mr. HAKIM. No, sir.
Mr. NIELDS. And did you in fact meet with this official?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes, I did.
Mr. NIELDs. And did you evaluate him?
Mr. HAKIM. I did.
Mr. NIELDS. And what was your evaluation? How did he compare

to the official that we have been calling the first channel?
Mr. HAKIM. I was extremely impressed. I found a new generation

that I had not come across before. This gentleman is a younger
person, and he impressed me very well.

Mr. NIELDS. And I take it that you were put in contact with him
through other people that you knew and had explored this issue
with prior o August.

Mr. HAKIM. That's correct.
Mr. NIELDS. At this meeting in Brussels, did you talk about

future normalization of relations between the United States and
Iran?

Mr. HAKIM. That was also part of our discussion.
Mr. NIELDS. And did you talk about the possibility of the U.S.

Government providing arms to Iran?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes, we did.
Mr. NIELDS. And did you talk about the possibility of Iran ar-

ranging the release of hostages in Lebanon?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes, we did.
Mr. NIELDS. Prior to the meeting in Brussels, had you had discus-

sions with General Secord or Colonel North on the subject of your
financial interest in this continuing project?

Mr. HAKIM. Prior to August? You mean prior to my getting in-
volved in establishing the second channel?

Mr. NIELDS. No, I don't mean prior to your getting involved in it.
I mean prior to the meeting in August.

Mr. HAKIM. There was no discussion on that subject.
Mr. NIELDS. Up until that time?
Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. NIELDS. Did you have any discussion shortly thereafter?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes, we did.
Mr. NIELDS. With whom?
Mr. HAKIM. Originally with General Secord, and there came a

time that Colone North and CIA officials, as well as Iranians, were
also informed.

Mr. NIELDS. Approximately how long after the meeting in Brus-
sels did these conversations occur?

Mr. HAKIM. No longer than a month.
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Mr. Nuuws. Would you describe them?
Mr. HAKIM. Well, this-the detailed discussion-when I say "de-

tailed," I do not mean to the extent that he talked about the sums
or method of payment and how.

It was very specific in the meetings that we had on a Saturday, I
believe, if I am not mistaken, in the office of STTGI where we held
an all-day meeting with the presence of the Iranians, as well as
CIA officials, with Lt. Col. North, General Secord, and myself. This
issue was very clearly discussed in the presence of all the parties
that I mentioned.

Mr. NIELDS. Before we get to that discussion, perhaps we should
set the scene a little bit further. I take it after the meeting in Brus-
sels you reported back to Colonel North.

Mr. HAKIM. General Secord did.
Mr. NIELDs. But you learned about that?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes, I knew that was going to happen.
Mr. NIELDS. And was it agreed with Lt. Col. North, General

Secord, and you that a meeting should be arranged with this Irani-
an official in the United States?

Mr. HAKIM. Yes, it had two purposes: first, for Colonel North to
get involved; and secondly, to test to see how sincere the second
channel was and if they were prepared to take the risk of coming
to the United States. And that was a very brave step on the part of
the Iranians, because at that time there were also factions operat-
ing within the structure of the Iranian Government that did not
support this method of approach towards the United States, and I
to-to this date, I admire the group that decided to stick their neck
out and approach us, brave people.

Mr. NIELDS. But they did eventually come?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. NIELDS. And that was in September of 1986?
Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. NIELDS. And that was when this all day meeting occurred at

STTGI?
Mr. HAKIM. No sir, we had a prior meeting at the offices of Colo-

nel North and there was also a break for lunch and we continued
with the discussions, and I might add, there were times I did not
participate in the meetings. Mr. George Cave at that time was
aboard, and it was-it was my desire, as well as the desire of the
other parties, for me to maintain my commercial role. So there
were areas that I stepped out of the room. And the meeting lasted
until late in the afternoon that day.

Mr. NIELDS. Are you describing the meeting now at Colonel
North's office or at STrG I?

Mr. HAKIM. No, the meeting at the Old Executive Office Build-
ing, Colon~el North's office.

Towards the end of the day, after we broke off and arranged to
have the meeting the next day at our offices, Colonel North and I
took our guest for a tour of the White House, and we took him to
every corner of the White House, and by then--

Mr. NIELDS. Did that include the Oval Office?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes. We went-also we did not actually walk into

the Oval Office, the doors were open. There was a little barrier,
rope barrier in front there, but we showed him the rooms and Colo-
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nel North, by this time, was also impressed by this gentleman, and
he was feeling, after many months of frustration, he was feeling
upbeat. It is interesting to know while we were passing by one of
the corridors, stepping down the stairs, we came across a picture
that was hanging on the wall. It portrayed the table and like a con-
ference table and there were dogs sitting around the table and I
remember one of the dogs I think was taking a little nap, and Ollie
was feeling very upbeat and he asked me to translate for our guest
that this represented our Cabinet, and that Mr. Casey was taking a
nap. That broke the ice.

Mr. NIELDs. I take it, during the meeting that preceded the tour
of the White House, you had talked about normalizing relations be-
tween the two countries?

Mr. HAKIM. Yes, we did.
Mr. NIELDS. And you talked about the United States providing

military equipment to Iran?
Mr. AKIM. That is correct.
Mr. NIELs. And you talked about the possibility of the Iranians

obtaining the release of the hostages in Lebanon?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. NIZELS. Now, I think you said there was a meeting at STTGI

the next day at which the subject of money for you came up?
Mr. HAKIM. Myself and the group who assisted me to open the

second channel.
Mr. NIELDS. This is a group of Iranians, I take it?
Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. NIELDS. That included government officials and also private?
Mr. HAKIM. Well, I was led to believe that there was at least one

person in that group that was a government official. This does not
refer to the gentleman that headed the delegation and the gentle-
man that we took for the tour of the White House. It was a second
gentleman that we all believed to be directly connected to the Ira-
nian Government.

Mr. NIELDS. Would you describe the discussion that took place
the next day at STTGI on the subject of financial remuneration for
you and these Iranians?

Mr. HAKIM. Well, it was not really a new item for discussion. I
had-at a time of starting the efforts to open the second channel, I
mentioned to General Secord that the only way we can achieve this
is through commercial contacts, and we have to be prepared to
treat it as such.

And during the-I believe the Saturday morning at STTGI, the
other gentlemen who were accompanying our guest, took me aside
and they wanted to know if I had indeed clarified their status, and
I came back into the room--

Mr. NIELDS. These were the Iranians?
Mr. HAKIM. That's correct, sir.
They came back into the room and, in a very open, clear manner,

brought the subject up. Our guest was also present, and I was told
we are at the early stages of this channel, we don't know how this
thing is going to shape up. We recognize what you are telling us,
we agree, and we'll deal with it at the appropriate time.

Mr. NIEws. When you said, "We recognize what you are telling
us," what were you referring to?
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Mr. HAKIM. In other words, they were accepting my position that
there should be a financial benefit for myself and my group.

Mr. NI.LDS. And when you say you went back into the room, I
take it you mean you went back into the room where Colonel
North and CIA people were present?

Mr. HAKIM. And General Secord, yes.
Mr. NImEDs. And you told them that you had just had a discus-

sion with the Iranians outside the room?
Mr. HAKIM. Two of the Iranians. The Iranian official that I re-

ferred to him as our guest was inside with the rest of the American
delegation, and I had a little discussion with the other two outside
of the conference room and I came back and made sure that this
issue would not be forgotten, and they were all intensely involved
in discussing politics, hostages and so on. So I made sure that that
was also part of the discussion.

Mr. NIEsLS. And you keep saying "that" and "this." I take it
what you are referring to is the-

Mr. HAKIM. The financial remuneration.
Mr. NIELDS. For?
Mr. HAKIM. Opening the second channel.
Mr. NIELDS. And remuneration for the Iranians and for you?
Mr. HAKIM. That's correct.
Mr. NIELDS. And you made both parts clear, I take it?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. NIELDs. And that was agreed to by the people in the room?
Mr. HAKIM. In principle.
Mr. NIELs. Was any particular amount or method of remunerat-

ing you and the Iranian officials agreed to at the time?
Mr. HAKIM. It was left to the future, and after they had a better

understanding of how the relationship would develop. It was too
early to be specific.

Mr. NIELDS. I take it you regarded this trip by the Iranians to
this country and the meetings at the Old Executive Office Building
and at STTGI to have been basically successful?

Mr. HAKIM. Very much so.
Mr. NIELDS. But I take it there was no final agreement reached?
Mr. HAKIM. The agreement-are you referring to the financial

end of it or the political?
Mr. NIELDS. No. Ihn asking, I take it there was no particular

agreement reached during this September trip to the United States
with respect to arms and hostages?

Mr. HAKIM. No. We were evaluating each other, sort of testing
the intents of each other. For the first time we saw that we were
not going past each other, we were focusing around the same fre-
quency for the first time.

Mr. NIELS. And was it agreed to have another i neeting?
Mr. HAKIM. Definitely. That was the conclusion of the meeting,

that both parties would report back to their governments, evaluate
the situation and arrange for a meeting where r iore detailed dis-
cussions would be held.

Mr. NIELDS. And was there, in fact, a meeting in Frankfurt in
October?

Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
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Mr. NiLwu. And I take it you and General Secord were both
present?

Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. NIELS. And Colonel North?
Mr. HAKIM. As well as Mr. George Cave.
Mr. NIELDS. A CIA official?
Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. NIELDS. I take it the Iranian, the second channel, and these

other Iranians were also present?
Mr. HAKIM. Well, this time there were additional people who

joined the group.
Mr. NIELDS. From the Iranian side?
Mr. HAKIM. From the Iranian Government, yes.
Mr. NIELDS. And did you have a discussion during the meeting in

Frankfurt also about normalizing relations between the countries?
Mr. HAKIM. Definitely.
Mr. NIELs. Did you have a discussion about the provision of U.S.

military equipment to Iran?
Mr. HAKIM. Very much so.
Mr. NIELwS. And the hostage issue also came up?
Mr. HAKIM. Definitely.
Mr. NIELDS. Was there some kind of a written proposal made at

that meeting?
Mr. HAKIM. I can't recall if it was during that meeting or a dif-

ferent meeting that that written proposal came about.
To the best of my recollection, there were two or three meetings

that both delegations came to in Germany, and I also recall a sepa-
rate meeting that I participated alone, or it could have been part of
three meetings that I came earlier to talk to one of the very impor-
tant members of the Iranian delegations.

There were a number of meetings. There was a time that the
agreement that you are referring tc was discussed.

Mr. NIELDS. And this was still in October of 1986?
Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. NIELDS. And this proposal was made by Colonel North?
Mr. HAKIM. It was discussed by Colonel North. I don't know how

it came to be prepared. He had prepared a seven-point document
that was the subject of our intense discussions with the Iranians.

Mr. NIELDS. Would you turn to exhibit 22?
Mr. HAKIM. I have that.
Mr. NIELDS. Is that the seven-point plan to which you referred?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. NIELDS. And is that in Mr. North's handwriting?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. NIELDS. And I take it-I won't have you read the entire

thing, the document speaks for itself-but was that the proposal
that was being discussed with the Iranians?

Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. NIELDS. And it provides for the provision of 500 TOWs and

HAWK spare parts and it provides for the release of hostages,
among other things?

Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. NELW. Did the Iranians agree to this seven-point plan?
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Mr. HAKIM. The bottom line was that they did not, and the meet-
ing was not successful. It broke off with disappointment on the
part of both parties. Colonel North got ready to leave for the
United States to report back that there would not be any success
dealing with the second channel.

I urged him to be more patient. He was very specific. He told me,
Albert, it will take me 6 hours-take Colonel North 6 hours to get
to Washington and he was going to have a meeting at about 6
o'clock that day with the President, that is what he told me, and
unless I come up with something prior to him going to the Presi-
dent, he has to report to the President that the meeting was not
successful.

So I was left behind to see what I can do to turn this thing
around.

Mr. NIELDS. So North left and you proceeded to try to reach an
agreement with the Iranians in the 6 hours?

Mr. HAKIM. That's correct.
Mr. NIELDS. Can you describe what the major objections or prob-

lems were with the seven-point plan?
Mr. HAKIM. I believe the basic problem-there were basically two

problems: one, I would say, cultural and lack of basic communica-
tion-I'm not saying the same type of communication that did not
exist during the first channel-and lack of patience on the part of
our delegation.

We were very impatient. We were expecting to-I told our group
that we would want to establish a relationship as if we are prepar-
ing stew in a pressure cooker. That is not possible. You have to be
patient, spend a lot of time, try to understand each other.

So because of those two reasons, they could not allocate enough
time to understand each other, which I succeeded to do after they
left.

Mr. NIEUS. So you did continue the negotiations?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. NIELDS. And did you and the second channel then reach an

agreement?
Mr. HAKIM. Well, we agreed on what I referred to, a nine-point

proposal which later on was communicated to Colonel North, as
well as General Secord, and then it was agreed upon and later that
became a nine-point agreement.

Mr. NIELDS. This nine-point agreement, I take it you had a copy
of that written in Farsi which you provided to the committee--
committees?

Mr. HAKIM. I had an original copy which I provided you with.
Mr. NIELDS. Have you also done an English translation of that

Farsi document, leaving out certain names?
Mr. HAKIM. I did that, I believe, yesterday, yes. I translated that

yesterday.
Mr. NIELDS. And is that document-
Mr. HAKIM. I might add, Mr. Nields, that the original Farsi ver-

sion of the nine-point agreement that I provided you with is writ-
ten in the handwriting of the Iranian official who is different than
the gentleman who came to Washington, and this is the gentleman
that I referred to very quickly yesterday, that I became very, very
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fond of this person, and I hope that there will be questions asked
about this second channel.

I won't take your time about that, but I was very impressed with
this person.

Mr. NIELDs. This was written by--
Mr. HAKIM. This man-it is this man's handwriting, what you

have.
Mr. NIELs. This man that you are describing who actually wrote

the nine-point plan in Farsi was one of the officials that you had
an obligation to remunerate in some way at sme future time, I
take it?

Mr. HAKIM. Absolutely not. To the contrary.
Mr. NIELDS. Oh, this was actually the second channel you are

talking about?
Mr. HAKIM. This gentleman, to the contrary. I became very fond

of this man. I got to learn about him and his family, and during
one of the trips that he took to Germany and met with me, I
wanted to act like a host. We were in Germany. I bought some
shirts and jeens for his kids. He refused to accept them. I insisted,
and actually I put it in his suitcase and he did something very re-
markable. He stopped fighting me, but when we were in the taxi
and I was gettii-kg ready to leave, I said goodbye to him and, before
the taxi drove away, he pushed a $100 bill into my coat pocket. Ef-
fectively, I still owe him $50. A remarkable man, very brave man.

Mr. NIELDS. In any event, your translation of his nine-point plan
in Farsi is pages 3 and 4 of exhibit 22; is that correct?

Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. NIEus. At the top of that page you have a note. I take it

that is a summary of what occurs at the top of the document in
Farsi, rather than a translation?

Mr. HAKIM. You are correct, sir.
Mr. NIE s. But what follows is your attempt to do a translation;

is that correct?
Mr. HAKIM. In a very short time that I had available to me.
Mr. NIELu. The very first paragraph says, "Iran provides funds

to Mr. Hakim for 500 TOWs and, if willing, Iranians will provide
for the HAWK spare parts which remain from the previous agree-
ment."

Should that read, "will provide funds for the HAWK spare
parts"?

Mr. HAKIM. That was left out. You are correct, yes.
Mr. NIELDS. There is a reference in the nine point plan which ap-

pears to be absent from the seven-point plan to the release of cer-
tain Kuwaitis, 17 persons. That is item number 3?

Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. NIELs. Was that one of the subjects of contention that the

Iranians raised with respect to the seven-point plan?
Mr. HAKIM. That was one of the issues that caused the meeting

to end without success while Colonel North was negotiating it.
Mr. NIELDS. And you proposed that the problem be solved by

having you provide a plan or promising to provide a-plan for the
release of these Kuwaitis?

Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
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Mr. NIELDS. Item number 4 says "one and a half American hos-
tages in Lebanon will be released." What does that mean, one and
a half?

Mr. HAKIM. This is very interesting. This is a question that even-
tually Colonel North asked me. I was-General Secord had a com-
mitment, so while I was doing this patching up work, General
Secord was absent, and he had the KL-43 machine with him, and
right about the same time that Colonel North was getting ready to
go report to the President, I managed to get him on the phone and
in riddles, I went over the nine points.

When I got.to one and a half hostages, he asked me if I was
drunk. He thought we were going to cut one of the hostages in half.

I explained to him that half indicates as provided in the text: the
seriousness of the Iranians to make a very sincere effort with the
Lebanese for the release of the second hostage. This second channel
was vary candid with us, this gentleman who prepared this docu-
ment-very honest, very open. He was a tough negotiator, but he
never misled me. He was referred to as a monster because he kept
his ground, but when he promised me to put in there one and a
half, he understood, and I understood what it means.

It meant that he actually will take a trip, personally take a trip
to-after clearing it with his superiors-to Lebanon and try to see
what he can do for the release of the second hostage. This man
showed repeatedly signs of bravery in various forms. So one and a
half indicates definitely one and that obligation was met by the
Iranians. The half meant that it is not just empty words, he would
actually take steps-and it was understood that he would personal-
ly take a trip to Lebanon.

Mr. NIELDS. And then I take it, as you have already testified, you
communicated this nine-point plan to Colonel North?

Mr. HAKIM. I asked him-since we could not discuss this without
compromising it over the phone, I urged Colonel North to delay re-
porting that the second channel was a failure until General Secord
and I had the opportunity to send him a KL-43 message. And he
accepted.

Mr. NIELDS. And the KL-43 message summarized the nine point
plan in English?

Mr. HAKIM. It did, and then the follow-up to that was General
Secord's personal comment that-he said the more he reads the
nine points, the more he likes it, even better than the seven points.

Mr. NIELDS. And did you eventually learn that the nine point
plan was accepted by the U.S. Government side?

Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. NIELDs. And was it also accepted by the Iranian Government

side?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes. It was-since I had made it clear to the Irani-

ans that I am not negotiating this thing on the behalf of the U.S.
Government, I am just trying to make sure that it continues to be
maintained, I agreed on a code to be passed on directly by Mr.
Cave to the Iranians indicating that code would be the sign that
they have accepted the nine point agreement and that indeed took
place, and Mr. Cave did call and gave them the coded message.

Mr. NIELDs. And I take it eventually 500 TOW missiles were
shipped?

75-542 - 88 - 9
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Mr. HAKIM. That is correct, sir.
Mr. NIELS. And one hostage was released?
Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. NIEDs. And that was in late October, early November, 1986?
Mr. HAKIM. You are correct, sir.
Mr. NIELDS. Now, did the subject of money for you come up again

during this period of time?
Mr. HAKIM. By this time the-since we had gotten closer to the

nucleus of the Iranian Government, we became more professional,
if you will, and tried to have the financial end of the discussion in
separate meetings without the presence of this gentleman that I re-
ferred to as "the monster." He turned out to be a good friend.

So, there were meetings and discussions on that issue, but not
mixed with the official discussions.

Mr. NIELDS. Did you say they were mixed or not mixed?
Mr. HAKIM. Not mixed.
Mr. NIELDS. Was an agreement ever reached as to precisely how

much or how you were going to be remunerated and how much or
how the Iranians would be remunerated?

Mr. HAKIM. No, sir. We still had not gotten into this far enough
to evaluate our situation.

Mr. NIELDS. Did you continue meeting with the Irvnians follow-
ing the shipment of TOWs in late October and the release of the
hostage?

Mr. HAKIM. Very much so. When we were not meeting, we were
in constant telephone contact.

Mr. NIELDS. Did you, indeed, continue to meet even after there
had been some disclosures about the fact that the United States
was shipping arms to Iran?

Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. NIELDS. But I take it there came a time in late November of

1986 when the meetings essentially ceased?
Mr. HAKIM. That was the time that I was asked-I don't know if

the meetings stopped or not. I was asked by Mr. Cave on behalf of
the U.S. Government to arrange for one final meeting between the
Iranians and the Americans, and this time with the presence of the
State Department representative, a gentleman by the name of
Charles Dunbar, accompanied Mr. Cave.

I arranged with the Iranians to come to Frankfurt. I briefed
them when they arrived as to what was happening, and I told them
that after this introduction I will not be able to be in contact with
them as the representative of the delegation.

They accepted to meet with Mr. Dunbar and Mr. Cave. They
asked me if I were prepared to also participate in the meeting. I
checked with Mr. Cave. I said, "I am prepared to attend a meeting.
The Iranians are showing a sign of anxiousness, and they would
feel more comfortable if I participated." I believe he went back and
checked with Mr. Dunbar, came back to me, said there is no prob-
lem in my participating.

At that time, I had my attorney with me in Europe, Mr. Janis.
He actually had come with me to Frankfurt. Then I told Mr. Cave
to inform Mr. Dunbar that I would be prepared to participate in
the meeting if he would accept for my attorney to be also present.
He refused.
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Therefore, I did not participate in the meeting, and I really don't
know what continued or discontinued after that introduction.

Mr. NiEWS. Thank you, Mr. Hakim.
I would now like to turn back again briefly to the subject of

these moneys and the Swiss records.
Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. NIELDS. I would like you to turn to exhibit no. 23. It is an

investment management agreement between Albert Hakim and
CSF Investments, Ltd.

Do you have that in front of you?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. NIELDS. Is that a document that you recently provided to the

committees?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes. That is correct.
Mr. NIEuS. What does this document reflect, represent?
Mr. HAKIM. This, after having had the opportunity of reviewing

all the records with you during the deposition, effectively not only
represents the portion of the capital account related to me, but it
also represents any other moneys that CSF could not find a name
for or categorize or allocate it. So that effectively was to them
known as Albert Hakim's account.

Mr. NIELDS. So this is-you've already testified about some in-
vestment management agreements relating to Albert Hakim's sub-
accounts. I take it this is the general Albert Hakim account; is that
correct?

Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. NIELDS. And it covers money which CSF was investing on

your behalf?.
Mr. HAKIM. That was the intention, yes.
Mr. NIELDS. When was this document executed?
Mr. HAKIM. It appears that there's no date on this. This is very

possible to have been signed sometimes much later, after the reve-
lation, because I did sign a number of documents for CSF that were
not completed and executed; therefore, their status as far as the
Swiss Government was concerned was incomplete, and with the
revelation, they had to have someone owning those accounts. So a
number of documents were signed in my hotel room at a later date.
I suppose-I cannot be certain-but I suppose this is one of those
documents. So it is not dated.

Mr. NIELDS. This would be in the period approximately Novem-
ber, December, 1986?

Mr. HAKIM. If it is among those documents, yes.
Mr. NIELs. And I take it if that's the case, there was always an

account in your name at CSF but you are saying this document
was signed to make a record of that account, perhaps in November
of 1986?

Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. NIELDS. I would like you to take a look at exhibit 24.
Mr. HAKIM. I have that in front of me.
Mr. NIELDS. Is that another document you recently provided to

the committees?
Mr. HAKIM. That is also correct.
Mr. NIELDS. And is this the investment management agreement

relating to the Korel Assets account?
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Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. NIELDS. And this would cover moneys managed by CSF for

Korel Assets, I take it?
Mr. HAKIM. You are correct, sir.
Mr. NIELDS. This document bears the date September 17, 1985.

Do you have any reason to believe that document was signed on
any different date than that?

Mr. HAKIM. I cannot be precise about this, because on page 5, as
you notice, it does not bear my signature or General Secord's signa-
ture. It has the signature of the lady responsible for CSF Invest-
ment, and where it says signature of the client, it appears to be
the-in front of that phrase, it appears to be the signature of Mr.
Farina. I cannot be certain, but this is what I can make out of it.
Therefore, I cannot be sure about the date, if it was executed exact-
ly then or later.

Mr. NIELDS. The question is whether you have any reason to be-
lieve that it is the wrong date?

Mr. HAKIM. I believe if we refer to the records, that should fall
within the time that we started to put money in this account;
therefore, if that should coincide with those commission distribu-
tions, then I have no reason to believe that this is incorrect.

Mr. NIELDS. I would like you to turn to exhibit no. 25.
Mr. HAKIM. I have that in front of me.
Mr. NiELDS. Is that also a document that you recently provided

to the committees?
Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. NIELDS. And is that an investment management agreement

between SciTech Trading Group and CSF dated November 12,
1985?

Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. NIELDS. And I will ask you to turn to exhibit no. 26. Is that

another document that you recently provided to the committees?
Mr. HAKIM. That is correct, sir.
Mr. NIELDS. And is this an investment management agreement

between B. Button and CSF Investments?
Mr. HAKIM. That is correct. I referred to this yesterday. I

brought it to the attention of the committees that this signature is
not signed. Sorry. This document has no signature. It is not signed.
It is incomplete.

Mr. NIELDs. I take it B. Button stands for Bellybutton?
Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. NIELDS. And it bears a printed date of the 22d of May, 1986?
Mr. HAKIM. That is also correct.
Mr. NIELDS. And what, if you know, is the reason why this in-

vestment-and I take it this covers the $200,000 that was placed
into the Button account on the 20th of May 1986?

Mr. HAKIM. It should have, but this also doesn't have the appen-
dix A that we have seen with the other similar fiduciary agree-
ments. That part is also missing.

But the answer to your question is yes.
Mr. NIELDS. And if you know, why was this document not signed?
Mr. HAKIM. Because it never got off the ground, as I testified yes-

terday. We haven't managed to make use of this account and, there-
fore, it was-has remained incomplete.
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Mr. NIELDS. Now, Mr. Hakim, you testified yesterday about an
investment management agreement for Albert Hakim subaccount
number one. That is exhibit 17. It bears the date of May 15, 1986.

My only question at this point in time is, was that to your knowl-
edge-was that investment management agreement signed on or
about May 15, 1986, as it indicates?

Mr. HAKIM. You are right, sir.
Mr. NIELDS. And then you testified about another investment

management agreement which is exhibit 19, which is Albert
Hakim subaccount number two, and that bears the date of the 16th
of June 1986, and my only question to you at this time is was that
the date on or about the date on which this was executed?

Mr. HAKIM. To the best of my recollection, that is correct, sir.
Mr. NIELDS. Now, there is one final investment management

agreement which you have not yet testified about. That is exhibit
number 21. It is denoted Albert Hakim subaccount number three.

It has an Appendix A which indicates that the account covers an
amount of $200,000. It also bears the date of the 16th of June 1986.

My first question is whether that is the date on or about the
time when it was signed?

Mr. HAKIM. I am reasonably sure that that date is correct.
Mr. NIELDS. And what, if you recall, was the purpose of Albert

Hakim subaccount number three?
Mr. HAKIM. If you recall, we searched to see if we could come up

with the correct explanation for this subaccount. I cannot be cer-
tain, Mr. Nields, as to what this is. The restructure of the dates
and the reasoning that we followed during my deposition, I believe
also that did not help us to identify exactly what this $200,000 was.

Mr. NIELDS. The answer is you are uncertain?
Mr. HAKIM. I am uncertain. That is correct.
Mr. NIELDS. You just identified seven different investment man-

agement agreements with CSF covering different entities and dif-
ferent amounts of money. I take it the moneys put into those-into
the custody of CSF to be invested pursuant to these investment
management agreements were moneys that came out of the corpo-
rate bank accounts that you set up for the Iran and Nicaraguan
initiatives that you have been testifying about for the last 2 days?

Mr. HAKIM. You are correct, sir.
Mr. NIELDS. And these moneys were then put into the custody of

CSF and CSF invested them for the benefit of the various entities
that are covered by these agreements?

Mr. HAKIM. Yes. Which effectively is the pigeonhole enterprise,
yes.

Mr. NIELDS. I should state that you have also supplied for the
committees documents from CSF reflecting the current amounts of
money which are being invested by CSF pursuant to each of these
seven investment management agreements?

Mr. HAKIM. That is correct, sir.
Mr. NIELDS. And those are exhibits 11 through 15. You don't

need to turn to them. I will simply state that for the record. And
there are seven of them. They are numbered exhibits 11, 12A, 12B,
12C, 13, 14 and 15.

I would like you to turn to exhibit 16 which contains a-lists the
amounts reflected by exhibits 11 through 15, the amounts of money
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which are currently being managed by CSF pursuant to these
various investment management agreements, and it shows that the
Albert Hakim general account denominated here "Regular" current-
ly has $254,000 in it approximately.

The subaccount 1 currently has $2,170,000 in it approximately;
subaccount No. 2 has $2,093,000 in it approximately; subaccount
No. 3 has $160,000 in it approximately.

The Korel Assets account has $1,578,000 approximately. The Sci-
Tech account has $193,000 approximately, and the Button account
has $216,000 approximately, for a total of $6,667,000.

And I take it that is the $6.67 million currently held by CSF that
you testified about yesterday?

Mr. HAKIM. That s correct, sir.
Mr. NIELDS. And if you would turn to exhibit no. 41, do you have

that in front of you?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes, I do.
Mr. NIELDs. I will state that the lefthand column headed "Cap-

ital Distributions," to 12/4/86, shows the money coming out of the
various corporate bank accounts that you testified about yesterday
such as Lake Resources, which your accountants classified as distri-
butions for the benefit of the partners. I think you testified about
that.

Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. NIELDS. And that adds up to a total of $9.6 million, and

that's also the figure that appears on the chart behind us as having
been allocated by your accountants to the capital accounts.

Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. NIELDS. Again indicating money coming out of the corporate

bank accounts which the accountants recorded as being distribu-
tions for the benefit of the partners.

Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. NIELDS. Then the middle column shows the current amount

of these funds which remain with CSF and are being invested for
the benefit of the partners. Do you see that?

Mr. HAKIM. That's correct.
Mr. NIELDS. And the amount opposite your name constitutes all

of the money from your accounts plus the various subaccounts?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. NIELDS. And then there's-underneath that is the amount

for General Secord's Korel Assets account, the SciTech account and
the Button account for a total of 6.667 and that's the amount that
you just testified about?

Mr. HAKIM. That's right.
Mr. NIELDS. That leaves a difference, and the difference is in the

righthand column, and those are funds which were disposed of in
some way other than being put in and kept in the custody of CSF
for investment purposes.

Mr. HAKJM. Yes, sir.
Mr. NIELDS. I take it, as you testified yesterday, some of that dif-

ference was distributed directly to the partners such as yourself
and put in your own personal bank account.

Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. NIELDS. And some of it was distributed to third parties for

operational expenses or other purposes.
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Mr. HAKIM. That's also correct.
Mr. NIELixs. Now, there is no amount indicated here for the C.

Tea account. What is the reason for that?
Mr. HAKIM. Mr. Chines always withdrew his commissions as soon

as he had the chance, so it means there is no balance due to him.
I think that's the best answer I can give you. I am not aware of

any other way.
Mr. NIELDS. I want to sharpen the question just to be certain,

Mr. Hakim. Are you saying that none of Mr. Clines' money ever
went to CSF to be invested on his behalf or are you saying that you
simply don't know and they wouldn't tell you?

Mr. HAKIM. I would say both answers would be relevant. I don't
know and if CSF did invest it for Mr. Clines, they will never tell
me. They are very discreet.

Mr. NIELDS. But the best of your knowledge is that Mr. Clines'
money was not given to CSF, he just took it himself?

Mr. HAKIM. That is my best guess.
Mr. NIELDS. Now, this document of this chart, exhibit 41, also re-

flects that the amount in the Korel Assets account, which is being
invested and managed by CSF is substantially larger than the
amount that the accountants attributed to his account coming out
of the various corporate bank accounts. Do you see that?

Mr. HAKIM. That is correct, yes.
Mr. NIELDS. Do you know where this extra half a million dollars

came from?
Mr. HAKIM. Partially could be a gain in the investment, such as

interest, but that would not total up to $500,000.
Mr. NIELDS. So assuming that part of the difference is made up

by profitable investments, do you know where the rest of it came
from?

Mr. HAKIM. The answer is no, but probably misallocation, I don't
know.

Mr. NIELDS. Now, I should state that after the proceeding yester-
day, our accountants, Mr. Haller and Mr. Zanardi, brought to my
attention that the documents that you provided last Sunday relat-
ing to the CSF investment management account for Korel Assets
reflect that in addition to money going into that account there was
in fact some money which came out of that account which ap-
peared to have been for Mr. Secord's personal benefit, and Mr.
Liman will be asking you some further questions about that I be-
lieve later on.

You testified yesterday, Mr. Hakim, that your most recent infor-
mation was that the $6.67 million was currently in Toronto Domin-
ion Securities account in London, but the records you had given us
might provide a more current answer. We have reviewed those
records. There is an indication that the moneys are in the custody
of Merrill Lynch in London. Have you had a chance yourself to
check and get even more recent information?

Mr. HAKIM. I personally didn't have a chance, but my attorneys
had the opportunity this morning to check up on that and it ap-
pears that information that you just gave is correct.

Mr. NIELDS. That the money as recently been moved and is in
the custody of Merrill Lynch in London?
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Mr. HAKIM. I don't know when it was moved, but at this time it
is with Merrill Lynch in London.

Mr. NIELDS. And this is money, I take it, which is still being
managed by CSF Investments?

Mr. HAKIM. Yes. And if it has been moved recently, probably
CSF is doing their job. They could get a better return on it and
that is why they moved it.

Mr. NIELDS. Mr. Hakim, I would like to turn to exhibit no. 27. Do
you have that in front of you?

Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. NIELDS. I will ask you to turn to the second page of the ex-

hibit. Do you have that in front of you?
Mr. HAKIM. I do.
Mr. NIELDS. And is that one of the documents that you provided

to the committees sometime ago?
Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. NIELDS. Do you recognize the handwriting on this document?
Mr. HAKIM. It appears to be Mr. Zucker's handwriting.
Mr. NIELDS. Do you see there is the initials W.Z. at the bottom of

the page.
Is that, to the best of your knowledge, the initials of Willard

Zucker?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. NIELDS. You will see on this document there is a reference to

Mrs. Bellybutton.
Mr. HAKIM. Yes, I do.
Mr. NIELDS. I take it that-who would that be a reference to?
Mr. HAKIM. I would refer that to Mrs. North.
Mr. NIELDS. There is also a reference to an amount of $15,000.
Mr. HAKIM. At the bottom of that structure, yes.
Mr. NIELDS. Do you know what that is a reference to?
Mr. HAKIM. I don't know. I can only speculate.
Mr. NIELDs. You have no recollection of what this document re-

lates to?
Mr. HAKIM. No sir, I don't know.
Mr. NIELDS. I note that it says R.V. Secord in a box towards the

upper lefthand corner and the words "small fee" after it. What do
those refer to?

Mr. HAKIM. I do not know that either, sir.
Mr. NIELDS. There is the name STTGI wire at the top of the page

again with $15,000 and an arrow next to it.
Mr. HAKIM. I don't have any knowledge of that either.
Mr. NIELDS. Then there is a bank account at First American

Bank of Virginia in McLean, with the letters STTGI right above it.
What does that refer to?

Mr. HAKIM. I believe during the deposition we identified that to
be the STTGI bank account.

Mr. NIELDS. Now, the question that I must ask you, Mr. Hakim,
is whether-I should say that this appears to relate to other docu-
ments that are attached, dated in early May 1986, showing trans-
fers of approximately $15,000 to the First American Bank of Vir-
ginia, from CSF-and my question to you is whether to your recol-
lection, there was ever a time when $15,000 was transferred from
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Switzerland eventually into the STI1I bank account in Virginia
for the benefit of Mrs. North?

Mr. HAKIM. I do not have such information, and I find it irregu-
lar such a thing would happen.

Mr. NIELDS. So you are saying you believe it did not happen?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. NIELDS. Mr. Chairman, I have no further questions.
Chairman INOUYE. Mr. Van Cleve.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. Mr. Hakim, good afternoon.
Mr. HAKIM. Good afternoon, sir.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. I would like to start this afternoon by establish-

ing a few additional facts about your background for the benefit of
the committee, if I might.

Mr. HAKIM. PleAse.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. You testified yesterday that you attended your

senior year of high school in San Luis Obispo, California; is that
correct.

Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. You then went on to California State Polytech-

nical College, correct?
Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. Your training there was in electronics, if I an

not mistaken; is that correct?
Mr. HAKIM. You a.e correct.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. You testified at your deposition the business

that you established in Iran, which you called Multicorp, included
an electronics equipment calibration center; is that correct?

Mr. HAKIM. Also, yes.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. And the general nature of that business was

highly technical?
Mr. HAKIM. Very much so.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. You also testified-and I am quoting here-"I

have for all my professional life been working in the area of high
technology." Is that correct?

Mr. HAKIM. That is correct, sir.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. Some time after 1973, you formed Stanford

Technology Corporation of the United States as a wholly owned
subsidiary of Stanford Technology, SA; is that correct?

Mr. HAKIM. That is correct, sir.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. And the principal business of Stanford Technol-

ogy United States was systems, specifically communications and in-
telligrace collection systems; is that correct?

Mr. HAKIM. At that time, yes.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. And is it correct to describe those intelligence

collection systems as including receiving stations, receivers cover-
ing a wide spectrum of frequencies which use computers and tape
recorders to capture transmissions and record them and then give
that capability to the client or the customer?

Would that be a fair general description?
Mr. HAKIM. For interpretation of the information received, yes.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. Am I correct that you also purchased through

Stanford Technology United States the facilities of a company re-
ferred to as International Imaging Systems?

Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
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Mr. VAN CLEVE. And that company had been engaged in image
processing; is that correct?

Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. And is it correct that image processing as it is

used in this context employs a computerized electronic facility that
interprets aerial photography?

Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. And is it also correct that these aerial-photos

are fed into this image processing-find through coloring and en-
hancement give you an interpretation of the photos?

Mr. HAKIM. That is the area of image processing we discussed
during the deposition, but it is not limited to that.

Mr. VAN CLEVE. I understand that.
You indicated there were a range of clients that could use image

processing. I think you mentioned agriculture and various forms of
science; is that correct?

Mr. HAKIM. Medicine and so on, yes.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. Would it be fair to describe image processing

also as a form of intelligence collection system? Would it have that
application?

Mr. HAKIM. Yes. You could reach that conclusion.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. I believe you testified that you sold Internation-

al Imaging Systems for $3 million in the early 1980s; is that cor-
rect?

Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. Now, I am going to change subjects slightly and

ask you about your knowledge of certain individuals--
Mr. HAKIM. Please.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. -again, by way of establishing additional back-

ground information.
When did you first meet Yaakov Nimrodi?
Mr. HAKIM. It was in Iran. I believe during the time that I was

with Telecom, Ltd. My best guess would be sometime in mid-1965.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. And in what connection, did you say?
Mr. HAKIM. At a time Telecom, Ltd. represented Motorola, and

about the same time Motorola established a joint venture and man-
ufacturing capability in Israel. Iran was then assigned to Israel for
their needs.

Mr. Nimrodi was with the Israeli Embassy at that time, and one
of the functions that he performed was to promote Israeli products,
and it was in connection with Motorola that I came to meet Mr.
Nimrodi.

Mr. VAN CLEVE. Would it be fair to say, then, you have known
Mr. Nimrodi for many years and that you are familiar with his
method of business operations?

Mr. HAKIM. That's correct.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. When did you first meet Manucher Ghorbani-

far?
Chairman INOUYE. Before you proceed, I would like to announce

that the House is now conducting a vote. This accounts for the ab-
sence of the House panel members.

Please proceed.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
When did you first meet Manucher Ghorbanifar?
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Mr. HAKIM. I believe the first time I met him was right after or
about the same time that a new company that he had formed, or it
was caused to be formed for him to operate from, and to the best of
my recollection, the name of that company, which had to do with
shipping and forwarding, was Star Line.

Mr. VAN CLEVE. About when would this have been?
Mr. HAKIM. Oh, I would say sometime between, early-1970, 1972

and 1974.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. It would be fair to say you have known Mr.

Ghorbanifar for many years and you are familiar with his method
of business operation; is that correct?

Mr. HAKIM. Not in the same manner that I came to learn about
Mr. Nimrodi. I met Mr. Ghorbanifar but my knowledge about the
method of him running his business was through other sources.

Mr. VAN CLEVE. Fair enough.
You testified that your first involvement with the Iranian initia-

tive came when General Secord asked you to locate a man named
Ghorbanifar in Paris; is that correct?

I am changing subjects a little bit. I am going to change into the
Iranian initiative.

Mr. HAKIM. I understand.
Yes, that was prior to my participation in early 1986, yes.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. But he asked you to locate a certain man named

Ghorbanifar, correct?
Mr. HAKIM. Well, he apparently had a bunch of telephone num-

bers for Mr. Ghorbanifar and, as he came to lose him and didn't
havethe possibility of locating him, he asked me to search for him,
using the numbers he gave me.

Mr. VAN CLEVE. And you then asked him if he was referring to
Manucher Ghorbanifar; is that correct?

Mr. HAKIM. Yes. By then-earlier we had discussed Mr. Ghor-
banifar. He told me that he could not be the same person, but by
then--

Mr. VAN CLEVE. That is the point I want to get to. Did you tell
Mr. Secord at that time, in substance, that if he was talking about
Manucher Ghorbanifar, you did know him?

Mr. HAKIM. Yes.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. And did ycu tell him also that he was a former

SAVAK agent who had been recruited by the Israelis?
Mr. HAKIM. I believe by then they had established that fact

themselves.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. And what was General Secord's response when

you told him that, if you recall? Did he tell you, no, it could not be
the same person that he was interested in?

Mr. HAKIM. There was a time-I think it was a much earlier
time-when he mentioned Mr. Ghorbanifar's name to me, and I
told him I knew a Manucher Ghorbanifar. With the description I
gave him, at that time he told me, no, it cannot be the same
person.

Mr. VAN CLE vE. No, it cannot be the same person?
Mr. HAKIM. It could very well be the motivation, knowing Gener-

al Secord, probably at that time he didn't have authorization to cut
me in that far.
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Mr. VAN CLEVE. I would like to ask you a couple questions about
your participation in the February 1986 meeting where you served
as translator. I believe you testified that you eventually translated
at the meeting because Mr. Ghorbanifar was not providing accu-
rate translation; is that correct?

Mr. HAKIM. That's correct.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. And you also testified that the two sides of the

meeting were not communicating; is that correct?
Mr. HAKIM. That's correct.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. And the reason for that was that the U.S. repre-

sentative was discussing the long-range strategic issues in the rela-
tionship, correct?

Mr. HAKIM. And also removal of the so-called obstacles referring
to the hostages, yes.

Mr. VAN CLEVE. But at the same time, the Iranian representa-
tive appeared to be principally interested in what he referred to as
Volkswagens; is that correct?

Mr. HAKIM. Yes, referring to weapons.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. And you then told us, the committee, yesterday

about a conversation that you had in the hallway afterwards with
the Iranian representative, and what I wanted to ask you is: What
conclusion did you draw from that conversation and from the fact
that Ghorbanifar was the middleman? What conclusion did you
draw about the value of this channel to the United States?

Mr. HAKIM. It confirmed my earlier assessment I had even prior
to the start of the meetings, after they briefed me during the time
that General Secord, Colonel North and the CIA official, and an-
other gentleman they were present-I indicated to them that I am
very pessimistic that this thing would be positive.

Mr. VAN CLEVE. If I might interrupt briefly, that was because
you already knew some of the people who were involved, didn't
you?

Mr. HAKIM. I knew all of them.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. You knew all of them. And you knew what their

past history was and you knew their method of operation.
Mr. HAKIM. Very much so.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. And you didn't think this was going to be a suc-

cessful way of establishing a strategic relationship with Iran, did
you?

Mr. HAKIM. That was my definite conclusion. I was very sure it
was the wrong way to go.

Mr. VAN CLEVE. After the meeting which you say confirmed that
opinion of yours, did you tell the American representatives of your
conclusion?

Mr. HAKIM. I believe there was an evolution. I believe Colonel
North started to slowly but surely focus on my opinion on Iran. At
the be ginning they simply looked upon me as a businessman, but
when Istarted to make various predictions and assessments and
udgments and they turned out to be correct, they started to pay a
ittle bit more attention to it.

Mr. VAN CLEVE. You testified at your deposition that there was a
sharp difference between the participants in the first channel and
the participants in the secondchannel. Please tell the committee,
in your view, what the difference between those two channels was.
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Mr. HAKIM. The second channel was more sincere. They were
more devoted. They knew what they wanted. They understood that
their relationship should not be limited to the United States sup-
plying only arms. They were interested in a long-term relationship.

They did not turn the discussions to go in the manner that there
would be any indication that there is personal financial interest for
the officials. It was just the difference between day and night.

Mr. VAN CLEVE. The difference between day and night.
I have a couple of questions about your participation in the plan-

ning for the Tehran trip. You participated in the negotiations be-
tiveen February and May which led up to that trip, correct?

Mr. HAKIM. Well, I did not have any say-so about the trip. As a
matter of fact, I was against it. But that is beside the point.

I did not have-I understand your question to mean that I par-
ticipated in a-I had effectiveness in making that decision. I did
not participate in such--

Mr. VAN CLEVE. I did not intend to imply that. I think perhaps it
would be better to say that you assisted the participants in the ne-
gotiation. You spoke for example.

Mr. HAKIM. That is right.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. Did the United States ever agree, to your knowl-

edge, to bring a specific percentage such as 50 percent of the
HAWK spare parts to Tehran when Mr. McFarlane went to
Tehran?

Mr. HAKIM. I don't believe it was agreed as to the percentage. To
the best of my recollection, it was a function of how much they
could load the plane, taking everything else into consideration, how
much-it was meant to take as much as they could, but not giving
them everything that they wanted to show a token of seriousness.

Mr. VAN CLEVE. Did the Iranian side ever agree, to your knowl-
edge, to release all of the remaining hostages either prior to or at
the beginning of the McFarlane trip to Tehran?

Mr. HAKIM. To the best of my recollection, there was never any
discussion, especially during the time that I spoke with the first
channel. There was an understanding that all the hostages would
be released.

I really-from the part of the information that I had any contact
with, I cannot recall any time that was spoken that all hostages
would be released. That must have been a misconception by some-
one at sometime somewhere.

Mr. VAN CLEVE. I have just a couple of additional questions, Mr.
Hakim, and they relate to exhibit 22. Would you please turn to
that?

Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. You testified in response to questions by Mr.

Nields that this proposal, the seven-point proposal was prepared
during a meeting that was held between the second channel repre-
sentatives and Colonel North if I am not mistaken; is that correct?

Mr. HAKIM. I don't believe I said during the meeting. I said it
was made available for discussion at that meeting. I don't know
when it was prepared.

Mr. VAN CLEVE. This meeting would have been in late Septem-
ber, early October of 1986, if I have got the dates correct.
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Mr. HAKIM. I really cannot-definitely not in September. It was
one of the October meetings.

Mr. VAN CLEVE. The first point says, U.S. proposal, Iran provides
funds for 500 TOWs and remainder of HAWK parts. Now, did that
mean that Iran was supposed to provide additional money for
HAWK parts?

Mr. HAKIM. That was my understanding.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. And do you know how much money?
Mr. HAKIM. I can't recall, no.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. Looking at point six, and this is a sequence of

events obviously. It begins "Iran will then-", and it says, "re-
lease-", and I think that word is pattis, p-a-t-t-i-s.

Mr. HAKIM. Yes.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. The second point is "return body of Buckley."
Mr. HAKIM. Yes.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. And the third point is "provide copy of Buckley

debrief."
Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. Can you tell me what the discussion at the

meeting was concerning those last two points?
Mr. HAKIM. Colonel North was very much interested to achieve

these objectives, and again this was another issue that led to the
failure of our meeting.

Mr. VAN CLEVE. Why was that? Was there resistance on this
issue from the Iranian side?

Mr. HAKIM. No. That was not the conclusion that I came to. It
was the position that this gentleman took that I testified earlier.
He was very honest. He didn't try to mislead us. He did not want
to promise more than what he could deliver.

And he said that the way things stand, he is not going to be able
to do this for the United States unless the United States could do
something for the Lebanese.

The heart of the failure of the meeting was that the Iranians
were taking the position that they had drawn from their resources
as much as they could. The attitude of the Kuwaiti-sorry, the Leb-
anese was that they were giving assistance to Iran and Iran was
benefiting, but the Lebanese did not gain anything out of this and
it was about time for the United States to do something for the
Lebanese. And that is why the question of the 17 prisoners, and so
on.

So the reason was not the resistance; the reason was that this
man did not want to promise something that he could not deliver.

Mr. VAN CLEVE. Tell the committee, if you will, what the Buck-
ley debrief refers to.

Mr. HAKIM. It refers to what was understood to be several hun-
dred pages of debriefing that was obtained by the captors of the
CIA Chief of Station in Lebanon, Mr. Buckley. It refers to that, and
this was a very touchy issue.

I am sure that once we start talking more about the second chan-
nel, we will see why this was very touchy about that.

Mr. VAN CLEVE. D) you know the circumstances under which
those debriefing notes were obtained?
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Mr. HAKIM. No. These-well, it was-it was a known secret that
the debriefings were obtained under torturing Mr. Buckley, but it
was not a subject that we discussed during the meeting.

Mr. VAN CLEVE. I have no further questions, Mr. Chairman.
Thank you, Mr. Hakim.
Chairman INOUYE. Chairman Hamilton?
Chairman HAMILTON. Mr. Chairman, I understand you are going

to call a recess now and the House Select Committee will have an
important meeting in room SR301 immediately.

Chairman INOUYE. The hearing will stand in recess subject to the
call of the chair.

[Recess.]
Chairman INOUYE. The hearing will please come to order.
The Chair recognizes Chairman Hamilton for a very special an-

nouncement.
Chairman HAMILTON. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
As you know, the House and Senate Select Committees have

voted today to seek an immunity order from the court to compel
the testimony of Colonel North. The committees agreed that they
will not take Lt. Col. North's testimony in private before June
15th. The committees will vote later on whether to compel Lt. Col.
North's testimony in public.

In any event, Lt. Col. North's testimony in public would not be
taken before July 16th. Members will recall that in the March
agreement with Judge Walsh, the committees pledged not to take
Colonel North's testimony before June 23d. Under this new sched-
ule that I have just announced, Judge Walsh will have at least 3
more weeks before he would have to seal evidence concerning Colo-
nel North in his investigation.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman INOUYE. Mr. Liman.
Mr. LIMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Hakim, you began your business career in Iran, is that cor-

rect?
Mr. HAKIM. That is correct, sir.
Mr. LIMAN. And you spent most of your business career there?
Mr. HAKIM. I did most of my business with Iran.
Mr. LIMAN. And you, as a businessman operating there and

doing business with Iran, you operated by the customs and prac-
tices of that country. Is that so?

Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. LIMAN. And is it also so that one of the practices there is

baksheesh?
Mr. HAKIM. It certainly was. I have been away from the country

since the revolution.
Mr. LIMAN. When you operated there, is it a fact that baksheesh

was a practice?
Mr. H AKIM. Yes, it was.
Mr. LIMAN. And baksheesh involved giving kickbacks or payoffs

to government officials, is that so?
Mr. HAKIM. Entitlement, yes.
Mr. LIMAN. The government officials considered it their entitle-

ment, correct?
Mr. HAKIM. Everybody did.
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Mr. LIMAN. And the person who gave the payoff considered it a
blessing, I think you have said before. It was a--

Mr. HAKIM. It was not considered as something unethical.
Mr. LIMAN. Indeed, payoffs were an accepted part of the business

life in Iran. Is that so?
Mr. HAKIM. It was then, yes.
Mr. LIMAN. And if you didn't do it you couldn't get things done?
Mr. HAKIM. Generally speaking, you are correct, sir.
Mr. LIMAN. Now, in your business career, you engaged in that

practice?
Mr. HAKIM. Only dealing under those circumstances.
Mr. LIMAN. And that included making payoffs to officials in Iran,

including generals, is that correct?
Mr. HAKIM. That is correct, sir.
Mr. LIMAN. And in doing this did you from time to time use

Swiss accounts to accomplish that?
Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. LIMAN. And is it a fact that you would put money in Swiss

accounts in names other than that of the recipients?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. LIMAN. And you would in effect hold the money for them in

a secret way?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes.
Mr. LIMAN. And is it also a fact that you operated on the basis of

trust, without written agreements, in holding money?
Mr. HAKIM. In connection with the Iranians, yes.
Mr. LIMAN. And so you would deposit money in an account in

Switzerland that you controlled for the benefit of the Iranians, am
I correct?

Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. LIMAN. There wouldn't be a written agreement, am I cor-

rect?
Mr. HAKIM. You said there would not?
Mr. LIMAN. Would not be a written agreement, am I correct?
Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. LIMAN. The money would not be in that official's name, is

that correct?
Mr. HAKIM. That is also correct.
Mr. LIMAN. And if the official wanted the money he could count

on you to disburse it as he wished?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. LIMAN. And indeed, part of the secret of your success was

that you had a reputation or trust and confidence in that sense?
Mr. HAKIM. Partly.
Mr. LIMAN. Now, is it a fact that you developed some-you ap-

plied some of the expertise that you had developed in Iran with re-
spect to Swiss banks in the way you handled the money here?

Mr. HAKIM. What do you mean here, Mr. Liman?
Mr. LIMAN. Well, for example, you kept money for General

Secord in a Swiss account, correct?
Mr. HAKIM. When you say here, you mean you are referring to

the Iran-Contra--
Mr. LIMAN. That is right.
Mr. HAKIM. -activities.
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Excluding the expertise that related to Iran.
Mr. LIMAN. Well, did you keep money for General Secord in an

account that was not in his name?
Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. LIMAN. And that was the same technique that you had used

for officials in Iran, correct?
Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. LIMAN. And in fact, you recommended to General Secord,

you testified yesterday, that the money not be in his name. Is that
so?

Mr. HAKIM. That is so.
Mr. LIMAN. And you didn't have a written agreement with Gen-

eral Secord with respect to your holding that money?
Mr. HAKIM. Well, actually, when we started, I was not holding

the money. CSF was.
Mr. LIMAN. But it was--
Mr. HAKIM. There was no agreement.
Mr. LIMAN. But there was no agreement?
Mr. HAKIM. Between General Secord--
Mr. LIMAN. He was looking to you to disburse the money in ac-

cordance with his instructions?
Mr. HAKIM. It was a bit more than that. He trusted my descrip-

tion of CSF.
Mr. LIMAN. He trusted the fact the money would be there for

him, correct?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes.
Mr. LIMAN. Let's turn now to the Button account. In the case of

the Button account, as I understand your testimony, you set up an
account in the amount of $200,000; is that correct?

Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. LIMAN. And you set up that account some time before Colo-

nel North left for Tehran; is that not so?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. LIMAN. And you originally proposed that the account be

$500,000? Is that so?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. LIMAN. And you proposed that to General Secord.
Mr. HAKIM. To the best of my recollection, yes.
Mr. LIMAN. And is it also correct that General Secord told you

that $500,000 was too much?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. LIMAN. And is it a fact that you then decided on $200,000?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. LIMAN. And is it a fact that General Secord agreed to

$200,000 to be set up in this account?
Mr. HAKIM. By not disagreeing, he agreed, yes.
Mr. LIMAN. And is it a fact that you told General Secord that the

moneys were being set aside for the benefit of the North family?
Mr. HAKIM. In the manner that I testified, yes.
Mr. LIMAN. And in the manner that you testified meant that the

money would be available for educational purposes of the North
family?

Mr. HAKIM. Yes, yes.
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Mr. LIMAN. And would be available in the event of Colonel
North's death on the Tehran mission?

Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. LIMAN. Now, is it a fact that after Colonel North returned

from Tehran that you kept that money set aside?
Mr. HAKIM. In the same pigeonhole system, sir.
Mr. LIMAN. When you say "pigeonhole system," you mean that

the money was allocated on the books of CSF to this account, cor-
rect?

Mr. HAKIM. Yes, it was.
Mr. LIMAN. And it was allocated for the benefit of the North

family, correct?
Mr. HAKIM. When we started, yes.
Mr. LIMAN. Now, you say when you started. Did there come a

time when you decided that the money should not be held for the
benefit of the North family?

Mr. HAKIM. No, I didn't.
Mr. LIMAN. So, it was held for the benefit of the North family

from the time you created the account until the very end, correct?
Mr. HAKIM. Until this whole activity was revealed, yes.
Mr. LIMAN. Until the activity was revealed and the moneys were

frozen, right?
Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. LIMAN. Now, as I understand your testimony, you said that

you set this account up because-and I quote from yesterday-"be-
cause you became emotionally very attached to Ollie," and you still
are, "and I really love this man."

Do you remember that?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes. I really would like to elaborate on that, Mr.

Liman if I can.
Mr. LIMAN. I will let you, but I would like you to answer some

questions first.
Mr. HAKIM. The answer is yes.
Mr. LIMAN. The account was set up in May; is that so?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. LIMAN. Is it a fact that you met Colonel North for the first

time in the end of February?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes. I also testified that I got to learn about him

through General Secord prior to that time.
Mr. LIMAN. Is it a fact that the first time you met him was the

end of February?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes.
Mr. LIMAN. Is it a fact that you had very little personal contact

with him between the time that you met him in Frankfurt in the
end of February and the time you set up this account?

Mr. HAKIM. You are correct, sir.
Mr. LIMAN. So, would it be a fair description, to use your term of

"love," that this was love at first sight?
Mr. HAKIM. You are incorrect on that, sir.
Mr. LIMAN. And now you can give your explanation.
Mr. HAKIM. Through the description of General Secord, I learned

about a man that I was very anxious to meet, and the fact that it
took until late February to meet him, it was a disappointment to
me.
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And when I met him I discovered that the description of General
Secord of Colonel North was accurate. I came to learn about the
man even during this February meeting in Frankfurt-that he
works around the clock, he doesn't care about when he eats or he
does eat or doesn't eat.

I saw a man dissipating so much love for his country and his as-
sociates that the radiation of that love-it really immediately pene-
trated through my system. I saw so much sincerity, so-I was accli-
mated, Mr. Liman, for this encounter. So, when I saw what I saw,
it fell quite in line with what I had heard.

Mr. LIMAN. Mr. Hakim, do you normally set up accounts for wor-
kaholics?

Mr. HAKIM. I set up accounts for anyone that falls within my fi-
nancial and commercial network, and if it's necessary to set up
such accounts.

Mr. LIMAN. Did you consider Colonel North to be within your fi-
nancial and commercial network and necessary to set up such ac-
counts?

Mr. HAKIM. I considered being asked to structure such an organi-
zation. I understood that basically that was my mission, to create
the structure that would satisfy a commercial covert activity.

Mr. LIMAN. Was it your understanding that commercial covert
activities normally have accounts set aside for the families of their
operatives?

Mr. HAKIM. You are asking a general question?
Mr. LIMAN. Had you ever set aside an account before for some-

one as a matter of just your own volition as opposed to prearrange-
ment?

Mr. HAKIM. Mr. Liman, I never operated a covert activity prior
to this.

Mr. LIMAN. Have you made available your tax returns to us?
Mr. HAKIM. I believe so.
Mr. LIMAN. Without embarrassing you, it's a fact your list of

charitable contributions is not a very long one. Is that fair to say?
Mr. HAKIM. I would say it's not reflected there.
Mr. LIMAN. In any event, do you recall that the first time that

you looked at the records and you saw this Button account, you
were asked by us what it was for?

Mr. HAKIM. I recall that.
Mr. LIMAN. Do you recall that at that time you said it was set-

aside for death benefits for pilots?
Mr. HAKIM. I recall saying that there was a setaside for the

lots, and yesterday, or it could have been today, when we re-
erred to subaccount 3, 1 believe, if I'm not mistaken, for the

amount of 200, and during the deposition we came across at least
three setasides, I believe, for 200,000 and one for 250, and during
the few days of deposition we were not able to identify if the set-
aside, the death benefit setaside for the Contras was the one at the
later date changed around for the use of Button account or a sepa-
rate account was established.

Mr. LIMAN. Is what you are saying that as you reviewed the
records, yon reached the conclusion that the account that was
originally set aside for the pilots may have been the one that was
later set aside for North? Is that what you are saying?
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Mr. HAKIM. I'm saying that this was one of the possibilities we
discussed during the deposition, and to this date, except the firm
evidence that we have in connection with the documents that we
have produced to you, we have not been sure about how these
$200,000 accounts were set aside.

Mr. LIMAN. Well, under interrogation by Mr. Nields and others,
and looking at the records at your deposition, you at some point
acknowledged that this was set aside for Colonel North, correct?

Mr. HAKIM. You are correct, sir.
Mr. LIMAN. And, indeed, you testified to that fact before we

knew it from another source.
Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. LIMAN. Or any other source. I don't mean to imply we know

it from other sources.
Mr. HAKIM. I don't know what you know or what you don't

know. I told the truth.
Mr. LIMAN. Is it a fact that this money was set aside for Colonel

North's family, or is this something that you are just saying for the
purpose of trying to provide assistance?

Mr. HAKIM. This was set aside for the purpose of the education of
Colonel North's child, as I have already testified.

Mr. LIMAN. And it was set aside after discussion with General
Secord?

Mr. HAKIM. Yes.
Mr. LIMAN. And if General Secord were to deny that, that would

not be truthful?
Mr. HAKIM. That's correct.
Mr. LIMAN. And General Secord is still your partner?
Mr. HAKIM. He is.
Mr. LIMAN. Now, you said that you made various efforts to pass

money to the North family, in particular Mrs. North, out of the
200,000; is that correct?

Mr. HAKIM. We searched for a way to do that properly.
Mr. LIMAN. And you instructed Mr. Zucker to contact Mrs.

North to see if he could find a way of transferring the money to
her, correct?

Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. LIMAN. And you asked Zucker to find a way to transfer it so

that it wouldn't show; is that so?
Mr. HAKIM. It would be proper. So it would be proper.
Mr. LIMAN. So that it would be proper and would not show?
Mr. HAKIM. Well, we didn't focus on not showing or showing. We

were looking for a legal, proper way of doing it. It didn't matter
whether it showed or it didn't.

Mr. LIMAN. Well, one legal, proper-one direct way of doing it-
let me put it this way-is to just write out a check, correct?

Mr. HAKIM. I don't know whether that's legal to do.
Mr. LIMAN. So what you thought, was that the way to do it was

to try to find a relative of Mrs. North to whom the money could be
passed. Isn't that what was suggested?

Mr. HAKIM. This was one of the avenues we pursued.
Mr. LIMAN. And you considered that to be proper; is that what

you are telling us?
Mr. HAKIM. I'm saying that we were studying it, Mr. Liman.
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Mr. LIMAN. Well, you went beyond studying it; you actually sent
Mr. Zucker to speak to Mrs. North, correct?

Mr. HAKIM. For the purpose of studying it.
Mr. LIMAN. Well, did you instruct--
Mr. HAKIM. We didn't carry a check.
Mr. LIMAN. Did you instruct Mr. Zucker to contact Mrs. North?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. LIMAN. Did you tell Mr. Zucker not to disclose that you were

behind it?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. LIM.AN. Did you tell Mr. Zucker to say that he was calling on

behalf of a certain person who admires her husband and wishes to
help out with the university and education of the children?

Mr. HAKIM. I believe so. Words to that effect.
Mr. LIMAN. Now, let me see how you envisioned this plan of

passing the money to work.
You gave Mr. Zucker North's home number; is that so?
Mr. HAKIM. That's right.
Mr. LIMAN. So you contemplated that Zucker would call Mrs.

North in Virginia?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes.
Mr. LIMAN. And you contemplated that Zucker would say, Mrs.

North, I represent an anonymous admirer of your husband, cor-
rect?

Mr. HAKIM. I don't know how he exactly handled it.
Mr. LIMAN. Let's take it the next step, then.
And he would say to Mrs. North, guess what, I want to help out

financially with some of the needs of the family, or something to
that effect. You would agree?

Mr. HAKIM. I was not present in the meeting. I don't know how
Mr. Zucker handled it.

Mr. LIMAN. But you instructed him not to reveal that it was you
who was going to be making the payment.

Mr. HAKIM. That's correct.
Mr. LIMAN. So he would have had to say, if he carried out your

instructions, that I am acting on behalf of someone who admires
your husband but I can't tell you who.

Mr. HAKIM. That was his instructions.
Mr. LIMAN. And then he, under the plan, was to ask her to

travel to Philadelphia to meet him?
Mr. HAKIM. I don't know whether it was his plan or not. I did

not scheme up the method he should do it. I gave him the-effec-
tively, I engaged a lawyer, an American lawyer at that, to check
the legality of this and see how he does it, andI left it up to him to
handle it.

Mr. LIMAN. Did you instruct him to meet with Mrs. North?
Mr. HAKIM. I instructed him to call Mrs. North and take it from

there, the way he sees it fit.
Mr. LIMAN. Did he tell you that he was going to meet with Mrs.

North?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes.
Mr. LIMAN. And Mr. Zucker was known by name to Colonel

North, correct?
Mr. HAKIM. I'm sure he was, yes.
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Mr. LIMAN. You testified to that.
Mr. HAKIM. Yes.
Mr. LIMAN. So you contemplated that if your plan was to be a

success about this anonymous gift, that Mrs. North would not tell
her husband that Zucker called, right?

Mr. HAKIM. I cannot speak for Mrs. North.
Mr. LIMAN. Well, but it was your plan that you should be kept

anonymous, right?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes.
Mr. LIMAN. Zucker was connected with you, correct?
Mr. HAKIM. Zucker was connected with me. I don't know wheth-

er he mentioned that he was connected to me or even mentioned
his own name.

Mr. LIMAN. Well, how many clients of Zucker in Switzerland do
you think that Colonel North knew besides you and Secord?

Mr. HAKIM. I have no idea. I don't think he would know any of
them.

Mr. LIMAN. So that under your plan, if your instructions were to
be carried out, you contemplated that Colonel North would not ask
his wife who called and Mrs. North would not tell her husband
that it was Zucker.

Mr. HAKIM. I don't even know if Mr. Zucker gave his own real
name. I have no idea how he introduced himself.

Mr. LIMAN. So that Zucker had, under your instructions, might
even have used a code name or pseudonym.

Mr. HAKIM. I did not tell him how to handle it. I gave him the
intent, the plan. I said I want to help find a way to do it and he
started to investigate.

Mr. LIMAN. And you understood from what Mr. Zucker told you
that when he was going to meet with Mrs. North he was going to
start inquiring about the family tree?

Mr. HAKIM. The family structure.
Mr. LIMAN. And by "family structure," you mean the relatives;

correct?
Mr. HAKIM. That is correct, sir.
Mr. LIMAN. Parents, grandparents, sisters, brothers, people to

whom you could pass money to anonymously.
Mr. HAKIM. If that had been proper, yes.
Mr. LIMAN. Well, he was asking her about the names of people.

That is what you have testified. Relatives.
Mr. HAKIM. His function, Mr. Zucker, was to examine and see if

he could find a proper way of assisting with the North family.
Mr. LIMAN. The point that I obviously am pressing you on, Mr.

Hakim, is that this story that Colonel North was not going to know
who was offering to provide money to the family is pretty prepos-
terous, isn't it?

Mr. HAKIM. Well, I wouldn't go that far, Mr. Liman.
We have not in the examination that you are conducting focused

on a very important element, and the discussion of myself with
General Secord. The direction that your questioning is taking is
eliminating the double direction, of my strategy, which one direc-
tion was to General Secord and another direction was towards Mr.
Zucker.
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Mr. LIMAN. The reason I didn't mention it was because you
didn't mention that other part of your strategy yesterday. So why
don't you tell us about that.

Mr. JANIS. I think he did mention it, Mr. Liman.
Mr. HAKIM. I definitely brought that subject up. There was no

focus on it.
Mr. LIMAN. You brought the subject up with General Secord?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. LIMAN. What did you tell him?
Mr. JANIS. He also brought it up in his testimony yesterday.
Mr. LIMAN. What did you tell him?
Mr. HAKIM. I told him that I intended to help with the education

of Colonel North's child. I told him that I am going to have Mr.
Zucker examine this. L told him I will be giving the telephone
number of Mrs. North to Mr. Zucker and I am going to leave it up
to him to come up, if possible, with a method that we can achieve
our objective.

Mr. LIMAN. And when you testified yesterday at page 101 that it
is very possible, those were your words, that Colonel North would
not have known who was'behind this arrangement in contacting
his wife and so forth, that was really an over-statement, wasn't it?

Mr. HAKIM. If everything would have been done as I was hoping
to be done, that would not have been an over-statement.

Mr. LIMAN. But is it a fact that you regarded it as inconceivable
that Colonel North would not have known?

Mr. HAKIM. I probably depended too much on the genius of Mr.
Zucker.

Mr. LIMAN. Did you testify at your deposition in the last session
at page 70 that it was inconceivable?

Mr. JANIS. Can we see the transcript?
Mr. LIMAN. I thought you had your transcripts.
Mr. JANJS. We do not have our transcripts.
Which page Mr. Liman?
Mr. LIMAN. The transcript should be numbered No. 5, page 70. It

is "Monday's."
Mr. JANIS. Which day?
Mr. LIMAN. Monday.
Mr. JANIS. We don't have the transcript. It is not on page 70 of

Monday's transcript.
Mr. LIMAN. Look at four.
Mr. JANIS. Which day was that, Mr. Liman?
Mr. LIMAN. Four.
Mr. WECHSLER. Which day?
Mr. LIMAN. Sunday.
Mr. JANIS. Which page, again, please? Seventy?
Mr. LIMAN. Pages 70, 71.
Mr. JANIS. Did you say page 70?
Mr. LIMAN. Seventy on the day of May 31. Do you have that?
Mr. JANIS. No.
Mr. LIMAN. Well, you should.
Mr. JANIS. I believe, Mr. Liman we were never provided a copy of

this transcript. Notwithstanding the fact we were all present when
Mr. Hakim testified, we were told that the transcript was classi-
fied.
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Mr. LIMAN. That is an interesting subject because--
Mr. JANIS. I don't think we have that transcript.
Mr. LIMAN. Mr. Hakim was testifying about matters that he did

at the request of Colonel North and General Secord, am I correct?
That is what you were testifying to basically in these depositions.
And yet, because you never had a security clearance, we couldn't
give you even your own transcript of what you were testifying to.
That is so, isn't it?

Mr. JANIS. That is correct. I will answer the question.
We have that transcript. It is marked top secret.

- Mr. LIMAN. The top secret consists of questions by us and an-
swers by them?

Mr. JANIS. I hope we are not violating any security laws by re-
sponding to your questions.

. Mr. LIMAN. Look on line 7, page 70. "Is there any doubt in your
mind that if Zucker contacted Mrs. North, that Oliver North would
know who was sending Zucker?

"Answer. I would have found it, maybe it would have taken time,
but eventually I would have found it impossible for him not to
know."

It goes on.
Mr. HAKIM. That is my testimony.
Mr. LIMAN. That still is your testimony?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. LIMAN. Is it a fact that the reason-the reason that you felt

that you could make this approach to Mrs. North was because Gen-
eral Secord led you to believe that North would not object to it?

Mr. HAKIM. The way I look at this structure, Mr. Liman, is that I
believe I already used those words. I put the wheel into motion. It
would have been-assuming that we would have found a way-it
would have been up to Mrs. North and Colonel North to accept or
to refuse this assistance.

Mr. LIMAN. Now, when yofT' say you put the wheel into motion,
were you ever told by Colonel North that he objected to the fact
that his wife met with Zucker in Philadelphia?

Mr. HAKIM. I don't recall any discussion with Colonel North in
that area.

Mr. LIMAN. You in fact received a report from Zucker that he
had the meeting?

Mr. HAKIM. Yes.
Mr. LIMAN. You received a report from him that he had gone

over the family structure?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. LIMAN. You received a report from him that he could not

find a way of transferring money through relatives?
Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. LIMAN. You continued after that to deal with North on the

second channel, is that so?
Mr. HAxIM. We were-these were two independent--
Mr. LIMAN. Were you seeing North?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes.
Mr. LIMAN. Talking to him?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes. Generally speaking.
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Mr. LIMAN. Did he ever in any of the conversations after the
Philadelphia trip say to you, "I object to this attempt to transfer
money to my family"

Mr. HAKIM. No such discussions took place.
Mr. LIMAN. Did he, in fact, encourage you to continue on the

second channel?
Mr. HAKIM. There was no relevance between the two.
Mr. LIMAN. Well, you understood that if Colonel North took your

overture as being something that was unwelcome, he could cut you
out, right?

Mr. HAKIM. I could cut him out, sir. He needed me.
Mr. LIMAN. Did you need him too?
Mr. HAKIM. The country needed me. I was helping out. I made

my resources available, all of my resources available to the coun-
try.

Mr. LIMAN. Are you saying, Mr. Hakim, that among your re-
sources were TOW missiles?

Mr. HAKIM. I was making my resources available to the United
States, not Iran. TOW missiles were made available by the United
States to Iran.

Mr. LIMAN. Didn't you testify that as you saw the structure, you
would deal principally with Secord and Secord would deal with
North?

Mr. HAKIM. You are correct, sir.
Mr. LIMAN. And that North was, therefore, on the top of that

particular structure with respect to the negotiations with Iran?
Mr. HAKIM. As far as I was concerned.
Mr. LIMAN. And he may have-he did have superiors, but your

contact in the Government was principally North and Cave, cor-
rect?

,Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. LIMAN. And at no time after you attempted to pass money to

the North family through this arrangement between North and-
Mrs. North and Zucker-did Mr. North ever protest to you?

Mr. HAKIM. The subject was never discussed.
Mr. LIMAN. That means he never said anything to you that that

approach was unwelcome, correct?
Mr. HAKIM. I don't know if he knew.
Mr. LIMAN. Well, if what you were trying to do was proper and

lawful, why didn't you just simply say to North, "Colonel North, I
want to help with the education of the children"?

Mr. HAKIM. I did not have the knowledge I-I sought the advice
of my attorney to look into this to see if we could find a proper way
of doing it because-unlike Iran, I know very well making-if
you-you refer to it as kickback-kickbacks available to American
officials is illegal.

Mr. LIMAN. Mr. Hakim, isn't it a fact that you knew that the
passing of money to the North family, even if it was for the educa-
tion of the children, was not proper?

Mr. HAKIM. That is why I consulted a lawyer.
Mr. LIMAN. And isn't it a fact that the instructions to the lawyer

were to transfer the money in a way which would be secret?
Mr. HAmM. In a way that it would be proper.
Mr. LIMAN. Secret also?
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Mr. HAKIM. Secret also.
Mr. LIMAN. And among the methods that were discussed by you

and your lawyer was transferring money to a real estate develop-
ment company that would then pay the money to Mrs. North?

Mr. HAKIM. This was one of the avenues we examined, and we
reached a dead end.

Mr. LIMAN. And did you reach a dead end because you couldn't
find the real estate company that would participate in this scheme?

Mr. HAKIM. I don't believe that was the reason.
Mr. LIMAN. Well--
Mr. HAKIM. Yes.
Mr. LIMAN. Continue.
Mr. HAKIM. The reason was because we did not pursue that by

the time-if you refer to the dates, Mr. Liman, from the time that
the money was set aside and the contact-or the effort for contact-
ing the realtor took place, it was several months. That means that
we could not find, and we continued not to be able to find, a proper
way of doing that. And we indeed didn't do it and, to the best of my
knowledge, no money was transferred to North's family.

Mr. LIMAN. By the time that all of these activities between your
group, the United States, and Iran were revealed in November, was
the money still set aside at that time?

Mr. HAKIM. It still is.
Mr. LIMAN. Were you still trying to pass it at that time?
Mr. HAKIM. At which time, sir?
Mr. LIMAN. At the time that the revelation occurred.
Mr. HAKIM. I had bigger things to worry about.
Mr. LIMAN. Well, that was after it. But up to the moment of the

revelation, you still intended to pass that money, didn't you?
Mr. HAKIM. At the time of the revelation, I had more important

things to attend to, sir. It was in the-that was the peak, that was
the most sensitive part of my activity in the second channel, and
that I considered more important than any, I think, other things,
sir.

Mr. LIMAN. Well, isn't the reason that you stopped the efforts at
transferring the money to the North family because in November
the whole operation got revealed?

Mr. HAKIM. It had no relation, sir. We could not find a proper
way.

Mr. LIMAN. And when--
Mr. HAKIM. From the time that we established the account until

the moneys were frozen, we could not find a proper way of dealing
with this, so that attempt is considered dead.

Mr. LIMAN. Well, at the time that Zucker was talking to Mrs.
North about the family structure, did you consider that to be a
proper way?

Mr. HAKIM. We were examining a way, sir.
Mr. LIMAN. Well, you were asking about relatives. That is not

the normal way to give money to people, is it-through their rela-
tives?

Mr. JANIS. Mr. Liman, I think he has answered that question at
least half a dozen times. He said that he went to Mr. Zucker to ask
him if there would be a proper way. He asked whether perhaps
giving money to a relative would be a proper way.
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He also testified that ultimately they found no proper way and
that no money was given to Colonel North. He said-he repeated
the answer half a dozen times.

Mr. LIMAN. I will move off that and just see what it is you admit
and what it is you don't.

Mr. HAKIM. I will admit to the truth.
Mr. LIMAN. Good.
You admit you set up an account of $200,000 for the benefit of

the North family, correct?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes, Mr. Liman.
Mr. LIMAN. You admit that that account was kept secret, cor-

rect?
Mr. HAICIM. Up to a certain point.
Mr. LIMAN. Until you revealed it to us?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. LIMAN. You admit that you tried to pass money to the North

family through Zucker?
Mr. HAKIM. I testified to that.
Mr. LIMAN. You say that you were looking for a proper way to

pass it, correct?
Mr. HAKIM. I asked Mr. Zucker, my attorney, to look for a proper

way.
Mr. LIMAN. You admit that you told Secord of this and he never

objected?
Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. LIMAN. You admit that Zucker told you that he met with

Mrs. North?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. LIMAN. And you admit that at no time after that meeting

did Colonel North ever object?
Mr. HAKIM. I testified that.
Mr. LIMAN. Now, you said-and I will-you repeated it just earli-

er
Basically, what I did was I put a wheel in motion, and then if the North family

wanted to open the door to my notion, they could. If they wanted to close the door
to it, they could also do that.

Mr. HAKIM. Assuming that the cycle of the wheel will be com-
pleted and they-a way could have been found.

Mr. LIMAN. The question is, did they ever close the door to it or
did you just simply stop trying?

Mr. HAKIM. The cycle never finished, sir. The wheel started,
never got off the ground.

Mr. LIMAN. And it didn't get off the ground because Zucker
couldn't find a way of transferring it?

Mr. HAKIM. A proper way of transferring it.
Chairman INOUYE. May I interrupt at this point?
A vote is in progress in the U.S. Senate. That accounts for the

absence of some of the Members.
Before proceeding, I wish to advise that the transcript which was

shown to Mr. Hakim and his counsel was originally marked top
secret, but it has been declassified.

Mr. JANIS. Thank you.
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Mr. Chairman, in light of its declassification, may we now be pro-
vided a copy?

Mr. LIMAN. Have we not now?
Mr. WECHSLER. They took it back.
Mr. JANIS. The top secret transcript was removed from our table.

Maybe we could have somebody give us another copy.
Chairman INOUYE. It will be provided at the appropriate time.
Mr. Liman, please proceed.
Mr. LIMAN. Now, you-let's turn to that what has been called

the will.
Mr. JANIS. Could we get that document out, Mr. Liman?
Mr. LIMAN. Yes. That is exhibit 18, I believe.
Mr. Hakim, before we review the text of this, at the time you set

up the $200,000 account, did you know the names of North's chil-
dren?

Mr. HAKIM. I still don't.
Mr. LIMAN. Had you ever met his wife?
Mr. HAKIM. I haven't.
Mr. LIMAN. Did you ever meet the children?
Mr. HAKIM. I remember a meeting on a weekend that took place

at Mr. Gadd's office that I happened to be present and-on a differ-
ent issue-and Colonel North came with his young daughter and
very briefly I saw his daughter.

Mr. LIMAN. Was that the only occasion?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. LIMAN. Did you ever meet any of the other children?
Mr. HAKIM. Not that I can recall, sir.
Mr. LIMAN. Was that meeting that you had in Gadd's office after

you set up the $200,000?
Mr. HAKIM. I cannot recall the date.
Mr. LIMAN. Now, you testified yesterday about this will which

covered $2 million which was set up in a reserve which was called
AH-1. Do you recall that?

Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. LIMAN. This will provided that in the event of your death,

the power to direct the use of the money would go to General
Secord; am I correct?

Mr. HAKIM. That's correct.
Mr. LIMAN. And in the event of Secord's death, it would go to

Colonel North?
Mr. HAKIM. That's also correct.
Mr. LIMAN. And when you were shown this yesterday, you said

with respect to the power that you were giving to Colonel North,
that he could give the money to a "branch of the U.S. Govern-
ment." That's at transcript page 80. Do you recall that?

Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. LIMAN. In fact, did you not also provide in this will that

Colonel North could give the money to himself or any other party?
Mr. HAKIM. That's correct.
Mr. LIMAN. And you put no restrictions whatsoever on Colonel4

North's use of this money if the power came into being?
Mr. HAKIM. That's correct.
Mr. LIMAN. Now, the money, the $2 million that we are talking

about here, came from the Iranian arms sale; is that correct?
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Mr. HAKIM. That is correct, sir.
Mr. LIMAN. And the Iranian arms sale was a transaction that

you were brought into by Colonel North through General Secord?
Mr. HAKIM. Generally speaking, that is correct. Yes, sir.
Mr. LIMAN. Well, you testified yesterday that the-your partici-

pation was by order of the President of the United States, or words
like that. Do you recall that?

Mr. HAKIM. Yes, I do.
Mr. LIMAN. You didn't mean to suggest that the President of the

United States knew that Mr. Hakim was involved in this transac-
tion, did you?

Mr. HAKIM. I have no idea.
Mr. LIMAN. What you meant to say was that you understood that

the transactions with Iran had been authorized by the President;
am I correct?

Mr. HAKIM. Yes.
Mr. LIMAN. And that your-the participation of this commercial

entity was authorized by the order signed by the President?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes.
Mr. LIMAN. And you understood that Colonel North was the

person who asked Secord to participate, or did you not?
Mr. HAKIM. That was my impression, but I was not quite sure if

General Secord had any other contacts.
Mr. LIMAN. Generate Secord mentioned to you that Admiral Poin-

dexter had also spoken to him?
Mr. HAKIM. At one point in time. I don't remember the relevance

between the time that I learned about the President's order.
Mr. LIMAN. In any event, the money that was being covered by

this will was money generated by the sale of U.S. arms provided by
the U.S. Government to Iran?

Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. LIMAN. Now, you have testified that you didn't tell Colonel

North about this will; is that so?
Mr. HAKIM. That's right.
Mr. LIMAN. And you also indicated that you considered this to be

appropriate?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. LIMAN. Can you tell us why, if you thought that this will

was proper, you didn't tell Colonel North?
Mr. HAKIM. I'm afraid I don't understand the question, sir.
Mr. LIMAN. Why didn't you tell Colonel North that you were

making provisions for him in the will with respect to $2 million
which could be used for personal purposes?

Mr. HAKIM. I told General Secord. That was the pattern of our
operation.

Mr. LIMAN. And when you told General Secord, did you contem-
plate that General Secord would tell Colonel North?

Mr. HAKIM. General Secord knows what he has to do. I don't
know what he would have done. But my assumption would have
been that he would tell Colonel North, but I don't have firsthand
information, sir.

Mr. LIMAN. Did you tell Colonel North that if something hap-
pened to you that he would be in control-strike that.
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That if something happened to you and Secord, he would be in
control of the enterprise money?

Mr. HAKIM. I don't recall.
Mr. LIMAN. Let me see if I can refresh your recollection.
Can the witness be provided with Volume V, I believe?
Mr. WECHSLER. Can you give us the date, Mr. Liman?
Mr. LIMAN. What's Monday's date?
Mr. JANIS. What's the date on that?
Mr. LIMAN. I'm going to give it to you in a second.
Mr. WECHSLER. I believe it would be May 31st, Mr. Liman. I be-

lieve that's the volume you took back.
Mr. LIMAN. It is now designated IV, and it is May 31. You have

that.
Mr. JANIS. No.
Mr. LMAN. May 31. You should be provided with it.
Mr. WECHSLER. That's the one marked Top Secret. You have it

back.
Mr. JANIS. Could you direct us to a page, please?
Mr. LIMAN. Yes. Page 40, line 22, referring to the will. "Let's go

back to plain talk." This is referring to Colonel North.
Mr. JANIS. May we have a moment just to review this?
Thank you.
May we have a moment?
Mr. LIMAN. Does that refresh your recollection that you told

Colonel North that if something happened to you and Secord that
he would be in control?

Mr. HAKIM. The transcript of my testimony reads as such, but
the reasoning behind that was through General Secord, we
talked-we came down to plain talk. I believe it was a question
that you asked me and you wanted the bottom line, if Colonel
North knew or did not know, and I told you that the answer was
yes, that he would be in control.

Mr. LIMAN. So what you are saying is that you didn't tell him
but you left it to General Secord to tell him?

Mr. HAKIM. I was under the impression that this is what he
would do.

Mr. JANIS. Excuse me, Mr. Liman. I think it would be fair to
read a little bit more of the transcript than you read. On page 40,
the transcript reads as follows:

Question: -So that you left it to North that if you and both Secord were gone to
decide what he wanted to do with the money in that eventuality.

Answer: That is correct.
Question: Did you tell Secord you made these provisions in the event of your

death?
Answer: Yes, sir.
Question: Did Secord suggest that North be named?
Answer: No.
Question: Did he object to North being named?
Answer: No.
Question: Did you ever tell North that you had provided for him?
Answer: I vaguely remember saying words to the effect that if I should die, the

enterprise can continue. He was worried that there was a damage control mecha-
nism in the form--

Question: Why are you now speaking like a government official with words like
'damage control'? Was that your language when you were in Iran?

Answer: No. I am learning new language, sir.
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Question: Let's go back to plain talk. Was he aware that you had made some pro-
vision?

Answer: That he would be in control?
Question. That he would be in control.
Answer: Yes.

Mr. LIMAN. And when you said that Colonel North was aware
that you had made a provision that he would be in control, you
were referring to the fact that you contemplated that General
Secord would tell him about this provision?

Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. LIMAN. If you look at your first exhibit, the chart that you

prepared, AH 1, that is a chart of your business organization; cor-
rect?

Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. LIMAN. If you look right at the very end, it says CSFR In-

vestments, Limited-or CSF, Investments, Limited; correct?
Mr. HAKIM. It should read CSF Investment, Limited, then sepa-

rately "R", standing for reserve.
Mr. LIMAN. There is an "R" there. What does the "R" stand for?
Mr. HAKIM. Reserve.
Mr. LIMAN. Is the reserve that that chart refers to made up of

the $2 million that is covered by the will in which North is named
and the $2 million that is covered by the other will in which only
Secord is named?

Mr. HAKIM. This organization chart represents the manner that I
intended to run the business and has no relevance whatsoever with
the subaccounts setaside. It simply shows the way I subdivided and
divided the activities.

If I may go over this, sir, that will make it very clear.
Mr. LIMAN. If we can direct your attention to the "R" there, does

that-that stands for reserve; correct?
Mr. HAKIM. That stands, that-an organization as such that is-

doesn't have any other source of income except through contribu-
tions and sales of arms to Iran should get to a point to become self-
sustained and should have reserve.

Mr. LIMAN. And this chart was done in-when? The summer of
1986?

Mr. HAKIM. I would say that is a good guess.
Mr. LIMAN. And is it a fact that the reserves were created earlier

than that? One in March? The other in June?
Mr. HAKIM. If the records so indicate, then it is correct.
Mr. LIMAN. That is what they indicate.
Mr. HAKIM. Yes.
Mr. LIMAN. And is it a fact that one of the reserves denominated

by "R" consisted of the $2 million as to which you gave the power
of disposition to Colonel North in your will?

Mr. HAKiM. Yes-if it would satisfy you, Mr. Liman, I would say
yes. But the intent-

Mr. LIMAN. Only if it is true.
Mr. HAKIM. The organization chart was prepared, as I testified,

for the purpose of bringing some discipline into our activity.
I was not pleased with the way things were going. Things were

messed up. Accounting was absolutely unacceptable. The alloca-
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tions were improper, the activities were mixed up. There was no
control. We did not know what we had.

I went over this with you about the nature of this organization,
and I have repeatedly testified that I had an intention of putting
some order in our activity.

When this organization chart was prepared, it was not intended
for the purpose of reflecting the moneys that were set aside. It was
simply to give some form to our activity.

Mr. JANIS. Mr. Liman, I think perhaps the problem here is that
Mr. Hakim is being very precise. I think the spirit of your question,
as I understand, is, "Were those funds set aside as a reserve for the
enterprise," and I think Mr. Hakim is relating it specifically to this
particular chart.

Am I correct in that?
Mr. LIMAN. Let me see. I don't want to have any language com-

munication problem.
The "R" here stood for reserves?
Mr. HAKIM. The "R" here stands for the fact that this organiza-

tion must have reserves.
Mr. LIMAN. And by f lie time you did this chart, you, in fact, had

set up reserves.
Mr. HAKIM. We had set moneys aside, yes, sir.
Mr. LIMAN. And you considered those to be reserves, the two $2

million setasides?
Mr. HAKIM. Correct, sir.
Mr. LIMAN. And one of those $2 million reserves was the reserve

which you gave Colonel North the power over in your will?
Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. LIMAN. Do you know how this chart ended up in Colonel

North's office?
Mr. HAKIM. I don't know.
Mr. LIMAN. But you gave it to Secord?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes, I did.
Mr. LIMAN. Now, there came a time after everything broke in

November when you, General Secord, and Oliver North were repre-
sented by the same counsel, correct?

Mr. HAKIM. For a very short period of time.
Mr. LIMAN. And you had conversations with Oliver North; am I

correct?.
Mr. HAKIM. Yes.
Mr. LIMAN. I have only one question. Did you tell Oliver North

at that time that he had been named in this will?
Mr. JANIS. Mr. Liman, I think I need some clarification. Are you

asking Mr. Hakim whether during the course that Mr. North, Gen-
eral Secord, and Mr. Hakim were being represented by counsel, the
same counsel, and daring meetings with that counsel he made any
statements?

If that is your question, then he can not answer that question be-
cause it would be covered by the attorney-client privilege.

If you are asking him about conversations outside the presence of
that counsel, he can answer the question.

Mr. LIMAN. Well, if I ask him, "Did you at any time, even after
this broke, tell North that he was named in the will," are you
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going to exclude from the answer on attorney-client privilege con-
versations he had with the attorneys?

Mr. JANIS. Well, I think the way those questions have now come
about, it would be tantamount to answering what he did or did not
discuss with the attorney. So, I think the only appropriate question
that you can ask that he can answer without it implying that there
is something inconsistent in another time would be to ask him if,
outside the presence of counsel, not involved in obtaining legal
advice and assistance, he made any such statement. He can answer
that question.

Mr. LIMAN. You are going to permit him to answer only what he
did outside the presence of counsel, but not what he said in the
presence of counsel. Do I understand that?

Mr. JANIS. That is correct. And that does not imply what he did
or did not say in the presence of counsel.

Mr. LIMAN.-I understand it doesn't imply what he did or did not
say in the presence of counsel, but the answer is necessarily going
to be incomplete if you exclude what was said in the presence of
counsel. So, I press the question, and you can invoke your privilege
of attorney-client if you choose to.

Mr. JANIS. Just so the record c.in be clear, it is not simply Mr.
Hakim's privilege that is imr'hcated }lare. There were two other in-
dividuals, each of whom have an attorney-client privilege, neither
of whom is here to waive that privilege.

So, if you ask that question, I am going to instruct Mr. Hakim
not to answer.

Mr. LIMAN. I don't want to engage in a debate. I am asking him
about whether he communicated a fact to Colonel North, and it
doesn't seem to me that that communication of the fact by this wit-
ness requires the consent or waiver of Colonel North or General
Secord.

Mr. JANIS. And he will answer.
Mr. LIMAN. I press the question.
Mr. JANIS. He will answer the question other than in the pres-

ence of counsel and seeking advice of counsel, did he communicate
that fact, and he will provide an answer to that question.

Mr. LIMAN. Do I take it-I will ask the question as I wish it and
you can invoke the privilege on attorney-client if you choose.

Mr. JANIS. Fine.
Mr. LIMAN. Did you communicate at any time, including in the

presence of Mr. Green, the fact to Colonel North that he was
named in this will?

Mr. JANIS. I'm instructing the witness that he cannot answer
that question for the reasons that I have previously given to the
committee.

Chairman INouYE. Does Mr. Hakim invoke that privilege?
Mr. HAKIM. I have to refer to my lawyer. I cannot answer that

question, sir.
Mr. LIMAN. Now, you gave some testimony about your role in the

first channel and second channel. Do you recall that?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. LIMAN. And you began your efforts to open the ,second chan-

nel sometime around June of 1986. Is that so?
Mr. HAKIM. June-July, yes, sir.

75-542 - £9 - 10
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Mr. LIAAN. And at that time you were informed that the efforts
to deal with the first channel had not been successful. Is that so?

Mr. HAKIM. They did not like the way it was going.
Mr. LIMAN. And, therefore, General Secord and you discussed the

possibility of your opening a second channel.
Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. LIMAN. Now, I'm going to give you a card with code names

that we have used before and we have agreed upon. I don't think
you. need it, but I may. Try to keep it away from the cameras. I
don't think you will need it. It's the same that we used at the-

Mr. JANIS. Are these your code names we used in the deposition?
Mr. LIMAN. I think so. They are the same ones that we talked

about at the deposition, One, Two, and Engine.
Mr. JANIS. I hate to sound paranoid; can you tell me precisely

where the cameras are so I can--
Mr. HAKIM. I remember.
Mr. LIMAN. You remember who One is, who Two is and who

Engine is. Correct?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes, I do.
Mr. LIMAN. Am I correct that at the time of your first meeting

with the Iranians on this venture in February of 1986, you met the
gentleman who we have code named Engine?

Mr. HAKIM. Yes.
Mr. LIMAN. And that's the same person who is referred to in the

Tower Report, in the reports of the Tehran mission as Monster?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. LIMAN. They regarded him as a monster?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes.
Mr. LIMAN. And you met him in Frankfurt in the second meet-

ing, not the political, but the second meeting.
Chairman INOUYE. May I interrupt at this point.
Mr. Liman, is it absolutely necessary that this be used?
Mr. JANIS. That the code name be used?
Chairman INOUYE. Yes.
Mr. JAN1S. It is absolutely necessary.
Chairman INOUYE. I'm asking whether the line of questioning is

necessary at this point?
Mr. LIMAN. I don't believe I will be divulging who these people

are. The name is used, Monster is used in the Tower Report, Mr.
Chairman. And I will avoid anything that would even give it away
even indirectly.

Chairman INOUYE. Please proceed.
Mr. LIMAN. Mr. Hakim, you concluded, did you not, after you re-

ceived the reports of the Tehran mission--
Mr. HAKIM. Did I answer your question, sir, that I met that gen-

tleman-
Mr. LIMAN. You said yes.
Mr. HAKIM. In a separate meeting.
Mr. LIMAN. You concluded after you got the reports of the

Tehran meeting that there had been a misjudgment by the U.S.
delegation. Am I correct?

Mr. HAKIM. You are talking about my area of testimony this
morning in connection with the hostages?
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Mr. LIMAN. You said the U.S. delegation had not judged the
people correctly that it was dealing with.

Mr. HAKIM. A combination of Israel and the United States, yes,
that was the wrong channel to use, in my opinion.

Mr. LIMAN. And you concluded that it was sensible to try to
reach out and see whether or not the person who the U.S. delega-
tion had seen as an obstacle could actually understand what the
mission and the purpose was, and the common interests were, and
be talked to about that; is that fair to say?

Mr. HAKIM. I'm not sure I understand the question. But let me
mention something here that may help both of us.

When the second channel opened and this gentleman came to
the meeting, I had no idea that he would be part of the people who
would be coming into the second meeting.

Mr. LIMAN. So your testimony is you were not seeking to find
contacts with him, but with someone else.

Mr. HAKIM. I was seeking to contact with the factions that I con-
sidered could be effective--

Mr. LIMAN. Now--
Mr. HAKIM.-Without any one particular individual.
Mr. LIMAN. If I understand your testimony, your conclusion was

that the way to open the door to Iran was, at least in part, through
commercial channels.

Mr. HAKIM. I believe that is the only way to open the door to
Iran, then and now.

Mr. LIMAN. And you saw that the-if business could be done
with Iran, it would provide opportunities for both you and General
Secord for profit; is that fair to say?

Mr. HAKIM. Yes.
Mr. LIMAN. And it would also be beneficial to the United States.
Mr. HAKIM. Of course.
Mr. LIMAN. And that's what you meant in your opening state-

ment when you said that this was a unique opportunity; it could be
personally profitable to you and General Secord, it could be good
for the United States, it could be good for Iran, it could be good for
the whole region there; is that fair to say?

Mr. HAKIM. Correct. That is fair.
Mr. LIMAN. And one of the factors that you recognized and that

you discussed with General Secord was that the Iranian market
was about $15 billion a year if it could be opened; is that correct?

Mr. HAKIM. I discussed that with General Secord, among other
people. I still do.

Mr. LIMAN. Did you discuss that with Lt. Col. North?
Mr. HAKIM. No, sir. I'm saying with other businessmen.
Mr. LIMAN. And if you could be instrumental in opening up this

channel, you would have at least an inside track on doing some
good business there.

Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. LIMAN. Indeed, you thought you and General Secord could

make a bundle if this succeeded?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. LImAN. And you made no secret of that, you reported that to

the American officials you were dealing with?
Mr. HAxIM. That's correct.
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Mr. LIMAN. So that there was no mistake on their part that both
you and General Secord had a dual motive?

Mr. HAKIM. I spoke for myself. I left Mr. Secord to make his posi-
tion clear himself.

Mr. LIMAN. Now, you testified this morning, or this afternoon,
that you disclosed to the American officials that some of the inter-
mediaries whom you used to open up this new channel expected to
participate financially; is that fair to say?

Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. LIMAN. So you learned at that point at least that the com-

mercial instincts had not really been changed by the revolution.
Mr. HAKIM. Are you assuming that these two gentlemen are part

of the current generation?
Mr. LIMAN. Well, were they?
Mr. HAKIM. No, sir.
Mr. LIMAN. They were younger?
Mr. HAKIM. Older.
Mr. LIMAN. They were older. And was there an understanding

that in return for helping to open up this channel-the whole
group of people who facilitated it, facilitated the meeting with the
second channel-himself would participate financially?

Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. LIMAN. Now, was the plan that if the channel was opened,

that they would become partners of yours and General Secord in
some trading company to do business with Iran?

Mr. HAKIM. He never pinned things down.
Mr. LIMAN. Was that contemplated?
Mr. HAKIM. That was definitely one of the possibilities that I, in

my own mind, was considering.
Mr. LIMAN. Was it your intention to use the capital and reserves

of the enterprise in order to do business in Iran?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. LIMAN. And it was your intention to use it to do business for

you and General Secord?
Mr. HAKIM. Also.
Mr. LIMAN. General Secord was your partner?
Mr. HAKIM. Still is.
Mr. LIMAN. And these reserves and capital had been generated

by the earlier Iranian arms sale?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes sir.
Mr. LIMAN. And was the fact that--
Mr. JANIS. Excuse me.
[Counsel conferring with witness.]
Mr. LIMAN. Was the fact that you-planned to use the money that

had been accumulated from the earlier sales to do business in Iran
if you succeeded with the channel made known to both the CIA
representative and Colonel North?

Mr. HAKIM. I don't recall approaching this subjectt in the manner
that you described.

Mr. LIMAN. Now, if the venture did not succeed in opening up
the door to Iran, was it your contemplation that some of the money
that had been accumulated in the reserve would be used to pay oft
some of these intermediaries?

Mr. HAKIM. Still it is an outstanding obligation.
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Mr. LIMAN. So not only was it contemplated that you would pay
off those individuals, but you feel at least morally obligated to do
so?

Mr. HAKIM. It is a definite obligation, sir.
Mr. LIMAN. And it was their hell) that opened this channel?
Mr. HAKIM. Without a shadow of a doubt.
Mr. LIMAN. So there is absolutely no doubt in your mind that the

U.S. officials with whom you were dealing understood that you
would be paying off in order to open up the second channel. Is that
correct?

Mr. HAKIM. That was my understanding.
Mr. LIMAN. Well, you communicated it to them?
Mr. HAKIM. But I didn't use the word payoff, sir.
Mr. LIMAN. Well, what was the words that you used?
Mr. HAKIM. They would be my partners.
Mr. LIMAN. Your partners and General Secord's partners?
Mr. HAKIM. You can reach that conclusion if you wish.
Mr. LIMAN. Well, I am not asking you for a conclusion, I am only

asking for what the fact was.
Mr. HAKIM. I mentioned to you that I clarified my position. I

talked about Albert Hakim and the other Iranians, and I left the
decision of what General Secord wanted to do to himself. It is not
more than 3 minutes that I testified to that, sir.

Mr. LIMAN. And did General Secord tell you whether he was
going to participate in this new venture with you?

Mr. HAKIM. There was a time that I understood that he was look-
ing forward to it.

Mr. LIMAN. Now, you learned, did you not, over the course of
these negotiations that there were at least some Iranians who re-
garded the old system of baksheesh as operative. You testified
about the conversation in Frankfurt in February of 1986?

Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. LIMAN. And I am not sure that that conversation was fully

appreciated. But am I-did I understand you to say that one of the
representatives of the Iranian delegation pulled you aside after the
meeting had broken up?

Mr. HAKIM. The first channel, sir.
Mr. LIMAN. Yes, the fErst channel.
Mr. HAKIM. Yes.
Mr. LIMAN. And this was after the meeting had not- resulted in

an agreement. Am I correct?
Mr. HAKIM. Well, the result of the meeting was to have another

meeting in Tehran.
Mr. LIMAN. But they had not agreed to all the terms. Am I cor-

rect?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes.
Mr. LIMAN. And the Iranians, among other things, wanted Phoe-

nix missiles. Is that so?
Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. LIMAN. And did I understand you to say that this member of

the Iranian delegation asked you to go back and see the President
of the United States and tell the President of the United States
that he would get a personal payment if he arranged for the Phoe-
nix missiles to be sold to Iran?
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Mr. HAKIM. That was my impression.
Mr. LIMAN. And you set that Iranian official straight. Am I cor-

rect?
Mr. HAKIM. Definitel.
Mr. LIMAN. You told him that that is not the way things are

done in the United States?
Mr. HAKIM. Definitely, sir.
Mr. LIMAN. Now, did you report on this conversation that you

had with this Iranian official to North?
Mr. HAKIM. I don't know whether I, first of all, took it all that

seriously, and secondly, General Secord was standing there next to
me when this gentleman was whispering into my ear, and I imme-
diately told him after the gentleman left. We both found that to be
really humorous.

Mr. LiMAN. You took it as a serious offer, didn't you, and didn't
you tell him that is just not the way things operate in this coun-
try?

Mr. HAKIM. Well, with all due respect to this gentleman, I never
took him seriously about anything he said even during the official
meetings.

Mr. LIMAN. Did you think he was joking or did you think this
was a proposal that he was asking you to convey to the President
of the United States?

Mr. HAKIM. I believe he was not sophisticated to even participate
in the meeting.

Mr. LIMAN. Did he ask you to convey a proposition to the Presi-
dent of the United States?

Mr. HAKIM. Yes.
Mr. LIMAN. And at that time you were posing as the personal in-

terpreter of the President of the United States?
Mr. HAKIM. This is what I was told to tell him.
Mr. LIMAN. Told to tell him that by the U.S. officials, North-is

that correct?
Mr. HAKIM. That is why he pulled me aside. He thought I am

closer to the President.
Mr. LIMAN. He thought you had access?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes.
Mr. LIMAN. Now, the reason I am asking you these questions is

that in any reasonable person's mind this would raise serious
doubts about whether this initiative should go forward. So as I un-
derstand your-

Mr. HAKIM. That is the wrong conclusion, sir. I am saying that
this channel was selected by Mr. Ghorbanifar, who did not have
the same motivation that our group had. He simply was seeking to
profit where our intention was not limited to Albert Hakim profit-
ing but also to try to re-establish the relationship.

Therefore, Mr. Ghorbanifar chose a faction that did not have the
proper credentials to be the party to the negotiations with the
United States and the second channel definitely had the creden-
tials.

Mr. LIMAN. Well, what I am asking you is: did you communicate
to an official of the United States that this faction which you weredealing with had made this proposition?

Mr. HAKIM. I told this to General Secord.
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Mr. LIMAN. But you understood that General Secord was not an
official of the United States?

Mr. HAKIM. Neither was I.
Mr. LIMAN. But you were posing as an interpreter to the Presi-

dent.
Mr. HAKIM. As far as the Iranians were concerned, sir. We were

not fooling ourselves. I was there because the CIA didn't have an
interpreter.

Mr. LIMAN. But the fact is that you did not report this to anyone
but General Secord. Am I correct?

Mr. HAKIM. Mr. Liman, I am saying that I was not engaged as an
official of the United States. I was brought into this in a moment of
notice, and that is what we dreamed up that night, that is what we
represented.

We lied to the Iranians, so I, you know, we cannot-we could not
continue to lie among ourselves. We knew the facts.

Mr. LIMAN. Mr. Hakim, you knew obviously that you were a pri-
vate businessman and you knew that General Secord was a retired
general.

Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. LIMAN. And the answer to the question is so far as you know

this proposition was not conveyed to anyone who was, in fact, in
the U.S. Government. Is that not so?

Mr. HAKIM. Mr. Liman, I do not know the bureaucracy within
the Government. I don't know.

Mr. LIMAN. I just asked you what you know. Whether you know
it was communicated or not.

Mr. HAKIM. I said I don't know.
Mr. LIMAN. You never discussed it with North or with Cave or

any of those other people?
Mr. HAKIM. I don't-Cave was not in the picture. At that time he

was not part of the picture.
Mr. LIMAN. But he came later?
Mr. HAKIM. I might have told him, I don't recall.
Mr. LIMAN. You just don't recall?
Mr. HAKIM. No.
[Witness conferring with counsel.]
Mr. HAKIM. My attorney reminds me of a very important issue

here, that I very briefly touched upon that in my earlier testimony
today or yesterday, I don't recall, that I was very, very negative
from the very beginning, even before we went into the meetings
with these people about the first channel. And I did communicate
that.

Mr. LIMAN. You communicated the negativism. The issue I was
putting to you was, did you communicate this particular proposi-
tion, which was made not by Ghorbanifar, but by an official of the
Iranian Government, as I understand it?

Mr. HAKIM. My opinion was passed on even before we had the
meeting. It was the night prior to having the meeting.

Mr. LIMAN. The record is clear on this point?
Mr. HAKIM. OK.
Mr. LIMAN. When you got into the second channel, you've al-

ready indicated what kinds of financial arrangements you had to
make in order to get the introductions all the way up to the chan-
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nel. Did you recognize at an early stage that one of the great needs
that Iran had was for pharmaceuticals?

Mr. HAKIM. Yes.
Mr. LIMAN. And initially when you began dealing with the inter-

mediaries who led you to the second channel, had you discussed
with them the possibility of selling pharmaceuticals to Iran on
credit?

Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. LIMAN. And that would have been something that would

have been done, what, through the enterprise?
Mr. HAKIM. Possibly. Possibly, yes, sir.
Mr. LIMAN. And as the discussions of the second channel pro-

ceeded, did you succeed in getting Colonel North to obtain pharma-
ceuticals as a donation for the Iranians?

Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. LIMAN. Now, what did-what did Colonel North tell you

about that?
Mr. HAKIM. That this was communicated to me both directly by

Colonel North and also by General Secord, that he had succeeded
to get three pallets of medicine set aside to be sent to Iran.

Mr. LIMAN. And he told you he got those as donations?
Mr. HAKIM. That was what I recall. That's my best guess, sir.
Mr. LIMAN. And you communicated that to the people who were

involved in this second channel?
Mr. HAKIM. That we would be donating medicine to them.
Mr. LIMAN. There were a series--
Mr. HAKIM. As a matter of fact, that is part of the nine-point

agreement that is stipulated. There's a--
Mr. LIMAN. As I understand it, you went to a meeting in Frank-

furt in early October of 1986;_am I-correct? ........
Mr. HAKIM. Correct, sir.
Mr. LIMAN. And Mr. Cave was there?
Mr. HAKIM. I believe so, yes, sir.
Mr. LIMAN. Colonel North was there?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. LIMAN. You were there?
Mr. HAKIM. Of course.
Mr. LIMAN. And General Secord was there when the meetings

began?
Mr. HAKIM. I believe so, yes, sir.
Mr. LIMAN. And you had the Iranian delegation there?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. LIMAN. And among the Iranians who were there was the

man who in your earlier testimony you called Monster, who we
called Engine; correct?

Mr. HAKIM. Right.
Mr. LIMAN. And the reason-the name Engine was selected be-

cause you testified at your deposition that he-you saw him as an
engine, as a person who could be helpful in driving forward an
agreement between the parties?

Mr. HAKIM. The name Monster came about as a result of Mr.
McFarlane's trip to Tehran, because I understand this gentleman
was also present and he didn't yield. So the name stayed with him.
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My assessment of this man, as I testified during my deposition,
was different. That's how we came up with the name of Engine, be-
cause he was really the man behind the whole initiative as far as
Iran was concerned.

Mr. LIMAN. Is it a fact that Colonel North made the proposal
which is in this book as AH-40?

Mr. HAKIM. Are you referring to the seven-point concept?
Mr. LIMAN. Yes.
Mr. HAKIM. Yes.
Mr. JANIS. Just a second.
Mr. HAKIM. I have it, sir.
Mr. LIMAN. And that's the proposal that Colonel North made?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. LIMAN. Do you know in whose writing it is?
Mr. HAKIM. I believe it is Colonel North's handwriting.
Mr. LIMAN. Is this one of the documents that you produced for

us?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. LIMAN. And this proposal which called for the release of all

of the American hostages was not accepted at that meeting; am I
correct?

Mr. HAKIM. That's correct. They didn't find this within their
power to achieve and they did not want to lie like the past.

Mr. LIMAN. And when you say they didn't want to lie like in the?
past, you understood that in the past they had promised that the
hostages would be released, or at least some of them had promised?

Mr. HAKIM. My understanding was that during the life of the
first channel, Mr. Ghorbanifar would tell everything that the
Americans wanted to hear.

Mr. LIMAN. And they heard what pleased them?
Mr. HAKIM. Correct. There is no question about that.
Mr. LIMAN. But even at this late date, which is October, after

ou had been working on this second channel since July, Colonel
orth still was contemplating that all of the hostages would be re-

leased; correct?
Mr. HAKIM. Colonel North not only had the desire of re-establish-

ing the relationship with Iran, it did not for a moment leave his
mind the American hostages being kept in Lebanon. That was in
his mind at all times.

Mr. LIMAN. Did he tell you that he was under political pressure
to get them released?

Mr. HAKIM. He did not have such a discussion with me, but that
was my definite impression and understanding, that that was the
case.

Mr. LIMAN. Well, what gave you that impression?
Mr. HAKIM. When we got closer to the time for the elections, my

understanding was that Colonel North wanted to remove this ob-
stacle for the purpose of enhancing the President's position.

Mr. LIMAN. Well, did you reach the conclusion and so testify to it
that you believed that his-North's prime objective was to get the
hostages released in time for the elections?

Mr. HAKIM. I would say this would be unfair to say that it was
his prime objective. But definitely he was trying to achieve that
goal.

11 111 1 1 atoll ""Aw"w
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Mr. LIMAN. If you look at page 202 of May.31, would you tell me
whether you testified that that was your impression of Colonel
North, namely that it was his prime objective to get the hostages
released in time for the election.

Mr. JANS. Could we just have a moment?
Mr. LIMAN. Sure. It begins at line 14.
Mr. HAKIM. I've read that, sir.
Mr. LIMAN. Was it true what you testified?
Mr. HAKIM. What I testified is correct, sir, but my understanding

of your question is different than the context that is in my deposi-
tion.

Here I am advising Colonel North that his strategy for negotia-
tion is wrong. Colonel North wanted to achieve-as I earlier testi-
fied a few moments ago-he wanted to achieve both. And I told
him, as I testified here, that this is a wrong approach to put his
emphasis and show as his prime objective the release of hostages.

I told him, as I testified, he should low key that and he should
put his attention more on the long-term relationship.

Mr. LIMAN. Mr. Hakim--
Mr. HAKIM. There is no question Colonel North wanted to get the

hostages out as quickly as possible.
Mr. LIMAN. Mr. Hakim?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. LIMAN. If you misspoke at your deposition, you can so state.
Mr. JANI. Well, I think--
Mr. LIMAN. Would you look at that passage and tell me whether

or not that statement is still something that you stand by? If it is, I
will read it. If it is not, I won't.

Mr. HAKIM. You should read the whole thing, sir. If you want to,
go back. You are taking part, only a small part of my whole testi-
mony in connection with this -ubJeNt. Let'sher.-

Mr. LiMAN. Question:
Let me ask you to focus on this particular period of time. What was your percep-

tion of how the hostage problem should be resolved?

Is that the question? You see that question there?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. LIMAN. And your answer was, Answer: I did not approve of

Colonel North's focusing on hostages. My suggestion was that,
You should low key that. You should not show any interest or hunger in getting

the hostages back, VLf-use this prime objective at that time was to support the
President in connection with the Republicans for the elections, and I found that to
be counterproductive. And, like I said, this is not a good negotiating tactic. You
should low key that. And then, to the contrary, tell them you are not interested in
that.

Is that what you testified?
Mr. HAKIM. That testimony is correct, sir.
Mr. LIMAN. Is it true?
Mr. HAKIM. That is true, but--
Mr. LIMAN. That is what he said to you or what your impression

was?
Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. LIMAN. And did you also testify that you felt under political

pressure?
Mr. HAKIM. I felt under political pressure or he--
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Mr. LIMAN. That you were put under political pressure?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes.
Mr. LIMAN. And now that was just what you observed from the

way in which -Colonel North was acting? Those were your conclu-
sions, or did he say that to you?

Mr. HAKIM. The subject-the subject of the elections was defi-
nitely discussed during our attempt in trying to re-establish the re-
lationship with Iran, sir.

Mr. LIMAN. And what was said?
Mr. HAKIM. As I testified earlier, that he wanted to gain the re-

lease of the hostages to enhance the position of the President.
I just testified to that a few minutes ago.
Mr. LIMAN. You have to understand, Mr. Hakim, that your depo-

sition is not in the public record of these proceedings, so that if I
ask you questions which you may have testified to last week, it is
'.iot because I want you to be repetitive; it is because there is no
public record of them.

Mr. HAKIM. I understand you, sir, now, but now you have read
the portion relevant to this.

Mr. LIMAN. Did Colonel North leave this meeting in October
without having reached an agreement with the Iranians?

Mr. HAKIM. I recall him leaving it-wpA had; as I testified earli-
er-we had several meetings during the month of October in con-
nection with this seven-point proposal. I recall that he left.

Mr. LIMAN. He left and--
Mr. HAKIM. Back to the States, yes.
Mr. LIMAN. And he said to you--
Mr. HAKIM. That "You have 6 hours."
Mr. LIMAN. -That you have 6 hours to try to come up with a

proposal with the Iranians that might be acceptable?
Mr. HAKIM. OrI have to report to the President that the second

channel is not successful, and we have to revert back to the first
channel.

Mr. LIMAN. Now, is it a fact that if the second channel failed,
then opportunities that you saw for profit for you and General
Secord would be lost?

Mr. HAKIM. I don't believe so, sir, because I was still part of the
team.

Mr. LIMAN. Which team? The Iranian team?
Mr. HAKIM. No, no. The American.
Mr. LIMAN. Didn't you see that the second channel, if it worked,

would open up the door for business opportunities for you and Gen-
eral Secord?

Mr. HAKIM. If we would have succeeded from either channel,
first or second, that would have opened the doors to me.

Mr. LIMAN. And the second channel was one that you found, cor-
rect?

Mr. HAKIM. The second channel I found to be more productive
for the purpose of the United States, not for my purposes, sir.

Mr. LIMAN. But you are the person who identified it?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. LIMAN. And Colonel North told you at this October meeting

that he was leaving, that he was going to tell the President to
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abandon the second channel unless in 6 hours you could come up
with some proposal that would be acceptable; is that fair?

Mr. HAKIM. That's correct.
Mr. LIMAN. And is it also correct that Cave disappeared and that

General Secord had to attend to other business?
Mr. HAKIM. Cave left the next day and I gave him a copy of the 9

points in the morning before he left.
Mr. LIMAN. And Secord left?
Mr. HAKIM. Secord came back a few hours after Cave left and

that is when we sent--
Mr. LIMAN. But the point I am making is, is it a fact you were

left alone to try to work out something that would be acceptable
with the second channel?

Mr. HAKIM. I was the only one who had the competence, sir.
Mr. LIMAN. And you were the only one who was assigned that

role at that point; you had 6 hours to come up with something?
Mr. HAKIM. As far as Colonel North was concerned, the meeting

had failed. I urged him to give me an opportunity to sit down with
the people and fill in the gap. That is when he gave me 6 hours.

Mr. LIMAN. And, in fact, you did sit down with the second chan-
nel people?

Mr. HACIM. Yes, I did-
Mr. LIMAN. And is it a fact that you are the one who then negoti-

ated the 9 points?
Mr. HAKIM. I'm the one who restructured the 7 points into 9

points.
Mr. LIMAN. And is it a fact that in restructuring them, you made

some changes that you thought would be acceptable to the Iranians
and to the Americans?

Mr. HAKIM. It was already established that it is acceptable by
the Iranians. It was left for the return of General Secord, for him
to complete one part of the 9 points, and then for us to communi-
cate that to the United States.

Am I not answering the question?
Mr. LIMAN. No. We are getting out of sequence.
Mr. HAKIM. OK.
Mr. LIMAN. There were 7 points that were on the table that had

been rejected by the Iranians?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. LIMAN. You were left alone to try to work out with the Irani-

ans a proposal that might be acceptable to the United States?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. LIMAN. And the Iranians were representing their interest?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes.
Mr. LIMAN. And you, a private citizen and a businessman, all of

a sudden found yourself in the role of trying to work out an agree-
ment for the United States that would be acceptable; is that really
what it comes down to?

Mr. HAKIM. Yes.
Mr. LIMAN. And you indeed did work out these 9 points-you,

Albert Hakim, private citizen, businessman, seeking not just to ad-
vance the U.S. interests, but profit. And I'm not saying that to
decry profit. You are the one who worked out the 9 points?
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Mr. HAKIM. Mr. Liman, our Secretary of State comes also from
the business end of our structure. At the time that I was negotiat-
ing, I was not discussing my own personal benefit. In my opening
statement, I told the American people that it was a unique oppor-
tunity. I was serving a number of motivations.

At no time did I say that my only motivation was financial bene-
fit. When I was left behind to deal with it, the only thing that did
not cross my mind was financial benefit, and the only thing that I
was working on was the interests of the United States, sir.

Mr. LIMAN. And that is the way you saw your role?
Mr. HAKIM. At that moment.
Mr.- LIMAN. Now, there were some rather significant hanged

made between the 7 points and the 9 pointslis_ that fair to say?
Mr. HAKIM. I slowed down the pace of Colonel North. The

answer is yes.
Mr. LIMAN. If you look at your translation, and exhibit 40, the 7

points--
Mr. JANIS. Just a moment, sir.
Mr. HAKIM. I don't appear to have it, sir.
Mr. LIMAN. And 22 is the translation.
Mr. JANIS. There is one correction on this translation.
Mr. LIMAN. I understand you made a correction in the transla-

tion before. I noted it. But in the proposal which Colonel North
conveyed on behalf of the United States, it provided, in item three,
all American hostages to be released, correct?

Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. LIMAN. In the proposal that you worked out, it provided for

the one and best efforts to get the second, correct?
Mr. HAKIM. That's correct. That's correct.
Mr. LIMAN. And in your proposal you had provisions with-for

the-for Albert-that is you, Albert Hakim, will provide the plan
for the release of the seventeen prisoners being held by the Kuwai-
tis?

Mr. HAKIM. That was the spirit of the Iranians toward me, indi-
cating their dissatisfaction with the meeting.

Mr. LIMAN. And Colonel North's proposal did not have that pro-
vision?

Mr. HAKIM. No, sir.
Mr. LIMAN. And, indeed, in the agreement that is written out in

Farsi by the Iranians, it provided that Albert-meaning Albert
Hakim-is the one who will provide the plan for the release, cor-
rect?

Mr. HAKIM. That indicates, Mr. Liman, the spirit of the Iranians
at that time. It would be unfair to take it as only the agreement
itself. This is an indication that they were disappointed with the
approach of the American delegation and they were looking to me
to sort this thing out.

I had promised that I personally would try to fill in the gap that
existed between them, and it is very customary among Iranians to
say "I trust yov I don't want to deal with the rest. You-I keep
you responsible."

That was the reason those words were used there. They even said
that they will pay me the money, they will pay the money for the
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500 TOWs to Hakim. On top it says the summation between our
discussions between us and akim.

This is-their way of indicating, showing disappointment in the
way that the discussions went with the American delegation, sir.

Mr. LIMAN. Were they not looking upon you at that point as a
representative of the American side?

Mr. HAKIM. No, sir. If you look further down, you see that I had
to refer to General Secord to get understanding of the Kuwaiti situ-
ation and so on. No. They did not understand that. That was not
their impression.

Mr. LIMAN. Were they looking at General Secord as if he were
the representative of the American delegation?

Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. LIMAN. Did they know at that point that you were not the

personal interpreter to the President?
Mr. HAKIM. I am not sure what they knew. They saw me as a

sincere person. They started to trust me.
I started to trust them.
Mr. LIMAN. They also saw you as a person who could go with

them to the White House with Colonel North? That happened
before this?

Mr. HAKIM. They did not think that I was just a man with a gro-
cery around the corner, sir.

Mr. LIMAN. In knowing the way Iranians look at things, do you
think that they distinguished between you as a businessman and
you as a representative of the United States?

Mr. HAKIM. This particular person did, sir. A very sharp man.
Mr. LIMAN. Did he see you as a businessman?
Mr. HAKIM. Very much so. And he also knew that I have no in-

terest to continue to act as a diplomat or politician. He knew that
well.

Mr.-LIMAN. He-7un-det6 that your intereswas to getthe door
open to Japan-Iran and make some money?

Mr. HAKIM. I will be delighted to accept a mission to open the
door to Japan, sii.

Mr. LIMAN. To Iran.
- Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.

Mr. LIMAN. And to make some money?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. LIMAN. Now, you communicated this proposal to Colonel

North through--
Mr. HAKIM. KL-43.
Mr. LimAN.-Through Cave and also through the KL-43; cor-

rect?
Mr. HAKIM. I gave a copy of this-a photocopy of this agreement

to Cave, but the KL-43 got there before Mr. Cave did.
Mr. LIMAN. You then heard from Colonel North that this had

been approved?
Mr. HAKIM. No, sir. This took a little bit of doing. From there on,

General Secord took over.
Mr. LIMAN. Did you hear whether it was approved?
Mr. HAKIM. It was approved at the-yes. At one point in time,

yes.
Mr. LIMAN. You were told that it was approved?
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Mr. HAKIM. Yes.
Mr. LIMAN. Indeed, didn't North invoke the name of the Presi-

dent?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes.
Mr. LIMAN. He dropped the name of the President all the time,

didn't he?
Mr. HAKIM. When I was present.
Mr. LIMAN. Did you consider him to be a name dropper? That it

was puffing?
Mr. HAKIM. I found Colonel North to be a devoted American. He

will do anything to obtain his objectives, sir. Including giving his
life.

Mr.. LIMAN. I have a question about this. You can get an impres-
sion here that North is hustling you, that you are hustling North,
that the Iranians are hustling you, that you are hustling the Irani-
ans and that it really is, as you said before, a commercial type of
environment, is that an unfair impression that I have?

Mr. HAKIM. Yes. That is unfair.
Mr. LIMAN. When you were told that this agreement that you

had negotiated had been approved by the President of the United
States, you must have felt very proud?

Mr. HAKIM. I felt proud throughout, sir. I felt proud being part of
the team.

Mr. LIMAN. Did you feel like you had been the Secretary of State
for a day?

Mr. HAKIM. I would not accept that position for any money in
the world, sir.

Mr. LIMAN. Well, you had it better than the Secretary of State in
some sense. You didn't have to get confirmed; correct?

Mr. HAKIM. I still believe that I h-ave it better than the Secre-
tary.

Mr. HAKIM. I can achieve more, too.
Mr. LIMAN. And if this initiative had succeeded, did you ever

make any calculation as to how much you and General Secord
would make?

Mr. HAKIM. In what period of time, sir?
Mr. LIMAN. People tend to think in terms of three-to-five year

plans.
Mr. HAKIM. Many millions.
Mr. LIMAN. Did it bother you at all that here you-and I say it

respectfully-a private citizen was left with this kind of task of ne-
gotiating an agreement in which if it succeeded, you stood to bene-
fit very substantially?

Mr. HAKIM. Mr. Liman, what bothered me was that we didn't
have the competence within the Government to d what I could do.
That still bothers me.

Mr. LIMAN. So because you felt that the State Department
wasn't competent to negotiate with Iran, that that made it appro.
priate and comfortable for you to do this?

Mr. HAKIM. No, sir. My understanding is very different than
that. My understanding is that we here wrongfully irt the United
States have created a shield and the name of that shield is called
terrorism. We say Moslem plus Middle Ea2t equals terrorism, and
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we are hiding behind this excuse and we are not doing the right
things to approach the Iranians, sir.

Mr. LIMAN. And you felt that you knew better than the Secre-
tary of State? Is that fair?

Mr. HAKIM. What I am saying, that I knew and I know now
better as to how to communicate with the Iranians.

Mr. LIMAN. One last group of questions.
You testified that ultimately you-were asked in December, after

everything had broken, to arrange for a State Department repre-
sentative to meet with the Iranians, am I correct?

Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. LIMAN. Now, at that point, there were investigations all over

the place, right?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. LIMAN. So you found yourself with the need to have a lawyer

who would represent you in connection with the investigations?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. LIMAN. And when you asked to be present at the meeting

between the Iranians, the second channel, and the State Depart-
ment people, they had no objection to your being present alone.
Am I correct?

Mr. HAKIM. Mr. Dunbar had. That was my understanding, that
he didn't have any objection to me being there alone.

Mr. LIMAN. But you felt because of all these investigations that
you wanted your a4trney, who was representing you in the crimi-
nal investigation and the other investigations to be present, cor-
rect?

Mr. HAKIM. Sir, I said--
Mr. LIMAN. Is that correct?
Mr. HAKIM. No, that is incorrect. I was not about to make an-

other mistake while I was trying to solve the first mistake, which-was-to-dependun Ueing SUPPOrted-bythe-people whoasked-for-ny
assistance, and they dropped me, and I had to seek my own support
through my attorney, and when they asked me to come in there
again, I was not ready to make that mistake again, sir.

Mr. LIMAN. You asked that Mr. Janis be present at these negoti-
ations, correct?

Mr. HAKIM. That was my way-yes, that is correct, sir.
Mr. LIMAN. That is correct?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes.
Mr. LIMAN. And at that point you were not prepared to testify

without immunity, am I correct?
Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. LIMAN. So if I can just follow this through, you would be

there at a negotiation and if the Government, whose delegation
you were on, the United States, were to say to you, well, Mr.
Hakim, what happened at these negotiations? We had-been con-
fronted with the fact you have a fifth amendment problem?

Mr. JANIS. Mr. Liman, will all due respect, I don't believe this
meeting was characterized as a negotiation. And I also think you
are incorrectly characterizing what happened. Mr. Hakim testified
that the State Department requested him to be present, not the
other way around. And at that time, as you are aware, there were
attorneys on every side.
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Mr. LIMAN. I am not criticizing him.
Mr. JANIS. I want to make the record clear, if you will give me a

moment. I want a moment to make it clear. This is not, as I under-
stand it characterized as a negotiation session, but as an introduc-
tion. So I think it is interesting, but that it is not what happened.

Mr. LIMAN. I am not criticizing him for wanting you to be
present, Mr. Janis, but the fact of the matter is you felt that even
for an introduction session, an introductory session, you ought to
have your criminal lawyer present.

Mr. HAKIM. That was an indication of my lack of trust in the
Government. They had stabbed me, and I was not prepared to be
stabbed again, sir.

Mr. LIMAN. And that is not in your mind also an indication of
what happens when private citizens become acting secretaries of
state? That doesn't-that conclusion doesn't leap out at you?

Mr. HAKIM. The conclusion that I get to is that they did not have
the competence, their conventional way did not work. The Presi-
dent of the United States decided to go this way, and I will not
question the decision of the President that I vote for, sir.

Mr. LIMAN. Did the President of the United States ever speak to
you about this?

Mr. HAKIM. No, sir.
Mr. LIMAN. Is it a fact that the references that you heard to

what the President wanted came either from Oliver North or
Secord?

Mr. HAKIM. No sir. When I am invited to go to the situation
room and I sit down and I see a phony passport prepared for me by
the CIA and I attend a number of meetings, all kinds of doors are
opened to me for various negotiations, I don't limit that to Colonel
North and General Secord.

Mr. LIMAN. So you thought, you thought that the President of
the United States had concluded that the State Department
couldn't handle this but that Albert Hakim, private citizen and
businessman, was the key?

Mr. JANIS. I think that is an unfair question.
Mr. LIMAN. No further questions today. I have some more tomor-

row.
Chairman INOUYE. Thank you very much.
I would like to now recognize the vice chairman of the Senate

Select Committee.
Mr. RUDMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Strictly a procedural question, which I think my colleagues

might want to listen to, because it could have some impact on our
future hearings, because of the number of witnesses we are going
to have.

Mr. Hakim, it is my understanding, and I tried to follow it-and
Mr. Janis, feel free to respond also-that you invoked attorney-
client privilege in response to a question regarding a meeting you
had with Colonel North and General Secord present. Is that cor-
rect?

Mr. JANIS. That is correct. And their attorney was present.
Mr. RUDMAN. Who was present at that meeting again, please?
Mr. JANIs. As I understand it, present were Colonel North, Gen-

eral Secord, Mr. Hakim, and their attorney, Thomas Green.
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Mr. RUDMAN. Now, asserting for the record, Mr. Hakim, that
Thomas Green was your counsel at that time?

Mr. HAKIM. It was a time--
[Counsel is conferring with witness.]
Mr. HAKIM. At the time, that is correct, sir, he was my attorney.
Mr. RUDMAN. Well, wasn't Mr. Janis your lawyer prior to that

time?
Mr. JANIS. No, I was not.
Mr. RUDMAN. You were never his lawyer prior to that time?
Mr. JANIS. Never his lawyer with respect to any other matter?
Mr. RUDMAN. That is correct?
Mr. JANIS. That is not correct. With respect to other matters

quite some time ago, I had been. But I was not his attorney with
respect to that matter. I was completely uninformed.

Mr. RUDMAN. How long after that did you become his counsel?
Mr. JANIS. Shortly after that.
Mr. RUDMAN. Is there some record of your establishing represen-

tation with Mr. Green, Mr. Hakim?
Mr. HAKIM. In writing?
Mr. RUDMAN. In any way that could be given some proof. As

your lawyer will advise you the attorney-client privilege, which the
Senate Committee may choose to observe or not to observe, as we
choose. But that privilege, in any event, must be established, and I
just would like to have it established. And I will leave it at that
only for purposes of the press. I don't want to get into a long dis-
cussion here, but it is very disturbing to me that very critical con-
versations could well be kept from the knowledge of this committee
by assertion of that privilege by one lawyer representing multiple
clients.

I am not saying that is true, I am saying that is a very important
point. I would like you prepared on Monday, on Friday morning-I
would say tomorrow because you will be finished tomorrow hope-
fully-that you give us some indications to your best recollection to
establish Mr. Green in fact represented you. Of course, he repre-
sented General Secord then also. Then General Secord got another
lawyer. We have always seemed to have problems getting conversa-
tions when Mr. Green is in a room with Mr. Secord, Mr. Hakim,
and Colonel North. That is disturbing to us. I would like you to es-
tablish that. You may well be able to.

I don't doubt your word under oath, Mr. Hakim. I just would like
some assurance.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman INOUYE. Before proceeding, will the staff pick up the

envelope with the code in it?
Mr. JANIS. I think they already did, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman INOUYE. The panel will stand in recess until 9 o'clock

tomorrow morning.
[Whereupon, at 5:40 p.m., the Select Committees were recessed,

to reconvene at 9:00 a.m., Friday, June 5, 1987.]
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The Select Committees met, pursuant to call, at 9:04 a.m., in
room 325, Russell Senate Office Building, Hon. Daniel K. Inouye
(chairman of the Senate Select Committee) and Hon. Lee H. Hamil-
ton (chairman of the House Select Committee) presiding.

Chairman INOUYE. The hearing will please come to order.
I would like to now recognize the vice chairman of the Senate

Select Committee, Senator Rudman.

CONTINUED TESTIMONY OF ALBERT HAKIM, FROM JUNE 4
Mr. RUDMAN. Good morning, Mr. Hakim.
I asked you a question last evening, and I believe there has been

communication between your counsel and ourselves. I want to
make it clear that the reason this is an important question is not
necessarily to get an answer to the question that was asked by
Mr. Liman for which-you invoked the privilege. But it has serious
implications towards the second phase of our hearings in terms of
the proper use of attorney-client privilege and, number one, wheth-
er this committee wishes to observe it; and secondly, if it does, the
criteria we will establish to observe it.

It is my understanding, that you have told us that Mr. Green
became your lawyer for a time on the 24th of November; is that
correct?

Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. RUDMAN. And he was your lawyer at a time that you were at-

a meeting with Mr. Secord, who he principally represents, and
Colonel North, who is now represented by another attorney; is that
correct?

Mr. HAKIM. That is correct, sir.
Mr. RUDMAN. And Mr. Janis, I want to say to you that we are

very appreciative of all of your cooperation in .this entire investiga-
tion and in no way should any of my remarks be directed at your
professional conduct in this matter.

(299)
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I have no intention of doing that, so that the record is clear. You
have been cooperative and this really only indirectly affects you.

The problem I have with your answer, Mr. Hakim, is a letter
that we have from Janis, Schuelke & Wechsler, dated November
18, 1986-we will send a copy of that now to you-in which your
attorney, Mr. Janis, wrote a letter to Mr. Green about a totally dif-
ferent matter, an agreement on Peter Maas' book, Manhunt.

[The information appears at p. 1293.]
There is no question that on the 18th of November in this matter

which is only by my calculations 6 days before the meeting at
which you claim Mr. Green represented you, Mr. Janis is communi-
cating with Mr. Green representing you.

Can you explain that to us?
Mr. JANIS. Senator Rudman, if you wouldn't mind, I think it

would be most appropriate for me to discuss this and I intend to do
SO.

Mr. RUDMAN. Well, do you wish to be put under oath for this
particular phase of the hearing only? That is your choice.

Mr. JANIS. I don't believe there should be a need for me to be put
under oath, but I am prepared to tell you, to give you some dates
and times in response to the inquiry that you made of me last
night, and I came here prepared to do that.

Let me tell you what the facts are, and then I will also address
the question of the privilege issue that was raised at the end of the
hearing yesterday.

I have known Mr. Hakim for some time. I have represented him
in the past on other matters. On the meeting you have inquired
about took place on November 24, 1986.

At that time, I did represent Mr. Hakim on a few minor matters,
in particular, represented him, as I recall, with respect to three dif-
ferent subject matters, one was a dispute he had with an author
regarding a book in which Mr. Hakim was named.

I did not intend to give Mr. Maas free publicity, but since you
have already done so, the name of the book is Manhunt. I did have
some communications with Mr. Maas on the telephone and in writ-
ing, and with Mr. Green, who represented Mr. Secord, who was
also mentioned in that book.

My law firm also had filed a few Freedom of Information Act re-
quests on Mr. Hakim's behalf, and I had been asked by Mr. Hakim
to monitor a civil law suit in which he and General Secord, among
others, were named as defendants but in which General-excuse
me-in which Mr. Green was taking the leading role in represent-
ing both Mr. Secord, and Mr. Hakim, and Mr. Green, I believe, had
retained a law firm in Miami to actually file pleadings and so
forth. I never entered an appearance in that case.

Those matters I did monitor. There was very little time involved
in those things, but at no time whatsoever, prior to November 26,
actually at no time prior to November 25, was I aware-was I
aware that there was such a thing as an Iran initiative, and my
first knowledge of this was when the Attorney General held his
press conference on November 25.

So although-if I may finish, sir-although I was representing
Mr. Hakim with respect to other matters, I was not in any way
representing him in this matter. My records reflect that the first
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contact I had with Mr. Hakim regarding this matter was a tele-
phone call on November 26, 1986; the first time I met with Mr.
Hakim to discuss this matter and learned anything about the facts
of the case was on Sunday, November 30, 1986, and I think that
should clear up any misunderstanding.

Mr. RUDMAN. It clears up, you know, your perception.
Our problem, obviously, is that if we are going to have attorney-

client privilege invoked, with Mr. Green representing multiple par-
ties, where they all had other lawyers at one time for other mat-
ters, and then during a very narrow slice of time you can see the
committee's problem during that narrow slice of time, Mr. Green is
representing Mr. Hakim, and then 2 days later you are represent-
ing him again. I have no doubt what you say, Mr. Janis.

But Mr. Hakim, did you get a bill from Mr. Green, an invoice?
Mr. HAKIM. Not yet, sir.
Mr. JANIS. Senator--
Mr. RUDMAN. I am sorry, Mr. Janis, I am going to continue for

just one more moment.
So, you are telling me that on the representation that was 5 or 6

months ago you still do not have any bill for services rendered to
you by Mr. Green; is that correct?

Mr. HAKIM. You are correct, sir.
Mr. RUDMAN. Did you understand he was doing this for you pro

bono, for free?
Mr. HAKIM. I didn't focus on it.
Mr. RUDMAN. You assumed you would be billed, didn't you?
Mr. HAKIM. Normally I should be billed.
Mr. RUDMAN. Most lawyers do bill for their time?
Mr. HAKIM. They do.
Mr. JANIS. Senator--
Mr. RUDMAN. Just a minute, I want to say one other thing to Mr.

Hakim.
I just want to put something into the record, Mr. Hakim, that

the committee will now have passed out so each member of the
committee can have it.

It is disturbing to me from many points of view-this hearing,
professional ethics and other things-on the 18th of May of this
year this committee interviewed William Bradford Reynolds of the
Justice Department.

Mr. Reynolds was talking about some discussions they had with
a number of people involved in this. I want to just read a part of it
to you, and I will furnish it to you at some point during the hear-
ing. It is just, I think, of interest.

On Monday November 24 Reynolds was telephoned by Tom
Green-that is the day I believe you had the meeting; correct?

Mr. HAKIM. I believe so.
Mr. RUDMAN. That is the day Mr. Green was representing you?
Mr. HAKIM. I believe so, sir.
Mr. RUDMAN. All right. Well, that is the date.
He was telephoned by Tom Green, whom he knew well from

years of law practice in Washington. Green said he was not calling
on behalf of any particular client, but that he had represented
Secord and North in the past. Green further stated that he thought
that the government should have certain information which it ap-
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parently did not have. Reynolds consulted with Meese, who agreed
that Reynolds and Cooper should meet with Green.

Reynolds, Cooper, and Green met later that day. Green rambled
on about Secord s and Hakim's enterprise. He said that the fiasco
of the November, 1985, shipment brought North into the picture,
but that North had performed throughout simply as a facilitator.
Green stated that the arms initiative was intended to develop a re-
lationship with moderates in Iran. Green offered that Hakim came
on the scene to open the channels based on his relationship with-
and I will leave the name blank.

Green further discussed the January 7 Finding, and the "third-
party" language contained in that Finding. To implement the Jan-
uary 7 Finding, Green stated that the government had turned to
Secord. Green attributed the diversion to Hakim, who believed that
only Iranian funds could be and had been used to aid the Contras.
Green was very harsh on Ghorbanifar.

But the man representing you on that day is talking to the Jus-
tice Department and saying you are responsible for the diversion.
Does that surprise you, Mr. Hakim?

Mr. HAKIM. Yes.
Mr. RUDMAN. It sure surprises me.
Mr. Chairman, I will just drop it at that point, but I am going to

just serve notice on Mr. Hakim and Mr. Green, who I hope may be
interested in these proceedings, that I intend to ask this committee,
these joint committees, to very seriously discuss with counsel
whether or not we are going to grant attorney-client privilege to
people who claim that Mr. Green was acting in a multiple capacity.

I happen to think it has been orchestrated by someone, I don't
know who, to keep this congressional committee from getting infor-
mation, and we will not be denied the truth.

Thank you, Mr. Hakim. And thank you, Mr. Janis.
Mr. JANIS. Thank you.
Senator, may I just make a couple of remarks. With respect to

the meeting on November 24, 1986, 1 think that we can all under-
stand, given the pace at which events were flowing, that there
was-things were happening very quickly. As we all know, the
next day Colonel North was fired, Admiral Poindexter resigned,
the Attorney General went on television and made his remarks
about diversion and so forth.

And I think, in fairness to Mr. Green, that under those circum-
stances when these three people came to him and sought his
advice, which I am confident that that was precisely the reason
they spoke to Mr. Green, I don't believe that under those circum-
stances with that kind of time pressure, and given the importance
of what was involved, that anyone really focused on sitting down
and drafting a retainer agreement. This was, in my mind, a classic
case in which people go to a lawyer under exigent circumstances to
try to get advice about how, what, how and what to do to before
events pass them by. I think that is what happened.

Mr. RUDMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Janis. The record will
speak for itself. Where I come from and where you come from, I
find it remarkable that a lawyer who tells a man in good faith
that he is representing him on the same day is telling the Justice
Department officials that he is the one who is to blame, if there is
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blame, for the alleged diversion, which, of course, we know from
our records does not happen to be the fact.

Thank you, Mr. Janis, and I want to thank the chairman. I want
to thank my colleagues for yielding to me. I don't think we should
spend any more time on this, and I think we ought to get on with
the hearing this morning.

Chairman INOUYE. Mr. Liman.
Mr. LIMAN. Good morning, Mr. Hakim.
Mr. HAKIM. Good morning, Mr. Liman.
Mr. LIMAN. We were talking about the nine points when we

broke yesterday. Do you recall testifying at your deposition on May
31, 1987-you now have them all in front of you-page 87-ques-
tion on line 22, "And you then submitted the nine points to
North?"

Answer: And he agreed. And then on page 88, line 14.
Question: How soon after North got this on the KL-43 did he communicate

back to you that it was accepted?
Answer: Right after-I would say within--I cannot recall exactly, but within

hours.

You gave that testimony, and it was true, I assume.
Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. LIMAN. Is it also true that the first point under the nine

points, which is exhibit 22, was carried out; namely, the money for
the 500 TOWs was paid and a hostage, Mr. Jacobsen, was released?

Mr. HAKIM. That is correct, sir.
Mr. LIMAN. And the nine points provided that money would be

paid to you because the Iranians trusted you, as you said, and it
was paidto the enterprise account, correct?

Mr. HAKIM. Correct, sir.
Mr. LIMAN. And indeed, did I understand that the Iranians gave

you a check? You filled in the account information and the amount
for them and they signed it?

Mr. HAKIM. That is correct, sir.
Mr. LIMAN. Now, you testified on Mr. Nields' questioning that in

connection with the pricing arrangements on the first channel
shipments, you were not involved in setting the price to Ghorbani-
far or the Iranians; is that correct?

Mr. HAKIM. That is correct, sir.
Mr. LIMAN. And you testified that the profit or the income, the

difference between what your enterprise was charged by the CIA
and what you received from Ghorbanifar was to be used to primari-
ly assist the Contras to do other projects that North might ask for,
and to provide financial backbone or capital for the enterprise to
continue. Is that so?

Mr. HAKIM. That is correct, sir.
Mr. LIMAN. And indeed that chart, exhibit 1, more or less was an

attempt to rationalize that structure. Correct?
Mr. HAKIM. Correct, sir.
Mr. LIMAN. With the different companies that are listed there,

being companies that would be used to assist the Contras or to do
other projects and with the reserve that is shown all the way on
the right, being the capital to allow the enterprise to continue; is
that correct?

Mr. HAKIM. That is correct, also, sir.
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Mr. LIMAN. Now, by the time you got to this shipment of 500
TOWs for the second channel in October 1986, beginning of Novem-
ber 1986, you were aware, were you not, that Congress had appro-
priated $100 million for the Contras; is that correct

Mr. HAKIM. I was.
Mr. LIMAN. And that, therefore, your enterprise was no longer

going to be providing any financial support out of the future Irani-
an transactions for the Contras?

Mr. HAKIM. Not more than what we might have had as liabil-
ities.

Mr. LIMAN. From the past operations?
Mr. HAKIM. Past operations, yes.
Mr. LIMAN. Now, the pricing for the second channel was less for

the TOWs than it was for the TOWs that were sold through the
first channel. Were you aware of that?

Mr. HAKIM. Yes, I became aware of that.
Mr. LIMAN. Now, who actually fixed the price for the Iranians

for the 500 TOWs that were shipped in the second channel?
Mr. HAKIM. My understanding was that General Secord did so.
Mr. LIMAN. And when you say it was your understanding--
Mr. HAKIM. He coordinated that and he handled it.
Mr. LIMAN. Well, was it your understanding that he cleared that

with North?
Mr. HAKIM. I can reach to that conclusion. I don't know.
Mr. LIMAN. Were you present at the meeting in which General

Secord fixed the price?
Mr. HAKIM. I don't recall such a meeting.
Mr. LIMAN. Was one of the reasons that the price was fixed at a

lower price than you charged-by you I mean Secord and the en-
terprise-that you charged Ghorbanifar was because you did not
need the same amount of money to take care of the Contras?

Mr. HAKIM. I really don't know. That is a logical assumption.
Mr. LIMAN. OK.
Mr. HAKIM. Another assumption probably could be a political

motivation to give credibility to the second channel.
Mr. LIMAN. Well, you also had a political motivation or the

United States had a political motivation in dealing with the first
channel to have a degree of good will, too, right?

Mr. HAKIM. Yes.
Mr. LIMAN. We wanted the hostages back and we also wanted to

have a door open to normal relations with Iran, correct?
Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. LIMAN. Now, can you tell us whether any intelligence was

passed to the second channel?
Mr. HAKIM. The answer is yes, but I cannot--
Mr. LIMAN. I don't want you to describe it, I can assure you.
M.HAKM.NOditkno r-eally-whether-therewas intelW----

gence or not.
Mr. LIMAN. Did it purport to be intelligence?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes.
Mr. LIMAN. Were the Iranians told that it was intelligence?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes.
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Mr. LIMAN. And if it turned out to be something that was not
accurate, you would agree that that could jeopardize the relation-
ship with the Iranians and the hostages, is that so?

Mr. HAKIM. Very much so.
Mr. LIMAN. And you have indicated that in your experience in

dealing in Iran that the Iranians put a lot of reliance on personal
trust, is that so?

Mr. HAKIM. Very correct.
Mr. LIMAN. And you emphasized that to Colonel North and to

Cave and all the other people you were dealing with?
Mr. HAKIM. Definitely.
Mr. LIMAN. Now, who actually passed this whatever it was, what

purported to be intelligence, to the Iranians?
Mr. HAKIM. Mr. Liman, you asked the question in a general

form.
Mr. LIMAN. Let me be more specific. In connection with the

second channel, who transmitted what was described as intelli-
gence to the Iranains?

Mr. HAKIM. To the best of my recollection, Mr. George Cave.
Mr. LIMAN. And was this at a meeting that you attended?
Mr. HAKIM. There was I believe-I believe there were two occa-

sions that I was also present.
Mr. LIMAN. Was one of them in the Washington meeting?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes.
Mr. LIMAN. And another one was abroad?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. LIMAN. And was Colonel North present?
Mr. HAKIM. I am not quite sure about the Washington meeting if

Colonel North was present-as a matter of fact I recall that he was
not. He had to take a break for a few hours and I believe I was
present, Mr. Cave, and the Iranian representative.

Mr. LIMAN. And what about General Secord?
Mr. HAKIM. He was in the building but he did not attend this.
Mr. LIMAN. On the second occasion or the other occasion outside

the country, who was present when Mr. Cave passed the intelli-
gence?

Mr. HAKIM. I believe all of us, Colonel North, Mr. Cave, General
Secord, the Iranian representative and myself.

Mr. LImAN. OK.
Now, you testified that during that meeting you attended with

the first channel in Frankfurt, that General Secord was described
as General Adams.

Mr. HAKIM. That is correct, sir.
Mr. LIMAN. In dealing with the second channel was he called

General Adams or General Secord?
Mr. HAKIM. General Secord.
Mr. LIMAN. Now, everyone understood in these dealings that you

were-a-prvatebusiessmanand thatyou-wereinteres tein profit.
You told us that and I can tell you that the documents indicate
that you so described yourself during these discussions.

Mr. HARM. In addition to helping out with the mission.
Mr. LnmAN. Was General Secord represented as still being in the

government?
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Mr. HAKIM. I am not quite sure if there was any focus on that. I
think it was left to the imagination of the Iranians.

Mr. LIMAN. But he was called general?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes.
Mr. LIMAN. And if you were to define who was purporting to act

as the head of the delegation in dealing with the Iranians, would it
have been you, Colonel North, or General Secord?

Mr. HAKIM. Colonel North.
Mr. LIMAN. Now, can you look at a document that is in the book-

as exhibit 40? I placed actually a copy at your table.
Mr. JANIS. Mr. Liman, the original exhibit 40 had parts blocked

out. The copy that we have is not blocked out.
Mr. LIMAN. That is why I gave you that, so that he would be able

to see the whole document as he produced it.
Do you recognize exhibit 40 as one of the documents that you

produced for our committee?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes, I do.
Mr. LIMAN. And speaking of these documents, these are docu-

ments that you placed under seal in Switzerland after the disclo-
sures in November, am I correct? These were documents that
were--

Mr. JANIS. Mr. Liman, this particular document was not one of
the ones placed under seal, but you are correct that, just to make
the record clear, early in this matter in December of 1986, when
Mr. Hakim and I were in Geneva, documents were delivered to Mr.
Hakim by CSF in order to-since it was apparent to me that these
documents were of evidentiary significance, I took the steps or I
undertook the steps and Mr. Hakim undertook the steps to take
these documents, some of which were classified, place them under
seal with a court official in Switzerland to make sure that the in-
tegrity of the documents was preserved.

Mr. LIMAN. And those documents have been produced to us?
Mr. JANIS. That is correct.
Mr. LIMAN. Documents that Mr. Hakim had in his California

office were produced to us?
Mr. JANIS. That is correct, as well.
Mr. LIMAN. Am I correct that Mr. Hakim gave directions to CSF

to produce the financial records to us?
Mr. JANIS. That is also correct.
Mr. LIMAN. And many, many records were delivered to us?
Mr. JANIS. That is correct.
Mr. LIMAN. When you said that some of the documents that were

in Switzerland were classified, I think the record indicates you
never had to go through the clearance procedure, right?

Mr. HAKIM. That is what I said.
Mr. LIMAN. You were appointed by Colonel North, you were

given the mission along with General Secord, by Colonel North,
-- _and the documents that you received, which were classified docu-

ments, are not documents that you stole; they-are documents that -.
were given to you?

Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. LIMAN. Now, if you look at 40, whose writing is this?
Mr. HAirM. There are-two handwriting.
Mr. LWmA. On the 15rst page?
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Mr. HAKIM. The top portion appears to be General Secord's hand-
writing, and the lower portion Colonel North's.

Mr. LIMAN. When you say the lower portion, we are looking at
the first page. It begins "As?'

Mr. JANIS. He was looking at the first page of the original exhib-
it. You are talking about--1

Mr. LIMAN. The list.
Mr. JANIS. Fine.
Mr. LIMAN. Whose writing is that, it begins with "As?"
Mr. HAKIM. This appears to be General Secord's handwriting.
Mr. LIMAN. And do you recall when it was that that document

was created?
Mr. HAKIM. I believe-I cannot be certain-I believe this docu-

ment was created at the same time the parties were getting ready
to depart, and General Secord also gave me his input.

Mr. LIMAN. Now,, when you say "depart," there were a number
of meetings. Was this the Washington meeting?

Mr. HAKIM. No, sir.
This refers to the meeting that finally led to my having the dis-

cussion with the Iranians regarding the development of the nine
points.

Mr. LIMAN. So this was the meeting in Germany?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. LIMAN. Now, if you look at it, it says on one of the points,

"As I said in Brussels, we will fight Russians in Iran in case of in-
vasion with or without the Government of Iran's assistance." Who
is the "I;" is that Secord?

Mr. HAKIM. It says United States.
Mr. LIMAN. That is United States--
Mr. HAKIM. United States will.
Mr. LIMAN. The United States will fight the Russians, not--
Mr. HAKIM. That is my understanding, yes.
Mr. LIMAN. And the "I" who is saying this to the Iranians is

General Secord?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. LIMAN. And were you present when he was committing to

the Iranians that we would go to war with the Russians if they in-
vaded Iran?

Mr. HAKIM. The way I recall this, Mr. Liman, it was a bargain-
ing method that General Secord used to get the attention of the
Iranians.

..... M7LMAN. But you- ,told us earlier thaf-one -0ftbeljroblems with
the first channel was that Mr. Ghorbanifar was always promising
more than he could deliver; is that correct?

Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. LIMAN. And you had warned General Secord and Colonel

North that it was important to deal straight with the Iranians; is
that so? --

---- Mr.HAH-KiM.hat-was-whe-n-- -got to-wrib the -peopl- of the -
second channel, yes.

Mr. LmiAN. And you were there when General Secord was
making these kinds of statements and giving these kinds of assur-
ances to representatives of the Iranian Government?

Mr. HAKIM. I was there. This was the first meeting.
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Mr. LIMAN. And if you go down to the next sentence, that is also
in Secord's handwriting, am I correct?

Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. LIMAN. And am I also correct that Secord wrote and said to

the Iranians, we will cooperate to depose the leader, the President
of Iraq, is that what he was saying?

Mr. HAKIM. As I mentioned, he left these with me to use as ideas
for patching up things.

Mr. LIMAN. Well, I mean was it you who was saying that we will
cooperate to depose--

Mr. HAKIM. No, General Secord wrote this.
Mr. LIMAN. And it was General Secord who also said it, wasn't

it? Did he say it to the Iranians or did he not?
Mr. HAKIM. I think it was more than General Secord. If I recall

correctly, it was the attitude of the total delegation.
Mr. LIMAN. By that you mean Colonel North--
Mr. HAKIM. As well as Mr. Cave and General Secord.
Mr. LIMAN. Now is the "we"-we will cooperate-is that the en-

terprise or is that again the United States of America?
Mr. HAKIM. My understanding is the United States.
Mr. LIMAN. Did you find it surprising that General Secord, a pri-

vate citizen, and a lieutenant colonel, and a retiree or an annui-
tant, as they call them, of the CIA, could, without any congression-
al approval, or anything more that you knew of, make these kinds
of representations to the leader of the Iranian delegation?

Mr. HAKIM. My impression, Mr. Liman, was from the very begin-
ning that the President of the United States was supporting this
mission. It was cleared with him. And in my mind I can't go fur-
ther than the President's authorities, and I didn't judge the policy
of the President.

Mr. LIMAN. But in fairness, you got that impression because
Colonel North dropped the name of the President and because he
had the kind of access in the White House that he had, and be-
cause he could deliver the TOWs and the HAWKs and the other
things that were promised, right?

Mr. HAKIM. Yes.
Mr. LIMAN. It wasn't because General Secord told you that he

met with the President, because he has made it clear that he
didn't.

Mr. HAKIM. That is correct, sir.
Mr. LIMAN. One last topic on this subject of the second channel,

and I don't-want-tw-dr-aw-thi-out-or-get-intoanynames, but-how-
many financial intermediaries were there that you had to make
commitments to, financial commitments to, in order to open up the
second channel?

Mr. HAKIM. Three or four that I had direct contact with, and I
am aware that one in particular has been referred to as No. 1
during the deposition-he has commitments to a number of other
people.-

Mr. LIMAN. So to use a parlance that I was familiar with before I
came down here, you sort of syndicated this deal with Number 1?
He cut in a lot of other participants?

Mr. HAKIM. I believe I testified that we had to get the support of
more than one faction.
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Mr. LIMAN. Have you been confronted with demands that you
pay up.ur. HAKIM. Very much so.

Mr. LIMAN. Threats?
Mr. HAKIM. Mildly put.
Mr. LIMAN. And that is because the intermediaries are telling

you that they delivered, but the United States isn't recognizing
these nine points as something that was authorized?

Mr. HAKIM. The people, the way they look at it is that they
opened the channel as they promised. If we did not take advantage
of it, it is not their fault.

Mr. LIMAN. You said that you had to in order to open the chan-
nel deal with a number of factions.

Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. LIMAN. You are aware now of course that the U.S. Congress'

Intelligence Committees were not told of this initiative?
Mr. HAKIM. Now, I am.
Mr. LIMAN. And you are aware that they weren't told of the

services and the work that you were performing in opening it up?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. LIMAN. In that context, I think that the members of these

committees would be interested in knowing how many factions in
Iran were really advised of this initiative at the time that it was
being kept from the Congress and about, according to your best es-
timate, how many Iranians you would estimate were knowledgea-
ble of it.

Mr. HAKIM. I cannot answer the last portion of your question,
but I believe at least two factions were approached.

Mr. LIMAN. Is that in both the first and second channel or if you
include the first channel, is it more than two factions?

Mr. HAKIM. Well, I am not discussing the first channel at all.
Mr. LIMAN. So it is two factions in your channel, plus whatever

factions were informed in the first channel initiative?
Mr. HAKIM. But the second channel did not approve of the people

that were being used in the first channel.
Mr. LIMAN. But the point is they were different people.
Mr. HAKIM. Different people, yes, sir.
Mr. LIMAN. And, therefore, in addition to the people who were

privy to this in the second channel, there were people who were
privy to it in the first channel?

Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. LIMAN. So this was, in terms of Iran, was not exactly a close-

ly guarded secret?
Mr. HAKIM. As far as those different factions were concerned,

you are right.
Mr. LIMAN. Now, as the last topic, I would like to touch on the

relationship with General Secord, and I will try to do it as briefly
as possible.

Mr. JANs. Excuse-me, Mr. Liman. Before you begin, can we have
another exhibit book? Ours for the attorneys only goes up through
25 or 26, I believe. I would appreciate it. Think you are going to
get into some exhibits that we only have one copy of.

Mr. Lim"w. It should go through exhibit 41.
Mr. JANis. We have 1 through 43. Thank you.
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Mr. LIMAN. Mr. Hakim, you placed the conversation with Gener-
al Secord in which he purported to forswear or waive his interest
in the profits as taking place in or around the summer of 1985; do
you recall that?

Mr. JANIS. I don't think that is his testimony, Mr. Liman.
Mr. HAKIM. I don't believe so.
Mr. LIMAN. Well, when do you place it?
Mr. HAKIM. I believe I testified during the deposition early 1986,

if I am not mistaken.
Mr. LIMAN. I think that you actually placed it in 1985, and I can

give you the dates, but what I am interested in is not what you
said then, but really what your best recollection is now. I am
sorry-I have misspoken. It was Secord who placed it in the
summer of 1985. You placed it in 1986.

Mr. HAKIM. That is correct, yes, sir.
Mr. LIMAN. So that you each have a different date for when this

conversation allegedly took place, correct?
Mr. HAKIM. It so appears.
Mr. LIMAN. There was no written documentation of the waiver,

is that correct?
Mr. HAKIM. That is correct, sir.
Mr. LIMAN. And after this conversation took place, you continued

the same pattern of profit distribution that existed before?
Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. LIMAN. You continued to allocate to the Korel account, you

have testified to that.
Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. LIMAN. And is it also true that from time to time you and

General Secord would go to CSF and inspect some records there?
Mr. HAKIM. That is true.
Mr. LIMAN. And would you look at records that showed the

bottom line of these different accounts?
Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. LIMAN. And among the records that you looked at that

showed the bottom line were Korel and SciTech.
Mr. HAKIM. Yes.
Mr. LIMAN. Is it also correct that at no time during those inspec-

tions General Secord said to you, "Take this money out of Korel
and put it back into your own account"?

Mr. HAKIM. You are right.
Mr. LIMAN. We have given you an exhibit book that shows vari-

ous withdrawals of money that were charged to the Korel account,
and they appear as exhibit 29. There is a 29, and then there is also
one that appears as 42(a). Let's do 42(a) first.

If you look at 42(a), the only question that I want to put to you
on these which are--

Mr. HAKIM. Mr. Liman, I don't appear to have a 42(a). I have a

Mr. LIMAN. Forty-two-if you look at the different documents in
this, would you tell me whether these-where they have a signa-
ture of Secord-are his signature as you recognize it?

Mr. HAKIM. The first document, it is a very bad photocopy-it re-
sembles quite a bit Mr. Secord's signature.
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Mr. LIMAN. And if you look at the document, that document re-
lates to a $22,000 check, and you will see that the Republic Bank in
the second document issued the check for $22,000 to General
Secord. Do you see that?

Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. LIMAN. And the Republic Bank was the bank that CSF used

in New York for holding money and disbursing money for various
clients, including the enterprise?

Mr. HAKIM. That is correct, sir.
Mr. LIMAN. Now, if you look at the next document, which is a

document that reflects the withdrawal of $7,000, that is a Credit
Suisse document-do you see the Secord name written there? It is
a debit notice?

Mr. HAKIM. I see a signature. Are you referring to that?
Mr. LIMAN. Yes. Is that his signature?
Mr. HAKIM. It appears to be his ;ignature.
Mr. LIMAN. The others have signatures, and I am not going to

take the time to go over them.
Exhibit 29-A reflects a withdrawal which was charged to Gener-

al Secord's account for $31,817 to Khalid Rashid. Are you familiar
with that transaction?

Mr. HAKIM. Yes I am, sir.
Mr. LIMAN. And does that transaction reflect the purchase of a

Porsche automobile by General Secord?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes it does.
Mr. LIMAN. And that was a car to be used for personal use, not

for the Contras, correct?
Mr. HAKIM. That is the right conclusion.
Mr. LIMAN. If you will look at exhibit 28, the series beginning

28-A, B, and C, that reflects a check to be issued to Secord for
$52,500 in October 1985, which is after the date that General
Secordplaces his waiver. Are you familiar with that transaction?

Mr. HAKIM. Is this part of the commission distribution that we-
the document that I have shows only the Korel assets.

Mr. LIMAN. If you look at the next documents it shows a check
for $52,500. If you look at 28-C, actually you can see the check on
Republic to Mr. Secord. Do you see that, and you see his endorse-
ment on the check?

Mr. HAKIM. I also see the name of Stanford Technology Trading
Group on it, sir.

Mr. LIMAN. There is another document that follows it which re-
flects the-should be-that reflects, and we have other documents
and they are next to it that reflects the deposit into his personal
account, if you look at the one after it.

We can bring you an original-are you familiar with the transac-
tion?

Mr. HAKIM. No, I am not.
Mr. LIMAN. Do you recall at all being asked by General Secord to

disburse this $52,500 from the Korel account to him?
Mr. HAKIM. I cannot remember that.
Mr. Lim". Maybe I can refresh you. Do you recall any occasion

when he told you he wanted to buy a plane for his personal use, a
Piper Seneca?

Mr. HAKIM. Yes.
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Mr. LIMAN. And do you recall disbursing money from Korel for
that purpose?

Mr. HAKIM. I remember the transaction. I do not recall how CSF
handled it.

Mr. LIMAN. OK. In addition to these transactions, is it fair to say
that you disbursed from the enterprise money to be invested in
partnerships between you and Mr. Secord?

Mr. HAKIM. You are referring to STTGI moneys that were trans-
ferred to SJTTGI?

Mr. LIMAN. I am referring to the fact that you transferred
$150,000 from the enterprise to a company called TriAmerican.

Mr. HAKIM. Yes.
Mr. LIMAN. And TriAmerican was a partnership in which you

and General Secord were participating, correct?
Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. LIMAN. And you disbursed $150,000 at General Secord's re-

quest, is that correct?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. LIMAN. And this was an investment indeed that was found

by a man by the name of Marostica?
Mr. HAKIM. A series of investments, yes.
Mr. LIMAN. And Marostica is a man who Secord found or Maros-

tica found Secord, but it was a Secord connection, correct?
Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. LIMAN. So Marostica presented a series of investments to

General Secord, am I correct?
Mr. HAKIM. Through a mutual friend, yes.
Mr. LIMAN. Through a mutual friend, but through that friend to

General Secord?
Mr. HAKIM. Correct.
Mr. LIMAN. And General Secord treated you as a partner in

these investments?
Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. LIMAN. And he asked you to disburse the money from the

enterprise that you needed to have as earnest money for these in-
vestments, is that correct?

Mr. HAKIM. I don't recall whether he asked me to disburse it
from the enterprise, but I do recall that he asked me to make the
funds available.

Mr. LIMAN. And you did make them available from the enter-
prise?

Mr. HAKIM. Yes.
Mr. LIMAN. Did Mr. Secord have money anywhere else that you

controlled other than in these accounts of the enterprise?
Mr. HAKIM. I am not sure I understand the question.
Mr. LIMAN. Well, did you control any other money of General

Second other than what was in these accounts of the enterprise
being managed by CSF?

Mr. HAKIM. No, sir.
Mr. LIMAN. Now, one of the transfers was $150,000.
Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. LIMAN. That was to be invested in the machine gun company

and in the food processing company?
Mr. HAXrM. And I believe also a timber project, yes.
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Mr. LIMAN. Do you recall that there was a separate transfer, and
it is shown in exhibit 37, of $100,000 to the timber transaction?

Mr. JANIS. Did you say exhibit 37?
Mr. LIMAN. I believe so, but let me check.
Look at exhibit 37. Do you recall investing $100,000 in the

timber transaction on behalf of you and General Secord?
Mr. HAKIM. I remember the transaction, Mr. Liman, but not nec-

essarily by referring to this exhibit.
Mr. LIMAN. You remember disbursing the $100,000.
Mr. HAKIM. Yes, I do.
Mr. LIMAN. And you remember you disbursed it to a firm in Se-

attle which was representing you in the transaction?
Mr. HAKIM. A law firm, yes.
Mr. LIMAN. Now, if you look at this exhibit-first, am I correct

that this was another one of these Marostica deals?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. LIMAN. And did you testify to us-it is the May 23 deposi-

tion, but I don't think that you are going to need it to refresh your
recollection-that the timber deal was a fascinating issue-that we
were going to put in $100,000 and end up with millions of dollars in
no time?

Mr. HAKIM. I also remember thinking it was too good to be true.
Mr. LIMAN. But that is the way it was presented to you.
Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. LIMAN. Now, if you look at--
Mr. JANIS. Mr. Liman, just to make it clear, I think the rest of

that transcript as I recall it, Mr. Hakim said that he was skeptical
initially and he thought that it really didn't make sense.

Mr. LIMAN. I understand that, but you were willing to put
$100,000 up because this was a project that your partner really was
favorably inclined to despite your skepticism?

Mr. HAKIM. Well, he thought it was something that we should
follow up and I believe that I generated at a later date a plan of
action that step No. 1 required for me to arrange for a total investi-
gation and I, indeed, did investigate that with the help of Mr.
Zucker.

Mr. LIMAN. But $100,000 is not pocket money even for you, you
would agree with that?

Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. LIMAN. And you put $100,000 up despite your skepticism.
Mr. HAKIM. With the lawyer.
Mr. LIMAN. And did you put the $100,000 into this deal because

it was recommended to you by someone?
Mr. HAKIM. You are correct, sir.
Mr. LIMAN. And who was the person who you were relying on in

that recommendation?
Mr. HAKIM. General Secord.
Mr. LIMAN. Now, the transaction, if you look at exhibit 37, which

is a letter from the Seattle firm to Zucker, refers to the fact that
there was going to be a $5 million loan by CSF in connection with
the transaction so that it appears that there was going to be a-
well, a $100,000 equity investment and then a very, very big loan,
very leveraged transaction.

Does that ring any bell with you?

75-542 - 88 - 11
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Mr. HAKIM. Yes, yes, it does. The reason I say it was too good to
be true, we were brought into this by believing that the investment
required would be only $100,000, but that as we started to talk to
the principals, the land bank, the story completely changed in this
report indicating what the position of the other party was.

Mr. LIMAN. And if you look at the third page in this exhibit, it is
a consent to action of shareholders and on the fourth page, your
signature appears along with Secord and Royer; am I correct?

Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. LIMAN. And this referred to the-if you look at it, it referred

to the fact that there would be a subscription price of $1,500,000 in
cash; do you see that?

Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. LIMAN. Now, the question that I am putting, was this money

that was going to be advanced by CSF going to be coming out of
the enterprise?

Mr. HAKIM. We talked to CSF about giving us a loan. CSF's atti-
tude and position was that they were going to use the money in the
enterprise as collateral, but this never happened.

Mr. LIMAN. And it never happened because when you finally
finish the investigation you concluded that this was a not good
deal.

Mr. HAKIM. Or a real deal.
Mr. LIMAN. Realistic deal.
Mr. HAKIM. Yes.
Mr. LIMAN. Now, if you-you also testified about the fact that on

the original Calero transactions, the Contra arms transactions,
General Secord told you that the enterprise wouldn't receive a
normal markup and that you would have to operate with a much
lower percentage; is that correct?

Mr. HAKIM. I remember that.
Mr. LIMAN. And you have also indicated that you, yourself, were

not involved in the pricing of the arms to Calero; is that so?
Mr. HAKIM. That is so.
Mr. LIMAN. Nor were you involved in their procurement?
Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. LIMAM. And the procurement was handled by General

Secord, either with the Canadian company, or with Mr. Clines; is
that so?

Mr. JANIS. Excuse me.
[Counsel conferring with witness.]
Mr. LIMAN. If yOU--
Mr. HAKIM. Mr. Liman, I believe during the deposition I men-

tioned that I had a minor role in the first transaction with the Ca-
nadian firm, that I paid a visit to the Portugese company to assess
them. Outside of that I had no further role.

Mr. LImAN. Did you play any role in fixing the prices?
Mr. HAKIM. No, sir.
Mr. LIMAN. Now, do you recognize exhibit 30 as one of the docu-

ments that you produced for us?
Mr. HAKIM. It was among one of the documents that I produced

to you.4r. LIMAN. And in this case do you recognize that this is one of

the documents that was under seal in Switzerland?
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Mr. HAKIM. I believe so, sir, yes.
Mr. LIMAN. Whose writing is the first page in, if you know?
Mr. HAKIM. It is very close to General Secord's handwriting, but

I cannot be as sure as I was when I was looking at other docu-
ments. It is a little bit--

Mr. LIMAN. Who gave you this document?
Mr. HAKIM. To the best of my recollection, General Secord.
Mr. LIMAN. Now, this document relates to what we have called

"Airlift 1" to Calero, and there is another document that has been
introduced that reflects these items. If you look at the first page.

Am I correct that purchase cost was $188,300? That what's listed
there as the total cost?

Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. LIMAN. And that the selling price was $307,200?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. LIMAN. And I can tell you that that price corresponds with

Calero records.
And the profit was $118,900?
Mr. HAKIM. This is what this document shows, yes.
Mr. LIMAN. And on top of that were you aware that Mr. Calero

was being billed for the freight and insurance?
Mr. HAKIM. I don't know sir.
Mr. LIMAN Well, I will represent to you that that is what the

Calero record,,: show.
Mr. HAKIM. OK, sir.
Mr. LIMAN. Were you aware that the lower than usual markup

on this transaction amounted to approximately 61 percent exclud-
ing the transportation costs which were billed through?

Mr. HAKIM. By just looking at this one particular document, your
calculation is correct, but I don't know whether this is a complete
picture.

Mr. LIMAN. That this is what?
Mr. HAKIM. I am not sure whether this is the complete picture.
Mr. LIMAN. Well, this is the document that you produced on

"Airlift 1," and it corresponds with every other record we have on
"Airlift 1.'

Mr. HAKIM. I understand that, but what I am saying is it was
amongst the documents that General Secord had given me. I had
not studied it and the document was, he had showed to the commit-
tees, and we didn't have even the time to examine it.

Mr. LIMAN. Well--
Mr. HAKIM. I don't doubt your information.
Mr. LIMAN. If I were to compute the percentage as a percentage

of the selling price it comes out to something like 38.4 percent, a
markup above cost of 61, and the profit as a percentage of selling
price was something in the neighborhood of 38 percent?

Mr. HAKIM. Fine.
Mr. LIMAN. And I take it that you did not fix those markups.
Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. LIMAN. Now, if you look at the last page. Was that given to

you by General Secord?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir. You are talking about H-02592, right?
Mr. LIMAN. Yes.
Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
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Mr. LIMAN. And I will state for the record that that pertains to
Sealift Number one to Calero.,

If you look at it-am I correct it reflects a cost of $1,231,000? Is
the problem that it has been punched through?

Mr. HAKIM. Right. That is right.
Mr. LIMAN. I will give you the numbers. The cost was $1,231,000,

the price, selling price exclusive of the transportation. Inclusive of
the transportation costs was $1,838,525, inclusive of 175,000 of pre-
paid freight.

Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. LIMAN. And the profit was $606,725?
Mr. HAKIM. That--
Mr. LIMAN. That may be punched through on your copy, but that

is what it shows.
Mr. HAKIM. Yes.
Mr. LIMAN. And were you aware at the time that the mark-up

was something in the neighborhood of 50 percent on this transac-
tion?

Mr. HAKIM. No, sir. All along I was under the impression that
the markup was around 30 percent.

Mr. LIMAN. And if you computed the profit margin by just a per-
centage of what the selling price was, it is about a third on this
one?

Mr. HAKIM. In other words--
Mr. LIMAN. If I took the selling--
Mr. HAKIM. From the top.
Mr. LIMAN. From the top.
Mr. HAKIM. From the top, yes.
Mr. LIMAN. Again, the prices here were fixed by Secord?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes.
Mr. LIMAN. And the exhibit-I will just state for the record-

look at exhibit 32. That is another one of the records that you pro-
duced for us from the records that were sealed in Switzerland?

Mr. JANIS. Mr. Chairman--
Mr. LIMAN. I will represent to you that that is where we got

them.
Mr. HAKIM. OK, sir.
Mr. JANs. I am not sure this is one that was produced from

under seal, but I do recognize the document, too.
Mr. LIMAN. Do you recall it was produced with the records that

were just preceding it? All of the information on your arms trans-
actions were produced to us at the same time from the same
source. Doesn't that refresh your recollection that they were sealed
by you in Switzerland?

Mr. HAKIM. There were two sets of documents produced-one set
sealed and another set was not-the same day, yes.

Mr. LIMAN. And did General Secord give you these records?
What they reflect is what Defex in Portugal charged Trans World
for the arms involved in Airlift 1--

Mr. JANIS. I don't think that is--
Mr. HAKIM. I don't think we are looking at the same document.
Mr. JAIS. Exhibit 32 is a memorandum-
Mr. LIMAN. Exhibit 31, sorry.
Mr. HAKM. That is better.
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Mr. LIMAN. Do you have that?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes.
Mr. LIMAN. Do you recognize those?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. LIMAN. They were given to you by General Secord?
Mr. HAKIM. I believe so.
Mr. LIMAN. And did you understand that they reflected the price

that Defex was charging Trans World for the arms that you bought
from Trans World and shipped to Calero?

[Witness conferring with counsel.]
Mr. HAKIM. Mr. Liman, this is part of the set of documents that

were kept under seal by the court official in Switzerland, and I did
not get to see this until it was produced during our last deposition.

Mr. LIMAN. You didn't study them at the time?
Mr. HAKIM. No, sir.
Mr. LIMAN. At the time they were given to you by General

Secord.
Mr. JANIS. Excuse me, Mr. Liman, I think what he is saying is

that these documents were given to him by CSF, and they were
placed under seal in Switzerland. I don't think he is saying they
were--

Mr. LIMAN. What is the fact? I am not interested in something
that is not accurate. CSF gave you these documents?

Mr. HAKIM. I am taking this for granted that the deposition is
known to everyone; during the deposition, I said that we did not
study the package that was sent to us by CSF and immediately
that they put it under seal.

Mr. LIMAN. But did you get this-were these records records that
came from Secord?

Mr. HAKIM. Originally came from Secord.
Mr. LIMAN. Originally from Secord.
Mr. HAKIM. Left with CSF; at the request of my Swiss attorney,

it was sent to us, and we kept it under seal.
Mr. LIMAN. Mr. Chairman, I will just simply note for the record

that these records reflect that the price to Trans World for the
arms on airlift 1 was a net price of $137,000, that the price to Mr.
Secord and Mr. Hakim's company was $188,000, and the price to
Calero was $307,000, and we thank you for providing us with these
records, because we did not have them before in this form.

Mr. HAKIM. You are welcome, Mr. Liman, but I have one ques-
tion. Did you say 137,000? The document I am looking at says
152,500.

Mr. LIMAN. But there was a rebate on that of $15,000. That is
how we netted it out at 137.

Mr. HAKIM. OK, sir.
Mr. LIMAN. One last transaction that you testified on involved

what you called the stranded shipment.
Mr. HAKIM. I recall that.
Mr. LIMAN. That was a shipment-that was a transaction in

which the profit was allocated on August 27, 1986.
Mr. HAKIM. Correct.
Mr. LIMAN. That is well after the date on which either you recall

or Secord recalls any discussion in which he purported to relin-
quish his interest. Correct?
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Mr. HAKIM. Yes.
Mr. LIMAN. And just so that it is clear, what that involved was

that these were munitions that were paid for out of the enterprise
with a view toward shipping them to the Contras, correct?

Mr. HAKIM. Correct.
Mr. LIMAN. And when you reviewed your records originally with

us, you thought that the price was $1.7 million. I gather after look-
ing at more records, you indicated on your examination by Mr.
Nields that the price was somewhere over $2 million, $2.1 million,
or something like that?

Mr. HAKIM. That is correct, because there was a down-payment.
Mr. LIMAN. Now, on this transaction, just tell me if what I un-

derstand happened is correct; that Mr. Clines said that this was
going to be your last shipment to the Contras, correct?

Mr. HAKIM. Mr. Clines and myself both.
Mr. LIMAN. And that was because Congress had now voted to

allow the United States to get back into direct support of the Con-
tras on military aid?

Mr. HAKIM. 'Nat is correct.
Mr. LIMAN. And, therefore, both you and Clines took the position

that you ought to maximize your profit on this last transaction?
Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. LIMAN. Now, the decision on whether this should be done

was left to Mr. Secord?
Mr. HAKIM. That is correct, but I also testified that in general he

disagreed with our attitude.
Mr. LIMAN. But in the end--
Mr. HAKIM. He made the decision.
Mr. LIMAN. And the decision was that you could maximize your

profit?
Mr. HAKIM. I did not do the calculations, sir. I so testified.
Mr. LIMAN. You didn't do the calculation then, you testified. You

have done it now, haven't you, with us?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes.
Mr. LIMAN. And you understand that this maximization of profit

consisted of depositing in the profit accounts of you and General
Secord and Mr. Clines and-was it SciTech---

Mr. HAKIM. SciTech.
Mr. LIMAN. An amount of $861,000?
Mr. HAKIM. I believe that is the correct amount.
Mr. LIMAN. So somewhere in the neighborhood of 40 percent of

the cost of the weapons was deposited in the profit accounts?
Mr. HAKIM. Based on those payments that we could identify,

based on the 2.1.
Mr. LIMAN. And then-this was done on August 27, 1986?
Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. LIMAN. And so the $861,000 was split up so that you got 30

percent of it, General Secord got 30 percent of it in his account,
Mr. Clines got 30 percent and SciTech got 10 percent?

Mr. HAKIM. Out of fairness to General Secord I must say that I
testified that I did not change my pattern, my testimony says effec-
tively what you are saying is correct, Mr. Liman.

Mr. LIMAN. I want it to be accurate out of fairness to General
Secord and to the record. When you say effectively what I am
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saying is correct, did you or did you not allocate this on a 30-30-
30-10 basis?

Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. LIMAN. And was 30 percent allocated to--
Mr. HAKiM. Korel.
Mr. LIMAN. To Korel?
Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. LIMAN. And there is no doubt in your mind-let me phrase

it differently. Was the money in Korel money that was allocated to
General Secord?

Mr. HAKIM. That is how we started.
Mr. LIMAN. And did General Secord know that Korel was the

company in which his money was being deposited?
Mr. HAKIM. Correct.
Mr. LIMAN. And when you reviewed the records you reviewed

records that showed what the balance was in Korel, is that correct?
Mr. HAKIM. We went over that, yes, that is correct.
Mr. LIMAN. And when General Secord approved maximizing the

profit on the last transaction, was he told what the number was
that you were going to take as profit and split among these ac-
counts?

Mr. HAKIM. I am afraid I don't understand the question. Was he
told by whom?

Mr. LIMAN. You said that the decision on maximizing the profit
was left to General Secord.

Mr. HAKIM. Yes.
Mr. LIMAN. And that he ultimately decided that you should do it,

correct?
Mr. HAKIM. The figures so show, yes.
Mr. LIMAN. The figures just show that it was done.
Mr. HAKIM. Mr. Liman, if I recall correctly, I testified that I was

not around when this decision was made.
Mr. LIMAN. Well, who would have given-who was authorized be-

sides you at this point to tell CSF how to distribute this profit?
Mr. HAKIM. That is exactly what I am saying. I said I did not

change my pattern. I must have told CSF to distribute it as we
have been doing it, 10, 30, 30, 30.

Mr. LIMAN. And did you do it?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes.
Mr. LIMAN. After you were told by General Secord that it was

okay?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes, I did, yes, yes.
Mr. LIMAN. And-I mean, I don't want to push you into an

answer that isn't correct. Is that correct?
Mr. HAKIM. That is correct, but the point that I am trying to

bring out is that I am not sure whether General Secord knew what
I was doing. That is the only point that I am trying to bring out.
He must have told me what the amount was and I told CSF to dis-
tribute it as before. That is the only issue that I am trying to add
to what you have brought out.

Mr. LIAN. Mr. Hakim, the weapons have not yet been sold, cor-
rect?

Mr. HAKIM. I testified that I did not know that, sir.
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Mr. LIMAN. Well, did you understand you were distributing the
profit based on what you had just paid for the weapons or on a pur-
chase, on a sales price?

Mr. HAKIM. My understanding was that when we purchased the
weapons at that time we distributed the profit.

Mr. LIMAN. So you were distributing--
Mr. HAKIM. That is why I referred to it as a stranded shipment. I

did not know how General Secord was handling the shipment.
Mr. LIMAN. So you, in effect, took a commission off of the pur-

chase price of these weapons?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes.
Mr. LIMAN. And this was going to be a whopping commission be-

cause it was the last transaction? Or a bigger commission than the
others?

Mr. HAKIM. Yes.
Mr. LIMAN. What was it that you left for General Secord to

decide that's what I'd like to know?
Mr. HAKIM. I didn't leave anything for General Secord to decide.

I was taking orders from him. What I am trying to say is that he
was handling it. I believe that at that time I was busy with the
second channel. Are we going past each other?

Mr. LIMAN. No. I am trying to find out what was the proposition
that was presented to General Secord. You said that you and
Clines--

Mr. HAKIM. We wanted to maximize our profit.
Mr. LIMAN. But what was it that General Secord was told and

asked to decide?
Mr. HAKIM. Like I testified--
Mr. JANIS. I think he has testified that they made the recommen-

dation to General Secord and that the decision about the amount of
profit was left to him.

Mr. HAKIM. Was left to him.
Mr. LIMAN. I wanted to be sure that it was accurate on the

record and that you weren't being pushed into it--
Mr. HAKIM. No, sir.
Mr. LIMAN. Is that correct?
Mr. HAKIM. I am very careful not to testify wrongly.
Mr. LiMAN. Finally, there is now presently, as I understand it, in

Merrill Lynch in London some $6.67 million.
Mr. HAKIM. This is the result of our investigation of yesterday,

yes.
Mr. LIMAN. And is that money blocked?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. LIMAN. And there is another $1,400,000 in bank accounts

that was not distributed as profit of the enterprise in Switzerland;
is that roughly correct?

Mr. HAKIM. That is also frozen, yes.
Mr. LIMAN. And that is frozen?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes.
Mr. LxMAN. Now, you testified that when you started on the Iran

initiative, none of the surplus was supposed to be for your personal
financial benefit.

Mr. HAKIM. You are referring to the first channel?
Mr. LIMAN. The first channel.
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Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. LIMAN. Did you have a different understanding on this profit

with respect to the second channel?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes, and I believe I testified to that.
Mr. LIMAN. And with whom did you have that understanding?
Mr. HAKIM. I testified that everyone involved on both sides, the

American and the Iranian sides, they both were aware of that.
Mr. LIMAN. Are you prepared to deed over this money to the U.S.

Government?
Mr. HAKIM. Mr. Liman, I have so many questions about this

money and the enterprise in my mind that you cannot imagine.
I--

[Counsel conferring with witness.]
Mr. HAKIM. So not being able to clarify those questions in my

mind, I don't think I am in a position to do so.
Mr. LIMAN. There is one acid test of whether you considered the

money yours, your partner's, or whether you consider it money
that belongs to the United States, and that is whether you are pre-
pared to deed it over. I take it the answer is you are not.

Mr. HAKIM. You are right.
Mr. JANIS. Mr. Liman, I think I ought to interject.
Mr. LIMAN. I think he has answered the question.
Mr. HAKIM. It is not a question of acid test. There are commi'

ments, it is a business, you have to look at it to see who are the
people involved. Definitely the U.S. Government is one of the ele-
ments. I am saying it is not a question of doing a heroic thing and
passing any acid test; it is a business situation and should be treat-
ed as such.

Mr. LIMAN. One of the commitments that you are referring to, or
liabilities, is the commitment to this group of intermediaries who
introduced you to the second channel?

Mr. HAKIM. Also there are bills unpaid. We haven't paid--
Mr. LIMAN. Let's talk about that one.
I know you have some other bills as well?
Mr. HAKIM. Also myself. There are a lot of issues that are not

clarified.
Mr. LIMAN. Mr. Hakim, the question is whether you expect that

the U.S. Government should be paid out of proceeds of U.S. arms
sales money that was necessary for you to offer to various interme-
diaries in order to open up a second channel.

Mr. JANIS. Is your question, Mr. Liman, whether Mr. Hakim be-
lieves that the U.S. Government has a claim--

Mr. LIMAN. You should recognize that obligation that you made?
Mr. HAKIM. I would like to address it differently. Definitely it is an

obligation of the enterprise.
If we ever decide what the enterprise is, I believe then we can

answer your question.
Mr. LIMAN. Well, I think that is a good answer. At this moment,

the enterprise as you see it is still there?
Mr. HAKIM. Effectively, yes, there is a monster sitting there with

a few heads.
Mr. LIMAN. And how long do you contemplate that the enter-

prise will continue?
Mr. HAKIM. It all depends on how cooperative we all can be.
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Mr. LIMAN. And one of the things that you define as cooperation
is satisfying obligations to the third parties; is that fair to say?

Mr. HAKIM. No. That is not what I tried to communicate. I was
trying to communicate that there are legal matters involved with
this.

There are different countries involved with this. And it takes co-
operation on the part of all people to try to resolve this.

Mr. LIMAN. Do you not have, subject to the blocking order, power
to dispose of that money?

Mr. HAKIM. I have to examine that, sir. I don't think I have--
Mr. LIMAN. I am sorry, go ahead.
Mr. HAKIM. I have not addressed this thing for a long time. I

need to check to see if I can do that.
Mr. LIMAN. You expect some of that money out of these enter-

prise accounts for your own benefit?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. LIMAN. Have you defined in your own mind, how much?
Mr. HAKIM. I have bigger problems to deal with and haven't sat

down to do that yet.
Mr. LIMAN. Last question-Mr. Zucker is, as you understand it,

covered by Swiss secrecy laws, correct?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. LIMAN. And he is a person who you had deal with Mrs.

North who has other information that will be of some importance
to this committee, you recognize that?

Mr. HAKIM. I do.
Mr. LIMAN: Are you prepared to waive your Swiss confidentiality

rights with respect to Mr. Zucker?
Mr. JANIS. Mr. Liman, I am going to answer that question. The

short answer is no. The longer answer is that, as we are all aware,
there is an independent counsel's investigation going on parallel to
the investigation of these committees.

Under those circumstances, there is no way we could even con-
sider waiving any privilege so long as Mr. Hakim is still subject to
potential prosecution. If the independent counsel were to take a
different position and provide protection to my client in a manner
that satisfies me was full protection, then we would be willing to
revisit that issue and we might well be willing to consider the re-
quest, but at this time it is simply an academic question, and I am
sure that you as an experienced criminal defense attorney under-
stands that under those circumstances we really couldn't even con-
sider it.

Mr. LIMAN. Mr. Chairman, I have no further questions.
Thank you.
Chairman INOUYE. The hearing will stand in recess until 10:45.
[Recess.]
Chairman INOUYE. The hearing will please come to order. The

chair recognizes Congressman Jenkins.
Mr. JENKINS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Hakim, I have a very short period of time, and I want to

cover two or three areas. I am sure that all of the panel and mem-
bers are somewhat intrigued by the channel 2 operation primarily
because of our interest, not only in what has occurred in the past,
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but also to try to look to the future when there are other negotia-
tions with any country, not only Iran.

So the questions, very quickly, as to channel 2, as well as chan-
nel 1, I want to make sure are not from the success or lack of suc-
cess of your negotiations, because after all, Iran agreed, and accord-
ing to your testimony the United States agreed to the nine points
which probably we ought to refer to by some name-how do you
like the Hakim accords?

Mr. HAKIM. I am honored, sir.
Mr. JENKINS. We have had Camp David accords. I see no reason,

since you negotiated these not to refer to these as the Hakim ac-
cords.

In channel 1 negotiations, that is the first time that you had met
Colonel North?

Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. JENKINS. And you only had a very short time, as I under-

stand it, there in Frankfurt, Germany, to he briefed by Secord and
by North; is that correct?

Mr. HAKIM. And the two other members, yes.
Mr. JENKINS. And at the time you went into channel 1 negotia-

tions, at that time you were the interpreter arid you were the only
American that spoke Farsi?

Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. JENKINS. And so they had to rely entirely upon your inter-

pretation?
Mr. HAKIM. During the course of the meetings there, yes.
Mr. JENKINS. And during the course of those meetings you dis-

covered that the interpretations that were being placed upon the
conversation by your previous acquaintance--

Mr. HAKIM. Mr. Ghorbanifar, yes.
Mr. JENKINS. Mr. Ghorbanifar was inaccurate, and you had to

take a more active role at that time?
Mr. HAKIM. That is right.
Mr. JENKINS. And as you took a more active role you were trying

to keep the two sides together as I understand the situation?
Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. JENKINS. In fact you became somewhat of an American nego-

tiator even in channel 1 because the responsibility was thrust upon
you as you sized up the situation.

Mr. HAKIM. That is the way I would size it up.
Mr. JENKINS. And then after channel 1 negotiations had failed,

you continued with some discourse and conversation with acquaint-
ances until you got to the channel 2 negotiations?

Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. JENKINS. And during the channel 2 negotiations, Colonel

North produced the seven points which were rejected?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. JENKINS. He gave up, left for Washington; Secord left; and,

the last instructions that you received was to see if you could work
something out because you only have 6 hours before I report to the
President, that the channel 2 negotiations are dead, is that correct?

Mr. HAKIM. That is correct, sir.
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Mr. JENKINS. And you were left alone to negotiate in behalf of
the United States with the Iranians in channel 2 at that point, is
that correct?

Mr. HAKIM. Effectively, yes.
Mr. JENKINS. And you did make the seven points more flexible

by dropping some items and adding two new ones?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. JENKINS. Is that correct?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. JENKINS. And at that point, you obtained the agreement of

the Iranians on what 1 refer to as the Hakim accords, is that cor-
rect?

Mr. HAKIM. That is correct, sir.
Mr. JENKINS. And at that point, you called Washington to tell

Colonel North to send him the new agenda, the Hakim nine point
accords, to get the approval of the United States, is that correct?

Mr. HAKIM. The essence of it is correct, sir. I asked him to wait
until we could send him a KL-43 describing the nine points.

Mr. JENKINS. Which you did?
Mr. HAKIM. Which we did.
Mr. JENKINS. And then the message came back that the United

States had approved?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. JENKINS. And your understanding was that Colonel North

had to go to Poindexter and to the President of the United States;
is that correct?

Mr. HAKIM. That was my understanding, that is correct.
Mr. JENKINS. As a matter of fact, Colonel North called you back

and said, "Fine, we have agreed"?
Mr. HAKIM. I believe he talked to General Secord. General

Secord was back by then.
Mr. JENKINS. Now, I know you have been somewhat indirectly

critical maybe yesterday of the negotiations by the Secretary of
State and other people. You were able to negotiate in a short
period of time this agreement.

Mr. HAKIM. I was not critical of the Secretary of State, sir. I was
trying to say that-Mr. Liman was focusing on that particular one
day and my statement was that under the circumstances, I could
do a better job. I spoke the language, I understood the culture, and
the Secretary of State to the best of my knowledge doesn't speak
Farsi and doesn't know the Iranian culture.

Mr. JENKINS. I understand.
Now from the congressional standpoint looking at future negotia-

tions, I want to ask some very direct questions rather quickly. At
the time that you entered into negotiations in channel one and in
channel two, you had a very brief time to say the least to be
briefed about the position of the United States, is that correct?

Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. JENKINS. At the time that you were negotiating in channel

two on behalf of the United States, you had a direct financial inter-
est in the outcome because you were going to have a business, an
enterprise, a commercial enterprise, in Iran, is that correct?

Mr. HAKIM. That was one of the motivations.
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Mr. JENKINS. At the time that you were negotiating on behalf of
the United States in channel two you did not have any Secret
clearance, is that correct?

Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. JENKINS. At the time that you were negotiating for the

United States in channel two it was well known to General Secord
and North that you had previously been affiliated with Ed Wilson,
who is serving a prison sentence now, is that correct?

Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. JENKINS. You had been a friend of Mr. Wilson, is that cor-

rect?
Mr. HAKIM. Definitely not, sir, an enemy of Mr. Wilson. I sued

him.
Mr. JENKINS. I will give you a chance to correct that. You sued

him because you loaned him some money?
Mr. HAKIM. It was more than that. I cannot forgive him to have

caused my business to suffer. Without my approval, without my
knowledge, without my acceptance he penetrated my financial
system, my company's and for his own personal use.

Mr. JENKINS. I read the deposition.
As I understand it at one time according to your testimony, he

had either been an employee of one of your companies; is that cor-
rect?

Mr. HAKIM. I had nothing to do with that operation, sir.
Mr. JENKINS. Was he an employee?
Mr. HAKIM. Well, the way I recall it, sir, Stanford Technology

USA, which was--
Mr. JENKINS. Your company?
Mr. HAKIM. Which was Stanford Technology SA's subsidiary, was

being managed and run by American individuals and they had
total responsibility, they opened an office in or a new company in
Washington and Mr. Terpil was employed there and Mr. Terpil
brought in Mr. Wilson.

How this whole relationship came about, it was foreign to me.
Mr. JANIS. Mr. Jenkins, if I could just add one other thing. Not

only did Mr. Hakim abruptly terminate his relationship with Mr.
Wilson and Mr. Terpil, not only did he effectively sue Mr. Wilson,
but earlier I had made reference to the fact that I had met Mr.
Hakim sometime ago when I was responding to Senator Rudman,
and for the record, I met him during the course of an investigation
of Mr. Wilson by the U.S. Attorney's office in Washington, D.C.

Mr. Hakim cooperated with that investigation and, in effect, was
a complaining witness against Mr. Wilson. So I think it is a little
unfair to try to have some sort of negative association implied
here. I really think that is unfair.

Mr. JENKINS. I appreciate your statement.
Let me ask the question, did you, in fact, loan Mr. Wilson some

money and the lawsuit that you filed against him was to collect
that $20,000 or $30,000 dollars?

Mr. HAKIM. That was a matter of principle, of showing--
Mr. JENKINS. Had you loaned him the money?
Mr. HAKIM. Oh, yes, the money was lent to him. There is no

question.
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Mr. JENKINS. So you had some good relationships with him at
some point in order to loan him money, did you not?

Mr. HAKIM. That was not because I had a good relationship with
him, sir.

Mr. JENKINS. I see.
You testified earlier that everyone knew that your previous busi-

ness experience in Iran with other companies, that you have tradi-
tionally and historically used the Swiss bank account with multiple
companies and this was well known to General Secord and to ev-
eryone involved when you were involved in the channel two negoti-
ations; is that correct?

Mr. HAKIM. I believe so, yes.
Mr. JENKINS. And at that time during these negotiations, you did

not know the strategic, any strategic interest that the United
States might have in the Middle East or any other agreements; you
were not briefed on those, were you?

Mr. HAKIM. I knew some through just general knowledge.
Mr. JENKINS. But the State Department had not briefed you or

anyone else had not briefed you?
Mr. HAKIM. No, sir.
Mr. JENKINS. At the time you were negotiating this agreement

under channel two; is that correct?
Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. JENKINS. I bring those out which you have already testified

to and I appreciate your forthright testimony in that regard, as
well as your very forthright testimony about your interest in
making money, simply because it will be in the interest of the Con-
gress, I think, to look at, and the executive branch, as to how and
under what circumstances negotiations take place.

Now, let me go very briefly into-I have been very much inter-
ested in listening to your testimony as far as how you and General
Secord decided how much profit that you would make and it is very
easy to understand if one is selling an orange to a person for a
dollar and it costs you 50 cents, you know what the profit is.

But as I understand the situation in your enterprise, the enter-
prise belonging to you and General Secord, this is a different situa-
tion because the ultimate purchasers of the arms are not paying
you directly for the arms.

Your gross income comes from third parties, contributions from
third countries, private contributions, profits on the sale of arms to
Iran.

So really as far as the profit that you take, or the leftover in the
enterprise, you really negotiate with yourself as to the amount of
profits, do you not?

Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. JENKINS. And that makes it very flexible for you as to

whether or not you want to claim 75 percent, 50 percent, or 30 per-
cent, isn't that basically the situation?

Mr. HAKIM. You are correct, sir. I referred to this earlier today
that there are many questions in my mind about this enterprise,
and I cannot find a name for it except a monster with a number of
heads. You are right. You are absolutely correct.

Mr. JENKINS. You simply negotiate with yourself?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes.
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Mr. JENKINS. To decide how much you want to take?
Mr. HAKIM. It has been a very, very unusual experience for me.
Mr. JENKINS. I am sure it has been.
Let me go through this network of companies, and I will not

name them all. SciTech International, your company?
Mr. HAKIM. Effectively, yes.
Mr. JENKINS. Does it have any employees?
Mr. HAKIM. In a conventional manner, sir?
Mr. JENKINS. Yes.
Mr. HAKIM. No.
Mr. JENKINS. Dolmy, D-o-l-m-y, one of your corporations?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes.
Mr. JENKINS. Does it have any employees?
Mr. HAKIM. It did.
Mr. JENKINS. Does it now?
Mr. HAKIM. Well, right now it is-I think we are going through a

lawsuit.
Mr. JENKINS. ToyCo?
Mr. JANIS. I think for the record--
Chairman INOUYE. The chair wishes to interrupt at this point.

The chair has been patient and understanding in accommodating
the counsel because of the complex nature of the transactions
being described. But if counsel wishes to continually participate as
a witness, I will be compelled to ak-you to take the oath.

Mr. JANIS. Mr. Chairman, I was simply--
Chairman INOUYE. Furthermore, from now on, please address the

chair when you want to speak.
Mr. JANIS. Certainly. Mr. Chairman, I was trying to point out I

don't think Mr. Hakim had really finished his answer because he
had not had a chance to make it clear that Dolmy was the enter-
prise company dealing with the ship, and I just wanted to make
that clear.

Chairman INOUYE. Why don't you tell that to your client, and he
can t4ll us---

Mr. JANIS. Fine.
Chairman INOUYE. In his own words.
Mr. HAKIM. Mr. Jenkins, I don't think it was clarified that

Dolmy did have employees, and this company did have fixed assets.
We owned this famous ship.

Mr. JENKINS. That you bought out of the enterprise money?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes, but that it was in that company, and this is-

this is the company that still has to deal with the lawsuit about the
unsettled accounts. I believe the ship is arrested for that purpose.

Mr. JENKINS. Energy Resources Co.? Does that company have
any employees?

W. HAKIM. Not in the conventional manner, sir.
Mr. JENKINS. Simply a collecting company, is that correct?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes.
Mr. JENKINS. Albon Values, any employees?
Mr. HAKIM. No, sir.
Mr. JENKINS. Defex, any employees?
Mr. HAKIM. You are talking about Defex Portugal?
Mr. JENKINS. No, I am talking about your Defex.
Mr. HAKIM. No.
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Mr. JENKINS. Incidentally, you were buying arms through Defex
Portugal, which is a company that you have no connection with, is
that right?Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.

Mr. JENKINS. And then you set up another company with the
same name, Defex. Why did you set that bank account up? And I
assume it was a company.

Mr. HAKIM. For further confusion, sir.
Mr. JENKINS. You succeeded.
Gulf Marketing?.
Mr. HAKIM. That was my mission.
Mr. JENKINS. I understand that was the entire central feature

that~you had to contribute. You had to confuse the entire issue,
isn't that correct?

Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. JENKINS. Yes.
Gulf Marketing, any employees?
Mr. HAKIM. No, sir.
Mr. JENKINS. Hyde Park Square, any employees?
Mr. HAKIM. No, sir.
Mr. JENKINS. ToyCo, any employees?
Mr. HAKIM. No, sir.
Mr. JENKINS. So all of these were what you referred to as off-the-

shelf corporations?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes.
Mr. JENKINS. They had been formed, and when you needed one,

you would tell your Swiss counsel, and he would reach up and get
one, attach a name, bank account for it, and it is another company,
is that right?

Mr. HAKIM. Effectively.
Mr. JENKINS. Now, in the entire enterprise that is still in exist-

ence, you actually prepared the chart that contemplated for future
operations, and you had three divisions: Middle East, Africa, and
South America. So you were hoping that the enterprise would con-
tinue to have these general arms transactions, or whatever you
may be called upon to do for the future; is that correct?

Mr. HAMm. I would be happier if we didn't focus on arms. Any-
thing that would be required, including arms, yes.

Mr. JENKINS. Including arms.
Mr. HAKIM. Yes.
Mr. JENKINS. As a matter of fact, there was some conversation

that Ollie may want to go to Angola?
Mr. H KIM. Not conversations. Some jokes.
Mr. JENKINS. Oh.
Mr. HKIM. I believe that is the way I testified.
Mr. JENKINS. OK. After that statement was made, at least the

African Division was set up, as well as the Middle East Division,
this general outline?

Mr. HAKIM. The outline was set up. No company was formed for
the African operation.

Mr. JENKINS. I see. I want to got into some definitions very
quickly because I think it is confusing. Many times both General

ordand you have used the term of "insurance". We talk about
the insurance for Colonel North, the $200,000. We have referred to
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that, or it has been referred to as insurance by General Secord, I
believe. On the $2 million, I believe you used the word "setaside"
or "reserve".

Mr. HAKIM. Reserve, yes, sir.
Mr. JENKINS. Now insurance in the way that you are using it

and in the way that General Secord used it does not mean insur-
ance in the conventional sense. It simply means a setaside of
money, is that correct?

Mr. HAKIM. The best way to describe it is self-insurance. In other
words, setting aside to have that reserved, yes.

Mr. JENKINS. And if the insurance is not used because the air-
craft or whatever that you have leased is safely returned, then that
money becomes a part of the enterprise money?

Mr. HAKIM. That is why my chart doesn t show insurance. It
shows reserve.

Mr. JENKINS. It shows a reserve. Now in your testamentary
agreement on the first $2 million setaside where you name Secord
and North-is that correct?

Mr. HAKIM. You are talking to the so-called-the will?
Mr. JENKINS. Yes.
Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. JENKINS. I believe that is exhibit 20. At any rate-maybe 19.

Let me see on the first one. Testamentary.
When you set that up wherein North is named, you made a pro-

vision in that agreement, as I understand it, that that agreement
could not be altered without the signature, the agreement of at
least two of the three of you.

Mr. HAKIM. I recall such a text in there.
Mr. JENKINS. So that in the event that Secord wanted to change

it he would either have to get the approval of North or of you be-
cause there would have to be two of the three; is that correct? Is
that the way you interpret that?

Mr. HAKIM. I like to refer to my attorney here to--
Mr. JENKINS. Look at exhibit 18. I am sorry, 18. On the second

page, we further confirmed and so forth. "We shall accept a change
in these instructions only with a written approval of any two of the
three individuals named above."

Now if you wanted to change the terms of that, as I understand
it, you would have to have the agreement of at least two.

Mr. HAKIM. Mr. Jenkins, if I'm not mistaken, it also provides
that-let's take myself as an example. While I am still alive I can
do anything I want to do with the money. I don't need anyone to
approve the movement of the money, including transfer of this
money for my own benefit.

Mr. JENKINS. One final question, my time is up.
If the business of this enterprise is terminated now, is the deci-

sion really up to you and General Secord as to what you do with
the $2 million reserve-the two-$2 million reserve accounts?

[Witness conferring with counsel.]
Mr. HAKIM. I don't believe that General Secord and I alone can

make a decision on this.
Mr. JENKINS. Have any of these corporations-do they file U.S.

tax returns, any of the corporations that you are involved with?
Mr. HAKIM. No, sir.
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Mr. JENKINS. I see. Thank you. My time is up.
Mr. HAKIM. Thank you.
Chairman INOUYE. Senator McClure.
Mr. MCCLURE. Thank you very much.
Mr. HAKIM. I want to refer first to some rather general questions

that arise out of your opening statement.
In your opening statement you mention the President of the

United States three times, and on page 4, you said, and I quote,
Finally I was told that our Contra activities were being undertaken, not only with

the approval by, but at the request of the President of the United States.

Mr. Hakim, who told you that your Contra activities were being
undertaken at the request of the President?

Mr. HAKIM. To the best of my recollection General Secord.
Mr. MCCLURE. Have you ever met the President?
Mr. HAKIM. No, I have not.
Mr. MCCLURE. Has General Secord ever met the President?
Mr. HAKIM. I have a picture of General Secord with the Presi-

dent decorating him.
Mr. MCCLURE. That is your only evidence of their meeting?
Mr. HAKIM. I am sorry, I misunderstood you. Your question is in

general or if--
Mr. MCCLURE. Has General Secord-I just asked has General

Secord ever met the President? Your response was that you have a
picture that shows the two together.

Do you know of any othermeetings between General Secord and
the President?

Mr. HAKIM. Not that I can recall at this time, sir.
Mr. MCCLURE. What exactly did General Scord tell you about

the President's role in this affair?
Mr. HAKIM. I don't believe he described his role for me in this

affair except saying that it was approved by the President.
Mr. MCCLURE. Now, you believed and you have so testified that

this had the approval of the President of the United States?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. MCCLURE. Why do you believe that?
Mr. HAKIM. I believe I also mentioned in my opening statement

my trust in General Secord. I have a lot of respect for General
Secord. I always have had.

Mr. MCCLURE. So it came primarily from your relationship with
General Secord, the representation that he made to you?

Mr. HAKIM. Well, it is more than that, Senator.
What I am trying to say is that it is not only because what he

said, it is also because what he is. For me General Secord has a
great-he is an image of a great American, he has been a general,
he has performed in various roles, worked for the U.S. Govern-
ment.

Mr. MCCLURE. So you--
Mr. HAKIM. It is his total structure, his background, that is just

not what he says.
Mr. MCCLURE. You described that relationship several times and

in several different ways and I accept that, but aside from what
you were told and what you assumed, do you have any personal
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knowledge that the President of the United States was aware of
your involvement and your activities?

Mr. HAKIM. No, sir.
Mr. MCCLURE. I want to turn back now to an earlier deposi t ion

and some of your- testimony with respect to the accounts. -
On Friday, May 22, 1987, you gave testimony under oath in the

nature of the deposition. Do you recall that occasion?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes, I do.
Mr. MCCLURE. Turning now to page 123 of that deposition, you

are being questioned by Mr. Nields about various accounts and the
financial labyrinth that you have constructed and Mr. Nields asked
you, "How about Button?" And you respond on page 123, line 25,
'That was set aside."

On page 130, line 12, you respond, "For death benefits for fami-
lies," and at that time you indicate it was for families of pilots and
air transport people airlifting material to the Contras; is that cor-
rect?

Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. MCCLURE. On page 130, line 6, you also testified that the ac-

count did not refer to anyone's name?
Mr. JANis. I am sorry--
Mr. MCCLURE. Page 130, line 6.
Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. MCCLURE. So on Friday the 22d of May this account was set

up for pilots and the airlift operation, didn't refer to anybody's
name, and then 2 days ago you testified and I will refer to you the
transcripts of that testimony 2 days ago, page 62-do you have
that?

[Witness conferring with counsel.]
Mr. MCCLURE. You testified in response to Mr. Nields' question

that the Button account was established on May 20, 1986, and that
it did in fact refer to a specific person, this time you said Lt. Colo-
nel North. Is that correct?

Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. MCCLURE. You testified that you met North in February

1986 and you testified further that you formed an emotional bond
to North and you are still very attached to him, and on pae 64 of
your testimony you said and I quote "I really love this man.

In your deposition on May 24, that is the third day of your depo-
sition, and I think you have that with you, you stated on page 13,
you responding to a question regarding Oliver North beginning at
line 4 quote:

"I did not get to know Oliver North as testified earlier until
Frankfurt meeting February 1986. And I did not become close to
Oliver North until we got into the second channel. So my involve-
ment with Oliver North really in a substantial way did not occur
until September or October 1986."

Is that your testimony?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. McCLuPE. You say it was a short encounter, varied but

under intense environment, we became extremely close.
I think that was your testimony.
Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
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Mr. MCCLURE. So basically your testimony is that you developed
an intense relation, the intense portion of your relationship with
Colonel North after having met him in February of 1986 and
seeing him very little between that time and the following fall but
you had developed an intense relationship in the absence of very
much contact.

Mr. HAKIM. Yes. I don't understand your question now.
Mr. MCCLURE. Well, then-before you had developed a very close

relationship, you testified you didn t get to know him very well
until you got into the second channel and the second channel was
in the fall. But before you got into the second channel and before
you got to know him very well, you established this account for

im on May the 20th; is that correct?
Mr. HAKIM. Just before his departure for Tehran, sir. I still don't

understand the question. The only understanding that I have is
that you are taking parts of my testimony which are correct, they
are correct, but--

Mr. MCCLURES. Each of these parts is correct and I am just trying
to-I am trying to make certain that you still testify that indeed
you had not known him before February, you hadn't seen him very
much until you got into the second channel.

Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. MCCLURE. But in that period of time when you had not seen

him very much, you got very close to him.
Mr. HAKIM. I also--
Mr. MCCLURE. And you established a $200,000 account in his

name.
Mr. HAKIM. I also testified that I learned quite a bit about him

through General Secord and I also testified that during the May
activity we were going through a very, very emotional situation.
We had issues such as what happened to Buckley in mind, the
group was getting ready to go to Tehran, I said it was very intense,
emotional time, Senator.

Mr. MCCLURE. I understand, but I just wanted to point out for
the record to make the record very clear, that it was three months
after you first met him and 5 months before you would become
close to him that you claimed this close relationship that led to the
establishment of the account.

Mr. HAKIM. But I also said the account was first established for
his death benefit.

Mr. MCCLURE. But you earlier just on May 22d said that the ac-
count was established for death benefits for the Contra pilots.

Mr. HAKIM. But, Senator, if we should go over the whole testimo-
ny you will see in the bank documents there are a number of en-
tries for the same amount and the testimony would reflect that
there was a confusion and--

Mr. MCCLURE. So your testimony is now that on May 22d you
were confused about which account you were talking about that
was set up for the benefit of the pilots?

Mr. HAKIM. I think that it is well reflected there that we were
looking at at least three entries, either one of them could have
been--

Mr. MCCLURE. Mr. Nields didn't say "How about the $200,000 ac-
count?" Mr. Nields said "How about Button" and it was in re-
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sponse to that question that you said it was set aside for the benefit
of the families of the pilots.

Mr. HAKIM. I said that it was very possible that we used the
same account for the educational purposes if I am not mistaken,
sir.

Mr. MCCLURE. Mr. Hakim, was Colonel North an individual who
was security conscious? Was he conscious of his security and the
need for security?

Mr. HAKIM. Physical security you mean-
Mr. MCCLURE. His own personal security and that of his family?
Mr. HAKIM. I am having trouble understanding your focus on

"security". You are talking about being killed?
Mr. MCCLURE. No, I am talking-I am talking about another sub-

ject now.
Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. MCCLURE. Hadn't he taken elaborate precautions to safe-

guard the operational security by using KL-43 encryption devices?
Mr. HAKIM. Oh, operationally secure, yes. I would say that--
Mr. MCCLURE. And he had security installed at his residence?
Mr. HAKIM. I do not know the details of that. The only thing that

I can recall was that at a later date some action was being taken to
do something about having security at his home. Why and
when--

Mr. MCCLURE. Were you aware that he had gone to great lengths
to keep personal information about himsnIf and his family away
from the media?

Mr. HAKIM. I am not aware of that, sir.
Mr. MCCLURE. Isn't it true that he was careful about not being

photographed?
Mr. HAKIM. I am not aware of that.
Mr. MCCLURE. Did you or he ever talk about whether or not he

felt personally threatened because of his work?
Mr. HAKIM. We all always had this fear. I don't know whether

we ever discussed this. We, all of us, we had this fear that our lives
could be endangered.

Mr. MCCLURE. And you are careful about your own personal life,
aren't you?

Mr. lKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. MCCLURE. Your contacts with people or strange situations?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. MCCLURE. Wouldn't it be normal to expect that Colonel

North would have instructed his family to be sensitive to such un-
usual occurrences and approaches, an approach such as a prelude
to a kidnapping or an assassination attempt?

Mr. HAKIM. Senator, I have no knowledge how he related to his
family, no.

Mr. MCCLURE. Do you believe it would be reasonable to expect
that the wife of such a person as Colonel North whose personal se-
curity was a constant concern would accept the offer of an un-
known individual to fly to Philadelphia for a meeting with a
stranger without first consulting her husband?

Mr. HAKIM. In my mind, I cannot understand how I should con-
nect it to-I don't see the connection between the trip and the se-
curity.
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Mr. MCCLURE. If, as you have previously testified, you were in-
terested in the well being of Colonel North's family and you did not
wish to compromise him in any way or get him on the hook, why
would you suggest a tactic which would have almost certainly been
brought to his attention by his wife in having Mr. Zucker contact
Mrs. North?

Mr. HAKIM. Why did I do that? I think I answered that question,
that I felt close to North and his family. I put the wheels into
motion and if it would have gotten off the ground, they had the
option of accepting or refusing it.

Mr. McCLuRE. I have heard your testimony on that and frankly I
found the account to be incredible. There is much about your testi-
mony that I think is forthright and candid and believable, but this
part I fid incredible, so incredible to me that I can't help but ask
you the question. It seems to me that you knew Colonel North's
wife would have told him of Mr. Zucker's approach, so I can only
conclude that your approach to Mrs. North through Mr. Zucker
was intended to compromise Colonel North.

Do you have any comment?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
With respect to compromising Colonel North, I totally disagree

with that conclusion. With regard to your reasoning about Colonel
North knowing about this, .1 believe I testified that I find that un-
usual if he didn't know, and I also testified that General Secord
knew about this, so the mixing link that you are looking for prob-
ably could have been closed through General Secord, not directly
through me.

Mr. MCCLURE. Two days ago and again yesterday, you testified it
was Mr. Zucker who told you Colonel North could not be provided
for as you had wished in a legal manner.

Did Mr. Zucker inform you of the details of Mrs. North's meeting
with him?

Mr. HAKIM. No, sir.
Mr.-MCCLURF.hd .11ekAr told vnwtha h cncluded that there

was no legal way in which this could be done?
Mr. HAKIM. He told me that he had not so far been able to find a

way.
Mr. MCCLURE. Why then did you pursue the idea of getting Mrs.

North a job and paying her in money far in excess of her efforts or
apparent skills?

Mr. HAKIM. I am afraid I don't understand the question.
Mr. MCCLURE. You were trying to--
Mr. HAKIM. Find her a job.
Mr. MCCLURE. In a way to channel her some money that she

hadn't earned?
Mr. HAKIM. I don't believe that was what I testified. I believe I

testified that even if he could not I mean she could not qualify, we
would have paid her that money. We were not sure whether she
would qualify or not.

Mr. MCCLURE. Why would you pursue--
Mr. HAKIM. That was the avenue we were trying to pursue.
Mr. MCCLURE. Why would you pursue, as Mr. Lewis testified yes-

terday morning, a sham real estate commission with a reimburse-
ment to the donor? Wouldn't that still be illegal?
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Mr. HAKIM. I cannot express an opinion about Mr. Lewis' testi.
mony. I watched it on TV. I found a few areas that were not con-
sistent with the way Mr. Zucker operates.

Mr. Zucker is a very honorable man, very discreet. I found that
to be unusual for Mr. Zucker to tell Mr. Lewis about the White
House and all that. I can't pass a judgment about that.

Mr. MCCLURE. What was there about Mr. Lewis' testimony that
doesn't square with the facts as you know them?

Mr. HAKIM. I don't know the facts, sir. What I am saying I found
that very unusual for Mr. Zucker to say that it was for the wife of
a White House official. Mr. Zucker is very discreet. He is very pro-
fessional. He is very honorable. I believe the part of Mr. Lewis' tes-
timony that he said that he could have been influenced by the
news media is the answer to my question.

Mr. MCCLURE. Let me ask it this way. Do you think Mr. Lewis
must be in error when he says that Mr. Zucker told him, he was
trying to pass some money to the wife of a White House official?

Mr. HAKIM. I am saying that I find this not to be in line. I have.
known Mr. Zucker for many years, more than 15 years. I have
worked with him very closely. The man-I am repeating myself-
please forgive me-is very honorable. He is a good lawyer. He is
very discreet.

The asset, the real asset of being a fiduciary is to be discreet.
Mr. MCCLURE. You just can't believe that he would be that indis-

creet as to have said at that point--
Mr. HAKIM. I find that very unusual.
Mr. MCCLURE. Were you concerned that in your efforts to aid the

North family you were actually creating potential problems for
them?

Mr. HAKIM. I was consulting a lawyer not to create a problem,
sir.

Mr. MCCLURE. Let me switch for a moment. Mr. Hakim, you
have testified that you established five name Vpitsl accounts:
Hakim, C. Tea, Korel, SciTech, and Button.

Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. MCCLURE. You indicated that first of all, obviously, Hakim is

you. That is no pseudonym. It is not even a secret.
Mr. HAKIM. That's right.
Mr. MCCLURE. That C. Tea was Tom Clines' account, and you re-

versed his initials to name that account?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. MCCLURE. You indicated that Hakim was your profit ac-

count?
Mr. HAKIM. Out of several subaccounts, yes.
Mr. MCCLURE. You indicated that SciTech was the mirror ac-

count of STTGI, and its initials were to match STTGI. Referring to
your testimony day before yesterday on page 55, you describe the
third, Korel, was assets for General Secord, and one-third to the C.
Tea account that represents Tom Clines' account and that 10 per-
cent went to SciTech, and I am quoting now, .....

which if you look at the complete name of SciTech, it is SciTech Trading Group,
and if you separate Sci from Tech, you will notice that the abbreviation will form
again STTGI, and this was chosen by design to reflect the off-shore, company of
SVAGI. That was my design, and my idea.
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Is that correct?
Mr. HAKM. That is correct.
Mr. MCCLURE. How did you come up with a name, Korel?
Mr. HAKIM. This was an off-the-shelf company that existed. I be-

lieve my testimony says that--I
Mr. MCCLURE. It was already there. It had nothing to do with the

fact that it is alliterative with General Secord's name?
Mr. HAKIM. Not at all.
Mr. MCCLURE. You indicate the name, Button, came from a joke

you had with Mr. Zucker.-
Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. MCCLURE. And that it applied to death benefits. Do you

know Bob Dutton?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes, I do.
Mr. MCCLURE. What role did he play in the operation?
Mr. HAKIM. His operation was limited to the Contras, sir.
Mr. MCCLURE. When was he hired?
Mr. HAKIM. I believe some time in 1986. I am not quite sure.
Mr. MCCLURE. I think the record would show he was hired on

May 2, 1986.
Mr. HAKIM. Yes sir.
Mr. MCCLURE. That sounds approximately correct to you.
Mr. HAKIM. Approximately correct.
Mr. MCCLURE. I would represent to you that is what the record

would show, and that was just 18 days before the Button account
was opened. Is that correct?

Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. MCCLURE. You have shown a logical reason for the naming

of each of the other accounts. If you drop the D from Dutton and
add B, which is Bob, you get Bob Dutton or Button. Is that the deri-
vation of that account's name?

Mr. HAKIM. No, sir. You have also a document as an exhibit that
clearly refers to Bellybutton. It was even in the newspapers today.

Mr. MCCLURE. Was that notation on the original del ntl.a,
Mr. HAKIM. Which document are you referring to, sir?
Mr. MCCLURE. The one that you just referred to, or was that no-

tation added to the document at some later date?
Mr. HAKIM. What I am trying to say is that the assumption that

B. Button referred to Bob Dutton has nothing to do with the inten-
tion.

Mr. MCCLURE. I understand that, but you raised the question of
the document that shows the account with the name, Mrs. Belly-
button. I am asking you if the notation, Mrs. Bellybutton, wasn't
added to that document at a later date?

Mr. HAKIM. I don't know when that document was created, sir. I
don't know when that document was generated.

Mr. MCCLURE. I might also note that that document shows a
transfer of $15,000 on the date that Mr. Dutton was hired.

Mr. HAKIM. I don't see the relation.
Mr. MCCLURE. Mr. Chairman, may I have a few more minutes?
CharmanINO uYE. Yes,
Mr. MCCLURE. Thank you, sir.
Mr. Hakim, on April 20, 1987 you appeared in Paris, France, pur-

suant to an arrangement with House counsel. You may recall that
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I was present at that meeting representing the Senate Committee.
It is my understanding that you were providing the committee
with all records that you have "that relate to the receipt or dis-
bursement of funds relating to the sale of TOWs and HAWKS to
Iran, to the pursuing of the initiative of the United States towards
Iran, and to the raising of an expenditure of moneys to support the
antigovernment forces in Nicaragua."

I think that came from your statement at that time.
Mr. HAKIM. Yes.
Mr. JANIS. May we have a copy of that statement?
Mr. MCCLURE. You don't have the deposition that covers that

date?
Mr. JAIS. Just a moment.
Mr. MCCLURE. Without delaying the committee, at this time let

me represent to you that that is what the deposition states. The
only exception you made to providing all documents were those
that were then held under seal in Switzerland, as I understand.

Is it correct that within the last few weeks you have provided ad-
ditional documents, some from California and some from your
Swiss attorney?

Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. MCCLURE. Many of these documents have turned out to be

central to this investigation, including wills and management
agreements. How do you explain the fact that you did not produce
these documents at the April meeting in Paris?

[Counsel conferring with witness.]
Mr. HAKIM. Mr. Senator, if I recall correctly, the context of the

testimony was the documents that I had in my possession I could
make available.

At the time I did not have access to documents in my home in
California. I mentioned about the sealed set of documents, and
there were also additional documents that under subpoena were
provided.

-VAL.MI-MC LU . Ar there-any-other-documentsthat-you a
aware of or have access to that relate in any way to this investiga-
tion?

[Counsel conferring with witness.]
Mr. HAKIM. Not that I am currently aware of, sir.
Mr. MCCLURE. Will you continue to work with the committee to

provide any other information or documents that relate to this in-
vestigation?

Mr. HAKIM. Definitely.
Mr. MCCLURE. Mr. Chairman, I apologize for taking extra time,

but I wanted the record to be clear that in April Mr. Hakim and
his attorney represented that this bag of documents and I think
there were seven folders, it was a large volume, were all the docu-
ments there were.

Recently, just last week, I believe, we got all the other docu-
ments, and I hope that the chairman will keep this witness subject
to the subpoena and not release him and that the staff will contin-
ue to work to develop the further records, which may yet be devel-
oped.

Chairman INOUYE. You may be assured of that, sir.
Mr. McCLuPw. Thank you very much Mr. Chairman.
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Mr. JANIS. May I make one reference to the deposition tran-
script, Mr. Chairman?

Chairman INOUYE. Please do.
Mr. JANIS. At that deposition of April 20th, the witness said in

response to a question from Mr. Nields, with regard to whether
these were all the documents, he said, "yes, to the best of my
knowledge, although it is possible that further analysis of the
records that I have identified additional records."

I think what Mr. Hakim was saying that that did happen, addi-
tional requests were made and additional documents were present-
ed pursuant to that request.

Mr. MCCLURE. I think the recitation of that question and answer
is accurate, in as far as it goes, and I don't question that.

I point out that it was over a month later before the other docu-
ments such as these testamentary trusts were provided to the com-
mittee. What I am trying to indicate is we have the documents
which you have given us, we have no way of knowing except by
your testimony whether that is all the documents that there are.

We have not pursued, and cannot pursue, the accuracy of the
documents provided by you to us. We have to accept on the basis of
what you have given us, their truth and their veracity.

We have been able to, through the staff, W check a number of
other places, and I can indicate that where cross references have
been available to us, they have substantiated the accuracies of the
records which you have provided. But it has been a painstaking
process. And the staff is not yet, as we sit here today, certain that
we have all the information, because there are large gaps in the
information which has been provided, and that those large gaps are
outside of our control, and presumably within your control, and yet
they are not explained as we sit here today, and that is the reason
I made the request of the chairman.

Chairman INOUYE. Thank you very much. Before recognizing
Senator Sarbanes, I wish to make an announcement. A special
m . o._.tingOf the panel, that is both House and Senate, will convene
in room 305 immediately after the adjournment of this morning's
session. A subject of grave importance will be discussed. I urge all
of you together with the senior staff members to be present at this
meeting. Senator Sarbanes.

Mr. SARBANES. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Hakim, I want to look at the structure and dimension of the

enterprise which you earlier said raises so many questions in your
mind, and I think at one point you said what is the enterprise.

Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. SARBANES. I take it the enterprise refers to this network of

companies which you, had established and the operations which
they were conducting, would that be correct, that you and General
Secord jointly had established?

Mr. HAKIM. It should be more general than that, sir. This docu-
ment was created at a later date. When I refer to the enterprise, I
am talking from the conception to date.

Mr. SARBANES. Where did the money come from that went into
the enterprise?

Mr. HAKIM. It has been established that it came through dona-
tions and also as a result of arms sales to Iran.
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Mr. SARBANES. Donations, both from private individuals and
from countries, is that correct?

Mr. HAKIM. This is my understanding now.
Mr. SARBANES. Did you know that at that time?
Mr. HAKIM. I did not know if the donations came from countries,

individuals-I simply knew that they were donations.
Mr. SARBANES. You had no idea where they were coming from?
Mr. HAKIM. No, sir.
Mr. SARBANES. Were you the financial man for the enterprise?
Mr. HAKIM. It depends on what your interpretation of financial

man is.
Mr. SARBANES. You handled the finances of the enterprise?
Mr. HAKIM. Under the instructions from General Secord.
Mr. SARBANES. For General Secord?
Mr. HAKIM. That's correct.
Mr. SARBANES. So this money was coming in, but you didn't

know where it was coming from?
Mr. HAKIM. You are correct, sir.
Mr. SARBANES. Except for the arms sales about which you knew

intimately?
Mr. HAKIM. Correct.
Mr. SARBANES. The markup on the sales to Iran and to the Con-

tras?
Mr. HAKIM. You confuse me when you say the markup. I knew

the income from the arms sales was as a result of the arms sales,
yes.

Mr. SARBANES. What were the purposes of the enterprise?
Mr. HAKIM. This is one of my questions, sir, that I have outstand-

ing in mind because this enterprise-my understanding was from
General Secord-was created to be a private corporation, if you
will, and as a conventional businessman I expected the business
would be conducted more or less in a conventional manner except
the fact that it had to be operated covertly, and I applied all the
rules and understandings and accepted practices that are applied
to conventional business structures.

But as the-as we got deeper into our activities, I saw signs and
symptoms that made me to wonder whether this enterprise was a
private structure or it was not, because I saw a definite sign of in-
consistency. I saw that on one hand we were acting as a private
organization. At one point I saw the influence of Colonel North,
who was not a private individual, in what we were doing. I saw
times--

Mr. SARBANES. Colonel North, actually you perceived that Colo-
nel North could, in effect, call on the enterprise for money for
whatever purpose he might have, did you not?

Mr. HAKIM. Yes, and then I also said that sometimes General
Secord would totally accept, sometimes partially accept, sometimes
not accept his requirements. That is why I am saying I started to
wonder.

Mr. SARBANES. But in your deposition on May 24, at page 44, you
said,

Richard said that you never know what Ollie would need next.
Question: I take it at one point Ollie needed a ship, and you used the money to

buy a ship.
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Answer: Yes.
Question: And at one point Ollie needed Motorola radios and you used the money to

buy Motorola radios.
Answer: Yes.snes tion." And I take it at one point he wanted some money for DEA agents in cash,

an you used it for that purpose.
Answer: Well, I don't know whether he initiated that. Richard told me that such

and such people will come to you and give him so much.
Question: But it wouldn't come as a surprise to you to learn that that also was

originated by Ollie North?
Answer: I would be surprised if it didn't.

You then went on, in effect to say-"is it fair to say that it was
your understanding that during that period of time that this differ-
ential surplus, profit, whatever we call it, was being used and was
to be used in North's direction?"

"Answer, this was what I tried to explain earlier. Everything that
you mention are examples of these contradictions. Yes.

"Is the answer yes?
"Answer, yes."
Is that a correct statement of your perception of North's ability

to call on the enterprise?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. SARBANES. When you drew the chart which is exhibit 1 you

put in it in terms of a dummy company Africa as well, do you
recall that?

Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. SARBANES. And you also had South America and the Middle

East. When you were questioned about that in your deposition on
May 22d, page 110, you were asked the reason for that, and you
answered jokingly,

One day I believe General Secord said that who knows, if we do a good job the
President may send us to Angola. I said at the rate these people have been going
and coming up with so many surprises I would not be surprised if they indeed did
that, and I didn't want to have the burden of running around doing too many things
at the same time like I was, so I said let me go ahead and form another, not form a
company but have it ready, discipline the people. If indeed it would happen I would
just plug in a company in there and go ahead with it, just further foresight on my
part.

So you had-while General Secord made it as a joke, you thought
there was a possibility that it might happen, is that correct?

Mr. HAKIM. Yes.
Mr. SARBANES. And in fact later or in response to a question you

said "in my mind I said you know the way this crazy thing is going
they might do that."

Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. SARBANES. So the enterprise had the potential in your mind

to expand its activities--
Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. SARBANES. Beyond the Contras, beyond Iran, beyond the

DEA agent, beyond the purpose of the ship, beyond the Motorola
radios, you had a category here for Africa and of course it could
have gone elsewhere as well possibly?

Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. SARBANES. Did you regard the enterprise as something that

was going to be a continuing proposition?
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Mr. HAKIM. Well, until the Iranian second channel I believe I
have testified that we sort of lived day to day. We did not know if
we were going to be operative next day.

Mr. SARBANES. But you wanted to build up the reserves of the
enterprise, is that correct?

Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. SARBANES. For purposes of ongoing activity?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. SARBANES. Are you familiar with General Singlaub's testimo-

ny before this committee?
Mr. HAKIM. I am not, sir.
Mr. SARBANES. Let me send down to you Singlaub exhibit 6.
Mr. JANIS. May we have just a moment, please? Is there some

particular--
Mr. SARBANES. Mr. Hakim, this is a memorandum that describes

a scheme to create a conduit for maintaining a continuous flow of
Soviet weapons and technology to be utilized by the United States
in its support of Freedom Fighters in Nicaragua, Afghanistan,
Cambodia, Ethiopia, et cetera. What it does is it sets up a three-
way trade. The United States provides high technology to Country
A, Country A provides military equipment to Country B, and Coun-
try B then delivers arms to a trading company which would then
channel the arms out.

Look at the chart on page 2 of this exhibit. Do you see that
scheme that is outlined there?

Mr. HAKIM. Yes, I do.
Mr. SARBANES. Now, the enterprise actually could have done

what the trading company has proposed to do there. In fact the en-
terprise was doing it to some degree and could have expanded its
activities by your testimony.

Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. SARBANES. In effect this is a competing scheme, potentially a

competing scheme with the scheme you had established?
Mr. HAKIM. I have no idea where the objectives of General Sing-

laub's activity. This is the first time I see this.
Mr. SARBANES. But the enterprise could channel and in fact was

channeling out arms although it had not developed it as yet to the
extent that is outlined in this chart, is that correct?

Mr. HAKIM. Yes.
Mr. SARBANES. Now, when you moved to purchase the subma-

chine gun company or to look at that purchase, in your exhibit
35--

Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. SARBANES. That is a memo prepared by you to evaluate

American Arms Inc., is that correct?
Mr. HAKIM. Allow me to look at the memo. Which exhibit is this,

sir?
Mr. SARBANES. Thirty-five.
Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. SARBANES. That is your memo with respect to American

Arms Inc.-to whom was American Arms Inc. going to sell its prod-
uct? -4

Mr. HAKIM. I understood from General Secord that the biggest
market for that was iu the United S6ates.
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Mr. SARBANES. Were you familiar that it was projected that the
Contras would be a major purchaser of those weapons?

Mr. HAKIM. It was not discussed with me.
Mr. SARBANES. You are not familiar with exhibit 33? Particularly

page 3 thereof?.
Projection of sales first year, no domestic sales projected; 1015

Saudi and Gulf States, 4000 to the Contras, then a commission
based on those sales of $1,375,000?

Mr. HAKIM. No, sir, I am not familiar with this document.
Mr. SARBANES. And when you prepared your memo on the pros-

pects for American Arms you did not realize that that had been
circulating amongst your colleagues with respect to the purchase of
this company?

Mr. HAKIM. This document?
Mr. SARBANES. Yes.
Mr. HAKIM. I was not aware of that, sir.
Mr. SARBANES. Now, you said in your deposition on the 23d, at

page 82 and 83--
Mr. JANIS. Can we have your indulgence just a moment, please?
Pages 82 and 83?
Mr. SARBANES. Page 82 and 83 of May 20. Over on page 83, line

5, "we ourselves were very inefficient. There were times we didn't
have proper communications on this. There were times that we
were under constant pressure. That I want to emphasize on that,
constant political pressure."

What kind of political pressure was it that you were constantly
under?

Mr. JANIS. Excuse me, Mr. Chairman, may we read the rest of
his answer to that question, or Senator?

Mr. HAKIM. Prior to that I don't know what the context of it was.
Mr. SARBANES. In fact I was going to go to the balance of that

answer after he responded but if you want to use that as your
direct example, please go ahead.

[Witness conferring with counsel.]
Mr. SARBANES. Let me just read the answer. I can give you one

as an example.
We had to meet a deadline in releasing hostages because the elections were

coming up, but that I am trying to picture for you that we could not be as conven-
tional as you think one could be.

So at least one example of political pressure you were under was
to meet a deadline in releasing hostages because the elections were
coming up, is that correct?

[Witness conferring with counsel.]
Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. SARBANES. All right.
Now, were you familiar with the fact that when McFarlane was

in Tehran in May of 1986, that he rejected delivering arms for the
release of two hostages because he wanted to get the release of all
of them? -

Mr. HAKIM. I became aware of that at a later date.
Mr. SARBANES. What date was that? Before you had your meet-

ings with the second channel in the fall of '86?
Mr. HAKIM. I believe so, sir.
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Mr. SARBANES. So you knew that McFarlane's condition was to
get all of the hostages, is that correct? And that he left, in fact that

orth said to him we-have this plane on the way in with arms, we
are going to get two hostages and he said turn the plane back. We
either get them all or none.

Mr. HAKIM. That is what I learned later, yes.
Mr. SARBANES. Now, when the North 7 points were on the table

in Frankfurt for discussion, one of the main points was that all of
the hostages should be released. Is that correct?

Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. SARBANES. And that didn't happen and-that was not agreed

to and that was one of the reasons North left in order to come back
feeling that the second channel had not worked and he was going
to report on that to the White House?

To the President?
Mr. HAKIM. Come back to the States, yes.
Mr. SARBANES. And report on that to the President, according to

you?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. SARBANES. And you stayed behind, however, to try to negoti-

ate an arrangement.
Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. SARBANES. And you negotiated, as Congressman Jenkins

says, the Hakim Accords.
Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. SARBANES. Which was a nine point proposition.
Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. SARBANES. And it changed the hostage provision significant-

ly, did it not?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. SARBANES. And in what way did it change it?
Mr. HAKIM. In the way it changed that I understood why the Ira-

nians could not deliver all the hostages.
Mr. SARBANES. So your arrangement was that you would get one

hostage and best efforts to get another which represented the one-
and-a-half provision in your 9 points?

Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. SARBANES. Now, you sent this proposition, which also includ-

ed the release of the prisoners held in Kuwait.
Mr. HAKIM. That was the reason why all American hostages

could not be released.
Mr. SARBANES. And of course you knew that it had been a firm

announced position of our Government not to put any pressure on
for the release of the Kuwait prisoners, is that right?

Mr. HAKIM. That was discussed and we were hoping to be able to
achieve that through private channels.

Mr. SARBANES. And you sent this proposition--
Mr. HAKIM. Senator, if I may add to that, the approach was to

see if we could bring the Iranians and Kuwaitis somehow close to
each other to work this out between themselves.

Mr. SARBANES. Now you sent this proposition to North in Wash-ington?Mr. HAKIM. Yes.

Mr. SARBANES. Or Secord sent it I guess.
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Mr. HAKIM. The nine points?
Mr. SARBANES. Yes.
Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir. Secord did.
Mr. SARBANES. After it was reported to him by you?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir, and he had further discussions as stipulated

in a translation, he had further discussions with the Iranian offi-
cial in connection, I believe-if I could go back to that deposition, it
states that certain-if I remember correctly, the issue of the Ku-
waitis had to be discussed with General Secord.

Could we get that deposition so we can make that clear?
General Secord did participate in the areas that I was not compe-

tent to discuss and, however, to be able to come up with a complete
picture, we agreed that when General Secord would return, the
next day or that evening-I don't-for the Iranian representative
to discuss that particular issue with General Secord, which he did.

Mr. JANIS. Can you refer us, please, to the translation of the nine
points. I don't recall which exhibit that was.

Mr. SARBANES. Twenty-two. Exhibit 22.
Mr. JANIS. OK.
Mr. HAKIM. Sir, if you look at item 7, please, you see a provision

that-I see it here, the issue of the Moslem prisoners in Lebanon
had to be reviewed between the Iranian officials and General
Secord.

Mr. SARBANES. Let me go back to the hostages. In May McFar-
lane refused to transfer a very limited amount of arms compared
to what is contained in your nine-point proposal in return for two
hostages; is that correct?

You knew that?
Mr. HAKIM. I am not sure if there is a change, Senator, there,

because my understanding all along has been that it was agreed
that a fixed amount of TOWS would be sold to the Iranians, if I am
not mistaken, a total of 3,000 or 3,500. So I don't believe there is
any change as far as the total scope of the amount.

Mr. SARBANES. Of the arms?
Mr. HAKIM. Of the arms.
Mr. SARBANES. But there was a change in terms of the number of

hostages to be brought out?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes. Yes, sir.
Mr. SARBANES. All right.
Now, North left because he couldn't get all of the hostages. That

was one of the sticking points; is that correct?
Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. SARBANES. You negotiated an agreement in which one and a

half hostage were going to be gotten, and sent it to Washington?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. SARBANES. And shortly thereafter you got approval for that

arrangement?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. SARBANES. And that approval came within a handful of days

before the election; is that correct?
Mr. HAKIM. I believe so.
Mr. SARBANES. And, in fact, proceeding out of that, you were able

to bring out one hostage 2 days before the election?
Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
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Mr. SARBANES. Now is that an example of the political pressures
that were at work in this matter that you referred to in your depo-
sition?

Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. SARBANES. My time is up. I have no further questions, Mr.

Chairman.
Chairman INOUYE. Congressman DeWine.
Mr. DEWINE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Hakim, I thought everybody thought they were going to get

lunch right now, but I stand between you and lunch, I think.
Let me start by asking you about some testimony that you have

already given.
You have testified that General Secord was aware of the exist-

ence of this Korel account and that it was for his benefit; is that
correct?

Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. DEWINE. Are you aware that General Secord has testified

that he was not aware of Korel and that he did not know that it
was an account for his specific benefit?

Mr. HAKIM. Upon my return from Europe--
Mr. DEWINE. Well, I--
Mr. HAKIM. I watched his-the tapes, and I believe that that is

the way he was--
Mr. DEWINE. In fact, he thought he had his own account, did he

not? Wasn't that his testimony?
Mr. HAKIM. I can't recall at this time, sir.
Mr. DEWINE. You have testified that North exercised the overall

control in this enterprise and, in fact, you have given us some ex-
amples of the control that he exercised.

But isn't it really true, Mr. Hakim, that you were the one who
was controlling the money, you were making some of the these de-
cisions, in your work actually with Mr. Secord?

For example, Secord has testified that he set the price for the
arms to Iran. Secord decided what margin of profit you all should
take. Secord decided what part of the excess of the Iran deal should
go to the Contras. Secord also testified that while he often complied
with North's suggestions, he also sometimes did not do everything
that North asked for.

For example, North wanted more money always to go to the Con-
tras. He was constantly asking for more of this so-called diversion
money to go to the Contras.

So in dealing with the money, isn't it true, that really you and
General Secord were the ones who were making that decision?

Mr. HAKIM. Sir, I have testified that I saw contradictions; I saw
his situation that if you will-I am not that much technical in the
area of the government structure-whether I should refer to the
administration or to the government, but whoever designed this
structure, had a situation that they could have their cake and eat
it too.

Whichever they wanted to have, a private organization, it was
private; when they didn't want it to be a private organization, it
wasn't.

So that is what I testified that that created a lot of confusion in.
my mind.

75-542 - 88 - 12
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Mr. DEWINE. I appreciate that.
Mr. Hakim, the one thing that we have learned from your testi-

mony I think is that you are a good businessman. You were in this
to make a profit and that you watch your money. You are not
going to lose control of that money, are you?

In other words, you control it with the aspects in regard to the
money of this operation. I just can't believe that from what I have
heard, you will let this money get too far away from you.

Mr. HAKiM. I guarantee you if it were decided that this was to-
tally my money, your assumption is correct, sir.

Mr. DEWINE. I am also talking about as this operation was devel-
oping, the actual operation.

Mr. HAKIM. As the operation was developing the confusion was
developing with it, too.

Mr. DEWINE. But you are not going to let it get too far away
from you, are you?

Mr. HAKIM. I am saying that the actual fact, sir, was that I saw
inconsistencies, I saw contradiction, I saw things happening that
were not normal, because the situation-the best that I can de-
scribe it today is that whoever designed this structure designed it
in such a way that they could have their cake and eat it too.

Mr. DEWINE. Well, I'm not going to engage in an argument with
you, and I don't know whether I agree or disagree with you. I
would just observe, Mr. Hakim, that based upon what I heard from
your testimony that you are always going to control your own
money and you are always going to control the operation when
your money is involved in it.

Let me move, if I could, to another aspect of this whole situation.
You know, Mr. Hakim, as we members of this committee go
through these lengthy hearings, I think most of us are trying to re-
serve judgment until we hear all the testimony. At least it has
been my experience that that is the best way to do things.

But, as we go through, we make some preliminary judgments.
And those judgments, I would tell you, are always subject to
change later on as we hear additional testimony. Let me make sure
that I have got the basic facts in regard to your relationship with
Ollie North.

It is my understanding that you had your agent, Mr. Zucker-
you provided Mr. Zucker with Mrs. North's home phone number.

ou instructed him to call Mrs. North, that he did in fact call Mrs.
North and set up a meeting to meet with Mrs. North in Philadel-
phia, that you were aware of that meeting that it was going to take
place in Philadelphia. You did not stop it in any way. In fact, you
were actually encouraging this meeting.

Further, it is my understanding that you, when you sup plied
that phone number to Mr. Zucker and prior to the Philadelphia
meeting, at no time did you ever tell Mr. Zucker, "Don't tell Mrs.
North you name." Is that correct?

Mr. =Am. I did tell him not to tell I name.
Mr. DEWxzmT*. That is not what you told us yesterday, if I recall

your testimony.
Mr. JANis. I am sorry, may we--
Mr. DEWINE. I am talking about Zucker's name now. Did you at

any point-
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Mr. HAKIM. I misunderstood.
Mr. DEWINE. I am sorry if I was misleading you. I apologize for

that.
When you talked to Zucker, you never told Zucker, did you,

"Don't tell Mrs. North Zucker's name."
Mr. HAKIM. I did not tell him to-
Mr. DEWINE. Either way.
Mr. HAKIM. Either way, right. I left it up to him.
Mr. DEWINE. You left that up to him. All right. So this meeting

takes place and this meeting is to try to explore, in your words, to
explore the possibility of getting information so that you could
later on then make some sort of transfer for the benefit of the
North family.

You pulled back from this thing when Zucker told you it can't be
done. So you attempted to do that, but pulled back from that. Now,
it is also my understanding, if I have my facts correct, that you set
up a $200,000 account. This $200,000 account was to be used in case
something happened to Mr. North. It was to be used for his family.

It is also my understanding-correct me if I am wrong-that
that account still exists; is that right?

Mr. HAKIM. I--
Mr. DEWINE. It was never changed. You have testified yesterday,

I believe, that you never actually killed that account.
In other words, you put that $200,000 in-it was to take care of

the Mr. North's family in case something happened to him and
nothing happened to him, but the account just stayed in there. Is
that correct?

Mr. HAKIM. The spirit of what you are saying is correct, but as
far as the bookkeeping is concerned there are a number of $200,000
setasides that have gotten so all confused, yes.

Mr. DEWINE. All right. You further set up a $2 million account
and this $2 million account, if I read these documents correctly,
provided that it could not be changed unless two of the three indi-
viduals-either you, Mr. North, or Mr. Secord, signed a document
changing the account.

The $2 million account further provided that it would in fact go
to Mr. Secord, his control, if something happened to you, if some-
thing happened to Mr. Secord, it would then go under the control
of Ollie North and he would have control of that which would in-
clude the right to withdraw that money for whatever he wanted to
do with it.

In other words, he could take it out. He had legal control over it.
Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. DEWINE. It further provided, if I read the documents correct-

ly, that upon the death of all three of you, something might
happen to all three of you; that this $2 million would be divided up
and would go down to the heirs of each one of you; is that correct?

Mr. HAKIM. Or their designees.
Mr. DEWINE. Or their designees if they would have designated

that.
Mr. HAKIM. Right.
Mr. DEWINE. Now, as I have said, Mr. Hakim, we have learned

you are a very good businessman, you are a very careful business-
man, and you are a person who I think tries to cover all contingen-
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cies. I think it is very clear, as we study the documents and listen
to the testimony, that Ollie North was essential, absolutely essen-
tial to this operation, that he was your entree to the U.S. Govern-
ment, he was the person that made the contacts and was the
person whereby you were able to buy these items, in fact these
weapons, and then turn around and resell them.

You also have testified that-and the documents are very clear-
that you have made millions of dollars on this operation. You have
testified yesterday also that you felt that this operation could con-
tinue and that it was your intention if everything worked out to
make millions more dollars so Ollie North was extremely-if I un-
derstand your testimony-extremely essential to this operation.

Now, the testimony has also been, Mr. Hakim, that one of your
areas, really your prime area of expertise is not just as a business-
man, but it is your ability to operate with governments, that it is
that mix, and I think you told us the other day in your deposition,
it is that ability where you mix the government and business and
your selling to the government and you're dealing with govern-
ment officials, you have made really a lifetime of doing that.

Now, with those basic facts stated and also the fact that you
have told us that you have, in fact, in the past bribed government
officials in Iran-have you not?

Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. DEWINE. I understand your testimony, I want to be fair with

you, and I want to make it plain that I am withholding final judg-
ment on this, but with all of these facts, it just seems to me the
logical conclusion that what you were trying to do with Ollie North
was to influence him, you were trying to have him beholden to you,
that you were trying to have him literally in your hip pocket--

Mr. HAKIM. That is--
-M?-DEWiNE. I just, you know, I understand your statement that

you do, in fact, like Ollie North, any witness who has testified says
he likes Ollie North, so I understand that. But wasn't there really,
Mr. Hakim, another overriding motive? Isn't this really the way
you have always done business? In fact, you don't see anything un-
usual about this, do you? This is just part of the cost of doing busi-
ness? This is just part of the price that it takes to make these mil-
lions of dollars that you obviously have made so far?

Mr. HAKIM. Senator, I would like to make-sir, Congressman, I
woould like to make the following statement.

Mr. DEWINE. Sure.
Mr. HAKIM. I do not disagree with your line of logic, but it has

one very big gap in it. You take out of all this that I am a human
being; I have all the emotions of a human being. I am not a ma-
chine. I do get attached to people; I can provide you with tangible
facts that my attachment to people is great. I can go back to the
very beginning of my business career and provide you with wit-
nesses.

By you eliminating that important fact and also undercutting my
understanding that in Rome, I do as the Romans do, you are leav-
ing a bad taint on me. I understand how business is conducted in
the United States. I understand the ethics here. I also understand
the way business is conducted elsewhere, and also there is-please
do not eliminate the human element of my structure.
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Mr. DEWINE. Well, I appreciate those comments, and, as I said,
as I prefaced my comments to you and my question to you-

Mr. HAKIM. But definitely, definitely, I assure you that in no way
I wanted to compromise Ollie. That would have been the last thing
that I would have done, and looking at it cold bloodedly, one-we
got to a point that they needed me to open the second channel. I
did not need to do any favors to Ollie. I testified to that yesterday.
These things happened at a time that emotional issues were in-
volved, and when I opened the second channel, I really, from the
business point of view, I was in control. They needed me. I had the
entree to Iran. It's they wanted to-it's they were unhappy with the
first channel and so on.

I am trying to also add to this business rationale. Really it was
the human end of this and not the business motivation for the seta-
sides, sir.

Mr. DEWINE. Mr. Hakim, as I stated, prefaced my statemc:it to
you, this panel, I think, has an obligation, at least I feel I have an
obligation to reserve final judgment until we get all the evidence in
and your comments certainly will go into that. I think the evidence
is just very strong, and I think it is clear, one thing is clear, that
your actions have, in fact, raised some potential questions, at least
in regard to this whole matter and have put Mr. North, I think, in
a delicate position.

As far as Mr. North is concerned, I think the jury is still out on
that. We don't know what he knew, when he knew it. We don't
know if he knew whether his wife took this trip to Philadelphia.
We don't know if they communicated about that. There is a lot of
things we don't know. So I think we have to reserve final judgment
in regard to him as well until we get all the facts in.

Let me---
Mr. HAKIM. Congressman, may I add something here, sir?
Mr. DEWINE. Sure.
Mr. HAXIM. I don't believe you will find any evidence throughout

of m career that I paid anyone off in the United States.
Mr. DEWINE. All right. Thank you.
I would like you to look, if you could, Mr. Hakim, at exhibit No.

41. You have testified, Mr. Hakim, that this whole operation was a
monster with a lot of heads, I believe was your testimony.

Mr. HAKIM. Not the operation, the enterprise, sir.
Mr. DEWINE. The enterprise, I am sorry. The enterprise was a

monster with a lot of heads. I wonder if maybe we could put a few
names on these heads, figure out exactly who is who here and
whose money it ultimately is. I know you have talked a little bit
about this, but I want to delve into it, if I could, just a little further.

My understanding is Korel-which is in the second column
there-is Mr. Secord, is that correct? It was intended as Mr.
Secord?

Mr. HAKIM. Intended for Mr. Secord, yes, sir.
Mr. DEWINE. At one point in time, he told you he didn't want

any interest in this anymore?
Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. DEWINE. In your mind, at that time did you just-you kept

this account going; is that right?
Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
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Mr. DEWINE. And why did you keep it going and not merge it
with something else?

Mr. HAKIM. Two reasons, sir. Effectively, something else didn't
have any meaning as Mr. Jenkins established. We had a pigeon
hole of companies, it effectively was one structure and many differ-
ent holes so whether it stayed in one pigeon hole or another did
not change the picture. The second reason was that I am a busi-
nessman. I like to look at issues as I can feel and touch them.

When General Secord transferred his interest to me, I didn't see
him having an offer to go back to the government. I classified that
as an emotional move, a similar emotional move was displayed
during his hearings, that he gave all the money to Casey's founda-
tion.

I analyze these things differently.
Mr. DEWINE. Mr. Hakim, would it be a fair summary then that

what you are testifying today is that when Secord told you that,
when General Secord told you that you still considered this as his
money, he could come back and get the money if he wanted after
that, is that my understanding?

Mr. HAKIM. Your understanding is correct and you should add to
that that General Secord would never make a good businessman.
He was born a general and will die a general.

With all due respect to him really, he is a great soldier and I
have a lot of respect for him.

Mr. DEWINE. I appreciate that.
Let me move on to Mr. Clines, who I guess is C. TEA. He did get

his money, though, didn't he?
Mr. HAKIM. He is a good businessman.
Mr. DEWINE. And you are pretty good yourself, Mr. Hakim.
I look at the first column--
Mr. HAKIM. I have some leftovers here. Not as good as Mr.

Clines.
Mr. DEWINE. How much does this show you pulled out of there

so far, sir, if it is accurate?
Mr. HAKIM. I really believe we all tried, including the commit-

tees, we have not been able to establish that because CSF's book-
keeping is not available to us, and wherever they ran out of a place
to allocate the money, they had Albert Hakim, so they allocated
that to Albert Hakim.

We were able to identify a number of such misallocations, so I
can't be sure to answer that question.

Mr. DEWINE. Do you think the column labeled "Capital Distribu-
tions" to 12-4-86 listing about $6.48 million, is that very far off, do
you think?

Mr. HAKIM. Very far off.
Mr. DEWINE. You don't know whether it would be more or less?
Mr. HAKIM. I think we have restructured that. That should be

somewhere in the documents.
Mr. DEWINE. It shows remaining of $4.6 million; is that right?
Mr. HAKIM. You do recognize, Congressman, that at least $6 or

$6.7 million is still in the account there. We have established that
durig the testimony.

r DEWINE. Mr. Chairman, if I could have one additional
minute.
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%4Chairman INOUYE. Please proceed.
Mr. DEWINE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
You have testified that there are obligations that have to be paid

out of this. That was your testimony earlier.
Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. DEWINE. I wonder if you could elaborate any more looking

at each one of these accounts who has to be paid out of there? In
addition to the-there was testimony about the second channel, an
obligation there, but where else, what other obligations are there
that you feel in your own mind exist?

Mr. HAKIM. Are you asking me what I think General Secord
thinks--

Mr. DEWINE. No, what you think.
Mr. HAKIM. I really don't have an answer for that. I haven't

given it thought. The whole issue is--needs to be examined.
[Counsel conferring with witness.]
Mr. HAKIM. Is there a question who are the people that we owe

money to, is that the question?
Mr. DEWINF,. That you owe money or any other obligation that

you think has to come out of here before--
Mr. HAKIM. There are a lot of obligations. There are bills to be

paid which we have not paid. You referred to some of the obliga-
tions yourself. We haven't heard yet if, for instance, the Iranian
Government has any claim towards these. They may well say that
they have been overcharged and they may have a claim against
this. I have no idea. I do not want to start speculating and invite
people to have claims on this.

Mr. DEWINE. Thank you very much, Mr. Hakim.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman INOUYE. Before calling upon Senator Rudman, I would

like to announce that the special meeting which was scheduled to
convene during the luncheon recess has been postponed.

Senator Rudman?
Mr. RUDMAN. I ask unanimous consent that the Reynolds memo-

randa and Mr. Janis' letter to Mr. Green be made part of the
record.

Chairman INOUYE. Without objection, so ordered.
[The information appears in appendix B.]
Mr. RUDMAN. And I would to just advise the Members that the

copies that they have of the Reynolds memoranda contains a name
that is highly classified. A declassified version will be made avail-
able to the press and to Mr. Janis.

Thank you.
Chairman INOUYE. The hearing will stand in recess until 1:30

this afternoon.
[Whereupon, at 12:30 p.m., the Select Committees recessed, to

reconvene at 1:30 p.m., the same day.]

AFTERNOON SESSION

The Select Committees met, -pursuant- to recess, at 1:30 p.m., in
.... Roonii 325,Russell Senate Office-Bu-ildigh, Ho.Daniel K. Inouye

(chairman of the Senate Select Committee) and Hon. Lee H. Hamil-
ton (chairman of the House Select Committee) presiding.
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Chairman INoUYE. Senator Mitchell.
Mr. MITCHELL. Good afternoon, Mr. Hakim.
Mr. HAKIM. Good afternoon to you, sir.
Mr. MITCHELL. Mr. Hakim, you testified this morning in response

to a question by Mr. Liman about a transfer out of the Korel
Assets account to one Khalid Rhashid in the amount of $31,817
which you said went to the purchase of a Porsche automobile for
Mr. Secord.

Do you recall that testimony?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. MITCHELL. At the time that transfer was made, did Mr.

Secord sign a note or execute any document indicating his inten-
tion to repay this amount?

Mr. HAKIM. Not that I am aware of, sir.
Mr. MITCHELL. Not that you are aware of. So as far as you are

concerned and based upon your knowledge, that was not a loan,
was it?

Mr. HAKIM. I am not aware of his discussion with Mr. Rhashid
and what sort of an arrangement they had. Mr. Khalid Rhashid
had an arrangement to form a joint venture company with us, con-
sulting work. As a matter of fact, he went ahead and leased a place
for that purpose.

We did not follow with that. I don't know what General Secord
discussed with him.

Mr. MITCHELL. But the account Korel Assets was held for the
benefit of General Secord, isn't that correct?

Mr. HAKIM. That was my intention, sir, yes.
Mr. MITCHELL. And the transfer of that sum of money out of that

account to Mr. Rhashid did not reflect, based upon any of your dis-
cussions or dealings with General Secord, a loan from Korel Assets
to Mr. Secord, did it?

Mr. HAKIM. I did not treat it as such.
Mr. MITCHELL. You did not treat it is such. And is the same thing

true with respect to the second transaction to which Mr. Liman re-
ferred this morning, that involving an amount of $52,500?

Mr. HAKIM. Are you referring to the money for purchase of an
aircraft?

Mr. MITCHELL. Yes.
Mr. HAKIM. The same testimony.
Mr. MITCHELL. The same testimony, that it was not a loan?
Mr. HAKIM. That is the way I treated it.
Mr. MITCHELL. What about the third transaction to which refer-

ence was made this morning, I believe an amount of $100,000
which went into a venture in which both you and General Secord
were participants?

Mr. HAKIM. I am not aware if that money came out of Korel or a
different account. It technically should have come out of Scitech,
sir.

Mr. MITCHEu. In any event, whichever account it came out of,
those portions of those funds which were used for the benefit of
General Secord were not a loan as far as you were aware?

Mr. HAKIM. The $100,000 was for the benefit of both of us in that
timber investment.

Mr. MrrcHEu. In equal shares?
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Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. MITCHELL. And it was not a loan?
Mr. HAKIM. I did not treat it as a loan.
Mr. MITCHELL. You did not treat it as a loan. It was a distribu-

tion of a portion of the proceeds from the enterprise which was for
your benefit and his?

Mr. HAKIM. I took it out of the profits.
Mr. MITCHELL. Right.
Mr. HAKIM. Made a transfer. But there was a definite issue there

that I represented, and I believe it is also reflected in some of the
documents to the people that we were dealing with, the so-called
Mar6stica group, that this was a loan that I was getting from a
group of Middle Easterners. It was a misrepresentation to thosepeople---Mr. MITCHELL. It was, in fact, not a loan.

Mr. HAKIM. No, but I told that we were getting it and we had to
pay interest on it and return it to them.

Mr. MITCHELL. And the first two distributions to which I referred
in this questioning, the $31,817 and the $52.500, which were for the
benefit of General Secord were not loans, ey were, in fact, distri-
butions of some portion of his share in the profits of this enter-
prise; isn't that correct?

Mr. HAKIM. I believe I took the money out of those accounts, br,
not with the intention of a loan. The money is there, it is profits.
My approach towards it is different than that of General Secord's.

Mr. MITCHELL. And after his renouncing any profits, you held
that account open and indeed made further allocations into that
account. If General Secord at any later time had renounced his ear-
lier renunciation and had said to you, _ have decided not to go
into the government and, therefore, I will take my share of the pro-
ceeds," it would have been available for him at any time, would it
not have been?

Mr. HAKIM. Definitely.
Mr. MITCHELL. So there was nothing in writing, or binding, or ir-

revocable about his renunciation of his share of the profits?
Mr. HAKIM. The answer is yes; but I am sure when he made that

statement he was sincere at the time.
Mr. MITCHELL. I have no doubt of that and the answer is no not

yes, it was not binding, it was not in writing---
Mr. HAKIM. No, it was not in writing--
Mr. MITCHELL. One final question.
You testified yesterday in response to questions by Mr. Liman

about the circumstances in which Mr. Janis was not permitted to
attend a meeting with you, and you said that you had made a mis-
take once, and you weren't going to make it again. Later on you
said, and I will quote your words now because I wanted to ask you
about them, "that it was an indication of my lack of trust in the
government. They had stabbed me, and I was not prepared to be
stabbed again." Do you recall that statement by you yesterday?

Mr. HAKIM. Yes, I do, sir.
Mr. MITCHELL. Mr. Hakim, who stabbed you?
Mr. HAKIM. Well, I have testified that I am really not a diplo-

mat, a politician, to refer to one particular segment of the govern-
ment, when I used the word "government," I use that in the spirit,
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that there was involvement of an element of the government,
which to this day is unknown to me, that engaged us and did not
stand behind us.

Mr. MITCHELL. Governments, like corporations act though indi-
viduals, and elements of governments must be individuals.

Can ou be specific about who you feel stabbed you?
Mr. nAKIM. I cannot be specific, really. I cannot say that Oliver

North, who was really the person that we were working with, rep-
resenting the so-called "government stabbed me," because he was
not in a position to even defend himself.

I just can't be specific. The whole structure, sir, is a mystery to
me to this date. I can not put my hand on the elements of the gov-
ernment that structured the whole thing. That is why I used that
very general terminology.

I hope some day I will be able to understand what that segment
is.

Mr. MITCHELL. Thank you.
Mr. Chairman, I just note that if one of the central participants

finds this a mystery, think, Mr. Hakim, how we and the American
people feel about it.

Chairman HAMILTON. Mr. Boland?
Mr. BOLAND. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Hakim, you testified in your deposition that you met Gener-

al Secord a number of times when he was on active duty and sta-
tioned in Iran; is that correct?

Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. BOLAND. Obviously, he was in a position to make decisions

that could affect your fortunes as a businessman, I presume?
Mr. HAKIM. I don't understand the question.
Mr. BOLAND. Wouldn't he be in a position to help you as a busi-

nessman after he left Iran?
How often did you meet with him when he was on active duty in

Iran?
Mr. HAKIM. I met him only as a result of the block that he cre-

ated for me as the advisory member to the Iranian Air Force. That
is the first time I came in contact with him. And any contact there-
after was in connection with my protest to him that he was com-
peting with an American firm.

Mr. BOLAND. I take it that your contacts with him were sort of
social?

Mr. HAKIM. They were definitely not, they were not social.
Mr. POLAND. Did you ever offer or provide him with anything of

value while he was in the Air Force and stationed in Iran.
Mr. HAKIM. Absolutely not.
Mr. BOLAND. You testified in your deposition that you kept track

of General Secord's career after he left Iran by dropping in on him
occasionally at the Pentagon; is that correct?

Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. BOLAND. Did you ever offer or provide him anything of value

while he was in the Air Force, but after he left Iran?
Mr. HAKIM. Defmitely not.
Mr. BOLAND. Mr. Haim, you are a businessman and apparently

a good one. You provide things of value in exchange for compensa-
tion. I guess that's what a businessman does. The Iranian arms
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sale had as a separate component exchange of American weapons
for American citizens held hostage in Lebanon. As you got involved
in these arms sales transactions, did it ever strike you as a busi-
nessman as particularly gratuitous that there was a seemingly in-
exhaustible supply of both of the commodities of exchange in these
transactions; that is, arms for hostages.

In other words, the Americans released by these arms sales
didn't seem to reduce the total number of Americans seized and
held in Lebanon. We now have at least as many Americans held
hostage in Lebanon as we did when these arms sales began. That is
a fact over which our government apparently has no control, but
wouldn't you agree that it is also a fact that it worked for the bene-
fit of the Iranians once they realized that the government was will-
ing to exchange its missiles for its citizens?

Mr. HAKIM. You are asking for my opinion. I think this approach
would have been a mistake for both of them. They should have ad-
dressed the real issues.

Mr. BOLAND. One final question, Mr. Hakim. Do you have any
advice or counsel for leaders of government with respect to this
kind of an enterprise? Will the exchange of arms for hostages ever
succeed when it is carried on at the top of the government itself?
Let me ask-have you ever been involved in any similar enter-
prise?

Mr. HAKIM. No, sir.
Mr. BOLAND. You have not. Then do you have any advice having

been involved in this one, do you have any advice for leaders of
government with respect to this kind of enterprise, stay out of it,
get into it, can it succeed?

Mr. HAKIM. My advice, sir, is that there is a tremendous amount
of competence in the private sector. We should find a method that
we can overtly put to use for that segment of our country.

The businessmen who deal internationally are in contact with
the foreign bodies. They feel them, touch them, understand their
psychology. They have a wealth of knowledge that if it is not used
it is a waste for the country. But there should be a clear-cut ap-
proach towards this.

It should not be a situation that, as I testified, it be a case that
you can have your cake and eat it too; use this part of the coun-
try's capability, but use it properly.

Mr. BOLAND. Thank you for your answer, Mr. Hakim. I would
like to compliment you for your forthrightness in your appearance
before this committee.

Chairman INOUYE. Senator Cohen.
Mr. COHEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Hakim, at a meeting in which you served as interpreter, I

believe at the second channel, did you ever indicate to the Iranians
that they should show their bona fides by making a contribution
for the Contras and for your company or enterprise?

Mr. HAKIM. The only thing that comes close to this that I recall
was the case that I learned about a shipment of arms, if I am not
mistaken, from North Korea to Nicaragua in favor of their govern-
ment, not the Contras, and I made several observations in my nego-
tiations with the Iranians. I told them how do you expect for the

4:
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United States to start dealing with you when you are shipping
arms to the enemies of--

Mr. COHY.N. The only question I have, did you ever recommend to
the Iraniars they should agree to a higher price so that they could
help fund the Contras?

Mr. HAKIM. I don't recall it in that way, sir. I do recall that they
should have taken a measure to compensate for what they were
doing with that shipment of arms.

Mr. COHEN. If I have time, I will come back to it.
Mr. HAKIM. Speaking of your business prowess, when you cut out

the Canadian businessman, you hired Tom Clines to purchase the
weapons-

Mr. HAKIM. You mean that General Secord did that.
Mr. COHEN. General Secord, with your agreement, I assume?
Mr. HAKIM. I had no decision, or power in that decision.
Mr. COHEN. In any event, the Canadian businessmen were cut

out and Tom Clines was hired, and you thereby reduced the over-
head, did you not, because you got a better deal working with
Clines than you did with the Canadian businessman?

Mr. HAKIM. We increased our profits.
Mr. COHEN. You increased your profits, and the same thing hap-

pened in the second channel when you cut out Mr. Ghorbanifar,
you thereby had an opportunity to reduce the overhead in that
sense, you didn't have to pay him off?

Mr. HAKIM. In both cases, we increased the efficiency of the oper-
ation, sir.

Mr. COHEN. The efficiency meaning your profits?
Mr. HAKIM. Efficiency for the purpose of the government, sir.
Mr. COHEN. Just the government, not for yourself?
Mr. HAKIM. No, I have continuously, without any pretense, men-

tioned about my financial motivations. At the same time, I want it
to be understood that at no time did I let the prime purpose to get
out of mind. We increased the efficiency of our activity to enhance
the situation of the United States in both cases.

Mr. COHEN. If there were no profits in it for you, would you have
undertaken this operation?

Mr. HAKIM. I probably would have.
Mr. COHEN. What is Mrs. North's name?
Mr. HAKIM. I believe I learned that-not that I did not know it

before, it has skipped my mind, I just read today in one of the
newspapers, I believe her name is Betsy.

Mr. COHEN. Did you know at the time you set up the fund for
North's family?

Mr. HAKIM. I don't think I did. I don't recall, sir.
Mr. COHEN. The reason I asked is you indicated you felt close to

North's family, but I don't believe you indicated whether you knew
Mrs. North at the time or how many children he had.

Mr. HAKIM. I testified I didn't know her-still don't.
Mr. COHEN. Or how many children he had at the time?
Mr. HAKIM. Exactly.
Mr. COHEN. I notice that you feel a particular kinship to people

who are willing to risk their lives for their country. Colonel North
for one, but also with reference to channel number two you indicat-
ed how this individual time after time repeated his bravery and
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you felt a particular kinship-you wanted to sort of help his chil-
dren out with a little demonstration of shirts or jeans or whatever.

You seem to be attracted to men who are risk takers and you
can't resist making gifts to those risk takers. Is that an unfair
statement?

Mr. HAKIM. Yes, it is. I would change risk takers to sincere
people.

Mr. COHEN. Sincere people, both Colonel North and channel
number two, both happen to be in very high positions within the
Government of the United States and in Iran, they have that in
common, right?

Mr. HAKIM. I don't know whether it is high positions sir, but in-
fluential.

Mr. COHEN. Did you by the way try to set up an educational fund
for channel number two?

Mr. HAKIM. It didn't cross my mind, sir.
Mr. COHEN. Why not?
Mr. HAKIM. He was not spending that much time with me and

we were not that close.
Mr. COHEN. Why didn't you set something up for Bud McFarlane,

someone who is dedicated to his county, on the trip to Tehran,
also risking his life?

Mr. HAKIM. I hadn't met the gentleman.
Mr. COHEN. You never met him?
Mr. HAKIM. I never met him until as I testified when he re-

turned from Tehran, when they were changing planes I met him
for a brief moment.

Mr. COHEN. You didn't pur much stake in General Secord's for-
swearing of his piece of the pie so to speak-you didn't put much
faith in the fact that he really wanted that to happen?

Mr. HAKIM. I thought a minute ago I said he was sincere when
he gave that up.

Mr. COHEN. But not so sincere that you decided to close the ac-
count and take it for yourself.

Mr. HAKIM. I am sorry to see that people keep forgetting the ele-
ment part of me.

Mr. COHEN. Which part?
Mr. HAKIM.-the human element part of me. I am not just a

money machine, sir, and I react to people's human--
Mr. COHEN. Let me ask you this-you say he was sincere. Did he

make a gift to you of that amount at that time, did you consider
that to be a gift to you?

Mr. HAKIM. I believe my testimony was that he was dissatisfied,
if you will be patient--

Mr. COHEN. Answer the question. Did he make a gift to you at
that time, did he renounce any share in the profits from the sale of
arms?

Mr. HAKIM. You could reach that conclusion.
Mr. COHEN. Did you report it on your income tax as a gift?
Mr. HAKIM. No, sir.
Mr. COHEN. You maintained it separate so you weren't going to

pay any income tax on profits, half of which belonged to him?
Mr. HAKIM. I did not even draw on Mr. Secord's gift to me. It is

still there.
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Mr. COHEN. Because you didn't think it was a completed gift be-
cause you had no intent in closing that account at that time?

Mr. HAKIM. I still haven't closed it.
Mr. COHEN. One final point if I might, Mr. Chairman. Did you

really place any stock in the argument that General Secord wanted
to renounce these profits because he wanted to go back into govern-
ment, that the President of the United States who would appoint
him to a position within the CIA might hold against him the fact
that he was making profits on the arms--did you give that any cre-
dence?

Mr. HAKIM. I repeatedly said that I do not classify myself as a
politician. I don't focus on these issues. I looked at the events from
a businessman's point of view.

Mr. COHEN. But in your experience, it would be rather unlikely
that the very person who called upon the talents of General Secord
would then be unwilling to reward him with a government position
for carrying out his wishes, wouldn't you find that highly unusual?

Mr. HAKIM. I have no opinion, sir.
Mr. COHEN. That is all I have.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman HAMILTON. Mr. Broomfield.
Mr. BROOMFIELD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Hakim, I am wondering if you could give us your best judg-

ment of where we go from here? In other words, in view of recent
events, what is the situation as far as the U.S. relationship with
the so-called moderates in Iran?

Mr. HAKIM. My assessment is that their position has not
changed. I believe if we take proper steps, we can achieve a lot,
quite a bit. I don't believe that when they approved us, they did not
have a plan to go through this, and I am hoping to God that we
would, in addition to the position that we are talking in the Gulf,
come up with an alternative or parallel position to try to get back
this time more properly on the same pattern of trying to reestab-
lish communication with Iranians.

I believe it can be achieved.
Mr. BROOMFIELD. Mr. Hakim, to your knowledge, what degree

does the Khomeini regime in Iran have control or influence over
what happens to the U.S. citizens who are taken hostage in Leba-
non?

Mr. HAKIM. I believe that the Iranian regime has used up a lot of
their blue chips, if you will, in connection with the Lebanese. I also
believe that if the religious leader himself, who no longer really
participates in the political operations of the country, Khomeini, if
he himself would take upon himself as a religious leader to come
out and address the captors-the captors would respect their reli-
gious leader and free our hostages.

However, I don't believe the executive branch, if you will, of the
Iranian Government has that much credibility any more to be able
to help with the release of hostages unless we would find willing
ears also towards the Lebanese problem.

I don't believe that this is simply an Iranian problem. That was
what I understood and learned during the so-called Hakim accord,
and I really think that you should look at the total system and not
focus on Iran alone.
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Mr. BROOMFIELD. To your knowledge, who really came up with
this whole idea of trading arms for the hostages, in your judgment
as you reflect back?

Mr. HAKIM. I think the pace was set by Mr. Ghorbanifar. I think
he set the pace and he poisoned the well in Iran, and--

Mr. BROOMFIELD. Would you explain that a little bit more?
Mr. HAKIM. I believe that Mr. Ghorbanifar intended to create a

system through which he could continue to sell arms to Iran and
release hostages and then for the Lebanese to go on and get more
hostages and for the United States to sell more arms. And this is
what I established immediately when I was briefed.

That is why I disagreed with that approach. That is why I tried
very hard to get to that layer of the Iranian Government that
could see beyond exchange of arms for hostages.

Mr. BROOMFIELD. Another area that has troubled me is this extra
profit that was derived from the sale of the arms, to go to the Con-
tras. Who drummed up that idea?

Mr. HAKIM. I really don't know, sir.
Mr. BROOMFIELD. Because this brings it into a whole new dimen-

sion because it is my understanding that the administration's posi-
tion originally was to open up new avenues of communication with
the so-called moderates in Iran hoping that this might bring about
some release, help on the release of those hostages in Lebanon, and
then it seems to me the next step was if we could only get just a
few weapons over there, everything is going to work out.

Not only did we give them weapons, but this huge profit was de-
rived-not huge profit, but probably this investigation is going to
cost more than actually was diverted to the Contras--

Mr. HAKIM. I agree with you, sir.
Mr. BROOMFIELD. It is unbelievable but go ahead. But the point is

I am curious how all this happened. Why did it happen? Who came
up with that idea that this money ought to go down to the Contras?

Mr. HAKIM. I don't know who came up with the idea. Probably it
was as a result of the evolution of events, the Contra project was
outstanding, the Iranian case came about, the opportunity was to
markup the prices and mind you, sir, I am thinking like a business-
man and businessmen tend to take advantage of any situation to
achieve their purposes. So that is the only conclusion that I can
reach that they both happened at the same time, so they came up
with this idea.

Mr. BROOMFIELD. One final thing, and I hope you don't take of-
fense on this, Mr. Hakim--

Mr. HAKIM. I will keep an open mind, sir.
Mr. BROOMFIELD. But as an American citizen obviously concerned

about your country's relations in the Middle East, don t you think
something is wrong when a great nation has to turn to an inexperi-
enced private citizen in order to pursue sophisticated and very sen-
sitive international diplomatic missions?

Mr. HAKIM. Generally speaking, sir, you are correct, but it is also
very important that we take into consideration-you talk about so-
phistication-I believe the reason Colonel North, Mr. Cave, Gener-
al Secord did not succeed and the discussions broke off, it was be-
cause they showed too much sophistication. What I am trying to
say is that it is a mistake for the United States to size all nations
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in the world with the same yardstick that we measure our own ca-
pabilities and competence.

Mr. BROOMFIELD. I thank you very much for your answers.
Mr. HAKIM. Thank you, sir.
Chairman INOUYE. Senator Rudman.
Mr. RUDMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Hakim, I want to thank you for your testimony before the

committee and for the enormous amount of records you have pro-
vided. For the many days of deposition you have provided. I have
read most of them. I would characterize your testimony as being
very candid, very helpful.

I do want to tell you that I think you are naturally somewhat
protective of your former or present business partner, General

cord, and of Colonel North, but you speak often of the human
factors and I think that we understand that.

But I think you have told us generally what you know.
I just have a few factual questions for you. I believe that you

have had most of the questions asked that can be asked, but there
are a few points that have not been covered, and I would just like
the benefit of your recollection, and I having looked at your deposi-
tion believe these are all things within your knowledge.

I believe that there was a finder's fee paid for the Trans-America
arms purchase which was shipped to Mr. Calero, is that correct?

Mr. HAKIM. That is my understanding, sir.
Mr. RUDMAN. And could you tell us who the finder's fee was paid

to?
Mr. HAKIM. To the law firm of Mr. Green.
Mr. RUDMAN. And do you know how much that was?
Mr. HAKIM. I cannot recall, sir.
Mr. RUDMAN. Was it in the many thousands of dollars, or was it

a small amount?
Mr. HAKIM. In many thousands of dollars, sir.
Mr. RUDMAN. Somewhere in the $40,000 to $50,000 range?
Mr. HAKIM. It could be that much or more; I don't remember.
Mr. RUDMAN. And, in fact, was a transfer to Mr. Green on April

10, 1985, of a totally separate amount of money from the Korel ac-
count, charged to General Secord in the amount of $45,000?

Mr. HAKIM. I recall that entry, indeed, in the ledgers.
Mr. RUDMAN. Do you recall that that was characterized as a loan

as opposed to payment for legal fees.
Mr. HAKIM. There were also legal fees.
Mr. RUDMAN. I have those here. I am not going to talk about

those there is a question about those.
Mr. HAKIM. There was legal fees and also a loan. I don't remem-

ber this particular entry referring to which one of them, sir.
Mr. RUDMAN. Well, the ToyCo account was debited for $15,000

and then $10,000 in September 1986. It is my understanding that
that was legal fees.

My understanding from your previous testimony is that the
Korel transfer of $45,000 to Mr. Green was a loan; is that correct?

Mr. HAKIM. Yes, that is correct, sir.
Mr. RUDMAN. And that came, I believe, from the proceeds of the

enterprise?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
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Mr. RUDMAN. Now, have you seen the diversion memo that we
have in our fles?

Mr. HAKIM. I believe it was shown to me during one of the meet-
ings we have had for the depositions.

Mr. RUDMAN. It is my understanding you have seen it, and the
interesting thing about it is this memo, whether it was legal or ille-
gal, is not even under discussion here but that memo had a
scheme, a plan, a rather clever one, to markup weapons to Iran
and then take the money, estimated here at $12 million, to pur-
chase critically needed supplies for the Nicaragua Democratic Re-
sistance Forces. That is the genesis of the idea that someone had
and we would like to find out who that was?

This particular document, I believe, counsel can correct me if I
am wrong-was found in Colonel North's office. You have seen
this?

Mr. HAKIM. Yes.
Mr. RUDMAN. That is not what happened.
I mean, if someone wanted to divert the $12 million to the Con-

tras, if that is what U.S. Government officials wanted to do, you
didn't follow those instructions, I take it?

Mr. HAKIM. I am not sure that I understand the question.
Mr. RUDMAN. Let me restate it.
Did anyone tell you specifically that there was a scheme here

and the scheme was to markup the weapons and to then take the
proceeds or the profit, if you will, and ship it down to Mr. Calero's
forces?

Mr. HAKIM. I recall statements to the effect that some of the so-
-called profits from the Iranit.n sales to be used for the benefit of
the Contras.

Mr. RUDMAN. Some?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes.
Mr. RUDMAN. But not all?
Mr. HAKIM. Definitely not.
Mr. RUDMAN. And then Colonel North, I take it, was aware of

the fact that not all of the proceeds would be used to divert to the
Contras?

Mr. HAKIM. I believe General Secord made that very clear to
him.

Mr. RUDMAN. So it would be your testimony that you, General
Secord, and Colonel North-who can speak for himself, of course,
when he gets here-all recognized that there would be an enter-
prise that would be set up for all the reasons you have testified-
we don't have to go over all these reasons, they are in the record-
and they certainly knew that the profits weren't to be diverted in
total to the Contras?

Mr. HAKIM. I agree, sir. And in addition to that, I could not see
how we could make $12 million out of sales of 3,000 TOWs and that
was the quantity of TOWs that I understood to have been approved
to be sold to Iran.

Mr. RUDMAN. Well, I think the profits finally were more than 12,
if you want to add up the moneys that came from private donors
and Lake Resources accounts, there certainly was money available.
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Mr. HAKIM. No, no, we are talking bout the proceeds from the
sales of arms to Iran. I could not see how you could have had that
much.

Mr. RUDMAN. There was a $6,500 profit per TOW, so that would
add up--

Mr. HAKIM. That was the markup, sir. There were other ex-
penses.

Mr. RUDMAN. All right.
At any rate, you have answered the question.
It was, even though we have this diversion memo, there is no

agreement that all of the profit would be diverted?
Mr. HAKIM. No, no, sir.
Mr. RUDMAN. I want to tell you, Mr. Hakim, you are a very

candid witness.
I wish other witnesses would come forward and say I got into

this, took a lot of personal risk, and did it both for the country and
for myself.

Senator Trible from Virginia, describes General Secord as a pa-
triot and a profiteer. I think you are a patriot and businessman.

Mr. HAKIM. I appreciate that, sir. Thank you.
Mr. RUDMAN. Now, one last question. You have lived in this

country for 20 some odd years, and you have a very interesting
background that most of us wouldn't have any understanding of.
You understand the Iranian culture and the way they do business
there and you understand our culture, and the way we do business
here.

Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. RUDMAN. And you said late this morning that you under-

stood the ethics of the United States.
Mr. HAKIM. I do.
Mr. RUDMAN. Well, I want to put this question to you for you to

ponder because we are going to have to hear from Colonel North.
Certainly, Mr. Hakim, you are sophisticated enough to know that
by asking Colonel North's wife to come to Philadelphia-and I
don't know if that happened or not, but we will find out-by trying
to divert money through real estate firms for services maybe not
rendered in full, by naming him in a will, and by doing other
things that were done, that Colonel North was going to put-be put
in tremendous jeopardy, because let us go on the assumption that
Colonel North never asked for any of this to be done.

Colonel North is now in a position of not having informed the
U.S. authorities that these attempts were being made. Don't you-
did you not realize at the time with Mr. Zucker, who understands
U.S. laws and ethics, that even a good faith-and I will take your
human values for what you state them to be-even a good faith
effort to help Colonel North would put him in tremendous jeop-
ardy?

Mr. HAKIM. I agree with you, sir. I do agree with you. But the
intent counts. We made a try. We made an attempt. We did not
succeed. I didn't think that the attempt in itself would be harmful.

Mr. RUDMAN. Well, Mr. Hakim, Mr. Chairman, if I could have
just another 30 seconds, certainly Mr. Zucker, who from what I
know of him, and I know something of him, is a sophisticated
lawyer and a good lawyer certainly, and you know from living here
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in this country, that U.S. officials, be they Congressmen, Senators,
cabinet officers, members of the military, have a duty to report any
attempt to pass things of value to them out of the ordinary course.
Certainly, you knew that.

Mr. HAMUM. Definitely. As a matter of fact, I was a witness when
the Iranians brought him a gift and he did not accept it. I mean
officials.

Mr. RUDMAN. You put Colonel North in a position which he in
good faith or Mrs. North may not have thought of, and I say this
sincerely, of listening to a scheme which put them in a position,
and if they had not reported this to the proper authorities, it has
put them in extreme jeopardy.

Didn't anybody give this any thought when this started?
Mr. HAKIM. I am afraid not.
Mr. RUDMAN. It just seems to me, Mr. Chairman, and I will con-

clude, that one of the unintended, and I emphasize unintended, ef-
fects of this getting private businessmen involved with U.S. offi-
cials and U.S. military is the possibility of very corrupting and
very corrosive effects on our government, and that is why, of
course, although this investigation may cost more than the diver-
sion, it will be worth every dime, Mr. Hakim.

Mr. HAKIM. I agree with what you say.
Mr. RUDMAN. Thank you.
Chairman HAMILTON. Mr. Brooks.
Mr. BROOKS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Hakim, I want to congratulate you as one of the more inter-

esting witnesses that I have ever had the pleasure of listening to.
Mr. HAKIM. Thank you, sir.
Mr. BROOKS. Interesting and innovative, resourceful.
Mr. HAKIM. Thank you.
Mr. BRooKs. And with great business skill. I don't know if I

would want to trade with you too much. I would want to watch you
pretty close while we did.

You testified that in 1980 your business was dependent almost
exclusively upon Iranian sales, is that correct?

Mr. HAKIM. I believe I said until before the revolution, sir. After
the revolution, I had no longer any business ties with Iran.

Mr. BROOKS. And after the fall of the Shah actually your busi-
ness virtually dried up, and that business was gone.

Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. BROOKS. Were you involved in any way in discussions and

negotiations or activities concerning the release of the hostages
held in the U.S. Embassy in Iran in 1980 or 1981?

Mr. HAKIM. Yes, I was, sir.
Mr. BROOKS. Could you explain that?
Mr. HAKIM. I was approached by General Secord. I met with him

in Washington in the Pentagon. He told me that there was an idea,
an attempt to try to rescue the American hostages, the so-called
embassy-American Embassy hostages, and if I would be prepared
to make available to him the contacts and facilities that I had in
Iran, including the company that I had and for some time after the
revolution I maintained that company and the employees in it.

And I said definitely I would be available. He told me that some
other intelligence-type government officials would contact me and
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would take it from there. And, indeed, such contact was made, but
later I learned that the whole project was aborted.

Mr, BROOKS. And so that was the extent of your participation?
Mr. HAKIM. I understood that the project never got off the

ground.
Mr. BROOKS. Now, at the time General Secord became your part-

ner in 1983, did your business have any appreciable activity then,
or was it rather dormant?

Mr. HAKIM. It was dormant, and we had great opportunity with
a certain client that could have yielded a big profit for us, and we
started to promote that particular product. But as a result of creat-
ing the Contra-Iran commitment for ourselves, those people had to
terminate us.

Mr. BROOKS. Prior to 1983, had you or any of your businesses
been involved in weapons transactions?

Mr. HAKIM. Not more than the Olin case that I explained. That
was not really my own business; I was doing that at the behest of
another individual.

Mr. BROOKS. Would you say that your business prospered sub-
stantially since Mr. Secord became your partner in 1983?

Mr. HAKIM. I am afraid I didn't understand the question.
Mr. BROOKS. Have you done well financially since Mr. Secord

became your partner--
Mr. HAKIM. Yes.
Mr. BROOKS. In 1983?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes.
Mr. BROOKS. Hasn't all of this growth been attributable to Gener-

al Secord and Colonel North's connections with weapons deliveries
to Iran and to the Contras?

Mr. HAKIM. No, sir.
Mr. BROOKS. What has it been attributed to?
Mr. HAKIM. My own contacts and my own marketing skill.
Mr. BROOKS. With the Contras and with Iran?
Mr. HAKIM. With Iran.
Mr. BROOKS. With Iran, but not with the Contras?
Mr. HAKIM. Not with the Contras and not with weapons.
Mr. BROOKS. Did not General Secord and Colonel North set up a

substantial operation in the Contra supply in which you participat-
ed?

Mr. HAKIM. Mr. Brooks, are we talking about the same date, you
say prior to 1983?

Mr. BROOKS. No, no, after 1983 when--
Mr. HAKIM. Sorry, I misunderstood you.
Mr. BROOKS. When you were with Secord. That is all right. We

will start over.
Mr. HAKIM. OK.
Mr. BROOKS. What I am saying is--
Mr. HAKIM. After 1983?
Mr. BROOKS. After 1983, your business became better, and my

question was would you say that, hasn't most of this growth been
attributed, been the work of and through the connection with Gen-
eral Secord and Lt. Col. North and their connections with weapons
deliveries to both the Contras and to Iran?

Mr. HAKIM. The answer is yes.
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Mr. BROOKS. All right. That is what I am asking.
Now, Mr. Hakim, I have just one more real question. You testi-

fied that when you discovered that Mr. Wilson and Mr. Terpil had,
as you put it, penetrated your system, you terminated any rela-
tions with them, and you filed a suit against Mr. Wilson. Are you
aware that Mr. Clines had a close relationship with Mr. Wilson?

Mr. HAKIM. I knew that they knew each other. I did not know
whether they were close, sir.

Mr. BROOKS. They apparently had worked together and were
friends, and with your attitude about the disreputable nature of
doing business with Mr. Wilson and Mr. Terpil, I was wondering
how you had ever permitted Clines to become an associate of yours
and Mr. Secord, General Secord.

Mr. HAKIM. He was brought in as, by General Secord. To this
date, I have no information that Mr. Clines has done anything im-
proper. I am not aware of it if he has done anything improper.

Mr. BROOKS. Well, I want to thank you for your candid education
of Americans in the way of doing business that you have prospered
in doing, and I think it was an interesting description of how you
do business, and I enjoyed it.

Mr. HAKIM. Thank you, sir.
Mr. BROOKS. I think they would shoot me in East Texas if I did

it, but it works good in lots of places. It has been a pleasure to do
business with you.

Mr. HAKIM. Thank you very much, sir.
Chairman INOUYE. Senator Heflin.
Mr. HEFLIN. Mr. Hakim, I suppose that you heard about the Leb-

anese paper running an article disclosing this arms-the American
transactions with the Iranians sometime in the fall of 1986, before
Attorney General Meese announced on the 25th of November-you
were acquainted with the fact that there had been a newspaper ar-
ticle about that and that-did this cause you some concern about
the enterprise when it was disclosed in the press?

Mr. HAKIM. Yes, it did, but it was not a surprise.
Mr. HEFLIN. All right, sir.
Now, after that time, did you, General Secord, and Colonel North

get together and discuss the enterprise?
Mr. HAKIM. I cannot recall when General Secord and Colonel

North and I got together. I can recall only one instance that I be-
lieve we have labeled it as being the 24th of November if I am not
mistaken, sir.

Mr. HEFLIN. All right, sir.
Had you had a meeting before the 24th with the three of them?
Mr. HAKIM. Not that I can recall, sir.
Mr. HEFLIN. I will ask you this: Did you give any instructions to

either Colonel North or to any representative of Colonel North that
certain documents that you had given to Colonel North ought to be
destroyed or shredded?

Mr. HAKIM. The answer is no, sir, and I don't recall having even
given any documents to Colonel North.

Mr. HEFLIN. In other words, you did not give any instructions
whatsoever pertaining to the destruction of any documents at any
time?

Mr. HAKIM. The answer is no, sir.
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Mr. HEFLIN. Now, you have probably read or seen on television
some discussions of the nation of Brunei, that there was to be a $10
million contribution from Brunei.

Do you remember having any discussions with anyone pertaining
to a donation coming in a substantial amount from any foreign
country?

Mr. HAKIM. I recall about an amount of $10 million to be in the
pipeline. The origin of it was not disclosed to me. However, I do
recall that I was told it is coming from the Far East when I was
trying to trace the money back which we had not received. I was
not aware that it came from a foreign government.

Mr. HEFLIN. Who told you this?
Mr. HAKIM. General Secord, I believe, sir.
Mr. HEFLIN. All right.
Did you-was it identified to you in what account it would be de-

posited?
Mr. HAKIM. To the best of my recollection, we had given the ac-

count of Lake Resources, if I am not mistaken.
Mr. HEFLIN. You had given an account specifically for the receipt

of this $10 million?
Mr. HAKIM. If I am not mistaken, Lake Resources was the col-

lecting company that we were using at the time. We had not aban-
doned it yet.

Mr. HEFLIN. Were you given any specific information that it was
to come to the Lake Resources account?

Mr. HAKIM. The bank account number, sir.
Mr. HEFLIN. Just the bank account number?
Mr. HAKIM. And the name of the account.
Mr. HEFLIN. Were there any instructions or any information

given to you that it was to be segregated and separated from the
main account?

Mr. HAKIM. What main account, sir?
Mr. HEFLIN. The main account of Lake Resources.
Mr. HAKIM. Lake Resources was the main account.
Mr. HEFLIN. It starts with 386.
Mr. HAKIM. Lake account was the main account, sir.
Mr. HEFLIN. The $10 million, were any instructions given to you

that or any understanding it should be separated from that ac-
count and put into another account after receipt?

Mr. HAKIM. What I can recollect, sir, was that-I could be off on
this-but I remember was that we had to segregate $7 million of
this. I can't remember the details of this. I knew that we were re-
ceiving this money and only part of it was supposed to remain in
our account for the purchase of weapons and the rest had to be seg-
regated and no specific instruction was given to me.

It was left to the time that we would collect the money.
Mr. HEFLIN. But you remember specifically that a certain portion

of the money was to be spent on weapons?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes.
Mr. HEFLIN. Not humanitarian aid?
Mr. HAKIM. I believe we were short of money at the time. Again,

I am speaking from my memory. That a certain amount of that
was supposed to be spent for the purpose of the Contras.
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I understood that it would be for the purchase of arms. I could be
wrong, sir.

Mr. HEFLIN. So now you got from General Secord that it was to
be divided into two parts, one $3 million and one $7 million?

Mr. HAKIM. That is my recollection.
Mr. HEFLIN. Which of those, the $3 million or the $7 million, was

to be spent on arms for the Contras?
Mr. HAKIM. The three, sir.
Mr. HEFLN. The $3 million was to be spent on arms for the Con-

tras?
Mr. HAKIM. That is what I recall, sir.
Mr. HEFLIN. What were the instructions that you had pertaining

to the $7 million, as to where it would go?
Mr. HAKIM. I was told as the money gets there, I would be given

the instructions.
Mr. HEFLIN. You would be given the instructions then in regard

to it, so you don't have any question that $3 million was to go to
arms?

Mr. HAKIM. As I mentioned earlier, sir, that was my deduction,
that since $3 million was going to remain with us, we were going to
spend that on arms.

Mr. HEFLN. If you separated seven and three, and you didn't
know you would receive later instructions relative to the seven,
you had specific instructions as to the three, did you not?

Mr. HAKIM. Yes, to be used out of our enterprise.
Mr. HEFUN. For arms?
Mr. HAKIM. That was my deduction, sir.
Mr. HEFLIN. Who was to direct the sale relative to the $3 million

as to whom you would buy the arms from?
Mr. HAKIM. I don't think I focused on that, sir. I assumed that

we would follow the normal channel that we had done to that date.
Mr. HEFLIN. All right, sir. Let me ask you this-how old is Mr.

Zucker?
Mr. HAKIM. Mr. Zucker, I believe-please forgive me, Mr.

Zucker, if I over-go over your age-I believe he is about 54.
Mr. HEFLIN. Is the present state of affairs, according to what the

staff tells me, that the recipient of the $10 million that went into a
different bank account, not the one of Lake Resources, has not yet
been ever identified other than being a Swiss businessman who is a
Swiss national and has been identified relative to the information
from a judge, who has a wife who is a doctor.

Does Mr. Zucker have a wife who is a doctor?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes, but Zucker is not a Swiss citizen, sir.
Mr. HEFLN. He is not a Swiss national?
Mr. HAKIM. No, sir.
Mr. HEFLIN. He was an American?
Mr. HAKIM. He is an American.
Mr. HFLIN. The information is that this individual is a man of

approximately 60 years of age. Could Mr. Zucker be in effect-his
appearance appears to be 60 years of age?

Mr. HAKIM. His appearance is younger than his age of 54. He
looks more like 50.
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Mr. HEFLIN. If he has a wife who is a doctor and this Swiss na-
tional has a wife who is a doctor, what is the population of
Geneva?

Mr. HAKIM. Sir, I missed the question.
Mr. HEFLIN. What size city is Geneva? In other words, if two

wives are doctors, it would appear the husbands might know each
other.

Mr. HAKIM. If they are both in the shipping business, sir, they
should, but Mr. Zucker is not in the shipping business.

Mr. HEFLIN. He is not in the shipping business. It may well be
that it does strike a little coincidence. I believe that is all.

Chairman HAMILTON. Mr. Rodino.
Mr. RODINO. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Hakim,

everyone has been making much of the fact that you are rather
candid, you are frank and I believe up to a point that you have
been trying to be candid.

I would like to clear up a point, though. Senator Cohen asked
you whether or not if there had not been a profit you would have
undertaken the task that you had been given, and your response to
him was, "Probably." Did you mean that you would have undertak-
en the task without a profit?

Mr. HAKIM. I think I was asked that question at a later date.
When you talk about the task, are you referring to the Iranian
effort?

Mr. RODINO. Well, I am talking about any task that you under-
take, because I think that Senator Cohen asked you whether or not
you would have undertaken the matter without a profit motive.

You said probably, and I am confused, because I don't know
whether or not as a businessman who has stated very plainly that
you are interested in profit as well as you initially stated in doing
something for your country and for the United States.

Mr. HAKIM. To be totally candid with you, sir, it would be-I
have in my own mind to evaluate the value of the services that I
can render, and make a judgment whether the services that I can
render outweighs my personal profit and how long I have to spend
in rendering that profit, if it would be short term, I probably would
get into it without any profit, but if it would require years of in-
volvement, I don't think I would do it.

Mr. RODINO. Let me say that you made an opening statement,
and I think you were very thoughtful in the preparation of that
statement, and I just wanted to clear the point because I recall
your stating that:

As a businessman, I never pretended to undertake the tasks I was asked to per-
form for philanthropic purposes, and I made that clear to all of those with whom I
was involved, including General Secord, Lt. Col. North, the CIA and the Iranians.

That means in any undertaking, isn't that the fact?
Mr. HAKIM. That is correct, sir, but there is also another side to

this statement.
Mr. RODINO. But this statement is clear--
Mr. HAKIM. The answer is, yes, because my understanding was

that this was going to take a long time, and it did.
Mr. RODINO. You were interested in the profit motive then?
Mr. HAKIM. I never denied that, and I don't now.
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Mr. RODINO. I hope that you don't, but you left the impression at
one point that you might have undertaken something even if there
were not a profit.

Let's go on to something else because Senator Rudman struck a
note here that I think-

Mr. HAKIM. May I add something to here?
I was asked in December, I believe, to make an introduction be-

tween the Iranian channel and the State Department, and there
was' no money in that for me, and I went through a lot of hardship
to arrange that at a time that there was no confidence whatsoever
by the Iranians in the Americans, and I did that without having
any possibility of making any money out of that effort, just for the
sake of the record.

Mr. RODINO. Let me just state, as I was beginning to say, that
Senator Rudman, I think, struck a note"erte when he made men-
tion of what we all, I think, should bear in mind as we move on in
this, that where there is a possibility of using private business
people in situations where there could be profit, and corruption
could inadvertently arise, I think we have to not only bear that in
mind, but we have to recognize that here where there has been a
stated American foreign policy not to trade arms for hostages, that
we used an American arms dealer to negotiate for hostages, and an
arms dealer who we know has been in business for the purpose of
making profit in various transactions. That bothers me a good deal.
I I would like to call this to your attention, and I want to fair on
this and ask you to reply to it. But you mentioned that under Colo-
nel North's seven point plan, we would exchange arms for the re-
lease of all the American hostages.

Under your nine-point plan we would receive one-and-a-half hos-
tages for the arms shipment. Does this in any way suggest that you
would feel that you could carry on this transaction for the purpose
of gaining a profit until we got all the hostages?

Mr. HAKIM. That was not the intention, sir.
Mr. RODINO. Well--
Mr. HAKIM. In total-the total amount of arms, the total amount

of TOWs did not change in either plan. The hostages remained con-
stant; the number of hostages were the same; the total amount of
TOWs were the same.

In no way the nine point program would have increased my prof-
itability. I came to that--

Mr. oDINo. In other words, you were not thinking in terms of
delaying something for the purpose of a bigger profit?

Mr. HAKIM. To the contrary, if the seven point plan would have
been accepted, we would have shipped all the goods at the same
time, all the hostages would have been released, at the same time I
would have made my profits at the same time.

Mr. RODINO. One final question, because this was curious to me,
and I recognize that in this I recognize your beneficence toward
Colonel North.

You wanted to propose, and you did propose, in setting aside a
certain amount of money in the Button account, you proposed
$500,000 to General Secord; is that not correct, for that account?

For the Button account, you were proposing $500,000?
Mr. HAKIM. For the death benefit. When we started out, sir--
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Mr. RODINO. I just want to know, that was the amount you pro-
posed, $500,000?

Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. RODINO. And General Secord, who has been before us and

talked about his being in this for the sake of patriotism, Genera!
Secord was the one who said we shouldn't give that much to Colo-
nel North, we ought to give him only $200,000, was that for the
purpose of diminishing the amount of money that would be there
for both of you to share in as profits?

Mr. HAKIM. I think the explanation that I gave was that General
Secord said that I should not use my own points of reference, my
own personal lifestyle, as a point of reference, and I did not under-
stand how a soldier lives, and they are not--

Mr. RODINO. That is not the point I am getting at Mr. Hakim.
Mr. HAKIM. Could you be nore specific sir?
Mr. RODINO. The point that I am getting at is that you proposed

$500,000, General Secord said $200,000. That meant that there
would have been $300,000 more in the enterprise for you and Mr.
Secord?

Mr. HAKIM. That is a wrong conclusion, sir, because the money
would have stayed in the account whether it was $500,000 or
$200,000, because in case of death of Colonel North, sir, that money
would have been used.

So I don't believe we would have considered profitability of our
two individuals when the life of another person was involved, sir.

Do I make myself clear?
Mr. RODINO. Mr. Hakim, I wasn't questioning your motivation.
You were being beneficent in saying $500,000. It was Colonel

North who said no-General Secord, let me give him $200,000.
Mr. HAKIM. Not given him, set aside.
Mr. RODINO. So there would have been $300,000 more that would

have stayed in the enterprise which would have benefited at least
General Secord if not you?

Mr. HAKIM. But we were not dividing the--
Mr. RODINO. Not at that time.
Mr. HAKIM. Who knows what the expenses would have been. I

can agree that the enterprise would have had an additional
$300,000 not blocked. That I can agree to, sir.

Mr. RoDINO. So that would have been $300,000 more, which could
have gone to General Secord and you?

Mr. HAKIM. Or expenses.
Mr. RODINo. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman INOUYE. Senator Boren.
Mr. BOREN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
All through this I have been concerned in trying to get the tax-

payers' money back, and just in terms of simple straightforward
facts it seems to me that the weapons which were sold to the Irani-
ans were American weapons purchased with American taxpayers'
funds, isn't that correct?

Mr. HAKIM. I am not an expert in this, sir.
Mr. BOREN. Let me stipulate that the way the Defense Depart-

ment gets money and buys arms is that they use the taxpayers'
money to do so. So they were weapons belonging to the taxpayers
sold for $30 million. I understand that the taxpayers were paid $12
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million, according to your records, you had transportation and re-
lated costs of $2.4 million, according to your records, and $700,000
of miscellaneous expenses. So that would leave $14.9 million, ap-
proximately half of all that $30 million that was received.

And I just wondered when the taxpayers can plan on getting
that back from you. When do you plan to give the taxpayers back
the $15 million of proceeds from the sale of their property?

Mr. HAKIM. Are you telling me that there was some sort of ar-
rangement that the CIA would get part of their money first and
some of it later?

Mr. BOREN. You sold taxpayers' property. You sold it for $30 mil-
lion, you only paid back $12 million, you had $3 million of ex-
penses, so when can we expect you to give the taxpayers back their
other $15 million? You have plans to give it back, I presume.

Mr. HAKIM. Sir, you have to speak so a businessman can under-
stand it. Are you suggesting that the American public--

Mr. BOREN. I am asking you a very simple question, and you can
answer it by saying never. When do you plan to give the American
taxpayers back their $15 million?

Mr. HAKIM. Sir, I am afraid you were not present at the meeting.
We discussed this issue.

Mr. BOREN. I heard you, but I want to know-you do not plan to
give it back, is that correct?

Mr. HAKIM. My plan is as soon as we can figure it out. We refer
to it as a monster. As soon as we figure out what the monster is,we will settle up.

Mr. BOREN. I gather you have about $8 million in your accounts
under your control-$ 6.67 million and $1.4 million all together.
Could you at least give us back that $8 million-give it back to the
taxpayers? When could you give that back?

Mr. HAKIM. I have already responded to this question in detail.
We can go over that if there is time.

Mr. BOREN. Well, let me ask a third question. Is it true you have
been in contact with General Secord over the last 2 or 3 months?

Mr. HAKIM. I believe I also testified to that.
Mr. BOREN. Well, I would like to hear-did you meet with Gener-

al Secord as recently as April?
Mr. HAKIM. I believe I testified right after the 20th of April,

when I met with him in the presence of counsel.
Mr. BOREN. So if General Secord gave you an instruction that he

would like to have the approximately $1 million, which is now in
the Korel account, $1,076,000, if General Secord requested that you
return that to the taxpayers, would you be willing to do so? Would
there be anything standing in your way of returning that to the
taxpayers if General Secord asked you to return it?

Mr. HAKIM. I have learned one thing, sir, from this whole affair,
that I will not do anything any more without consulting with my
attorneys, and that would be one of those cases.

Mr. OREN. Then you personally would have no objection to re-
turning that money to the taxpayers if General Secord asked you
to do that?

Mr. HAKM. If my attorneys so advised me.
Mr. BOREN. What about taxes? You say you have given some in-

dication in your answers, and I have been listening, to your an-
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swers, when I've been in the room and out of the room, that you
have some doubt, you apparently don't accept my hypothesis that
this money belongs to the taxpayers, so I presume that the $15 mil-
lion either belongs to the taxpayers or it became yours and General
Secord's to do with as you please.

If any other American taxpayer were to get $15 million to do
with as they pleased, they would have to pay taxes on that money.
I don't believe you can have it both ways. How can you explain
that you either won't give it back, either it belongs to the taxpay-
ers and you should give it back, or you should pay taxes on it,
should you not?

Mr. HAKIM. If you are on behalf of the U.S. Government giving
me $15 million today, I will pay my taxes on it.

Mr. BOREN. I haven't given you anything. I think you kept $15
million that belongs to the taxpayers.

Mr. HAKIM. That is not what the records show.
Mr. BOREN. Let me ask this, you are aware of General Secord's

stated commitment to help the Contras-his desire to help the Con-
tras?

Mr. HAKIM. I referred to that in this hearing today as well.
Mr. BOREN. You also testified in this hearing tat on the last

sales, when you knew that the money had already been appropri-
ated by the Congress, I believe in August, your final sale to the
Contras, I believe at one point you said 50 percent and at another
point in time you said a markup of 40 percent, if you knew of Gen-
eral Secord's your partner's, strong desire to help the Contras, why
did you charge a 40- or 50-percent markup on that last sale?

Mr. HAKIM. I did not decide the markup. I testified that we com-
municated, Mr. Clines and myself, to General Secord that we
wanted to have an increase in our profit, and we left it for to him
to decide.

Mr. BOREN. And he allowed you to go ahead-in other words he
concurred with this charge of 40 to 50 percent on that last and
final sale to the Contras, he did not veto that?

Mr. HAKIM. I don't think that we suggested any percentage. I
don't believe that we have all the figures to determine the final
percentage with the figures that we have at the time, I believe it
came out to be 40 percent from the top.

Mr. BOREN. Forty percent is what you charged and you charged
that knowing of General Secord's stated desire to help the Contras
and saying that he was in the enterprise not mainly for profit but
to help the Contras, and yet he did not veto or monitor carefully
the amount of markup that you were charging?

Mr. HAKIM. If you look at the history of the activity of this so-
called enterprise, lack of discipline was something that we con-
stantly had.

Mr. BOREN. Lack of discipline and also high markups.
Mr. HAKIM. It all depends what is the point of reference, sir.
Mr. BOREN. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman HAMILTON. Mr. Courter.
Mr. COURTER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Hakim, I wanted to get one area of questioning straightened

out. I would like'the U.S, taxpayers to receive a windfall when
they can and if we can get some of this money fine but it is my
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understanding that the U.S. Government received all the money
that it contracted for with regard to the sale of the weapons, is
that correct?

Mr. HAKIM. You are correct.
Mr. COURTER. We sold weapons that totaled $12 million, the con-

tract was that we receive $12 million, we asked for $12 million and
we got $12 million before in fact we got rid of the weapons.

Mr. HAKIM. You are correct, sir.
Mr. COURTER. A few moments ago you said something that I had

not heard before, and I would like you to mention it again and ex-
plain the circumstances.

You indicated that at one time you were with North when he
was offered a gift by the Iranians and he refused it. Could you
elaborate?

Mr. HAKIM. I recall that-I don't remember during which one of
the visits that it was, that the Iranians brought an Iranian carpet,
and for Colonel North. He thanked them immensely and he said
that he could not accept that.

The Iranians had brought some pistachios, he took a handful of
pistachios and said "however, I will accept this."

Mr. COURTER. Did he indicate the reason why he did not feel it
was appropriate--

Mr. HAKIM. He explained to them because he is a government
official, he is not entitled to accept gifts.

Mr. COURTER. How much was the carpet worth that he rejected,
approximately?

Mr. HAKIM. That is a wild guess on my part, sir, I would say be-
tween $2,000 to $5,000.

Mr. COURTER. A pretty expensive rug?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes.
Mr. COURTER. In your setting up the Button account, and your

attempt to get the wheel rolling, and your setting in motion Mr.
Zucker, and then ending up obviously with no real transfer or ar-
rangement with Oliver North, did Oliver North ever thank you for
setting up a $200,000 account on his behalf?

Mr. HAKIM. No, sir. As far as I understood he didn't know, he
never thanked me. The answer to your question is no.

Mr. COURTER. You knew him by that time reasonably well, and
you spoke with him by that time often. Do you think he would
have at least indicated to you appreciation if he knew about it?

Mr. HAKIM. That is a right conclusion, sir.
Mr. COURTER. I don't know whether he knew about it or not. We

will have to wait for his testimony. But rather than the reverse
conclusion that I get from the question of some of us here, I get
just the reverse. If Oliver North had any indication that you had
set aside $200,000 on his behalf, he would either signal to you that
he knew, thank you for doing it, or do the same thing he did with
the $5,000 carpet, reject it, because he was a government official.

Mr. HAKIM. It is very refreshing to hear that line of logic, sir.
Mr. COURTER. You said, Mr. Hakim, that you were generous in

other ways. There were some number of questions with respect to
your motivation in setting up a $200,000 account for the benefit of
Oliver North's spouse and his child, and you said if you knew my
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record you would understand the fact that I have been generous
before. I am going to give you a chance to elaborate on that.

Mr. HAKIM. Probably today in the United States alone I can pro-
vide you with at least six, seven, eight not only character witnesses
but witnesses who actually benefited from similar action, and in
addition to that, there are a lot more people in Iran who if God
willing we ever get a chance to have a relationship with, they
would also be witnesses to that.

Mr. COURTER. Those similar types of events-did they contain
similar types of money?

Mr. HAKIM. Large moneys, gifts of stock in the companies-there
are people that I am happy to see that they are millionaires as a
result of my getting them involved.

Mr. COURTER. So what you are saying is the fact that you are es-
tablishing this account for the benefit of Oliver North's child and
widow should he die was consistent with a pattern of that type of
largess, that type of benefits that you had bestowed on others?

Mr. HAKIM. Very much so, sir.
Mr. COURTER. What happened to William Buckley?
Mr. HAKIM. I believe our intelligence organizations have con-

firmed that he has been killed under heavy torture.
Mr. COURTER. Was it common knowledge of the manner of his

death during the time that you were involved with the Iranian op-
eration?

Mr. HAKIM. That was very much on our mind. Yes, it was known
and it was very much on our mind.

Mr. COURTER. Was the manner of his death known to you?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes, it was. I cannot forget even now when I remem-

ber the time that Oliver North decided to take a trip to Tehran, I
was tearful, he was tearful, it was very intense moment, sir.

Mr. COURTER. Thank you, Mr. Hakim.
I see my time is up. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman INOUYE. Senator Hatch.
Mr. HATCH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Hakim, I want to thank you for testifying. You have shed

very important light on the facts and circumstances for which
these committees were initially formed. I think it is helpful from
that standpoint to remind ourselves of just why we were formed.
We were established to investigate the decision of our government
to sell arms to Iran, and in connection with that, we were also obli-
gated to explore what happened or what appeared to be a transfer
to the Contras of some of the funds raised from those very same
arms transactions.

Thorough examination will help us to better understand our for-
eign policy operations and hopefully how we can avoid these prob-
lems in the future, and give us guidance for the future.

We also naturally discovered a number of side stories, possibly
even violations of the law.

Now, to the extent those possible violations are relevant to our
central inquiry, it seems to me we have an obligation to explore
them, but we are not a criminal court and I fear that occasionally
we steer away from our main purposes, and spend inordinate time
on some tangents.
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When we do, we sometimes seem to lose part of our objectivity
and possibly we abandon part of our obligation.

Now, focusing on just what I see as some of our main purposes,
let me ask you just a few general questions.

With respect to the Contra operations you became involved at
the request of General Secord, is that correct?

Mr. HAKIM. That is correct, sir.
Mr. HATCH. And your involvement with the Contras consisted

initially of selling arms to the Contras for profit, is that correct?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. HATCH. And later you transferred the funds to General Se-

cord's resupply operation, am I correct in that?
Mr. HAKIM. You are correct on that, too, sir.
Mr. HATCH. And you did that at the request of General Secord

who in turn you believed received instructions from Colonel North,
is that correct?

Mr. HAKIM. That is correct, sir.
Mr. HATCH. And with respect to the Iranian sales, arms sales,

you got involved because General Secord asked you to, is that cor-
rect?

Mr. HAKIM. That is correct, sir.
Mr. HATCH. And you served initially as an interpreter, that is

also correct?
Mr. HAKIM. That is also correct, sir.
Mr. HATCH. And you also served as the money man. You took

care of the financial affairs of what General Secord has referred to
as the commercial cutout, is that correct?

Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. HATCH. And you claimed that with regard to the first chan-

nel you had no profit motivation whatever, is that fair?
Mr. HAKIM. That is fair, sir.
Mr. HATCH. OK then, at the later time you became involved as a

principal negotiator with the second channel, is that right?
Mr. HAKIM. That is right, sir.
Mr. HATCH. And there you did have a profit motive, is that cor-

rect?
Mr. HAKIM. That is also correct, sir.
Mr. HATCH. And throughout all of this you were a private citi-

zen, am I right in that regard?
Mr. HAKIM. That is correct, sir.
Mr. HATCH. I must admit that it troubles me, Mr. Hakim, that

we were involving you like we were. With all due respect to you I
don't think you were trained or prepared to conduct foreign policy
operations or foreign relations. When we throw in your profit
motive, which you freely admit, it seems to me it makes for a very
bad and made for a very bad situation.

And it made a bad situation worse. I don't necessarily blame you
and we will leave that for conclusions that will happen later. But I
did find what happened to be instructive, especially as what we
should not do in the future.

Would you agree with me, Mr. Hakim, that your efforts to devel-
op the second channel, as well intentioned as they might have
been, had the effect of blowing whatever chance the Iranian oper-
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ation had for success, because the existence of the second channel
upset the first channel, is that correct?

Mr. HAKIM. I am afraid I don't share your opinions, sir, on that.
I didn't believe that the structure of the first channel was proper
at all or--

Mr. HATCH. I am not judging whether it was proper, I am saying
the fact that we went to a second channel actually blew up the
first channel, is that correct?

Mr. HAKIM. There was a time that we maintained both channels,
I believe there are documents to that effect.

Mr. HATCH. But the net effect was that because of going to the
second channel, Ghorbanifar blew the cover on the first?

Mr. HAKIM. I don't believe that is true, sir.
Mr. HATCH. All right.
Mr. HAKIM. My information is very different. I think I have valid

information as to how this happened.
Mr. HATCH. All right. Just so I have it straight, Mr. Hakim,

based on your experience what were the objectives of the U.S. Gov-
ernment officials that you met or that you heard from or that Mr.,
General Secord heard from as you understand them with respect to
the first channel? Was it an arms for hostage deal at the inception
or was it for a longer term relationship with Iran?

Mr. HAKIM. I believe I testified that Colonel North and the Irani-
an representative, they were going past each other. Colonel North
was shooting for a long-term relationship.

Mr. HATCH. All right. Let me just bring out one last point on this
line of questions.

Mr. Hakim, certain allegations have developed through your tes-
timony that tend to raise several questions that have I believe a
relationship to our task. One relates to your attempts to send
money to Colonel North. Others relate to General Secord and his
appearing here and forswearing of profits, and to the profit
margin you and he made on arms sales to the Contras.

We have had of course General Secord appear before us. In light
of your statements I think he needs to be recalled and we need to
clear up some of these contradictions that seem to appear in my
mind.

I would be for recalling him. I know, for example, on the issue of
profit on Contra arms sales General Secord has recently provided
the committee with a written explanation which he confirms or re-
confirms that your overall profit margin was 20 to 30 percent and
for the record, I am referring to a May 24, 1987 letter addressed to
Mr. Liman and Mr. Nields.

The few documents you were shown today tends to suggest a
higher percentage, is that correct?

Mr. HAKIM. If we have all the facts.
Mr. HATCH. All right, now I feel General Secord may be the only

person who could answer our questions on that subject; do you
agree with that?

Mr. HAKIM. Yes, I do.
Mr. HATCH. All right.
Now I will urge, because of that, the committees to recall Gen-

eral Secord at an appropriate time because I think it is important
for two reasons: one, we need to know the truth; and two, as I said
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at the beginning I believe-it is in our best interests to straighten
out these issues in order to keep our focus on the larger policy
questions before these committees. I have a number of additional
questions on which I could ask you at this time pertaining to a
whole raft of other issues, but as I watched this I feel you have
been very candid with this committee.

Mr. HAKIM. Thank you, sir.
Mr. HATCH. You have been very forthright about what your role

was and how you viewed your role here. And I think you have been
very candid with regard to your various relationships and to that
extent, I want to commend you and thank you for being here. -

I do think that we have to clear up some of these inconsistencies
and problems, and what may appear to be contradictions between
what you have said and what General Secord has said, and I think
in his best interests we need to make sure he comes back.

Mr. HAKIM. Thank you, sir.
Mr. HATCH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman HAMILTON. Mr. Stokes.
Mr. STOKES. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Hakim, is it true that you had in your possession a KL-43

encryption device?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir, at one point in time.
Mr. STOKES. Tell us when that was and who gave it to you.
Mr. HAKIM. I believe it was during the month of May when Gen-

eral Secord was in Tel Aviv trying to coordinate the Iranian trip,
and we had also the DEA and Mr. Clines in Cyprus pursuing the
release of the hostage or hostages that DEA was following up, and
I was left with the KL-43 in Geneva, Switzerland to link up.

General Secord could not be in both places at the same time, so
he had no choice but to leave me with the KL-43 so I could com-
municate with him and report to him the movement of the ship
that we were sending to Cyprus; also the result of my discussions
with DEA and Mr. Clines in Cyprus.

There was also another occasion, possibly the third one that I
recall that the KL-43 was left with me to use, and those last two
were in connection with the second channel.

Mr. STOKES. Who was it that instructed you on how to use it?
Mr. HAKIM. Nobody instructed me on that. It is an instrument

that they can walk you through over the phone once you have the
proper tape with you, and you can feed the brains, if you will, into
the machine. One can, without compromising the communication,
tell you how to run the machine.

Mr. STOKES. Well, you didn't receive the device over the phone.
Someone gave you the device, didn't they?

Mr. HAKIM. The device was left with me prior to Mr. Secord's de-
parture for Tel Aviv.

Mr. STOKES. Who left it with you?
Mr. HAKIM. General Secord.
Mr. STOKES. But he didn't instruct you on how to utilize it?
Mr. HAKIM. He said that it is simple, he left me the booklet to

read, and he said that over the phone he would walk me through
it.

Mr. STOKES. What about the encryption materials? From whom
did you receive those?

75-542 - 88 - 13
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-Mr. -HAxmn. Are you referring to the memory for the machine,
sir?

Mr. ST1KEs. Yes.
Mr. HAKIM. General Secord gave me that for that day, they

change day to day.
Mr. STOKES. Now, did you return that machine?
Mr. HAKIM. I believe this machine still is on the-under seal, if I

am not mistaken. I have to check with--
[Witness conferring with counsel.]
Mr. HAKIM. I am being informed that this machine, without the

tape-it has no tape whatsoever, it is totally a useless machine-it
is under lock with my Swiss lawyer in Switzerland.

Mr. STOKES. That machine would still belong to the United
States of America, would it rot?

Mr. HAKIM. Definitely.
Mr. STOKES. When do you plan to return it?
Mr. HAKIM. As soon as I am instructed, sir.
Mr. STOKES. By whom?
Mr. HAKIM. I have to refer to my lawyer, too, for that.
[Witness conferring with counsel.]
Mr. HAKIM. I have to be directed who is the appropriate author-

ity, and definitely I will abide by that.
Mr. STOKES. If you were instructed to do so by an elected official

of the United States, would you return it?
Mr. HAKIM. I-
Mr. JANIS. Mr. Chairman, may I step in here?
Chairman INOUYE. Proceed.
Mr. JAMNs. Congressman, we would be-I am sure Mr. Hakim

would be happy to return it if someone would instruct us how that
should be done and to whom it should be given and if somebody is
willing to pick it up. We can give them the address, and they can
go there tomorrow as far as we are concerned. He has no interest
in maintaining this thing. So we are happy-he has no interest in
keeping it. If someone would just tell us how to do it, it would be
given back.

Mr. STOKES. I am sure we will take you up on that, counselor.
Mr. Hakim, you mentioned ethics this morning, and I was rather

struck yesterday when you talked about acting as Secretary of
State due to the incompetence of the officials of the United States.
Did it strike you that while you were working in behalf of the busi-
ness enterprise owned by yourself and General Secord that there
was a conflict of interest between your profit motive and your
being able to represent the best interests of the United States?

Mr. HAKIM. First, I would like to very much clarify this issue of
the acting as the Secretary of State.

Mr. STOKES. I am just referring to your statement yesterday.
Mr. HAKIM. Yes, but I also said that I would not accept the job

for any money in the world. My total focus of yesterday's discus-
sion, Mr. Stokes, was for that one particular day where I testified
that I was remaining behind to patch things up, to patch things up
doesn't require the skill of the Secretary of State, it requires the
skill of an Iranian who speaks the language and understands the
culture, and this is what I was referring to.
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And then to patch up the relationship so the two parties can get
back together would not compromise the interests of the United
States.

Mr. STOKES. Mr. Chairman, indulge me, if you would, I have just
one further question.

In response to a question posed to you, I think, by Senator Mitch-
ell earlier today when you referred to having been dropped and
stabbed in late 1986 and he pursued that with you, let me just ask
you this: What did you feel at that time the obligation of the
United States was to you?

Mr. HAKIM. I felt that the body that asked us to come forward
and help with this, could come out at least to listen to us, even tell
us that, "You are on your own, there is nothing we can do." You
know, we were not called upon. Our request to meet, you know, we
thought that we were doing this on the behest of the President.

My only contact was General Secord. I requested him to contact
the President. He said he had already tried and failed.

I earlier testified that to this date I really don't know what the
layer or element or part of the U.S. Government was who retained
us, but in my mind there is no doubt that I could not have gotten
to the White House, participated in various meetings, gone to the
Situation Room, given the phony passport without some authority
within the U.S. Government structure having retained us. I expect-
ed them to come out and say, "Hey, fellows, you are on your own.
For these reasons we cannot help you" or "we will help you."

There was total silence, as if we didn't exist. We were just
dropped.

Mr. STOKES. You really felt the President of the United States
should have come and said something to you in your behalf, is that
it?

Mr. HAKIM. I believed that if he could not do that, he should
have arranged for us to be heard.

Mr. STOKES. Thank you, Mr. Hakim. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman INOUYE. Senator Nunn.
Mr. NUNN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Hakim, we have a line of sight problem here. A few minutes

ago, you stated that one of the reasons you put up the $200,000 ac-
- 'count for Oliver North was your fear of him being killed, possibly

even tortured, on the trip to Iran, is that correct?
Mr. HAKIM. A lot of such thoughts went through our minds. That

is correct.
Mr. NUNN. Why would we send someone like Oliver North, with

the kind of secret information he had, and like Robert McFarlane,
to a country where you feared there would be torture and possibly
even death? Didn't it occur to you, as an American citizen, that
that was a rather dangerous thing for you to do?

Mr. HAKIM. I repeatedly said that I did not like the pattern of
the first channel. That included the trip to Tehran. Even if such a
trip had to take place, it should have been prepared properly. A
different team should have gone out there, set up the grounds for
the meeting, and made sure everything was proper before our team
would go there.
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Mr. NUNN. Did Colonel North mention to you anything about if
he were tortured while he were over there, did that subject ever
come up?

Mr. HAKIM. I believe I testified in the early days of my testimo-
nies that I sized Colonel North to be a soldier that-as if he always
searches for a way of getting killed for his country. That comes
across so vividly that you cannot remain insensitive to it. The
man-it is an obsession with him. He likes to get killed for his
country. He doesn't care.

Mr. NUNN. So you sensed a real danger in that trip, and you
were skeptical about it, to say the least?

Mr. JANIS. Excuse me, Mr. Chairman, I am sorry, skeptical about
the danger or skeptical about the trip?

Mr. NUNN. Skeptical about the trip to Iran by Colonel North.
Mr. HAKIM. I didn't think that they would come back with any

results.
Mr. NUNN. I know you have been over this, but I must ask you a

couple questions about it, because this memorandum which is at-
tached to exhibit no. 40 1 believe you testified was written, you
thought it was the handwriting of General Secord, is that correct?
This is the memorandum relating-and I quote from it-"As I said
in Brussels, we will fight Russians in Iran in case of invasion with
or without the Government of Iran assistance."

Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. NUNN. And you said this was, though, not just General Se-

cord's position. This was in effect what the delegation told the Ira-
nians when you met with them; is that right?

Mr. HAKIM. That was discussed in a very diplomatic way, that
ways could be found that there would be an honorable end to the
war.

Mr. NUNN. But did we tell them if the Russians invaded we are
going to basically defend them whether the Iranian Government
cooperated or not?

Mr. HAKIM. That, I believe, was discussed not in a way to threat-
en the Iranians, rather as a U.S. policy that led the Iranians to be-
lieve that the United States had a policy that if ever Russians tried
to invade Iran because of the geopolitical importance of Iran, the
United States would fight the Russians there.

Mr. NUNN. And that is put forth as the policy of the United
States?

Mr. HAKIM. That was set forth to lead the Iranians to believe
that that was the policy.

Mr. NUNN. Did you think it was then an effort to deceive Iran?
Were you trying to deceive them or did you really believe this was
the policy of the United States?

Mr. HAKIM. I could not tell, sir. But---
Mr. NUNN. What about--
Mr. HAKIM. I don't know what was is the policy.
Mr. NUNN. The next point, "we will cooperate to depose

Hassan." Was that put forth to deceive the Iranians or was that
what you understood our policy to be?

Mr. HARIM. I really don't know. If I have to-and I am trying to
recall the circumstances-if I have to guess I would say that it was
more along the lines of deceiving the Iranians.
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Mr. NUNN. You were more deceiving them than really making a
policy?

Mr. HAKIM. That was my sense. I didn't focus on it at the time. I
was focusing on getting the two parties to talk. That was-I was
sure that if they started talking even on small issues, that can de-
velop, that can evolve.

Mr. NUNN. As an American citizen, did it bother you that a re-
tired general and a lieutenant colonel on the NSC staff and a busi-
nessman were holding out to the Iranian delegation that America
would get involved in a war against the Sovit. Union in Iran even
without the cooperation of the Iranian Goveriment, and that we
would also cooperate with them to depose the President of Iraq?

Did that bother you as an American citizen?
Mr. HAKIM. If I believed at the time that Colonel North and Gen-

eral Secord did not have the approval of the higher-ups to attend
these meetings, it would definitely have bothered me, but I was
continuously under the impression that they had their authority to
participate in those meetings.

Mr. NUNN. So you thought they were really speaking for the
President when they held out these propositions?

Mr. HAKIM. That was my impression.
Mr. NUNN. Thank you.
Chairman INOUYE. Senator Trible.
Mr. TRiLE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Hakim, I would like

to return to a discussion that you had with Senator Heflin about
$10 million allegedly sent to Lake Resources. There came a time
you testified that you tried to find these moneys.

-Who kit-uto search for-them-or-traee-them?- __- -
Mr. HAKIM. General Secord.
Mr. TRIBLE. And what did General Secord tell you exactly about

those moneys?
Mr. HAKIM. In advance of expecting the money, I was told that

soon there would be a movement for us to receive $10 million.
Mr. TRIBLE. Did he tell you where it would come from?
Mr. HAKIM. I don't believe they told me that at the beginning,

but when the money did not reach Lake Resources and I wanted to
back track, I asked them to tell me where the money originated so
I could back track, and to the best of my recollection I was told
that it came from the Far East.

Mr. TRIBLE. And nothing more?
Mr. HAKIM. And nothing more, no.
Mr. TRIBLE. Now you also testified that you were told to segre-

gate those funds into two accounts, $7 million and $3 million.
Mr. HAKIM. Well, not to the precision that you are saying two

accounts. My understanding was that we could not use approxi-
mately $7 million.

Mr. TRIBLE. They were to be treated as two accounts?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes.
Mr. TRIBLE. For two separate purposes.
Mr. HAKIM. Exactly.
Mr. TRIBLE. Now who told you to do that?
Mr. HAKIM. General Secord.
Mr. TRIBLE. And where did General Secord get his instructions?
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Mr. HAKIM. I can speculate only that he got it from Colonel
North.

Mr. TRIw. All right, sir, now $7 million was for what purpose?
Mr. HAKIM. I have no idea.
Mr. TRIBLE. Now, what about the $3 million. Did you not testify

earlier that $3 million was for a specific purpose?
Mr. HAKIM. Was t6 go through the so-called enterprise for the

Contras, I believe, arms procurement at the time.
Mr. TRIBLE. That is the point I wanted to make.
It is hard for me to believe that that was the intended purpose

because that enterprise had come to an end at that point. Indeed,
the Congress had appropriated $100 million. In fact, the record
shows that your last shipment in support of the Contras was in
August of 1986, and we are talking about now December of 1986.

There is no way in the world that you could have contemplated
those moneys to be used to help the Contras, is there?

Mr. JANIS. Excuse me, Mr. Chairman, may I direct my question
to Senator Trible?

Did you say December of 1986? My recollection was that the
funds were solicited in the summer or spring of 1986.

Mr. HAKIM. Exactly.
Mr. JANIS. Maybe Iam incorrect about that.
Mr. TRIBLE. Well, your transaction, your last transaction had

taken place?
Mr. HAKIM. No, no, the money-when I was told that the money

would be coming, as a matter of fact, I recall-now that I am focus-
ing on it-recall that as far as our internal bookkeeping was con-
cerned, I believe we had used up the money and paid for the weap-
ons already, and we were going to get reimbursed fim that dona-
tion.

That is what I can recall.
Mr. TRIBLE. Well, let us pursue this because the time is--
Mr. HAKIM. Can you give me some dates, Senator?
Mr. TRIBLE. I was hoping you can give me some dates, Mr.

Hakim.
Mr. HAKIM. But we have gone through this, and I don't have the

records. We have this--
Mr. JANIS. Mr. Abrams went--
Mr. HAKIM. We have exahusted this issue, if somebody could

help me with the dates.
Mr. TRIBLE. Well, the hour is late and we can put the timing of

those transactions into discussions in their proper context.
My understanding and recollection of the dates was that your

last transaction to the Contras in support of the Contras was in
August of 1986, and all of this happened therafter. So it is hard for
me to understand why it was you still contemplated doing business
in support of the Contras.

Mr. JAIs. Mr. Chairman, I think our question is not when the
last transactions with the Contras was but, if someone can help us
perhaps those of you-I don't know what Mr. Abrams testified, but
when was the donation solicited from this Far East country?

Mr. TRIBLE. Can we ask counsel to clarify this for us?
Mr. LIMAN. My understanding is that the transfer took place

sometime in August; that there were questions about it in the fall,
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and that either Mr. Hakim or his representative was still asking
about this money of the bank on December 5, 1986, which is well
after the Congress had voted the aid.

Mr. HAKIM. Mr. Liman, my question is very different. I am look-
ing for a date that I was told to expect this money. That is the datethat I am looking for.

Mr. HEFLIN. The records reflect that the transfer took place on
August 18th and that was a transfer in the bank on August 18th.
There was a lot of time after that in which they were trying to find
it.

After the Meese revelation on November 25, there was then a
telegram sent to Brunei and Brunei reports back around the first
of December to the effect that they haven't received it, they had
sent the money-I don't think it was later discovered until the
spring of this year in regards to going into another account.

His point is that he was asking you about the time that you were
discussing it, it was almost a definite fact that the Congress would
vote the $100 million aid including lethal aid to the Contras.

Mr. TRIBLE. I would add that you had undertaken what you knew
or considered to be your last enterprise on behalf of the Contras,
which was in August of 1986, so it is unbelievable to me to hear
you say that this money was intended to help the Contras.

Mr. HAKIM. Sir, I still haven't gotten the assistance that I am
seeking. I am looking for the date that I was told to expect the
money. I am not talking-I am not debating as to when the money
was transferred. I am not debating the records that I personally
have made available to the committees.

My question is very different. I am asking when I was told to
- -expect-this-money.-I-need-to-find-that-date. -

Mr. TRIBLE. I cannot answer your question, Mr. Hakim. I would
hope that perhaps you could answer mine.

Mr. Chairman, would you indulge me for 1 minute or 2 more
since much of my time was engaged in a freewheeling colloquy
with the witness and my colleagues.

I would like to say a couple of words about what we have heard
thus far and how this kind of fits together in my mind.

Mr. Chairman, I must say this smacks of a soap opera. It is a
saga of finality, greed, and a flair for the dramatic. It is part James
Bond and part Jimmy Durante, and it would be very laughable but
for the destructive consequences for people and policy.

What we have established, I think, through this testimony is the
sheer folly of operating outside official channels. Without oversight
and accountability, consultation, checks and balances, people and
policy get into big trouble.

Your testimony and the records that you have furnished this
committee have been very helpful, Mr. Hakim. It tells us a lot, not
only about yourself, but other witnesses.

For example, it calls into serious question the truthfulness of the
testimony of your partner, General Secord. General Secord said he
was only advancing national interests and yet the evidence shows
that he was actively promoting his own self-interest.

General Secord said that he has forsworn all profits from this en-
terprise. I wouid label that a contingent disclaimer of profits, con-
tingent on his getting Federal employment.
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You obviously didn't believe him because you continued to put
more and more of the profits into his account. The evidence shows
that over $300,000 was transferred to his benefit for his invest-
ments and for his personal use.

General Secord also said that the arms markup was 20 or 30 per-
cent. We have learned from your records that the markup was
huge, 50 to 60 percent or more that your enterprise was gouging
the Contras, the very people that General Secord said he was so
fervently hopeful in helping.

Mr. Chairman, I think it may well be necessary in view of the
testimony of Mr. Hakim to call General Secord again to give him a
chance to respond out of fairness to General Secord and Mr. Hakim
and also for the further information of this committee.

I thank you for your testimony today.
Mr. HAKIM. Thank you, sir.
Chairman INOUYE. Senator Trible, you may recall that when

General Secord ended his testimony, he was advised to be available
for further interrogation if such were necessary.

The last 2 days, I think, has demonstrated to this committee that
this committee may have to call upon General Secord for his assist-
ance, and further we may have to call upon you, Mr. Hakim, at
some later date to assist us in further clarification.

Mr. HAKIM. I will be at your service, sir.
Chairman INOUYE. Speaking of clarification, I have been listen-

ing very intently over the last 2 days, but certain things are still
not very clear to me.

Mayl refer to the nine point Hakim accord?
Mr. HAKIM. Please, sir.
Chairman INOUYE. -In that agreement, which I gather from your ..

notes, agreement which was reviewed and approved by General
Secord?

Mr. HAKIM. He accepted it, yes.
Chairman INOUYE. This calls for the return of one and possibly

two American hostages.
Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Chairman INOUYE. Two men who were innocent of any criminal

deed, who were just literally picked off the street by terrorists; isn't
that correct?

Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Chairman INOUYE. And in return, the one-and-a-half hostages, we

have an amount of sophisticated weapon systems, and then the
return of 17 terrorists who are then incarcerated in a Kuwaiti
prison; isn't that correct?

Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Chairman INOUYE. Now, these were the men who admitted to

and were found guilty of the bombing and the assassination at-
tempt of U.S. Embassy personnel in December of 1983 in Kuwait;
isn't that correct?

Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Chairman INOUYE. And then the same terrorist group 2 years

later captured an American aircraft and killed two Americans; isn't
that the same group?

Mr. HAKIM. I don't know, Mr. Chairman. I don't know wheth-
er--
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Chairman INOUYE. I can assure you that is correct.
And you are telling me that a patriotic American general was

willing to swap 17 terrorists who were guilty of killing American
personnel in return for one-and-a-half hostages who were innocent
of any criminal deed?

Mr. HAKIM. Mr. Chairman, with all due respect, that item in the
so-called Hakim accord doesn't agree to releasing the 17 prisoners.
It agrees to preparing a plan, if you carefully read that, just to be
fair to General Secord.

Chairman INOUYE. Do you think the Iranians would have re-
leased one and a half if you didn't come through with that?

Mr. HAKIM. No, the plan was-I believe I testified earlier-to
bring the Iranians and Kuwaitis together and let them resolve it
among themselves and the Iranians took the first step in that di-
rection.

We did not agree in this nine-point accord to undertake to re-
lease-or cause for the 17 prisoners to be released. The plan was to
put the two countries together and let them work it out.

Chairman INOUYE. During the past 2 days, panel members and
citizens in the audience have chuckled over some of your responses.
They have found your testimony fascinating and exotic. But I must
confess to you that I found it rather sad.

To be told that here we had an American citizen, not just one,
but two, not cleared to handle certain classified material sharing
the secrets of this Nation, secrets that even we here have been
denied-I would be tempted to show you one of the documents that
this committee received from one of our agencies, and it says, "Re-
viewed and cleared " and all it hasi is a blank piece of paper.

You were given the KL-43, a most secret device, something that
the KGB would love to grab hold of, and now we are told that it is
lying in an attorney's safe or closet.

We have been told that phony passports were issued by this Gov-
ernment.

We are told that persons not cleared have had access to the Situ-
ation Room, and I doubt if three of us on this panel have ever seen
the Situation Room, it is considered so secret, and then to find that
Iranians who have been sneaked in in the dark of the 'night have
been given a special tour of the White House-to say that it is
stranger than fiction is an understatement.

But then we find an American general, who should know better,
an American lieutenant colonel, who everyone suggests is second
only to the President of the United States, committing this coun-
try, its power and majesty, to defend Iran without even consulta-
tion with the Congress of the United States, is just unbelievable.

And then to come out that we will participate in deposing a chief
of state of a country, and we are supposed to be neutral in that
area.

Did these things bother you? I realize you are not a diplomat or
politician, but I think of all the people in this room, you are the
most knowledgeable of what is happening in the Middle East.

Did it not concern you that something was drastically wrong?
Mr. HAKIM. When I look back, Mr. Chairman, I share your opin-

ion. At the time it didn't occur to me.
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Chairman INOUYE. Well, I have been told that Congressman
Stokes has a a unanimous consent request to make, and I am cer-
tain this committee will go a long with that, and so I now recognize
Chairman Stokes.

Mr. STOKES. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, pursuant to the statement of Mr. Hakim's coun-

sel, I ask unanimous consent that this joint committee officially re-
quest the return of the KL-43, belonging to the U.S. Government,
now in the possession of Mr. Hakim in Geneva, Switzerland, that it
should be returned by him to one of the following addresses: Lt.
Gen. William Odom, Director, National Security Agency, Fort
Meade, MD; or the U.S. Consulate, 11 route de Pregny, 1292 Cham-
besy, Geneva, Switzerland; or the Pirmanent Select Committee on
Intelligence, U.S. House of Representatives, H-405, The Capitol,
Washington, DC.

Mr. NUNN. Reserving the right to object. It seems we ought to
leavi up the possibility in the drafting, that our representatives in
Geneva would pick it up rather then having it delivered over here.

Mr. JANIS. I was going to ask that they go to the lawyers address
and pick it up.

Mr. NUNN. I would think that that would be the most secure way
to do it, I would prefer that we pick it up there if Mr. Hakim would
make it available, and I suggest we amend that unanimous consent
to reflect that we would prefer and that would be an option, to
have our government agencies just pick it up.

Mr. STOKES. I would accept Senator Nunn s amendment.
Chairman INOuYE. May I also suggest an amendment, that it be

done within 24 hours.
Mr. 'dYDE. Mr. Chairman, I would like to be heard for a brief

moment, in supplementation of something that-if I may be ac-
corded the privilege.

I think it is regrettable that criticism, blanket criticism, has been
leveled against a private citizen, who, by the way, possesses some
unique talents that are not spread all over the government, such as
people who speak Farsi.

When we wanted a Farsi speaker, we had to call back a retired
CIA person. Mr. Hakim-and I don't know him, I have never seen
him before the last couple of days, and I haVe mixed feelings about
the totality of his testimony. But I would not want to discourage
private citizens who have some unique talent, from not wanting
proudly to come forward and make that talent available to this
country. When you are trying to penetrate a totally closed 12th
Century society, and you don't even have people who speak the lan-
guage, and you have a native who is born there, who has contacts
there, who speaks the language, it seems to me that he deserves
something more than condemnation.

I would hate to think that the only way we could deal with very
difficult situations is through official channels, because not all of
the official channels provide the knowledge, the expertise that we
made need in some of these very difficult circumstances.

I don't mean to gainsay anything you have said except I welcome
the services of the uniquely qualified private citizens to help their
country and our country in very unusual circumstances.

I thank you for your indulgence of me.
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Chairman INOUYE. As m7 good friend will see if he studies the
transcript of this afternoon's proceeding, he will note that I did not
criticize Mr. Hakim. I just said I was rather saddened by what has
transpired involving a lieutenant colonel and a retired general,
who gave him a tour, a phony passport-he wasn't the one who
made the phony passport, he wasn't the one who went into the sit-
uation room, he was taken there by an American official.

He was not the one who committed the United States to defend
Iran against any Russian aggression.

Mr. HYDE. The Senator is right, and I just suggest that the need
for secrecy sometimes requires unusual resources. I note that we
have deposed Admiral Poindexter, and we have built a hermetical-
ly sealed cocoon around that testimony, and not everybody here
can have access to it or know what went on because we are aware
that we are unable to keep a secret.

Fortunately, nobody's life is at stake by whatever Admiral Poin-
dexter said. But lives may well have been at stake for what Mr.
Hakim and this retired general and this lieutenant colonel were up
to.

So it is a big picture and not a happy one, and I am glad it is
coming out.

Chairman INOUYE. As my good friend has suggested that there
may be leaks from this panel, I think it should be reported that a
few days ago I received a call from the man in charge of the Na-
tional Security Agency, General Odom, and he assured me that
there wasn't a single leak of any classified material from this
panel.

This panel should keep in mind that all of our activities are
being monitored at the request of the panel to make certain that
no classified information is released. We have gone through great
pains in sealing envelopes, coding countries by numbers, and I
think we have, as my friend would know, we have maintained our
responsibility and there have been no leaks.

Mr. HYDE. I again agree with you, but I think the extraordinary
lengths to which we have gone to preserve that secrecy, is indica-
tive of our own concern that these things must be closely held.

I notice the name of Tomas Castillo which we went to great
pains to obscure became unobscured in the press. I don't know how
that happened, and I don't cite this committee as to how that hap-
pened.

You are very kind to indulge me to say what I want to say, and I
feel much better, thank you.

Chairman INOUYE. Well it just saddens me to be told that as a
U.S. Senator I may not be privy to such information, but Mr. Ghor-
banifar may get the darkest secrets of this country, Mr. Hakim can
be made privy to all our secrets, Mr. Hakim given a tour of the
Situation Room that very few of us have ever seen.

I would be afraid to go to any land with a phony passport, but
these things have been done.

I am just saying this has been a sad 2 days for me. I just hope
the people of the United States realize that. This was not funny
business, there was very tragic business.

Any further questions?
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Mr. JANIS. Mr. Chairman, with respect to the KL-43, I am just
thinking it is the weekend in Geneva, it is 6 or 7 hours later there.
I would request that instead of a limitation of 24 hours that we
make it with expedition or something like that--

Chairman INouYE. We are dealing with the most sensitive equip-
ment, and I suppose it would be an imposition on the law firm, but
so be it.

Mr. JANIS. I am not even sure, for example, that the lawyer in
Geneva in whose custody this is being held is even in Geneva right
now. He may be away for the weekend.

Chairman INOUYE. We will notify the counsul general in Geneva
and instruct him to get in touch with your law firm.

Mr. JANIS. Thank you.
Chairman INOUYE. Without objection that request is granted.
Mr. MCCLURE. Mr. Chairman, there is just one question I intend-

ed to ask, and I am not sure it has been said on the record, and
that was the relationship of this witness with Mr. Ghorbanifar.

May I inquire for a moment-how long had you known Mr.
Ghorbanifar?

Mr. HAKIM. I believe I testified to that. I met him in his newly
established organization, Starline, in the mid-1970s.

Mr. MCCLURE. Mid-1970s?
Mr. HAKIM. Yes, sir.
Mr. MCCLURE. I think you have said somewhere or someone has

said, and I am groping in my memory with respect to his relation-
ship with the secret police in Iran?

Mr. HAKIM. You are correct,it was discussed. He did have an ar-
rangement with the SAVAK.

Mr. MCCLURE. And his relationship with the intelligence activi-
ties of the nation of Israel?

Mr. HAKIM. That is correct.
Mr. MCCLURE. Those are both matters of our own knowledge or

is that just a rumor?
Mr. HAKIM. I have seen evidence to support that.
Mr. MCCLURE. I thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. HAKIM. Mr. Chairman, may I request you to please, you

made a statement about the secrets of this country being available
to Mr. Ghoranifar, and also being available to me. Could you sepa-
rate me from Mr. Ghorbanifar?

Chairman INOUYE. It is so noted, sir.
Before I call upon my colleague the chairman of the House

Select Committee, I would like to announce when we recess we will
recess until 9:30, Monday next, and reconvene in the Rayburn
Building, room 2172, at which time we will receive the testimony of
Mr. Sciaroni and that of Miss Hall.

Chairman HAMILTON. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Hakim, I just want to express my appreciation to you for

your testimony. You have done it without immunity, you have
n helpful to the committee and we thank you, sir.

Mr. HAKIM. Thank you very much, sir.
Mr. HAMILTON. I'm sorry, with immunity.
Chairman INoUYE. The hearing will stand in recess until 9:30,

next Monday, Rayburn 2172.
[Whereupon, the Select Committee recessed, to reconvene at 9:30

a.m., Monday, June 8, 1987.]
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JOINT HEARINGS ON THE IRAN-CONTRA
INVESTIGATION

Testimony of Bretton G. Sciaroni and Fawn Hall

MONDAY, JUNE 8, 1987

HousE SELECT COMMITTEE To INVESTIGATE
COVERT ARMS TRANSACTIONS WITH IRAN

AND
SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE ON SECRET MILITARY

ASSISTANCE TO IRAN AND THE NICARAGUAN OPPOSITION,
Washington, DC.

The Select Committees met, pursuant to call, at 9:30 a.m., in
room 2172, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Lee H. Hamilton
(chairman of the House Select Committee) and Hon. Daniel K.
Inouye (chairman of the Senate Select Committee) presiding.

Chairman HAMILTON. The joint hearings of the two Select Com-
mittees will come to order.

This morning our witness is Mr. Bretton Sciaroni.
Mr. Sciaroni, would you please stand to take the oath?
[Witness sworn.]

TESTIMONY OF BRETTON G. SCIARONI
Chairman HAMILTON. Thank you, sir. You may be seated.
I understand you have an opening statement. Am I correct?
Mr. SCIARONI. I do.
Chairman HAMILTON. Would you proceed, please?
Mr. SCIARONI. Certainly.
My name is Bretton G. Sciaroni and I serve as counsel to the

President's Intelligence Oversight Board. The Board was estab-
lished by President Ford in 1976 to inform the Preside:it on intelli-
gence activities.

Chairman HAMILTON. Mr. Sciaroni, please excuse me for inter-
rupting you. Would you pull that microphone right close to yourmouth.

Mr. SCIARONI. Yes.
The Board was established by President Ford in 1976 to inform

the President on intelligence activities which may violate the Con-
stitution, the laws of the United States, Executive orders or Presi-
dential directives.

The Board is comprised of three unpaid Board members, a full-
time counsel and a secretary. Under Presidential directive, the
heads of departments and agencies, the inspectors general and the
general counsels of the intelligence community are required, to the

(389)
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extent permitted by law, to report to the Board on intelligence ac-
tivities that they have reason to believe may be unlawful. While
the Board is clearly dependent upon this reporting mechanism for
its information, it is also vested with investigatory authority and,
to the extent possible, can actively engage in oversight on its own
accord.

The current Board is chaired by Dr. W. Glenn Campbell, a noted
educator, who is now the Director of the Hoover Institution at
Stanford, California. The other two Board members are Charles
Meyers, the former dean of the Stanford Law School, who is now in
private practice, and Charles Tyroler II, who directs the Committee
on the PreSent Danger, a bipartisan, nonprofit organization of dis-
tinguished private citizens devoted to sound foreign and national
security policies.

I would like to take this opportunity to lay to rest certain allega-
tions that the Board's level of oversight activity has diminished in
recent years. The contrary is true. Indeed, records reflect that this
Board has been far more active and responsive in its oversight
functions than predecessor boards. Documentation which estab-
lishes the accuracy of this statement is available and will be pro-
vided upon request.

This brings me to an issue which is to be a focus of today's in-
qury-the board's memorandum of September 12, 1985, which ad-
dressed alleged violations of the Boland amendment by the Nation-
al Security Council staff.

In early August, 1985, there were a number of press reports
which claimed that Lt. Col. Oliver North, a member of the Nation-
al Security Council staff, was assisting the Contras in apparent vio-
lation of the Boland amendment. These newspaper accounts
prompted Representative Michael Barnes to direct a letter to
Robert McFarlane, then Assistant to the President for National Se-
curity Affairs, requesting information pertaining to any contact be-
tween Lt. Col. North and Contra leaders during the period since
the enactment of the Boland amendment in October, 1984.

In light of these events, and in accordance with the board's
policy, I undertook legal research and a factual investigation. As a
result of these efforts, I concluded (i) that the Boland amendment
was directed solely to the Federal agencies making up the intelli-
gence community; (ii) that the Boland amendment was not applica-
ble to the NSC because it is not considered part of the intelligence
community; (iii) that the Boland amendment might have applied to
Lt. Col. North if he was assigned to the NSC staff on a nonreim-
bursed basis from the Marine Corps, and (iv) that the nature of Lt.
Col. North's activities, as portrayed to me, did not constitute a vio-
lation of the Boland amendment even if it applied to the NSC staff.

My conclusions respecting Lt. Col. North were based on an inter-
view of Paul Thompson, then general counsel to the NSC, a review
of what I was told were all relevant NSC files and a meeting with
Lt. Col. North.

My legal research, undertaken prior to my factual investigation,
focused on that portion of the Boland amendment which made it
specifically applicable to the CIA and the Department of Defense
and generally applicable to ". . . any other agency or entity of the
United States involved in intelligence activities."
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I did not undertake research into the constitutional prerogatives
of the President to conduct foreign affairs, whether the National
Security Council, as an entity advising the President, came within
these constitutional prerogatives or the applicability of other laws.

By joint resolution dated October 12, 1984, Congress authorized
continuing appropriations in nine separate appropriations acts,
which dealt with specific agencies of the Federal Government. The
appropriations act which dealt with the Department of Defense ex-
pressly included the Boland amendment. However, the legislation
dealing with the Treasury, Postal Service and General Government
Appropriations, which includes the National Security Council,
omitted the Boland amendment as did the seven other appropria-
tions acts contained in the joint resolution.

It thus seemed clear that the Boland language did not apply to
all appropriations specified in the joint resolution nor was it specif-
ically recited in the appropriations act which included the National
Security Council.

Shortly after adopting the Joint Resolution, Congress enacted the
Intelligence Authorization Act for fiscal year 1985, which incorpo-
rated the essence of the Boland amendment and specifically listed
10 separate elements of the U.S. Government engaged in intelli-
gence and intelligence-related activities. The National Security
Council was not listed.

Accordingly, I concluded that the legislation appeared to estab-
lish that it was the intent of Congress to restrict the Boiavid
amendment to the Defense Department and the 10 enumerated ele-
ments of the intelligence community and not to include the Nation-
al Security Council.

The legislative history of the joint resolution and the Intelligence
Authorization Act also tended to show that the ambit of the Boland
amendment did not include the NSC insofar as no statement by
any Congressman suggesting that the Boland amendment applied
to the National Security Council could be found. Nor could I locate
any instance where Congress had limited the activities of the NSC
since its inception in 1947.

Finally, my conclusions were buttressed by the fact that mem-
bers of Congress, scholars and the press also concluded in 1985,
that the Boland amendment did not extend to the National Securi-
ty Council. Contrary views were also expressed. Yet, Congress took
no action to resolve the uncertainty.

In conclusion, the Board concluded in September, 1985, that the
Boland amendment did not apply to the NSC. I think that that was
a fair conclusion then, and I think that that is a fair conclusion
now.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Bretton G. Sciaroni appears in ap-

pendix .]
Chairman HAMILTON. Thank you very much, Mr. Sciaroni.
Questions will begin with Mr. Van Cleve.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Good morning, Mr. Sciaroni.
Mr. SCIARONI. Good morning.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. State your full name for the record, please.
Mr. SCIARONY. Bretton G. Sciaroni.
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Mr. VAN CLEVE. You are the author, or, the principal draftsman,
of a September 12, 1985, legal memorandum sent by the Intelli-
gence Oversight Board to National Security Adviser Robert McFar-
lane; is that correct?

Mr. SCIARONI. Principal draftsman, yes.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. That memorandum is found-as exhibit 9 in the

exhibit book before you and the Members; is that correct?
Mr. SCIARONI. That is correct.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. That memorandum concluded that the Boland

amendment did not apply to the National Security Council; is that
correct?

Mr. SCIARONI. That is right.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. The opinion also concluded that even if the

Boland amendment did apply to the NSC, Colonel North's activities
as reported to the Board did not violate the amendment; is that
correct?

Mr. SCIARONI. That is correct.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. Mr. Sciaroni, what is your present age?
Mr. SCIARONI. I'm 35 years old.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. You have served as counsel to the Intelligence

Oversight Board since July 1984; is that correct?
Mr. SCIARONI. That is correct.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. You received a master's degree in international

affairs from Georgetown in 1977; correct?
Mr. SCIARONI. Right.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. And a law degree in 1978 from UCLA?
Mr. SCIAROM. That is true.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. You held fellowships at the Hoover Institute

and the American Enterprise Institute in international relations; is
that correct?

Mr. SCIARONI. That is correct.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. You worked at the Arms Control and Disarma-

ment Agency and then at the International Trade Administration
before you came to the Intelligence Oversight Board?

Mr. CARONI. Correct. I did.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. So you have extensive experience-both academ-

ic and professional experience-in foreign affairs and national se-
curity issues; is that correct?

Mr. SCIARONI. That is correct.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. Now, the Intelligence Oversight Board was es-

tablished by Executive order; is that correct?
Mr. SCIARONI. True.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. And is a copy of the Executive order which es-

tablishes that Board found in exhibit 1? That would be Executive
Order 12,334?

Mr. SCIARONI. That is correct.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. Now the Board consists of three members, is

that correct?
Mr. SCIARONI. Right.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. And the three current members are Dr. W.

Glenn Campbell, Director of the Hoover Institute, correct?
Mr. SCIARONI. Right.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. Charles Meyers, correct?
Mr. SCIARONI. Right.
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Mr. VAN CLEVE. Former Dean of the Stanford Law School, who is
now a private attorney practicing in Denver; is that correct?

Mr. SCIARONI. That is true.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. And Charles Tyroler, Director of the Committee

on the Present Danger; correct?
Mr. SCIARONI. Correct.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. Were these three individuals also the members

of the Board at the time of the September 12, 1985, opinion?
Mr. SCIARONI. They were.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. The members of the Board received expenses

only for their service and meet six times a year with additional
meetings as needed, correct?

Mr. SCIARONI. That is correct.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. The Board issues approximately 10 opinions per

year, correct?
Mr. SCIARONI. On an average.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. On an average. They review the opinions before

they are issued?
Mr. SCIARONI. Every one.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. And that would include of course the September

1,, 1985, opinion?
Mr. SCIARONI. Yes, sir.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. And these opinions are issued based on decisions

by the Intelligence Oversight Board as to what matters it should
investigate, correct?

Mr. SIARONI. Right.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. Because its principal function as specified in the

Executive order is to inform the President of intelligence activities
that any member of the Board believes are in violation of the Con-
stitution or laws of the United States, Executive orders, or Presi-
dential directives, correct?

Mr. SCIARONI. Correct.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. This September 12, 1985, opinion was issued

pursuant to that mandate, correct?
Mr. SCIARONI. True.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. I'd like to turn now to the circumstances that

surrounded the drafting of that opinion, if I might.
I take it that the September 12, 1985, opinion was written as a

result of an investigation that you initiated on behalf of the Board?
Mr. SCIARONI. That is true.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. When I use the word "Board" here, I am refer-

ring to the Intelligence Oversight Board.
Mr. SCIARONI. Right.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. This investigation was prompted by news arti-

cles, which appeared in the late summer, probably early to mid
August of 1985, which alleged that a White House official on the
NSC staff had had involvement with the Contras which violated
the Boland amendment, is that correct?

Mr. SCARONi. That is correct.
Mr. VAN CvEW. And I believe your counsel produced to the com-'

mittee, on your behalf, a copy of a New York Times article dated
the 8th of August 1985, on the frcnt page, which has the headline
"Nicaraguan Rebels Getting Advice from White House on Oper-
ations," is that correct?
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Mr. SCIARONI. Correct.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. That article begins,

Rebels fighting to overthrow the Nicaraguan Government have been receiving
direct military advice from White House officials on the National Security Council,
senior administration officials and members of Congress have disclosed, is that cor-
rect?

Mr. SCIARONI. That's correct.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. The article continues,
Although some members of Congress say they believe the National Security Coun-

cil operation has flouted the intent of legislation banning direct aid to the rebels,
they add that they do not believe it violates U.S. laws.

The article continues, If the President wants to use-and this is a
quotation-

If the President wants to use the NSC to operate a war in Nicaragua, I don't think
there is any way we can control it, said Representative George Brown, Democrat of
California and a member of the House Select Committee on Intelligence. He and other
Intelligence Committee members said they had discussed the operation, but, Mr.
Brown added, we haven't taken any formal action.

Is that the type of article that prompted your investigation?
There were a series of similar news articles in that period of

August 1985, weren't there?
Mr. SCIARONI. There were a number. I have supplied them all to

the committee.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. You have given those all to the committee. I

think the members of the committee can find many of those arti-
cles in the briefing books they have before them this morning.

So the issue of White House involvement in direct military activ-
ity was raised at the time, wasn't it?

Mr. SCIARONI. It was a prominent issue.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. A prominent issue. It was before the public; it

was before the Congress; it was before the press. No question about
it, is that correct?

Mr. SCIARONI. Right.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. Everyone understood there was a question about

the issue of NSC involvement with the Contras at the time, is that
correct?

Mr. SCIARONI. No doubt about it.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. And that is the kind of article that prompted

your investigation?
Mr. SCIARONI. Precisely.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. Now, as I understand it, you began your work

on this investigation by doing some legal research on the question
of whether or not the National Security Council was covered by the
Boland amendment, is that correct?

Mr. SCIARONI. That's correct.
Mr. VAN CLEvE. Let me back up just very briefly.
As I understand it, shortly after these New York Times articles

appeared, Representative Michael Barnes sent the White House a
request for information concerning these allegations, by a letter
dated August 16, 1985, is that correct?

Mr. SCIARONI. That's correct.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. And a copy of Representative Barnes' letter ap-

pears, for the information of the committee, as exhibit 2.
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And if I'm not mistaken, Congressman Hamilton also sent relat-
ed requests for information, as chairman of the House Intelligence
Committee, to the White House shortly thereafter, is that correct?

Mr. SCIARONi. That is my understanding. I think my inquiry was
more prompted by Congressman Barnes' letter, which was reported
in the press. I think I later secured a copy from the NSC.

Mr. VAN CLEVE. Now, again to return to the beginning of your
investigation, you began your work by doing legal research to es-
tablish the basic legal framework for the investigation.

At that time, after having done that research, you concluded
that the National Security Council was not covered by the Boland
amendment, is that correct?

Mr. SCIARONI. Right, with a caveat attached regarding people
who are detailed.

Mr. VAN CLEVE. That's right. There is a footnote in the opinion,
footnote no. 5, that specifically discusses Colonel North's status as
a detailee from the Department of Defense and raises a question
about the coverage of the amendment with respect to him, that is
based on whether or not he was on reimbursed detail or not, is that
correct?

Mr. SCIARONI. That is correct.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. Now, I am sure that I and the members of the

committee will come back to the fundamental legal issue, but I
want to move on to the factual investigation you did. Your opinion
comes in two parts; is that correct?

Mr. SCIARONI. That is true.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. First, there is a legal analysis and then what I

would describe as a fallback analysis, a factual analysis which basi-
cally says suppose the NSC is cov,:red by the Boland amendment,
let's take a look at what actually .'s going on and see whether or
not those activities would in some way offend the Boland amend-
ment; is that correct?

Mr. SCIARON. That is true.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. Now, in the process of pursuing that factual in-

vestigation, you met with then NS,' general counsel Paul Thomp-
son; is that correct?

Mr. SCIARONI. I did.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. And did you make an appointment to see Mr.

Thompson?
Mr. SCIARONI. I did.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. And the purpose of your meeting was to deter-

mine what Thompson knew about these allegations; is that correct?
Mr. SCIARONI. True.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. Now, I believe you have supplied to the commit-

tee a series of notes that you made during the course of this inves-
tigation; is that correct?

Mr. SCIARONi. Right.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. Are those notes exhibit 3?
Mr. SCIARONI. They are.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. These are handwritten notes that were prepared

by Mr. Sciaroni at the time that he was conducting the investiga-
tion.
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In the upper lefthand corner of the first page of these notes is a
note that reads, "NSC involvement". Then it says, "One, moral
support while funds", and there is an arrow pointing down.

Mr. SCIARONI. Right.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. "Two, influence re: atrocities".
Mr. SCIARONI. True.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. "Three, encourage political program".
Mr. SCIARON. Right.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. And then it says "March 1, San Jose declara-

tion", and then there is a line.
Mr. SCIARONI. Right.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. It says "No mil.", and that word appears to be"support".
Mr. SCIARONI. That is true.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. Is it your best recollection that these notations

reflect a conversation that you had with Mr. Thompson concerning
the activities at the NSC in general at this time?

Mr. SCIARON1. Right. I think the top half of the page which goes
two more lines would reflect the conversation that I had, notes
from the conversation that I had with the NSC general counsel.

Mr. VAN CLEVE. OK. And so, is it your recollection then that al-
though Mr. Thompson indicated that the NSC was providing moral
support and encouraging the political program, that it was.not en-
gaged in providing military support?

Mr. SCIARONI. That is true.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. Now, did you request that Mr. Thompson pro-

vide you with documents concerning the activities of the NSC at
this time?

Mr. SCIARONI. I did.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. And did Mr. Thompson provide you with any

documents during this meeting?
Mr. SCIARONI. Yes. He pulled out of his file cabinet a stack of

documents.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. OK. Can you indicate to the committee how

large a quantity of documents Mr. Thompson provided to you?
Mr. SCIARONI. To the best of my recollection, it was a stack of

documents about an inch high.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. OK. Did you review those documents?
Mr. SCIARONI. I did.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. And do your notes reflect the results of your

review of those documents?
Mr. SCIARONI. Right. Again, on the first page of my handwritten

notes, and then going over to the second page, would be notes that
I took while I sat in his office.

Mr. VAN CLEVE. I see. So, again, these are contemporaneous
notes?

Mr. SCIARON. Right.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. They reflect the results of your review of the

documents Mr. Thompson showed you at the time?
Mr. SCIARONI. That is true.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. Did you review all of the documents Mr. Thomp-

son provided you?
Mr. SCIARONI. I did.
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Mr. VAN CLEVE. Now, I would like to ask you, Mr. Sciaroni, to
review-take a minute and review exhibits BGS-4 through BGS-8.
And I would like you to look at each of tbese documents. Wile you
are doing that, I am going to describe these documents generally to
the committee so they will know what the documents involve.

For the information of the committee, exhibits BGS-4 through
BGS-8 are documents that have previously been made exhibits
before the committee during the testimony of Robert McFarlane.
These are: BGS-4 was McFarlane exhibit 32; BGS-5 was McFar-
lane exhibit 33; BGS-6 was McFarlane exhibit 35; BGS-7 was
McFarlane exhibit 36; and BGS-8 was McFarlane exhibit 37.

Mr. Sciaroni, I would like to ask you to turn to BGS-4, if you
might.

Mr. SCIARONI. Are we going to take these one at a time?
Mr. VAN CLEVE. Yes.
Mr. SCIARONI. OK.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. BGS-4 is a memorandum dated December 4,

1984 for Robert McFarlane from Oliver North, subject: Assistance
for the Nicaraguan Resistance.

And just generally, this memorandum reflects a meeting between
Oliver North, and the memo says, Gaston Sigur and an official of
what has previously been testified to be Country Number 4 at
the Cosmos Club in Washington. The memorandum refers to a
shipment of arms which was intended for the Nicaraguan Resist-
ance, according to the memorandum, and which was coming from
Country Number 4 to the Resistance.

The second page of the memorandum also refers to meetings, I
believe, with Country-officials of Countries 3 and 5, with respect to
fundraising for the Resistance.

I would like to ask you, Mr. Sciaroni-this document is dated De-
cember 4, 1984, so, of course, it was created well before you met
with Mr. Thompson. Were you shown this document, to the best of
your recollection?

Mr. SCIARONI. I was not.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. Would you regard this document as relevant?
Mr. SCIARONI. Certainly.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. To the inquiry you were making?
Mr. SCIARONI. Certainly.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. Turning now to BGS exhibit 5, this document is

dated February 6, 1985, a memorandum from Oliver North to
Robert McFarlane, subject: Nicaraguan Arms Shipments.

Without going into a great level of detail, it refers to the ship
Monimbo and describes a series of options: seizing the shipment,
sinking the ship, and so on.

To the best of your recollection, Mr. Sciaroni, were you shown
this document by Mr. Thompson? .....

Mr. S CIARONI. I was not.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. Would you have regarded it as relevant to your

inquiry?
Mr. SCIARONI. Absolutely.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. Turning now to BGS exhibit 7, a document

dated March 16, 1985, a memorandum for Robert McFarlane from
Oliver North, subject: The Fallback Plan for the Nicaraguan Resist-
ance. This document contains on the second page a statement:
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Commitment for another $25 to $30 million from the donors will be necessary for
munitions in 1986 in anticipation that the $28 million requested in the intelligence
budget is not approved.

Once again, Mr. Sciaroni, to your recollection, were you shown
this document by Mr. Thompson?

Mr. SCIARONI. Which document are we looking at right now?
Mr. VAN CLEVE. This is BGS exhibit 7, dated March 16, 1985.
Mr. SCIARONI. I was not shown this document.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. Would you have regarded it as relevant to your

inquiry?
Mr. SCIARONI. Yes, I would have.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. Turning now to BGS exhibit 8, this is a docu-

ment dated April 11, 1985, a memorandum from Oliver North to
Robert McFarlane, subject: FDN Military Operations.

This memorandum appears to have a fairly detailed accounting
of expenditures and activities of the resistance and also includes as
an attachment an accounting of FDN expenditures and outlays, in-
cluding specifics on a series of weapons purchases.

To the best of your recollection, Mr. Sciaroni, were you shown
this document by Mr. Thompson?

Mr. SCIARONI. I would not have missed a document such as this.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. I am sorry. I didn't hear you.
Mr. SCIARONI. I would not have missed a document such as this.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. So, your recollection is you were not shown this

document by Mr. Thompson?
Mr. SCIARONI. That is right.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. I take it your notes do not contain references to

any of these documents, BGS 4 through 8, do they?
Mr. SCIARONI. I don't believe they do.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. It is your testimony that any of these documents

would have been significant enough from the point of view of your
investigation that you believe that you would have reviewed such a
document, made a notation concerning the document at that time;
is that correct?

Mr. SCIARON1. Absolutely.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. At about the same time you had a meeting with

Colonel North concerning your investigation, did you not?
Mr. SCIARON!. I did.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. And I understand this was a very short meeting;

is that correct?
Mr. SCIARONI. Right. I went to his office late one evening to ask

him about the allegations.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. All right. And roughly how long would you say

the meeting lasted?
Mr. SCIARONI. Probably no more than 5 minutes.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. Now, I understand that you asked Oliver North

if there was any truth to the newspaper stories that had appeared;
is that correct?

Mr. SCIARONI. That's correct.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. What did North say to you?
Mr. SCIARONI. He said there was no truth to the newspaper ac-

counts.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. And did he say anything else?
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Mr. SCIARONI. Not to the best of my recollection. It was a blanket
denial of all of the accounts being either militarily involved or
fundraising.

Mr. VAN CLEVE. He denied he was involved in fundraising or
giving military advice; is that correct?

Mr. SCIARONI. That's correct.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. Did you do anything else as far as a factual in-

quiry was concerned?
Mr. SCIARON. Not to the best of my recollection.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. So you had by this time completed both legal

analysis and a factual investigation that you believed was suffi-
cient to allow you to write an opinion for the Board; is that cor-
rect?

Mr. SCIARONI. That's correct. When I visited both Thompson,
Commander Thompson and Colonel North, they understood who I
represented, the mandate of the Board to look into matters of legal-
ity, and the seriousness of the allegations that had been raised.
And I figured that those were the two most significant people at
the NSC that I could talk to with regard to the allegations.

I should also note, however, by late August the National Security
Adviser had also denied that Colonel North was involved in any of
these activities.

Mr. VAN CLEVE. And shortly thereafter, then, you prepared an
opinion for the Intelligence Oversight Board; is that correct?

Mr. SCIARONI. That's correct.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. And that opinion contained the results of both

your legal research and your factual research; is that correct?
Mr. SCIARONI. That's correct.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. Was that opinion reviewed by the Board?
Mr. SCIARONI. It was.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. And do you specifically recall that the Board

members reviewed that opinion?
Mr. SCIARONI. Yes, I do.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. And that would include Dean Meyers; is that

correct?
Mr. SCIARONI. That would include Dean Meyers.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. So the opinion actually, when it was sent to Mr.

McFarlane, was an opinion of the Intelligence Oversight Board; it
was not a personal opinion of yours; is that correct?

Mr. SCIARONI. That's true. The Oversight Board reviews every-
thing that I do and invariably makes changes.

Mr. VAN CLEVE. Now, a copy of the Intelligence Oversight Board
opinion on plain stationery but otherwise identical to the IOB was
found in Oliver North's office; are you aware of that?

Mr. SCIARONI. I'm aware of that.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. Can you tell the committee how it might have

come to be there?
Mr. SCIARONI. I really don't know.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. Obviously, Mr. Sciaroni, by this point you have

had a chance to review the Tower Board report; is that correct?
Mr. SCIARONI. That's correct.
Mr. VAN CInE. And you have also, I imagine, heard a good deal

of the congressional testimony concerning the activities of the Na-
tional Security Council; is that correct?
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Mr. SCIARONI. Right.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. Based on what you know today and the matters

that are matters of public record, would you alter the legal conclu-
sions of the September 12, 1985, memorandum?

Mr. SCIARONI. You are talking about the first section, the legal
analysis.

Mr. VAN CLEVE. The legal section of the memorandum.
Mr. SCIARONI. The only change that I would make would be with

regard to footnote 5. 1 would have to determine whether Colonel
North was in fact on a reimbursed or nonreimbursed basis. But in
terms of the main thrust of the opinion, no.

Mr. VAN CLEVE. So as to the main thrust, the conclusion the Na-
tional Security Council was not covered by the Boland amendment,
you would not alter your conclusion; is that correct?

Mr. SCIARONI. That's correct.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. Now, for the benefit of the committee, I would

like to spend a few minutes reviewing with you some of the reason-
ing of your legal opinion, and what I'm going to try to do is provide
additional factual background that obviously was available to you
when you wrote the opinion, matters that you refer to generally in
the opinion, and some additional historical context.

To begin, I would like to ask you a few questions about the Na-
tional Security Council itself. The Council was established in 1947
as an advisory body for the President; is that correct?

Mr. SCIARONI. That's correct.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. And it consists of certain statutory members, in-

cluding the President, the Vice President, the Secretaries, of State
and Defense, and dther cabinet officers serving at the pleasure of
the President; is that correct?

Mr. SCIARONI. That's correct.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. And the staff of the National Security Council is

considered part of the Executive Office of the President of the
United States; is that correct?

Mr. SCIARONI. That's correct.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. And the staff reports to the Assistant to the

President for National Security Affairs; is that correct?
Mr. SCIARONI. That's correct.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. He is commonly referred to as the National Se-

curity Adviser?
Mr. SCIARONI. Correct.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. Therefore, a restriction on the activities of the

National Security Council staff would be a restriction on the activi-
ties of part of the Executive Office of the President of the United
States; is that correct?

Mr. SCIARONI. That is true.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. Now, the NSC has been in existence for 40 years

this year; is that correct?
Mr. SCIARON1. Yes.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. Do you know of any legislation which signifi-

cantly affects the authority of the National Security Council which
does so without mentioning the National Security Council by
name?

Mr. SCIARONI. I do not.
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Mr. VAN CLEvE. And do you know of any statute which has been
passed since 1947 which has attempted in any way to res'drict the
actions of the National Security Council?

Mr. SCIARONI. No.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. Now, Executive Order 12,333 provides, in part,

as follows with respect to the National Security Council, does it
not?

The National Security Council shall act as the highest Executive branch entity
that provides review of, guidance for, and direction to the conduct of all national
foreign intelligence, counterintelligence, and special activities and, attendant policies
and programs. Is that correct?

Mr. SCIARONI. That is correct.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. And that description of the National Security

Council in that Executive order is intended to make the point that
the National Security Council serves as the Executive branch co-
ordinating body for national security and intelligence policy; is that
correct?

Mr. SCIARON. That is true.
Mr. VAWr CLEVE. Now, you were aware at the time that you wrote

your September 12, 1985, opinion that if the National Security
Councl were covered by the Boland Amendment that would raise
substea-lie! constitutional questions; is that correct?

Mr. SCIARONI. That is correct.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. I would like to ask you a few questions now

about the Bland amendment itself.
Mr. SCIARONI. Right.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. What type of statutory provision is the Boland

amendment? Is it an appropriation rider?
Mr. SCIARONI. It is.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. And where was it initially found?
Mr. SCIARONI. In the appropriations for the Department of De-

fense.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. In the Department of Defense appropriations

for-which were part of the continuing resolution for fiscal year
1985; is that correct?

Mr. SCIARONI. That is correct.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. Now, would you please, for the benefit of the

committee, read the text of section 8066(a) of the continuing resolu-
tion?

Mr. SCIARONI. "During fiscal year 1985, no funds available to the
Central Intelligence Agency, the Department of Defense, or any
other agency or entity of the United States involved in intelligence
activities may be obligated or expended for the purpose or which
would have the effect of supporting directly or indirectly, military
or paramilitary operations in Nicaragua by any nation, group, or-
ganization,.movement or individual."

Mr. VAN CLEVE. Now, we have said that the Boland amendment
is a provision of part of Title VIII of the Department of Defense
appropriations bill.

What is a continuing resolution, Mr. Sciaroni? Is it an omnibus
appropriations bill?

Mr. SCARONI. It certainly was in this occasion.
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Mr. VAN CLEVE. And so, it contained a series of individual appro-
priations bills stitched together and passed as one bill; is that cor-
rect?

Mr. SCIARONI. I believe nine in number.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. And do the provisions of one appropriations bill,

such as the Department of Interior appropriations bill, normally
affect the operations of another department, such as the Depart-
ment of Defense?

Mr. SCIARONI. No.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. So, in effect, the omnibus appropriations bill is a

series of individual appropriations bills, and it is to be read that
way unless it is clear that it is intended to be read otherwise, cor-
rect?

Mr. SCIARONI. I believe there are general provisions that apply
across the Board, but the Boland amendment was not one of those.

Mr. VAN CLEVE. Now, if you turn to exhibit 22 in your exhibit
book, please, the first page of exhibit 22 is the beginning of section
101-H of the continuing resolution for fiscal year 1985, and this is
the provision of the continuing resolution in which the Boland
amendment appears, and it begins as follows:

Such amounts as may be necessary for programs, projects, or activities provided
for in the Department of Defense Appropriations Act 1985, and it then continues, to
be effective as if it had been enacted into law as the regular Appropriations Act.

And it then contains a title, and the title reads,
An Act making appropriations for the Department of Defense for the fiscal year

ending September 30, 1985, and for other purposes.

So, this is the Department of Defense appropriations bill, cor-
rect?

Mr. SCIARONI. Correct.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. And the Boland amendment is a rider to the De-

partment of Defense appropriations bill; is that correct?
Mr. SCIARONI. That is correct.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. Now, turning to the third page of that same ex-

hibit, Mr. Sciaroni, you will see this is the page headed 98 Stat
1935.

The Boland amendment appears about in the middle of that page
as section 8066(a) of this Department of Defense appropriations bill.
If you look just briefly at section 8065, the preceding provision,
that's a provision that relates to the Department of Defense,
doesn't it?

Mr. SCIARONI. That is true.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. If you would turn two additional pages to the

page headed 98 Stat 1937 and look at section 8067, which is the
provision that follows the boland amendment-do you have that in
front of you?

Mr. SCIARONI. Yes, I do.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. That is a provision that applies to the Depart-

ment of Defense; is that not correct?
Mr. SCIARONI. That is correct.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. Now, you have stated that there are in other

sections of the continuing resolution provisions of general applica-
bility; is that correct?

Mr SCIARONI. That is correct.
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Mr. VAN CLEVE. Now, does the National Security Council receive
any of its funding through the Department of Defense appropria-
tions bill?

Mr. SCIARONI. No, it doesn't.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. Has it ever received, to your knowledge, any of

its funding through the Department of Defense appropriations bill?
Mr. SCIARONI. Not to my knowledge.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. Therefore, if it was intended to impose a limita-

tion on the National Security Council, part of the Office of the
President, by using a rider to the Department of Defense appro-
priations bill, wouldn't it have been necessary to cross-reference
this in some way to the appropriations bill, which actually provides
the appropriations for the National Security Council?

Mr. SCIARONI. Yes, it would have.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. And was this done?
Mr. SCIARONI. No.
Mr. VAN CLzvE. Now, does the Intelligence Committee of either

the House or the Senate have any jurisdiction over the National
Security Council, to your knowledge?

Mr. SCIARONI. No.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. Have any of the intelligence authorization bills

reported by either the House or Senate ever purported to expressly
limit or constrain the actions of the National Security Adviser or
the National Security Council?

Mr. SCIARONI. No.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. Both the Congress and the executive branch

employ a concept called the intelligence community, don't they?
Mr. SCIARONI. True.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. And that term is defined in Executive Order

12,333, isn't it?
Mr. SCIARONI. It is.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. That order went into effect in 1981, correct?
Mr. SCIARONI. Correct.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. And Congress, both the House and the Senate,

were consulted during the drafting of that order, weren't they?
Mr. SCIARONI. To the best of my knowledge, yes.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. So that both the House and the Senate can

fairly be said to have been familiar with the definition of intelli-
gence community, is that correct?

Mr. SCIARONI. Correct.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. And that definition clearly omits the National

Security Council, doesn't it?
Mr. SCIARONI. It does.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. Even though the National Security Council and

its powers and activities are specifically discussed in the same Ex-
ecutive order, correct?

Mr. SCIARONI. Correct.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. Now, the intelligence authorization bills of the

two Houses, which have been passed since the Intelligence Commit-
tees were created purport to cover a list of agencies and entities,
don't they?

Mr. SCIARONI. Yes, they do.
Mr. VAN CAVE. And that list has never included the National

Security Council, has it?
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Mr. SCIARONI. No.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. And that list is substantially identical to the

term "intelligence community" as defined in the Executive order,
isn't it?

Mr. SCIARONI. True.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. Is it fair to say then the most logical reading of

the term involved "in intelligence activities," given the history of
the National Security Council and the fact Congress has never lim-
ited its activities by statute, given the usage of the term "intelli-
gence community" and the fact that it clearly excludes the Nation-
al Security Council, is it fair to say the most logical reading of the
term "involved in intelligence activities" is that it refers to those
departments and agencies within the intelligence community as
that term is defined in the order?

Mr. SCIARONI. That is correct.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. I have one final line of questioning for you, Mr.

Sciaroni. These questions have to do with the relationship between
the National Security Council's coordinating role and its operation-
al role.

At page 6 of your opinion, the opinion says
One can only conclude that successive acts of Congress as well as the Executive

order have not included the NSC in the intelligence community because it does
not function as an operational unit. It is not by accident that the Intelligence Au-
thorization Acts for the last 7 years did not list NSC as an organization conducting
intelligence or intelligence-related activities for which funds were being obligated. It
was simply a recognition of the fundamental coordinating character of the NSC. It
is a reasonable conclusion that the. Boland amendment was meant to apply to mem-
bers of the intelligence community who carry out intelligence operations.

You were not saying in this opinion the NSC has never had an
operational role, were you?

Mr. SCIARONI. No.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. In fact, under several different previous admin-

istrations the NSC has occasionally had operational responsibility,
hasn't it?

Mr. SCIARONI. It is a rare role but it does occur.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. But there are plenty of documented cases where

it has had that role?
Mr. SCIARONI. That is true.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. The point you were making in the opinion is

that the NSC does not typically have such a role, is that correct?
Mr. SCIARONI. That is correct.
Mr. VAN CLE!VE. It is your view Congress in adopting the Boland

amendment wanted to eliminate intelligence and defense communi-
ty support for the Contras, is that correct?

Mr. SCIARONI. That is correct.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. And the Boland amendment would clearly pre-

clude use of the intelligence community and Defense Department
personnel and infrastructure both in the United States and Central
America to provide military assistance to the Contras, correct?

Mr. SCIARONI. Correct.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. But this is quite different, is it not, than the

idea the Boland amendment, without saying so, was also intended
to reach the activities of the National Security Council and the
Office of the President, is that correct?
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Mr. ScIARoNI. Very different.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. Do you happen to know about what the total

fiscal year 1985 appropriations for the entire National Security
Council and its worldwide operations were, Mr. Sciaroni?

Mr. SCIARONI. I do not.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. If I said to you they were under $5 million,

would that sound about right to you?
Mr. SCIARONI. That sounds right.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. Isn't it true even if the Boland amendment is

read to exclude the National Security Council, its key purposes are
clearly met?

Mr. ScIARoNI. Right.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. No further questions, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman HAMILTON. Mr. Nields.
Mr. NIELUS. Good morning, Mr. Sciaroni.
I take it there came a time in August or so of 1985, perhaps Sep-

tember, when you conducted an investigation of Mr. North's activi-
ties?

Mr. SCIARONI. That's correct.
Mr. NIELDS. You began it by going into Mr. Thompson's office?
Mr. SCIARONI. I don't recall which I did first. I either chatted

with Colonel North or Commander Thompson.
Mr. NIELDS. In any event, at some point in time you went into

Mr. Thompson's office?
Mr. SCIARONI. I did.
Mr. NIELDS. And he showed you a stack of documents?
Mr. SCIARONI. He did.
Mr. NIELDS. And it was about an inch high?
Mr. SCIARONI. Yes.
Mr. NIELuS. He told you those were the documents which had

been shown to the Hill?
Mr. SCIARONi. That's true.
Mr. NIELDS. I teke it, according to your testimony, he did not

show you exhibits 4 through 8?
Mr. SCIARONI. He did not.
Mr. NIELDS. Now, the committee has heard prior testimony that

these documents were specifically identified by Mr. Thompson to
Mr. McFarlane as problematic documents.

Mr. SCIARONI. I'm aware of that.
Mr. NIELDS. And Mr. McFarlane made a list of the numbers on

those documents.
Mr. SCIARONI. That's my understanding.
Mr. NIELDS. But those documents were not shown to you by Mr.

Thompson?
Mr. SCIARONI. They were not.
Mr. NIzLDS. So that you were unaware, I take it, of documents,

official NSC documents, reflecting references to current donors
who had contributed millions of dollars to the Contras?

Mr. SCIARONI. I was unaware of that.
Mr. Nizws. And you were unaware of references to efforts to re-

cruit people to do sabotage?
Mr. SCIARONI. That's true.
Mr. NIELDS. You were unaware of references to plans sinking

boats carrying arms to the Sandinistas?
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Mr. SCIARONI. That's true.
Mr. NIELDS. And you were unaware of references in the docu-

ments to people, third countries, assisting us in getting end user
certificates to provide arms to the Contras.

Mr. SCIARONI. I was totally unaware of thai.
Mr. NIELDS. And you were unaware of documents showing NSC

officials had intervened with third countries in order to facilitate
other arms provisions to the Contras?

Mr. SCIARONI. That's true.
Mr. NIELDS. And, indeed, Mr. Thompson told you orally quite to

the contrary, didn't he?
Mr. SCIARONI. He did.
Mr. NIELDS. Now, then you went in and had a conversation with

Mr. North?
Mr. SCIARONI. Right.
Mr. NIELDS. In his office.
Mr. SCIARONI. Right.
Mr. NIELDS. I take it you knew Mr. North.
Mr. SCIARONI. I did.
Mr. NIELDS. You worked in the same building as Mr. North?
Mr. SCIARONI. On the same floor of the Old Executive Office

Building.
Mr. NIELDS. You would bump into him from time to time?
Mr. SCIARONI. Certainly.
Mr. NIELDS. You would go to his office from time to time?
Mr. SCIARONI. Yes.
Mr. NIELDS. Contras were a controversial issue at that time?
Mr. SCIARONI. Indeed, and have remained so.
Mr. NIELDS. He was the point man on the Contras and you got to

know him?
Mr. SCIARONI. That's true.
Mr. NIELDS. You got to be generally friendly with him?
Mr. SCIARONI. We were cordial.
Mr. NIELDS. You went into his office in furtherance of your inves-

tigation and inquired of the truth of the reports in the press?
Mr. SCIARONI. That's true.
Mr. NIELDS. He said there was no truth to them at all?
Mr. SCIARONI. That's right.
Mr. NIELDS. He hadn t mentioned he had recruited Richard

Secord to provide arms to the Contras, for example?
Mr. SCIARONI. I never heard the name Richard Secord until the

summer of 1986, when one of the evening news programs had a
segment about a Maule aircraft that was being used in Central
America that he had purchased.

Mr. NIELDS. He didn't mention, for example, that he had in July
or early August decided to have the money no longer go directly to
the Contras, but to go to Swiss bank accounts under Secord's con-
trol?

Mr. SCIARONI. I knew nothing of that.
Mr. NIELDS. He didn't mention he had solicited a contribution

from Mr. Coors for a Maule aircraft?
Mr. SCIARONI. He did not.
Mr. NIELDS. Now, you were aware, were you not, that there were

tons of documents in North's office?
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Mr. SCIARONI. Certainly.
Mr. NIELDS. And, indeed, you even asked Commander Thompson

about that, didn't you?
Mr. SCIARONI. I believe I did.,
Mr. NIELDS. And you said here is a little stack of documents, how

about all those documents that are all over North's office?
Mr. SCIARONI. Right.
Mr. NIELDS. And he said, well, those are North's personal docu-

ments and all we have are the official documents?
Mr. SCIARONI. That's my recollection.
Mr. NIELDS. Now, you didn't understand those personal docu-

ments to refer to North's family or something, you just understood
they were not official documents?

Mr. SCIARONI. I took them to mean that they were working docu-
ments that he used and not part of the official NSC document
system.

Mr. NIELDS. I take it when you talked to Mr. North, you didn't
ask to review those documents

Mr. SCIARONI. No.
Mr. NIELDS. So you never saw, for example, correspondence with

Robert Owen?
Mr. SCIARONI. No.
Mr. NIELDS. I take it you eventually came to know Robert Owen

and became a friend of his?
Mr. SCIARONI. I am, indeed, a friend of Rob Owen.
Mr. NIELDS. You weren't shown any documents, for example,

going between Robert Owen and Colonel North, referring to steel
hammer?

Mr. SCIARONI. No.
Mr. NIELDS. Or any other documents going between them?
Mr. SCIARONI. No.
Mr. NIELDS. I take it the Intelligence Oversight Board is not

truly set up to conduct large-scale investigations.
Mr. SCIARONI. Right. We have an investigatory authority but we

do not have things such as subpoena power, or the ability to put
people under oath.

Mr. NELDS. So you need to rely, to a considerable degree, on the
cooperation of people in the intelligence community?

Mr. SC!A RONI. That's absolutely true.
Mr. NIELDS. And in order to get that cooperation, it is important

to remain on good working terms with them?
Mr. SCIARONI. Well, if they are members of the intelligence com-

munity, they are required by law to provide help in the course of
our duties.

The NSC is not part of the intelligence community, as has been
pointed out. So in that particular case, I am dependent upon the
good will of the officials, unless I have reason to believe something
was being hidden from me.

Mr. NIELDS. In any event, it would have been difficult for you to
have said, Ollie, I'm now going to have to review all of the files in
your office?

Mr. SCIARON. That's true.
Mr. NIELDS. And you did not do that?
Mr. SCIARONI. No.
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Mr. NIELDS. And as a result, you ended up your investigation be-
lieving that the NSC had not raised funds or given military sup-
port or helped give military support to the Contras?

Mr. SCIARONI. I had no reason to believe that.
Mr. NIELDS. You wrote that down in your report as a conclusion,

did you not?
Wr. SCIARONI. That is true.

Mr. NIELDS. It now appears that that was incorrect?
Mr. SCIARONI. That is true.
Mr. NIELDS. So that at least part of the report that you wrote

ended up as a result of concealment of facts from you to be based
on misinformation?

Mr. SCIARONI. Well, I wouldn't choose to characterize it until you
could hear from the other participants about why those things
weren't shown to me.

Mr. NIELDS. Well, I am simply asking you, sir, isn't it true that
the conclusion was based on failure to communicate information to
you?

Mr. SCIARONI. True.
Mr. NIELDS. You didn't have the facts?
Mr. SCIARONI. That is true.
Mr. NIELDS. And it was the incorrect facts in part upon which

your opinion was based?
Mr. SCIARONI. That is absolutely correct.
Mr. NIELDs. Indeed, one of the reasons, and I emphasize at the

moment only one of them, but one of the bases for your legal con-
clusion was that the NSC was not an operational organization.

Mr. SCIARONI. It is not typically an operational organization, that
is true.

Mr. NIELDS. And you were not told at that time that it was, in
fact, involved in an intelligence operations?

Mr. SCIARONI. No, I was not told that.
Mr. NIELDS. You would agree, sir, I take it, that supporting a-

covertly supporting a war in Nicaragua is an intelligence activity?
Mr. SCIARONI. A covert--
Could you rephrase that?
Mr. NIELDS. Covert support for the war in Nicaragua is an intel-

ligence activity?
Mr. SCIARONI. That would seem to follow.
Mr. NIELDS. You were unaware of the fact that the NSC was en-

gaged in such an intelligence activity?
Mr. SCIARONI. I don't know the truth of the documents that have

been presented to me as part of the exhibit book, but if those facts
are true, then that would definitely be support for the war in Nica-
ragua.Mr. NIELDS. In any event, you were under the impression the

NSC was not engaged in that particular intelligence activity?
Mr. SCIARONI. That is true.
Mr. NIELDS. And I take it you were aware the National Security

Adviser had so informed the Congress?
Mr. SCIARONI. He had.
Mr. NIELDS. And he informed the Congress of that both before

and after your opinion?
Mr. SCIARONI. That is true.
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Mr. NIELDS. And I take it you are aware that, for example, El-
liott Abrams has said that these facts were concealed from him, as
well?

Mr. SCIARONI. I wasn't able to follow his testimony, but I will
accept your characterization of that.

Mr. NIELDS. I take it you are aware of the fact that in 1986
Oliver North told the Congress that he wasn't engaged in fundrais-
in for military support for the Contras?

Mr. SCIARONI. I am aware of that.
Mr. NIELDS. You are aware that the people of this country were

told at the time the Hasenfus plane went down that the NSC was
not involved in this particular intelligence activity?

Mr. SCIARONI. I am not-I am aware there was denial that the
CIA was involved; I am not sure of the NSC.

Mr. NIELDS. We heard evidence of that during Mr. Abrams' testi-
mony. It is on the record.

Mr. SCYARONI. Fine.
Mr. NIELDS. I take it, in any event, to your knowledge, at no time

did anyone tell Congress, any official of the U.S. Government tell
Congress, that the NSC was involved in raising funds or providing
military support for the Contras during this time period?

Mr. SCIARONI. I have heard no such thing.
Mr. NIELDS. Now, in addition, I take it you are not aware of any

time when anyone told Congress that the NSC took the position
that it could provide such support.

Mr. SCIARONI. That is correct. Bud McFarlane did testify that
quite the opposite was true, that he thought as a matter of policy I
believe he decided it would extend to the NSC, the application of
the Boland amendment, that is.

Mr. NIELDS. Now, Congressman Boland himself told the House of
Representatives, and you don't need to turn to this, I am just going
to read it for a moment. He told the House of Representatives, and
this is in BGS-12, exhibit 12, immediately prior to the enactment
of the Boland amendment, he said, "to repeat, the compromise pro-
vision clearly ends United States support for war in Nicaragua."

And immediately thereafter, the House of Representatives en-
acted the conference provision that had been agreed to with the
Senate. Now, that was a public statement, was it not?

Mr. SCIARONI. Correct.
Mr. NIELDS. It is on the public record?
Mr. SCIARONI. True.
Mr. NIELDS. And anybody who wants to can read it?
Mr. SCIARONI. That is right.
Mr. NIELDS. And, indeed, it was told to the Members of Congress

who voted for the Boland amendment?
Mr. SCIARONI. Right.
Mr. NIELDS. Your opinion, on the other hand, was secret?
Mr. SCIARONI. True.
Mr. NIELDS. You classified it?
Mr. SCIARONI. Right.
Mr. NIELDS. So now this is an interpretation of a law, publicly

enacted law of the United States, and you classified it?
Mr. SCIAROM. Right.
Mr. NIELDS. And that limited its distribution?

75-542 - 88 - 14
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Mr. SCIARONI. Right.
Mr. NIELw. And, indeed, the only person to whom you are aware

that this opinion was sent was Mr. McFarlane?
Mr. SCIARONI. Right.
Mr. NIELDS. And Mr. McFarlane doesn't remember receiving it?
Mr. SCIARONI. Right.
Mr. NIELDS. He disagrees with it?
Mr. SCIARONI. Right.
Mr. NIELDs. Now, I take it you are not aware of anybody that

ever relied on your opinion?
Mr. SCIARONI. I am not aware that anybody ever relied upon

that.
Mr. NIELDS. Indeed, North instead of saying that his conduct was

authorized by law told Congress he wasn't doing it?
Mr. SCIARONI. That is true.
Mr. NIELDS. Mr. McFarlane instead of saying that the conduct

was authorized by law told Congress it wasn't happening?
Mr. SCIARONI. That is true.
Mr. NIELDS. And, indeed, Paul Thompson, the NSC lawyer, told

you it wasn't happening?
Mr. SCIAROM. That is true, too.
Mr. NIELDs. And Elliott Abrams has testified that he thought the

Boland amendment a applied to the NSC?
Mr. SCIARONI. I willtake your word on that.
Mr. NIELDS. Nobody ever told Congress about this classified opin-

ion saying that the Boland amendment didn't apply to the NSC, to
your knowledge?

Mr. SCIARONI. To my knowledge, no.
Mr. NIELDS. I take it it might be fair to say that North didn't

want Congress to know that there was such an opinion.
Mr. SCIARONI. I would have no idea about that.
Mr. NIELDS. Well, I would like you to turn to what has been

marked as exhibit no. 28 in your book, it may not have a tab on it,
you may have to look for it hind exhibit number 26. It should be
the last piece of paper, it should be marked BGS-28. It is a PROF
message or two PROF messages, in the upper righthand corner it
says date and time 8/20/85. Do you have that in front of you?

Mr. SCIARONI. Yes, I do.
Mr. NIELDS. Now, the second PROF message is a note from

Oliver North and it reads as follows, Barnes letter-I take it that is
the letter from Congressman Barnes that inquires about NSC sup-
port for the Contras--

Mr. KNAUER. Could he have an opportunity to read these? He
hasn't had an opportunity .to review them at all.

Mr. NIELDs. Sure.
Mr. SCIARONI. Yes, sir.
Mr. NIELDS. Have you had a chance to read that?
Mr. SCIARONI. Yes.
Mr. NIELDS. The second note refers to the Barnes letter, does it

not?
Mr. SCIAXONI. It does.
Mr. NIELDS. It refers to the fact that the Barnes letter requests

material on the subject of the North/Contra contacts; is that cor-
rect?
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Mr. SCIARON. Right.
Mr. NIELMS. This is in August of 1985, and it says,

Prior to your transfer of this action, I discussed the Barnes letter with Jim Michel
and he urges that we not jump too fast on this issue.

Then it says,
He shares my concern that our legal fellow is going to create unhelpful specula-

tion re our intentions on this matter as he proceeds around town asking questions
about the Boland amendment and its legal/legislative intent. Jim recommends, and
I agree, that our response to the Barnes letter should be very quietly drafted by
Jim, Paul Thompson, and a rep from Fielding's office. Regards, North.

Now, our legal fellow, that's you, isn't it?
Mr. SCIARONI. I have no idea.
Mr. NIELDS. Apparently whoever writes this, who was Oliver

North, doesn't want-he's afraid that if people find out that some-
body is going to write a legal opinion saying that the NSC can do
all these things, that Congress is going to find out they are doing
them. Isn't that what that PROF message shows?

Mr. SCIARONI. I don't know who this PROF message is referring
to.

Mr. NIELDS. You've never seen this before?
Mr. SCIARONI. No. I don't know Jim Michel either.
Mr. NIELDS. I'd like you to turn back to the beginning of this ex-

hibit no. 26-I shouldn't say this exhibit, exhibit 26, under the
same tab.

Mr. SCIARONI. Let me just add, too, that this is-if this was refer-
ring to any work I was doing, which I'm not sure that it does, it
would be a misrepresentation, because I-the memo merely stated
the Boland amendment didn't apply to the NSC. I was not discuss-
ing whether you could positively do anything. I-it was a very
narrow opinion that said that particular piece of legislation didn't
apply to the NSC.

Mr. NIEUDS. In any event, they seemed to be pretty nervous
about the idea that somebody may be announcing that it is legal to
support the Contras?

Mr. SCIARONI. Also, I'm not sure this would be me. "Going
around town." That would not seem-it would not seem to be me. I
wasn't going around town. I was going around the building, I sup-
pose.

Mr. NIELDS. Whoever it is, it apparently made them nervous?
Mr. SCIARONI. Right.
Mr. NIELDS. Because they were afraid that somebody would find

out what they were doing.
Mr. SCIARONI. It would seem to be the implication of that state-

ment.
Mr. NIELDS. I would like you to 'turn to exhibit 26. This is a docu-

ment found in North's files.
Mr. SCIARONI. Right.
Mr. NIELDS. It has a cover letter from Vince, is that Vince Cannis-

traro?
Mr. SCIARONI. I would assume so.
Mr. NIELus. To Ollie, that is Ollie North?
Mr. SCIARONi. There's no other.
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Mr. NIELDs. Attaching a copy of a document on the U.S. House of
Representatives letterhead which addresses the applicability--

Mr. SCIARONI. Excuse me. Do you know the date of the cover
memo?

Mr. NIELDS. We only know that it was attached to this document.
Mr. SCIARONI. OK.
Mr. NIELDS. The document itself is dated August 8, 1985, and it

would appear that somebody from the Hill or that Oliver North
has obtained an opinion from somebody on the Hill that the Boland
amendment does apply to the NSC.

Mr. SCIARONI. That seems to be the conclusion of this memo.
Mr. NIELDS. It says at one place here, "NSC is clearly a United

States entity involved in intelligence activity suHect to the Section
8066(a) prohibition."

Mr. SCIARONI. Correct.
Mr. NIELIs. That's the Boland amendment?
Mr. SCIARONI. That's right.
Mr. NIELDS. Ollie already had that in his files apparently?
Mr. SCIARONI. Right.
Mr. NIELDs. He didn't want anybody to find out that there was

some other legal opinion that might lead to speculation as to what
he was doing?

Mr. SCIARONI. I wouldn't know about that.
Mr. NIELDS. And you have identified, I think, the document

marked 9A, which is the copy of your opinion which was found in
Mr. North's office?

Mr. SCIARONI. Right.
Mr. NIELDS. That's the one that has the top part of the opinion

cut off so you can't tell who wrote it?
Mr. SCIARONI. Right.
Mr. NIELDS. Now, we don't know why that was done, but it cer-

tainly helps conceal the fact that there's some opinion in the White
House or in the Old Executive Office Building that the NSC is
exempt from the Boland amendment?

Mr. SCIARONI. It does conceal that fact.
Mr. NIELDS. I would like to briefly address the legal issue that

you addressed in your opinion. I think you've already told us that
covert support for the war in Nicaragua would be an intelligence
activity?

Mr. SCIARONI. Right.
Mr. NIELDS. And I would like you to turn to exhibit 27; again, it

is without a tab. It is sandwiched in between exhibits 26 and 28. It
is Public Law 97-377 and it is dated December of 1982. And on the
second page, I think you will see in Section 793 what was-has
been referred to as Boland 1, the very first Boland amendment way
back in 1982. Do you have that in front of you?

Mr. SCIARONI. Yes, I do.
Mr. NIELDS. Are you familiar with that provision?
Mr. SCIARONI. That was prior to my time as counsel.
Mr. NIELDS. Did you happen to review it in connection with your

writing the legal opinion that you have been testifying about?
Mr. ScIARoNi. Because it is-it predates it by several years, I

probably didn't review that one.
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Mr. NIELDS. Let's review it now. It comes in the-it is found in
the Department of Defense Appropriations Act. You have already
testified about the Department of Defense Appropriations Act. And
again it is one of these exceptions to the appropriation and it reads,

None of the funds provided in this Act may be used by the Central Intelligence
Agency or the Department of Defense to furnish military equipment, military and
training, and so forth to the Contras in order to overthrow the Government of Nica-
ragua.

Mr. SCIARONI. Right.
Mr. NIELDS. There are two things about that I would like to focus

on. One is, it has the words "None of the funds provided in this
Act." Those are the only funds that that provision applies to, isn't
it?

Mr. SCIARONI. Excuse me?
Mr. NIELDS. Those are the only funds that that provision applies

to? The funds provided in this Act?
Mr. SCIARONI. It would seem so.
Mr. NIELDs. It only applies to funds provided in the Department

of Defense Appropriations Act; is that correct?
Mr. SCIARONI. That seems to be right.
Mr. NIELDS. And it also applies to only the two agencies covered

by that Act, namely the Central Intelligence Agency or the Depart-
ment of Defense?

Mr. SCIARONI. Right.
Mr. NiELDS. That is in marked contrast, is it not, sir, to the lan-

guage of the Boland Amendment that you have been testifying
about today?

Mr. SCIARONI. Sure. Because the subsequent one extended it to
the rest of the members of the intelligence community.

Mr. NIELDS. It does two things, doesn't it? First, it says-and it is
up on that wall there, section 8066(a), and it says "No funds avail-
ale to . . ."; correct? That is a change in language, is it not? Do
you see that language?

Mr. SCIARONI. Yes.
Mr. NIELDS. That is in the very provision covered by your opin-

ion. It says "No funds available to..
Mr. SCIARONI. Right.
Mr. NIELDS. It doesn't-just limit itself to funds covered by this

particular Act. It says "No funds available to . . .", is that correct?
Mr. SCIARONI. Well, that is what it states, but it still is attached

to the Department of Defense Authorization-Appropriations Act.
Mr. NIELDS. I am going to keep going.
Mr. SCIARONI. Fine.
Mr. NIELDS. Then it also makes a change in the agencies to

which it applies. Instead of being limited to the Department of De-
fense and the Central Intelligence Agencies which were the ones
covered by the-that section of the appropriations statute, it says"or any other agency or entity of the United States involved in in-
telligence activities.' Doesn't it?

Mr. SCIARONI. It does.
Mr. NIELDS. I believe you said in your own opinion, and that is

exhibit 9, if you choose to refer to it. And I would address you to
page 2 of your opinion. Referring to the very language that we
havejust-I have just read from 8066(a), you state, and I am quot-
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ing from your opinion at the top of page two, "On the face of it, the
NSC would appear to be an agency or entity of the United States
covered by the amendment."

Mr. ScIAONI. Right.
Mr. NImus. You do say that?
Mr. SCIARONI. Right.
Mr. NIELS. But you go beyond the face of the statute in your

opinion and you search for other methods of divining the intent?
Mr. SCIARONI. Well, I go on to point out that the subsequent

phrase "any other agency or entity in the United States involving
intelligence activities," is more or less a term of art which would
imply the intelligence community.

Mr. NIELUs. And you say over on page 3, "If the intent was to
include the NSC, that could have been easily done."

Mr. SCIARONI. Correct.
Mr. NIELDS. And you refer specifically to Congressman Boland?
Mr. SCIARONI. I do.
Mr. NIELDS. And you say "If he had wanted the NSC to be re.

stricted by the legislation, the specific prohibition could have been
made clear in the legislative history."

Mr. SCIARONI. Right.
Mr. NIELDS. And then over on exhibit 12, we have a little piece of

the legislative history?
Mr. SCIARON. True.
Mr. NIELDS. And indeed it is a piece of the legislative history

that comes out of the mouth of Congressman Boland? Is that true?
Mr. SCIARONI. Right.
Mr. NIELDS. And he was the author and sponsor of the Boland

amendment?
Mr. SCIARONI. Right.
Mr. NIELDS. And he had just been to conference with the Senate?
Mr. SCIARONI. Right.
Mr. NIELUS. And they had agreed on a compromise?
Mr. SClARONI. Right.
Mr. NIELDS. And hc was explaining the compromise to the House

of Representatives immediately prior to their voting on the Boland
amendment so that they could understand what it meant?

Mr. SCIARONI. Right.
Mr. NIELDS. And he said on the second page of this exhibit, "To

repeat, the compromise provision clearly ends United States sup-
port for war in Nicaragua."

Mr. SCIARONI. Right.
Mr. NIELDS. That is pretty clear, isn't it?
Mr. SCIARONI. It is pretty clear to me.
Mr. NIELDS. And then he is asked a question by Mr. Livingston:

"Are there no exceptions to this prohibition?"
"Mr. Boland: There are no exceptions to the prohibition."
Mr. SCIARONI. Right.
Mr. NiELs. That is what he said, isn't it?
Mr. SCARONI. He said that.
Mr. NIELDS. And then up above on the page, also an explanation,

he says, "It clearly prohibits any expenditure, including those from
accounts for salaries and all support costs."
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Mr. SCIARONI. I think the relevant sentence is the one that pro-
ceeds it. He states, "Let me make very clear that this prohibition
applies to all funds available in fiscal year 1985, regardless of any
accounting procedure in any agency."

Now, the question becomes, what did he mean by "any agency"?
Any agency in the U.S. Government or any agency in the intelli-
gence community?

Mr. NIELDS. But he says "any agency." He didn't say any agency
in the intelligence community, did he?

Mr. SCIARONI. Was that implied?
Mr. NIELDS. That is just my question. That is what he said, isn't

it? He said "any agency"?
Mr. SCIARON1. He said "any agency," and I took that to mean

any agency in the intelligence community because of the two Acts
that it was subsequently attached to.

Mr. NIELDS. Now, if Mr. Boland-if Mr. Boland had wanted to
have the NSC covered, if he had wanted to make sure that the
President didn't find some other agency through which to conduct
this intelligence activity, he could have done two things, couldn't
he? Either one of two things.

Want me to tell you what they are?
Mr. SCIARONI. Yes. That would be helpful.
Mr. NIELDS. The first, he could have listed every agency that he

could think of that the President might conceivably use as a way of
getting around the prohibition. He could have listed the EPA;' the
DEA, Customs, OMB, and every other agency he could think of
that the President might conceivably use to support the war in
Nicaragua, and including the NSC. That is one option that he had.

Mr. SCIARONI. Or he could simply say "No funds available to the
U.S. Government" rather than limiting it to CIA, DOD, and mem-
bers of the intelligence community.

Mr. NIELDS. He didn't say the .intelligence community in the stat-
ute, sir.

Or he could have-I take it what I said is true. That is one
option he could have followed?

Mr. SCIARONI. Surely.
Mr. NIELDS. Another is he could use the words "any agency en-

gaged in intelligence activities," and I think you have already testi-
fied that covert support for the war in Nicaragua is an intelligence
activity.

Mr. SCIARONI. If it was-he could have put it in a general provi-
sion that would apply across the Board. Instead, it appeared in a
Defense Appropriations Act and an Intelligence Authorization Act.

Mr. NIELDS. Now, quite apart from the Boland Amendment, the
NSC can't do covert intelligence operations overseas without a spe-
cific determination by the President; isn't that true?

Mr. SCIARONI. Well, there are two views on that, as you know,
Mr. Nields.

Mr. NIELDS. Well, you are familiar with Executive order 12,333.
Mr. SCIARONI. I am.
Mr. NIELDS. And you are familiar with provision 1.8 thereof?
Mr. SCIARONI. Which exhibit is that?
Mr. NIELDS. I am sorry. That is exhibit no. 14. It is also up on the

wall, by the way, including specifically section 1.8 of it.
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Mr. SCIARONI. Right. I am familiar with that.
Mr. NIELDS. And that provides that with respect to covert oper-

ations, and this is different than just collecting intelligence, is it
not? With respect to covert operations, which are defined in the
Executive order as special activities--

Mr. SCIARONI. Right.
Mr. NIELDS. -no agency except the CIA can do them unless-

and I am reading from 1.8(e)-"the President determines that an-
other agency is more likely to achieve a particular objective."

Mr. SCIARONI. Well, as you know from our discussion the other
day, the alternate interpretation is that the purpose and effect of
the Executive order is to the members of the intelligence communi-
ty which are listed in the Executive order.

I was not present when this Executive order was put together,
and so I don t know what agreements or interagency negotiations
took place that might lend further definition to whether they are
talking about all agencies or just specifically agencies of the intelli-
gence community.

Mr. NiELDs. Well, the NSC is specifically mentioned in this Exec-
utive order, is it not?

Mr. SCIARONI. If I could finish, Mr. Nields.
All I was going to say is that I don't know about the legislative

history, so to speak, of the act. But I would say that it appears on
the surface to apply to any agency. I think that would be a fair
reading.

Mr. NIELDS. So that your reading of this would be that the NSC
cannot run a covert war in Central America unless the President
determines that it is more likely to achieve that objective than the
CIA?

Mr. SCIARONI. Well, without passing judgment on whether the
NSC was doing that, what I would say is that if a covert action-
the purpose for Presidential Finding at least as a management tool
inside the Executive branch would be to make sure that the policy
is properly coordinated and that there's proper authorization, and
so, therefore, it makes sense that any agency should have a Presi-
dential Finding to ensure that that-the integrity of the process.

Mr. NIELDS. And you would agree again, the best reading of this
provision 1.8(e) is that before another agency besides the CIA can
do a covert operation abroad, the President must make a determi-
nation?

Mr. SCIARONI. That would be the implication of that, right.
Mr. NIELDS. And I don't know if you are familiar with it, but at

page 111-24 of the Tower Board it states-Tower Board Report-The President told the Board on January 26, 1987, that he did not
know that the NSC staff was engaged in helping the Contras."

I take it-I guess my question is this: You are not aware of the
President ever having made a determination that the NSC should
take this operation over from the CIA?

Mr. SCIARONI. That is true.
Mr. NIELDS. And I take it that, in addition to the fact that it

would require a determination by the President, it would require
that there be reporting to the Congress?

Mr. SClAROm. Right.
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Mr. NIELDS. And that is provided by section 3.1 of Executive
Order 12333?

Mr. SCIARONI. Right.
Mr. NIELDS. And I take it, in addition to that, it would be re-

quired that the Finding would be in writing?
Mr. SCIARONI. I know of at least a U.S. Government document

that would require all Findings be in writing.
Mr. NIELDs. And I take it this requirement that there be a Find-

ing, that it be in writing, and that it be notified to Congress, would
apply to covert operations conducted by the DEA, for example?

Mr. SCIARONI. By-excuse me?
Mr. NIELDS. It would apply to covert operations done by the

DEA, for example?
Mr. SCIARONI. Sure.
Mr. NIELDS. So that if the DEA were to conduct a covert oper-

ation to ransom hostages overseas, that would require a Presiden-
tial Finding in writing, notified to Congress?

Mr. SCIARONI. Right.
With regard to the previous question, I should add the caveat

that both the NSDD 159 and the Executive order are Executive
documents. Of course, if the President wanted to waive the provi-
sions of those, since he is the person who issues those document
he could do so. But I think your point still stands.

Mr. NIELDS. I have no further questions, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman HAMILTON. We will begin with the principal question-

ers. We will operate under the 15-minute rule.
Mr. Hyde?
Mr. HYDE. Well, Mr. Sciaroni, we have conflicting opinions, don't

we, on what the Boland amendment means and to whom it applies;
is that correct?

Mr. SCIARONI. I never said mine was the only opinion on this
subject.

Mr. HYDE. I am sure not. I like your opinion. So I want to talk
about your opinion. So I asked you if there are conflicting opinions
from as different lawyers you get different opinions; is that right?

Mr. SCIARONI. That is true. It has been my experience.
Mr. HYDE. Anything you have heard today or that you have

learned that would change your legal opinion?
Mr. SCIARONI. No.
Mr. HYDE. As to whether the Boland Amendment applies to the

NSC?
Mr. SCIARONI. Not at all.
Mr. HYDE. Now, we have been told about exhibit 12 where Mr.

Boland took the floor and in the discussion-let me see if I can find
exhibit 12-in the Congressional Record, he said something that I
would say is extraordinary. Of course, Mr. Boland is my dear
friend and he is an extraordinary fellow. But he said,

To repeat, the compromise provision-I am trying to figure out what the compro-
mise was; this seemed to be pretty one way here-"the compromise provision clearly
ends United States support for the war in Nicaragua. Such support can only be
renewed if the President can convince the Congress that this very strict prohibition
should be overturned.
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Now, I compared that language with 'the Boland amendment,
and I found a disparity. It seemed to me the Boland amendment
started naming agencies.

Now, if they wanted all U.S. Government support to be fore-
closed, why didn't they say so? Isn't that a principle of legal con-
struction, statutory construction, that if you want all agencies of
government, including but not limited to the CIA, the Department
of Defense, the National Security Council, wouldn't it have been
simple to say that?

Mr. SCIARONI. I think you make a good point. One of the prob-
lems with the language on the floor is that it seems to be broader
than the statute as enacted, and, of course, statutory construction
does require going to look at the language as issued, especially by
the author of the provision.

But I think that when you have language on the floor that is
broader than the language in the statute itself, you are constrained
by the language in the statute.

Mr. HYDE. That is the place you start with, the language of the
statute. Now, the line of questioning that preceded my own would
seem to indicate that the naming of the CIA and the Department
of Defense was kind of idle. It had no point because clearly what
the intent of the Boland amendment as enunciated by Mr. Boland
on the floor was to halt in its tracks all United States support for
the Contras in Nicaragua.

But the act didn't say that, did it? The act says the CIA, it says
the Department of Defense, or any other agency or entity involved
in intelligence activities. Now, we are in a morass of ambiguity as
to what-what it means about an agency involved in intelligence
activity. You interpret that to mean operational; is that correct?

Mr. SCIARONI. That is true, but there are some elements in the
intelligence community that don't have an operational role. That is
also true.

Mr. HYDE. The President is not involved in intelligence activities.
He is the ultimate consumer of what has been produced by those
agencies involved in intelligence activities; correct?

Mr. SCIARONI. That is true.
Mr. HYDE. And the NSC doesn't go out and collect, analyze and

disseminate, which are the traditional functions of an intelligence
operational agency; isn't that correct?

Mr. SCIARONI. Right.
Mr. HYDE. Now, if the Boland Amendment wanted to foreclose

all government funds, why didn't it simply say so?
Mr. SCIARONI. Well, that is the first point.
The second point that is in the late summer of 1985, there was wide-

spread recognition that there was a controversy here and that
would have been another appropriate time to rectify this situation,
if there was a situation that needed to be rectified.

Mr. HYDE. Why, there were statements, Mr. Sciaroni, from mem-
bers of the Select Committee on Intelligence, Democrat, liberal
Democrat, Members, who said this clearly doesn't cover the NSC. I
cite George Brown as one example.

Now, that was in August of 1985; correct?
Mr. SCIARONI. Right.
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Mr. HYDE. And that controversy was extended from then until
now; has it not?

Mr. SCIARONI. Indeed, it has.
Mr. HYDE. But has there been any effort on the part of Congress,

dominated by the majority party that upholds the sanctity of the
Boland amendment in its many forms, to spell it out?

Mr. SCIARONI. I'm aware of no effort.
Mr. HYDE. That ambiguity is still there day after day, month

after month. We could change it this afternoon, I'm sure, if we
wanted to and spell out we mean the NSC, but there has been no
effort to do that, has there?

Mr. SCIARONI. No, there hasn't.
Mr. HYDE. Now, we talk about your opinion being classified and

not promulgated very much. Is it a fact that the controlling lan-
guage on the Boland amendment is not what Mr. Boland said on
the floor. That was the House passing its version. You've got an-
other body here on Jenkins Hill called the Senate, and they pass
their version and these two versions come together in what is
called a conference committee, correct?

Mr. SCIARONI. Correct.
Mr. HYDE. And what emerges from the conference committee is

really the law, isn't that correct?
Mr. SCIARONI. That is true.
Mr. HYDE. Isn't it true that the transcript of the discussions in

the conference committee is still classified. Isn't that true?
Mr. SCIARONI. I'm not privy to those sessions and those records

have never been made available to me.
Mr. HYDE. Well, that may be so, but I'm informed by counsel

that they are classified. Now, isn't one of the major problems here,
and you didn't go into it because you didn't feel you had to address
it, a very complex issue is the constitutionality of the Boland
amendment. You didn't go into that at all, did you?

Mr. SCIARONI. No. It wasn't necessary because of the determina-
tion that Boland didn't apply.

Mr. HYDE. One of the big problems in this whole exercise is the
fact that the Supreme Court, the law is, and I quote from United
States vs. Curtis Wright Export Company, 299 U.S. 340,

The President is endowed with plenary and exclusive power as the sole organ of
the Federal Government in the field of international relations; a power which does
not require as a basis for its exercise an act of Congress.

Now that gives some problems to the congressional supremacists
who want to tell the President what he can say, to whom he can
say it, and to whom he can delegate responsibility to act on and on
behalf of himself. The court says the President alone has the power
to speak or listen as a representative of the Nation, et cetera, et
cetera.

Now, so, given that fact, and without spending a lot of time rum-
maging through the books, would you say there is a question as to
whether the Boland amendment can bind and gag the Executive
department in the conduct of foreign policy in Nicaragua?

Mr. SCIARONI. It certainly is a constitutional question.
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Mr. HYDE. What they can do of course is cut off funds, and they
tried to cut off funds and they put it in the Department of Defense
appropriation, didn't they?

Mr. SCIARONI. They did.
Let me point out one other thing. On the floor, Congressman

Boland addressed the issue of all agencies, any agency, and it has
occurred to me if that was going to go across the Board and apply
to NSC, it would apply to NSC through the Executive Office of the
President. That means it would also apply to the President himself,
and I think that would have raised a major constitutional issue as
to whether the President's own salary could be thus affected by a
piece of legislation.

If it was the intent to provoke a major constitutional debate, I
think it would have been spelled out more clearly than that to see
if in fact the Congress does have the power to affect the Executive,
through the Executive Office, the President himself.

Mr. HIDE. Right.
Now, you have heard that Mr. McFarlane accepted that the

Boland amendment applied to National Security Council.
Mr. SCIARONI. I listened to his testimony very carefully and it

seemed to me that he was saying it wasn't a matter of law but a
matter of policy that he was choosing to apply.

Mr. HYDE. As I recall his very words were when Dante Fascell
tells you don't spend any money on the Contras, that is it, that is
the law.

Mr. SCIARONI. I can appreciate his sentiment.
Mr. HYDE. That was a political judgment, certainly not a legal

one.
Mr. SCIARONI. Right.
Mr. HYDE. You didn't shape your opinion, did you, to protect

Oliver North or anybody else?
Mr. SCIARONI. No.
Mr. HYDE. You drafted your opinion on the applicability of the

Boland amendment to the NSC on the facts and on the law?
Mr. SCIARONI. That is true.
Mr. HYDE. Now, you are aware, are you not, that the Tower Com-

mission viewed the Boland amendment as very murky, and I quote
from page Roman numeral 111-21,

The result was an intense political struggle between the President and Congress
over how to define U.S. policy towards Nicaragua. Congress sought to restrict the
President's ability to implement his policy. What emerged was a highly ambiguous
legal environment.

That is the opinion, and I assume they are talking about the
Boland amendment because they mention it. They say on Decem-
ber 21, Congress passed the first Boland prohibiting the Depart-
ment of Defense and CIA from spending funds to overthrow Nica-
ragua or provoke conflict between Nicaragua and Honduras. The
following year $24 million was authorized for the Contras. On Octo-
ber 3, 1984 Congress cut off all funding for the Contras and prohib-
ited DOD, CIA and any other agency or entity involved in intelli-
gence activities from directly or indirectly supporting military op-
erations in Nicaragua. Then the Tower Commission goes on and
says the 1984 prohibition was subject to conflicting interpretation.
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On the one hand, several of its Congressional supporters believed the legislation
covered the activities of the NSC staff. On the other hand, it appears that Colonel
North and Admiral Poindexter received legal advice from the President's lOB, the
Intelligence Oversight Board, the restrictions on lethal assistance did not cover the
NSC staff. Confusion only increased.

In December, 1985, Congress ap proved classified amounts of funds to the Contras.
That was a short time after Mr. Boland had said the U.S. Government was out of
the business of supporting the Contras, no money at all, for communications and
advice.

The authorization was subject to a classified annex negotiated by the Senate and
House Intelligence Committees; an exchange of letters initiated the day the law
passed evidencing the extreme difficulty even the Chairmen of the two committees

ad in deciding what the annex permitted or proscribed,

And we have excerpts up there of the chairman of the Senate
committee saying one thing, the chairman of the House committee
saying another.

So it is interesting that members of Congress and the NSC have
to adhere to a law that is murky at best.

Mr. SCIARONI. Let me just make a comment about that. I work a
great deal with attorneys from the Central Intelligence Agency,
and over the last 2 years they have had to go into a scramble, it
seems, several times a year to try to figure out what the law is,
what the intent of the Congress is, and try to make sense of that
operationally for them.

I have a great appreciation for the kind of headaches this has
caused for them out there, because the Congress has changed its
course numerous times as you have elaborated.

Mr. HYDE. I have one more question, and I ask you this as a
lawyer Mr. Sciaroni. Can Congress use its power of the purse to cut
off, restrict or amend the President's constitutional powers to be
the supreme spokesman for America in foreign policy, the sole op-
erator? Can the power of the purse amend the constitutional
powers of the President?

Mr. SCIARONI. I don't believe so.
Mr. HYDE. I don't think so either.
Thank you.
Mr. SCIARONI. Thank you.
Chairman HAMILTON. Senator Mitchell.
Mr. MITCHELL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Good morning, Mr. Sciaroni.
Mr. SCIARONI. Good morning.
Mr. MITCHELL. Mr. Sciaroni, as I understand it, prior to becoming

counsel to the President's Intelligence Oversight Board, you had
never practiced law; is that correct?

Mr. SCIARONI. That is true.
Mr. MITCHELL. Indeed, when you applied for the job as counsel to

the Board, you were not qualified to practice law cause you had
not yet passed the Bar examination?

Mr. SCIARONI. That's true.
Mr. MITCHELL. And as a condition of your becoming counsel to

the Board, you did take and pass the Bar examination?
Mr. SCIARONI. That's true as well.
Mr. MITCHELL. So when you assumed your position as counsel to

the President's Intelligence Oversight Board, it was the first time
you had ever been employed as a lawyer in a legal capacity; is that
correct?
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Mr. SCIARONI. That's true.
Mr. MITCHELL. And you had never before that conducted an in-

vestigation in a capacity as a lawyer; is that correct?
Mr. SCIARONI. That's true as well.
Mr. MITCHELL. I understand the staff of the Intelligence Over-

sight Board consisted of you and one secretary; is that correct?
Mr. SCIARONI. That's also true, and consultants are sometimes

used.
Mr. MITCHELL. Now, as you've testified this morning, you con-

ducted an investigation into the question of whether or not the
Boland amendment applied to the staff of the National Security
Council.

Mr. SCIARONI. Right.
Mr. MITCHELL. Under the Executive order establishing the Board,

the Board is to report to the President; is that correct?
Mr. SCIARONI. That's true.
Mr. MITCHELL. Now, your memorandum on that question is seven

typewritten pages long, single spaced, and it was addressed to
Robert McFarlane who was then the President's National Security
Adviser?

Mr. SCIARONI. That's right.
Mr. MITCHELL. Now, the memorandum makes no mention of the

fact that on August 8, 1985, approximately 30 days before the
memorandum, the President's principal spokesman said, and I
quote:

No member of the National Security Council staff has at any time acted in viola-
tion of either the spirit or the letter of existing legislation dealing with United
States assistance to the democratic resistance in Nicaragua.

At the time you wrote your memorandum, were you aware of
that statement by the President's-principal spokesman?

Mr. SCIARONI. Yes, I was.
Mr. MITCHELL. And you did not feel that a statement by the

President on the very subject which you were considering had any
relevance to your inquiry?

Mr. SCIARONI. By the time the Board issued that opinion, both
the-well, the President, his principal spokesman and the National
Security Adviser had all rendered judgments that there was no vio-
lations of the Boland amendment occurring at the NSC. I was
aware of that, but I did not think that that should preclude a factu-
al investigation by me.

Mr. MITCHELL. The two are not mutually exclusive, are they?
Mr. SCIARONI. Excuse me?
Mr. MITCHELL. A factual investigation is not mutually exclusive

of taking note of the fact the President himself had made a state-
ment on the very subject which you were advising him on?

Mr. SCIARONI. Of the three administration statements stating
that there was no violations of the Boland amendment, none of
those activities where occurring at the NSC, I took the National Se-
curity Adviser's statement to be the most substantive, because he
was, of course, Colonel North's most immediate supervisor and
would be apprised of what he was doing.
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Mr. MITCHELL. That was the statement made by Mr. McFarlane
in a letter to Representative Hamilton on August 20, 1985; is that
correct?

Mr. SCIARONI. There were some press accounts in late August by
the National Security Adviser, Robert McFarlane. I was not aware
of the Hamilton exchange with McFarlane.

Mr. MITCHELL. You were not aware of that?
Mr. SCIARONI. I was not aware of it. That correspondence was not

made available to me.
Mr. MITCHELL. I see.
So, you conducted an investigation to inform the President on

the question of whether or not the staff of the National Security
Council was subject to the Boland amendment, and you did not in-
clude in your memorandum any reference to statements made by
the President and the National Security Adviser and, indeed, the
Department of State on the very subject which you were expressing
an opinion on? That is correct, is it not?

Mr. SCIARONI. It was a separate investigation.
Mr. MITCHELL. I see.
Do they not indicate to you that at that time, at least, the Presi-

dent, the National Security Adviser and the State Department
were of the view that the staff of the National Security Council
was covered by the Boland amendment?

Mr. SCIARONI. I became aware of that around that time period,
but, again, much as the former National Security Adviser testified
a few weeks ago, I took that to mean it was a matter of policy that
they were going to apply that, not as a matter of law.

I didn't see statements of any legal analysis that was done. I
didn't know if they had or had not, but tha wouldn't preclude me
from coming up with a separate opinion.

Mr. MITCHELL. I don't suggest that they precluded you, but I
must say that it is peculiar, to say the least, that in preparing for
the President, through his National Security Adviser, a memoran-
dum on the question of whether or not the land amendment ap-
plied to the National Security staff, that you did not even make
note of the fact that both the President, who was the ultimate re-
cipient of your opinion, and the National Security Adviser, who
was the immediate recipient of your opinion, had previously ex-
pressed views on the very subject that you were rendering an opin-
ion on, and, indeed, the Department of State, as well, even though
they were not the recipients of your opinion.

Mr. SCIARONI. We don't work for the National Security Council
staff, and if the President-if we had been shown, for example, the
five memoranda in question, we would have had the opportunity to
go directly to the President to express our concern about that
course of action that was being taken.

I think that the history of our Board has shown that it is inde-
pendent and objective, and by that I mean it is not tied to any
other institution, either in the intelligence community or anywhere
else.

Mr. MITCHELL. If you were a public official and your lawyer was
advising you on a question, would you like to have your lawyer in
the same opinion remind you of your prior statements you had
made on the very subject which the opinion dealt with?
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Mr. SCLARONI. I really don't know.
Mr. MITCHELL. You don't. All right. That answers the question.
Mr. Sciaroni, as I understand your opinion, the National Security

-Council staff is not covered by tliWBoiand Amendment because the
National Security Council is not specifically identified either in the
Boland Amendment itself or in section 101 of the Intelligence Au-
thorization Act of 1985; is that correct?

Mr. SCIARONI. That is correct.
Mr. MrCHE.LL. So, if an agency is listed, it is covered, and if an

agency isn't listed, it is not covered. That is your opinion?
Mr. SCIARONI. That is correct.--!-
Mr. MITCHELL. And in your opinion, it didn't make any differ-

ence what the employees of any agency were actually doing. If the
agency is listed, they are covered by Boland; if the agency isn't
listed, they are not covered by Boland. That is your opinion?

Mr. SCIARONI. It would stretch credulity to think that somebody
in A, could do those kinds of things the Boland Amendment tried
to prohibit.

Mr. MrrCHELL. Supposing they did just that, supposing employees
of the Department of Agriculture, which,are not listed in either of
those pieces of legislation, engaged directly in the prohibited type
of activity-that is, intelligence activity-would they be covered by
the Boland Amendment?

Mr. SCIARONI. They wouldn't, but it is an unlikely situation oper-
ationally--

Mr. MITCHELL. Have you not been following these hearings, Mr.
Sciaroni.?

Mr. SCIARONI. Yes, I have.
Mr. MITCHELL. There is very little you could say that would qual-

ify it as highly unlikely. Your opinion, however, is-apart from the
conclusion about highly unlikely-is that if the Director of the Cen-
tral Intelligence Agency did not agree with the Boland Amendment
and wanted to avoid the Boland amendment, he could have done so
simply by transferring from the CIA to the offices and payroll of
the Department of Agriculf ure those persons who were engaged in
intelligence activities.

And since they were then employed by an agency not specifically
listed in the law, in your opinion, they are not covered by the
Boland Amendment; is that correct?

Mr. SCIARONI. That would very quickly become known there was
some operational entity at the Agriculture Department. I'm sure
the Congress would move to cut that off.

Mr. MITCHELL. But until Congress moved to cut it off, in your
legal opinion, they would not be covered by the Boland amend-
ment; that is what you are saying?

Mr. SCIARONI. That is true.
Mr. MITCHELL. Going down the list of agencies specifically includ-

ed in either the Boland Amendment or section 101 of the Intelli-
gence Authorization Act, the CIA, Defense Department, Defense In-
telligence Agency, the Army, Navy, the Air Force-all they had to
do to avoid the consequences of the Boland act, in your legal opin-
ion, was to transfer to the offices and payroll of the Agriculture De-
partment or any other agency of government not specifically listed,
those persons engaged in that type of activity, and the Boland
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amendment would not have applied to them. That is your legal
opinion?

Mr. SCARoNi. Sir, the operative words there are "all they had to
do," and I think that is a considerable amount for any operational
intelligence agency to do, make a transfer such as that.

Mr. MrrCHELL. Having heard testimony about what Colonel
North has done, Mr. Sciaroni, I'm asking you to limit yourself.
Your opinion, as you have expressed it here today-they could
have done that andthe Boland amendment would not have applied
to them?

You have testified to that, haven't you?
Mr. SCIARONI. I would point out footnote 5, which does limit the

organizations. You simply couldn't transfer something to another
agency, I pointed out, as long as those funds originated at CIA or
DOD. Certainly that would fall under the prohibition.

Mr. MrrCHELL. Supposing they were on the payroll of another
agency, they transferred them to the Agriculture Department pay-
roll and offices. Let me go on. I think your answer is clear.

Mr. Sciaroni, on October 10, 1984, Congress passed an appropria-
tions act, which took effect on October 12, which included what we
know as the Boland amendment; is that correct?

Mr. SCIARONI. That's correct.
Mr. MrrCHELL. On October 11, the following day, 1984, Congress

passed the Intelligence Authorization Act, which took effect on No-
vember 8th of that year; is that correct?

Mr. SCIARONI. That's correct.
Mr. MrrCHELL. In your opinion, did the Intelligence Authoriza-

tion Act supersede the appropriations act?
Mr. SCIARONI. It gave further definition to what was-there are

two pieces of legislation, distinct pieces of legislation, and one pro-
hibited DOD specifically, and the other, all members of the intelli-
gence community.

Mr. MrrCHELL. My question was: Did the Intelligence Authoriza-
tion Act supersede the appropriations act?

Mr. SCIARONI. I would say that it complemented it.
Mr. MrrCHELL. Did it supersede it? That is my question.
Mr. SCIARONI. You mean in terms of the coming second time--
Mr. MrrCHELL. Did it supersede the appropriations act? That is

my question.
Mr. SCIARONI. I don't have an opinion on that. They are two sep-

arate pieces of legislation.
Mr. MITCHELL. Well, do you recall your deposition, taken under

oath, one week ago today?
Mr. SCIARONI. Right. I was not using the word "supersede" there

in a strict sense.
Mr. MrrCHELL. Did you not use the word "supersede"?
Mr. SCIARONI. I did.
Mr. MrrCHELL. You used it more than once, did you not?
Mr. KNAUER. As you know, Mr. Sciaroni has not been given

access to the deposition, except to the extent that he could visit the
Capitol and see it, which he didn't have occasion to do. If you could
refer to a specific portion of the deposition and let him read it,
then he could respond to 4.he question.
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Mr. MITCHELL. Page 39, lines 22 and 23, you say the authoriza-
tion act supersedes it.

Mr. SCIARONI. I was groping for a word, and that may have been
a poor choice of words.

Mr. MITCHELL. So your testimony today is different from what it
was last Monday, you do not now believe that the AuthorizationAct superseded the---Mr. ANAUER. Excuse me. We still don't have a copy of the deposi-

tion. Mr. Sciaroni hasn't seen it since he was deposed a week ago.
Mr. MITCHELL. But he acknowledges he used the word "supersed-

ed" more than once, does he not?
Mr. KNAUER. We would like to see the deposition. What page?Mr. MITCHELL. Thirty-nine, lines 22 and 23; page 40, line 22.
I guess I will ask you what you believe now. Do you believe that

the authorization act superseded--
Mr. SCIARONI. That was a poor choice of words. They were two

separate pieces of legislation.
Mr. MITCHELL. So that the appropriations act was not, in fact, su-

perseded by the authorization act, was it?
Mr. SCIA7RONI. That is true.
Mr. MITCHELL. It remained in effect, did it not?
Mr. SCIARONI. Right. -
Mr. MITCHELL. And the prohibition contained in the appropria-

tions act continued in force, notwithstanding the enactment of a
later authorization?

Mr. SCIARONI. That is true.
Mr. MITCHELL. All right. Thank you.
Now, Representative Hyde read to you a section from the Su-

pieme Court case known as Curtiss Wright. As a lawyer, Mr. Sciar-
oni, do you know what the word "dictum" means when referring to
legal opinions?
iet , to l l, yVu wht it means-and--then-ask--if- you agree.
"Dictum" is language in a legal opinion that is not essential to the
decision and therefore is of no binding effect.

Mr. KNAUER. He was not asking for a definition.
Mr. MITCHELL. Do you agree with that definition?
Mr. SCIARONI. Yes, I do.
Mr. MITCHELL. You are not aware, as you sit there, are you,

whether or not the provision read to you by Representative Hyde is
or is not dictum?

Mr. SCIARONI. I would have to look up the opinion.
Mr. MITCHELL. You'd have to look at the opinion. When you do

so, I believe you will find it was dictum, it was not relevant to the
decision and it has no binding effect, as all dictum does not.

I just have to say one more question and then I'd like to make a
comment. Is my time up?

Chairman HAMILTON. You may take additional time Senator
Mitchell because there was quite a break there while he studied
-the deposition.,

Mr. MITCHELL. I have one further question and comment. Mr.
Sciaroni, did you discuss your opinion with any official of the Jus-
tice Department or any other legal officer of any intelligence
agency of the United States?

Mr. SCIARONI. Prior to--
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Mr. MrrCHELL. Yes, prior to your preparing and providing to the
Board the opinion.

Mr. Scu uom. I don't believe I did.
Mr. MITcHuL. So it was exclusively your work product?
Mr. SCIARONI. Yes, sir.
Mr. MrCHELL. And your entire investigation consisted of one

meeting with Colonel Thompson, which lasted approximately 30 to
40 minutes, and one meeting with Colonel North, which lasted
about 5 minutes.

Mr. ScIARONI. Right.
Mr. MrrCHELL. Well, the dictionary defines oversight in two

ways. One is a failure to notice or consider an omission due to care-
lessness. The other is supervision with watchful care. I think it is
fair to say that the Executive order intended the latter, but it is
hard to conclude that this opinion represented anything but the
former.

Mr. SCIARONI. Could I make a statement in response?
Mr. MITCHELL. Yes, go ahead.
Mr. SCIARONI. With regard to the investigation, I would like to

point out that the Congress investigated Colonel North's activities
on more than one occasion and they came up with the same result
I did, which was he was not. I agree we have a small staff, but I
believe in the integrity of the Board and our function, and I would
merely point out the Congress has a great deal more staff and in-
vestigatory power than our small Board does.

I would like to read for the record a description, a PROF note
which has been declassified, from an investigation that took place
in the summer of 1986, of Colonel North's activities and this from
the hearings so far would indicate that the private benefactors
were at the peak of their-I don't know-activities, and this PROF
note is with regard to the HPSCI interview of North and it reads
as follows: .

The session was a success. Hamilton will entertain a motion to report unfavorably
on resolution of inquiry and make clear beliefs HPSCI can turn aside future offers
of similar resolutions. North's remarks were thorough and convincing. Hamilton un-
derlined his appreciation to Admiral and to Bud for full cooperation offered by NSC.
He re-stated there were no facts uncovered by or known to HPSCI to substantiate
the allegations in the resolution of inquiry or media reports of North's activities.

I bring this up not to be critical, but if the Congress with a lot
more manpower couldn't come up with evidence, I am not sure a
criticism of our Board is right also.

Mr. MITCHELL. I will make two comments.
The first is that had you been seriously investigating this matter,

had access to documents which simply were not available to the
Congress which were deliberately withheld from the Congress'so as
to increase a misleading impression, and the second is even assum-
ing the validity of your point, the failure of one entity of govern-
ment to perform its task is not a justification for another entity of
government failing to perform its task.

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. HYDE. Mr. Chairman, may I be permitted to ask one follow-

upquestion?
Chairman HAmiLTON. Mr. Hyde.
Mr. HYDE. Thank you. I appreciate that.
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Mr. Sciaroni, when you go back to your office today, I am going
to ask you to do me a favor. Write Senator Mitchell a letter and
ask him if he would please provide you with any Supreme Court
case ever written that says anything different about the power of
the President in foreign policy other than the dicta of the United
States vs. Curtiss Wright Export and then when he responds, would
you share that with me?

Mr. MITCHELL. You don't have to wait. I will send you the Consti-
tution.

Mr. HYDE. You mean, Senator, that the Court is wrong and the
Court said something different from the Constitution? Do you
really mean that, Senator?

Mr. MITCHELL. Dictum in a Supreme Court opinion does not over-
ride the U.S. Constitution, never has and never will.

Mr. HYDE. It is still a statement of the Court, and there is no
such Supreme Court decision, nor is there a textbook extant in the
country that says that the President doesn't speak in a superior
way because he has a national constituency, and if you can show
me any different law than this, I would be very appreciative of it
and I will buy you dinner at a restaurant of your choice.

Mr. MITCHELL. We don't want to prolong this, but superior,
which you just used, is different from exclusive, which you used
earlier. You have changed the substance of your argument in light
of the events that intervened between your first comment and this
one.

Mr. HYDE. There is a doctrine called separation of powers that
has not been amended by the Boland act, I am sure.

Chairman HAMILTON. Senator Trible.
Mr. TRIBLE. The Intelligence Oversight Board was established,

and I read from the Executive order, to enhance the security of the
United States by assuring the legality of activities in the intelli-
gence community. The order says "legality." What about wisdom
or propriety? Do you see that as part of the mandate as well?

Mr. SCIARONI. Yes, I do. Let me make a statement right here be-
cause a former chairman of the Board during the Carter years has
criticized the current Executive order, which did drop the word
propriety, and our record shows that that word was dropped be-
cause they felt it was redundant. In other words, that laws of the
United States, Presidential directives and Executive orders, would
cover that. I can assure you that members of the intelligence com-
munity that report to our office have never changed their report-
ing standards, so improprieties are reported to us, as well.

Mr. TRIBLE. So you would be concerned, then, if actions were
unwise or improper as well as illegal?

Mr. SCIARONI. Absolutely.
Mr. TRIBLE. Well, here I must say, even if it can be argued

Boland did not apply to the NSC staff, one wonders how anyone
would suggest these activities could be anything but a risk to the
President and his policies.

Let me go on to reading from the Executive order. Section 2
spells out the responsibilities of the Board,

A, to inform the President of intelligence activities that any member of the Board
believes are in violation of the Constitution or the laws of the United States.
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How often has the Board met with the President?
Mr. SCIARONI. We meet at least on an annual basis, and if special

circumstances require, then additional meetings are laid on.
Mr. TRiBLE. So you meet with the President, then, at least once a

year?
Mr. SCIARONI. Right.
Mr. TRIBLE. What is the nature of that meeting?
Mr. SCIARONI-. We give him an annual report. It sort of quantifies

what the activities of the Board have been and the members of the
Intelligence Community with regard to intelligence oversight for
the preceding year.

Mr. TRIBLE. Beyond these meetings, did you ever attempt to meet
or otherwise communicate directly with the President?

Mr. SCIARON1. Personally, no.
Mr. TRIBLE. In your official capacity, representing the Board?
Mr. SCIARONI. No.
Mr. TRIBLE. In carrying out its responsibilities?
Mr. SCIARONI. No. That would be the chairman's role.
Mr. TRIBLE. Did the chairman do that to your knowledge on

behalf of the Board?
Mr. SCIARONI. Other than our-I mean, usually when we meet

with the President--
Mr. TRIBLE. Other than your annual visits that you described?
Mr. SCIARONI. Sure. We have met with the President on other oc-

casions.
Mr. TRiBLE. All right, sir.
Now, the second responsibility spelled out in Section 2 is to for-

ward to the Attorney General reports received concerning intelli-
gence activities deemed unlawful. Have you made such reports
available to the Attorney General?

Mr. SCIARONI. Yes. But let me add a caveat there. By the time I
became counsel to the Board, I think that the intelligence oversight
system had developed to such a point that usually when we get
word of an illegality or potential illegality, they are usually report-
ed, invariably reported at the same time to the Attorney General.

Mr. TRIBLE. Has the Board during your tenure made such reports
to the Attorney General?

Mr. SCIARONI. There has only been one case so far as I know. But
when we-reports are forwarded to us, a notation is always made
by the originating agency that the Attorney General's Office or the
Department of Justice have been notified.

Mr. TRIBLE. Section (e) sets forth the responsibility to conduct
such investigations as the Board deems necessary to carry out its
function. How many investigations have you and the Board carried
out?

Mr. SCIARONI. Well, that would be a difficult question to answer
because again, in my line of work, I am not sure I could define the
word "investigation." There could be a full-blown investigation
which would require my undivided attention for a multi-week
period. Or it could be something as simple as a newspaper item in
the morning paper which would require me to pick up the secure
line and call a responsible official in the intelligence community to
find out if there was any substance behind the story.

Mr. TRIBLE. How would you describe your August, 1985, inquiry?
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Mr. SCIARON. I would say that--
Mr. TRIBLE. Was that an investigation?
Mr. SCIARON1. It was not a-it was an investigation, right, but

it's not as comprehensive as some that I have pursued.
Mr. TRIBL. So how many times have you carried out investiga-

tions that rise to the moment of your August, 1985, inquiry or
above?

Mr. SCIARONI. I'd have to think about that. That's hard to quan-
t"Mr. TRIBLE. Perhaps you can submit that for the record.

Mr. SCIARONI. I'll be happy to do so.
[The information had not been received at the time of publica-

tion.]
Mr. SCIARONI. I would like to point out the level of activity of

this Board has been much higher than previous Boards. For exam-
ple, the Defense Department-Assistant for the Secretary of De-
ense for Intelligence Oversight has confirmed that the level of re-
uests for information during my tenure as counsel have been in
985, 23; in 1986, 22; and in 1987, 11. Those 3 years are more than

the entire Carter years put together by an order of magnitude.
Mr. TRiBLE.. Let's move on and focus for a moment on the

August, 1985, inquiry.
Mr. SCIARONI. Right.
Mr. TRIBLE. You indicate you talked to Commander Thompson

and Colonel North?
Mr. SCIARONI. Right.
Mr. TRIBLE. You asked Thompson, "Is this all?" and Thompson

said, "Yes, except for what's in Ollie's personal files."
Did you ask Commander Thompson what was to be found in

Colonel North's files?
Mr. SCIARONI. He had made a distinction with regard to the

memoranda that he was showing me. He said, first of all, that it
was what the Hill had been shown or been made available to the
Hill, Capitol Hill, and he made a distinction between Colonel
North's working papers and documents and things that had gone
into the NSC-the system, that had left Colonel North's office, I

Mr. TRIBL. I don't understand what you just said. Were you led

to believe that what remained in Colonel North's personal files
were not relevant to your inquiry?

Mr. SCIARONI. I was led to understand that those were not being
made available because they were his working papers. I believe a
legal distinction was being made.

Mr. TRiBLE. Oh, I see. I see. So you knew then you weren't receiv-
ing all the relevant information?

Mr. SCIARONI. That's not what I said.
Mr. TRIBLE. It certainly sounded like that's what you said. You

said documents were being withheld for some legal reason, working
papers. That sounds like something akin to Executive privilege.

Mr. SCIARONI. No. Personal papers, what he was currently en-
gaged in working on.

Mr. TRIBL. Let me tackle this another way.
We now know, do we not, that it wasn't all?
Mr. SCIARON1. We do indeed.
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Mr. TMBLz. All right. Under the law, are there any situations
where you can be denied access to all relevant information when
you ask for it in attempting to carry out your responsibilities?

Mr. SCIARONI. Here is a distinction that needs to be made. If you
will look at the Executive order on intelligence, you will see the
members of the intelligence community that have to report to us,
the inspector generals and the general counsels. The NSC is not
listed there.

This investigation was an anomaly of a sort insofar as the NSC
does not have a reporting requirement to us. Therefore, I was rely-
ing upon the good will of other officers at the White House to show
me what was available and help me in my investigation. The hook
upon which the investigation was launched was the fact there were
allegations of illegal activities.

Now, if I had reason to believe there were illegal activities going
on, then I certainly would have gone to a higher level.

Mr. TRIBLE. I understand.
You say you had no responsibility to investigate the activities of

the NSC. But you were doing that?
Mr. SCLAIONI. I have authority over the-the Board has the au-

thority to investigate illegal intelligence activities, but we don't
have the same kind of leverage with regard to the NSC as we do
with the members of the intelligence community who have, by law,
to report to us. That is in the Executive order. They don't have any
choice about that.

Now, if I had reason to believe there was an illegal activity going
on at the NSC, certainly

Mr. TRIBLE. YOU wold-have reported to someone else?
Mr. SCIARONI. I would have gone to the chairman immediately,

to the full Board, and we would have either gone to the National
Security Adviser or the President.

Mr. TRIBLE. Let me ask you this. Under the law, as you under-
stand it, in your activities with other intelligence agencies, can
they say no or withhold documents when you request those?

Mr. SCIARONI. No.
Mr. TRIBLE. You say the NSC could because they don't really fit

the definition of "intelligence community"?
Mr. SCIARONI. If I had reason to believe there was something im-

proper or illegal going on there, then I certainly would have pur-
sued it to the full extent.

Mr. TrIBLE. Did you pursue it with Oliver North when you
talked to him? Did you ask him about those documents-about
their relevance to your inquiry?

Mr. SCIARONI. The documents in his office?
Mr. TRIBLE. Yes, those that you knew had been withheld.
Mr. SCIARONI. No. I was-had or was going to go over his head to

a responsible officer at the NSC, that is the general counsel, to
secure that.

Mr. TRIBLE. Mr. Sciaroni, let me ask you this. Is it institutionally
possible for you to do your job of undertaking investigations? You
tell us that you have no staff but for a secretary. You have no sub-
poena power. You basically stand alone.

How can you secure the information that is necessary to carry
out the mandate of this Executive order?
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Mr. SCIARONI. Well, as I suggested in my opening statement, the
system of intelligence oversight as it has developed over the years
requires a reporting up, so that there is a multitiered system of
people in the intelligence community that gather illegalities or im-
proprieties, things that have happened, and they report them up to
us. They do this on a regular basis.

That is, the integrity of the system is not dependent upon a huge
staff at the top. It is dependent upon the entire system doing its
job. That is required by law.

They have to report those things up the chain of command. They
ultimately come to rest in our office for review and perhaps action.

Mr. TRIBLE. Still--
Mr. SCIARONI. Let me say one other thing.
Mr. TRIPLE. Sure.
Mr. SCIARONI. It may be-you do have a point, though. It may be

a proper time to review whether the Board should have something
like the power to put people under oath or subpoena power. 1
mean, that is a valid point. We are going to be reviewing that at
the White House.

Mr. TRIBLE. I think it is a matter that ought to be pursued, even
at this late date.

Let me ask you about Executive-the Executive order. It says
nothing about legal opinions, advisory legal opinions. What was the
basis of authority for undertaking wideranging legal opinions?

Mr. SCIARONI. I wouldn't say they were wideranging, but it is the
nature of the office.

We do-we look into matters of legality in the intelligence com-
munity, and I think that that would be a natural outcome, is to
forward memoranda to the President or his National Security Ad-
viser.

What I should point out here-it has not come up so far-is that
in the Rf.agan administration, the Reagan White House has been
more decentralized, so most of the memoranda we produce would
go to the National Security Adviser, not directly to the President.

We do have the authority to go directly to the President, as it
states in the Executive order, as you just pointed out. However, the
way this has typically functioned, at least in the time this Board
has been around, is that the reports are made to the National Se-
curity Adviser in his role as the adviser to the President for Na-
tional Security Affairs, not as the head of the NSC staff.

Mr. TRIBLE. Not finding anything in your mandate about legal
opinions, let's still move ahead.

Why would you issue legal opinions to the National Security
Council? By your own definition, the NSC is not part of the intelli-
gence community.

Mr. SCIARONI. Well, as I thought I just pointed out, we don't
issue-we don't send forward memoranda to the NSC as the NSC.
We send them to the Assistant to the President for National Secu-
rity Affairs as ti. representative of the President.

Mr. TRIBLE. Now, has the President ever read any of your memo-
randa?

Mr. SCIARONI. I assume he has.
Mr. TRIBLE. Have you ever received a response to any legal opin-

ion that you have offered?
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Mr. SCIARONI. Not in my tenure.
Mr. TRIBLE. Doesn't that make you pause and wonder whether

anyone else is really listening?
r. SCIARONI. Well, it is our job to issue the opinions, and what

they do with those opinions are their business.
Mr. TRIBLE. How many have you issued, Mr. Sciaroni, and the

board?
Mr. SCIARONI. I can't say for sure how many the Board has

issued, but again I think that it is about 10 memoranda a year.
This is not the only focal point of what we do.

I mean, we have to conduct-we have an active intelligence over-
sight inspection agenda, so I go out and inspect the units in the
field, either in the United States or abroad. I mean, there is a vari-
ety of activities I engage in. I just don't sit around writing legal
memoranda all day.

Mr. TRIBLE. I understand. I understand. But when you issue legal
memoranda, they are reviewed, are they not, and approved by the
Board?

Mr. SCIARONI. By the entire Board, sure.
Mr. TRIBLE. So you and the Board are issuing these opinions

then. It is your testimony there are about 10 a year?
Mr. SCIARONI. The Board issues them. That is a rough estimate

that I came up with. I have never counted.
Mr. TRIBLE. How many prior to the September 12, 1985, legal

opinion?
Mr. SCIARONI. I really wouldn't hazard a guess. I don't know.
Mr. TRIBLE. Would you provide that information for the record?
Mr. SCIARONI. Surely.
[The information had not been received at the time of publica-

tion.]
Mr. TRIBLE. I am troubled by the fact that you were issuing legal

opinions to the very agencies that it is your job to oversee. Your
job--

Mr. SCIARONI. I don't think that is correct.
Mr. TRiBLE. Let me share my concern and then put it to rest, if

you will. Your job, as I understand it, is to be a watchdog, but
doesn't the taking of trips with CIA, DOD personnel to show the
flag, as you indicated in your deposition, the issuing of legal opin-
ions compromise your independence? Doesn't it make you a part-
ner and a participant rather than a disinterested commentator on
intelligence activities that your intended to be?

Mr. SCIARONI. I don't believe so at all. I really think it is an asset
for me to go out in the field. Because the people that I typically go
out with will be people that have similar responsibilities down the
chain of command from the President's Intelligence Oversight
Board.

The people that I travel with are people from the Office of Gen-
eral Counsel or Inspectors General of the various units that are in
the intelligence community.

Mr. TRIBLE. What about the issuing of legal opinions as activities
are contemplated?

Doesn't that make you a part of the process rather than someone
who stands back at arm's ength passing the good judgment and
the propriety and legality of these activities?
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Mr. SCIARONI. No. I mean, I don't see that at all. The fact is that
the Board is independent and objective. By independent and objec-
tive, I mean we don't have any institutional bases in the intelli-
gence community at large.

The fact of the matter is that none of us have intelligence back-
grounds and, you know, some people may view that as a negative,
but I think the purpose for the record is to protect the rights of the
American citizenry in making sure there is no illegal activities
that transpire.

We-the issuance of opinions, I think, is totally proper because it
only-those opinions are intended for the President not for mem-
bers of the intelligence community.

Mr. TRIBLE. All right, sir. My time is passed. The chairman said
he would give me a moment or two more.

Let me ask you very quickly what was the response of the Board
to the newspaper articles in the August 1985 timeframe which set
forth that there may have been some possible illegal activities?

Was the Board involved in your inquiry?
Mr. SCIARON!. I always clear any investigation that I do, at least

of that nature, with the Board ahead of time.
Mr. TreiBLE. Did you have a meeting with the Board and report to

them your findings?
Mr. SCIARONI. We met in September-the very day that the opin-

ion was issued. It was the day we met and considered that.
Mr. TRIBLE. Did you spell out at that time that the totality of

your inquiry, the 5-minute meeting, the 30-minute meeting?
Mr. SCIARoNI. Sure. They understood all of that.
Mr. TRiBLE. They didn't raise any further questions at that time?
Mr. SCIARONI. Well, it seemed adequate at that point in time. We

had asked-I asked the questions and had gotten the answers, or so
I thought.

Mr. TRIBLE. Should the Board be more engaged in this process?
Mr. SCIARONI. Well, they are unpaid individuals and you may be

making a cogent case for expanding staff to be sure; but these are
three overseers who are distinguished citizens in private life and
they have their own areas of interest that they pursue.

Mr. TRIBLE. Thank you.
Mr. Chairman, let me say in conclusion as an attorney, I can

assure you, Mr. Sciaroni, none of us sitting here would really wish
to have our research and writing held to the scrutiny that yours
has been.

You found yourself in your first legal position in a tough place
dealing with very complex issues. I know that you are an honest
and conscientious man, and I wish you well. I must observe, howev-
er, that once again we see a situation where the checks and bal-
ances that are such an important part of our system, the safe-
guards, didn't work or were not permitted to work, and I only wish
here the Board and its counsel had been more seasoned, more inde-
pendent, and more vigilant.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman HAMILTON. The Chair will advise members we will

conclude the morning session after Congressman Foley's questions.
The Chair recognizes Congressman Foley.
Mr. FOLEY. Good morning, sir.
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Mr. SCIARONI. Good morning.
Mr. FojEY. You testified that none of the members of the Board

have any intelligence community experience; is that correct?
Mr. SCIARONI. I think there might be one exception to that, but

generally that is true. They don't come from the intelligence com-
munity.

Mr. Foizy. Nor do they, in fact, have any experience in the intel-
ligence community; is that correct?

Mr. SCIARONI. So far as I know, that's correct.
Mr. FoLEY. And you don't have any yourself?
Mr. SCIARONI. That is true.
Mr. FoLEY. Were you ever involved in writing legal opinions on

legislative acts prior to your service with the Board?
Mr. SCIARONI. I can't recall that I was.
Mr. FoLEY. Did you ever write one before the September 1985,

opinion that you've described?
Mr. SCIARONI. None comes to mind.
Mr. FoLEy. So this is the first time in your legal career that you

ever wrote an opinion regarding a legislative act.
Mr. SCIARONI. Perhaps outside of law school.
Mr. FoLEY. Outside of law school.
Did you, in fact, not take the Bar exam for 5 years after your

graduation from law school?
Mr. SCIARONI. No. I did take the Bar exam.
Mr. FoLEy. You graduated-in 1979?
Mr. SCIARONI. Right.
Mr. FoLEY. And you took the Bar examination in 1984?
Mr. SCIARONI. No. I didn't pass the Bar in California.
Mr. FoLEY. You failed the California Bar?
Mr. SCIARONI. Right.
Mr. FoLEy. Did you take any other Bar examination?
Mr. SCIARONI. DC, and I failed DC as well.
Mr. FoLEY. You failed the DC Bar examination.
What Bar exam did you pass?
Mr. SCIARONI. Pennsylvania.
Mr. FoLEY. Were you a resident of Pennsylvania?
Mr. SCIARONI. No, I wasn't.
Mr. FoLEY. Did you subsequently work in Pennsylvania or at

that time were you working in Pennsylvania?
Mr. SCIARONI. No. It is a common trait among people in Wash-

ington to go up to Pennsylvania and take the Bar exam, because if
you score very well on it, you can immediately waive into DC.

Mr. FoLEY. So you took the Bar exam in Pennsylvania as an easy
way to get admitted to the DC Bar?

Mr. SCIARONI. Right.
Mr. FoLEY. I congratulate you on your candor.
Mr. SCIARONI. Thank you.
Mr. FoLEY. When you became employed by the Intelligence Over-

sight Boar--d, do you know how you were recommended for this posi-
tion as counsel?

Mr. SCIARONI. I believe that what transpired was that I knew the
predecessor, and I understood he was leaving and I submitted my
resume.

Mr. Foisy. To whom did you submit it?
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Mr. SCIARONI. I believe to the Board. I sent it in to the Board.
-Mr. FoLEY. Did you know any of the members of the Board?
Mr. SCIARONI. No.
Mr. FoLEY. And as far as you know, you were selected out of all

the possible applicants because of your abilities to do this kind of
work?

Mr. SCIARONI. You'd have to ask the Board members, but I be-
lieve my national security background was what recommended me
for the job.

Mr. FoLEY. Your national security background being what again,
please?

Mr. SCIARONI. Well, I had been a public affairs fellow at the
Hoover Institution, the American Enterprise Institute for Public
Affairs, Public Policy. I had served at the U.S. Arms Control and
Disarmament Agency and the International Trade Administration
at the Commerce Department.

I had written articles in such-in that area.
Mr. FoLEY. Did you have any intelligence community oversight

or scholarly interest at those previous employments?
Mr. SCIARONI. Not directly. More having to do with the intelli-

gence product, rather than the process.
Mr. FoLY. When you conducted the investigation that you say

you conducted in August of 1985, you say that that was the first
investigation that you conducted as a lawyer; is that correct?

Mr. SCIARONI. Excluding the investigation on the Tayacan
Manual, which had transpired in the fall of 1984.

Mr. FoLEY. And you considered this question that had arisen
about U.S. activities in support of the Contras as being a serious
and important matter for the Board to investigate?

Mr. SCIARONI. The articles were quite prominent in August of
1985.

Mr. FoLEY. It was a major issue, was it not?
Mr. SCIARONI. It was.
Mr. FoLEY. And you considered it was important for the Board to

involve itself in this matter?
Mr. SCIARONI. I thought so.
Mr. FoLEY. That is why you undertook this investigation?
Mr. SCIARONI. Right.
Mr. FoLEY. Which you considered to be one that required serious

and thorough examination; would that be fair?
Mr. SCIARONI. That's fair.
Mr. FoLEY. Did you think you gave serious and thorough exami-

nation to the question?
Mr. SCIARON1. I believe I did.
Mr. FoLEY. As a result of having spoken to two people, one for no

more than half an hour and another for 5 minutes, you consider
that was a thorough investigation?

Mr. SCIARONI. The charges that had been leveled were general in
nature, and once I had asked the questions about what Colonel
North's activities were and been given the answers, I had no
reason to doubt them.

Mr. FoLEY. You asked the counsel of the NSC, Commander
Thompson, to give you information regarding those allegations, and
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it is your testimony now that he gave you inadequate and incom-
plete information?

Mr. SCIARONI. That would appear to be the case.
Mr. FoLEY. You believe he misled you?
Mr. SCARON. You should ask Commander Thompson.
Mr. FoLEY. What do you believe? I'm asking you if you wish to

state your opinion now. Do you believe now that he knew that that
information was incomplete and gave it to mislead you, gave you
inadequate information to mislead you?

Mr. SCIARONI. Sir, I wouldn't care to characterize. You ought to
put the question to him, why those memoranda weren't shown to
me.

Mr. FoLEY. In other words, you at this time, knowing that you
were given inadequate information by Commander Thompson, are
unwilling to characterize as to whether he gave such inadequate
information to you deliberately?

Mr. SCIARONI. I have my personal view on that, sir.
Mr. FoLEY. That is what I was asking for, your personal view.

You don't care to give it?
Mr. SCIARONI. I really wouldn't.
Mr. FoLEY. With respect to Colonel North, the person you asked

about his illegal activities, in this 5-minute investigation in his
office-do you believe he told you the full truth?

Mr. SCIARONI. It would appear not.
Mr. FoLEY. You believe he deliberately misled you?
Mr. SCIARONI. These are questions we should hear from Colonel

North about, why he denied that he was doing these activities.
Mr. FoLEY. I assume you know that he knew what his activities

were, and he told you at the time that he was not involved in any
illegal activity?

Mr. SCIARONI. Right.
Mr. FoLEY. And you took his word for it and went back and

wrote a report based on that?
Mr. SCIARONI. You don't consider that another official is not

going to tell you, you know-answer your questions.
Mr. FoLEY. Why do you investigate another official, if the investi-

gation consists of asking him if he did anything wrong and taking
his word when he said he didn't?

Mr. SCIARONI. Both Commander Thompson and Colonel North
knew what the mandate of the Board was. I have to believe they
understood the seriousness of my coming to ask them questions
about activities, alleged activities, out of the NSC.

Mr. FoLEY. Did you ever talk to anybody in the press that wasmaking thew! allegations?
Mr. SVLARONI No. We don't have-we typically do not have any

relations with the press.
Mr. FoLEY. Did you ever have any consultation with anybody in

the Congress about it?
Mr. SCIARONI. We don't typically-this appearance today being

the sole exception-don't have any relations--don't have reporting
requiremcnts-

Mr. FoLEY. What I am driving at, sir, is what is your concept of
an investigation carried out by an oversight Board charged under
law with investigating illegal activity by intelligence and related
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agencies? Is your concept of that sort of investigation on oversight
to ask them if they are doing anything wrong and accept without
question their assertion they are not doing anything wrong and
ending the investigation at that point?

Mr. SCIARONI. No. I asked specifically whether he was engaged in
giving military advice, whether he was out doing fundraising. The
pint of the matter is that the press stories at that point in time

ad Colonel North making trips to Central America, had Colonel
North meeting with Contra leaders, with Jack Singlaub. I knew he
was doing all those things. The question is what was the content of
those meetings or those trips.

Mr. FOLEY. Did you ever talk to General Singlaub, fJr example?
Mr. SCIARON. No, sir.
Mr. FOLEY. Ever make any contact with him?
Mr. SCIARONI. No.
Mr. FOLEY. Would that be a reasonable thing for an investigator

to do if he were investigating the relations between Oliver North
and Jack Singlaub?

Mr. SCIARONI. Well, I clearly wish I had now.
Mr. FOLEY. Well, in retrospect, wouldn't you fairly say that you

didn't conduct any kind of an adequate or serious investigation of
this matter?

Mr. SCIARONI. No. That is not true at all. I discussed with the
individuals the constraints imposed by law. They gave me every
reason to believe that they understood what those constraints were
and they were acting within the bounds.

Mr. FOLEY. But your testimony is that except for asking them if
they had violated the constraints of law, you spoke to no other
person in or outside the government, made no effort to check their
assertions or to discover any additional facts that might relate to
this matter; is that fair?

Mr. SCIARONI. That is a fair statement. And I also reviewed the
files.

Mr. FOLEY. And you reviewed the files that were given to you?
Mr. SCIARONI. Right.
Mr. FOLEY. But you didn't go beyond the files that were given to

you?
Mr. SCIARONI. No. Well, I had no particular authority to go

bey ond. They assured me that everything was--
Mr. FOLEv. Did you ask Colonel North for any of the files that

you were told by Commander Thompson that he alone possessed?
Mr. SCIARONI. No.
Mr. FOLEY. Did you discuss it with him?
Mr. SCIARONI. No. It was made clear to me that those were Colo-

nel North's personal files.
Mr. FOLEY. By Commander Thompson. You didn't ask Colonel

North that, did you?
Mr. SCIARONI. That is true.
Mr. FOLEY. How do you know Commander Thompson's informa-

tion was correct. Wouldn't it be normal to ask Colonel North if
those files were his personal files or not?

So anyway you didn't ask him, you didn't inquire about the files
and there was no basis that you had then of knowing whether you
were in possession of all the relevant information in the files?
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Mr. SCuARONI. Well, my investigation was probably as thorough
as the one that had been conducted on the Hill.

Mr. FoiY. You keep coming back to references of what was done
on the Hill and what was done by your predecessors. We are asking

ou what you did in your position charged by law with a responsi-
ility that you had and you are insisting to us in your testimony

today that as counsel and chief investigator of the Oversight Board
for Intelligence appointed by the President, that you thought you
conducted a thorough and serious investigation of this matter when
you spoke to Colonel-Commander Thompson for half an hour and
Colonel North for 5 minutes, and didn't go beyond the assertions
made by either one that they were innocent of any wrongdoing and
didn't talk to anyone else, even people you knew were associated
with them in the allegations and didn't look at any files, except the
files given to you, and didn't inquire whether there were any other
relevant files.

Is that your testimony?
Mr. SCIARONI. At that point in time, I thought that I was going

to an objective colleague, Commander Thompson, a legal colleague
of mine at the NSC.

Mr. FoLEY. Let me ask you then. In view of what you testified to
and your experience, do you think the Intelligence Oversight Board
is in a good position to discover illegalities committed by intelli-
gence agencies, unless those "-re previously admitted by the agen-
cies themselves?

Mr. SCIARONI. I think that we are an integral and essential part
of the whole system of intelligence oversight. We rely heavily on
the people--

Mr. FoLEY. Integral and effective? Or integral and ineffective
part of that overall? That is what I am trying to reach. Do you
think the Intelligence Oversight Board performs any activities that
are useful in discovering illegalities committed by intelligence or
related agencies?

Mr. SCIARONI. Well, sir, I would point out I was possibly the first
person to warn Commander Thompson and the NSC of the exist-
ence of Colonel North's activities or at least my suspicions concern-
ing his activities.

Mr. FoLEY. If you were suspicious-I come back to the question
why didn't you go farther in your investigation?

Mr. SCIARONi. I'm talking about a year later.
Mr. FoLEY. A year later. I'm sorry. You weren't suspicious at this

particular time?
Mr. SCIARONI. I became suspicious over time.
Mr. FoLEY. Let me go back to the question I just asked. Do you

think that the Intelligence Oversight Board is a good mechanism
for providing oversight over illegal acts committed by agencies if
those acts are denied by the agency and not admitted by them?

Mr. SCImRoNi. It is an effective part of the oversight for the intel-
ligence community.

Mr. FoLEY. Do you think you were effective in this case?
Mr. SCIRoNI. No, I was not.
Mr. FoLEY. Do you think the Board was effective in this case?
Mr. SCIARONI. Certainly not.
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Mr. FoLEY. When you address your reports, do you address them
to Mr. McFarlane or whoever is the National Security Adviser?

Mr. SCLARONI. Typically, although some do go directly to the
President.

Mr. FoLEY. Some go directly to the President, but most are not
even addressed to the President, is that right?

Mr. SCIARONI. Most are not addressed to the President, that is
correct.

Mr. FoLEY. Where in the Executive order does it mention the Na-
tional Security Adviser?

Mr. SCIARONI. As I explained earlier, we have, the Executive
order states that we do report directly, but in the management
system of this White House, we go through the National Security
Adviser.

Mr. FoLEY. The assumption is even though you are an intelli-
gence oversight Board the National Security Adviser is the person
you should report to even though not mentioned in the Executive
order that defines your responsibility?

Mr. SCIARONI. That is the way the system has been set up.
Mr. Foiy. Do you assume that you have responsibility for over-

sight of the National Security Council?
Mr. SCIARONI. Only if I--
Mr. FoLEY. Staff. Let's say the staff.
Mr. SCIARONI. Only if I have reason to believe there is an illegal

intelligence activity going on.
Mr. FoLEY. And that is why you conducted the so-called investi-

gation in August of 1985.
Mr. SCIARONI. That is right.
Mr. FoLEY. Do you as a result of your activities have any view as

to whether there should be any changes in the law with respect to
the oversight functions of intelligence agencies, including the Na-
tional Security Council?

Mr. SCIARONI. At this point it is a moot point, because the new
National Security Adviser, Frank Carlucci, has announced there is
not going to be any intelligence operations out of the National Se-
curity Council.

Mr. FoLEY. So as long as we have the word of the National Secu-
rity Council Adviser, I don't mean this to be any besmirching of
the present incumbent or past incumbents, but as long as we have
the words, that's sufficient in your judgment to take care of over-
sight responsibilities?

Mr. SCIARON1. As one official put it to me after this thing had
blown up late last year, the problem in this case wasn't the failure
of the system, it was the failure to use the system. The system was
there. It evidently was circumvented.

Mr. FoLEY. As far as the Intelligence Operations Oversight Board
is concerned, we don't need this as long as the people obey the law.
Is that your testimony?- -

Mr. SCIARONI. No, I don't think that is true at all. I think that it
is important for intelligence operatives in the field to understand
there is an entity at the highest level of government that is con-
cerned with professional, good intelligence operations, and that is
one reason why I do go out in the field.
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Mr. FoLzy. Do you think it is important that they know that the
agency is an agency that is vigilant and capable of discovering any
violations of law if they occur in the intelligence community in
bringing them to the proper authority's attention?

Mr. SCIARONI. They are certainly aware that has happened.
Mr. FOLEY. Not in this case, however, correct?
Mr. SCIARONI. We were unfortunately precluded from doing our

job in this case.
Mr. FoLEY. Thank you.
Chairman HAMILTON. The committee's will stand in recess until

2 o'clock, at which time we will begin under the 5-minute rule with
Mr. Sciaroni.

[Whereupon, at 12:05 a.m., the Select Committees were recessed,
to reconvene at 2:00 p.m., the same day.]

AFTERNOON SESSION

The Select Committees met, pursuant to recess, at 2:00 p.m., in
room 2172, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Lee H. Hamilton
(chairman of the House Select Committee) and Hon. Daniel K.
Inouye (chairman of the Senate Select Committee) presiding.

Chairman HAMILTON. The joint hearings of the Select Committees
will come to order.

We begin this afternoon under the 5-minute rule with further
questions to Mr. Sciaroni. The Chair i-ecognizes Mr. Cheney.

Mr. CHENEY. Mr. Chairman, I will be very brief.
I just have a brief statement, I think. In the interest of fairness,

Mr. Sciaroni was rather heavily chastised this morning by my
good friend and colleague, Mr. Foley, for not pursuing more aggres-
sively the investigation of the press stories about Colonel North's
involvement in support for the Contras in 1985 and 1986.

I think it is important for the record to show, Mr. Chairman, the
two intelligence oversight committees of the House and Senate
with total staff of some 60 people and the power to compel testimo-
ny and subpoena documents and witnesses were also aware at that
time of those allegations, did hold meetings and interviews with
Colonel North, Mr. McFarlane, and others, and also saw fit not to
proceed beyond that initial series of interviews.

I think in the interest of fairness the record ought to point that
out. Finally, Mr. Chairman I think the key point that has been
made today is the legal analysis by Mr. Sciaroni-the Boland
amendment did not apply to the NSC or the NSC staff, and we
have not yet heard that refuted.

Mr. Chairman, I would yield back the balance of my time.
Chairman INOUYE. Senator Rudman.
Mr. RUDMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Sciaroni, I don't really want to talk about the opinion very

much. I think we talked about it this morning. Everybody has their
own view. I happen to think the opinion is probably incorrect, but
people can disagree on that.

I am more interested in the Board. This is a Board that is cre-
ated by Executive authority-Executive order. It is not a statutory
Board; am I correct?

Mr. SCIARONI. That is correct.

75-542 - 88 - 15
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Mr. RUDMAN. And looking at the Executive order, it is kind of
interesting as to what you all are supposed to do. It says you shall
inform the President of intelligence activities, you should forward
to the Attorney General reports received concerning intelligence
activities the Board believes unlawful, review the guidelines,
review the practices, conduct the investigations, and then whatever
you find, if you don't report to the Attorney General or under that
part of this order, you report to the President.

The fact is that this Board has no line authority whatsoever over
anybody; isn't that correct?

Mr. SCARONi. Well, it has-the members of the intelligence com-
munity, the inspectors general and general counsel do have the ob-
ligation to report, and this is in section 4, if I could read that.

Mr. RUDMAN. It says they provide you information so you can
carry out your responsibilities.

I repeat, you do not have line authority over those people. They
are required by the President of the United States to supply you
with information, but you have no authority to direct their activi-
ties.

Mr. ScImRoNI. That is true.
Mr. RUDMAN. That is all I am getting at. I don't want to touch

this issue anymore than it's already misunderstood by the Ameri-
can people. This Board has no line authority. There are people
watching this all over the country wondering, what is this Board?

This Board was set up by President Carter and then President
Reagan, and the purpose of the Board is to review and inform.

And as a matter of fact, there is one section here that I believe
was put in there very deliberately. It says you are to forward to the
Attorney General reports received concerning intelligence activi-
ties the Board believes may be unlawful.

Mr. SCIARONI. True.
Mr. RUDMAN. Not are unlawful-"may be unlawful."
You were never expected to have an investigatory arm, Mr.

Sciaroni. You may do very cursory investigations, but let's be
honest. How can one lawyer and one secretary and a part-time
Board investigate anyhing diligently? They can't, can they?

Mr. SCIARONL Well, sir, we can try.
Mr. RUDMAN. Now, Mr. Sciaroni, I am not talking about in some

make-believe world. Let's get down to cases here. I am not criticiz-
ing you. You didn't write this. I am trying to get before this hear-
ing what this Board is all about.

If you see a real problem, you send it to the Attorney General,
correct?

Mr. ScaA.Rox. That is true.
Mr. RUDMAN. Let me ask you a question. You said, I think you

may be correct, that you were the first person to notify Thompson,
Commander Thompson, of possibly illegal activities of North.

Mr. SCIARONI. Right.
Mr. RUDMAN. You testified to that this morning, correct?
Mr. SCIARONi. Yes, sir.
Mr. RUDMAN. Now, nowhere in this entire enabling Executive

order does it show you with any responsibility to the National Se-
curity Council.
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Mr. SCIARONI. Let me rephrase that. I did not know that Colonel
North was conducting any illegal activities, but I thought that he
was probably, I suspected that he was probably engaged in a course
of activities that would not redound to the benefit of the President.

Mr. RUDMAN. Why didn't you report that to the Attorney Gener-
al? That is exactly what paragraph B asks you to do. It doesn't say
you have found probable cause.

It simply says if you have any reports concerning intelligence ac-
tivities that may be unlawful you ought to report them to the At-
torney General, who, of course, would report those to the FBI. Had
that been done at the appropriate time we might have got to the
bottom of this a long time ago. Why wasn't that done by the Board,
if you know?

Mr. SCIARONI. Yes. Sir, I am not referring to the September in-
quiry that I did with regard to the Boland amendment memo. I am
referring to October 1986, and at the end of that month is when I
came to the belief Colonel North was involved in activities to the
extent I hadn't previously appreciated. I did not know that there
was anything illegal being done.

I went to the NSC' s general counsel, reported my concerns to
him. I, then, the next week the chairman of our Board was in
town, I reported my concerns to him, as well. And unfortunately
the day I reported my concerns to the chairman of the Board is a
d a Lebanese newspaper reported on the McFarlane trip to Tehran
and we were quickly subsumed with the then-pending problems with
regard to the Iran situation.

Mr. RUDMAN. Well, as far as that issue is concerned, that is cor-
rect, but the fact is that you are not an investigatory body, you are
not staffed to do so. What you ought to do if you think there is un-
lawful activity is turn it over to people who know how to investi-
gate it, isn't that true?

Mr. SCIARONI. Perhaps that is what we would have done had we
had time.

Mr. RUDMAN. One last point. I really had a hard time following
your answers to Senator Mitchell, and I want to just make sure I
understand what you said. Is it your position currently-because
you are still counsel to that Board we have some interest in this-
is it still your position, to use Senator Mitchell's analogy, that if
the Department of Agriculture or the EPA carried out a chapter
and verse covert operation that because the Boland amendment
does not caption them they would not be covered?

Mr. SCIARONI. First of all, I would never have counseled such a
course, but, second of all, if the legislation had read "any U.S. Gov-
ernment"--

Mr. RUDMAN. I am not asking you for a legal explanation. I just
want to understand if I understand your legal opinion.

Mr. SCIARONI. The Boland amendment didn't apply to the Agri-
culture Department.

Mr. RUDMAN. Didn't apply, to make it even more probable, be-
cause the Agriculture Service is kind of far-fetched. If a President
of the United States with a Boland amendment-type statute went
to the U.S. Marshal's Service, who has a lot of capability with
undercover people and do a lot of interesting things and they have
a lot of capability, and said, we can't get this done because this
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amendment covers these items, you do it. Then if you are advising
your oversight Board you should say as long as the Marshal's
Service wasn't captioned, then they could do it? That is your legal
opinion?

Mr. SCIARONi. Again, that legal opinion was very narrow. It just
said it didn't apply to the NSC.

Mr. RUDMAN. So that is our legal opinion?
Mr. SCIARONI. As unlikely as that might have been, yes.
Mr. RUDMAN. Did you ever read Dickens, Mr. Sciaroni?
Mr. SCIARONI. On occasion.
Mr. RUDMAN. Did you ever read "Oliver Twist"?
Mr. SCIARONI. It has been quite a while.
Mr. RUDMAN. Remember Mr. Bumble?
Mr. SCIARONI. Well-
Mr. RUDMAN. I want to just tell you this because it's good for ev-

eryone to understand, particularly the American people watching
this and learning about our laws and how we make them. He said,
"If the law supposes that Mr. Bumble, the law is an ass, an idiot."
This Congress assumes, Mr. Sciaroni, that when it passes a law,
that an outrageous, blatant attempt to subvert the law will be rec-
ognized by the courts for what it is, because courts always recog-
nize attempts to subvert the law. This is not a contract between ad-
versaries; this is the intent of the U.S. Congress.

I want to just tell you, Mr. Sciaroni, I think your opinion on that
issue is just dead wrong.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman HAMILTON. Mr. Courter.
Mr. COURTER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Sciaroni, this morning much was made of the fact that your

legal credentials were not what some people would have them to
be, but it's my understanding that one of the people that were
members of the Intelligence Oversight Board was Charles Meyers;
is that correct?

Mr. SCIARONI. That is true.
Mr. COURTER. And Charles Meyers is or was the dean of Stanford

University Law School?
Mr. SCIARONL Yes.
Mr. COURTER. He was educated and got his juris doctorate at Co-

lumbia University?
Mr. SCIARONI. Believe so.
Mr. COURTER. He was a professor of law at Stanford University

for a period of time?
Mr. SCIARONI. Right.
Mr. COURTER. He was the president of the Association of Ameri-

can Law Schools?
Mr. SCIARONI. That's right.
Mr. COURTER. Did he review your legal opinion with regard to

whether the Boland amendment covered the National Security
Council?

Mr. ScLtoNi. He did indeed.
Mr. COURTER. Did he agree with that opinion?
Mr. SCLAONI. Excuse me?
Mr. COURTER. Did he agree with that opinion?
Mr. ScmIRom. Yes, he did.
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Mr. COURTER. So can I take it from your answers that the weight
of the authority as to whether that legal opinion that was drafted
by you, I think we can conclude that it not only has the weight of
your legal analysis but the weight of the analysis of Charles
Meyers as well.

Mr. SCIARONI. That's true.
Mr. COURTER. Mr. Sciaroni, earlier this morning much as well

was brought out about the fact that your investigation into the fac-
tual ciP cumstances of Oliver North's involvement in these oper-
ations in Iran and Nicaragua was less than thorough. Do you re-
member the line of questioning?

Mr. SCIARONI. I do indeed.
Mr. COURTER. The question I have is, do you believe that your

memorandum relies on those factual circumstances or is it really a
question of law rather than a question of fact?

Mr. SCIARONI. It was a question of law except for where footnote
5 comes into play.

Mr. COURTER. I understand your testimony. But with respect to
whether Oliver North told you of the complete truth or not, your
memorandum stating in essence that the Boland amendment does
not cover the National Security Council would be the same irre-
spective of the factual circumstances?

Mr. SCIARONI. That's true.
Mr. COURTER. So we are dealing here with a question of law and

not really a question of fact?
Mr. SCIARONI. In the main, yes.
Mr. COURTER. The facts were, in other words, if you received a

complete and candid disclosure from Oliver North as to his activi-
ties, your basic statement and legal analysis, agreed to, of course,
by Charles Meyers, would have been the same?

Mr. SCIARONI. That's true.
Mr. COURTER. And that would have been the fact the National

Security Council was notcovered by the amendment?
Mr. SCIARONI. That's right.
Mr. COURTER. You obviously recognize the fact not all attorneys

have that view?
Mr. SCIARONI. There is a great difference of opinion on that.
Mr. COURTER. Do you think there is a difference of opinion where

reasonable minds could differ?
Mr. SCIARONI. I do.
Mr. COURTER. There was an indication earlier this morning

during the testimony that during the time the first Boland amend-
ment was passed, there was a significant debate that you were
aware of as to whether that covered the National Security Council.

Mr. SCIARONI. There was a debate.
Mr. COURTER. So it appears by the debate that was raging inside

your department, and particularly among Members of Congress,
was that reasonable minds could differ as to the interpretation of
the Boland amendment?

Mr. SCIARONI. That's true.
Mr. COURTER. If reasonable minds can differ and if Congress rec-

ognized that reasonable minds can differ as to whether it applied
to the National Security Council, don't you think it was incumbent
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upon the Congress, if they had a strong view, to clarify that posi-
tion by redrafting the amendment?

Mr. ScIARoN. I think clarity is always to be desired in legisla-
tion, and I think one thing that I would have preferred to say to
Senator Rudman is that, again, to get back, if that prohibition was
governmentwide, it would also apply to Executive Office of the
President and, therefore, to the President himself, and I think you
have a major constitutional issue joined. I think if that was the
intent, to join that issue, not just the NSC but the President him-
self, then we should have had that debate in 1984 or 1985.

Mr. COURTER. Thank you. No further questions.
Chairman INOUYE. Senator Cohen.
Mr. COHEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I was going to ask Senator Rudman if he would clarify his obser-

vations but I think we will have to let it speak for the record, Sena-
tor Rudman. He was a bit ambiguous in his assessment of the law
on this point.

Congressman Cheney made an observation. He said that not only
were you under this particular impression, but also the House and
the Senate Intelligence Committees. The fact of the matter is the
Intelligence Committee, at least the one in the Senate, doesn't have
the power to compel the NSC Adviser or employees to come to the
Hill, does it?

Mr. SCIARONI. I don't believe it does.
Mr. COHEN. Does it have the power to subpoena documents held

by the NSC?
Mr. SCIARONI. I don't believe the Senate does, no.
Mr. COHEN. As a matter of fact, the President was exerting Exec-

utive privilege to those documents, was he not?
Mr. SCIARONI. I wasn't there. That is probable.
Mr. COHEN. What took place, as a matter of fact, is we talk about

K ou walked into that office and you indicated you felt they knew
ow serious it really was when you came in to conduct an investi-

gation, and it was almost as if you were Matt Dillon walking into
the office. But the fact is, you had sort of empty holsters because
you can't compel them to do anything.

Mr. SCIARONI. That is true, I don't have subpeona--
Mr. COHEN. Here is a one inch stack of documents which we

made available to the Members of Congress and that is all you are
getting. The rest of these are private documents, right?

Mr. SCIARONI. Right.
Mr. COHEN. Personal documents.
Mr. SCIARONI. Or documents that aren't relevant.
Mr. COHEN. Or documents that aren't relative. You went into

Colonel North's office and you found his office was filled with docu-
ments, wasn't it?

Mr. SCUARONI. Indeed. He had file cases out in the corridor filled
with paper as well.

Mr. COHEN. He said this is what you are getting, because that is
all Congress is getting. Give us an opinion on that or make your
opinion on that.

Mr. SCRoNI. They said they were producing the relevant docu-
ments for my review.
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Mr. COHEN. But you didn't go to Oliver North and say I want to
see the other documents, did you?

Mr. SCIARONI. I had-well, first of all he had several portfolios so
not all those documents would be relevant. In a practical sense, I
don't think I was going-I would probably still be sitting there. I
think your staff can attest to how much paper Colonel North accu-
mulated. I think I would still be sitting there pouring through
those documents.

Mr. COHEN. That is what they did to Congressman Barnes. Come
on down, but don't bring any staff. Who can stay here, you might
have 10 roll calls that day, we are willing to let you sit here for the
next 10 weeks if you want to go through the documents.

Mr. SCIARONI. Understand that. I was not party to that.
Mr. COHEN. You went to Oliver North and said in essence, "Say it

ain't so, Ollie?"
Mr. SCIARONI. No, I went to Commander Thompson, because as a

person higher up the chain of command, he would have access. I
wouldn't simply rely upon Colonel North providing this.

Mr. COHEN. You say you went to Colonel North. You asked him
if he was engaged in anything illegal?

Mr. SCIARONI. I asked him if he was engaged in the course of ac-
tivities described in the newspapers.

Mr. COHEN. In your experience, have you ever known any indi-
vidual that you have confronted or anybody else has confronted
and saying, "Are you doing anything improper?" and they have
said yes?

Mr. SCIARONI. I can't recall such an occasion.
Mr. COHEN. I can't recall it either.
Mr. Chairman, I just have an observation to make about a sort of

pattern that has taken place here of Catch-22 problems. On the one
hand, we have the argument being made that you don't include the
NSC in the definition of intelligence agencies because it simply co-
ordinates information, it simply serves as an adviser to the Presi-
dent on intelligence gathered by other agencies, so don't Congress
touch the NSC. That would be an improper thing for Congress to
do.

Then when the NSC is excluded from the Boland amendment by
lack of a specific reference, Congress is then chastised for its omis-
sion, saying even Congress didn't include the NSC, after we are
constantly told don't touch the NSC. It doesn't engage in intelli-
gence activities. That is one of the Catch-22s we find ourselves con-
fronted with.

Secondly, we have a situation in which incomplete, misleading
information is given to counsel such as Mr. Sciaroni, leading him
to a conclusion. Then his legal opinion is cited for justification for
continuing the activities, saying we have an opinion here, it is OK,
it is legal.

Secondly, we have incomplete, misleading or false information
presented to the Intelligence Committees and then the Intelligence
Committees are then cited to corroborate the fact that the CIA or
other intelligence agencies aren't engaging in anything wrong. That
has been a pattern throughout these hearings and the reason your
testimony, I believe, Mr. Sciaroni, will amply demonstrate it is con-
sistent with what has been going on for some time. You have been
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precluded from having access to information, and then your opin-
ion is cited for justification for what is going on.

That was wrong. You were deceived. We have been deceived and
it is no justification to say when you come here the Intelligence
Committee came to exactly the same conclusion.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman HAMILTON. Mr. McCollum.
Mr. MCCOLLUM. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Sciaroni, I think there are a couple of things I have learned

from your testimony I think need to be at least put into some per-
spective today.

One of them, it seems to me, is very clear. We ought to be thank-
ful somebody down there in your shop at least had the gumption to
raise this issue and look at it and offer an opinion, because nobody
else did. There were other attorneys, I think, that probably were
down in the White House or around in the area, but you were the
only one who offered an opinion, if I am correct. Am I correct?

Mr. SCIARONI. Frankly, sir, that thought has crossed my mind, as
well. You have a White House counsel's office, you have an NSC
general counsel, and if they were too busy they had a Department
of Justice to get an opinion from. I don't know why my opinion was
the onlyopinion.

Mr. c(ZLLUM. It doesn't make sense to me, but I am thankful
at least you gave an opinion. There was one down there some-
where. I wish there were others.

Secondly, we have heard a lot about the question of policies in-
volved, and obviously the issue of the legality and why people were
motivated to do this, that and the other is intricately involved in
the policy decision to use the NSC or for Colonel North to do some
of the things he did, whether he thought about the law or not.

I think most of us listening to the testimony over the last few
weeks have to conclude-whether we are Republicans, Democrats,
or whatever our persuasion-the idea of doing all this in secret
wasn't such a hot idea. You said that pretty much today yourself,
but that is not a legal question.

The strange part is that in making the decision, yours was the
only opinion floating around and there wasn't apparently a whole
lot of reliance on a legal basis to make the decision to proceed in
secret or public.

My personal thoughts are that there wasn't anything-having
listened to you-likely that would have been legally wrong with
the President going out, using the NSC to raise money, do it public-
ly, not do it secretly, and the real problem we have got today with
all of this, and why we are having so stretched-out a hearing on
this portion of the Iran-Contra affair, is simply because nobody
really did look at this thing legally, and they proceeded to do
things secretly and they proceeded to fool Congress occasionally
after the fact, or at least mislead, as some of my colleagues have
paraphrased. That is the tragedy in this whole affair. I think that
is unfortunate.

I would like to point one thing out, in listening to what you have
said today. You have just testified a couple minutes ago to my col-
league, Mr. Courter, that you believe reasonable men could differ
as to their interpretation of the Boland amendment, and its appli-
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cability to the National Security Council, for example. And I think
you have also testified earlier that while you didn't address the
constitutional question, that there certainly is a question of-even
if it were to apply to the NSC or be interpreted to apply, there is a
question of constitutional application, whether it is valid to tie a

resident's appointed staff in this fashion. Is that not correct?
Mr. SCIARONI. That is correct.
Mr. MCCOLLUM. But in constitutional interpretation, in your ex-

perience, I am sure-I am an attorney, it seems to me I recall
this-the Supreme Court generally, and other courts, look to trying
to resolving ambiguities first, and if something is too ambiguous,
they rule it doesn t apply and never go to the constitutional ques-
tion. Is that true?

Mr. SCIARONI. Yes.
Mr. MCCOLLUM. I would like to read you one quote to you about

something that seemed equally ambiguous as the Boland amend-
ment.

Very long ago, Justice Douglas, in an opinion in the early '70s in
the United States vs. Huddleston, which is 415 U.S. Supreme Court,
834, referred to Caligula's practice of printing the laws in small
print and placing them so high on the wall that the ordinary man
couldn't receive a fair warning of whatever was written there.

And what I thought was interesting about that, it might bcttc-
be paraphrased in the writing of a historian on Caligula s practice
when he said,"When taxes of this kind"-the kind Caligula had-
"had been proclaimed but not published in writing, inasmuch as
many offenses were committed through ignorance of the letter of
the law, he at last, on the demand of the people, had the law
posted up, but in a very narrow place and in excessively small let-
ters, to prevent the making of a copy."

That is from The Lives of Julius Caesar by Suetonius, published
in 1932. I think the point is well made. If we are going to publish
laws in this Congress, we ought to write them very clearly, instead
of such small print or posting in such a narrow way people can't
understand or read them.

Don't you agree?
Mr. SCIARONI. Yes.
Mr. MCCOLLUM. Thank you very much.
That is all I have to ask.
Chairman INOUYE. Senator McClure.
Mr. MCCLURE. I want to follow up on an issue area raised earlier.

I will do it so we won't be misled.
Senator Mitchell talked about whether or not it was supposed to

go to the Department of Agriculture and Senator Rudman had in-
icated again and followed up on that point. I think Senator Cohen

said something about the fact Senator Rudman was not very pre-
cise tnd not very positive in his statement. He certainly was more
positive than he was precise, and I say that with great respect to
my colleague, because there's one thing that has been overlooked,
and that is, whether or not the Boland amendment applies to the
NSC or applies to the Department of Agriculture is not the whole
point as to whether or not it's legal.

You could determine, indeed, the Boland amendment did not
apply, but that doesn't necessarily mean it is legal for them to do
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it. I suspect nobody thought to make it illegal with USDA because
no one ever thought of USDA being involved in covert activities.

I think, to a degree, nobody thought of the NSC being involved in
covert activities either, because it hadn't been done before. I think
we ought to be careful when we talk about whether the Boland
amendment reaches it and we conclude that it does not, that that
automatically means it is legal for them to undertake the oper-
ation.

I take it your opinion was not directed toward the question of
whether or not NSC could legally involve itself in covert oper-
ations; it was whether or not the Oland amendment applied to it.

Mr. SCIARONI. I've attempted to make that point today, yes.
Mr. MCCLURE. You said in your testimony earlier that you are a

friend of Rob Owen's; is that correct?
Mr. SCIARONI. That's true.
Mr. MCCLURE. How long have you known him?
Mr. SCIARONI. I met him first in late 1985.
Mr. MCCLURE. After you had joined the government?
Mr. SCIARONI. Yes.
Mr. MCCLURE. Is that a personal acquaintance?
Mr. SCIARONI. I was introduced to him because he was involved

in a Nicaraguan humanitarian assistance program, and I met him
perhaps once 6 months later, and then in the latter part of 1986, I
got to know him quite well.

Mr. MCCLURE. Is that a personal relationship?
Mr. SCIARONI. It is.
Mr. MCCLURE. Is that such a close personal relationship that it

would in any way color your professional judgment as concerning
the legality of the operations of these intelligence activities?

Mr. SCIARONi. No, sir. I never knew-he never told me that he
even knew Oliver North and he was very circumspect about his ac-
tivities. I did not know what his relationship was until he testified
in front of this body.

I knew him and valued his insights on the Nicaragua situation
because I knew that he had been involved with the State Depart-
ment program. I did not know about his activities with regard to
Colonel North.

Mr. MCCLURE. This isn't the time for the members of the com-
mittee to engage in debates among themselves but since others
have expressed themselves, I will too.

I don't find any fault with your opinion. It may or may not be
well reasoned, It may or may not have unanimous support. I think
there is a respectful body of law that says indeed you were correct.
I suppose that's why lawyers argue and why the American public
recognizes that we get so little done, because there's so many law-
yers.

Tlank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman HAMILTON. Mr. Boland.
Mr. BOLAND. Mr. Chairman, I found Mr. Sciaroni's testimony to

be very useful, and I think very instructive. It has provided an en-
lightening description of the methods by which the legal issues sur-
rounding the Boland amendment were analyzed by the White
House.
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Mr. Sciaroni's opinion introduced by the testimony here today-
the product of a 5 minute interview with Oliver North and an un-
known amount of time spent in legal research, not sought by
anyone, hindered rather than aided by the White House officials
whom the author interviewed, obviously dismissed by the Presi-
dent's National Security Adviser to whom it was delivered-that
opinion stood until today in the back waters of this investigation.
Some might dismiss it as cursory and not fear being labeled as less
than charitable. Others, however, have seized upon it as dispositive
of every Boland amendment legal issue from coverage to constitu-
tionality.

Whether you agree with it or not, the Sciaroni opinion is appar-
ently the only legal analysis done in the White House on the statu-
tory restrictions on provisions of assistance to the Contras. Think
about that, and consider what it tells us about the value the White
House placed on adhering to the laws which have so occupied our
attention over the last 5 weeks.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman INOUYE. Senator Sarbanes.
Mr. SARBANES. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Sciaron', how long have you been the counsel to the Intelli-

gence Oversight Board?
Mr. SCIARONI. Three years.
Mr. SARBANES. How old are you?
Mr. SCIARON. Thirty-five.
Mr. SARBANS. What's that position pay? What's the salary of

the counsel to the Oversight Board?
Mr. SCIARONI. I believe it is about $62,000.
Mr. SARBANES. Now, I am interested in how you came to get this

job. As I understand it, you finished law school in 1978 or 1979;
which was it?

Mr. SCIARONI. It was 1978. It was the end of the first semester of
law school.

Mr. SARBANES. Then you took the California Bar. When was
that?

Mr. SCIARONI. Right.
Mr. SARBANES. When was that?
Mr. SCIARONI. Sometime thereafter. I don't recall.
Mr. SARBANES. Shortly after finishing law school?
Mr. SCIARONI. I believe I was a fellow-I went immediately to

become a fellow at the Hoover histitution. I think that's when I
took the Bar exam.

Mr. SARBANES. Did you take the California Bar again or just fail
it that one time?

Mr. SCIARONI. I think I took it twice and failed both times.
Mr. SARBANES. And then after that--
Mr. SCIARONI. I would point out I was working at the time.
Mr. SARBANES. I understand.
After that, what happened? You then came to Washington?
Mr. SCIARONI. To the American Enterprise Institute.
Mr. SARBANES. Uh-huh. And then you took the DC Bar?
Mr. SCIARONI. Right.
Mr. SARBANES. When was that?
Mr. SCIARONI. Again, it was in the early 1980s. I don't recall.
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Mr. SARBANEs. Did you take the.DC Bar just once?
Mr. SCI RON. I think I took it twice, as well.
Mr. SmwANES. You took the DC Bar twice, as well?
Mr. ScRoNi. I think so.
Mr. SARBANES. And failed it both times?
Mr. SCIAR N. Right. Again, I was working, while I was studying

for the bar exam.
Mr. SARBANES. I see.
And then you were working then at the Department of Com-

merce; is that correct?
Mr. SCIARONI. Right.
Mr. SARBANES. And--
Mr. SCIARONI. After the Arms Control and Disarmament Agency.
Mr. SARBANES. And then an opportunity came up to go to become

the counsel to the President's Intelligence Oversight Board; is that
correct?

Mr. SCIARONI. Well, I had left the Commerce Department the
previous fall, and I understood the position was opening up in the
spring. I applied for it.

Mr. SARBANES. I see.
You were out of the government at that point?
Mr. SCIAaONI. Right.
Mr. SAr.SANES. What were you doing?
Mr. SCIARONI. I was doing writing and reviewing job offers.
Mr. SARBANES. I see.
And then how did it come about that you knew about this and

went to seek this job?
Mr. SCIARONI. Well, as I testified earlier, I knew the predecessor,

my predecessor informally. He suggested he was leaving, and I sub-
mitted my application.

Mr. SARBANES. I see.
Now, was there a job description for counsel to the Intelligence

Oversight Board?
Mr. SIARONI. I don't believe there is a job description. I haven't

seen it if there is one.
Mr. SARBANES. Are you required to be a member of the Bar?
Mr. SCIARONI. I believe you are, yes.
Mr. SARBANES. You were not a member of the Bar; is that right, at

that point?
Mr. SCIARONI. That is true.
Mr. SARBANES. When were you hired to do this job?
Mr. SCIARONI. I was hired-you mean when did I start work?
Mr. SARBANES. Well, I was going to ask that next. When were

you hired?
Mr. SCIARONI. Sometime in the spring I was notified that I would

get the lob pending passing the Bar.
Mr. SARBANES. And when did you take the Bar?
Mr. SCIARONI. July.
Mr. SARBANES. And when did you go to work?
Mr. SCIARONI. After I took the Bar.
Mr. SARANEs. How soon thereafter?
Mr. SCIARONI. The next day.
Mr. SARBANES. And when did you find out whether you were, in

fact, a member of the Bar?
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Mr. SCIARONI. That fall.
Mr. SARBANES. So, in other words, you were told that you had to

be a member of the Bar to take the job, but you actually took it
well ahead of knowing whether you had passed the Bar?

Mr. SCIARONI. It was a condition of employment.
Mr. SARBANES. I understand that. But your employment had

started before the condition had been met; is that right? Was the
condition merely that you take the Bar or that you pass the Bar?

Mr. SCIARONI. The condition was that I become a member of the
Bar.

Mr. SARBANES. And you went to work ahead of that happening;
is that correct?

Mr. SCIARONI. That was the understanding. I could have actually
assumed the position before I took the Bar, but I didn't-having
had the previous experience of working and studying for the Bar,1
figured that I should take all the time necessary to study for the
Bar.

Mr. SARBANES. If you would turn to exhibit 18, that is a memo-
randum, I take it, you prepared on the legal basis for covert action;
is that right?

Mr. SCIARONI. That is right.
Mr. SARBANES. And it is covered by a memo from you to Ollie

North which reads, "Ollie: Could you take a look at this draft and
give me your comments: At your leisure, of course. Thanks."

igned with your name.
Was it your custom to submit your draft legal opinions of the

people over whom you were supposedly exercising oversight for
their review?

Mr. SCIARONI. First of all, I was not exercising oversight over
Colonel North. He is a member of the NSC staff, and we don't have
responsibility over the NSC staff.

Second of all, depending upon the memo, I might send draft
copies to any number of individuals in the U.S. Government to ask
for their commentary. So, it would depend upon memo to memo
whether I gave a particular memo to an individual who I thought
might be able to contribute some criticism.

Mr. SARBANES. Was North a member of the Bar?
Mr. SCIARONI. No, sir.
Mr. SARBANES. Why were you submitting a memo on the legal

basis for covert action to North for his comments?
Mr. SCIARONI. Because I assumed he knew something about

covert action.
Mr. SARBANES. You earlier indicated that you don't know why

you were the only one who was being asked to give opinions, I
think, when--

Mr. SCIARONI. I was never asked-the Board was never asked to
give an opinion. I did question why ours was the only one ever
drafted.

Mr. SARBANES. Did it ever occur to you that you were providing
cover by your legal opinions?

Mr. SCIARONI. No, sir.
Mr. SARBANES. I see my time is up.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman HAMILTON. Mr. DeWine.
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Mr. DEWINE. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Sciaroni, thank you for your testimony and being patient

with all of us today.
I think that it is obvious to you, and I am sure everyone else,

that this committee has used the opportunity-I think appropriate-
1 so-the opportunity of your testimony to again debate the
land amendment, or at least talk about the legality of it, and I

think again as we listen to each member express his opinion about
the Boland amendment, we get into a little policy, we get into a
little statutory construction and we also get into the constitutional-
ity of it.

What is brought home, at least in this Member's mind, is how
murky it is and how unclear the Boland amendment is, and the
fact that we have many Members who have very divergent points
of view.

I have taken a look at your memo. I am sure the other Members
have. I think it is a well-reasoned memo. I can see where people
might disagree with it. They might agree with it. But we are into a
very, very vague and very, very murky area. I think it is clear that
this committee isn't going to resolve it today. That is not our job.

I think it is also clear that in an appropriate time a court is
going to have to decide the constitutionality of the Boland amend-
ment. It is going to have to decide the statutory construction of
that Boland amendment, specifically whether or not the Boland
amendment applies at all to the NSC or anyone else.

I think that we can break the analysis of the Boland amendment
down into three parts. We are really into a three-part analysis.
One is the statutory construction-does it, in fact, apply to the
NSC?

It seems to me that an argument can be made that applying it to
the NSC and the members of the NSC flies in the face of a 40-year
history of Congress not restricting the NSC, not dealing with the
NSC.

It seems to me if you are going to fly in the face of that history,
Congress should have specifically mentioned the NSC in the stat-
ute. Congress did not do that. Furthermore, Congress did not even
say-prohibit the U.S. Government from doing something. Con-
gress was much more specific.

I suspect that the reason Congress didn't do either one of those
was because it wouldn't have passed. This was a product of a legis-
lative compromise that ultimately had to be signed by the Presi-
dent of the United States, and I suspect if one or two had been
used, if they had prohibited the action by the U.S. Government, or
if they specifically had named the NSC, the President of the
United States would not have signed it, and I think the authors
knew that, and I think the folks who voted for it-on the floor knew
that, and there was obviously legislative compromise. It was obvi-
ously intended, frankly, to be a vague bill.

I think the second analysis is in the area of the Constitution-is
this constitutional? Is it constitutional and what-how far do you
take it? Do you take it to the point-are the people who are criti-
cizing your legal opinion. Do they take it clear to the point where
they say that Congress has the right, through the purse strings, to
control what the President of the United States does?
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It seems to me that is a logical conclusion behind what they are
saying. If you can control the people who directly work for the
President and the NSC, whose sole function is to give the President
of the United States advice to coordinate the foreign policy, who
are not confirmed by the Senate, who exist really at the will of the
President to serve him-and that has been the 40-year history of
it-if you can control them by the purse strings, it is obvious that
they think that you can control the President of the United States.

I think that then brings home the absurdity of the argument,
that you could-this Congress could, through an appropriation bill,
some way stop the President from picking up the phone and calling
someone and saying it might be a good idea to help support the
Contras. I am not saying he did or didn't do that, but it seems to
me that is the logical extension of that.

The further logical extension could be the Congress could prohib-
it the President from talking to a foreign leader about a certain
specified area. I think when we take that out-and I can give ten
more examples, but my time is almost up-when we take it to its
logical conclusion, we see how absurd that would be. But that is-
that debate is for another day.

I appreciate the fact that you have been here. My time is up.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman INOUYE. Senator Hatch.
Mr. HATCH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Sciaroni, there is an old maxim in the law that hard cases

make bad law.
With respect to the Boland amendment, I think the reverse may

be true here. Bad laws make hard cases, including the ones that we
are investigating here. I say "bad" not because I disagree with
those laws, but because I feel that those laws were very unclear. As
a matter of fact, they may very well have been unconstitutional, as
well.

I take it, Mr. Sciaroni, the basis for your legal analysis consisted
primarily of the language of the Boland amendment itself and the
surrounding legislative history; is that correct?

Mr. SCIARONI. That is correct.
Mr. HATCH. That is correct? We have heard your explanation of

your legal opinion so I won't go through it again. As I review your
analysis, you opinion makes sense regardless of some of the criti-
cisms that may have arisen. I might add that if we in Congress had
wanted to include the National Security Council, we should have
said so and we would have said so. Now in doing your legal analy-
sis, I take it, you got acquainted with the history of Congress deci-
sions regarding the Contras, including all of the Boland amend-
ments; is that correct?

Mr. SCIARONI. Somewhat, yes.
Mr. HATCH. You became aware that in 1982, we gave aid; then in

1983, we cut off aid; is that right?
Mr. SCIARONI. That is right.
Mr. HATCH. That was the first Boland amendment. That was

itself an interpretation battleground because the amendment pro-
hibited funds for the purpose of overthrowing the Sandinistas and
the CIA thought that it could still provide support for the Contras
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because it saw its role as not to overthrow the Sandinistas but to
stop them from exporting their revolution, is that correct?

Mr. ScRONI. That is correct.
Mr. HATCH. So there was that conflict right there that naturally

arose, right?
Mr. SCIARONI. Ri ht.
Mr. HATCH. OK. Then in 1984, we gave them aid again. Congress

turns right around and gives them aid, some $24 million. Then for
fiscal year 1985, we passed the Boland amendment that you were
studying at the time; is that right?

Mr. SCIARONI. Right.
Mr. HATCH. OK. And to further confuse the issue, later that

same year, in 1985, we actually appropriated another $27 million
for the Contras; is that right?

Mr. SCIARONI. That is right.
Mr. HATCH. Then in 1986, we cut off the funds again, this is Con-

gress doing all these things. We passed yet another version of
Boland, which this time allows for information sharing between
the CIA and the Contras; is that correct?

Mr. SCIARONI. That is correct.
Mr. HATCH. That one got us into another interpretation battle

because nobody could agree on what "information sharing" meant?
Mr. SCIARONI. Right.
Mr. HATCH. Even the House and Senate Intelligence Committee

Chairmen disagreed on what it meant, is that correct?
Mr. SCIARONI. That is correct.
Mr. HATCH. That was in response to the CIA Director himself at

that time; is that right?
Mr. SCIARONI. That is my understanding.
Mr. HATCH. During this same period, say fiscal year 1982 to 1987,

when we in Congress were passing these series of Boland amend-
ments, when we were for aid 1 year and against it the next, what
was the President doing? What was his position regarding Nicara-
gua?

Mr. SCIARONI. Excuse me?
Mr. HATCH. What was the President doing? We were going back

and forth and up and down and all around. What was the Presi-
dent's position? Did it ever change?

Mr. SIARONI. He had a consistent policy.
Mr. HATCH. So he stayed consistent? His policy was we can't

allow this to exist, we have to do everything we can to stop it, et
cetera?

Mr. SCIARONI. That is right.
Mr. HATCH. Your legal analysis you made did not look at the

constitutional question; is that correct?
Mr. SCIARONI. No, it did not.
Mr. HATCH. Article II of the Constitution gives the President the

authority to conduct foreign affairs; am I correct there?
Mr. SCIARONI. That is correct.
Mr. HATCH. Article I gives Congress the authority over appro-

priations; is that right?
Mr. SCIARONI. Right.
Mr. HATCH. Congress controls the purse strings; is that correct?
Mr. SCARONI. That is correct.
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Mr. HATCH. Now, does the President have any constitutional au-
thority over Congress' appropriation power?

Mr. SCIARONI. Does he have any constitutional-
Mr. HATCH. Authority to deal with Congress' appropriation

power?
Mr. SCLRONI. He ;an veto it.
Mr. HATCH. He can veto any particular bill?
Mr. SCLRONi. Certainly.
Mr. HATCH. Of course if the President vetos the bill the Congress

then by having a two-thirds vote can override the veto?
Mr. SCIARONL Right.
Mr. HATCH. In a similar sense Congress also has a form of veto

power over the President's foreign relations activities or foreign
policy activities in that Congress may refuse to appropriate funds;
is that correct?

Mr. SCIARONI. That is right.
Mr. HATCH. So we have a back and forth constitutional leverage

here that exists between the President and Congress.
But Congress may not completely take away the President's re-

sources to carry out his constitutional authority over foreign affairs
any more than the President may completely take away Congress'
authority to appropriate funds or withhold the appropriation of
funds; is that correct?

Mr. SCIARONI. I would agree with you.
Mr. HATCH. So that is the constitutional stand-off. In other

words, Mr. Sciaroni, aside from what appears to me to be the obvi-
ous benefits of allowing foreign policy to be conducted by the Exec-
utive or the President alone without any undue interference by
Congress, there also comes a point where Congress may not under
the guise of its appropriations authority take away the President's
constitutional authority to conduct foreign policy; is that correct?

Mr. SCIARONI. Correct.
Mr. HATCH. And here we have a mish-mash of roles and cases

where that may have been the case.
Mr. Chairman, I am just about through. One more question. To

the extent that the Boland amendments are now-after the fact-
being interpreted as applying to the President and to the NSC, the
National Security Council, to prohibit the President from doing
anything including talking to private citizens or foreign govern-
ment officials about support for the Contras, to that extent, the
Bolaid amendments would be a serious constitutional-would be in
serious constitutional trouble, wouldn't you agree?

Mr. SCIARONI. I would agree. That's overreaching.
Mr. HATCH. I would, too.
Finally, I would love to discuss this further with you, but to

make a long story short, I think we have covered a lot of areas
here that are very important and that is Congress has been send-
ing inconsistent messages while the President remains consistent.

Congress has in this process never applied these to the NSC or
the President. Now, after the fact it is trying to do so. And Con-
gress has a right to withhold appropriations or to grant appropria-
tions in a certain way, but not the right to micromanage foreign
policy and that, frankly, has been the problem here.

I want to thank you for being with us.
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Chairman INOUYE. Senator Heflin.
Mr. HEFUN. Mr. Sciaroni, reviewing sort of the status of where

we are, I gather that the proponents of the Boland amendment
who say that this included the National Security Council, that
their language, and supposedly supported by the debate on the
floor, was that the words "any other agency or entity involved in
intelligence activity" were so broad and so inclusive to have includ-
ed any other agency or entity of the government that was connect-
ed with intelligence activity.

Now, as I understand from your legal opinion, you do not debate
the broadness of the term "involved", but your legal opinion comes
down to the fact that you say that the language 'involved in intel-
ligence activities" is a term of art that restricts that language and
those entities and agencies to those that are listed in statutory lan-
guage or the Executive order where they are included under the
term "intelligence community".

In other words, it comes down not that the language involved is
not broad enough, but to a term-of-art interpretation that you have
given to it that, therefore, limits the sweep and what comes within
the language.

Now, I don't see in your opinion, nor have you explained wherein
your authority is, that this is a term of art. Now, as I understand
it, a term of art is language that comes to have special meaning in
a particular field or profession from usage.

Can you point to us where in the statutes, or in the Executive
order, there is such usage and language that, therefore, limits the
words "involved in"?

Mr. SCIARONI. Well, I would say this by way of explanation, that
the legislation to which the Boland amendment was attached did
define from my standpoint the universe of organizations that were
involved in intelligence activities and I think that the Executive
order which has been cited previously also does the same thing.

For example, it states that intelligence activities means all ac-
tivities that agencies within the intelligence community are au-
thorized to conduct pursuant to this order.

Mr. HEFLIN. Therefore, then I would interpret it if you were
writing the Boland amendment that you would have to say that
you would have to have language in substance that says that all
agencies or entities within the intelligence community and all
other agencies or-and entities involved in intelligence activities in
order to be an inclusive and to take with them to be broad enough
to get the National Security Council involved in it?

Mr. SCIARONI. That is one way that that could be done. "May
become involved," I think, would be language. At that point I think
the constitutional issue would then be joined.

Mr. HEFLIN. All right, sir. Is the Intelligence Oversight Board an
agency or entity involved in intelligence activities?

Mr. SCIARONI. It is a-no, I would not say we are involved in in-
telligence activities. We are not an operational unit.

Mr. HEFLIN. Let me ask you this. Let me give you this as a hypo-
thetical.

In the event that Congress were to pass a law that says that for
each employee of any agency or entity involved in intelligence ac-
tivities, that they shall be entitled to receive an extra $5,000 a year
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for their salaries, couldn't you make a pretty good case under that
basis that the Intelligence Oversight Board and the National Secu-
rity Council was an agency or entity involved in intelligence activi-
ties?

Mr. ScI&ONI. I would be sorely tempted.
Chairman HAMILTON. There being no further questions, Mr.

Sciaroni, you are excused. We thank you very much for your testi-
mony.

Mr. SCIARONI. Thank you very much.
Chairman HAMILTON. The committees will have a 10 minute

recess before the next witness.
[Recess.]
Chairman HAMILTON. The next witness will be Ms. Fawn Hall.
Would you raise and raise your right hand in order to take the

oath?
[Witness sworn.]

TESTIMONY OF FAWN HALL
Chairman HAMILTON. Ms. Hall, would you please bring the

microphone right close to you so we can hear you. That's a voice-
activated microphone. It has to be very close.

After you declined to answer any questions of the staff on the
grounds your answer might tend to incriminate you, both the
House and Senate committees procured orders of use immunity
compelling you to testify. These orders provide in substance that
you may not refuse to provide evidence on the basis of your privi-
lege against self-incrimination. The orders provide that evidence
obtained from you under the order may not be used against you in
any criminal proceeding.

A copy of the orders have been provided to your counsel, and
pursuant to the order, I direct you to answer the questions put to
you.

And I yield to the chairman of the Senate Select Committee.
Chairman INOUYE. I wish to have the record show I concur with

the chairman's order.
Mr. CACHERIS. Ms. Hall is prepared to accept the directions.
Chairman HAMILTON. I understand that you have an opening

statement. Am I correct?
Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Chairman HAMILTON. You may proceed.
Ms. HALL. I would like to begin with my name. My name is

Fawn Hall and I reside with my parents in Northern Virginia,
where I was born and raised. I attended Annandale High School
and graduated in 1977.

I started working at the age of 15, and at 16, while still in high
school, began my career in government working for the Depart-
ment of the Navy. During this period, I also held various part-time
jobs, including modeling. I worked for the Navy from 1977 until
February, 1983.

In February, 1983, I was detailed by the Department of Defense
to the National Security Council, and accepted a position as secre-
tary to then-Major Oliver North, USMC. I was Lt. Col. North's per-
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sonal secretary until he left the National Security Council on No-
vember 25, 1986.

For the nearly 4 years that I worked for Lt. Col. North, my hours
were long and arduous, but I found my job to be most fulfilling.
During my tenure at the National Security Council, I came to have
enormous admiration and respect for not only Lt. Col. North but
for many with whom we worked. I admired them not only for their
hard work and professional abilities, but also for their selfless and
deep sense of dedication and loyalty to the President and our coun-
try.

As a secretary, it was my job to facilitate the smooth operation of
the office. I was a dedicated and loyal secretary, and performed my
duties in an exemplary manner. I can type.

During November, 1986, events occurred at the National Security
Council which have resulted in my being here today. Although I
did not know many of the details relevant to the Iran and Contra
initiatives, I strongly believed then, as I do now, that the efforts
made to support the Contras, obtain the release of our American
citizens being held hostage, and respond to moderates in a country
as strategically important as Iran were carried out with only the
best of intentions and in the interest of this country, the United
States.

Lt. Col. North had a large portfolio on the NSC staff. He worked
tirelessly to carry out the administration's policies with regard to
Central America and international counterterrorism. Much of his
work is widely recognized: the streamlining of crisis management,
the President s National Bipartisan Commission on Central Amer-
ica, the liberation of Grenada, the administration's actions in elimi-
nating death squad activities in El Salvador, the United States re-
sponse in Libya to Colonel Qadhafi's actions against U.S. citizens
and interests, the actions to end the numerous terrorist attacks on
innocent persons-such as TWA-847 and Achille Lauro incidents-
and the daily efforts to obtain the release of our American citizens
held hostage in Beirut. These are major issues of which he was a
central and effective player, but they do not include his day-to-day
responsibilities of dealing with other interagency issues or public
inquiries.

admire Lt. Col. North for his professional integrity and beliefs,
his personal commitment to this country, and his ability to be a
friend when one is needed.

I would like to take the time to reflect on-I was very touched
one time. We were working in the office and working on a crisis,
and a gentleman walked in the office and delivered us a copy of
the National Bipartisan Commission report, and explained an
American citizen, an electrician, had found it in a hotel and had
seen the presidential seal and thought it to be a very important
document he should get back to the White House, and it made its
way up to the Situation Room to Colonel North because it had to
do with Central America. Colonel North was very touched by the
fact someone had taken the time to return what he thought was an
important document and he was touched by it also, and said, "I
think we should try to see if we can't get the President to write
this man a letter and thank him." I think that reflects a little bit
on Colonel North's sensitivity. I think it's important.
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I believe Lt. Col. North has been and continues to be completely
loyal to the President and the United States. I would also like, at
this time, to recognize his wife, Betsy, and their four children for
their commitment and sacrifices.

I have cooperated fully with the Independent Counsel's Office
and with members of this staff and this committee. In particular, I
have been treated with great courtesy and respect by Chief Counsel
Liman, Executive Assistant Mark Belnick, Chief Counsel John
Nields, and Deputy Counsel Richard Leon of the House.

I appear here to testify and cooperate fully with you as to my
personal knowledge of the events into which this committee is in-
quiring. My testimony will be based solely upon my perspective as
a secretary, not that of a policy maker or policy analyst.

I would prefer to have remained a relatively obscure but respon-
sible secretary at the National Security Council, doing-as a friend
of mine paraphrased Franklin Roosevelt-the best I ]mow how at
the moment, for what is right. That option now having been fore-
closed, I am prepared to answer your questions to the best of my
ability.

[he prepared statement of Fawn Hall appears in appendix C.]
chairman HAMILTON. Thank you, Ms. Hall.

The questions will begin with Mr. Belnick.
Mr. BELNICK. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Ms. Hall, I take it you spent your entire adult career working for

various government departments?
Ms. HALL. Correct.
Mr. BELNICK. From June 1976, to October 1977, you were a clerk,

steno secretary, assigned to the Chief of Naval Operations of the
Department of the Navy?

Ms. HALL. Right.
Mr. BELNICK. Thereafter, from October 1977, until February

1983, you were assigned as an administrative support assistant to
the Chief of Naval Operations?

Ms. HALL. Correct.
Mr. BELNICK. Starting in February 1983, as you said in your

opening statement, until November 25, 1986, you were a secretary
to Lt. Col. North?

Ms. HALL. That is correct.
Mr. BELNICK. From November 25, 1986, until January 9, 1987,

you served as a secretary to Ambassador Oakley?
Ms. HALL. That is right.
Mr. BELNiCK. And from that time until the present, you have

been employed at the Department of Defense as a secretary?
Ms. HALL. That is correct.
Mr. BELNICK. Ms. Hall, would you describe what your general

duties were for Lt. Col. North during the period that you served as
hispe rsonal secretary?

Ms. HALL. I carried out the normal responsibilities of a secretary.
I answered phones, took messages, relayed messages, typed, filed,
kept a calendar, took care of his travel, etc.

Mr. BELNICK. Was it your practice at any time to sit in on meet-
ings that Colonel North had?

Us. HALL. No.
Mr. BELNICK. To listen in on telephone conversations?
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Ms. HALL. No.
Mr. BELNICK. Was it Colonel North's practice from time to time

to discuss his activities at the office with you?
Ms. HALL. No.
Mr. BELNICK. Now, you say you kept Colonel North's calendar.

Was that a fairly accurate record of Colonel North's meetings on a
daily basis?

Ms. HALL. I believe so.
Mr. BELNICK. Would you turn in your book to exhibit AH-9 and

tell (is whether you recognize that exhibit as consisting of certain
pages from the calendar you kept for Colonel North?

Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. All right.
Now, did you also keep a log of Colonel North's incoming tele-

phone calls?
Ms. HALL. Yes, I did.
Mr. BELNICK. And that, too, was a fairly accurate record of those

calls?
Ms. HALL. I wouldn't call it an accurate record. It was a log. It

was-I didn't keep all incoming calls. If he was there to receive a
call, it would not go on the log. That was to keep track of messages
on calls he needed to return. It was not in an accurate record of
outgoing calls or incoming calls. No.

Mr. BELNICK. You kept a record of those calls that needed to be
returned when messages were left.

Ms. HALL. Correct.
Mr. BELNICK. Do you know where those logs are today?
Ms. HALL. They were shredded.
Mr. BELNICK. In November of 1986.
Ms. HALL. Yes.
Mr. BELNICK. We'll get to that later. Will you describe what your

working hours were like, Ms. Hall, during the 4 years that you
served Colonel North?

Ms. HALL. We worked very long hours. I usually put in at least a
12-hour day.

Mr. BELNICK. Usually starting when?
Ms. HALL. It varied. Sometimes I would start at 8. A lot of times

I started at 10 and we worked until 9 or 10 at night. Sometimes
later, sometimes earlier.

Mr. BELNICK. You rarely left the offices before 7 or 8 in the
evening?

Ms. HALL. Almost never.
Mr. BELNICK. Was it Colonel North's practice to dictate memo-

randa of his meetings?
Ms. HALL. No, it wasn't.
Mr. BELNICK. Would he at certain times dictate minutes of meet-

ings he attended?
Ms. HALL. He would dictate minutes as requested by the Nation-

al Security Council at which the President was present.
Mr. BELNICK. As I understand, on these occasions he dictated

memoranda to you, you usually typed them directly into your word
processor.

Ms. HALL. Correct.
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Mr. BELNICK. Do you recall the general matters Colonel North
was working on when you became his secretary in 1983 and as it
progressed over the years?

Ms. HALL. I believe when I first began working for him he was
working on development of a crisis management center and he was
working military exercises and Central America and then when
the terrorist incidents became more frequent, he picked up that as
part of his duties.

Mr. BELNICK. And in the course of time, as we will discuss fur-
ther, you become at least familiar with his work on what is now
known as the Iran initiative?

Ms. HALL. Correct.
Mr. BELNICK. And you also become familiar with his work in sup-

port of the Nicaraguan Freedom Fighters?
Ms. HALL. Correct.
Mr. BELNICK. Now Ms. Hall, I would like to turn with you to a

description of Colonel North's offices. My understanding is that
when you first came to work for Colonel North in February of
1983, he was in Room 392 of the Old Executive Office Building.

Ms. HALL. That is correct.
Mr. BELNICK. And that was a one floor office?
Ms. HALL. Yes.
Mr. BELNICK. Colonel North had a private office there?
Ms. HALL. Yes.
Mr. PELNICK. And you worked outside that office?
Ms. HALL. Correct.
Mr. BELNICK. All right. Now, sometime in early 1986, Lt. Col.

Robert Earl and Commander Craig Coy began to work with Colonel
North, is that correct?

Ms. HALL. Yes, it is.
Mr. BELNICK. And they were assigned reporting to him as part of

the unit that Colonel North headed up at the National Security
Council?

Ms. HALL. Correct.
Mr. BELNICK. There then came a time as I understand in May of

1986, when you moved offices.
Ms. HALL. Yes.
Mr. BELNICK. And when was that move, Ms. Hall?
Ms. HALL. It was in May of 1986.
Mr. BELNICK. Was it around the time that Lt. Col. North and Mr.

McFarlane went to Tehran?
Ms. HALL. It was during that time, yes.
Mr. BELNICK. And what suite did you move to?
Ms. HALL. Suite 302.
Mr. BELNICK. Now, do you recall that during one of our inter-

views I asked you to prepare a sketch of suite 302, and you did that
for us?

Ms. HALL. Yes.
Mr. BELNICK. Would you look at FH exhibit 10 and confirm that

that is a :endering of the sketch you prepared for us of suite 302?
Ms. HALL. Yes, it is.
Mr. BELNICK. And we also have a blown-up version of that office

on the side.
Now, suite 302 was a two floor office, correct?
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Ms. HALL. Yes.
Mr. BELNICK. Colonel North's office was downstairs?
Ms. HALL. Yes.
Mr. BELNICK. And your desk was immediately outside his?
Ms. HALL. Yes.
Mr. BELNICK. Next to you was a secretary named Barbara

Brown?
Ms. HALL. Yes.
Mr. BELNICK. She came to the NSC around June 1986?
Ms. HALL. I believe so, yes.
Mr. BELNICK. And she was a secretary for Lt. Col. Earl and for

Commander Coy?
Ms. HALL. Yes.
Mr. BELNICK. All right. Upstairs in the second floor of suite 302,

Commander Coy's office was on the left of the diagram, correct?
Ms. HALL. Yes.
Mr. BELNICK. And Colonel Earl's office over on the right?
Ms. HALL. Yes.
Mr. BELNICK. All right. Now, if you'll go back to the first floor of

suite 302 and look directly opposite your desk, that's where the
shredding machine was?

Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. And there are two safes next to that. One of those

safes, the one to the left which is highlighted in blue on our chart,
was a five drawer safe, correct?

Ms. HAL. Correct.
Mr. BELNICK. Where was that safe when you were in your previ-

ous office, room 392?
Ms. HALL. It was inside Colonel North's private office.
Mr. BELNICK. Had you ever seen the safe open when it was in

Colonel North's private office in room 392?
Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. What did the safe contain when you saw it open at

that time prior to May 1986?
Ms. HALL. In the top drawer it contained miscellaneous files and

projects. Perhaps someone might come in and talk to him and he
might just-they might write a letter or something about an idea
they had and file it away in a file, and military exercises.

The second, third and fourth drawer-I believe held files com-
letely unrelated to Central America or Iran. The bottom drawer
eld three-ring large notebooks, which I believe were trip reports

the security advisers had taken to the regions to visit the heads of
state, et cetera.

Mr. BELNICK. Did you have the combination to that safe?
Ms. HALL. At one time I did, yes.
Mr. BELNICK. Did you ever have occasion to open it yourself?.
Ms. HALL. Yes.
Mr. BELNICK. That was to file papers when you were in the old

office?
Ms. HALL. Yes.
Mr. BELNICK. Did you ever see that office safe opened again after

you moved to suite 302?
Ms. HALL. I don't believe so, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. Not until November 1986?
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Ms. HALL. Yes.
Mr. BEzLcK. Is that the safe from which Colonel North removed

files to be shredded?
Ms. HALL. Yes.
Mr. BELNiCK. Did Colonel North make it a practice to take notes

of his daily activities?
Ms. HALL. Yes, he did.
Mr. BELNICK. And where did he make those notes?
Ms. HALL. He kept a thin spiral reporter's notebook.
Mr. BELNICK. He carried that with him?
Ms. HALL. Yes, he did.
Mr. BELNICK. He marked down items to be completed, meetings

and so forth?
Ms. HAuL. Yes.
Mr. BELNICK. I understand that Colonel Earl maintained a simi-

lar notebook?
Ms. HALL. Yes, he did.
Mr. BELNICK. Do you know where Colonel North's notebooks are

now?
Ms. HALL. I don't, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. Have you seen any of those notebooks subsequent

to Colonel North's dismissal from the NSC on November 25, 1986?
Ms. HLAU. Yes, I have, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. Where did you see them?
Ms. HALL. On occasion I visited Brendan Sullivan's office, that is

his lawyer, to drop off telephone messages from friends and ac-
quaintances and fan mail, and in the office I noticed there were a
stack of them in the corner. There was a stack of notebooks. I don't
know that they were his, but they were reporter's notebooks, simi-
lar.

Mr. BELNICK. They.appeared to you to resemble those in which
he had made notes?

Ms. HALL. Yes.
Mr. BELNICK. But you didn't go over and look at the notebooks,

so you couldn't say for sure whether those are the same notebooks
that Colonel North maintained?

Ms. HALL. Correct.
Mr. BELNICK. Do you remember how many you estimated that

you saw in the stack in Mr. Sullivan's officer?
Ms. HALL. Maybe 10.
Mr. BELNICK. You identified Mr. Sullivan as Mr. North's currentattorneLMs .LL Yes, I do.

Mr. BELNICK. Now, Ms. Hall, did there come a time when you
were in the old office, prior to May 1986, that certain secure com-
munication devices referred to as KL43s were delivered to Colonel
North's office?

Ms. HAUL. Yes.
Mr. BELNICK. And who delivered those devices?
Ms. HALL. I believe they came from John Woven-Smith of the

National Security Agency.
Mr. BzLNcx. And do you recall how many such KL-43s Mr.

Woven-Smith delivered initially?
Ms. HAU.. A couple, I believe.
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Mr. BELNICK. Did anyone instruct you on how to use the ma-
chine?

Ms. HALL. I believe Colonel North did.
Mr. BELNICK. What did he tell you about how to use it and what

the purpose of the KL-43 was?
Ms. HALL. He instructed me how manually to use it and I under-

stood it to be a secure communications, acting much like a secure
phone.

Mr. BELNICK. And over the course of time you became familiar
with the fact General Secord had such a device in his office?

Ms. HALL. Yes.
Mr. BELNICK. And that it was used by General Secord and also

by Robert Dutton?
Ms. HALL. Yes.
Mr. BELNICK. Now, the device came with a printer?
Ms. HALL. It did, yes.
Mr. BELNICK. But it was ordinarily your practice, as I under-

stand, to transcribe the messages that came over the machine, type
them and give them to Colonel North that way?

Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. And those papers were frequently referred to as

KL-43 traffic; is that correct?
Ms. HALL. Yes.
Mr. BELNICK. You were familiar with General Secord's adminis-

trative assistant?
Ms. HALL. Yes.
Mr. BELNICK. Her name was?
Ms. HAW.. Shirley Napier.
Mr. BELNICK. And from time to time did you have occasion to de-

liver tapes to the KL-43 machines to Ms. Napier?
Ms. HALL. Yes, I did. I
Mr. BELNICK. Would you describe first for the committees what

these tapes were?
Ms. HALL. It was a small case that had perforated code tapes on

it that you ripped off one for each day and plugged into the ma-
chine and destroyed at the end of the day.

Mr. BELNICK. And these were coded tapes, correct?
Ms. HALL. Correct.
Mr. BELNICK. Supplied to you by or through Mr. Woven-Smith?
Ms. HALL. Yes.
Mr. BELNICK. They changed periodically?
Ms. HALL. Yes.
Mr. BELNICK. So it became necessary for you to make sure Gener-

al Secord had the updated tapes and you did that by delivering the
tapes to Ms. Napier.

Ms. HALL. Correct.
Mr. BELNICK. She would pick them up at the Old Executive

Office Building?
Ms. HALL. Yes. I would meet her out on 17th Street outside the

Old Executive Office Building.
Mr. BELNICK. In the course of working with the KL-43 traffic

and otherwise in the office booking Colonel North's travel arrange-
ments,- did you become aware of certain of the names that Colonel
North used.
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Ms. HALL. Yes, I did.
Mr. BELNICK. What was the name he ordinarily used when he

traveled?
Ms. HALL. William P. Goode.
Mr. BELNICK. And on the KL-43 messages, did Colonel North

refer to himself and was he referred to frequently by yet another
code name?

Ms. HALL. He-I think he used as Goode in the KL-43.
Mr. BELNICK. Were there other documents relating to his work

with the Contras in which Colonel North used a different code
name?

Ms. HAUL. He at one time used the name Mr. Steelhammer.
Mr. BELNICK. You recognized that as a name for Col. North. And

there were other pseudonyms used by Mr. Calero. Do you recall
them? Do you recall Mr. Calero was referred to from time to time
as Barnaby?

Ms. HALL. He was referred to as Barnaby, A.C., or Sparkplug.
Mr. BELNICK. In the course of your work, you came to know Spitz

Channell?
Ms. HALL. Yes.
Mr. BELNICK. Did he have a name for Colonel North as well?
Ms. HALL. I remember him referring to him as Mr. Green on a

few occasions.
Mr. BELNICK. I would like to talk with you now, Ms. Hall, about

some of Colonel North's relationships with certain persons in and
outside the Government. You knew that the late Director Casey
had an office at the Old Executive Office Building during his term
as Director of the Central Intelligence Agency, correct?

Ms. HALL. Yes.
Mr. BELNICK. Was Director Casey a frequent caller to Colonel

North?
Ms. HALL. I would say he was considering the fact that he was a

cabinet member.
Mr. BELNICK. And that Colonel North was a member of the NSC

staff?.
Ms. HAuL. Yes.

- Mr. BELNICK. Did he visit Colonel North at times?
Ms. HALL. I believe he visited our old suite room 392 on two occa-

sions.
Mr. BELNICK. Colonel North went to meetings in Director Casey's

office, correct?
Ms. HALL. Yes.
Mr. BELNICK. They had, from your observation, a fairly close re-

lationship, again, given their relative positions in the government.
Ms. HALL. Correct.
Mr. BELNICK. And you heard Colonel North refer to the DCI from

time to time as Bill?
Ms. HAL. Yes.
Mr. BEm, xc. You wouldn't compare that relationship in any way

as the same as Colonel North's dealings with the Secretary of State
or the Secretary of Defense?

Ms. Hm.L No.
Mr. BELNICK. What about Attorney General Meese? Did he cdl

on Colonel North from time to time?
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Ms. HALL. I believe-I don't know that he called frequently. I
would say it was-maybe once or twice. I believe Colonel North vis-
ited Attorney General Meese on at least one occasion.

Mr. BELNICK. Prior to November 1986?
Ms. HALL. Yes.
Mr. BELNICK. All right. Did-were you aware of any telephone

calls to Colonel North from the President prior to November 1986?
Ms. HALL. No.
Mr. BELNICK. Did Colonel North ever tell you that he had re-

ceived any such calls from the President?
Ms. HALL. No.
Mr. BELNICK. Were you aware of any one-on-one meetings be-

tween Colonel North and the President of the United States prior
to November 1986?

Ms. HALL. No.
Mr. BELNICK. And again, Colonel North never claimed to you

that he had had such meetings; correct?
Ms. HALL. No.
Mr. BELNICK. Do you know whether Colonel North ever visited

the residence of the White House?
Ms. HALL. I believe he did on one occasion.
Mr. BELNICK. Do you recall when that was?
Ms. HALL. No, I don't, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. How do you know that that occurred?
Ms. HALL. I remember that he came back and mentioned that he

was-said something about having been over in the residence and I
think Mrs. Reagan was also there.

Mr. BELNICK. Did he mention why he had been there or what
had been discussed while he was there?

Ms. HALL. No, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. And that was again on only one occasion?
Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. And I understand that the Vice President did not

make any calls to Colonel North so far as you are aware?
Ms. HALL. I believe the Vice President called on one occasion. I

remember that was in room 392.
Mr. BELNICK. When was that?
Ms. HALL. I would say-late 1985, probably.
Mr. BELNICK. Did Colonel North tell you what he and the Vice

President discussed on that occasion?
Ms. HALL. No, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. Is that the only occasion of which you are aware

that the Vice President telephoned Colonel North?
Ms. HALL. Yes.
Mr. BELNICK. How about any meetings between Colonel North

and the Vice President-are you aware of any?
Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. How many occasions?
Ms. HALL. I don't know exactly how many occasions. I would like

to explain the Vice President worked very closely on the hostage
situation and the families visited often and Colonel North handled
that issue so he was involved in meetings with the Vice President
on that subject.

Mr. BELNICK. Were these one-on-one meetings?
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Ms. HAnS. No, they were not, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. Are you aware of any meetings that were solely be-

tween the Vice President and Colonel North?
Ms. HAuL No, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. Michael Ledeen, how would you describe his rela-

tionship with Colonel North?
Ms. HAL. I would say they were friends and associates.
Mr. BELNICK. Did Michael Ledeen visit Colonel North's office fre-

quentl ?
Ms. HALL. Yes, he did.
Mr. BELNICK. For what purpose so far as you observed?
Ms. HALL. I believe Michael Ledeen was a consultant to the NSC

on terrorism. He came to the office to read daily DIA terrorism
summaries and monthly summaries. He was there for a reading
purpose.Mr. BzLNICK. And it was up to Colonel North to designate what

things he could read while Mr. Ledeen was in the office?
Ms. HALL. Outside of the daily summaries and monthly summa-

ries, yes.
Mr. BELNICK. Did you come to know Rich Miller and Spitz Chan-

nell while you were working for Colonel North?
Ms. HALL. Yes, I did.
Mr. BELNICK. What did you understand their role to be in rela-

tion to assistance for the Nicaraguan Freedom Fighters?
Ms. HALL. When I first met them, I understood they were trying

to get word out to educate the American people, to get the word
out about what the situation was in Central America through T.V.
commercials, advertisements and public speeches by Colonel .North.

Mr. BELNIcK. In the course of your activities, did you become
aware or come to form the impression that Mssrs. Miller and Chan-
nell were engaged in raising money for military assistance to. the
Contras?

Ms. HALL. I had on a few occasions received telephone calls from
Spitz Channell and his other co-workers outlining what they would
have liked Colonel North to say during meetings with their con-
tributors.

Mr. BELNICK. And-go on.
Ms. HALL. And some of the conversations were about money for

airstrips and helicopters, et cetera.
Mr. BLNICK. You took such messages from them and conveyed

them to Colonel North?
Ms. HAL. Not all of them. I took messages. We were working at

such a fast ace normally Colonel North was under a lot of pres-
sure. A lot of the messages did not get relayed.

Mr. BzLNICK. Did you ever become aware whether Colonel North
himself was engage in soliciting persons for financial aid to the
Contras?

Ms. HAmL. I didn't sit in on the meetings so I don't know if Colo-
nel North solicited these contributors or not.

Mr. BExiCK. Did you ever become aware from any other source,
recognizing you didn't sit in on the meetings, that Colonel North
was soliciting contributors to aid the Nicaraguan resistance?

Ms. HALU. I would have to answer the question, no, sir, because I
don't know that to be a fact.
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Mr. BELNICK. Did you come to know a Jonathan Miller during
your work for Colonel North?

Ms. HALL. Yes, I did.
Mr. BELNiCK. Who was he?
Ms. HALL. When I first met him he was an assistant to Ambassa-

sor Reich, who is head of the Public Diplomacy Section for Latin
America at the Department of State. Jonathan came to work with
our office very closely during our efforts to win the vote for aid to
the Contras.

Mr. BELNICK. Was he a frequent visitor to Colonel North's office?
Ms. HALL. Yes.
Mr. BELNICK. And you recognized he was working with Colonel

North on Central America, Nicaraguan affairs?
Ms. HALL. Yes.
Mr. BELNICK. You mentioned legislation. Did you know if he was

working on any cther matters with or for Colonel North relating to
Nicaragua?

Ms. HALL. I know that he knew Rich Miller, I believe he knew
Spitz Channell, and he worked with them in their efforts also.

Mr. BELNICK. Did you come to know a gentleman named William
Haskell while you worked for Colonel North?

Ms. HALL. Yes, I did.
Mr. BELNICK. Who was he?
Ms. HALL. I think Colonel North knew him as a friend, but I

knew that he worked at H&R Block.
Mr. BELNICK. Would you describe what he looked like?
Ms. HALL. A rather thin man, blond hair, glasses.
Mr. BELNICK. Did he have one eye?
Ms. HALL. I believe so, yes.
Mr. BELNICK. Did you come to know him by another name, as

well?
Ms. HALL. I never confirmed it, but my own instincts told me he

was the gentleman that I had heard referred to as Olmstead.
Mr. BELNICK. Did you ever learn precisely which activities Mr.

Haskell-Olmstead was working on with Colonel North?
Ms. HALL. No, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. All right. We mentioned before Shirley Napier,

General Secord's administrative assistant, and you have testified to
having delivered tapes to Miss Napier from time to time for the
KL-43 machine.

Do you recall that, apart from those occasions when you deliv-
ered tapes to Miss Napier, that she made deliveries of various
packages to you at the Old Executive Office Building?

Ms. HALL. I know that she delivered packages, yes.
Mr. BELNICK. Do you recall on how many occasions that hap-

pened?
Ms. HALL. I don't recall.
Mr. BELNICK. Do you know what those packages were?
Ms. HALL. No, I don't.
Mr. BELNiCK. Well, Miss Napier has testified to the committees

on deposition that she made between six and twelve deliveries to
you during 1986, and that on those occasions, except for one in par-
ticular that we will discuss, she delivered plain envelopes that con-
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tained what to her felt like a papery substance. She didn't know
what was inside.

Now, having described to you that testimony, does it refresh your
recollection at all about specific deliveries that Miss Napier made
to you at the OEOB?

Ms. HmAL. I'm sorry. It doesn't, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. You do recall, though, generally, that she made de-

liveries?
Ms. HALL. Yes.
Mr. BELNICK. Now, Miss Napier testified that specifically on

August 26, 1986, she delivered $16,000 in cash to you at the Old Ex-
ecutive Office Building, contained in a Federal Express envelope.

Do you recall an event such as that?
Ms. HALL. No, I don't, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. Miss Napier testified further that when she deliv-

ered this package to 'ou-and she said it was enclosed at the
time-that when she deliveredd this package to you, you spoke to
her and asked her-and I'll give you her testimony-whether you
had gone to Miami to get the package, or words to that effect.

Now, in fact, Miss Napier testified that she had picked up the
$16,000 in cash to be transmitted to Colonel North from an employ-
ee of Southern Air Transport in Miami. Again she testified that
she brought it back, gave it to you enclosed in a Federal Express
envelope at the OEOB downstairs and that, as she handed it to
you, you said to her, in words or substance, "Did you go to Miami
and get this or did you go down there today?"

Do you recall any conversation like that with Miss Napier?
Ms. HALL. Sir, I don't recall the situation, but I don't deny it.

There are a lot of things that I don't remember. I think I would
have remembered opening a package that contained $16,000.

Mr. BELNCK. You don't recall questioning Miss Napier or wheth-
er she had gone to Florida to pick something up for Colonel North?

Ms. HuL. I don't remember that specifically, but I don't deny it.
Mr. BELNICK. And Colonel North never told you to expect an im-

portant delivery, from Miss Napier or a delivery of cash from her?
Ms. HmL. I don't recall, sir. I can only offer an understanding

that maybe he-I expressed to him that Shirley was coming over
with a package and he said is it the one from Miami, and I took
those remarks that he made and also repeated them to her.

That is the only explanation I can give. I just don't recall the sit-
uation.

Mr. BELNICK. You don't have a recollection of it but, as you said,
you are not denying Miss Napier's testimony?

Ms. HAnL. Correct.
Mr. BzLNICK. I understand you told me there were lots of deliv-

eries to Colonel North's office during the years that you worked
there?

Ms. HALL. Yes, a lot. From all the different departments of the
government.

Mr. BzLmCK. Miss Hall, did there come a time when you became
aware of Colonel North's work on the Iran initiative?

Ms. HALL. Yes.
Mr. BELNICK. When do you recall first learning of that program?
Ms. HALL I believe it started with a visit by David Kimche.
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Mr. BRxqicK. Which would be the summer of 1985?
Ms. HiL. Correct.
Mr. BELNICK. Did Colonel North ever explain the program to

you?
Ms. HALL. No, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. But over the course of time you came to under-

stand that, among other things, it involved the transfer of U.S.
weapons to Iran, right?

Ms. HAuL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. That it also involved, as one of the objectives, the

release of American hostages that were then being held in Leba-
non?

Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. Were you ever told by Colonel North that the pro-

gram also involved using proceeds from the Iran arms sales for the
benefit of the Contras?

Ms. HALL. I don't recall that, sir, no.
Mr. BELNICK. Do you ever recall Colonel North joking with you

or joking in the office to the effect that he was stinging the Ayatol-
lah in the Iran arms program or that it was ironic that the Ayatol-
lah was paying to support the Contras' cause?

Ms. HALL. It is a little unclear to me, because I-I have a recol-
lection of something like that, but I'm not quite clear if it hap-
pened during the oice or at-it is something I thought of since
this story has broken. I'm not clear on that. It sounds familiar but
I'm not clear. I couldn't--

Mr. BELNICK. You don't have a specific recollection?
Ms. HALL. No, I don't.
Mr. BELNICK. Would you turn in your exhibit book, please, Miss

Hall, to the exhibit marked FH-8?
This is a memo which is dated "Release of American hostages in

Beirut," and as the members of the committee know, it was this
memo, discovered by one of the Attorney General's representatives
on November 22, 1986, which led to the announcement of the so-
called diversion at the Attorney General's press conference on No-
vember 25.

I've shown you this memo before. Do you recall, Miss Hall?
Ms. HALL. Yes.
Mr. BELNICK. Did you type it?
Ms. HALL. Yes, I did, sir.
Mr. BimNicK. In the upper right-hand corner of this memo, which

is otherwise undated, there is a handwritten notation, "April." Do
you see that?

Ms. HALL. Yes, I do.
Mr. BELNICK. Do you recognize that handwriting?
Ms. HALL. It is that of Colonel North.
Mr. BwLIcK. Colonel North.
Do you recall who prepared this document originally, that is,

who gave you the memo to take?
Ms. HALL. I believe Colonel North dictated it to me.
Mr. BzLNICK. You recall North dictating it to you and you typing

it from his dictation?
Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BXLNICK. Did the memo go through more than one draft?
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Ms. HALL. My recollection is that it did, sir.
Mr. BELCK. Is it your recollection also that one of the drafts

was sent out of the office to Admiral Poindexter?
Ms. HALL. I believe that Admiral Poindexter made some changes

to it, yes.
Mr. BELNICK. And you typed those changes and prepared an ad-

ditional draft?
Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. Do you recall whether this memorandum was ever

prepared and sent out in a final form?
Ms. HALL. I don't recall, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. Do you know if anyone else saw this memorandum

in draft or final other than you, of course, Colonel North, and Ad-
miral Poindexter?

Ms. HALL. I don't recall. I don't know.
Mr. BELNICK. You don't know.
If you look at exhibit 9, the next exhibit-excuse me, exhibit 8-A,

which we have also reviewed before, during your interviews, you
recognize that as another copy of the same memorandum without
the handwritten "April," right?

Ms. HALL. Yes.
Mr. BELNICK. And the other change we identified is that in the

second full paragraph, where it reads, "On September 13," Septem-
ber 13, is typed in whereas on the prior version we just looked at,
exhibit 8, 13 is written in by hand and 14 is crossed off?

Ms. HALL. Correct.
Mr. BELNICK. You prepared-that is, typed-both versions?
Ms. HALL. Yeu, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. I take it that looking at this other version does not

affect your recollection as to whether a final was prepared and sent
out ?

Ms. HALL. No, it doesn't. I just have to assume that it was typed
for a reason, that it went somewhere. I don't know where it went.

Mr. BELNICK. This memorandum, whether in form as exhibit 8 or
8A is in a form. that is different than the usual memoranda you
prepared for Colonel North at the NSC; am I right?

Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. I would like, just so that we can be clear, to review

with you what the general form and filing procedures were for in-
telligence-related documents that you prepared at the NSC.

Now, typically from the documents we have seen, there was a
cover sheet that was affixed to the memorandum; correct?

Ms. HALL. Yes.
Mr. BELNCK. That cover sheet would contain the classification of

the document, Top Secret, Secret, Code Word; correct?
Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. There would also be a routing slip that would tell

who the different people were who were to receive copies of the
documents; riht?

Ms. HALL. V es, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. And then we have seen of the memos themselves,

in the upper right corner, and we will be seeing documents like
that later in this examination, something that would say "System
4.1

75-542 - 88 - 16
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Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BKLNICK. And under that typically a number?
Ms. HA.L. Yes.
Mr. BELNICK. Now, would you describe-well, let's do it this way.
The NSC record-keeping system involved three different systems;r' ht?. HALL. Correct.

Mr. BELNICK. System 1, System 2, and System 3?
Ms. HALL. Yes.
Mr. BELNICK. There was no System 3?
Ms. HALL. Yes.
Mr. BELNICK. What were System 1 documents?
Ms. HALL. System 1 documents were routine, not sensitive docu-

ments.
Mr. BELNICK. Typically addressed administrative matters?
Ms. HALL. Correct.
Mr. BELNICK. What were System 2 documents?
Ms. HALL. System 2 were documents that were classified a little

more sensitive and they included National Security decision direc-
tives, meetings with Presidential minutes, et cetera.

Mr. BELNICK. Minutes of National Security Council meetings and
NSPG meetings; those would be System 2.Ms. HALL. Ys

Mr. BELNICK. Again, there was no System 3. Then we get to
System 4, which is the system document that you would ordinarily
be dealing with at Colonel North's office; right?

Ms. HALL. Well, we dealt with all three systems.
Mr. BELNICK. What was a System 4 document?
Ms. HALL. A System 4 document meant that the document in-

volved a lot of sensitivity and intelligence matters.
Mr. BELNICK. Those were the most sensitive documents you dealt

with at Colonel North's office; correct?
Ms. HALL. Correct.
Mr. BELNICK. Where were original System 4 documents filed?
Ms. HAu. After the action had been completed on the document,

the original document was returned to the security officer handling
System 4 and filed in his files.

Mr. BELNICK. Where was his office in relation to suite 302?
Ms. HALL. In relation to suite 302, it was right next door.
Mr. BELNICK. Who was the System 4 security officer at the NSC

during your tenure until November of 1986?
Ms. HALL. Jim Radzimski and then Brian Merchant.
Mr. BELNICK. Jim Radzimski until November, 1986, and Brian

Merchant took over in that month of November; right?
Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BzLNICK. Mr. Radzimski and Mr. Merchant reported to Ken-

neth DeGraffenreid?
Ms. HALL Yes, sir.
Mr.-BuicK. You knew him to be the head of the NSC's Intelli-

gence Directorate?
Ms. HAiL. Yes.
Mr. Bz NIcK. His assistant was named June Bartlett?
Ms. HAma Correct.
Mr. BELNICK. System 4 documents contained assigned numbers?
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Ms. HALL. Yes.
Mr. BELNICK. How did you get those numbers when you prepared

System 4 memoranda for Colonel North?
Ms. HALL. I would place a phone call to the Intelligence Director-

ate and ask for a System 4 number. They would rattle off a
number. I would type that on the document.

Mr. BELNICK. Again you would be requesting it from Radzimski's
office?

Ms. HALL. Correct.
Mr. BELNICK. If you decided not to do the document, or Colonel

North decided not to do the document, what became of the
number?

Ms. HALL. I would place a phone call back to the same director-
ate, Jim Radzimski, and tell him we no longer needed the number.

Mr. BELNICK. The number was returned to the security office?
Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. You don't know if it was used on another document

or not at that int?
Ms. HALL. No, I don't.
Mr. BELNICK. Once you finished a System 4 document, how was it

typically sent out, to the addressee who in the cases we deal with is
typically the National Security Adviser?

Ms. HALL. The package was in a pile. I Xeroxed a copy for my
chron and subject file, and the other person that had a need to
know for the package.

I would take the original and either hand deliver it across the
street to the West Wing where the National Security Adviser's
Office was, or I would have Jim Radzimski do it if I was being
rushed, if I was in a hurry, or perhaps I would envelope it and seal
it and indicate that it was classified and sensitive, and indicate it
was a System 4 document and put it in the NSC mailbox.

Mr. BELNICK. So one would copy at least went to the system secu-
rity officer at the Intelligence Directorate?

Ms. HALL. Yes, a copy went there.
Mr. BELNICK. The original to the addressee?
Ms. HALL. Yes.
Mr. BELNICK. If it were not a crisis-type document or a hurry-up

delivery, was the document supposed to be routed through the Ex-
ecutive secretariat to the NSC, National Security Adviser?

Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. But, as you've testified, at times if there was a

rush, some urgency attached to it, either you or someone else
would hand carry it directly to the West wing to the National Secu-
rity Adviser?

Ms. HALL. Correct.
Mr. BELNICK. We've seen System 4 memos prepared in Lt. Col.

North's office that from time to time contained the legend "Re-do,"
re-do on it. Are you familiar with that legend?

Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BwICK. What did that mean?
Ms. HALL. It meant a package had gone across the street. Some-

one along the line, either the Executive secretary or the deputy or
the National Security Adviser himself had requested changes and
it came back to our office, and we incorporated those changes and
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indicated that the original was left, as is with the changes, and a
new package was done, and to indicate it was changed, we wouldtype in "re-do."Mr. BELNICK. Re-do would be put on the revised document but

the original document would be maintained in the file and not de-stro 1iAL. L. Yes. I think that's the normal practice, yes.

Mr. BELNICK. Another legend we have seen on some of the
System 4 memos is one which reads "add-on." Are you familiar
with that legend?

Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. What did that mean?
Ms. HALL. A package had gone across the street and either gone

out to the agencies asking them to do something, they had respond-
ed. The idea was there was new material to be added to an original
package.

Mr. BELNICK. When that material was added, you typed "add-on"
to the front page?

Ms. HALL. Correct.
Mr. BELNCK. You would again preserve the original document. It

wouldn't be destroyed?
Ms. HALL. Yes.
Mr. BELNICK. If there had originally been a memo, say, from the

staff member to the Adviser and added to it was a proposed memo
from the adviser to the President, you would type "add-on" on the
front page?

Ms. HALL. Correct.
Mr. BELNICK. Another legend we have seen is one that reads"non-log." Non-log. Is that a legend you are familiar with?
Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. What did it mean?
Ms. HAnL. We used that in cases where it was-so administrative

it didn't warrant being in System 1 or it was so sensitive that we
didn't want to put it in System 4.

Mr. BELNICK. So this was a document that was being prepared
and sent outside the system.

Ms. HALL. It was being sent to the National Security Adviser. It
was not put into the system, series of systems.

Mr. BELNICK. It was outside the system?
Ms. HALL. Yes.
Mr. BELNICK. Was a copy of a non-log document sent to the

system security officer at the NSC?
Ms. HALL. No, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. Now looking again after that description at exhibit

8 or exhibit 8A, the so-called diversion memo, do you recall ever
preparing a document before, aside from this document, before or

r which didn't contain a to or a from?
Ms. HALL. I believe we have done attachments to documents

without a to or from. We have done issue type papers before, yes.
Mr. BELNICK. But those were attachments to memos that were to

somebody from somebody?
Ms. HALL. Yes.
Mr. BELNICK. And typically you also dated the memos you pre-

pared as well; correct?
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Ms. HALL. Normally, yes.
Mr. BELNICK. And this memo as we have it doesn't have a date

on it; right?
Ms. HALL. Correct.
Mr. BELNicK. Can you account for the fact that it's undated?
Ms. HALL. It could have been that it went through so many reiter-

ations that it was cumbersome to put a date on or that for some
reason Colonel North told me not to or I just forgot.

Mr. BELNICK. Do you have a recollection of why there is no date
on it?

Ms. HALL. No, I don't sir.
Mr. BELNICK. Do you have a recollection of why there is no

system number on it?
Ms. HALL. No, I don't.
Mr. BELNICK. Do you know or recall whether Colonel North told

you that this document was to be handled as non-log or outside the
system?

Ms. HALL. I believe he probably indicated that. I don't have a
specific recollection.

Mr. BELNICK. Do you know why this document dosen't have the
name of an addressee or a writer on it?

Ms. HALL. No, I don't, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. Is it possible, Ms. Hall, this document is only part

of a larger memo?
Ms. HALL. I have no idea, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. You don't recall?
Ms. HALL. I don't recall.
Mr. BELNICK. Now you mentioned that you maintained subject

and chronological files of memoranda?
Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. Did you maintain those in your office?
Ms. HALL. Yes.
Mr. BEuICK. Where did you keep those files?
Ms. HALL. The chron files in Suite 302 were placed in a cabinet

that stood between-behind my desk and Barbara Brown's desk.
The subject files were spread out through the office according to
the different files.

Mr. BELNICK. Do you recall whether you made copies of this doc-
ument, exhibit 8 or 8A, and put copies in your subject and chron
files.

Ms. HALL. I don't have a specific recollection, no. But it normally
would have been done, yes.

Mr. BELNICK. Normal lyit would have been your practice to put
completed memos in those files?

Ms. HALL. Yes. And in the chron and subject file also.
Mr. BELNICK. Apart from this exhibit, Ms. Hall, do you have a

recollection of typing any other documents which referred to the
use of proceeds from the Iranian arms sales on behalf of the Con-
tras?

Ms. HALL. No, I don't, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. You recognize this document, you have seen it

before, contains such a reference?
Ms. HALL. Yes.
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Mr. BELNICK. And you don't recall Colonel North making any
particular mention of that when he dictated it to you or after-
wards?

Ms. HALL. I don't have a specific recollection, no, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. Now you knew, of course, and have testified that

Colonel North was involved in helping the Contra cause against
the Sandinistas; correct?

Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. You knew that Colonel North met not infrequently

with Contra leaders, Messrs. Cruz, Robelo, and Calero?
Ms. HALL. Yes.
Mr. BELNICK. And you knew they communicated from time to

t1ime?
Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. Did you know at any time while you worked for

Colonel North that Colonel North was in any way involved in
paying or otherwise transferring funds to any of those Contra lead-
ers or Contra supporters?

Ms. HALL. I don't know that to be a fact. I do have a recollection
of once seeing a spiral notebook Colonel North kept. I believe I saw
him writing in it once or twice. It had names and dollar amounts
in it.

Mr. BELNICK. This was a ledger you saw Colonel North writing in
in his office?

Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. Just describe what it looked like, please.
Ms. HALL. The way I remember it, it was very similar to some-

thing you might buy in a Hallmark Card store. It was a manila col-
ored spiral square type calendar. I believe if my recollection s_.
right that he flipped to the back of it where they allow you to write
notes. That is where the ledger was kept.

Mr. BELNICK. Where did you see that ledger?
Ms. HALL. The last time I remember really seeing it I believe is

in room 392.
Mr. BELNICK. Which would have been before May 1986?
Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. You saw Colonel North writing in the ledger?
Ms. HALL. I believe so, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. And you remember seeing a page open with names

and columns on it?
Ms. HALL. Yes.
Mr. BELNICK. Do you recall any of the names?
Ms. HALL. I don't have a specific recollection, no, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. Do you have any recollection?
Ms. HALL. My feeling, my assumption is it had to do with Cen-

tral America.
Mr. BELNICK. The Contras?
Ms. HALL. Yes.
Mr. BELNICK. Can you recall any specific name that was on that

ledger?
Ms. HALL. I don't recall-I don't have a picture of the ledger in

my mind, sir, but I would say that it probably had Calero and Cruz
and others on it.

Mr. BELNICK. You saw numbers?
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Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. Did you understand these based on what you saw

to be dollar amounts?
Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. Do you recall what the magnitude was of any of

those dollar amounts?
Ms. HALL. No, I don't, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. No recollection of that whatsoever?
Ms. HALL. No, sir. I would like to add I did not open the note-

book at any time or question Colonel North on that notebook. I
merely was walking in the office and noticed the notebook was
there. I did not take any hard looks at it.

Mr. BELNICK. Do you know where Colonel North kept that ledger
or notebook?

Ms. HALL. I don't recall, sir. Not really. I think that he might
have kept it to the right of his old desk in 392 where there were
some drawers.

Mr. BELNICK. In any event, he never asked you to make entries
in it or file it?

Ms. HALL. No, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. You never saw it again after you moved from the

old office to Suite 302?
Ms. HALL. I don't recall, sir. I recall seeing it after 392.
Mr. BELNICK. You recall hearing rumors around your office that

Colonel North kept cash in Suite 302 or Suite 392?
Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. Were those fairly widespread stories?
Ms. HALL. I think they were within office.
Mr. BELNICK. What do you recall hearing?
Ms. HALL. I don't have a specific recollection. I just have a feel-

ing of that. Just a moment, sir.
As you know, sir, you have brought to my attention the-fact that

I was given three traveler's checks.
Mr. BELNICK. We will get to that.
Ms. HALL. Well, it is hard for me to explain to you why I have

this feeling. That would help in this case.
Mr. BELNICK. We will go to the traveler's checks in one second.

Let me just ask whether you ever asked Colonel North about any
of the stories you heard concerning the possibility that he kept
cash in the office.

Ms. HALL. Absolutely not.
Mr. BELNICK. Do you know whether he was familiar with those

stories?
Ms. HALL. I would assume so, yes.
Mr. BELNICK. Did you ever hear him make a statement of anger

or denial about such stories being passed around the office?
Ms. HALL. No, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. Did you have the impression that the stories were

true?
Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. Now, as you referred to moments ago, I had asked

you at one point during our interviews whether you had ever re-
ceived or borrowed cash from Colonel North, and in one of our ear-
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lier interviews you had recalled an occasion when you thought you
had borrowed some 20 dollars from him; correct?

Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. And then subsequently, the committees came into

the possession of certain documents, including travelers checks,
which I showed you, and copies of which now appear as exhibit 7 in
your binder.

Do you recall that?
Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. Now, having looked at those travelers checks

during our interviews, and you see them again now, it is FH-7.
Until I showed you the traveler's checks, you did not recall this

event; is that correct, Ms. Hall?
Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. Having seen the traveler's checks, copies of which

are on exhibit 7, you recognize your signature in both places on the
three checks?

Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. Three checks totaling $60, each for $20?
Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. They are dated June 21, June 22, and June 23 of

1985. Looking at the calendar, we established that June-that that
was a weekend, beginning with Friday, June 21?

Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. With those facts, what do you recall about these

checks and your obtaining them from Colonel North?
Ms. HALL. I recall June 21 was a Friday. We were working late,

and I was planning a weekend to the beach, but yet the banks had
closed. I didn't have any cash to go to the beach with, and I recall
that I asked Colonel North to borrow some money. At the time I
thought it was $20. It appears now I asked for $60 and Colonel
North obviously handed me $60 in traveler's checks.

- Mr. BELNICK. Do you recall where Colonel North physically took
the checks from?

Ms. HALL. No, I don't, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. Did he get them from his desk, from his pocket,

from one of the safes?
Ms. HALL. I don't recall, sir--I don't believe I was present in the

room when he gave them to me. I think I would have remembered.
Mr. BELNICK. Where do you think he was and where were you

when he went to get the checks?
Ms. HALL. I would have to say I was probably outside at my desk

and had asked him earlier for-and maybe gone back in and he al-
ready had them out. I just don't recall where he got them from.

Mr. BELNICK. You have no recollection whether they were on his
desk or whether he took out a wad of traveler's checks or went to a
safe?

Ms. HALL. No, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. Now, when he handed you the checks, did he say

anything?
Ms. AALL. My recollection is that he said, "Make sure you

return-pay bac the money. It is not mine."
Mr. BELNICK. Referring to the traveler's checks?
Ms. HALL. Correct.
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Mr. BELNICK. You cashed them that weekend, as indicated, at a
gas station, a market, and a beach package store?

Ms. HALL. Yes.
Mr. BELNICK. And you subsequently repaid Colonel North?
Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. Was there ever any other occasion when you saw

Colonel North with traveler's checks or-saw Colonel North with
traveler's checks?

Ms. HALL. I don't recall, sir. No, I don't believe I have ever seen
him with travelers checks.

Mr. BELNICK. Any other occasion on which you borrowed money
from Colonel North?

Ms. HALL. No.
Mr. BELNICK. When Colonel North gave you the checks, or

during the ensuing weekend, did you happen to notice that they
were drawn on a bank in Central America?

Ms. HALL. At the time, yes, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. Did you find that curious?
Ms. HALL. I found it unusual.
Mr. BELNICK. And did you ask Colonel North how he happened to

have travelers checks that were drawn on a Central American
bank?

Ms. HALL. No, I didn't, sir. It was my policy not to ask question
It was just something---

Mr. BELNICK. Did you ask Colonel North where he got the travel-
ers checks from?

Ms. HALL. No, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. And he didn't volunteer any of that information?
Ms. HALL. No, sir.
Mr. BELNICj-a.Nu w, can you i-ecall-another incident sometime

after June of 1986, which also adds to your impression that Colonel
North was dealing to some extent with cash?

Ms. HALL. I am sorry. Can you repeat the question?
Mr. BELNICK. Let me take it this way. Do you recall a gentleman

called Father Dowling, Father Tom Dowling?
Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. Who did you understand Father Dowling to be?
Ms. HALL. I understood him to be a priest, and I think that he

dealt with Colonel North regarding Central America.
Mr. BELNICK. You thought Father Dowling was a priest based

upon the clerical garb he wore?
Ms. HALL. Correct.
Mr. BELNICK. Did Colonel North ever tell you he was a priest?
Ms. HALL. No, but I have seen the father in his clerical garb

before.
Mr. BELNICK. You knew him as somebody who had an interest in

Central America?
Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. He was a frequent caller at the office?
Ms. HALL. I would say so, yes.
Mr. BELNICK. Do you recall Colonel North arranged a photo op-

portunity for Father Dowling and another priest in June of 1986, a
photo opportunity with the President?

Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
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Mr. BELNICK. Now, the other priest, Mr. Chairman, with the
committee's permission we will refer to as "Father Z," because the
name is protected and we have been asked to use that formulation.-

Father Z is someone you associated with Father Dowling, as well,
correct?

Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. And he was a Nicaraguan priest?
Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. And he, too, joined Father Dowling at the photo op-

portunity that Colonel North set up in June of 1986 with the Presi-
dent?

Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. Sometime following that event, when you saw

Father Dowling, Father Z, and Colonel North, do you recall receiv-
ing a telephone call from Father Dowling, who was upset about a
matter?

Ms. HALL. Yes, sir. He had called a couple of times, I believe, and
expressed that Mr. Z had not received what he was waiting for.
And I think the last time I remember Father Dowling calling, he
was very desperate, and Colonel North happened to be leaving the
office at the time, and I expressed to him Father Dowling's des-
peration.

He said, "Get Rich Miller on the phone and make sure that he
takes care of that."

Colonel North left. I placed a call to Rich Miller and expressed
the fact that Father Dowling had called and that Father Z had not
received what he was expecting.

Mr. BELNICK. Did you associate that request and that event with
a transfer of funds?

Ms. HALL. That was my association.
Mr. BELNICK. Based on something that was said to you on the

phone by Father Dowling?
Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. So, from those events, that call, the travelers

checks and the ledger, you formed the impression that Colonel
North was dealing to some extent with money and it related to the
Contras?

Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. I would like to turn now to the Iran matter and the

events of November. But before we do, I want to clear up one other
point that has been raised before the committees. Do you remem-
ber a time in or about early June of 1986, when you were asked by
Colonel North to type an account number on a card?

Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. And do you recall Assistant Secretary Elliott

Abrams was present at that time?
Ms. HALL. I thought there was someone else, but now I realize it

was Secretary Abrams, yes.
Mr. BELNICK. Your best recollection now is that Secretary

Abrams was present?
Ms. HAuL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. This was in your office at Suite 302?
Ms. HL. Yes, sir.

- I
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Mr. BELNICK. And would you describe please for the committees
what happened?

Ms. HALL. I was sitting at my desk, Colonel North passed me a
piece of paper with an account number on it and asked me to type
it. I pulled out a 3-by-5 index card, typed what I saw, and returned
the slip of paper he had given me and the card.

Mr. BELNICK. To Colonel North?
Ms. HALL. Yes. -
Mr. BELNICK. As far as you know, you typed on the card precisely

the account number which Colonel North gave you on the slip of
paper?....M s. _H ALL. Y es, sir... . . .... .... .... .... .

Mr. BELNICK. And you understand from subsequent events that
that is the account number which has come into controversy in
connection with a contribution from Brunei?

Ms. HALL. Yes, sir. "
Mr. BELNICK. When you handed the paper-after you handed the

paper and the card with the number to Colonel North typed as you
saw the number on the slip, that was the last time you saw or
heard about that?

Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. Turning to the events of November 1986, you recall

early in the month of November the foreign press broke the story
about the Iran initiative?

Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. Shortly thereafter, you were aware the NSC staff

was working on preparing a chronology of events relative to the
Iran initiative?

Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. What did you learn about the preparation of that

chronology at the time?
Ms. HALL. Colonel North was preparing it. I assume at the direc-

tion of the National Security Adviser, and I don't know who else to
set the record straight.

Mr. BELNICK. Did you hear any discussion of events to be put
back in or left out of that chronology?

Ms. HALL. I don't recall, no.
Mr. BELNICK. You recall participating to the extent of helping

type the various drafts of the chronology?
Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. You recall also an occasion when Mr. McFarlane

came into your office during the preparation of the chronologies.
Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. And typed an insert using the PROFs machine in

Colonel North's inside office?
Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. Did anyone tell you specifically what the purpose

of these Iran chronologies was?
Ms. HALL. I don't recall, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. You recall November 21 was a Friday in 1986.
Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. Would you turn to exhibit FH-9, the second page of

the exhibit has Colonel North's calendar entries for that day. You
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see two references on that day, Friday November 21, to Michael
Ledeen?

Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. Do you recall whether Mr. Ledeen was in the office

on that day?
Ms. HALL. My recollection is that-the appointment that shows

11 o'clock, I believe Mr. Ledeen was not held in our office. I did not
know at the time where the meeting was held. The later meeting
at 2:30 I believe Michael probably came to the office, that is my
recollection.

Mr. BELNICK. Do you recall what Mr. Ledeen did in the office on
that day?

Ms. HA. I have no idea, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. Do you know what was discussed at the earlier

meeting outside of the office among Messrs. McFarlane, Ledeen
and North?

Ms. HALL. I have no idea, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. Now, there is also an entry on the calendar for No-

vember 21, at 5:30, Tom Green.
Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. Do you recall whether Mr. Green was in the office

on that day at or about that time?
Ms. HALL. I don't believe he was, sir. I think he picked up Colo-

nel North outside the office.
Mr. BELNICK. Did you know who Tom Green was as of November

21, 1986?
Ms. HALL. I knew that Tom Green was a lawyer.
Mr. BELNICK. And had you had occasion to place calls to him and

take calls from him while you were working for Colonel North?
Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. And did such calls occur both before and after May

of 1986?
Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. Did you know what Colonel North's business was

with Mr. Green on any of those occasions?
Ms. HALL. No, I didn't, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. Did you know whether Mr. Green was representing

Colonel North-at any time up to November 21, 1986?
Ms. HALL. No, I didn't.
Mr. BELNICK. You knew he was a lawyer, Tom Green?
Ms. HALL. Yes.
Mr. BELNICK. Did you know who he was a lawyer for?
Ms. HAL. No.
Mr. BELNICK. Now, sometime during the afternoon on Friday,

November 21, 1986, did Colonel North hand you several documents
and ask you to make changes?

Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. Would you describe generally what he handed to

you and what he asked you to do?
Ms. HAL. I was sitting at my desk, and he came outside his

office and handed me three or four original System 4 packages
with changes indicated on them, I believe, in red or blue, I think-I
am not sure-and asked me to make the changes, and I did so.

Mr. BELNICK. These were handwritten changes?
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Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. And they were handwritten changes on original

System 4 documents?
Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BELNICi. So, as far as you knew where had those original

System 4 documents been up until that point?
Ms. HALL. I have no idea, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. Did you recognize them as completed documents?
Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. So that, ordinarily those documents would have

been in the original files maintained by the System 4 security offi-
cer right next door to your office, correct?

Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BJELNICK. Who by that time in November was Brian Mer-

chant?
Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. Did you recognize the handwriting on the original

System 4 documents that Colonel North gave you?
Ms. HALL. Yes, sir'.
Mr. BELNICK. Whose handwriting was it?
Ms. HALL. Colonel North's.
Mr. BELNICK. Up until that time, Ms. Hall, had you ever been

asked by Colonel North or anyone else to make changes to original,
completed System 4 documents?

Ms. HALL. I don't believe so, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. Did you make the changes that Colonel North indi-

cated?
Ms. HALL. Yes.
Mr. BELNICK. And did you destroy the marked-up originals that

Colonel North gave you with the changes written in?
Ms. HALL. Yes, I did.
Mr. BELNICK. Did Colonel North ask you to destroy those

marked-up originals?
Ms. HALL. I don't know if he told me to destroy them or if I de-

stroyed them on my own initiative.
Mr. BELNICK. You understand from the circumstances exactly

what you were expected to do?
Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. Now, there were various action lines on these

memos, which we will review, for approved or disapproved check
marks, correct?

Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. And once you revised -or altered the documents and

came up with altered originals, did you go back and check those
boxes as indicated?

Ms. HALL. Yes. I asked Colonel North what he wanted me to do
and he said, "Just go ahead and check them," and I checked them
as I thought that they reflected the other originals.

Mr. BELNICK. And Colonel North made it a practice usually of
putting his initial "N" on the front of documents, correct?

Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. And did you put his "N" on each of the altered

originals which you prepared?
Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
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Mr. BELNICK. Now, you will recall that when we spoke in the ab-
sence of the documents you could not remember the specific docu-
ments or the specific changes that you made.

Ms. HALL. That is correct, sir.
Mr. BELMCK. Did you pay attention to any of those changes

when Colonel North handed you the documents and said, "Here,
make these changes"?

Ms. HALL. No, I didn't.
Mr. BELNICK. Did you ask Colonel North why he wanted you to

make those changes?
Ms. HALL. No, I didn't.
Mr. BELNICK. Did you read the changes that he made?
Ms. HALL. No, I didn't.
Mr. BELNICK. Did you appreciate the significance of the changes

that Colonel North was asking you to make to those original
System 4 documents?

Ms. HALL. No, I didn't.
Mr. BELNICK. Weren't you curious?
Ms. HALL. It was a policy of mine not to ask questions and just to

follow instructions. I believed in Colonel North and what he was
doing. I had no right to question him.

Mr. BELNICK. And so you took the original documents and made
the changes that Colonel North told you to make?

Ms. HALL. Yes, I did.
Mr. BELNICK. And again, absent anything else, you could not

recall what those documents were by substance or what the
changes were that Colonel North asked you to make?

Ms. HALL. That is correct.
Mr. BELNICK. But you did recall one or so of the System 4 num-

bers that were on the documents?
Ms. HALL. I believe I recall a System 4 number, yes.
Mr. BELNICK. And we then subsequently found the handwritten

note which we showed you containing System 4 numbers. You
recall that?

Ms. HALL. Yes.
Mr. BELNICK. Would you look at FH exhibit 1? Now, FH exhibit

, Ms. Hall, is a note which was produced to us by the White
House. It contains various System 4 numbers. That is the note we
showed you that helped refresh your recollection and, indeed, lead us
to copies of the altered documents, correct?

Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. Do you recognize whose handwriting that note is

in?
Ms. HALL. Mr. McFarlane's.
Mr. BELNICK. Do you recall when you first saw this handwritten

note by Mr. McFarlane, FH exhibit 1?
Ms. HALL. I believe it was in the summer of 1985.
Mr. BELNICK. Where did you see it?
Ms. HALL. It was taped to the ledge of Colonel North's desk in

suite 392.
Mr. BELNICK. Taped to the ledge near his computer terminal?
Ms. HAL. Yes, sir.
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Mr. BELNICK. Do you associate first seeing FH-1 with the time
that congressional inquiries were under way into Colonel North's
activities on behalf of the Contras?

Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. You were familiar at the time that Congressman

Hamilton and Congressman Barnes had made such inquiry?
Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. Do you recall that documents were being pulled

from System 4 files around that time as part of the response to the
inquiry?

Ms. HALL. I don't recall, sir, no.
Mr. BELNICK. But you do associate this list of numbers by Mr.

McFarlane with those inquiries?
Ms. HALL. Yes.
Mr. BELNICK. The sheet of handwritten numbers remain taped to

Colonel North's desk until the time you moved in May, 1986?
Ms. HALL. Yes.
Mr. BELNICK. By the way, was the circle around the No. 401214

there at the time you first saw the note?
Ms. HALL. I don't believe so, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. Was the word "cover" on the note?
Ms. HALL. Yes.
Mr. BELNICK. And the inscription on the right below 19 either

January or June on the note, do you recall seeing that when it was
taped to the desk?

Ms. HALL. No.
Mr. BELNICK. Do you know what that note refers to?
Ms. HALL. No, I don't, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. Do you recognize it as the name of an Israeli news-

paper?
Ms. HALL. No, I don't.
Mr. BELNICK. So you saw the list just with the numbers and the

word "cover"?
Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. Would you take a look at Fawn Hall exhibit 1A.

This is another version of the same note with some text at the
bottom, which I'll read into the record.

"All originals attached except 401214 according to computer, all
copies of 401214 were destroyed. Please return these documents to
me when --,u have finished. Brian."

Do you recognize that handwriting?
Ms. HALL. I don't recognize the handwriting, sir, but the name I

associate with Brian Merchant, the Systems 4 keeper.
Mr. BELNICK. There is another handwritten note at the bottom

which reads: "Signed out to Oliver North, J.B." Do you recognize
that handwriting?

Ms. HALL. Again, I do not recognize the handwriting. J.B., I asso-
ciate with June Bartlett, DeGraffenreid's secretary.

Mr. BELNICK. Based on this note, it appears that the documents
were at least first requested if not signed out on November 21,
1986, which is the date that you were handed original System 4
documents to alter, correct?

Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
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Mr. BELNICK. You did not see this note at the bottom prior to our
interviews.

Ms. HALL. That's right.
Mr. BELNICK. Now, Ms. Hall, there was another way that you

were able to help us identify the altered and unaltered documents,
and I would like you to please turn to FH exhibit 2. That exhibit is
on a letterhead which reads "National Security Council" in the
center. And over on the left, it reads "Memorandum." Correct?

Ms. HALL. Yes.
Mr. BELNICK. That form of letterhead was in use during 1985,

correct?
Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mi. BELNICK. Was that form of letter head discontinued by 1986?
Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. Now, would you take a look at Fawn Hall exhibit

2A. You will see that's on a letterhead which doesn't have the
word "memorandum," correct?

Ms. HALL. Yes.
Mr. BELNICK. And in the center it not only reads National Secu-

rity Council, but it also contains Washington, D.C., and the zip
code, right?

Ms. HALL. Yes.
Mr. BELNICK. That form of paper was in use at the NSC in No-

vember of 1985, was it not?
Ms. HALL. Yes.
Mr. BELNICK. But never for memos from the staff to the National

Security Adviser?
Ms. HALL. I don't believe it was supposed to be used for that pur-

pose, no.
Mr. BELNICK. So that in 1985, you would not have prepared a

memo such as exhibit 2A on that National Security Council letter-
head.

Ms. HALL. That's correct.
Mr. BELNICK. You would have prepared it on the form of letter-

head we saw on exhibit 2?
Ms. HALL. Yes.
Mr. BELNICK. But by 1986, November 1986, when you were asked

to make altered versions of certain documents, that memo letter-
head had been discontinued, correct?

Ms. HALL. Yes.
Mr. BELNICK. So that all you had was the letterhead we see on

exhibit 2A, National Security Council, Washington, D.C.?
Ms. HALL. Yes.
Mr. BELNICK. Which indicates to you that that document wasn't

prepared in 1985?
Ms. HALL. Yes.
Mr. BELNICK. Now, I would like to go through the documents.

Let's begin, if we may, Miss Hall, with exhibit FH-2, which is a
memorandum to Mr. McFarlane from Lt. Col. North, dated Febru-
ary 6, 1985, and the subject is Nicaraguan arms shipments.

Do you have that document before you?
Ms. HA.L. Yes, I do.
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Mr. BELNICK. We also have a blow-up of the document on the
wall to the right. You notice the System 4 number is 402003, cor-
rect?

Ms. HALL. Yes.
Mr. BELNICK. And that is one of the numbers which appears on

the handwritten list, FH exhibit 1?
Ms. HALL. Yes.
Mr. BELNICK. Now, this document was prepared originally on or

about February 6, 1985, as the date indicates, and you have no in-
dependent recollection, as we have established, of what the docu-
ment contained then and what changes were made in the docu-
ment on November 21, 1986.

Ms. HALL. That's correct.
Mr. BELNJCK. Let's then review the document for the committee

and let me explain the coloring on the document as they've been
put up.

On the original document material that's deleted is highlighted
in blue ink on what we believe to be the altered version of the doc-
ument. Material that was put in that did not appear on the origi-
nal document is highlighted in orange.

Now, going through exhibit 2, exhibit 2 in its original form,
where the blue highlighting occurs, was a memorandum from Lt.
Col. North to Mr. McFarlane, in which he advised that a Nicara-
guan merchant ship was unloading cargo in Asia and, in the
blacked-out portion, was taking on lethal cargo, weapons, for the
Contras at a certain other spot in the East.

Colonel North then goes on, as you see at the bottom of page 1 of
exhibit 2, to present three options to Mr. McFarlane for dealing
with that vessel. He says that the shipment of weapons could be
seized and the weapons could be delivered to the Nicaraguan resist-
ance, or he says the ship could be sunk, or he says publicity could
be given to the shipment and the parties involved in order to pre-
vent the delivery that way.

If we then turn to the second page of exhibit 2, Colonel North
provides Mr. McFarlane additional details concerning the possibili-
ty of having Mr. Calero and his people assist in some way with pre-
venting the delivery of those weapons to Nicaragua. And the memo
concludes with a recommendation that Mr. McFarlane authorize
Mr. Calero to be provided with information on this ship and to be
approached on the matter of seizing or sinking it.

Beneath that there is a handwritten notation and, Miss Hall, do
you recognize that as Admiral Poindexter's writing?

Ms. HALL. Yes, I do.
Mr. BELNICK. And the notation in Admiral Poindexter's writing

reads, "We need to take action to make sure the ship does not
arrive in Nicaragua."

Before we go to the other version of exhibit 2, once you made the
changes and you destroyed the marked-up originals, what were you
going to do with the altered originals?

Ms. HALL. The altered originals I planned to Xerox and replace
the chron copy and the subject file copy and then return the origi-
nal altered document to the System 4 keeper.
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Mr. BELNICK. At that time you recognized that you had your own
copies in your subject and chron files in the office of the same doc-
uments that Colonel North was asking you to change, right?

Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. So to complete the alteration process and to make

it effective, you knew you had to substitute the new, altered origi-
nal for the copies that were in your files and get rid of those copies,
right?

Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. And to complete the process finally, you under-

stood that you had to then get the altered original back to Mr.
Merchant's shop to be refiled, right?

Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. Did you ever get past the step of destroying the

original originals that Colonel North had marked up?
Ms. HALL. I restored the originals, made the changes, assembled

the packages, began to Xerox them, and I was stopped in the proc-
ess by what I now think is probably the shredding incident.

Mr. BELNICK. Which we'll get to.
In any event, you were interrupted while you were making

copies or endeavoring to make copies of the documents, the altered
originals, correct?

Ms. HALL. Yes.
Mr. BELNICK. So you never had the opportunity to get out of your

files the copies of the unaltered documents.
Ms. HML. Yes, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. Or to get the altered originals back to the Security

Office?
Ms. HALL. Yes.
Mr. BELNICK. Which accounts for why two copies of each docu-

ment were found ultimately in the files?
Ms. HALL. Yes.
Mr. BELNICK. Having gone through exhibit 2, we will take a look

at FH exhibit 2A.-You will notice that bears the same system four
number as exhibit 2, correct, 402003; right?

Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. But now that two-page memo concernifig the ship

Monimbo and its proposed weapons delivery to Nicaragua has been
shrunk to a one-page memo, correct?

Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. And that memo deletes all discussion of the three

options that Colonel North had put to McFarlane, "sink, seize or
publicize;" right?

Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. And what is inserted in place of any of those op-

tions or any discussion of the Contras' helping with an operation th
seize the ship is a recommendation in effect to declassify the infor-
mation that Colonel North had about the ship so it could be print-
ed in the overseas' news media?

Ms. HALL. Yes.
Mr. BELNICK. And we believe this to be one of the documents

that you were asked to prepare on November 21, correct, Ms. Hall?
Ms. HALL. Yes.
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Mr. BELNICK. Again, it is on letterhead that you would not have
been using for such a memo in 1985?

Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. And that appears to be your "N" next to Oliver

North's name?
Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. Now, I notice that the approved box in exhibit 2A

is checked. There is no check on the approved line in exhibit 2, the
original memo. Do you have any recollection of whether you were
asked specifically to check the approved box on 2A?

Ms. HALL. I believe, I mean I don't have a specific recollection, I
believe that I probably saw Admiral Poindexter's handwriting and
realized I couldn't exactly re-do that, and decided just to check the
approved line, which is similar to his comment.

Mr. BELNICK. And, again, if you had been able to finish the proc-
ess, what the files would have been left with is what we see as ex-
hibit 2A, there would have been no exhibit 2, including no hand-
written notation by Admiral Poindexter?

Ms. HALL. That is correct.
Mr. BELNICK. Let's turn then if we may to the next document,

which is FH exhibit 3. That document bears the System 4, No.
400215, and again, Ms. Hall, that is one of the numbers on the
McFarlane handwritten list, exhibit 1, is it not?

Ms. HALL. Yes, it is.
Mr. BELNICK. This was a document prepared originally on or

about March 5, 1985. It is a memo from Colonel North to Mr.
McFarlane and it pertains to aid to the Nicaraguan resistance from
a certain Central American country, the name of which has been
deleted from the unclassified version of this memo.

Now, in this memo, as we see from reading it, Colonel North pro-
oses to Mr. McFarlane that Mr. McFarlane send a memo to the
ecretary of State, to the Secretary of Defense, to the Director of

Central Intelligence and to the chairman of the Joint Chiefs of
Staff asking for their views on increased United States assistance
to this Central American country and proposing that such in-
creased assistance be given.

Colonel North then goes on in exhibit 3 to say to Mr. McFarlane
that the real purpose of the proposed memo to the cabinet officers
would be to find a way to compensate the Central American coun-
try for the extraordinary assistance that that country had been fur-
nishing to the Nicaraguan Freedom Fighters by facilitating the de-
livery, of lethal assistance, weapons, through the provision of false
end-user certificates.

And Colonel North goes on to point out to Mr. McFarlane on
page 2 of exhibit 3 that the proposed memo to the senior cabinet
officials does not refer to any of those arrangements which had
been made by the Central American country-to help the Freedom
Fighters.

The recommendation is that Mr. McFarlane sign the proposed
memo to the senior cabinet officers and send it along, a memo
which contained, as Colonel North put it, no reference to the real
purpose of the recommendation.

And then, as you will see, there were various attachments, the
first being the proposed memo to the Secretaries, the DCI and the
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chairman of the Joint Chiefs, the second being copies of the false
end-user certificates, and the third being a wish list of military
equipment requirements for the Contras which Colonel North also
refers to in his memo to Mr. McFarlane.

And, again, as far as you know, Ms. Hall, you would have pre-
pared this document that is typed for Colonel North back in March
of 1985?

Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. Now, let's look then at exhibit FH-3A. It bears the

same System 4 number as exhibit 3, does it not, 400215?
Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. Only it is on the letterhead that you wouldn't have

used in 1985, correct?
Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. That looks like your N next to Oliver North's

name?
Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. The subject is the same subject as exhibit 3 in its

1985 manifestation, namely aid to the Nicaraguan resistance by
the same unidentified here Central American country, only now
that two page memo has been reduced to two paragraphs, the first
of which tells Mr. McFarlane that there is a proposed memo to the
senior cabinet members, asking for their views on assistance-in-
creased assistance to the Central American country and the second
of which simply says that your memo, Mr. McFarlane, also urges
that we provide the assistance and the approved box is checked and
again you recall it would have been you who checked the approved
box on exhibit 3A?

Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. Now I notice that exhibit 3A although it no longer

refers in text to the real purpose of the attached memo or to the
end-user certificates continues to attach or to indicate an attach-
ment of end-user certificates, and the wish list of weapons for the
Contras, all reference to which had been deleted from the memo
itself; correct?

Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. We've talked about that. Can you account for why

the end-user certificates and the military equipment wish list were
left in when the references to them were the object of Colonel
North's deletions?

Ms. HALL. All I can say is that-emphasize the fact that I didn't
read the changes that were being made or else I would have real-
ized to remove the attachments and also emphasize the fact that
Colonel North to my recollection did not give me further instruc-
tions other than to change them.

Mr. BELNICK. You were uneasy while you were making these
changes, weren't you?

Ms. HALL. I felt a little bit of uneasiness when he asked me to do
it, but again as I stated, I believe in Colonel North, and I know
that there must have been a good reason why he was asking me to
do this, and I-I did as I was told.

Mr. BELNICK. Did you know at the time that Colonel North asked
you to do this that the President of the United States had asked
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the Attorney General to make an inquiry into the facts concerning
the delivery and sale of American weapons to Iran?

Ms. HALL. I do not recall that, no.
Mr. BELNICK. Did Colonel North mention to you that he knew

the Attorney General had been asked to undertake that assign-
ment and would be coming to the office to review documents or
that his representatives would be coming the very next morning?

Ms. HALL. No, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. You did not know any of those things when you

made the changes that Colonel North requested; right?
Ms. HALL. No, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. While you were making the changes, did anybody

come over to your desk?
Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. Who was that?
Ms. HALL. Commander Craig Coy.
Mr. BELNICK. What did you do when Commander Coy approached

your desk while you were altering the documents?
Ms. HALL. I turned the documents over, face down.
Mr. BELNICK. Wh ?
Ms. HALL. I felt that it was my policy not to expose or talk about

what I was doing, and I felt that I didn't know Colonel North
shared with Colonel Coy what he was doing, and I felt that it
wasn't my place to show Commander Coy what I was doing.

Mr. BELNICK. You weren't totally comfortable with what you
were doing, were you, Ms. Hall?

Ms. HALL. I would say that I wasn't totally comfortable, yes. But
as I've said before, I believe Colonel North had a good reason for
doing what he was doing. I'm not going to question that.

Mr. BELNICK. He didn t tell you what that reason was?
Ms. HALL. No, he didn't.
Mr. BELNICK. Let's take a look now at exhibit FH-4.
FH-4 is a memorandum dated March 16, 1985 from Colonel

North to Mr. McFarlane. It contains the System 4 No. 400426 and
that again Ms. Hall is another one of the document numbers ap-
pearing on the McFarlane list.

Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. This document was typed on or about March 16,

1985, and its subject is "Fall-Back Plan for the Nicaraguan resist-
ance."

Now, the document as it appeared on March 16, 1985, or at least
as we have it, consisted of three pages, the first page of which was
a cover memorandum from Colonel North in which he said that a
fall-back plan had been developed, that plan which is laid out on
the second two pages, a fall-back plan to aid the Nicaraguan resist-
ance on the assumption that the Congress decided not to rescind
the restrictions on the Contra aid that were then in force.

Colonel North goes on to tell Mr. McFarlane that secrecy for the
plan, in his words, is paramount, and that the other key to the
plan is that the present donors continue their relationship with the
resistance beyond the current funding figure.

The recommendation that Colonel North makes to Mr. McFar-
lane is that if Senators Durenberger and Lugar indicate that there
is an unwillingness on the part of Congress to support resumption
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of full United States Government aid to the Nicaraguan resistance,
then Mr. McFarlane ought to discuss this fall-back plan with the
Secretary of State.

Now, if you look at the second page of exhibit-exhibit 4, Colonel
North begins laying out there and continues on the page after pre-
cisely what he proposes as that fall-back option.

Very briefly, the colonel tells Mr. McFarlane that the funding
which is then being provided by the current donors would be suffi-
cient to carry the resistance until October, provided that additional
moneys were raised for non-military supplies.

Colonel North's proposal to raise that money is that the Presi-
dent of the United States, instead of returning to the Congress for
assistance as contemplated by the statute then in force, that in-
stead of doing that, the President make a sudden and dramatic
appeal over nationwide television to the citizens of the United
States asking them to contribute to the Nicaraguan resistance; cor-
rect?

And he proposes that there be established a nonprofit, tax-
exempt organization for that purpose, that the Contra leaders be
informed, and that the President's speech be conceived and put to-
gether in total secrecy.

Would you now take a look at exhibit 4A? Exhibit 4A bears the
same System 4 number as exhibit 4-400246-only this one reduces
what was a three-page memorandum to a one-paragraph memoran-
dum.

In that paragraph, Colonel North has deleted all reference to any
fall-back plan and says instead that Congress seems reluctant to re-
scind the aid restrictions and that there, therefore, is a need to de-
velop a fall-back plan for supporting the resistance.

And he states that the best fall-back we have is to stress that
while President Reagan is unwilling to use U.S. troops in Nicara-
gua, all available intelligence supports the realization that we will
have to in the 1990s, if there is not a democratic outcome now.

You have checked the approved boxes on that document, and
this, too, is one of the documents that we believe you prepared at
Colonel North's request on November 21, correct?

Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. Let's turn, then, to exhibit 5.
Exhibit 5 bears the System 4 No. 402007, which you recognize as

another of the numbers on Mr. McFarlane's-ist,-correct?
Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. That document is prepared on April 11, 1985, and

contained a discussion of FDN military operations which had been
made possible by funding that had been provided through the
donors after the cut-off of American aid by Congress.

On page 2, Colonel North concludes that the money on hand will
be insufficient to enable the resistance to grow to a larger force
than it achieved unless efforts were made to seek additional funds
of $15 to $20 million from the current donors.

By the way, Ms. Hall, did Colonel North ever identify to you or
describe to you who he meant by the "present donors" or the "cur-
rent donors" in these memoranda?

Ms. HALL. No, he didn't.
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Mr. BELNICK. In any event, Colonel North recommends that
those donors be approached for more aid and on page 3 of the
memo, that recommendation is stated succinctly.

He attaches to the memo a list of expenditures and outlays by
the Resistance. Let's compare that document, exhibit 5, with exhib-
it FH-5A. And as we look at those pages in general, information
that seems to have been acquired actively by Colonel North has
been deleted and instead there are phrases such as according to in-
formation, they, the resistance, have given us, there is a more pas-
sive tense used when describing the type of knowledge that Colonel
North had, but the, most dramatic change on the document comes
at the end. All references to the present donors or funding by the
present donors have been deleted from the document and instead
of making a recommendation that the current donors be ap-
proached for increased aid, the recommendation is that Congress
be approached for increased aid.

The specific recommendation then at the very end of the memo
on page 3 is "that you brief the President on the current situation
and urge concerted action on immediate Congressional approval of
a $14 million CIA supplemental and a $75 to $100 million for the
next fiscal year."

Again, you have checked the approved box on page 3 of that
memo?

Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. Now, I won't ask that exhibit 5B be put up. But if

you will turn to it in your book, you will see exhibit 5B is a memo
dated May 1, 1985, containing the System 4 No. 400453, which is
another number that was on the McFarlane list; correct?

Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. And from comparing it, although it is dated May 1,

1985, it appears to be the same as the altered version of the April
document, namely exhibit 4A, correct? Or 5A, I am sorry.

Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. And do you have any recollection of why the docu-

ment was prepared with a date of May 1 as well as a date of April
11?

Ms. HALL. I think-there's a possibility the memorandum went
across the street and was revised or asked to be re-done in May.

Mr. BELNICK. But you have no specific recollection?
Ms. HALL. No, I don't.
Mr. BELNICK. And I should advise you, Mr. Chairman and mem-

bers of the committee, that we have not at this point locatedMa -ay
1, 1985, unaltered document. The only document we have been able
to find so far is the one which appears as exhibit FH-5B, which is
the same as the altered April document.

The circle around 401214, for the information of the committee,
is explained by the note on FH exhibit 2. At the time that these
documents were requested-that is FH exhibit 1A. At the time the
original System 4 documents were requested back in 1986 from the
security officer, he could not locate a 1985 document that contained
401214 as the system number. He believed those documents had
been destroyed and he so advised on his note.

Subsequently, during the course of this investigation, Mr. Chair-
man, a document bearing that number was located in the files of
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the NSC except it was a 1984 memorandum. When the documents
had been requested, the security officer did not look in the 1984
files. That document is a December 4, 1984, memo from Colonel
North to Mr. McFarlane which has been previously marked in this
hearing as Gaston Sigur exhibit 1, and it is the memo in which
Colonel North recounts a meeting at the Cosmos Club with a mili-
tary representative of Country Number Four.

That accounts for all the documents, Ms. Hall, that were listed
on McFarlane's handwritten note.

During the course of our work, however, we came upon another
document you will recall that we showed you which appears also to
have been altered; is that correct?

Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. Would you look then at exhibit 6?
Exhibit 6 is a document dated May 31, 1985, system number

400564, which does not appear on the McFarlane handwritten list
and it is entitled "The Nicaraguan Resistance: Near-Term Out-
look," from North to McFarlane. The document contains, as its
title suggests, a description by North of how the Nicaraguan Resist-
ance is doing at that time and what its prospects are.

On the last page of the document, directly before the recommen-
dation, the sentence appears, "The only portion of current activity
which will be sustained as it has since last June, will be the deliv-
ery of lethal supplies."

You see, that on the document?
Ms. HALL. Yes.
Mr. BELNICK. Would you now turn to exhibit 6A?
It bears the same System 4 security number, the same date, and

you will notice that the first page is on the letterhead that was in
use in 1985 but not in 1986, correct, Miss Hall?

Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. We have compared it. The first two pages of exhibit

6A are identical to the first two pages of exhibit 6. The changes
come on the last page, and the striking change on the last page is
that the sentence which I read which refers to lethal assistance has
been deleted, correct?

Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. And there is also a sentence higher on the page in

the first full paragraph which has been changed. On the original of
the document, that sentence refers to a series of meetings with

-- Rivera and his representatives and subsequent meetings with an-
other Contra leader named Steadman Fagoth.

In 6A the reference is simply to a series of meetings with Stead-
man Fagoth, but nothing to do with the meeting with Rivera, cor-
rect?

Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. Do you have any recollection, Miss Hall, when you

revised this document?
Ms. HALL. I don't have an independent recollection, but I know

from our talks that I think we have determined that it was prob-
ably done in 1985 when the letterhead was still in existence.

Mr. BELNICK. And I've refreshed you with Mr. McFarlane's testi-
mony, at this hearing, page 189 the May 11 transcript, in which he
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described reviewing various documents with Colonel North in the
late fall or-the late summer or early fall of 1985 in connection
with the congressional inquiries, right?

Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. And he was describing, talking to Colonel North

about the documents being unclear-that Colonel North's intent
might be misread, and Mr. McFarlane testified that he-Colonel
North-just said "you are misreading my intent and I can make it
reflect what I have said if this is ambiguous to you, and I"-that is,
Mr. McFarlane- "said all right, do that." Continuing-"within the
matter of a day or two, he-Colrnel North-returned to my office
and he had two single pages. ')ne of them was the same text, or
close to it, of the first page of the memorandum--"

As far as we have been able to tell, Miss Hall, the first pagc of
6A is the same as the first page of 6, correct?

Ms. HALL. Yes.
Mr. BELNICK. Mr. McFarlane continued that the other piece of

paper Mr. North returned with was the last page of a memoran-
dum and the last page of 6A is where we found the changes; cor-
rect?

Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. So from hearing that testimony, your general recol-

lection, although you don't recall independently, is that this docu-
ment probably was changed around the fall of 1985 or sometime
thereafter?

Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. But not on November 21, 1986?
Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. That completes the testimony on those documents.
Ms. Hall, on the same day as you were asked to make the

changes that we've reviewed in 1986, November 21, you said before
that your work on those documents probably was interrupted by
the shredding; correct?

Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. And you do recall that shredding of documents oc-

curred in Suite 302 on that day?
Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. Tell us how it began and when it began?
Ms. HALL. To the best of my recollection it was early evening. I

don't have a clear recollection of how it started. I believe that I
probably-Colonel North probably opened the five-drawer safe and
began to pull items from it and I joined him in an effort so that he
would not have to-wasting his time shredding. As he pulled docu-
ments from each drawer and placed them on top of the shredder, -I
inserted them into the shredder.

At the same time, I asked him if I could go ahead and shred the
PROF notes and phone logs. He acknowledged I should go ahead
and do that, and I did so.

Mr. BELNICK. Approximately what time did this begin on Novem-
ber 21?

Ms. HALL. My recollection is early evening, 5, 6, 7.
Mr. BELNICK. Who else was in the office at that time apart from

you and Colonel North?
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Ms. HALL. I remember Colonel Bob Earl being in the office and I
believe Jock Sharfin who shared the suite upstairs with us, who
had an office in the middle, was probably going in and out.

Mr. BELNICK. To your knowledge did Mr. Sharfin observe any of
the shredding?

Ms. HALL. No.
Mr. BELNICK. And he did not participate in that activity; correct?
Ms. HALL. That is correct, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. Did Colonel Earl participate in the shredding activ-

ity?
Ms. HALL. As I recall, Colonel Earl's participation was that of-I

recall him in the office carrying files aad my assumption was that
Colonel North probably had engaged him in pulling documents and
he-my recollection is that he passed me the KL-43 messages
which I have said were also shredded.

Mr. BELNICK. He, Colonel Earl, passed you those messages to
shred?

Ms. HALL. Yes.
Mr. BELNICK. You were at the shredding machine, he saw you

there, and he gave you the documents.
Ms. HALL. Yes, sir. That is my recollection.
Mr. BELNICK. You said Colonel North was pulling the documents

from the five-drawer safe. That is the safe that had previously been
in his private office in 392?

Ms. HAiL. That is correct.
Mr. BELNICK. A safe which you had not seen opened during the

entire time that you were in 302?
Ms. HALL. That is correct.
Mr. BELNICK. Did you look at the documents that Colonel North

was pulling to be shredded?
Ms. HALL. No, I didn't.
Mr. BELNICK. Well, did you glance to see what kinds of docu-

ments they were?
Ms. HALL. I really didn't take notes or I was just purely doing

my job. I was shredding the documents.
Mr. BELNICK. Did Colonel North give you the documents in file-

folders?
Ms. HALL. No, he didn't.
Mr. BELNICK. He was just pulling documents and handing them

to you to shred?
Ms. HALL. Yes.
Mr. BELNICK. Did you obtain-did you notice whether any of

those documents were PROF messages?
Ms. HALL. Said before, sir, thatI shredded an entire file of

PROF messages.
Mr. BELNICK. Those were PROF messages you pulled out from

your files?
Ms. HALL. Yes.
Mr. BELNICK. Did there come a time while Colonel North was

pulling documents that he came across a letter from Felix Rodri-
guez?

Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. Did he make a comment about that letter?
Ms. HALL. Yes, he did.
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Mr. BELNICK. What did he say?
Ms. HALL. My recollection is he said something to the effect that

they will have fun with this and he tossed it back in the safe.
Mr. BELNICK. He said they will have fun with this?
Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BELMICK. And he threw the document back into the safe.
Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. Do you know who he was referring to when he said

"they will have fun with this"?
Ms. HALL. No, and I would like to state I don't know exactly

those were his words.
Mr. BELNICK. That is what you recall?
Ms. HALL. Yes.
Mr. BELNICK. Were documents pulled from anywhere other than

the five-drawer safe and your files to be shredded?
Ms. HALL. I am not sure, sir. As I said, I think Colonel Earl

assed me KL-43 messages pulled from separate files. I don't be-
ieve they came from the five-drawer safe.

Mr. BELNICK. How would you describe the quantity of documents
shredded in feet?

Ms. HALL. Maybe a foot-and-a-half.
Mr. BELNICK. How long did the shredding go on?
Ms. HALL. Possibly a half hour.
Mr. BELNICK. You said before you came over and started to help

Colonel North. You aren't meaning to imply that the shredding
was your idea?

Ms. HALL. No, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. Colonel North had already begun that process; cor-

rect?
Ms. HALL. That is my recollection.
Mr. BELNICK. And you assisted him; correct?
Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. He didn't send you away and say I don't want you

involved in this?
Ms. HALL. No, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. OK. Do you recall whether any of the documents

you shredded were NSC System 4 memoranda of the type that we
have looked at today?

Ms. HALL. I don't recall.
Mr. BELNICK. Do you recall whether there were any memos to

the President among the documents you were asked to shred?
Ms. HALL. I don't recall, sir. I did not shred individually pack-

ages, I shredded 12, 15, 18 pages at once.
Mr BELn CK. Did there come a noint duincr sbhredding the quan-

tity became so great the machine jammed?
Ms. HALL. I believe it did. The bag had become full and as I was

shredding it comes into a tunnel and jammed, yes.
Mr. BELNICK. What did you do?
Ms. HALL. I placed a call to the Crisis Management Center, and a

gentleman by the name of J.R. came over, and he shook the bag
and the shredding material fell, and he reversed the switch and
also touched a button, much as you might on a garbage disposal
and the machine un-jammed and he removed the bag and I believe
a new bag was placed in.
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Mr. BELNICK. Had that ever happened before during your time in
Colonel North's office that the shredding machine jammed?

Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. When was that?
Ms. HALL. On several occasions.
Mr. BELNICK. Had you ever shredded documents in such quanti-

ty?
Ms. HALL. No, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. Was shredding documents in that quantity a

normal part of the routine in suite 392 or suite 302?
Ms. HALL. Shredding was the normal process, but I would not say

it was at that volume, no.
Mr. BELNICK. What did you ordinarily shred when documents

were shred in Colonel North's office?
Ms. HALL. Sensitive, if a document was typed or not used, it was

sensitive, I would shred it. It was used for sensitive materials and
also used according to the location of the shredder.

We used a burn bag and a shredder. If you were close to a shred-
der, you shredded something. If you were close to a burn bag, you
put it in the burn bag.

Mr. BELNICK. It was an occasional document or one as the spirit
moved to be shredded, correct?

Ms. HALL. Yes.
Mr. BELNICK. There had never before been an organized program

of shredding on any occasion like the one that occurred on Novem-
ber 21, 1986, right?

Ms. HALL. That is correct.
Mr. BELNICK. When you left the office was Colonel North still

there on November 21?
Ms. HALL. I don't recall. We might have all walked out together,

I don't recall.
Mr. BELNICK. Do you recall Colonel North leaving for a meeting

which you understand was to be with Tom Green before you left
the office?

Ms. HALL. I don't recall. I think my recollection is probably
blurry. As we noticed on the calendar on November 21, Colonel
North had an appointment with Tom Green at 5:30 and I had re-
called, to my best recollection, that the shredding process took
place in the early evening, 6 or 7. I believe there is a conflict there.

It could be the shredding took place earlier. Colonel North went
to the meeting and he left that evening and I left following that.

Mr. BELNICK. Did you come to work at all over the weekend, No-
vember 22, November 23?

Ms. HALL. No, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. Did you speak to Colonel North during that week-

end?
Ms. HALL. No, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. Did you come to work as usual on Monday morn-

ing, November 24?
Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. Did you have a conversation with Colonel North on

that Monday morning shortly after you arrived at work?
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Ms. HALL. I walked in the office, popped my head in the door and
asked him how his weekend was, and he said, "It was lousy. I was
in here -with the Justice Department all weekend, and--"

Mr. BLNICK. That was the extent of conversation?
Ms. H.LL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BENrc.. Did Colonel North tell you any details of his en-

counter with any of the Justice Department officials during that
weekend?

Ms. HALL. No, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. Did he tell you they had found a document which

had disturbed him?
Ms. HALL. No, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. Did Colonel North at any point up until then tell

you not to mention anything about what had transpired on Friday,
ovember 21?
Ms. HALL. No, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. But you understood from the circumstances that

that was a subject you weren't supposed to talk about?
Ms. HALL. I understood every part of my job to be that way, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. Including the shredding of documents and t e al-

tering of documents, right?
Ms. HAL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. On November 25, the next day, Tuesday, do you

recall speaking to Colonel North before the Attorney General's
press conference?

Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. What did Colonel North say to you?
Ms. HALL. It was shortly before noon, and there came a time

when the conversation started between us and he I believe was in
his office. I was sitting at my desk and he commented the Presi-
dent had fired him. I said, "Ollie, come on." He said, "No, I'm seri-
ous." I became emotional. As a matter of fact, I started crying. I
was very upset.

Mr. BELNICK. Did Colonel North tell you why he had been fired?
Ms. HALL. No, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. You then watched the Attorney General's press

conference?
Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. And you recall watching that inside Colonel

North's office?
Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. After the press conference was over, you went to

lunch.s. HA I I Yes- sir-
Mr. BELNICK. When you returned from lunch, was Colonel North

in the office?
Ms. HALL. I don't recall that he was.
Mr. BELNICK. Had he left you a number where he could be

reached?
Ms. HAL. No, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. Was there a time on November 25 when Colonel

North did give you a telephone number where he could be reached?
Ms. HALL. I believe that he called the office and I asked him for

a number where he was.
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Mr. BELNICK. And he gave you a number?
Ms. HALL. Yes.
Mr. BELNICK. And was that his home number?
Ms. HALL. No, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. Was it a number you recognized at the time?
Ms. HALL. No.
Mr. BELNICK. Did you subsequently during the day learn that it

was the number of a hotel?
Ms. HALL. I knew at the time it was the number of a hotel be-

cause he gave me an extension.
Mr. BELNICK. Did you know which hotel?
Ms. HALL. No, I didn't.
Mr. BELNICK. And you can't recall now which hotel it was?
Ms. HALL. I don't believe I ever knew.
Mr. BELNICK. Sometime in the afternoon did you receive a tele-

phone call from the White House operator?
Ms. HAug. Yes, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. Would you tell us about that call?
Ms. HALL. Sometime late afternoon, the phone rang, I answered

it, it was the White House operator saying the President would like
to speak with Colonel North. I asked her if she would hold for a
moment. I placed a call to the hotel and told him the President
would like to speak with him and I was going to go ahead and give
the operator the number and have her call. He said yes, and I did
SO.

Mr. BELNICK. Did you subsequently learn from Colonel North
whether he had spoken to the President?

Ms. HAug. Yes, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. And what did Colonel North tell you about his

phone call with the President?
Ms. HALL. He said the President called him an American hero

and that he just didn't know.
Mr. BELNICK. The President said that he, the President, just

didn't know?
Ms. HALL. That's what I recall Colonel North saying.
Mr. BELnICK. Did Colonel North explain what he understood that

reference to mean?
Ms. HAL. No, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. You didn't ask about it?
Ms. HALL. No, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. In the afternoon of November 25, the same day as

the Attorney General's press conference, do you recall that Colonel
North's office was sealed by the NSC staff?

Ms. HAT.; Yes. sir.
Mr. BELNICK. That was under the direction of Brenda Reger who

is the NSC officer in charge of Freedom of Information Act re-
quests?

Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. Ms. Reger and her assistants in addition to sealing

the office were boxing up documents; correct, Ms. Hall?
Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. And you overheard Command6r Coy and Lt. Col.

Earl discussing how they were going to be able to work without
their files?
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Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. What did you do at that point?
Ms. HALL. I realized that I had not had a chance to complete a

lot of current filing. I, in fact, had a stack probably six inches high,
or more, and I pulled the file from the left-hand corner of my desk
and began to separate it into categories to be filed so they could
pull the files and be able to see the material. In doing so, I came
across the original altered documents I had not completed the proc-
ess and, in fact, before that had forgotten.

Mr. BELNICK. Let's stop there for a moment. This goes back to
the testimony you gave earlier. You had prepared new documents,
you had altered documents, you hadn't had a chance to substitute
those copies for the original copies. You were interrupted so you
put them in the file on your desk in an accordian-type folder,
right?

Ms. HALL. Yes. And I would like to say to people that at the time
I did not know what was going to be happening to Colonel North. I
had no idea he would be fired. I had no idea the real extent of the
urgency of that process.

In fact, it occurred on a Friday when I was interrupted and he
came in, had a weekend and came into the office on Monday and
was very busy and I forgot.

Mr. BELNICK. So you had put the documents in your desk file and
as you say, you forgot about them?

Ms. HALL. Yes.
Mr. BELNICK. Now, in looking through that file on November 25

in the afternoon, you found the documents?
Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. The altered documents, and that concerned you.
Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. Did you find other things that concerned you in

your desk file?
Ms. HALL. I found some PROF notes, the kind--
Mr. BELNICK. What--
Ms. HALL. Shredded. All PROF notes had been shredded prior to

that.
Mr. BELNICK. The PROF notes you found were the same type

that had been shredded on that day?
Ms. HALL. They were PROF notes, yes.
Mr. BELNICK. Did you find anything else?
Ms. HALL. Minutes of the Tehran meeting in May of 1986.
Mr. BELNICK. How did you happen to have those minutes?
Ms. HALL. I had seen a copy and pulled it so that I might have

hopefully an opportunity to sit down and read and maybe under-
stand the process a little more.

I thought the minutes would reveal the understanding of
what--

Mr. BELNICK. So now you had found the minutes of the Tehran
meeting, copies of PROF notes and the documents you had altered
on Friday. You were concerned. Why?

Ms. HALL. I was very much emotional at the time and I was con-
cerned about protecting the initiative of-the initiative, the Iran
initiative and the Contra initiative.
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Mr. BELNICK. And you knew that certain of those documents had
been the same kinds of documents that Colonel North was having
shredded on Friday?

Ms. HALL. I don't know that they were similar. I myself found
that the minutes would, I thought, be revealing and PROF notes
for personal communications and thoughts between two people that
I didn't, you know--
--Mr. BELNmK.- And the other were the documents that you had

changed?
Ms. HALL. Yes.
Mr. BELNICK. Did you call Colonel North?
Ms. HALL. Yes, I did.
Mr. BELNICK. And what did you say to him?
Ms. HALL. I called Colonel North because Brenda Reger and her

assistant Bill Van Horn at the time indicated they were going to be
closing up, and I became panicked at the fact that I had discovered
these and they were going to be closing up, and I didn't know what
to do. So I called him and told them Brenda Reger was there clos-
ing the office and would he please come back, and he said, No, you
know, there is really no need.

I said, "No,"-I whispered in a very low whisper so Brenda
Reger and others would not be able to hear me, that I was con-
cerned and that he needed to come back. And I was concerned. I
tried to convey to him I found the documents. I don't know wheth-
er that was conveyed or not.

I was-as I said, my voice was very low, and I don't know if he
quite understood, but he understood in my voice the urgency of
coming back to the office. I insisted he come back, and he did so.

Mr. BELNICK. You tried to signal him that the problem was docu-
ments and that is why he had to come back?

Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. Did Colonel North tell you to clear someone else

into the Old Executive Office Building with him for a return trip?
Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. Who did he tell you to clear in?
Ms. HALL. Tom Green.
Mr. BELNICK. And did he tell you why Tom Green would be

coming with him?
Ms. HALL. No.
Mr. BELNICK. You did clear Colonel North and Tom Green for

entry, correct?
Ms. HALL. Yes.
Mr. BELNICK. And what did you do after you finished talking to

Colonel North and after he told you that he would be coming back
to the office with Mr. Green?

Ms. HALL. I am sorry. Could you repeat the question?
Mr. BELNICK. After your discussion with Colonel North, what did

you do in connection with the documents that you had found that
were of concern to you?

Ms. HALL. I believe I left the original altered documents down-
stairs and took-as I said before, I had started to Xerox the altered
originals and had been interrupted, and I believe there was a few
copies of those altered originals. I took them, the minutes, and the
PROF notes, and a stack of other filings that would not look con-
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spicuous upstairs and sat at a table outside of Craig Coy's office
and began to pull the PROF notes and the minutes, and I believe
at that time I probably took the altered copies, copies of the altered
documents, folded them and placed them inside my boots.

I was very nervous since I was outside and I could be seen, and I
wanted to do it very quickly, and so out of a panic I ran into Colo-
nel Earl's office and asked him if he would help me pull the PROF
notes from the pile, and he did so.

At that time, I did not tell him about the altered documents or
the Tehran minutes, only the PROF notes. The PROF notes were
folded and he was going to take them and put them in his jacket,
and I turned to him and said, "No, you shouldn't have to do this. I
will do it," and he returned the PROF notes, and I put them in the
back, in my back, and turned to him.

The door was left open, and I asked him to watch the door as I
did this, and then when I had completed putting the documents in
my back, I turned to him and asked if he could see any, and he
said, "No."

At that point, I believe we walked downstairs, and I think just
about that time Colonel North and Tom Green entered the office,
the phone rang.

Mr. BELNICK. Did Colonel Earl go downstairs with you?
Ms. HALL. I believe so.
Mr. BELNICK. And you were now carrying all of the documents

on your person?
Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. You saw Colonel North and Tom Green down-

stairs?
Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. Colonel North went in to take a telephone call in

his private office?
Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. Did you follow him in?
Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. Did you speak to him?
Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. What did you say?
Ms. HALL. I asked if he could see anything in my back, and he

said, "No."
Mr. BELNICK. And did you indicate that you wanted to give him

something at that time?
Ms. HALL. No.
Mr. BELNICK. You then came out and prepared with Colonel

North and Mr. Green to leave the office; is that correct?
Ms. HAL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BEINICK. Was Brenda Reger inspecting all briefcases people

were carrying as people left the office?
Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BELNICK.Was Colonel North carrying a briefcase?
Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. Did she inspect it?
Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. Was Mr. Green carrying a briefcase?
Ms. HALL. I don't recall.

75-542 - 88 - 17
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Mr. BELNICK. Whoever was carrying a briefcase she looked at it
before it got out of 302, right?

Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. When you reached the corridor outside 302, did you

indicate to Colonel North something concerning the documents
that you had with you?

Ms. HALL. Yes. I indicated with a gesture or words that I wanted
to give him the documents, and he said-he turned to me and said,
"No, just wait until we get outside," and we went down the eleva-
tor, exited the Old Executive Office Building on 17th St., and again
I indicated with a word or gesture that I wanted to pass the docu-
ments, and Tom Green said, "No, wait until we get inside the car."

We crossed 17th St., got in Tom Green's car on G St., took off,
and I started pulling the documents from my boots, pulled them
from my back, indicated to Colonel North, I believe at this time, I
had not completed the process of replacing the altered documents
in the files and that I had started the Xeroxing, but I had, in fact,
left the originals in the office.

As we turned the corner, Tom Green was dropping us both off at
the parking lot where our cars were parked. Tom Green turned to
me and asked me if I was asked about shredding what would I say,
and I said, "We shred every day." And he said, "Good."

We said good night, got out of the car, and went home.
Mr. BELNICK. The response, "We shred every day," might literal-

lybe true in the sense, as you testified, the documents were shred-
ded from time to time, right?

Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. But it would have been untrue if it were meant to

describe activities such as that you had engaged in on November
21, right?

Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. This was in Mr. Green's car?
Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. You passed the documents to Colonel North in that

car?
Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. And Mr. Green was at the driver's seat when that

happened?
Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. That was on November 25, 1986?
Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. Mr. Chairman, as the committees are aware, and I

would just point out for the record that Tom Green has advised the
committees that he ceased representing Colonel North on the next
morning, November 26, 1986. The next day was November 26, 1986.
It was a Wednesday.

As I understand from our talks, you came to work on that day
and took messages for Colonel North, but nothing out of the ordi-
nary occurred, as best you recall.

Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BLiICK. Do you recall either on that day or sometime on

the 25th advising Commander Coy that you had shredded docu-
ments the prior Friday?

Ms. IL=U. No, sir.
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Mr. BELNICK. Thursday, November 27, was Thanksgiving. Did
you receive a call on that day from a lawyer working with White
House counsel?

Ms. HALL. Yes, I did.
Mr. BELNICK. Would you please describe that call for the commit-

tees?
Ms. HALL. I believe it was Jay Stevens from White House counsel

called, I assume in response to the press reports, there had been a
shredding incident in Colonel North s office, and he asked me what
I knew about it, and I told him that we shred every day, and I led
him to believe that there was nothing unusual about what had oc-
curred.

Mr. BELNICK. You misled him?
Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. On Friday, November 28, the day after Thanksgiv-

ing, did you go to the office of Colonel North's attorney to deliver
messages for Colonel North?

Ms. HALL. I believe I did, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. That was the office of Mr. Brendan Sullivan, who

was then representing Colonel North?
Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. What happened during your visit to Mr. Sullivan's

office on that day?
Ms. HALL. Colonel North introduced me to Brendan Sullivan and

said he was his attorney, and I passed the messages that I had
from friends and fans of Colonel North's to him, and Brendan
turned to me and asked if I would mind sitting down and talking to
him-they would be interviewing hundreds of friends and associ-
ates regarding Colonel North-and I obliged.

Mr. BELNICK. Did you tell Mr. Sullivan on that occasion about
the shredding?

Ms. HALL. No, I didn't.
I would like to say Colonel North at that time motioned that ev-

erything was fine, talk to Brendan, tell him the truth, tell him ev-
erything you know, it is fine. At the time I was still in a protective
mode and, when I talked to Mr. Sullivan, I wasn't sure exactly
what I was supposed to say. I told him that I shredded some PROFs
notes and phone logs. I did not tell him we shredded all of them,
and that was to the extent--

Mr. BELNICK. You didn't talk to Mr. Sullivan on that day about
the alteration or the removal of the documents?

Ms. HALL. No, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. You came back to the office and I understand when

you returned Commander Coy told you the FBI wanted to inter-
view you that coming weekend, correct?

Ms. HALL. I believe I became aware of that when I was leaving
the office. I was in the mail room and Commander Coy walked in
the door and said, "Oh, here she is." rwas introduced to two FBI
agents at that time.

Mr. BELNICK. Did you leave the office with Lt. Col. Earl on No-
vember 28?

Ms. HALL. I'm not sure if all three of us left together or if just
Colonel Earl left with me, but I did end up being with Colonel Earl
in the parking lot that evening.
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Mr. BELNICK. Just the two of you?
Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. What was your conversation?
Ms. HALL. We had a conversation to the effect that during our

being investigated by the FBI, we would not discuss the fact I had
removed documents from the office.

Mr. BELNICK. Both of you agreed neither of you would disclose
that, right?

Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. All right.
The next day, Saturday, November 28, 1986, would you describe

for the committees what happened on that day.
Ms. HALL. To the best of my recollection, I received a phone call

from Diane Coy, who is Commander Craig Coy's wife, stating that
Craig was surprised by the fact that he had learned that Colonel
Earl had gotten a lawyer and that neither one of them under-
stood-Diane or Craig-why that was, that Craig didn't feel he
needed a lawyer, why did Bob feel he needed a lawyer.

And I didn't comment on any of that, and hung up the phone
and called Linda Earl, who is Bob's wife, and asked to speak to
him. She said he was in fact down at the Old Executive Office
Building being interviewed by the FBI. I asked if it was true he
had ret.dned a lawyer. She said yes, he had become-I don't recall
the word-anxious or had a little anxiety that evening and had
talked to the lawyer until midnight that night.

I asked if she would mind placing a call to the Executive Office
Building and ask to speak with him and have him call me. She said
she would do so.

She called me back to say when she placed the call, the person
that answered the phone said he was with the FBI, said he would
have to call her after the interview. She called me back, relayed
the message and I sat back and became very nervous. The more I
sat, the nervouser I got.

I decided at that time that I should probably contact Brendan
Sullivan. I needed to talk to someone. I contacted Brendan and he
agreed he would see me, and I drove down to his office and dis-
closed at that time I had removed documents from the office, and
he advised me that I should seek counsel.

Mr. BELNICK. And you did?
Ms. HALL. I did.
Mr. BELNICK. Miss Hall, have you spoken-when was the last

time that you spoke to Colonel North?
Ms. HALL. I believe it was the night of his wife's birthday, March

9.
Mr. BELNICK. You haven't spoken to him since then?
Ms. HALL. No, sir.
Mr. BELNICK. And at no time before then or after then have you

discussed with him any of the testimony you planned to give; is
that correct?

Ms. HALL. Absolutely not.
Mr. BLNmCK. The same is true with respect to your testimony for

the independent counsel and here, correct?
Ms. HALL. That's correct.
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Mr. BELNICK. And you have testified to the facts as you best
recall them and know them?

Ms. HALL. That's right.
Mr. BELNICK. I want to thank you for your testimony.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I have no further questions.
Chairman HAMILTON. The joint committees will recess at this

time and meet tomorrow morning at 9:30, when Miss Hall will con-
tinue as a witness. We will begin questions with Mr. Eggleston.

[Whereupon, at 5:25 p.m., the Select Committees recessed, to re-
convene at 9:30 a.m., Tuesday, June 9, 1987.]
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The Select Committees met, pursuant to call, at 9:30 a.m., in
room 2172, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Lee H. Hamilton
(chairman of the House Select Committee) and Hon. Daniel K.
Inouye (chairman of the Senate Select Committee) presiding.

Chairman HAMILTON. The joint hearings of the two Select Com-
mittees will come to order.

We will proceed with questioning by counsel, Mr. Eggleston.
You may proceed.

CONTINUED TESTIMONY OF FAWN HALL, FROM JUNE 8
Mr. EGG &sTON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Ms. Hall, yesterday you testified about the diversion memos, and

I think that you testified that you believed you typed them some-
time in the spring of 1986.

If you could turn to exhibit 8 in the book in front of you, do you
have that in front of you?

Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. EGGLEON. I believe it was also your testimony that you re-

called that this particular memo had been through a series of dif-
ferent drafts back and forth as different corrections were made.

Is that your recollection?
Ms. HALL. Yes, sir, it is.
Mr. EGGUTON. And I think that you also testified that you had

some recollection that Admiral Poindexter at sometime might have
made corrections to this document as well.

Ms. HA.L. That is my memory. I am not sure that it is accurate,
but that is my memory.

Mr. EGGLESTON. Do you recall that this document near the end of
it makes reference to the need to get the President's approval for
the plan that is set forth in the particular document?

(511)
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Ms. HAmL. I believe it says that, sir. Just a moment.
Mr. EGGLESTON. I think it is on-
Ms. HALL. Yes, it is, sir.
Mr. EGGLESTON. OK.
This is the document that actually sets forth the diversion of

some amount of money to the Contras. Do you recall that? It is onpage 4.
Ps. HALL. Yes.

Mr. EGGLESTON. Let me ask you, are you familiar-there is a
PROF message and it was previously provided "o the committee
and declassified and it was McFarlane exhibit no. 73, 1 think.

It is not in the book in front of you, but I would just like to read
to you from this exhibit, and I think it corroborates your recollec-
tion of Admiral Poindexter's involvement in this particular memo-
randum.

It is a PROF note that was written from Colonel North to Mr.
McFarlane on April 7, 1986, and it is relating to Mr. McFarlane
the events that had taken place with a meeting between Colonel
North and Ghorbanifar only a few days prior to this note.

In this PROF note, it says "Per request of JMP, have prepared a
paper for our boss which lays out these arrangements."

I take it the boss of Mr. McFarlane, Admiral Poindexter, and
Colonel North is likely to be the President.

Would you agree with that?
Ms. HALL. Yes, I would, sir.
Mr. EGGLESTON. Let me further tell you that document which

you have in front of you as exhibit 8 is the document which the
Attorney General actually found over the weekend of November 22
of 1986, and this is the document which has been provided as well
to the committees pursuant to our various document requests.

If you could look at page 1, of this document, I think you have
testified about the handwriting in the upper righthand corner.

In addition, about a quarter the way down the page, it reads "On
September 14," and the 14 is crossed out.

Do you see that there?
Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. EGGLESTON. And a correction is made to this particular docu-

ment; is that true?
Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. EGGLESTON. And a 13 is written above that?
Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. EGGLESTON. Let me direct you now to exhibit 8A.
If you look at exhibit 8A and if you look at the same line to

which I just directed your attention, the correction, the 14 has now
been changed to a 13; is that right?

Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. EGGLESTON. And let me also advise you that this document

has been fairly recently received by the committee and that this
document had actually been on your floppy disk of your computer.

Have you been told that?
Ms. HALL. I believe I have.
Mr. EGGLETON. And this document was never provided and was

apparently in no one's files, as a hard copy.
Have you been told that as well?
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Ms. HALL. That it was found as a hard copy in a file?
Mr. EGGLESTON. That it was never found-a hard copy of it was

never found.
Ms. HALL. I believe I have heard that, yes.
Mr. EGGLESTON. And that the only version of this that anyone

has ever found was what was actually on your computer disc.
Ms. HALL. Yes.
Mr. EGGLESTON. And I guess it is also fair to say that this ap-

pears that it is a later document, the correction on exhibit 8 has
now been made on to exhibit 8A; is that fair?

Ms. HALL. Yes.
Mr. EGGLESTON. And I guess you also know that no cover memo

was ever found for these documents indicating a transmittal from
Colonel North to Admiral Poindexter or any further transmittal of
this document on to the President; is that correct?

Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. EGGLESTON. You have testified that Admiral Poindexter

made various changes on this document.
I take it that the changes that you recall-you do not recall him

responding to this document that, "The idea is crazy," that "We
can't do this."

The changes he made would be textual changes; is that correct?
Ms. HALL. That is correct.
Mr. EGGLESTON. So he never returned the document suggesting

that this policy or plan should not be pursued?
Ms. HALL. That is correct.
Mr. EGGLESTON. Ms. Hall, let me move quickly to another area.
I was struck yesterday in your testimony about one particular

aspect; let me just ask you some questions about that.
Isit fair to say that at the time on November 21 when you re-

ceived the altered original documents or the original documents
from Colonel North that you received this as an ordinary secretari-
al assignment, he simply handed you the documents; that there
were changes on them and that you anticipated that you were to
make the changes?

Ms. HALL. Yes.
Mr. EGGLESTON. Is that fair?
Ms. HALL. Yes.
Mr. EGGLESTON. He did not discuss with you at that time what it

was that he was planning to do?
Ms. HALL. That is correct.
Mr. EGGLESTON. And he did not discuss with you the gravity of

making changes on original System 4 documents?
Ms. HALL. No, he did not.
Mr. EGGLSTON. I think that you testified yesterday that at the

time he placed these in front of you, you were somewhat uneasy.
Ms. HALL. That is true.
Mr. EGGLESTON. And you made the changes and the corrections

because, you recall, you trusted Colonel North and you believed
that what he would be doing was right; is that fair?

Ms. HALL. That is correct.
Mr. EGGLESTON. And after making these alterations and after

doing the various copies, I think it was your testimony that you
recall that you may have been interrupted at a time when Colonel
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North was standing at the shredder and shredding various docu-
ments.

Ms. HALL. Yes, I believe that-that is my memory.
Mr. EGGLEsTON. OK. And as a secretary, you saw your boss

shredding documents, I take it you thought this was something
that was more appropriate for a secretary to do rather than for
Colonel North, and as a result, you offered to help him.

Ms. HALL. That is correct.
Mr. EGGLESTON. Did he at that time tell you that this was some-

thing you should not get involved in?
Ms. HALL. No.
Mr. EGGLESTON. He didn't tell you, "Fawn," or "Ms. Hall," what-

ever he called you, "go home, don't worry about this, this is noth-
ing you should have anything to do with?"

Ms. HALL. No. I was part of the team.
Mr. EGGLESTON. So he permitted you to participate with him in

shredding this stack of documents?
Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. EGGLESTON. Let me now just move to November 25. I take it

you have testified that you watched the press conference, you had
lunch, you came back from lunch, there came a time when Brenda
Reger, the NSC security officer, was packing up the office, putting
boxes away, at that time you recognized or saw that these altered
documents and the copies of them were still on top of your desk?

Ms. HALL. That is correct.
Mr. EGGLESTON. And this caused you some concern, and there

comes a time when you communicate with Colonel North, and I
think that you testified that in your time that you called him you
attempted to convey to him that there was a problem with the doc-
uments.

Ms. HALL. I attempted to convey to him that there was a prob-
lem with documents, yes. As I testified before, I was talking in a
whisper and not really saying anything over the phone. I mean, in
graphic terms. It was-it was very, sort of vague, but I was trying
by the tone of my voice to get across that there was some urgency
and that I insisted that he come back.

Mr. EGGLESTON. In any event, you at least conveyed there was
something going on in the office and that he simply had to return.

Ms. HALL. Yes, I did.
Mr. EGGLESTON. After that conversation, you go upstairs and

secrete the documents about your person, and about that time Colo-
nel North does show up?

Ms. HALL. That is correct.
Mr. EGGLESTON. You had a conversation with him inside of his

office?
Ms. HALL. Yes.
Mr. EGGLESTON. And did you indicate to him at that time that

you had documents in your back?
Ms. HALL. Yes, I did. I don't think I indicated to him that they

were in my boots, but I did turn slightly and say, "Do you notice
that I have them in here; can you tell? I'm unable to see that I
have these in my back." That was the idea, and he said, "No".
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Mr. EG LESTON. You knew at that time that if you were to leave
the room that Ms. Reger would be checking briefcases to be sure
that documents would not be taken out of the room.

Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. EGGLESTON. I take it Colonel North knew that as well?
Ms. HALL. Colonel North, yes, would have his briefcase checked,

yes.
Mr. EGGLESTON. So when these documents were actually taken

out of the room and past the security check point, if you will, it
was you who actually took them out?

Ms. HALL. That is correct.
Mr. EGGLESTON. But Colonel North knew that you were going to

take these documents out?
Ms. HALL. He knew I had documents that I was taking out, yes.
Mr. EGGLESTON. And if someone was going to be stopped at the

exit of that office, it was going to be you, not Colonel North?
Ms. HALL. Yes.
Mr. EGGLESTON. At the elevator on the third floor, as you were

getting ready to leave the building, did you at that time attempt to
give him the documents or once again indicate that you wanted to
get rid of them?

Ms. HALL. Yes, I did. As I have said, I motioned, I don't remem-
ber the gesture or word, that I was going to give them to him, and
he said "Why don't we just wait until we get outside?"

Mr. EGGLESTON. So, again, it was you who actually carried the
documents outside the building?

Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. EGGLESTON. And it was because he told you, "No, you keep

them until we get outside." It was not until you arrived at the car
that the documents were actually transferred over to Colonel
North, is that right?

Ms. HALL. That is correct.
Mr. EGGLESTON. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I have

nothing further.
Chairman HAMILTON. Mr. Van Cleve.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Ms. Hall, I have only a couple of questions.
Would you please refer to committee exhibit 8, FH-8. You testi-

fied that on the afternoon of November 21, 1986, Colonel North
gave you a group of documents that had been marked up and asked
you to make a series of alterations and changes in them; is that
correct?

Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. To the best of your recollection was this docu-

ment or any form of this document among the documents that
Colonel North asked you to alter that day?

Ms. HALL. No, sir.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. And would your answer be the same as to com-

mittee exhibit 8A?
Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. And is your recollection on that point clear?
Ms. HA.L. Yes, sir.
Mr. VAN CLEVE. Thank you.
No further questions, Mr. Chairman.
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Chairman HAMILTON. We will begin under the 15-minute rule
with the principal questioners.

Senator Boren.
Mr. BOREN. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Ms. Hall, we appreciate very much the candor of your testimony

yesterday and the thoroughness of your testimony and I will do my
best not to duplicate the questions that were asked of you yester-
day, but there are just a few items I would like to go back over
with you this morning.

Ms. HALL. OK.
Mr. BOREN. You testified that during the day on November 21

when you were working on altering the documents and later when
you were shredding some of the documents or assisting Colonel
North in doing so, that you became increasingly uneasy during this
period of time.

Ms. HALL. I don't know that I became increasingly uneasy, sir. I
think I testified that I was uneasy when Colonel North asked me to
alter the documents and I think you could say that I became in-
creasingly busy.

Mr. BOREN. Yes. That was clear. Why were you uneasy?
Ms. HALL. I was initially-I initially had a moment of uneasiness

when he asked me to alter the documents because in fact they
were completed actions that had gone to a person and had an
action taken and to change the content of a memorandum that had
already been approved was something I was uneasy with.

But again, I had that moment of uneasiness, it passed because, as
I said before, I believed strongly in Colonel North, I believe him to
be an honest, fair and good person with good motives.

Mr. BOREN. You felt he simply wouldn't have asked you to have
done anything if it had been improper?

Ms. HALL. Correct.
Mr. BOREN. Now, on the day of Tuesday, the day of the press con-

ference, you indicated that Colonel North came back to the office
and he indicated to you that he had been fired by the President?

Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BOREN. And then you watched the press conference together.

Was there anyone else there besides the two of you watching the
press conference?

Ms. HALL. Yes, sir. A friend of Colonel North's and ours had
been in the building, and I assume to visit someone else, and he,
probably unknowing what was going to happen also, just happened
to tap on the door and came in and his name is Bill Kernan.

He works for Rossman and he was a friend and wanted to shake
his hand and say hello and, in fact, the press conference started.

He joined us in the office and I believe Colonel Earl and possibly
Craig Coy were in the office, also.

Mr. BOREN. How did the group and how did Colonel North react
to the press conference as you were watching it?

Ms. HAJ. We all watched it. I, frankly, was stunned. Colonel
North didn't really show any emotion. I mean, he-I believe he was
probably from my knowing him disappointed, but also, I believe, I
don't know if it has come out, but Colonel North, I have come to
know, he had offered his resignation, also. I think he probably was
disappointed in the fact that he was fired rather than his resigna-
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tion being accepted. But he didn't get angry, he didn't bang the
table, didn't get upset, didn't say bad words, he just took it.

Mr. BOREN. Did Colonel North indicate to you that he had of-
fered his resignation?

Ms. HALL. I can't remember if he -had or not. I think it might
have come out that morning that he had. I think it probably came
out when he mentioned the President fired him. But as I said
before, he never showed any anger toward the President or-I
think my only knowing him, I'm sure he must have been disap-
pointed.

Mr. BOREN. Did he leave before you left-you said you went to
lunch with a friend that day in the White House mess.

Ms. HALL. It was a special occasion. I had invited a good friend of
mine for lunch. It was unusual, in fact, I never hardly went to
lunch, but this was a special occasion and I hadn't expected that
event to occur that day. And Colonel North-I was very upset and
I said I was going to cancel lunch, I couldn't think straight, and he
said no, don't let this get you, this is a special day, you should go.
He insisted that I go and I did so. I believe that he was gone when
I returned.

Mr. BOREN. Then what time did the representatives of the securi-
ty staff come to, in essence, seal the office?

Ms. HALL. My recollection, it was in the late afternoon. I could
be wrong. I think it was around possibly 4:00.

Mr. BOREN. So they had been there a while when you reached
Colonel North on the telephone?

Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BOREN. And then it took a while for him to come on over,

they were there sealing the office and--
Ms. HALL. I don't think he planned to return to the office. As I

said before, I placed the call when I realized that Brenda Reger
and the others were going to, in fact, close up for the evening and I
had discovered the altered documents and the others that I have
mentioned, and I needed to talk to him. I needed to know, you
know, for him to come back.

Mr. BOREN. Were you at all concerned-you mentioned then get-
ting the documents once he got there and the three of you-Colonel
North and Mr. Green, yourself-leaving the building.

Were you at all concerned at that point, since at that point in
time you knew the President had dismissed Colonel North, you
knew they were attempting to seal the office, obviously to secure
the documents-were you at all concerned yourself about placing
yourself in any jeopardy to be taking the documents out at that
point?

Ms. HALL. Sir, I was emotionally distraught at the time. I was
with a positive mind, as I said before, talking about what to do and
also to protect what we were doing in the office, and I believed in
the Iran initiative and the Contra initiative and I thought that ex-
posure of it would have bad ramifications.

And, again, I was emotional and I don't think I realized at the
time the ramifications or the seriousness of my actions.

Mr. BOREN. That is understandable.

F,
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As you were leaving the building, you first made a gesture or
some sign out in the corridor that you wanted to give the docu-
ments back to Colonel North, he said not yet, as I recall.

Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BOREN. Then you got outside and I believe you were walking

along outside the building, at which point in time you again at-
tempted to give the documents back, and I believe it was Mr.
Green at that point, was it, who said wait until we get in the car?

Ms. HALL. Yes, sir. I probably-believe those two statements
were made as if I had brought them out in the middle of the hall-
way perhaps someone could walk by, or if I brought them out in
the middle of the street someone could have observed it, and it was
a way to get in the car so no one could observe what I was doing.

Mr. BOREN. So Colonel North and Mr. Green were both anxious
that you not take them out in front of other people that you wait
until--

Ms. HA.L. I didn't know if the word is anxious; they were not
frantic. They said wait until we get inside the car.

Mr. BOREN. When you got into the car, you handed the docu-
ments over to Colonel North?

Ms. HALL. Correct.
Mr. BOREN. And during this time did Mr. Green indicate to you

that you should not be taking these documents out?
Ms. HALL. No, sir. Mr. Green didn't comment on any of what was

going on except, as I said, later about the shredding.
Mr. BOREN. And he also said wait until we get in the car? That

was his only other comment?
Ms. HAnL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BOREN. So he didn't in any case indicate to you, he didn't say

anything to you like "Ms. Hall, as a lawyer, I should tell you that
you m eight be in some jeopardy for taking these documents out," or'you should take them back and turn them back over to the securi-
ty director."

Did he give you any kind of advice at all about taking the docu-
ment back?

Ms. HAIL. No, sir.
Mr. BOREN. Now, he also discussed with you, I believe at the

same time, in the car at the same time, after you were giving the
document to Colonel North, he did discuss the shredding with you,
didn't he-that is, Mr. Green?

Ms. HALL. Yes sir.
Mr. BOREN. And he asked you what you were going to say if you

were asked about them, is that correct?
Ms. HALL Yes.
Mr. BOREN. And you said just that "we always shred docu-

ments."
Ms. HAuL. Yes.
Mr. BOREN. Which you knew in essence was not quite an accu-

rate reflection because you had never really wholesale shredded
documents, taking whole files out and shredding them? Before, you
just shred things in the normal course of business?

Ms. HAIL. We never shredded to the volume we had that day, no.
Mr. Bomw. And Mr. Green indicated that he would be pleased

with that answer, is that correct?
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Ms. HALL. I believe he did. I am not sure of his exact words but I
believe he said, "that is great," or "that is good."

Mr. BOREN. I think you said yesterday, he said, "good" when you
said that?

Ms. HALL. Yes.
Mr. BOREN. When the representative-I believe Mr. Stevens of

the White House Counsel's office called you, I believe it was on
Thanksgiving Day--

Ms. HALL. That is correct.
Mr. BOREN. -and asked you about the shredding. You gave the

very same answer to him that you had told Mr. Green you would
give. That is, that you just normally shredded documents?

Ms. HALL. Yes, sir. I probably would have said that regardless of
whether Mr. Green had said that to me or not. I was still very
much in the protective mode.

Mr. BOREN. But it was consistent with what you told Mr. Green
and his approval of that kind of an answer he said "good" or indi-
cated to you that that was a good answer?

Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BOREN. But I want to ask you just one more time, because

while Colonel North was not a lawyer and certainly you are not a
lawyer, Mr. Green is a lawyer and a sworn officer of the court, and
he at no time tried to dissuade you or made strong statements to
you about not taking documents or about being truthful about the
shredding. He didn't in any way attempt to urge you to preserve
evidence?

Ms. HALL. No, sir. I don't know that Mr. Green knew at the time
when I actually left the suite 302, whether or not he knew I had
the documents on me at that time. I believe he probably-I don't
know what he knew and when he knew it, but I don't believe-he
wasn't in the office when I told Colonel North that I had the docu-
ments on me and he wasn't--

Mr. BOREN. He obviously knew you had something with you be-
cause he said "wait until we get in the car."

Ms. HALL. That is right. He might have realized that when we
were at the elevator.

Mr. BOREN. At some point in time he realized it?
Ms. HALL. That is correct.
Mr. BOREN. And obviously he saw you give the documents in his

car when you gave the documents to Colonel North?
Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BOREN. So he knew that you had brought things out of the

office with the security officer having attempted to seal the office
and that you had given them to Colonel North in his car?

Ms. HALL. That is correct.
Mr. BOREN. And he didn't tell you to take them back?
Ms. HALL. That is right.
Mr. BOREN. Let me ask about the KL-43 devices, and I believe

you testified there was an assistant, a lady that worked with Gen-
eral Secord, who came to pick up deliveries of the new encoding
devices in essence, on a regular basis?

Ms. HALL. That is right.
Mr. BOREN. Now, were these encoding devices, the software, so to

speak, for these machines, were of course highly classified. When
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these envelopes-was there any indication on those codes that they
were classified? Did they carry any classification?

Ms. HALL. No, sir, there wasn't. They came to us from NSA in a
cardboard box and there was usually-I might be wrong, but I
think approximately 15-and they were in gray plastic canisters.
They had in fact no classification whatsoever and in fact I believed
them probably to be old coding tapes. I don't know why I had that.
They were not marked, for instance, May, June, whatsoever. I indi-
cated before that I took a black magic marker and took the canis-
ters so as not to have them mixed up and indicated May, June, and
I did not carry them in my hands, I put them in envelopes, sealed
in the envelope, and gave it to Shirley Napier.

Mr. BOREN. But they carried no classification on them either
when they came to you or when you gave them to Ms. Napier?

Ms. HALL. No, they didn't.
Mr. BOREN. And were you aware of the fact that these were sen-

sitive-either the KL-43 machines themselves or the encoding de-
vices that were to be inserted or used, were you aware that these
were classified pieces, sensitive pieces of equipment and sensitive
pieces of encoding Jevices?

Ms. HALL. I would normally think that an encoding device was. I
think there was some discussion-at one point, I am not sure it
was specifically a KL-43, but possibly about being able to give a
secure device to a foreign official, and I believe that was discussed.

I am not sure if the KL-43 was the machine that was offered as a
device that could be given to a foreign official, therefore, it
wouldn't make it quite as sensitive.

I understand your question. Do you know where I am coming
from?

Mr. BOREN. I do understand. It is just puzzling to me that when
it came from NSA to your office there was no indication given you,

_. afor-exampl€s the erson that would handle it, that the-equipment-
or encoding devices put in them were in essence classified, but ap-
parently they were not?

Ms. HALL. If the encoding tapes got out to someone, they could
descramble our messages if they had a KL-43 or was receiving-

Mr. BOREN. I understand that, but there was no official notice on
them?

Ms. HALL. No.
Mr. BOREN. Let me ask about the contributors. Some contribu-

tors to the Contra cause have, of course, testified in these hearings.
Did any of these contributors ever come to Colonel North's office

or to meet with him while you were working for him or setting up
appointments for him?

Ms. HALL. Spitz Channell often and his employees would bring a
contributor to the office, yes.

Mr. BOREN. I believe O'Boyle testified that he had gone to Colo-
nel North's office; he was a contributor who made a private dona-
tion?

Ms. HALL. I remember the name.
Mr. BOREN. Do you remember any other private contributors or

were there large, private contributors who came?
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Ms. HALL. I believe some of the names were Ellen Garwood, Bar-
bara Newington, Barbara Christian-maybe a few more, but the
names don't come to mind.

Mr. BOREN. Would you say in terms of numbers over this period
of time that you were working for Colonel North, were there half a
dozen of these private contributors that were brought in by Mr.
Channell or his representatives, or a dozen, 50 or a 100? How many
would you say came through the office during this period of time?

Ms. HALL. I would estimate maybe 10 or 12.
Mr. BOREN. Ten or 12 during this period of time. Thank you very

much, Ms. Hall.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman HAMILTON. Before proceeding further, the chair pro-

pos I to make part of the record exhibits BGS-1 through 28 andPH1through 10.
Without objection, so ordered.
Chairman HAMILTON. The Chair recognizes Mr. Stokes.
Mr. STOKES. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Ms. Hall, on November 21st, Colonel North asked you to make

certain alterations on certain documents. At the time that he
was-he began doing some shredding, I do not recall that he asked
you to assist him in the shredding; is that correct?

Ms. HALL. I don't recall that he did. My memory is unclear about
how the shredding incident started.

My memory is that he began pulling documents and I joined
him. I don't recall that he specifically said, "Come over and help,"
or "Do this or that." I think that it must have been-the way that
I remember it as far as he started and I joined in.

Mr. STOKES. It was obvious to you that he was doing some very
selective shredding; isn't that true?

Ms. HALL. That would be a fair description, I guess.
Mr. STOKES. And in your joining in with him, obviously there was

some purpose for the shredding, was there not?
Ms. HALL. Yes.
Mr. STOKES. And what was the purpose?
Ms. HALL. I don't know the purpose, sir.
Mr. STOKES. Well, as you joined in with your boss in this shred-

ding which he had not asked you to join with, you did feel that
there was a reason for this?

Ms. HALL. I guess what was probably going through my mind is
that the Iran initiative had been exposed and I realized that at the
time, and I don't-that was a feeling I had, so I probably associated
the shredding with that.

Mr. STOKES. And did you surmise that this was a way of trying to
cover up something in conjunction with the Iran initiative or the
Contra initiative?

Ms. HALL. I don't use the word "coverup." I would use the word"protect."
Mr. STOKES. You have used the term "protect" several times in

conjunction with Iran and the Contra initiative, but you have also
said to us that you were a secretary and that you knew nothing
about policy and things of that sort.

Ms. HALL. I am not a policymaka-.. I worked for Colonel North
for 4 years and became familiar with the Central American situa-
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tion and the effort to support the Contras and also the initiative to
talk to moderates in a country as strategically important as Iran
and the daily effort and concern of the President and Ollie, person-
ally himself, and the pressure that was put on these gentlemen
with the media, and the American citizens that wanted their
family home, and I became familiar with that concern.

Mr. STOKES. I could appreciate--
Ms. HALL. It is not a policymaker, that is becoming familiar after

working 4-years with a policy that has been set.
Mr. STOKES. I can appreciate that very much, but how does that

fall within the realm of a secretary to protect the Iran-Contra
initiative?

Ms. HALL. I wasn't the one initiating the protecting, sir.
[Counsel conferring with witness.]
Ms. HALL. That is my answer, sir.
Mr. STOKES. That is your answer?
Ms. HALL. Yes.
Mr. STOKES. Yesterday you told the committee that in addition to

altering NSC System 4 documents on November 21st, you had al-
tered some other documents in the fall of 1985, do you remember
that?

Ms. HALL. I remember the testimony that we determined and
came to the conclusion that one document was changed in 1985. I
don't have a specific independent recollection of that, sir.

Mr. STOKES. That particular exhibit would be exhibit FH-6A. Do
you want to take a look at that?

Is that a document that you altered in 1985?
Ms. HALL. I don't know, sir.
Mr. STOKES. Well, can you take another look at it, Ms. Hall?
Ms. HALL. As I have said before, I don't have an independent

recollection of altering any documents that were-as such that
were done on November 21st. I have changed many documents in
my 4 years working for Colonel North.

I don't have a specific recollection of altering the type of docu-
ments that were altered on November 21st.

Mr. STOKES. And as to that particular exhibit, you have no recol-
lection whatsoever with reference to alteration of it?
-Ms. HALL. That is correct, sir. I typed for 4 years and I typed an

awful lot of documents, and I don't have independent recollction
of any specific document.

Mr. STOKES. Can you tell us why this particular exh. ias
found in Colonel North's files?

Ms. HALL. Because it was in a System 4, it was in the subject and
chron files. Every document we ever typed went into a file.

Mr. STOKES. Isn't that a System 4 file?
Ms. HALL. Yes, it is.
Mr. STOKES. Would all of them be found in Mr. North's files?
Ms. HAuL. Absolutel.
Mr. STOKES. Yesterday you told us about in April 1986 a diver-

sion memorandum sent to Admiral Poindexter and then returned
for revision, do you recall that?

Ms. HALL. I am sorry-yes.
Mr. STOKES. You also noted that it was unusual that the memo-

randum was not dated, it had no addressee or System 4 number. I
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believe you said one of the possible explanations for this was that
there had been a draft Poindexter-to-the-President memorandum to
which this was to have been an attachment. Do you recall that?

Ms. HAL. No, I don't.
Mr. STOKES. Let's turn our attention to the piece of paper that is

in Mr. McFarlane's handwriting, the six System 4 document num-
bers on it. That is the one that you taped to Colonel North's PROF
terminals.

Ms. HAmL. I saw it taped to his desk.
Mr. STOKES. You didn't tape it there?
Ms. HAIL. No, sir.
Mr. STOKES. You had seen it there for an extensive period of

time?
Ms. HAL. Yes, sir. I remember the slip of paper appearing in the

summer of 1985, as I said, when the Congress was looking into the
activities in Central America and particularly Colonel North's. I
remember seeing it around that time period. I never asked Colonel
North what it was there for and he never told me.

Mr. STOKES. Can you in any way relate it to any altered docu-
ments?

Ms. HAmL. Sir, when Co!onel North gave me the document to
alter on November 21st, without talking to him at all, without asking
or him telling me, I came to my own conclusion that they were, in
fact, probably the same documents that appeared on that list. In
fact, when I was asked what documents I had altered in the very
beginning when I was being questioned, without having seen this
or the document, I read off a number of 402008, which is fairly
close to 402003.

Mr. STOKES. On another matter, are we to understand that in
terms of the safe that Mr. North had there in his office, that you
never saw any money in that safe?

Ms. HALL. No, sir.
Mr. STOKES. On the day that you borrowed the $60 from him in

the money orders, did you see him go to the safe for those?
Ms. HALL. No, I didn't, sir.
Mr. STOKES. When you returned the money to him, did you see

him go to the safe at that time?
Ms. HALL. No, I didn't.
Mr. STOKES. You told us yesterday though that the rumors you

had heard about him keeping cash in the safe you felt were true?
Ms. HALL. Yes, sir. I said before that I had a feeling, and I used

the word rumors-maybe it is small talk-because I don't remem-
ber, and I said that I think that that probably came from beilig
shown these traveler's checks that I had cashed myself, which I
had not remembered-I had a feeling that there were rumors
about that. When I was shown later the traveler's checks I associ-
ated probably that feeling with the fact that I had actually re-
ceived traveler's checks and that kind of confirms my feeling with-
out me being able to describe why I had that feeling.

Mr. STOKES. Did you ever see any other persons with money in
the other safes there in the office?

Ms. HALL. No, sir.
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Mr. STOKES. And I believe you told us yesterday that when Ms.
Napier was alleged to have brought $16,000 to the office, that you
do not recall ever having received that?

Ms. HALL. That is true, sir. That is my recollection.
Mr. STOKES. Did you, in your capacity as secretary, open Mr.

North's mail?
Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. STOKES. What about packages that were delivered to him?
Ms. HALL. I have been asked about that. I can only say that

--when someone was delivering something perhaps I walked it up to
him and if he was there, I gave it to him and he opened it himself.
When it came from CIA, DOD, State Department, other depart-
ments or agencies in the government, I expected it as part of the
package that they were doing, usually those documents were at-
tached to documents we were doing for the National Security Ad-
viser, and therefore, I would be expecting them and usually opened
them.

It is possible that I have opened other stuff that has come from
General Secord. I just didn't open that particular package. I just
don't remember opening that particular package and I don't re-
member seeing $16,000.

Mr. STOKES. If he was not there and someone delivered a package
to him, would you open the package or just put it on his desk?

Ms. HALL. I would probably open it, but depending-that is a
hard question to ask sir. I worked there 4 years and that's a diffi-
cult question to answer. I could have and I might have just laid it
on his desk. Perhaps I might have laid it on his desk or I might
have opened it. It probably went both ways.

Mr. STOKES. Was there ever an occasion when you opened an en-
velope or package and there was money in it?

Ms. HALL. I don't recall, sir.
Mr. STOKES. It could have happened?
Ms. HALL. I don't remember ever opening an envelope with

money in it.
Mr. STOKES. Thank you very much, Ms. Hall.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman HAMILTON. Senator Hatch.
Mr. HA rCH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Ms. Hall, welcome to the committee. I want to thank you for tes-

tifying. I think you have been a candid and forthright witness, and
helpful to our understanding of what happened here, at least to the
extent that you have been able to testify. I am sure you never ex-
pected to be in this position, but the fact is, you and the man you
worked for captivated this country for quite a bit of time and you
have captured the attention of the entire country.

I believe you were quoted recently as agreeing with the late
Andy Warhol that "every person indeed gets 15-minutes of fame." I
personally believe you have exceeded your allotment.

I would like to go through some questions that I hope will help
us understand what happened here, about the people involved.
Colonel North has, of course, become the center of attention. I read
an interesting and good article in the Washington Post yesterday
covering all of the various things he might be. And I am sure we
are going to get a chance to hear him testify. As I suggested last
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December, we should have him. But you worked very closely with
Colonel North for 4 years. You probably know him as well as any-
body from the work standpoint. I would appreciate it if you would
take a minute and tell us a little bit about this mystery figure.
What was he like to work for, what kind of a man he is, what were
his principal motivations, at least as afar as you could see?

Ms. HALL. Regarding your question how was he to work for, I
would say he was every secretary's dream of a boss. He was easy-
going, patient, he was motivated to do the best job that he possibly
knew in the best interests of this country, and I think that that
quality transferred into the people that worked for him.

Mr. HATCH. How hard did he work?
Ms. HAxi. Very hard.
Mr. HATCH. Like-
Ms. HALL. He began-his usual days Monday through Friday

began at 7:30 in the morning with a staff meeting. The day started
off like a crack of fire from that point on. He left-I don't think he
left the office before 9 or 10, and usually he would stay until 12 or
1 o'clock in the morning.

I don't say that you should read the newspaper, but Colonel
North didn't have time to read the newspaper usually. He seldom
went to lunch, only if it was a working lunch, and many times
friends hadn't seen him in a long time and said can't we go to
lunch and have a chat. He would always put his work before him-
self, always.

Mr. HATCH. There has been a great deal of publicity about Colo-
nel North lately and he has been described as everything from a
hero to a zealot.

Based on your understanding of him, do you feel that Colonel
North has been accurately depicted in the media so far and, if not,
how should he be portrayed?

Ms. HALL. I don't think he has been portrayed correctly. In some
circumstances yes and many others no. I don't think zealot is an
accurate word to describe Colonel North. I believe that Colonel
North was a hard-working person, and I think that he was effective
and he had a "can do," positive attitude. He didn't like to give up.
He always thought there was a means to achieve goals and he
didn't give up, and I don't think that those qualities are a zealot. I
think they are not a rogue elephant. I believe they are good quali-
ties.

I think that a positive attitude in an office with as much work as
we had to do, and the problems, to overcome those he had the best
qualities for that job.

Mr. HATCH. In your employment with Colonel North, I take it
you knew he worked beginning in the late summer of 1985 on the
Iran initiative; is that correct?

Ms. HALL. Yes.
Mr. HATCH. You also knew that he was working on the Contra

issues, as well?
Ms. HAL. Yes, sir.
Mr. HATCH. Given the scrutiny that the Contra issues are receiv-

ing by these hearings, I think it is easy for us to get the impression
that that is all Colonel North did.
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Is that the way it was, Ms. Hall, or were you working on a
number of other important projects as well? You indicated in your
opening remarks that he was.

Ms. HALL. He worked on Central America and terrorism, inter-
national terrorism. Both of those subjects are broad and very far-
reaching, ranging from Congressional to private inquiries, public
speeches, to policy setting, to inter-agency meetings.

Terrorism, for instance-we have multilateral, bilateral exten-
sive talks with other countries in an effort to counter terrorism.
Those take up a lot of time in the office, in addition to a terrorist
incident happening, which takes up all your time that particular
dhqen you get back logged on the routine things that come in.
Every single day for 4 years we were busy.

Mr. HATCH. You indicated in your opening remarks that he han-
dled Central America, international terrorism, not just Central
America but all over the world, the problem we are concerned
about, the streamlining of crisis management by this administra-
tion.

Ms. HALL. Whenever there was a crisis, Colonel North was the
man that usually handled it.

Mr. HATCH. They turned to him?
Ms. HALL. Yes. I think they turned to him because he was the

person that when there was a crisis he wouldn't say he was too
tired. He wouldn't say "I'll handle in the morning." He would say,
"I'll deal with it now,' take care of it and get it done.

Mr. HATCH. He worked with the President's bipartisan commis-
sion on Central America?

Ms. HALL. He did.
Mr. HATCH. He was one of the prime figures in the liberation of

Grenada?
Ms. HALL. He was in front.
Mr. HATCH. He helped to plan it?
Ms. HALL. That's correct. Usually when you have the State De-

partment, DOD and JCS, it is fair to say in this country that a lot
of people don't agree on things, and I think Colonel North had a
keen sense of being able to coordinate and make people come to-
gether to make a decisive decision-well, a decision--

Mr. HATCH. He was a decisionmaker, wasn't he?
Ms. HALL. He was a good decisionmaker. He had the ability and

the foresight to come to a decision.
Mr. HATCH. Would you say he was a take-charge guy they turned

to quite often?
Ms. HALL. Yes.
Mr. HATCH. You indicated that he worked on the elimination of

the death squad problem in El Salvador?
Ms. HALL. That is correct.
Mr. HATCH. He worked on the U.S. response to Libya and Colo-

nel Khadafy?
Ms. HALL. Yes, he did, tirelessly.
Mr. HATCH. He worked on actions against terrorism against

American citizens all over the world?
Ms. HALL. He was very concerned about terrorism. He never

forgot that he had a family at home, that other people had families
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and that it wasn't fair for people to take out their beliefs on inno-
cent persons.

Mr. HATCH. What you see, what the public sees, are the ostensi-
ble terrorist activities. There are a lot of activities they have to
work on behind the scenes, as well?

Ms. HAL That's correct.
Mr. HATCH. You were aware of that as his secretary?
Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. HATCH. You indicated that he also made daily efforts, was

probably, if not the most concerned person, one of the most con-
cerned persons about the release of American hostages, is that cor-
rect?

Ms. HALL. That is correct.
Mr. HATCH. You said he handled all kinds of interagency issues,

public inquiries, there were all kinds of things he did, is that right?
Ms. HALL. Yes. Colonel North felt, as I do, that it was important

to explain to the American people our policies for Central America,
and many times people used to say he is taking the time to talk to
high school students. He felt, as I do, if high school students are
interested in Central America, that is good, and someone should
tell them about it.

Mr. HATCH. I see. So he would even take time to do things like
that?

Ms. HALL. That is correct?
Mr. HATCH. From your vantage point, what was it that motivated

Colonel North? He is an enigma to many here. Some people are
motivated by money, some by power, some by a genuine desire to
serve. How did you see Colonel North in your 4-years' experience
working with him?

Ms. HALL. Definitely a gentleman with a desire to serve and do
the best job that he knew how in the best interest of his country.

Mr. HATCH. During the long hours and late nights that he
worked, did it appear to you that he was losing control or becoming
emotionally upset or unable to handle the assignments that he
had?

Ms. HALL. No, sir.
Mr. HATCH. Did you ever see any violent outbursts of temper at

any tume?
Ms. &Lu. Absolutely not. Colonel North was very good natured

and had a great sense of humor and actually used the sense of
humor to relieve the tension for others in the office. In the middle
of a crisis, he would make a joke, and everybody would smile, and
you would feel you were normal again. If anybody lost their temper
or lost control, it was probably me.

I recall an incident when we were working very late, and I was
again late for a date or late for something, and I turned to him and

d, "I think I have had a nervous breakdown, or about to have
one. I am 24-years old, and I can't handle it any more." I was
joking with him. He said, "Hall, you are 24?" I said, "See, I've lost
3 years of my life working for you." But this was all in jest-we
were human.

Mr. HATCH. There has been some suggestion that Colonel North
had some kind of special relationship with Director Casey of the
CIA. I have heard your testimony that they spoke on the telephone
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fairly often. Did you observe any kind of special relationship be-
tween the two of them? Did you get the impression that Colonel
North was somehow getting his orders from Director Casey rather
than from his superiors at the National Security Council?

Ms. HALL. I don't know, sir.
Mr. HATCH. OK. You just don't know?
Ms. HALL. No, I don't know.
Mr. HATCH. But you knew they were close, and they chatted

often?
Ms. HALL. Yes.
Mr. HATCH. You must have seen General Secord in your office on

occasion, is that correct?
Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. HATCH. What kind of working relationship did General

Secord have with Colonel North?
Ms. HALL. I thought the relationship was very good. I never saw

any tension between Colonel North or General Secord. I think they
were probably in agreement on just about everything. They both
admired each other and what they were doing.

Mr. HATCH. Let me ask you this-during the period when there
was a congressional ban on the funds for the Contras, did Colonel
North or General Secord or anyone else, to your knowledge, ever
say to you or in your presence or indicate in any way that they
were doing anything illegal and that it would need to be kept quiet
because it was illegal or improper or even questionable, do you
recall anything like that?

Ms. HALL. I don't recall anyone saying anything about anything
being illegal.

Mr. HATCH. Would you say it is a fair statement that during the
congressional ban on Contra funding, and that went off and on and
off and on and sometimes it was humanitarian and ultimately
became $100 for lethal assistance-$70 million for lethal, $30 mil-
lion for humanitarian-but during that time with the congression-
al bans on Contra funding, was there a general feeling in your
office that Colonel North's activities were close to the line as far as
strict compliance with the law was concerned?

Ms. HALL. I would say that he was probably walking a fine line. I
don't see-I don't think he would cross that line. It wouldn't-I
don't think so. I would say that he was walking a fine line in an
effort to do what was right.

Mr. HATCH. Would you say that the effort by Colonel North and
the rest of the staff with which he worked was to comply with the
law as opposed to violating the law?

Ms. HALL. Definitely.
Mr. HATCH. Did you ever observe Colonel North do anything for

personal gain as opposed to public service?
Ms. HALL. Absolutely not.
Mr. HATCH. In my opinion, one of the major questions that these

hearings have to raise is where i,3 the venality here, where is the
propensity to do something for private gain or to take a bribe or do
something that was wrong. Didyou ever see anything along those
lines?

Ms. HALL. Sir, I never saw anyone Ollie North-Colonel North-
any of these people motivated by money or personal gain. I saw
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them motivated by the fact that we had hostages being kept and to
help-I mean, this vas instilled in me by them, and that is the
only thing I could feel.

Mr. HATCH. You seem to be telling us that they had hard prob-
lems to handle and difficult problems and some of them came close
to the line from time to time.

Ms. HmL. Yes, I would say so.
Mr. HATCH. When you shredded the documents on November 21,

did Colonel North or Bob Earl or anybody else say why you were to
shred those documents?

Ms. H.L. No, sir.
Mr. HATCH. Did they give you any reason at all?
Ms. HALL. No, sir.
Mr. HATCH. What was the atmosphere like during the shredding?
Ms. HALL. It certainly wasn't "lock the door, close the windows

and pull down the shades." The door could have been opened at
any time, and I wasn't told "Please don't tell anyone about this." I
just wasn't told that. I didn't feel like it was-I didn't feel like a
closed atmosphere. Like I said before, it wasn't "Lock the door, pull
down the shades" type thin g

Mr. HATCH. Noby was putting tremendous pressure on you or
anything like that?

Ms. HALL. No.
Mr. HATCH As I understand your testimony, it was on the after-

noon of November 25th when you discovered that the altered docu-
ments were still on your desk and-you had not finished the job; is
that correct?

Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. HATCH. Then you called Colonel North at the hotel and told

him to et back to the office; that is right, isn't it?
Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. HATCH. During that conversation, did he say anything about

the alterations or shredding or any other efforts to cover up any-
thing?

Ms. HALL. No, sir.
Mr. HATCH. After his initial request to make those changes, did

he ever follow up or question you or press you to see that you were
pressured to see that the job got done?

Ms. HALL. No, sir.
Mr. HATCH. With respect to the removal of the documents from

your office, do you know if Mr. Green knew that you were taking
the documents out of the Old Executive Office Building when you
were leaving your office?

Ms. HALL. I don't know Mr. Green knew that, no.
Mr. HATCH. So as far as you know, he did not know?
Ms. HALL. No, sir.
Mr. HATCH. Was Mr. Green present in Colonel North's office

when you told Colonel North about the documents?
Ms. HALL. Mr. Green was in the suite. He was not present in the

immediate office where I was with Colonel North.
Mr. HATCH. OK.
Did Mr. Green say anything about the documents at any time?
Ms. HALL. No, sir.
Mr. HATCH. Did he know what the documents were?
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Ms. HALL. No, sir, and neither did Colonel North.
Mr. HATCH. Did he seem to know anything about the shredding

that had gone on?
Ms. HALL. I believe he must have since he asked me if I was

asked about shredding, what I would say.
Mr. HATCH. OK.
Did he tell you to mislead anybody or to not tell the truth in any

way?
Ms. HALL. He didn't say all the words-all the words I remember

is, "If you are asked about shredding, what are you going to say,"
and I knew the answer to that question and that was, "We do
shredding every day," and he said, "Good," and there was no fur-
ther discussion to my recollection.

Mr. HATCH. Ms. Hall, much has been said lately about Mrs.
North's alleged trip to Philadelphia and Colonel North's cashing of
traveler's checks at food stores and gas stations.

There have definitely been some impressions left since the intro-
duction of that information.

I understand you have no direct knowledge of these matters, but
I would just like to ask you this one question because I think you
are in the unique position to address it.

Based on your knowledge and the understanding of the character
and personality of Colonel North, do you believe he deserves the
right to offer his explanation of these issues before we on these
committees or the media or the American public at large draw any
conclusions or opinions about what happened?

Ms. HALL. I believe he has that right. Yes, sir.
Mr. HATCH. I have a couple more questions.
Could I have one more minute?
Chairman HAMILTON. All right.
Mr. HATCH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
As to the altering of documents and shredding and especially the

removal of files from your office, would it be fair to say, Ms. Hall,
that you got caught up in the controversial events of the day and
you did some things that in hindsight probably were not very
smart?

Ms. HALL. Yes, sir. I have to say that at the time I removed the
documents, as I said before, I was emotionally distraught and did
not realize the severity of what I was doing.

Mr. HATCH. Did you have a feeling at that time, Ms. Hall, that
the Iran initiative was secret, that there had been strenuous efforts
made to keep it secret?

Ms. HALL. Absolutely.
Mr. HATCH. Did you have a feeling at that time that the lives of

hostages were involved in that operation?
Ms. HALL. Absolutely.
Mr. HATCH. Did you have a feeling that taken out of context or

even perfectly in context, that the widespread dissemination of doc-
uments relating to those events could cause some problems?

Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. HATCH. And there again with respect to the shredding and

the other activities which I have to admit do not look very
good--

[Laughter.]
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Mr. HATCH. -do you feel, do you feel that regardless of how bad
they might look-and I think there are some who have tried to put
the worst face on that and some of them are right here in this
room, as a matter of fact-regardless of how bad they look, do you
think that we should wait to hear Colonel North's explanation for
those actions before we draw any final conclusion?

Ms. HALL. I think it would be fair to Colonel North, yes.
Mr. HATCH. It might be fair to everybody concerned, don't you

think?
Ms. HAU. That is correct.
Mr. HATCH. Just one final thought. I don't know how the exhibit

number given to Elliott Abrams got fouled up and I don't for a
second think that you mistyped it. As you said in your opening
statement, you can type, it is apparent you are a very bright
woman, and that you seem to be an excellent secretary. But it
strikes me as interesting that if that number had not been trans-
posed, we probably wouldn't be here today.

Ms. HALL. I have thought about that myself, sir.
Mr. HATCH. The reason I think that is in the event that $10 mil-

lion had been put in the right account, there would have been
plenty of money for the Contras under those circumstances at that
particular time without dipping into any of the funds generated by
the Iranian arms sales.

So there would have been no diversion, there would have been no
press conference by the Attorney General and we would have been
spared all these public trevails.

So I think that is the important thing to understand. So I want
to thank you again, Ms. Hall, I want to thank the chairman for al-
lowing me to go on just a little bit longer. I have appreciated your
testimony and I have appreciated having a firsthand account of
just what Oliver North is like.

We will just all have to wait to see what he has to say before we
draw our own conclusions, but I think it is only fair to wait until
he says what he has to say and he testifies before us before we
draw all those conclusions.

Ms. HALL. I aFree. Thank you, sir.
Mr. HATCH. Thank you.
Chairman HAMILTON. Mr. DeWine.
Mr. DEWINE. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Good morning, Ms. Hall.
Can you give us some indication about-there has been evidence

that Ollie North traveled a great deal and did you handle his reim-
bursements when he came back?

In other words, did you take care of any expenses he might have
so he would get reimbursed from the U.S. Government?

Ms. HAU. When Colonel North returned from a trip he filled out
his own travel voucher, I xeroxed it and I compiled it with the re-
ceipts that he had and passed it to our administrative office to a
gentleman by the name of Mike Sutton, who completed the voucher
and returned it to Colonel North with a check.

Mr. DEWINE. And I assume you did this a number of times, this
was the normal procedure?

Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. DEWINE. Did you ever see anything unusual about that?
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Ms. HALL. No.
Mr. DEWINE. Any indication at all that you had that he was not

being truthful in the expenses he was turning in?
Ms. HALL. No, sir.
Mr. DEWINE. All right. What was his basic attitude towards

money? Was this a concern to him? Was he, you know, was he one
of these people who was constantly complaining about not having
enough money?

Again, it is obvious we are into this, there has been testimony in
regard to the traveler's checks, I think it is unfortunate that it was
brought out at a point in time in the hearing when he did not have
an opportunity and will not have an opportunity for another
month to explain it in any way, but that evidence is out.

So this committee is very much interested, and I think the Amer-
ican people are, in what motivates Ollie North, what type person
he is.

You were very close to him. You worked with him for an ex-
tended period of time. What can you tell us and tell the American
people about his general attitude about money?

Is this a driving force?
Ms. HALL. He certainly was not motivated to do what he did for

money. There is no doubt in my mind. Colonel North, you know, I
mean I am sure he would like to have gotten paid more than a
lientenant colonel's salary for what he was doing.

I think he definitely deserved to be paid more. But he was a lieu-
tenant colonel in the U.S. Marine Corps and he received a salary
for that and he accepted it.

Mr. DEWINE. Were you involved in any way in the keeping of a
personal checkbook of his or any way connected with his personal
finances?

Ms. HALL. No, sir.
Mr. DEWINE. Your testimony was, I believe, that you did not-

you do not know anything about these traveler's checks that he
supposedly cashed; is that correct?

Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. DEWINE. And that your only contact was the three that you

had received when you were, I guess-what?-going to the beach
and it was late and the banks were closed and you said do you have
any money and he got the traveler's checks out. It is m7 under-
standing that he told you when he gave you those traveler s checks
that that was not his money and that you needed to pay those
back; is that right?

Ms. HALL. That is my recollection.
Mr. DEWINE. You, in fact, did pay those traveler's checks back?
Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. DEWINE. All right.
Let me, if I could move to another area, on the date that the

Meese press conference took place, November 25, I believe, when
everyone was viewing that, do you recall seeing Tom Green, do you
recall whether Tom Green was there or not?

Ms. HALL. He was not, sir.
Mr. DEWINE. All right. Yesterday you testified, I believe, if I

recall correctly, that Oliver North, to your knowledge, never met
alone with the President of the United States; is that correct?
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Ms. HALL. That is my knowledge.
Mr. DEWINE. And you are only aware of the one phone call and

that phone call, of course, occurred after he was actually terminat-
ed; is that correct?

Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. DEWINE. Therefore, your knowledge would not h. inconsist-

ent with the White House records if I told you the White House
records disclose the following: that Ollie North never met alone
with the Pr isident, that in the time that he held this position there
were only to calls between him and the President, the first was a
conference (all involving other people, and the second one was the
one that you. testified to yesterday and that the President and Ollie
North atte.ided the same meeting on 19 separate occasions, never
alone, ar n that during those 19 times there was never any meeting
that hd less than a total of five people in those meetings.

That would not be inconsistent with your knowledge of Oliver
North and your knowledge of the contact that the President had
with Oliver North, would it?

Ms. HALL. I would say that would be an accurate description, yes.
Mr. DEWINE. You were very close and had the opportunity to

work with Mr. North, and I believe you testified he worked exceed-
ingly long hours and you kept long hours, too. What time would
you normally leave?

Ms. HALL. I think an average time would be 8 or 9 o'clock. As I
said before, we have worked much later than that, but on average,
I worked about 12, possibly 14 hours a day.

Mr. DEWINE. Would he normally still be working, or would he
normally leave about that time?

Ms. HALL. It depended. He also liked to make sure that I got to
my car since it was after dark, so many times I would wait a few, 5
minutes or so, until he was wrapped up so that he could walk me
out to my car. If he was going to be a few more hours, I would call
a White House guard to walk me. I would say that a lot of times he
stayed well after I did.

Mr. DEWINE. Could you tell us what, as best you can recall, the
relationship was between Ollie North and Bud McFarlane? How
would you describe that relationship?

Ms. HALL. I would say that they were close, they were friends,
and Mr. McFarlane was his superior.

Mr. DEWINE. And how about Admiral Poindexter?
Ms. HALL. I would say just about the same.
Mr. DEWINE. All right. Comparing the two, who would Ollie

North have been closer to?
Ms. HALL. I would say that he probably was to Mr. McFarlane,

possibly because Mr. McFarlane was, you know, in the U.S. Marine
Corps at one time and maybe they found an affection, chemistry
wise, towards each other that was special.

Mr. DEWINE. During the time that Bud McFarlane was the Na-
tional Security Adviser, how often, would you say, that Oliver
North and Bud McFarlane had contact in the day's time? Let's talk
about phone calls and then you can talk about personal meetings.

Ms. HL. I would say that Colonel North's contact with Mr.
McFarlane was ust as it was with Admiral Poindexter and any
other security adr. Of course, Colonel North had a lot of contact
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with the security advisers because of the issues that he worked. I
would say that he had more contact with them than perhaps
maybe any other staffer, but it was because of his issues that he
handled.

Mr. DEWINE. Could you give us some idea-and I know there is
no typical or average day-but can you give us some idea of how
often during the day that they would have this contact?

Ms. HALL. It is hard to give an answer to that, sir. It depends on
if it is a terrorist incident you could spend hours with the security
adviser in the situation room. If there wasn't, it depended on if
there was a Presidential meeting happening that day or, it depend-
ed on the security adviser called you over because if he had a ques-
tion. You are always at his disposal.

Mr. DEWINE. Let me move to Albert Hakim. How often did you
see Albert Hakim?

Ms. HALL. I believe-I know I met Albert Hakim once, and I be-
lieve I have seen him maybe two or three times.

Mr. DEWINE. He was not a frequent visitor to Ollie North's
office?

Ms. HALL. No, sir.
Mr. DEWINE. How about phone calls between the two? I believe

that you normally placed Mr. North's phone calls, is that correct,
Colonel North's phone calls?

Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. DEWINE. How often would he and Mr. Hakim have had con-

tact?
Ms. HALL. I would say they were frequent, but not as frequently

as they were with General Secord.
Mr. DEWINE. What would frequent be, do you have any idea?
Ms. HALL. I am trying to recall.
Mr. DEWINE. Again, I know that is tough. The -e is no typical

d%. HALL. No, there isn't.

Mr. DEWINE. And I understand that, we appreciate that.
Ms. HALL. Like I said, he might have come to the office a few

times. The calls were more than the visits definitely. I would say
they were-it is hard to describe. Like I said before, to give you a
comparison, they were definitely not as frequent as General
Secord. General Secord was a daily caller, whereas Albert Hakim
was not. During the time that Albert Hakim worked with us,
maybe--

Mr. DEWINE. Once a week?
Ms. HALL. Possibly, maybe less.
Mr. DEWINE. How about Robert Owen. Did you see Robert Owen

in your office?
Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. DEWINE. And again with him, how often during the period of

time that he was involved with Colonel North? Would this be once
a week, less than that, more than that?

Ms. HALL. I would say-h-e was a--frequent-visitor.--Maybe-once a-
week. It depended. There were spurts. Maybe once a week, and it
might not be for a while, and then again maybe two or three times
a week.

Mr. DEWINE. What about phone calls with Rob Owen?
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Ms. HALL. I think the visits were probably more. There were
more visits than there were phone calls.

Mr. DEWINE. More visits than there were phone calls?
Ms. HAuL. Yes.
Mr. DEwNE. What about Ambassador Tambs? Did he ever call or

did Ollie North ever place any calls to the Ambassador?
Ms. HALL. Ambassador Tambs and Ollie were close friends. I

would say that that wasn't frequent, but there were calls.
Mr. DEWNE. Again, would this be once a week, more or less than

that?
Ms. HALL. No, I would not say once a week. I would say it de-

pended upon if something had come up. It was not once a week.
Mr. DEwINE. But you would categorize them as close friends?
Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. DEWINE. What about-going back to Rob Owen-how would

you describe the relationship between Ollie North and Rob Owen?
Ms. HALL. I think that they became close friends.
Mr. DEWINE. Albert Hakim?
Ms. HALL. I don't know the relationship there. I don't know Mr.

Hakim very well, sir.
Mr. DEWINE. Let me move on to Elliott Abrams. How would you

describe the relationship between Ollie North and Elliott Abrams?
Ms. HALL. I would say there was a good relationship. I think-I

think that they admired each other. The meetings-I would say
that he met with Elliott Abrams once a week, because there was
an interaency meeting once a week that Mr. North attended. The
phone calls outside the meetings were not that frequent. It is hard
for me to judge. I placed the calls, but again, I do not place the
secure calls for Colonel North, so it is hard to judge. I could be
wrong when I give you description.

Mr. DEWINE. Did you ever see Elliott Abrams in your office?
Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. DEWINE. How often would that occur?
Ms. HmL. I think it has only been a few times. And it possibly

was because he was in a meeting in the White House and he
stopped over to say hello, or I think he might have been in the
office for a meeting at one point. I don't remember what the meet-ing was.

Mr. DEWINE. Would you describe Elliott Abrams and Colonel
North as being close then?

Ms. HAu.L. I would say so, yes.
Mr. DEMwNE. And what about Mr. Coy and Mr. Earl? Can you de-

scribe the working relationship inside your office between those
two and Colonel North?

Ms. HAIL. The relationship was good.
Mr. DEWINE. Who did what? What was the relationship as far as

the pecking order, or as far as the-
Ms. HAL. Colonel North was in my eyes the boss. He was the

director. Craig Coy and Bob Earl came from the Vice President's
Task Force on Terrorism to join us when the office was expanded
to take on those responsibilities. I would say that everyone was
friends. We worked well togethe i a am.

I would say that Craig Coy handled probably more terrorism
issues as far as airport security, et cetera, et cetera. Bob handled
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terrorism also. It was a mixing. There was no designated areas for
which each person handled. It was whenever an issue came up and
somebody was available, they took care of it.

Bob, I think, probably had a little bit slightly closer relationship
with Ollie, because he was in the Marine Corps, and I believe that
they knew each other before they came to-before. Colonel Earl
came to work at our office. And Bob had also stayed late hours. I
mean Craig did too, but Bob-I'd be kicking him out of the office
just like I was trying to do with Ollie all the time.

Mr. DEWINE. With the exception of the testimony you have al-
ready given about the times that Tom Green-that you saw him,
was he in Ollie North's office, in your office prior to this series of
events in November when the press conference was held and the
subsequent events? Was he someone you knew before then at all?

Ms. HALL. I never met Mr. Green until-November 25, 1986. We
did place phone calls to him, and he in turn called us, but the first
time I ever laid eyes on Tom Green was November 25.

Mr. DEWINE. When would these phone calls have started?
Ms. HALL. I know that we were talking to Tom Green prior to

May of 1986. That is my kind of standing point there. I would
say-

Mr. DEWINE. How do you know that?
Ms. HAL. Sometime in late 1985.
Mr. DEWINE. Late 1985?
Ms. HALL. Possibly. I could be wrong.
Mr. DEWINE. Why do you peg it to the May date?
Ms. HALL. May is the Tehran trip and also we moved, so I associ-

ate-I can remember being in room 392 and certain things happen-
ing, and I can also see myself in 302 and certain things happening.
So that is how I decipher between the two, for giving the time-
frames.

Mr. DEWINE. Beginning at that period, would these phone calls
have been very frequent-once a week?

Ms. HALL. It varied. It could be once a week, twice a week, it
might not be for 2 weeks. It might not be for a month. It was
varied.

Mr. DEWINE. Adolfo Calero, how often would you see him, or did
you see him?

Ms. HAL. More, I would say, probably in 1985, 1984, and 1985 I
guess. Not as often in 1986.

Mr. DEWINE. How would you describe the relationship between
him and Ollie North?

Ms. HALL. Good.
Mr. DEWINE. Thank you very much.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman HAMILTON. We begin now under the 5-minute rule.

The chair recognizes Senator Rudman, the vice-chairman.
Mr. RUDMAN. Mr. Chairman, before I ask Ms. Hall a few ques-

tions, I just want to get the record straight on something. I think
my colleague from Utah,-Senator-Hatch,-makes-a-very good point,
and all of us in this committee have tried assiduously to avoid cast-
ing any aspersions of guilt or innocence on anyone. That is not our
job and certainly not before people appear.
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But so that anyone watching might not misunderstand, we have
wanted Colonel North here since last January. Colonel North's not
being here to answer these charges is his choice, not ours. And I
would say it is his legal choice, and I am not critical of that. He
has every right, as an American citizen, to invoke his constitution-
al privileges. That is what this country is all about.

But let the record show that the reason Colonel North is still a
mystery man is because he hasn't been before this committee for a
whole lot of reasons, some having to do with his wishing to take
immunity, others having to do with the Independent Counsel want-
ing more time, but I think it is important that the American
people don't misunderstand that we are not kind of holding Colonel
North out in the corridor and letting people make statements
about him before we hear from him ourselves. I wish we had heard
Colonel North, Mr. Chairman, last February, and Admiral Poin-
dexter. I had made it clear that when it came to balancing the in-
terests of this country on prosecution versus getting the cloud out
from over the President, we should have had them here months
ago. I stand by that position. Some people disagree, but I believe it.
But that is why he is not here.

Ms. Hall, thank you ve'y much for being so candid in your testi-
mony. I don't have any real factual problems with your testimony.
I want to just clear up some things that I don't understand. I want
to get to Mr. Green for just a moment. Let me describe the situa-
tion as the transcript and your deposition indicates it, so we under-
stand fully Mr. Green's participation.

As I understand it, you left the office with some documents in
your boots and in your back, behind your back, as you described it.
You walked out of the building, you wanted to maybe remove the
documents at this point. Mr. Green, I believe, told you, "No, don't
pass them to me here or to Colonel North here", is that correct?

Ms. HAL. I don't believe he used those words, sir.
Mr. RUDMAN. Well, what did he say?
Ms. HALL. When I was on the elevator, he said, "Why don't you

just wait for a few minutes," or, let's see, let me--
Mr. RUDMAN. That is good, that is fine.
Ms. HAL. I am just trying to remember what I remembered him

saying. We walked outside, and Tom said, "Why don't you wait
until we get in the car?"

Mr. RUDMAN. That is Mr. Green you are speaking of?.
Ms. HALL. Mr. Green, yes, I am sorry.
Mr. RUDMAN. So at that point, Mr. Green knew that you had doc-

uments on you, on your person?
Ms. HALL. We would have to assume so. I don't know.
Mr. RUDMAN. I certainly assume so, Ms. Hall. Then you got out-

side, and'you get outside, and you want to, again to then get rid of
the documents. The reason you wanted to do that is you were going
to your car, which was in the garage, is that not correct?

Ms. HALL. Yes.
Mr. RUDMAN. But you didn't go to your car, you went to Mr.

-freei's-car, Which- is parked on the sidewalk, for the specific pur-
pose of getting in the car so people couldn't observe, which was
their idea, and pass the documents.

Ms. HALL. No, sir, that is not true.

75-542 - 88 - 18
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Mr. RUDMAN. All right, well, you tell me what is then.
Ms. HMLL. I will tell you what is. Colonel North came to the

office. I asked him if he could see documents on my back. He said
no. We walk out of the office. I gestured to give him the docu-
ments; he said, "No, wait until we get outside." We walked outside,
and I motioned to give him the documents, and Tom Green said,
"No, wait until we get in the car."

There is no way that I could have known or that-there is no
way that they set that up. It was a convenient place to park, sir. It
is on G Street, it is in the evening, it is convenient. It wasn't set
up, to my knowledge, and I don't depict it that way as a conspiracy
to rush me out of the office and into the car to give them the docu-
ments.

In fact, I don't know that Colonel North actually knew that I had
the documents on my person when I was talking to him on the
phone.

Mr. RUDMAN. You are looking way beyond my question. I don't
allege a conspiracy. The only thing I am trying to establish is that
Mr. Green knew when you got into his car that you had documents
on your person. Is that true.

Ms. HAnL. I would say that he knew, yes.
Mr. RUDMAN. And then you proceeded to remove documents

from your boots and from other parts of your clothing, is that cor-
rect?

Ms. HALL. That is correct, sir.
Mr. RUDMAN. And you handed those documents to Colonel North

or Mr. Green?
Ms. HALL. I handed them to Colonel North.
Mr. RUDMAN. And Mr. Green was aware of that transfer of those

documents?
Ms. HALL. Yes, he was.
Mr. RUDMAN. And I guess we can say, in fairness to everyone,

that it is not normal to take documents out of the White House in
one's boots and clothing, so Mr. Green certainly realized that there
was something that was being concealed that was being taken out
of the White House?

Ms. HAIL. Yes, sir.
Mr. RUDMAN. Thank you.
I have one question about your testimony yesterday, and it

wasn't followed up, I don't believe. I have checked the transcript.
When you found Colonel North shredding the documents that

afternoon, the transcript says as follows: "I asked if I should shred
PROF notes and phone logs. He said I should probably go ahead."

Do you recall saying that yesterday?
Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. RUDMAN. All right. Could you explain to the committee, be-

cause it wasn't followed up, what was it about the PROF notes and
the phone logs that, on your own volition, you suggested to Colonel
North, observing shredding going on, that those documents should
be shredded also?

Ms. HAu. Sir, I have testified prior to this that I had my own
motives in the beginning for trying to shred those PROF notes and
phone logs, because they were taking up room in the file and had
become numerous. And, as you know, we had-Barbara Brown had
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Joined us and the file had become very full and there was no room
for me to put my things.

I had been thinking about doing that in the past and, when the
shredding incident started, I not only found them to be- to take
up room in the safe, but I also found them, in my own opinion, to
be revealing as far as conversations between Colonel North and
other people which I felt, in my mind, were private.

Mr. RUDMAN. So you were aware of the contents of certain PROF
notes and phone logs generally, not specifically, but generally.

Ms. HALL. Generally that they were-it's like a phone call. I
mean, it's like taping a phone call and having those on record. I
just don't feel that-that is their private conversation.

Mr. RUDMAN. And since the Attorney General of the United
States had just said that things had gone wrong and people were
getting fired, it was the general feeling in your office that those
things ought not to be preserved?

Ms. HALL. I did not know that, sir.
Mr. RUDMAN. You were not aware of that at that time?
Ms. HALL. No, I was not.
Mr. RUDMAN. The last question I have has to do with removal of

the documents themselves, the ones that you went up to Colonel
Earl's office on the second floor and secreted some of those in your
back, as you put it, and in your boots. And what was it about those
documents that gave you such grave concern?

Ms. HALL. As I have said before, sir, they included the copies of
the altered documents which I felt might not be discovered if I took
copies of them out, since they were old documents, and spread the
originals throughout the pile-they wouldn't be found together and
copies wouldn't be found. So I took the copies.

PROF notes, as I said before, I thought were private conversa-
tions. They had been shredded before, and I wanted to get rid of
them again.

The minutes, I felt, were accurate descriptions of what went on
in the meetings with the moderates in Iran, and I just felt that the
whole Iran intiative was being blown out and I just felt they were
very revealing and I took them out.

This was done in an emotional, distraught manner.
Mr. RUDMAN. I understand that.
Ms. HALL. I was very upset.
Mr. RUDMAN. We understand that, Ms. Hall, and no one is being

critical.
Ms. HALL. I was not thinking clearly. PROF notes not only

were-I mean, the hard copies were destroyed, but if I had been
thinking clearly, there are also-how do I know Mr. McFarlane or
John Poindexter or the staff had not deleted those PROF notes on
their machines? You don't even have to have a hard copy.

What I'm trying to explain to you is I was not thinking clearly.
Mr. RUDMAN. And Congressman Stokes, when he described it, he

called it a coverup. You corrected him and said, "I did not look at
it as a coverup. I looked at it as protecting."

Ms. HALL. That's correct.
Mr. RUDMAN. Who were you protecting it from?
Ms. HALL. I was protecting the initiative.
Mr. RUDMAN. From whom?
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Ms. HAL. From everyone, because I felt that-I knew we were
trying to get back the hostages and I knew we were dealing with
Iranian moderates and if this is exposed, there could be people
whose lives could be lost.

And I also felt that it divulged-if this breaks out, we are sitting
up here talking about all kinds of things, we are rvealing sources
and revealing everything. In my opinion, I don't think this is
PrrRUDMAN I would observe, Ms. Hall, that--

Ms. HALL. A lot of damage would be done if a lot of top secret,
sensitive, classified material was exposed in public, so that the So-
viets and everyone else could read it. That is how I felt.

Mr. RUDMAN. Ms. Hall, did you know that it was White House
personnel that were standing in the office barring people from
leaving? You did know that.

Ms. HALL. I knew it was an NSC official, yes.
Mr. RUDMAN. It wasn't the KGB that was coming, Ms. Hall, it

was the FBI.
Ms. HALL. That's true, sir, but we do in this country have a tend-

ency to have classified documents get on the front page of the New
York Times-excuse me, I didn't mean to say that-but other news-
papers in general.

Sorry about that. I didn't mean it.
Mr. RUDMAN. Ms. Hall, I want to tell you that I have read your

deposition. I want to thank you and your attorney for being forth-
right.

This has got to be a very difficult time for someone like you. I
think that you have done us a service by coming forward.

This has not been easy for you or for the committee because you
were caught in the middle of something, and we thank you for
your testimony.

Ms. HALL. I appreciate your comments, sir.
Chairman HAMILTON. Mr. Cheney.
Mr. CHENEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I would like to follow up briefly on the security question.
Obviously when you work in the West Wing on the NSC, certain

security procedures are standard for everybody, everybody is cau-
tioned to be very careful about what they discuss, everybody re-
ceives a full field investigation before ing employed and is
briefed on those programs they need to have access to.

Ms. HALL. That is correct.
Mr. CHENEY. And it is not at all abnormal to have burning and

shredding. That is a standard practice just to destroy information
that you don't want to throw in the waste basket which someone
might read that's sensitive.

Ms. HA.L. Yes, sir.
Mr. CHENEY. Could you describe the guidance you received from

Col. North with respect to the security procedures you were to
follow in your job? Were they anything out of the ordinary?

Ms. HALL. No, sir. I had worked with the government for 10
years and with classified material. I know what to do.

Mr. CHENEY. And the procedures you followed at Colonel North's
office were the same that you followed at the Pentagon or any-
where else?
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Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. CHENEY. Were you, by virtue of the sensitive nature of the

activities Colonel North was involved in, given any extra special
guidance from him as to how you should function?

Ms. HALL. No, sir. I think he recognized that I was a loyal secre-
tary to him and also to my country.

Mr. CHENEY. Let me come back a moment, if I can to a point Mr.
DeWine raised. He asked about Colonel North's relationships with
Admiral Poindexter and Colonel McFarlane.

I would like to explore his working relationships in terms of his
style of operation.

We all know that there are people who, when given direction by
a superior, will follow explicitly through step by step to undertake
a certain task.

There are others who demonstrate initiative. If assigned a prob-
lem, they will go out on their own and find creative ways of ad-
dressing the problem, and a third category, those who don t wait to
receive an assignment, but identify a problem and develop on a
course of action and try to persuade their superiors to follow that
course of action.

Which model would Colonel North fit most closely with?
Ms. HALL. Probably the latter. He was creative and never gave

up. There was always a means to achieve a goal. I don't believe
that he would, my opinion, do anything without authorization.

Mr. CHENEY. Do you perceive a conflict there at all in terms of
showing and demonstrating initiative on the one hand, and on the
other hand waiting for authorization to undertake an activity?

Ms. HALL. I don't see a conflict, no. I think they can work hand
in hand.

Mr. CHENEY. Did you ever have the sense that he was developing
policy options and then taking those to his superiors, to Mr.
McFarlane and Admiral Poindexter, trying to persuade them to
pursue that course of action?

Ms. HALL. He had ideas to overcome barriers and to find the
means. I would say that he was creative in his work and I would
say that many of his policies were accepted and authorized many
times.

Mr. CHENEY. Are you aware of any policy options he developed
that were turned down?

Ms. HALL. I don't remember ever seeing a disapproved memoran-
dum. He never sent information memorandums. It was always an
action memorandum.

Mr. CHENEY. And every single action memorandum he ever sent
was always approved?

Ms. HALL. I never remember seeing a disapproved memorandum.
There possibly could have been one back maybe not marked at all,
as we have seen from Admiral Poindexter with a notation of some
kind. In the 4 years I worked for Colonel North, in my recollection,
I never saw a disapproved memorandum.

Mr. CHENEY. Would he submit an action memorandum to anyone
other than Admiral Poindexter or Colonel McFarlane?

Ms. HALL. He also worked for William Clark. Directly from him,
I don't believe so.
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Mr. CHENEY. In other words, the only memoranda you ever typed
or have any knowledge of would have gone directly from Colonel
North to whoever the National Security Adviser was at the time;
and secondly, it is your testimony that none of those were ever dis-
approved or you don't recall whether any were disapproved?

Ms. HALL. That is correct.
Mr. CHENEY. A final question and you made some reference to

this earlier. Do you have any reason to doubt that Colonel North
had authority for everything he did as an employee of the National
Security Council?

Ms. HALL. If he had authority for everything he did?
Mr. CHENEY. Did he ever undertake any activity without the

knowledge or approval of his superiors, to your knowledge?
Ms. HALL. In my opinion, I don't believe he did so, no.
Mr. CHENEY. Thank you.
Chairman HAMILTON. The Chair will interrupt the questioning

just to announce to Members that the State Department has ad-
vised us that Mr. Hakim's KL-43 communication device is now in
the possession of the U.S. Government and at our mission in
Geneva.

Mr. Stokes and others were interested in that, and I thought the
Members would like to know.

Mr. RUDMAN. Senator McClure?
Mr. MCCLURE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I want to focus for a few minutes on the origination of policy

which I believe is part of what this committee is supposed to be
looking at. Yesterday you testified that you first learned about the
Iran initiative with a visit by David Kimche in the summer of 1985;
is that correct?

Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. MCCLURE. Was that a visit to Colonel North or a visit to Mr.

McFarlane?
Ms. HALL. My recollection is that I believe-and I could be

wrong-that I believe Mr. Kimche came to our office first as a
holding room until Mr. McFarlane was ready to see him.

Mr. MCCLURE. Had you ever met Mr. Kimche before?
Ms. HALL. No, sir.
MXrMdCLUtRE.-DO you know whether Colonel North knew him

before?
Ms. HALL. I don't believe he did, sir. I don't know.
Mr. MCCLURE. Had there been phone calls before that time?
Ms. HALL. No, sir.
Mr. MCCLURE. And he did meet with Colonel North?
Ms. HALL. My understanding of him being in the office was as a

holding room. I don't know if they had words. I don't know.
Mr. MCCLURE. I assume that Mr. McFarlane contacted Colonel

North and told him of the meeting; is that correct?
Ms. HAL. I would have to think about how it was arranged. I

thought Mr. Kimche was, and I could be wrong, was introduced by
Mr. Ledeen. I am not sure, so I believe that maybe Michael might
have worked with us in saying let's have a meeting with Mr.
McFarlane, Mr. Kimche came to the office as a holding room and
then went to see Mr. McFarlane.

I could be wrong, that is my recollection.
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Mr. MCCLURE. Were there any discussions about Mr. Kimche
after the meeting took place?

Ms. HALL. I don't sit in discussions. I don't know, sir.
Mr. MCCLURE. You didn't overhear any?
Ms. HALL. That was a long time ago. I don't remember.
Mr. MCCLURE. You testified yesterday that you knew Mr.

Ledeen, that he visited the office frequently?
Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. MCCLURE. You stated that he came to the office to read, that

he was there for a reading purpose. In addition to the daily and
monthly DIA terrorism summaries, what else was Mr. Ledeen al-
lowed to read?

Ms. HALL. I think he was allowed, authorized to read certain files
perhaps when there was a terrorist incident and how we reacted to
it and overall how the incident was taken care of. That would be
pertinent to him since he was considered to be a terrorism expert
as a consultant to NSC that he would need to see those files.

Mr. MCCLURE. How long had you known Mr. Ledeen?
Ms. HALL. I met him when he came to visit Colonel North. I un-

derstand that he was on with General Haig. I am trying to remem-
ber-I guess probably in 1984.

Mr. MCCLURE. Do you know of his background or anything about
him personally?

Ms. HALL. I have read things. I have read articles, and I do know
him as a friend.

Mr. MCCLURE. Are you aware of any other NSC consultants who
were allowed access to this information?

Ms. HALL. I don't believe so, sir.
Mr. MCCLURE. In addition to his reading appointments, how

often did Mr. Ledeen meet with Colonel North personally?
Ms. HALL. Colonel North was usually very busy and a lot of

times Michael would have liked to chat with Colonel North but he
was unavailable. I don't know that they had a lot of meetings to-
gether. I think Mr. Ledeen mostly came to the office to read. They
did have chats every once in a while when Colonel North was
there, but a lot of times Mr. Ledeen, like I said, would like to have
seen him but Colonel North was unavailable.

Mr. MCCLURE. And phone calls?
Ms. HALL. The phone calls that came in were basically to say,

hey, I am going to stop by today and read. There might have been
a few others in addition to that where he did talk to Colonel North.

Mr. MCCLURE. When did that first start?
Ms. HAuL. I don't know, 1985, possibly, 1984. I don't remember,

sir. The calendar would reflect the first time Mr. Ledeen came to
visit the office.

Mr. MCCLURE. Would he call or visit once a week?
Ms. HALL. He would call to be cleared in to come read. It might

be once every 2 weeks, it might be once a month, it varied.
Mr. Ledeen, I believe, also traveled and did other things besides

his capacity as terrorism expert to NSC.
Mr. MCCLURE. He was a consultant to the NSC on the basis of

his expertise as a terrorism expert?
Ms. HALL. That is correct.
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Mr. MCCLURE. If it is any comfort to you, I appreciated your com-
ments a moment ago about the fact that we seem to talk too much
and that too much appears on the front pages of the newspapers
and you apologized for saying the New York Times. I suspect they
wear that as a garland of honor that you identified them. I don t
think they're offended by it.

But I feel as you do that we oftentimes expose too much of our
nation's secrets and that there is a reason for us to withhold some
information from public scrutiny, and I can understand the motiva-
tion on the part of people who have very sensitive information to
withhold that.

Unfortunately, as we often honor that in the breach more than
in the observance, the necessity for protection of the nation's se-
crets and the methods and the mean by which we obtain those se-
crets.

I know Senator Boren feels strongly on behalf of the Intelligence
Committee that that has been true in the past with respect to con-
gressional sources as well and I think the serious question we
should ask ourselves as a nation is whether the good that comes
out of hearings like these outweighs the damage.

Ms. HALL. I strongly agree sir.
Mr. MCCLURE. Thank you for your testimony.
Chairman HAMILTON. Mr. Fascell.
Mr. FASCELL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Ms. Hall, let me ask the question this way. This shredding start-

ed on November 21st, as I understand it from your testimony?
Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. FASCELL. And Colonel North was already shredding?
Ms. HALL. My recollection, sir, is that I think he began shredding

and I joined him. If he gets up here and says it happened a differ-
ent way, I don't deny it. That is just my recollection.

Mr. FASCELL. I understand. I don't have any ulterior motive
except to maybe get your concurrence that you wouldn't want us to
think that that was just normal routine shredding and office proce-
dures.

Ms. HALL. We do shred every day, but we do not shred in the
volume we did that day.

Mr. FASCELL. So something happened that day that stirred up the
hormones as far as Colonel North was concerned, to want to get rid
of some document? What do you think it was?

Ms. HALL. I do not know, sir.
Mr. FAsczLL. It wasn't because Bill Casey was testifying before

the Senate Intelligence Committee?
Ms. HALL. I don t know.
Mr. FASCELL. You didn't get a phone call that started all of this?
Ms. HALL. I wasn't aware-I had no feelings in me prior to the

shredding incident that it was going to happen. I don't know why it
happened, what triggered it. I don t know what the motives were.

Mr. FaczuL. But you were in your protective mode and you
decided that the enterprise, or whatever it was, should be protected
and you were perfectly willing to help?

Ms. HALL. Absolutely.
Mr. FASCELL. At that time, did you know that an order had been

issued to the Attorney General to investigate this whole matter?
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Ms. HALL. No, I did not, sir.
Mr. FASCELL. Do you know whether Colonel North knew?
Ms. HALL. I have no idea.
Mr. FAWELL. You have already testified at length about copies

and availability of documents. Were you sure in your own mind
that the kind of shredding that was going on would eliminate the
documents?

Ms. HALL. I did not think it would.
Mr. FASCELL. Did you say so to Colonel North?
Ms. HALL. There was a comment I made-and I am not sure if I

made-my recollection is I made it to Colonel Earl when I was
passed the TRW or KL-43 traffic messages that he passed to me to
shred, I think I turned to them and said something along the lines
of if the idea is to get rid of all these things, it is going to be impos-
sible. There was no concern. There wasn't like oh my God, you are
right, or anything like that.

This was a very relaxed atmosphere, it wasn't tense, close the
door, lock the windows, pull down the shades.

Mr. FASCELL. Was there any discussion about who you were keep-
ing the documents from?

Ms. HALL. No sir.
Mr. FASCELL. Was there any particular person that you felt was

more sensitive than any other person who might be included in ti
documents?

Ms. HALL. That is a hard question to answer. I don't know.
Mr. FASCELL. But you have a feeling?
Ms. HALL. No.
Mr. FASCELL. There were all--
Ms. HALL. Of course, there are people that are more important

than others perhaps, but I-I just don't know. I would have to
answer that, and I think about it, I mean think about it and
answer it.

Mr. FASCELL. Thank you very much.
Chairman HAMILTON. Senator Sarbanes.
Mr. SARBANES. Ms. Hall, on that Friday, the 21st of November,

when you had this shredding effort in the office, did you leave
afterwards-is that when your day ended and you went home?

Ms. HALL. I believe so, sir. I don't know what I did on November
21st. After I left the office, or when I left it. I don't recall.

Mr. SARBANES. You don't recall what time you left on that day?
Ms. HALL. No, sir.
Mr. SARBANES. Was the shredding the last thing that you did

before you left?
Ms. HALL. I don't recall, sir. I am qure it probably was, and I

probably typed Colonel North's 3 x 5 card explaining his day for
Monday. That was probably the last thing I did that day.

Mr. SARBANES. When you interrupted altering the originals and
eliminating the copies, that enterprise, in order to do the shred-
ding, is that correct?

Ms. HALL. That is my memory.
Mr. SARBANES. And when you finished the shredding, you did not

go back to working on eliminating traces of the altered originals, is
that correct?
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Ms. HALL. Yes, sir. That was my mistake, but somewhat in my
defense, I have to say the office is extremely busy. The phone is
ringing every 3 minutes. It is a very hectic environment.

Mr. SARBANES. Well, I am not sure it is your mistake, because if
one takes the view that altering the originals shouldn't have been
done in the first place, then at least the mistake was not com-
pounded by you returning to it.

Ms. HALL. I didn't know quite the urgency of these documents
because I had no idea that Colonel North would be fired on Tues-
day. I don't know the extreme urgency of this, and I don't know
that Colonel North knew it either.

Mr. SARBANES. When you came back to the office on Monday had
it been secured at that point?

Ms. HmL. No, it had not.
Mr. SARBANES. When was the office secured and access to files

denied to the people who worked there?
Ms. HALL. Tuesday, November 25th, I would say when Brenda

Reger came in. My account of that is around 4 o'clock.
Mr. SARBANES. Around 4 o'clock in the afternoon on Tuesday?
Ms. HALi. Yes, sir.
Mr. SARBANES. Did any shredding take place on Monday or up

until 4 o'clock any additional shredding?
Ms. HAL. Not to my knowledge, sir.
Mr. SARBANES. When you left the office on Tuesday with Colonel

North and Mr. Green, were briefcases inspected as you left the
office?

Ms. HALL. Yes, they were, sir.
Mr. SARBANES. Anddid Colonel North have a briefcase?
Ms. HALL. I believe he did, sir.
Mr. SARBANES. Did Mr. Green?
Ms. HALL. I don't recall.
Mr. SARBANES. Was Mr. Green there when this inspection was

taking place, as you all were leaving?
Ms. HALL. Mr. Green entered the office with Colonel North. They

were there for only maybe 4 or 5 minutes at the most, as Colonel
North took a phone call, and then he left. He was there while
Brenda Reger and Bill Van Horn were there, yes, he was there
when they were there. He was there for about 5 minutes.

Mi. SARBANES. So he realized the office had been secured, did he-
not?

Ms. HALL. I assume that he did. I don't know for sure. I assume
that he knew who the people were. I don't know.

Mr. SARBANES. On these originals that were altered by you, that
was done pursuant to a marked up copy that was given to you by
Colonel North, is that correct?

Ms. HALL. A marked up original, yes, sir.
Mr. SARBANES. So he had written in hand on it the revisions that

he wanted, is that correct?
Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. SAZBANE. For instance, if you would turn to exhibit no. 5,

on the third page of that exhibit, where it says "recommendation,"
and then it says that the current donors be approached to provide
$15 to $20 million additional between now and June 1, 1985--that
was what the original said. Then if you would turn to 5A, the rec-
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ommendation has been changed to read that you brief the Presi-
dent on the current situation and urge concerted action on immedi-
ate congressional approval of a $14 million CIA supplemental and
$75 to $100 million for next fiscal year. So that is a complete
change in the recommendation, is it not?

Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. SARBANES. And Colonel North did that by handing you the

original and having marked out what was there and written in this
revision, is that how it happened?

Ms. HALL. I believe so, sir.
Mr. SARBANES. And you realized at the time, I take it, that the

recommendation was being changed significantly?
Ms. HALL. As I have said before, I don't have an independent-a

specific recollection of the changes that were made. They are now
very obvious to me since they have been pointed out and described
in detail. I am sure when I was typing it, I knew I was changing
the recommendation, but, as I testified before, I didn't know the
substance of the changes. If I had, I wouldn't have left the attach-
ments on the other document. I was typing, changing, printing off
and xeroxing, and that was my Job, and I wasn't reading or trying
to find out his motives or what he was trying to hide. I was purely
a typist, sir.

Mr. SARBANES. Colonel North, on the document he gave you, had
scratched out the recommendation and written in a different rec-
ommendation, is that correct?

Ms. HALL. I believe he probably did, sir.
Mr. SARBANES. And that is what you typed on the altered origi-

nal?
Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. SARBANES. And then you checked on the altered original--
Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. SARBANES. -approval, which had not appeared on the origi-

nal, is that correct?
Ms. HALL. It could be that the copy we have in our exhibit is a

copy of the original original, but not a copy of the acted-upon origi-
nal. What I am trying to say, sir, is that an original might go
across the street, and it certainly came back with an action taken
on it, but that copy of a completed memorandum might not have
been xeroxed and placed in our files, so what you have here in ex-
hibit 5 might not be the original acted upon document. I am sure
that a System 4 document did not come back without action taken
on it, and I don't remember seeing a disapproved document that
Colonel North wrote.

Mr. SARBANES. But with all the documents, what happened is
Colonel North handed you the original marked up for retyping
with his changes placed on that original, is that correct?

Ms. HALL. That is correct, sir.
Mr. SARBANES. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman HAMILTON. Mr. Broomfield.
Mr. BROOMFIELD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Ms. Hall, I want to join the other members of the committee in

congratulating you on how candid and forthright you have been in
answering the questions. I think you have been an extremely valu-
able and good witness.
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Ms. HALL. Thank you, sir.
Mr. BROOMFIELD. Im sure that our good friend, Ollie, probably

is watching, and his family, and that they can't help but be very
proud of your loyalty and dedication to him during the past 4 years
that you worked for him.

You have known him a long time, and from your close-up view,
did you believe he was unquestionably dedicated to President
Reagan and what he stood for in foreign policy?

Ms. HALL. There is no doubt in my mind, sir.
Mr. BROOMFIELD. Do you think that Colonel North would con-

sciously engage in conduct which he believed, if found out, would
jeopardize the President in any way or the policies in the best in-
terest of our country?

Ms. HALL. Absolutely not.
Mr. BROOMFIELD. Ms. Hall, I wanted you to know, because there

has been a lot said, that if we could only get Colonel North here,
this could be over in a hurry. A lot of us on this panel wanted him
up here for a long time-we wanted to give him immunity right off
the bat. It didn't work that way for two reasons. A lot of members
on this committee didn't want to give him immunity, and probably
the second reason was Independent Counsel Walsh didn't want to
give him immunity. He still doesn't want to give immunity to Colo-
nel North. This committee granted immunity last week, and it
wasn't unanimous, so that there has been a problem in getting im-
munity to him, which I think he is entitled to. We won't get the
full story until we have Colonel North and probably Admiral Poin-
dexter before this committee to hear what they have to say about
the entire matter, wouldn't you agree?

Ms. HALL. I agree and would like to add that someone might
want to read "The Man in the Arena" by Theodore Roosevelt. I
think it depicts the situation correctly.

Mr. BROOMFIELD. You remember a time when terrorists hijacked
the Achille Lauro. Can you tell us about Colonel North's involve-
ment in forcing down the Achille Lauro?

Ms. HALL. I don't know details, but I know that he was very ef-
fective in, as some people have referred to, hijacking the hijackers
of the Achille Lauro. His roles in terrorist incidents were exten-
sive, and I consider him a central figure and an effective player.

Mr. BROOMFIELD. I thank you for that. I think Senator Hatch has
asked you many of the questions that I wanted to ask of you, and
you have answered very fully. Again, I want to compliment you on
your appearance here before our panel.

Mr. RUDMAN. Senator Cohen.
Mr. COHEN. I don't want to use this as a debating forum for

Members of Congress, but I find it hard to accept the proposition
that anyone would call Colonel North's position as not only a mili-
tary officer, but the position he held, as entitled to immunity. I
don't think he is entitled to anything. We're granting him immuni-
ty because we want to get all the evidence.

I don't think anyone should be in a position of asserting that
they are entitled to immunity. That is just my particular view
here, and not that necessarily of the other members.

Ms. Hall, you indicated that you were part of the team. My ques-
tion is: what team?
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Ms. HALL. A part of the National Security Council team, sir.
Mr. COHEN. Would that team include Colonel North?
Ms. HALL. Absolutely.
Mr. COHEN. Did it include General Secord?
Ms. HAL. General Secord was working with us in an effort--
Mr. COHEN. Colonel Dutton?
Ms. HALL. He-yes.
Mr. COHEN. Albert Hakim?
Ms. HALL. Yes. These were people we were working with.
Mr. COHEN. Colonel Earl?
Ms. HALL. When I referred to the team as I did before, that refer-

ence concerning our office, not the entire people we work with
throughout the department, the U.S. Government, and all the
people we came in contact with. I'm talking about a team within
our office.

Mr. COHEN. That is why you felt you should help in participating
in the shredding of the documents in the office, it was part of the
team effort that day?

Ms. HALL. I, sir, was a secretary to Colonel North. I was acting
as a secretary when I participated in the shredding.

Mr. COHEN. You indicated it was not your policy to ask any ques-
tions. If Miss Napier had handed you $16,000 in cash and asked
you to turn that over to Colonel North, would you have asked any
questions then?

Ms. HALL. No, sir.
Mr. COHEN. That would not have raised any questions in your

mind?
Ms. HALL. As I said, I believe that Colonel North was doing what

was right. I had worked for him for 4 -years and had never seen
any unusual or suspecting any foul play or bad characteristics in
him. And therefore that is why I felt that I need not question
someone I admired and respected.

Mr. COHEN. So as long as you believed that what he was doing
was right, you would never question anything that he might do to
carry that out?

Ms. HALL. Sir, I believed in what we were doing in the office. I
won't say I wouldn't question anything he might do. I believed in
the efforts within our office.

Mr. COHEN. Now, you altered7-ome documents-I think you indi-
cated to Congressman Stokes that you altered many documents for
Colonel North during the time that you were employed.

Ms. HALL. We can use the term "alter" when we are talking
about originals. When I am referring to I changed many documents
in my 4 years--

Mr. COHEN. Did you ever have occasion to change documents
that were over a year old?

Ms. HALL. I don't remember ever doing that before, sir. This is
the only occasion I remember doing such.

Mr. COHEN. I am going to relieve you of a terrible burden that
Senator Hatch, I think, placed upon your shoulders. He suggested
that perhaps your transposition of those numbers of that account
may have led to the unraveling and the exposure of this event.

Ms. HALL. I don't believe he did that, sir.
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Mr. COHEN. I think it was intimated somehow that if those num-
bers hadn't been transposed, this incident would not have been dis-
covered and the event would have continued as is.

Ms. HALL. I think he made a point to say that he was not saying
that I did it, I think that point was made by Senator Hatch and I
appreciate it.

Mr. COHEN. I think the moment we became involved with Mr.
Ghorbanifar and his coterie of friends, that this particular initia-
tive was doomed to exposure, and I think that once the second
channel was opened up, that we cemented the fact that this was
going to ultimately be exposed, as it was.

So I didn't want you to feel that somehow the transposition of
those two numbers may have unraveled this entire initiative. I
think that is quite to the contrary.

I also think that everybody here is aware of your particular
qualities. You are extremely dedicated, intensely loyal to Colonel
North and others and, as a matter of fact, I think you have some-
thing else which most employers look for-contextural intelligence,
not simply a typist or mere secretary. You understand, as you are
t ing, the context in which these statements are being made, and
I think that is an admirable quality that we look for.

But it is not simply as a typist that you were serving at. You did
something which I found commendable. During the course of the
day when Colonel Earl came over to offer assistance, you said at
that point-I don't have your exact language-no need for you to
become involved in this.

And I assume at that point you felt that since you and Colonel
North were intimately involved at that point with that particular
effort of either the shredding or taking out of the documents, you
were trying to say two members of the team involved in this are
enough, and I think you, in a noble gesture, precluded him from
giving you that kind of assistance so you would take that kind of
responsibility yourself.

Ms. HALL. I don't think those were my motives. I think the
reason I said that was because, in fact, it was my idea to take the
documents, it was not Bob Earl's.

Mr. COHEN. It was your idea, though, to--
Ms. HALL. It was my idea to remove the documents, not Bob

Earl's. It was my initiative and I felt if I was the one that initiated
it, if I dreamed it up, I should be the one to do it.

Mr. COHEN. And there was no need for him to become involved
in that?

Ms. HALL. That is correct.
Mr. COHEN. You knew at that particular point you were engaged

in something that might lead to some further difficulties, did you
not?

Ms. HALL. I did. As I said before, I was emotionally distraught. I
was upset with the fact that this could all come out. I was protect-
ing the initiative. I was protecting in my sense the country, too.

Mr. COHEN. Wasn't Colonel Earl part of the time also engaged in
that whole operation?

Ms. HALL. Colonel Earl was involved in the shredding. He had no
knowledge of the altering of documents. He knew nothing about
them.
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He had not taken out copies. He didn't know anything about
that. All he knew was, he was aware of there had been shredding
taking place and he participated.

Mr. COHEN. One final question, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Sarbanes asked you as you were typing along when you

were changing some of the documents, I think you indicated you
were simply serving as a typist at that point, but you did testify
yesterday that you had enough of an awareness, again I call it con-
textual intelligence, to know that you couldn't imitate John Poin-
dexter's handwriting so therefore you simply checked off "ap-
proved".

I suppose one alternative would have been to type in the state-
ment of Admiral Poindexter and have someone initial his -

Ms. HALL. No, sir.
Mr. COHEN. No?
Ms. HALL. Admiral Poindexter doesn't-what I am trying to say,

am I saying doesn't type-didn't have a habit of typing his recom-
mendations. It would have stuck out regardless.

I felt that it was better if I just checked it.
Mr. COHEN. So you understood that, that you really couldn't have

simulated the original memorandums if you had, in fact, typed in
the "PS" or the notation by Admiral Poindexter so you understood
that and, therefore, you checked off "approved" as to try to imitate
it any other way.

Ms. HALL. I think I probably glanced at his recommendation and
if you look at it again it kind of reads that he agreed with the fact
the ship needed to be stopped.

Mr. COHEN. I agree precisely with that. I think you understood
that after reading the document that he understood what was in-
volved and approved it.

Ms. HALL. No, sir. I didn't read the document. I read the recom-
mendation or the comment made by Admiral Poindexter.

Mr. COHEN. Did Oliver North ever complain to you that he would
not have enough money to educate his children?

Ms. HALL. No, sir.
Mr. COHEN. Thank you very much.
Ms. HALL. Sir, I would like to comment on your comment regard-

ing Colonel North and his grant of immunity.
I think that Colonel North is first a U.S. citizen and he has the

same rights that you yourself do, sir.
Mr. COHEN. I understand that. I am not entitled to immunity if I

were called into question; to claim it I don't believe is a matter of
right. I think one can be granted immunity in an effort for a con-
gressional committee to complete its investigation. I don't think
anybody is entitled to immunity.

Ms. HALL. If the idea is to complete the investigation, then why
not grant Colonel North immunity?

Mr. COHEN. If he was not engaged in any wrongdoing, Ms. Hall,
then we wouldn't have to be involved with the question of immuni-
ty at all. But that is a matter-

Ms. HALL. We have our separate opinions, sir.
Mr. COHEN. Thank you.
Chairman HAMILTON. Mr. Foley.
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Mr. FoLy. May I take you back to the events of November 25
and I don't want to keep going over old ground but you testified
that as an experienced employee of a national security agency you
understood the rules of security relating to documents, and the pro-
cedures that must always be followed with relation to classified
documents in particular.

Ms. HALL. That is correct, sir.
Mr. FoLEY. Without any reference to possible obstruction of jus-

tice, which is not the purpose of this committee to determine, did
you not know that alteration of existing documents in a major, fun-
damental way was a violation of the responsibility of those who
possess those documents?

Ms. HALL. I agree with you, sir, and at the time, as I stated
before, I felt uneasy but sometimes, like I said before, I believed in
Colonel North and there was a very solid and very valid reason he
must have been doing this and sometimes you have to go above the
written law, I believe.

I don't know, I felt-I believed in Colonel North. Maybe that is
not correct. It is not a fair thing to say. I felt uneasy to begin with
and I agree with your assessment basically.

Mr. FOLEY. That unauthorized destruction of documents is a
gross violation of security.

Ms. HAuL. I don't know that destruction-OK, you are talking
about the altered documents.

Mr. FOLEY. The shredding.
Ms. HALL. The shredding. I don't know that it was unauthorized.
Mr. FoLEY. You are not sure whether Colonel North had--
Ms. HALL. I don't believe--
Mr. FoLEY. You are not sure whether Colonel North did not have

superiors' approval to destroy those documents?
Ms. HALL. I have no idea, sir.
Mr. FoLEY. But normally speaking, you would not be engaged in

that kind of shredding as a routine daily or routine weekly or
monthly activity of your office?

Ms. HAU. Sir, we never shredded to the volume we did. In my
eyes, those documents could have been shredded, the PROFs in my
office could have been shredded every single day. If I completed a
phone log, I could have shredded it that minute. There is no reason
why it couldn't have been shredded earlier.

Mr. FoLEY. Do you have any doubt that it was an unusual shred-dig?Ms. HALL. It was unusual. I have said that.

Mr. FoLEY. Finally, under any circumstances, the removal of
classified documents from the offices to which they were assigned,
removal from those offices and from the building was a gross viola-
tion of the security of those documents which for any other pur-
pose, any purpose at all, would justify the severest discipline, isn't
that true?

Ms. HALL. I agree that it was a gross violation and I honestly, sir,
did not know the severity of what I was doing at the time. I wish I
could redo it.

Mr. FOLEY. I am not asking particularly the state of mind, but
your judgment now and your judgment in any situation in which
you were calmly analyzing the circumstances would be that such a
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removal could not be justified for any purpose when it was secre-
tive and designed to take the documents outside the confined area
without authority; isn't that correct?

Ms. HALL. Sir, I don't agree that it can't be Justified by any
means. I believe that it was definitely wrong and there would have
to be extraneous reasons for doing that. I mean, we could make up
scenarios, the KGB was coming in the door, and you would take
them out then. It can be justified in circumstances. It was not in
this case.

Mr. FoLEY. You are satisfied it was not in this case?
Ms. HALL. Yes.
Mr. FoLEY. Thank you.
Mr. RUDMAN. Senator Heflin.
Mr. HEFLIN. Ms. Hall, I would like to ask your attorney to turn

to Fawn Hall exhibit 8 and ask the clerk, also, to give you a copy of
Abrams exhibit 10. While they are doing that, let me ask you this:
Did Colonel North ever tell you that his wife was going or had
gone to Philadelphia to meet a lawyer?

Ms. HALL. No, sir.
Mr. HEFLIN. Did the name of Willard Zucker-was that name fa-

miliar to you?
Ms. HALL. No, sir.
Mr. HEFLIN. As far as you know, then, Willard Zucker never

phoned or personally talked to Colonel North at any time?
Ms. HALL. That is right.
Mr. HEFLIN. You did not hear Mr. Hakim or General Secord

mention the name of Willard Zucker to you?
Ms. HALL. No, sir.
Mr. HEFLN. All right, if you will turn to the exhibit which is

marked FH-8 and turn to the fifth page, I believe it-this is the
exhibit which is known as the diversion document or diversion
memo, or the undated April memo which contains the language

$12 million will be used to purchase critically needed supplies for the Nicaraguan
Democratic Resistance Forces. This material is essential to cover shortages in resist-
ance inventories resulting from their current offensive and Sandinistan counter at-
tacks and to bridge the period between now and when the congressionally approved
lethal assistance beyond the $25 million in defensive arms can be delivered.

Now, I believe you have testified that you typed that document.
Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. HEFLIN. Would you tell us, was it dictated to you by Colonel

North, or was it written out and you typed it from a handwritten
version, or how?

Ms. HALL. Colonel North had a policy shortly after I started
working for him that it was-that he would stand behind me as I
was at my IBM display writer and dictate as I typed, and I believe
there is very few instances where he ever wrote out anything. This
way was a very quick process, and it worked, and I believe that is
the way this document was done.

Mr. HEFLIN. All right. So prior to the dictation that he gave you
of this, had you heard anyhing pertaining to a $12 million diver-
sion from Iranian arms sales to go to the Contras?

Ms. HALL. No, sir.
Mr. HEFULN. This was the first time that you had heard anything

at all about this diversion of arms sales profits?
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Ms. HALL. Sir, I typed it, I have said before, that I did not-I did
not know that there was a diversion of funds. I typed it. The time I
am in the office, I am working very fast, I am a facilitator, I move
things, I make the office work, I don't retain substance.

Now after this has come along, obviously I am a lot more knowl-
edgeable of exactly what we were doing, because I have read a lot
of things. At the time I did not know, so to say that I heard when I
typed this, I didn't remember at the time.

Mr. HEFLIN. Now, after you typed it, did you have any discussion
with Colonel North- pertaining to this diversion of profits from
arms sales?

Ms. HALL. Sir, I don't believe I did. Someone asked me if I had
ever heard a joke made about the fact that Khomeini was now sup-
porting the Resistance, and at one time he was supporting the San-
dinistas who were fighting them. That rings a bell. It might have
been something I thought, though, myself and laughed. It might
have been something Colonel North said. I don't know if it was
prior to this, at this time, after this, I just don't remember, but the
joke itself rings a bell.

Mr. HEFLIN. All right, now is there anything else that you would
like to tell us about this $12 million diversion-I won't say that
you would like to, but is there any other information that you have
that hasn't been revealed to the committee about the $12 million
arms diversion profits?

[Witness confering with counsel.]
Ms. HALL. No, sir.
Mr. HEFLIN. Now, if you will look at Abrams exhibit no. 10, this

is a photocopy of the card that has this number, a bank account
number, that was involved in the Brunei $10 million solicitation.
Does this appear to be a correct copy of what you typed on that
occasion?

Ms. HALL. It appears to be that, sir.
Mr. HEFLIN. All right now, did Colonel North dictate the

number? Did he write it out on a piece of paper, or how did you
receive it to type it?

Ms. HALL. My recollection is that he passed me-I don't know if
it was a piece of paper, a card, or what, but I believe it was typed
out when he gave it to me. I typed--

Mr. HEFLIN. All right. Is there anything else you would like to
say about it? I didn't mean to cut you off.

Ms. HALL. Just that I typed the card as I saw it, I thought, and
returned both pieces of paper to Colonel North.

Mr. HEFLIN. Did you proofread it?
Ms. HALL. No, I did not, sir. It was a very very quick process. I

remember that I was being rushed. It was very quick. I did not
proofread it. I typed the card and handed both the sheet of paper
and the card back to Colonel North.

Mr. HEFLIN. Was anything else said at that time by Mr. Abrams,
as I understand he was there, or Colonel North about this being a
bank account in which there would be $10 million or any reference
to Brunei?

Ms. HALL. Absolutely not, sir I did not know why I was typing
what I was typing. -
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Mr. HEFLIN. So you did not have any knowledge whatsoever at
that time pertaining to the Brunei solicitation?

Ms. HALL. That is correct.
Mr. HEFLIN. Did after that time you have any-hear anything or

learn anything about a Brunei donation?
Ms. HALL. Only in the newspapers, sir.
Mr. HEFLIN. Only in the newspapers. You didn't hear in the

office at all?
Ms. HALL. No, sir.
Mr. HEFLIN. Had you ever typed tlqt number before?
Ms. HALL. I don't believe so, sir.
Mr. HEFLIN. Had you typed any Swiss bank account numbers

before?
Ms. HALL. I am not sure I have been shown-I believe Independ-

ent Counsel has run off my entire floppy disk and there appears
some account numbers on a document. It is a document of account
numbers. I don't know how many. And it was on my diskette. I
must have typed it. I don't remember typing it.

Mr. HEFLIN. You don't remember typing it before hand or any
other occasion, or the instances of the use of the bank account.

Ms. HALL. I don't remember typing-this is the only occasion I
actually had an independent recollection of typing. Other than
that, I don't have an independent recollection of typing other num-
bers. Obviously, I did, it was on my diskette, the other diskette that
I was referring to.

Mr. HEFLIN. I see my time is up, but let me ask you this, did
Colonel North ever make any statement to you which would indi-
cate that he would have control of any Swiss bank account in the
event of the death of Mr. Hakim or General Secord?

Ms. HALL. No, sir.
Mr. HEFLIN. Was there ever any conversation that you had with

Colonel North which would indicate that there was any connection
between the death benefit or educational trust fund that would be
coming from the enterprise to him?

Ms. HALL. No, sir.
Mr. HEFUN. Was there any other discussion pertaining to a will

or anything pertaining to matters that might indicate that he was
being willed money that was in a Swiss bank account or any ac-
count?

Ms. HALL. No, sir.
Mr. HEFLIN. All right. Thank you.
Chairman HAMILTON. Mr. Hyde.
Mr. HYDE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I would like to yield very briefly to Mr. Broomfield.
Mr. BROOMFIELD. Thank you, Mr. Hyde.
I want to make a statement that I do agree with Senator Cohen's

statement that Colonel North is not really entitled to immunity
but probably an accurate description is that he ought to have an
appropriate action, appropriate action would be to give him immu-
nity. I think the public needs to know what happened and get on
with this investigation and get it over with so our government can
get on with the important issues facing the government.
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So I want to apologize to Senator Cohen. Nobody is entitled, but I
think it would be an appropriate action to give immunity if we are
going to get all the facts and get this behind us.

Mr. HYDE. Thank you, Mr. Broomfield.
Ms. Hall, just briefly, without for a moment justifying any viola-

tions of law, without for a second saying that secreting classified
documents and moving them out of their proper repository and al-
tering documents and shredding important documents, without jus-
tifying that or saying that is right and that it was appropriate that
you do that, let me just try to understand your state of mind at
that time and place.

I can see where it would be very easy to have a siege mentality-
"us against them"-because I feel that way in Congress. We have
a--

[Laughter.]
Let me-hear me first and then see if you don't agree with me.

We have a policy in Central America enunciated by the adminis-
tration and supported by most Republicans-certainly not all, but
most Republicans support it. And the policy is in general to be con-
sistent towards the Democratic Resistance fighting the Communist
Sandinistas. These campesinos, thousands of people who left their
families and homes, who are fighting for the-recapture of their
own country, their own revolution, risking life and limb, and we
have induced them to make this commitment, and all of a sudden
we stop. We slam the door and we walk the other direction-that
is, Congress-by its on again, off again policies.

Now, you find yourself in a situation where you believe, you are
a true believer, Ollie North is a true believer, and I am a true be-
liever. We believe in the cause, believe in the cause of democracy
and freedom and that you are never going to get the Sandinistas to
give up power by asking them for it. They have to be pushed. They
have to be pushed as part of the strategy to get democracy restored
there.

Now, suddenly you find that Congress, with all its wisdom and
all of its power, has turned its back on these people again. We offer
them refugee status if Honduras would take them-that is the best
we can do. And suddenly you are besieged and Colonel North is be-
sieged, and you are trying to support a policy that you still believe
in, and parts of your own government-namely Congress-are
really your adversaries. Is that not the mental state that you have?

Ms. HALL. I would like to say, sir, I don't depict-while we were
working, us against Congress. I don't believe that was the motive-
not the motive, but I don't believe that was the feeling. I didn't
have it. I didn't believe we were against the Congress, we wanted
to work with the Congress, to make them see the light and agree
with us, to support the policy and to do what is necessary.

I never believed that it was us against the Congress. I believe
sometimes I feel that way now, but I never felt it. I believed that
what Colonel North was doing was in fact what he said in his
memorandum, trying to bridge the time between when the Con-
gress finally made up their minds to support the Contras, if they in
fact did.

Mr. HYDE. But the policy was under siege, the policy had been
rejected and repudiated by the Congress. The Congress--
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Ms. HALL. By some members, yes.
Mr. HYDE. By the majority.
Ms. HAu. Yes.
Mr. HYDE. By the majority. And here is this question of life and

death and freedom and these very important issues under siege
and you are in a protective mode and you are not alone, a lot of us
feel in a protective mode towards what we conceive to be far more
important than even adhering to every jot and tittle of the law
that was apparently made of silly putty because we kept changing
it so much.

Ms. HALL. I agree. I think-well, I agree.
Mr. HYDE. Good.
Thank you.
Mr. RUDMAN. Mr. Trible.
Mr. TRIBLE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Ms. Hall, in your dialogue with Congressman Foley, you seemed

to suggest there were times when one could go above the law. Did
you really mean to say that?

Ms. HALL. No, and Isaid, I believe I retracted that. I tried to--
Mr. TRIBLE. Let me give you an opportunity to do that.
Ms. HALL. We all say things out of emotion that we don't neces-

sarily mean.
Mr. TRBLE. I just wanted to give you an opportunity to set the

record straight.
Ms. HALL. I don't feel that.
Mr. TRIBLE. You were not suggesting that you were serving some

higher good that permitted you to undertake these activities?
Ms. HALL. No.
Mr. TRIBLE. Now, I want to establish the timing of an event more

precisely. When Colonel North returned with Mr. Green to the
White House pursuant to your phone call, was Colonel North still a
member of the NSC?.

Ms. HmAL. I believe he still had his badge, but I am not sure. He
was fired as of 12 o'clock, sir, when the press conference came.
That is my interpretation of it. I don't believe he needed to be
cleared back in. I believe he still had his White House pass. It
might have been revoked the next day.

Mr. TRIBLE. But he had been fired at that point?
Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. TRIBLE. So he was no longer a part of NSC Staff?
Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. TRIBLE. Now, let me ask you one other question. You talked

about Colonel North attending meetings of the interagency group.
This was the group whose task it was to oversee our activities in
Central America; is that correct?

Ms. HALL. I believe so.
Mr. TRIBLE. Do you know who the members of that inter-agency

group were?
Ms. HALL. I'll try to remember.
I believe Elliott Abrams chaired the meeting. I know that Alan

Fiers attended. I know that Colonel North attended. DOD, I think
it was Armitage. I could be wrong.

Mr. TrBLE. SO-
Ms. HALL. JCS was probably Moellering. I am not positive.
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Mr. TRIBLE. So it was a large group of people?
Ms. HALL. Yes.
Mr. TRIBLE. How often would this group meet?
Ms. HALL. I believe they tried to meet once a week.
Mr. TRIBLE. Now, there was also testimony that there was an-

other RIG, a smaller one, of three parties-Oliver North, Secretary
Abrams and a representative of the CIA. Was there another group
that met regularly, as well, focusing on Central American activi-
ties?

Ms. HALL. That is my-I think I am referring to the RIG.
Mr. TRIBLE. All .ight. So when the word "RIG" is used, in your

mind it is this larger group that you have described?
Ms. HALL. Yes.
Mr. TRIBLE. All right. Did Colonel North also meet on a regular

basis with Secretary Abrams and a representative of the CIA rela-
tive to his activities and American policy in Central America?

Ms. HALL. I don't know. I don't recall that, sir. The only meeting
I know of that happened once a week, I know, was the RIG.

Mr. TRIBLE. And the RIG was composed of more than three

Ms. HALL. I think it was, yes.
Mr. TRIBLE. All right. Thank you, ma'am.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman HAMILTON. Mr. Rodino.
Mr. RODINO. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Ms. Hall, the day that the shredding took place-I think it took

place in the evening, however; is that correct?
Ms. HALL. Yes, sir. Late afternoon, early evening.
Mr. RODINO. Afternoon or the evening?
Ms. HALL. Yes. I think I stated yesterday that my recollection

was it was in early evening, but according to the calendar, I believe
Colonel North met with Mr. Green at 5:30 that day and I don't be-
lieve he returned, so it must have happened before 5:30.

Mr. RODINO. Now, you stated that you were protective of the ini-
tiative. Were you also concerned with protecting individuals,
named individuals on those telephone logs?

Ms. HALL. I believe so, sir. I believed if the phone logs revealed
General Secord and others, that-I mean that the whole thing
would have unraveled. It is like why is General Secord coming here
these amounts of times, blah, blah, blah.

Mr. RODINO. Had it occurred to you, Ms. Hall, that that day
there were congressional hearings that were going to take place
relative to this matter?

Ms. HALL. I believe I knew that the DCI was having hearings,
but at the time-see, now, I have reviewed my calendar several
times with independent counsel and also with the staff here on the
Hill. At the time I am working a very fast pace, sir, I put the ap-
pointment on the calendar, the next thing I am doing is answering
the phones. There is just no sequence.

I didn't see the overall picture. I didn't connect them. As I said
before, I am a facilitator. I didn't look at the overall picture.

Mr. RODINO. You do recall that you entered into the logs the
name of John Poindexter appearing before the committees of the
Congress on the 21st?
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Ms. HAU.. I believe that appears there, yes, sir.
Mr. RODINo. And your shredding of the logs had no connection

with their appearance that day?
Ms. HALL. No, sir.
Mr. RODINO. Ms. Hall, we have had testimony-and I would just

like you to clear this up, because you testified that you didn't recall
receiving an envelope from Shirley Napier. We have had testimo-
ny, however, to the effect that there was $16,000 that was included
in mail that you receipted from Shirley Napier.

Now, when you say you don't recall, are you saying that it didn't
occur or you just don't remember?

[Witness conferring with counsel.]
Ms. HALL. I have testified that I do not recall but I do not deny.
Mr. RODINO. You do not deny-
Ms. HALL. I do not deny that she delivered a package to me and

that it possibly contained $16,000. I don't recall or remember ever
opening a package that contained $16,000, but I don't deny that the
package could have been delivered to the office, could have been
delivered to me.

Mr. RODINO. Had Colonel North ever instructed you not to open
any mail, any particular mail?

Ms. HALL. No, sir.
Mr. RODINO. Do you recall ever having seen a photo album in

Colonel North's office or did you hear Colonel North talk about a
photo album which contained photos of the operation or the enter-
prise in Central America?

Ms. HALL. I have seen the photo album, sir.
Mr. RODINo. Do you know whether or not Colonel North in any

way ever indicated to you that he showed that photo album to the
President?

Ms. HALL. I have no idea, sir.
Mr. RODINO. I don't have any further questions.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman HAMILTON. Mr. Brooks.
Mr. BROOKS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Ms. Hall, you testified that one of your duties that you per-

formed for Colonel North was to make his travel arrangements.
Could you describe for the committee the types of traveling that

Colonel North did, the frequency, and the destinations?
Ms. HALL. Colonel North traveled quite frequently with regard to

the Iranian initiative and its efforts also to obtain release of the
American hostages.

Mr. BROOKS. Were all of the trips official business?
Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BROOKS. Did anyone above Colonel North in the chain of

command have to authorize his official travel or could he do it him-
self?.

Ms. HALL. Absolutely not, sir. Colonel North was required to
be-to obtain authorization for every trip he made and even, in
fact, if he was to be outside of the office for just leave.

He was given authorization every trip that he made.
Mr. BRooKs. From Admiral Poindexter?
Ms. HALL. From the Security Adviser.
Mr. BROOKS. Mr. McFarlane?
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Ms. HALL. Yes.
Mr. BROOKS. Would you describe how the trips were paid for, the

transportation, per diem, expenses, et cetera?
Ms. HALL. Often, Colonel North's trips were done at the last

minute and the NSC procedure was it required 5 days to get an ad-
vance and, therefore, that usually wasn't the case with Colonel
North's travel.

So when he returned, he would fill out a voucher and be reim-
bursed for his travel by the NSC.

Mr. BROOKS. Did he fly back commercial or military or private
plane?

Ms. HALL. I believe all his trips were done on commercial air-
lines excluding the trip to Tehran which was, I believe, done on a
military aircraft.

Mr. BROOKS. When he went to address potential donors to the
Contras, did he use government travel?

Ms. HALL. I don't believe he ever visited contributors in an offi-
cial manner outside. They always came to the office, sir. He never
traveled to see contributors.

I believe he might have visited a contributor as a friend purely.
When he took his family with him, it was a friendly basis.

He had become friends with the person.
Mr. BROOKS. You didn't know of any speeches he made to them

outside of the White House?
Ms. HALL. Colonel North often makes speeches to various groups.

One was the Council for National Policy and I forget how his travel
was covered by that. I will have to think about that for a moment.

I believe the council paid for that travel. If we got a memoran-
dum of his travel, we could verify that.

I believe the Council for National Policy covered his travel to
and from where their meetings were held since he was a speaker.

Mr. BROOKS. As far as we know now, the flurry of activity on the
week of November 17 to 21 involved the preparation of a chronolo-
gy, a Presidential press conference on November 19th, the clarifica-
tion of the President's comments immediately after the press con-
ference, a meeting to prepare CIA Director Casey to testify before
the Senate Intelligence Committee-all of these dealt exclusively
with the Iran arms deliveries and the hostages.

None of them had anything to do with the Contras.
Attorney General Meese has said that he knew nothing about

the diversion of funds to the Contras until Saturday or Sunday, No-
vember 22d or 23d. And yet on Friday, the 21st, the documents that
Colonel North was altering, had you alter them, shredded them,
apparently all dealt with the Contra activities.

Do you have any idea why Colonel North was so concerned about
Contra documents on Friday the 21st before the issue had come up
with anyone else so far as we know?

Ms. HALL. I don't know, sir.
Mr. BROOKS. No further questions, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman HAMILTON. Mr. McCollum.
Mr. McCoLLUM. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Ms. Hall, I just have a couple of questions to clarify a few mat-

ters.
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You have pretty well answered this, but I think it needs to be
explicit.

Has there ever been indication to yon that anyone higher than
Colonel North ordered the shredding or alteration of documents on
November 21st or knew anything about it?

Ms. HALL. I don't know, sir. I didn't ask Colonel North and he
didn't offer information as to why he was shredding, or who had
told him to shred, or perhaps if anyone had told him to shred at
all.

Mr. McCoLLuM. There is nobody else you know of at all, from
any other source?

Ms. HALL. No, sir. Honestly, I don't know.
Mr. MCC0LLUM. At any time did you overhear Colonel North or

anyone else say that they had personally discussed with President
Reagan fundraising for the Contras?

Ms. HALL. I don t remember someone discussing it. I am aware
that the President met with many of the contributors that contrib-
uted to the Contra effort, and I believe he might have met with
some individually. I don't know.

Mr. MCCOLLUM. But you don't ever recall overhearing anyone
discuss their conversation with the President about the subject?

Ms. HALL. No, sir. It was my impression that he probably knew,
but I don't remember.

Mr. McCoLLuM. At any time did you ever overhear Colonel
North or anyone else say that they had personally discussed with
President Reagan the diversion of moneys from the arms transac-
tions for the benefit of the Contras?

Ms. HALL. No, sir.
Mr. MCCOLLUM. At any time, did you overhear Colonel North or

anyone else say that they had personally discussed with President
Reagan any matter whatsoever concerning the Iranian arms deal
and the hostage rescue efforts?

Ms. HALL. Could you repeat that.
Mr. MCCOLLUM. At any time, did you overhear Colonel North or

anyone else say that they had personally discussed with President
Reagan any matter whatsoever concerning the Iranian arms deal
or the hostage rescue efforts?

Ms. HALL. There were several meetings, I believe, with the Presi-
dent on those issues.

Mr. MCCoLLUM. That Colonel North had?
Ms. HALL. Yes, that he attended.
Mr. MCCOLLUM. And he mentioned to you the fact thr t he had

discussed these things with the President personally?
Ms. HALL. No, he didn't, sir. Colonel North attended the meet-

ings at which the President was present that those matters were
discussed.

Mr. McCoLLuM. But other than those occasions, you do not recall
any discussions that someone described to you with the President
about the Iranian arms matters or about the hostage rescue ef-
forts?

Ms. HALL. No, sir.
Mr. McCoLLuM. There is one figure in all of this who we have

not discussed.
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You described for a number of people different relationships that
Colonel North had with other figures in the government at the
time.

I don't recall your describing the relationship between Colonel
North and Donald Regan.

Could you do that for us?
Ms. HALL. I wasn't asked about it, sir.
I don't know what the relationship was specifically. Don Regan

never called on the phone or Colonel North never called Don
Regan.

I don't know that they ever met privately. Don Regan, as I un-
derstand it-he took on as Chief of Staff a role that he attended
every meeting, I believe he attended most meetings. He was includ-
ed on the list of Presidential meetings, et cetera. I wouldn't say
that the relationship was close.

Mr. MCCOLLUM. Did Colonel North ever express his views to you
about Donald Regan?

Ms. HALL. I don't believe so, sir.
Mr. MCCOLLUM. Do you know who called Colonel North to tell

him he was fired or how he learned it?
Ms. HALL. No, I don't.
Mr. MCCOLLUM. I don't have any more questions, Mr. Chairman.
Thank you very much.
Chairman HAMILTON. A vote is pending in the House. There are

three more Members on the House side under the 5-minute rule
and I understand one Senator. That Senator is not here at the
moment.

May I suggest that we take about a 10- or 15-minute recess. The
Chair would like to complete its work this morning rather than
come into an afternoon session.

So the chair declares a 10- to 15-minute recess while the House
votes.

[Recess.]
Chairman HAMILTON. The joint hearings will resume with Mr.

Boland.
Mr. BOLAND. Ms. Hall, you said that your concealing documents

on your person and taking them past security out of the White
House was motivated, at least in part, by a fear that they might
fall into the hands of unauthorized parties; is that correct?

Ms. HALL. That was my feeling, to protect live sources and that
type of thing. For the security- of the country rather than from a
more-what some people might refer to as more negative motiva-
tion. It was purely from that.

Mr. BOLAND. You gave those documents to Colonel North in the
presence of Tom Green; is that correct?

Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BOLAND. And did you presume that Green had a clearance

sufficient to review the documents?
Ms. HALL. I did not assume that. I didn't give them to Mr. Green.

I didn't show them to Mr. Green. I didn't talk about them to Mr.
Green. I gave them to Colonel North.

Mr. BOLAND. You testified in a response to a question by Mr.
Stokes that while you were not a policymaker, your working for
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Colonel North gave you some understanding of the Iran initiative
and the Contra Initiative; is that correct?

Ms. HALL. A feeling of it, yes.
Mr. BOLAND. Did you know that Colonel North had directed the

employees of the Department of Defense to assist the Contras in
identifying the location of potential targets in Nicaragua?

Ms. HALL. No, sir.
Mr. BOLAND. Did you know that Colonel North had directed the

employees of the Department of State_ to open a Southern Military
Front in Nicaragua? ope a

Ms. HALL. I was aware of the fact that there was a Southern
Military Front, referred to, I think, as the Southern Front. I did

- not know that he directed the State Department to do so.
- Mr. BOLAND. Did you know that Colonel North had directed em-

ployees of the CIA to assist in the resupply of the Contras with
military equipment?

Ms. HALL. No, sir. I don't know that Colonel North directed any-
bod to do anything. I don't--

Mr. BOLAND. Who did it appear to you was directing Colonel
North's activities in behalf of the Contras?

Ms. HALL. Who was directing his activities on behalf of the Con-
tras? Is that the question?

Mr. BOLAND. Well, the question is-you are aware, of course, that
Colonel North was interested in the Contra problem; is that cor-
rect?

Ms. HALL. Yes.
Mr. BOLAND. Who did it appear to you was directing Colonel

North's activities in behalf of tl Contras?
Ms. HALL. Colonel North worked for the National Security Advis-

er. I assume he took all directions-I feel that he took all direc-
tions from the National Security Adviser.

Mr. BOLAND. In another area, how often did Spitz Channell come
by the office to see Colonel North from the time that you started to
work for Colonel North in February of 1983- how often from that
time until November of 1986 did Spitz Channell come by the office?

Ms. HALL. Maybe 15 or 20 times.
Mr. BOLAND. Was he in contact with Colonel North-was Spitz

Channell in contact with Colonel North frequently during that
period of time by telephone?

Ms. HALL. By telephone-I would say not. The visits were more
than the phone calls. Mr. Channell, I would like to say, was a very
aggressive, persistent person, and often when Spitz would call, he
insisted on talking to Colonel North and I just told him he was un-
available.

A lot of times Colonel North did not have time to deal with Spitz
Channell, and sometimes he was frustrated with the numerous
phone calls that came in from Spitz Channell. He did not take
many of those calls.

Like I said before, I believe that Spitz Channell possibly visited
the office 15 to 20 times, and I wouldn't say that they talked fre-
quently on the phone. Spitz Channell called frequently, but they
did not talk frequently.

Mr. BOLAND. You have testified that William Casey was an infre-
quent visitor to Colonel North's office; is that correct?
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Ms. HALL. Director Casey has visited the office on two occasions,
I believe, and that is it. I don't know if that is frequent.

Mr. BOLAND. On the occasions that Director Casey did come to
Colonel North's office, was he accompanied b j anyone?

Ms. HALL. Director Casey was always accompanied by body-
guards.

Mr. BOLAND. Director Casey had an office in the EOB, too, didn't
he?

Ms. HALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. BOLAND. To your knowledge, did Colonel North frequently

meet Director Casey at that office?
Ms. HALL. I would not say that it was frequent. He has visited

the office when Director Casey called him down there-I could be
wrong. There would be times when I might be out. But in 4 years,
my best estimate would be five or six times, possibly.

Mr. BOLAND. Thank you very much. Thank you.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman HAMILTON. Senator Nunn.
Mr. NUNN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Miss Hall, how strongly did you feel about the substance of our

policy in Central America?
Ms. HALL. When you say "our policy"--
Mr. NUNN. U.S. policy.
Ms. HALL. The administration's policy?
Mr. NUNN. Yes.
Ms. HALL. I felt very strongly. I believed in the administration's

policy to support the Contras.
Mr. NUNN. And you felt it was crucial to our Nation's security to

support the Contras?
Ms. HALL. Absolutely; without a doubt.
Mr. NUNN. Have you had that view for a long time?
Ms. HALL. I came to have that view after working on the issue

for 4 years, which I think is-we are exposed to the facts in our
office, and I believe that is a fair way to make your opinion.

Mr. NUNN. Did you sit around and discuss the policy with Colo-
nel North or others in the office?

Ms. HALL. We were too busy to discuss matters, sir.
Mr. NUNN. The thing that is curious to me is if you felt that im-

portant about the policy, it seems to me that your answers yester-
day may have some conflict with that feeling. You stated yesterday
that you typed but did not read the substance of what you were
typing, even very important memorandums; is that correct?

Ms. HALL. That is correct, sir.
Mr. NUNN. You weren't curious about important memorandums

when you felt very important about the substance of the policy?
Ms. HALL. I was, sir, but as I stated before, our office was ex-

tremely busy. I have testified that at one point I took a copy of the
Tehran minutes in order that I might better understand in detail
the initiative and, in fact, I never got to read those minutes. I was
too busy.

Mr. NUNN. You didn't read them during breaks or-
Ms. HALL. Absolutely not. I didn't have breaks. We never had

breaks.
Mr. NUNN. How many hours a day did you work?
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Ms. HALL. Twelve hours a day or more.
Mr. NUNN. You stated yesterday that on repeated occasions you

did not ask Colonel North about policy questions. You just didn't
have time.

Ms. HALL. That is correct.
Mr. NUNN. How did you pick up this strong feeling of supporting

the Contras if you never read anything you typed and you never
discussed it with him?

Ms. HALL. Sir, it is very easy if you skim things, after 4 years
you are bound to pick up a feeling.

Mr. NUNN. Did you read the newspapers?
Ms. HALL. No, I never read a newspaper practically in 4 years that

I worked for him. I never had time.
Mr. NUNN. Never read the Washington Post even?
Ms. HALL. Sir, I didn't.
Mr. NUNN. New York Times?
Ms. HALL. Sir, I am very-on very few occasions when Colonel

North's name started appearing in the newspapers, I tried to clip
the papers out but I didn t have time to read the articles. In fact, I
still have those at home and I have not read them.

Mr. NUNN. It seems to me if you didn't read the newspapers and
you didn't discuss it and you didn't read what you typed, there
must be some reason why you developed, we have not yet been told
of how you developed such a strong feeling on the substance of the
policy.

Ms. HALL. Sir, I said before that after working 4 years, 12 hours
a day, 5 days a week, I wouldn't consider someone too bright if
they didn't pick up something after doing all that. You didn't have
to read something in detail. I am sure all of us have skimmed the
front page of the Washington Post or New York Times and got a
feeling or a mood of what is going on in a certain article.

You don't have to read the article in detail.
Mr. NUNN. Did you have a great deal of faith in Colonel North

personally?
Did you like him and admire him?
Ms. HALL. Absolutely.
Mr. NUNN. Did that have something to do with your support of

the Contras, the fact that you had--
Ms. HALL. No, sir. Me and Colonel North, I think, probably dis-

agreed on some items. I wasn't solely a fanatic about Colonel
Nrth.I believe and admire him, and I am a grown-up and adult
and I can form my own opinions and morals.

Mr. NUNN. Did you ever tell him that anything he was doing waslegal or questionable?
Ms. HALL. I am not a lawyer. I don't know what is legal and

what is not legal.
Mr. NUNN. Did you ever tell him that anything was either right

or wrong, that you felt it was getting into an area of greyness or
anything that was uncertain?

Ms. HALL. No, sir.
Mr. NUNN. Never had any doubts about right or wrong in what

you were doing?
Ms. HAL. Absolutely not.
Mr. NUNN. Looking back on it, do you?
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Ms. HALL. I think it was wrong of me to remove documents from
suite 302.

Mr. NUNN. Do you think it was wrong for him to ask you to do
so?

Ms. HALL. He didn't ask me to do so.
Mr. NUNN. Do you think it was wrong for him to ask you to

shred documents?
Ms. HALL. My feeling-somebody said the unauthorized shred-

ding of documents-when was it unauthorized? I don't think that it
was unauthorized.

Mr. NUNN. So you think everything you did was authorized?
Ms. HALL. The office was secured on November 25, the shredding

took place. on November 21, sir.
Mr. NUNN. Then the only thing you have remorse about at all is

removing those documents.
Ms. HALL. Sir, I wish a lot of things could have been done differ-

ently. I wish Congress could have voted money for the Contras so
this wouldn't have had to happen.

Mr. NUNN. In other words, you wouldn't have had to shred the
documents if Congress had gone along and done its job and voted
aid?

Ms. HALL. I believe that-sir, I have no comment.
Mr. NUNN. Have you talked, Ms. Hall, to Colonel North since

you knew you were going to testify?
Ms. HALL. Absolutely not, Sir. The last time I spoke to Colonel

North was on Betsy's birthday, March 9, 1986.
Mr. NUNN. March 9, 1986?
Ms. HALL. 1987.
Mr. NUNN. 1987. Have you ever discussed with him in any way

your testimony?
Ms. HALL. Absolutely not.
Mr. NUNN. Has he ever given you any instructions or suggestions

about what you should say?
Ms. HALL. No, sir, and I think that is clear in my testimony re-

garding my visit to Brendan Sullivan's office when he introduced
me to Brendan Sullivan and said that he was his lawyer and to tell
him everything, that he was a friend. In fact, I did not tell Brendan
Sullivan everything because I was still in my protective mode. I
never received instructions on how to handle the situation.

Mr. NUNN. Has anyone else in the executive branch of govern-
ment given you any instructions about what you should testify to or
any suggestions or helpful hints?

Ms. HALL. Absolutely not.
Mr. NUNN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman HAMILTON. Ms. Hall, I am informed that one other

member is on his way and would like to ask some questions.
While we are waiting for him, I want to thank you for your testi-

mony on behalf of the committee. I think you are aware from the
comments that have been made by members that we all appreciate
the difficult circumstances in which you have been in and are in.
You certainly helped the committee and we appreciate it.

Ms. HALL. Thank you.
Chairman HAmILTON. I would like to make some statements

about Phase I, which we are concluding, of our hearings. If Mr.
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Jenkins comes in during my statement, then we will return to him
for questions.

For the past 6 weeks these committees have been meeting to try
to find out what went wrong in the processes of the American Gov-
ernment and why. We have heard about 110 hours or more of testi-
mony from about 18 witnesses. Surely it seems to me these commit-
t~es have heard some of the most extraordinary testimony ever
given to the United States Congress. Let me mention a few things
that stand out in my mind.

An elaborate private network was set up to carry out the foreign
policy of the United States.

Private citizens, many with divided loyalties and profit motives,
sold arms and negotiated for the release of American hostages.

Private citizens were given top secret codes and encryption de-
vices and had access to Swiss bank accounts used for United States
covert actions and operations.

The President was involved in private and third-country fund-
raising for the Contras.

Wealthy private contributors were courted at the White House,
solicited in coordination with government officials, and given what
they told was secret information. American policy became depend-
ent on the contributions of private individuals and third countries.

The President approved the payment of fines or funds rather, to
terrorists to secure the release of hostages.

Senior officials did not know and chose not to know important
facts about policy.

A National Security Adviser and an Assistant Secretary of State
withheld information and did not tell the Congress the truth con-
cerning U.S. involvement in the Contra supply operation and the
solicitation of funds from third countries.

When official involvement with the Contras was prohibited, offi-
cials of the National Security Council raised money, helped procure
arms and set up a private network to ship arms to the Contras. A
U.S. Ambassador negotiated an agreement with Costa Rica for a
secret airstrip.

The CIA agent facilitated supply flights.
An official designated by the Secretary of State as a "loose

cannon," carried out highly sensitive negotiations to obtain the re-
lease of American hostages. He gavo the approval of the White
House to a plan to depose Saddam Husayn and to go to war with
the Soviet Union in defense of Iran.

This same official participated with others in an effort to rewrite
chronologies, altered critical documents, and organized a "shred-
ding" party to destroy those documents.

This money from the sale of U.S. arms to Iran was diverted to
the Contras and for the use of several private individuals.

Money raised for the Contras was used to finance a DEA oper-
ation to seek release of hostages.

Contra funds were also provided to Colonel North, perhaps
even-although this is not proven-for personal use.

What these committees have heard is a depressing story. It is a
story of not telling the truth to the Congress and to the American
people. It is a story about remarkable confusion in the processes of
government. Those involved, whether public officials or private citi-
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zens, had no doubt they were acting on the authority of the Presi-
dent of the United States.

At the outset, Chairman Inouye appropriately asked how could
this have happened here? The question now is how can we prevent
it from happning again?

For me, these events raise several questions and concerns.
First, our Government cannot function cloaked in secrecy. It

cannot function unless officials tell the truth.
The Constitution only works when the two branches of govern-

ment trust one another and cooperate. Policy failed here because
the process of government failed. As Mr. McFarlane told these
committees, when the President and the Congress cannot agree, to
charge ahead is to invite disaster.

Second, privatization of foreign policy is a prescription for confu-
sion and failure.

The advancement of American national interests depends on the
full use of the many resources of the U.S. Government. We are ill-
served when it is otherwise. The use of private parties to carry out
the high purposes of government make us the subject of puzzle-
ment and ridicule.

Third, accountability, including personal responsibility, has been
absent.

My concern is not simply the accountability of funds, but ac-
countability for policy.

Who supervised Colonel North?
Who was responsible for U.S. funds earned from the sale of U.S.

arms?
Who asked whether actions taken were lawful?
Accountability requires supervision, and acceptance of responsi-

bility up the chain of command. High officials cannot look the
other way. or distance themselves from key aspects of policy or the
actions of those they supervise.

Accountability requires rigorous oversight by the Congress and a
full exercise of the process of checks and balances under the Con-
stitution.

It requires, above all, the operation of the normal processes of
government.

These committees have heard a great deal during these past 6
weeks and we have got much to reflect upon.

When these hearings resume later in June, probably June 22d,
with other witnesses which we will announce later, my guess is
that the committees will return to these themes making the shared
powers of the Constitution work, the privatization of American for-
eign policy, and the accountability and responsibility of public offi-
cials.

I want to thank Chairman Inouye and Senator Rudman, the Vice
Chairman and Ranking Member, Representative Cheney, and all of
the members of the two committees for their extraordinary com-
mitment and attendance and diligence at these sessions.

And before we recess the hearings, I see that Congressman Jen-
kins has come in.

Congressman, do you want to be recognized?
Mr. JENKINS. Mr. Chairman, all the questions I intended to ask

have already been asked.
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Chairman HAMILTON. Thank you, sir.
The hearings stand in recess.
[Whereupon, at 12:43 p.m., the Select Committees adjourned, to

reconvene on Tuesday, June 23, 1987.]

75-542 - 88 - 19
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$1OIPS All IENERAL SINLAI't LACU OF STATuS AS AN
AIRTIOIII or(SNITTl @7 T cICZIC . ITI SEAI. TOR
SOILl RAVE cxtIEC vIrw A l11M611 PE#CICUiIL •

3. THE ACTilI SECRETAIr CALLI.--I 1V itl OTFICL U'
" ATUROAT MORNING. ANC1 2. T UPIISt NIT DEEP CONEIR
VIi 101 INVOLVEkiT II Till EPIS'Ol. IAULI, I WAS1 AT
A L0S TO LEPLAIN TOlR AcTiO. TRE ACTIl6 SWCEITARI
CORRECTLY POINTE$ OlT 1110 AT TE Yl LLAIT TvtT POSte
SERIOUS (VESTIONi OF PR4OPR4IET. T1111 111116t ALS IAISE
LEGAL OIESTIMOI 1 K LIS A PUTItU 1 WSPSU ro TItS(
O lT I.OS. "E I rIOt *Eg r a 1U II 1116 A"A41O E11

PASTA, AIAL?
- NAr VAS rU WrINE US CIEW11 6 rSP .CAW:S r AM

aOMI PIsOlAL IIkOirliT i TRif A1 IETers?

"IAT .S. L@cVCeTIT TACILItIics si I1TICt. i' 41?

-IEi1 *AIl AVAILABLE TO cil1 ' UKrM stirAlU ci tiL
JPASTOA OR THE~I liS7ITC'T IPlICSZlrTIVrTr. II1, TIE
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DepMJOMrlf dd

PAt 14 Or f4 STATE Itl]$s
ctuturioi or ruIS AIIEENT?

.. VEREr All 011C1R 1.. GOVERNMENTT EMPLOYEES
MAKING ARIANICMNTS. 01 OTNENVI31 ASSOCIATED.
INITIATIVE? IF SO. PLEASE PROVIDE THE NAMES
IVOIVIOUALI. SPiICs of T t( INVOLVEMENT.

OF rNE II@II0UAL 01I1111 fVIUALS' AUTNORIZIN 1
ACT I1OL3

S 4856 OUT&G

C11/11 $ No;

WItr. tN IS
OF T1031
Aor rq| sAr
AN THE *AM(
rNE35

I

I

I)

UwG&~iID

BEST AVAILABLE COPY

4 .,?

-- TO A REASOWALE O5,1lVEA. WHAt IMPRESSIONS WOULI NAVE
lIEN COeVEYto ly YOUR AiU r*E EIA3 'IS ASOCIATION WITI
THIS INITIATIVE' WHITEHEAD

I

I

e

R
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EXHIBIT EA-1A

Departmenrof StateINCGM1 NG

PACE 1 fi JO 9252 N11A41 C2/3S I9 Z2 N00719

INF L Ur . -I /Its AS JSA
.......*................................///// I. S S /!////,/ .',/ ,,,,.'.

Vol/NOT PASSED TO ARA IV SWO
........... ......................................................

IS 4018

LD T AUTH O ifEAO By DIUQIBUTED 91

S" SEc
0* ' C X SEC

RLPEATED TO_

8f.

DT/S. IT tME
DATE /T t ME __________

3ATE iT 'iME_

StlMs IolE
rit:: ATT-CHED DOCUMENT MAY BE SEEN ONLy 8f T4E AOOREE -ND : 7

'IESSLY PRECLUDED BY THOSE OFFICIALS UNDER HI S;U'MORI'Y 'MOM 4E
.1,ii10ERS TO HV CLE AR-CUT -NEED TO NOW ' M;4 M 3°f

-'.ODUC' D CI VE N 4DOI1T ION Al. 0O1S T 218U T ON 02 5 : U S : 0
ECIPIr NTS WITHOUT PRIOR APPROVAL OF 'HE E: u v 5 :: -"

9RE SE5E OUTSIDE THE DEPARTMENT OF STATE SMOUL 0 NDLE EME CJME47
CCORDANCE WITH THE ABOVE INSTRUCTIONS AND WTH CURRENT [ R-MENT

TATE INSTRUCTIONS ON NODIS.

THiS DOCUMENT IS NO LONGER NEEDED THE RE:PIENT 1 RESPONSiOLE

,UPcIYiSING ITS DESTRUCTION ANOFOR MAILING A RECORD OF THAT
AUCTION TO THE DIRECTOR S/5-I ROOM 7241 TVl Z-S7

EIECUTIV E SECRETARY

DEPARTMENT OF 7.

, '

I
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Department of State

PAGE 12 OF 14 SAN JO 12862 31194Z

ACTION 00S-11
I

I
TO SICSTATE *ASPHD IMMEDIATE 6196

3!Ct-4 SAN JOSE 12862

0 0 d N v I G

I NCMIHG

CIS/IS 61t343? NOOTBI

S 4019

"OO IS

EYES ONLY FOR ASSISTANT SECRETARY ABRAMS FROM
AMBASSADOR

E. O. 1:!56. : DECL OADR
TAGS: PGOV MASS CR

SUBJECT PASTORA- S iNGL AUB AGREEMENT

1

g.

III

INFO LOG-I I /tiol W

0 311821Z MAR 86

fM AMEMBASSY SAN JOSE

................. 2 3 477 311S IZ /41

REF STATE 95S"5
1. - ENTIRE TEXT

z NINOR MYSELF WERE
ASSOCIATED WITH ANY AGREEMENT BETWEEN GENERAL
SINGLAUB AND EDEN PASTORA. WE MERELY TRANSMITTED
A OOPY OF THE PRIVATE ACCORD BETWEEN SINGLAUB
AND BARBARA F. STUOLEY AS INDIVIDUALS. FOR YOUR
INFORMATION WHICH SINGLAUB TOO PO HIMSELF TO

OBTAIN FROM EDE PASTORA AL t I 10 ON
WEDNESDAY MORNING 26 MAR 86 WAS TO LISTEN TO

HIS REPORT COUNTER SOME OF SINGLAUB'S GROSS
MISCONCEPTIONS ABOUT PASTORA'S CAPABILITIES
AND ENCOURAGE UNITY AMONG ALL FACTIONS OF
NICARAGUAN RESISTANCE. SINGLAUB WAS SPECIFICALLY
URGED TO ENCOURAGE 7ASTORA TO INCORPORATE HIS

m
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Department of State

;3 OF 14 SAN JO 12862 311941Z C1S/S 903432 NO078!S
I

I,

S

I

I
I

I

3. ,iWTING BETWEEN GENERAL SINGLAUB A
PActrOIfA WAS APPARFNT[Y ARRANGED IN U S

AISIPIOI HAD NO FREVIOU3 KNOWLOGE of MI) iR~v

Qvr OMAY FOUND OUT BY CHANCE MONDAY 24 MARCH

a6 e-04ATTING WITH ANOTHER PASSENGER ON THE
FLI& T YHO 4OviSEo US OF SINGLAUB' S PRESENCE
pe cosr, RICA

4. i'l1rTHER MISSION NOR I HAD ANY INVOLVEMENT

w#4TSOEVER IN THESE ARRANGEMENTS. NO U. S.
tlovERMENT FACILITIES OR SERVICES WERE PROVIDED

,ALL bISCUSSIONS WERE EXCLUSIVELY BETWEEN

"WERAL SINGLAUE AND EDEN PASTORA WITHOUT ANY

41EPRSSE#TATION. FROM THIS EMBASSY. THERE WERE

,VO OTHIR U. S. GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES INVOLVED

N TiSE ARRANGEMENTS. NEITHER WERE THEY

A*SSJ#CAtEO WITH THIS INITIATIVE SINGLAUl

O, b84GJ AT LEAST THREE TIMES BY US NOT TO

(

~~i gV0:, ~

$IC-I
I NCOM I NG

'S 4020

Si,W.LAU8. SINCE RE ALREADY RAO AN APPOINTMENT
Wirei PASTORA. SAID HE WOULD SEEK TO OBTAIN ON HIS
OWN HDIVIDUAL INITIATIVE A PRIVATE AGREEMENT FROM

PActORli WHEREBY DASTORA WOULD AGREE TO MEET UNO
REP AT UNO CONDITIONS FOR RECEIPT OF SUPPLIES,- NOR I COMMENTED ON HIS INTENDED EFFORT.
twabivfl~ EVENING 46 MAR 86 SINGLAUB WAS CAREFUL

ro Oot OUT THAT 'UNITED STATES- AS CITED IN
o ev PARAGRAPH OF LETTER SPECIFICALLY DID NOT
#MAfN VflrED STATES GOVERNMENT - BUT MEANT HIM

A b 4(s ;UPPORTERS. MOREOVER, HE TOLD ME HE AGAIN
V16D) PASTORA AND EDEN AGREED TO WORK THRU UNO.

!
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" Department of State ISO

.A,.. 14 OF 14 SAN JO 19286 311948Z 1i/IS RiJ'JZ NO07S
ENIOur i x133101 Ii ANY CONVERSATION' WITH

j PA CAA AND THAT WE WERE NOT REPEAT NOT
P44fV "b ANY ARRANGEMENT.

S 4021
r. T-oA0 REASONABLE OBSERVER IT WOULD
A0P049 VIAT SINCE GENERAL SINGLAUS ACTING AS
A p iv/*Tf INDIVIDUAL REQUESTED AN INTERVIEW
WITr Al AND SINCE WE WISHED TO FIND OUT WHAT
WAS CO. ON. THIS WAS ENTIRELY NORMAL GIVEN HIS

AIVI,.-VIf1VT WITH A NUMBER OF NICARAGUAN RESISTANCE
Iw h Sr I T I E .

O9*E AGAIN I REPEAT THAT ALL ARRANGEMENTS

W&4e EI$'r'EEN SINGLAUI AND PASTORAL AS PRIVATE
II1vbfDV'LS AND THAT THE TEXT OF THE SINGLAUB-PASTORA

ifw(%ji i PASSED TO WASH INGTON FOR INFORMATION
6AA-Y *0 .1AS NOT INTENDED TO IMPLY ANY USG
NjVL-ej.f~vr OR APPROVAL TiMeS

I

(, vk%A.. I1a0a1
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EXHIBIT EA-IB

Department of tate OUTGOING

ii OF 01 STATE 119238 C11/14 111172 NODSIS
.......................................................... 11/1421"

• OFFICE AmuA.I1
ZwO-I1 SS0-91 SSS-11 SSI-0I S3-14 S-02 0-li P-1! CATi-f.
AS LJT

................ ................................................

S 4024

DISt AUTH BY 1!AD I DISTRIRUTEO IV

".:_____.____ (/S- It __________

..¢DATE/TIME

" 1 TO
By DATE/TIME

I.S[.NS I 'V

, : 'ACHED DOCUMENT MAY BE SEEN ONLY BY THE ADDRESSEE AND IF NOT
.. ,LY PRECLUDED BY THOSE OFFICIALS UNDER HIS AUTHORITY WHOM HE

)NS ,RS TO HAVE A CLEAR-CUT 'NEED TO KNOW - IT MAY NOT BE
-ICED GIVEN ADDITIONAL DISTRIBUTION OR DISCUSSED WITh

'IPIENTS WITHOUT PRIOR APPROVAL OF THE EXE.'UTIVE S E RETRI "

S-.SEES OUTSIDE THE DEPARTMENT OF STATE SHOULD HANDLE THE DOCUMENT
.URDAICE WITH THE AIOVE INSTRUCTIONS AND WITH CURRENT DEPARTMENT

-ATE INSTRUCTIONS ON NODIS.

IS DOCUMENT IS NO LONGER NEEDED THE RECIPIENT IS RESPONSIBLE
b.0,ERVISING ITS DESTRUCTION AND FOR MAILING A RECORD OF THAT

- 1 1,T IO1 TO THE DIRECTOR S'S-I ROOM 7211 TEL. 6312-2 76.

EXECUTIVE SECRETARY
DEPARTMENT.OF STA A"

1x T
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Department oxtate
' C

f ! O 3 STATE 119231
0:' "" NQ0DS'

OLUTGOING

CIll 1611772 NOD5C

I-" LOG'$$ ADS-I 0 /6I R

I

9i

S
n

S

7 IT. ARA/CEN, RHMELTON
,'D IT: S.THE SECRETARY

QUIN
TRACT

\ 4025
ARA. WGWALXER
L AOSOFAER

66565 1961162 /61
-14Z APR I I ZFF6

F STATE [ WASHOC
T .:|IIASSY SAN JOSE IMMEDIATE

'---f--TT STATE 101238

I ASSAOOR TAMiS FROM THE SECRETARY

1!56 OECL OADO
PGOV MASS CR

:T PASTORA-SINCLAUI AGREEMENT

A, STATE l5)

-itf*4 ENTIRE TEXT

I.. Ar M? REOUEST THE LEGAL ADVISOR HAS REVIEWED THE
L(EAL ISSUES RAISED BV THE "AGREEMENT' NEGOTIATED BY
46A4 1L SINGLAUS WITH EDEN PASTORA. BASED ON HIS REVIEW
JWC LlAA ADVISOR CONCLUOES THAT IT IS IMPOSSIBLE TO RULE
CVr IfI POSSIBILITY THAT YOUR DISCLAIMERS OF USG IN-
VJ.VIfT NOTWITHSTANDING PASTOr4 MIGHT ATTEMPT TO USE THE
6hf4&.AUl AGREEMENT TO PRESSURE OR EMBARRASS THE USG. YOU

f 'lrCR(fOl( INSTRUCTED TO INFOR, PASTORA THAT SINGLAUB
g f4 r AUTHORIZED TO NEGOTIATE Oft BEHALF OF THE UNITED

(e'WhAUI 91

A.

A '

.. . .I . . . I II I II I I , _ II _ . . . . Ro a n
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1Y'partment of State 0UTGOING

q'. 3 OF 13 STATE 1iM211 C11/14 10177: N00951

* rATS THAT THE USC DOES NOT CONSIDER ITSELF BOUND By
sia&LA4uI S AGREEMENT AND THAT USC POLICY REMAINS AS

£ry '.' 10 PASTORA ON MARCH I By dE AND ASSISTANT SECRETARY
,oMAI4S WORKING THROUGH THEIPROPIER CHANNELS WE WANT TO s 40 6

R(AC:I AGREEMENT WITH ALL ELEMENTS OF THE DEMOCRATIC RE-
t Sir THNCE INCLUDING PASTORA WHO ARE PLEDGED TO DEMOCRAC-

T;. PRINCIPLES WHO ARE FREE OF CRIMINALITY AND ADHERE TO
."-rENATIONAL HUMAN RIGHTS STANDARDS AND WHO ARE WILLING

To COOPERATE WITH OTHER LIKE-MINDED GROUPS AND INDIVIDUALS

-o AcNIEVE A DEMOCRATIC OUTCOME IN NICARAGUA POINT OUT

Ti Ar of NEED TO GET THE FUNDS BEFORE CONCLUDING AGREEMENTS

1f E*€ "I[IR DISTRIBUTION.

" . PLEASE REPORT WHEN THIS HAS BEEN DONE TOGETHER WITH
1 P4'roA'S RESPONSE. SHULTZ

Ii
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EXHIBIT. EA-1C

Sy ftat ~ ~ N
Department of State

1 01 1o 2 9 3.A JO 93492 112125Z C/l/14 113632 100121
... ......................................... ............. 11/2130Z

O,, OFFICE AlAA-11
swo-1l 330-l SSS-9I $31-oI SS-1, S-02 0-01 P-01 CAT3-5l
AS SLM
' ST AD I$/I/////$T AD IS$/////S/TAOI$//
. . . . . . . .................................eoeo.......o- e' e e' o I e .. ... .

S 4022

DT . BY REDISTRIUTT I

E C DATE/TIME__

fED TOBY OCAT(/7 1 ME2 ,,r ATTACHED EOCUMNNT MAY I( 3([NONLY IT THE ADDRESSEE AND IF NOT

iSLY PRECLUDED. IT THOSE OFFICIALS UNDER HIS AUTHORITY WHOM HE
,,i)q IDERS TO NAVE A CLEAR-CUT 'NEED TO KNOW.- IT MAY NOT BE
::; DOUCE GIVEN ADDITIONAL DISTRIBUTION OR DISCUSSED WITH

RECIPIENTS WITHOUT PRIOR APPROVAL OF THE EXECUTIVE SECRETARIAT

f 'S3E$S OTSIIE 'THE DEPARTMENT OF STATE SHOULD HANDLE THE DOCUMENT
n;,CORDANCE WITH THE ASOVE INSTRUCTIONS ANIDWITH CURRENT DEPARTMENT
i AT( INSTRUCTIONS ON NO01.41 S DOCUMENT IS ND LONGER NEEDED. THE RECIPIENT IS RESPONSIBLE
.UPERVISING IT -DESTRUCTION AND FOR MAILING A RECORD OF THAT

AUCTIONION TO THE DIRECTOR. S/S-I ROOM 7241 TEL. 6)2-2S76

EXECUTIVE SECRETARYS1 Or u 'p ''" DEPARTMENT Of STATE

,s cf E. 12.
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A4 -Depr"as

$AWC 9 01 i -SAN jo 13412 1121251 CI

ACT IO IOl|*1!|

. S/S-0 ..
INCOMING

13/14 11,14.2 IN00|2KI

I

I

-- P' I I SAI S03 11412

FIQ :.lISTAVT SECRETARY AIRAMS FROM AMIASSAPOR

. 12356: DICL. OA0
Ari : PGOV. MASS Cl

::,: PASTORA - SIMGLAUS AGRECEEIT

!TATE 1131

I. &CRIT -ENTIRE TEXT.

-NROITE TO VASNINGTOI WHIRL IT!13

EnP£rTFG N WILL AGAIN ICCOM INVOLVED In EFFORT

TO OBTAIN A$1ISTAucE FOR ARMED NICARACUAN

bE-OLCArIC REISTAICC.

TAiws

S 40'3

* d'r LOI-II ADS-!I /Ill V.... .... .... ... 160 i 11I 21271 /44

,| ie..;2l1API 16 ZFFr4

fe , ililMASSY SAN J01

f'i IFCSTATE WASNIC IMMEDIATE 1711

I
E

IUV - dCiJ -Am -

..- ', ;I

UN C L A S S III Una F
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EXHIBIT EA-2

M SEN
MEMORANDUM

ARA - Elliott Abrams

ARA - William G. Walker

ARA/CZ N- Richard H. Melton Of/

SUBJECT: Singlaub Asks for Help

I met with General Singlaub on May
He had a three-part agenda:

ed States Department of State

nVaon, DC. 20520

8, 1986

,h?

S 4035

3, at his request.

-- Aid for Pastora: FolloAiS .. conclusion of his
"understanding" with Pastora in and his subsequent
con vnsations with You, SinglauU" h ed out with Calero
and _to supply Pastora's
forces inside Nicaragua with a toknamount of military
equipment (100 uniforms, 100 pairs of boots, and some 15,000
rounds of ammunition) from UNO stocSinglaub

ffla ,,i Mi mi n MU 7 O,.Iif h I"A IA [M

'5inglaub,-tried to raise this-w 7 t L1. -Casey.-wno
dUCed and old Singlaub to take it up wLth you. Singlaub
wants you to try to turn this around.

I said I would raise the matter with you on your return.
Since Singlaub will be difficult to contact after ,tay 10, we
aqreed that I would call Calero with your answer.

9-eMt/ SENSITIVE
DECL: OADR

TO:

F ROM:
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r *~Et/SENSITZVE

glaub is departin
Among other thing e

will be doing. he plans to seek funds (810 million) from these
governments to sustain the Nicaraguan resistance until our
legislation is passed. Thr h intermediaries Singlaub is
seeking appointments wit of both states. H
w be i for us to Iieinn o d

t -the appropriate moment. For now, he would
rk to inform th 'r .

inglaub will be n a mission which is in
n v ng with the policy o . mdnhsttation" or some such.

(COMMENT: The simplest way to handle this 2oI e over
the secure phone. NSC approval will e needed 1 1.1
have to be informed. Likely to be more compliciEIF*tia it
should be. Singlaub will call me at home on Saturday, may 10,
for a status report.)

S 4036

TM".W/SENSITIVE
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EXHIBIT EA-3

. Limited States Department o S.;tate

5Aiown, DC.20

..", si#IZN -Nit

may 10, 1986

TO: AA - William G.,Iker

FROM: ARA/CZN- Richard i. 401ton V
4034

SUBJECT: While YOu ere Away

Meeting with Genecal SLnglaub: mOt with General Singlaub on
May 8, at his request. e nad a three-part agenda:

-- Aid 'for Pait:ra: A deal which Singlaub had cut with
Pastoca and Calero Ls'off the tcack. following the conclusion
of his understanding with Pastoca in i n dny ,,

wtElliott, Sin Laub had worked out tro
__ supply Pastora's focesinside

"',caraqua with a token-r-ount of Military equipment (100
uniforms, 100 paics of boot,, and soL3,000 rounds of
ammunition) from UNO stock SLnglaub met in Miami
on May 7 with Calera, who "c ndi "€ounselors" had advised
against giving anything to Pastoa. Singlaub wants us to try
to turn this around.'

Singlaub is deparrin gin
He plans to seek mhtd

sustain the -Nicaraguan rwIstance ui-tu ouc legisla
passed. go will be lookig foc Us to give the nodE

at the appropciate moment.

(OTHER ITEMS INCLUDED IN THIS M MO NOT RELEVANT TO REQUEST)

g~s.r1
~~EmIuI

IE$"EeNSTITVE
" EL ;t UAO.

'S

0

now
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EXHIBIT EA-4

May 12, 1986

TO: ALA - Elliott Abrams

THOUGE: AA - William G. Walker

FOM: AA/CEN - Richard H. Melton4033
SUBJECT: Follovup on General SinSlaub's Proposals

General Singlaub called this orninnsgi_" a t ask if
decisions had been reached on the two itse a a d vwith
me on May 8. I told hai that 1 had spoken vith you on May 10
about both subjects (-providing a UNa rom U sen ,
and vouching for Singlaub to the
Although you wanted to be helpfu o seS, slaid, tne
appropriate White Xouse officials had been unavailable.
Sinslaub said he would call back at 11:00 A.M toaorrov to see
where things stood.

Decisions Needed

(1) Whether to notify Adolfo Calera of your approval to
transfer to Pastora limited amounts of equipment f:om UNO
stocks (100 uniforms, 100 pairs of 4oos, and some 15,000
rounds of ammunition)

2 Whether to inform authorities
hat the USG approves of Genera ;gau's ef!foa:-so

aise unds !or the Nicaraguan arxed :tsiscaace.

Both decisions vill require Consul:atlons With :he Agency;
perhaps this might be done on the marsn 0",

.ct Mg 12. An' essages to of!iil
ll have to be coordinated

111 /S _VS ::.V
DEC-T: OADL

(T"1TISITI

LLA- J
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EXHIBIT EA-5

Lotted - ates Department of tate

F.Jhinpon. D.C. V20520

May 1.4, 1186

TO: ARA - E.liott Abrams

THROUGH: ARA - William G. Wallke S 4032
FROM: ARA/CEN - Ricnard H. Melton y

SUBJECT: General Singlaub Has the word

I passed the decisions on'aid to Pastora and solicitations
on behalf! o! tie Nicaraguan resistance to General Sinqlaub this
afternoon.

Aid to Pastora: I told Singlaub that Pastora had
apparently :n:own in the towel. we were trying to get him to
come to Washington to -discuss his situation, but so faz nothing
had been arranged. In the circumstances, there was really
noon to give aid to. Singlaub disagreed. :% was more
.rportant than ever to goe a token shipment to Paso:a. "
action were taken now, Singlaub continued. Pastora could
probably be convinced to reconsider his decision to quit the
fignt. Sing2laub said he had confirmed as recently as yeste:day
tnat the equipment was available for immediate delivery to
Pastora. All tnat was necessary, he asserted, was to get :ne
word to Ca.ero.

Aid Solicitations: I told Singlaub -nat : nad oeon
instruc-ed to pass tne following message to nim:

The earlier decision to pass tne message ne had :et.uested
had been reconsidered. The 3udqmen= ne:e was :a: e
timing was not right. To move now :-gn: comp'icate ot..e:
priority matters of importance of whicn he was awa*e.

Singlaub took the message well. He was disappointed, but
seemed to understand. We agreed tat he wou.d be in -oucn on
his return to the United S.ates.

.DEC:: OADR
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EXHIBIT EA-6

United Sutes Department of State

'ahingsn, D.C. 20520

-SEC.Rz?/SENS IT IVE

May 15, 1986

TO: ARA - Elliott Abrams S 4C31
T3ROUGH: RA - William G. " a..ke

FROM: ARA/CEN - Ric.ard H. MeltonI

SUBJECT: More from General SingLauo

General Singlaub Cal ed again this MoCnin
He asked if there was any additional inform tiow "ild
along on the two subjects in which he was interested. I told
him that we were engaged in a damage-Limiting operation with
Pastor with the outcome uncertain. We were issuing a brief
conciliatory statement noting that we hoped Pastor& would not
abandon the the fight against the Sandinibcas. I noted that
you had spoken with Pastora and that we were trying to arrange
for a meeting with him in Washington. Singlaub injected that
it was probably already too Late to get Pastoca back into the
fight. "It would be too embarassing !or him to change course
now," Singlaub concluded.

Singlaub said that he was a bit puzzled by my comment the
previous day that the timing was bad for his planned
.jnd-raising initiative on behalf of-t-e Nicaraguan de.noc:ltic
resistance. I responded that important events and decisions
were in the offinq and that approaches by m at this t4me
might complicate our efforts. I said :.a: was unaoLe t'o be
more specific over the phone but suggesttd that no :al' to Iou
on his return to the United Stares.

5CEL,: OADR --

at fl .'i
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TRXHIBIT EA-7

FoAinpe.a. D.C. 20520

MMNDUMsoax May 22, 1986

TO: ARA - Elliott Abrams S 40O"'
TRROUGH: ARA - William G. Walker

FROM: ARA/CEN - Richard H. Melton p
SUBJECT: Your Meating with General Singlaub; 3:45 p.m., May 23

General Singlaub will focus on the two issues he has
already raised wtth you: aid to Eden Pastora and fund-caising
for the Nicaraguan democratic resistance. He will also seek
reassurances on Contadora.

Aid to Pastora: Singlaub is disappointed by our failure to
provide tne 150 uniforms and related items to Pastora's
fo;ces. He understands that you were inclined to help Pastora
and puzzled by our apparent inability to get the job done. He
concludes that tne Alency had the last word on this and wonders
who is really in charge of our policy toward tsiaragua.

Points to Make

-- I would have liked to have provided the material to
Pastora, but we were unable to arrange things within the USG
before the split of Pastora's commanders.

-- Pastora still has a role to play in the resistance
struggle; there is only one Eden Pastora. I an encouraged by
t.ne BOS decision to offer him a position on their d::ec:ora:e.

-- Our offer to provide assistance to Pastora !:o :e S10
million still stands.

.und-raising for the Resistance: Sinqlaub is a ;ood
soldier and, at our reuest, stood down onislanned
approcaes to th goo__ ____ e would
like to hear ff -you why-his initiative was iuH imly.

(.'W.&~t1
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-2-

Points to Make

-- Z appreciate your willingness to cancel your planned
approaches on such sketchy information.

-- Important national security considerations were involved.
(Explain.) S
-- Private fund-caising is a key element of our strategy.
(Explain.)

Points to Make

We are pursuing a sophisticated strategy designed to ensure
passage of the President's proposal for aid to the Nicaraguan
resistance.

-- We are committed to the Nicaraguan resistance. Our support
will not slacken whatever the results in Contadora.

S-3Z S E NS 1 1VE
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EXHIBIT EA-8

United States Department of State

hAin, .C. 20S20

may 28, 1986

S sMZ~s8NTIV S 4 028

TO: ARA - Elliott Abrams

THROUGH: ARA - William G. Walker

FROM: ARA/CEZ - Richard V. MeltonIPY

SUBJECT: Singlaub Asks foe Reconsideration of Solicitation
Offer

, General Singlaub called tnix morning to ask for
reconsideration of your courves1 to him not to solicit funds for
the Nicaraguan armed resistance at this time, Singlaub, who
had just spoken with Adolfo Calero in Miami, was upbeat about
the prospects for unity within UNO but decidedly pessimistic
about the ability of the resistance forces to survive without
fresh infusions of funds. Based on his conversations with
Calero, Singlaub said he had transferred funds from an overseas
to a domestic account to have them available for quick
disbursal if needed. Singlaub was also discouraged acout
prospects for early action by the Congress on the
Administration's aid request. He asked if, in these
c€fcumstances, it might not be wire eactivate his oeal.
to seek funding from his sources i W

I confined my response to stating that I would raise the
matter with you and get back in toucn. Singlaub will o in
towin until Friday.

Anything I can tell Singlaub?

DECL: OADR

RA I T
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EXHIBIT EA-9

•Uited States Department of tate

Wasingi D.C. 20520

.MMoRA.DuR FOR THE RECORD 4027
May 29, 1986

SOBJECT: Singlaub Request for Reconsideration of Solicitation
offer

I conveyed to General Singlaub the followi,ng message from
Elliott Abrams:

-- The situation on fund raising is basically the same as
previously described to him, to w it it uld st a mature
for him to reactivate his efforts vin

-- We applaud his efforts on behalf of the resistance and
urge him on in his other endeavors.

-- We not currently in a position to provide USG
endorse-ent for his overseas fund-raising efforts.

Richard H. Melton

, w.-OADNSITIVE AM W1,

-- D . _ D_
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UNCLASSIFIED
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EXHIBIT EA-11

P cE *J OF a]
OarI~l iKO0S'i'

I O 'i . e
S 4167

UNCLASSIFIEDfI
iNFO LOG-I AOS- 1 ; ! a

CRAFTED IT:
APPROVED I:
S/S:NPLATT
OESJRO OISTRIIUTION
FOR S/S ONLf

5/5~0

.................. 350542 '1 "61 /63
0 131121Z JUL 85 ZFFI
FM SECSTATE WASHOC
to :hEmIL3Sr i,( 11r(

S ( C A E T STATE 225123 _

VOR 3sco tv FAC-4 4SSIST.,T 'cECAf Y

E 0. 12331:
lAGS:
SU ECT:

0ECL. 0O1

ROJ (Cr

I SECRET ENTIRE rlt.

S.IIRV *in1 S1(0 t PISUE o 'Iif ;HE

OV;;!:U~ uT rHE PROJECT IMNIC H " ISCu.:EO =[C'TLY. AS

TO UE rH[ ,SLt? APPROs"RiTE I'Tf4.L'CJTORS

3. iF YOU SELI(VE T E(R( IS A REASOI..BLE Cii'.C[ Or

SUCCESS. TiE SECRETARY *';OUIt0 SFRO (IIE4 A PErliOR STATE

OR USC OFFICIAL FAMILIAR 'tI1 INli SItUAT 1311 10 IOLO

DISCUSSIONS. OUR PREFERENCE WOULD SE TO ,AVE "JCH IALKS
IN A THIRD COUNTRY - E.G. OR I. OlJOON

I-tHCI( orTE( VISIT G IVEN IN( REOUCCO
VISIBILITY AN;D EASIER ; SPORITATIOM. . TE 4;OULO OF COURS

..... . 1
- . . . " ..I.- . .~ i~.-" ) . -, -, . .

?~ ~~ ~~ ~~~~~~ Jim' , i -: . . : : ,,: I"'

L
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IE f3 O SETE ZZIT 1 1 Vl/ | TfIs THI1

A. UNLESS yOU CONSIDER TiE ATUTMP? Nor FEASIBLE" YOU ARE

iieSTIOCTED TO MEET PRPWrLY VT : E:E) OR0
to STATE;

Al THiRE IS A MATTER OF GREAT I MP1OTANCE TO THE FRE
40111 AS A WHOLE WHICII WE WOULO LIKE To OISCUSS 0 A MOSI
C-01FIO(ETIAL GASIS WITP i

of if IS AGRCAILE' rHE SEC(TARY VOULI
1 QSP0 A 01 OFFICIAL TO UCI[ PRIVATELT I*TH ClI111

0; OI 3OTN OF THEM,

cl to AM0UC[ tHlE vlSIliLiy of SUCK A MEETING WE "OUL0

SUGGEST IH( TALKS SE IN A T'HIRO COUITRLPERHAPS
It LOION IF THAT KtlE COLUVENJEl IN MKE

:'. O'[0 ru'JUP. iF THIS 1I IOT CCIJ*EII(.T .:E ";OUL0 OF
.4r.4 S E s( H;,PP 10 MEET 1O o5 !A.IC ,PPACPR I Ai(

P;1C,0Uf ONS FO ASSURE CO IOUITIALITV.

I. R *.P!ISE 'WOULD It SUIT IN THIS C:'rJ1l.
SHULTZ
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EXHIBIT EA-12

;.14( 2 Of 03 0edi4

*f 0 LOG-1I1 AOSI /Idg W

r~ f.'/

.................. 165 2 ' 8
0 i2J416;)tL. Of 1FF-4
F14 AU(UIASTASSY
TO SECSTATE VASHIN- IUMEDIATM"1|177

S E C I. E . 1T4

:;O0:S

. . 1235 : OC L OAOR

SuiJE(IF W PROJECT

RIF STATE 22SI25

1. S(CRET - ENTIRE TEXT

C ' E OLLI.:iUG IS IR RC?8y 10 "?Si
!.*. S.e:f L3lTAII:CO REFIEL

-iti 1 00 ert;CVE -TNERI -AV~ -it Av 31 c
" JCCIS 1: O1111G6 LEC1 0 1O :u-

;('--!3S 7 CMidJCGE : CO!ISI2LRA'3LE C.C .40 '-,K IS '4:'G
it :(OU1'1 0O *SSUA 141 q(- O;'v A8LE *. *-NCE I ;(,ALI
ir '( "'T SE S'4E JRP( CY UT I STILL .'Usr

,,.'CL UOI THAT .11 INIOUT CAMf UL ?,EPA A11Ii. ',E '.'AY
J(AIWi.11130IS 01 G.i );PIUMiTIES. ,'Y REST
!CCUINT IS T'HAT THE WAY 10 ,ROCEE0 IS 8Y SUILDI!,G UP

SI'N"( Of .UTrJAL INIER (ST 4110 P., CRI SAIP ANO I
30 ':OT THIIUK [HAT THIS cWzl BE 20M( 13 A -CUiTH OR 1;'o.
, IT TO REPEAT 1 00 S(LIf E fF"V " 'Al .('UO':AOLE

ra'd' . .

'U.

UNCLASSIFI

10
IC

wIZ

4169

/I

I ., %

S.*,' "':t :E¢;REI';AY

WOO
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. !

S 4170

, ; ,il OF J.

".I"C OF SUCCES3 iF ,;' "MC
. rEP AT' . TI?."

UZ

;3L. TO T ( T4giS

AND

I ;ANT rO ASSURE o THAI I A CIVE V V. CREfUL.
!..jSIC,'oH BEFORE REACNIMC THE CONCLUSION THAT

I xA *;q' JfkSS I USTIUCT(O OTMERWIS, IwOUL LME TO

;OGPOSE THAr i PqOC(EO WITH INITIAL STEPS TO 'OYI

THIS AITER FORIIARD. AND I WOILD ROPE ;j0M 10 HAVE A
ET TEll FEEL FOR WOF AST W iK AY 1AlL-JO GO.Of

v Si 1 TH M40 'F1 1 MO r i/l ."0 , Ri g r .'r
1 5 y O F I S II I IP.G

u ,('.F (Prl JS I.15 1 HE 1-1;2 11 : 'I J 4I C' 'G FQ0R

E* I * 3'00u&IlfV10 !
1 13."4011M 1AV pqlv'TC(-( E Irr'c

r;We
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EXHIBIT EA-13

"-\ 4171

PE 92 OF 0i STATE 1 34611,
., IGIM UO0.0 | .,.--

:PPROVED IT s
S/S KOUINI S CMILL
S/S-i.4O.101 IIfO NAG[I,

DESIRED DI STRIOUTIOI

S/S ONLY
.................. 040 21 2 I451l /11

0 2S14411 JUL 16 U
F A SiCSTATE rA'jDC

TO AM(Ml4SlS IMUDIAT

F 0V 'A! T N T S t ClR E T , A A Y

( 0. 123 St DCL OAll

TS - P1SUBil ( CT PROJECT

IEF iA) STATE 22512 111 15ii '

I S(CIE - EN IRE TEXT.

2 1 APPRECIATE YOUR MSSAGI iou ;'o( CQMVPIHCI.'
AlGUMNTS All UISEP ORDINART CIRCU L:'STCES 1 %.OULO GEE[
THAr WE SHOULD PROCEED SLOWLY L$ IOU RECO. (11O' #40E Y.E(

E Z11i FAC(D VIITH AN URGENT SITUAlIOK £.10 TN( TESIOG
FE(LINC MER( IS THAT Wi MED ro LOV fOVC "ARD 1lO.w

mOREOVER WE SELICV( THAT WE MAYE LEADY LAIO

CONSIOCRAILE GIOUMOWOll. IN HIS jUIJE 2- MEETING VlITH M
go NI S JUNE 26 MEETINGS IV 2A~LILA "V W

Sr1wH SECRETARY CLtEARLY EZPH£, SI l(O 141 1O0RLDVIOC
.. 9 MC -0
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S 4172

!tVNCLASSIEIF -
=;[Ii or *] STATE Z!' tIV L/5l~ 05/15

72.lAT OF SOVIET GCRES$SION &MO THE INTEREL* p Or

c.UC PIOILEf AS CA0ltOOIA ANO NICARAGUA. TE G0o

APtARE TO TAKE THI S ON bOARD. FURTHERORE
WE HAVE THE UPCOMING SHIP AND 1 T

3. I TmRroR ASK YOU TO SEEK ,-11 (A IE APPOI TENT %IfTH

ORN TO SOL ICIT AGE EMIt FOR A MEETING

WIX A HIGH, LEVL USC REPRESENTATIVE. PIEFERAILT IN A

THIRD COUNTRY. WE HAYV YET TO OTERMINE IHO THAT

OFFICIAL MIGHT Sc OUT OUR EMISSARY WILL OE PREPARED TO

TRAVEL rO LONDON. 0R ANY OTHER

w., OPII rc sirE.

A. WE WOULD ALSO VERY MU. APPRECIATE V

NOw OUR PROPOSAL COULD 81S 8E PUT TOO

I WILL LOOII.IFORWARO 1.0JCJIVIMC TOUR

YVWS AS SO"911 POSSIBLE' ARMACOSt -

75-542 - 88 - 20

uJ I-.
oL/
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EXHIBIT EA-14

ALGE 2 OFI 64 1@514 211NO 0
ACTON *O1S-tl EI I Ai llr

CUMill A4 11 qO041

irn

iFO toeof *'Aos, .1,1,,
0 21I11l l JUL i1FF ""1

FM AMEMIASSTY-
TO S(CSTATE VA3OC 1IMME1OIATE 1111

SECI C T 4

Wo01S

S. OIECL OAO . .
TAGS:
5 UIJiE C T PROJECT 

RIF. A) SfATE 2J4611. 1I. S4. C) STAT 1 -. 2'

I. SEIE(T ENTIR TEXT --

ZPL(ASE PAJS 'THE FOLLOWING T0' ASSItjL" 5ICRTAIWV

3I MET JULI-23 1io (Oi Eit-SE -A 3

PRESENT) AND CARRICS OUT INSTRUCTION$ CONlAINCO REFS A

AND C. M EEI ~ isS WOULO IE POSSIBLE PROKVAOEO'THAT

WE COULD AS31111 Nil CATEGORICALLY THERE WOUtO OE NO

PUBLICITY A1111 NO LEAKS I SAID THAT WAS ENTIRELY OUR

DESIRE ANS TWAT IS "1T WE RAO PROPOSED THAT MUTING

TAKE PLACE IN A THINS COUR.MICN WANTED TO

SE ASSURED THAT OUNRIPRESENTATIVE WOULD IE A USC. OFFICIAL

AND INDICATED TUAT INITIAL MEETING WONLD SE ~t AND HE

aIll NOT COMMIT 11IES3ELF TO A MEET ING WITNg H

IXKISIT

1,7?. [ '; .
. . .

-i-rn-

S 4173 IU I,

e
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JJC'&L (4/ OiUie

?',;[ 3 0, I4 65I

HIM THAT ViR PRIVATE CH
XNOWL(OGE WAS LIMITED IN

• $ 4174

Z512Z /Al/i sc!,/I1

I A33UREOmL WOULD E USE THAT
TO THE TWO OF US.

4. AFTER FURTHER DISCUSSION WE AGREED THAT lST LOCALE
FOR tLt TING WOOL( SE LONOON CURING PIflII AUGUST 3-11

ir

S. f ANO I AGREES It 'OiLD OE lCST FOR ARRANGE nmrs

TO a( SET Up SEFOi OEPART.URE FOR LONOON IN

ORDER to AVOIO CONFU lOq-AID x(EP -NUMIER OF PERSONS
I..,,

"' ."4.. ,

• . . 't, ? .'

I lJ14.
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OF ,eJ4 OFa14 A
1NYOtI0N'AIASOLu9T EI:IMUM. THIRIFORE MOP[ OU CAN
7*011O(" NAAW OF AM(PSRTATIyc AMO PROPOSEO TI W "UO PLACE
OF I M IS [K x30 THAT WE WILL WAY ETIM TO G.E ANY
REACTIONI(FORETHEY DE~aT
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EXHIBIT EA-15

I

:;P GI M iOBs-Ir
ST T( Z4

iSFO LOG-I OI ADS-Oi

:wlTED 91 S/S WOUINN
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DESIRE 0 0 S.TRIBUTn O10

S,5*4 ONLY

-; I & CO I,'OL IS5Z? ,

. . . . . . . . . . . . . ..B.6. ...4 Z .4 1

0 51614Z AUG S6 !FF,

F4 d SLST ATE W&A M 'AOC

TO 4UMSA5BASY 1C IV.TDi

> STATE 21454

qOO I S

E. O. 12 1S: 0CL. OAOR
T A G S : P

SUSI(CT &P oJICT

2 EF L w !1 91F S

; T Tilt 3F SPfCIL lk1SS RY IS CLL1I t "S .S S 5 T mT

':f0 ET. V OF STATE F1 L4TIN '.! - C ;L ;-F 'QS. HC ILL

X ( "" A T I H- .3DIDETIFY

H !:SELF .S OUOTE 01. KE4 LORTH 1'; , 0 1E IT i-.;T T11E

T!lE C* .*RA;II GE A IE TING PLACE : .;ULTZ

01
.,A.9

.. S.. , ., I
. . . , )j,.,
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I if jilli I.aIt..I(I -VJ . ~1(4L~

PACE 2 Or 3 STAIl
ORIGIN logs-$#

INFO LOG-o • AOS-I

CRAFTED i,:
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SIS-O/5 M 1 SHOP
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S/S-4 ONLY

ft.
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.................. 261151

Ci/04 117112 0034
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Roofs
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(.0. 12316.
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frOM ASSISTANT SEC.

0AD

OOJLCT

I. SECRET - (11111 TEXT.

2 PLEASE PASS THE FOLLOW VG MESSAGE I OK SECRETARY

!'UtLI T0

-I( GREATLY APPICCIAlI )OUR
HICN "I H L EIIY HAS GRAT

SECUITIY OF 'Tt FRE( WCRID.
CONTINUED CLOSE COCPCRATION

SUPPORT FOR THIS EPIO14VOR
;?APORTACE FR1 IHE OVERALL
I tOO 9ORI AO TO cuR

ON ISSUES OF LIUTJL CONC(;Ii."

3. YOU MAY ALSO CONFIRM INI vciliUOt Of IN( PiOlCC? IS

0UTC91 '.

iiJ

IWA E. IS
pro m, I"?,. .. - ,;,:,3-. rj''

,-p . . .
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'I'-1.

03 Of 13 STATE 216314

,AS OtICNAtit DISCUSSED.

OUT".)

S 4190
4. AGAII "MAY THANKS FOR YOUR EFFORTS ON THIS PROJECT
WHICH All MUCH APPRECIATEO NERE, WHITEHEAD

4.

6f

gRAsjVj[0
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EXHIBIT EA- 17

Department of State

p' l ot OF 13
02I;19 NO$-II

STATE 235561 Cuiis *i! PU0064

INFO LOG-IU ADS-11 /111 A

CRAFTED If .
AFPROVEO Bf-
5/S: ROU INN
01511EV OISTRIOUrION
S/S ONLY

S/S-: J0IINOENAGEL

................... Z711? 1611111Z /60
0 1611111 SEP 36 ZFF6
FM SECSTATE WASHOC
1O AMEMIAS3Y MMIDIATE 2435

S4STATE 285515 -

NOR S A
FOR AMOASSADOR Fom

E. 0. 12356:
TAGS;

" SUSI[CT:
-

ODCL, OAOI

ROJECT
I

REF - M ISO

1. SECRET - ENTIRE TIT.

2. THOSE ON THE RECEIVING (Io HERE CANNOT CONFIRM
CONSUMMATION OF ARRANCHEITS. OUT THEY TELL US THAT THIS
IS NOT UNUSUAL I. VIEW OF THE PROCESS INVOLVED. IF YOU
ARE ASKED ON THIS POINT. WE SUGGEST THAI YOU SIMPLY SAY
THAT THE MATERIAL 1S APPARENTLY STILL IN THE PIPE-LINE.
WIC, IS NOT UNUSUAL 1N CASES OF THIS SORT. AND GO O TO
(EPIESS OUR DEEP APPRECIATION FOR TH(
UNDERSTANDING OF OUR NEEDS ANO HIS VALUABLE ASSISTANCE.
SHULTZ

IXI ANT

S/S-i
OUTGOIP

S 4194
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EXHIBrr EA-18

Der~artmettofS ,o[

PAGE 13 OF #1. 11165 "l6Il'S C11/14 11114 100643
ACTION NO$-11--'-195 S 4195

INFO LOG-#$ ADS-$$ /oil V............. 24,,31 16,,4,2 /46/3,
0 61?SIZ SEP ,6 ZFF.4
FM AMEMUA53Y
TO SECSTATE VASHOC IMMEDIATE 1313

SCET 11JNW%116 5

C O 6 1 [ C r 0 C 0 P Y*.- TEX

1. 0. 12356: OADSTAGS: 0

SUIJICT ROJ CT

EF. IA) STATE ZI9I6. IS18 1S

1. SECRET ENTIRE TEXT

2. PLEASE PASS TO ASSISTANT S(IC1TRYI

3. MANY TANKS FOR YOUR TIMLY RE SPOUSE. I WAS RECEIVYO

i TNE Uf1TOOAY. NO ONE E LSE WAS PRESENT. I •

DELIVERED MESSAGI FROM SECRETARY AND CONFIRMED THE EXACT

MAGNITUDE OF PROJECT.

4. TH EW VAS CORDIAL All SEEMED PLEASED THAT THIS

IELATION$1115 I AS IIEI ESTAILISNED. I SAIO THAT WE OEEPLY

APPRECIATE HIS UNIERSTANDING Of OR NEEDS AND HIS

VALUAILE ASSISTANCE. I WAS PLEASED THAT HE WOULO HAVE

AN OPPORTUNITY THIS WEEK TO SEE SOMETHING OF-OUR

COMMITMENT TO THE SECURITY Of HIS REGI I:OF THE WORLD.

S. t by 2. R dt/R, X1,C.A1 Si .Ldt(y ,CV f

.. .. ui.
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.Pill 3 .of I].ill$ 161135z

INCOMII

€ll/td ttl914 10864,

Al I T'NOUGIT If -WOULD (NJOY THE PROGRAM THAT MAP (EN 4196
ANSmE .,OfIfl ASOAlI THE AIRCRAFT CARN-IE1 USS

TNE SAItl HE WAS VERY MUCH LOOKING FORVAI TO TINE
KZPEItlEiCE,
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EXH',ImBIT EA-19
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FccOuM

I PtEASE ADVISE ASAP AS 10 KNOWLEOGE OF STATrus

or ruos. WE WISH to pliCvCNT DEPOSIT OF ANT FUNDS 1.N0

ODSIGNIATED ACCOUNT. wE IEDO ro KNOW IF FUNDS HAVE 8(E

Of.POSUlEO IN ORDER 1o FAE OiU(l APPROPRIAt ,cri,:N

f

S/s-.
1] UTI,;

Go0

. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. 57 2 1 1 1l2 3 ' 1

0 1122111 DEC 96 LFFI
Frd Sj¢STAT[ WASHOC'

TO ?(-1 ,Me8 A S Y I 'A ,A( 0 rE I
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,I.

CJ4,. ;d . .jz42@,
pE I3 Ir #I strT j;2l84

a -*01SE4 *THAT WC WILL 31 IN TOUCH SOON AS rO
. uRrAER ACTION WITH IESfPCG-T To NIsS G,,IV(OUS OFFER.

i F ASA(O YOU 'IAT INFORM rHEw THAr WE COlStIOfR

.HE "CCOUur IN OucSrlON ro Of AN INAPPROPRIATE CH, fL

t6 Gmr OF RECENT EVENTS. SHUt I

I

U

N!

s/s.OUJT.
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EXHIBIT EA-20

P 2 *Z Of 13 0 11411 38492sI

tifO tOG-f A65-6l /if# V
• ~~~ .. . .~ .e .~ . . .

0 FMI~
F riiizWi

5 ~0lfYl 46

E.0. 123 $ : O(CL: OAOI

SIuJeICT: PROJ 1 C

RE!: STATE 312184

i. H42 N(MTIRE TEXT

2. PLEASE .'ASS FOLLOWING

fA ,

lj I .~tALt4.af7
r ~

TO AS5ISTAhT SECRETARTY M

3. UPON REC(IPT YOUR MESSAGE I ROUSTED ME(ETING WITH
i AND WAS RECEIVED AT OM ORNGMG OF

DECEUER 3. I CARRIEO OUt INSTRUCTIONS CONTAINED PAAS
2-4. WAS II4MDoIATELY ASKED FOR EXPLANATION AND USED
GUIDANCE CONTAINED PARA S. UPON FURTHER OUESTIONIG I

SAIO THAT I MAO NO FURTHER INFORMATION THAN THAT

CONTAINED IN RIEFTEL AND WAS NOT PREPARED tO SPECULATE.

4. MWAS SURPRISED AND VISIBLY SHAKEN. HE SAID THAT

HE HAG NO REASON TO SUPPOSE FUNDS HAD Not SEEN DEPOSITED

IN STEGEl ACCOUNT ,(I WOULD IMUOIATELY BRING MATTER

TO ATTENTION OF NO GET SACK TO ME AS QUICKLY AS

POSSIBLE. HIS ONLY COMMENT WAS: 'WE DID THIS AS A GOOD

I
I

I

i
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_AN ;TSrl TO A FRIENS. LET US HOPE THAT AS A R€.L T 4204

DOES NT 0SECOMI PART OF A PUIlLIC SCANDAL'.

S. THE[ 1111t OAT. Ot¢ilMIl I 4. 1 WAS ASE to C L

srATCo ~ TI 1 RSPONSE TO

MOIIIIIT 0OLLAII TENI MILLION MAO I[1[

ANS(EARED oN AUGUST 19. IISSl. TO MR JACOO STEGER. CREDIT
SUISSE. GENEVA. AS INSTRUCTED. THE TRANSFER RAVING I(E
MAD. THESE FUNDS COULD NOT it VItH0RAWAM EXCEPT 01 THE
ORDERS OF rHE CClPIENT. S3AI0 THAI
XNOWLEGE WAS LIMITED TO EXECUTING THE TRANSFER .ORER.
HE ALSO SAID THAT HE HAD NOTHING moRt To ny lrt'T0o RPEAT
WHAI I AD SAID THE OAT BEFORE. f S1 CMO FAITH GESTURE
Il m NAIL SEEN EASED ON AN UNDERSTANDING OF
cONFIOETrALITY. IT WOULD Of MOST UNFORTUNATE IF TIls
UNOERSTANDING WAS NOT OISERYEO.

Ip
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.S *.,.i.I .'L ,...

tWITNQ USI
WASI NOPTON

may IS, 1906

SYSTUq r
90369
N 3872

ZETINZ WITH THE NATIONAL SECURITY PLANNING GROUP (NSPG)

OATE:
LOCATIONs

TIMEs

Friday, may 16, 1906
White Rouse Situation Room
11:00 a.m. - 12:00 noon

FRON: JOHN M. POINDZXTElR

I. PURPOSE

To resolve issues on aid to the Nicaraguan Democratic Resistance
Forces DPIR) and our current posture ip the Contadora process.

I. IACKGROUNI

The delay in Congressional action on your aid proposal for the
DRY, coupled with the ongoing Contadora discussions, are creating
expectations and anxieties in the U.S. and in Central Aerica.
The resistance itself is inciasingly desperate as available
supplies are depleted. As of may 1, no further medical supplies
or clothing are available. By mid-June the outside support the
resistance has received will have been consumed, and no further
significant support appears readily available.

As time goes on without any USO or outside assistance, the
capabilities and morale of the resistance will be seriously
debilitated. Despite our assurances to the Central American
democracies, we still do not have a clear legislative path that
will assure a positive vote in the next few weeks. This factor
is also influencing Central American thinking on the Contadora
accord.

Contadora reqotiatio
rriday. May L-. I

The Saadinistas will likely proclaim that they are prear4 to
sign another version of the treaty, containing proposalsrwhich
our friends have rejected. We will then find ourselves engaged
in a propaganda contest in which each side will claim the other
is intransigent. Our objective should be to support our friends'
position as a positive and constructive Central American effort
to deal with the region's problems, while denouncing the
Sandinistas for refusing to negotiate.

d AEC

I ;t$ . Lll

cc Vice Presid
Don Regan

1D3~
UI

ent

POAC&_,?91 w
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P F

I ______ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i con___________ hi~ tinlues to be a
volatile poIltica Lissu* which has-creatied considerable
speculation that a treaty is about to be signed by the Centzal
Americans which would Osell out' the DOR. This NSPG meeting is
an opportunity for you to clarify the facts and restate our
position on Contadorat

The USG will support a verifiable and enforceable treaty
which ensures that all the Contadora 21 Points are
addressed.

That this country cannot and will not be a party to any
agreement which does not assure that implementation of these
21 Points can be fully verified.

A consistent Administration position on Contadora, as indicated
above, will be helpful in Central America and with the Congress.
Our legislative experts advise that the only realistic vehicle
for aid to the DRF is the Military Construction Bill which is
pending Committee action in the House. We have indications that,
while Speaker O'Neill will accept DR? aid amendments to this bilL
during the week of June 9, he has no intention of allowing it to
pass. Even if such a vehicle passes in the House, we stand a
good chance of filibuster in the Senate and the likelihood that
.o aid would be available until August or September 1986.

Given the urgency of the situation within the resistance, it is
important that we identify measures which can provide some form
of immediate assistance. Three options have been developed:

An iimdiate reprogramming of $15 from DOD to CIA for
humanitarian assistance to the ODR. These funds would
reduce your subsequent request from $100 to $8514. This
action would require approval in the House and Senate
Intelligence Committes the Armed Services CoLnittees, and.
the Defense Appropriations Sub-Covaittees. We can make a
good case that this humanitarian assistance ($514 per month
through August 1986) is essential to maintain the option of
DRY pressure in order to improve prospects for a verifiable

-7.
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and enforceable Contadora agreement. Those who counsel
delay pn any DRY aid until after the Contadora process has
=played outo can be deterred by the argument that a
ceasefire under Contadora still requires the DRF to survive
while "national reconciliation negotiations" are underway.

A Presidential appeal for private donations by U.S.
citizens. Such a step would undoubtedly result in
considerable domestic criticism and perhaps a Congressional
move to make such activity unlawful. We would also have to
ensure that donations were properly managed and disbursed
in such a way as to support a broad based democratic
resistance movement.

A direct and very private Presidential overture to certain
Heads of State who are financially and politically capable
of Obridginqg the resistance needs until a more favorable
Congressional environment obtains. Such a step would likely
allow us to demonstrate the viability of tho resistance
without having to endure further domestic partisan political
debate. This option has two significant liabilities:

Public exposure would exacerbate the current partisan.
atmosphere.

The foreign contributors would ultimately expect that
their largesse would result in some kind of USG
concession in their favor.

Finally, all agree that our policy in the region on both
Contadora and the resistance requires you to increase your
personal profile on the issues. If this meeting results in
consensus on these two issues, we should quickly submit a
Presidential Message to the Congress noting the immediate need
for the SI5M in non-military assistance to the DRF. Your Message
should cite the consequences of a failure to act and its national
security implications.

III. PARTICIPANTSt See clearance list at Tab B.

IV. PRESS PLAN.i None.

V. SZQUENCE OF EVENTS: See agenda Tab A.
Prepared by:
Oliver North
Ray Burghardt

Attachments
Tab A -Agenda
Tab S - List of Participants

m~Aiiin
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MEETING WITR THE NATIONAL SECURITY pLANNING GROUP (NSPC)

Friday, May 16, 1986
White House Situation Room
11:00 a.m. - 12:00 noon

I. :NTRODUCTION .............

It. INTELLIGENCE BRIEFING .

III. CONTADORA SUMt*'ARY ........

IV. RESISTANCE FUNDING OPTIONS.

V. DISCUSSION ... ...........

VI. SUMMARY** ............

.John Poindexter
(2 minutes)

.Director Casey
(5 minutes)

.Secretary Shultz
(10 minutes)

.John Poindexter
(10 minutes)

.All
(30 minutes)

.John Poindexter
(3 minutes)

Ar
4' 40*

SOCRZT
04d Sfyt -'WR

SECRI?
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14IZNG WITH THE NATIONAL SECURITY PLAWfING GROUP (NSPG)

Friday, Hay 16, 1986
white House Situation Rcom
11:00 a.m. 12:00 noon

VP Office

Mr. Don Greqq

State

Secretary George Shultz
Assistant Secretary Elliott Abrams

Defense

Secretary Caspar Weioberger
Under Secretary Fred Ikle

CIA

<"i" iR Casey

JcS

Admiral Wi1llam Crcwe
LTGEN John Moellerinq

White House

Mr. Donald Reqan
Mr. William Ball
ADM John Poindexter

NSC

LTCOL Oliver North
Mr. Raymond Burghardt

D.;~ **'~i~
I.:
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MZTING WITH THE NATIONAL SECURITY PLANING GROUP (NSPG)

rtiday, May 16* 196
white House Situation Room
11:00 am. - 12100 noon

1. INTRODUCTION ...... ................

It. INTZLLIGENCZ BRIEFING ........

III. CONTADORA SUMMARY .. ........

IV. RESISTANCE FUNDING OPTIONS.

V. DISCUSSION. . ..

VI. SUMMARY .......

SECRET
Declassify: OADR

-John Poindexter
(2 minutes)

..... * . Director Casey
(5 minutes)

.Secretary Shultz
(10 minutes)

.John Poindexter
(10 minutes)

.All
(30 minutes

.John Poindexter
(3 minutes)

WASPOINGTON

623
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May 14, 1986

/ N 3878

A JOHN M. POItDEXT
OLIVER L. NORTH
iAYMOND F. BURCHA'

nationall Security Pi/n$nq Group (NSPG) Meeting

ib I is a memo from you to the President forwarding
!Lng the NSPG meeting scheduled for Friday, May 16,
in the WHSR on aid to the Nicaraguan Democratic

:ces (DRF) and the current situation in the
:ess. An agenda is attached at Tab A and a list of
t-Tab B.

-al and forward the memo to the President at Tab 1.

:.ve Disapprove

.oindexter Memo to the President

.ab A- Agenda
"ab 3 - List of Participants

LOR
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THE WHITE HOUSE C #
WA5 IWNITON 029 .0

swITPAL, ARICA BRIEFING

FOR THi ASCRICAN COINSUVATZWV TRUST AND TtE

N ATIOOIAL ENIDOW6N OR PRtS RVATION OF LI5ERTY

January 30, 1916o 2030 p.m. The Poosevelt Room

2330 p.m.

3,15S p.m.

Welcome -- Linas Kolelis, Special Assistant
to the President for Public Liaison

Remarks -- Linda Chaves, Deputy lAssistant to
the President for PublIc Liaison

'Centra% aerLean Overview, An Updatel --
Elliott Abrams, Assistant Secretary of
State for Latin America

Remarks -- The Presidents

"Report on NicaraguaO -- Oliver North, Deputy
Director, PolLtical-Military Affairs,
National Security Council

UNCLASgIRED
q

-I IiP adjti 51U~ Y* 413..

A 00270
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THE WHIre HOUSE /e 2
WASH 10,,O G, 2715
MEETING WITH

NATIONAL- NDOWM. S FOR PRE VATION OF LIBERTY

January 30, 1986
Roosevelt Room

3:00 p.m. SI/

FROM: Linda Chavez !.'

I • PURPOSE

The National Endowment for the Preservation of Liberty
(NEPL), a special program of The American Conservative Trust
(ACT), has sponsored several programs in support of your

defense and foreign policies. This briefing is for the
principal financial contributors whose patriotism and
generosity have made these public education programs so
successful and influential.

II. BACKGROUND

In 1985, ACT and NEPL spent in excess of $3 million
supporting the President's programs through public awareness
using television and newspaper messages. Their Central
American Program was initiated last June. Tiey produced and
aired -a television spot supporting your .osition on arms
control. A post-Geneva tribute to your success at the
summit was also aired on all network affiliates.

ACT/NEPL will raise $3 million for educating public opinion
on the issue of aid to the democratic resistance over the
next six weeks. The purpose of this briefing is to: (1)
provide current status report on the situation in Nicaragua;
(2) recognize and express gratitude for their efforts in
supporting the Presidenti (3)-encourage continuance of their
generosity in funding these worthwhile projects.

Your participation will be preceded by briefings by Asst.
Secretary Elliott Abrams (State), Oliver North (NSC) and
Linda Chavez.

I1. PAfRTCIPANTS

34 supporters and four staff members of ACT and NEPL. .

IV. PRESS PLAN: White House photographer only ,&33
V. SEQUENCE OF EVENTS

You enter Roosevelt Room, make brief remarks (per talking
points)} greet the guests and depart.

Attac ent: Talking Point.
Coordination: NSC (0. North)

[ Lgmi..-UNCLASfi5 yJI
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UNCLASSIHIU 2271
TUNING POINTS FOR T! PRIS!ODT

Ke;tinq with the National glndowmeflt

for the Preservation of Libert

Thursday, January 30, 1986, 3z00 P.M.
Roosevelt Room

Very glad you could come here today and that I could meet
you -- who have so vigorously supported our policy of
advancing the cause of democracy in Central America.

Zn the days ahead, your support will be even more important
as we move to obtain resources from the Congress to enhance
our assistance to the Nicaraguan Democratic Resistance
Forces (DRF1.

The programs you have supported in the past have been
critical to our efforts and those who struggle for liberty
against the totalitarian communist regime in Managua.

-- With your help we can prevent the consolidation of this
Soviet client state on the mainland of our hemisphere.

-- What you have done to help in the struggles against
oppression is in the tradition of the American people.

-- Your selfless devotion to the cause of freedom and deocracy
has well served this great nation. Thank you and God bless

you.

UNCLASSIrI:D
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met NOVA! i'm Robert Vovak. lowland even$ and I will
question a senior admInistratlon uff;cIal about the Ame icen shot

d"" ever iqeraoua by the Sandiniatas.
MR* "1VAIIS That official Is Assistant Secretary of

State |lliott Abraste
Ms. VANS (on tapee$ Who is Eugene Nasenfous W know

he is an Wmerican Citluen, an ea-Marine, a so@der of fortune in

the Vietnam War, and we know his transport plane was shot down

over Nicaragua. he CIA flatly dentlo that he was a CIA man@ or
that the CIA had anything to do with the plane or with Haoenfvo.
And president Reagan strongly suggested that Hasenfuo IS a good
Aperiean citisen acting as a private citizen to help the U.S..

backed contras overthrow the Sandinista-verxiat reare.
PmstiON? IA1.AI (Ilednioday, October I, 1984)e We've

been ivaie that there ae prive 40Oups and pfivato CItluona tbat
have been trying to help the contrast to that extent, but we did
not know the exactartculasi of aihat they're doing.

mR. IVAHSI rs Secretary# can you give 0e categorical

assurance that aseonfus was not under the control, the guidance,

the direction or whet have you, of anybody connected with the
American government?

Pit. ASRAIIIS Absolutely. That would be illegal. We are

barred lrom doing that, and we are not eoinq it. This was not in

any sense a U.S. gevOrsoent operation. .4one.
mR. NOVAl We'll be back siath Pore questelons for

Assistant Seeetery Abroms after tiese messages.

MS. WVAI Assistant 3socrtary of State AbrImno you
gave cetoguleal aesvrance in answer to *I partner's question that

pir. esse e is not taking orders froe anybody connected with the
U.sI. govetrmmt. VO %now# in this town, Sir that gets howls of
laughter. pectilluialy Iro& my colleagulos whom Mr. Nallafus

im"t# move I tbeqb a was Working for the CIA.
moo AIUAKO1 Firsts 1o doe% toev what Mi vsselhs*
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thinks. Kr. Maeful 1s a captic's of the Sandinmitsel he Is to

their control. God knows what thdy are saying to him or doing to

him. And nlithing that he says while he's In their captivity con

be thought of a's being hie actual views until he's free to speak.

Secondly# it is conceivable also to me that he thought--because
I don't know him--that he thought he was, in fact, working for the

CIA. The% is conceivable.
MI. NOVAII Why would he think that?

MR. ABIAMSI 6el, I'll gOt to that in a second. I just

wanted to repeat that categortcal assurance that he was not. If

you look at this series of people who are, in fact, ongeod, and

have been fot the last couple of years in helping the contres.

they case In when the Congress abandoned the fredom fightSe in

Nicaraqueo and they've been keeping them alive for twe yeats.

When they got started. it loots as if they did what you'd you

expect. They looked around and said, who's got aoDAe elperiesce
for this kind of work. And they Cane up with so0e people who wre

i Air merica, vhch had connections with the CIA in Vietnan, and

who were in Vietnam, and uho weore in the Ci. You'll find a close
pattern of selatiorships here. Youll find ucne old school ties.

But you vill not find any current ties.

Ml. OVAK: All right. now, just on Friday the Son

Francisco Caminer reported that, no, quotirg intellagence sources.

said there was no CIA connection, but there was connection, of
all places, fro Vice President unh's office. That Vice President

Oah's aeurity old, Mr. Con Gregg, had hired this ids COmov, ts

mr. s8esfus described a@-a CIA agent. Cu you know anythinq about

that?
MS. ASIAAS: loot a let. I frat heard about it on

Friday molsing as well. I can say first of all there's no Hs.

Cosm whoever that gentlemen Is# he certainly isn't named Mas

Gses. So we need, first o all, to find out who he is. Seceedly,
1 1n, 0m ta q eeol any *eeeties to the" ViCe Preuident's ofie

whessooevoeo had SIMi41, io his epeelty down there ti Contesl
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Amelies helPim whoever he is, he is not on the U.S. geveomnat
psotel in any way.

kt. NOVAKI Now, vhen you say gave categorical oosurnceo
wees net playing word 4anee thlt at* so common in Washingten.
rouls not talking about the eCS# ug something else?

mSo ASSAHSt I on not playine qanes.
pi. wOVAKE Iationol seciarsty Counctip
rMt. ASIANS No gOverhmelht agencies, none.

Mil. 2VANSa K1i. Secretary, you said that It the Sondiniataf
had asenue in captivity, and it he said what they wanted him to
@eye hed be out In no timel II he don't, he might be iA let 30 eerO.
slill he fow be out In no time, since he has said he was a CIA mant

HI. ABRAMSi I don't know. I don't know how theyrso-m
N. CVAXSi ut you said that.

Ni. AiAN$: Well that's liqht. and the queotiso is
whIat they think of what he 0814, and wnat they're trying to mse
this incident for, for political advantage, obviously. But how?

will thary rist a trial? will they risk turninq theftelves Into an
Irun with kenelOOe Cougts of Adlericans

Nie CVANCt You think he has bo-n coereed into making

this statoent about the CIA. You don't think he made it knowing
that it was correct# thinking It vsa correct, I rean. me made It
knowing it was lias?

Mt. A1tAPSs I don't know. I know that you cannot rely
on any stateent he hakes while In their control as being his

atel view*
lse 8YAhSo I. Socotaty, the mew York Time Oleater

down trowel do.:S rowmbear his ntmo, but I thin% he's probably a
good reporteS.aid that he had inspected the reoedo em the
plese the deevmnto, for twe boue, and he said they doalt !roo
anyhig to me, but he said ovoerxtbin I looked at to-do"e to uppet
lse 0asemae has told we, that he was a CIA pen.

M. ASSItI hIle be w06mp1 .
Vm. ewam. "am I" give 00 64 01PIGmee of 0#1849e
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Moo ASIANSI se. I would first point you, again, to

the euate aid House Intelligence COmttee cheirmen, Ourenbergr
and MamiltOn.-

MR. NOVAIs Senator Durenberler of h1nnesota andConqresamen
Hamilton of Indiana.

MR. A8t4MSt That's right, who has said--
MR. CVA5j: Chairman of two Intell[gence Comlitt.a.
MR. ASEAPtIa Both chairmen, one Oeocrat, one Republica,

have Said this 18 not in any sense a CIA operation. And t vent to
repeat that again. Why does it look like a CIA operation? I will
bet yew, end It's a bet because I don't know for sure that there
are on-CIA people Involved, or people who have done this kind of
wok before In Asia and Atricsa in Latin A/:tace. Who do you--ye
knoew, then you're puttInq an operation IlkO this together. yOU
don't aJvortiseo In the Now Vork times. Vou ask around (or people
who are reliable.

eo 2VANR: I understand that. Mr. Secretary, lot N1
pursue this one mre, and don't please draw erroneous conclusions
about my own fteling$ about this tram these quesertons. I'm only
seeking the truth. I'm not tolling you think. I think the man is
a patriot. Nowover, he's being paid tlrpo hnhusand dollars a
renth, and if thero's one who tactk out the carr'o being paid three
thousand dollars a month, there MPqst be twenty or thirty or forty
or heaven knows how any. 16'8)V supplying that money?

MRE. AIN ASt I can tell you only one thing about that,
end that is that thete is no one source, as near as I can aske
out, nor is there any one organia tion. There are a whole bunch
of thee. I dealt iofw who they are. 1 went to be very cleat on

that. We do ot fellow and find out the identity ies of tre thousands
of Aitericoue who help the MNL guerillas in 31 Salvaderp the
eo6=601atop of the complaint regime in "icaraqua. lecauoo they
have a right to do so as Americans. And we don't fellow the
people whe ore trying to help U.S. poliCy ind reste* freodee to
ml1esrsgea. 1 domet know who they are.
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0I IVANU Saudi Arabien money?

ni. A111AnS I have heard that, &gin, on Thursday or

Ir iday. *ad " fir ae I as aware it is just plain flse.

NI, "us I Ilsell mney
Pie ASAMNSI Agai, as tat as I a swareo-but I want to-.

^meo IVANir I can't believe ou @-s- -that

money's eoos from.
MR, AUsMAS I do not know where that monoy 1 comidlg from.
as. NOVAKI Al right@ Mr. Abrams, there's on* problem

with your story. And that IS that Mr. Hasenfus Says that his

plane had been taking off from a U.S. airbase in Cl Salvador, it

bed taken oft on this particuliai flight from a base used by the

O.1. military in Honduraso and the Joe Smith Ajau Transport Coeny

cent just use those bases. YOU .ve to have a lot of clet to

use a U.*. military base.
MR. AIAMS: t start ajain, you don't knovwhat Mr. aenfus

actually bolioeov. You only know wlat he's saying under the

control of the Sandinista@. As t3 allegations of third country

involvement in this, you. I think, would understand, I " never.

ever goinq to co mont publicly on alleqetions that other countries

are involved.
Htl. NOVAK: Out It'S OW air base In Cl Salvador.

MR. ABAhSi 1i4 don't hav, a-ny air bases in tl Salvador.

h. NOVAK& Mello who owns that base in Cl Salvader who

imvirtalns that base?

Me. AIRAMS: I* don't have any ta&o, and therolfoe, any

bases %lt oulit to 21 Salvador are maini ned by the qovlogr nt
of 31 lalvader.

fo, IVAPir We have the tight to use it, however. we

rent certai llitite at that air bae".

ml. AIANSt t don't believe that's orrect.

MRI NOVAII You've backed no into a Cul 49A see. Mr.

Abrams. Teure-a vary clever fellow, but the point of the Mattel

Io that if you he this plane using U.S. military faeilitieo. and

75-542 - 88 - 21
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they are do6W thereo-

Me. ASRA"S8 it is not. Let Ne vust say that, It Is
not. "at it this plane sro using, thy plan* that was downeid
U.S. military facilities, vould be in vlo'ation of the law#
because the law says no weapons to the froodon fighters, and we
aore not don" that It. They are not using U.S. oilitsry facilities.

"No WOVAXI So you are extending your cateqorisal doals1
to that*

14. ASIEIS To DOD# absolutely.
mR. WOVAKI One mos thing on the Legal end, -Mr. Abrams.

?here are a lot of people on this network, on CUP# last week
congressman Peoer 9otmayer of vennoylvania sold that this ese
whatever els, "o. Hasenfus was in violation of the Wevtrality
Act. What do you think of that?

M. AStNAISS !'m not epert on the Neutrality Act. My
understanding is that if sit. isrenfus was working in Castial
Americe that he wIS not in violation. It he wa shIPping ar0s Out
of the U.S. then perhaps he was. o.t that, you knob, these are
eighteenth century, arcane statutues. I can't tell you whether ha
was or wasn't. gut I dont think he was.

Nit. NOVAK: Do you think we ought to repal the Neutrality
act?

mE. ABRAMSi, Oh, I's not going to touch that one.
mt. ZVAXSg But you think it's a non-act anyway you say

it's arcane, archaic.
MR. AUArMSl No, we have, no, there have been people wbe

have b" actually posecuted by the Justice Department fo violations
of it. i

N. EVANs vow, Mt* AssistAt Secretary elliett Abram,
I hate to 60 too mek on this, but I have to. A plastic 10 we
found i that aircraft. It was issued by the slvadorer air
fores It ideatifiod Nasenfuo as a quote, as on, quote, adviler,
unquote# I, quote# 9.8.A., unquoto, group at Ilopnge

to. SA91N lloepanglOs the ait bees tn e1 8l08"t.
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"It. LVYSI Correct.
me. ARRAPOOs I'll repeat again. me was not In any way

not only a g.. qgovornent enployee, U.S. OovernAent adviser* he
had no eonseetipa whatsoever with the U.S. military.

MR . XVAXSI I have to belovo you. because I knew you're
an honest man. .plain to Pe what the word advisor, and U.S.A.,
these two words. Dean, could nn, What Could they noSn?

Ms. A8SAMlS: This--ny understanding was- it said, it said
"Crup. U.S.A.0e U.S.A. group. That's not the U.S. military adviser
,roVq. The first thing I did when I hoard about that from the
Sandiniatas in TV was to call our ambassador in 91 Salvador and
say whoe's on. who's in your military group, the famous S5 advisers.
ts this uae any Way--no connection. Now, who printed up that card
and who 4 'o it to him? I don't have a clue.

lise VAMSl Now, lot me ask "ou another question that
inttques me, and Sally. fira. Hasenfus, and aspatently ahe's a
very intelligent woman livaigq ur thure in the great state of
1;1seonsin. I was told that she phoned the Ptate oertment, and
in asking what had h ppened to her h%.:band, sail, of course, he is
with the CIA. Hhy would she on earth Ao that?

fil. leASPAI1: If she tasc that, I can think of one very
good reason. Maybe she thinks that he was.

ml. VANS: In other words, Phat he was not leveling
with he as to what ia real--

I8. ABRAHSs I don't know, all I know for a fact is
that he wasn't.

Kso POVA91 Voulre going to say that maybe he thinks he
%post too?

Is ASUAKIS Ohs that's perfectly plausible to we
mS, IVM$S Mow? plain that !.. our--
KS. AISMMU Semeober the--
Kl 8VANu8 t don't unft stand that. I don't tbink out

viewers 0derotand that.
liv &33MB: Oft I thill it's simple. Asie ter wIit'r
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going on hove. A group of people, lots of peoples disrgulsed
growpo of people ageco e08d an supplyinq the resistance. They
know that what they're doing is qe.orally approved of by the
administlrtiOet end It is. keeping the freedom fighters alive
until Congresa finally acts..

They know that this was en activity that the United
States has been engaged in on end off. rot *sample, we had the
humanitaris assistance, getting uniforms, food, medicine, to the
freedom fighters. end someone coes along and says, I'd Like to
put you on a covert CIA operation. I'll pay you three thousand
dollars a month. 11iI1 you help me? you say yes. You domt
actually know whether it is a covert CIA operation or not. When
you get down to the leesl at which mr. Kasenus was working* a so

called kicker* pushed things out of the airplane, into Nicaragua,
1 very much doubt whether he was exactly sure who was paying his.

Mr, NOVA3I All right, -Sr. Abrams. sy coincidence or
not, the Sunday of last weekend, CPS, *CO minuteu', one of the
meat widely watched programs in Anoreac, had a feature on retired

.sor General John Sinqlut in hach their prorotion said, ah,

here's a guy who will fight your %ter for you, as long as it's an
antiecompunIst war. They kept nypi~nq thdt dutirtej the football

ge.o' The New York Tiuise subsequently sos--.1r. Singloub is in
the public consciousness--that Conoral 0ingleub'e organiaStion
owned this plane that crashed; General Sinqlo'u' denies It. IVho Is

telling the truth?
;sl. AI RtfS: Singlaub was telling the truth. ?hat was

not one of his planes# as near s I can rake out, The Tlees story
to vkieb Io refer, about a wee ago, is filled with error sd
that's. e0S Of the errors. There is a mistaken view that General

Sifg loeb deee all of this. There are actually a lot of greup out
there, ad a lot of people helping.

M. NOVAK8 Nov I want to Just go into this whtol

questiome if I Could, of thile operation, which So a military
amateur it sem to We vac the oet amiteuarsh ti0ng i e ]0
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itW a I daylight operation. there was no back Vr

pliae. It looked like they didn't Use much evasive action. Is
this, how dome operating this way they didn't shoot down e plane
Ionq-bOleOe this? 0 you havea ny "uess?

nMm. AIRAPS: Test Sheer luck. And the fact thit the
goods that anti-a1rcraft material has been growing in Nicaragua s
the Soviets shipped in 0o4e. I'd just pick up on that to say one
other thing. The se4son this is qonq on, the reason that there
are Americans who were killed end ahot down to that Congress won't
act. If this batl passed, eand thC U.S. government Vere permitted
to do this, undor that statute no American qoes near Gicaraqua or
within twenty miles of its borders.

lit. wOVAK: .ill it pass before the end of this session?
tit. ASIAftS: I believe it will. I believe it will pane

newt week.
9t. EVANSi hr. Assistant Secretary Elliott Abramw# do

you fol that the crediblity of the U.S. 5overnmors, w0ch hoe
be nndo so"e attack anyway, quite &part from this Ine2ient. has
been hurt by this?

hN, AISAhI8 i think it's too soon to tell. I take
giest comfort in the tact that tht. Intclltnence Comitteo members
I sp ek to sees to be in complete aqree4'ent that, yea, there waa
no U.S. qovoernont involve ent. In fact, even the journalistsI
spea to have, I think, tended to cooe to the conclusion.

HI. IVA1IS: bhe Scerstiry, Crnefrd Kell%, on of your
beloved sasoclatess until very recently. )ust quit the state
DepartMst e a areI thet he couldn't %tork under an administration
that had a eredibility factor as ):so as the 1e*qon administration.
40hat d ye tlifi about that?

We . AINits you're temping me.
MR. 1 ANS: Meotno. Speak out.

lit AStALS. I think that resininq with this kind of
polie fuse a few daye before the President goes of to a pro-smit
meoting with General sector Gobebehv was something thaot il ?e-
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net have base doe*.
MI. OVAKI It Would hav* been okay if he resigned three

days latr Is ether words.
Mls A8I2AMS1 Well* I think it would have bos a lot V

better for the country had At beer done a few days later. I else
think that it just doesn't washp because the tccusatle am to
be that the 0o% of uO 9#0lly should be resigninq, toe Including
the Secretary. And thta4 Just silly.

tie. IVAUSi TOu tostillofd 1 believe# on this lost
Friday, before the Senate foreign Relations Comittoo-I believe
thst's true.

me. ARSAtS, That's right.
Mi IVAS: Do you find any opposition, or any critleimo

or any questioning up there, and is it left or right? Io it
,liberals or conservatives?

-. 1t. AIEADISl I find questioning from 1l•1l DeMerats
about th*--

"I. SVAyII Like?
pop. ASIAS: wells Senator Perry, let samplee. bee Ion "

bee*"--
MR. VAVS: Of Massachausetts.

ISR. A5IAIN: --questioniag-that' riqht. It'Is haslcal ly
opponents, basically it's opponents of the policy vho are, I would
Say* looking for yet another Way to oppose It,

n01. 9VAuIa And those &ro liberals?
PS. AIBAP:o ol.
,NS.o CVAIISs Did you remind them that the liberal* wewse

behind the inveent to help the Spanish communist$ bnd secteIists
in thie ,18406t 1i14e4 in the sees?

Nt0. ANsAIs No, we didn't.
MO* CVAS Didn't come up?

Hils ASAII Old't am* up.
too tVllus o yo see an analogy thel?
it. aUSaI 1 I weld see an a"o6y. al t I WON 0le -
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make a closer analogy today. there are thousands c Amlericans wbe

ore eupplitilo the eoenilst regime in iicareeua. afd the gomuniet
luerille iS 31 Salvador--the PhLU**and uere not geing after
them. Wqr6 net trying to pursue the; we're not trying to find
out who they &ie. They have a right to do that. And they have a
right to support conmnust regimes. We have a right to oppose them. /.

lne. NOVAEI Let me follow that up closely. Andrew
molit, who I think you eight know-

time AiRSAH I do know.
hie NOVAK: We's a tel!ow who helps fight these low

intensity warfaeel around the werld* anta-coamunlst, Ne says that
there are Americans who are satumlly fighting in Nicaragua on the
communist side. Do you know that for a fact?

PI. ASIANS:i No, I don't :eca I any Intelligenee report g
about Amerietns being in combat.

Ni NOVAK:i Let me ask you another quest ion about Nicalralo
There ore reports that the Sandinista 'eery, arrvrs irerbit.

artillary, o Massing for an attack Ol the !is•kito Indiansa who
have been in teeastence before the Arican aid finally gets in
there, Do you know that to be .true?

no, ASiNAS: I would rather not cersent on the state of
our intelligence about Sandinlita military activities. I'm sorry.

MR. NOVA: %*ll, let me goneraliae the question. Rao
Abrams. Do you think. it is possible that there 6ill be sm
severe military blows suffered before the &ad arrives? Is it
possible, without talking sbout Sandinisa intentions.

Pige ASRANS& I think veore getting teo es@Jo news
wel* a few d4y away. I think the reol question I* heW do the
Sandiaietes rst to the Poesident uigninj that bill neast wek.
we think they'll ge to the U.N, Put nore then that, will they
attach leaderse aget? What Will -they do? will tbey'de a big
Interel attack? W'l see.

it. VANss we only have a mmsnt left. The CMto the
taesk* 4asrihed t0 s 0 t that Aich tr agIt th p1a8o that
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brO~be dos 1e"I9u. 0o you know what a CIM Is?

me. hdsAMlS No.
NJ. SVASIM 00 You know who Pakes it?
"U. AsPAIMUI Ny understanding is that the pleas we@

bqrouht dove by a Soviet mode rocket.
"a*. IVANS1 Maybe that's the C3". I thet an ingreas

in those Soviet rockets# light nov
mo. ASIAIS there it an Increase In rockets snd a

massive Increase In Soviet helicopters, and a massive Soviet are@
inflow In 1986 Into Nicaragua.

M9. 8VANS1 Out specifically on anti-aircraft rocket*

does this wrry you *boot all supply planes going in there now?
MSi. AIAAHSl t certainly does. It's going to be a

larger peoblem.
mo. NOVAK: U have just under 3 seconds left# Assistant

serotery Abreaw. just looking at this from the broad pietuto do

you think all this publicity, thi. hy;e, do you think this could
yet turn around the question in Congress where the--althougb It's
passed both houses--the hundred vilSlon dollars in aid would be

denied to the contras?
Fit. AIANS: Mo. People will try to do that, but the

IntellIgence Comittees who know th e facts know that there was no

u.S. government role in this.
Fil. CVANIa One last queotion, lie only have tuo moeo4s

left. Any nev Indications of lived wing Jet aircraft cowing in
soon to the Sandinisteas frM Cuba or the Soviet UnionP

mo. ASam$ We.
Me. IVAISt Is It a high concern of yours?
-. ANAIMa it is a greet concern. It always is. got

we domet a it happening.
mo. 8VAl8 Tank yoq. Mr. Secretary Ellott Abirom. my

ports# and I# after theve camewcidls, wil I be back with a cosomest.

lis 811ANS SIbe I dealt know vhethdr ti Aisolot
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60ertary of Sto for Latin America has toten loe So he'. to
be COOS WdeJ fire couth under fite, but I gave him the worst
pmelisg I could. I really tried to get in there. of omea.
you Wee tether aggressive yourself. we didn't get saywhese to
bending him O*t Of his pnafilna that tho U.S. *uvocneent is no
way, shape or form had nothing, In anyway# guidance, organigatlonal,
orders. at cetera, to do with this unfortunate, this tgegic ges.

Ne. MOVAKs You kne IEve seea a lot of coveroupO is
this tOeA 9eVlande and we b6 mo end up with egg on our face
before this Is ever, and thie is all n elaborate lie, but this
doooet leek like a cover-up, and it doesn't because there is ae
equivocations. O say it didn't come from a U.8. military base.
Ne says that these companies are not CIA companies. The ".ncelled
Man Gameo, the CIA operative, supposedly hired by the CIA or Vice
President 5uch, doesn't *ven list. No, no, no, he says.

Mi. VA1St me makes a good point, too, bob. No made
the point If the U.S. Congress h d acted on President seagam's
request for a hundred million dollars worth of military Sid, a
month ago, weeks ago, or oven yesterday, this might not have
happened in the way it did. St an he pointe4 out, the Cengrese
has bees sitting and twiddling &ts thumbs on this issue month
after month after month. Nov, te supposed to pae, we hopes
before they adjourn nest wees. we're not our.

1it. NOVAKI lliott Abrema wrestled with his conseleoie
and WOn, &nd crtiisIod Mr. Kalb* Cernard Xelb who resigned as
Assistant Secretary of State for Public Infornation, on ground of

.pAQeJlpO 04 a 0, was burned by that. Ie felt that bersie Kolb
wee uMtq bie 4n no other people lok like they dideet have Say
principlO £0r otayilg em the job. And I think we get a little
teseb at reality there.

se labort leovk.
mS. IYMdS Ioo 29Wla8d evans.
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Date and time 06/10/86 23:21:S4From: NSOLN -CPnA
To: NSJMP - -CLA

Reply to note of 08/31/85 13:26 N 494
NOTE FROM: OLIVER NORTH
Subject: PRIVATE BLANK CHECK
Hopef.Mlly you have by no% been informed that UNO/FDN safely released the eight
Guest Germans this evening just before dark at the religious commune at.
Presillas. Franklin is headed North in attempt to Set across the Rams Rd
be-'re the Satidinistas 'taii close in on hir. At this point the, only liability
we still ha~e is one of DEMlOCRACY INC. .S air planes is mired tit the mud kit is
the rainy season down there) Tmey hope to
have it out by dawn. On a separate but related Satter: The reason why I asked
to speak to you urgently earlier today is that Ray called £lliott &brains
regarding the third country issue. Elliott has talked to Shultiaid had
prepared a paper re going t for catribtions.
Elliott called as and asked " t-er o sen the moey. I told Elliott to do
nothing, to send no papers andto talk to no one further about this util he
talks to you. He Is seeing yom privately tomorrow. At this point I need your
help. As you know, I hive the accounts and the mean by which this thiAg needs
to be accomplished. I have so idea wbit Sbults kovA or doesn't know but he
could prove to be very unhappy if he learns ofi aid
that has been given in the pat from someone ot hib I et i .i "r ever tell
Shultz?

I j- very concerned t:h: ue are b- urcatin; ai. effort that h3. up to nw,
worked relatively well. An extraordinary *mount of good has been done and
money truly Is not the thing which is most needed at this point. What we most
need is to get the CIA re-engaged in this effort so that it can be better
managed than it now is by one slightly confused Marine LtCol. Money will again
become an issue in Ju:y. but probably not until mid-month. There are several
million rounds of most types of smo now on hand and more ($3M) worth on the
way by ship Critically needed items are being flown in from Europe
to the xpan e se facility i oots, uniforms, ponchos etc.
are bein g purchased locally and Ca ero wi I receive SSOOK for food purchases
by the end of the week. Somehow we w ll molify the wounded egos of the triple
A with not being able to see RR. on the
bloupipesif we are goinZ to do anything at all about outside support in the
next few days, and I wd love to carry the letter from RR if we are
going to move on something. Meanwhile, I wd recommend that -ou and RC4 have a
ta:;: about how mucl. Se: Shultz does or does no: know abt
so :z-at wi don't make any mistakes. I don't know ho in i
knows since never told me. At thLs point l'm not sure who on our side
knows what. "Op. Warsm regards, North

'-

6
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2 kMe that Im the eouaeg of your duties you Will %ave
coatest With many offisiale, o a variety of matters, An youwill receive eoelcited aMW unsolicited advice and 60u0e0 eaactions you should take. x want to osphaeiso that the ilse ofauthority rune free the President through se to Aseistant
Secretary Abrame. All other advice and Counsel @A end Willplay an important part in the decision-making and
poll y-implementation process, but in the final analysis yourdeolson. and actions should be guided by that direct lIme free
the Presldent.

have directed Assistant Secretary Abrmes to issue
instructions i my ase and serve as the primary •omeautcations
link between 9' &'A hiefe of Mllion in his area of
responsib lit*., ".v should change l all messages dealing with
policy proposals, policy implementation, program activities andpost operations to or through him, with the understanding that
for eatreordinary situations there are channels of direct
eoamunietion with ae that are available for your use.

sincerely yours,

George P. 8hults

DcafteripAk/C",tI'JoNe", ccnV
8/41/* 3315VWQG 04569C

AP.A/CN. ftOOede~'tMMelton Ira
AM. WOWe Lt er
AM/UP PPSarrss~,
Pt~unvanWem;: ~%%~Z~

Cloerancese

I
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EXHIBIT EA-28

f~e~.en1y t Ithey were £lylin4 down the Piec fie ?

corridors into southern Nicaragua for the purposes of

:esupply, but A8 to who was flying the flights and who was

behind them, we do not know.

The Chairman. And you still don't?

Mr. George. Not sir.

We know from the newspapers that a comaa.

called Corporate Air Services Is the company that appears

to have some involvement with them, but --

Mr. George. What we know at this point is as

says, is from.the press.

The ChaLrmen. Do yo~u know if any foreign government

is helping to supply th._ggkras? There is a report in .h

3 II
5'

6

7

a

9

10

it

Is

13

14

is

16

17

It

20

21

22

23

14

is

mr. George. Ro* sire we havenointelligence of that.

le~doZ Abram. I can only speak on that question

for the last fifteen months when I have been in this job

and that story abo my knowledge is false.

I personally cannot o about pre-1915, but in 1985-

1936, when I have been aroun, no.

TheChairan. Is it also false with respect to other

govern olt as well?

Abeem,or Abrams. Tog, it is also false.

The Chairman. -K4. 8tVp.
q. a q -V

UN~L~~'L

e

I1
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I o. Brown.. The story says ycu are :%ot direct

I nvc'ved.

3 Mr. George. I brought my copy and I think you all

4 11 have a copy. if you read this carefully, it says, and this

S is absolutely untrue and it is on the front page of T"e

6 New York Times.

7 Mr. Hyde. Surely nobody denies Senator Harkin, wc

* says your fingerprints are all over this. No one would

9 question Senator Harkin, would you? I would, but nobody.

10 knows.

I I The Chairman. We will begin another round.

12 Just to be clear, the United States Government has

13 not done anything to facilitate the activities of these

14 private groups, is that a fair statement? We have not

15 furnished any money. we have not furnished any arms. we

10 have not furnished any advice. We have not furnished

17 logistics.

18" Mr. George. Mr. Chairman, I cannot speak for the

a entire United States Government.

tThe Chairman. Can you, Mr. Abrams?

21 a -r Abrams. Yes, to the extent of my

U knowledge that I feel to be- complete, other than the

23 general public encouragement that we like this kind of

24 activity.

The Chairman. ow, I guess a small point but I can't
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1I

his name for. years. gut I do not know the man.
3 ranton Ys had contact with himt In a previous

4 incarnaton
and he vaginvolved in military assistance in Saudi ArabL,

dealing with the oACS. I have not eeen him eubsequcnt to

1903, believe.

Senator xerrys Were you involved In that traction?

6

10

11

13

Senator Kenys Are you aware. "ny of you, of-AMy
14

dl" by whLt as part of the IACS transaction or subsequent
15 -.,mmm

to the ANACS transactionis supplying weapons
16

or assistance to the Contras on ous behalf?17
Mr.Abram mio.13
Mr. George. No.

No sir.

Mr. Abrmea I think I can say that while I have
211

been Assistant eoretary,-Which is about 15m onths, we have
22 not received a dime from a foreign government, not a dime,

from any foreign governMnt.
24 i^

Senator Kenyra i being who?
Mr. Abram$l The United States.

TOP VR&L"WAD5mie
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Sector Kerry$ YoM about the Co%)LrasJ

Kr. Abroast I don't know, But not that I An awAre

of and not through us.

The thing to I thLnk I would know about it because if

they went to a foreign government, a foreign government would

want credit for helping the contras and they would come to us

to say you want us'to do this, do you, and would know about

that.

1

12

13

14

iS

I1

10

11

19

20
21

23
24

25

Senator Evans.Elliott, " mw ~ i~not a im. I di

not hear the rest of what you said.

Kc. Abramsi from any foreLgn government to the Contras.

it would not be to us, it would be to the Contras.

I suspect that we would kmow about it, though.

Mr. George. Sir, I don't know anything there.

Senator Kerrys Elliott, do you know who

is?

Ir. Abramsa ever hoard'of him.

M, Georges f sir, I've never heard the name.

Senator Kerryt Wat about you?

I have heard the name.
Senator Kerry.

I have heard the name.

Senator gerrys In what Content?

they are people who wewr all. involved in

at some point in -timn.

~~PIIUinDmm

I

II
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I before January I or January 2?

2 73 CRAIRMAN, Well, I am only expectinS -I z have no

3 intent not to hold hearings like this with witnesses present.

4 All I am seyin$ to you is that I don't imagine that we could

5 do it until on or about December 15, because that seems to be

6 a suitable time to try to dredge up as much information as we

7 can. Perhaps in that week we might have a hearing.

8 SENATOR BRADLEY: Hr. Chairman.

9 THE CHAIRMANs Senator Bradley.

10 SENATOR BRADLEYi If I could just offer mi opinion, I

11 think it would be vise to have a hearing. I wae not discourage d

12 by the number of Senators who were here the other day and

13 therefore not having enough time. I think we did get a lot of

14 information or we clearly saw that there wea no information

15 forthcoming in specific areas. And I think it would be

16 important, and the timing of this is I think we need a day or

17 two with all of the relevant people here to go over as such

JS of the information as we can Set through in the alloted period

19 That would be my preference.

20 THE CHAIRMAN: Okay. I will certainly take that into

21 onsideration.

22 SENATOR BRADLEY: I would like to turn ry attention to

23 both of you and I would like for both of ycu co answer the

24 questions that I will ask just so we have the record clear.

25 Did either one of you have any knovledge or indication

Ovewmaw he unb mb1ss Is INamldssd~s
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1 that the contras were receiving funds from Israeli or other

2 lMid Zastern sources?

3 M. ABRAS, No.

4 No.

5 SENATOR BRADLEY, Did either one of you ever discuss the

6- problems of fund raising --

7 MRs. ABPASs Let me add to that, Senator. 1 spoke to

8 Dick Murphy, Assistant Secretary for Near Eastern Affairs,

9 probably in the course of the siuer, to ask him if he thought

10 I could raise any money from Middle Eastern sources. He was

11 rather discouraging as to whether we would be able to do it,

12 and so we never tried.

is SENATOR BRADELY, You spoke to --

14 MR. ABRANS: We, the Department of State.

15 SENATOR BRADLZY: And Mt. Murphy is who?

16 MR. ABRAMS: Assistant Secretary for Near Eastern Affairs

17 So it was clear to me from that conversation that -- it was

1 wrong, but it was clear to me from that conversation that it

19 had not ever happened and he didn't chink it ever would happen

20 and so we never tried it.

21 SENATOR BRADLEY: And other than your discussion --

22 THE CHAIRMAN: Bill, if you'll yield on that point,

23 though, what were you doing soliciting -- according to that

24 you solicit for humanitarian purposes.

25 MR. ABPiASi Well, the question was, could we ever get

Thi d minm" b &M ar 4% 01w the s aae sa d UAmAU seN as m a e s ta selat
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anything from - was there a liddle Easttrn country that would

2 be likely to help the contras. And his -- the conversation

3 basically was --

4 THE CHA tMANt With humanitarian aid?

- M R. ABRANSo Yeah. And the conversation basically was,

6 no, they don't even know where Central America is. They are

7 not going to contribute. Don't, you-know -- very discourage S.

8 And so I dropped it.

9 THE CHAIRMANt I'm sorry, Bill.

10 SENATOR BRADLEY Now, you did not discuss with anyone

11 else in the Executive Branch the possibility of receiving

12 funds from the Israelis or any other Middle Eastern source?

13 MR. ABRAMS: That's correct. I never -- once I had that

14 conversation with him, that was the end of it.

15 SENATOR BRADLEY: And you never had a discussion with

16 anyone in the Executive Branch prior to having a discussion

17 with him on it?

is MR. ABRAMSi I had a discussion with the Secretary as to

19 whether I could ask other Assistant Secretaries whether they

20 thought there was anybody who was a likely giver, and he said,

21 yeah, you can go ahead and ask. And I went ahead and asked.

22 I knew that there was nobody in Latin America who was going to

23 give. At least I thought I knew.

24 It seemed to me that the likely possibility was the Near

25 East. Murphy said that that was not likely. So that was -- I
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S -man, that was how that meant. I intervene because it isn't
2 Juit'that I didn't knov of any contributions from the Middle
3 gast or Israel or Iran or -- it was that I think I had reason
4 to think thai there was none and wasn't going to be any and
5 had never been any, because Murphy so indicated.
6 THE CHAIRMAN, Okay.

7 SENATOR BRADLEYs Did either one of you ever discuss the
8 problems of fund raising by the contras with members of the

9 NSC staff?

10 MR. ABRAMSs Well, yes. I mean, I think -- I can't
11 remember a specific day, but certainly the question -- the
12 factwhich now appears to be slightly mysterious, that they
13 never had any money, we discussed -- you know, it came up all
14 the time, because they were always running out of everything.
15 So the question came up, sure.

16 "SENATOR BRADLEYi Well, the problems of fund raising came

17 up?

is HR. ABIANSs Not problem of fund raising: the problem
19 of the lack of funds.

20 SENATOR BRADLEY: So let me ask it again. Did either one
21 of you ever discuss the problems of fund raising by the contra
22 with members of the NSC staff?

23 HR. ABRAMSs No, I can't remember.
24 SENATOR.BRADLEY: Well, you would say gee, they got a
2 lot of problems, they don't have any money. Then you would ju t

-' TOPfted Ps n re, to 4 mroSof-.tbtK Ma elm e ibe
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I sit there and say, what are WO goiug to dot he dogei he

2 any money. You never Said@ You know, maybe we could set the

3 money this way.

4 M. ADK oS Wo. Other than the conversation I have -

5 other than the Kiddle western thin$ which I recounted to you.

* We're not -- you know, we're not in the fund raising business.

7 SENAWTK BUDLEYs Allen?

*Yes, the same answer, because the same --

9 the discussions thee generally took place in the interagency

10 group that I sit on, and it was done in the context of the

11 interagency groups there were NSC members there. It was alwaX

12 the context of sort of the next crisis in funding; And

13 participated in the discussions in which, knowing something

14 about the Middle last, we talked about the Middle East. We

15 talked abou WIN talked abo%( p we talked

16 above , we talked about and

17 4and I remember specifically saying, gee, I don't think

16 you'll ever set cash frol >

19 t's not part of th!er record. But that is the

20 extent of the discussion.

21 . - SENATOR BiRADLEY You said this to John? You said this

22 to John? Who is John?

23 1Well, it was in the context of the interagenc,

24 group.

25 SEMATOR BRADLEY, John Poindexter?

;r4; thedk F~ 1 tAh- W d MAi t 1=10M=w .mtid t ----
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wo, no. I slaid I say it in the context of

the interagmecy group. I didn't say John.

BVIATOR BRADLEY. YOU didn't say John?

slim I didn't say John. I said, See, I don't thinly

that they give cash

SENATOR BRADLEYi Oh.

I I man, that was in the context -- but it was

in the context of an interagency group knowing that ye were

prohibited from any involvomnt.

10
11

12

13

14

15
16

17

is

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

mm-

MR. ABRAMCS We weren't. I mean, that is one thing --

- I was.
MR. ABRAMS We knew that

State was not.

But it didn't

about that.

SENATOR EAGLETO i At any

that interagency group?

MR. ABRAMS, Re was not a

Yeah. We have what was called

though they were prohibited,

mean I couldn't calk to Elliott

time was North a participant in

parti -- oh. in the interagency,

a RIG, or restricted interagenc

group, which has -- not so restricted any more -- 15 or so

people and he attended tvo-thirds of the meetings, roughly.

half the meetings something like that.

Increasingly less --

SENATOR BRADLEYs But in these meetings with North and chi

other people, you did not discuss fund raising.
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S1=ATOI BRADLEYs But what were you talking about when

you said you don't think jM
We were talking I was -

MR. ABRAMS: We were talking about whether it was poseibli

to get any money out of the Kiddie test, and we all agreed

that It wasn't.

ITalking about what could be done in terums of

solicitation that the State Department might do.

MR. ABRAMS, Once it was legal.

a M Once it was legal.

MR. ABRAMS: Once it was legal.

I asked the same question -- that was not at the inter-

agency group, that was on a plane. But we had the same

conversation. We going to p t any money out of the Kiddle

East -- which always seemed to me to be the place where all

the money is -- and the answer was discouraging, and we have

never tried. We, the State Department, have never approached

then.

SENATOR BRADLEY, Did either one of you ever discuss with

any. IsraelL, or agent of Israel, the issue of funding for the

contrast?

MRs. ARAMSs Never.

NO.

MR. ABIAHS Never.
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SUATO1 BRADLEY Were you completely ignorant of'all

fund raising activities by the coatras?

MR. AMANS, go. Certainly not in the - knew for --

I 114= -- I don't think I knew anything that wasn't .. I M

trying to think if I knew anything that wasn't in the newspaper

That Ls I knew certainly that Singlaub was raising money for

the contras. I knew that others were raising money for the

contras. I mean, using the contras in a very general sense.

For example, FrLends of the Americas raises money for edLcal

relief end things like that. I knew that was happening. I

didn't know what Singlaub was raising or how or what he did

with It when he got it. I was, until today, fairly confident*

that there was no foreign government contributing to this.

But I knew nothing, still don't know anything about the

mechanisms by which money was transferred from private groups

that have been raising Lt. to the contras.

SENATOR BRADLEYt

I had knowledge about -- about fund raising

activities of the various resistance groups. For example, I

knew the FD was trying to mount a bond issue sale, end a local

fund drive in the United States through various entities. I

knw that Pastor's group at various times was trying to

solicit mosey fromIknew tht A1fredo Cesar Ln &0I

was soliciting money-fro,

I knew that there - as I testified at least in the )PSCI and

Isato fst~ ms do d "vm s~ fe s am1ao do as &h
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v~r 24.

THE CHAIRJ ANt That he went out and cut a deal, that

2 Secord and others veto all involved in that, one vay or another

3 this little group - and none of these people are strangers to

4 youi you guys' know them all.

5 MR. ABRAMS% I have never met Sacord and I do not --

* THE CHAIR3ANs Well, you know who he is. I mean, you may

7 not know him personally, but you know he plays a role. And tha

8 Ollie felt compelled to run the risks of setting up some kind o

9 an arrangement like this in order to get money to those UNO

10 bank accounts.

i1 Now, you asked the appropriate question of yourself,

12 Elliott, and that is, you know, maybe he and Callero are vippin

13 this whole thing off. You know, maybe they have got a secret

14 account someplace off in some offshore place where there is

15 10 or 12 or 20 million dollars.

16 But assuming 01lie is the patriot we all assuem him to be,

17 1 am impressed by the fact that he felt compelled to run some

18 rather high risks to move money into that operation.. But during

19 that period of time the two of you had some -- at various times

20 in here you had some major responsibilities which Elliott, you

21 are hinting part of which was you had to try to help find some

22 money, too. You went and talked to Dick Murphy, maybe you

23 talked to some other people. Z

24 What we are going to have to learn from you in the coming

25 days and weeks as part of this overall investigation, is the
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degree to which you were -- how close you were to the UNO folks

how confident you are that everything they told you was the

truth, how much their needs wore, where the money was coming

frost rather'than knowing in general, did you know in the

specific where the money was coming from. Exactly what your

role may have been, or people who worked for you, what their

roles may have been. And Chat will naturally lead us to how

some of the supplies got there. I mean, some of the Hasenfus

questions and all the rest of that sort of thing. if you felt

compelled to try to get the money and you felt compelled to

try to keep some accounting of this process, then weren't you

also much more aware than you have let on so far as to how

supplies are being delivered and who Dill Cooper was and how he

got lined up and all the rest of that sort of thing.

MR. ABRAMS, Well, Hr. Chairman, let me say, you don't

need weeks to find tha: out. You can find that out in about

five minutes of questioning now. Just before I pursue that, It

me say that it does not enter my mind -- never did and doesn't

now, that Ollie has engaged in stealing money. He is a patriot

as you said, and he would never do a thing like that. I think

what he did here showed unbelievable bad judgment, and I think

the President said this morning that the structures which

permitted this to happen don't work. That is, I think, very

clear.

But -- and we have now, we need and we have -- you are

23

24

25
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1 creating new struck sver program Which huse A be
2 voted by Congress. We don't engage -t man the State Depart.
3 ent's function In this has not been to raise money, other than

4 to try to raise it from Congress. And we have testified before

$ after the Hasenfus thing, that we -- ando did too, but he

6 can speak for the Agency -- we knew where -- w knew that the

7 money came into these banks. I knew it because you so testified,

8 And then you knew it. And we did not know where the money was

9 coming from in terms of which Individuals were giving it.

10 Some of the things that I read in the newspaper and that

11 were widely bruted about I knew to be false. I Mew some thing

12 about Ollie were falsely I knew some things about Singlaub'vere

13 false. We did not have a contact with these people, the Sacord

14 and people who -- I never knew that Secord had any involvement,

15 in this or even was alleged tb until the Hasenfus thing came

16 out, because we were not involved in any way in that end of the

17 Central America situation. So I never heard of these guys,

18 Hasenfus and Cooper and Sawyer, until that plane went down.

19 THE CHAIRMANs

20 Did anybody see a big Infusion of money in August or

21 September?

22 i Of this year.

23 THE CHAIRMAN: No, last year.

24 MR. ABRANS: No, not this was '86.

25 '86.
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TUJJ'PfRORD1
TESTIMONY O ELLIOTT AZPJS

Monday, December 1# 1986

United States Senate,

Select Coemittee on Intelligence

Washington# D. C.

The Select Committee met, pursuant to notice, at.2:40

o'clock p.m., in Room SH-219, Hart Senate Office Building,

the Honorable Dave Durenberger, Chairman of the Committee,

presiding.

Presents Senators Durenberger, Specter, Eagleton, Boren,

Bradley and Warner.

Also Present: Bernard McHahon, Staff Director, Eric

Novsoa, Minority Staff Director. and Keith Hall, John lliff,

Fred ward and Kathleen McGhee, Staff Members.
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2

11 ,ROC ED1NG_

2 THE CHAIRMAN, Elliott, if you will raise your right hand.

3 Do you swear to tell the truth, the whole truth, and

4 nothing but the truth, so help you God?

5 MR. ABRAMS: I do.

6 THE CHAIRMAN: Hay I have your name for the record?

7 HR. ABRAMS: Elliott Abrams.

8 THE CHAIRMAN. And your position at the Department of

9 State?

10 MR. ABRAMS: Assistant Secretary of State for Inter-

11 American Affairs.

12 THE CHAIRMAN: It is the Comnittee's understanding that

13 you have decided not to be accompanied by counsel in view of

14 the Committee's decision not to permit State Department

15 attorneys to represent Department witnesses. Is that correct?

16 MR. ABRAMS: Not exactly. I had no intention of having

17 counsel with me in any event.

18 THE CHAIRMAN: That is appropriate.

19 Mr. Abrams, you have been invited to provide testimony to

20 this Committee, under oath, concerning the extent of, and

21 authorization for, U.S. intelligence activities in connection

22 with the sale of arms to Iran and the use of the proceeds to

23 support anti-Sandinista forces in Central America.

24 Have you received a copy of Senate Resolution 400, dated

25 1976, and the Committees Rules of Procedure?
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u2 TOOR
1 MR. ABRtAMSiI KE m

2 THE CHAIRMAN. If not, you will be provided a copy-of

3 Senate Resolution 400.

4 MR. ABRANSi If that is a procedural problem, I waive my

5 rights to S. Res. 400.

6 THE CHAIRMAN: Well, somebody will provide you a copy.

7 Have you received a copy of the letter to the President

8 sent by the Chairman and Vice Chairman of this Committee on

9 November 28 which describes the focus and the objectives of

10 the Comittee'3 investigation?

11 MR. ABRAMS: I.don't believe so. I received a copyof a

12 letter I think to the Secretary skin$ for the production of

13 documents and information.

14 MR. XcMAHON, That is the letter.

15 THE CHAIRMANi All right. That to the letter.

16 All right, at this point we will proceed to question the

17 witness concerning his knowledge of events relevant to the

18 investigation.

19 MR. McMAHON: I think the reason why you were asked to

20 come today specifically, Mr. Abrams, has to do with the issue

21 of solicitation of funds for support of the FD from third

22 countries, and I think that it may be in the interest of the

23 membership to have some wider set of questions with respect to

24 the operation as a whole, but I think that the particular point

2S at issue now is that question of the details of this
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1 international campaign, funds campaign.

2 If you would explain to the CoiLttee your knowledge of

3 the details of that activity, would you proceed, please?

4 MR. ABRAMSi Well, let me start to say that in the

5 spring, roughly June, of 1986, the $27 million which Congress

6 had appropriated for humanitarian assistance to the contras

7 was essentially gone. I visited some of the camps in roughly

6 that period, I don't remember, May, June, something like that.

9 MR. McMAHON, '86?

10 MR. ABRAMSt '86. And it was clear that they weren't

11 getting any more humanitarian assistance and they were bjoke.

12 We had intelligence reports indicating that they were running

13 into debt -- that is to say, they were buying food on credit.

14 The doctor at the hospital told me that they were bashing and

15 reusing bandages. They couldn't get any more medicine. They

16 didn't have any resources, or so it appeared.

17 It was my view that we had clear authority for the State

IS Department to solicit from third countries Humanitarian

19 assistance, and also that it was the policy of the United

20 States to help the democratic resistance, and I say the United

21 States, not the President, because in fact Congress had

22 appropriated money for this purpose.

23 M. McMAHON: Would you back up? You said it was your

24 reading that you had authority to do what?

25 MR. !BRAMS: To solicit humanitarian assistance from third
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1 countries.

2 It is the position of the legal adviser as

3 1 understand it that the December 1985 conference report

4 which says that CIA and DOD can't solicit humanitarian

5 assistance, but the State Department can, in fact did not add

6 to or subtract from the ability of the State Department to do

7 that, but that is something to take up with the legal adviser.

8 In any event, Congress had said that we did, or had said

9 so in a conference report.

10 So I asked the Secretary, having informed him of the fact

11 that they were really out of -- apparently out of all this

12 which we call 'humanitarian material," could we get some from

13 third countries? And he said he thought that was a good idea.

14 And so I said, "Vell, why don't I start by asking my

15 colleagues in the Department"-- that's the other regional

16 Assistant Secretaries -- do they think there's anybody in their

17 region who'd give?" I did not think there was anybody in the

18 Latin American region whoiculd give at that juncture.

19 So the first person I remember asking was Dick Murphy,

20 Assistant Secretary for Near Eastern Affairs, and we went

21 through the list of rich countries who might conceivably give.

22 The Secretary had made it clear that he would not want to go to

23 a country where it could be felt that we ware kind of muscling

24 then because they were big aid recipients or something. It

2S would look like a kind of a kickback for foreign aid. And he

144603 "V168%e f~/vt~s C LNitke A&it W No St bi roiew~ me Withi~tTWdof" th o^,e ea0i I ~A ewvW tt I xct"Bw eg
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I didn't want to go to a country which was very unpopular. For

2 example, I remember we talked about, as countries that might

3 gve, IW S P d and we thought those are bad

4 countries to give, because it ever comes out, it looks as if

5 there's a link between right-wing dictatorships:and the contras.

6 Anyway, I went -- Murphy and I talked about some of the

7 rich countries in the Middle East, and as we went through the

8 list he did not t'ink that any of then would give. It was very

9 clear to me from that discussion that he also did not believe

10 that any of thee had ever given.. And we specifically mentioned

11 1 gues a-t,~w s* if I can remember, -

12( 1 guess that was about it.

13 1 then made the rounds with other Assistant Secretaries,

14 and here I come into a problem. I am not authorized by the

15 Secretary to reveal the name of the country which in fact did

16 agree to give us some money. Therefore, I cannot do that. It

17 is the Secretary's view that this was not, as I understand it,

16 an intelligence activity, it was a confidential diplomatic

19 exchange, in which we promised confidentiality to the other

20 country, and we in the Department should not break that

21 confidentiality. So I asm not able to identify the country.

22 1 realize that this may cause some annoyance to the

23 Coumittee, and all I can really do is to say that, you know,

24 you ought to discuss It with the Secretary or write him a

25 letter or something like that..LO 9WSNWU MU W f
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1 THE CKAIRMANs It's not necessarily an annoyance. I mean$

2 there's a report in all the media and all the newspapers in the

3 country today about a particular country. You are not goins to

4 testify on the record about the falsity or the truth of --

5 MR. ABRAMS: Correct. I can't -- I am not authorized to

6 confirm or deny that report.

7 TFIE CHAIRMAN: And do you know whether the Secretary at

8 some point in time intends to make an acknowledgement of the

9 fact?

10 MR. ABRAMS: I think he does not.

11 SENATOR BRADLEY: On what grounds?

12 MR. ABRAMS: On the grounds that we promised confidential-

13 ity to the country and that we should not break that vow.

14 SENATOR BRADLEY: So it is his choice? He is not offering

15 legal grounds?

16 MR. ABRAMS: Well, again, I an sort of trying to put words

17 in his mouth, but I think that's right, that he does not say

18 that he is legally forbidden to confirm or deny it. but thmat it

19 is his choice not to on the grounds that we promised

20 confidentiality.

21 THE CHAIRMAN: All right.

22 MR. ABRAHS: Okay. Can I continue the narrative?

23 THE CHAIRMAN: Please.

24 MR. ABRAMS: Well, I picked out a country, and I went back

25 to the Secretary and said, 'Maybe we ought to try this country.
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1 And so we did. That is to say, what we did was, as best 1

2 can remember it, and there is some cable traffic on this, so

3 it can be reconstructed exactly as to dates and so forth --

4 Judge Sofaer has all the material -- we started sending a few

5 cables to the Ambassador, our Ambassador in that country,

6 saying, '"hat do you think if we made a pitch? Would they

7 be inclined to say yes?" So that went back and forth for

8 a while. And finally it was agreed that a high-ranking

9 official of that government and I would meet.

10 And we met as I recall on August 8. Again, I think that's

11 right, but it's confirmable. My memory is that we met August 8.

12 1986. And I sort of took him through it. That is, I told him

13 all about Central America as we saw it, and that Congress had

14 appropriated $27 million, but it was gone. It was the case that

15 the Senate approved $100 million on March 27, and the House

16 approved $100 million on June 25, so I was able to tell him

17 that both Houses of Congress had in fact approved this $100

18 million, but the parliamentary screwing around has led us to

19 the view that we couldn't predict when it was going to finally

20 get approved, though we were sure it would finally get

21 approved.

22 SENATOR SPECTER: What was the parliamentary screwing

23 around?

24 SENATOR WARNER: That was you.

25 SENATOR SPECTER: Was that parliamentary screwing around?
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I MR. ABRAMSi With both Houses agreeing to --

2 MR. SPECTER: I just want to know what you said.

3 Ma. ABRAMjSi That is what I said.

4 IR. SPECTER, Okay.

5 MR. ABRAMIS, We were confident that the $100 million

6 would be approved prior to adjournment, which we thought would

7 come in mid-October, because it was an election year, 1986.

8 So it was a kind of a bridge that we needed, we had run

9 out of the $27 million and we needed more. And I did make-it

10 clear this was humanitarian aid, although it was very clear

11 that they weren't going to give bulk cargo, that the easiest

12 and-most confidential thing to do was to give money.

13

14

15 d the figure in question was

16 $10 million, that was to say, that Is what I requested, which

17 1 thought would be sufficient to bridge over at the rate of

18 spending, which if I remember right -- let's see, $27 million

19 for 9 months, $3 million a month, it would have carried us

20 through to November, by which time we were confident in having

21 the $100 million.

22 Now let me back up a minute and say that before this

23 contact, I realized that it might be possible that the guy

24 would say yes, and therefore that I needed to know what to do

25 with the money should he say to me, "Fine, where do I send the
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1 money?"

2 I thought that this money should go into an UNO account,

3 and I didn't really know how to set up a secret account -- still

4 don't -- so I asked two people how this could be done. I

5 askeef the CIA how it could be done, and I

6 asked Ollie North -- actually not how it could be done, I

7 asked them if they could arrange it, as I recall the

8 conversations.

9 Bor.h of them said yes, they could arrange to open a new-

10 account for UNO, or that is to say, they could arrange to have

11 NO open an account. I don't actually remember the exact

12 language.

13 Something like a week later they both came back to me and

14 said, "Okay, there is a new account," or "There is an

15 account." I don't remember the exact conversation, but I know

16 that a week later I had account numbers from both of them.

17 M. McKAHONi Excuse me. That is a very important issue.

18 You can't remember whether they said it's an account or a new

19 account or whether it was a responsibility that they both open

20 an account?

21 IM. ABRAMS: Well, I can't remember. I can tell you

22 this. I talked tcW last week, and his

23 memory is that I asked for a new account, and in fact he opened

24 a new account, which remains on the files of the CIA, the

25 Abrams-connected account, and is and has always been empty.
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1 T1 CHAIPANli Just & point of clarification. (

2 W nd Ollie North are two different people.

3 ,M. ABRAM Correct.

4 TH CHAIRiNI Did they come back with tvo different

6 messages, and can you detail them to the best of your

6 recollection,prociselY what those messages were?

7 MR. ABRAMSt, No, I must say I didn't have such of a

a recollection. inl d a better one. I talked to him about

9 it I think on Friday. He said that he got somebody from UO

10 that is to say, he served as a kind of messenger -- he said

11 to somebody in IO, "ey, If you open up a now account, 4ust

12 let me have the number and I vill give it to" -- I don't know

13 whether he told him that he was giving it to me, but there

14 might be some money coming available, and he would pass on the

IS account number.

16 In any event they opened an account, an UI4O account. 
1

17 believe it was i r -- no, there's testimony -- his

1s memory is a lot better than mine, but I believe it was in

19 He gave me an account number. I'm just trying to

20 think of whether the dates are vight. We'd better check

21 that August date, but it is checkable, in any event, the

22 date from my contact with the foreigner.

23 In any event --

24 MR. HcMAHON l' sorry. Is it checkable because there

25 are memorandums?
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1 MR. ABRUAMS It is checkable because I went to a foreign

2 city to do it, and therefore my air ticket and my hotel bill

3 are in the hands of Judge Sofaer.

4 Anyway, both of them gave me an index card with an account

5 number on it, and if I remember right, the name.of a bank.

6 Now, with respect to the account that Ollie gave me, I

7 don't remember the account number, but I remember that it said

8 "Credit Suisse." It had the name on it of a san, Mr. Jacob

9 Steger, S-t-e-g-e-r, and it had on it the name of the branch,

10 too, which Eaux Vives, E-a-u-x V-i-v-e-s. I remember that

11 because as you will see the namewsw one w. cabled out to the

12 country in question.

13 I don't remember much about the one l gave me

14 because -- all right, I then had two account numbers, so I

15 went to Charlie Hill, who is the Executive Assistant to the

16 Secretary. This was during a flight, I remember -- maybe this

17 was August 8, I'll have to check -- but in any event, we were

18 going to Bogota for the- inauguration, and it was on that

19 flight that I said to Charlie, 'Now what do I do? I've got two

20 account numbers. Which account should I give the guy?"

21 He and I talked about it, and agreed that I would give.

22 the account number that Ollie had given me. As Charlie and I

23 talked about this, when everything burst with Ollie on that

24 Tuesday and we all found out about the Iran-contra connection,

25 as I remember it -- Charlie and I tried to reconstruct that
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1 cwersation on that flight, and as he and I both remembered it,

2 there was a little bits I would have to say, of turf-fighting.

3 That is, we didn't want to get the Agency in the middle of

4 this. I'd like to say I think it was because we were worried

* about whether the Agency had the authority to be in the middle

* of it. I think in my mind it was more the question of Why

7 should we work with the Agency? We're always trying to build

8 power at the State Department as opposed to the power of the

9 Agency in this respect, not build the power of the Agency.

10 Anyway, so I gave the guy, I handed the guy, the foreigner.

11 the account number that I had been -- let me clarify that.

12 I gave him the account number, the name, and branch of the

13 bank, and the name of the man in question, which had been

14 given to me by Ollie. I did not give him,, so far as I am

15 aware, the actual index card or whatever it was that Ollie

16 gave me. I think I wrote it dowm and handed it to his.

17 That is my memory of it. Because when I came back from that

1 trip I gave that index card, as I recall, to Nick Platt, who

19 is the Executive Secretary of the Department of State, and he

20 put it in his safe, which is where we found it when everything

21 came to light what, slightly -- well, 2 week-ago, roughly.

22 So nothing ever happened again. I guess I just threw

.23 away -- that is to say, burned -- the card tha_

24 had given me, and nothing ever happened with that account, and

25 it remains -- I think it's i i- Wty.
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I Now, with respect to the other account, I had no response

2 from the foreigners in question when I talked to them. They

3 took the account number. At some point later -- I didn't bring

4 thi dates with me again, because I don't have all of the --

5 all of the cable traffic which was, I think, in. Nick Platt's

6 control was handed over immediately to Judge Sofaer, and all of

7 this has been reported to the FBI, which is looking into it.

8 Tuesday was the day Meese spoke, and I hink Charlie and

9 Nick and I -- well, I don't remember what day that week we

10 spoke and turned stuff over to Judge Sofaer, but it was a

11 couple of days later. At a later date, and I think it was

12 October or September -- we will provide this for you -- we

13 received a cable from the embassy in this country saying they

14 say yes, they say that they're going to do it, they're going

15 to give you the $10 million, and they will deposit it in the

16 account number which they were given.

17 A few weeks after -- sometime after that, I can't really

18 say exactly how many days after that, but sometime after

19 that, a week, 2 weeks -- I called Ollie and said. "Can you

20 find out whether the money was transferred into that

21 account?" And he said yes, he could, and called me back, I

22 don't know, a day later or something like that and said, "No,

23 it hasn't."

24 So we waited a little bit. Then we sent a cable to the

25 country in question saying, "Could you check and ask them" --
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1 to the Ambassador -- 'ould you check and ask them whether they

2 have indeed made the transfer?"

3 We got a cable back from the Ambassador saying yes, he

4 checked, and they .4 that they made the transfer, but these

5 things take time. Don't worry about the fact that it has been

6 some weeks since we -- they, that is, the foreign government --

7 made the transfer. It takes time to transfer money in this

S way, they have done it before, relax.

9 Well, more weeks went by. I checked another time -- my

10 memory is it would have been about the beginning of November --

11 called Ollie and said, "Can you check and see whether money has

12 been put in that account?"

13 He said he would checkand called me back probably the

14 next day and said, "No, no money has been deposited in that

15 account."

16 At that point I penned out a cable, which is also in the

17 possession of Judge Sofaer, to the Ambassador saying, "ey, go

1 back in again and tell them what is going on. Where is the

19 money? Maybe the money was stolen." I think I used the word

20 "embezzled." And I said to the Ambassador, "rell them we

21 gave them the name of this guy at Credit Suisse, Hr. Steger.

22 They have had that name. Could they put their banker -- we

23 don't need to know who their banker is -- could they have their

24 banker get in touch with Steger and let them kind of trace the

25 money? I mean, what happened to the money? This would have
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1 been about a week before whatever the day it was that Meese-

2 made his announcement.

3 That cable was never sent, because it was, you know,

4 going through clearance and so forth. It is in cAble form,

5 but actually the cable was never sent. That is, it is typed

6 up, but Platt never sent it.

7 Now, since then, Meese made his announcement, and it did

8 occur to us that first of all we had an Ollie North connection

9 here that we needed to report, which we -- that is to say,

10 Hill and Platt and I -- reported to Judge Sofaer, who then

11 reported it to the FBI. And also, of course, the question of

12 the account, and where's the money?

13 So we sent a cable -- at this point, you're getting

14 really secondhand evidence, because Sofaer is now in charge

15 of this, since the Meese announcement -- but as I understand it

16 we sent a cable to Switzerland asking them to freeze that

17 account. I don't believe there is any money in it, so I don't

18 know -- I mean, I can't enlighten you as to what the FBI has

19 done or not done at this point, but I know that either Justice

20 or we have been in touch with Swiss authorities about trying to

21 freeze that account, because, as I say -- oh, I am sorry.

22 Sofaer and I talked to the FBI and they immediately said,

23 "Can you give us the account number?" And I said, "Well, I

24 gave it to Nick Platt, and it was in his safe at one time;

25 let's go check."
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1 And Nick checkeand said sure enough, the card was there.

2 So we gave that to the FBI, and they are nov pursuing it with

3 the Swiss.

4 Let me see -- that's it. I might say that until -- well,

5 to this day, but certainly until -- until the day that Heese

6 made his announcement it was my distinct impression that we'd

7 never actually received any money from a foreign government.

8 Although we had had a foreign government commit to give us the

9 money, it didn't appear to have been accomplished.

10 THE CHAIRMAN: Bern?

11 MR. McMAHON: Let me ask you ycur understanding of the

12 law as it applies to this solicitation activity and the

13 obligation for knowledge of the ultimate expenditure of the

14 funds and the purpose for the ultimate expenditure of the

15 funds. If you assume -- you don't know whether the money got

16 there or not?

17 MR. ABRAMS: Well, it was my understanding again as of the

18 day that Meese made his announcement that the money had not

19 gotten there. That was based on having Ollie check for me.

20 I called him and I asked him. He said --

21 HR. McMAHON: Do you know that Ollie was being truthful

22 when he told you the money had not arrived?

23 MR. ABRAMSt I have --

24 MR. KcMAHON: You have no independent means of

25 establishing whether the money got there or not?
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1 MR. ABRMS ns. That is

2 correct.

3 HR. KcHAHONs So from your knowledge the money could have

4 arrived and could have been expended?

5 HR. ABRAMS3 From my knowledge. That's correct.

6 HR. HcMAHONt What mechanism or what is your understanding
7 of the law as it relates to expenditure of funds solicited from

8 third countries, in accordance with what rules apply to

9 utilization of that money for humanitarian purposes or other

10 purposes?

11 R. ABRAMS: Hy understanding is that, I think it was the

12 Appropriation -- the Intel authorization bill of 1985

13 stated that the State Department could solicit, although, as I

14 say, Judge Sofaer believes that we could solicit even without

15 that authorization.

16 Humanitarian assistance. I think that a narrow reading of

17 the law would be that we could solicit humanitarian assistance

18 and if people decided to give guns, that was none of our

19 business, but that was not the way we were interpreting it.

20 Andi - as I say, my memory on this is not as good as

21 his remembers in our discussion the question

22 came up of how we would ascertain that the money, if money it

23 was, would be spent on humanitarian goods only. And he

24 remembers--and he'll be the better witness of this -- but he

25 told me he remembers that we agreed that we would get reports
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I from UNO as 40 what they were spending the money for. This

2 was going to be t separate account, so it shouldn't have been

3 that hard to account for what the money from that account was

4 being obligated for. So we were going to make an effort to be

5 sure that the money was expended on humanitarian goods only,

6 although such a system had not actually been set up, because

7 as far as I knew, the money had never come through.

S MR. McMAHON: So as far as you know, though, the money

9 never came through, but you don't know whether it did or not?

10 MR. ABRAMS: I have always worried that it did not come

11 through.

12 MR. McMAHON: But you don't know for a fact that it didn't

13 come through.

14 MR. ABRAMS: Right.

15 MR. McMAHON: You have conflicting testimony. The

16 contributor said he kicked in, and North says he never got the

17 money, so that there's 1$0 million somewhere.

18 MR. ABRAMS: That's correct.

19 MR. McMAHON: So do you know how -- have any way of

20 independent determination subsequent to your solicitation of

21 these funds under the law whether in fact, based on your

22 solicitation, money was ever spent on paramilitary or military

23 support to the FDN? Do you have any independent knowledge

24 of whether or not the money you solicited was in fact ever

25 spent for that purpose?
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1 MR. ASRAMSs I don't, but the FBI may. That is, they may

2 have been able to track down eccotmt numbers. Somebody -- I

3 think it was Sofaer who told me that the account -- there was

4 an account number printed in the Washington Post which was said

5 to be the account of the U.S. and Iranian -- sorry, U.S. -- yes,

6 and which was the same

7 number with two numbers transposed. Now that may be an error

8 in printLng or something or it may have been the same account.

9 It may not be the same account. So the FBI may in fact know

10 whether any money came in or whether it is still there or what.

11 MR. McMAHON: So what obligation do you think you have or

12 had at any time under the law as you interpret it for

13 determining what that money was used for? You don't know what

14 is your obligation now, today, to determine --

15 MR. ABRAHS: My obligation then was to -- my legal

16 obligation ceased, in my view, but my moral obligation and my

17 obligation to the committees did not cease, and it was our

18 intention --

19 MR. McMAHON: When did your legal obligation cease, and

20 what was that legal obligation that ceased?

21 MR. ABRAMS: Well, I guess Judge Sofaer might dispute

22 this, but we were expressly authorized to solicit humanitarian

23 contributions. I expressly solicited humanitarian assistance

24 or money to be spent on humanitarian assistance, and again. I

25 think my legal obligation ceased when I solicited humanitarian
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aid, but not thA moral obligation. And so we were going to

try to ensure that the money was in fact not spent on anything

but humanitarian goods.

Now, remember, as far as I knew, the money had never come

through.

MR. McHAHON: I understand that, but you don't know one

way or another.

MR. ABRAMS: That's correct, but I had absolutely no

reason to believe, and to this day I do not believe, that Ollie

10 would have lied to me.

11 MR. McMAHON: I don't question that, it's just a question ,

12 of your obligation for knowledge of how the money was spent,

13 and as I understand what you said is that in your view your

14 legal obligation ceased at the point where you had requested

15 that tooney be provided for humanitarian aid, and you had no

16 further obligation --

17 MR. ABRAMS. L ega-oblfgatoion.

18 MR. McMAHON. -- legal obligation to determine in fact

19 that that was spent for that purpose.

20 MR. ABRAMS. Correct, although we intended to do so

21 from the very inception.

22 MR. McMAHON. What is your analysis of the same law as it

23 applies to the activities of the Central IntelligenceAgency

24 with respect to solicitation of funds for any purpose, directly

25 or indirectly?
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1 MR. ABRASi Well, at the time

2 I'. McHAHONi What is your definition and your concept

3 of "directly or indirectly"?

4 MR. ABRAMSi At the time, which is to say this sumer of

5 '86, prior to the passage of the legislation appropriating

6 $100 million, the conference report stated that CIA and DOD

7 should not solicit. I don't know whether -- yeah, I know

a that you can question whether that is legally binding, but we

9 considered it binding. That is to say, we considered that the

10 CIA and DOD could not solicit from third countries -- only we

11 could.

12 MR. McMAHON, But in your view the CIA was legally --

13 was allowed under that law' to assist you in the .process of

14 obtaining that money and distributing that money through the

!5 support and establishing a bank account?

16 MR. ABRAMS: They didn't establish the account. They

17 passed a message to somebody from UNO to go establish an

18 account, and since they were in much better

19 Imcou mmiicaions with the contras than I was -~as was

20 Ollie -- those were the sensible ways of sending the message,

21 "Please open an account."

22 MR. McMAHON, Let me read section 105 for the record.

23 Section 105 does not permit the Departments, Agencies, and

24 entities described therein to engage in the solicitation of

25 third countries to provide funds, material, or other assistance
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1 to the Nicaraguan democratic resistance to support military

2 or paramilitary activities. It does not restrict the

3 solicitation by the Department of State through diplomatic

4 channels of third-country humanitarian assistance of the same

5 kind that the Nicaraguan Humanitarian Assistance Office is

6 authorized to provide to the democratic resistance so long as

7 such third-country assistance is furnished from third

8 country's own resources and the United States does not enter

9 into any arrangement conditioning expressly or implied that

10 the provision of U.S. assistance to the third country on the

11 provision of assistance by such third country to the Nicaraguan

12 democratic resistance.

13 M1. ABRAMS: Let me say clearly I thAnk we were miles

14 within those parameters and absolutely in compliance with the

15 letter and spirit of the law.

16 MR. McMAHON: Do you consider the National Security

17 Council to be a Department, Agency, or entity of the United

18 States Government? National Security Council?

19 MR. ABRAMS: Sure.

20 MR. McMAHON: Do you think therefore that the opening

21 section of 105, which does not permit Departments, Agencies,

22 and entities therein to engage in solicitation to provide

23 funds,equally applies to the National Security Council?

24 MR. ABRAMS: I would say so. I would repeat again that

25 the function being performed for me and for the Department, if
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1 you will, by Ollie and as to pass a message to somebody

2 to open an account. And at least in the case of , that

3 is precisely what happened.

4 SENATOR BRADLEY: He did what?

5 MR. ABRAMS: He passed a message to an official of UNO to

6 go open an account.

7 SENATOR BRADLEYs Did he give his a number?

8 lMR. ABRAMS& The UO guy vent and opened an account.

9 SENATOR BRADLEY: Di d give his a number?

10 MR. ABRAMSe No. The UNO official opened the account,

11 got the number, and passed it to me throug hff

12 MR. McMAHON: Let me ask you what your view is of the

13 obligation to report this activity to Congress.

14 MR. ABRAMS: It was our impression at the Department --

15 and I repeat again that this from start to finish was known

16 to the Secretary and Hr. Platt and Mr. Hill and a couple of

17 other people on the seventh floor -- it was the impression of

18 all of us that we were not obliged to report it to Congress.

19 It was a diplomatic activity, it was not an intelligence

20 activity. And ,, had no obligation to report it.

21 MR. HcMAHONo Whet is your obligation to deny the

22 information to Congress when so requested for such information?

23 MR. ABRAMSe Well, it's the Secretary's view -- I might

24 say I share it but it is more important that it is his view --

25 that when we promise a foreign leader confidentiality, we ought
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1 to try to keep so.

2 SENATOR ZAGLETONa That wasn't the question.

3 MR. ABRAMSs Do I -- well, what was the question?
I.

4 Repeat it, please.

5 SEAI= ,GLETUN: Wetber.would youle to us, not about the

6 name of the country, but whether you would lie to us about the

7 endeavor at all, as you did on November 25.

8 MR. ABRAMS: Well, I resent the remark, Senator. I have

9 never lied to this committee.

10 SENATOR EAGLETON: Wel1, it wasn't perjury, because you

11 weren't under oath.

12 MR. ABRAMS: What was the lie in question?

13 SENATOR EAGLETON: We'll get to that. Bernie's question

14 didn't go to the name of the country, it was whether you

15 refused to divulge to us in effect that this endeavor ever took

16 place.

17 SENATOR SPECTER, Well, why don't you make available to

18 Mr. Abrams the specific testimony.

19 MR. McMAHONt Could you look at page 14?

20 SENATOR EAGLETON: Page 18.

21 MR. ABRAMS: Well, before I look at page 14, let me say

22 that Senator Bradley asked me at that hearing -- that was a

23 Tuesday, if I recall -- whether I had ever participated in any

24 discussion involving Israel, Iran and I told

25 him about the conversation with Assistant Secretary Murphy.
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1 MR. 1HcMAHOs I think we better look at page 14.

2 SENATOR BUDLEY: Why don't we just go through from

3 page 11, Just replay it.

4 Questions Did either one of you have any knowledge or

5 indication that the contras were receiving funds from Israeli

6 or other

7 MR. ABRIA S, Where are wet

* SENATOR BRADLEY, Top of page 12.

9 MR. ABRAMS N No.

10 SENATOR BRADLEY: Israeli or other Mideast sources?

11 MR. ABRA)S3 Correct, Senator.

12 SENATOR BRADLEY: Okay. Abreast No. No.

13 Next questions Did either one of you ever discuss the

14 probles of fumdraising? The least sentence of the next

15 paragraph. It's rather discouraging as to whether we would

16 be able to do it, and so we never tried, never tried to raise

17 money froe Mideastern sources.

is MR. ABRAMS: If you think that Brume is a Mideastern

19 source, that maybe our disagreement.

20 SENATOR BRADLEY: Keep going.

21 MR. ABRAMSi Okay.

22 SENATOR BRADLEY: Abrams: Very discouraging -- on top of

23 page 13 -- with humanitarian aid.

24 The Chairman: Don't you know?

25 Very discouraging, and so I dropped it.
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1 HR. ABRAMS, Right.

2 SENATOR BRADLEY: Okay?

3 Next question; Now, you didn't discuss with anyone in

4 the executive branch the possibility of receiving funds from

5 the Israelis or any other Middle Eastern source?

6 That's correct. I never once -- I had that conversation

7 with him. That was the end of it.

8 Page 141 I intervened because it isn't just that I

9 didn't know of any contributions from the Middle East or

10 Israel or Iran or it was that I think I had reason to think

11 that there was none and wasn't going to be any and had never

12 been any because Murphy so indicated. Okay?

13 Now --

14 SENATOR EAGLETON: Still on page 14.

15 Senator Bradley: So let me ask it again. Did either one

16 of you ever discuss the problems of fundraising by the contras

17 with members of the NSC staff?

18 Abrams: No, I can't remember.

19 And today it's Ollie, Ollie, Ollie, Ollie, your buddy.

20 If you were under oath, Elliott, you were guilty of

21 perjury.

22 MR. ABRAMS: Senator, I say again I resent that.

23 SENATOR EAGLETON: You ought to resent it.

24 MR. ABRAMS: Senator Bradley asked me about this Iran-

25 contra scandal, about which I knew nothing, and I stated 15
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1 times in here that I and nobody else knew a damied thing

2 about it.

3 SENATOR ZjGLETOt4 Look at the bottom of page 14, Has

4 either one of you andM whatever his name is, discussed

5 the problem of fundraising by the contras with members of the

6 NSC staff? No, I can't remember.

7 You comment here that you were in total amazement on

8 November 25. You just came here with clean hands. You didn't
9 know anything, nobody knew nothing' , you were as surprised as

10 anybody about what was going on. and your sticky hands were in

11 it all the time.

12 MR. ABRAMS, Senator, after that hearing, I said to the

13 Secretary -- actually, I guess -.

14 SENATOR EAGLETONi I better come clean with those guys.

15 Mr. Secretary.

16 MR. ABRAMS, I said -- well. I didn't say it to the

17 Secretary, I said it to Platt and Hill. I said, '"hat are

18 we going to do about the contribution we received from another

19 country? That is, Senator Bradley asked me about the Middle

20 East. He was trying to find out -- "

21 SENATOR EAGLETON: Page 14 doesn't say anything about the

22 Middle East.

23 THE CHAIRMANs He is characterizing his conversation now.

24 SENATOR EAGLETOItI But when he got back home and started

2S to sweat and said, you know, "I lied to those guys. What do I
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I do to clean that up?"
2 MR. ABRAMS: It Was my view--

3 SENATOR GLETON: Page 181 Were you completely

4 ignorant of all fundraising activities by the contras? Let's

5 see if you gave us any of this answer on page 18, the story

6 that you're giving us today. Were you completely ignorant of

7 all fundraising activities by the contras? And then you give

8 us a lotof Singlaub, Friends of America --

9 MR. ABRAMS: Well, I think it vas obvious that this

10 entire discussion was a discussion -- it was to me -- it was not

11 1, frankly, who wanted to raise the issue of a third-country

12 contribution. I felt I had been --

13 SENATOR EAGLETON: Our questions did. Bradley's questions

14 raised --

15 MR. ABRAMS: I'm sorry, Senator, I don't agree with that.

16 I think Senator Bradley wanted to know what I knew about Iran,

17 and I told him what I knew about Iran, and that was not a

18 daam thing.

19 SENATOR EAGLETON, Why did you tell us all about

20 Singlaub and Friends of America. He didn't ask about Singlaub.

21 He didn't ask about Friends of America.

22 MR. ABRAMS3 Let me finish, let me finish.

23 SENATOR EAGLETONs I'm through.

24 THE CHAIRMAN, Let's letita respond to the question.

25 SENATOR BRADLEY, There's one more question and answer
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1 that needs to be on the record before he responds. That is

2 the page 18, Were you completely ignorant of all fundraising

3 activites by the contras? You say no, Friends of America, I

4 knew that was happening. I didn't know what Singlaub was doing

5 or how or what he did and with whom he Sot it. I was until

6 today fairly confident that there was no foreign government

7 contributing to this.

8 MR. ABRAMSi Yeah, we'd never received a dime.

9 SENATOR BRADLEY Wait, no foreign government contributing

10 to this. Now, Elliott, that doesn't say no foreign government

11 in the Middle East or South America or -- its no foreign

12 government contributing to this. Those are your words.

13 MR. ABRANS, As far as I was aware, Senator, we had never

14 received a cent.

15 Nov if I can finish my answer --

16 THE CHAIRMAN: Why don't you go back to the answer relative

17 to what happened when you left here?

18 MR. ABRAMS: Well. I went back and described this

19 testimony I guess to Hill and Platt, and we were trying to

2) decide whether we should in fact call Senator Bradley and I

21 Suess you and Senator Leahy and say. "You didri't ask about this.

22 but we have been trying to get money from another government.

23 Haven't succeeded, but we have been trying." And I didn't

24 speek to the Secretary about it, but I guess it was Nick Platt

2 w who iikei the Secretary, and he said, "Yeah, you probably
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I should."

2 THE CHAIRMAN: Who is Nick Platt?

3 MR. ABRAMSi Nick Platt is Executive Secretary of the

4 Department. "Yeah, you probably should." It was at that

5 point that I reached -- I guess it was Friday -- I reached a

6 member of the Senator's staff prior to any --

7 SENATOR SPECTER: What Senator's staff?

8 MR. ABRAMS: I'm sorry, Senator Bradley's staff.

9 SENATOR BRADLEY: Wait a minute. As I recall, you

10 reported that you had neglected to mention your role in

11 facilitating one unidentified foreign government's expresed

12 interest in contributing funds to the contras.

13 MR. ABRAMS: What Friday was this?

14 SENATOR SPECTER: What Friday was that?

15 MR. ABRAMS! That was November 28. No?

16 THE CHAIRMAN: Was it the Friday following your

17 teJtimony?

18 MR. ABRAMS: No, no, no, it was after that. Vk thmtght about it

19 SENATOR BRADLEY: You called last Friday.

20 MR. ABRAMS: It's -- it did not seeu to us that it was within

21 the questioning, did not seem to me, and as I explained the

22 questioning, that it was within the scope of the questioning,

23 which I took to be essentially about Iran or other Middle

24 Eastern nations with which we may have been in contact. But

25 Nick felt, and then the Secretary felt, "Well, it isn't within
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I the scope, maybe, but it's probably something vorth talking

2 about." Which is the point at which I called, and then 1

3 think John Deqpres said chat I think he said he would be getting

4 back to you.

5 THE CHAIRMAN: "'ot'" meaning Bernie Mc~ahon?.

6 iHR. ABRAMSt Meaning Bernie Mcahon.

7 We viewed this -- we were not -- I was not going to talk

8 about this in a session of the committee at that point, because

9 we viewed it as so sensitive that we thought -- I felt I owed

10 it to you because you had raLed the questions about the

1.1 Middle East. We thought we would give it to the ChaLrm4n and

12 the ranking member and see what they wanted to do with it.

13 THE CHAIRMANi May I interrupt at that point, Elliott?

14 Did you discuss prior -- see, t at -- the eese press

15 conference began shortly after noon on Tuesday the 25th and

16 concluded approximately I o'clock. Our meeting was at 4 p.m.,

17 as I recall.

is MR. ABRAMSt Right.

19 THE CHAIRMANs I came in late. Tom started the meeting

20 shortly after 400 with you andand then other

21 people, the usual number of lackeys in the background or

22 whatever. Had you between 12 or 1 o'clock and the time you

23 appeared here discussed Country X and the solicitation with

24 anyone?

25 MR. ABRAMS: It came after the hearing. If I can go back
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1 to page 18 for a minute, the solicitation of a $10 million

2 donation by me with the approval of the Secretary from a third

3 government is not irk my view in any event a fundraising activity

4 by the contras, it is a fundraising activity by the U.S.

5 Government, by the Department of State.

6 THE CHAIRMAN: Well, regardless of that --

7 MR. ABRAMSi Anyway, the answer to your question is no.

8 THE CHAIRMAN: You had not discussed that?

9 MR. ABRAMS: I didn't discuss it with anybody. I came up

10 here and testified and then afterwards, I guess it was in

11 giving the readout to Nick and I think one or two of the other

12 Deputy Executive Secretaries that -- well, that probably isn't

13 right because too much time passed, ard I'm not sure of the

14 sequence. But in any event at a certain point I said to Nick,

15 "Well, why don't you ask the Secretary if he wants me to

16 discuss it with the C~mmittee, and if he does, should I name

17 the country?"

18 And so the word I got back through Nick Platt was he

19 thinks -- I think it was that he said sort of, "In the end it's

20 your decision, but he thinks you probably should call."

21 THE CHAIRMAN: And that came back to you approximately

22 what date then?

23 MR. ABRAMS: Well, it was the day I called, so it was

24 this past Friday.

25 THE CHAIRMAN: Was that November 28, or was that December
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1 SENATOR TRWLAjDlL1 VoRD
2 M. ABRAMS, December 5.

3 THE CHAIRMAN, An: at that time had anyone discussed with

4 the Secretary whether or not to reveal the identity of the

5 country?

6 MR. ABRAMS, My memory is that yes, that all along it was

7 clear to us that we were not going to reveal the identity of

9 the country.

9 THE CHAIRMANt You said the Secrecary said it was up to

10 you to decide?

11 MR. ABRAMS: No, that was to decide whether to reveal the

12 incident at all to the Committee. Again, I don't -- you know,.

13 we did not from the beginning do this as a reportable a-t, and

14 the reason that the Secretary, I think, felt that I should

15 call was because you had asked about Middle East contributions.

16 SENATOR BRADLEYi Now, wait, I hadn't just asked about

17 Middle East contributions. This is not what the record says,

18 Elliott.

19 MR. ABRAMS, Well, I'm sorry, Senator, that was the

20 meaning of-the questions that I recall being asked.

21 SENATOR BRADLEYs Could I just go through this once more?

22 So let me ask again: Did either one of you ever discuss the

23 problems of fundraising by the contrast with members of the NSC

24 staff? No, I can't remember.

25 MR. ABRAMSI This was not fundraising by the contrast; it
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I was fundraising by iz.

2 SENATOR BRAD)LEYs Okay, good, well that just leads into

3 the next point. Then you give an answer: No, I can't remember.

4 Well, then I say: Then you would just sit there and say,

5 '"hat are we going to do? The, don't have any money " You

6 never said, you know, "Maybe we can get the money this way?"

7 No. And then the end of that sentence: We're not in the

8 fundraising business.

9 And you Just have asserted before the committee that you

10 are in the fundraising business, that it was a secret

11 diplomatic fundraising effort. You just say: We're not; in

12 the fundraising business. And then to get away from the

13 Middle East altogether: Were you completely ignorant of all

14 fundraising activities by the contras?

15 MR. ABRAMS: By the contras. This was not an activity by

16 the contrast.

17 THE CHAIRMAN, Bill, if you will yield to me.

i8 Elliott, what I would like to do to make sure this keeps

19 rolling along and gives everybody the chance to ask questions,

20 but I would Also like togive you the opportunity to clarify

21 whether your testimony then and your testimony today is in the

22 nature of the investigation that is being conducted into the

23 Iran transfer and the contra transfer or whether it is part of

24 your larger responsibilities for conduct of the operations in

25 Nicaragua. The important distinction obviously is that during
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I the biweekly periods that you an dwere coming her

2 and asked about what is going on and respond to questions and

3 keep us up to date on what's going on with regard to NicAragua,

4 it seems to me that all the members of this committee would be

5 entitled to all the information you had, and they wouldn't have

6 to ask you very precise questions to get it.

7 However, if you considered either your appearance on the

8 25th in this particular section of your appearance or today's

9 appearance to be putting you on the spot with regard to Iran

10 and Nicaragua, then I can understand why you have such a very,

11 very narrow interpretation of every one of these questiQns.

12 Am I making myself clear, that normally you wouldn't be

13 so narrow? You wouldn't say, "%loll, you didn't say the Pacific.

14 or whatever we call it, you just said Middle East." You would

15 have been more responsive in your normal capacity, would you

16 not?

17 In any event, why are you doing it here today? Would you

IS respond to the same questions today the same way?

19 MR. A.3RAMSt At that time I had no authorization to

20 discuss with the Committee anything at all about this

21 solicitation, which was treated as supersensitive on the part

22 of the Department of State.

23 Now what was I going to do, frankly, that was on my mind,

24 if Senator Bradley said what I frankly anticipated as the next

25 question, which wast "Have you ever asked any government other
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I than Israel, and iran*for money?
2 SENATOR BRADLEY You answered it, you volunteered it.

3 MR. ABRAMs, Well. I didn't think I was asked it, and I

4 didn't think I answered it.

S SENATOR SRADLEYi Wait, wait, but vhy would I ask it if
6 you have said -- and hero's the sentences I was until today -.

7 this is 2 or 3 hours after Messe's revelation -- fairly

8 confident that there was no foreign government contributing to

9 this.

10 MR. ABRAMSi That's right.

11 SENATOR BRADLEY, This doesn't mean Israel or a Midole

12 Eastern country. You said no foreign government.

13 MR. ABRAMS We had run this operations insofar as the

14 $27 million were concerned, we had made one effort to get

15 money which we had not received a dime of, as far as I knew.

16 That was the fact.

17 SENATOR EAGUTON, Page 151 We're not, you know, we're

1B not in the fundraising business. No one intimidated that out

19 of you. That was your answer.

20 MR. A RASs Senator, I can always say to you that I am--

21 SENATOR EAGLETONi You're not in the fundraiing business.

22 Today I asked were you at any time in the fundraising

23 business.

24 MR. ABPASo We made one solicitation to a foreign

25 government.

AT* h RmD
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I SENATOR EAGLETOHi Were you then in the fundraising
.2 business?

3 M.. A RAHSt I would say we were in the fundraising

4 business. I take your point.

5 SENATOR EAGLETON: Take my point? Under oath, my friend,

6 that's perjury. Had you been under oath, that's perjury.

7 HR. ABRAHSi Well, I don't agree with that.

8 SENATOR EAGLETON: That's slammer time.

9 R. ABRAMS: I don't agree with that, Senator.

10 SENATOR EAGLETONt Oh, Elliott, you're too damn smart not

11 to know --

12 MR. ABRAMS, I think that the --

13 SENATOR EAGLETONi We're not in the fundraising business.

14 ..... You were in the fundraisingbusiness, you and Ollie. You

15 were opening accounts, you had account cards, you had two

16 accounts and didn't know which account they were going to put

17 it into.

Is MR. ABRAMSt You've heard my testimony.

19 .SENATOR EAGLETON: I've heard it, and I want to puke.

20 MR. ABRAMS: Well, I would state again, Senator, that if

21 you can find anything that the Department of State did here

22 that is a violation of the letter or the spirit of the law in

23 soliciting these funds --

24 SENATOR EAGLETONs The letter and the spirit of your

25 brain and your honesty and forthrightness with this committee.
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1 You did not tell us the truth. You did not respond to

2 Bradley's questions. You lied to us.

3 MR. ABRAMSs I just can reject that, Senator, and say

4 that had Senator Bradley asked the direct question, I was

5 going to respond that I needed to talk to the Secretary before

6 1 can respond to that question.

7 In any event --

8 SENATOR BRADLEY, You volunteered to answer it, though,

9 Elliott.

10 MR. ABRAMS, Well, Senator, I left here with the view

II that I had flatly denied any involvement in any Middle Eastern

Ig or any knowledge of any Middle Eastern activity --

13 SENATOR BRADLEY, You had done that.

14 HR. ABRAMS, -- but that I had not been forthcoming on

is the question of this one solicitation. And it was the view

16 of the Department that we should then come back and say, 'Well,

17 there is one thing you need to know about."

is SENATOR BRADLEY: Well, but it is frequently, and 1, you

1- know, live you the benefit of the doubt in saying that you had

2o kind of a certain ambivalence that you wanted to answer the

21 questions and yet you had this other pull on your loyalty, and

22 inadvertently you answered the question that you feared would

23 be asked when you said: I was until today fairly confident

24 there was no foreign government contributing to this.

25 No Liechtenstein or oil kingdom in Asia or this or that or
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1 the other thing. No foreign government.

2 THE CHAIRWI Bernie, I take it you have some further

3 questions, and I Just want to characterize this as, you know,

4 with a couple of --

5 MR. ABRAMS, Let me Just say one more thing, which is that

6 it was the view of the Department that the answer, that the
7 failure to say anything about the initial solicitation would

8 lead you to believe that there had never been one, and that

9 that was the reason for coming back.

10 SENATOR BORENs Elliott, now let's go back to that

11 point, because I assume that you want to be truthful, and you

12 have been very defensive about what you've been saying here in

13 term of the way I read this. In all honesty I have to say

14 that I tend to agree with what Senator Eagleton has said, that

15 had this been under oath, whether you think Senator Bradley

16 asked you the question or not, Senator Bradley did ask the

17 question, and you did answer it.

i8 He asked a question that you dreaded to have answered -

19 that you dreaded to have asked -- and you answered it, instead

20 of saying that the Secretary -- you felt that you could not go

21 into this matter further without authorization from the

22 Secretary.

23 Nov you said that the Department reached the conclusion

24 that you had not been -- that there had not - the answer was

25 not totally forthcoming, and that the Department decided that
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I the wrong impression might have been created.

2 Let me ask you the question personally: Did you
3 personally -- and you get put in these situations, you feel

4 very, very defensive abeut it. I think you should admit your

5 personal feeling about this. Did you personally, on leaving

6 this committee, have mixed feelings about whether or not you

7 had created the wrong impression to the Committee and to

S Senator Bradley? Did you personally have misgivings about it?

9 MR. ABRAMS: Certainly. Which is why I raised it with

10 Mr. Platt and Mr. Hill.

11 SENATOR BORENt You personally had misgivings?

22 MR. ABRAMS: Because I knew there had been a solicitation

13 to another country.

14 SENATOR BOREN And knowing that, you personally raised

15 the question yourself: "Am I at liberty to divulge this?"

16 And the answer you got back was --

17 MR. ABRAMSi After a few days of kicking it around, the

18 answer I got back waste "If you think you should, do it." Which

1g is when I called.

20 SENATOR BORENt All right. In retrospect, do you think

21 that you made a mistake, reading back over this transcript

22 today and looking at what -- the way Senator Bradley asked the

23 question, you left here knowing that -- you certainly had a

24 strong feeling that you may have given the vrong impression to

25 the Couattee. You felt that responsibility within yourself
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I and you probably felt not very good when you left the Committee,
2 but in a bad situation.

3 In retrospect, do you feel it would have been more

4 appropriate for you to have answered Senator Bradley by saying,

5 "Senator Bradley, if you want to pursue this matter further,

6 there is certain authorization that I must receive from the

7 Secretary of State to go into this matter in greater detail,

8 and I'd be happy to seek to determine if I can get that

9 authorization"?

10 In retrospect, do you feel that would have been a better

11 way, better serving yourself, the Department, the police, and

12 the Committee, to have responded to Senator Bradley?

13 MR. ABRAMS: Absolutely. I must say that I left here

14 thinking and reported to others in the Department that the

15 impression with which you were left was fairly neutral.

16 SENATOR BRADLEY: Neutral?

17 MR. ABRAMSt Reading this testimony I do not feel it was

1S neutral I feel it was negative.

19 SENATOR BORENi Well, my advice to you is, you know, we're

20 going to all be working together on these policies and other

21 policies, and I think that it is always a mistake when an

22 incorrect impression is left.

23 MR. ABRAMSI Sure.

24 SENATOR BOWE4: And I would find it more helpful to you

25 and to others concerned if you would not defend your feelings
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and that your would not defend your current actions by splitting

hairs as to the meaning of words. I hear you saying that you

wLsh you had handled this testimony differently the first time

around.

MR. ABRAMS: Sure. I wish that I had left an impression

that was flat-out neutral, which was my intention.

SENATOR BRADLEY: What does that mean?

HR. ABRAMS: That means it was my -- as I read this, the

impression that it leaves you with is that there could not

have been another solicitation. I mean to leave you with

absolutely no impression about that. I thought you didn't ask,

and I wasn't answering whether there hid ever been an

additional solicitation.

I was hoping to escape the question, and felt I had, and

that alone was what I brought back to the Department, and

people said, "Well, if it's neutral, we have a problem."

SENATOR BOREN: Shouldn't you have gone -- shouldn't you

have felt that you should be more than neutral? Wouldn't it

have been more --

HR. ABRAKS: That's why I asked.

SENATOR BOREN: -- informative to the Committee to have

said, "If you want to pursue this matter beyond the specific

question I have answered, as to specific countries I must go

to the Secretary'?

MR. ABRAMS: That would have, I think, said to you that
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.1 there was an additional solicitation which I was not .t

2 liberty at that point to state.

3 SENATOR BOREN, Well, should you not have Just said, "I

4 am not authorized by the Secretary at this point --

5 HR. ABRAMS, To talk about the whole thing,

6 SENATOR BORENi " -- to discuss this further. And if

7 you wish me to discuss it, I want to be in a position to come

8 here candidly and discuss it. I'll seek authorization from

9 the Secretary or discuss it with the Secretary."

10 1 M. ADRASt Well, again, sure. In retrospect, yes, but

11 I think that the immediate response would have been, "Well, now,

12 wait a minute, there is probably something hereiwe ought to

13 look into it." And I was not trying to create that impression.

14 1 was trying to duck what I hoped was a question that would not

15 be asked and felt had not been asked. So I was actually glad

16 that it hadn't been asked, because I needed to get guidance on

17 what to do about it. And I didn't have any guidance coming up

18 here as to what to do about it if it had been asked.

19 SENATOR BOREN: But, Elliott, in terms of your credibility

20 and your future credibility before this Committee, this kind of

21 splitting of hairs and the possibility of leaving wrong

22 impressions is a tragic mistake. It just is, because in the

23 future people will always ask the question, "Well, were they

24 splitting hairs? Were they beinb technical? Were they

25 stopping just short of giving the information and allowing the
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I wrong impression to be created?"

2 MR. ABRAMS. I thought, Senator, I must say, that I was

3 failing to volunteer information, and in a situation which
6

4 ordinarily would have called for the volunteering of it.

5 SENATOR ORMEH Rereading this transcript,.wouldn't you

6 say you went beyond failinsT

7 MR. ABRAIIS, Yes., I would. I agree.

a THE CHAIRPA, Well, Elliott, ay ye close this point?

9 Having dealt with you now for a fair amount of time and knowing

10 something of your style, I think your response on page i1 is

11 going to be like the famous 17 missing word. in the October

22 1983 whatever it was report by Bill Casey. You went out of

13 your way in about eight sentences there to kill off any inquiry

14 by Bill Bradley into the fundraisinS. At that point you

15 switched ta That's the way I read that thing

16 and reread it, and it's certainly the impression I had that

17 day. I mean, this is the sane thing -- the same problem we

IS had on the Nicaragua thing In 1983. We sat there and had a

19 very distinct impression. Somehow Bill Casey snuck in 17 words

20 apparently in some transcript. But everybody who was in that

21 meeting that day and it was a majority by far of the members

22 of this Comittee -- nobody in that room heard anything with

23 those 17 words.

24 1 think what you're hearing here today from all of us,

25 including those that are going to have responsibility for trying

is It U R W
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1 to judge what you re aying in the future, is that you very

2 definitely left this Comittee with the impression that there

3 was nothing going on in the fundralsing business that you

4 hadn't told us about.

5 SDaXOR BADLU, Nohi by the tate Department ndi

6 nothing at the CIA. That was the line of questions. That's

7 why both of you were in here. That's why both of you were

8 asked the same questions. And I don't know how much more

9 conclusive you can be when you say there was no foreign

10 government contributing to this. Maybe you didn't want to

11 reveal that, but you did. And you made it very clear.

12 THE CHAIRMANs I only raised that so for the rest of

13 today I need to know -- I think we all need to know -- whether

14 your approach for the rest of the day and the rest of the

15 questions is going to be, 'Vell, you didn't ask me about --

16 you said 'Singlaub,' you didn't say 'Secord,"' things like

17 that, or are you going to try to be as forthcoming as you say

IS you would like to be, and if there's some area in which you

19 can't be, for some reason, you'll Just tell us that you can't.

20 HR. ABRANSi There is one area where I was not able to be

21 forthcoming last time, and that is with whether there had been

22 a solicitation to another country. And there is one area where

23 I can't be this time, and that is the name of the country.

24 THE CHAIRMAN: All sight. Then let's proceed with the

25 questions.
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I MR. McKMION, Mr. Abrams, were you aware that the story

2 was going to appear in the Washington Post on Saturday morning

3 which described this solicitation of a third country?

4 MR. ABRAMS, No.

5 MR. McKAHON: So you had no knowledge that that informa-

6 tion was going to be made public?

7 MR. ABRAMS. Not when I called John Despres. I must say --

8 we learned --

9 MR. McMAHON: Did you have knowledge --

10 MR. ABRAMS: No. My press guy Greg Lougana, came to me

11 at some point after I had spoken . .'hn Despres, with that

12 information. So no, I did not hve it when I called him. I

13 did have it when I picked up the paper whatever morning it was.

14 SENATOR BORENi You are sure you didn't have the

15 information at the time you called Senator Bradley that the

16 story was going to break?

17 MR. ABRAMS: Yeah, we could check with -- because that

18 decision had been made I think in fact either earlier that day

19 or the previous day.

20 SENATOR BORENt The decision to call Senator Bradley?

21 MR. ABRAMSt The decision to call Senator Bradley.

22 SEATOR BOREN: You are sure the decision to call Senator

23 Bradley was made before you had an inkling of what was in the

24 press

25 MR. ABRA S Yes.
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MR. McKAHONs Was the phone call made before you had

knowledge?

MR. ABRAS: The phone call was made immediately. We

started to call the Senator and couldn't reach him. You were

not in Washington. And then I thought, well :- there -a: in

inquiry from the Senator's office as ,o why we wanted to talk

to him, so I thought I'd better to talv to John and explain

why it is in fact urgent to see him on Monday. But what

point during the afternoon Greg came in, I don't recall. He

might.

MR. cXAHON: Greg is your press

MR. ABRANSs Greg Lougana Is my press guy. He received

a . ill from Doyle Mcanus of the L.A. Times saying he had a

story and he wished to speak to me about it.

SENATOR BRADLEY: This is on Friday afternoon?

MR. ABRAMS: That's right.

MR. McMAHON: But you don't recall what time it was that

you heard that Doyle HcManus had the story?

MR. ABRAMSt I don't recall it, correct, tut it's

conceivable that my secretary has some kind of a log that

mentions the time that Doyle called me or called Greg Lougana.

I never did speak to hims Greg did.

MR. KcMAHONt Would you provide in detail your knowledge

of Lieutenant Colonel North's activities as it relates to the

FDN and funding which was being provided to the FDI from
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I private sources or from other public sources?
2 MR. ABRAHSa With respect to the revelations by the

3 Attorney General on the --

4 MR. HcMAOti No, no, not just with respect to

5 revelations by the Attorney General.

6 MR. A3PAMSs No, I was just going to make that -- okay.

7 well let me more generally --

a MR. McKAHON: All activities of Colonel North involved in

9 fundraising. Did you have any knowledge or suspicion or had

10 anybody brought to your attention any information at any time

11 MR. ABRAMS: There were constant rumors --

12 MR. HcMAHON, -- which would indicate that Colonel North

13 was involved in any activity related to the solicitation of

14 funds, the delivery of arms or equipment to the FDN at any

15 time prior to the recent revelations?

16 MR. ABRAMS: First, I was involved in the sense of making

17 speeches, and so was Ollie, in the solicitation of funds for

18 expenditure here in the U.S. on things like newspaper ads and

19 so forth at the time of the congressional vote last February,

20 March, whatever. So certainly he was involved, and I knew he

21 was involved. In fact we were to some extent -- once we even

22 spoke on the same platform -- in the early part of 1986 -- in

23 soliciting funds for a thing called the National Endowment for

24 the Preservation of Liberty, which was raising money to buy TV

25 and newspaper ads and things like that in this country.
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1 There were lots of rumors about Olie1's involvement with

2 the Fi.

3 Let me back up and say he had a deep involvement in the

4 FDi, as did as did 1, over time, though Ollie had

5 started before inand I had. He was in close contact with

6 them, as I was, se wis. I knew this because intermittent.

7 ly we would exchange notes. That is, we'd have a meeting and

8 one of us would say to the other, "I spokewith Cruz yesterday,"

9 or something like that, "I spoke to Calero yesterday."

10 So it was clear that he was involved vith the FDh, as some

11 others of us were.

12 With respect to fundcaising there were rumors constantly

13 that Ollie was engaged In fundraising for the MIR. At some

14 point -- and K cannot e.all you when it is, but it Is awhile

1s ago -- I mean, it ay not even be this year, It may be last

16 year, remembering that I started this in July '85 -- at some

17 point I temember Ollie saying to me, "I have never solicited" --

18 K think it was -- "a nickel" or "a dime. I am not breaking

19 the law."

20 How what led his to say that, what question I had asked,

21 1 don't recall, but obviously the subject had come up as to

22 whether he was raising money for the FM.

23 K am trying to think of what else I can say about it

24 T0hat he had lots of contacts with the YD is clear. I can't

25 think of anything else useful to say about his involvement. No
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evidence ever came to my attention of his soliciting funds for
the T or delivering funds to the FDN or controlling bank
accounts, with the exception of one that I asked his to somehow

strange to have seet up.

MRKcAHOts Did you ever pursue any of the rumors in

any ray that you had heard with respect to Colonel North's

direct or indirect involvement in assistance to the FDW?

MR. ABRAMS, No. He told me at some point, as I say,

you know, he was not breaking the law, end I didn't purse it.

MR. ) :MAHO : Why is it that you asked Colonel North to

provide a bank account, and how lon$ was it after you asked him

that assistance that he provided you with the name and the

number and the branch of a Swiss bank account? Did you think

that was something that was normal response of mNSC action

officer?

MR. ABRAMSs Well, I asked aM nd Ollie, because both

of them were --

MR. KcNAHONt I an Just speaking of Colonel North.

MR. ABRAMSi Well, but it's the same reason. both of them

were in close contact with the FDN and had secure ways of

talking to them. I didn't. And so did I think it was normal?

As I recallI gave ae a number and the name of--

MR. McKlAHONo No, no, Colonel North I am speaking of.

MR. ARAMS: Well, let me Just answer. I got essentially

the same thing from both of them except for one difference, and
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1 that is that Ollio's had the name of a branch maagor.

2 did not have the name of a brach manager, it had the name..

3 as I recall, it had a number and name of a bank and I think

4 a city address, something like that.

5 I've never -- I had never asked such a question before

never asked that an account be opened -- and I was not clear

7 on -- now wait a minute, there's something else, by the way.

a Olieb said, "Answer back."

9 Hr. HcMAHON, Said what?

10 MR. ABRAMSi Said, "Answer back." That is, the card

11 said "Credit Suisse, Eaux Vives, Geneva, Switzerland,

12 Attentioni Hr. Jacob Steger, Answer back" -- something.

13 Well, this is on the card. The card's available. The FSI

14 has it, I think, or Judge Sofaer has it.

15 I'm not sure what that mans. It has something to do with

16 a way of telling the depositor that the order cam through or

17 something like that.

is In any event didn't have that, nor did it have a

19 branch manager. Which was more normal I had no way to Judge.

20 MR. 4cHAHONt Assuming from what little we know of these

21 kinds of activities that the CIA, who is involved in covert

22 funding, is very familiar with the process in establishing a

23 bank account, it again does not seem to you in any way unusual

24 that an NSC action officer would have available to him the

25 account name and number and branch of a Swiss bank account in
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1 Switzerland which would be available to receive donations for

2 the 1DN?

3 HR. ABRAMS: No more than it would -- no. I mean in the

4 sense that I asked to get an account --

5 MR. HcMAHON, Assuming that person was not engaged in

6 fundraising himself.

7 MR. ABRA s. Well, I didn't think W as engaged in

$ fundraising, either.

9 MR. HcHAHON: I'm not talking about i VI' talking

10 about Colonel North.

11 MR. ABRAMSt Hell, but I asked both of them to do.the

12 same thing for me, and both of then I thought did the same

13 thing.

14 MR. HcMAHON: mis an employee of the CIA who sets

15 up bank accounts as a normal practice as part of their opera-

16 tion.

17 MR. ABRANSe Well, he didn't set it up. He asked the UNO

18 official to set it up, and I chink I assume that Ollie did the

19 same thing.

20 MR. KcMAHONi Set up bank accounts?

21 MR. ABRNS, s No, could ask an U?.O official to set up a

22 bank account.

23 mR. mcmANONi So your assumption was that this was a bank

24 account that had been set up at the request of Ollie North by

an Ua0 official?
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I R. ABRAMSs Correct.

2 MR. McHAHO, Are you familiar with how bank accounts work
3 in terms of Swiss bank accounts and deposits?

4 MR. ABRAMS: Well, I think I'm a little bit familiar.
5 That is, I think that somebody actually has to £o over and sign

6 something to open the account and get a -- you can't, you

7 know, you can't do it being invisible, I think that somebody
8 actually has to £o and do It and sign something so that there

9 is a signatory for the account.

10 MR. HcHAHONt Are you familiar with how depositors are

11 reported to those who hold the Swiss bank account?

12 MR. ABRAMSi How deposits are reported?

13 MR. HcHAHONi Yes.

14 MR. ABRAMSe No, they must get some kind of message. 1

15 knew there was going to be

16 MR. McMAHON$ No, in fact it's been reported to us that

17 indeed that you never do, or you are never able to uncover, as
18 we've discovered, the fact of who it was that deposited any

19 money in your accoLit -- it's a Swiss bank account -- and when

20 requested for that information we have been unable, nor has the

21 Agency been able to determine who deposited the money. So

22 the--

23 MR. ABRAMS, Yeah, but in this case we may be able to do
24 better, because we know who deposited the money?

25 SENATOR BRADLEYt Who?
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I MR. McNAO Whot

2 MR. ABRAMS, Well, I'm not at liberty to tell you the

3 country.

4 MR. 1cPAHNia But there is no record of chose who

5 maintain the bank account and who in fact deposits money, so

6 if you have a bank account of some size in which you are

7 getting regular deposits, there's no way to identify whose

a MR. ABRAMS# I don't believe that's right in this case.

9 MR. McMAHONt That's what we've been told.

10 MR. ABRAMS I'm not saying that it's not generally true,

11 but I think this -- we can do better in this case, for this

12 reason. The depositor will be able to tell us through his

13 bank. or banks, exactly when the deposit was made of $10

14 million. If $10 million was deposited in this account on that

15 day, it is almost certain to have come from that source. I

16 mean, it's not conclusive, but it's pretty dam close.

17 MR. McHAHON, No, the point being if you are trying to

18 discover from Colonel North whether this $10 million has

19 arrived, the only way for Colonel North to make such a

20 determination is through a very difficult reconstruction process

21 based on a quarterly statement from the bank account as to what

22 deposits were made on what days. There is no --

23 MR. ABRAMS, Not if it's a new account and it's only

24 supposed to have one deposit in it.

25 MR. McMAHON: Do you Vnow that this was a-new account?
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I ?M. AIAANSs No, but I thought it was.

2 !M. HcMAMOUm You don't know that for a fact?

3 MR. ASAMI I do not know that for a fact.

4 IR. MctANON: So from our understanding that the response

5 from Colonel North

M R. ABMM: In fact, the one tha i set up was &

7 new account.

S MR. McKUAO: I's not talking about that one, I'm talking

9 about the Svoss account.

10 MR. ABRAMS. Yeah, I know that.

11 MR. MeMAHONs So from what we know and the inforwtjion we

12 have available, there's no way that Colonel North could have

13 answered that question with any degree of certainty as to

14 whether that $10 million was In fact received in the account

15 from the source which you say it could have come from.

16 MR. ARAMSt My understanding of the facts as I sit here

17 today is that that's correct. If it were an account set up,

18 a new account, set up to receive a donation, then you'd know,

19 because it would'be empty or something would have coe into it.

20 This would have been the case in the account that had been set

21 up by somebody from UNO at the request of Either

22 there was zero in it or this deposit had com in. If it wasn't

23 a separate account, you would ha',,% no way of knowing, that's

24 right.

25 SENATOR BRADLEYj If we were pursuing the facts and we -*
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1 you won't tell us who deposited the money into the account,

2 and yet you assert that you have a foolproof way of determining

3 the money came in the account because the person has a receipt

4 of deposit, how can we know that the person has a receipt of

5 deposit unless we know who it is?

6 MR. ABRAMS, You mean, how can the Committee know?

7 SENATOR BRADLEY: Yes.

a MR. ABRAMSt Well, then the Secretary should authorize or

9 should -- me to disclose or should disclose the name of the

10 country. ! can tell you that we asked them to check -- I mean,

11 this is after Tuesday the 25th, I guess it was the Department.

12 It may have been the Department of Justrce -- in any evefit,

13 asked then to check whether the money had come through, and

14 they went to the bank which sent it -- that is, the bank which

15 the country in question used to move the money from their

16 account - -

17 SENATOR BRADLEY: $10 million?

is MR. ABRAMSi $10 million. And that bank went back to them

19 and said, "Oh, yes, we sent that money." Now that bank is

,V going to know exactly when the money was sent and exactly the

21 account number to which it was sent, and if the Swiss will tell

22 us whether there was a deposit of $10 million in that account

23 that morning or something, then the chain is I think complete.

24 MR. McMAHONi Right now there's $10 million missing.

25 MR. AIRAMS: I don't know whether it's missing, because I
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1 don't know what the FBI has found out.

2 MR. 1cMAHON, What is your sense of obligation in terms

3 of the $10 million that was solicited from this unknown

4 -country?

5 MR. ABRAMS To try to find it.

6 MR. McMAHJON And vhat effort has been taken to find it

7 other than to draft a message to which the response was, 'We

8 sent it, we sent it, we sent it" and the response on the other

9 aide was, "We haven't got it, we haven't got it, we haven't

10 sot it," existing I guess all the way back to sometime in

11 October, August?

12 MR. ABRAS: Yeah - no, there is a cable from the post

13 saying when -- it came in, said, "They Just came to me," the

14 Ambassador says, "and said, 'Okay, we're gonna do it."'

15 Some time goes by -- a week, 2 weeks -- and we send a

16 cable out saying, '"here is it?"

17 The Ambassador goes back to the government. The government

1S says, "Relax, these things take time."

19 Then a few more weeks go by. The money is still not there

20 Ollie tells me, and we were going to send another cable. It's

21 a question when they said, "Relax," how Iong do you wait?

22 SENATOR BRADLEY: What dates are these roughly?

23 MR. ABRAMSt The last check was about November 1. That is

24 1 think the last time I called Ollie and said, "Could you check

25 and see if the money's there?" I think was about November 1.
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1 The cables will establish when we Sot the one in that

2 saLd, '"Relax." It did not have the word "relax" in it. It

3 said they are not worried about the fact that it has taken weeks

4 because they say these things take weeks.

5 I remember we talked about it at the time and thought,

6 "Well, if you calculate the interest, it's about $40,000 a

7 week, or something like that, and it is not surprising that

o banks in the middle, if there are banks in the middle, wish to

9 hold on to it."

10 But weeks had gone by, which was when I prepard the cable

11 saying, "Let us really try to find the money, because it looks

12 as if we may have a problem here. Somebody may have embezzled

13 the money." The cable that I believe was never sent.

14 M. HcMAM O How do we know * with Kr. North no longer

15 in the Government, how do you find out whether or not the money

16 ever Sts to this bank account?

17 MR. ASPDASt Well, now we've gone directly to the bank

16 and said -- all this stuff was turned over to the FBI on

19 about,-- well. whenever it was.

20 M.. KcHANON: And the FBI is periodically checking with

21 the bank to see --

22 MR. ABIR.SI No, there was a cable I believe to the Swiss

23 Government saying, "Please freeze this account and let us know

24 about any actions going on with respect to this account. Do

25 not allow anyone to withdraw money from the eccount."
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1 When I talked to the rBz I said to them, you knows 'Ve

2 can go back to the country or you can ask 01ie,' and they

3 said that they thought that they would rather go back to the

4 country than to ask Ollie about the account. This via on,

5 oh, November 30, December 1, something like that.

* M. McMANO~fs I don't have any more questions.

7 SENATOR DORENs Io that a U.S. Government account?

S MR. ABR.AIS: Well, I don't know. All I had was a

9 number. Now that account th gset up was an UlO

10 account. it was my assumption this was an UWO account, but I

11 don't know who the signatory was Ln either case. %

12 SENATOR BRADLEYI Th a set up. That's what

13 you Just said, the account thaM i set up.

14 MR. ABRANS: As far as I was concerned, I asked him to

1. have it set up. and he came back a week later and said, 'Here's

16 the account number."

17 SENATOR BRADLEY, But earlier in this conversation --

is MR. ABRAMSi He did not' set it up. He asked an U140

19 official to please go to, if I recall - he'll recall

20 and open an account, convey to him the account number. which

21 he would convey to me. It vie my assumption that Ollie had done

22 the same thing.

23 SENATOR BRADLEY: So this is an account 4 W not

24 Switzerland?

25 MR. ABRAMS, The account that was set up by the UNO[' -" -""-' -G ---- W
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1 officiel. I believe it's in a m

2 TK! CKAIRMN. 4 account was I rt the North
3 account was in Switzerland.

4 SENATOR OI6ENs Now the money was to be paid into the

5 North account and then transferred to th account

6 is that the idea?

7 MR. ABRAMS: Once the money had been received, which as

8 far as I was aware it never was, we would then work out some

9 kind of mechanism with UNO for them to report to us on the

10 spending of the money.

11 SENATOR DOREN, Let's get back to the bank account.

12 MR. ABRAMSt It was not to be transferred out of that

13 account as far as I was aware.

14 SENATOR BOLEN: Wait. The money is coming from'this

15 country, from an official in the government of this country.

16 To whom is the money to be paid?

17 MR. ABRAMS: It was to be paid into an account in

is Switzerland.

19 SENATOR BORENo In Switzerland. Now who set up that

20 account?

21 MR. ABRAMS: As far as I knew it was a now account that

22 was going to be set up by somebody from UNO, but I have no way

23 of verifying that, I must say.

24 SENATOR BORE.No They were going to set up an account in

25 Switzerland. All right, then, what was the purpose of the
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Account?
a MR. ASPASe Well, I said, Senator, before you were here
3 that once the Secretary had authorized me to make an appeal to

4 a foreign government, I realized they sight say yes, and then

* what was I going to do if they @aid, '"here do we put the

* money," if it was in money. So I askec ad Ollie, "What

7 do I do?" And they said an account should be opened.

* SENATOR BORENi Did they do it for you?

9 MR. ABMANS, They both said that they could have it taken

10 care of, and in n fact then came back to me with the
11 account.- And what he did, he tells me, is he sent a message to

12 somebody in the UN

13 and said "Go open an account."

14 SENATOR BORENi But wasn't that a mistake because of the

15 language in the law which exempts the State Department from

i soliciting nonlethal or humanitarian assistance, but all other

17 mits of the Government, presumably the CIA, the National

IS Security Council, and others are barred from participating

19 therein? Did it ever concern you from a legal point of view

20 that you were asking people in other agencies to do anything --

21 whether it's setting up an account, making a phone call, or

2 doing anything else -- to do anything that you sight put then

23 in the position of violating this legal prohibition on all othe:

24 Departments except the State Department?

25 MR. ASSPASt Well, what was being done in my understanding
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I was to convoy -- in essence, convey inm secure fashion a

2 message to UNO saying, "Open an account," which I did not think

3 violated the law, and when I discussed it with itr. Hill, he

4 didn't think that there was a legal problem with it, either.

I 1 mean, It didn't

6 SENATOR BOPZM Because it was being done at the direction

7 of the State Department?

8 IM. ABRASe No, because it was merely passing & message.

9 id not actually open the account.

10 SENATOR BORE.NI Well, one message you might pass is, 'e

11 need money." You know, that's obviously a solicitation.

12 MR. ABAMS No, but this was not solicitation, this was

13 a messae to UlNO.

14 SENATOR BORl: It was expediting contributions, in a

15 sense, because it was facilitating --

16 MR. ABRAIS Facilitating, no question about that.

17 SENATOR DORENt At the very least he gets into a very

16 questionable legal area, whereas the State Department, if

19 someone from the State Department had said to U1O to set up

20 the account, it would not have been, presuming that it was for

21 humanitarian purposes, It would not have been 'a violation of

22 the law.

23 MR. A lRAS If I remember -- you read the 'conference

24 report, but as I recall, the conference report had mentioned

25 DOD and CIA.
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MR. McAHONI it also mentions any other entities, and

you interpreted that earlier as including the National Security

Council.

KA. ABRAXS, Well. I'm trying to think back to what

Charlie and I said to each ocher. It is clear that we did --

I did not think -- let me not speak for him -- chat to ask the

Agency to pass a message to UNO was compromising them.

SENATOR BORENi but you do not know, you were never able

to determine -- UO says -- do they still say they have not

received the money?

MR. ABRAXSi Well, they have it's clear chat no,.

chat account number was never given to the foreign government,

so

SENATOR BOREN: The

MR. ABRA S1 Precisely.

SENATOR BOREN, Only the Swiss number was given to th

foreign government?

MR. ABRAMS: Correct.

SENATOR BOREt And chat supposedly is an UNO account

4

also?

MR. ABRA 4tS Let me go back for a second and say that I

then -- I received these account numbers from both and

North, had a discussion with Charlie Hill, the Executive

Assistant to the Secrecaryas to which one to use, now that I

had two, and he and I agreed I should use the one from North.
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1 SENATOR BOR , The Swiss account.

2 MRs. ABRAMS: Yel.

3 SENATOR softN: But you do not know whether any money was

4 ever paid into that.

5 MR. A MSAN I do not know. I periodically asked Oll e to

6 find out for me, and the answer was, "No. no money has been

7 paid into the account." And I don't know right today whether

S any money has been paid into the account.

9 THZ CHAIRMAN Gentleman it's 4 o'clock, and ve need to

10 take about an 8-minute break to hear briefly from another

11 witness.

12 SENATOR BRADLEY, Can I just take 2 seconds on this?

13 SENATOR EAGLETONt: I've got about 5 minutes when we come

14 back.

15 THE CHAIRMAN: All right.

16 SENATOR UADLEY, There are two accounts.

17 MR. ABRAMS: Right.

is SENATOR BRAI)LEYi both are open only for receipt of the

19 contribution from this unknown country.

20 MR. ABRAMS: As far as I knew. That's not true, I think.

21 I asked both of these guys to open -- to see if UNO could

22 open an account or if an account could be opined to receive

23 a deposit. It appears on the basis of what I read in the

24 newspapers and what I've picked up from the F31 when I talked

25 to then about it that in fact ha tw did was to ask
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1 somebody from UNO to open an account. That happened. New

2 account. And since this moneA-va-n"evr deposited in it,

3 and that was the only purpose for the account, there has never

4 been a dime put in that account.

5 1 thought that that was what was happening with the

6 account which Ollie was having #omebody open, too, in

7 Switzerland, a new account into which either this money would

8 ultimately come or nothing would come.

9 Now I gather that's not true, that in fact this was a

10 preexisting account. So I don't know what's in it, and I don't

11 know, I must say also, how they could determine whether this.

12 money came in, except that if one $10 million donation came in,

13 I think one could theorize that if the timing was right, that

14 was where it came from.

15 The idea was to have an account which would handle nothing

16 but this money, because otherwise it was going to be almost

17 impossible to determine what they were spending it on, anyway.

is THE CHAIRMAN: All right, Elliott, if you don't mind,

19 let's take a brief recess.

20 (Whereupon, at 4:04 p.m., the Cocnittee recessed.)

21

22

23

24

25
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I THE CHAIRXANi Let us get back on the record of the

2 exmination of Mr. Abraw.

3 1 yield to Tom Eagleton at this point for questions.

4 SENATOR EAGLETON: Mr. Abrams, when did you talk to the

5 FBI about this entire matter that's before this .Comzitteg?

6 MR. ABRAMSi My Limory is that it was the Monday after

7 Tuesday when Heese made his announcement. That is, I talked

8 that week that Meese made his announcement with Hill and Platt,

9 and they both went through their notes about this anO raised

10 it with Judge Sofer, thought about it, he thought about it

11 over the weekend, decided that we needed to talk to the FBI,.

12 which we did on Monday.

13 SENATOR EAGLETONt So you called the FBI -- the State

14 Department called the FBI.

is MR. ABRAMSt Correct. Well, they would otherwise have had

16 no knovledge of the incident at all.

17 3E"ATOR EAGLETON: And did you talk to then more than

18 once?

19 11R. ABRAMS: No, it was that one time in Judge Sofaer's

20 officit on that day.

21 SE.ATOR EAGLETOt: In Judge Sofaer's office. Who advised

22 you with respect -- i'm not going to try to twist your arm,

23 but who advised you with respect to the nondivulgence of

24 Country X? Was that Secretary Shultz personally, or Judge

25 Sofaer personally?
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1 THE CHAIRMAWi Before you respond to that, I am bound by

2 our regimen here to remind you, Hr. Abram, that you remain

3 under oath.

4 MR. ABRAMSt Right.

5 1 have never actually put the question directly to the

6 Secretary. I've done it indirectly through Platt and Hill on

7 different occasions. For example, I reconfirmed it this

* morning with Hill. So I've never actually said it to the

9 Secretary directly.

10 Would you repeat your question, Senator? I don't know if

11 that was an answer.

12 SENATOR EAGLETONs Who advised you --

13 MR. ABRAMS: Charles Hill and Nicholas Platt, that I was

14 not to divulge the name.

15 SENATOR EAGLETON, Did Charles Hill and Nicholas Platt

16 both tell you that that's what Secretary Shultz wanted?

17 M. ABRAMS: That was what the Secretary was going to do

18 and wished me to do. That is, that he was also going to

19 refuse to divulge the name, and wished me to refuse.

20 SENATOR EAGLETON: Both Hill and Platt told you that.

21 HR. ABRAS Correct.

22 SENATOR EAGLETON: And if a new committee in the next

23 Congress is convened to inquire into this matter, a special

24 committee, as of today that's still your present intention?

25 You would not divulge to that committee the name of Country X?
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I MR. ABRA(S HW , I vould do what the Secretary told a

2 to do.

3 SENATOR EAGLETOm: Go back to Hill and Platt.

4 MR. A3RAS , Well, or I would go back to the Secretary.

5 They're easier to reach than he is.
6 Let me say, Senator, it is not their'opinionithat is

7 what I asked them to do as part of their 20 meetings a day

8 with the Secretarywas to ask him. So it wasn't their view;

9 it was his view.

10 SENATOR ZAGLETOt What was the name of 'the UMO official

11 with vhom I take i n was in contact?

12 MR. ABRAMS I have no independent smory of this, but I

13 asked on Friday. and he told me. It w

14

15

16 SENATOR EAGLETOK, Has any other 1*O official namd by

17 ot anybody else?

18 iR. A IAPM No.

19 SEKA.*OR EAGLITON Was Mr. Calero named?

20 MR. ABRA i No, Jus went off

21 and opened this account.

22 SENATOR EAGLETON: The account now in Switzerland, did

23 anybody at any time, either prior to any discussion of the

24 account, during the discussion of when accounts were being

25 created, or since, up to and including this very moment, ever
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1 tell you tt that ws h,

2 MR. ASRAMS No, air.

3 SENATOR EAGLETONt Did they tell you. anybody in the whole

4 range of time, ever tell you it ras s'm

* MR. ABRAKS, No one ever told me anything about the

6 account, anything at all about the account.

7 SENATOR EAGLETONi Except you had the number on a card.

8 1M. A-BRAMSt Which I then gave to Mr. Platt, and so it

9 was actually in his physical possession.

10 SENATOR EAGLETOWI Was that card turned over to the FBI?

11 MR. ABRAMSt Well, it was turned over to Sofaer. I assume

12 the FBI has it, but I can't swear that it is not in Sofer'e

13 possession.

14 SENATOR EAGLETON: Did Sofaer make a Xerox copy of the

15 card?

16 IMR. ABRAMS, I don't know. I didn't have the card.

17 Platt had it, and I understand that he gave it to Judge

18 Sofaer. And we believe it is actually physically the card

19 that Ollie gave to me.

20 SENATOR E.GLETON i You believe it is physically the card?

21 MR. ABRAM t Yes.

22 SENATOR EAGLETON. Ollie gave you a card and it said

23 Bank Suisse, Jacob Sceiger, and then you remember something

24 about no -- or answer back,

25 i. AWRANSs Answer back, at the bottom. That's right.
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I SENATOR U TO i It was a card, like & recipe card?

2 MR. AB3M Essentially an index card. Typed.

3 SENATOR EAGLETONi And Ollie handed you that.

4 MR. ABRAMSj Correct.

5 S.NATOR EAGLETONt, And you looked at it.

6 MR. ABRAMS: Looked at it and put it in my pocket.

7 SENATOR EAGLETONI And it had a number.

S MR. AI AMSs Had number, branch, name of the bank,

9 "Attentions Jacob Steger, Answer Back." "Answer back" --

10 then had a colon and something, I think letters and numbers.

11 SENATOR EAGLETONt Where did the physical custody of that

12 card go next?

13 MR. A RAMSt I kept that card with me -- no, actually 1

14 never kept the card except in the periods when I needed it.

15 That is, I needed it to make this trip to go see the foreign

16 official.

17 SENATOR EAGLETONt Well, where was it when you --

18 MR. ABRAMS: The card was kept in the possession of Mr.

19 Platt, the Executive Secretary of the Department, in his safe.

20 SENATOR EAGLETON: When you needed it, you got it from

21 Platt.

22 MR. ABRAMS: Yeah, which as I recall was one time -- that

23 is, when I was about to go --

24 SENATOR EAGLETON: Why did you need it that one time?

, 5 MR. ABRAMS: I needed it because I was about to go off on
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1 a trip and I needed to give the account number to the foreign

2 official. So my memory is he gave me the card, I took it with

3 me, wrote it down on a different piece of paper, and gave Nick

4 Platt the card back.

5 SENATOR EAGLETON: And had you -- all of this stuff hit

6 the fan. Have you seen that very same card that North gave

7 you?

8 R. ABR.AMS: No. I believe that Platt gave it to Sofaer.

9 SENATOR EAGLETONI And you believe Sofaer gave it to the

10 FBI?

11 MR. ABRAXSi Correct. That's my belief. He may h#ve

12 given a Xerox to the FBI. He may have kept tie original.

13 don't know.

14 ; SENATOR EAGLETON: If we subpoena the card, Sofaer being

15 a good lawyer, there'll be something there for us to get.

16 won't there?

17 MR. ABRANSt Absolutely.

18 SENATOR EAGLETON: Now --

19 MR. ABRAMSs There's also -- let me just say -- there are

20 also all of the cables which again, if the Secretary wishes to

21 divulge the name of the country, he can give youi if he wishes

22 not to, he can simply erase the name of the country.

23 SENATOR EAGLETONt This is cable traffic between State

24 and --

25 MR. ABRAMS, And the Ambassador to that country.
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I SENATOR EAGLITO0s Our Ambassador to --

2 MR. ABAMS, Our Ambassador to that country, and from

3 ham to us.

4 SENATOR ZAGLETOI:s Between Country X, and we have the

* whole text of the cables.

6 R1. ABRAMSt And the dates.

7 SENATOR EAGLETONs And the dates. We'll get those in

8 due course.

9 Now, since all of this hit the fan, have you, Shultz,

10 Sofaer, Hill, Platt, the American Ambassador to Country X,

11 or any employee of the State Department, or any other living"

12 individual that you knov of that isn't even connected vith the

13 State Department, any other breathing person on Earth, talked

14 to Country X and asked Country Xt "X, did you put $10 million

15 in a Swiss bank account pursuant to the Abrams conversation?"

16 MR. ABRAMS Yes.

17 SENATOR ZAGLETOI: What was the answer?

18 MR. ABRAMSi The answer was -w we sent the Ambassador a

19 cable that said, as I recall it again, these can be

20 produced -- but as I recall it, that said, 'There is a great"

21 I'm paraphrasing freely - "There is a great scandal in

22 Washington now, and this account has become important to it.

23 Did you ever send the money?"

24 We received a cable back -- well, this is all since

25 October 25, so it's all quite recent -- wa received a cable
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1 back immediately -- my memory is December 3 or 4 -. in which

2 the foreign government said that they had checked with the

3 bank they used and the money was sent weeks ago, weeks ago, by

4 the country in question. This was as of December'-- I think

$ December 4, 1 an fairly confident of that, that they were

6 shocked to learn that the money was not,accordirg to us now,

7 on deposit in that account.

8 It was at that point that we did I believe a diplomatic

9 note to the Swiss Government saying, "Freeze this account."

10 SENATOR EAGLETONi Nov was this -- "shocked to learn" --

11 was this a cable from our Ambassador in Country X reporting

12 to Secretary Shultz?

13 MR. ABSANS Yes. Well, to the Departen,- rGht.- .--- -

14 sent a cable out saying, "Go and tell them." Well, what we

15 said in the cable was, "If they haven't given the money, tell

16 then not to, and it they have started to but can somehow call

17 it back, tell then to call it back."

18 And their response was, "We Save this money weeks ago."

19 They .actually checked with the bank which they used to move

20 the funds, which was in the capital city, and that bank told

21 them, "This was done weeks ago."

22 SENATOR EAGLETON. Did Country X give anything in writing

23 to our Ambassador in Country X, a message or a note or any

24 Pind of a document or anything in writing from Country X to

25 our Ambassador to Country X?
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?R. ABRAMs, I don't believe so.

SENATOR EAGLETONs Has our Ambassador been back to see

the Foreign Office I guess or whatever it's called in Country

more than once about this?

M. ABRAMS: Twice since October 25. First he went in to

say -- to deliver our message. That was, if I remember right,

December 3. On December 4 they called him back to say, "We

have checked with our bank, and it was sent weeks ago." We

may even have a date as to the exact date as to when they said

they'd sent it.

SENATOR EAGLETONt We have the date as to when they said

they sent it?

). AERAMSt Yes, in that reply cable. And that's the

last communication with our Ambassador out there. which would

be about the 4th.

SENATOR EAGLETONi Would you tell the Secretary we would

like those cables? We would like the ones from Country X, but

we would like them in the least obliterated forn possible.

MR. ABRAMS, Sure. I don't see why that's any problem.

SENATOR EAGLETONi The AmLssador's name will have to be

blanl.

Now, when at here with you on November 2S
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TOP
I knew that at your instigation he, had contacted a 1MO

2 official about opening a bank account i nA

3 MR. ABRAMS, Correct.

4 SENATOR EAGLTONi AndM listened to all of your

5 testimony that day that you were here.

6 HR. ABRAHS3 Correct.

7 SENATOR EAGLETOt: Di / kno about the Swiss bank

S account?

9 R. ABRAMS, No, he didn't. Neither -- I asked these two

10 guys separately the same question, which was, "How do we get

11 an account for Uno? Nov does UNO get en account? Whatdo I.

12 do?" I do not believe that either of them knev that I had

13 asked the other. That was why I ended up with Charlie Hill

14 saying, 'ell, now what do I do? I've got two accounts."

15 SENATOR EAGLETON: So even as of November 2S, a did

16 not know about the Swiss bank account, November 25?

17 R. ABRANSo That's correct.

18 He told me on Friday vhen we talked about this that some-

19 time after the account was opened, i

20 SENATOR EAGLETONt Which account?

21 MR. ABRAMS: I'm sorry. Sometime aftev opened

22 the account --

23 SENATOR EAGLETON: Th a account.

24 MR. ABRAKSi - which I remember as bA i n m

25 will, I think, confirm that, because I remember it was sort of
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1 down south, I think it wa ineid to his,

'here's the money? There's no money." An ihad called

3 me he *aid he remembered and said, "Wht's going on?"

4 And I told hi., 'Well, we haven't completed this transaction.

5 Don't know whether there's going to be any money."

6 SENATOR ZAGLETON, When was that?

7 MR. ABRANS, I don't recall. It would have been in the

8 course of the sumer. I mean, it would have been sort of

9 August, September, something like that.

10 SENATOR EAGLETON, Did that arouse your curiosity?

11 MR. AIRA S, No, because I knew that I had given the -- if

12 it was early enough, I knew that we hadn't given the card, and

13 if it was after I gave the card, I knew I had not given his

14 card. So --

15 SENATOR EAGLETONt You never handed over th i n

16 number?

17 MR. ASRAJSt No, no, no, no, no. No, Rill and I made

1S the decision to hand over the account --

19 SENATOR EAGLETOt4 So th account just sortof--

20 R. ..BRAMSt Dead. Never a cent put in it.

21 SENATOR EAGLETOtI, Never given to anybody to put anything

22 in.

23 MR. ABRAKS, Correct. Shut off, and then I burned the

24 card. So it site there, in whatever bank it is, empty.

25 SENATOR RAGLm, A or whatever that name is, is
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I he for what we call the contras?

2 R. ABIRAMS. Hwas at that time I think sort of

3

4

56 ought he did and "

7 I think he probably would now. too, if e were doing this
8 today.

9 SENATOR EAGLETONi A little better than just opening one.

10

11 MR. ABRAMS: He would have been -- yes, I mean, unoer

12 this -- had we used that account, the answer i yes. He

13 would have been ttu person who vould have been responsible

14

15 correct .

16 SENATOR EAGLETON: As far as you know, based on your

17 knowledge of the contra operation, if there's any financial

18 transactions, either -- based on your knowledge -- either public

19 or private parties, i man that's dealt with?

20 MR. ABRAvK~: I don't know. I dcn't know.

21 SENATOR EAGLETON& Based on your knowledge.

22 HR. ABRAMS: LUNO has -- see, when we ran the $27 million

23 operation, we didn't put any money, as I recall, in INO

24 accounts. That is, we paid suppliers, we didn't pay UNO. So I

25 never got any connection through the Nicaraguan Humanitarian
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Aid Office or the State Department with how they ran their

banking. So I don't know the answer to that.

SI*IATOk KACGLTONi Do you of your knowledge, either

direct or by hearsay within the scope of your official

operations, know of financial operations directly with Calero,

whatever his name is?

MR. ASPAJ4St Adolfo.

SENATOR EAGLETOWt Adolfo Calero.

). AB5AKXS I know of rumor. yes.
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24 THE CHAIRMAN. Sorry, Tom.

25 SENATOR EAGLETONI When you talked to Hill -- was it HIl
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I about not divulging the country -- Hill, or what was his name?

M. AIRAMS Platt. And there were actually others

3 involved in those conversations, too, but --

4 SENATOR EAGLTOfft But not Shultz directly.

5 ?M. AiRAMs Never. I mean, In the period --

* SENATOR ACLETONt That cold you not to divulge the

7 country.

M R. ABRAMS: In the period since November 25.

o SENATOR EAGLETON: And they said, '"We tell you not to

10 divulge the country because --

11 MR. ABR.AiSi Because we pledged confidentiality. It was

12 not a legal argument, it was that the Secretary -- what 1

13 was told, and again this is paraphrasing -- the Secretary

14 believed that we made a pledge of confidentiality and we

15 should keep that pledge of confidentiality.

16 SENATOR EAGLETON: What were you advised if the Comit-

17 tee -- and I don't know if this Comittee will -- what were

Is you advised to do if the Comittee Chairman insisted that you

19 answer the question? You're not taking the fifth, of course.

20 MR?. ABRASi No, no, no. Not at all. I would go back to

21 the Secretary and say, 'Look, they really want this, and it is

22 harming our relationship with the Committee, and could we give

23 it to them?" Which I will do anyway, because it's quits clear

24 that, you know, that you want it.

25 SENATOR F.AGLETON I'm Just anticipating that some other
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Scomemittee in some ocher forum at SoNG other time might.

2 MR. ABRAMSi Well, I would - you know, I'm in & sense

3 following his instructions here, and would be happy to go back

4 and say, you know -- Can I ask that question? Does the

5 committee wish me to do that?

6 SENATOR EAGLETON, No -- I don't know.

7 Mr. Chairman? If the Committee's that hot tot to see it,

6 I'm not that hot.

9 SENATOR BRADLEY, What's that?

10 SENATOR EAGLETONa The name of Country X. If you want to,

11 ask the question.

12 MR. ABRAMS: The question is, Should I go back to the

13 Secretary and say the Intelligence Comittee wants to know the

14 name of the country?

is SENATOR BRADLEY: I read it in the newspaper. I don't

16 need to know.

17 THE CHAIRMAN, That's sort of my view.

is SENATOR EAGLETOI4 The Cornittee does want the cable

1 traffic.

20 SENATOR BORENr I don't think it matters whether the name

21 of the country is X'd out or not.

22 THE CHAIRMANi Do you want some more?

23 SENATOR EAGLETO~t But I would have thought on November 25

24 that it was keenly important, and even on November 25 if I

25 hadn't gotten the name of Country X based on page after page of
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1 questions, I would have liked to have gotten an answer from

2 the witness that what - it isn't Just Singlaub and all these

3 other things that he tried to muck up the record with. "I,

4 Elliott Abrams, have been out on the fundraising circuit. Now

5 I'm not at liberty to tell you all about it. I want to go

6 back and talk to George and some of the boys, but I at least

7 gotta be halfway honest with you." That's what I would have

S liked on November 25.

9 MR. ABRANS, Senator, before you leave, if I could

10 simply say while there may be regret on the part of some of

11 the Committee about that testimony, it is not anywhere as

12 large as mine seeing your reaction to it. I can only apologize

13 to the extent that that ttatimony was misleading to any 4r all

14 members of the CommiLcee present or who have read the

15 transcript. It is obvious to anybody in my position or any

16 similar position that the ability to do your Job depends in no

17 small part on the ability to work with this Committee and the

JS Foreign Relations Committees, and to the extent that this

19 testimony interferes with it, it is a self-inflicted wound,

20 which as I say I can only regret 12 times as much as any

21 member of this Committee.

THE CHAIRMAN: Thank you for that statement, and I suppose

23 it would be nice if you could -- never had to work with this

24 Committee, if you could conduct foreign relations liaison with

25 only Foreign Relations.
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1 MR. ARAJ4s, That Is not true. We actually prefer to

2 deal with this Comittee more than we do Foreign Relations,

3 but I 4on't want to &et into personalities.

4 SENATOR iRADLSY, If I could, you said that you Save

the account nsiber to a foreign official.
MR. ABIAHo Correct.
SEM A AMM,. You physically Save it to a foreign

I official?

a MR. ABRAMS, Yes, physically. That is, what

9 happened vas, not the head of government, bit a hip% official

10 of that foreign government, met with me personally, just the

11 two of us, alone.

12 SENATOR BRADLEY, Where?

13 MR. ASRAMS,

14 SENATOR IRADLMY, Where?
15 IS. AIRAMS,

16

17
is

19 I physically handed him a card -- not

20 the card, as I recall, that Ollie North had given am -- but I

21 had wriiten it down. That is, In my hotel room I had written

2 down -- I had transposed or transcribed the number of --

23 everythinS the number of the account, everything that was on

24 the card. Physically headed him that card, which he the. put

25 in his pocket.
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1 SENATOR BRADLEY
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11

12

13 SENATOR BRADLEYi Okay. Nov the account as far as you

14 know tha opened in. is still there?

15 MR. ABRAMS: I spoke It about this on Friday, and

16 he tells me, if I recall the conversation correctly - and 1

17 think I do -- yeah, the account's sitting there empty.

18 SENATOR BRADLEY: And it wa smhat decided

19 tha would be the person to open the account?

20 MR. A.BRAS: Correct.

21 1 do not recall knowing that it W until

22 Friday, but it is possible thatI told me at that point.

23

24
25
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MR. MCHAMONI have a couple of questions.

Did the o w n Country X have any idea of the

disposition of those funds?

MR. ABRAkSt

r c. McAH sO Did Mr. North play any role in determining

that solicitation of third countries should be made or the

selection of which coumtries should be solicited?

MR. ABRAMI .Well -- no. We talked -- I remember a

conversation once on an airplane at which a number of people

were present about getting money from other countries -- Rich

Armitage was present. I think Ollie may well have been

present -- Just kicking around names of countries, which I

also did with other Assistant Secretaries. I remember I once

did it with Roz Ridgeway with respect to European countries.

She also said nothing would come of it.

SENATOR BRADLEY; This was 1986?

MR. ABRAMS: This was 1986.

SENATOR BRADLEY: Did you ever brainstorm in 1985?

MR. ABRAMS: No.
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I Did we ever brainstorm in 1985 about soliciting money?

2 No.

3 SENATOR BRADLEY, Did you ever bra 'nstorm in 1985 about

4 who might be able to help the contras financially?

5 MR. ABRAMS: We never brainstormed in 1985 that we might

6 be able to help the contras financially, but we had one

7 discussion in 1985 about getting a commodity for the contras

8 from a foreign government.

9 SENATOR BRADLEY, So that you --

10 MR. ABRANSt That is to say - let me be more specific.

11 1 lead a thing called the RIG -- the Restricted Interagency

12 Group. And we kicked around in 1986 after the $27 million

13 was running out, Could we get money support from a foreign

14 government? In 1985 we once kicked around -- well, we didn't

15 kick around, I should be more specific about that, let me be

16 more careful.. In 1985 we -- the Department of State and the

17 Central Intelligence Agency -- discussed the question of

18 whether we could get radios from - whether we could buy

19 radios for the *- you know, for the contras, out of the

20 $27 million. This is post-August. That is, you appropriated

21 money in August of 1985.

22 You didn't ask this question, but I will answer it,

23 because I don't want to have happen what happened last time,

24 in an effort to avoid your ever feeling again that I was not

25 forthcoming, to say the least. In August of 'bi we got
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$27 million to distribute. A problem imnedLately arose.

We had no way of knowing whers the I w es within Nicaragua.

As soon as we started this program, we learned from th eAgecy

esatialllythro* intelligence reporting, of this problem.
That isn the stuff gets to and then what do you do

with it? How do you get it in?

And the answer clearly was long-range radios. We thought

we could pay for the radios out of the $27 million legally,

just as ve could pay for transportation, which isn't a

humanitarian commodity. We could pay for transportation. Okay

We thought we could pay for radios. I believe -- I haven't

done this recently -- but if you checked the Senate Record

that it was assumed in the Senate debate that such an

ancillary good would be an acceptable purchase out of the

$27 million, But this understanding was not present in the

House debate. So we went to see Lee Hamilton. This would be

September.

I went to see Lee Hamilton -- I was not alone, but I don't
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Jugs 1 remember who was with me -a and said, '"e'd like to buy some

2 radios." My memory of the conversation was that he said,

3 without getting into the legal argument, "Don't do it out of

4 this $27 million, because why press your l,:ck? There will be

5 members of the Committee who think that that's not a

6 humanitarian good. You have tenuous enough support, so don't

7 press your luck."

a So that was the end of that except for one thing. Those

9 long-range radios are produced in a number of countries around

10 the world. The Secretary approached -- in my memory it was

11 the Secretaryg I was not present at the meeting -- the leader

12 of a country which, and again I cannot identify the country,

13 which we believed to produce long-range radios, and said, 'We

14 believe you produce long-range" -- you know, 50, 100, 200 miles

15 -- that is, as opposed to the kind of thing that is esantially a

16 walkie-talkie -- 'We are under the impression that you produce

17 these radios in-country.

is Now I don't know whether the Secretary then said, '"ould

19 you give then to the contras?" for this reason. That country

20 came back to us a couple of weeks later and said, 'We don't

21 produce such a radio," at which point we dropped the idea of

22 getting radios from that country or any other.

23 I don't know whether the Secretary said, "If you produce

24 this radio, would you give it to the contras?" because I

2S wasn't present at any conversation with officials of that
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Ju 59 1 country. So It cem to nought, but we did ask for it.

2 ThLs has not been reported to Justice. I went down to

3 see Judge Sofaer to tell his about this, and he said it has no

4 relation to Ollie North or to Iran, and there is no reason why

S it is under the scope of what Justice is requesting.

* 1 tell it to you because of the last hearing.

7 And let me Just say one other thing. Those two inidmen.

a the radios which never case, and the money, which as far as I

9 knew never came -- constitute the smm, let me be absolutely

10 categorical, constitute the two Incidents in which I have been

11 Involved in which the Department of State attempted 0 wel,

12 possibly attempted, because I as not sure in the case of the

1 radio Wether we actually asked for the radios, or mrely

14 inquired as to whether they were indeed produced there -- the

15 only two incidents in which I was involved in which a foreign

1, government was in any direct or indirect sense queried -- or in

17 the case of the $10 millLon directly requested -- to provide a

is form of support for the contrast in kind or in money.

it -I want to be careful about that, because, obviously as we

20 were putting the -- * have talked 1 1 3 .
21 an a ndj i a lot about support for

22 the contras. But I'm talking about contributions to the

23 contras.

24 THg CHAIRmAm, Dill, if you'll yield for a moment, I need

2S to clarify something in my mind on the business about the radios.
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I I recalled that in t t =% q House, we got $3

2 million worth of radios --

3 HR. ABIRAMS December.

4 THE CHAIRIAH Pardon?

5 H. ABRAMS, This was after that. That is one of the

6 reasons we never asked anybody else for radios was that you gav

7 us the money.

a THE CHAIRMAN: Oh. So this took place before. Okay.

9 HM. ABRAMSt This took place on October -- I don't know.

10 It took place in sort of late September, early October period.
11 It was after the 27 million had been approved. It was before

12 the 3 million had been given us for the radios which made it a

13 moot point. We had paid for the radios.

14 THE CAIRM zi Then I might Just mks the observation for

15 the record, and I will correct the record later if my recollectic

16 is incorrect, but I remember the negotiation fairly well, becau,

17 we were trying to expand our authority in a pracitcal sense,

Is and that the three parts of this deal were the radios, the truci

19 and --

20 H. ABRAXS, There was another.

21 THE CHAIRMAN: -- the solicitation of third countries. The

22 deal was if the House would give us the radios and the trucks.

23 we would go along with their desire to prohibit third country

24 solicitation. I believe that not only to be the deal, but that

2S was communicated, if not to you, it was certainly coamaunicated
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1 through ocher Con regional liaison.

2 MR. A ,RAMS This is when, Decembert

3 SENATOR 8RADLEYI That is the reason I voted against the

4 whole conference report.

5 HR. ABRAMS, Can I have -- lt me try --

6 THE CXAIRAN Since September of 1985. right.

7 MR. ABRAKS, We're all in 1985.

a MR. McKAHONt That's right.

9 THE CHAIR September of 85.

10 MR. ARAMS: Well, wait a minute. If you had given us the

11 money for the radios in September, we would have had the money

12 for the radios in September. Are you saying that your --

13 THE CHAIRMANt Was it November?

14 SENATOR BRADLEY, It wasn't concluded until December. The

15 conference report wasn't wrapped up until the end of the sessior

16 MR. ABRASt I can state again for the record that Judge

17 Sofaer believes that the State Department has the authority, tho

18 Secretary has the authority to ask a foreign government to

19 support the contras.

20 THE CHAIRKAN: I au Just telling you you didn't get that

21 authority from the Congress of the United States, you got that

22 from Judge Sofser, because --

23 MR. ABRAMS: No, nol I don't disagree with that. It is his

24 view that If the Congress is silent, the authority is very cleau/

25 1 guess At is a such more difficult issue if the Conress forbie
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1 the State Department from doing it. But if the Congress is

2 silent, it is his view that certainly that authority -. that

3 authority was not created, in his view, by Congress in December

4 of 85. It was acknowledged, in his view, by Congress in Deceab

5 of 85.

6 SENATOR BPADLEYi Just getting back to the point before yo%

7 digression. But you have never engasged in a brainstorming

8 session with Ollie North-on how to raise funds for the contras

9 in 1985?

10 I. ABRA4St No. I don't think I did. It is possible the

11 1 did. The plane ride I referred to, we could probably track

12 down. It was a visit. It was sort of a flying RIG. It was

13 all of us went down to Central America, and I remember --

14 M. HcKAHON, When was that?

1s MR. ABRAMs Well. I believe it was when the money was

16 running out in Kay-June 1986. 1 do not believe that I engaged

17 in any such brainstorming session, not with Ollie, but at all.

18 Because at that point we just got $27 million. We weren't out

19 of money. We had plenty of money. We started thinking about

20 where to get money when the money started running out.

21 THE CHAIRKAN, Would you clarify for the record -- I under-

22 stand why you would as for a bank accoun

23

24 Would you clarify for the record precisely why you would ask a

25 staff member of the National Security Council for a bank account

We den M P",LO u so"%* " N . 296 u gaw 5_
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1 number?

2 MR. ABRAMS: Basically the same reason in both cases.

3 These guys were in much more constant contact with the contras,

4 1 believed and believe today, than I was. You know, I couldn't

$ sort of call them on an open line and do this. So it seemed to

6 me that these were the guys who were in closest contact with the

7 contrast, and therefore the most sensible guys to ask to calk

S to tham about it.

9 THE CHAIRMAN: Do you recall from your knowledge of the

10 affair in September, I believe, of 1985, in which both the House

11 and the Senate accused Oliver North of being an intermediary.

12 in one way or another in supplying funds for the --

13 HR. ABRAMS: I'm sorry, say that again. In September-

14 October --

15 THE CHAIRMAN: Of 85. There was an investigation on the

16 House side and something that might qualify as a semi-investi-

17 nation on our side.

16 HR. ABRAMS: I don't recall that at all. I don't recall

19 any investigation of Ollie's activities in.September-October

20 85.

21 THE CHAIRMANI With regards to supplying funds or

22 soliciting funds for the --

23 R. ABRAMS, Or anything else. I don't recall any such

24 investigation at all.

25 R. McHMAHONs You remember the -- it was very public
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disclosure of allegations about Ollie North in September and

October of

MR. ABRAKSt I an not denying it. I Just don't recall

any such investigation.

THE CHAIRMAN, I ask you that only because at the time

Bud McFarlane was the head of the National Security Council and

he went to great pains to indicate publicly and privately that

Ollie North was not involved in any way in solicLtinS or

-providing or any funds for the --

MR. ABRAM4S: Well, as I said, at some point, and I don't

remember when it was. Ollie said to me, I have never solicited

a nickel. I am not breaking the law. So that was Olle's view,

And this is more recent than that. I mean, this is sort of 198(

I think when this conversation took place. So that was my

understanding all along, that that was Ollie's view. There wer

lots of rumors and so forth about Ollie, but we never -- we, th4

Department of State, never launched an Investigation of the

question of who was -- who was giving the outside money to the

contras. It was clear they were getting it.

In your debate on the 27 million on the Floor of the Senac

and the House, it was clear, everybody understood they were

getting it. We understood they were getting it. We knew they

were getting it. We had better information, maybe not than you

did, but than the Congress did, because there was intelligence

reporting about the arrival of things In the contra caps in
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So ye had some sense, I think the reporting ill
indicate-- less in S5 more in 86 -- Chat military stuff v&&

coming in, that they were getting bullets. It was manifest,

because they were still fighting. So we knew that things were

arriving.

inhas testified'here that efforts to trace where the

money was coming from could not go beyond bank secrecy. That

is, they tried and they actually testified in my presence in

the Senate Foreign Relations Committee on that point. And as

to Americans, I have said before, but I think it is important

to say again, I think it is Just not the Job of the State

Department, and really I would say not the Job of the U.S.

government to start investigating which private citizens are

supporting the FMMN, FS , or the contras. And we in any

event, that is a matter of opinion. We didn't do it.

THR CHAIRMAN, In what other ways during 1986 was Colonel,

North helpful to you in your work as it relates to Nicaragua?

Mt. ABRAM Ollie knew the contras very well, as did

B They were kind of dual tracks. If you needed to, well,

get messages. They were in contact. It was clear that they wet

in contact, and actually better contact than we were, especially:

with Calers. The conception -- the general view, and it is, I

think an accurate view, was that Ollie an4vre close to

Caiero, and that Cruz and Robelo gere close to as and the State

Department.
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1 And so as an example. if you wanted to get a message to

2 the IDt on a human rights issue, none individual one comes to

3 mind, but if you wanted to Set -- if you wanted to tell them,

4 you've Sot to 'stop doing that, somethinS like that, then it was

5 not useful for me to talk to Calero. It wae useful for Ollie

o or foioto talk to Calero, because they had a certair

7 influence. At least that was and is my impression. Similarly,

a I would say Berudes -- mean, we tended w- we atState tended

9 to know the FO people less and the others more. My impression

10 Ollie ani k ev the YDN people better. ,Althout

11 come slowly" only started, I think, in the middle of.

12 this period, sort of summer 65. Ollie had preexisting relation

13 So it took M a while, I think, to Set up to the level of

14 confidence that they had in Ollie.

15 He -- I wasn't aware of any trips down there of his that -

16 other than he made a couple with me -- in larger groups, never

17 alone with 6e -- but we made several trips down there that we

1s could track, with larger groups. I think once with Armitage,

1, one -- I mean, a couple of times with Calvin. He was the NSC's

20 sort of - I would say action officer on Central America. The

21 other -- when we had our interagency meetings Vince Cannestrero

22 and Ray Burkhart would come. The thing is, they didn't have as

23 wuch influence in the White House and they didn't have as much

24 influence, I think, with the contras, as he did. Ray couldn't -

25 you know, could not tell them to do something with the expectati
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1 they would do it. Butin could and Ollie could.

2 THE CHAIRMAN. If you needed information for whatever

3 purpose about the nonhumanitarian needs of the contras during

4 the 1986 period of time, would you go to Ollie North to get an

5 honest view of where they were short?

6 MR. ABRAMS, Go to bt hi and 011.. There was intell:

7 gene reporting, but you could ask Ollie, too. That is, he saw

8 the intelligence reporting, but he also talked to them. So

9 that a typical thing -- I an not saying this exact conversation

10 took place, but conversations like it took place on numerous

11 occasions. We would get a report in and I would raise it at.

12 this interacgency meeting, and say this is awful. Here's a

13 report that the guys have no food and it such and such. And

14 then Ollie would say, that's right, and tell an anecdote or

15 something. So he was in direct comwanication with them, I

16 assume by telephone.

17 THE CHAIRMANt But during this period of time, I think

18 it was when you andoiWere here on 25th, we had some

19 discussion about the amounts of money that were required to

20 satisfy the subsistance level of the contras in a military

21 sense. And I belivein testified that that was around $2

22 million a month or sowthing like that.

23 MR. ABRAHS, This was the lethal aid or nonlethal humani-

24 tarian aid?

25 THE CHAIRMANt I can't remember whether that was lethal or
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742 1 nonlethal, and I Just Intended to ask you to see if you could

2 clarify that.

3 MR. ABAMS Well, let me see. I think first that lethal

4 aid, we were iving it 3 million a month. We had 9 months, we

5 had 27 million so 3 million a month. Now, that war t a better

$ level than they were used to having. And it also had some

7 padding built in. That Is to say, on March 31st, it wasn't all

a gone. There was a little bit of-pLpeline. So 2 million a mont

9 for huaanitarian, probably a ballpark figure. A million and a

10 half. But that's a good ballpark figure.

11 . I don't know about the lethal aid. I am not personally.

12 able to make that assessment. It is an assessment that I think

13 we can make, that is, DOD and CIA together. We made it onte.

14 There was a hearing I recall of the House Foreign Affairs

15 Committee, and I remember at that time aekLng what do yo

16 think the war costa? And my memory is, he either said 25 milli

17 a year or 50 million a year, and I don't recall which it was.

18 But what are we spending? We're spending 100 million for 12

19 months, so 8 million a month, if you figure 3 million humanitar

20 that's 5 million military a month at a very much higher -- a feo

21 million a month is a ballpark fLigure, I think.

22 But, but let me add another thing. I asked aftcr

23 this thing broke on Tuesday the 25th, we were all sitting around

24 thinking, where does all this money go? I man, if $30 million

2S cam in, and= coient was my comment, that Is, you sure
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1 as hell don't see it down there with the contras in humanitarian

2 stuff. That is, they are buying food on credit. They have no

3 bandages. They have no medicine. Okay. Theoretically then,

4 it is going into military goods.

5 And our thought was you couldn't find $30 million worth of

6 1 don't know, we're talking about the period either since

7 suvmer of 85 to now, or I don't know when the Iranian money

* started coming in, maybe 1986 only.

9 Well, you couldn't find $30 million worth -- I don't think

10 you could find $10 million worth of military goods. Thus, as

11 we have chatted and sort of kicked it around, our belief

12 informally has been that if 30 million came in, a lot of money

13 was stolen.

14 tE CHAIRMAN, Well, that is precisely what prompted my

15 question on the 25th, because I found that a little hard to

16 believe that it would be --

17 MR. ABRAMSs And I knew that there was no money -- I knew

18 that they had received no money from a foreign government at

19 that date.

20 (Discussion off the record regarding scheduling.)

21 MR. ABRAMS I just wanted to add something if you have

22 no further questions.

23 THE CHAIRMAN: I do have further questions. I was

24 accomodating someone here.

25 The question I am leading up to is on October 5th, when th
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1 123 went down in Nicarag"u, the Director of Central intelligen;.

2 and his Deputy met vith us and they had a -- at that time they
3 had a printout of Iane and truck and other trips into Nicaragua

4 which began, as I recall, around the first of January 1986, and

5 they made it clear that they were sorely after the fact trackin

6 deliveries of equipment and so forth into NicaraS . Didn't

7 know, you know, where the money came from to buy it and all

8 that sort of thing.

9 And what I an asking you is in connection with your

10 meetings with Colonel North, were you able to come to any

11 Judment on whether the contras were being adequately supplied

12 during 1986. Since you have to make overall political Judgments

13 about how long this thing can survive and how do we keep up the

14 pressure and all that sort of thins, it strikes me that you als

15 needed to know whether they were being adequately supplied, and:

16 if they were, how could you improve on that, or where -- what

17 was your impression of where all this stuff was coming from.

18 MR. ABPAMSt Well, two different questions. As to whether

19 they were adequately suppliLed, we never believed that. We slw&a.

20 believed that they should, you know, for one thing should get

21 out supplies so that they coula have w ad

22 they could have much more than they had. They seemed to be

23 adequately supplied in the military area, you know, in the

24 sense that for low level, low tech materiel, they were adequate

25 supplied. I man by that, for example, did they run out of

Io N I,Nmk04 of o t's MWfu0*e ~
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I Ammunition? They may have run out of one type or another at

2 one time or another. I don't recall them being out of auMinitin

3 Problems of getting in to the troops in Nicaragua, yes, but in

4 terms of did they as a force have access to ammunition, yes.

5 Rifles? My memory is the answer to that is yes. That kind of

6 low tech item, yes. I do not recall ever seeing an intelligence

7 report or hearing that that kind of item was in short supply.

8 Nov, if you think about it, once the humanitarian money

9 ran out, they ran out of everything it was buying. It would

10 therefore be logical that what any other money was buying was

11 exclusively military things. Which I think Is probably right.

12 1 mean that is, I think, what

13 THE CHAIRANi But in the again, as I recall the

14 situation, the private donations, whatever that means, sustains.

15 the contrast for some brief period of time from the cutoff of

16 our covert --

17 MR. ABRAMS, Just about a year.

1 THE CHAIRMAN: But then as soon as the humanitarian aid wai

19 passed, perhaps you and others testified here that the private

20 donations dried up. And the story as I recall, and it did seem

21 to make some sense that we got was that no one believed that

22 when we voted $27 million in humanitarian aid, we weren't puttir

23 guns and bullets into the boots.

24 So there was a period of time in the fall and when we --

25 of 85, 1 guess, when we were given tho story that things were

d~ si the rp,.uip4 sth SeMG saI IMAIIN Wet It$ "W.e thMOA the Sued
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1 drying up. But by the first of the year, apparently, the

2 material vas there and while it may not have been totally

3 adequate to the kind of effort that you wanted to engage in,

4 the material was there. And my question is, where did it come

5 from?

* MR. ABRAMS, Weil, I think there were all kinds of shortagq a

7 but not of guns and samnitLon. That Is my memory. Using the

S term carefully. That is to say, rifles, pistol$, that kind.

9 Shortages of a lot of ,cher things. Boots, for exale. I can

10 remember occasions when they couldn't go back into Nicaragua fo

11 lack of boots. Not for lack of rifle ammunition, let us say..

12 We never knew -- I never knew, the Department of State never

13 knew the answer to your question, where are the guns coming

14 from.

is testified once maybe it was here and maybe it was

16 another hearinS I was at -* that the - this war material was

17 being flown in from and that they knew there was a

18 warehouse in That is the full extent of my knowledge

19 of where the gws were coming from. That is. he never said

20 where the -- wthe was paying for that warehouse.

21 But I think that we -- I don't know whether at that hearing

22 we mentioned that warehouse in and that other related

23 question. Not

24 MR. KeNAHONU, No. Just --

25 MR. ABRAMS, We've mentioned it to the rBI. There is aW ft 14r1h o o& i Y "
dad" nT =at
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1 warehouse I with s ike $20 million worth of

2carmaments wh i. - well, we did mention
3 it, but not perhaps in this context. Question arises about thai

4 warehouse, whose $20 million in it? Is it -

5 MR. KMcAHONO You did talk about that.

6 MR. ABRAMS: We reported that to the FBI on the grounds thA t

7 maybe some of this Iranian money was in that warehouse in the

8 sense that if that was who paid for $20 million worth of

9 materiel. Anyway, I did not know, I do not know, who paid for

10 materiel that was in that warehouse in or if it all

11 coes throuh"or wh4cever.

12 Now, I have never seen any intelligence information that

13 1 can recall, about flights from i to presume abl "

14 Nor have I ever seen any intelligence information about, you

15 know, going behin warehouse into who was behind that

16 warehouse. Perhaps they exist and it was not given to the

17 State Department. I haven't a clue. Nor did we investigate.

18 Nor did we, that is to say, ask the Agency to investigate and

19 report to us on who is behind the warehouse, Why? We wanted th

20 contras to succeed. We knew that we -w we thought we knewl it

21 was false - we thought we knew that the U.S. government was

22 not involved in chat in any way. And I had in fact, as 1

23 mentioned last week or two weeks ago, talked to Ridgway and

24 Murphy about contributions. I did not mention Iidgway by name,

25 1 mentioned Murphy; But I had talked, like I said earlier, to

I •~nim..I Ik tk pfrtFnLve tM Semi* rsmW %a* Im me "Uime I&M ,, lesW ="INIo~ Istlikletabm It P"Vida for 4 p,,e" . nudln, to J 9"Mrllm~e
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I Ridgvay. And it was the same answer. forget it. you're not

2 going to get any money out of any of my countries.

3 So ve had no information about that except that I felt

4 pretty damned secure that if, you know, you wouldn't approach

5 a foreign government without the State Department Assistant

6 Secretary known& #bout it.

7 THE CHAIR. I t Elliott, can I ask you -- and I'll stop at

8 this point, but can I ask you why -- because I am now concerned

9 about what happens a year from now or nine months from now .

10 can I ask you why no one in the world will support the contrast?

11 I voted for the -- I mean my only vote in this connection s .1

12 recall, other than back in 83 or 84, when they wore just trying

13 to save the covert action, was in favor of the humanitarian aid.

14 But what I was doing at that time was signalling a United States

15 comitumnt to Nicaragua, which I think we were all trying to do,

16 that we have a commitment to Nicaraga.

17 And that was important because that was supposed to tell

18 everybody else that it is important to do something about the

19 captured revolution in Nicaragua. Now, why is it that nobody

20 else anywhere in the world -- certainly not in Latin America,

21 you said it, nobody in your group, nobody in the Middle East

22 in response to Sill's question -- why is it that nobody will

23 support the contra operation?

24 iR. ABRAMS, Well, first, I think I Lestified lasL week 1

25 believe there had been a small contribution fr in o

esIe MW = = M6
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Pastors prior to the time that I got here, Just for the sake of

tha record, in '83 or 4 or 2 or something. Why? Maybe -- I --

well, who knows? I don't know. Maybe because they think they

are going to fose, because nobody has ever unseated a comunist

government. Maybe they think because if it is a serious enough

problem, we'll take care of it. Maybe because they think that

if they do it in conjunction with us that it will leak. In a

lot of cases, because they don't support the contras. 1 mean,

that is the easiest answer. That is. that probably includes th4

largest number of countries, especially in Latin America.

In other cases, they don't have the resources. I mean,

just to mention a name, if w ere bathed in oil money,

I suppose we might get a contribution from But it

isn't.

SENATOR BRADLEYa How about we don't restructure their

debt?

MR. ADRAMSt This is an argument that we have never tried

before.
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13 SENATOR BRADLEY: Could I ask you Just one question. When-

14 who told you to go t ofor the account?

15 MR. ABRAMS: No one.

16 SENATOR BRADLEY: No one.

17 MR. ABRAMS: No one. I do not recall any conversation --

18 that is, you mean to ask to have an account set up?

19 SENATOR BRADLEY, Yeah.

20 MR. ABRAMS: No one. It seems to me I recall -- I do not

21 recall any conversation -- in other words, there came a time

22 when I saw that I was going to have a meeting with an official

23 of this foreign government. This time was -- well, we'll supply)

24 it, but it seems to me that it was August of 86 that the meeting

25 took place. So prior to that meeting. I do not recall asking
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anybody what do I do. You see, it Was very closely held in the

Department, 8o 1 couldn't have asked anybody on my staff.

Nobody in ARA knew about it. And I don't recall asking Hill or

Platt or the Secretary or anybody what do I do. It seem to

me I made that decision.

SENATOR BRADLEYs So no one authorized you to as in

for the account number.

MR. ABRAMSj As far as I can recall, I never discussed it

with anybody else. Now, after the establishment of-the account,

a number of people knew about it. That is to say, we respected-

SENATOR BRADLEY: You aske to establish the account'

MR. ABRAMSi To figure out a way to have an account

established by the contras.

SENATOR BRADLEY: But that was your decision? No one

above you? You didn't check with anybody?

MR. ABRAMS: I don't recall checking with anybody.

SENATOR BRADLEY: Any what di( say when you said

could you help me establish an account?

MR. ABRAMS: He said yes.

SENATOR BRADLEY: He gave an immediate response?

MR. ABRAMS: My recollection is he said, I can get somebod"

to do that. I can get one of them to do that. Yeah. I'll pas

the message.

SENATOR BRADLEY: So he clearly believed he didn't have to

be authorized?
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MR. ABRAMSi ell, again, none of this was kept in any Sens

secret within the highest levels of the agencies. For example,

Clair George knew that there was an account established which

they called sort of the Abrams Account. He knew that

had been sent down to open this account for 1Oand

that it was sitting empty. S - . I don't know at what

stage, that is, m.ybx aid yes, but check with Clair

before doing. I don't know. Bum m is not the only person

in the Agency who knew about this, Just as I was not the only

person --

SENATOR BRADLEY: But when you asked him, he said yes.

MR. ABRAMS: That is my memory.

SENATOR BRADLEY: Just like I ask you, you say yes, in

the same room at the same time.

MR. ABRAMS: Phone call, secure phone cell -- my memory.

SENATOR BRADLEY: But it was, think you can do this? Two

seconds, the other end of the linei yes.

MR. ABRAMS: My memory -- his memory is better and I think

his memory was yeah, we'll ha v go down and open up

an account. Instant response as I recall.

THE CHAIRMAN: Any other?

(Discussion off the record regarding schedule.)

MR. McMAHON: I have got a couple more quick questions her.

quickly here for the record.

Do you know anything about travel by Hr. Nestor Sanchez

sec to "ous I
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2287 1 during late November of this year to Geneva, Switzerland?

2 MR. ABRAMS: November of this year, like a few weeks ago?
3 MR. McMAHOI5  Yes.

4 HR. ABRAMS: Well. let me think if I knew even that Nestor

5 was out of the country.

6 MR. HcMAHON: He had a long planned trip and deviated from

7 his schedule the day after the announcement by Attorney General

S Hasse, and changed his itinerary to include Switzerland. Do

9 you know anything about that trip?

10 HR. ABRAMS: No, sir.

11 THE CHAIRMAN: For whom is Nestor currently employed?

12 MR. ABRAMS: He is Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense.

13 MR. McMAHON: For International Security Affairs.

14 You mentioned in your testimony that Colonel North took

15 several trips to Central America, but the only trips that you

16 are aware of are those that he took as part of your party or a

17 party?

18 MR. ABRAMSI Part of my party, I think.

19 HR. McMAHOH: You were unaware of individual trips that he

20 made to Central America on his own?

21 MR. ABRAMS: I would be surprised if he had never made any

2 but he went with me a few times -- it may well be that I knew

23 of other trips in which he did not go alone. That is, where

24 he may have gone down with Galvin or he may have gone down wich

25 you know, some other high ranking official.
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I - MR. HcKAHON, You know of no trips that he made by himself

2 MR. ABRANSI t do not know of any trips he made by himself

3 but t would have to say that t kind of assumed that he was

4 going down there from time to time.

5 MR. McMAHON: Why did you make that assumption?

6 MR. ABRAM1  Because he had very good connection with the

7 contras, and I don't think that he could have kept them up any

8 more than I could o could without going down there from

9 time to time.

10 MR. HcMAHO: But you never made any efforts, since that

11 is the area of your responsibility, to know what the National

12 Security Council action officer, in your description, was doing

13 in Central America, or when he was doing it.

14 MR. ABRAMS: I was never aware of any such trips. I mean

15 you are asking -- you give me the question now.

16 MR. McMAHONi I asked you if you ever tried to find out.

17 MR. ABRAMSI No, I never tried to find out, and I am unawa:

18 of any trips that Ollie made which I was not on.

19 MR. McMAHON: But you have a suspicion he did.

20 MR. ABRAMSt As you asked me the question, I have to give

21 you my -- the honest answer is my suspicion is that he probably:

22 did. But I was unaware of any at the timt and I am unaware of

23 any now. He did go down roughly, order of magnitude, in- the

24 year and a half I've been doing this, six times with me. Never

25 alone with me but as part of groups that included me.
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1 MR. HcMAHON: That's all the questions I have, Hr. Chairs

2 THE CHAIRMAN, All right. Hr. Abrams, thank you for the

3 testimony chat you have provided. You are requested to remain

4 available for further proceedings at the call of the Chair. Yo%

5 will also remain under oath in the event that further proceedir

6 requiring your attendance are called.

7 The Committee further admonishes you not to discuss your

S testimony today with any ocher persons involved in the matter

9 under investigation in this hearing.

10 Do you understand the admonition?

11 MR. ABRA4S: Let me ask. That is to say, for example, .tha

12 i says to me what happened in the Comittee room,

13 1 should say I an not allowed to tell you.

14 THE CHAIRMANt That's right. And or anybody else.

is HR. ABJRAM S Obviously Olli. North or -- pardon?

is THE CHAIRMAN: Could be George Shultz.

17 R. ABRAKS, Well, now, what about --

is THE CHAIRMAN: Anybody in the State Department is subject

19 to call.

__ 0- - -HR_--ARAHSL.-- -lst f rl- i that.ifth t -r c-Seratry---

21 says, how did it go, I should say --

22 THE CHAIRMAN: it went wonderfully.

23 HR. ABRANS: Do I have that on the authority of the

24 Chairman? It's a serious question actually. What do I say?

25 I am not permitted to say anything or --
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1 THE CHAIRMAN, That's right. And I think the -- I mean

2 it is appropriate for you, in light of the discussion about

3 country X, that you demonstrate to -- well, two things I get

4 an impression of out of this meeting. One, you can share with

5 him certainly without being specific about who said what to

6 whom, the concern that everybody on the Committee expressed abo

7 the difference between the November 25th hearing and this

a hearing. I think that's -- apart from this investigation, the

9 Secretary of State ought to be aware of that just as you were

10 made aware of it.

11 MR. ABRAMS: Just as a matter of Congressional relations.

12 THE CHAIRMAN: And then I am sure it is appropriate to

13 indicate the reaction you got with regard to country X, which

14 1 think you got here today. Behind that, I think, at least

15 just on my part, is a concern that the -- that the State

16 Department can make certain judgments about what should or

17 should not be available to this Comittee because it, quote,

18 "doesn't have an intelligence involvement." And no so much

19 that that is important to this investigation. It is probably

20--mozeimpQrtant to the relations between the Department of State T
21 and this Committee on matters in which there is some overlap.

22 So I think there is a concern here that we couldn't be told

23 1 for one appreciate why the Secretary is taking that position

24 MR. ABRAMS: With respect to the name of the country and

25 anything else, am I supposed to do anything. You are doing a
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subpoena, so I don't have to produce any information on that.

THE CHAIRMM, No, I don't think there is anything you

have to do.

HR. ABRAMS, Thank you.

THE CHAIRMN: Thank you, very much.

(Whereupon, at 5124 o'clock p.m., the hearing was

adjourned.)
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Hr. Johnson. The congressional strategy?
2

Mr. Abrams. Yes. Basically we almost had -- when I

3 arrived the $27 million came very quickly, so we didn't talk
4 about that much. I guiss the foundation had been laid before
5 my arrival, because I got there ih late July and the $27

million was approved in August.

No. I mean, if you think that you are going to sit around

with somebody like General Moellering and discuss illegal

fund raising, you are nuts.

10 Mr. Johnson. I can't qualify it with the word illegal.

You obviously are very creative down there in terms of what

U can be done legally. It strikes me this is the most pressing

13 issue in the region, the contra policy is clearly the thing.

14 14r. Abrame. No, no, no. We had just succeeded. I came

15 on board in August and the first thing that happened was we

is got $27 million bucks and w spent a long time trying to get

17 the Nicaraguan humanitarian aid office set up and funding

18 and distributing money.

The second thing we did was I got authorized by the

Ermj J President to begin to take soundings on the Hill as of Novembe

2 1 or do, in December, after Thanksgiving, we started our program

C, 22 to get the hundred million. We in the State Department knew

s . l exactly what to do. Spend the $27 and get the hundred, and

~ 34 ge~between
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3

4 Mr. Johnson. So despite the fact you characterized the

5 $27 at the time as totally inadequate in terms of amount,

6 unworkable in terms of restrictions and the contras needed a

7 lot more stuff and they were constantly painted as not having

8 enough and this is I think fair to say, in the Administration's

9 view, the most important policy pusring in the region, and

this just didn't come up, this problem?

Mr. Abrams. Sure it came up. It came up in the first

month in getting the $27 million,- and then it came up in

13 figuring out how to spend the $27 million, and then it came

up in figuring out how to get the hundred million. That was

our job. Our job was not to go out and get little old

ladies in Texas to give us money, and we didn't do that.16

1r. Oliver. Can you give me a list of the people who17

participated in the famLiliarization program in 1985 and 1986?

Kr. Abrams. Sure.1*

r. Kurz. I just have one question. then you dealt

with OLlie North, were those dealings directly between the

two of you or did those cminicaticns, conversations, meetings

often occur with your deputies?
as

Mr. Abrams. Oh, yes. It was a complete mixture. That
24

is, a certain amount of it was Ollie and me, usually on aSS;~

F
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MR. McFAODEN: o yeu have any knowledge that

it is a proprietary oP Project Oemocracy?

MR. ABRANS: No.

MS. WILKINS: Can I ask who you thought built

the airstiitp? What was your understanding of who used

the airstrip, who built it, what it was there for?

MR. AIRAMS: My understanding was nobody ever

used the airstrip. Maybe that's wrong, but that it had

never quite gotten into operation.

My memory is that when I was in Costa Rica,

which, again, I place as sort of March - April *Nay in

198, somebody was building An airstrip, not that there

was an airstrip. And then Arias was sworn in I think

August 8, so my understanding is It was never used.

What was it? Well, as I say, we knew that

there were outside benefactors. We knew that the

Contras were getting lots of, at least amtunition,

getting military equipment - If not cash, then at least

m.'Itary equipment. And I think It Is fair to say thati everybody involved in the RIl knew that Ollie was

somehow connected with this but did not know how.

Once he said to me -- and I think to Rich

Armltage - that he was absolutely straight ..nd that he

was not violating the law .. I think Rich asked him are

you violating the law -- Am" fSil e, don't
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remealber the Context, I have never solicited any, I am
not violating the law.' And once he said to me
everything that I may be doing I have passed by the
White House Counsel.

So, that satisfied my --

MS. WILKINS: I'm Just trying to understand

how you learned of It, if you didn't have a good idea of
what It was, that Ollie just mentioned there was this

trip --

MR. ABRANS: It's perfectly plausible.

MS. WILKINS: -- with no --

MR. ASIAS: I think we use the term

4benefactors.0 Benefactors are people who are actually
building an airstrip iAnd it was
perfectly plausible to me that the person who would know
about this was Ollie, because he had the est
Information ab"%t. prteAle - Me4_i a'-it"

more InformalIe abO k&" t.

I think Cost of us were careful not to ask
lots of questions, other than once in a while, to say Is

this all okay IS this stuff egal -- once In a hle.

I had soe reassurance of that when he said

It had been run by the White Rouse Counsel.

MS. WILKINS: Old the Secretary know that-it

was there, the airstrip?
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EXHIBIT EA-33
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EXHIBIT EA-34
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EXHIBIT EA-35
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EXHIBIT EA-36
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EXHIBIT EA-37

January 27. 1l9S

Mr. Trine Starnes
Chairman, Century Capital
6001 Westheimer, suite 100
Houston, TX 77042

Dear Mr. Starnes:

You are cordially Invited to a briefing in the
Rooseve I t Room of the Wh Ite House. The br I ef I ng w I I I be on
President Reagan's legislative Initiative In support of t'he
Nicaraguan Freedom Fighters.

The President Is attending. Donald T. Regan, White
HGase Chief Of Staff, Elliott Abrm, Undersecretary of
State for Latin American Affairs, and Admiral John
Poindexter, National Security Advisor, will be conducting
the briefing along with me.

The succ ss of the President's tnitlative is absolutely
critical to the establishment of true peace, freedom and
democracy In Nicaragua and the rest of Central America. The
defeat of comunism In Nicaragua Is an urgent Issue for the
future of American national security.

Your attendance and participation Is vital to President
Reagan's success. I look forward to being with you at 2:30
p.m. on January 30, 1350.

Sincerely yours,

Spitz Channell,. President
National Ensment for the

Preservation of Liberty

A 0030834
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EXHIBIT EA-8
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EXHIBIT EA-40

P~catfA 4144

-LtIQO
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A 0030576
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EXHIBIT EA-41

August 25. 1906

Memo to David FIScher

RE: Draft memo for Don Regan

FROM: Sp Itz ChannelI I Nat IonalI End~wt f or' .th4
Preservation of Libertyd.,4fA4 Ai'.' 'LO

in January 1986, the National Endowment for the
Preservation of Liberty and Sentinel Initiated a s4.1
million educational and lobbying campaign which eventually
reached 26 states. The purpose of this 8 month campaign was
to give support to President Reagan's Nicaraguan policies
with special focus on the Freedom Fighter aid package the
President submitted to the Congress for approval in January.

Many consider this effort to be the largest of Its kind
devoted to supportIng Ronald Reagan on a foreign policy
issue In the past 6 years.

Television educational and Informational messages were
broadcast by the National Endowment for the Preservation of
Liberty In 49 Congressional districts and the Distric of
Columbia In varying degrees of Intensity from March through
August (139 days). Ads were broadcast In difficult-to-win
Congressional districts whose Congressmen were undecided as
to their vote for or against Freedom Fighter aid. Over
$2,500.000 went to the television campaign alone.
A '""-i OOO was spent by Sentinel directly to build

)J Congressional support for President Reagan. This Included
) advocacy television messages In 32 Congressional districts,
" the production of two 30 minute television documentaries

supporting the Nicaraguan Freedom Fighter cause filmed
secretly In Nicaragua, active lobbying of Congress by a
staff of 8. newspaper ads In major media markets (New York
and the Dltrict of Columbia), and continuous work with
Assistant Secretary. Bureau of Inter-American Affairs,
Department of State. Elliott Abrams.
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S800.000 was Spent by the National Endo@ment for the
Pr{ieervatlon of Liberty to conduct pro-Nlcaraguan Freedom
Fithter speaking tours in 27 Congressional districts In the
7 ainths -r ovthS first House vote In March on Freedom
Fighter aid.

S$5.000 was devoted to nine Washington, D.C. briefings
with opinion leaders, political activists, and volunteer
supporters for the Nicaraguan Freedom F-Ighter cause.

On the day In June of the historic House reversal.
which resulted In a victory for Ronald Reagan on Freedom
Fighter aid. It was determined that the National Endowment
for the Preservation of Liberty and Sentinel had carried the
support program for the President successfully Into 32 of
the 51 Democratic districts that ultimately stood with
Ronald Reagan on this Issue.
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EXHIBIT EA-42

United Stes Depamnent 4f Staie

Amdim* Snw"si qf S..
for -mAl~ma Aj0W"

October 17, 1986

Mr. Carl Russell Channell
President
National adowement for the
Preservation of Liberty

suite 350 South
1331 Pennsylvania Avenue# s. w.
Washington, DC 20004

Dear Spita

With the passage of the Skelton-idwards amendment
In the ouse and the knte's reaffirmation of its
earlier support for aid to the Nicaraguan democratic
resistance, we are beginning a new, historic chapter
in U.S. policy toward Central America. This new hope
for democracy in Nicaragua could not have been achieved
without your assistant.

Your dedication to the democratic cause and your
tireless efforts In telling the story of Nicaraguan
suffering at the hands of the Sandinistas were crucial
elements in developing the public and political
awareness that resulted in Congressional victory.

You have sat both a standard and a challenge to
which we must all aspire If we are to be successful
In Central America.

9 
cely,

75-542 - 88 - 26
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EXHIBiT EA-44

L nitrd mates DeLe,4nnli (f tIatr

Nrshinpmo. D.C. 25v

utMAY 22 19W

TO: INR - Norton Abraowuitz

FROM: ARA - Elliott Abrams~ot

SUBJECT: News Story on Administration. Support for Private

Donors of Aid to the Nicaraguan Resistance

The Miami Herald carried an article on May 6 concerning the
role of the MSC's 01110 North in Introducing potential donors
to resistance representatives and raised the possibility that
North's activities may have violated the Congressional ban on
aid to the resistance. The source of the information about
North was given as a 'State Department intelligence analyst'.

The President's request for aid faces an uphill battle for
Congressional approval. These reports only make our efforts to
gain approval of the President's request more difficult. I
hope you will join me in reemphasizing the need fot sensitivity
in our dealings with the press on this issue.

DOC. 3981c

um.-
ft .

TO:~~~~ OX -ronD[IoTt
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TO: ARA - pr. El2-o:: Aran

FROM: NR - Morton Abram i'Az
SUBJECT: News Story on Adminis:ration Support for P:ivate

Donors of Aid to the Nicaraguan Resistance

Thanks for calling our attention to the Miami Herald
article. I have directed that a thorough security
investigation be conducted immediately in 'NR to try to
determine if anyone here was in fact a source.

I am troubled however by the statement in your memo that
ays "the source of the information about North was given as a

state Department intelligence analyst." The article (attacned)
lists the fadlowing sources:

-- Philip Mabry of Ft. Worth
-- 'A congressional source'
--'Administration sources'
--*Administration sources intimately involved in the contra

programs'
-- 'A State Department intelligence analyst*
-- 'Administration sources
-- 'An administration official authorized to reply to

inquiries
:-ther adminrist:ation officials'
-- A dy .Iessin;
-- Tor Davy

Joa.nalists cover their sources, so that the same source
may be quoted ore than once (and it is curious tnat he would
seemingly finger IN.) but it is clear that tnere were a goodly
nuxoer ot sources. At all events, given Congressional
strictures on the intelligence community in regard to support
of the D, I don't think Ollie would have given any INA
officer the name of a private security consultant to whom
potential conta aid donors were to no referred. it would also
be surprising tnat such an event would have gone unreported to
our Front Office.

Attachent:
1. Miami Nerald Article
2. aoraas/Acramow'tz memo of 5/22/86

• " ' D ,'7 .: ~
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EXHIBIT EA-45

ARA PRESS GUIDANCE WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 17, 1986

NICARAGUA: STATE KNEW ABOUT COVERT ARMS SHIPMENTS TO CONTRAS?

Q Any comment on reports that the Department recieved
regu)ar reports about covert arms shipments to the
Contras?

AS WE HAVE STATED PREVIOUSLY, IT WAS COMMON KNOWLEDGE

THAT THERE WERE ARMS SHIPMENTS TO THE NICARAGUAN

DEMOCRATIC RESISTANCE, BUT WE WERE UNAWARE OF HOW THE

SHIPMENTS WERE FINANCED.

THE DEPARTMENT DOES NOT KEEP TRACK OF THE ACTIVITIES

OF U.S. CITIZENS OVERSEAS. THIS APPLIES TO U.S.

CITIZENS WHO ASSIST THE SALVADORAN GUERRILLAS AND THE

SANDINISTA GOVERNMENT AS WELL AS THOSE WHO SUPPORT THE

NICAkAGUAN DEMOCRATIC RESISTANCE.

THE RECORD IS CLEAR THAT WE ENCOURAGED ALL GROUPS AND

INDIVIDUALS WHO MAY HAVE BEEN CONSIDERING PROVIDING

SUPPORT TO THE RESISTANCE TO SEEK LEGAL COUNSEL TO

HAKE CERTAIN THAT THEIR ACTIVITIES WERE CONSISTENT

WITH U.S. LAW. U.S. GOVERNMENT AGENCIES DO NOT

INVESTIGATE THE ACTIVITIES OF U.S. CITIZENS OVERSEAS

IN THE ABSENCE OF A CLEAR INDICATION THAT U.S. LAWS

ARE BEING VIOLATED.
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DRAFTARA/P:TBTAYLOR
CLBAR: ARA/P:G. LAGANA

ARA: WWALKR/JMICHEL/EABRAIS
2405A 40-41
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.. ARA PRESS GUIDANCE Thursday, October 23, 1986

NICARAGUA: CONTRA AID NETWORK ESTABLISHED BY ADMINISTRATION?

Q. Any comment on today's New York Times report that a private
contra aid network was established in 1983 to ensure
thatlethal and nonlethal aid would be received by the
contras despite any actions the Congress might take, and
that Elliott Abrams provided the overall strategy within
the Administration?

A. I WOULD POINT OUT TO YOU THAT ELLIOTT ABRAMS BECAME

ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR INTER-AMERICAN AFFAIRS IN JULY OF

1985. IN 1983 HE WAS ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

AND HUMANITARIAN AFFAIRS. ACCOUNTS INDICATING THAT HE

MASTERMINDED A PROGRAM DEVELOPED IN 1983 TO PROVIDE SUPPORT

FOR THE NICARAGUAN DEMOCRATIC RESISTANCE ARE NOT BORN& OUT

BY THE FACTS.

SUPPLY OF ARMS TO THE NICARAGUAN DEMOCRATIC RESISTANCE

APPARENTLY IS BEING CARRIED OUT BY PRIVATE GROUPS, WHICH WE

DO NOT CONTROL. THE ADMINISTRATION'S POSITION IS THAT

THESE PRIVATE EFFORTS ARE POSITIVE SO LONG AS THEY ARE

CARRIED OUT IN A MANNER CONSISTENT WITH U.S. LAW.
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. How about after he became Assistant Secretary for
Inter-Anerican Affairs?

A. -- ASSISTANT SECRETARY ABRAMS HAS STATED TEAT HE HAS NEVER

BEEN INVOLVED IN ANY WAY IN FINANCING, ORGANIZING,

SUPERVISING, OR DIRECTING ANY PROGRAM TO PROVIDE ARMS TO

THE NICARAGUAN RSXSTANCE. I=

Drafted: ARA/P GLagana
Cleared: ARA RWlagan/WGWalker/JHqichel/EAbrans

Doc. 1620A, 61/11

.1
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.- ARA PRESS GUIDANCE Thursday, October 16, 1986

NICARAGUA/EL SALVADOR: PRIVATE SUPPORT FOR CONTRAS

Is it true that private Americans are supporting the
contras by helping to provide arms, and is the U.S.
government aware of their activity?

A. -- IT IS COMMON KNOWLEDGE THAT PRIVATE CITIZENS IN THIS

COUNTRY AND ELSEWHERE ARE ASSISTING THE NICARAGUAN

DEMOCRATIC OPPOSITION. AS WE HAVE STATED MANY TIMES

BEFORE, WE DO NOT KEEP TRACK OF THE ACTIVITIES OF U.S.

CITIZENS OVERSEAS IN THE ABSENCE OF A CLEAR INDICATION THAT

U.S. LAWS ARE BEING VIOLATED. THIS APPLIES TO U.S.

CITIZENS WHO ASSIST THE SALVADORAN GUERRILLAS AND THE

SANDINISTA GOVERNMENT AS WELL AS THOSE WHO SUPPORT THE

NICARAGUAN DEMOCRATIC RESISTANCE.

Q. Is eU.S. government helping them in any way? _ 5 (
A. NO. WE HA STATED MANY TIMES THAT E UNITED STATES

GOVERNMENT-IS INVOLVED IN ANY WAY IN INANCING,

ORGANIZING, SUPERV ING, OR DIRECTING ANY PR RAM TO

PROVIDE ARMS TO THE N RAGUAN DEMOCRATIC RESIST CE WHILE

OUR INVOLVEMENT IN SUCH A VITIES WAS PROHIBITED BY

CONGRESS.

A (7)e
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Have U.S. officials h unofficial but operational contcts
in the U.S. or in region with private individua or
groups supplying supporting the contrast?

A. THE UNITED RATES GOVERNMENT HAS NOT BEEN OLVED

OPERATION LLY IN ANY WAY IN ACTIVITIE OR THE NICARAGUAN

DEMOC TIC OPPOSITION IN WHICH T CONGRESS HAS PROHIBITED

U.S. INVOLVEMENT.

'O. Has the U.S. government been involved in any other way?

A. -- IT IS COMMON KNOWLEDGE THAT THE U.S GOVERNMENT POLICY YIEW

C IS ONET SUPPORT FOR THE NICARAGUAN 
DE RATIC RESISTANCE,

( AND U.S. OF IALS HAVE APPEARED AT RALLIE ND FUND

/RAISING ACTIVITIE HAT HAVE BEEN REPORTED IN T PRESS.

Drafted: 
TR 

/ 
ICaan

THE ADMINISTRATION HAS SO ANNOUNCED TO THE PRESS 1hel

OF SENIOR U.S. GOVERNMENT 0 CIALS WITH LEADERS OF THE

NICARAGUAN DEMOCRATIC RESISTANCE HAS OPENLY

U(~P ACKNOWLEDGED OT3ER SUCH MEETINGS HELD A HE STATE

DEPARTMENT AND OTHER AGENCIES NOT PROHIBITED F M HAVING

CONTACT WITh MEMBERS OF THE RESISTANCE.

Drafted: AMA/P GLagana

Cleared: ARA JHMichel

Doc. 1620A, 44/I
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'ARA PRESS GUIDANCE Tuesday, October 14,1986'

EL SALVADOR/NICARAGUA- U.S. INVOLVEMENT IN CONTRA SUPPLY FLIGHTS?

0. Is the United States over nment involved in supplying arms
to the contras from bases in El Salvador or anywhere else?

A. -- /THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT IS NOT AND HAS NOT BEEN

(to'fORGANIZING, DIRECTING, SUPERVISING, OR FINANCING IN ANY WAY

16 ?0 ANY PROGRAM TO PROVIDE ARMS TO THE NICARAGUAN DEMOCRATIC

RESISTANCE SINCE OUR INVOLVEM.ENT IN SUCH ACTIVITIES WAS

PROHIBITED BY CONGRESS.- 1 -wpm U T*=r=

Q. Did the State Department know that arms supply activJties
were being conducted?

A. IT IS COMMON KNOWLEDGE THAT SUCH ACTIVITIES HAVE BEEN

TAKING PLACE.
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0. What does the government know about the activities of riax
Gomez--also known as Felix Rodriguez?

A. I BELIEVE THE VICE-PRESIDENT HAS ADDRESSED THAT QUESTION,

AND I HAVE NOTHING TO ADD TO HIS STATEMENT.

sAe-... *RI'M2193 WE WERE UNAWARE OF ANY ACTIVITIES MR.

GOMEZ MIGHT HAVE BEEN CONDUCTING IN SUPPORT OF THE

NICARAGUAN DEMOCRATIC RESISTANCE.

Q. How can it be' that a U.S. citizen was in El Salvador
running a contra supply program without the knowledge of
the State Department?

A. 'WE WERE FORBIDDEN BY LAW FROM BEING INVOLVED WITH SUPPLYING

THE NICARAGUAN DEMOCRATIC RESISTANCE WITH THE EXCEPTION OF

THE HUMANITARIAN ASSISTANCE PROGRAM APPROVED BY THE

CONGRESS. 'WE HAVE OBEYED THAT LAW. &SCMAS.U f ,--fB-

...... I~ur P!2L D -;v *.*fl- hTVTTI OUR ONLY

MnTrr C"' E &AQ-ReII 2 flZAL1412M.C. 'iEN OUvfT N_
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Q. Who is tax Gomez?

A. -- THE VICE-PRESIDENT'S OFFICE HAS ADDRESSED THAT QUESTION.

BEYOND THAT, WE DO NOT KEEP TRACK OF THE ACTIVITIES OF

PRIVATE CITIZENS.

0. Salvadoran Armed Forces Chief of Staff Adolfo Blandon has
said Gomez was not working for the Salvadoran government.
Does the Department maintain that he actually was working
for the government of El Salvador?

A. AS I STATED, WE DO NOT KEEP RECORDS ON PRIVATE CITIZENS,

NOR DO WE KEEP TRACK OF OTHER GOVERNMENTS' PAYROLLS. MR.

GOMEZ--OR MR. RODRIGUEZ--WAS NOT EMPLOYED BY THE U.S.

GOVERNMENT.

Q. Was the Department aware of his presence in El Salvador?

A.

X;IxLLBq AGAIN, WE DO NOT KEEP TRACK OF THE ACTIVITIES

OF U.S. CITIZENS ABROAD.
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Is Gomez or any other U.S. official working in El Salvador
to support the contras?

A. -- I CANNOT SPEAK FOR THE ACTIVITIES OF PRIVATE CITIZENS.

THERE IS NOT NOW NOR HAS THERE BEEN ANY U.S GOVERNMENT

INVOLVEMENT IN EFFORTS TO PROVIDE MILITARY ASSISTANCE TO

THE NICARAGUAN DEMOCRATIC RESISTANCE SINCE SUCH ASSISTANCE

BY THE U.S. GOVERNMENT WAS PROHIBITED BY THE U.S. CONGRESS.

Drafted ARA/P GLagana

Cleared ARA WGWalker/JHMichel/EAbrams

Doc. 1620A, 28/I
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ARA PRESS GUIDANCE TUESDAY, OCTOBER 7, 1986

NICARAGUA SANDINISTAS SHOOT DOWN USG AIRCRAFT?

0. What can you tell us about reports from .anagua that a
USG aircraft was shot down and that the crew with the
exception of one member was killed?

A. -- THE 4 DETAILS SURROUNrNG THE INCIDENT ARE STILL

SKETCHY.

I CAN TELL YOU THAT THE PLANE AND CREW IN QUESTION ARE

NOT AFFLIATED WITH THE U.S. GOVERNMENT AND.

THAT NEITHER THE FLIGHT , THE CREW, THE PLANE, NOR THE

CARGO WAS FINANCED BY THE U.S. GOVERNMENT. SANDINISTA

ALLEGATIONS THAT THE AIRCRAFT BELONGS TO THE USG AND

THAT THE ONE SURVIVING AMERICAN iS A MILITARY ADVISOR

IN EL SALVADOR ARE FALSE.

ACCORDING TO THE INFORMATION AVAILABLE AT THIS TIME,

THERE APPEARS TO BE ONLY ONE SURVIVOR, AND THE
SANDINISTA GOVERNMENT CLAIMS THAT HE IS A U.S.

74#4 £PI&Wr
CITIZEN. WE UNDERSTAND THAT HAS REQUESTED CONSULAR

ACCESS, AND WILL INSIST THAT THE SANDINISTA GOVERNMENT

GRANT THAT ACCESS IMMEDIATELY. IF INDEED THE

SANDINISTA GOVERNMENT IS HOLDING THE BODIES"OF

DECEASED AMERICANS, THEN THEY MUST BE RETURNED TO

THEIR FAMILIES IMMEDIATELY.
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0. Could this have been a flight sponsored by private

donors?

IN ORDER TO FILL THE VOID LEFT WHEN U.S. MILITARY

ASSISTANCE TO THE NICARAGUAN DEIOCRATIC RESISTANCE WAS

PROHIBITED BY THE CONGRESS, THE DEMOCRATIC RESISTANCE

FORCES HAVE RECEIVED ASSISTANCE FROM A NUMBER OF

PRIVATE DONORS.

0. What is the U.S. government's view of these private
efforts?

A. THIS ADMINISTRATION HAS MADE CLEAR ITS SUPPORT FOR THE

NICARAGUAN DC4OCRATZC RESISTANCE. WE DO OT

DISCOURAGE PRIVATE SUPPORT AS LON AS THAT SUPPORT

DOES NOT VIOLATE U.S. LAW. THIS SUPPORT HAS BEEN

PARTICULARLY IMPORTANT WHILE RESTRICTIONS ON OFFICIAL

U.S. GOVERNMENT SUPPORT FOR THE RESISTANCE ARE IN

EFFC. WE HAVE ENCOURAGED ALL GROUPS AND INDIVIDUALS

CONTEPLATING PROVIDING SUPPORT TO THE RESISTANCE TO

SEEK LEGAL COUNSEL TO MAKE CERTAIN THA-T THEIR

ACTIVITIES ARE CONSISTENT WITH U.S. LAW.
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Since you mentioned the private groups, do you have
any iC ea which of the private groups the aircraft
belonged to?

WE HAVE NOT YET DETERMINED WHO WAS OPERATING THE

FLIGHT. WE CAN STATE CATEGORICALLY, HOWEVER, THAT

NEITHER THE PLANE NOR ANY OF THE CREW MEMBERS WERE

AFFILIATED WITH THE U.S. GOVERNMENT

0. If you have not identified the crew members, how can
you state categorically that they are not affiliated
with the U.S. government?

A. THERE ARE NO U.S. GOVERNMENT SUPPLY FLIGHTS TO TItZ

NICARAGUAN DEMOCRATIC RESISTANCE. SUCH FLIGHTS ARE

PROHIBITED BY LAW, AND WE ARE IN FULL COMPLIANCE WITH

THE LAW.

Q. What about the humanitarian assistance program? Were
you not flying supplies down to the contras while that
program was in effect?

TMILE THIS PROG M WAS IN FORCE, THE UNITED STATES WAS

SUPPLYING HUMANITARIAN AND LOGISTICAL ASSISTANCE TO

THE RESISTANCE.

-- MORE! MORE", MORE!
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FUNDS FOR THAT PROGRAM WERE DEPLETED SOME TIME AGO,

AND THERE IS CURRENTLY NO PROGRAM TO REPLACE IT. NO

U.S. GOVERNMENT AIRCRAFT OR PERSONNEL HAVE BEEN USED

TO DELIVER ASSISTANCE TO THE RESISTANCE FORCES.

0. Where did the flight originate?

A. NO COMMENT.

C. Any response to the charge made yesterday by
Congressman Henry Gonzalez (D-Texas) that a military
transport plane that crashed Saturday in San Antonio
was carrying explosives or had come to pick up
explosives for the contrast?

A. -- THAT CHARGE IS UNTRUE. THERE ARE NO U.S. GOVERNMENT

SUPPLY FLIGHTS BEING CONDUCTED FOR THE RESISTANCE.

SUCH ACTIVITIES WOULD BE AGAINST THE LAW, AND THIS

ADMINISTRATION IS IN FULL COMPLIANCE WITH THE LAW.

Drafted: ARA/P TBTaylor/GLagana
Cleared AM/CEN RGodard/RMelton

rA!tCJ!EMR DRlabdan
DOD/OASD/PA JPerraro
ARA WWalker/JHMichel/EAbraus

Doc. 2405A, 56/11
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ic-I know he wouldn't want to talk to us, we are just Republi-
can-but the Democratic members-of that committee?

Mr. AsAMS. I would recommend it.
Mr. BARNS. The time of the gentleman has expired. I am sure

the Speaker would be happy to talk to the gentleman.
Mr. HYDE. You will suggest that to him in between writing

"Dear Commandante" letters to get our man treated more fairly?
Mr. BARNS. The Chair recognizes the distinguished member of

the full committee who has joined us for the hearing this after-
noon, Mr. Levine of California. "

Mr. Lvima. I thank the gentleman and I want to commend the
Chair for calling these hearings. He is doing it at a very difficult
time in an effort to adjourn the Congress with a variety of other
activities going on and I think he has done a marvelous job, as
usual.

I, unfortunately, was not privy to the Intelligence Committee
hearing yesterday, and, Mr. Secretary, it is possible you went over
some of this at that time.

SAUDI ARABIA INVOLVEMENT IN PRIVATE FUNDING OF CONTRAST

But I believe it is appropriate to review this in public hearings,
as well. There have been, as I am sure you know, a variety of news-
paper accounts, some dating back several months, alleging-and in
these newspaper accounts citing a variety of sources, unnamed, but
different sources alleging that there has been explicit Saudi Arabi-
an involvement in the funding of private assistance to the Contras,
and, in fact, specifically alleging in several of these stories that as
a quid pro quo, if you will, for the United States' sale to Saudi
Arabia of the AWACS [Airborne Warning and Control System] ap-
proved in 1982, that the Saudis would cooperate in a back door
fashion with those efforts that have been occurring privately to
fund the Contras.

Most recently, in the past several days, alleations of Saudi in-
volvement in these activities have surfaced on the front page of the
Los Angeles Times, on the front page of Newsday, and throughout
the chain of the Hearst newspapers, and in most of these stories,
one of the links that has been mentioned has been a former Air
Force general by the name of Richard Secord.

I don't have any knowledge other than what I have read in these
newspapers. They have been so prominent as to reach the front
page of the major newspaper in my area, the Los Angeles Times.

Addressed these questions many months ago, when they first oc-
curred, to Assistant Secretary.of State Richard Murphy in a hear-
ing of the Europe and the Middle East Subcommittee.

And Secretary Murphy, for whom I have the highest regard, both
professionally and personally and who is ordinarily one of the most
puardedand cautious and careful of witnewses, instead of respond-
ing as he frequently does with saying, "I will have to get back to N
you, I will have to check, I will have to look into it," gave us a very
clear and flat denial.

Mr. ABRAMS. That is correct.
Mr. LEVINE. And said there was no involvement whatsoever. I

am interested in your specific response, and having heard the two-
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word responses, I am interested in your thoughts as to why these
reports continue to recur from such disparate sources, and in the
context of these reports they appear to be coming from very differ-
ent places.

The L.A. Times quoted, I believe, sources in the Contra leader-
ship, whereas Newsday quoted sources in the U.S. Government.

And I am interested in as much information as you might be
able to provide to us on this subject.

Mr. AnRAms. Well, first, Secretary Murphy told you what is true.
There have been no arrangements with those characteristics. I
remind you of the so-called Pell amendment-

Mr. LEVINz. The what?
Mr. ABRAMS. The Pell amendment, which makes it unlawful to

condition United States aid or assistance of any sort on help for the
resistance forces in Nicaragua. That would apply to any foreign
government.

Now, why do people say this? People say lots of things that are
lies. I pick up the newspaper every morning and people say the
CIA was involved in this. If they know what they are talking about
then they are lying. I cannot even speculate as to why anybody
would say it.

Obviously, some people think-well, I can speculate. Some people
think they are going to build themselves up with reporters by
giving them a scoop, although it happens to be a lying scoop.
Maybe they think they are helping or hurting the resistance. I
don't know.

All I know is it isn't true.
Mr. LEVINE. Have you read these reports, specifically the one in

Newsday-
Mr. An.sms. I didn't read it, but I was told about it.
Mr. LzViNz. Let me read you two sentences, and I would be in-

terested in your response to these.
"U.S. Defense sources disclosed yesterday that the flight,"-and

this was the Hasenfus flight-"hadbeen paid for by Saudi Arabian
funds. This was confirmed by an Intelligence Committee senior
staff ienbe."

Had you heard either of those?
Mr. ABRAMs. No, I hadn't. Assuming the reporter talked to a

senior staffer, I wish the Intelligence Committee would find out
who that person is, because he o she is lying to the press about
things never said to the Intelligente Committee.

If they had been said, the staffer needs to go to jail anyway for
violating the secrecy of that committee, but that had never been
said, so it is just a flat out lie.

Mr. L"VINL When you do get allegations of this nature, do you
or your Department do anything to investigate where they come
from, their veracity or anythingelse about them?

Mr. AnRAms. We have our hands full investigatLig leaks from
within the administration. We leave the ones from the Hill to your
tender mercies.

Mr. LEVINz. The first one was not from the Hill; it was from the
Defense Department.

Mr. ABRAMS. No, I have no idea.
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Mr. LvNE. But you make a total, complete, flat denial of the
entire allegation. This isn't a question of your not knowing. This is
a question of your knowing that it is flatly untrue.

Mr. ABRA s. I have, in fact-I know Assistant Secretary Murphy
said that. I do not believe it is conceivable that such a thing could
hap en without my knowing about it, given my position.

Mr. BARNES. The time of the gentleman has expired. We have a
vote on.

Mr. Roth, who is not a member of the subcommittee but a
member of the full committee, has been very patient. Have you got
a couple of quick questions, Toby? I was going to let the Secretary
go.

Mr. RoTH. If I could just have 30 seconds.
Mr. BARNes. Great.
Mr. Rom. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
You have stated no one has yet had access, including the Red

Cross or any doctors to Mr. Hasenfus, other than the U.S. consul,
who was allowed about 11 minutes with him. I am very much con-
cerned about Mr. Hasenfus, as are all the Members-of Congress.

I also have a personal interest in the case of Mr. Hasenfus. He is
a constituent of mine. As you know, as we discussed last week, I
have asked our mission at the United Nations to request the Secre-
tary General to appoint a special representative to Nicaragua to
act as an intermediary and to investigate Mr. Hasenfus physical
and psychological condition.

I would appreciate your help in that endeavor and ask the mem-
bers of this committee to do likewise.

Mr. ABRAMs. Thank you.
I might add, pressure comes from Congress to allow him to be,

for example, examined by an independent doctor, say, from the
United Nations or something like that, or the International Red
Cross in Switzerland, would be very helpful, because it would seem,
I think, less political than pressure from the administration might,
and might, therefore, move the Sandinistas more.

So, I would hope many Members of Congress would join you, as
Mr. .a.enfu.' Congress.-, %inpgi- your views as strongly
as you have.

Mr. RoT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. BARNES. I would be happy to join Mr. Roth and any other

Members in writing that "Dear Commandante" letter, urging the
Sandinistas to permit medical examination of Mr. Hasenfus and
permit his wife to visit him.

Mr. Secretary, thank you very much for being with us this after
noon.

The subcommittee will stand in recess until this vote is complete
ed, at which time we will hear the next witnesses.

[Recess.)
Mr. BARsES. The subcommittee will reconvene.
Our witnesses who will be appearing before the subcommittee

now are the Honorable Robert White, former United States Ambas-
sador to El. Salvador; Lt. Col. Edward L. King, retired; and Daniel
Sheehan, Esquire.

9
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tongrvmgrnan -Tobn Conper!s,,3r..

FdST O~rSRCT M-,IGAN
iTEO STATES HOUSE OF FRIESENTATIVES

Dear Friend,

I know you share with me a commitment to peace in Central
America, and that's why I'm writing you now.

For the twenty-one years I've served as a U.S. Congressman,
I've been proud of the desire of most Americans to protect human
rights and their willingness to help those less fortunate when
help is necessary.

Today our help is desperately needed in El Salvador.

You are no doubt aware of the shocking facts about the human
toll of El Salvador's war -- 50,000 persons killed largely by the
military and right-wing death squads over the past five years;
500,000 refugees struggling for survival within El Salvador alone.

Now in the Salvadoran countryside, human suffering has taken
on a new face -- a face molded, in large part, by the more than
$1.7 billion in U.S. aid to El Salvador during the Reagn--
adm"nistration'.

And the chief victims are El Salvador's civilians.

Determined to destroy any base for the opposition movement,
the Duarte government and the Salvadoran military forces are
attacking their own people with unrestrained savagery.

Every dayrplanes bought with U.S. tax dollars fly over coun-
tryside considered "enemy territory," machine-gunning, firing
mortars and dropping anti-personnel bombs on whatever moves
below. Ground forces ruthlessly carry out "search and destroy"
missions -- stand&idprocedes-o-de-dby tr -US-visors.-

And every day, caught up in a war not of their making, hun-
dreds of children, women and men are forced to flee their homes
in terror of the military's raids or aerial attacks.

A handful of U.S. observers have taken the perilous journey
into these war zones. They have brought back bloodchilling
testimonies of military massacres.

o Old women unable to run -- mowed down with machine guns.

o Children stabbed, shot and mutilated.

o Babies crying in pain from white phosphorus buras.

.EXH.IBIT_
Na .NV~a A..oA, 1. .,tI% 1
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When the Salvadoran army mounts a drive through a village,
the people flee to avoid the wrath of the military. These
marches -- called guindas (pronounced "GEEt-duzO) -- sometimes
last for weeks.

The guindas take a shocking toll on children and the el-
derly. Often safe drinking water and food are simply unavailable.
Without adequate shelter, without medicine, without rest, often
the very youngest and the very oldest simply die. As one
eyewitness said:

"Sometimes we have suffered for eight days or ten days
without water during the different times when we had to be
fleeing. I have two children who died and, really , I blame
that on the (military) because they didn't have to die....

OA lot of times when we had to leave, I might be right in
the middle of making tortillas or whatever and there was no
choice, you just had to leave everything. There have been
so many massacres that when you have to leave, you just
leave...."

And when the survivors return, bravely determined to rebuild
some semblance of a normal life, this is what they find: the
military has burned down their houses, killed their chickens and
pigs, even razed their newly planted crops. Deprived of their
only sources of livelihood and nourishment, they are desperately
hungry.

You might well ask: how can this be?

While a wealthy minority controls the bulk ot the country's
resources, the majority of Salvadorans are trapped in poverty and
landlessness. Peaceful attempts at land reform or other democra-
tic change that might ease this chronic impoverishment have been
ruthlessly thwarted by the Salvadoran military.

It is not difficult to comprehend why some who oppose the
Salvadoran government's war on its own people have fought back in
desperation.

But it is difficult to comprehend why the Salvadoran
military, in seeking to stop this opposition, is attacking the
una..4-popa4-i- -h such-ferocious arutlty_ .

In destroying the rural economy and deliberately targeting
civilians, Napoleon Duarte's "democratic" government hopes to
undercut support for its opposition. But the true sufferers are
the innocent.

"Every time when soldiers have come here they have either
burnt the fields or trampled down the new plants, so you
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never know. These are things they are doing against the
civilian population because we are not [guerrillas] here ....

We can no longer avoid addressing what is being done in our
name Th if-Sivador.

On the floor of Congress, I have adamantly opposed military
aid to the'Salvadoran government. And, though Congress ended up
approving additional U.S. military assistance to El Salvador, I
believe the American public stands with me in opposing this
tragic use of our tax dollars.

I hope that someday our government will correct itself, just
as It finally extricated itself from the Vietnam War. But until
that happens, we cannot help but shoulder part of the respon-
sibility for our country's role in heightening the conflict in El
Salvador -- and for the human suffering this conflict is causing.

I know that you share my concern for the civilian victims of
El Salvador. So I am eager to tell you about a way in which we
can help, not hurt, the people of El Salvador.

A small and resourceful organization called New El Salvador
Today (N.E.S.T.) is working to provide emergency hel for the
children, women and men living in economic esperati on because of
El Salvador's war.

N.E.S.T. is a non-profit tax-e:cempt foundation which is
sending humanitarian aid to those w)ose lives are most affected
by the violence of the U.S.-supported war. Already N.E.S.T. has
succeeded in channeling over $225,000 %o the civilian populations
in El Salvador's war zones.

The situation these thousands of families face is truly a

life-o-death emergency.

They lack even the most basic requirements for life:

o Because their crops have been destroyed, they need
food.

o Because they had to flee for their lives, leaving
everything behind, they need clothing.

o Because they have walked for weeks on end, wearing out
what footwear they had before, they need shoes.

And, most of all, despite their incredible resilience and
determination, they need our immediate help.

To respond to this urgent need, N.E.S.T. is mounting an
Emergency Relief Campaign to raise $100,000 for desperately
needed food and everyday necessities.
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Because the situation is so critical, M.E.S.T. is appealing
to individual Americans like you who care enough to support this
Emergency Relief Campaign right now.

I am asking you to give whatever you can -- $25, $35, $50 or
more. Your contribution will be used immediately to support
.C.S.T.'s efforts to provide clothing and food for the civilian

populations impoverished by this violent civil conflict. These
supplies will then be transported at great risk -- often on
people's backs -- into El Salvador's war zones.

Our government sends billions of dollars to El Salvador that
destroy lives. Here is a chance to send something to save human
lives.

And it takes so little to help Simply fill out the
enclosed reply form and return it with your tax-deductible
contribution -- whatever you can afford to give.

As a supporter of H.E.S.T.'s Emergency Relief Campaign, you
will have the satisfaction of knowing that you are helping to
redress the destruction being done by the U.S. military aid sent
to El Salvador.

On behalf of M.S.S.T. and the people of El Salvador, I
thank you.

Ainceely.
gresnJohn C ye s, Jr.

P.S. Every day is critical now for the people of war-torn El
Salvador. So, please, don't put this letter aside. I urge you
to take a moment to send in your contribution to M.E.S.T.'s
Emergency Relief Campaign today.

JC/ rak
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28 April. 1986

To xW dear friends at NEST:

We wish to express our gratitude for
tke many times you have come to our aid
ever these last years. 'One this occasion
the 29,350 clones ($5,000) Tracey has
delivered will'help us to meet our most
critical needs, the most urgent of which
is food. Because of a recent operation
carried out in our region by the govern-
ment armed fordea,'we have lost all our
goods such as earn, beans, and crops, -
leaving us without the means to feed our
children.

We want y** to know that your kelp
gives us strength, and- reminds us that
we are net alone. Please continue your
work, as we know that we are not the only
ones in need of your vital assistance.

With infinite gratitude,

/ Evristo Lopez and
......... Marxia Serrane
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THESE CHILDREN
". fled their village in

. Chalatenango, El Salvador,
when army bombers
destroyed their homes,
fields and livestock. Now
they and their families
are returning to rebuild
their lives-AND YOU CAN
HELP THEM,

S15 will buy one hand plow. $25 will provide one month's
supply of vitamins for 150 children. $35 will plant one half acre
of beans. $50 will pay for enough medicine to treat 30 people
for malaria. S100 will plant an acre of corn. $1000 will provide
enough tools and farm equipment for an entire village

N.E.S.T HE
E AL P "00"' ,

27!8 "E .- AAPH A E 3Nt E :01 " : , 3 ,.A 5

LP N.E.S.T. BRING NEW LIFE
TO CHALATENANGO-

AND ALL OF EL SALVADOR

" !111
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EXHIBIT EA-48

Washingt 4
Wednesday afternoon

Dear Fellow American Citizen,

Th& United States is deeply involved in Z civil war in E1
Salvador -- a war which has cost over a billion taxpayer dollars,
killed 50,000 Salvadorans, and driven over one and a half million
more from their homes.

U.S. arms provide firepower in the Salvadoran civil war.
U.S. advisors provide training and oversight, and U.S. pilots use
infra-red equipment to identify targets.

The war will not stop without your help.

There are three things you can do to help stop the bombing
in El Salvador and end U.S. aid to the Nicaraguan Contra.. But
before telling you what they are, I must make clear how seriously
I view this situation.

During my six years on the Foreign Affairs Committee, I have
listened to witnesses chronicle our deepening military involve-
ment in Central America. In my Los Angeles County home district,
Salvadoran refugees have told me about the high human toll of the
war.

Sporadic news reporting fails to convey a full picture of
the intensity of the fighting or of its impacts

o Our tax dollars fund an escalating air war which features
daily bombings of civilian areas. U.S.-trained pilots fly
AC-47 gunships which can put a bullet in every square foot
of an area the size of a football field -- within three
seconds.

o. Since January, the Salvadoran military has been conducting
-,"Operation Phoenix" -- a massive drive tQ depopulate Ouazapa* .
- Province, .a few mile& north 6f 91 Salvad6r's capital cit,:.

o Once, 50,000 people -- mainly farmers -- lived in the area
around the Guazapa Volcano. -Now, less than 1,500 civilians
are estimated to be left.@. The army has methodically killed--
livestock, burned fields'and fruit trees, and destroyed food
stocks -- all violations of the Geneva Accords. .

o According to an April 18th report from the Christian Commit-
tee for the Displaced of El Salvador, Operation Phoenix has
produced 245 civilians murdered, including 5 pregnant women;
1,345 civilians captured; and 13 villages totally destroyed.

On January 13, 1986 the Washington Post (p. A21) reported,
"El Salvador's Roman Catholic Archbishop7TXturo Rivera y Damas]
sai* he witnessed a government aerial bombardment of a populated

MW PMNC MMAtsmnwa
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area during his pastoral visit to guerilla-controlled areas this
reek ... he witnessed the bombing last Monday as residents of the
embattled northern Chalatenango Province were singing songs of
welcome to him.,.. Defense officials denied that there was any
bombing in the area where Rivera y Damas visited.0

The American people and their representatives in Congress
must not allow our government to support the bombing of civil-
tans. That is why the U.S. Committee in Solidarity with the
People of El Salvador (CISPES) is organizing a National Emergency
Campaign to Stop the Bombing. I ask you to support the campaign.

Members of CISPES are working in local communities across
the country, informing their neighbors about the threat of full-
scale war in Central America -- and asking them to also take
action.

With 450 committees in towns and cities in all 50 states,
and close working relationships with many other organizations,
CISPES is ideally suited to inspire public opposition to the
widening U.S. role in Central America. Through films, slide-
shows, and public discussions in churches, community centers,
and homes, CISPES' volunteer members are showing Americans what
is really happening in Central America.

In its 5-1/2 years of existence, CISPES has helped hundreds
of thousands of Americans take action for peace -- many for the
first time.

** CISPES efforts have motivated thousands to call Members
of Congress and to write letters voicing opposition to the
U.S. war in Central America.

** CISPES volunteers are breaking through the news media
blackout on El Salvador. Op-ed articles, letters to the
editor, .nd newspaper ads are telling the facts. *Stop the
Bombing" bus and subway placards are up in urban transit
systems across the country.

, CISPES has sent hundreds of thousands of dollars to help
meet the basic human needs of those in El Salvador suffering
from war. In 1985 alone, CISPES. grassroots committees sent
over $180,000 in humanitarian aid.

My House and Senate colleagues have access to the same
information as do I. "War stories" will not change their votes
-- unless they also know that a consensus in opposition to the
war Tsuilding among their own constituents.

Through organization, that consensus can be built. That is
why CISPES is embarking on a two-year educational campaign in 50
key Congressional districts. With trained full-time organizers,
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CISPES will-reach the unconvinced, recruit volunteers and build
effective opposition to the bombing.

With generous initial contributions# CISPIS has begun the

effort -% and'already shown results in Congreses

* 47 Members of Congress have co-sponsored a resolution by
Rep. John Conyers condemning the continuing human rights
violations in 31 Salvador and calling for a halt to the
indiscriminate air and ground attacks on civilians.

At CISPES' urging, House Ways and Means Chair Dan Rosten-
kowski wrote letters to our colleagues, David Obey. Chair
of the Foreign Operations Appropriations Subcommittee, and
Michael Barnes, Chair of the Western Hemisphere Subcomittee
of the Foreign Affairs Comittee. He voiced opposition to
the Administration's supplemental request of $54 million
in Central American police training funds.

The police training measure failed -- thanks in part to
M oppoeitton oReo- - o7Tnow Ti and other members of

Congress contacted by-CIPES.

" Following Rep. Rostenkowski's letter and thousands of
letters from CISPES members, Rep. Barnes held Subcommittee
hearings on the human rights situation in E1 Salvador.

" Rep. Frank Annunzio, a former supporter of military aid to
El Salvador, credits CISPES members in his district with
changing his point of view about the effects of that aid in
El Salvador.

But now our government is escalating the U.S. military
role in Central America in ways reminiscent of the expansion of
the war in Vietnam -- and we must all redouble our efforts to
respond.

Here are the three thina YOU can do RIGHT NOW to help STOP
THE OMB1i0:

1) Write a check to CISPES today for $35 -- or for $25, $50 or
T=h-- --- e-' it to uiTnMthe enclosed postage-paid
envelope.

The day-to day work of CISPES is carried out by volunteers,
and the CISPES staff are paid subsistence wages. But other
expenses are unavoidably high. To finance its National
Emergency Campaign to Stop the Bombing, CISPES must raise
over 145,000 in the next two weeks -- and most of it must
come from indi-viu--l-s-"TkVyour-e f.
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2) Sign tte "Urgent Reply Meorandum" I an enclosing and return
=11354 RES your contribution. We need to obtain thou-

sands of signatures as part of CISPUS' effort to deliver
these pledges by the truckload to Members of Congress. Your
representatives must recognize that you want then to act to
stop the bombings.

3) If you wish to participate actively in your local community
as well, write down your phone number on the enclosed reply
memorandum. CISPS staff or other volunteers in your area
will contact you with details about grassroots activities in
which you may take part.

The Reagan Administration and the Congress are at a cross-
roads. You cak help point out the right path.

One path leads to peace and economic justice. It is the
route to the recognition of human rights and the sanctity of
human life.

The other path -- the way of death squads and massive bom-
bardment -- leads to large-scale death and destruction. We took
that path in Southeast Asia.

Let us not allow our government to lead us down that path
again.

Sincerely,

MERVYN M. DYMALLY
Member of Congress
Committee on Foreign Affairs

P.S. Your check for $100 or more will be tax-deductible if made
payable to the "Institute for. Effective Action". Contribu-
tions will fund CISPE$' ongoing educational work.
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Cong. Mervyn M. Dymnlly

CISPES -

P.O. Box '5139

"ashinmt , DC 20004

ON go WWX

gpsa .&g
oc~~ WX O* K I
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TO END INTERVENTION
UNFOLD THIS FORM

E zA iouo,_ DATE UATowu. ECLO

?*o*NTLA Nom
WPOWW *0F"Acop

(Detach here)

UROENT REPLY MEMORANDUM

To: CISPES National Office
P. 0. Box 50139
W/ashington, DC 20004

YES, you can count on me to help CISPES' fast-growing
national grassroots organizing campaign to stop the bombing
in E1 Salvador and end U.S. aid to the Nicaraguan Contras.

Here is my gift (payable to OCISPES") for:

()$35 ( ) $100 ( ) $25 ( ) $50 _____

( ) Rep. Dymally may use my name in his effort to persuade
his colleagues on the House Foreign Affairs Committee
to stop the bombing.

( ) CISPES may contact me about local CISPES efforts to
end U.S. intervention in Central America. My phone
number is (_ ) -

Signed

( ) I a. sending my check along with this form in the
postage-paid envelope included in your "Jet Express"
envelope,

I
I
15
ii,-.

I

I

I
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.ICISPES--,

Dear Friend,

Since I began my involvement with CISPES, just five
years ago, I have been fortunate to see our work move
many thousands of people from despair to action.

I've come to learn first-hand what I always sensed
was true: that most Americans want to end the war in
Central America, but they need to be given hope -- and
a vay to help.

CISM is giving them just that. Our nationwide
campaign to Stop the Bombing in 31 Salvador is bringing
people all across a te country together to educate them-
selves and their neighbors - and to act.

Most importantly, we're Rutting ressure where
it's needed most. In 50 key Congress on istic-ts,
GTIM Tsrep-ng tip the balance on critical legisla-
tion. Never before have I seen such an opportunity to
make an Important difference -- and -rou can help.

Tour gift of $35 will support a CISPIS organizer in
the field for one day - and every additional gift will
keep us out there just that much longer.

So, won't you please help? Together I believe that
we really can stop this brutal and immoral war.

Thank you so much,

Angela Sanbrano
National Coordinator

P 0 60 WIa ma~w' D0C -~ kaw Na ' 461. * s * F SV69. W No ?a WW lqw DC

ftP"NW A. I MA * No VOAL. MY * Pow Oftbm LA - S0 "m - CA * La Ampma CA -* A O L A. bd 00

75-542 - 88 - 27
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TC IURH2 / SZCS AT3 VA3tC P.1ORLT ?Z4-
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RUEEIC AM!NV3AS57 tiANAGUA i29e
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UNCLAS SECTION 31 OF 02 SAN SALiA.03 1.:21.

1.0. 12156: NA
TAGS: PGOV, .R1, iS
SCP.ECT: T31D/O SR? US-AS!; FMLN/FDR SUPPORT
- ACTITI.IS UN03R IAT

ITF: A) SAN SALcAros 149'38 1) SAN SAL7AMOR 1515e
- C) SAN SALVADOR 8057

1. SUM-MARY: TR3 FLN/,DR CCNTINU3s E.ORTS TO
ACTIVATE ITS US-!ISZD SUPPORT 'IETWOtS. CCORD1NATED
BY T3 VASING,"ON-2C-lASED NAIONAL o03.Cl Of
SALVADORAN COMM.UNIST PARTY IRONT-ORSANIZATION CISPES(CO'MITTEE IN SOLIDARITY WITS TI PEOPLE OF ELSALVADOR) YOUR ACTIVITIES NAVE 311N INITIATED IN TEEPAS! M WEKS, T.M NOVE...hR 13-15 TINSTAS LABOR
CONVENTION RIF? Al, THE NOVEMBIER 22-23 OUTS/CISP3S
CONMRENCE (RM? ) , AND TEN .OVE3,NlR 3e-,IC' MaIR
MEDICAL AID 70? IL SALVADOR VISIT. A FOUR73 EFFORT
BY BERIT, CALI ?ORN IA-BASID NEW EL SALVADOR YomA
(EST) IS ALSO UNDERVAY TO RAIS3 !UNZS FOR F'4LS
PROJECTS IN FOL AREAS 07 INFLUENCE IN CHALITNAGO
PSOVINCS. IND SUiMART.

2. MAS: MEDICAL AID FOR IL SALVADOR (MAIS)
AIRCRAFT AND 32 MEMIR DILIGATION ARRIVED IN
EL SALVADOR NO3MBSR 29. CSAITSI AIRCRAFT, DELIVIRID
MEDICAL SUPPLIES TO T3E ARCHIISIOPRIC CF
SAN SALVADOR. POINT Of CONTACT IN TH3
ARCHIISBOPRIC'S OFFICE IS R1V. OCTAVIO CRUZ, VEO SAS
SENN IDINTIPIED BT DETECTORS FROM TN! ?LN-o'C4?ROLLvaD
NON-GOVIRNMEITAL HUMN RIGHTS COIM1IS3ION AS A POINT
OF CONTACT OF ?22 F"LN IN THE A3C32153-C,?iIC. WE CAN
NCT CONFIRM THIS ASSERTION. D3LGSATION BEGAi A
ICUR-DAT FACT JI41ING VISIT INCLUDING P213FI'NG PY
CIAG3 D!CIMBIP. 1. IN DISCUSSION, D L34ATIOrJ
1432S1 3, C NCLJDD 1!PRESINTATIVZS 110m SV'RAL
OTH-E U.S. P!PAC3 AND CORCS GRUPS i3SarI3. MA3S AS
A NCN-PARTISAN HUMANITARIAN 0105ANHA.TICK P1I A.!I'T
CONCSRNID ABOUT YE3 INT3R.'ATIONALLY P-CTE.CT3D MEDICAL
1I3TS OF CIVILIA"S LIVING IN AiEAS CUSIDE
GOVERNMENT CONTROL (NOT31 COMGR!SSIONA. SPONSORS 01
MASS INCLUDE: 1PS.CO.4TUS, GZORGI BA N, ro0ac.
CROC1 .?, RON DELLUPS, JULIA4 DIXON, f11?TN DYNALLY,
WALTER FAUNTROY, T-OAS FOOLIETTA, RC2,7T GARCIA.

UNCLASSI1I5 2

XuxHIrIT

1/2 33 15219
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4ALVA0A k CO4M1UniIST PAlt? !Ar 3zA71 -I:AL- AIt ON
12 IcSPSI-CIxCUL.ATur STAT3 1!AN :5m:..,-~o
INTMfE2 DISS3NT PAPER ON4 3t SALTA:C An CINTRNL
AMI!ICA DATED OTMPi1R 1, e29 W31T &A! IC?!TITI"
IT TIE DIPAIYT!N? AS A t;I ACT?,! '!AS~li. ICTI71:?
OVU T3 PAST Frs WEEKS BY TEZSZ MNCT MRCUPS is
CONSISTINT VI! TE M PAMTRS !STA3LIS a!: :13PIS
SINCE ITS INCZTION. ID COM.4
DLOUET
I!
8!219
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- ISN0 AND SFN. -M1 3pAiN). uj. i773~~E T31~
Arpz! 1Q5 PRCGiAM TO PicyI:Z 4CCSusGPT FOR
CAP?',2r P-c-41mmm 4tIA [IAZ AS CC4SIS:!NT *IT
GiGOU?'S LS'WARE.3 ^3A~1!&. ;.AOUP M!*-!SES 01 *d0T
CCN!,#dT ON J NE 1;, 1S5 ?ATC ASSASi'.-TIZ: CF
3!d!ASIY MAaIN[ , DIAZ'S 3XC2AN FOi! 71 lIrAPP
lCAtGE?3! Of ?i!SI:ZNT "UAR! OR Z!R Ct'nl
BROADCASTS FOR LAtIO EAVANA. O3OUP iAS ENI! A
4ZIT14G W!l PRES[C3NY DUART3 BUT DI!mS :' 73 OTIIR
GOT314M!K? OFFICIALS, INCLUDING !M4 C.91!F :!NIAAL
RDAM'CN. VISIT !AS 13CI!D TIRUAt XO PUBLIC
NOTICS IN 1.311 LOCAL .EDIA.

3. NIST: A FOUR ILA SUPPORT AC'!V1! IS ALSO
UNC!ROAT. NEW 1L SALVADOR TODAY (N!ST) IAS BEGUN A
FUNDRAISING DRIT FOR PROJECTS IN FPL-!NFLU! C3D
AtlAS OF NORTS!! CEALATINANGO. NSS! :EFIN ITSELF
AS OA TAI-31 PT MON-PROFIT iOUNrA:IUN SENDIP4
HUMANITAAIA4 AID TO TEO5 VCSE LIY!S ASZ MOS?
AFIYCTSD It TIE VIOLINCt OF 133 U.S. S0PPCR:ED WAR."
OTS31 LITIATURS STATES TSAT "TODAY, IN J:!AS
PROT!CT!D IT TIE FIL,, ZCNFS 0 CONTROL, ZeS,090
SALTADORANS ARE B!GINNIAG TO LITZ NX3 LIVES, TO BUILD
A NIV SOCIETY." AMONG FIRST'S 30AR" 0F DISCCi'S IS
BEPILSY, CA. MAYOR 3US NEWPORT (NWPORT IS
IMTNMAIIID AS A E4MBIR 01 T33 VORLD P!ACl COUNCIL AND
T1E U.S. PIACI COUNCIL. TM LATTER IS A IZMBU OF
T!rZ ADVISCRT COUNCIL OF CISPIS.TH3 U.S. PIACI COUNCIL
IS BUN BY 4LEM3RS Of TSR COMMUNIST PARTY USA).

4. CONGRISSIONAL T!STIMCh: MAYOR NEgPOM TISTIFISD
IN 13! MAY 14, 1-26 ESARIN-S BEFOas T31 HOUSI WESTERN
!!SISPRE13 SUBCO;MITT!3 ON TE3 "AIR WAA: IN tL

lATACOR CONCRNINO H15 NARCH 195 VISIT IC FPL
ZONIS Or CONTROL" Ik CHALATENANhO. TIIS IS TIE SAME

ARZA VISITED IN SRPTISR-OCTO3I 1E! BY MEDICAL AID
101 IL SALTADOR DIRECTOR SAND SEIM AND PRESIDENT
CHRISTINA CORTWRIGBUT (NOTS: DAT CORTPIGST IS
1E3CUTIV3 DIR?CTCa OF SANE AND dAS A PARTICIPANT IN
Ti3 UNTS CONPRENCS. SUSANNA CEPEOL, IDINTIFIED
TOMETIER WITH F!NASTRLS US-i!P FRANCISCO ACOSTA AS A
IT
0!21e

NN'41

UNCLASSIYI3S SS 152191/2
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.S SZC.ION Z2 CT 42 -A4 SA,.ACOR 1!2.1S

12.!d WA
?COV. P.L, !.S

.*:.: :31II/.001. US-3AS : FwLN/FZR SP.PPCI:

:TCR 01 7!-% -CNS~C ANDU AS A FCR""E
:- R T=- 4A'Cd C:ALITIC.N D S..,, IV ALSO
"iIr BT .SST AS A .*!MB!i If T11 NtSl IOAD OF
.S"s H 3a'SHTINO SAN). ALL OF IET A3ST? lSEI

.:3D T T31 IEMASST R013MBIR 24.

!E3 NEST J.ZRAISIl4G M ST YRNT CUT UND.'9 TEE
tTUR3 OF RIP. JO3H CONTIRS (T'fIZ) WHO ALSO
77I1D IN TS? MAY 14, 1ged 1UH'RINGS. (NC;.P: RIPS.
;RS, DTMALLY AND DILLUMS SOSIM A -RI."PTION
'"INC 4!ST TO WASHINGTON JUY 1e, 12.
;TTIA SCOTT, AA TO CONIEBS SUBMITTIC A STAT!IMMT
MHE AICORD IN TH NAT 14 ,1AFINGS ON ?R TPAVEL

" 24-. A! 4, I;e TO CSALAT3NANGO AS A LNPER OF A
rMLEGATION). R!F (A) NCI!D TI! .iRTICI?ATION OF
RIP MICEA3L UPqUEART AT TH3 "NTS/CISPIS

ER3IC3 ANC TRAT 31 HAD ALSO TESTI.IAV IN THE
!4G ON 2E3ALF 01r T VASINGTON ALZA LA303
ITT!? ON CEIXTAL A.'-IICA LAND THE CARI3UAS.
3: ELIEN PURCELL, WHO TESTIFIED IK 133 .! AING
IHAL7 OF SAN FRANCISCO ARCEBISIOP JOB% QUINN

UTIV DIRECTOR OF T3R SAIVADORAN HUMANITARIAN AID
AICS AND EDUCATION FOUNDATION (SHA9l). PURCELL
3LLUI TO IL SALVADOR IN LATE OCTO3ZR £5 PASA OF
.AES AD7ANCI TIAM).

S'S3MSS OF T-3E VARIOUS VISITIG GROUPS EAT! ALL
,A."D TO TH! E'PASST THAT THEY INM!Nr TO CONT1,CS

3 TTO3TS TO T.LINAT. US MILITARY ASSISTI.CI TO
A.TLD03, TEA! TI!Y 31LI!! ITI CLINIATE WILL 33
OVID IN TM! VAST 0? TH IRAN-CONTRA ISSUE, AND

TEY INTEND TO PRESS |AALY ON IN THE NIV SESSION
JNG33SS 701 HEARINGS ON TE ?ININGS OF 183IR
ENT VISITS.

COMMENT: IN ANTICIPATION OF CONGRESSIONAL
.INGS DASM ON TES RESULTS OF THEIR VISITS AND TEE
'13MENT TO P1EPAR3 CONCIESS104AL TSTIMONT,

ST RICOWM 4DS TEAT DEPARTMENT EARLY ON ISTAILIS3
: EMMS OF TE3 RZL3VANT COlITT$3S TE
:;RCUAD ON Ti ORGANIZATIONS ,INTIONID IN VIMASSY
-TING. CISPES LITIRAT0R3 OPENLY S'.ATTS ITS

;OAT CF THB FiLN/IDR. 'URTSSR BACEiHOCND ON
?IS AND TE3 I'4TELOCCING I3LATIONSI1PS OF TZI
:OUS FRCNT GROUPS IS CONTAINED IN T33 NC'iM!fE 9,
5 STAT ,NTS FOR THE CONGRESSIONAL REC13" 2. 9EPS.
it, CRA4E, ANt ILILT. TE TEATS STATIEI5M
)RD3D AT T4AT TIM] ARZ 3ASZD ON A STUDY OF CiSPIS
"IS13D I! J. MICUAL VALR OF TS UNITED STINTS
I'IZRICA FON:ATION. TH3 VLLS3k COCU'IENT IS IASED
.IALLT 09 TH3 ARID HANDAL ZOCU IPNT RIL3ASED AY
DZPAI4ZNT ioICH EXPOSID TZ ISTAILISEMENT OF
E$ IN OCTO1! ise. 2! FARID 3ANDAL, IROT1R OF

ZCSNI ell
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UNCUS Sr 52 94
a! !.I:
D! IU!.S, 0Z!;5/91 3312.2

t52319 tic S!
tX A! l!13S3T SA'E SILVADOR
TO S-CSTA?! 4ASHLC ?OS4
IT
UNCLAS S3:'.ON It 0 12 SAN SALTADOI 1iS!

1.0. 12356t NA
TAO: POO0, PI0, US, 23
SUI:iCtt 3AC(IOUND 0N 1MLN/JMR U.S. S;PPOIR CAMPAIGN

AI .S: A) SAN SALVADOR 15249 1) SAN SAIIADOR 1!158
- C) SAN SALVADOR I9

I. rCLLOVIN: IS ARTICI; 11011 JULT/AUGZS? 128a IsSn
2f AL!!? (DISCRI31D IN 71It PUBLICATION AS OLLOVS:
ALMI? IS M13 NATIONAL PUBLICATION O tl CO",MITTV3

IN SOLIDARITY lVITI TV2 PvO1LI OF It SA.VADOR
(CISPIS). YODIDID IN OCTOBER 19.9, CISP!S SIS TO
IDUCA?! AND M03ILIZZ PUBLIC OPINION AOAIhST U.S.
INVZTINtION IN ILl SALArOR AND CINYDATL L9ULCA AND
IN SOLIDLIIVY "dl.3 T31 MLN-7D, IRS LEGIIIAU
3!PR!SINIATVI Of Tl1 SALTADCRA PIO11. CISP!.S

ACTIVITIIS INCLUDE MDIAISING AND L3GISLATIVI
CASPIGNS, IDUCATIOAL AND OUTJIAC PIOGIAMS, IND
MASS MOILIZAVIONS, CONDUCTED ON NATIONAL, IGIONALo
AND LOCAL GUASSROOTS LIVESS)

2. 3201 TEXT Of ARTICLE I MATERIAL AID TMAIING
MOBILI3S 1OR $1/4 MILLION COAL

ISPE RAS CLosfl III CANVIIII'u vmq Zzy *q ITnOIAS No'i_QX ' 1 _.'i= MAT2211 I7llttr v
* 1. lAII AS PART 01 OUR CAMPIG TO PIOMOTI P ACI --
WiT! jusT ICit IN nL SA.LVrAO.

In CULMINATIN %TVIN! O SOOP In 10o131N TOO
PLACID ON ,-IPl 21 IN VA3ILNGION, D.C. -A DINi to
IM17? 0IS135' UALINO M WOUNDS 0 VAI MEDICAL

CAMPAIGN I HICE CISTIS PLUDGID 10 RAISE $139,*10
01 MEDICAL LID F1R iL SALVADOR AND SALVADOUN

MEDICAL 311131 rUND. "I DINN!I ITSILI lAlS2D OVIR
$1,,l, Alt IA0.111D IS SPUIU$ GUS 0 , NbIPOI, ?12
MATAC 01 IILIT, CA, AND VIOLBTTA DLGADO, A
SALVADOIA PITSICIAN.

CI!.PUS KIC.!3D0 o tY I C Tly Of HtAqitIL ltyn

VXllNVU r VII-l, 11 NATIONAL'-.6JvmUiM12ISI Co041RC3 IN HAT SIT 7I EIITIOUS GOAL
.01 $2 9,9#2 TO It 115 I JujrldhJ, AND CALLID 7O"1 IS. pula To 13LP 9 ST 2l CILLPIN0. III llCw

DSIONATCM 1 V MONEY TO ruN PROJUCS ICI TV l
st SALVADOR ToAT (EST., MIDICAL AID T~l U-SAVADOiAND SA&7TDQIIN t "

?11,21SMR.I I'IA-m.-
UNC LAS55 1529

UNCLAS $SS 15293q
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UCIAS 53 1!29!

lMP'-A-TLAd. 11 ~O INVS 4C!91_* I01?9 -~ [Zm A~eN

JACCIS, ?Oi-SLY OF NEST VA 1M1KILT. L- .3Z T1AINI';
AS !2S NZl WAICNAL OFFIC2 mAU3~iAL ;I: COCIDINATO1. N c4p~w..Sm.wv
37 CCNSID31S T3I MOST IVPORIINT CON!PI3UT!CN 01 T9 3
TRAINING TC IT U! YRA143SS' INCSAS"D Z:tST)NDIMG
OF JUST 3OW CRITICAL MAIERIAL AID YCUI I! IN 0.9-E
SOLItARITY -T:MENT. THE TIAININP ALSO INCIWAS3D
PARTICIPANTS' UNDSTAN;IMG C1 104 TO CA1ET OUT
MATERIAL AID VOHS, PARTICULAILI ROW TO INTIOZATZ IT
WITE T32 1S OF TE PROGRAM. Tn PAZTICIPANTS
LZARM!D IN SKILLS WORKS3OPS iOV TO DO OUTRIAC, BRING
NEW P!OPLZ INT CO.IMITTUES, AN: INCR.ASE T8EI1
ISIEILITT WITHIN TE COMUNITT TUOU.E T!i1

MAT!IRIAL AID WOIK.

ONE OF TE PRI YiT OUJECTITES O TIE TRAINING WAS TO
SiO TER PARTICIPANTS TAAT YET COULD I3IS3 A LOT
MCIZ MATERIAL AID THAN TMY? THOUGHT TEST COULD - AMD
TE3 INSPI3.TION PROVED IMMEDIATE. a gOAL OF j1,!2
HAZ 32EN SIT 10 T93 WAtDS-ON PSONE-IAN1IG AND
STRSETWOI., AND T33 TRAI13S SUIPASSIr IT IT RAISING
$2,2!2.

THAIES 14 I T FF IROM NST. Y ! -U=
MATIONALl It- LmDt CTSMS I 1ICNAL O S. DIAN3GASINI-TRO" AIST TOLD ?32 I1IN13,3 TTLAT TE03I WEO

RAISS MATERIAL AID "It IL SALVADOR SHOULD 1EEL
PERSONALLY LESONSISBLE FOR TE THOUSANDS OF LIViS
THAT AlE SATED THROUGH *IATUIAL .AID.

3? iRSTOLRD! 07 SAN F9ANCLSC3 CISPES 4A3 A
VODiSZOP ON PRODUCING 1,NCZ-A-VIOCS. 3112 &AS VOICED
FOR T.VO YEARS ON GITE ?EACS A DANCE (G?AD), A 12-00!
DANCE MARAMON V3dlCI A1T T1REE TEAIS HAS INCOMI A
DAY AIEA TRADITION, AND AN ASTONISHINGLY SUCISSUL
FNDRAISl,. 3,5" DANCERS PLITICIPTED IN GOAD '86,
SPONSO13D IT SA4 FRANCISCO AND OAILAND/IIKLT"
CISP!S AND TEE %AN FRANCISCO FdEEZE. TII EVEN!
GROSS!D AN INCREDILE $110,IWI, NETTING 0133 $70,906,
IT

0!295
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.4LI$ SZCION f2 01 62 5A4 SALAO 1 2M

1.0. 12356: NA
TAIS: ?GOT, PINT?. use IS
S3jlCT: IACGOICUND ON TmLl/yt" V.S. Sv??CIT CqLMPlq
AND+ OUAW31q / 13~T. CISPIS 311.,elI' -.t lTqLY 0 TIM!1
53133j ?C 131 DICAL Al: 101 IL SA MLTA03 PIOJZCT.
(C03 P 03 ZNIOlitTION CALL SAN 7iACISCO 031
OAZLAN/33113LIT CIS1IS aT (1!)381-042! Cl(615) 6t4-3t36. )

TS PARTICIPUTS AGUID TEAT ONE 0? M1 09ZATIST
S31NOTIS O? f13 TRAINING lAS ITS SUCCESS IN IIINGIND
tOG1233 PIOPLI 130, DI"239N[ SIZM. COM4UNITIRS AND
D11133NT GIO3OWUIA C ARIAS zo SiAl nPiJIxINC AND
yOR[ IOCITII1. TES T11113S I NOW INIGIZID TO
TAI l ON 212 2!2.0 OOAL; MOST1 IPOITAXILT. T!IT'Il
U1DI TO TAU Tl MINING 3ACI TO TO231 COMITIRIS
AXD TO T021. CO#UITIMS INI ll AA, MD PASS ON
293 1N1OlrAT!ON AND INSPIATi ON IlT RICIVID.

IND o ARTICtI.

,I

#5293
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1 2119!6: JUL 86
I- M IMIMIASS! SAN SALIADOR
IC ;U'UC / SJCSTATI I&SaM 4528
INEC iU!EIA / USIA WASPDC 12AS

i.RVIECL /ANIMBASSY 3ONN 9332
ILI4 7 / US iISSICN QINITA 0141
AC !GC', / AMZM1ASSY GUATIMILA 9880
S ID :*/ AH! 21SSI LONDON 0037
grU!r'J ,' AM.,BASST MPNAGUA Qe62
aDIOM / 5;4T M!ASST MADRID 3913

(% iiICEI I AMIMISSY MEXICO 9!9
ItU!di /AIII.12ASSY PIRAIAI C8,34
RIfER7 / AMIMUASSY P11IS 0919

r% IiSJ / AmiPmASSY SAt JOSE eveq
1019S / PMIlASST STOCRO't 3919
15I10 / AHIIMASST TICUCICALPA 4875

, ATRIWRT1 I LMI9ASSY TRE RAG3 1996
R01o3 / USCINCSO QUWY ,ZIGaTS PM
c cU4NCMjS IM~ A L SECTION 01 07 97 SAN

DIPT Jul IA/LID DIlICTOR AGAN

1.0.1235t: N/A
TACS: ECON, UI!N, ILA3, PIER, PINS, TS

- SUIJICT: GUIRLLA FININCIS--YR B3. DOES THY MQNEY COME
I- Or-

(% 1. I-IS IS AN ACTICN MESSAGE. SIE PA 20.

SINCl lopeI ?Y ?AM. UNDO MARTI NATIONAL LU£IATION
IEON? (TMLH) HIS CONDUCTIL A VIDESPREAD %UZUILLA VAR
L, A,*? EAS FROVID COSTLY IN 90MAN AND MATERIAL ?RMS.

T31 IMLI' l1CBVIS MOST Of ITS FIRMS TBROUtIE NICARAGUL
AND OTRII CC:IfUNIS? UOLO COUNTRIES. lOWlTER, IS lOn
IIS TUNDS COMT ?ROM DONATIONS COLICD N m
T'MJ '8 I g"MIN IRtCag r.agups., UNIONS, 'AND WTLB31MT
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SiLIC4T PICO2ZSS t4 OXII.A.It4 2LOMPhcS. "TS3 LNC3
WILL 1: M!AD SEOYLT qMD WILL If RANVrD 01.3 TO SON!
CCLLIIClIACIS. i1 Ul? .O OPIR? AB0? S!ADIKG VYIAOR TO
13! JA0,T. HIS VIII WILL IT!AIN IN SATI UTCA AND
SILP SIt? uP A SMALL 1!SlIfffS.

UhILIMIEO
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Lc. a: t a;%,I-

k IL; 14 " . . , "'lc DISC aII A :T Is TS:STE-C.";C3: CYv !:S v;CTi.: I." ::Ir1J1?S SMA'11," CO '.O14

JAS:,IES I'l USULUTAN --I, ! USIN4 SS,". IN: Sir
SLI' C. A SUIZT OF R3C:N. INCIDENTS SirS Trll
ANS"'S qiC.. fROM LS L67; AS 2. TO MORL ?!AN

C 1.' UC~n : .ID A?vI Io m l'.,-,s IN COS:,x 'IC. ito

aC~rUPS; CA." -LLANCS ArqIUrCS T'RE 11IAMAIN Of A
JIP.A'_':S t33'SSAN 1;4 CSA 'IC1 IN T33 FARLT 1980S
TC T2 I-

I!'? :' .PCT,£NIAtLT ?A3 MC3T LUCRATIT ?2AN
CCN!.RI"0:!CNS )'OM COLL).1C A-TS, TSIS STRA .T IS

-. f!Cf:TAIC. IT IS DI!Y1UtT AND ZXvlcy ;(-R2
03Ip3 cc~rmj,=c ;jITSI1-.v i~ii CaPA13L7 0-: CAaT!!NG 0UT

-~ ~ i TT! QI1N T'1-'L TOF- 17TI l-'LT Z4, ICAUS"T -I _. N T':1T_ __'Xvo TZI

G!-?i.I k S IS If 'S.A'3L j &S I R,:SULT 0? .
T KURIYH rIN 07 M3 INIZ DUAATS

- I 'Ili-ING A;;D 131 ZON). 'OSA MISSACit!. A&3MUGE IN

EAtS IE.OV! !D ?3IR pIT-fl"3.O'tIS? CiP.IIITIES. "!LrZ
- tIii' 1W: C. p'ALT .E'I"S C? SAN SALTADOR'S ILIT!

WCo ., PRCTI ECT I1}OLC ,ICALLT SAISMTINO 1ND
R1NU,!-'TIY TU Tu! FMLN, 1'UT TIE C0I3RILLAS DO NOT NOV
- FFAI TC 1 13i TS3 POSITIO:l TO CARRI OUT lt'NT CF TUS"5
CPup'; ZtAI ONS.

Crkql(CS 131ANS? qSMAI- 10"ZS IN MauiAND
"" IRIL:.T I'-1FvzISSTD-ifS. THIS PLICZs T31

- ILi-F33CLALIME, "R3P353'1TATIIS OP T3 PEOPL" IN4 THE

NNNX

UNvA '3 fFED
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UNLMIFIE

:U-. "v , 7 UI , -UTZ-.:.-

- w~'w~ E~JL~1E 292 -00

-- l It'!"AWSY S.N SALI'O9
IC tVTS: / STC"ATI 44SIDC Mv3
IN-, .A"-A ' 'SZA -AS'l C t
I zC / CE 'It,.r9ASS! 'ONN v'.57
R U.-'t? / 0S'SOI 0N!TF. 3146
at:i:. / Ai!?AESSr OiiT riLLA 0(3

el ti~.. / '1.ASS? LONDOK OW4Z
lt:3i!, / A'11ISST MANIA,k e!1?
Et!S-t / A?!MWAE5 MIDE.D q~;
3- 3C- Mi At:,!. S sY M !Xu I;V:27a%
a 1;J2 - / -'2?1SST P)1IA A 1 -'84)
AU% i ftmajd3A53y Pizb 1!0-;A
a 3 l .J ,. A14?%'AS@1 SAN Jc :7 0014
M.S.- / A'I2:?ASS! S, r, :10,i Oe24

,. I~R1 / A! m2ASST TSY dAGr0! ?OIL
UA1Rnit a ~Hss PN

el, I~~T?~r C& L S!TO e6 OF SA

A?PIV:

DISIR:

I SLVAD-Ol10

NC0Oi'jfu13LZ POSITION OF IICTIMIZM. T33 VICTIMS
hu1Lt DAVT INYTHING TO DO VI! TH? GO131NMENT AND AR
OiIIN INDIVIDUALS 0 IOD9ST MEANS. INDIFD, 1

TU NTLI4ITI TTPY OF ItISTAPI BAS &T11I
- ofzNC 3 S ALSO 21151 I ALI) IN m uPiacus CAPTURED

ZCC t1~.!T2.

z7. A1A 2413S.
*: VAR TAXIS' POVID2 APOT3UR MIANS OF GUUR ILLAL
JINANC. ?US IS IS! CUIPRILLI T11 FOR TEE DANDITir
I TOr ILACMAIL YIC3 19!? PIRPOT36TI. GUiRlILLAS
S CMII141S Slop 2'JSIS INQ an! OR -SoLC? MO~IST AND

IIC2. YAOM T72 INDIGIN*, Yi'R%.INC-CASS PASSUXGERS.
73111 ESC DE-A0IEtT'711902P* PAL!MFNTS (OFTEN A
CCM!IHAI'Ot; OF CAS3 ANn P0TIStONS) FOM FAAIM13S AN!
U I SlS !MZN W40 VO3- It A2&S OF OUSiRILLA ACTIVITY.
*iCAU;S OF 7,;tL4 wsArNESJ IN SMLVADO11N CITIZS, UR N
Ib.I!2S AND 30S1'ISSIS USUALLY! AR! NOT 3UIJIC? TO 'AIR
THIS. ACCCDI4N TO CA&TILLAIOS, TPI IMLN LZADIRS31'
ZCIS K01LI! TO lILY Om 137SI &CTIVIIMS, ACAUSF TR!T
UVI ?tl CIUZ1RILLAS AS VIvI!S OF H' P!OP1 AND MA13
It I I %1L? 10.1 T33 LIADI S9IP TO PR!ViT THiZR GROUPS

FOM C1II3I!OAIING INTO PANDS OF COMMON T'I!Y!S.

1C T¢PICIL 1EX V SLI 0?7 VAR AXIS POLLO. US MI'4kG3R
01 A SILL CCUM! FARM ITCUIMY & 70DM LITTIR IN LA?!
IS2! ).:CM T;TZ FMLI INFCIX11' TIM ?3IT 17 HT VIEVITl TO

JUL'Aia.

!I3LAW&ED
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SA;i:~: " IN M'P. 21 !. .A T.":

0) C..:,;Lt [- T3! S'L3!T 'UL.. !,.D,.SFD !T T i

Ti) i.: 11,13? cc,:toss I-I CAS- (02,4.);

(C) r:'.iL7!. 13 PCNiS 01 ,r.3"''.M C!,1 - POUNDS OY
PCTASs:,it C I &IO; :"i 1"* " #i .s OT S.C"' , A:!,., 1'JLA.:iS.

5! ",' . " C1171 17 CATS TO PUBCNiAS- IND DZLI1ZR
TU! CZ!"1 i4: ?.Z )OODS.
W1ci*: ;C'fY., WRO i!CZII!T' A SIM1ILAR FORM LIlT'S.

iA;! "; - SliF71 DEMA"lWS. TiIS TINS ?5" GJ!IILLA
11m'L C! 2!, 04 COLONTI (h,,"0), I"S POUNDS T-CE OF
ALU":-2.,, C." A'JD POTAESIGf 3LOW,!, 20 PLASITIHG
Cl3,% .00i' A IRTARI MOLTICOPI!R. T-3 COFFIU GRO,'R EAD
CNLY 11 TJ&T TO f1SPCOND.
Ga'FILI&S %LSO AS. FOR !OM1, rA?1 T ,IIS FOR ONIFORMS,

IfiE X,1ASAS, AS UILL AS MONET.

NC.,41..ii-ViS, A, ' j' N OUNDINC SOU!CZ' T ' SQA

YJTS 3 .- * S!T . .i S-'.N VICYNT 7.ONT 01 TRH IPL
1j i2"7I1"ID I.JCH OF M riNCS 71O," Vki TAX
CC.7,Lr C:cS. POP32?T O'tN RS" IN A VILLJG2 IN TH3
- !siI; S..JtOV 01 TI! SAN VIC!NTY VOLCANO R PORT THAT
OtE.RI:IA .. SASSM3I2? OVSA TOP PST TI12 3AS VEIN AT ITS
1IGBIST LXV!L IN TEARS. A MIDLE CLASS HE!IJEN" OF TIE

- VILIA,;'- V16 -I.HASP ANO R.MSOM NOTIS YVE2 DIST?1I1UTZD
NC! C., TO 3IV FAMILY, EU? TO i DC0!J OF M3 LEADI'IG
IILL:.; 4S 4ILL. .ALTCUGR IANT Of ?W: VILLAG-.aS DID
P?' ACS.!' -10 I 6. £XTORT[C.I DLMi'.l)S, TR-" VICTIM
.IViNT1 LT "AS RELEASED.) Tm! GurRRILLIS ALSO
POITINT,D POI'PTY OYNIRS OM SIRVISTING IROM 1I1
1103!R L1,IAICIlS. POS140 AS SPALL ? A' M!S. TslT
IA' .IP 13S COP TI I ,SST, VTS AN" SOLD IT TO INCAYE.
15ArN SOSIATICh INT5RUPTIONS AND COLLZCTIONS OF VAR

UNGL K :
Uawsl~~
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UNA544'JY

1"e - 571"t H !U --3A;'
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1 2*41'!d! J~ e
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TC M.^ / 3rS'C~' !ITS 4A 4! A
I&'- 1U8IA / USIA IASDC 115.
L"O'. ,' AMTRtAISSl BONN 1038

2Mr.1G , US'ISSIO:4 GIN.TA 2147
t.!.".S"i .t*!h3A1tSQT C .4TY!L4 O '. S2f

cc lV r 1 " M1 k 5 LCN'ICP! 9941
Irc I' 1 3SSS M)NPE1G:!A V~?
a .1C C / A'4h.4.S.T .MADRID 011 9

- ~ It.1 / £lm!A1SY M!C " 97a!
3ti~dzi / m::I S sy r ANA*I eiii
ICIETS Alit!ASST i UI S 2625
9 C!LSJ /Ahim?ASST SIR Tr.! M~5

RE110 /A&.17M!!S ?T!'1At?A ;1231
- .c!q;1 / A::M1A$Sy TM E'i! ,2

CC Nzi"" " "A L". S!CTIO 37 O1 e? SAI

DLII:

SLrVADOI 119V8

T3112 1173 O-&?IT I:ICARZS SD I TI"QU3NCY IN TSIS

1
C CU.'-3 .' #Z' DS IN (; ?'RILLA 7INANC .

-I;ou-C:. Ar3 A o3or1 rRO I.M ?C THU ?MLN, CAST LINCSI,:MMATIS 1. ?PL'"$ MNT "T! N(N-'41r.1!A1T ?"PIN_N9S =:

i. 1nc:I:BDtoCTIU
-11i r ,.CM ITS OION ILLITS IND ,2,OUG3 AUZILIAI

Nh11UiS. !Z CAU1 C 1B S'4CIRALL LIXS 14 TllR
IKCH1ASING TIP!ICULTY, 07 AIISIgC NDS 10 T1
SI'AtC?.IN GUMAILLA MOTJ.ZIT I' TR VIST. PIST DON CSA1 NC LCN,.. OWON'ZNCAD Di 11" [NEVITAM11, TT

C7 S'IE-lv' PCtITICLL 01 MVA;| BEq.VTS
T1I3,t.. I £L SILV.Cl, Tq! D.6CLI4:" IN ¥.!STZ..

CCK13IC1!NST T0 Ti! GUIILLAS WILL ACC!LRATI..

" VNLIS! 'E V -U.1IIAS nIG".' TO C0NII1CZ ".? SOCIALIST
1%) IMCIC)ST ITS FIN!NCI.t ISSISTANC! TO 79113

C;V 1, Tn:T VIL 'IkO IT 41!A.2T TO DEEPE3 T9!Ii
- 0L4L, CI Ar'ILIA:I! MTISI2TS. 3ICa;S! POTINTIAL

INC )t.S I' CCL r 0 ?0T.'ITIOS AR3 M.,II4L, M3-IPI..l WELL. 3-'73 TO C0!.1, r,:.,r PC - ?.V ,.R I" CCN.lfJC?
- 1'1 .U 'i.,A.'Il40 CPS.,IA 45, ISP7CIAoTLT Of .3ALTMT

V.TISin Y 7IA*a 1 31IC*1CI!S 0F 'A'LN C073'.ILLA
aJltiAl '411 L SiJEC". SAvfA:O6qA-!S TO RvGT2A LW1LS

I ;w. Z4 C/S4'3

UINISSEED
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CABLE +

el SANI SALVADOR io7 6 C
UNCLASS:F:':

NCLASSIF:ED
-AGE Cl SANl SA 147 C C. Cf CU Z"'74SZ
ACTION INR-3.C

0.'O LOG-CC COPY-C. ADS-.:: A;:-Cc ss-c, CA:-C "--
DCCE-CC H-Cl NSC-"-CC ARA.-,C NSE-CC COrE-C SS,;-CC
NA-CS L-C--- LAS- ^I-IC PA-C2 OMe-cl ST-T-17
SIL-1I INRE-CC SP-Ci :-c . ;qS-C! DS-CI, D,Sc-CC
S:T-02 /C74 W

.................. 77.C SZ
o 211 *Z NOV &i
F.0 AMErL SSY SAN SALVADOR
TO SEC21 TE iASHCC IPMEDIAT. ,.U
INFO US: WASHDC C121
LSCINCSC ;LARRY HEIGHTS Ph
ArEFrSAS!') MEXICO
UNCLAS S,'TION 01 OF C4 SAN SALVA;OR 1479C
IEPT PASS DOL/rLAS
LrPT FOR .J. CLEARo IhR/G:; Ah.v LPC9
U'IA FOR s /CENTAM
E.. 1235k N/A
TAG6: ELA . PHUM, ES, US
SLGB.CT: S. GROUPS WORK!%G kITm FLN TO IKCREASE
- - .?PORT FOR CUERR:LLAS
REF -:4 LVADOR 1-B3-74

1.

U.S.- ) . 'UPS ARE PLANt.:NC A S-RIE OF ACTIVITIES
TO TA. .AC IN EL SALVADOR IN OVEl6SER AND .ECV!rER
AlIMED NC SING U.S. PLtiLIC AND MATERIAL SUPPORT
FCR THE Lh- :R AND PRES:LRING CONGRSS TO CLT OFF L.S.
AID TO E. SAL\DO1. THE GROUPS HOPE THEIR ACTIVITIES
WILL OSTAT PU. LICITY WHICH WILL REFOCUS TWE ATTENTION
LKCLASSIF': -
Ut;CLASSIFIi£
PAGE C2 S'N SA 1474C Cl OF C4 2117USZ
OF THE U.S. CUSLIC ON EL SALVADOR. THrE TkO AJOR U.S.
GROLPS INVOLV-ED A'E THE COMMITTEE I, SCLIDARITY wIT-4
THE PEOPLE OF EL SALVADOR (CIS'.-".) AN& MEDICAL AID TO
EL SALPACOR (MACS). CISPES wAS C; .NLY PROCLATIED ITS
SUPPORT FOR THE FMLN-FDR (ThE SLF-AVOWED 'ARXIST-
LENkIST GLERRILLA ORGANIZ;TICP. i.4OSf STATED PLAPOS-

IS TO REPLACE BY FORCE THE D[ OCFATICALLY-.LCTED
GOVERNMENT OF EL SALVADOR w!TH A ONE-PARTY Cr'pJN-sT
GOVERNMENT). MA .S HAS GIV-'A.: FLKCS TO SET UP F MLN
MILITARY HOSPITALS IN THE :iaT. ITS CuQAC.T ACTVITIS
SUPOORT THE ARCHA.ISHOPRIC. TwE -CST =ROMINf'.T
SALVADORAN GROUP WORKING WITH C!'::S IS THE NATIONAL
LNITY OF SALVADOR.K WORKERS (LT. -, A LEFTIST La=Oi
Ur9RELLA GROUP COr OS.D LOST -" ":OELY OF FP,.N-(ONE(TE{
UNIO •S

UNCLA:SFIED / .
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!6 S-N SALVADOR /7/C
UNCLASSIFIED

2. C:SPES :S CO-SPONSORING WITH U!JTS A CCNFZRENCE
WH.ICH 4ILL KICK OFF NOVEMBER Z2 WiTH A 0_-¢CSTqATIO. IN
FRONT OF -"3ASSY SAN SALVADOR AND END POvE'El 2u jrTM
A PRESS CONFERENCE. MAKES MOPES TO A:qL:FT ¢NE MILLION
CELLARS OF MEDICAL SUPPLIES TO EL SALVACOR 0% NOV:-m3ER _-
CELESRITIES wILL ACCOMPANY THE AIRLIFT TO DE-LIV-R THE
SUPDLIES AND ENSURE PLSLICITY. END SLMMARY.

U-. - BACKGROUND

UNTSi WHICH IS CO-SPONSORING THE -OVE"SER .-. 3 U.S.-EL
SALVADOR CONFERENCE IN SEARCH OF OEAC:." wITH CISPES, IS
A LAaOR VMaRELLA GROUP (OMPOSEC ALMOST ENTI4.LY OF
FMLN-CONNCTED UNIONS. THOUGH C[SPES CLAIMS THAT UNTS
:S THE LARGEST AND MOST REPRESENTATIVE ARRAY OF LASCR
A%D GCASANT ORGANIZATIONS IN EL SALVADO,'S I":STORY0

UNCLASSIFIED
LKCLASSIFIED
PAGE C3 SAN SA 1471C Cl CF C4 21]7U.Z
AND THAT IT HAS 3C5,CCC MEMBERS, UNTS IN qRALITY HAS
ONLY ABOUT SSiCCC MEMBERS. BY CONTRAST, TH. )EMCCRATIC
LA6OR LM6RELLA GROLP. THE NATIONAL WCRKERS-C.MPESINOS
UNION (UNOC) REPRESENTS BETWEEN 215,CCC AND iSCCCC
MEMBERS. AS "PROOF" THAT UNTS IS DEMOCRATIC, CIS;:.s
E-P4ASIZES THAT THE POPULAR DEMOCRATIC ,JNITY {UPD),
WwICU TSUOPORTED THE CHRISTIAN tEOCRATIC PAFTY (PCC)
IF THE ELECTIONS, aELONGS TO UNTS. lN'F:CT, THE- UlD
FORMALLY WITHDREW FRCIP THE LNTS ON NOVElME 16 Z ECALSE
uNTS "LIMITED THE PLURALISTIC wORK OF THE ,PD.0 I:
JUNE llflmi THE CLAT-AFFILIATED SALVADORAN WORKERS
CENTRAL {CTS) QUIT UNTS BECAUSE OF -IDECLOGICAL
DIFFERENCES.

Er. T - BACKGROUND

THE NATIONAL FEDERATION OF SALVALCRAN 4OR(ERS (FEt.ASTRASj
IS A LABOR FEDERATION WITH CLOSE LINKS TO T1-r FAPU/FAP.
GUERRILLA COMPONENTS OF THE FrLl. FENASTRAS HAS 09SZRvEA
STATLS WJITH THE MOSCOW-LINE WORLD FrERATIOP. OF TRAD:
UIkONS (wFTU) HEADQUARTERED IN PRA4LE. FEASTRAS L.S.
REPRESENTATIVE FRANCISCO ACOSTA IS ALSO U.S.
CO-DIRECTOR OF THE CISPES-UNTS CONFE.RENCE. TN A LETTER
INVITING CERTAIN L.S. LABOR LEADERS TO ATTEt.D
FrP,.ASTRAS* NOVEER 13-15 CONGRESS IN SAK SALVADOr,
AC¢STA CALLED FE'IASTRAS DEMOCRATIC* IN SPITZ CF ITS
GLrRRILLA AND wFTU CONNECTIONS. ChLY TWO U.S. LAiOR
OFFiCIALS ATTENDED THE CONGRESS. ONE OF TkEl, jERtY
OLrIV.-E'RA OF THE INTERNATIONAL ASSCCIATTON CF MAC,,*':STS
(:A), ENDORSED FENASTRAS BY ALI¢'JING HIS N:E TC

FLACEC ON A FENASTRAS NEWS;APER A:. ;.IrS-i LJ:CR
LrCLASSIFIED
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b AN SALvACCR 1w CUNCLASS!PXr

Mi.P. JEC rIY COROYN AND FREICi., ALSTRALIA, ANC :StSS
UNtION M OS.- ALSO LENT THEZR RAES TO TI-C At.

UNCLASSIFIct

UNCLASSIFZED /
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d6 SAN SALVA:¢9 1'!C
UNCLAS SrFT --.

UP CLASSIFIE
PAGE Ci SAN SA 1474C Cz- OF C4 211766,
ACT-ON INR-.C

i.FC LOG-Cc CO~v-C1, ADS-CC A I r-C, Ss-.: ::Cr s.a-r*

UA-C. L-C LAB-: TRSC-ZC ,-IC PA-CE OMr-C,.
STR-L.7 S.L-rl I NRE-CC SP-CE St.=- -c -qs-c DS-CI
DSE-CC SCT-C2 /C74 W

.................. -77147 211.a6 /46
0 17"Z NOV !6
FMI AME SASSY CAN SALVADOR
TO SrCSTATE iASHDC IMMEDIATE 6f!%
INFO USIA WASHODC C122
USC1NCSC aUAIRY HEIGHTS ON
AMMCBASSY MEXICO
Ul.CLAS SECTION CE OF C4 SAN SALVArOR 14711C
DEPT OASS COL/ILAB
DEPT FOR T.J. CLEAR, INR/&I;A ND LPD
LSIA FOR AR/CENTAM
,.O. 123E6: K/A
TAGS: ELAB, PHUM, ES, US
SUBJECT: U.S. GROUPS WORKING WITH FILN. TO INCREASE

S. CLSPES - tLQ~iROUND

CISOES IS A U.S. ORGANIZATION FOUNDED :Y TNE L-'AtER OF
THE SALVADORAN COMfrUNIST PARTY, SHAFIK HANCAL, IN
102C. AT ITS 1. mS CONVENTION, CISPES PROCLAIMED THIAT
ONE OF ITS 6OALS WAS TO "PRCvIr POLITICAL SuPOgRT FOR
THE 01LF..D IN A 19!6 iSSUE OF CISPES' NWSLETT-WALERTR" CISFES WROTE IT 0":EKS TO ELCATE A4 MOBILI'-
PUBLIC OPIkION AGAINST U.S. INTERVENTION IN 7L SAjyA OA
AND IN SOLZD T t TrFL.W .TEL?-TMT

UNCLASSIFIED
LtCLASSIFIED
PAGE 02 SAN SA 147.C CE OF C4 E1766Z

- THE TALVACORAN P.'OPL€. CIS3"S ALSO
STATES THAT IT STRIVES TO HAVE ALL U.S. AID TO EL
SALVADOR CLT OFF.

h. CISPES ORGANIZING EFFORTS

CISM HAS iEEN ACTIVE IN ORGAP IZ:NG L;TT-R AND TELEL.RA

CAMPAIGNS TO 9RESIrENT DUART, TwE E.SASSY, A.D r ' S
OF CCNCRESS PROTESTING AGAINST THE: ARREST OF PECOLE
WITH CLEAR TIES TC THE FILN (rEFTEL). AS PAST CF T I4
PcOGRA.-, CISCES uRGES ITS , TC :-:S--_: -
TOT!' A FCRM AUWRIIe ! STTTR lIAl "i'U~g A ~.HfAN RTC w~ -'.' r-'C CC(L ." C:*.-'

SRAGS THAT IT TARGETTED EIG-T HOLS- F:£:Gr e;ET:"
SU8COr.MITTEE MIErBERS' CONGPCSS0O'AL ::SRICTS D.F!...

UNCLASSIFIED / -.
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!% AN. SALVA.CR It"M%
LNCLASSIFIED

TUE EL--CTIONS AND, AS A RESULT, THESE: 4E TTIv.S
H4AVE ;OVED CLOSER TO OPPOSING AID TO EL SALVALOR. Cis.-S
• ENTO OS THAT IT LALkCHED A IAJOR MEDIA CAM*5G6tq IN T-
DIETRICTS OF rATT rClHLGH (D.NY) AND . C.t.Y ^-:--

CISPES ALSO NOTE: TWAT THE MAY j14 4EA*:N%'AS :FOR-' THE
SUBCOMITTEE ON WESTERN HEMISOHERE AFFAIRS F ThE HOUSE
CCMMITEE ON FOREIGN AFFAIRS ON "T4£ AIR WAR AND
POLITICAL CEVELOirENTS IN EL SALVADOR" hAS A C:SP-S
PROJECT TO ORE-SSURE CONGRESS.

7. CISPES HOPES TO RAISE 2c, r rOLLr, rF0 TH
.N -GOVERNMENTAL UrA, RIGHTS cor-SSION IN -L

5jIVADCR~~~~~ (CHE} JWjuHA EEE IIF:E: 41 AN
FrLrN.FROhT GAY) BY E U8 r : - - .ES c:r:S
ASK:S THAT L.S. TEACHER GROUPS SL:PORT T.-E SALVA6CRAN
TEACHERS UNIOPN ANDES El DE JUP;IO AND U.S. STUDP'PT GROUPS
UNCLASSIFIED
LFCLASSIFIED
OAGE C2 SAP; SA 1.474C C2 CF C4. il!766Z

DONATE FUNDS TO AGEUS, AN Ft*LN-FRONT GROUP AT TwE
NATIONAL UNIVERSITY. MIGUEL CASTELLANOS, At. FPL
(ONE OF THE FlVE GRCLPS IN THE FMLN) POLITIC-L OFFICER
WHO DEFECTED TO THE GOVERNMENT% t:AS SAID T'iT THEcT
CONTROLS ANDES AND THAT ANDES GIVES A-CUT ;r "r'T

F T DONATIONS IT RECEIVE; TO Tw- GUERRILLA.
C:SP"S ALSO EPCMURAGLS 7E .LE TO CHANNEL FUNDS ThRCUGH
THE SALVADORAN MEDICAL RELIEF FLND (SM1RF), E L -L
SALVADOR TODAY NESTT, AND MEDICAL AID FOREL SALVADOR
(MA.S), ALL OF WHICH ARE U.S.-*ASED GROUPS.
e. CISPES-LNTS CONFERENCE

CISPES HAS 8CE WORK~I1G ENERGETICALLY WITH uTS TO
SPONSOR A NOVEME9 a-2? CONFERENCE AT THE J.SU!T-RUN
CENTRAL AMERICAN LNIVERSITY (LCA) IN SAN SALVADOR.
TWE CONFERENCE WILL KICK-OFF WITH A DEMONSTRATIO, Its
DOWNTON SAN SALVADOR AND END WITH A PRESS CONFERENCE.
CISFES CLAIMS A 2SC-MEMBER DELEGATION CF U.S. LAaCR,
COMMUNITY, AND RELIGIOUS LEADERS, ELECTED CFFICI4;LS,
A.D MEDIA PERSONALITIES WILL ATTEND TUE CONFZR-'.CE
ENTITLED -IN SEARCH OF PEACE: A U.S.--EL SALVADOR
CCl:F.RENCE. AMONG THOSE CISPES LISTS AS ",LRRAT
EPDORSERS" OF THE CONFERENCE ARE_ REV. , ESE JAC(SOPI,
DR. BENJAMIN SPCCK4 AND AMALGAMATED CLOTHING ANC
TEXTILE WORKERS L0.tON INTERNATIONAL VICE PRESIDENT
ED CLANK.

, CISPES CLAIMS THE CONFERENCE WILL "ZRIG SALV&AORAN
AND U.S. REPRESENTATIVES TOGETm-R TO EPLORE A J
PROPOSE COrCRETE STEPS TOWARD ;ACE AN: TO ;ERC CR A
NEf',OTIATED SETTLEr-NT TO THE WAl.A CIS=:S STATiS IN

UNCLASS.FIE) /

- ,4AdV~ti

PAcT.E c

"': - # -, &.V%
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1 SAN SALVADC 179C
12/1./e6 131454 9R!NTCR: F(

LhCLASSIFI 1
OT14ER PARTS OF ITS LITERATURE, IOWEVEq, THAT "%LST
UNCLASSIFIED

UNCLASS IFIED z:- . a
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ab SAN SALVACOR 1-7C
UNCLASS IF IEC

UP.CLASSIFIED
0AG-r Cl SAN SA LU79C C! OF C4 2" .7,.Z
ACTION INR-J.C
IFO LOG-CC COPY-01 ADS-CC Art-CC S:-:C C:AE'.Ccc £-C

DODC-CC H-C1 NSCE-CC ARA-CC ')SE-CC COPE-CC SSO-cC
HA-C" L-C3 LAE-C4 ,-,C -. 2 C'--Cl STR-17
SIL-G. INRE-CG SP-C2 SNP-Cl- -C10 DS-C DSE-CC
SCT-02 /074 W.................. 1 -77=IC 21L2,C7Z /"L

C 211733Z NOV !6
FM. A1MEMASSY SAN SALVADOR
TO SECSTATE WASHDC IIMEDIATE 634
INFO USIA WASHDC C12-3
LSCINCSO OLARRY HEIGHTS Ph
ArEMSASSY MEXICO
UNCLAS SECTION C3 OF C4 SAN SALVA:OR 1479C
DEPT PASS DOL/ILAG
CEPT FOR T.J. CLEAR, INR/GI; AND LPD
USIA FOR AR/CENTAM
-O. 12356: N/A

-TAGS: ELAS, PHU?1, ES, US
SLBJECT: L.S. GROUPS WORKING tITH FMLN TO INC.qEASC

t'OWING THAT THERE ARE PEOmLE IN THE UNITED STATrS w-O
OPPOSE THE WAR OUR GOVERNMENT IS WAGING IS A-TREr:DoCUS
SOOST TO THE PEOPLE'S WILL TO 60 ON." CISPS. ALSO SAYS
THAT "FOCLSING ON SUPPORT TO THE POPLLAR OPCOSITIC -IN
EL SALVADOR NOW IS ONE OF OUR GREATEST OPPOATUN:TICS
TO AFFECT THE FIGHT FCR JUSTICE THERE AI TO UILC
BROAD LNDERSTANDING HERE ABOLT HOW BANKRUPT THE WHOL"
(U.S.) REGIONAL POLICY IS." (KOTE: CISFCS qEPEAT-DLY
REFERS TO THE FfLN AS THE POPULAR OPPOSIT'-ON.)

IC. IN ITS LETTER RECRUITING DELEGATES TO T4E COF-REN&CE
CISPES STIPULATES THAT EACH DELEGATE mrUST _z .£CO nEDKE
UNCLASSIFIED
UNCLASSIFIED
PAGE 02 SAN SA 1,47C C3 OF C4. ,I,'.;Z
BY AN ORGANIZATION OR INDIVIDUAL EhDORSING TI.E CON F--'?.CE
AS WELL AS SEND IN A RECOMIMENEATION FROM THE OA6A? :ZTOpl

CHURCH, UNION% SCHOOLi CTC. THAT THEY WILL 3-.E Ipp'

SETTING AT THE CONFERENCE." DELEGATES 1UST hA.Vr .
VALID PASSPORT AND VISA, ATTEPC CR REC'.:vE AN O.RZP.TAT:,C.
AND "AGREE TO ABIDE BY CONFERENCE R, ULAtt.S."AiE
REGULATION REQUIRES DELEGATES TO AKqIVE IN EL SAL A;CR
Ok. NOVEMiSER 2C AND DEPART BY NCVEr I :. ACCCRDI!.G
TO CISPrS, TIS IS "TO V.;SLRE TmAT CLR EL-*ATI:, tI
RESPECTFUL OF AND ACTS R.SptONSiLE TOARi C.R ¢rTe'
NqC ONE CONNECTED WITH THE CcF-RE&,CE CAN S*;Y :h -
SALVADOR LONGER THAN TWIS TI'E PrRIOD LPLES PR£VICL:
ARRANGErENTS HAVE EEN MADE." A CIS rS-C%.%:CTE.
ORGANIZATION, TACOMANS FOR PEACE !% C0T iL A..'C,

LNCLASSrFIED / "
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!6 SAN SLVA;CR V,7.4C
UNCLASSIFIEr

(TA;ICA), STATES TWAT FOR SAFETY REASONS" OART:C::A.TS
CAN ONLY R'-"AIN F.Re NOVEM3ER 1. TO NOVZ'iER ES LNL*SS
TwEY ARE PART Of ANOTHER ORGAP.ZED CEEL:GATI0K.

I' * A M'ULLGN VCICE-S FCR PEAC:"

CISPES 6ANTS TO CETAIK PLEr:GES .RCM ONE MILL: '
ArERICANS FOR A .ESOLUT'Oh TO CUT ALL U.S. AP.D .COO/.C
AID TO EL SALVADOR AD SUPPORTT A PEACEFUL SOLUTION TO
T)IE CONFLICT AM ONG THE SAL4ADCRANS." CISPEr ADVIS-S
ITS FOLLC;LERS TO IDENTIFY A& "!NTE.RNAL ADVOCATE" 1.,
INSTITUTIONS AND COUP IT IS TRYING TO CONVINC- TO
C.DOMSE THE PLEDGES, WHICH ARE Tt iE DELIvERED AT TOE
CCNFRENCE. CISPES I?,CLUD'S '4Ow-TO'S." A SAMPLE
LETTER. AIJD A "SAMPLE RAP" IN ITS PAC(ET OF ADVICE O&
OBTAINING ENDORSEMENTS. C:SPES TELLS ITS rVE!=ERS TO
INFORMl AUDIENCES THAT THE DULRTE GOVERNMENT "COPTI'.UES
TC IMPRISOK, TORTLRE, AND EvEN MILRDER TRADE LNION'ISTS,
U%.CLASSIFIEt
UKCLASSIFIE.
PAGE CT SAN SA 147!C Ct OF C4 ,!?uEZ
PUrAN RIGHTS ACTIVISTS, AND OTHERS 6PO SPEAK OLT FOR
PEACE AND JUSTICE." NOWHERE TN IN D~r_ o , crt yT~prs
SAY THAT PROSPECTIYE ENNOWSERS OF TH_ PLEDGE SHOULD BE
FORMED THAT CISPES SLPPORTS TAE FMLN-FDR.

12. MEDICAL AID FOR EL SALVACOR - BACKGROUNt

MEDICAL AID FOR EL SALVADOR {MAES) bAS FCLNCED I,
FEBRUARY lqe2. ITS .OST FArOUS SOA,. Of DIRCTCOS ME,.E R
IS ACTOR EDWARt ASNER. DR. CHARLES CLEMENTS, 0oS£ 00<
"WITNESS TO WAR" DESCRIBES A YEAR HE SPENT wORKING 'ITH
FrLN GUERRILLAS AND THEIR SUPPORTERS IN THE GL.ZAPA
VOLCANO AREA, IS ALSO A MAKES MEMER. ACCORDING TO
MAES, IT HAS DONATED OVER 7SCCCC DOLLARS WORTH CF
RADICAL AID WHICH "HAS GONE TO RLRAL AREAS WHER.

GOVERNMENT 8CMBkRt.ENT OF CIVILIAN TARGETS HAS 'ADE
TOE NEED FOR HEALTH CARE MOST CRITICAL." rMES ALSO
REPORTS THAT IN JANUARY 1 3, IT SPENT dCCCC DOLLARS
TO TRAIN AND EQLIP 110 MEDICAL "ERIGAD:STAS.0 ,lAES
CLAIMS THAT IN AUGUST 1955, IT GAVE 19 ,[C D!OLA _
WCRTH OF MEDICAL SUPPLIES TO A STUDENT-RUN CLINIC AND
PHARMACY AT THE NATIONAL LNIV.RSITY. (P.TE: TH,-'.Y jERE
N--Vr-g CtT Aq TM £irLl-AD A1S 0 T~ V fe IT BT1 RL.
OR"UflApY T .HEY WERE GIVEN TC TWE LIARTLLA.)
"AES' IGG1EST COUP CA,E IN 19ZS 04EN IT SENT A SURGICAL
TrAl TO EL SALVADCR TO CPERATE OP TmE ,SAh OF NIDIAD&AZ, API F5LN GUERqLLA COMAt.DE R O WAS WOHND .

CAPTURED IN A BATTLE WITH THE SALVADORAN ARrED f C-S.
MA REFERS TO DIAZ AS A POLITICAL PRISOrq AND ITS
LITERATLE STATES THE OPERATIC TOOK PLA( IN a 1e!sCt

U'CLASSIFIED
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li/11=/66, 1-J-455c ;RI-1.: F<

d6 SAN SALVACCR A1471C
UNCLASSVFIr.C

T..OL4W I OCCLRR-. IN A HOSPITAL. A CISP"S RqT CL --' ICH
PltAISE) TNE Or.RAT1ONi REFERRED TO DI&Z ONLY AS -A

,ARTICXDANT IN THE LA PALMA r._'ACE TALKS. ECTH GROUPS
L,:CLASSIFIrD

UNCL ASS IFIED :AG£ .
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tip SAIK SALVADOR 147"C
UNCLASS :F

UNCL ASS IF!ED
CAGE C, SAN SA 1470t C4 OF C'4 "

.ACTION INR-LC
INFO LOG-CC COPY-Cl ADS-CC A ' C-CC SS-:C c :a.-cc -:& a

DCE-CC H-Cl ,.SC E-C Z. AA-CZ ':S -- C COrE-CC S S-LC
MA-C' L-C" LAE-Cu P-lC P,-E. C 'sz-C L STR-.7
SIL-C. INRE-CC SP-CE SNP-Cl P " -S-. DS-. DSC-CC
SCT-C2 /C74 W

.................. "772E=C .=19CZ /41
C 2117':Z NOV E6
F' AME;EASSY SArN SALVADOR
TO SECSTATE WASHDC IPMEDIATE 61-1-S

.FO USIA WASHDC CE1 4
LSCINCSO QLARRY HEIGHTS PP.
ArEreASSY I'XICO
UNCLAS SECTION C4 OF C4 SAN SILVACOR "-47lC
DEPT PASS DOL/ILAB
DEPT FOR T.J. CLrAR, ItNR/GII AK: LP:
USIA FOR AR/CENTAMr
E.O. 123S.: N/A
TAGS: ELA8, PHUlA ES, US
SLBJECT: 1:.S. GROUPS WORKING WITH FMLN TO rICt-ASE

FAIL TO MENTION THAT DIAZ WAS AMONG T-OSE RELEASED IN
EXCHANGE FOR FREEDOM FOR PRESIDENT DUARTE'S KIDNAPPED
DAUGHTER.

I. MAKES FUNDS HOSPITALS IN CONFLICTIVE ZONES. THE
DESCRIPTIONS OF THESE HOSPITALS SY MAKES LEADS US TO
SUSPECT THESE HOSPITALS TREAT FmLP WOUNDED AS WELL AS
CIVILIANS. MACS SAYS THAT TOE HOSPITALS MLST 3E AaLE
TO MOVE CONSTANTLY I CASE OF MILITARY ATTACKS. ONE
HOSPITAL MAKES FUNDED WAS ON GUAZAPA VOLCANO AND ANOTi-ER
IS IN T14E NORTHERN PART OF LA UNION OErARTMEPT.
L I.CLAS SIF IED
UKCLASSIFIED
PAGE G2 SAN SA 14790 Cu OF C4 11174.Z
14. MEDICAL AIRLIFT TO EL SALVADOR

OP.' NOVEMeER 3Ci MACS PLANS TO FLY ONE rILLION DOLLARS
WORTH OF rIEDICAL SUPPLIES AND A &Q-MEMEER "FACT FIDING"
TEAM OF LABOR% CONGRESS, RELIGICLS, AND MEDICAL

COMMUNITY LEADERS AND CELEBRITIES TO EL SALVAtO,.
-- THOSE AMONG THE ONE MILLION kAR REFUGEES (NOTE:
THERE APE ACTUALLY ASCUT SCCCCc DISPLACED oEMSONS IN
EL SALVADOR)%
-- CIVILIAN AS WELL AS COMBATAP:T ANPUTEES" AND,
-- SALVADORAN CHILDQEPK WHO ARE S.CK OR WC;NtrD 8ECAILS-.
CF THE UAR. SOME OF THESE CHILDIEJ ARE TO S. 3qOUGjT
EACK TO TOE U.S., AND Tl-EIR AtC~rMPANyIPGF:'6 'ILY r-E~9EQS
WILL Sr POSTED BY "SANCTUARv CC 4GF'ATIOXS.

LNCLASSIFIE / OAG-
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I, l1 l/1. c''L : o-,T.r.B set

uNCLASSIF 
I-t

"A£% LIT-'ATURE STATES THAT T.E I!qLTFT 1L.L --E U it
"AN ORCANIZATION TOOL FOR THE C-.TRAL Am".4!C-P. :.A("
,-VEEPIT." MAES HOPES THE AIRLIFT WILL xTTQ:CT
UeL!C!TY TO "REFOCUS THE A CAERIC.IN OUELIC' 1TT;T.'.

ON TPE PROBLEMS I'N EL SALVA&CIR."

15. IN A PACKET ASKING SUPPORT FOR T"-E A!ILIFT :Pj TI-E
FORM OF TAX-DEDUCTI9LE DONATIONS, ,AES ALSO !'4CLU'.S A
TRANSLATION OF A LETTER FROM SAN SALVA OR A*CW ISWCO
RIVERA DAMAS. IN P4IS LETTER T'" ARCL4'ISW.^ £CC.:S ;:
BLESSES THE AIMLIFT AND PROMISES THE I-LRCI .ILL :NS'-O-
THE HELP WILL REACH THE MOST -E-Ely. I'A.S A;CAR:NTLV
BROUGHT IN ML'CH OF THE MEDICAL SLZPLIE.'S INTZINCE: "O Ti-E
AIRLIFT DURING THE EARTIIQLAKE RiL.EF EFFORT. T-iCSE
UNCLASSIFIED
UNCLASSIFIED
PAGE C% SAN SA 1471C C4 OF C4 E1iutUe
SUPPLIES AS WELL AS A SINGLE PLANELCAt TO ARRIVE
NOVEMBiER 3G ARE CONSIGNED TO THE ARCUBISWOORTC. MAr.S
"TATES IT !S LOOKING FCR AN OVERT VEHICLE To CC.%TIIUE
TS MEDICAL PROGRAM IN CONFLICTIVE ZONES, I.E., F."1.%
MILITARY HOSPITALS.

16. THE MAKES DELEGATION PLANS TO DEPART SAN SALVACON
ON DECEMBER 6 FOR MEXICO CITY ACCOMPANIED aY SALV.:OCRAN
CHILDREN AND THEIR FAMILIES. m&ES CLAIMS IT HA" A
,MEETING SCHEDULED IN MEXICO CITY ON DECE!,3ER 7 .,ITw
CONTADORA FOREIGN MINISTERS AND LEADERS.CF TWE
SALVADORAN OPPOSITION (I.E. FrLN-FDR}.
LOUHY

UNCLASSIFIED

75-542 - 88 - 28
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ExHmBI EA-50
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nal Network in Soli-
.oke at the Latin
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I.S. Peace Council.
"ounding conference
iba.

APPENDIX B
Cougreswoman Patricia Schroeder's Fundradsin Letter

for the Nkaragua Network, IM

W"shingtoe. D. C.
Theraday morning

Dear fellow Americn citise.,

I Went yon to JoIN me t a growing nationwide ettasne
moVemet to rodeem our 0couatry's boter by reversing the aean
Adinlttatlee' tragically Misguided policy toward Vicaltee .

Our toweramest ts responsible foe launching a terrorist wet
of attrition qgLot a roor ation vith a population about the
eame as that of my home state. *Coloa4o.

Thousands of Sicareguans have bes killed - and thouasmda
more have been maimed or rpd - by the so-called *contraa.

IEery iateruatiosal baam rights group thich has inves-
tigated the coatree war has turned up appalling evidence of
repeated atrocities.

Ant our tas dollars made al this possible.

Admiral Stansfield Turner, former Director of the CIA,
recently termed the eagan AdmiaietrtaLO policy "tate-sapported
torrorian.

My eomtitoata In Deaor mt me part of terrorisam and
rpe. I'm sure you don't. either.

In fact, recent public opnilon polls reveal that only one in
every seven Amorlcean thinks we should supply military aid to the
contrast. Yet the Administration coentLooe to press for tens of
Million of dollars to arm end supply teom in their war ngaLat
the people of Nicaragua.

to Make mtter& even wor"., the U. 8. overnment has sader-
aimed the peace negotiations undertake. by icaregua's neighbors.
It has created severe prebleme for the 0i4ara9ua eoOMMy by
initLating a trado embargo. And it ha escalated the war of
rhetoric beyond betlef by liheam g the contras to our rounding
fathers and the brave men and women of the trench assistance.

tll. sow there "1 egthins ZM j~q I C _t ths.

If you want to Wa nger co try's policies toward
Nicara&u. you cIA join m In the licarague getwort.

183
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rage 3

The Nicaragua Network is a resourceful &nd
based hare In Washington which ha boee Working
1979 to educate the Aaerican pulic about Wicar
pe opl-to-people conectlts abtween our two co

Working vith a bore-bones budget. they've

o The Nicaragua Network has channeled Over $
materiel aid to Nicaragua, shoving the hue
American character. Its goal for ISIS is
$300.000.

o The Nicaragua Network has sent over 700 No
Nicaragua as members of work projects -- t
tattio. erosion control end reconstructLon
centers as well as picking cotton or Coft
are scheduled to depart later this year.

o The Nicaragua Network has built a gressroo
local cittees Li 32 states throughout S.
AMd it has established coes working relat
nearly all the other major national groups
Sanity to our coutry'a Central American p

There ore many ways is which the Nicarague
refreshingly unique%

It coordinatss Its work with other groups.
out scarce resoctres more effectively -- f

1sing lobbying on Capitol Kil1 to other
tunnelng its material aid through larger
lish4 groups already on the scene. Obuch
piwagma& Network is almost invisible as a
ites sootheles real a"i effective.

It oryanis protest against the Adninistr
plii T MI 06i takes rqilxev ac-titrue1 face ot'Lbel Aiteice pel4 Fro Il

Network ham worked with city councils t t
which have established sister-city reletlo

icara gas towns. and ton more are in the

Its:,hleplne thousands of Aericans gain £
of icaragua. not Just by orgSnAISnl Its
end helping otker groups organism their.
to promote and facilItate group and lndivi
sice the Nicaragua Network was fouled is

SO.000 U. I. citizens he* visited Nicsral
Network dida't help all of them travel the
doing Its best to get in totch with them.
touch, after their return.

184
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imaginative group
quietly since

&qua and to bil'S
uetries.

accomplished wonderst

320.000 in direct
ans side of the

to deliver another

rth Americans to
o help In refores-

of community
0. Nundreds more

ta network of 150
he United states.
lonshipe with
working to bring

olicies.

Network is

so we can all use
or example. -
Organiiations and
end losager-estab-
of the work of the
result -- but

attfs Nicaragua
to show the

aopte. the Nicaragua
en municipalities
oshipe With
works.

lrt-hand knowledge
mn work projects
but also by helping
dual travel there.

1579, as many as
rue. The Nicaragua
re - but it's
and to stay in
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Page I

zte o1 rial ad program -- called :Let ticarsguaLive" --
is ot jot providLq, mrg•ncy esasoistacse and medical aid to
cvalom the blow of Contra attacks and the oU. 8. trade mbar-
to. It's also helping build a saw society: tratnitg rural
health cars workers. supplying fare o-ope, and building
chil6car. caters, school@ a clinics.

%eare e a.many ways *o nhelp the ticrl g Ietworks

You eal display the encloeed decal on your car or t a
window at home.

s YOU can get a local group - at 4 church Or sysagog. a
political club. a student group or a labor unlon local -- to
become local committee in the liearegaNDetwork.

ae You can write or call your Pkepresaatativa In Cors and
express " feelisog about our country's support of the
contra - or write Letter to the editor of your local
DewspaFer.
Bet More thanthhom else. 48 1leraea o seeds

yorfimnanctil 0Up!i*

Yoe &ad I receive a groat number of tuadralsing appeas
every week. nd W any Of Lhm fre from worthy, hard-working groups '
whose goals we sport. but In a ceplicaed and difficult
world. w have to pick aWdchoose.

I hope yom'lL agree with me that at this critical point is
the history of our cotry, the way we act toward the people o!
lcaraga aIs an Isme of the wary hihoet priority. 11 you d
agree. I hope yo'll deide to give ti appeal your Immediate
attanLiomn.

To my iad. It- obsoletely Vital that you4 ad I do every-
thlng within, our power to press our go rm t to play a peoce-
able and conetruftive role In iCargna -- and to sbow the people
Of that tiny, sggling Ratios that e wish thes well.

After all. tres't we big enough and rich enough to "Lt
icaraqua Live?,

You can help the tcarau Network meet the Laeas challenge
of reversing our coutry's misgul6d policy toward iLcarague by
sending a check today for $100, gSO. or een "2. Please aend as
such as you cea afford -- but send it without delay.

The Nicaragua Network must raise 1 .040 simply to pay ita
bills for the neat 9 days. But expenses are mounting quickly in
the current Crisis. and moat of that tm is Ie ed right away.

185
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pege 4

some day. you." I* can loot back and kaov that -- whatever
anyos. alse 416 -- we did our best to avert disaster ad resbnr a
sense of pride in our county's, democratic tradition.

Tha" you very mLch for your support.

Sincerely.

Patricia Schroeder
Ke ber of Congres

AV. M~ iw wf p tj -A.vt VA"a0eeQ- OV MA-

At-. V~44 tA~'t. t4/f- Aftr-4 IMOO AwuC 0W.

pane 4, Ow ,A4ae17.-, P&Oc /0. A- 'r

,W .. M- .1 L.4- 4 OAI t , -

186
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EXBIT EA-51

CR31098.0
RE/sjg

1 CONFIDENTIAL

2 UNITED STATES SENATE

3 SELECT COMMITTEE oN 5I
4 SECRET MILITARY ASSISTANCE TO

5 IRAN AND THE NICARAGUAN OPPOSITION

6

7 DEPOSITION OF RICHARD H. HELTON

8 Washington, D. C.

9 Wednesday, May 27, 1987

10
Deposition of RICHARD H. MELTON, called for examination

11 pursuant to notice of deposition, by telephone conference cal

12 at the offices of the Senate Select committee, Suite 901,

13 Hart Senate Office Building, at 4:14 p.m. before REBECCA E.

14 BYSTER, a Notary Public within and for the District of

15 Columbia, when were presents

16 TERRY SMILJANICH, ESQ.
Associate Counsel

17 United States Senate Select
Committee on Secret Military

19 Assistance to Iran and the
Nicaraguan Opposition

19
TIMOTHY E. TRAYLOR, ESQ.

20 United States House of
Representatives Select

21 Committee to Investigate
Covert Arms Transactions

22 With Iran

-- continued --

AcE.FEDERAL REPORTERS, INC.
M.3r4.= Nusnwidte Co v )O3366M

1
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

1]

12

13

14

15

16

17

is

19

20

21

22

2

APPEARANCES (Continued):

GEORGE TAFT, ESQ.
Office of Legal Advisor
United States Department

of State
Washington, D. C.

KIRK-PATRICK KOTULA, ESQ.
Counsel General
United States Embassy
San Jose, Costa Rica

ACE-FEDERAL REPORTERS, INC.
ZM-.47-3?00 Natonwide Covetal N0-33.6-6646
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C 0 N T E N T S

WITNESS

Richard H. Melton

by Mr. Smiljanich

ACE.FEDERAL REPORTERS, INC.
aNsionide Cowe w

EXAMINATION

4

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

13

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

]OM.)47.YX 3).336-"
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4
31098.0
re

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

Whereupon,

RICHARD H. MELTON

was called as a witness and, having first been duly sworn,

was examined and testified as follows

EXAMINATION

BY MR. SMILJANICHt

Q State your full name, please.

A My name is Richard H. Melton.

Q Mr. Melton, you are currently charge at the

American embassy in San Jose, Costa Rica; is that correct?

A That is correct.

AcE-FEDERAL REPORTERS, INC.
202-347.37W Naionwide Cove'te 00-336-6646

PROCEEDINGS

HR. SMILJANICH: Mr. Kotula, if you would, go

ahead and administer an oath to Charge Melton, we would

appreciate it.

THE WITNESS: I do. I have just taken the oath.

MR.. SMILJANICHt We really do need to get it --

ahead and have him repeat it for the record.

MR. KOTULAi I asked Mr. Melton if he swore or

affirmed the statement he is about to make is the truth to

the best of his knowledge and he said he did.

MR. SMILJANICHt Thank you.

go
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31098.0
roe 5

1 Q Starting in July of 1985, what position did you

2 take with the State Department?

3 A During that month I took the position of Office

4 Director of the Office of Central American Panamanian affairs

5 in the Department of State.

6 Q That is within the Bureau of Inter-Amerlcan

7 Affairs; is that correct?

8 A That is correct.

9 Q And during your tenure as head of that office,

10 Assistant Secretary Abrams was assistant secretary for that

11 bureau?

12 A That is correct.

13 Q Now, in the early part of May of 1986, did you

14 begin the first of a series of face-to-face meetings with a

15 man by the name of General Jack Singlaub?

16 A That is correct. I believe during that period,

17 the period in question, which is May of 1986, I had one,

18 perhaps two face-to-face meetings with him. I also had

19 several telephone conversations with him.

20 Q Just to take an overview for a second, in

21 approximately -- in how many meetings in which you were

22 present was Secretary Abrams also present in a direct meeting

AcE.FEDERAL REPORTERS, INC.
22347-3700 Nado4Wide Coverae 800336-6646
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31098.0
roe 6

1 with General Singlaub?

2 A I believe, to the best of my recollection, two

3 meetings. I couldn't give you the precise dates of those

4 meetings.

5 0 Okay, fine. You have with you, do you not, copies

6 of a series of memos that you authored concerning these

7 meetings?

8 A Yes, I do.

9 Q And you have referred to those memos to help you

10 refresh your recollection?

11 A Yes.

12 " Okay.

13 The first memo we have is dated May 8, 1986.

14 First let me ask you, do you recall meeting with General

15 Singlaub on or about that date?

16 A Yes. With my memory refreshed by looking at the

17 memorandum, yes.

18 Q Did you ever have any prior meetings with General

19 Singlaub?

20 A The first memorandum that you referred to covers a

21 meeting, I believe, on May 3rd.

22 Q I believe the date is, if you will look carefully,

ACE-FEDERAL REPORTERS, INC.
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1 maybe your copy is poor, but it looks like my copy shows that

2 the meeting took place on May 8.

3 A The copy I have, memorandum number 1, dated May 8,

4 the first paragraph of that says that the meeting took place

5 on May 3. That may be an error in transmission.

6 Q Okay. Okay. It is not particularly pertinent at

7 this moment, but let me ask you, prior to the date of this

8 particular meeting, had you ever met General Singlaub

9 before?

10 A Yes, I had met him before. Some.months before. I

11 don't recall exactly what the date of thAt-_Awa. I don't have

12 any notes with me.

13 Q Do you recall it was approximately some months

14 before this meeting?

15 A It was in connection with a -- General Singlaub

16 had gone to a Central American country and negotiated an

17 agreement with the ambassador. It was in connection with

18 that as I recall.

19 Q Okay. Did you meet with General Singlaub shortly

20 after he came back from that trip?

21 A That was true. I would have to have the dates

22 here but I think that this series of memos was shortly after

ACEFEDERAL REPORTERS, INC.
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1 that. I have tc go back, so someone would have to refresh me

2 on exactly when that agreement took place. But it was in the

3 same time period.

4 0 Let me just tell you that the records indicate

5 that General Singlaub had these series of meetings in the

6 last week of March of 1986. And there were then a series of

7 cables which I believe culminate in the cable of April 10,

8 1986. So that is the time frame concerning that particular

9 agreement that General Singlaub negotiated.

10 So with that as a time frame, about when would it

11 have been that you personally met with General Singlaub?

12 A It would have been in the context of those

13 meetings that you referred to. I think you said they were in

14 April?

15 Q Yes. The series of cables ended in April.

16 A It was in that time frame.

17 Q Okay. General Singlaub came to your office?

18 A Before this series of memos took place.

19 Q General Singlaub came to your office?

20 A No. No. In that instance, I was in a meeting

21 that took place in Elliott Abrams' office.

22 Q And who all was present?

ACE.-FEDERAL REPORTERS, INC.
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I A As I recall, I was there, of course, Elliott

2 Abrams, General Singlaub. I am not positive, but Deputy

3 Assistant Secretary William Walker may have been in that

4 meeting as well or in part of that meeting. I am not

5 positive of that.

6 Q All right. Tell us your best recollection of what

7 was discussed at that meeting.

8 A The earlier meeting?

9 Q Yes, this first meeting.

10 A I have no recollection of that specifically. The

11 context in which that took place was the agreement which

12 General Singlaub had worked out himself with Eden Pastora.

13 The concerns that we had that Assistant Secretary Abrams

14 expressed were that there was some confusion as a result of

15 the content of that agreement, and the wording of that

16 agreement that could have made it appear that the United

17 States Government was a party to that agreement between

18 General Singlaub and Eden Pasto' -*ssloant Secretary

19 Abrams' concern was to dispel that, to make sure that both

20 General Singlaub and Eden Pastora knew with absolutely no

21 doubt that the United States Government was not a party to

22 that agreement. That was the context of and the thrust of

ACE-FEDERAL REPORTERS, INC.
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1 that meeting as I recall it.

2 Q Okay. Give me a second. Was anything discussed

3 at that meeting concerning any intentions of General Singiaub

4 to solicit foreign countries for aid for the Contras?

5 A No, not at all.

6 Q So the purpose of that meeting was simply to make

7 clear to General Singlaub the position of the United States

8 with regard to that agreement he had worked out and the fact

9 that the United States was not a party or involved in any way

10 with any such agreements or understandings he would reach

11 with Eden Pastora; is that correct?

12 A That is correct.

13 Q One second.

14 A Beg your pardon?

15 Q One second.

16 (Pause.)

11. BY MR. SMILJANICHt

18 Q During that discussion, do you recall whether or

19 not General Singlaub indicated that he had discussed these

20 atters with the ambassador to that particular country where

21 he had worked out this agreement with Mr. Pastora?

22 A No.

ACE-FEDERAL REPORTERS, INC.
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1 Q Do you recall anything in that discussion about

2 the involvement of that ambassador -- of our ambassador to

3 that country in connection with this agreement?

4 A Not in that discussion. And I, as I say, I do not

5 have records here to indicate the timing of these things. So

6 the specifics I may get wrong, but I am confident of the

7 thrust of the meeting. Recounting that episode without being

a sure of the specific sequence of events, as I mentioned,

9 there was a concern about a possible misunderstanding. The

10 content of that agreement was cabled by the embassy to

11 Washington and from the content of the agreement, from the

12 cable, we were concerned, I know I was concerned and I know

13 other people in the bureau were concerned that this so-called

14 agreement could be misinterpreted as an agreement between the

15 U.S. Government and Eden Pastora. As a result of that, we

16 communicated with the embassy the specific instructions that

17 this was not the case, that Eden Pastora should be so

18 informed, and we undertook to insure that Gqneral Singlaub

19 knew the same thing. So that was the context in which this

20 took place.

21 Q Okay. Thank ypu.

22 Now, the next meeting you had with General

AcE.FEDERAL REPORTERS, INC.
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1 Singlaub would be the meeting that took place on either May 3

2 or Kay 0, the meeting that is referenced in this memo of Kay

3 8; is that correct?

4 A It may be that the copy I have i a transmission

5 error. The date at the top is Kay 8.

6 Q Right. But that is the next meeting you had with

7 General Singlaub?

8 A Yes.

9 Q That was a face-to-face meeting?

10 A That is right.

11 Q Now, certain matters were discussed there. First

12 let me ask you about the discussion concerning this question

13 of aid for Kr. Pastoral.

14 A Yes.

15 Q He -- you set forth in your memo to Assistant

16 Secretary Abrams the fact that Mr. Pastoral was looking for a

17 certain token amount of military equipment which he would

18 like to get from the UNO stocks; is that correct.

19 A Well, as I understood it, this was something that

20 had been worked out between General Singlaub and Eden

21 Pastora. I don't know whether the initiative came from Eden

22' Pastora or from General Singlaub. I am not sure of that.

AcE.FEDERAL REPORTERS, INC.
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1 Q Okay. Now, the last sentence of that particular

2 part of the memo states: "Singlaub wants you to try to turn

3 this around.*

4 Do you recall that that was General Singlaub's

5 wish?

6 A Yes, I do. He very much wanted this to happen.

7 Q Now, there is a marginal note up at the top which

8 Kr. Abrams wrote to R.M.O That is you, is that correct,

9 R.M.?

10 A That is correct.

11 Q And in it he indicates that, if I can just

12 summarize it, that he appears to be in favor of this idea

13 because it does involve such a minimal amount of equipment.

14 Do you recall that that was Assistant Secretary Abrams'

15 position?

16 A His position, I think that is what was -- the note

17 was on the memo. That didn't imply a decision or a formal

18 position on his part or on my part.

19 Q I understand that. But is it fair to say that the

20 two of you together thought that there might be some merit to

21 the request of General Singlaub?

22 A My view at the time was that there was a role in

ACEFEDERAL REPORTERS. INC.
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I the resistance for Eden Pastora. He was the individual with

2 the greatest name recognition among any of the resistance

3 leaders. At that time he was talking about pulling out of

4 the resistance and my view, and I believe it is fair to say

5 it was Elliott Abrams' view as well, although he will speak

6 for himself, that there was a role for Eden Pastora and we

7 were interested in ways to encourage him to stay.

8 Q Now, turning to another topic at that meeting,

9 General Singlaub advised you that he was departing for

10 certain foreign countries with the plan to seek funds from

11 those countries to sustain the Nicaraguan resistance; is that

12 correct?

13 A That is correct.

14 Q Now, he named two particular countries which we

15 will refer to as country 3 and country 5. Do you know the

16 countries I am referring to?

17 A Yes, I do.

18 Q Okay.

19 Q Looking at the memo that you wrote, it appears

20 fairly clear that you seemed to be generally in favor of the

21 idea of sending a signal or indicating in some way our

22 approval of his solicitation; is that correct?

ACE.FEDERAL REPORTERS, INC.
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I A I wouldn't characterize it that way.

2 Q What would you say?

3 A Let me read the memo.

4 My interpretation of that and my view generally

5 was that I knew that solicitations were -- by the State

6 Department were legal. As to who would carry out a

7 solicitation was a matter for someone to decide other than

8 me. And my role in this, in this meeting, was to pass along

9 the information and the request from General Singlaub. As to

10 how it would be done, how it would be considered, that was

11 really a matter for others to determine.

12 Q I understand that. Let me put it this wayt This

13 wasn't a decision for you to make, but you were certainly not

14 opposed to the idea. I mean, it did not appear to be in any

15 way an illegal request or asking you or State Department to

16 do something that you couldn't officially do; isn't that

17 correct?

19 A That is right. Solicitations were legal for

19 humanitarian purposes.

20 0 Did General Singlaub in these initial discussions

21 with you, did he tell you that he had previously made any

22 solicitations to these particular countries'in the past?

ACE-FEDERAL REPORTERS, INC.
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A He did not.

0 Did he -- vwas

did he specifically deny

from countries 3 or 5 or

up?

A

Q
to inform

should be

A

Q

he asked about that, in other words,

that he had ever solicited funds

did that subject just never come

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

a

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

Q Let me back up for a second. In your last

paragraph --

A May I say something?

Q Yes.

A It is, the meeting was on the 8th because the

subsequent memo does indicate the 8th. It is clear that the

first one was an error in transmission. The meeting was on

the 8th.

Q Okay. Thank you. In the last paragraph of that

ACEFEDERAL REPORTERS, INC.
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It never came up. Basically I was listening.

Okay. You then sent this memo to Secretary Abrams

him of your discussion and then to determine what

done thereafter; is that correct?.

That is correct.

Okay. Hold on one second.

(Pause.)

BY MR. SMILJANICHs
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1 memo, you state: "The simplest way to handle this would be

2 over the secure phone. t4SC approval will be needed." Why

3 did you feel that NSC approval would be needed for this it

4 this was an authorized activity by State Department?

5 A Well, any kind of a policy decision would have

6 required some interagency consultation. And a matter like

7 this, I assumed that it would be the subject of interagency

8 consultation. These were policy decisions that were being.

9 raised and so they would be treated in an interagency forum.

10 Q Did you also believe that the regional secretary,

11 assistant secretary for that particular area would also need

12 to be consulted in connection with this, if it were to take

13 place?

14 A I would think that the Secretary of State would be

15 consulted.

16 Q All right. What about specifically the regional

17 bureau?

18 A I would think that -- well, this is speculation,

19 but, sure, I would think that certainly the.regional

20 assistant secretary would be consulted as well.

21 0 Did you bring this subject up with the -- with

22 anybody in the regional bureau for the part of the globe
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I affected by this?

2 A I beg your pardon?

3 Q Did you consult with anybody in the regional

4 bureau that was responsible for countries 3 and 5 to discuss

5 this matter?

6 A I took no further action other than writing the

7 memo.

8 Q All right.

9 Let me move on to the next memo. The next copy we

10 have is a memo to Deputy Assistant Secretary William Walker

11 dated Kay 10. Do you see that memo?

12 A Yes, I have that.

13 Q Okay. Now, basically that is just a memo telling

14 him about the same matters that you had previously summarized

15 for Secretary Abrams; is that correct?

16 A That is right. Deputy Assistant Secretary Walker,

17 who I normally reported to, was absent during that period and

18 this was part of a memo bringing him up to date on things

19 which had occurred in his answer absence so it is basically a

20 recapitulation of the earlier memo.

21 Q Do you recall when Secretary Walker, Deputy

22 Assistant Secretary Walker came back from his trip?
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1 A No, I don't. I would have to look at a calendar

2 but I would assume that it was probably a month, but I really

3 don't know.

4 Q Let me jump ahead and ask this general question.

5 In any subsequent meetings with General Singlaub, was Deputy

6 Assistant Secretary Walker present?

7 A I think, I tend to go through this series, but I

S think there was only one other meeting. There were several

9 telephone calls but I think there was only one other

10 meeting. We can determine that as we go along.

11 Q Right.

12 A I am not sure whether Deputy Assistant Secretary

13 Walker was present in a subsequent meeting. If he were

14 there, normally he would be in a meeting like that, but at

15 times he was called away, he was on the Hill or he might have

16 been out of the country.

17 0 When we get to that particular meeting and as we

18 discuss it, we will see if maybe something about it helps jog

19 your memory and to whether he was or was not there.

20 A Okay.

21 Q So we will get to that.

22 Moving on to your memo 3f May 12, give me one

ACE-FEDERAL REPeRTERS, INC.
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1 second.

2 (Pause.)

3 BY MR. SXILJANICHt

4 Q Your memo of Kay 12, do you have that in front of

5 you?

6 A I do.

7 Q In the first paragraph of it, the second sentence,

8 jou state that you had told General Singlaub that you had

9 spoken with Secretary Abrams on Kay 10 about the subjects

10 concerning the aid to Pastora and vouching for Singlaub. Do

11 you recall that particular meeting with Secretary Abrams?

12 A Only in general terms. Not in any greater detail

13 than is in the meo.

14 Q Well, is there anything you can add or subtract

15 from the matters you set forth to him in your Kay 8 memo? In

16 other words, can you think of anything in particular that you

17 discussed that went beyond what is set forth in those memos?

19 A No. It was to inform him basically that there

19 were -- that no decisions were reached on these things on

20 either, on any of the topics that he had raised.

21 Q So Mr. Abrams did not make a specific decision an

22 to whether or not to vouch for General Singlaub's efforts
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1 with these countries or for his request to help out in

2 connection with some additional aid to Pastora; is that

3 correct?

4 A That is right. He made no decision to do either

5 of those things.

6 Q Did he tell you he was going to discuss those

7 matters with somebody else to help him arrive at a decision?

"8 A 1 believe the way it went is that he said he would

9 be back in touch on those topics. And I was sort of in a

10 holding position, pending further conversation with him. It

11 was the kind of environment as it is in the bureau where you

12 don't always get a chance to talk through issues entirely.

13 You alert -- I alerted him about this issue. He, in our

14 conversation, he indicated that he understood what it was and

15 he said he would get back in touch kind of thing.

16 Q So Mr. Abrams had not to your knowledge made a

17 specific decision to in fact send the signal to the foreign

18 countries that General Singlaub had requested; is that

19 correct?

20 A No, not at all.

21 Q Is the contrary true also, that he had not made a

22 specific decision to decline to send such a signal?
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0 I understand. I just want to make sure that you

are also clear about the fact that he hadn't come to a

decision at that point to refuse to go forward, as General

Singlaub had requested.

A I don't know whether he had or not, but he didn'

convey to me a decision.

Q All right. Thank you.

Now, you set forth in your memo of Kay 12 the fa

that General Singlaub called that particular day; is that

correct?

A. Yes.

ACE-FEDERAL REPORTERS, INC.
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A Hot exactly in that categorical way. It was more

that he would talk about it some more.

Q But he hadn't specifically ruled out the

possibility, had he?

A He didn't say that I should convey a decision to

that affect.

Q And he didn't tell you that he had ruled that out

as a complete possibility, had he?

A He didn't say it one way or another. But he

didn't authorize me to convey a decision that we would do

that.
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1 0 And he called from, I believe, country 3?

2 A I don't recall. That's not in my memo.

3 Q I see. You have just, you are looking at the

4 redacted version?

5 A That is correct.

6 Q Okay. At any rate, you recall he called from one

7 of these two foreign countries that he said he was traveling

9 to?

9 A Right.

10 Q Okay. And I would like you to try to go beyond

11 what is just set forth in your memo and try to recall what

12 General Singlaub actually told you during that conversation.

13 A Basically had any decisions been reached and that

14 was it. And I told him basically what is in the memo, that

15 no decisions had been reached.

16 Q Do you recall whether or not General Singlaub

17 indicated --

18 A Yes.

19 Q -- at that time that he was in fact on the verge

20 of successfully making a solicitation and what he needed at

21 that very moment was some type of a signal from the U.S.

22 Government?
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1 A Going back to the beginning of this sequence, as I

2 recall it, he was making these trips, he had other business

3 that was taking him to these areas. So &* 1 recall it, hoi

4 was making these trips, he would have made the trips if ttere

5 had been no issue of a solicitation.

6 I am sorry. Could you explain that, what dc yo3

7 mean if there had been no issue of a solicitation?

9 A As I recall it, he was traveling to theme

9 countries and he wanted to make a solicitation. But he

10 presumably had other business in those countries as well

11 which he did not discuss with me. So even without a

12 decision, he made the trips, so his other business took him

13 to these countries.

14 I guess my question though is, do you recall that.

15 when he made this particular telephone call to you, he was at

16 that very time engaged in this process of soliciting funds

17 and needed -- and that was why he called you, because he

18 needed a decision as soon as possible?

19 A Well, not to my knowledge. He was in the

20 country. He had said in the first meeting that he sought

21 some official indication that he was making these requests

22 and that we were aware of it. So he was looking for that to
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I make his request. And that was never forthcoming.

2 Q Your memo states that you told General Singlaub

3 that you wanted to be helpful, that Secretary Abrams wanted

4 to be helpful on both issues, but that the appropriate White

5 House officials had been unavailable. What do you recall

6 about that particular matter?

7 A That was in the nature, as I recall it, of a

8 general kind of response to General Singlaub. General

9 Singlaub was a man who was held in high regard and regardless

10 of these specific issues, there was no desire on anyone's

11 pa:t to gratuitously offend him. So that in my conversations

12 vith him, I was conveying that sense or I sought to convey

13 that sense. That's certainly my recollection, that is, that

14 Assistant Secretary Abrams wanted to convey that as well.

15 Q Okay. Well, what appropriate White House

16 officials were you referring to in your memo?

17 A Specific White House officials?

19 Q Yes.

19 A In a generic sense, appropriate officials could

20 have been -- White House could have been left out very

21 easily. I had no specific officials in mind.

22 Q But you specifically told General Singlaub that
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1 the appropriate White House officials were unavailable, but

2 what you are telling me is that you in fact had no specific

3 officials in mind?

4 A That's right.

5 Q So you hadn't been atempting to reach specific

6 White House officials who were in fact unavailable) is that

7 correct?

8 A Not at all.

9 Q Would it be fair to say that based on what you

10 knew about, as you mentioned, that General Singlaub was a

11 well respected American of some reputation that you were

12 basically, I don't mean to put this in a pejorative sense,

13 but that you were basically putting him off, because no

14 specific decision had been made and you just didn't want to

15 bluntly tell him that nobody had been consulted? Is that a

16 fair statement?

17 A That is it. This was a temporizing response.

18 That is exactly what it was.

19 Q Okay.

20 Now, then you set forwards in your memo the fact

21 that decisions need to be made, A, about the limited amounts

22 of equipment for Pastors, and, B, whether to inform the
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1 authorities in these countries, foreign countries, that the

2 U.S. Government approves of his solicitation efforts.

3 Did you, after writing this memo, sit down with

4 Assistant Secretary Abrams in which he came to a specific

5 decision?

6 A Not at all. The "decisions needed" part is

7 basically there is no new information there. It is basically

8 a recapitulation of the original -- there is no new

9 information there. It is basically a recapitulation of the

10 original requests that were put by General Singlaub. And

1) they were stated just as a reminder to Assistant Secretary

12 Abrams, but they don't represent any new thoughts on the

13 subject or really any new information. It is basically a

14 recapitulation of the points raised in the original meeting.

1s Q Now, your memo indicates that a RIG meeting was

16 scheduled for May 12 and that perhaps consultations with the

17 agency could be handled at that particular RIG meeting. Do

18 you recall making that particular recommendation to Mr.

19 Abrams?

20 A I remember writing it in the memo, but I didn't

21 make it other than that.

22 Q Did you attend a RIG meeting on May 12?
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A No.

Q Okay.

Now, why did you feel that you say both decisions

will require consultations with the agency. First of all, by

*the agency," are you referring to the CIA?

A Yes, I an.

Q Now, with regard to the decision number one,

concerning aid to Pastora, I think I can understand what you

were referring to there. But with regard to the second

matter, involving vouching for General Singlaub's efforts,

why did you feel that the agency was a participant in this

decision?
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A No, I didn't.

Q Did you discuss with Mr. Abrams prior to the RIG

meeting what if anything should be discussed at this meeting

concerning this matter?

A No, I did not.

Q Do you know whether or not the matter was brought

up by Mr. Abrams at the RIG meeting?

A No, I don't.

Q He didn't tell you afterwards whether he had done

so or not?
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1 A On all decisions of policy, an interagency

2 consultation process, it seemed to me, would be appropriate.

3 - Q Okay.

4 Did you ever discuss this matter with anyone with

5 the agencyT

6 A No, I did not.

7 Q Specifically, the chief of the Central American

8 Task Force at that time? Did you ever discuss it with him?

9 A Not with anyone from the agency.

10 Q All right.

11 Now, let's move on then to the memo of May 14,

12 1986. Do you have that in front of you?

13 A Yes, I do.

14 Q Okay. You state in there that you passed the

15 decisions on the matters of aid to Pastora and solicitations

16 by General Singlaub to General Singlaub that afternoon.

17 First of all, I assume this was by a telephone conversation?

18 A That is right.

19 Q Do you recall whether or not you called General

20 SLnglaub or General Singlaub called you?

21 A I do not.

22 Q All right. Let me tell you why I would like you
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1 to think about that and get your absolute beat recollection

2 of it. General Singlaub has testified that he was in the

3 process of making his solicitation efforts in one of these

4 particular countries when he received a call from either you

5 or Secretary Abrams basically telling him stop, stop whatever

6 you are doing, we have -- we can't go forward with this

7 matter. And that he said as a result of that phone call to

8 him, he stopped, he stopped engaging in his efforts at that

9 time.

10 I believe Assistant Secretary Abrams' best

11 recollection is that this was a decision that was passed on

12 to him after he called inquiring to find out, well, have you

13 all made a decision yet.

14 So, you know, I am trying to see if you can -- if

15 either of those jog your memory and if you could tell us

16 whether or not you recall who placed the call and under what

17 circumstances?

18 A My recollection is that throughout this process

19 that the person making the queries about whether a decision

20 had been reached, whether we were going to do what he wanted,

21 that the initiative was with General Singlaub.

22 Q Okay. In other words, you specifically can state
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1 that to your best recollection this was -- you did not have

2 to call General Singlaub to change a prior ueisage that had

3 been given to his concerning hip efforts; is that correct?

4 A That is correct. In fact, I would not have known

5 how to get in touch with General Singlaub.

6 Q Okay. Hold on one second.

7 Okay, now, in there you first of all told General

8 Singlaub'about the decision concerning )r. Pastoral. It was

9 about this time, wasn't it, that r. Pastoral had publicly

10 announced he was withdrawing from the fight?

11 A That is correct.

12 Q And basically your memo sets forth your decisions

13 and your reasons for the decisions. Do you.have anything to

14 add to it, do you recall anything else that entered into that

15 particular decision?

16 A Yes. I would add one factor and that is that

17 reaching his decision, that is, Eden Pastora reaching his

18 decision -- he was making statements to the press critical of

19 entities of the U.S. Government and of course these

20 statements were not helpful to our concerns in the area. And

21 we had an interest in trying to discourage him from making

22 these statements. So I would add that to what is in the
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1 memo.

2 Q All right.' Thank you.

3 Now, moving on to the next topic are the

4 solicitation matters, your memo states, 01 told Singlaub that

5 1 had been instructed to pass the following message to him,"

6 and then you have a colon and then you have an indented

7 paragraph. It looks, from looking at this memo, as though

8 you were very specifically setting forth word for word a

9 mAssage that you had been told to pass to General Singlaub.

10 Is that in fact the case?

11 A That is very close to being correct. I wouldn't

12 vouch for every word in that indent, but it is the substance,

13 it iti close to the substance of what I passed to him; that is

14 correct.

15 0 Okay. It starts off by saying, *the earlier

16 decision to pass the message he had requested had been

17 reconsidered.* What did you mean by that?

18 A I would say that is loose language. I may have

19 said something approximating that, but loose language .: the

20 sense that there had not been any earlier decision to do

21 this.

22 0 Do you recall --
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1 A I have looked at the meos and if you go to the

2 previous memo, the one dated the 12th.

3 0 Yes.

4 X The first sentence in that, whe called that

5 morning to see if decisions had been reached." I think that

6 is further indication that decisions had not been reached.

7 So it would be certainly imprecise to say "earliest

8 decisions,* because there had been no decisions.

9 Q All right. In other words, between the date of

10 May 12, when General Singlaub called, and Kay 14, when you

11 discussed this matter with him again, there had been no

12 intervening telephone calls?

13 A Correct.

14 Q So to your best recollection, there had not been,

15 he had not been told that an eariuee decision had been made

16 to pass the message he had requested?

17 A That is correct.

18 Q Then you go on to say "the judgment here was that

19 the timing was not right. To move now might complicate other

20 priority matters of imortance of vhinh ho was aware." That

21 is a very intriguing sentence. What did you mean by that?

22 A As I recall, I think that is more or less what I
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1 said. And that language and that message, as I recall I got

2 that from Assiatant Secretry Abrams.

3 Q In other words, Assistant Secretary Abrams told

4 you to tell him about complicating other priority matters of

5 importance of which he was aware?

6 A That is right.

7 Q Did you know what Secretary Abrams was referring

8 to?

9 A Lia ntL . I took it to mean that it was more of

10 the temporizing kind of response that had been characteristic

11 of the entire process. A . je, , o/.,. ,

12 Q Okay. But-- /-- "

13 A I didn't assume that this had any specific content

14 to it.

15 Q But you are telling this to General Sinalaub and

16 certainly if it had no content to it, wouldn't you be

17 concerned that General Singlaub's response would be, what are

is you talking about? What priority matters of importance? I

19 mean, this wasn't just simply put-off language.

20 A If I were acting, in effect, under instructions,

21 passing a message, then it wouldn't be required that I would

22 have to explain what the message was. And I think that that
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1 is the way General Singlaub took it.

2 Q In other words, when you were given this message

3 to pass, by the way, you were given specific language by

4 Kr. Abrams; is that correct?

5 A He gave me generally not only what I should say to

6 him and that is -- but I don't have it word for word. I

7 wouldn't say that what I have in the memo is speciftc~ily

8 what Assistant Secretary Abrams said. He didn't give it to

9 me in writing and I didn't write it down immediately. It is

10 more or less what the message was.

11 Q But he told you something concerning priority

12 matters of importance of which General Singlaub was aware,

13 right; you didn't make that up?

14 A That is right.

15 Q All right.

16 A Kore or less that. I would say a word here, a

17 word there, but the substance of the message is correct and

1 it is a faithful reflection of what I told him.

19 Q And you did not ask Secretary Abram and he did

20 not tell you in any way what he was referrina to by these

21 mother matters of importance" of which Singlaub was aware?

22 A No.
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1 Q And when you read this message to General

2 Singlaub, did he ask you right then and there what you were

3 referring to?

4 A No, he didn't. He was disappointed, but he took

5 the message more or less as a military man would.

6 Q Did he ask any questions?

7 A He realized throughout that what my -- what I was

a doing in this and so he took, he didn't take it that he would

9 try to change things by debating an issue with me such as

10 this.

11 Q In other words, during the series of conversations

12 you were relaying messages between General Singlaub and

13 Secretary Abrams and not acting in your own capacity as a

14 participant in any decisionmaking; is that correct?

15 A Well, that is not entirely true. The decisions, I

16 certainly did not make decisions in these instances, and in

17 the first instance the contact was initiated by General

18 Singlaub with the requests that were in the first memo, and

19 my role after that was to convey what he had said and

20 generally convey back to him a series of temporizing

21 responses which culminated in edification of the decisions in

22 both cases.
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1 Q And when you use the word *temporizing, what you

2 mean is, in other words, putting him off without --

3 A That's right.

4 Q -- specifically rejecting it, rejecting the idea

5 abruptly?

6 A That in right. I think that would be the

7 appropriate way, that we would have, that we did deal with

8 him and for the reasons that I have stated earlier, that

9 everyone had great respect for General Singlaub and no one,

10 certainly I did not have any interest in treating him les

11 than with the respect that I considered that he merited.

12 Q. Bgt up to this phone conversation on May 14, you

13 were not aware that these series of messages were simply

14 temporizing. In other words, it was still possible up to

15 this date that as far as you were concerned a decision might

16 be made to go along with what General Singlaub was

17 requeeting1 isn't tht correct?

18 A I didn't discuss it in any great length. I think

19 that is reflected In c AI. nf " -ommnts in these memos,

20 that there was no conversation, no deliberation of which I an

21 aware in the bureau on these topics.

22 In the one case the -- I am not aware of what
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1 consultations may or may not have gone on about the

2 solicitation issue. The other issue, the one of materiel for

3 Eden Pastors, that ended up that it was overtaken by events

4 when Eden Pastora withdrew from the resistance.

5 0 1 realize you did not participate in any decLsions

6 -- conferences which led to any decisions concerning this

7 solicitation. But going back to my question, isn't it true

8 that up to the passage of this message to General SLnglaub on

9 Xay 14, the possibility, as far as you were concerned, had

10 not been ruled out that such a message might be able to be

11 passed from the U.S. Government?

12 A That is true.

13 Q I mean, you had said in your previous memo --

14 A He didn't communicate that to me.

15 Q Okay. You had stated in your previous memo that

16 if it was going to be done, the agency might have to be

17 consulted with. You had mentioned the possibility of getting

18 NSC approval, so these are all indications that as far as you

19 were concerned, a decision had to be made one way or the

20 other, but had not been made up until the time you passed

21 this, were told to pass this message on May 14. Is that a

22 fair statement?
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I A I think that is true.

2 Q Okay.

3 A And in outlining these things in sort of the

4 coment, I was sort of outlining the interagency process of

5 consultation that, in my judgment anyway, would be

6 appropriate in these circumstances.

7 Q Let's go to the next memo. May 15, 1986. Do you

a have that?

9 A May 15?

10 Q Yes.

11 A Yes.

12 Q Okay. This indicates that General Singlaub called

13 again on that day, raising the topic one more time. Do you

14 recall that conversation?

15 A I recall it from being refreshed reading the memo,

16 yes.

17 Q Now, this specifically does indicate that it was

18 General Singlaub calling you, rather than vice versa. Do you

19 recall that that was the case?

20 A Yes. I recall all the calls were initiated by

21 General Singlaub for the reasons I stated, that basically he

22 was in travel status, I wouldn't have known'how to get in
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1 touch with him in any case.

2 Q Okay. Now, going to the second paragraph of your

3 memo, it states that, you state that General Singlaub was

4 puzzled by your comment concerning the timing of his planned

5 fund raising initiative and it states, "I responded that

6 important events and decisions were in the offing and that

7 approaches by him at this time aight complicate our efforts."

8 Now, in your previous memo you had, you have told

9 us you were simply pausing on * message that you were told to

10 pass along. In this memo it indicates that you had-to

11 respond directly to General Sinolaub on his question. What

12 infnrwnlon did yo- h v n i sA v--a" ,, told him that

13 important events and decisions were in the offing?

14 A I had nothing in mind. That is basically a

15 restatement of what the message was in another form. But I

16 had no new information to pass to him. I basically restated

17 the message I had given him earlier.

18 Q Okay. Well, at about --

19 A You will have to, you will have to talk about it

20 when you get back. I really don't have anything more for you

21 on it.

22 Q You mean that is what you told General SLnglaub?
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1 A Yes. I think I said -- I stated it a little bit

2 more elegantly than that. That is basically what I said.

3 Q Okay. At about this same time, Kay 15, Kay 16,

4 that time period of 1986, an NSPG meeting -- hold on a second

5 -- discussed certain matters concerning solicitation. Were

6 you aware of the fact that this was a topic which was being

7 discussed at higher levels?

8 A No, I was not.

9 Q On or about that particular time, a specific

10 decision was made to go forward, pursuant to some legislation

11 which specifically authorized State Department to make such

12 solicitations, a decision was made to go forward with such

13 efforts. Were you aware that such a decision had been made

14 at or about that time?

15 A No, I was not.

16 Q Okay. So when you refer to "important events and

17 decisions are in the offing," you were not aware that that

19 day or the next day such a meeting was going to be held?

19 A No, I was not.

20 Q Do you know whether or not your words in the

21 offing were words that were suggested to you by Secretary

22 Abrams?
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1 A They -- it my have reflected the earlier

2 decision, the earlier guidance that he had given me as to

3 what I should say to General Singlaub.

4 0 Okay.

5 A But I wouldn't say that is word for word what the

6 guidance was.

7 Q All right. Your last sentences, I said that I

8 was unable to be more specific over the phone but suggested

9 that he talk to you on his return to the United States."

10 First of all, the, your phone conversation with

11 General Singlaub was over an unsecured telephone line; is

12 that correct? Hello? San Jose?

13 A Yes.

14 Q But you had nothing particular in mind when you

15 told him this, that was of any particular sensitive nature

16 that you couldn't discuss with him on the telephone; is that

17 also correct?

18 A That is correct. I had nothing more really that I

19 could convey to him.

20 Q Whether it was secure or unsecure?

21 A Correct.

22 Q All right. Now, let's go to the next memo, which
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1 is May 22nd, 1986. Do you have that in front of you?

2 A I do.

3 Q All right. That sets forth some talking points or

4 a memo to Assistant Secretary Abrams to prepare him for a

5 meeting with General Singlaub at 3145 p.m. on May 23. Now,

6 do you recall that such a meeting took place?

7 A As I recall it did. I would have to check the

8 calendars.

9 0 Let me just tell you that --

10 A I believe it did.

11 Q Let me just tell you that Assistant Secretary

12 Abrams' calendar shovs for May 23 at that time a meeting with

13 General Singlaub. Kr. Abrams does not have any specific

14 recollection of that meeting. So he can't say one way or the

15 other whether it did or didn't take place. But he doesn't

16 deny that the meeting took place. He just has no specific

17 recollection.

18 So knowing that the calendar, his calendar shows

19 such a meeting and that your memo sets forth preparation for

20 the meeting, my question is, can you tell us you have a

21 specific recollection of your own that such a meeting took

22 place on or about that time? Let me ask it this way.
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1 A I can' t.

2 Q Wait. Let ae ask it this ways You recall that at

3 least some point during this process Assistant Secretary

4 Abrams and General Singlaub were face to face after that

5 April '86 meeting; is that correct?

6 A I just assumed that this was when it was. I

7 believe that is true. But I don't have any calendars here

8 for my own schedule, so I really, I would have to look at my

9 calendars. Did anyone ask Assistant Secretary Abrams'

10 secretary whether the meeting took place? There is a log in

11 the State Department that he would sign in if he came in that

12 day.

13 Q We don't -- I don't have that information. But

14 1et-me jt pI t this w _ys Separate-and-apart-from anyof___

1s your memos and any of your calendars, you can recall that you

16 were present for a meting with -- between General Singlaub

17 and Secretary Abram. on two occasions, one s'.:rtly after the

18 Pastora agreement matter, and one sometime during this

19 process involving solicitation from foreign countries. Is

20 that a fair statement?

21 A Yes.

22 Q All right. Given the fact that your memo
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1 indicates a meeting on May 23 concerning that matter and that

2 Secretary Abrams' calendar shows a meeting on that particular

3 date, I think we can safely assume that it was at or about

4 that time that you had a meeting.

5 I don't want to tie you down to that particular

6 date engraved in stone, but I want to get your memory of the

7 meeting that took place at about that time between Secretary

8 Abrams and General Singlaub. Go ahead.

9 A I think that is true, but I am looking over the

10 points now and I don't recall -- I don't recall these points

11 being made specifically by Assistant Secretary Abrams to

12 General Singlaub. So I am just not sure whether --

13 Q All right. I will tell you what; Put the memo

14 aside for a minute and just tell us everything you can about

15 the second time that Abrams and Singl3ub met.

16 A I have no specific recollection really. In my own

17 mind some of these things are blended together, there were a

18 series of meetings that took place with -- well, meetings,

19 conversations, and I am not -- I am really not very clear

20 that such a meeting --

21 Q All right. Well, I want you to understand --

22 A I am thinking.
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1 Q I want you to understand, Kr. Xelton, that

2 obviously we want your best recollection. We don't want you

3 to speculate. We don't want you to guess, out on the other

4 hand, you don't have to be 100 percent certain of something

5 In order to testify that it is your best recollection that

6 something took place. So with that in mind# let me just ask

7 you again what you can recall, if anything, about the second

8 time in which Assistant Secretary Abrams and General Singlaub

9 met face to face to discuss matters. What independent

10 recollection do you have?

11 A I an afraid I don't have any.

12 Q All right.

13 A I really don't recall.

14 Q Let's look at the memo you wrote.

15 From all indications, looking at your copy of

16 this, this is a memo that you wrote on or about Kay 22nd; is

17 that correct?

18 A Yes.

19 Q We don't have any reason to assume that somebody

20 made up this memo and put your name on it?

21 A No, no, I wrote the memo.

22 Q Okay.
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1 Under the category of "fund raising for the

2 resistance," do you se that toward the bottom of the first

3 page?

4 A The memo nvber 6?

5 Q Kay 22nd, yes. Do you see that?

6 A Where is the -- oh, yes, I see that.

7 Q 'Fund raising for the resistance.*

8 A Yes.

9 Q It states, "Singlaub is a good soldier and at our

10 request stood down on his planned approaches to the foreign

11 countries.' That is what it states; is that correct?

12 A That is right.

13 Q How, that was in fact true, wasn't it, that he had

14 in fact stood down on his planned approaches at your request;

15 isn't that correct?

16 A It is not s;ecific. It is not precisely -- it is

17 not precise. He never was authorized to do thse things. He

18 had asked us to, in effect to provide some indication to

19 those governments that he was, that he at least was doing,

20 was known and approved of by the U.S. Government, and he

21 never got that. So that is what it really means.

22 He wanted to make these solicitations, I think,
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and the way he expressed it, that they would not prosper, I

don't think he thought they would prosper unless he -- there

was some indication that there was a sponsorship or that at

least we know about it. And he never got that. So that is

what actually happened.

0 1 understand. I am just, I don't want you to read

too much into my question. r am just simply saying that he

certainly planned to make some approaches and he had to stand

down from his approaches at your requests isn't that

correct?

A As I recall it, he was going to these two

countries and he wanted to make solicitations while he wds

there as I recall it, he was going there for other

business. But while he was there, he wanted to make these

solicitations. And he, because he was, he didn't get what he

wanted from us, I don't believe he made those solicitations.

Q All right.

Going on to the next page of your memo, you list

three points to make with General Singlaub. Do you recall

setting forth those three points in your memo?

A Yes.

Q All right. The first point simply says, *I
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1 appreciate your willingness to cancel your planned approaches

2 on such sketchy information." What did you mean by sketchy

3 information'?

4 A It was the telephone information that I had given

5 S him that was laid out in the previous memos.

6 Q You go on to say "important national security

7 considerations were involved (explained)." Would you please

a explain for us?

9 A There is no explanation. That is just a heading

10 that I didn't have anything more about this than I had

11 already conveyed to Genezal Singlaub. If there was anything

12 else to be conveyed, it would have to be conveyed by Elliott

13 Abram.. This is basically a heading to explain this$ he will

14 have to say what it is, if anything, that goes under that

15 heading. If I had more details, had something specifically

16 in mind, I would have put it there. But I didn't have

17 anything specifically in mind.

1 Q Did you believe that, I an just asking you for

19 your own belief and perception now, did you believe that

20 Assistant Secretary Abrams had made this up about national

21 security considerations as an excuse to put off an important

22 man like General Singlaub?
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I A Well, I think that, and this is now based on what

2 1 know now about solicitations that were made, and knowing

3 nov that this was approximately the time when these things

4 were being considered, I would take it that'that, that that

S is what the considerations were that were on the table at

6 this tips. But at the time I didn't know that.

7 Q Okay. Do you recall in the meeting in which you

8 were present when Assistant Secretary Abrams and General

9 SLnglaub were talking, do you recall any part of the

10 discussion between the two of them concerning these national

11 security consLderations?

12 A No.

13 Q Let me ask you this Are you telling us that you

14 were not present when such discurbions took place or that you

1s just don't recall one way or the other whether such

16 discussions took place or thirdly --

17 A I really don't have any recollection of that at

18 all, that the -- I think that the -- subsequently I learned

19 that the factor -- in this case, if solicitations were going

20 to be made, they would be made by the U.S. Government, and

21 not on behalf of the U.S. Government. I think that is what

22 the decision that was subsequently reached was.
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1 Q When did you learn that?

2 A Very recently. Some of it on the hearings.

3 Q Oh, you mean this isn't something you learned back

4 then?

5 A No. No.

6 Q Oh, okay. Going back to what you knew then and

7 not when we all know now, are you telling us that it is your

8 best recollection that such discussions were not held in your

9 presence, or simply that you don't recall one way or the

10 other?

11 A I really don't recall. I don't recall really.

12 Q All right. You state in there your final point

13 under that category is, "private fund raising is a key

14 element of our strategy (explained).* Would you please

is explain that for us?

16 A I had in mind basically that the President and on

17 down, that it was, we had stated we would need their support

19 for the resistance and they -- they were receiving funds and

19 we were aware that they were receiving funds from private

20 donors. And the President on down, that was, we had

21 hopefully stated that was support for the resistance. It was

22 in that context. Nothing specific about any specific fund
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I raising.

2 Q You talk of it in torus of a key element of our

3 stratey an though it waer a part of an overall approach.

4 A I was trying to, when I wrote this, I was trying

5 to outline sort of the topics that would likely come up, and

6 the things that Assistant Secretary Abrams would need to

7 respond to without providing a detailed script for him to use

8 in such a meeting, so that the points are really in the

9 nature of headings rather than in the nature of specific

10 talking points for him to use.

11 Q All right. I don't mean to imply by asking this

12 question that there is mes implication that there is

13 anything wrong with any of this, but isn't it true that

14 private, that his efforts at private fund raising to generate

15 cash for use by the Contras was in fact something that was

16 known to be taking place and that was, it was felt, was

17 consistent with your Central American policy?

1 A A general point, not a specific point.

19 Q I don't understand what you mean by that, a

20 general point. Not a specific point.

21 A Contra fund raising?

22 Q Yes.
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I A Fund raising, I think most people wore aware that

2 there was, that the resistance was receiving private funds.

3 And the U.S. Government did not take a position against

4 that.

S Q Well, in addition to not taking a position against

6 it, was it in fact a key element of the Central American

7 strategy?

8 A That is an overstatement in the sense that there

9 was a strategy in which the private fund raising had a place

10 which we had decided where that place was and that sort of

11 thing. That is not an accurate statement.

12 Q Well, let me understand this though, if it is not

13 an accurate statement, why did you put it forth here as a

14 point for Secretary Abrams to make to General Singlaub?

15 A It is a heading that private fund raising, what I

16 had indicated there was that a point to be made in the

17 meeting was something that would say that we think this is,

16 private fund raising is fine, so long as it is within the

19 legal requirements of the United States.

20 Q Okay, fine.

21 The next and I believe last memo -- no, two more

22 memos. The next memo we have, Xay 28, 1986, do you have that

AcE.FEDERAL REPORTERS, INC.
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am* in front of you? Do you have it?

A Yea, I do.

Q Okay. Indicates that General Singlaub called

again to ask for reconsideration of the counsel not to

solicit funds. Do you have any independent recollection of

that call?

A As I recall, it is basically as recorded there.

Q Do you remmber where General Singlaub was calling

from?

A No, I don't.

0 Okay.

A Well, it is indicated where it was, he was calling

from someplace in Washington.

Q It says at the end, Singlaub will be in town until

Friday. I see that.

A Yes.

Q Okay.

A This basically is a report of what he said.

Q I understand. in your memo you state that

Singlaub had said he had transferred funds from an overseas

to a domestic account to have them available for quick

disbursal if needed. Did General Singlaub indicate how much

)0-3
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1 money he had available to him at that time for disbursement

2 to the contras?

3 A No.

4 Q He never gave you a ballpark figure?

5 A No. Never discussed it with him;

6 Q Did he ever tell you how much money he intended to

7 ask for from the foreign countries?

8 A Yes. That is in the memo. That is in one of the

9 early memos.

10 Q Do you have an independent recollection that he

11 told you $10 million?

12 A Yes. That is my recollection. I think that is

13 what is in the memo, yes.

14 Q Okay. And he asked then if in light of the

15 circumstances concerning pending leg islatLon and the need for

16 cash, if it might not be wise to reactivate his proposal to

17 seek funding from his sources in these foreign countries.

18 And you state there, I confined my response to

19 stating that I would raise the matter with you and get back

20 in touch. Is there any reason why you just didn't tell him

21 then that a decision had been made and that was the end of

22 it?

ACE.FEDERAL REPORTERS, INC.
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1 A No. In any circumstance like this, I would pass

2 the information on any similar kind, not even similar but

3 something where a request was conveyed to me where it would

4 require a policy decision. I would always pass that request

5 forward.

6 -Q Okay. Let me move forward to the next -- hold on

7 one second.

8 (Pause.)

9 BY KR. SNIIJANICHB

10 Q Let me go to the next memo of Xay 29, 1986. Do

11 you see that?

12 A Yes.

13 Q It indicates in there that you conveyed a message

14 from Assistant Secretary Abrams. In between the memo of Xay

15 28 and Kay 29, we don't have a copy of any memo that you

16 might have received from Assistant Secretary Abrams. Do you

17 know whether or not you discussed this with Kr. Abrams face

18 to face between those two dates?

19 A As I recall, it is just that basically to tell him

20 that the answer, the answer is the same as before.

21 Q. I guess my question though is, the end of your

22 memo of Kay 28 says, anything I can tell Singlaub, question

Ac.FEDERAL REPORTERS, INC.-
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2 Kr. Abrams.

3 A The message that he told me to convey.

4 Q That is, my question is* did you meet with

5 Kr. Abrams and ejet this message to convey?

6 A I saw him very frequently, and in the course of

7 our regular meetings he conveyed, he told me what I should

9 tell him.

9 Q Okay.

10 A That is what I told him.

11 Q In other words, you raised it in person with

12 Kr. Abrams and he told you what to tell his? Did you say

13 no? I am sorry. I missed what you said at first.

14 A I sent the nmemo, and as would be normal in this

15 case, he wouldn't respond, I wouldn't get a ,meno back but I

16 saw him frequently and he would say, well, this is what we or

17 I would raise it, I said what should I tell General Singlaub,

18 and in the course of going over a series of things, he gave

19 me the guidance on that and that is basically the guidance

20 that is reflected in the memo.

21 Q So your Xay 29 memo sets forth the substance of

22 what Mr. Abrams told you to tell General SLnglaub?

AcE.FEDERAL REPORTERS. INC.
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1 A That is correct.

2 0 Now, nowhere Ln this series of memos is there any

3 memo from Assistant Secretary Abrams to you. Do you recall

4 whether or not he ever sent any memos to you on this

S subject?

6 A No. But that is not the way in which the bureau

7 operates. Kemos go up and but memos do not come down.

8 Q Okay.

9 A That is generally true.

10 0 Okay. Now, let's go to the message that you

11 conveyed to General Singlaub. First of all, how did you

12 convey this to him, by telephone?

13 A Yes.

14 0 Okay. Do you recall whether he was in town?

15 A I think that is right, because the previous one

16 says he would be there until Friday, and I would, I think

17 probably the 29th probably was Friday.

16 Q Do you recall whether you called him or he called

19 you?

20 A I don't, but I may have called him in this

21 instance. I think I probably did call him.

22 Q Okay. And you state then the situation on fund

ACE.FEDERAL REPORTERS, INC..
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1 raising in basically the sane as previously described to him,

2 to wit, it would still be premature for him to reactivate his

3 efforts with these countries.

4 When you referred in there to the situation being

5 as previously described to him, does that jog your memory

6 that you were ever, that you can recall what discussions were

7 hold between General Singlaub nd Kr. Abrams about what the

S situation was that was describA to his?

9 A Regurgitation of what was conveyed in the previous

10 conversations with him. There is no more than is there, and

11 in some ways there is not as much as there seems to be in the

12 brief messages that were conveyed. But there is no more

13 substance. It was basically saying, no, there is no change

14 in the decision, and it is conveyed in language that is

15 designed to be sort of less categorical than really the

16 position was.

17 Q Tour next paragraph says 'we applaud his efforts

18 on behalf of the resistance and urge him on in his other

19 endeavors.' Do you recall what other endeavors of General

20 Singlaub were referred to there?

21 A None at all. That is very general and it is in

22 the context of General Singlaub is, you know, an authentic

AcE.FEDERAL REPORTERS. INC.
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I American war hero.

2 0 And when you talk about his efforts on behalf of

3 the resistance, what perception d'id you have of the role

4 General Singlaub was playing with regard to the Nicaraguan

5 resistance?

6 A I had no detailed knowledge at all of what his

7 role was. I have subsequently learned a great deal by

8 listening to rome of the.hearings.

9 Q Let me exclude that, and I am not asking for --

10 A I really didn't have any real knowledge of what

11 activity he was engaged in.

12 0 All right. You said detailed knowledge. I

13 realize you didn't have any detailed knowledge, but what

14 general knowledge did you have as to his activities. I mean,

15 he was a pretty public figure. He didn't hide what he was up

16 to. I an just trying to find out what you perceived at that

17 time.

1 A I had read things in the paper about what he was

19 doing and that sort of thing and charges and counter

20 charges. And he was, he has never been hesitant to talk to

21 the press. So I read some of those things, that, what he was

22 doing and that-sort of thing, but I had no -- frankly, I

AcE.FEDERAL REPORTERS, INC.
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really didn't focus on him and what his activities were. I

really didn't have any great knowledge of what his activities

were.

Q Okay. Let me go back to the meeting, the

face-to-face meeting with General Singlaub which took place

after he had come back from his visits to countries 3 and S.

I with like you to focus on that conversation one more time.

First of all, do you recall whether or not anyone else won

present for that discussion besides yourself, Abrams, and

Singlaub?

A I don't. And as I say, I am not -- I am very hazy

on that. I really don't have any specific recollection. I

think you could probably establish this by talking to other

people as to what, as to whether the meeting actually took

place.

Q Well, let me just say thisa Assistant Secretary

Abrams recalls --

A Had there been a meeting, it would have been

Assistant Secretary Walker.

Q Well, I need to find out what you can remember,

Kr. Melton. I can tell you this General Singlaub remsmbers

a meeting, Assistant Secretary Abrams remembers a meeting,

AcE.FEDPRAL REPOiThRS INc.
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I but recollections differ as to whether, who else was present

2 for those meetings. What is your best recollection? A

3 meeting took place. There is no question about it. I am

4 just trying to find out who you can recall being present.

5 A If we have definitely established that the meting

6 took place, then I would have been there. It may have been

7 just me.

8 Q All right. Do you recall at any time, at any

9 meeting between Secretary Abrams and General Singlaub,

10 whether or not Abrams ever made a comment to General Singlaub

11 telling him that the highest levels of government, or words

12 to that effect, had made the decision that General Singlaub

13 should not go forward with his efforts with countries 3 and 5

14 due to other important matters at the highest level?

15 A Not specifically in those terms, but something

16 like that would be sort of consistent with the messages I was

17 conveying to him, designed to convey a, really a "no* to him

18 in a way that would be more acceptable than Just a

19 categorical Ono" and explanation.

20 Q Well, I understand that. Again, by asking the

21 question, I don't mean to imply that there is anything wrong

22 with any of this.

AcE.FEDERAL REPORTERS, INC.
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1 A Consistent with the way In which all of the

2 messages were conveyed to General Singlaub. So I have no

3 specific recollection of that language, but some language

4 which put the decision in less than categorical terns, no, we

5 don't want your help was consistent with the kinds of

6 messages that I was conveying to him throughout this

7 process.

9 0 1 don't mean to imply by my questions that there

9 is anything wrong with this. In fact, it would be human

10 nature if you were going to tell no to somebody as important

11 and with such a reputation as General Singlaub, to look to

12 somebody higher up as the excuse for why something can't be

13 done. In other words, Assistant Secretary Abrams saying,

14 well, somebody higher up has decided this. That would be, in

15 fact, as I say, human nature.

16 My question is, do you recall that such an

17 implication was made at the meeting with General Singlaub?

18 A I don't specifically recall that kind of language,

19 but--

20 Q But you don't rule it out?

21 A Beg your pardon?

22 Q But you don't rule it out?

ACE.FEDERAL REPORTERS, INC.
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1 A Well, not -- I don't rule it out, but it is

2 something that would have put the decision in terms that

3 would make it mor acceptable to General Singlaub. I think

4 that was the sort of the thrust of all of the messages

5 conveyed to him. And I think that, I an looking back through

6 my own memos, that is sort of the general theme that goes

7 through then, important national security considerations were

8 involved, the other things that I conveyed to him were in

9 that tenure. So something like that, sure, that --

10 Q Hello?

11 A Yes, I ax still here.

12 0 I ax sorry. Were you finished with your

13 sentence?

14 A No, I said something like that would not be, you

15 know, that is consistent with the kinds of messages I was

16 conveying to him and that would be, not necessarily that

17 specific language but something like that, yes, that

18 important national security considerations, that I think that

19 you are a patriot.

20 0 Okay. I have just got one other quick topic to

21 cover.

22 A Sure.

AcE.TEDERAL REPoRTERs, INC.
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1 Q During the time you were director of the Office of

2 Central American Affairs, there was an interagency group,

3 restricted interagency group referred to as the RIG, which

4 met periodically and included several people, representatives

5 from the NSC, the CIA, Joint Chiefs of Staff, Department of

6 Defense, and State Department. During your tenure as

7 Director of Central American Affairs, such an organization

8 existed; is that correct?

9 A Yes. An informal organization. True. It did

10 exist, and continues to exist.

11 Q Okay. To your recollection, during the period of

12 time from late 1985 and throughout most of 1986, was there a

13 smaller informal working group that, within the RIG, that

14 dealt with matters concerning the Contras composed of Oliver

15 North from the NSC usually, Secretary Abrams from State

16 Department, and the Central American Task Force director for

17 the CIA; do you recall such an informal subgrouping meeting

18 off and on during that time period to discuss --

19 A It is true that those individuals and often one or

20 two others would meet on various issues on an informal basis,

21 not a scheduled kind of meeting. But they did aeet, those

22 three plus others on an informal basis periodically, that is

AcE-FEDERAL REPORTERS, INC.
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I true.

2 a There were several times it was in fact just those

3 three that would meet; isn't that correct?

4 A That would be true, too.

5 Q All right. And when you say a few others on

6 occasions, who would be the others that might join this

7 particular informal grouping?

8 A Occasionally Deputy Assistant Secretary Walker,

9 occasionally Deputy Assistant Secretary James Michael.

10 Q Okay. But usually those three in particular would

11 be present; isn't that correct?

12 A Yes, maybe -- that is right, yes. I would say

13 generally, Ray Burghardt from the NSC might be there

14. sometimes.

15 Q But again more often than not, it was the first

16 three I mentioned that would usually be present for such an

17 informal gathering?

18 A Oliver North was traveling frequently and there,

19 to my knowledge, there were informal sessions where others

20 would be present but he wouldn't.

21 Q I understand that. But usually North, Secretary

22 Abrams, and the Central American Task Force director were the

AcE.FEDERAL REPORTERS, INC.
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1 three that more often met concerning these matter than the

2 others; isn't that correct?

3 A Yes, I would say that is true. The other members

4 of the RIG, you mean?

5 Q Yes.

6 A Yes, that Is true.

7 XR. SNI4JANICHt Thank you. That is all the

8 questions I have.

9 MR. TRATWLR: I don't have any questions.

10 THR WITKESS: Could I add one thing. I was not a

11 member of these groups, so I em giving you Information based

12 on my observations, but not as a participant in the meetings,

13 either the meetings of the RIG or the informal meeting.

14 BY "R. SKILJANICHt

15 Q Right. I understand that. You were not

16 personally present at these meetings but you could, you

17 could, you would know when meetings were being held and you

1e could see generally who was participating in those meetings?

19 A In a general sense, my office is on the fourth

20 floor and Assistant Secretary Abraas' office is on the sixth

21 floor. And very often a meeting might take place before or

22 after a regularly scheduled RIG meeting, so since I was not

Ac.FwDERL RPRTERS. INC.
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I participating in the RIG, I wouldn't be in a position to know

2 how frequently these meetings took place, but they did take

3 place.

4 Q Did you ever hear this informal group referred to

5 as a mini-RIG or a RIGlet?

6 A A RIGlet. That strikes a bell, but it has no,

7 that rings a bell but --

8 Q But what?

9 A But no more than that.

10 Q Okay.

11 A That is just an impression.

12 Q All right. Okay.

13 MR. SMILJANICH. That is all the questions I

14 hive. And Tin Traylor indicates he doesn't have any

15 follow-up questions. So that will conclude this dagosition.

16 I want to thank you again for making yourself available under

17 these rather unusual circumstances.

18 If this matter is transcribed and if we are ever,

19 if you ever need to refer to this matter, we will certainly

20 be happy to make it available to you for your review, should

21 the occasion ever arise. But again, thank you very much for

22 your testimony and that will conclude the deposition. Thank

AcE.FEDERAL REPORTERS, INC.
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1 you.

2 TKZ WIT MSSe Thank you. I would have rather done

3 it in person, but that 1 fine.

4 MR. SmXLJANiCHo we are all off the record nov.

5 (Whereupon, at 550 p.m., the deposition was

6 concluded.)

7
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Ex mrr AH-2

SUMMARY OF HAKIM ACCOUNTING RECORDSPHASE I

APPROXIMATELY DEC. 184 TO JULY '85
MILLIONS OF DOLLARS

SOURCE: ACCOUNTING LEDOGERS AND BANK RECORDS OBTAINED FROM
ALBERT HAKIM. DISBURSEMENT ALLOCATION DERIVED FROM ACCOUNTING
RECORDS AND TESTIMONY OF ALBERT HAKIM AND RICHARD RECORD.
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Ex Hr AH-3

SUMMARY OF HAKIM ACCOUNTING RECORDS

APPROXIMATELY AUG. '85 TO DEC. '86
MILLIONS OF DOLLARS

SOURCE: ACCOUNTING LEDGERS AND BANK RECORDS OBTAINED FROM ALBERT HAKIM.
DISBURSEMENT ALLOCATION DERIVED FROM ACCOUNTING RECORDS AND TESTIMONY OF
ALBERT HAKIM AND RICHARD SECORO.
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U 5TR TO AK Of K0.LA
!6 TR TO A 1.AKlrn

It 6 FLMS RICTU.N LO UMlID
13 6 TA TO SK OF KOREA
.3 7 CASH UITHDP*AMV.

3 7 CASH IITHDRAWAL
3 7 TR TO 157 ArIVfICN DA
5 7 TR TO AN T14RU IN

10 7 TR TO PHILLIft
15 7 CASH WITIDR1WMi
16 7 CASH WITIHDRAW
16 7 CASH WITHORtAU.
16 7 WITbA1dRA USS NOTES
19 7 CASH WITHDRWL
ZZ 7 TR TO LOS GATOS
16 3 CASH WITT4DRWAL
23 1 CASH WITI40"AL
Z3 3 1& RSFER

3 9 CASH WITHQAIUA.
i 7 9 CASH WI THDRfAWA
17 9 CASH IdITHOd r*V"JDI
ZO 9 CHO K. PFILLIP p
,O 9 CHO K. PHIU...IP
Z$ 9 CASH WITHDRAW
Z5 9 C49 KEUN SIK WOJN
Z4 9 CASH MITHORAUML

1 10 CHO9 K. PHILLIPtp
4 10 CAEN SOGNI bAiK(In

15 10 CASH WITIDRAAL
23 10 CASH WITDAA
Z5 10 CHO K. PHILLIP ,
Z8 10 CASH MITHDRWAL

7 11 CASH WITHDRAW F ZOO0 -

1Z 11 CASH TITHDRAA FI
14. 11 YR TO CIE DE SLRV FID RE A

CD

i uin, ui 8I9 v4 Io U01 11 36

DC NO CONrAm

(SUITL)
601101
600101
613101
6110101
6400101
600101
600 01
600301
600101
6010401
6U01 01
6410101
600201
600301
600201
610101
600101
600101
6UO01
600101
600201
610201
400401
600401
600101
600101
6410101
610401
600101
600101
600ZOl
600401
600101
600101
6410201
600101

M t li In IlV

DEbIT

so
30

!&a 0410 00
'5

25
z21o

2

26

7z

2
10
43
7

10
z
2

0.00
11

9
5
z

z

102

7
'3

CREDIT DAL.AlC

224 .12
000. 00
000.00

000.00
420.17
210.03
000.00
050.00
000.00
300.00
S00.00
S00.00
090.35
000.00
000.00
V4.3.46
000.00
560.00
000.00
000.00
000.00
1000.0

500.00
500.00
000.30
000.00
500.00
000-00
000.00
000.00
000.00
943.40
000.00
030.00

253
308
338

333

359
379
313
103

611
&21
696
69,

758
765

777

779

00
N0
No
al;
310
319
£21
923
924
931
974

4ri.90-
473.90-
.75 _90-'

471.90-
473.90-

1041. -

1542. I S-

454.1S-

544.50-
544.50-
544 . SO-
*87.96-

047.9-
047.96-

047.96-

047.96-

047.96-
0431 26-
0 43.26-

5431. 26-
543.,24-

54,1.26-
543l. 24-
491 . 66-
1.91 .66-
521 .66-



4999 D I F kX

A/C "AML DICRIPTION

5600001 CAPITALL. I &,1LU
15 11 TR 0 CII Df bRV Flo Hr. 1t3
IS 11 CASiHITiRAfWL
ZZ 11 CASHW ITHDRAI
Z5 It CHO K. PHILLIPS

3 1Z PMT VITA ZURICH S'R 19344 so
3 1Z Pff VITA ZURIC.4 Sr9R "332 -

16 1Z CASH WITHDRWM ALFR 5000.-
17 1Z f O FrCT PHA I-1l-111
17 1Z PROFIT DISTRIBUTION P IV
17 12 PROFIT DISTRIBUTION PHASE IV
17 12 RF CHio K PI4LLIPS
17 1z PROFIT DISTRIBUTION P~$IV
86
21 1 TR TO HOWmRD RICE

6 Z TR TO SCITECH
7 Z TR TO A. HAKIM

13 Z CmI TO A. GREmN
Is Z CASH )VANC[
19 2 CAS4 ITlDRAWAL
Z& 2 TiFOA TO S G*EEN L LAN!

5 3 CSF INV. A4/SUSA /C
13 3 CIE MY FlD CASH AM
18 3 CSF INV. CASH A4
14 4 TRANSFER
17 4 A4 F R 136734 90
17 4 CASH ALBERT HAKIM
IF 4 CSF IN- LTD
18 4 CSF 1EIIST K4ALID RASHID
aZ 4 REINIT IEFEX
Z8 4 CASH PASSPORT USA
23 4 CSF CHO RVS

2 5 1 R mSLR.
16 5 TR TO TAR
"0 S CIE 1. FID Am
u 5CSFrRV

ZO CIE SRV FI SCITECH

iI 01 Ul 34 TO 04 12 36

DOC N oCONTRA

(WlITE)

640101
6410101

600401
600101

600101
600101
600101
600101
600401
600301

*a Fu

600101
600401
600101
AGOZO
600301
600101
64OZ01
600101
600101
600101
600301
600101
600101
600101
600701
600301
600101
MoIU?0)
6uUJol
6"0401
600101
600z01
*00401

96 12 10 P/AGI

CEOtT

zo

Z5

2

4
2

3z
100
100

z 000.o so

zo
10
165

35
15,

1IsI

2 000

50
25
72

3

15

Z

26

Z6
a

31 317.00
Z5 000.00

CREDIT Bft.JC

000 00
000.00
470.0
000.00

000.96
336.63
031.09
300.00

goo-o.o

300.00

000.00
040.00
000.00
000.00
000.00

670.50
000.00
090.00
000.00
000.00
530.00000.00
000060

971.00V0. goo

111.00
274.30

000.00o"o.Doo

40.00
490.00
33.00

2

2
2

2
2
2
2
2
2
2

4

4

o19
040
042

o56

osI

410
510
675

?Z5,
TZ7
TZI

723

306
331

4 9zz
4 n90

4 363
4 901

5 011

52I 44-
991 66-
9'91.66-

903.1-

2 " 939 66-

9319.66-
939.66-939.66-
939.66-
939.66-

291.33-
961. 3-961 . 5-

961 . 53-
961.,1-

5T1 . 53I-
7T4 . 53-

10. sI-
031.33-
085, 33-



4999 DEF e x

AIC. M L DEMCRIPTION

S600001 COWITftL IAq51ED €4
z0 5 Cl SW, w- BurToN
20 5 TRMNFER
Z, S C 1CW. M4 WJ A/C I
Z1 S CASH WTMO4
22 S CSr INV. RE SCITICH
Z3 5 CIE DE ERV FD R AM
27 5 CASH
3 6 TR TO CSW INV. RE AN
3 6 TR TO CSr INV. RE SCLTECH
3 6 TR TO CSt INV HE KOREL
3 4 TO TO CSF IWU RE C.TEA

1s 6 Cur AIC SI CAI
is 6 CT AiC III CASH
zo 6 TA TO DETrX
Z0 6 TR TO D TX
Z0 4 TR TO .FEX
ZO 6 TO TO VEFEX

1 7 5000 on CHO
1 7 000 On CHO
Z 7 RIT CHO BUCHIM1IR PA1.
Z 7 RST CO ICHNNGER PAT.

14 7 CASH ITHIO Al
Z7 I TN45FFER FROM DEFEX
27 1 TWISVER FROR DEEX
Z7 I TRAMUTER FROM DE.LX
Z7 I TRMOFER FROM OCFEX

3 10 REIM NMMt CIE SR. FID CASH
11 11 C5F IWDCST. RE C TEA

t RM 01 01 34 TO 04 12 114

DOc No CONTRA

(SUITL)
600501
440301
400101
600101
68q01
600101
600101
600101
600401
600Z01
600301
600101
600101
600101
600201
600401
000301
400z01
600301
600z01
600501
600301
6U0101
600zo
600301
60U401
1#0101
600301

DDI T

Z 305.31
Z 305.3Z

16 12 1o pf" 4

CRMDIT D~t

200
Z6
10
10

500
SOO

10
7
24

oo
200

11
I1

311
2

10
Z58
z58
253

36
250

30

000.00
491.00
000.00
300.00000.O0

000.00
000.00
167.00
39. 00
167.00
167.00
800.00
000.00
133.00
183.007Z8. o
123.00
305.3Z
305.31

000.00
393 .00
393.00
3ts. 00
133.00
000 .00
000.00

5

5
s

6

4

8

3

3

33"

409
509
009
019

Sz0

S5

sz0
$30

113 4Z7.63 f 73S 611.01 9 672 li 38-

3361 331-

603 33-
683.33-
4331 31u-

2M3 579.33-

483 79. 31-

356.33-

467.31-

356.38-
56.33-

9 39? 133.38-
9 64? 133.38-
9 67Z 183,3-

YRIIPNWT. L BALAKEI



4999 D E F L X

/C L& C5.Lp1o
tkvm 01 U5 84 go04 Z 54

WC hu CONTIOM DCM T

86 1 to *"14A.

CALDIT IWN joiC

'0

I

14



4vvy D r I E x
LLLN(A 4

A/C NAE & DESCRIPTION

68 m0o CAGL!a

600101 m6ma ALBERT HAIM

I k(M UI US 506 60 U4 1 Z6

DOC mu. COMIRA DEBI r

X6 17 10 53'' /

CREDIT DAME

40

0%

2 CAS,4 WITHDIRWAL
4 TO TO LJ YUI
6 TO TO O Of KOREA

Z CASH ITMOlA
3 CASH MITHRAIAL
3 CAH UTHDWAL
4 CASH ITHDA
4 TR TO BARCLAYs ~( CAIF
4 TR TO MOM Of AMERICA
4 TO TO ALBERT HMKIM
4 TO TO R GOODING
4 CASH WITHDRAWAL
5 CASH WITIHDAWAL
S TR TO CIE DE SRV FID RE LO
S PIT HOTEL INTERCOM 5FR 5 1
S TR TO k OF KOREA
6 TR TO A.ImPIm
6 FUNDS RETURNED UNFALD
6 TO TO BI OF KOREA
7 CASH WITHDRAWAL
7 TO TO f4 THOU RN5
7 CASH WITHDRAWAL
7 CASH WITHDRWAL
7 TO TO LOS GElOb
3 CASH WITIRAL
* CASH I! THD RAL
9 CA3SH WITHOAAL
9 CASH WITHDRAWAL
9 CHO KEUM 51K &KJN
9 CASH WITHORAWAL

5600001

5600001

5600001
5600001
5600001
$600001
5600001
5"60001
54600001
$6000015600001

5600001
5600001
5600001
5600001
54600001
5600001
5"600001
5600001
5600001
5600001
5160001
5600001
5600001
5600001
5600001
5600001

SUOOUl

$ 000,00
3 000.00
5 000.00

18
16
10
a5
zo
z0
Z5
2
3
9

16
13
Z9

6
21
24
30

7
17

16
3
S

1S
16

2216

3
23
Z4
Z4

000.00
000.00
000.00
000.00
000.00
300.00
000.00
030.00
000.00
000.00
000.U0
2Z4. 1Z
000.00
000.00

000.00
4zo. 17
050.00
300.00
500.00
000.00
943.46
000.00
000 00
500.00
500.00
000 30

000.00
8 000.00

13 o00.0O

33 000.00
36 000.00

39 000.004 00U.00
54 000.00
1-4 800.00

:;. 300.00
153 S30.00
160 830.00
163 130.80
413 330.00
414 054.1Z
44 654. 1Z
494 0S4.12

SO 000.00 444 054.1Z
489 054.1Z
489 474.Z9
$09 5Z4.29
579 824.Z2
S3Z 324.29
601 5Z4.Z9
61U 267.75
6zo Z67 75
627 i67.75

645 Z67.75
610 ?68 05

zo
5
3
5

10
1z
5u
37

7
3

250

50
30

45

20
zo

z
75

2
10
7

11
9
S



4YYv U L I L X

A/C mme & IcsCRIPrim

A.IIRT NI I1i
CASH 30041 Mm~ln
COM WI TH04MO
CAM MITHIRfL 5#k zooo.

To TO CIE D IDE ! j Int. mo
To TO C 1C De SIL Fio ML *4=
CAIH WITHDRAWAL
CAIH MI TIHRAWAL
PMT VITA ZURICH Sr7 19344 30
P11T VITA ZURICH fa I33 -
CAIH WI THDRAWL 3FR Se.. -
Oft F ICCT RIFl 1-I1-111PAIfT DISTRImUmmG r t IV

TO TO NmAI RICI
To TO A. NKI"
CASH WI THDRAWA
CU Iwo. A ISUm A/c
CIr MY rID CASH me
CSr Im. CASH FIW
me UR 136734.90
CAI ALJT HmIin
CU' INV. LTD
CAIH PASSPORT USA
CIE URY. 7ID me
Car INV. m4 SB A/C I
COWN WIT)RA114
CIE DIE BEMW I RE0 im
CASH
TR TO CUfr INV. RE M
CIF AIC 11 CA U
COF AIC III CAM
TA TO DffEX

AUIS1EMNT CIE SEMI

I, R l 1Ul 154 I0 04 1Z 36

Luc .w CakIka

(SUITE)
5600001
%I,01S001W-e.11"llUt

$600001

54600001
5600001
S400091
5600001

56000101
5600001
$400001
5400001

F10. CASH

S400001
5600001,eOOOl
5400001
5000001
5P600001
5600061
$600001
$410001

560001

5400001
5400001
5400001
5600001
$4P00001
5600001
S600001
5,400001

-.10101
4 10

1, 10
1 10
7 1114 11

15 11
15 11
ZZ 11

3 1Z
3 1Z

16 12
17 1z
I1 12

~Dh I

500.00

000 6

94, 40
050.00
000.00
OO.

470 00
5ZIP 32
000. #6
386.63
031.09

600.00

000.0
351.4Z

0000000.00
00!0.00
033.00000.03o@. as

0.00
490.00

300.00
0M0.00

900.00
167.00
000.00
3W0.6O
183.00
393.00
000.0

?A A I U MI

CuEIT S.fvLt

65'

'69

332156
34,6
332

21

21I
4

2
e2

100
20

Z5

s1

IZ

z mo
23

1•$

4

26

Is
13

60S5
10

7,
260

11
258

250

4

4
4

6

6

GO7

252zS&

33Z

422
4274S4

S24
024
0$4•

113
III

533

33

1
1
1
3

3

16

z17

195

13
13
17

17

23Is
is
20

z1
1

z3
33

131
120
27

3l

Iz

4
4
4

4

0s
5

S
s

6

10

743.0$

Leda 05

"11 .4.
741.45

1 Z6. 3•

9S9. 4 S

9S9.4s

99.45

310.81

)11. Isy310.37l

690.3786% .87

355.57

655 I
455.37
92z. ST

655.37

403 37
403.37?



4YvY U I I I IL

LLIOLM

A/C N2 & DESCRIPTION

CO101 ALa.RT w4I fl

TiNSACT - & BALWL

0'

I RUnI ui ibs L 1 04 z 86

OUC WO CONTRA

(SI I E)

DEbIT CIlE.1 .tINCC

6 bs 403.81 50 000.00 6 £13 4OS Al

i~.

[

140- le OU ITUA



OL vy It I I I x
1LI.kJ

A/c k I OSCJRPTIUN

6IIOZ0i 401111 KOREL A4M.Is

Z CASH WITlDIM~IL

2 T1 TO KOL
3 1R 10 KTO .ID AISHID
4 C^94 WITlOtdw
4 CHO TO T. GREEN
4 TR TO mus
4 TR TO PUS
S Comm UThUofaoL
7 COW" UIT$4ImpL
7 Com WITHDqAL
7 CAM WITH IIPL
9 CI WITH0mI
9 CAGN WITHRMM. MSOWI

10 CAHw MI THDAME
11 CR11 WITIRRI.
IZ PUW'IT OZSTRIIUTION PftW5 IV

z CIa TO A. GIEM
2 TkV4$M TO 31W CMN L 0I FO
4 CWr REIST KII4.ID NW0ID
4 Car Cme Rm
5 Car "415
6 TR TO CUr IW. RE KOREL
6 1R TO DMEX
7 5000 31 CHO
7 R&T CH9 WJCNINEI PAT-
I TF011ER 0rim 0EEX

lIe I1 6 a% *U 84 I 16

MAC iM) CONURI

5600001

$6u000
10001544001
$400001
$600001

$A00001

,*4001
S600041
$600001
56001

544001
$410001
5600001
5600001
440001

$400001

$600001

$600001

5600001
$600001
$600001
5400001
$600001

IJLDIT

Z2 000 00

16$
31

7
45

l01
its

10

z71o0

Z6
79

I
2l

256

11008.00
117.66

00. 00
9Z6. 5i
336.00

IaO. of
000 +00
on. Do
00.,Do
ON0 0O
"a 0.00

000.00
610.00

11 00
4". 00
167.00

600 00

111 04

141. le Ilif 1) .I a

CFXDIT 3W.AICE

ZZ b00.bU

137
Zia
22$
Zi0

491
4,6
496
49

SI

546
$33
6354

669

67131 $17T.0 639
"6?

694
173
764
736

Z 30S.31 754
1 04z

oou. oo
517.60
117.00
617.60

079.78
l89. 7
789.86
719.16

T76. S739.36
739.36

40. 36
354, U014 36
044.34
Z11.36
394 34
699.68
394 . 3?
792 37

I~~~~3 SI.APC I 076 914, 6 342 1 10 7 37

to
7

Z5

3
10
lz
12

-6

3
10
19

I!
17

so17
24
is
17
13

2013

ZI

zo
Z0Z0
2

27

F
--------------
1 076 IP14 "TOIIACT. L IMCN:



.4.-.

1..

4rPY L I I I

41C NAM & 1 SCRIPriON

OUJUI 00000S C TLA

FkUr U1 W! 04 IU U4 UL 36

IX1c W. nNW
cc
%0

15 2 CASH DEPOSIT
55
3 4 TRA6WEP FRO FWERGY

16 4 TR FER FROI fNmLEAY
19 4 A0 ,CE FOR IXP EjNS
1 5 TR TO CS PARIS

17 5 TR To 1ST AMERICAN P~
3 7 TR TO 1ST AMERICAN BANK

'6 7 WITHOAIML $SS NOIL5
17 1Z PIrOT DISTRIBUTION PHASE IV

18 Z CASH AMiP.W
14 4 IAMWER
ZZ 4 WIIMT DEFCX

I RANWEa
20 5 TW5F ER

3 6 TR TO CSF INV RVE C.TEA
ZO 6 TR TO EFtEX
1 7 Sa0o on CHO
Z 7 RUT CHO U NINGER PAT

14 7 CASH WITHDAJI ,
i7 3 7 RNS'FR fPm imfL(
11 11 C31r INEST. RE C ILA

msU

'600001
'--t$0001
*.-o0001
1j600001
56UO001
1,6U11001

+60U001

5600001
5&00001

56ouo6

5600001s5"noaI

5600001

54600001

5oOOObi

5600001
5600001

5600001

DLUI (

15 uu nfl

zu
zu
1s

116
91

Z06so

15

zs

10
zs
30

OU0 uo
uO0 0000 (0

000 00
000 00,OUO u0

000. Uv

400.00

000.00
000.00

274.30
490,00
167 00
133.00
305.31

000 00
39100.
000 0

CREDIT I3.ANCE

U, O00 OU

35 000.00
55 000 0u
70 000.00

156 000 00
Z76 000 OU
J01 000,00
507 090. 3

55*4035

57Z
597

zS 000.00 57Z
514
601
630
691
693

2 305.3z 61
701
960
990

'0. 35

490 35490.35
765" 15
Z55. 15
'2Z.15
605.1s
I10 46
05. 14

605.14
0%13.14
003.14

I 01 303.46 Z 305.3z

I
c~o

!

1RM5AC T •L A-ygE 990 003.14



I. VVf D I I I )i
&L IJ MA..

A/C l o IS iIuI(

00401 8080 5CITLC#4

SI Min UI 111 516 it, 04 I.' N&

'JOC too, c0Efu

16 12 fU S'VU&L:

CACDIT 8w.i4i"

NO

CHO1 IK. P04ILLIPS
TR TO SCITECH

TY TO PHILLIP*I
Tlt5GFEa

CIU K. PS4IIsI
CI K_ PI4ILLIP!

CHO K. PHILL1P1r
C K. PHILL11
CHO K£ PM1LLIM~
ftr CHO R HLL

TR TO SCITEC14
TR TO TAM
CIE SERV FI SCITECH
CSF INV- RE SCITIECH
TR TO CS, INV. RE bCItECH
Ti TO 0 Ex
TRFm*P rl DC.CX

16.10001
01600101

56.00001106001

$600001
5600001
5600001
5"mool

56000015400001

5009001
5600091
$400001
5600001

$600001

S Go 00
67 340.00

4

4,
2

160
I SO

100
Z&

3

607 984.00 2 000.0TftVAT, - ft-AC

000 so
560 00

0o oo
OVA 00

000,00Goo ou

000 00

000.00
233,00

000 00
390.00
133.00

5 000 00
7Z 340. 00

Y6 340.00
IZ4 00 so

1Z4

128130
13Z

2 0oo 00 130

Z30
330
339489
516
519
4"S

005 984.00

Z4 4
14 1
4%
10 7

10 9
20 9

1 10

15 10
130 11

86
& 2

16 5
ZO S
zz S

3 '

20 427 II

900. 00
900009000

90.00

900.09

906.00
733.03O
133.36
123.00O
851.00 [~



o r F c x

IPM L 1DESMIPTCO

C5F INV me ftlOq

IWUAOMACT. & MJVCE

FI R(
F W

01 us 3 84 t 34 9

0C.NO 0CONiM

tobs

II1

too DOO. 00

Zoo 00 oo 0.0

wre>

'9",

A/c

ZO

4 Z 10 Pf

CRDIT

zoo ONe 00o

I

44



!4I1 ALBERT
TRIAL DALANBA

R/Cd *. bDtCRIPTION

. .. . . -, X . - . -

00W CAPITAL CONTRIWTIONSUTHR1ANs '. -
01.001'--CAPITAL INWSTED _ - Us .- zs

.. TOTAL GROUP

... .LII~~LmMITI.ES.

S S1 IT. IES " "ERI'LL LYNCH
,5600001 CAMH ACCOUNT US

TOTAL GROUP

. PIL...NET. BALANCE (1-5)

6 C'RE

ZS

- - i

STOTAL GROUP

4 . 3T 05 Z? ae 1 756
rCE O 1 01 87 TO 31 05 87

LANCE BALANCE. .
CURRENCY M$

331.06 3315 __ __

000.03- .. 5.00.03-...

.Z4.. 168.97-..

oth. oo " i-5o7.oo--
153. U- - .. 1S8.U6-__

25 912.36_

.743.39 

0i00*_ _ ____

I

II



I6 AK IMIA~

C. DECRIPTION

INCOME E ..

1 £oINTEMM MOWED ON BONDS
'ZZo1 "iNEMEST.. tN-D ON DEPOSITS

TOTAL TPRITRNST AC_ ......

TOTAL RO....

TRIAL BALANCE FROM

us$

4 4Z1.78-
1 3Z1.61-

l 05 Z PAGE 2
1 01 87 TO 31 05 8?

... BALANCE
CUMMELY USS

- 4 421.78-
.1 321.61-

S ?41.39-

it 02757

us$

SPA
MKF

0.006. O0l

22. S?3A
12. 8222
69.9007

0.00

- -0.00

. .



1AKIi ALBERT
SECURITIES T/B. BY DEPOT FROfl 01 01 87 TO 31 05 8?

A/C. N"AM & DEMcRPTION

13 9A 6.935S.J 1 NC4 3178? 7/3 US$'

T SOoooSS!9Qoooooooosoeeeoe o s$..
TOA " S--

DEBIT

... - 7S.O1.00

By 05 2? PGE
POR

CREDIT PRICI

1.00

02758 -..

GO"
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A,/C. DESCRIPTIONC4 ....

100001 CAPITAL CoNTRIBUTIONS/Uftl LS.-
101001 CAPITAL INVESTED . .. .

TOTAL GROUP

-ASSETS & L1ABILITIES

',1 801 SECUIIT - MERRILL LYNCH- . _
',600001 CAH, fK99.T

TOTAL.. G R- ._.

PIL.-NETLANCE (1-5) .

6 CHARGI...

INCOME

/r1101 INTERSERNED ON BONDS
t/Zzo INTEREST EANEb ON FTD

11j0 DEBTOR BY GUARANTEE

TRI
.. 0. 5 27 PAGE 1

MLANCE'FROIM.. 1 0187 TO 31 05 87
BALANCE BALANCE

CURRENCY us$

-.-. ULn IOU
. .. . ... ,o -- lal; ,-t

USS 1 767.12 1 1767.12
US. 2 123 986.34- 2.1..3.986.34-

.122 219.22-

US$

us$ 2 168 108.00 2 168- .10._--
us$ 2 736.85 .

2 170 844-.8
48 625.63

us$

Us$ -

us$ 37 391.90-
US$ 11 233.73-

LISS

37 391:90 "
11 233.73-

- - - - --.

I. w0
at
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AIC. DESCRIPTION_

801 f0JA4TE..E.flNIWD

TOTAL 6RRO

9 -TRANSIT ACCOUNTS

TRZLDAANEFRfl 8? 05 27 PAGE 2'.L ALNCE FRM 1 01 TO 31 05 ST
BALANCE BALANCE

CUP4WCY MS
0.00

_ .. - us

- *Usf mffff......

TOT ARO

G i3 oTM.

IIKF

0.00

... 486Z5.63-

0.00

Q., oft -. 9, po

.......22. 57134 ........-. .....

i

H 02761



E /STu/, BYsV E 1SECURITIE; T/B, BY VE]POT _. FROrl.jO_..I7 TO 31 0S S3

A/C. NM[ & DgIRIPTION BALANCE

J189A ..6.8?S9 ?lWMU. LYNC 8/7 87/37

TOTALS

s

US$

21681034 2 168 108.00

2 168 108.00

.4.

4zz4 a? 05 Z7

DEBIT

PAGE
POR

PRICECREDIT

1.00

'I 02762



,"s AISUB. A/C_-f.

DESCRIPTION
TRIAL BALANCE FROMBALANCE;

'1 0187 TO 31 OS 87
BALANCE

CU Y USS

02763

CAPITAL us

.1o0 CPITAL --. 'T " - U s

TOTAL G ...

SETs LIJ;WITIES LOSS

1 801 SECRTES- MERRILL LYNCH . S$
.600001 CASH ACC r.... us$

TOTA .......

P/L. NE (1-5) -

cee.##fffP###ee## eee#######

TOTAFL .- - . .-.....-

2 046 830.23- -__-.040 s30.93-

2 . 046 830.23-

2 071 181.00 2 071 181 .00

22 114.21 22 114.21

2 093 295.21

46 464 ,90

.-.---.. .....

us$

'-i

a 04e
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,

A/C. DESCRIPTION ..

4230 Af4fl&..A. 2 --37 os7 ME 2
.1 01.51 TO 31 05 ST

BALANCE
--CURECY MS

t ~ ~~~~~ ...!011 ... s

(71101 WTWP JL, ON BONDS usS 35
(72201 -ItUIM.ECANM ON FTD US$ 10
80 S T.Imd5JTES .. J,... _- _

800 DEBnTOR r GARANTEE USS

s01 "4MRW{yI1)..f L4ZSHED MJS$

TOTAL . f MT LIABILITIES .

k, NE-T .JkAK (6-8); --

731
731

3.46- -- 35 733.46
52- ... . 10 731. 52

. _ 0.0
....

e00

TRIAL BAL-ANCE FROM
BALANCE

H 0-2-?-64--...

S46 44 9 -. .... .



,'3o A5IF$U ;. f ,ic - ... 
4C DESCRIPTION

TRAN5IZALCmMT6
MT..0

TOT. GR -
4BJTALJ ..

BALANCE

15s . .

MIKF _

0.00

2Z.573&

TRIA BALANe..e~ CE FROM 87 05Z PAGE 31 01 87 TO 31 05 87

BALANCECURMINCY USs

.00

0.00

8 
-.

C
C

C

H 02-765 ....



S-CUR]TIES.T/5. BY DEPOT FRO 01 01 37 TO 31. 05 ST
7 0 27

POR
*,/C. NME & DEICRIPTION

11M9A 6.8750 I LYNCH 87/83f -. 37/37

TOT ., . ..

us$

MS

207131.. 2 071 iI . 00

9. 1 13.00

1.00

-. 027 662:-_

-:30

BFANCE DEBIT CREDIT PRICE
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A/C. DESCRIPTION

87 05 27 PAGE 1
_RIMBALANEFRo.... i-018? TO 31 0587

BALANCE BALANCE
CURRENCY ,S

CAPITfA-
1#0#001 0#NUi##00U0#,g.TE

101001 CAPITAL -NEST .. . ... ."

H 02767
us$

-US.
TOTAL GROUP

ASSETS _.L;A8ILITXE s
woo###

SSI 801 SEC1uITj* '- PORRLL LYNCH
56o0001 CAS4 ACCQ

PIL. NEL-MLANCE (1-5)

#T0#9TALt0ffM # ###p# ffe#ge

TOTALG8OUP

156 659.26-: _156 659.26-

156 659.26-

US$

LS$
USS

158 144.00
2 066.89

I
I-'

""158 144,.00

2 066.89

160210.89

3 551.63

us$

0.00

'~*j. -

5.

K) --4

uts

I.
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A/C. DE3RIPTW,

771101 "TEEW .JIFD ON 80NDS
77ZZ01 IZ.TmtP N D ON FiTD

TOT JI .... ..

T II¢

mIM. SVANE F**
ofANo=

-MM

M5 2 732.23- 2 732.23-
5 319.40- 8 319.40-

-... 35..63-

uss - .. ... ..

.Q.0

0.00 ..00

. ..- . .' .. ._W I_, . .. . .

1? 0 2? PAGE 2
1 01 l. TO 31 05 87• lALNCE"GimaNCY 5m5

H02768---

I

9

Us*
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SECURITJS T/. BY DEPOT-

n/c. NAW & Pk.RIPTION

1189A 6.8?SO.lJ IL LYNCH 8/7/37 87187

TOTAL .

87 05 PAGE
PORFROM 01 01 87 TO 31 057 -

DIAL.CE

USS

us$

DESIT

1561 4 153 144.00

158 144.00

CREDIT ; PRI

I.C

hI 02769



/I KOREL A6MO

DESCRIPTIONN
-- TRIAL

4705 97 PAGE I
BMLJNCE FROMI .101 .7 TO 31 0 587

BALANCE BALANCE
CURRENCY US$

0. '277

CAPITAL Us.-omeee ee~e#eeeNp ..

001 C..-TAL I I-STED

TOTAL GROP

Al~SS.I,..l.,IJLIlTIE .....

SECURITI-_MRRILL LYNCHCASH ACCOUNTr_.

TOTB.Q ....

TOTEI,,, j P .

us$

us$

us$

1542 925.83- _ 5_%4? f5. 3-

...... 54 ?25.83-

1 571 241.00 _. 5i .241. 00

6 935.92 __. W9 _3.92

. . .. . ... .... . ..-

------------ 0--

. 1 O01
.13001

I



:01 KOREL ASSETS

1/c DESCRIPTION
TRIAL BALANCE FROM

BALANCE

INCOME

11101 INTEREST EARNED ON BONDS
(201 INTERES§T.-RNED ON FTD

TOTAL RUP---

TRANSIT ACCOUNT

TOTAL GROUP "

Us$

us
us$

27 109.94-
8 141.15-

87 05 27 PAGE 2'
1 01 87 TO 31 05 87

BALANCE
CURRENCY Us$

27 109.94-
8 141.15-

- - 35_ 251.09-

USS

GRAND TQTAJ- 0.00

SFR
Dm.
YEN
MKF
HK$
SAU

.. .. 0.00

66.1813
55.3276

.6829
22. 5734
12. 8222
69.9007

BEST AVAILABLE COPY

02774
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4 ;1,01 KOREASTB PTS
SECURITIES-T/B. BY DEPOT

il/C NAME & DESCRIPTION

1169A 6._875 0.Ef.LL L.yNCH 8/7/87

FROM 01 01 87 TO 31 05 87

BALANCE

87/87

TOTAL

us$

us$

87 05 27 PAGEPOR

DEBIT CREDIT

1571241+ 1 571 241.00

1 571 241.00

S02-775..

PRICE

1.00



,u2 SCITECH TRADING GROUP INC.

1/C DESCRIPTION
TRIAL BALANCE FROM

BALANCE

87 05 27 PAGE 1
1 01 87 TO 31 05 87

BALANCE
CURRENCY US$

- 02770

CAPITAL

U1O01 CAPITAL INVESTED

TOTAL GROUP

ASSETS & LIABILITIES

1801 SECURITIES - MERRILL LYNCH
-.00001 CASH ACCOUNT

US$

US$

US$

US$
US$

189 370.13-

19,3 854.00
1 136.64-

TOTAL GROUP

P/L. NET_AL_ANCE (1-5)

CHARGES

189 370.13-

189 370.13-

193 854.00
136.64-

193 71.36

4 34?723

US$

TOTAL-RO-oo-o-

to

:4

C,'

.4

TOTAL GROUP



4202 SCITECH TRADING GROUP INC.
TRIAL BALANCE FROM

A/C. DESCRIPTION BALANCE

7 INCOME uss*#aeeuua#ea######e#####u####

771101 INTEREST EARNED ON BONDS __USI_ 3 342.81-
772201 INTEREST EARNED ON FTD USS 1 004.42-

TOTAL GROUP

GRAND TOTALS

87 0s 27 PAGE 2
1 01 87 TO 31 05 87BALANCE

CUR

0.00

1ENCy US$ -413 71

1 004.42-

0.00 _____-12.8222



SCITECH TRADING GROUP INC.
SECURITIE:S-T!, BY DEPOT FROM 01 01 8? TO 31 05 87

87 05 Z7 PAGE
POR

A/C. NAME & DESCRIPTION

]189A 6.8750mRRILL LYNCH 8/7/87 87/87

TOTALS

us$

US*

BALANCE

193854+

DEBIT

193 854.00

193 854.00

CREDIT PRICI

1.00

0 027.72.. . ..

,,202



* .'. B. BUTTON

DESCRIPTION

87 05 27 PAGE 1
TRIAL BALANCE FROMl 101 87 TO31 05 87

BALANCE BALANCE
CURRENCY US$

CAPITAL

III Oui CAPITAL INC- STED

TOTAL GROUP

ASSETS IfABILITIES

'1801 SECURITIES -MERRILL LYNCH
6.00oo1 CASH ACCOUNT

TOTAL GROUP

P/L. NET BALANCE (1-5)

CHARGES _

TOTAL GROUP

US$

USS

USS

US$us$

211 337.34- --- 21-337.34- - i 02776
211 337.34-

214 262.98 214 262.98
1 881.79 1 881.79

216 144.77

4 807.43

US

0.00

I
0~&

-I



.'," / B. BUTTON

/C DESCRIPTION
TRIAL BALANCE FROM

BALANCE

87 05 27 PAGE 2
1 01 8? TO 31 05 87

BALANCE
CURRENCY us$

INCOME

(1101 I NTERES-T." _ARNED ON BONDS
7z"Z 01 INTEREST EARNED ON FTD

TOTAL GROUP..

GRAND TOTALS 0.00

MKF

SAU

0.0oo
1 272777

2Z. 57334
12.8222
69.9007

Us$.

US$
usS

3 697.28-
1 110.15-

3 697.28-
1 110.15-

4 807.:43-



4Z27 B. BUTTON
SECURITIESTI/B. BY DEPOT

A/C. NAME & DESCRIPTION

1189A 6.8750 MERRILL LYNCH 8/7/87

87 05 27 PAGE
POR

FROM 01 01 87 TO 31.05 87

BALANCE

87/87

TOTALS

Us$

us$

214262+ 214 262.98

214 262.98

H 02778

CREDIT PRICE

1.00
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ExHrr AH-16

Funds on Deposit with

CSF Investments

May 27, 1987

Albert Hakim

Regular
Sub A/C #1
Sub A/C #2
Sub A/C #3

Korel Assets

Sc iTech

Button

TOTAL ASSETS

254,912.36
2,170,844.85
2,093,295.21

160,210.89

1,578,176.92

193,717.36

216,144.77

6,667,302.36
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ExHBirr AH-17

INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT AGREEMENT

Between t i/S 1 4 #-

hereinafter referred to as "the client"

and

CSF INVESTMENTS, LTD., a company organized and
existing under the laws of Bermuda arid having its
principal place of business at Hayward Building,
Bermundiana Road, Hamilton 5-31, Bermuda, hereinafter
referred to as "CSF'.

WHEREAS the client has certain assets described in Appendix A
hereto and desires to retain the services of CSF to manage
and direct the investment of said assets, and

WHEREAS CSF is engaged in the business of asset management for
clients and desires to manage and direct the investment of
the client's assets,

IT IS THEREFORE AGREED as follows

1. MANAGEMENT POWER

The client grants to CSF full discretionary authority to manage the
account and, in particular, to perform the following transactions:

To make such investments that are customarily made through
banks and stock, bond and comnmodity brokers, Ircluding
without limitation, stocks, bonds, debentures, notes,
commercial paper, certificates of deposit, warrants and
options whether listed on any exchange or not, whether held
for investment or trading purposes, and wherever located.
The foregoing power to invest shall include the power to
buy, to sell, to liquidate any investments in whole or in
part, in any currency.
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All acts done hereunder by CSF or its nominees shall be fully binding
on the client as if done by the client. This authorization shall be
governed by the laws of Bermuda and shall not expire with the death,
legally presumed death, loss of legal capacity or bankruptcy of the
client. It shall remain valid until CSF receives revocation in writing
by the client or the then owner of the account.

2. CHARGES

As compensation for services to be performed under this Agreement, the
client authorizes CSF to charge its account at the end of each three
month period ending March 31, June 30, September 30, and December 31,
respectively, or upon the closing of the account or upon the
withdrawal of a substantial part of the value of the account, a
quarterly fee which shall be calculated as follows :

1% per annum on the first million dollars
1/2% per annam on the second million dollars
1/3% per annum on the excess over 2 million dollars

of the net value of the account.

3. FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

CSF will furnish the client with quarterly financial statements of the
account. These statements will show a list of all cash and
securities in the account with their respective market values and
their aggregate net asset value or equity.

4. WITHDRAWALS AND TERMINATION

The client shall have the right to withdraw from the management of CSF
arky part or all of the account at any time. Any withdrawal of
securities from the management of CSF shall be deemed a sale of those
securities at their closing price on the day of withdrawal.

Both CSF and the client shall have the right to terminate this
Agreement at any time. In the event of such withdrawals or
termination, CSF shall have up to fifteen days from the date it
receives notice to make payment or distribution.

5. MISCELLANEOUS CONDITIONS

a) Signatures communicated to CSF are valid until a notice of
revocation is given in writing and received by CSF.
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b) Any claim or complaint of the client in ronrection with any
correspondence or statement Issued by CSF must be made
immediately but at the latest within one month of receipt
of such correspondence or statement. In the absence of any
claim or complaint within one month, the statements of the
account are deemed to have been approved. If the client
does not receive correspondence or statements as a result
of requesting that his mail be held, the claim must be made
as soon as he normally should have received such
correspondence or statements sent by mail. The express or
tacit approval of the statement of account entails the
approval of all items contained therein.

c) Any communications from CSF are deemed to have been made as
soon as they have been sent to the last address given by
the client. The date mentioned on the copy or on the
mailing list in possession of CSF will be presumed to be
the date of forwarding. Any mail kept in safe-'eoing with
CSF will be deemed, in the event of doubt, as having been
delivered on the date meitioned thereon.

d) Damaqes resulting from insufficient legitimation or from
undiscovered forgeries are chargeable to the client. Except
in the event of qross negligence on the part of CSF.

e) Damages resulting from the use of the mal, telegraph,
telephone, telex, firm or carriers or other means of
forwarding, particularly as a result of delays, losses,
misunderstandings, mutilations or duplication of forwarding
are chargeable to the client, except in the event of gross
negligence on the part of CSF. If 3ny such damages shall
result, CSF shall cooperate fully with the client to
recover from any responsible third party the amount of such
damages.

f) In the event of damages resulting from the non-execution or
defective execution of an order, CSF is liable only for the
loss of interest.

g) CSF shall conduct business during normal business hours on
all days of the year except Saturdays, Sundays, and all
legal holiday observed by banks in Bermuda.

h) CSF is a wholly owned subsidiary of Compagnie de Services
Fiduciaires S.A., 3ter chemin Thury, Geneva, Switzerland,
with whom the client may maintain an account or accounts.
The client may by separate document authorize CSF to accept
instructions from duly designated employees of Compagnie de
Services Fiduciaires concerning his account.
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1) CSF shall not be liable for any act, omission, error of
Judgment or loss suffered by the client in connection with
the Account except as may result from its own gross
negligence, fraud, wilful misconduct or reckless disregard
of its obligations and*duties hereunder. The client hereby
indemnifies CSF from and against all action., proceedings,
claims, costs, demands and expenses (I) resulting in any
way from the performance or non-performance of its duties
hereunder except such as may result from such qross
negligence, fraud, wilful misconduct or reckless disregard
as aforesaid or (ii) which may arise or be brought ,qAinst
CSF by virtue of CSF having acted in accordance with any
Instruction purportedly received from the client.

6. JOINT ACCOUNT BENEF!CIARIFS

In the case of a joint account, each account holder has jointly and
severally the right to dispose of the account and of all assets held
therein without restriction. Upon the death of any Joint account
iiolder, the surviving holder or holders continue to dispose freely of
the account. The personal representatives of the deceased account
holder have no right to dispose of or to obtain information abo.st the
account. CSF shall be accountable solely to the surviving accoLnt
holder or holders.

Upon the death of a client who has designated a beneficiary in his
account authorization form, or by subsequent letter acknowledged to
have been received by CSF, and upon receipt by CSF of proof of death
in a form satisfactory to it, CSF will use its best efforts to
transfer the account of the beneficiary and to follow the instructions
of the beneficiary in regard to the disposition of the account. Any
such account held by CSF remains subject to all terms of this
Agreement.

7. APPLICABLE LA6 AND JURISDICTION

All relations between CSF and its clients are governed by the laws of
Bermuda. The place of execution and the place of jurisdiction for any
proceedings are at the statutory office of the company in Hamilton,
Bermuda.
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8. ACCOUNT INFORMATION H 02

a. Account Name :

727

A Sub 1

b. Statement and correspondence should be held ,intil
further n oticeu_____

c. Language of all correspondence ENGLISH
(English, French, German, Spanish)

d. Special instructions

9. ENTIRE AGREEMENT

This Agreement constitutes the entire aqreement between CSF and the
client, and shall not be modified or amended by any oral statement or
written document except in writing executed by an authorized
representative of CSF.

Date:

Signature of the Client:

May 15th, 1986

Invlstn4nts, Ltd Date

V W

Sigrature f CSF
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DEPOSIT ON MAP". STU, 1986 US DLRS 2'000"000.- (TWO MILLIONS)

11
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EXHIBIT AH-18

TU THE HOLDERS OF ACCOUNT A.H. SUB-ACCOUNT 1

We are pleased to confirm that during the lifetime of

Albert HAKIM, we shall accept instructions witn respect

to this account and any assets therein front Albert HAKIM

alone, both with respect to tne investment of assets and

the payment of funds from the account, whether to him or

to any third party or parties he shall designate.

Should Albert HAKIM die or become disabled so that he is

unable to communicate with us (become "disabled"), or

otherwise be unable to communicate with us, a decision

we shall make in our best judgment, we shall then accept
instructions with respect to this account from Ricnard

V. SECORD alone, both with respect to the investment of
assets and the payment of funds from the account,
whether to him or to any third party or parties he shall

designate. -

Snould Richard V. SECORD after having qualified to give
us instructions concerning this account, die, or become
disabled, or otherwise be unable to communicate with us,

a decision we shall make in our best-judgment, we shall
tnen accept instructions with respect to this account
from Oliver NORTH alone, both with respect to the

investment of assets and the payment of funds from the

account, whether to him or to any third party or parties
he shall designate.

In each instance we are authorized to accept
instructions from the person being entitled to act with

respect to this account, regardless of the content of

said instructions, including to pay the totality of the
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assets in this account to that person or his designee,

in cash or otherwise, and we snail not be responsible in

any way for the use and application of these funas.

Should none of tne tree Individuals named above be
alive, then upon receipt of proof of death in form
satisfactory to us, we shall divide the then remaining

balance in this account in 3 equal parts of equal value,

and holo one such part for the designees of that
individual if he shall have left a written designation

with us, or if ne shall not, we shall pay that part to

the properly designated representative of his estate.

we further confirm that although these instructions are

not irrevocable, we shall accept a change in these
instructions only with the written approva. of any two

of the three individuals name above, unless only one of
the three snail be living, then on tne written direction
of the survivor. Nevertheless, we direct your attention
to tne fact that the person having the rignt to operate
this account may withdraw any part or all of tne assets
in thls accounL ac any time without tne consent of any

third party.

CF INVL.TmENTS, LTO.

Albert Hakim
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- I -

INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT AGREEMENT

AH/SLB. A/C f 2

Between

hereinafter referred to as "te c ient"

and

CSF INVESTMENTS, LTD., a company organized and
existing under the laws of Bermuda and having its
principal place of business at Hayward Building,
Bermudiana Road, Hamilton 5-31, Bermuda, hereinafter
referred to as "CSF".

WHEREAS the client has certain assets described in Appendix A
hereto and desires to retain the services of CSF to manage
and direct the investment of said assets, and

WHEREAS CSF is engaged in the business of asset management for
clients and desires to manage and direct the investment of
the client's assets,

IT IS THEREFORE AGREED as follows

I. MANAGEMENT POWER

The client grants to CSF full discretionary authority to manage the
account and, in particular, to perform the following transactions:

To iiiake such Invesltiu-nLs thaL arc cusLumarlly madu Lhuuyli
banks and stock, bond and commodity brokers, including
without limitation, stocks, bonds, debentures, notes,
commercial paper, certificates of deposit, warrants and
options whether listed on any exchange or not, whether held
for investment or trading purposes, and wherever located.
The foregoing power to invest shall include the power to
buy, to sell, to liquidate any investments in whole or in
part, in any currency.
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All acts oone hereunder by CSF or its nominees shall be fully binding
on the client as if done by the client. This authorization shall be
governed by the laws of Bermuda and shall not expire with the death,
legally presumed death, loss of legal capacity 6r bankruptcy of the
client. It shall remain valid until CSF receives revocation in writing
by the client or the then owner of the account.

2. CHARGES

As compensation for services to be performed under this Acreenuent, the
client authorizes CSF to charge its account at the end of each three
month period ending March 31, June 30, September 30, and December 31,
respectively, or upon the closing of the account or upon the
withdrawal of a substantial part of the value of the account, a
quarterly fee which shall be 1/4 percent of the net value of the
account.

3. FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

CSF will furnish the client with quarterly financial statements of the
account. These statements will show a list of all cash and
securities in the account with their respective market values and
their aggregate net asset value or equity.

4. WITHDRAWALS AND TERMINATION

The client shall have the right to withdraw from the management of CSF
any part or all of the account at any time. Any withdrawal of
securities from the management of CSF shall be deemed a sale of those
securities at their closing price on the day of withdrawal.

Both CSF and the client shall have the right to terminate this
Agreement at any time. In the event of such withdrawals or
termination, CSF shall have up to fifteen days from the date it
receives notice to make payment or distribution.

5. MISCELLANEOUS CONDITIONS

a) Signatures communicated to CSF are valid until a notice of
revocation is given in writing and received by CSF.
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b) Any claim or complaint of the client in connection with any
correspondence or statement issued by CSF must be made
immediately but at the latest within one month of receipt
of such correspondence or statement. In the absence of any
claim or:complaint within one month, the statements of the
account are deemed to have been approved. If the client
does not receive correspondence or statements as a result
of requesting that his mail be held, %he claim must be made
as soon as he normally should have received such
correspondence or statements sent by mail. The express or
tacit approval of the statement of account entails the
approval of all items contained therein.

c) Any communications from CSF are deemed to have been made as
soon as they have bee n sent to the last address given by
the client. The date mentioned on the copy or on the
mailing list in possession of CSF will be presumed to be
the date of forwarding. Any mail kept in safe-keeping with
CSF will be deemed, in the event of doubt, as having been
delivered on the date mentioned thereon.

d) Damages resulting from insufficient legitimation or from
undiscovered forgerieF. are chargeable to the client, except
in the event of gross negligence on the part of CSF.

e) Damages resulting from the use of the mail, telegraph,
telephone, telex, firm or carriers or other means of
forwarding, particularly as a result of delays, losses,
misunderstandings, mutilations or duplication of forwarding
are chargeable to the client, except in the event of gross
negligence on the part of CSF. If any such damages shall
result, CSF shall cooperate fully with the client to
recover from any responsible third party the amount of such
damages.

f) In the event of damages resulting from the non-execution or
defective execution of an order, CSF is liable only for the
loss of interest.

g) CSF shall conduct business during normal business hours on
all days of the year except Saturdays, Sundays, and all
legal holiday observed by banks in Bermuda.

h) CSF is a wholly owned subsidiary of Compagnie de Services
Fiduciaires S.A., 3ter chemin Thury, Geneva, Switzerland,
with whom the client may maintain an account or accounts.
The client may by separate document authorize CSF to accept
instructions from duly designated employees of Compagnie de
Services Fiduciaires concerning his account.

i) CSF shall rnot be liable for any act, omission, error of
judgment or loss suffered by the client in connection with
the Account except as may result from its own gross
negligence, fraud, wilful misconduct or reckless disregard
of its obligations and duties hereunder. The client hereby
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indemnifies CSF from and against all actions, proceedings,
claims, costs, demands and expenses (i) resulting in any
way from the performance or non-performance of its duties
hereunder except such as may result from such gross
negligence, fraud, wilful misconduct or reckless disregard
as aforesaid or (ii) which may arise or be brought against
CSF by virtue of CSF having acted in accordance with any
instruction purportedly received from the client.

6. JOINT ACCOUNT BENEFICIARIES

In the case of a joint account, each account holder has jointly and
severally the right to dispose of the accuunt and uf all asseLs held
therein without restriction. Upon the death of any joint account
holder, the surviving holder or holders continue to dispose freely of
the account. The personal representatives of the deceased account
holder have no right to dispose of or to obtain information about the
account. CSF shall be accountable solely to the surviving account
holder or holders.

Upon the death of a client who has designated a beneficiary in his
account authorization form, or if not, who has designated a
beneficiary by subsequent letter acknowledged to have been received by
CSF, or has by subsequent letter acknowledged to have been received by
CSF, has changed the designation of beneficiary, and upon receipt by
CSF of proof of death in a form satisfactory to it, CSF, unless
otherwise required by applicable law, will follow the instructions of
the beneficiary in regard to the disposition of the account. Any such
account held by CSF remains subject to all terms of this Agreement.

7. APPLICABLE LAW AND JURISDICTION
. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

All relations between CSF and its clients are governed by the laws of
Bermuda. The place of execution and the place of jurisdiction for any
proceedings are at the statutory office of the company in Hamilton,
Bermuda.
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- 8. ACCOUNT INFORMATION

a. Account Name AH/SUB. A/C 2

b. Statement and correspondence should be held until
further notice--m_________:

c. Language of all correspondence : = SH
(English, French, German, Spanish)

d. Special instructions

9. ENTIRE AGREEMENT

This Agreement constitutes the entire agreement between CSF and the
client, and shall not be modified or amended by any oral statement or
written document except in writing executed by an authorized
representative of CSF.

Date:

Signature of the Client: -0

Signature f CSF Investm nts, Ltd Date
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TO THE HOLDERS OF ACCOUNT A.H. SUB-ACCUUNT 2

We are pleased to confirm that during the lifetime of

Albert HAKIM, we shall accept instructions with respect

to this account and any assets therein from Albert HAKIM

alone, both with respect to the investment of assets and
the payment of funds from the account, whether to him or

to any third party or parties he shall designate.
Should Albert HAKIM die or become disabled so that he is

unable to communicate with us (become disableddm, or

otherwise be unable to communicate with us, a decision

we shall make in our best judgment, we shall then accept

instructions with respect to this account from Richard

V. SECORD alone, both with respect to the investment of
assets and the payment of funds from the account,

whether to him or to any third party or parties he shall

designate.

In each instance we are authorized to accept

instructions from the person being entitled to act with

respect to this account, regardless of the content of

said instructions, including to pay the totality of the

assets in this account to that person or his designee,

in cash or otherwise, and we shall not be responsible In
any way for the use and application of these funds.
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Snoulo none of the two noiviouals rnameu aoove te alive,

tnen upon receipt of p oof uf death in form satisfactory

to us, we shall aivioe tile tien rej,,ainin balance in
tnis account in 2 equal parts of equal value, ano niolo

one sucn part for the aesignees of that iruiviaual if ie
srall nave left a written uesigpiatior with us, or if tie

shall not, we shall pay tiat part to the properly

oesignateu representative of nis estate.

We further confirm that although these instructions are
not irrevocable, we shall accept a change in these

instructions only witn thie written approval of both
inoiviouals name auove, unless only one of the two

shall oe living, then on tne written direction of the

survivor. Nevertheless, we direct your attention to tile

fact tnat tile person having the rigrt to operate this
account may withdraw any part or all ot the assets in
this account at any time without the consent of any
tniro party.

CSF INVESTMENTS, LTD.

ByAbewAI

Albert hani
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INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT AGREEMENT

AH/IB.-A/C r3
Between

hereinafter referred to as " L1: cIiceit"

and

CSF INVESTMENTS, LTD., a company organized and
existing under the laws of Bermuda and having its
principal place of business at Hayward Building,
Bermudiana Road, Hamilton 5-31, Bermuda, hereinafter
referred to as "CSF".

WHEREAS the client has certain assets described in Appendix A
hereto and desires to retain the services of CSF to me'age
and direct the investment of said assets, and

WHEREAS CSF is engaged in the business of asset management for
clients and desires to manage and direct the investment of
the client's assets,

IT IS THEREFORE AGREED as follows

I. MANAGEMENT POWER

The client grants to CSF full discretionary authority to manage the
account and, in particular, to perform the following transactions:

Tu make sucl InvesLucrits taL are custumar'lly miade Lhiuuylh
banks and stock, bond and commodity brokers, including
without limitation, stocks, bonds, debentures, notes,
commercial paper, certificates of deposit, warrants and
options whether listed on any exchange or not, whether held
for investment or trading purposes, and wherever located.
The foregoing power to invest shall include the power to
buy, to sell, to liquidate any investments in whole or in
part, in any currency.

I
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All acts done hereunder by CSF or its nominees shall be fully binding
on the client as if done by the client. This authorization shall be
governed by the laws of Bermuda and shall not expire with the death,
legally presumed death, loss of legal capacity or bankruptcy of the
client. It shall remain valid until CSF.receives revocation in writing
by the client or the then owner of the account.

2. CHARGES

As compensation for services to be performed under this Agreement, che
client authorizes CSF to charge its account at the end of each three
month period ending March 31, June 30, September 30, and December 31,
respectively, or upon the closing of the account or upon the
withdrawal of a substantial part of the value of the account, a
quarterly fee which shall be 1/4 percent of the net value of the
account.

3. FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

CSF will furnish the client with quarterly financial statements of the
account. These statements will show a list of all cash and
securities in the account with their respective market values and
their aggregate net asset value or equity.

4. WITHDRAWALS AND TERMINATION

The client shall have the right to withdraw from the management of CSF
any part or all of the account at any time. Any withdrawal of
securities from the management of CSF shall be deemed a sale of those
securities at their closing price on the day of withdrawal.

Both CSF and the client shall have the right to terminate this
Agreement at any time. In the event of such withdrawals or
termination, CSF shall have up to fifteen days from the date it
receives notice to make payment or distribution.

S. MISCELLANEOUS CONDITIONS

a) Signatures comunicated to CSF are valid until a notice of
revocation Is given in writing and received by CSF.
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b) Any claim or complaint of the client in connection with any
correspondence or staement issued by CSF must be made
iinediately but at the latest within one month of receipt
of such correspondence or statement, In the absence of any
claim oricomplaint within one month, the statements of the
account are deemed to have been approved. If the client
does not receive correspondence or statements as a result
of requesting that his mail be held, the claim must be made
as soon as he normally should have received such
correspondence or statements sent by mail. The express or
tacit approval of the statement of account entails the
approval of all items contained therein.

c) Any communications from CSF are deemed to have been made as
soon as they have been s'nt to the last address given by
the client. The date mentioned on the copy or on the
mailing list in possession of CSF will be presumed to be
the date of forwarding. Any mail kept in safe-keepirhg with
CSF will be deemed, in the event of doubt, as having been
delivered on the date mentioned thereon.

d) Damages resulting from insufficient legitimation or from
undiscovered forgeries are chargeable to thei client, except
in the event of gross negligence on the part of CSF.

e) Damages resulting from the use of the mail, telegraph,
telephone, telex, firm or carriers or other means of
forwarding, particularly as a result of delays, losses,
misunderstandings, mutilations or duplication of forwarding
are chargeable to the client, except in the event of gross
negligence on the part of CSF. If any such damages shall
result, CSF shall cooperate fully with the client to
recover from any responsible third party the amount of such
damages.

f) In the event of damages resulting from the non-execution or
defective execution of an order, CSF is liable only for the
loss of interest.

g) CSF shall conduct business during normal business hours on
all days of the year except Saturdays, Sundays, and all
legal holiday observed by banks in Bermuda.

h) CSF is a wholly owned subsidiary of Compagnie de Services
Fiduciaires S.A., 3ter chemin Thury, Geneva, Switzerland,
with whom the client may maintain an account or accounts.
The client may by separate document authorize CSF to accept
instructions from duly designated employees of Compagnie de
Services Fiduciaires concerning his account.

I) CSF shall not be liable for any act, omission, error of
judgment or loss suffered by the client in connection with
the Account except as may result from its own gross
negligence, fraud, wilful misconduct or reckless disregard
of its obligations and duties hereunder. The client hereby
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indemnifies CSF from and against all actions, proceedings,
claims, costs, demands and expenses (i) resulting in any
way from the performance or non-performance of its duties
hereunder except such as may result from such gross
negligence, fraud, wilful misconduct or reckless disregard
as aforesaid or (ii) which may arise or be brought against
CSF by virtue of CSF having acted in accordance with any
instruction purportedly received from the client.

6. JOINT ACCOUNT BENEFICIARIES

In the case of a joint account, each account holder has jointly and
severally the right to dispose of the account and of all assets held
therein without restriction. Upon the death of any joint account
holder, the surviving holder or holders continue to dispose freely of
the account. The personal representatives of the deceased account
holder have no right to dispose of or to obtain information about the
account. CSF shall be accountable solely to the surviving account
holder or holders.

Upon the death of a client who has designated a beneficiary in his
account authorization form, or if not, who has designated a
beneficiary by subsequent letter acknowledged to have been received by
CSF, or has by subsequent letter acknowledged to have been received by
CSF, has changed the designation of beneficiary, and upon receipt by
CSF of proof of death in a form satiefactory to it, CSF, unless
otherwise required by applicable lw, will follow the instructions Gf
the beneficiary in regard to the disposition of the account. Any such
account held by CSF remains subject to all terms of this Agreement.

7. APPLICABLE LAW AND JURISDICTION

All relations between CSF and its clients are governed by the laws of
Bermjda. The place of execution and the place of jurisdiction for any
proceedings are at the statutory office of the company in Hamilton,
Bermuda.
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8. ACCOUNT INFORMATION

a. Account Name AH/SUB. A/C 3

b. Statement and correspondence should be held until
further notice V________O_

c. Language of all correspondence ENGLISH
(English, French, German, Spanish)

d. Special instructions

9. ENTIRE AGREEMENT

This Agreement constitutes the entire agreement between CSF and the
client, and shall not be modified or amended by iny oral statement or
written document except in writing executed by an authorized
representative of CSF.

Date:

Signature of the Client: 144{AvU -

I.. ~

its, Ltd DateSignature
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Translation by Albert Hakim of

the Farse Original of the "9 Points"

Note: The date is the 16th day of the 7th month of the Iranian
year which I believe corresponds to 8 October 1986, but
needs to be checked. It also indicates the discussions
started in the afternoon and lasted until late at night.

Summation of Us and Hakim

1. Iran provides funds to Mr. Hakim for 500 TOWs and, if
willing, Iranians will provide for the Hawk spare
parts which remain from the previous agreement.

2. Nine working days from now the 500 TOWs and the Hawk
spare parts (if accepted by Iran) and the gifted
medicines will be delivered to Iran.

3. Before executing Item 4 below, Albert will provide the
plan for the release of the Kuwaitis (17 persons).

4. 1 1/2 (1 definitely and the 2nd with all effective
possible effort) American hostages in Lebanon, through
the effort of Iran, will be released by the Lebanese.

*5. Using the Letter of Credit method, (three to four days
after delivery of shipment stipulated in Item 2)
additional 500 TOWs (together with a maximum of 100
launchers), within four days after the execution of
Item 4 above, will be delivered to Iran. The method
of Letter of Credit will be reviewed between Albert
and by tomorrow night. Iran will pay
the funds for 1500 TOWs (the 500 TOWs mentioned above
plus an additional 1000 TOWs) and the 1000 TOWs will
be delivered to Iran within nine days.

6. The United States will start with the technical
support of the Hawks (material and know-how), update
of the military intelligence and maps, establishment
and commissioning of the special communication link,
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and will prepare the chart related to the items
(provided by Mr. ) indicating price and
delivery to Iran.

Israel and its cover organization, La Had, and
the text written in the Seven Step Document of
Mr. North (illegible)

**7. Before the return of Mr. to Tehran, the
subject of the Moslem prisoners (Shia) in Lebanon and
the manner of their release by the involved parties
will be reviewed by Mr. Second.

8. Iran will continue its effort: for creating the grounds
for the release of the rest of the hostages.

9. The steps for delivery of items referred to in the

second part of Item 6 above will start.

The Letter of Credit will be opened in favor of
Mr. and he will make the money for the 500
TOWs available by using 80% of the Letter of Credit.

** After discussion between Mr. Secord and Mr.
it was agreed regarding regarding the Moslem prisoners
that the sentence (text) will be written in the
following manner:
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INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT AGREEMENT 
02718

Between ALBERT HAKIM

hereinafter called "the Client",

and

CSF INVESTMENTS, LTD., a company organized and
existing under the laws of Bermuda and having its
principal place of business at Clarendon House,
Church Street, Hamilton 5-31, Bermuda,
hereinafter referred to as "CSFU.

WHEREAS the client has certain assets described in Appendix A
hereto and desires to retain the services of CSF to
manage and direct the investment of said assets, and

WHEREAS CSF is engaged in the business of asset management for
clients and desires to manage and direct the
investment of the client's assets,

IT IS, THEREFORE, AGREED, as follows

1. MANAGEMENT POWER

The client grants to CSF full discretionary authority to
manage the account and, in particular, to perform the
following transactions

to make sujch investments that are customarily made
through banks and stock, bond and commodity brokers,
including without limitation, stocks, bonds,
debentures, notes commercial paper, certificates of
deposit, warrants and options whether listed on any
exchange or not, whether held for investment or
trading purposes, and wherever located. The foregoing
power to invest shall include the power to buy, to
sell, to liquidate any investments in whole or in
part, in any currency.

All acts done hereunder by CSF or its nominees shall be
fully binding on the client as if done by the client. This
authorization shall be governed by the laws of Bermuda and
shall not expire with the death, legally presumed death,
loss of legal capacity or bankruptcy of the client. It
shall remain valid until CSF receives revocation in writing
by the client or the then owner of the account.

-- XNI5T
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2. CHARGES

As compensation for services to be performed under this
Agreement, the client authorizes CSF to charge its account
at the end of each three month period ending March 31, June
30, September 30, and December 31, respectively, or upon
the closing of the account or upon the withdrawal of a
substantial part of the value of the account, a quarterly
fee which shall be 1/4 percent of the net value of the
account.

3. FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

CSF will furnish the client with quarterly financial
statements of the account. These statements will show a
list of all cash and securities in the account with their
respective market values and their aggregate net asset
value or equity.

4. WITHDRAWALS AND TERMINATION

The client shall have the right to withdraw from the
management of CSF any part or all of the account at any
time. Any withdrawal of securities from the management of
CSF shall be deemed a sale of those securities at their
closing price on the day of withdrawal.

Both CSF and the client shall have the right to terminate
this Agreement at any time. In the event of such
withdrawals or termination, CSF shall have up to fifteen
days from the date it receives notice to make payment or
distribution.

5. MISCELLANEOUS CONDITIONS

a) Signatures communicated to CSF are valid until a
notice of revocation is given in writing and received
by CSF.

b) Any claim or complaint of the client in connection
with any correspondence or statement issued by CSF
must be made immediately but at the latest within one
month of receipt of such correspondence or statement.
In the absence of any claim or complaint wihtjn one
month, the statements of the account are deemed to
have been approved. If the client does not received

- 2 -
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correspondence or statements as a result of requesting
that his mail be held, the claim must be made as soon
as ne normally should have received such
correspondence or statements sent by mail. The express
or tacit approval of the statement of account entails
the approval of all items contained therein.

c) Any communications from CSF are deemed to have been
made as soon as they have been sent to the last
address given by the client. The date mentioned on the
copy or on the mailing list in possession of CSF will
be presumed to be the date of forwarding. Any mail
kept in safe-keeping with CSF will be deemed, in the
event of doubt, as having been delivered on the date
mentioned thereon.

d) Damages resulting from insufficient legitimation or
from undiscovered forgeries are chargeable to the
client, except in the event of gross negligence on the
part of CSF.

e) Damages resulting from the use of the mail, telegraph,
telephone, telex, firm or carriers or other means of
forwarding, particularly as a result of delays,
losses, misunderstandings, mutilations or duplication
of forwarding are chargeable to the client, except in
the event of gross negligence on the part of CSF. If
any such damages shall result, CSF shall cooperate
fully with the client to recover from any responsible
third party the amount of such damages.

f) In the event of damages resulting from the
non-execution or defective execution of an order, CSF
is liable only for the loss of interest.

g) CSF shall conduct business during normal business
hours on all days of the year except Saturdays,
Sundays, and all ..legal holiday observed by banks in
Be rmu d a.

h) CSF is a wholly owned subsidiary of Compagnie de
Services Fiduci ~jres S,.Pe, 3ter chemin Thury, Geneva,
Switzerland, w;* whom the client may maintain an
account or accounts. The client may by separate
document authorize CSF to accept instructions from
duly designated employees of Compagnie de Services
Fiduciaires concerning his account.
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1) CSF shall not be liable for any act, omission, error

of judgment or loss suffered by the client in
connection with the Account except as may result from
its own gross negligence, fraud, wilful misconduct or
reckless disregard of its obligations and duties
hereunder. The client hereby indemnifies CSF from and
against all actions, proceedings, claims, costs,
demands and expenses (I) resulting in any way from the
performance or non-performance of its duties hereunder
except such as may result from such gross negligence,
fraud, wilful misconduct or reckless disregard as
aforesaid or (ii) which may arise or be brought
against CSF by virtue of CSF having acted in
accordance with any instruction purportedly received
from the client.

6. JOINT ACCOUNT BENEFICIARIES

In the case of a joint account, each account holder has
jointly and severally the right to dispose of the account
and of all assets held therein without restriction. Upon
the death of any joint account holder, the surviving holder
or holders continue to dispose freely of the account. The
personal representatives of the deceased account holder
have no right to dispose of or to Qbtain information about
the account. CSF shall be accountable solely to the
surviving account holder or holders.

Upon the death of a client who has designated a beneficiary
in his account authorization form, or by subsequent letter
acknowledged to have been received by CSF, and upon receipt
by CSF of proof of death in a form satisfactory to it, CSF
will use its best efforts to transfer the account of the
beneficiary and to follow the Instructions of the
beneficiary in regard to the disposition of the account.
Any such account held by CSF remains subject to all terms
of this Agreement.

7. APPLICABLE LAW AND JURISDICTION

All relations between CSF and its clients are governed by
the laws of Bermuda. The place of execution and the place
of jurisdiction for any proceedings are at the statutory
office of the company in Hamilton, Bermuda.
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8. ACCOUNT INFORMATION

a. Account Name:

b. Statements and correspondence should be
further notice or mailed to:

held until

c. Language of all correspondence:
(Fnglish, French, German, Spanish)

Special instructions :

9. ENTIRE AGREEMENT

This Agreement constitutes the entire agreement between CSF
and the client, and shall not be modified or amended by any
oral statement or written document except in writing
executed by an authorized representative of CSF.

Date:

Signature of the Client ( 1A 4,,JAz

- 5 -

Signature of CSF Investments, Ltd Date
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!NVESTMENT MANAGEMENT AGREEMENT 02741

Between KOREL ASSETS 4201

hereinafter referred to as "the client"

and

CSF INVESTMENTS, LTD., a company organized and
existing under the laws of Bermuda and having its
principal place of business at Hayward Building,
Bermundiana Road, Hamilton 5-31, Bermuda, hereinafter
referred to as "CSF".

WHEREAS the client has certain assets described in Appendix A
hereto and desires to retain the services of CSF to manage
and direct the investment of said assets, and

WHEREAS CSF is engaged in the business of asset management for
clients and desires to manage and direct the investment of
the client's assets,

IT IS THEREFORE AGREED as follows

1. MANAGEMENT POWER

The client grants to CSF full discretionary authority to manage the
account and, in particular, to perform the following transactions:

To make such investments that are customarily made through
banks and stock, bond and commodity brokers, including
without limitation, stocks, bonds, debentures, notes,
commercial paper, certificates of deposit, warrants and
options whether listed on any exchange or not, whether held
for investment or trading purposes, and wherever located.
The foregoing power to invest shall include the power to
buy, to sell, to liquidate any investments in whole or in
part, in any currency.

L NI aIJ
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All acts done hereunder by CSF or its nominees shall be fully bindino
on the client as if done by the client. This authorization shall be
governed by the laws of Bermud and shall not expire with the death,
legally presumed death, loss of legal capacity or bankruptcy of the
client. It shall remain valid until CSF receives revocation in writing
by the client or the then owner of the account.

2. CHARGES

As compensation for services to be performed under this Agreement, the
client authorizes CSF to cha ge its account at the end of each three
month period ending March 31, June 30, September 30, and December 31,
respectively, or upon the closing of the accrxnt nr ,,pon the
withdrawal of a substantial part of the value of the account, a
ouarterly fee which shall be 1/4 percent of the net value of the
account.

3. FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

CSF will furnish the client with quarterly financial statements of the
account. These statements will show a list of all cash and
securities in the account with their respective market values and
their aggregate net asset value or eoulty.

A. WITHDRAWALS AN) TERMINATION

The client shall have the right to withdraw from the management of CSF
any part or all of the account at any tinv.. Any withdrawal of
securities from the management of CSF shall be deemed a sale of those
securities at their closing price on the day of withdrawal.

Both CSF and the client shall have the right to terminate this
Agreement xt any time. In the event of such withdrawals or
termination, CSF shall have up to fifteen days from the date it
receives notice to make payment or distribution.

5. MISCELLANEOUS CONDITIONS

a) Signatures communicated to CSF are valid until a notice of
revocation is given in writing and received by C F.
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b) Any claim or complaint of the rlient in 'onrection with any
correspondence or statement issued by rSF must be made
immediately but at the latest within one month of receipt
of such correspondence or statement. In the absence of any
claim or complaint within one month, the statements of the
account are deemed to have been approved. If the client
does not receive correspondence or statements as a result
of requesting that his mail be held, the claim must be made
as soon as he normally should have received such
correspondence or statements sent by mail. The express or
tacit approval of the statement of account entails the
approval of all items contained therein.

c) Any communications from CSF are deemed to have been made as
soon as they have been sent to the last address given by
the client. The date mentioned on the copy or on the
mailing list in possession of CSF will be presumed to be
the date of forwarding. Any mail kept in safe-'-Peoing with
CSF will be deemed, in the event of doubt, as having been
delivered on the date mentioned thereon.

d) Damages resulting from insufficient legitimation or from
undiscovered forgeries are chargeable to the client, except
in the event of oross negligence on the part of CSF.

e) Damages resulting from the use of the mal, teleqraph,
telephone, telex, firm or carriers or other means of
forwarding, particularly as a result of delays, losses,
misunderstandings, mutilations or duplication of forwarding
are chargeable to the client, except in the event of gross
negligence on the part of CSF. If any such damages shall
result, CSF shall cooperate fully with the client to
recover from any responsible third party the amount of such
damages.

f) In the event of damages resulting from the non-execution or
defective execution of an order, CSF is liable only for the
loss of interest.

g) csr shall conduct business during normal business hours on
all days of the year except Saturdays, Sundays, and all
legal holiday observed by banks in bermuda.

h) CSF is a wholly owned subsidiary of Compaqnie de Services
Fiduciaires S.A., 3ter chemin Thury, Geneva, Switzerland,
with whom the client may maintain an account or accounts.
The client may oy separate document authorize CSF to accept
instructions from duly designated employees of .ompagnie de
Services Fiduclaires concerning his account.
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i) CSF shall not be liable for any act, omission, error of
judgment or loss suffered by the client in connection with
the Account except as may result from its own gross
negligence, fraud, wilful misconduct or reckless disregard
of its obligations and !uties hereunder. The client hereby
indemnifies CSF from and against all actions, proceedings,
claims, costs, demands and expenses (i) resulting in any
way from the performance or non-performance of its duties
hereunder except such as may result from such gross
negligence, fraud, wilful misconduct or reckless disregard
as aforesaid or (ii) which may arise or be brought IQAinst
CSF by virtue of CSF having acted in accordance with any
instruction purportedly received from the client.

6. JOINT ACCOUNT BENEFICIARIES

In the case of a joint account, each account holder has jointly and
severally the right to dispose of the account and of all assets held
therein without restriction. Upon the death of any joint acc ount
holder, the surviving holder or holders continue to dispose freely of
the account. The personal representatives of the deceased account
holder have no right to dispose of or to obtain information about the
account. CSF shall be accountable solely to the surviving account
holder or holders.

Upon the death of a client who has designated a beneficiary In his
account authorization form, or by subsequent letter acknowledged to
have been received by CSF, and upon receipt by CSF of proof of death
In a form satisfactory to it, CSF will use its best efforts to
transfer the account of the beneficiary and to follow the instructions
of the beneficiary in regard to the dispo.sition of the account. Any
such account held by CSF remains subject to all terms of this
Agreement.

7. APPLICABLE LAW AND JURISDICTION

All relations between CSF and its clients are governed by the laws of
Bermuda. The place of execution and the place of jurisdiction for any
proceedings are at the statutory office of the company in Hamilton,
Bermuda.
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I. ArCC(INT TIonIIATION

a. Account Name :

b. Statement and correspondence should be held until
further notice or mailed to :

C. Language of all correspondence
(English, French, German, Spanish)

d. Special instructions

9. ENTIRE AGREEMENT

This Agreement constitutes the entire agreement between CSF and the
client, and shall not be modified or amended by any oral statement or
written document except in writing executed by an authorized
representative of CSF.

Date:

Siqnature of the Client:

ateSign-ature CSF ;. -/ket./nfvsYknts, LIT
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INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT AGREEMENT

Between SCITECH TRADING GROUP INC.

hereinafter referred to as "the client"

and

CSF INVESTMENTS, LTD., a company organized and
existing under the laws of Bermuda and having its
principal place of business at Hayward Building,
Bermundiana Road, Hamilton 5-31, Bermuda, hereinafter
referred to as %CS".

WHEREAS the client has certain assets described in Appendix A
hereto and desires to retain the services of CSF to manage
and direct the investment of said assets, and

WHEREAS CSF is engaged in the business of asset management for
clients and desires to manage and direct the investment of
the client's assets,

IT IS THEREFORE AGREED as follows

1. MANAGEMENT POWER.

The client grant to CSF full discretionary authority to manage the
account and, in particular, to perform the-following transactions:

To make such investments that are customarily made through
banks and stock, bond and commodity brokers, including
without limitation, stocks, bonds, debentures, notes,
commercial paper, certificates of deposit, warrants and
options whether listed on any exchange or not, whether held
for investment or trading purposes, and wherever located.
The foregoing power to invest shall include the power to
buy, to sell, to liquidate any investments in whole or in
part, in any currency.

u-HBIJ
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All acts done hereunder by CSF or its nominees shall be fully binding
on the client as if done by the client. This authorization shall be
governed by the laws of Bermuda and shall not expire with the death,
legally presumed death, loss of lgal capacity or bankruptcy of the
client. It shall remain valid until CSF receives reocAt.ion in writing
by the client or the then owner of the account.

2. CHARGES

As compensation for services to be performed under this Agreement, the
client authorizes CSF to charge its account at the end of each three
month period ending March 31, bune 30, Septemher 30, and December 31,
respectively, or upon the closing of the accoxint nr ,pon the
withdrawal of a substantial part of the value of the account, a
quarterly fee which shall be 1/4 percent of the net value of the
account.

3. FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

CSF will furnish the client with quarterly financial statements of the
account. These statements will show a list of all cash and
securities in the account with their respective market values and
their aggregate net asset value or equity.

4. WITHDRAWALS AND TERMINATION

The client shall have the right to withdraw from the management of CSF
any part or all of the account at any time. f.ny withdrawal of
securities from the management of CSF shall be deemed a sale of those
securities at their closing price on the day of withdrawal.

Both CSF and the client shall have the right to terminate this
Agreement xt any time. In the event of such withdrawals or
termination, CSF shall have up to fifteen days from the date it
receives notice to make payment or distribution.

5. MISCELLANEOUS CONDITIONS

a) Signatures communicated to CSF are valid until a notice of
revocation is given in writing and received by CSF.
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b) Any claim or complaint of thp rlint in ronrection with any
correspondence or statement issued by rSF must be made
immediately but at the latest within one month of receipt
of such correspondence or statement. In the absence of any
claim or complaint within one month, the statements of the
account are-deemed to have been approved. Tf the client
does not receive correspondence or statements as a result
of requesting that his mail be held, the claim must be made
as soon as he normally hould have received such
correspondence or statements sent by mail. The express or
tacit approval of the statement of account ertails the
approval of all items contained therein.

c) Any communications front CSF are deemed to have been made as
soon as they have been sent to the last address given by
the client. The date mentioned on the copy or on the
mailing list in possession of CSF will be presumed to be
the date of forwarding. Any mail kept in safe-IePoing with
CSF will be deemed, in the event of doubt, as having been
delivered on the date mentioned thereon.

d) Damages resulting from insufficient legitimation or from
undiscovered forgeries are chargeable to thp clipnt, except
in the event of cross negligence on the part of CSF.

e) Damages resulting from the use of the ma'), telegraph,
telephone, telex, firm or carriers or other reans of
forwarding, particularly as a result of delays, losses,
misunderstandings, mutilations or duplication of forwarding
are chargeable to the client, except in the event of gross
negligence on the part of CSF. Tf any such damages shall
result, CSF shall cooperate fully with thes client to
recover from any responsible third party the amount of such
damages.

f) In the event of damages resulting from the non-execution or
defective execution of an order, CSF is liable only for the
loss of interest.

g) CSF shall conduct business during normal business hours on
all days of the year except Saturdays, Sundays, and all
legal holiday observed by banks in Bermuda.

h) CSF is a wholly owned subsidiary of Compagnie de Serv'ces
Fiduciaires S.A., 3ter chemin Thury, Geneva, Switzerland,
with whom the client may maintain an account or accounts.
The client may by separate document authorize CSF to accept
instructions from duly designated employees of Compagnie de
Services Fiduclaires concerning his account.
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CSF shall not be liable for any act, omission, error of
judgment or loss suffered by the client in co.inection with
the Account except as may result from its own gross
negligence, fraud, wilful misconduct or reckless disregard
of its obligations and duties hereunder. The client hereby
indemnifies CSF from and against all actions, proceedings,
claims, costs, demands and expenses (i) resulting in any
way from the performance or non-performance of its duties
hereunder except such as may result from such qross
negligence, fraud, wilful misconduct or reckless disregard
as aforesaid or (ii) which may arise or be brought .qAinst
CSF by virtue of CSF having acted in accordance with any
instruction purportedly received from the client.

6. JOINT ACCOUNT BENEFICIARIES

In the case of a joint account, each account holder has jointly and
severally the right to dispose of the account and of all assets held
therein without restriction. Upon the death of any joint account
holder, the surviving holder or holders continue t9g dispose freely of
the account. The personal representatives of the deceased account
holder have no right to dispose of or to obtain information about the
account. CSF shall be accountable solely to the surviving account
holder or holders.

Upon the death of a client who has designated a beneficiary in his
account authorization form, or by subsequent letter acknowledged to
have been received by CSF, and upon receipt by CSF of proof of death
in a form satisfactory to it, CSF -ill use its best efforts to
transfer the account of the beneficiary and to follow the instructions
of the beneficiary in regard to the disposition of the account. Any
such account held by CSF remains subject to all terms of this
Agreement.

7. APPLICABLE LAW AND JURISDICTION

All relations between CSF and its clients are governed by the laws of
Bermuda. The place of execution and the placp of jurisdiction for any
proceedings are at the statutory office of the company in Hamilton,
Bermuda.
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H 027558. ACCOUNT INFORMATION

a. Account Name :

b. Statement and correspondence should be held until
further notice or mailed to _

C. Language of all correspondence
(English, French, German, Spanish)

d. Special instructions

9. ENTIRE AGREEMENT

This Agreement constitutes the entire agreement between CSF and the
client, and shall not be modified or amended by any oral statement or
written document except in writing executed by an authorized
representative of CSF.

Date: November

Signature of the

12th, 1985

CI ient -:

Sgna 0 F Investnts',
November 12th, 1985

Date
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INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT AGREEMENT

02746

Between B.rBUTrON 4227

hereinafter referred to as "the client"

and

CSF INVESTMENTS, LTD., a company organized andexisting under the laws of Bermuda and having its
principal place of business at Hayward Building,
Bermudiana Road, Hamilton 5-31, Bermuda, hereinafter
referred to as OCSFO.

WHEREAS the client has certain assets described in Appendix A
hereto and desires to retain the services of CSF to manageand direct the investment of said assets, and

WHEREAS CSF is engaged in the business of asset management forclients and desires to manage and direct the investment of
the client's assets,

IT IS THEREFORE AGREED as follows

1. MANAGEMENT F)WER

The client grants to CSF full discretionary authority to manage theaccount and, in particular, to perform the following transactions:

To make such investments that are customarily made through
banks and stock, bond and commodity brokers, includii;g
without limitation, stocks, bonds, debentures, notes,
commercial paper, certificates of deposit, warrants andoptions whether listed on any exchange or not, whether held
for investment or trading purposes, and wherever located.The foregoing power to invest shall include the power to
buy, to sell, to liquidate any investments in whole or in
part, in any currency.
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All acts done hereunder by CSF or its nominees shall be fully binding
on the client as if done by the client. This authorization shall be
governed by the laws of Bermuda and shall not expire with the death,
legally presumed death, loss of legal capacity or bankruptcy of the
client. It shall remain valid until CSF receives revocation in writing
by the client or the then owner of the account.

2. CHARGES

As compensation for services to be performed under this Agreement, the
client authorizes CSF to charge its account at the end of each three
month period ending March 31, June 30, September 30, and December 31,
respectively, or upon the closing of the account or upon the
withdrawal of a substantial part of the value of the account, a
quarterly fee which shall be 1/4 percent of the net value of the
account.

-3. FINANCIAL STATtIENTS

CSF will furnish the client with quarterly financial statements of the
account. These statements will show a list of all cash and
securities in the account with their respective market values and
their aggregate net asset value or equity.

4. WITHDRAWALS AND TERMINATION

The client shall have the right to withdraw from the management of CSF
any part or all of the account at any time. Any withdrawal of
securities from the management of CSF shall be deemed a sale of those
securities at their closing price on the day of withdrawal.

Both CSF and the client shall have the right to terminate this
Agreement at any time. In the event of such withdrawals or
termination, CSF shall have up to fifteen days from the date it
receives notice to make payment or distribution.

5. MISCELLANEOUS CONDITIONS

a) Signatures communicated to CSF are valid until a notice of
revocation is given in writing and received by CSF.
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b) Any claim or complaint of the client in connection with any
correspondence or statement issued by CSF must be made
immediately but at the latest within one month of receipt
of such correspondence or statement. In the absence of any
claim or complaint within one month, the statements of the
account are deemed to have been approved. If the client
does not receive correspondence or statements as a result
of requesting that his mail be held, the claim must be made
as soon as he normally should have received such
correspondence or statements sent by mail. The express or
tacit approval of the statement of account entails the
approval of all items contained therein.

c) Any communications from CSF are deemed to have been made as
soon as they have been sent to the last address given by
the client. The date mentioned on the copy or on the
mailing list in possession of CSF will be presumed to be
the date of forwarding. Any mail kept in safe-keeping with
CSF will be deemed, in the event of doubt, as having been
delivered on the date mentioned thereon.

d) Damages resulting from insufficient legitimation or from
undiscovered forgeries are chargeable to the client, except
in the event of gross negligence on the part of CSF.

e) Damages resulting from the use of the mail, telegraph,
telephone, telex, firm or carriers or other means of
forwarding, particularly as a result of delays, losses,
misunderstandings, mutilations or duplication of forwarding
are chargeable to the client, except in the event of gross
negligence on the part of CSF. If any such damages shall
result, CSV shall cooperate fully with the client to
recover from any responsible third party the amount of such
damages.

f) In the event of damages resulting from the non-execution or
defective execution of an order, CSF Is liable only for the
loss of interest.

g) CSF shall conduct business during normal business hours on
all days of the year except Saturdays, Sundays, and all
legal holiday observed by banks in Bermuda,

h) CSF is a wholly owned subsidiary of Compagnie de Services
Fiduciaires S.A., 3ter chemin Thury, Geneva, Switzerland,
with whom the client may maintain an account or accounts.
The client may by separate document authorize CSF to accept
instructions from duly designated employees of Compagnie de
Services Fiduciaires concerning his account.

I) CSF shall not be liable for any act, omission, error of
judgment or loss suffered by the client in connection with
the Account except as may result from its own gross
negligence, fraud, wilful misconduct or reckless disregard
of its obligations and dutiig hereunder. The client hereby
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indeanifies CSF from and against all actions, proceedings,
claims, costs, demands and expenses (1) resulting in any
way from the performance or non-performance of its duties
hereunder except such as may result from such gross
negligence, fraud, wilful misconduct or reckless disregard
as aforesaid or (Ii) which may arise or be brought against
CSF by virtue of CSF having acted in accordance with any
instruction purportedly received from the client.

6. JOINT ACCOUNT BENEFICIARIES

In the case of a joint account, each account holder has jointly and
severally the right to dispose of the account and of all assets held
therein without restriction. Upon the death of any joint account
holder, the surviving holder or holders continue to dispose freely of
the account. The personal representatives of the deceased account
holder have no right to dispose of or to obtain information about the
account. CSF shall be accountable solely to the surviving account
holder or holders.

Upon the death of a client who has designated a beneficiary in his
account authorization form, or if not, who has designated a
beneficiary by subsequent letter acknowledged to have been received by
CSF, or has by subsequent letter acknowledged to have been received by
CSF, has changed the designation of beneficiary, and upon receipt by
CSF of proof of death in a form satisfactory to it, CSF, unless
otherwise required by applicable law, will follow tht instructions of
the beneficiary in regard to the disposition of the account. Any such
account held by CSF remains subject to all terms (f this Agreement.

7. APPLICABLE LAW AND JURISDICTION

All relations between CSF and its clients are governed by the laws of
Bermuda. The place of execution and the place of jurisdiction for any
proceedings are at the statutory office of the company in Hamilton,
Be rmda.
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8. ACCOUNT INFORMATION

a. Account Name :

b. Statement and correspondence should be held until
further notice or mailed to :

c. Language of all correspondence :
(English, French, German, Spanish)

d. Special instructions

9. ENTIRE AGREEMENT

This Agreement constitutes the entire agreement between CSF and the
client, and shall not be modified or amended by any oral statement or
written document except in writing executed by an authorized
representative of CSF.

Date:

Signature of the Client:

22 MAI 1986
Date

75-542 - 88 - 33

Signature of CSF nts, Ltd
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.tgong tele.. 05424

GE4EVE, L.E 5 MAI 1986

ATTN. I MME RAFPAZ 7146

CONCERNED ALBON VALUES
COMPTE NO 108277-32-1

VEUILLEZ PAYER LA SOMME DE USDLRS 15,200,--
FAVEUR DE COMPAGNIE DE SERVICES FIDUCIAIRES SA
COMPTE NO 603083-62-1 DANS VOS LIVRES

MERCI ET SALUTATIONS

ROLAND FARINA

CONFIRMATION SIGNEE SUIT

*' Start of response *.
. elex sent 11t46:26 05/05/86 *

DATE: 05/05/86
TIME: 11:48:28
REF: 05424

2285

22605+

22805A CSGI CH
428665 CSF CH
CI

426665 CSF CH
22805A CSGI CH

** End of telex **
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REPUBUC NATIONAL BANK OF NEW TOIR

TWHM1c iYM'T ORM

T *~~~ PSMCCR F
. .N. ANO RECE MN DATE: 10/

PC~ ACCOUNTS DEPT C
FROM: INTERNATIONAL PRIWE GNKMN GROUP TiME: 12:

ACCOUNT OFFKR Nan Morabia

01-40
1/85

15 PH

AS PER TODAY TELEPHONE INSTRUCTION OMAl P1i'nal
PLEASE MAKE THE FOLLOi1NG PAYMENT

(FEDERAL F1UNODS'REET FUNOS)

BYTHEOESF70F: rjr rnv_,,.t- Ltd. #6064510fiA-

AMOUN. $52,500.00(FIFTY-MWO THOUSAND FIVE RUNDID DLLAD OULWI

SSEHEK RCADV. SECOURD] Sta ord TechnoIlogy. T---adn t Gz,.,w Int'

TRANSFE Vln aVi ' _ _ . . . . ,.v. . . . . . .

FOR ACO

8Y OROER

VALUE DAr

OK TOI

UNTOF:

OP. Cient

E 1011/85

QVD REASON

CUSTOMER CONFURAI1ON FOLLOW4J W. OFFICER

HOLD MA

DNIWC ION COPY - WN4TI 0WT NL - PUK Op PLou a -UP DoEm ROO

NJNT 

O:

OF- Client1 ,' 10/1/85
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CASH W ITHDPUAWI
CF4H M I THDRA*W&
PROFIT DISTRIBUTION PHASE IV

CHO TO A. GREEN
TRW5FER TO SHRP GREEN & LAK F
CSF REIMST KHLID RASHID
CSF CH9 RVS
C5f RYS
TR TO CSF INV. RE KOREL
IR TO OC7rEX
S000 On CHO
RBT CHR BUCHINER PAT.
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I GENEVE EAUX-VIE$
S022/36 53 d,

t A Z 8 Z

Aih' aDVICE

I1AVE DEBITED THlE ACCOUNT Oj THE RIGHT
PEfr OF'.,E. OF 24 IAF 86

RGcS

. 25 i1R 86

US$ 31,817.00

US$ 31,27.64
:*- ---- ---- ---- **aa ,a8a -** eta
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Qt y. Descrtptio Is Source

1 00 RPG-_7 Rocket I..unchmr
p( S. Ammo,

(ex P,,ly-Tech. China)

0('- C %I rds. ? 6 x39 ball
armmunition (AK)
(ex Pot/-Tech. ChIna)

/. 700.000 rd. 7.6ZIS 1ball ammo
(rx Machimpex. China)

1 !000 100-rd. Belts (or 7.6x39

pcs. ball ammo. (ex Poly. Chisa)

5i 5 pCs. SAM-7 -aoncher.
(ex Poly-Toch. China)

'C' pc. SAM-7 Rocket.
(ex Ply-Tech. China)

T O T A L P U R C H A 8 Z 8

Unit Total$buy%& ,mst

140.00 210.000.00

95/m
fob

37/m
fob China
port.

IZ. 00

4.000.00

99.920.00

12.000.00

Total Unit
1!2111"R SProfit

265.65 398,475.00

1Z41m
fob

a11. w,- do

Total
$ Profit

125.65 196.47%.

Z9/m MUG.,

86/m 232,200.00 49/m 132,300.

15.00 15.000.00 3.00 3.000.

20.000.00 5.000.00 25.000.00 1.000.00 5.000.

32.000.00 3ZO, 1o.0 0 45,000.00 Q$.0e .so 13. 000.00 IJ.60:.

rff~'

Q) 
4
0mm..,m'r,'0 4mm.R~flqt Grenade

A. SAI

Prepaid freight:

SUB - TOTAL:
,. ZOO. Ga3 rds. 7. 6Zx51 ball amine

(ex Machimpax. China)

AND TOTALS:

17500,00
fill, 40.40.

37/m 44,400.00

$ ~,Z.LZ' 0

31.05 M200.00

15 ,z .o

175, 000. 0

?Srn " 000. 000
(%syeu______r.-.15)

$ Slit 52s..,

36/m 45. 600.

6ft2. w

0
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EXHIBIT AH-31

D E F E X- PORTUGAL
Re~pesenea¢4%, tmfl:c¢, a Er.orr acio, Lda

pve Prlldenle Atrriago.1,

IMO tdS4A

FACTUVA - NvOICE

No 2/0 5 Pir

Dara, (ow JAnuary 22, 1985

INC. C IN't!

.C's I

ViP, 
0 , ,

H 02585

TPAUiS-WRLD ASMS INC.
5340 terrier Street
Montreal, sqj*t,4e', Canada L±4P 1L9

N E. C b..l v I $AA

1.4 4 C ai4

A PA~AMLN?~ rLLMS sZe PAl

...4.'...,.****' 214 ~*2~'9~ I.E A.
9

A4

Cartridges 8al ?mortar as 1.000 $29.501 $ 29.5C0,0

Cartridgee 60we AortaX Z 2.0W0-. $23.50 $ 47.000.00

Rd.. .50 Cal. API Amunitioa 1O.000 $600o,00 $ 6.000,00
1000 rd.

Rd.. 7.62X39 11 A0Owwitits sco.CX2.. $10,00/ $ 5.000,00
1000 rdse

Rds. 7.6X.3 Ball A iwnitioG 650.000 3a000,0< $ 65.C00,0
1000 rd. __t__._. ,

- n- Pa3 Liba~ Airort 12SO0

I ,. .S 'IT

Rds. 7.62x$1 I& t-X- Ait ionm
credit not 1i*ed isz.000

Equivalent to Esc ........................................ 2.624.492.80

at the exchame rate of
US1.00-[$c. 17Z$664

0 * 0LlV. A" a
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... . . .n
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TRANS-WORLD ARMS, INC.
5340 Ferrier street,
Montreal. Que., Canada H4P IL9
Telephone: (514) 731-362L
Telex: 05.24118

January 14, 1985

The Royal Bank of Canada,
Royalmount & Royden Branch,
5415 Royalmount Ave.,
Mount Royal, Que. H4P IH6

Attention: Mr. Gilles Dorion,
Manager

Dear Sirs:

We kindly request that you arrange the immediate transfer of
funds, by Telex, as follows:

AMOUNT: U. S. $66, 500. 00 (U. S. doLars sLty-oight tbossand, fLe-huadred)

EENEFICARY: Foreign Trade Enterprise "Romtehnica"
7 Drurnul Taberei Street
Bucharest. Romania

NOTIFY: The BeneficLary
Attend: Eng. Sorin Raducano

TRANSFER TO BE MADE TO: The Romania Bank of Foreign Trade
22-24 Victoriel Street
Bucharest, Romania
Atten: Dept. #46, Telex 11703 E Bank R

SPECLAL INSTRUCTICNS: Please state in the Telex transfer:

"This transfer is payment Ln full covering merchandise and prepaid
air fretLght as stated in Romtehnica'e Telexes No. 50, dated January 5,
1985 and No. 12R/305 dated January 8, 1985.

Please dbkt Trans'-World Arms. Inc. 's account for same.

Yours very truly,

TRANS WORLD ARMS, INC.

EW /bmw 4 s bebr g
Presid4
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ExHIBIT AH-32
Iolind Ir FnA

Ilbelle A4la11t

Willard I. Zucker

Ctergy ResiOrces

10 JlY 1985

hi

On 1 Jl y198Sa, Cospagn1e 4d Serv1ces fducfalres pld a
check of USSZO.00 to Stanrd' eChmology Tra+1i ;rojp
Internation&Il, RIpubli, ck N Mo. 19914:.

'his should be reimbursed to C.S.F. from EN(GY, together
with A h dllM9 fee of .ICO.--, . [y 1 , , traisfo-e ' t
C.S.'. S20.104 at wcIewer sae4ldec16 it¢de%1 -t
&APt% the money.

i1thI the EWERGY bookkete;lr; s vstem. It shOWId b0 eChMa
- ~-e-ha-~lf to tme Prof it AC:ZZ't o 1 A' rt Sati p J

cne-ha lf to the Profit A¢:cc- of a Iar v. S qc1 .

acZ/,
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RV463 "M Areewe MomTom P4, en 10+l 0 18
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ExHIBrr AH-35

M E MO R AN D U M

SC 056

Through the plan outlined below, S'TGI should be able, with
the participation of its Middle Eastern and Far Eastern business
associates and clients, to generate new income and assets for
the company.

Arab Development Corp., when entered into an understanding
with STTGI, tasked STTGI to help them to invest in the United
States.

Out of all the projects that STTGI has investigated, the
following four projects should be given the first priority.
More importantly, STTGI should come up with plans that would
make available to STTGI stock in the companies related to these
four projects.

1) Project A. American Arms, Inc., owns and manufactures the
American 180 Weapon System, the Laser-Lok Sight, the
Security Briefcase and several related products. Through
its subsidiary, American Research Development Co., Inc.,
i has developed 'the Quad Mount 180 Weapon Systems for
various Military and Security uses.

2) Project B. Ceretech International, Inc., is the licensee
from the -owner of certain technology, generally character-
ized as4 A Process for Producing Human Grade Distiller's
Dried Grains with Solubles" which is covered by Patent
Rights of the owner. The licensee has obtained certain
rights from the owner for the commercial development, use
and sale of the invention.

3) Project C. TRI Red Cedar Associates, Inc. is a jcint
venture with AMPAC Trading Co. LTD, Ed Herrman, to purchase
42,000 acres of woodland in the state of Washington from
the Federal Land Bank. The wood on said acres will be
harvested and sold as per agreements between the joint
venture.

4) Project D. Bio-Fine Pharmaceutical Inc., has been estab-
lished to produce opium derivative pharmaceutical materials
for sale to ethical pharmaceutical manufacturers. This
industry segment is one into which entry is regulated by
the United States Drug Enforcement Administration. Upon
approval of a licenso from the U. S. Drug Enforcement
Agency, Bio-Fine will begin construction of a State of the
Art processing facility in the North Las Vegas, Nevada area.
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S IL

To achieve our ob~ect,.*s, it is recommended that S TwI
should form a holding ccmpany with participation of its assxates
who helped in locating and investigating t.he above projects.

For each project, a wholly-owned subsidiary should be fcr-red
and these four subsidiaries will be tasked to handle all
activities related to the specific projects on behalf of the
holding company. STTGI should have the maior role in accom-
plishing the following:

I. Have CSF evaluate these projects and submit its
independent opinion.

2. With the help of CSF and Patton, Boggs and Blow,
evaluate and form the holding company as well as the
four subsidiaries.

3. Reorganize the current structure of ST*TGI so it would
have the facilities to administrate the holding company
at itz current location.

4. Speed up the expansion of STTGI's marketing network as
well as completing its brochure.

5. Help to prepare the business plan for the subsidiary
companies to include the business plan of the operating
companies.

6. Recruit comptrollers for each subsidiary company.
These comptrollers will report to the CEO of the opera-
ting companies as well as the holding company.

7. Compile the information gathered as a result of Step 5
above and prepare a business plan for the holding
company.

8. Formalize the functions of the principals of the holding
company in the following manner: Don Marostica will
interface on behalf of the holding company with the
comptrollers of the operating companies. Larry Royer
will liaison between the operating companies and STTGI
marketing team. Richard Secord will be responsible for
the lobbying end of the marketing. Albert Hakim will
be responsible for establishment and supervision of the
distributors (domestic and international).

cc: D. Marostica A. Hakim
L. Royer B. Zucker
R. Secord S. Martin
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Re-Charge Time
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EXHIBIT AH-37

HARRIS, MERICLE G ORR
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206) 621 W81

KENOAJ("UX

TO: Dr. Willard Zucker EXHI1BIT

FROM: Malcolm Harris and John Mericle

DATE: November 7, 1986

RE: Quinault Reservation Timber Transaction

Enclosed pleas* find copies of the following:

1. Letter of -today to Bert Weinrich, advising him of the
financial arrangements which we discussed this morning.

2. Letter received today from Mr. Weinrich.

3. Draft of a Loan Commitment Agreement by which CSF agrees
to loan up to $5,000,000 to SRH. This is obviously a 'bare
bones' draft for your review. We have taken a complete 'stab in
the dark' at what terms would be acceptable to you. In our
discussions today with Mr. Weinrich (and in his enclosed letter),
he insisted that this loan not be secured by any mortgages or
other liens against the timber lands or the timber. The bank
insists that there be no subordinate financing against the same
assets. We argued long and hard about that point and gave no
hint that you would accept such terms, but I sense that tney will
be quite adamant on that point. Accordingly, you may wish to
obtain other seclirity for the note, perhaps personal guaranties
from the individuals or AM. The Loan Commitment Agreement
should perhaps contain a paragraph regarding the security for the
note, if there is to be anything beyond the promissory note
itself. The bank will insist upon seeing a copy of the Loan
Commitment Agreement so it should be drafted withthe
understanding that they will see it.

4. Consent to Action in Lieu of Board of Directors Meeting.
This Consent documents the issuance of stock to ADC and
authorizes Mr. Royer to execute the Loan Commitment Agreement on
behalf of the corporation. Please obtain the signatures of
General Secord and Kr. Hakim on the Consent to Action and express
mail a copy to us immediately. Please FAX a copy too.

jlm:hak:c:03
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WE.SRpICH CILM4OKE 8 ADOLPH
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Novener 7, 1986

HAND DELIVrERED C"

Mr. Malco IS. Harris v r s86
Harris, Mericle & Orr
Suite 3210, First Interstate Center
999 Third Avenue
Seattle, WA 98101

Re: Quinault Reservation Timber Property

Dear Malcolm:

This letter is written as a result of conversations with
The Federal Land Bank in regard to the above matter. As part
of any consideration by the Bank to alter the requirements for
approving the credit worthiness of your clients, the Bank will
need the following in addition to other information:

I. Letters of reference from your clients' personal
attorne., accountants or banker indicating their integrity and
business acumen in personal financial and business matters.

2. Representations from your clients, the officers and
directors of any corporation that holds the property for their
benefit, the shareholders of such corporation, the lender
committing $5,000,000 and the investor committing $1,500,000
that the Quinault R.servation land and timber are not being
used as collateral for funding of the new corporation and that
each agrees that the shareholders of the corporation and lender
of the $5,000,000 will not use the Quinault property as
collateral for funds provided the curporation, but will use
their own creditworthiness outside of the Ouinault property.
Should you have any questions, please let ne or Chris Carletti
know.

Very truly yours,

WEINRICH, GILMORE & ADOLPH, P.S.

Bert H. Weinrich
BHW: kc
31641/20.3234
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COMBI TO CTION
IN LIZU Or H99INOF *ItMXOLDZa

AND DZRZICTORU OF SRI CORIOlATZON

The undersigned, const i ing all of the shareholders and

directors of SRH Corporation, -a washinqton corporation, (the

wCorporation) hereby execute this couisent to action in lieu of

attendance and voting at a meeting of shareholders and directors

of the Corporation.

The directors hereby unanimously adopt the following resolu-

tion:

WHEREAS, the Board of Directors wishes to offer for
sale and issue up to a maximum of 29,700 shares of its
$0.01 par value comon stock authorized by its Articles
of Incorporation and

WHEREAS, each and every shareholder of the Corporation
has by signing the 'Shareholders' Waiver of Pre-emptive
Rights," attached to this Consent as Exhibit A, agreed
to waive any and all- pre-emptive rights with regard
only to this issuance of 29,700 shares of the Sn.0l par
value comment stock of the Corporation$

V;OW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the President of
this Corporation and such other officers as he may
designate be, and hereby are, authorized and directed
to offer for sale and to sell and to issue up to 29,700
shares of the $0.01 par value common stock in exchange
for cash or other property not exceeding $1,500,000
(U.S.) in value.

WHEREAS, Arab Development Company has offered this
Corporation $l.500,000 (U.S.) for 29,700 shares of the
$0.01 par value common stock of the Corporation,

RESOLVED, that the offer of Arab Development Company is
hereby accepted.

FURTHER RESOLVED, that the proper officers hereby are
authorized and directed to issue and deliver to Arab
Dovelopsent Corpany 29,700 shares of the $0.01 par
value common stock of the Corporation, upon receipt of
the subscription price of $1,500,000 In cash.

The directors hereby acknowledge receipt on behalf of the

Corporation of the consideration recited hereinabove in exchange

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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for the 29,700 shares of the Conen stock of the Corporation. The

President and secretary are hereby authorized to execute share

certificates in accordance with the directors' resolution set

forth above. -

The directors hereby authorize Larry Royer, Vice President

of the Corporation, to execute a Loan Commitment Agreement,

promissory notes and related documents with Compagnie de Services

Fiduciaires whereby the corporation shall obtain standby

financing to be used as working capital if necessary in the

Quinault timber harvesting operations.

WHEREFORE, the undersigned shareholders and directors hereby

execute this Consent to Action and ratify all of the aforesaid

actions of the shareholders and Board of Directors in the same

manner as if they had actually attended and voted at a joint

shareholders and directors mestinq of the Corporation.

The execution of this Consent shall constitute a written

waiver of any notice required by the Washington Business

Corporation Act and this Corporation's Articles of Incorporation.

DATED this 7th day of Hov- iiier.1957.

Shareholders a Directors:

RlchaiF Facord

rryRoyer

Page 2
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ZXHISIr A

IVSARRHOLOERS' WAzVER OF PRZ-EPTIVZ RIGtITS

THIS AGREEMCNT as executed ths ..- day of November, 986,

by And betwoon Lirry 0. Royer, Albort-fiakLm. Richard Secord, and

.SKR corporation (the "Corporationv).

WII-PEASO the Corpcration wishes to offer and @a11 29,700

shares of Its $0.01 par value common stock And Arab Development

Ccnpany wiushos to buy 29,700 shares cof the $0.01 par value common

sto.*k of the Corpozation: and

- WHERLAS, Article V of the Aitcles of Incorporation of the

Corr.nratlon entitles each of the shareholders cf the Corporation

to pto-empt-ve rights 'o subscribe for or purchase any part of

nr'~ or edditioi'. I'n.ues of stock or securitis c:onvertlble InLo

stock of Any class iatsccvcr whether now or hereafter

authorized, and ihether issued for cash, property, services, by

:ay of diutrik-utions, or otherwise; and

WHEREAS, in order to sell and in crder for Arab Development

CcrVp.ny to buy s: ares of the Corporation, the directors must

authorize the new issue of 29,700 shares of the $0.01 par value

,:,.rnon stock of the Corporation;

NOW, TnnFCFORE, in consideration of rnutual aqctrents herein

contained, the parties hereto agree as follows:

1. Larry 0. Royer, Albert Hakim, and Richard Secord hereby

'tree to wa-e with respect only to the offer and sale of 29,700

-lhares of the $0.01 par value common btock otf the Corpcration any

and all entitlement or right under Article V of the Articles ot

Incorporation of the Corporation to pre-emptivoly subscribe for

rage 3
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or purchase any part of tlhy utjmuywlted nov issue of 29,700

shares of $0.01 .par value common stock, whether issued for cash,

property, services# by way of distributions, or otherwise.

2. The Corporation aqraes'that this waiver of entitlement

,ind right to ore-e-,ptively wjbrcribe for or purchase nhaies

pi.suant to the cont.emplated new JrtuTnco pertains only to the

above 29,700 shtre ittuonce. It Is agreed And understood thst

this waiver of entitlc.ent and right dces not otherwlze waive or

a effect uny of the. pr,:-cr.ptive rights provided by rticle V of the

Articles of ;ncozporstion with respect to unrelated new or

Additional uguues of stock or secirittis convertible into stock

of any c .ou 'ohat.moever, wtethe.r now or ho,,oaftor authorizol, and

-- h thec esed for cash, pr, erty, services, by way of

• .4striLutto'is, or otherwise.

IN iWzTU:SS W:HIRLOF, tt.is agjce..ent has ten duly executed by

the paitiou hereto on the day and year first above written.

I~~jr

7bert: iakim

Larry Royor

!i-RH CCrPORAIOll, a Washinqton
corporation

Byi a-rrhSecord: 0re1 -n
jlm:srh:01

rage 4
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DRAFT
LOAN CO NITMT AGRIZNNT

CAMPAGNIE DE SERVICES FIDUCIAIRES, a Swiss corporation

(hereinafter OCSF=), in consideration of the interest and fees to

be earned on the loan transaction contemplated hereby,

unconditionally commits and agrees to loan the sum of Five

Million United States Dollars (U.S. $5,000,000) to SPH

CORPORATION, a Washington corporation (hereinafter "SRHO), on the

terms and conditions contained herein.

1. Amount of Loan. The total principal amount which CSF

commits to loan to SRH is Five Million Dollars (U.S. $5,000,000)

in United States funds. SRH may dray against this principal

amount from time to time, each draw to be at least Twenty-five

Thousand Dollars ($25,000).

2. Interest. The principal balance outstanding from tire

to time shall bear interest frot the dates of disbursement at the

rate of percent (. %) per annum.

3. Repayment of Principal and Interest. The loan shall be

evidenced by a promissory note in form acceptable to CSF and its

counsel and shall provide for repayment of the loan as follows.

a. During the first three (3) years from the date

hereof, the borrower shall pay interest only, quarterly, on the

principal amount outstanding from time to time.

b. Comencing three (3) years from the date hereof,

borrower shall commence making monthly payments of principal and

interest in an amount which will amortize the then outstanding

I I I I I
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principal balance in thirty-six (36) equal monthly payments, with

all principal and interest being fully due and payable on or

before six (6) years from the date of this commitment.

4. Purpose of Loan. The loan proceeds shall be utilized by

SPH solely for the purpose of financing timber harvesting

operations on timber lands to be purchased by SMh from the

Federal Land Bank of Spokane, which lands are located in the

Quinault Indian Reservation in Grays Harbor and Jefferson

Counties, State of Washington. Whenever raquesting a draw

against the loan proceeds, SRH shall submit a detailed

explanation of the intended use of the loan proceeds and csr may

request any additional documents or information reasonably

necessary to verify the use of the loan proceeds. At its sole

discretion, CSF may make payment of loan proceeds directly to

other parties on behalf of SRH.

S. Expiration of Commitment. This commitment shall

automatically expire three (3) years from the date hereof, and

any portion of the $5,000,000 loan proceeds not drawn by that

date may not later be drawn by SRH. This commitment shall expire

prior to that date in the event that:

a. SRU fails to close the timber land purchase

transaction with the Federal Land Bank of Spokane: or

b. SRK should default upon the promissory note owing to

the Federal Land Bank ca Spokane or default upon any security

instrument which secures that notei or
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C. SI becomes insolvent, makes an assignment for

benefit of its creditors or a voluntary or involuntary bankruptcy

proceeding is filed against or on behalf of SAH.

Nothing in this commitment shall create a right of any

creditor to compel SRA to draw upon loan proceeds cornLetd

hereby, nor does this commitment grant rights to any creditcr of

SRH to compel CSF to advance any loan proceeds not specifically

requested by SAM or after the expiration of this cormiterstt or

for any purpose other than those contemplated by this commitrent.

DATED this day of November, 1986.

CAMPAGNIE DE SERVICES FIDUCIAI.ES,
a Swiss corporation

By
Title

Accepted this day of November, 1986.

SRH CORPORATION,
a Washington corporation

By
Title

jlm:hak 121
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HARIjS. MERicLE S 0n

offt TMW 44M
MALCOLM S KASUZS Ka~te~m 60 OS5CSAJ A.- DWID
9oK L MIJKLA 1TUC 4Ms4-W rh*u 9. WTNMJU
JACK 0G8 U06M ATI L. atCLAcu

MISARL L. CHAJ 151U
(206) a31 248

K]MORANDUM VIA FAX

TO: Dr. Willard Zucker

FROM: Malcolm S. Harris

DATE: November 1S, 1986

Dear Bill:

I spoke with Dick Secord on Friday, who instructed me to
proceed with negotiations for the purchase of the Quinault
property along the same lines previously proposed to the bank.
Hr. Royer and Mr. Lawson are working on the preparation of a
more comprehensive business plan to help solicit an investment
to fund a cash purchase. In the meantime, we will proceed on
the assumption that the bank is still going to finance the
purchase.

I have still not received confirmation of a deposit at
CIBC in Vancouver. Until that deposit has been verified to me
and to the Federal Land Bank, the ank's attorney is not
responding to my draft of the Real Estate Purchase and Sale
Agreement.

I also need your comments on the Loan Commitment
Agreement, since the bank will want to see a commitment for the
$5,000,000 in loan proceeds in addition to the $1.5 million
deposit at CIDC. The bank also insists that no security
interest in the timber lands be granted to secure any loans
advanced pursuant to the Loan Commitment Agreement. They will
want everyone to certify that no such security interests will
be granted.

I shall look forward to hearing from you shortly.

MSX:lt
cc: Mr. Richard Secord

Mr. Larry Royer

sh:g:45
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EXHIBIT AH-38
iltt~lN 2l,. 6 96ii N

q F-. J"fY 10, 1)",

~31ll ,scrinaA is sources. mea s r ,-0 he r - 4. !
[rinv nwsnlalrs tnAt he cin jet his hands on Ai-K .IsQ !i;'enR to
radio nrcAlcists, AP also talis to exiles, seas .i lot ,of tri rns wno

:011-1-0-A ,: a- n ;.n. Iran, nut nerhans His n,'-.- ,7or i-i. S?

.03 .'i 10011,. or 7,,-' . mcst i o in of is. - - ."? -' - .

I not return to Iran.

2. Like all Iranians.blrouns Iranians into nat divisions. He
says that Raf sn;Ant heds in. qroo, Xhameni'i another and + thirl
Irouo known is tho -i~r, line is leid.d by seyyed "qhdi Hasne~i. T -0
is the real radical iroun which supports terroris', etc. sAd iat

there are two other groups worth ne_ onino, Razer;an's ole 'nd
another ;roup(ask anout this one). 1 says that 4ontazari is Ao,-natz

j Rafsenjsni and once khomeini dies will he Rafse.nan's point A3n.
1i4sai, tat Ra&seiani and Xhaneni'i are both hrillxant -en an, wril
cooperate after Khomeini's death,. Rafseniani now effectively controls
the S-pah-i-Pisdar throull 4ohse, ReZA'J. Khanem'i has been
res-s:inq "ho move tn i;orormte tie military into the Pasdirs.

3. San And Ate ; tnat tbiers ''as an :nternst'on the ?a:!: n.,
US3 in tryin. to 'ce tfo to arad'ually re-estanlish relations win-.
tran. Sam and Abe nilanned to c.Aoitalize on tne trale part usin-
:oMtacts in.- the USG wt'A whom :hey ill coo:iinato their 3ctics.
This of course requires jjOlit:cAl decision at te hi;,est .evP" 0
the Iranian government. saie tnat he is certa:" that the vast
"4)ority of senior Iriniia want to re-establisi so-e deree o.
Polinicil re ions wit USG with tne single excention of Ie :I ,r.

Si~ne ople. sail that the cur:ent problem is that Khomrien wou'
anp,4 a."! s*u. action as lonj as he lives. Grund.worx .at :e 0,-?

siq'~es~e n
Mtle w o-'Trsenin in A non-Arerican to to sc.e

cOntact'.n after ground work ias hein done.

sL C '

~,

V
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EXHIBIT AH-39

0 -__ *P.

MR a He told G. hat f sen an w3s 1nteFe tn e sE51sn, .contact with the USCo also aske line hin up wit .Ad-a-Khashogg.' oes not now orecsely -d.. wanted to seeKhashoggi, a ough it must have involved arms sales. During thecourse of ur meeting (aledw .in 1inat H kin Is behest: an.4asked it had in kact made cont 4itn 'gr .said :a.he dd not think==he contact was made In fact he ws aoout 301 sure.Hakim then told that he should ma,,e sure dhat oes nct -a3eco-a:: with Kha ogg. Wha: "s in.eres-.;-; s: . .. -come t,: ondon In about 10 Days._ i, Kes.was s:e le could arran-e thou gH to,e war.'ed to talk direc:>,y to an ;-er- ,:3n -ff a'.a-i ri-a.A,-erican, an lranizn or a foreoner w.-. .:zd 33 :n3 e-:or.

3. Hakim spent a lot of time explaining c it a he wanted toget some legitimate business with Iran for Cove7'urooses. 4e waswilling to sell Medicinals at cost or on a credit basis wirh up to ayear to pay if he could get some other benefit out of it.suggested oil sales to the US which he was in a position to arrangefor fob $8.20 a barrel. Sam suggested rice since the USG wassubsidizing the export of rice at prices far below the going worldquotes. There was a quests to whether Oil wa embargoed. Duringthe course of the meeting 1said quite frankly that he wasn't goingto do this for nothing and a im told him that if anything goes,through he would get a good commission % Hakim told Sam that heplannedto pursue these matters with no matter what.we decide. Hehas also set up a private poly-7eph f n monday. -ddnJXmI

.W " 1 " - "N 7 3 9 9 -
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ExHrIrr AH-40
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ExHIT AH-41
CAPITAL DISTRIBUTIONS

AND
AVA ILABLE CSF BALANCES

CAPITAL ACCOUNT

ALBERT HAKIM

KORE. ASSETS

C. TEA

SCITECH

BUTTON

CAPITAL
DISTRIBUTIONS

TO
12/4/86

6,833,403

1,042,792

990,003

605,984

200,000

672,183

CURRENT
CSF BALANCE

5/27/87

4,679,261

1,578,176

193,717

216,144

6,667,302
mmmmum

OTHER

DISPOSITIONS

2,154,142

990,003

412,267

3,556,412

I IX4ITII N , a I
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ExHmBI AH-42
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,heck to Richard V. Secord for $22,000
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4244 KNEtLAUX-VIVS

PItcl K CAIS

0274- 230774-42-4

us$

H 380"
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EXHIBIT AH-43

G W 01

-M NO. 15 24 56 9

OLIN CORPORATION ) SUPERIOR COURT

vs. ) JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
NEW HIAVEN AT NEW HAVEN

RAUL CASTELLS, et al. )
) January 20, 1984

REPLY MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
DEFENDANT ALBERT HAKIM'S MOTION TO DISMISS

INTRODUCTION

Doeendant Albert Hakim ("Hakim*) respectfully submits this

reply memorandum in support of his motion, filed March 1, 1982, to

dismiss this action as to him for lack of personal jurisdiction. In

the nearly two-year span of time since Hakim filed his motion,

Plaintiff Olin Corporation ("Olin") has iitiated extensive

discovery--including four days of Hakim's deposition--in an effort

to substantiate its assertion of jurisdiction under the Connecticut

long-arm statute, Conn. Can. Stat. $52-59b(a). Unfortunately, in

its memorandum in opposition to the Motion to Dismiss ("Pl's. Opp.

Me."), Olin omits critical parts of the record developed through

discovery and thereby paints a distorted picture of what this case

is really about. With apologies to the Court for submitting this

rather lengthy reply, we believe it is necessary to supply the

omitted facts and complete the record concerning the true nature of

r3Uelationship with Mr. Hakim and his company,
It.tiCorp. International, Ltd. ("MCI"), in Iran. When the whole

*;iy- is told, it is self-evident that Olin has not met its burden

.CHOLAS J. CIMINO

CHOI .EP(. IZg EB WA-45

75-542 - 88 - 35
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to :arry its burden of showing that an agency relationship existed

between Olin and Hakim such that Hakim was "dnr any dufioalvolun-

teer information concerning ownership of the Swiss bank account.

Finally, Olin has failed to carry its burden of demonstrating that

Hakim and Caetells joined in sny conspiracy to accomplish the *nd

alleged by Olin--diversion of commission payments to Castells.

Therefore, even if the acts of one conspirator could be the basis

for jurisdiction over a co-conspirator, Olin cannot attribute any

acts of Castells to Hakim for jurisdictional purposes.

Olin's desperate attempt to drag Hakim, a California resi-

dent, before the courts of Connecticut to answer for acts relating

to payments made in Switz*eLand for services performed in Iran a

decade ago pursuant to contracts negotiated in Iran and Switzerland

must be rejected. JBefore turning to the 1,gal arguments demon-

stratinq the lack of any basis for the assertion of personal juris-

diction over Defendant Hakim, however, we believe it is important

for the Court to have a complete picture of the factual background

giving rise to this litigation.

STATEMENT Of FACTS

A. The Initial Relationship Between Olin
And MCI

The business relationship between Olin and MCI commenced

in 1972, whbn MCI began acting as the "agent" for Olin in Iran in

connection with Olin's sales of 20mm ammunition to the Iranian Air

-5-
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Force. (Hakim Deposition Transcript (*Kakm Tr.') at 259-69).--V

MCI, a corporation formed under Iranian law (L. at 15), was engaged

In the electronics business and represented numerous foreign firms

doing business with the Iranian government and military. (Id. at

16-17). Albert Hakim was the founder of the Company (Id. at 15),

owned 50X of its stock (Ld.), and from 1972 through 1978 when he

fled Iran and came to the United States, President. Id.

it 259).

In the mid-1970's, foreign companies that desired to make

sales to the Iranian government or military were required to pay

"kickbacks"--or payoffs--to governmental officials as a condition to

doing business iA Iran. (Id. at 313). American firms would

typically enter into commission arrangements with Iranian "agents,"

ostensibly for their specialized knowledge and local expertise in

securing or maintaining business relationships, but in reality to

serve as conduits for the payment of bribes. Commissions substan-

tially in excess of the going rate for such services were negotiated

with and paid to the Iranian agents, who would then pass on a por-

tion of the commission to the governmental or military officials who

needed to be paid. See Report of the SEC on Questionable and Ille-

gal Corporate Payments and Practices, submitted to the Senate Bank-

ing, H-using and Urgan Affairs Committee, May 12, 1976 (Fed. Sec.

1/ For the convenience of the Court, pertinent portions of
the deposition transcripts, deposition exhibits, and other documents
to which citations are made are included in a separate Appendix
("App "), filed herewith.

-6-
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C.9. (CCH), Report 642); Senate Coma. on Banking, Housing, and Urban

Affairs, Report on the Foreign Corrupt Practices and Domestic and

Foreign Investment Improved Disclosure Acts of 19.77, H.R. Rep.

No. 114, 95th Cong., 1st Sees. (1977). Under Iranian law and

custom, there was nothing improper, unethical or illegal about this

practice; payoffs were an accepted part of everyday lifu. (Hakim

Tr. at "9-54). As Mr. Hakim testified at his deposition, it "wa

done day in, day out. Everybody did it. As a matter of fact, If

you didn't do it you.would not get anything done.' (11L at 453;

See also 419-20).

In the early 1970's, the Commander-in-Chief of the

Imperial Iranian'Air Force was General Khatami. (Id. at 260).

Foreign firms that wished to do business with the Air Force were

typically forced to deal through Mr. N. tiasseri, the brother-in-law

of General Khatami. (Id. at 259-69). Nasserl was, in short, the

"cover man" for the General, handling his unofficial business

affairs and arranging for the payment of kickbacks. (Id. at 261).

For several years prior.to 1972. Olin had sold ammunition to the

Iranian Air Force through the auspices of Mr. Nasseri. Nasseri, In

turn, had dealt with Olin through an independent company known as

Hadacoa acting as an intermediary. (Id.a t 264). In April of 1972,

Nasseri wrote to Olin requesting it to transfer its "agency" from

Madaco to MCI for all future dealings with the Iranian Air Force and

other armed forces. (Id. at 267-69; e_e also letter dated April 17,

1972 from Nasseri to Olin, produced by Olin, included in App.) From

that time forward, MCI served as the "nominal agent" for

-7-
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Olin in connection with its sales of ammunition to the Iranian Air

Force. (Hakim Tr. at 271, 273).-2/

From 1972 through 1974, Olin in fact entered into several

contracts with the Iranian Air Force for the sale of 20mm ammuni-

tion. (Id. Lt 272-73). In each instance, commissions were paid to

MCI as Olin's "nominal agent," and Nasseri and General Khatami

received payoffs out of the commissions paid by Olin to MCI. (Id.

at 318).

B. The Ball Powder Plant Transaction

The first transaction alleged in the Amended Complaint

with respect to Defendant Hakim is a 1973 contract between Olin and

the Military Industries Organization ("Mio") for the construction in

Iran of a ball powder plant and related facilities to manufacture

ammunition for use by the Iranian military. MiS, which was essen-

tially a purchasing agent for the various branches of the Iranian

armed forces, was headed by General Toufanian. (d. at 314). Prior

to 1973, Olin had not been successful in establishing a business

relationship with MO; because of Hakim's success in facilitating

sales to thq Air Force, Olin turned to him for assistance in

obtaining the ball powder plant contract. (See letter dated Nov. 2.

_ As Mr. Hakim explained at his deposition, the "real" 
agent

for General Khatami in his dealings with foreign firms was Nasseri.

Nasseri used first Madaco and then MCI as his intermediary, or
"nominal agent," in dealings with foreign firms on Khatami's behalf.
(Hakim Tr. at 314).

"8-
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1972 from D.S. Miller to MCI, memorandum dated June 6, 1973 from

Miller to Castelll, produced by Olin, included in App.).

Hakim introduced Olin to Djavad Mogafaghian ('DJ'$), an

Iranian contractor who handled a substantial VoIVAG of construction

work for HO and who was, coincidentally, a relative ff General

Toufanian. (Hakim Tr. at 314). DJ was to General Toufanian anti 410

what Nasseri was to General Khatami and the Air Force- the "cover

man" who took commissions paid by American and other foreign firms

and distributed them to General Toufanian and others in the chain of

command at MIO to whom payoffs had to be made. (Id. at 326). Hakim

had not previously done business with DJ or with Mte, but because of

his connections within.the Iranian military was able to establish a

business relationship with them on behalf of Olin. As a result,

Olin received the ball powder plant contract. (Id. at 307).

In order to obtain the ball powder plant contract for

Olin, Hakim had to pay off not only DJ (on behalf of General

Toufanian), but also Nasseri (on behalf oi General Khatami). (Ld.

at 321, 325). In addition, payoffs had to be made to a third group

of military officials, including General Khosrovdad, who were

instrumental in Introducing Hakim and MCI to DJ and NIe. (Id. at

326-28). What is more, in making payments to these three groups, it

was imperative for Hakim to conceal from each group the tact that

payoffs were also being made to-the other groups. (id. at 315-17).

As Hakim graphically explained at his deposition, the Shah

of Iran intentionally created conflicting governmental and military

agencies, such as HI0 and the Air Force, with overlapping

-9-
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jurisdiction@ and responsibilities so that no one agency would grow

too powerful. (Id. at 311-13). These conflicting agencies competed

with one hrother for favor and prestige, am well as for the right to

share in the lucrative payoffs from sales by foreign firms. As

Mr. Hakim put it: "So there was a competition that they all wanted

to get the transactions within their own organizations so they would

benefit from the kickbacks." (Id. at 312). Because of these con-

flicting relationships, it was difficult for a businessman with con-

nections or contacts in one "camp," such as the Air force, also to

do business in another competing "camp," such as N1O. Those who

were successful, like Hakim, were required to take extraordinary

precautions to ensure that the appearance of undivided loyalty

within each camp was not shaken and, more importantly, that the

payment of kickbacks to those in other ".amns" was not discovered.

(Id. at 342).

for this reason, Hakim requested Olin to pay the commis-

sion on the ball powder plant transaction in the form of three

bearer letters.- (Id. at 311-16). Thus, the commission

agreement between Olin and MCI, which was entered into in Tehran

(id. at 306), specifically provided as follows:

"The total aggregate amount of payments comprising
tkte fee shall be U.S. $1,200,000 consisting of three

3/ Bearer letters were as good as, or better than, cash; they
would be converted to cash in the face amount of the letter, without
question@ being asked, to anyone in possession of the letters who

presented them to the designated bank for payment. Such letters
were therefore an ideal device for the anonymous payment of large
amounts of cash to designated individuals without such payments
being easily traceable.

-10-
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bearer letters signed by Olin in the amounts of U.S.
$670,000, U.S. $3o6,000 and U.S. $224,000
respectively. it is understood that such Fee shall
be the only fee payable by Olin to persons in Iran
who have rendered services pertaining to the
initiation and negotiation of the Project or who
have represented Olin in that connection. It is
understood that any payments required to be made to
individuals, whether within or outside your firm.
shall be made by you from the fee, and that Olin
shall be obligated to make payments only to the
extent of the fee." (Hakim Depo. Ix. 23A (emphasis
added))

The commission agreement further provided:

"It is understood that your services to be
rendered hereunder are as independent contractor' and
not as an employee of Olin and you shall have no
right or authorization to enter into any agreement
on behalf of Olin or otherwise to bind Olin except
upon Olin's express prior written consent "(Id.
(emphasis added))

Each of the bearer letters was- calculated to take care of

one of the three competing groups Hakim wan required to pay off--

Nasseri, General Khatami and the Air force group, with whom Hakim

and MCI had a longstanding relationship and their principal connec-

tions; DJ, General Toufanian and the Hi0 group with whom Hakim and

MCI had only recently succeeded in establishing a business rela-

tionship on behalf of Olin; and the third group of military offi-

cers, lpluding General Khosrovdad, who were instrumental in

bridging the-gap between the two "camps.* (Hakim Tr. at 321-22;

325-28). As Mr. Hakim testified at his deposition, the payoffs were

separately negotiated with each group and then totalled to determine

the amount of the commission
"The way we did that, we would negotiate with

each group and all the people that we had to take
care of and then as a result of negotiations first

-11-
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c.m. Up With the total P9th" 'olio
i£ "k" f rom Olin. -

'Now, we don' Ut start out with the c s
and try to spit It. We go and negotiate with
various people and we sum it up, then we come up
with the total and then we go to the principal and
say, 'Okay, this is hov much commission we want.'
And they add it to their price and that constitutes
the commission." (Id. at 322)

By the use of the bearer letter device--three separate bearer

letters in the amounts of the three separate kickbacks that had to

be made--Hakim was "attempting to prevent Nasseri and iKhatami from

finding out that there were other commission payments to MCI that

were ending up in other people's hands.* (Id. at 317).

Although Olin steadfastly denies it, it is difficult to

escape the conclusion that Olin executives at a high level knew, or

reasonably should have known, about the payoffs to Iranian govern-

mental officials. It was common knowledge to businessmen doing

business in that part of the world in the mid-1970a that payoffs to

governmental officials were a necessary prerequisite to obtaining

contracts. See Protecting the Ability of the United States to Trade

Abroad, Hearing on S.Res. 265 Before Subcomm. on International Trade

of the Senate Comm. on finance, 94th Cong., let Seas. at 49, 62

(1975). The very size of the commissions involved, which were far

In excess of the going rate for the services of anagent, -milt have

alerted Olin that a portion of the commission, were intended to be

passed on to governmental officials. On the oall powder plant

transaction, for example, the commission paid to MCI was $1,200,000

on a total contract price of $7,305,000--a commission rate

-12-
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in-sim of 161. As noted below, on the nitrocellulose plant

transacton,'the commission rate exceeded 24 .

Apart from the size of the commissions, however, the use

of bearer letters as a mechanism of payment, which Olin knew about

and approved at the highest levels of the Company, should have been

strong evidence to even the most naive of businessmen that ques-

tionable foreign payments were being made. It is undisputed that,

on March 27, 1974, at a meeting in the Stanford offices of Olin's

chief financial officer, Edward Lyons, top executives of the Company

discussed and approved the bearer letter method of payment.

(Kaskell Deposition Transcript ("Kaskell Tr.*) at 164-72; Kaskell

Depo. Ex. 2). Peter Kaskell, Olin's former corporate general

counsel, testified not only that the use of such bearer letters 'was

an unusual practice for Olin" (Kaskell Tr. at 167), and that the

executives participating in the meeting in Lyons' office knew that

"one of the notes . . .was for DJO (14. at 168), but also that they

recognized the possibility that "this method of payment could be a

devise Isioi for the payment of bribes to Iranian Government offi-

cials." (Id. at 169 (emphasis added)). Hakim himself testified

that Olin officials knew about the payoffst

"Well, he [Castellal was informed of the pay-
offs to government officials throughout our rela-
tionship together with the rest of the people.
Miller was informed, Kaskell was informed, Chandler
was informed, everybody was informed that there are
payoffs involved and we need to take care of them."
(Hakim Tr. at 365.66)

-13-
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C. payment to Castells' Account

At the tine Albert Hakim designed the bearer letter con-

cept as a means of preventing each competing group from knowing what

the others were getting, he went to Raul Castello with a "dilemma"

for which he requested Castell' assistance. (Id. at 341).

Castells was at that time OLin's Director of Finance and Business

Development, and one of the principal Olin representatives with whom

Hakim conducted negotiations in Iran concerning the ball powder

plant transaction. He was also an individual whom Hakim, and others

in Iran, had grown to trust. (Id. at 343-44, 347).

In contrast to DJ and Nasseri, who were businessmen

experienced In the ways of accepting payoffs and establishing Swiss

bank accounts on behalf of the Generals whom they represented,

General Khosrovdad had not previously behn paid off in large sums,

and was reluctant to sign a bank card to open a Swiss bank account

in his own name. (Id. at 338). Accordingly, Hakim needed a means

temporarily to hold the payoff money intended for General Khosrovdad

until such time as it could be safely transferred directly to him or

to a Swiss account in his name.-- To accomplish this purpose,

_4/ At one point in the deposition Mr. Hakim explained,
referring to..the recipients of payoffs:

"These people unt4 . they go through several
years of dealit:t with such cases do not become aware
of how to manipulate.

"One of the reasons they Leave their money with
you is because they are not sophisticated yet to

(continued)
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Hakim requested Castello temporarily to hold the proceeds of one of

the bearer letters in Castells' owh bank account until further

instruction. (Id. at 344). The understanding was that Castello

would hold the money in an interest bearing account (Id. at 348) and

that, as compensation for his services, he would be permitted to

keep 50% of the interest earned on the money. (Id. at 348).---

Hakim fully explained at his deposition the manner in

which this agreement was struck with Castello:

"And I told him if he wants to get the deal, you
know, he has to help me. And when I structured the
situation I said that this is the way to do it and I
want him to establish an account to'keep certain
sums of money in there untiA I toll him what to do
with it.

He finally agreed to do that.* (Ii. at 344)

Although the money was to be huld in an account in the

_1 (footnote continued)

understand the banking world especially in
Switzerland. So they entrust with you the money and
they look up to you to look after it until such time
that they feel safe to take it. That's part of the
service given to them." (Hakim Tr. SOS)

Hakim candidly admits that it is unlikely he told anyone
else at Olin--other than Castells--about this arrangement. (Hakim
Tr. at 466). As he explained: "The purpose that we established
that account was for no one to know.* (Id. at 467). For the same
reason, the Agreement with Castells was not reduced to writing, and
Hakim did not insist upon receiving written accounting or records
concerning the account. (Id. at 346, 401). "That would defeat the
purpose. The whole idea was not to leave any track." (Id. at 363;
see also 501: "An additional lesson, Mr. CiuLla. When you pay
people off you do not keep records in (al computer .... Payoffs
are shake of hands and verbal commitment and you don't keep track of
it.")

-IS-
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name of Castells, there was never any question but that it was for

the benefit of Hakim. (Id. at 339-40). Moreover, Hakim left no

doubt as to the intended beneficiaries of the money:

"Q. Who was in your mind when you asked Raul
Castells to set up this account and hold those funds
for you, who was in your mind to be the ultimate
beneficiary of those moneys?

"A. Khosrovdad, Oharagozlou, and the other two
gentlemen and possibly some small other guys as I
referred to in my previous testimony, the two
thousand, the five thousand dollar guys.

"Q. And these monies were not intended for DJ?

"A. That's correct.

"Q. They were not intended for Khatami or Nasseri,
correct?

"A. That's correct.

"Q. And they were not intended for you?

"A. That's correct." (Id. at 360-61)_6/

6/ At his deposition, Hakim further explained that although
Castells knew the general purpose for which he was being asked to
hold the funds, he was not told the identity of the individuals for
whom the money was intended

"Q. Well, did Raul know who this money was
ultimately intended for?

"A. No.

"Q. Did he know that the mo"ey was ultimately
intended to be paid to some people?

"A. He certainly did.

"Q. Did he know that it was to be paid to people
other than you?

"A. Certainly did. He knew it was rjoing to be pAid
to government officials.

(continued)
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In fact, as discussed in more detail below, Castelle fully

lived up to his end of the bargain. As Olin neglects to inform the

Court, the evidence developed during discovery shows that In October

of 1976, Castello returned to Hakim the money he had been asked to

hold, and that Hakim in turn paid it to the Iranian military

officials for whom it had Initially been intended. (Ld. at 362).

D. The Nitrocellulose Extraction Plant
Transaction

The second transaction alleged in the Amended Complaint

with respect to Defendant Hakim is a 1974 contract for the design,

construction and operation by Olin of a nitrocellulose extraction

plant in Iran. As in the case of the ball powder plant, the custo-

mer was 14O, and MCI and Hakim were instrumental in obtaining the

business for Olin.

The "agency" agreement between Olin and MCI (Hakim Depo.

Ex. 28) provided for the payment of $1,01i,000 to 1CI as

_ (footnote continued)

"Q. Now, when was he informed of that?

"A7 Well, he was informed o& the payoffs to
government officials throughout our relationship
together with the rest of the people. Miller was
informed, Raskell was informed, Chandler was
informed, everybody was informed that there are
payoffs involved and we need to take care of them.
We had many meetings to that effect." (Hakim Tr. at
365-66, see also 500)

o17-
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compensation for its services on a total contract price of

$4,209,000--or a commission rate in excess of 24%. (d.) The

agreement, which was negotiated in either Iran or Geneva,

Switzerland (Hakim Tr. at 381-82). also contained the same language

as in the ball powder plant agreement that all "services rendered

and to be rendered hereunder are an independent contractor and not

as an employee of Olin . " (Hakim Depo. Ex. 28 (emphasis

added)).

As in the case of the ball powder plant, Hakim had to pay

off the same three groups of military officials as a condition to

obtaining the business for Olin--Nasseri on behalf of General

Khatami. and the Air Force; DJ on behalf of General Toufanian and

NlO; and General Khosrovdad and three other military officials who

were instrumental in helping Hakim and MC! to establish a business

relationship on Olin's behalf with MIO. (Hakim Tr. at 393-94). In

this instance, however, bearer letters were not used as the instru-

ment of payment. Instead, Hakim requested Olin to make three

separate payments in the amounts of $400,000, $305,000, and

$312,500--adding up to the full $1,018,000 amount of the

commission--into three separate numbered Swiss bank accounts in

Geneva. (inj Hakim Dopo. Ex. 8). Olin did not fully comply with

these instructions. (Hakim Tr. at 393). It did not pay the funds

directly into the three designated Swiss accounts, as Hakim had

requested, but did send to Hakim three separate checks in the

designated amounts. (Id. at 393; see also Hikim Depo. E:x. 9).

Hakim used these separate checks to make the Payoffs to
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the three groups required to obtain the nitrocellulose contract on

Olin's behalf. In accordance with the arrangement that had pre-

viously been worked out in connection with the ball powder plant

transaction, Hakim requested Castells temporarily to hold in his own

account the amount--$312,50O--intended for General Khosrovdad and

three other military officials. (Hakim Tr. at 395). The agreement

was the same--Castells would hold the funds in an interest-bearing

account pending further instructions from Hakim. (Ld. at 398-99).

'hoe purpose of the arrangement was also the same--to conceal from

each group of payees the fact that payoffs were being made to

others. And, once again, Castells returned the money to Hakim (id.

at 487-96), who ultimately paid it to its intended beneficiaries.

(Zd. at 519-22).

f. The 20mm Ammunition Transaction

The third and final transaction alleged in the Amended

Complaint with respect to Defendant Hakim is a $22,950,000 contract

entered into in 1975 between Olin and the Iranian Ministry of War

("MOW") for the sale of 5 million rounds of 20mm ammunition for use

by the Iranian ground forces. The "consulting contract"-2 /

7/ Unlike the earlier commission agreements between Olin and
MCI, ihis one described MCI as a "consultant" or "coordinating
agency," rather than an "agent." At his deposition, Mr. Hakim
explained that "lalbout this time Olin was getting feedback from
government and various sources that they should not have had agents"

(continued)
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between Olin and MCI (se Hakim Depo. Lx. 12) provided for the

payment of a total commission to MCI in the amount of 10.31S of the

contract price--or $2,367,292.50.

Olin makes much of the fact that Hakim signed a number of

the documents, including the commission agreement for the 20 ma

ammunition sale, in his individual capacity as well as in his capa-

city as President of MCI. The fact is, as Hakim testified at his

deposition, he signed in both capacities at the request of Olin to

assure it that he would devote his individual attention, in his

capacity as an officer of MCI, to the Olin transactions. (Hakim Tr.

at 406-08). It is clear from the record that Hakim did not transact

any business with Olin on an individual basis, other than through

MCI, the Company of which he was an officer and 50 stockholder.

Unlike the first two transactions involving the ball

powder plant and the nitrocel'jlose extraction plant, the customer

for the sale of the 20m ammunition was the HOW. General

Khosrovdad, a member of the Iranian ground forces, was an end user

of the ammunition covered by the contract and had-played an impor-

tant role in obtaining the business for Olin. (Id. at 417).

_/ (footnote continued)

in Iran, "jsj5 to play safe they changed it to 'consultant.'" (Hakim
Tr. at 404). He further explained

"Most other principals did the same thin?. They
replaced the word aqent' to 'consultant so they
could still continue to get the services of the
local people and maybe by using the word 'consultant'
get around the U.S. laws." (Id.)
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Accordingly, are in the case of the earlier two transactions, he (and

others in his chain of command) had to be paid off.

In a letter dated March 2, 1975, Hakim initially

instructed Olin to pay the commission to which MCI was entitled in

two separate amounts to be deposited in two separate numbered Swiss

bank accounts. (Id. at 411-12; see also Hakim Depo. Ex. 13). As he

testified, his intention in giving these instructions was that one

of the two designated amounts would be temporarily deposited In RauL

Castello' account, as had been done in the two previous deals,

eventually to be distributed to General Khosrovdad and the other

officers in the ground forces chain of command. (Hakim Tr. at

415-16). In fact, pursuant to the earlier understanding between

Hakim and Castello, the sum of $380,000 was deposited into Casteils'

account for the benefit of General Khosro::ad and the other military

officials to whom kickbacks had to be made. As Mr. Hakim summarized

it at his deposition, in response to questioning by Olin's counsel:

"Q. So your testimony is with respect to this money
that in the course of these three transactions we
have now, the ball powder plant, the extraction
plant and the 20 millimeter deal, the money that you
gave to Raul Castells was In your mind earmarked for
payment to very specific people; Mr. Gharagozlou,
Khosrovdad and two people that you are reluctant to
identify because of fear for their safety, is that
riujit?

"A. That is correct.* (Hakim Tr. 416-17)
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F. The Return And Ultjnatq, PaYment Of TheMoney To Iranian Officials

As Mr. Hakim explained in detail at his deposition, on

October 4, 1976,-V/ in a notary public's office in Geneva,

Switzerland, Castells repaid to Hakim in cash in the presence of a

Swiss notary all of the money he had been requested to hold in his

account for Hakim.-- (Hakim Tr. at 487-96; see also Hakim Depo.

Ex. 27). At that time, Hakim signed an affidavit, Iv'tArized by the

Swiss notary, acknowledging his receipt of the funds. (Hakim Depo.

Ex. 27). As he testified, Mr. Hakim then trtns'erred the entire

amount returned to him by Castells to the four military officials

8/ Mr. Hakim explained that the reason he requested the money
back rom Castells at this particular time wass "Raul informed me
that an investigation was going on and the moneys that he is holding
for me may get tangled up. (Hakim Tr. at 491). Hakim took
immediate steps to obtain the money back because "I wanted . . . to
untangle it before it gets tangled.0 (Id. at 492).

_ / As of October 4, 1976, Castello had been requested to hold
a total[ of $852,500 tor Hakim, consisting of $12S,000 from the ball
powder plant transaction, $312,500 from the nitrocellulose extrac-
tion plant transaction, $380,000 from the 20m ammunition transac-
tion, and $35,000 which Mr. Hakim could not tie to any particular
transaction--all of ihich was intended for the benefit of General
Khosrovdad and three other military officials in the armed forces
chain of command who were entitled to payoffs. (Hakim Tr. at 499).
Hakim requested Castellf to return to him the sum of $80S,100; the
difference between the $852,500 Castells had originally been asked
to hold and the $805,100 Hakim requested back represented relatively
small cash payments Hakim had previously withdrawn from the account
to make payoffs to lesser ranking individuals in the chain of
command. (14. at 506; me* a 330-31). At the meeting in the
notary'; office, Hakim actual ly received back from Castells in cash
the su of $788,906, representing the $805,100 he had requested,
plus $53,806 interest earned on the account to that date, less
$70,000 that was blocked by the bank under Swiss law and could not
be returned at that time. (Id. at 507-08). Castells has
acknowledged that he owes Haikd this $70,000 amount and will repay
it when it is unblocked. (See Hakim Depo. Ex. 27).
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for whom it had originally been intended--General Khosrovdad,

Mr. Gharaqozlou. and two other individuals in the chain of command.

(Hakim Tr. at 519-22).10/

In sum, the evidence developed during discovery in this

came establishes that all of the money which Hakim requested

Castells to hold in his account was eventually returned to Hakim and

paid to the Iranian military officials for whom it had originally

been intended. There is no evidence that the a-oney was intended for

Castells, that he kept it for his own use, or that he and Hakim

conspired to divert it from its intended recipients. In fact, the

only "kickbacks" the record discloses are payoffs intended for

Iranian governmental officials, and actually paid to them, in return

for which Olin received lucrative contracts for the sale of arms to

the Iranian government and milLitary.

0. Hakim's Isolated Trips to Connecticut

The record in this case reveals .Ithout contradiction that

none of the foreqoing series of events, transactions or negotiations

took place in the State of Connecticut. Specifically, the contracts

between Olin and the Iranian military for the ball powder plant, the

nitrocellulose extraction plant, and the 20mm ammunition deal were

j2/ The mechanics of the transfer were as follows: Hakim,
with the assistance of his Swiss attorney, established numbered
Swiss bank accounts for these individuals; took signature cards to
Tehran for them to sign in order to open the accounts; and then
distributed the money into their accounts. (Hakim Tr. at 520-27).
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all negotiated outside Connecticut and called for performance in

Iran. (Hakim Tr. at 191-95). Similarly, the agency* agreements

between Olin and MCI were all negotiated and entered into in Tehran

or Geneva, Switzerland, and called for the performance of Oservices*

outside Connecticut. (Ld.; LU also 381-82). Further, all of the

payments of commissions referred in the Amended Complaint were made

In either 'ehran or Geneva. (IA. at 191-95).

Indeed, the evidence as developed during the course of

discovery establishes only two occasions when Hakim had anything to

do with the State of Connecticut. The first wae a visit to the

State in April of 1979 to testify before a federal Srand Jury

investigating alleged improper foreign payments by Olin In Iran and

other foreign countries. (See Hakim Aff. 17). Not even Olin

suggests that this could be a basis upon which to predicate Juris-

diction under the long-arm statute.

The second wes a trip to Connecticut for a meeting with

Mr. George Chandler, an Olin executive, sometime in 1976. (Hakim

Tr. at 79-80; see Hakim Aff. 17). Mr. Hakim could not recall when

in 1976 that meeting took place, but the evidence now clearly

establishes that it was in late August of 1976 11/--long after all

11/ Ittts opposition memorandum, Olin creates the misleading
impression that there were two meetings between Hakim and Chandler
In the summer of 1976. Thus, Olin asserts: "Hakim testified that
he met on at least one occasion In Connecticut with Chandler,
Kaskell and Castells in 1976," citing to pages 96-97 of the Hakim
Deposition Transcript. (Pl. Opp. Men. at 17): Olin goes on to sur-
mise that, since Castells was dismissed from the Company on June 26,

(continued)
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of the material events and transactions alleged in the Amended Com-

plaint had transpired. In point of fact, according to the testimony

of Olin's own former general counsel as well as internal documents

from Olin's tiles, the purpose of the meeting was to terminate the

prior business relationship between Olin and MCI. (Kaskell Tr.

120-24, 173-74; see Kaskell Depo. Ex. 3). For the reasons discussed

in our opening memorandum (at 6-7) and below, this isolated visit to

Connecticut after all of the events and transactions alleged in the

Amended Complaint had occurred is not a basis upon which jurisdic-

tion can be predicated.12 1

Olin has failed to meet its burden of proof that Hakim was

present in Connecticut in October 1974 in connection with Olin

11/ (footnote continued)

1976, the meeting "must have occurred prior to that date." (Id.)
In addition to being speculation without any factual foundation,
this flatly contradicts the record. In fact, as a review of the
transcript at pages 96-17 makes readily apparent, the reference to a
meeting at which Mr. Castello was present was to a meeting at a
restaurant in New York among Hakim, Kaskell and Castells--a meeting
which concedely took place in May of 1976, prior to the termination
of Castells' employment. The evidence is clear that there was only
one meeting between Hakim and Chandler--the meeting in New Haven in
August of 1976 referred to in the text.

12/ Mr. Hakim also vaguely recalled another possible occasion
on which he may have met in Connecticut with David Miller, another
Olin executive, but he could not recall whether this was simply a
second meetinq during the 1976 visit to meet with Mr. Chandler, or
whether it was a separate visit earlier in 1976. (HaRA- Tr. -7-80;
see also Hakim Aft. 17). Whatever the case, Olin has not met its
burden of establishing when, if ever, this second meeting occurred
or what, if anything, transpired. Since Olin concededly bears the
burden of proof, and has not adduced any evidence on this point, it
cannot rely on this second possible meeting in Connecticut as a
basis upon which to assert jurisdiction.
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business. In its opposition memorandam (at 17-19), Olin relies

solely on two internal expense reports in an effort to show that

Hakim went to lunch at the Quinnipiack Club in New Haven on

October 4, 1974 and was then taken to J.F.K. airport in a limousine.

(Hakim Depo. Us.. 30 and 31). Ttese documents have not been

properly authenticated by their authors and are clearly inadmissible

hearsay. More importantly, Olin has not come forward with any

affidavits or. testimony from anyone who was purportedly present at

the luncheon in question to verify its occurrence or Hakime

presence at the luncheon, if indeed it did occur. Moreover, no one

with first-hand knowledge of the event has offered any admissible

evidence as to thd purpose for the luncheon, what was discussed, and

whether it had anything at all to do with Olin business--let alone

the transactions alleged in the Amended Complaint.u/ Hakim

U./ Olin asks the Court to Infer--without any factual
support--that because the purported luncheon occurred "a few months"
prior to the 20mm ammunition sale to the NOW, *discussions con-
cerning not only the sale but also Olin's agreement with Hakim and
MCI on that deal may well have occurred at that time." (Pl. Opp.
Hem. 18-19). Such ruminations, without first-hand testimony con-
cerning what, If anything, actually happened at the luncheon, is
sheer speculation. Olin seeks to bolster its 'suggestion' by
reference to an October 9, 1974 document which, It says, 'appears to
be the first draft of an agency agreement on the 20m transaction."
(Pl. Opp. Me. 19). As Plaintiff a carefully guarded phraseology
suggests, however, no one has properly authenticated the document.
At his deposition, Hakim had no recollection of having seen it
(Hakim Tr. at 272, 371-72; Hakim Depo. Sx. 20), and Olin has not
come forward with an affidavit from its purported author or anyone
else with first-hand knowledge to identify it or attest to its
veracity. Since Olin bears the burden of proof as to Jurisdictional
facts, and has not presented any admissible evidence concerning the
luncheon or the document, it cannot rely on such guess-work. In all

(continued)
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himself simply did not recall the occasion. (Hakim Tr. 480-81).

Thus, contrary to its unsupported assertions. Olin has not met its

burden of establishing that Hakim was present in Connecticut in 1974

for the purpose of discussing matters relating to his business

relationship with Olin.

In any event, even if Olin had met its burden of proof

that Hakim was present in Connecticut in October of 1974, such an

isolated visit alone would not be a proper basis for the assertion

of jurisdiction. By its abandonment of any reliance on subsection

(&)(I) of the long-arm statute, which provides for jurisdiction over

non-residents who transact business within the State, Olin

apparently agrees.that one's presence in the State on a few isolated

occasions does not, of itself, support jurisdiction.

ARGUMENT
07.

I.

OLIN BEARS THE BURDEN OF PROOF WITH
RESPECT TO ITS JURISDICTIONAL CLAIMS.

"It is unquestioned that the plaintiff has the burden of

13/ footnotee continued)

events, any suggestion that negotiations for the 20mm amnmunition
contract "may well have occurred" at the October 4, 1974 luncheon in
Connecticut is flatly contrary to the evidence in the record. Hakim
testified unequivocally that negotiations concerning the "consul:-
ing" agreement with respect to the 20mm ammunition transaction took
place in Tehran, Iran (Hakim Tr. 192-93; see also 381-82). and Olin
has offered not a scintilla of admissible evid-nce to the contrary.
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A. skim Fully Disclosed To Olin HisIlMnL~na 9-The ComigLon yens

The uncontroverted record demonstrates that Hakim is not

guilty of any actionable non-disclosure in this case. In fact, he

kept Olin fully Informed of his activities, including his transfers

of money V% Svitzerland, through the responsible Olin representative

with whom he conducted negotiations in connection vith the trans-

actions In question. At all times relevant to this action, Raul

Castello was Olin's Director of Finance and Business Development: as

such, he was Olin's principal employee and field agent charged with

negotiating on Olin's behalf for the ball powder plant, the nitro-

cellulose extraction plant, and the 20mm ammunition transactions

alleged'in the Amended Complaint. All of the documents produced and

testimony taken during discovery to date .tmonstrates beyond ques-

tion that Castells was Hakim's primary contact at Olin, the employee

with whom he routinely dealt, and the Olin representative through

whom he principally communicated with regard to the transactions

with HIO and NOW. The evidence shows without contradiction that,

although Hakim did not inform Castells of the identity of the

individuals who were to receive payoffs, he did generally advise him

that the money he was I=qJing asked temporarily to hold In his Swiss

bank account was intended for the benefit of governmental officials.

(See n.6, suor ; Hakim Tr. at 36S-66). As a practical matter. Hakim

did everything reasonable to make sure Olin was kept abreast of his

activities, and Olin does not state who else, other than
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Castells, Hakim should have advised.Lo/ Under the circumstances,

Hakim had every right to assume that the information he passed to

Olln's agent Castells was Information given to Olini

"A person has notice of a fact if his agent ham
knowledge of the fact, reason to know it or should
know it. or has been given a notification of
it .." (Restatement (Second) of Agency 19(3)
(1958))

Moreover, the evidence in the record indicates that other

top Olin executives also knew about Hakim's activities. (Hakim Tr.

at 36S-66). Hakim, even if he were an agent of Olin in the legal

sense, had no further obligation to disclose information O'if the

principal manifests that he knows all material facts or Is willing

to deal without knowing them.'" Stevens v. Hutton, 71 Cal. App. 2d

676. 684. 162 P.2d 479, 483 (1945) (quoting Restatement (Second) of

Agency 1390 comment b (1958)). Not only dnes Hakim's testimony

establish that several Olin officials were informed of the payoffs,

but It is clear that Olin was willing to continue dealing with

Hakim, despite its admitted knowledge that Hakim directed money to

be transferred into numbered Swiss bank accounts, without Insisting

on knowing anything further about the owners of those accounts or

the circumstances of those payments.

if/ Olin's allegation of a conspiracy between Castells and
Hakim is dealt with in Part 111.0 below. As we show, Olin has
failed to meet its burden of showing a Prima f conspiracy.
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related to this case all occurred outside Connecticut. Neither

Olin' ovn acts inside Connecticut nor the non-acts of Hakim or

Castells can bootstrap Hakim's few, sporadic visits to Connecticut

into a basi8 for personal jurisdiction over Hakim. In order "for a

came to meet the Constitutional due process test there must be a

sufficient *relationship among the defendant, the triam, and the

litigation." Rush v. Savchuk, 444 U.S. 329, 337 (1980)j Shaffer v.

Heitnq., 433 U.S. 186, 204 (1977). Here there is ho c6nnection

whatsoever between the forum and either the defendant or the litiga-

tion. On any reasonable view of the facts, this is not a case

which, in fairness, Hakim should be forced to defend in Connecticut.

DATED: January I0 1984.

DEFENDANT ALBERT HAKIM

B
J 9 A.Wa4(

~inson R bins~ Cole

Hart Connecticut 06103
270-0700

Robert Z. Gooding, Jr.
Peter J. Busch
HOWARD, RICE, NEMROVSKI, CANADY,

ROBERTSON & FALK
A Professional Corporation
Three Embarcadero Center, 7th
Floor
San Francisco, California 94111
Telephone: 415/434-1600
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EXHmrr BGS-1

EXECUTIVE ORDERS

Executive Order 22M of December 4. ion

Pr st's Inte~lience Oversiot Board
46 F.R. 56M
By the authority vested in my as President by the Constitution and statutes of
the United States of America. and in order to enhance the security of the
United States by asuring the legality of activities of the Intelligence Commu-
nity, it is hereby ordered as follows:
Sectkmo 1, There is hereby established within the White House Office, Execu-
tive Office of the President, the President's Intelligence Oversight Board.
which shall be composed of three members. One member. appointed from
among the membership of the President's Foreign Intelligence Advisory Board.
shall be desipated by the President as Chairman. Members of the Board shall
serve at the pleasure of the President and shall be appointed by the President
from among trustworthy and distinguished citizens outside the Government
who are qualified on the basis of aievement. experience and independence.
The Board shall utilize such full-time staff and consultants as authorized by
the President.
See. 2. The Board shall:
(a) Inform the President of intelligence activities that any member of the Board
believes are in violation of the Constitution or laws of the United Stateo.
Executive orders, or Presidential directives;
(b) Forward to the Attorney General reports received concerning intelligence
activities that the Board belhevds may be unlawful
(c) Review the internal guidelines of each agency within the Intelligence
Community concerning the lawfulness of intelligence activities:
(d) Review the practices and procedures of the Irspectors General and
General Counsel of the Intellience Community for discovering and reporting
intelligence activities that may be unlawful or contrary to Executive order or
Presidential directive: and

) Conduct such investigations as the Board deems necessary to carry out Its
fuctiops under this Order.
Sec. 3. The Board shall, when required by this Order. report directly to the
President. The Board shall consider and take appropriate action with respect
to matters identified by the Director of Central Intelligence, the Central
Intelligence Agency or other aEncles of the Intelligence Community. With
respect to matters deemed appropriate by the President. the Board shall
advise and make appropriate recommendations to the Director of Central
Intelligence. the Central Intelligence Agency. and other agencies of the lntelll.
gence Community.
Sec. 4. The heads of departments and agencies of the Intelligence Community
shall. to the extent permitted by law, provide the Board with all information
necessary to carry out its responsibilities. Inspectors General and General
Counsel of the Intelligence Community shall. to the extent permitted by law.
report to the Board concerning intelligence activities that they have reason to
believe may be unlawful or contrary to Executive order or Presidential
directive.
Sec. 5. khoumtatl gde avabl to te Board shall be given all necessary
security protection in accordance with applicable laws and regulations. Each
member of the Board. each member of the Board's staff, and each of the
Board's consultants shall execute an agreement never to reveal any classified
Information obtained by virtue of his or her service with the Board except to
the President or to such persons as the President may designate.

B 117 HlSl
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Sec. & Members of the Board shall serve without compensation, but may
receive emxportatbon mpemn. amd per diem allowances as authorized by
law. Staff and consultants to the Board shall receive pay and allowances as
authorized by the President.

THE WHITE HOUSE,
December 4. Ii.

EXAcutlv OrMe 12 of Decembe 16, llN

National Commission on Social Security Reform

46 F.R. 61633
By the authority vested in me as President by the Constitution of the United
States of Amen ,a. and te establish, in accordance with the provisions of the
Federal Advisor., Committee Act as amended (5 U.S.C. App. I). the National
Commission on Social Security Reform, it Is hereby ordered as follows:
Section 1. Eatoblisahment. (a) There is established the National Commission on
Social Security Reform. The Commission shall be composed of fifteen mem-
bers appointed or designated by the President and selected as follows:
(1) Five members selected by the President from amoog officers or employees
of the Executive Branch. private citizens of the United States. or both. Not
more than three of the members selected by the President shall be members of
the same political party;
(2) Five members selected by the Majority Leader of the Senate from among
members of the Ser~ate. private citizens of the United States, or both. Not more
than three of the members selected by the Majority Leader ha be members
of the same political party:
(3) Five members selected by the Speaker of the House od Representatives
from among members of the House, private citizens of the United States, or
both. Not more than three of the members selected by the Speaker shall be
members of the same political party.
(b) The President shall designate a Chairman from among the members of the
Commission.
Sec. L Functione. (a) The Commission shall review relevant analyses of the
current and Iong-term financial condition of the Social Security trust funds;
identify problems that may threaten the long-term solvency of such funds;
analyze potential solutions to such problems that will both assure the finan-
cial integrity of the Social Security System and the provision of appropriate
benefits: and provide appropriate recommendations to the Secretary of Health
and Human Services, the President. and the Congress.
(b) The Commission shall make its report to the President by December 31.
196L.
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August 140 1955

The Honorable Robert C. Mcrarlane
Assistant to the President •

for National SeCurity Affairs
Executive Office of the President
The White Houle
Washington* D.C. 20500

d 'MSI

Dear mr. Mcraclane

t as writing in response to recent press reports detailing .",
Activities of ce::aln Na:iona Sec;acity CouncLI staff e.t:s
providing advice and fundrasing support to NLcaraquan ceze'
leaders.

These reports raise serious questions regarding the violate ̂
of the letter and the spirit of U.S. law .rohLbjt&.ng :
for the Nicaraguan rebels. The Congress, in passing the So.a-
Amendment (Section 8066 of P.L. 96-4731# prohibited *the Centri.
intelligence Agency, the Oepaitment of Oefense, or any other

agency or entity of the U.S. involved in intelligence activtt.es"

from supporting the rebels. tt would be stretching the .e;:.'
of the law tO suggest that this prohibition was not intended
cover the NISC. President Reagan, himsel-, in his executlvt :::4:

on the nation's intelligence agencies# describes the HatioaL
Security Council as the highest goveonaont entity with
responsibility foc intelligence activities.

in addition, the Boland Amendment strictly prohibits assistance
"for the pugmpoe or which Would have the effect of supporting,
directly or indirectly. mil itay or paramilitary operationls of

the Micaraquta Insurgents. Reports quote Administration
officials deecribi n1 aitno %t. Col. Oliver Nocth as providing
'tactical influence on rebel military operations. facilitating
Contacts for proepetive fimanoicl donors. and othervise
organizing and coordinating %cebel efforts. These activities
clearly have "th eIoet of suppo ting' the Nicaraguan rebels.

Congressional intent in pasinl the Boland Amendment was to

distance the United $tates froe the Nicaraguan cebel movement,
vhile the Congcess and the nation debated the appcopcateness o

our involvement in NicaCagua. The press cepocts Suggest that,

despite congessional Intent: ducng this pectod the U.S.
provided direct support to the Nicalaguan Cebels.
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T. Hcri:.. Ror" %. MCeFrane
Pae TwoA,41att 16, 1985

:n order to clarify the CircumsStnes s,.r,."Lt:;... ".
Vort9'$ 4CtIVLttes, as ChaLrman Of the sU .'ttee vitn.
:.. sd-ct on over .)nlted states policy t:44:: NLcarjja, "
request :%Ma you provide ConICeSS WLth all .OC.ator, ":"
memocanda and any other documents, pertaintnq to any contact
betven Lt. Col. North and NiLcaraguan rebele leaders as of
enactment ot-the GLand Amendment in October, 1984.

Than you tot your attention to this request.

Sincerely,

Cha iran

HeMLSFece Waits
MOl ia
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MD9OWDPU FOR ROSUT C . MCFAA
YP.Om: OLIVRk L. NO o ji~J

SUSIJCT:

N 16887

Assistance eor the Kicatrquan RSILstance

Zn accord with pr m understandLnq, I-pet on Wednesday,
Noveabq.g, 28, with , Defense Attache, IM llly
of the e4 * Gad~on SLqUr aranqtd the
lunchedff sooting at the CoSMoI €udbandiwas present thxoqhoQt.

AS agreed, I explained to our purpose L the
eteeting Wa to clarify quiitions veTCh h a..en reIV in Canada
regarding an arm# transaction destined o ' Kexplained
that an intermediary had advised that apparently a&"
a decision not to proceed with the CauftlT iriginated arMs s&e.

._D s offer of purch"iae incd Le.LQL.U7 missile Launchers

LUnit and 10 tracki-n- unit'. -- 30"861 Itraining

professed to be unaware of the Canadian transaction.
I advised hM1 tha% the purchase aW Anot really Intende4 dfor use
by 'but rather for the Nicaraguan Pesistance
bric~es. rurthr,"the intezsr iary had indicated that the problem
appeared to be the number ..aJ itary officers who ae
qraduates of theL" D As a consequence o
jhe apparent reluctance t5"proceN*tV'I-e sale showing.
L end user certificateo the Canadian arms dealer s_
,#repanq. to re-inlate discussions for a similar delivery.

was advised that the o would prefer to-
have the-4elivery Orsoon as possible, since the Soviet KZDO-O
helicopters were being asembled as ve spoke.

C was further advised that :4o'fo CaLeraL.Q#.Head of
the t, i-VaL1)4Iq t o mit to a rtogaltion-'Once
the fe t e Ve ee ha succeded.,Tnc"
that-ha stood the message and wo-ld conte&.M.ijt thej .

Be observed, for the record, that
reftmed to be me invl] i, in any vy," ir the

"MMYRIV faire * another eartn, indicated that we fully
appreciated this position &d noted that it was too bad that the
Soviets ,Suliarian tand last Germani nvoLved in icaraqua did
not feetl the Me way.

DecassfyiOADA0%Ri l

0.
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Later tut Afternoon, M M act Ulaue Ul. Army, SetiraMl
,ISAO0 a4vt e of tvo eetins e ha" held e:ly i the day
r*~4a -- n~r for the 3WOistafte. ISinglaub Passed 00th

"U.&ti hA 3 16888am The oW to is "Vent need of Antioaircraft .apo no and other
crevOmervod weapons anmiattno 1particularLy 0aWW elsm
mortar COW&e). Units in the field are also in ned oflat e quantittee of boots and clothing since the nwer ofal Lets has exceeded expectations by 10000.

The Resistance Fores are also in uzqent need of expertise
In antLiee operations.

m The U94 is waere of the SnlaqUb mLeeLoe.Ad he is makin
this rcsie t based on his lonq frienaehtp _M

I Stammue of the law retrieting ur-VOlI t" n'oON5 ofTicial can solicit on behaol the P Rei&sace forces.
-- t " -1 lie to help, slinglau can aftr a %tINwitlt Adolfo Mo.ero. if It is eeeesary for a 94 effilal

to verity Calera's bam fides* this man be a"an9d.
Meeting with, ." "

.W q areemla4 ith Calero Sinqlaub aVd0ve( since
had arned down the Azler 10 equesl for

assistance' ... )h resistance
VnVement "ad approaches

.* The Resistance still is in reed of financial supprt.
nmuitions, and traininq assistance.

amL" " wae a OneLderably different
situations th6that which he had been aware of earlier.While not 4eitting to lupprt, e noted toJiglaub .tatthie new a" tes ight Sake a difference

.!-
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UNCLASSIFIEDC
7

his veekend, at the request of Sec. John Lohsft, I t L .
Oavid Walker, a former Iritish $AJ officer who now heads two
coManies IKlI and IALADZN vhich provide professional seciMrIty
services to fore9nq- yovernaents. Walker had boen approached
several months Ago, prior to initiating the current financLal
arrangement for tho rM . tn addition to the security servLces
provided by KKS, this offshore (Jersey islands) COmpany alo has
professional military trainers" available. walker sUqqGete4
that he vould be interested in establishing an arrangement wLth
the rOm for certaLn special operations expertise a&ae4
particularly at destroying N1 helicopters. Walker quite
accurately points out that the heLacopterLae.ULLre 4s81l
destzovod on the around than in the air.[

Unless otherwise 4rected, Walker will be itrodUC
and efforts will be ade to defray the cost of Walker's
operations from other than Calero's lated assets.

gi ,. .,%a],,:
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EXI BGS-5

7635

PIIMORA"DUM

NATIONALL SECURITY COUNCIL

# 70
/

Mm1T~ tV
WS/ZC*402003
Re-do

February 4. 1985.
N 6917

MIWAOIUUM FOR

rIaI

iatrac. cAm shim a '
OLZVKB L. 0

ILcarqvaan Arms Shtlmnts

The Wiarequan mrchant shap, " 0, Li m La pea" in
TaiLchug, Tavian, where It is ualoadLnq cargo. It " eStimated
for departure on torro 1 lbrua" 7 *nzoute to
#AV usf &@L4mm UwI l*m

at tAe PeLato there appear to be throe options$

.1. Ne LG t -MIS be "td ad tho vepoM delivered to

- the chp seem be uftI or

M the shipamt am te pr ee involved terein could W
made public as a mea prevention t"e 'delivery.

-t CADS
M.

j4*

halo"

'd IXHISITd
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apparent armed security detail aboard the1NuIm5O, despite the
sensitive nature of her cargo.

It asked, Calera would be willing to finance the operation. We
does not, however, have sufficient numbers of trained maritime
speulal operations perseon.l_..a..athod of delivery for selling
the ship on the high seas.

If such an operation were undertaken, it would be beat to seize-
the vessel as it cleared the Zast China Sea enroute to Nicaraquals
Pacific port at Corinto. Arrangements would have to be made for
removal of the cargo for further transfer to the 1DM, since it is
unlikely that any of the other Central American states would
allow MONJZO to enter their harbors once she had been pirated.

If time does not permit a special operation to be launched,
Calero can quickly be provided with the maritime assets required
to sink the vessel before it can reach port at Corinto. He is in
contact with maritime operations experts and purveyors of
materiel necessary to conduct such an operation.

BK2ME4SDATIOP

That you autholse Calere to be provided with the information on

= .=W aad aproac" e te atter of rising or making the

Approve Disapprove -

m ~/o- q' t ',O.
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•MORANDUI ,

NATIONAL S1CL'RITY COUNCIL

$Y$1 tv
NSC/ICS-400215

N 7184

march s, 1915

N MO RAIO U K ORl 30333 C. M V I

VI IOLIVIR L.

SSJZCTs L

'~1.

-- .1' Cr~~,,~

4JAid to the Hicararuan Resistance

Attached at Tab I is a memo from you to Secretaries Shultt and
Weinberqer# Director Casey, and Gengra VOlley asking for their
%*tews on increased U.S. assistaneW / Your memo L
east as suggestion which derveslz 'trip to the req.on.

The real puirpo of your .emo .. a to find a way by which we can
compensate the, Jthe extraordinary assistance there
are providing t6 the Picar a ,un freedom fiqhterL& At Tab tZ are

-4fndo-eer certifilates which thet provided for the
puteh so of nearly $6 wee" of emmitio @oe elvered to the
Ml"These nine %oeuaS as* a dirqS mo@lseqence of the
infoml 111em we Tve establishlA. Land you.
00411hag with he andi -ThO aunitii and weapons
ident Led La t"e logments wil.'e delivered in several
shipments ,3 by aircraft ad I by ea) starting o ox abct1t
maie 10 19!L ehipsents will be delivered , be
reeipted for a sni ticned oyer to
115 reeecX i e at. on
arriveIs, adolto to convinced, and I agree, that
have MI removed or withheld any qu1ipment/munit1o 3ns from the TOK
d40lv---[68 which have o"marred to date.

Durlu" o0" of the acetinhsL !i. i, which the
process aeve wes arranged, e of
, Eeeetad a w itslst* O* it wiUh they desperately K-d in

• lf o pro64mte their war against the CUano sup o rtd
gIne1ril1as. A copy of the list to attached at Tab 111. Each of
the itema idantilid are in priorty withLn four principal
catocores0 Aircraft, Gr oun forces U3umnt, Weapons and
Munitions d "A o-Uaticeal il4y Kiuipment.

0" pyj OIrW
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w "I-ED
2 N 7185

Your eo at Tab I does not rfeer to the arranqMIents vhtch have
been SE* for $UppooLrnq the reelstance through, It
does, however, urge that ye take stepe MOV to improve tn
situation. Once we have approval for at least some of Whatthe.
have aske for, we can ensure that the right peOple LnM.
understand that ve are able to previde results frte &V
cooperation on the resstafce tssue.

RCCO'24ZWATION

That you sign and tranjd t the m at Tab 1.

Approve Osapprove

Attacuents
Tab I tarlane [ Uee to Shult:/WeLnberger/Casey/VessY
Tab 1: A id-Uiser Certificates
Tab 111 fMl1.ary Equipment Requirements

t NtA Lr. jjl1- !

I
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tWI WHITI 1OUSI

match 11, 116

SYSTIN IV
NSC/ICS-4002:5

N 7187
SENSITIVE

?I9WOMOU3M FTOB TH HONORADLI GORGS P. SHULTZ
The Secretary of State

TH NHOIOUALE CASPAR W. WZZWIZRG1R
The Secretary of Defense

ThU NOWORAaLB WILLIAM J . CAS&Y
The Director of Central Intelliqence

GORAL JOHN W. VlISY, JR.
The Chairman, Joint Chieft of Staff

SusjlCT: AssietinV

During my briqJ stop inj
Progress toward Democracy

made a onvincihT caseefor taelr
comiAment to'democracy. They also noted their critical need
relativeLy small amounts of security assistance. economic aid,
and support for theo.r struqlinq agriculturaL sector. IC)

(C)

m

In recent weeks, there appears to have been an increase in
guerrilla attacks and subversion. It is entirely likely that we
will soe move polarizin activity of this kind as the(
elections approach. .Unless Oe Amy has adequate support,
certain elementaL may use the guerrilla action as a
reason to defer elections or-to justify counter-productive,

.XepressiXe measures. Unfortunately, the Congress onlyjrovided
in FT-S UM funds from the Adinistration's%.

*eoclzity sesistace roques While the iT-IS request for
_fin security assistance provides hope to: the future,

Tt=7ieea that wo need to look for ways in which we can help
between nov and their elections. (S)

Zt is, therefore, requested that lta._ take tbe lead %p
developLA Liqnative eltertives-L can be
Pr"Ld&d with 86GUSjW to iwom their security situation. we

a ! as well
as activities by other U'S: agencies vh could hive pi tiveeffect on internal security conditions.i

Our goal in I ol'.this should be to provide all possible
assistance tdV progress toward democracy. IS)

ParJCrftSird': r ItWd s o &..5 j2.
A of .31EJ. 12356

I
SENSITIVt

.;~, I..
*0

I

fL et C. noIC641
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Z3/r.•

,U" do febrero e 1,96.

Se~ores:
EIZAGY RZWU0.CZ3 IYWAILZAL
440 maple Ave. East
Viena, "a., 22180.

'ros ir rt-oSs a uste*de, para za."...st=r.-es quo par es

to £*1 staflos oxtonMleado

por Z:-Z MIL (10,CCO) rifles atociticoas, los cuales sorL.-

dentnsdo4 pers use exlusivo o. 7J1'rciO.o

no ge='i ree -:"a5 ni vo1i:s a a:'o pa.s, s:e:a

.3 oos1.z final.

cribime atontaaonto N

il 'I o* S#
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1 do fbroro do 1,*99.

Saorest
E ZZGB RURIZUNCZ, XWIALZOZUL
"0 Maple Av** East
Yena, Va. 2280,.

Soiores a

'os dvigimaOs a.:. usoes, pars saL n*tar ]l que par et

pr DZZ ML (10,000) libras do explosive (C) - CA a .

Era ?3L qVINW.3 (1,300) dotonadores vauiados, los eusl2os

seOri destLane pars, uso excl .-itvo de." 74.-C : e

M so sort& roorpoc o Si veniv4os a otro ;x:,

SLn otro pticula, sprove*ho I& oportuniAad par& su.Lj

*riblza :aaa
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/i14 do febrero do 11985.

S. lo:e$:
M.O RESOURCES "FlLU.YATIVUC!L
'&0 Kaple Ave. tat
Viona, Va., 22180.

SoeAores

:os 4trigaos a use:les, para mazi'eszarles ue porez
to media estszos extenz .e=ao - . .. ..T:. . ....:.O:; :.
del material quo a cGI~nuacL6n so detala, e e'al.seri iet..aa4o par& usa exaluslvo 4el Ercito do( y .oeSo
rl roexporsado ci vedido a oatro psis, soctet @1
deetr.no final:

A* 150 smotralladoras
a. 150 saortero do 60=. -completos..
C. 100 :ortero. do 81in. -cox;jetos-.
Do 150 lazagrsanadas M-79
to .30 fustles sA retroceso do 57mm,

Sins otro peitioularf, aprovacho Is, oportunidad par& susi
cribLa atoat~onts.

J

..... =.=0:0. WX,;' o y

I

4

9)
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.8t, 7192

)'IS do tobrro do I,85.

SoaoIes:
flfLOT RESQUIC.S Zln=?I3S LOAL
440 Maple Ave. asU
Vioua, Va., 22180.

Scores:

Nos 4irgizos a ustolos, para =i':*tarl:s quo por ito rie410 estecs * t=e-4.4"w'! - . . £S: .C .
dl :aleral quo a cozinuact6n o e toala, *, c-al sor& --
4e8t1.AAdo par& U0 e3Mlustvo del Z4 6cito 4e ( go
sori roelxortado at vendido a otro pats, sisesio,
el destino final

A. 10,000 -aaadas .M-79.
-:1000 grand. do 6=.
-e,000 paaa r as do Ma,

in ot 1o particular, a;roveco la oport.iad ;ara s.
cribiue a:oa:aea:e.

UNCLASSIFIED
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4 de febrereo 4 1,985.

Sedores,
IMMQT a r URCLS IYfIATZIAL
4O Maple Ave. atst

Viea, Va., 2Mq80

r*6 4.rgL-OS use!Sl Paa c2ifIt~l~s pe r as.
to :. s : o _ .
4.e cate.:al e a coantruacida so 4eva. I. e1 cual. sori A.

o ;aa us* exclustvo 4el .j6rci:o d so-
rA reexportao at veuado a otro pais, sS-ndo- *1 -
destno U&al:

A. 3,000 'r.ada, RPr-7.
s. a-*10 lanzap anadas RP1-7.

Sin otro pa-rtcular, L£rovoCbO la oportuaidad para sls-
elbir=e at etana o.

UNLSII#
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"',' ; jiJ; 0- ."

//3odorot ber e st

Se~ozeag
*UGT ILE A'tCM ?U .MzATZONrA,0 ftyple Ae. lastVieaa, Va., *2180.

Se~ores:

fou dizigiMOs ustedes, para a: ittstarles quo pr' .es
te *dio etsaoes exeadea C ." : E42AC:= : ""O - ' ....

por DOS r1'= (2,000) msiasanti-perscaales y W. I. (,,9000)
aMias aatio-4aque, las GUsAe, seria destimadas par& uso x-
clusive de1 3l 4 soto e y no serin eexpaortdas
ut veadids a oro pais, siendo. 1 4 eit.o Artazl.

Sin otro particular, aprovecho I&aoportua14=1

crabie ave asa taee UNCLASSIFIED
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C'..:FI:AC:C:; DZ .Z NO ?I,.9kL:

/ - eororo 0o 1,996.

Viena, Va., 22180.

:;s 4irigizos a ustedes, para anifes-taxes quo por'es

po T.S ?,. (3,000) LAW ROCICMS, quo vienen 4etinados pa-

re uso exlsliwvo dl E jrc o nu. y no serLn reex-

pertades ni veadideo a otro pats, siecdlh el de~st

Sin oiro paevl:ular, ap.-oveco la opor:un ad para s.
elbtme atentamene.

UNCLASSIFIED
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14 do tebroro 4e 1,965.

efores a
=rGY REOURCtS fWATIONL

440 Maple Ave. East
Vieas, Va. 22180.

SWores:

Nos dirigiza8 a ust:jos, par& c ,ifsS.?1# quo pores.

por ZZ (10) i masa ohetes tierra-aire y CL C'U"'2IA (50) si .

lea tierra-are, los cuales viezen dcstizadom par& uso one,:

sive 4e EZircito de y no seLr reex;ortad os a

vea4Aos a otro pals, eieae el ogsizo flaa.

Sin o:zo particular, aproveczo la opor:aPiws par& su'

€cw b Le e:aeae.e
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)~14 do febrere do 9

ofiores U(0T C INTtUAIOZAL
40 ?aple Ave. Z at
Visa, Va., 22180.

Series:

Nos dlr gimos a ustedes, pars i& tmoesarles quo poa es*

to aem s oe sa-os. ex aon4io4o Cw~...ZAC"SDYW .NO FLNAL

por C 0 T=LLM (5,000,000) do oar.uchos all AMO, ca1

bre 7.62a,, gos u es serin dostizado ;apr&s so oxclusivo

del ZJ6rcto d n a sorn s expartados ni vondi-

dos a oro pals, iadao" e i o fial.

Sin otro particular, 6!r@VOC,.0 11 CP:?!'Ldd ; ara s-,;

oribirso do uso4es atetamente.

UNCLASSIFIED
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The following military equipment anjl.ervisps have bean
idontified as the highest priority Army In
combatting the Communist guerrills'-7 The ere listeL, n sequence
of highest to lowest need within each category.

a- Mw or refurbished helicopter@ and spare parts for existing
inventory.

mm $pare parts for fixed wing cargo aircraft.

-0 New or refurbished ground attack aircraft and spare parts
for existing inventory.

0m New trainer aircraft and related spare parts.

Ground Forces lauimenti

00 Communications oquLpment, Including secure voice systems.

Various vehicles for troop and logistical transport.

-- i9nineerLng equipment, Including bulldosers, road-graders,
andl surey Loomrments.

We'ons and ItoLtionsa

Gom Light and medium weapons# Including Mi-16 rifles, N-60
machine guns, pistols 19m and .45 caliber), Sim and 60ma
mortars, and 9m0 recoilless rifles.

am Ground force mnntio, including mortar, recolless rifle,
ad artillery rmds, assorted wines and explosives, and
7.62 x 51 linked amiLtioe, plus ad grenades.

am Aerial motions, including 300 Ad 00 pound bombs and 2.7
inch rockets vi&h appropriate warhead sixes.

A..tial 0-on-factieal Im'ILiO GM 14GiaMents

mm Field hospital equipment, general medical supplies, and
training for pazndceo.

-m Tactical radars for use in detesting border Infiltration.

UNCLASSIFIED
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NArIO.NAL SECL'RITY COL NCIL

March 16, 195 N 10618

TO, sEcRTur s ,s :-.-E
ACTION

MHMO.MDUM FOR ROBERT C. NCFAtlA

FROI: OLIVER L. ORTH 9

SUBJECT: Fallback Plan for the Nicaraguan Resistance

The plan attached at Tab I has been developed, pursuant to our
discussion on Friday regarding fallback options. It is promised
on the assumption of a major Con ressional budget battle and an
assessment that the Congress will not rescind the restrictions tn
Section 6066 of the FY-65 C.R. ITab A). Should you determine in.
your reeinq wt".. Se..%:rs Duren.:=ger and ",-,qar I7,esdsy .
March 19, 0730) that the Congress wil not endo:se a resur.p'cn
of USG support to the resistance, the plan at Tab I provides a
workable alternative. . 1
Secrecy for the plan is paramount. we could net implement s.
an option if it became known in advance and it also mandates that
present donors continue their relationship with the resistance
beyond the current funding fLigure. The plan would require the
President to make a major public pronouncement which, in tu:.,
must be supported by other Administration officials, resistance
leaders, and regional Heads of State once it has been announ:ed.

RECOJIMZiDAT ION

That, if Durenburger and Lugar indicate an unwilinqess to
support resumption of USG aid to the resistance, you discuss the
attached plan with Sectotary Shults following your meeting.

Approve Disapprove

Attachments
Tab I - tailback Option Plan

Tab A - Section 806 of the rY°8$ C.A.

TOP ASSIPt SEN4S ITIVE
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FALLBACK OPTION PLAN FOR THE NICARAGUAN RES:S.ANCE

Assumptions. The Congress is unwilling to suFport :*.ease cf
$14 .in USG funds for the purpose of supporting, directly or
indirectly, mLl1tary or.paramlitary operations in icaraquan.
The FY-86 budget is seriously jeopardized by Congressional actLcn
and will require a major effort on the part of the President
immediately after the KX vote through mid-July. There wil1 be
insufficient time or assets available to organize the kind of
Administration-wide effort required to achieve an affirmative
vote in both Houses on the Nicaraguan resistance program.

Section 1066 of the 'law (Tab A) expires on October 1, 1985.
There are currently S24M requested in the FY-86 intelligence
budget for the purpose of supporting paramilitary operations by
the Nicaraguan resistances- The current funding relationship
which exists between the resistance and its donors is sufficient
to purchase arrs and ru.ticns between now and Oct:*.er---!
add't:cnal 'cnes are provided for ron-military su;;L'ei (e..,
food, clothing, medical items, etc.). The current donors will
..ave to be convinced of the need to continue their fundr.q..for.
munitions after October 1, 1965. A commitment for another
$25-30M from the donors will be necessary fcr muniions in 1986
in articipation tlhat the S21M requested in the intelligence
budget is not approved.

Concept. In lieu of forwardng the reQrt to thea.1onlress
required by Secftln$6O6 bf I 96- 4 '3, -3 e Presidi,- would
announce on or about April 2 that the American people should
contribute funds is...serd your check or money ordejio the
Nicaraquan reedom ri h s~~o 7ib4 bur~f We..*) to

support libert*, In' ]Urica. He would note
that the monies rsod would be used to support the h--antarar.n
needs e! thcse struggling for freedom against Cow.,.:.is: tranny
in Central Americi Bmy necessity* the speech must be dramatic
and a surprise. It cannot be leaked in advance.

Prior to the speech, the following steps must be taken

-- Clero Crus, and Robelo (the principle leadership of the
Nicaraguan armed and unarmed resistance) must be covertly
advised of this plan and must assure of their support.

The Nicaraguan Freedom Fund, Inc., a 501(c)3 tax exempt
corporation, must be established and obtain a Post Office
Box 1774 in Gettysburg, Philadelphia, Valley Forge, or
Yorktown. (This process is already underway.)

TOP 39CRT SENSTIVE
Deoclassifyt OADR N A O-i

75-542 - 88 - 37
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TOP SECRET 2 SE.S

Presidents Suazo, monqe, and Duarte (and the appropriate
leadership of each of those countries) must be apprised of
this plan 1-2 days in advance of the announcerent. They .
must be prepared to fully support the Preasdent's
proclamat ion.

-- The current donors must be apprised of the plan and aqreej
provide additional S25-30H to the resistance for the
purchase of arms and munitions.

Public groups and political action comMittees already
mobilized for the Congressional campaign to relieve the SC6.
constraints will have to be mobilized for the new approach
(advertising, posters, maLLAq4me. honecalls, etc.) s

Hours before ttarVrestdent s

- sina -a Presidential s h on or about April 2 at :OO
J..tb .. bri*TrRrto T iTV r Administration officials should

held at 7:00 p.m. that day in Room 450 O003 to ensure
that public co~rerta:y after the speech y thess cfMei¢a" Lt
supporoLve Cf this p:cclamation

Additional Requirerents. .

-- Informal contact several months ago with a la yer
sympathetLe to our cause Lndicated that such a procedures
would be within the limits of the law. Fred Fielding she:'.
be asked to do conduct a very grigato evaluation of the .

President's role in making such a request.

The name of one of several existing non-profit foundations,
we have established in the course of the last year, will be
changed to Nicaraguan freedom Fund, Inc. Several reliable
American citizens must be contacted to serve as its
corporate leadership on its board of dir:ectors a;cnq with
Cruz, Calero, and Robelo

Calera, Crus, and Robelo wLn support support such an optior
if properly approached. They should then be photographed
with the President on the day of his announcement and
repared to appear on U.S. and other media supporting the
resident's program.

You will have to make a quick (one day) trip to the region,
proterably the d% before aneouncement in order to brief
Heads of Itate a regional leaders. For obvious reasons,
this must be a very secret trip.

-- The President's speech must be prepared in total secrecy
much the same as Ben Elliott worked on the Grenada
antnowScemetse

TOPLSUM UNLI"U" 10IE SENSITIVE
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~Opp Iwo%%w' %%i o'~t
. .NATION 4L1.( IL KIT% L~'(.vL I.

z iN 10592

ItHbomAMoU1 rol ROSIIRT C. ICVAPAr

rUCa OLUVI L. ooIl

SIwJ3Ci no military Operations

Attached at ab A to a **Mry aaLysisof hew the FO has
expended funds which have beon sad availale sinse UM tuding
epired is May II14. From July 1014 -VU Febrea'y 191, the
r= received 1n per msat for a toem of U. Urm 7ebruary 22
to Apvel o. 1M5, an additional MN.K h been received for a
grani total of 124.51 Of this, 6170145,$94 has bee" expended for
OrP. -nition. corlat ¢peratil., and suppc:ri *l'vitiess

most expenditures L.ve beo for purehass oft azu .
aina"iuos, and other orCnance itesp

the 12.5K indicated for upkeep of bas ca ps oan the
border in cludos cost ot approxztely

$3509 per aonth (as epense which will increase as the
num er of recruits continues ito qrow) and 1501 for tke
operation conducted in Pan1q1a against the Aunition depot
at the IUS military headquarters

the funding has allowed the qrovth of the restetance-from
90r0 l$*WWI in June 1964 to over 16,000 today--l1 with

when the Ray 1965 se!ift arrives 48510 has already beendepite~ tOr this delivery)# an additional 4,000 fighterscan be eipr th jdeliedo after a 3 week training periods

been eqrd pd anr "d t Iled ofl W r"to dLoW2e

the trqet fI" a Sadiista atta" (oet for tWo reloCaton
have am.y t 4bee. flly qastiLedla

the aequiItes ac tve mall ransport aircraft at the Cost
of 616 X is prudent iLve the iasreoed patrolling Activity
by the us315 91s border, thems emplicatist
tral-bore besmoly for colums operating g dee" inlde

icazMaE.
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SwwarY Of Qoerations o Dt

The rD has grown nearly twofold since the cut-off of U14
funding. Zn this period1 they have reoriented from conventional
to guerrilla warfare totlies. Despite the lack of j- internaL
eta f or/ankation (4-1, GI0, 00), 4-4) when the U5r-ithdrev,
the OW has responded well to guidance an how to buJI4 a staff.
Although there was a basis leek of fltliarlity With h w to
conduct'querrillsetype operations, sies July, ll O comanders
have bees schooled io these teehaiques ad all new recruits are
now initiated in guerrilla warfare tactics before being comimtted
to coat. Zn Short, the olM has well used the fund$ provided
and has become an effective guerrilla army is less than a year.

uture Onerations r

Plans call for remaining resources (17,354,0001 to be used as
!low@$

increasing the force to a total of 3,000 by mid- mer

a maor special operations attack against Sandino airport
with the purpose of destroying the Kt-24 helicopters and the
Sandinista AIr fore maintenance capabLlityl

a major gro und operation against the mines complex in the
vicInty of Siuna, &ean*a, and La Rosita (Nicaraqua)oothe
purpose of the operation is to secure the principal lines ef
communication in and out of Puerto Cabezas and

-* . nAM of a southern front along the
border which will distract XPS units

19e~ic 4cowifted to the northern front.

tt is apaent that the ?N remaining will be insufficient to
allow the resiat&aee to edvaNe be- these liJited objectives
unless there.is a semtmot fer adtioal ftunds. The $141
whih the G May be able to provide will help to defray base
cme, tmiag. a support cpexenses but will not significantly
affect c tal erat alo Until early Autum due to leadetie

mir maxte.. Ghe. s1&A. IMerefree be made to sech
Nads i m. warm demorS (IMoZ ) which will

allow t fom to gW to )3O@,00. If a oemitmest for these
funds is mde betwes m NAd :u 1o$$, supplies could be
ordered in July, allowng the fort" to reach tese levels by the
ad Of October 1661.

U -00r_ -1
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UNO~iIEDK 10594

That the evireat donors k sppro eb. to provLde $15-24"
6dLtLGL betvem nov and IM 1 1665.

Approve Disapprove -

-Attachment
Tab A Sum ary AMslyiLs of P0K rxpendlcures

16
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UNCIISSIFIED N 10596
AS of AprL. , :#.

FOD ,xpenditusos and OutlAys

:uIy '.914 through february 1915

Quanti y
Indepandenv' cqrisiton

1111

0*3 rifles
Nagasines
Rou.nd 7.62 x 51
Roun4 7.62 x 51
Rand grenades

Airlift 61 - february ite$

$I1m grenades
G0= grenades
SO Cal APt
Rour.ds 7.62 x
Rouds 7.62 x

-. reight, Demurrage, Inset etc*

Ailit 2 - Vrh 190

S

39
51

750,000 Rounds 7.62 x 39
1,000 RPG-? grenades
$.910 Rend grenades

40 60Mi mortars

fuses and detonators
0-3 Tie@
0-3 rifles
Cleanin; kits$Outal1renades

re*gbt, Demrra"e, Lp., ets,.

it 1 d'aoil Atrrival

RIG-? roiets
Rowsad 7.63. x 39
IOWA$s 7.42 x H1
Iolts for 7.62 x 39
SA-? launchers
SA-? rockets
N-11 greades

!reight, Ins.# and otheuj ,.

Nlt grenades

S 210,000
265,000
84,645
96,000
47,104-

S

ol

gLA~F~

Cost

geal&

!
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2 K ON
TON lxpendLturps and Cutlavs
JulY 1944 thrcuah Februar, 1965 (Cont'd...

QuanityItem Cost

Se$ft 42 - a"Arrival

Rounds 7.62 x 39
Rounds 7.62 x 31
Rounds linked 7.j2 x 51
Hand grenades
9-79 grenades
6Om grenades
elm grenades
12m grenades
RPG-7 rocket$

claymore mines
SOC al API
12.7 aio
57001recolless cities
57Mam e
Anti-tank mines
G-3 rifles
G-3 Cleaning kits
Al rifles
Ge magazines
Al magazines
Swedish K magazines
MR-21 machine guns
-G-7 launchers

M-79 launchers

AX-39 links or belts
C-4
Fuses and detonators

Depoet paid
stated cost

.lesi.lanex-.s ExVenss Since :uly 1914

Unifo015
soots
aie W and cmR equip
AirM Ad gro transp
military jear
Aid to southern front
Aid to Misuras
roofailL asset,
upkoo* ot Liss

camps, oair fmee
hospitals# et.

Political activity
offles Ln various
cauntrieaeimi.. tiese
traw"l .pI* W
Acquisition two
tranap airplanes

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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ExHmT BGS-9

. - .RLeimfll d!bd ogIfAtseem~ir piuwlsbt of L.9. 1235

by3. r, M.ot S°uri$,Cma,

- 2.. .^7E5

cy te '..:.nal Secur.*zy Cc nc

;ze-a c-ekez ago allegat lons were made that the act~ities
"Or..h, eNSactionofficer for Central

hee tdeehattheac%. tS

v e i; :h- Band A.endlent. We Initiated an invest-Zs-tor, ¢"
.-.e :-E_:-er. This -.e.orandum a~dresses two cr.It-:al : 'e.T.

-. ;res o'd r.-
4 e is whether 'he ;SC s an or-an!:xc

ts-e Bola-nd A-end:.efnt. Se:cndly, itf the ,SC is sub~e: to tne

:and A",endrent, Is there evltence that acttvit'eS rd.rta;:e

:y .t=ol North vlolsted that law.

1. s the !;National Securit Council covered by Sectlcn 8055(a)
,f. the C2.r.tnuflr souton

In a letter to the Assistant to the President for '.atlonal

Security kffal.rs, Congresswan Michael Bsrnes raised the Issue

t.-.eter the National Security Council (NSC) 4s covered by the

:he Central Intelligene Agency, &he Departrent of Defense, or

any other agency or entity of the U.S. involved in intelligence

activit'.e" from supporting military operations by the freedom

fighters in Nicaragua. Barnes clains that the NS'C "s covered by

the statute: "It would be stretching the inteSritY of the law

to suggest that this prohibition was not intended to cover the

NSC." As evidence Barnes cites Executive Order 12333 which he

says "describes the National Security Council as the highest

government entity with responsibility for Intelligence activities."

Whether the Boland Amendment applies to the NSC turns on

the clarification of the MSC as an "agency or enttX ofrthe

United States involved in intelligence activities" prohibited

ITY'b-7-W0?. --. - ,-§8STAT. 1935 (Section 8066(a)of the Contlnu-

Resolution).

it i
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a:-.f :r ::e face of it he !S^. ;ar tc,. Le an a
.:Ity of the.United States covered by the ar.en.rtent. he e,.--

;- '-. :ei by Con;res-n -- sar ., t d-. reftr to the NSC Is "..
I --. -eutive Zrn:he t:. " I.Ides review of,.I-

f:.- An d :rectlon to the con';:: of al national fore:; z :.: -
......-r..l...ence. d. .ac ~.vt.es, rnd atene:& :

'-e :an-.S Ze of the cure r. t :a-d as -.ell as its l~islatlve :5o:
......." es : t the ",Sc is no: c:..r. :',

a) -e :.SC is not covered ty :o 1ar..:,f t-e .

- Q3::cter 10, 1984 the Congress passed the Contirlngu:
":c' '.:o, ".nich included Section 8066(a) prohibiting the o1'za:'z-
or e)x;*:::ure of any funds available to the CT.A, the defense.
!.;-a.: -- :., "or any other agency or ertity of the >'.ted States
involved In intelligence activities" ron suppor-r.£the ;:'ar-zan
,Ir..-- Z,. fI.Shters. On October 11, 198 Sectic.n9:66(a) :as
incorporated by reference into h-e Intelligence Author:zation Act
"or Fiscal Year 1985. It states $that:

Sec. 801. No funds authorized to be app:opriated
by this Act or by the Intelligence Authorization
Act for fiscal year 1984 (Public Law 98-215) may be
obligated or expended for the purpose or whirh
would have the effect of supporting, directly or
indirectly, erltary or paramilitary operations in
";I:arae'Ja by any nation, group, organi:atlon, move-
-ant or individual, except to that extent provided
and under ther terms and conditions specified by
FoUse Joint Resolution 648, making continuing
appropriations for the fiscal year 1985, and fc,r
other purposes, as enacted.

The funds that the Boland Amendment prohibits from be'ng used
to support the freedom fighters are funds that are authorized in
this act. But according to the first section of that act the funds
teing authorized do not include funds allocated to the, NSC. That
section reads as follows:

SEC. 101. Funds are hereby authorized to be
appropriated for fiscal year 1985 for the conduct
of the intelligence and intelligence-related
activities of the following elements of the United
States Government:

2 Exec. Order Ho. 12333, Sl.2a; 3 C.F.R. 201 (1982).
3 H. J. Res. 648 includes section 8066(a).

L ;
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( : vhe ., trt1 .

(3) .7he Lefne :teili:-r e ,.A--ncy.
%e a t 1 .a & !, . y

10 :-, :epartntn of t A.-y,:he
the l vy, and the "t:art-.ner o. 9he

(6) e tpa."ren of t:te.
(7'. aL & c,

a,..,. . .,,, . .

7.C). . -' r , -_- r..r cr : -;tn: .t r a -t o n.

a* -.e'st4 1;ely con.:! ic-i :s "a: t:e Fs:an -- e.'-ent
;~~~~,as ctr:ateJ i tt:ntell. enz:e Ajt.crl:a: on

tc- for FY 1,W5, appl.es only to te .- otatos d, .. o:o
:t. :Xi. Tns s not to say that e appropriations iteislat:o.

I-d not have teen intended to ntl.e rore o.rt-£!i:aU:s than
z.cse. IrcludeJ in the Intelligence Authorization Act. ecause
-e. latter I;rislation tncorporazed the lan.%age o" the appro rIt:'_:
act, Section ::605(a) could ha-av - eda lar.-er n,.-ttro.

entities thar. -erely :hose intelligence a"er.:.es
inte .e authorization act. Fi,'e'e.- nothing in the record

indi:ates that other entities were included.

If the Intent was to include the NSC, that could have been
easily done: Congress-an Boland authored Section 8066(a) of the
Continuing Resolution and was Chairman or the House Perranent
Select Com;uittee on Intelligence which defined the organizations which
aould be controlled by the Intelligence Authorization Act. It he
had wanted the NSC to be restricted by the legislation, the specific
prohibition could have been written into the act or -ade clear
In the legislative history. Indeed, in order to ensure that DoD
was adequately covered by the Bolani A-endrent, it was inccrpo ated
into the Department ot Defense Appropriations Act for FY 1985.A
(Once again, however, the prohibition in the Defense Appropriations
Act applies only to the expenditure or DoD runds ano not to the
NSC, as the NSC is covered by separate legislation.,)

Pub. L. No. 98-573, 8066(a); 98 STAT. 1935 (1984).
5 See H.R. REP. NO. 98-830, 98th Cong., 2d Sees. 34 (1984).
Although the NSC Is not subject to the Boland Amendment prohibitions,
nevertheless LtCol North might be, as he evidently is on a non-
reImbursed detail from the Marine Corps. (It North's detail is
reimbursed, however, then Congressional prohibitions would not apply.
However, In order to demonstrate that North has violated the law,
substantive evidence would have to be presented that he engaged in
activities prohibited by the Amendment. That issue is dealt with
In the second section of this memorandum.

I' U ,'. ,.1v .
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.itw Z,.-eyt cutv-t Cd: .

t !&C..at :t !-:1~ard;..-Ier th!Lt rertrs to ~-
.- ency or entity cf the Ur.ted States Involved .n :nt .- :- *

&'::','t i "s d fitent vkd : r,'-'ie"n t!y the author.z-ns :e.:;:'-
!.' t e :.-.:e!..:& e Author'A.ation Act's d.s:IC.aI , 1

* ~:.:-.e -. 'n Ie:a- :-

(-.e "r. e ci:ed ive is ::-. - or et-ila- to t.-a: e.-!:-. e
on*:c--',. tel3 Znce ,s.thortzation acts ating fro 1973 t.

:n ad-ttion, the -ecti'e rer 12333 !os not .ecoinize
he , as ;a.t of the .rtell -ceco:*-.-unty. After discussing
e i-lie.ce co..unity in general, the Executive Order den:::::

t:e --- tncles comprising the intelligence co-r-unity as the Ctntr l
:.:e~ll.en:e Agency, the Department of State, the te;art.ent of

y.'y, the :epar-.tnt of Defense (including the efe-e
.e',1n.- Agency, the Natio.al Security Agency, -nd i.:ell-.:.

e-e-en:s of the Army, Navy, Air Force and Xarine Co.-s),:he
epam -ent of Energy, and the Federal bureau of I',estigaton. :n

other words, E.0. 12333 identifies alm ost the sa-e .:up of U.S.
agencies as being in the intelligence community as does the Con.-tes,
and neither list includes the NSC.

c) The NSC does not function as a member of the intelligence
co . nity.

If the letter of the law does not include the NSC as a number
of the intelligence community, neither does the spirit Of the law.
The successive laws that were enacted first to !r-lt and ultimately
%as of the Continuing Resolution of October 10, 1984) to prohibit
the expenditure of funds to support the freedom fighters were :eant
to constrain members of the intelligence community. Although the
,.SC is identified as the "highest Executive Br&nch entity that
Provides review ofjidanceto- an-oa-etYrn-ote ond ct-t-
national forela5n intelligence," it is not an operational unit and
is therefore not a member of the intelligence community and
is not treated a such. The function of the KSC is to provide
coordination of intelligence activities, not Implement policy in
an operational setting. All of the NSC's duties listed in the
Executive Order 12333 denote a staff organization responsible for
coordination, not an operational unit with responsibilities for
carrying out tactical intelligence missions:

6 The acts are compiled in HOUSE PERMANENT SELECT COMMITTEE ON
INTELLIGENCE, COMPILATION OF INTELLIGENCE LAWS AND RELATED LAWS AND
EXECUTIVE ORDERS OP INTEREST TO THE NATIONAL INTELLIGENCE COMMUNITY,
98th Cong., 1st Seas. 95-123 (1983).

7. _ ' ,:. r" -,r-
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~a) ~ - - . .7f. -t

establshad by the !.c:'. '- - c: to
edvlse t1e present :th. .s;ect to the ",terat:on
'. ..... t :-" .+ Z p- . :- . ' . . ol.'c.es .-e at.n,
"o t7e rral :a."::. . .SZ !hall act as the
r.e ,stZ U t er .r. 'tyv 'hat provides ,,ev ew

"fer An! .. :.Ctor. tote conJCt oF-a,
r c .t e re er, c e,

a- ..-.- -. -

Ct.%er public state-.t-s t:- t d"ne the or .:a'.cn &

f..,ct.on of the N'S^ s;4 or:-the_ "-e t.: t i.s a coo-'-''-:..
K t : h no c-- tra t r. rol F e ;... the descr'; tont.,.,-
y -e ... se of .=.rastnta I :I,;es r e; or on -e p r,: -1 .t.D n ''

fcr -15 5-Ztes t-at

7 . .' .ory fn. cton of the ;SC "s to advise the
r.sident with respect to the integration of don.estic,

.crelzn, and defense policies related to the national
se:jrt$. S ect to 'rectton by the ?resident, It is
"her-sponstb tty of tne oncil to assess and a:zrs--se
:he olbect-ves of th.er 'rted States on r.atte:s Of
interest to the de;art.-ents and agencies of the oer.-nt;
and to :-ake such recon-.endntions and such other reports
to the Fresident as it dee.s appropriate or as the
President nay require • . •

The NSC Staff, the element funded by this budget request,
Is headed by the Executive Secretary, and provides la'-tc-dav
supoort for the President and his Assistant for N'ational
Security Affairs. It seeks to ensure that national security
information provided to the ?resident is responsive to his
needs, andis properly coordinated among the depart-7ents and
agencies within the Executive Office of the Presilent. The
Staff prepares the policZ presentations; arranges reetr.ns for
the President and the Council on national security r.atters.
[Emphasis added.]7

I H.R. REP. NO. 9W-U30, 98th Cong., 2d Seas. 34 (1984). See also
the statement by the former Executive Secretary of the NSC concerning
the coordinating function of the NSC in: TREASURY, POSTAL SERVICE,
AND GENERAL GOVERNMENT APPROPRIATIONS FOR FISCAL YEAR 1986: HEARINGS
BEFORE A SUBCOMMITTEE OF THE HOUSE COMMITTEE ON APPROPRIATIONS,
99th Cong., 1st Seas. 15-16 (1985) (Testimony of Robert M. Kinuitt,
Executive Secretary of the National Security Council). One other
argument that has been made that the NSC Is subject to the Section
80 6(a) prohibition Is that the National Sec'.uity Act of 1947
specifically established the CIA "under the National Security
Council" and provides that CIA duties shall be carried out "under
the direction of the National Security Council." (Sec. 102(a) and
(d).) However, once again the distinction must be made between the
functions: the NSC is the highest coordnatln body, the CIA is
an operational entity nn. el toe qzi community.
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i .. as the -Zx'.cutive Gre : ve r :n:luzd th-.e NSC iflY~

:r,?.e1lence countyy ,ectuse It does not function as an .
.!t. I: ts not by' accI .ei ,at the Intell,=erTe ':'.,t'. "

for he last 7 years did not ist the NSI as an cr.- :-:att-,n::.,c:ng intelligence or tndeilI eT,=e related activ:':s fcr
.. :h.; "were being oblieated. It was simply a recognition of

: ...... al coordinating character of the NSC. It is a re--n-
ue that the BCL-A A r:Was rtea," to a.I Y t

----- ----- ----. W -h 0 Carry Out 1 ntt-- -4 . 4.# #

2. ., .ct.vlities were "'n;trta'-:n btheN'SC?

7ven Ir t--e 1SC were :ZZ.r : y the in 5~t:he
S!'nd .7. -* -ent, it appears :-st the law.n "s no: ten;
t tCol North. After rev'.e , g :NC do. :tens nd e "

th e card can report t* &follow ng:

a) Contacts with :he Contras: LtCol North had a consd :-
r.:. -ter cf co oacts with t.e !eL3erh!P' of the ca-,an c-'C
resls; _ce both in ::ashlngton, D. C. and in eC.tril .'-ra an!
elsewhere. Hciever, we have seen no evtden-e that any of the
co.-:act3s were illegal. North ercoaraged the leadership to get
oranized in a political sense so that they could pres-nt a united
. ront in negotiations with the regime in :.anasgua. ".'his appears
to be totally consonant with the stated policy preferences of
C-..gress. It is also In keeping with the announced intention of
t:he icaraguan opposition to start mediation as envisioned in
the arch 1, 1985 San Jose declaration.

He encouraged them to avoid atrocities and hunan rights
violations. He gave them moral support during the period when
U.S. support was halted and the ad-Inistratlon was attenpting
to secure more funding for the freedom fighters. None of these
activities violated the Boland Amendment.

b) Intelligence Gathering: During the time that LtCol North
was in central America and-,e he had connie'. 'th the ?'4_-a n
leadership in Washington, D. C. and elsewhere, he received Intor ,at.or
about conditions in Central America. It has never been suggested
that the end of aid to the contras also meant an end to Intelligence
gathering. Previous legislation aimed at limiting U.S. support for
the Nicaraguan freedom fighters explicitly stated thit such
limitations would not Impede intelligence gathering, and nothing
in the public record on the current Boland Amendment suggests that
it is intended to preclude such activities.

See, , REP. NO. 98-122, Pt 1, 98th Cong., lst Sess. 14
(1983); a--n H.R. REP. NO. 98-122, Pt. 2, 98th Cong., 1st Sess. 3-
(1983).

• LITA 'su. - .... L 'L7

6
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.r..-1.o.n :r-11 ., r: y htv .'2 'ay c r
c;-ratlon Ir-N~c&ragua. 1-.ere Is no evidence to support that
:.ct-n.ion. A review of US ,.-ecordsand an Interv'.ew with tCol
!;:rt-.. .s yielded no lnfor.-&tl.on that wo'ald ,,.rest that he ws

r.',.ns support for military or paramilitary operations Inside

. ... A,.l-e ten n.de that LtCol;:.:-. :e f':s tor =:-.e -.:.-- : . i -.-. c ?es'-sta- e.

".S. ro's and .v';as -'' -, s .;r-'7e of :*ea4-.nstratItfn'S Central .- erl-ca pocy, A.ere Is no e'.e-,

Ite -a- to .avoid cc-s'!ar'. .e active .cis ';or:h la.edin f :-u:.; g and. pr %.-.otl:.g the .resitt-.z:'s ;r:cra-.-.. "t
well :rown that he has Ier, rany pullc addresses cover t. - ;ast
t.-o years. When asked how a group or IndIvid-al could contrt.ite
to the cause of freedom .n Central America, he gave advice as to
wn",: to contact. But a review of the records, interviews with
Lt^ol North and the observation of the Board's Counsel over 'he
Ast year have produced no evidence that he solicited funds for:he Nicaraguan freedom f'.ghters. 9

Conclusion: From the evidence we have seen none of LtCol North's
activities during the past year constitutes a violation of the
Boland Amedment even if the amendment applies to the NSC, which
we believe it does not.

Y We do not address the question whether LtCol North could legally
have raised private funds for the Nicaraguan opposition. We note,
however, that the Boland Amendment prohibits the use of public
funds to support groups or individuals engaged in military or
paramilitary operations in Nicaragua.
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" C±:'; : '.1. " . ',. &c on officer for Cerr ,
V' j.-. ~ent Oeda ¢.-vt' * *'- '

:su* s b!. *.tr t.!.e is an orranizat-on r Jtiect to
%,.1 A- ..- in.t.nt, Se:o.wly, Itf the NSC Is 5 ,ct to t..

Fc .' '.*. nt, .is there ev!'ence that activit!*s unerta:en
by ",.:ol No rth violated that law.
1. Is the atonala. Securtty Council covered by Scton 8066(a)

of tiFontinuing Reso u ionf

- In a letter to the Assistant to the President for Natlonal
Security Affairs, Congressman Xichael Barnes raised the issue
whether the Natloqal Security Council (NSC) I covered by the
Boland Amendment. He cites Section 8066(a) a. prohibiting
"the Central Intelligence Ag(ncy, the Department of Defense, or
&ny other agency or entity of the U.S. involved In intelligence
activities" from supporting military operations by the freedom
fighters in Nicaragua. Barnes clal:a that the NSC Is covered by

:0 S..:.est thbt t'-:s P ..- '-. ,as not r:ter.led -o . ;'er the
N'SC." As evidence Barnes cites Executive Order 32333 which he
says describess the National Security Council as the highest.
government entity with responsibility for intelligence activities."

whetherr the Boland Amend-ent applies to the NSC turns on
the clarIfication of the NSC as an agencyl or entitZ of the
United States involved In intelligence activities* prohibited

-- b U )oT ' -7,-'8 STAT. 1935 (Section 8066(a) of the Continu.
Resolution).

. A

• . ,., .o

I r-
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fr0m 5 ;.'ortl.ng the Nlchrazuan dt.iocratlc resistance 'trphasls
a JedJ. On the race of It the NSC would *jPt&r to te #An aCency or
eptity of the United Statis covered by the anend-ent. The executive
crder cited by Congressman Baraes does refer to the 1SC as "the
hi-z-est Executive Branph entity that provides review of, guidance
ror andirection to the conduct of all national foreign Intelligence
counter~ntjl11enceg and special activities, and attendent poltclea

ro,-as.": n [Emphasis added.J

However, in spite of the use or nearly Identical language In
both £.O. 12333 and the Boland Amendment, the question remains
whether the legislation applies to the NSC. An examination of
the language of the current law as well as Its legislative history
indloltes that the NSC is not covered by the prohibition

a) The NSC Is not covered by the language Of the legislative
orohibitlons:

On October 10, 1984 the Congress passed the Continuing
Resolution which included Section 8066(a) prohibiting the obligation
or expenditure of any funds available to the CIA, the Defense
:'e rt, . .ay Ver agency or entity of It-e Unted States

Invze11.-ed Ir aCZ:Vtes" 'rOm3 -e~
freedom fighters. On October 11, 198i Section 5Z66(a)was
Incorporated by reference into the Intlligence Authorization Act
for Fiscal Year 1985. It states that:

See. 801. No funds authorized to be appropriated
by this Act or by the Intelligence Authorization
Act for fiscal year 1984 (Public Law 98-215) may be
obligated or expended for the purpose or which
would have the effect of supporting, directly or
Indirectly, military or paramilitary operations In
NIcarag~a by any nation, group, organization, move-
ment or Individual, except to that extent provided
and under ther terms Lnd conditions specified by
House Joint Resolution 648, making continuing
appropriations for the fiscPl year 1985,' and for
other purposes, as enacted.3

The funds that the Boland Amendmeunt prohibuits from. bl..j usewd
to support the freedom fighters are funds that are authcrized In
this art. But according to the first section of that act the funds
being authorised do not Include funds allocated to the HSC. That
section reads a follows:

530. 101. Funds are hereby authorlsed to be
appropriated for flascal year 1985 for the conduct
of the intellige o and intelligence-related
activities of the following elements of the United
States Oovernment:

SMeo. Order No. 12333, 11.2a; 3 C.1.R. 201 (1962).
3 H. J. Res. 648 Includes section 8066(a).

U || UI
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(1) Tho Central Zntlligen@5 Agency.
(2) Tri :apartrent of Defense.
(3) The Defense intelllgerrlm Agency.
( 4 ) The :4at onal security Ajency.
(5) TheDepartment of the Army, the Department

of the Mpvy, and the Department of the
Air Force

(6) The "epart-.e nt of State.
7) The Zepart-ent of the Treasury.

(8) The Departmen. or Snergy.
(9) The Federal 3ureau of Inveetigation.

(10) The Drug Enforcement Administration.

The most likely conclusion is that the Boland Amendment
prohibition, as incorporated in the Intelligence Authorization
Act for PY 1985, applies only to the organizations named, not to
the MSC. This is not to say that the appropriations legislation
could not have been Intended to Include more organizations than
those included in the Intelligence Authorization Act, Because
the latter legislation incorporated the language of the appropriation
a:t, Section 8066(a) could have included a larger number of

-sted In :he authorization act. ncwever, noth-ns :he record
Indicates that other entities were Included.

It the intent was to include the USC, that could have been
easily done: Congressman Boland authored Section 8066(a) of the
Continuing Resolution and was Chairman of the House Perzanent
Select Committee on Intelligence which defined the organizations which
would be controlled by the Intelligence Authorization Act. If he
1ad wanted the NSC to be restricted by the legislation, the specific
;rohibition could have been written into the act or made clear
In the legislative history. Indeed, in order to ensure that DoD
wis adequately covered by the 3oland Amend!ent, 1% was incorporated
into the Department of Defense Appropriations Act for PY 1985.
(Once asain, however, the prohibition in the Defense Appropriations
A:t applies only to 'he ex;enditure of DoD funds an not to the
•S,,l, as the NSC Is coered by separate leg'sat.on.)

Pub. L. No. 95-4T7, 18066(a); 98 STAT. 1935 (1984).
See H.R. RZP. NO. 98-830, 98th Cong., 2d Sees. 34 (198).

Although the N$C is not subject to the Boland Amendment prohibitions,
nevertheless LtCol North might be, as he evidently is on a non-
reimbursed detail fram the Marine Corps. (It North's detail Is
reimbursed, however, then Congressional prohibitions would not apply.)
However, in order to demonstrate that North has violated the law,
substantive evidence would have to be presented that he engaged in
activities prohibited by the Amendment. That issue is delt-with
in the second section of this memorandum.
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b) The !$t 's not considered part ot1-9e '.ell, ence comrgunty

a or executive G.cder.

•ne lang'aaze in v.e Boland Amend-.snt t.a" .reers to "any
:'neragency or entity of the Uni~ed States involved in intelligence

'v~te5" is defined and conditioned by the au'thorizing legislation.

l-p1Icit in the :-.t;ligence authorizaion Act's designation of
::%i "e*-':,ent3 Of t1@ "-.. govsr".-.ent" w,-;ich cor,.4ct, Intelligen-e
c. intelligence related activities is the notion that these ele.nents
.- iprise the intell1gence community. The NSC 1s not mentioned.
-he language cited above is the same or similar to that employed

in succes.Pvg intelligence authorization acts dating from 1978 to
the present. ).

In addition, the Executive Order 12333 does not recognize
t:e NSC as part of the intelligence co.nunity. After discussing
"t.e Intelligence com.munity in general, the Executive Order identities
.he agencies comprising the intelligence community as the Central
:.:elligence Agency, the Departmentof State, the Department of
t'e Treasury, the Department of Defense (Including the Defense

: .. ': .- .:.. , . ";aUiOS '-s . -.: .- -er.:y, =.n: C..e:'nce
." .n:s o: the A.-my," :~avy, Air Force an! ".:.. Co.-s), the"

apartmentnt of Energy, and the Federal Bureau of Investigation. In
::her words, E.O. 12333 Identitfies almost the sine group of U.S.
trencies as being in the intelligence community as does the Congress,

-d neither lIst includes the NSC.

a) The NSC does not function as a member of the Intelligence
c -munity.

If the letter of the law does not include the NSC as a member
c. the intelligence community, neither does the spirit of the law.
:.-.e successive laws that were enacted first to lmit and ultimately
.as or the Continuing Resolution of October 10, 19S4) to prohibit
t.e expenditure of funds to support the freedom fighters were meant

constraIn ,.e-wers of the Intelligence co.-unity. Although the
::-: s Ilenti.%ed as the "highest ExeUt1ve Brnclh entity that
;.-ovides review of, guidance for and direction to the conduct of all
national torelign Intelli1grenlai; it Is not an gperational unit and
is therefore not a member of the intelligence community and
is not treated as such. The function of the NSC Is to provide
coordination of intelligence activities, not implement policy in
&.2 operational setting. All of the NSC'a duties listed In the
Executive Order 12333 denote a staff organization responsible for
coordination, not an operational unit with responsibilities for
carrying out tactical intelligence missions:

6 The acts are compi ed In HOUSE PERMANENT SELECT COMMITTEE ON
ZNTELLIGC , O, COMPILATION OP INTELLIOENCE LAWS AND RELATED LAWS AND
EXECUTIVE ORDERS OP INTEREST TO 1HE NATIONAL INTELLIO.NCE COMMUNITY,
98th Cong., lot Sees. 95-123 (1983).
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'a'FiLrTr e a a.:onai Security Council (Nsc)was

esta6it ., by the National Security Act Of 1947 to
the President withrespect to th lte rInt* ion

* " domestic, foreign and mlll ary policies relatt,g
to the national aecvrity. The NSC shall act as the
!Ilhest Executive Branch entity that provides review
ofr -utdan:e for and direction to the conduct or-a1l"
na&o.nal .o.- n e. ... e, c.'e t.. .
and special activities, and atter.i.nt policies and
programs. Ewphasls added.]

Other public statements that define the organization and
- function of the NSC support the Idea that It is a coordinating body
with no operational role. For example, the description given to it
by the House of Representatives report on the appropriations bill
for FY 1985 states that

hea statutory function of the NSC is to advise the
President with respect to the Ine t onofl -..estic,
foreign, and defense policies rei td to the national
sec ;.r!y. Subject to direction by the President, It Is

the objectIves of the United States on .atzers c:" c,.,on
interest to the departments and agencies of the government,
and to mako such recorendations and such other :eports--
to the 7resdent as It deems appropriate or as t.e
President ray require

The NSC Staff, the element funded by this budget request,
is headed by the Executive Secretary, and provides dayto-day
support for the President and his Assistant for Nat-ional
Security Af fairs. It seeks to ensure that national security
Information provided to the President is responsive to his
needli, and i s .priy coordinated a.orng the de;i.tnents and
agencies within the Executive Ofice of the Presdent. The
Staff prepares the policyP resentations; arranges meetings for
the President and the Council on national secur::y m-atters.
[Emphasis added. 3

T-, . , . , 8;- 9 ons,, 2a lees. 34 (198), See also
the sttmeent bi the former Exeoutive Seoretary of the NSC concernin#
the coordinating function of the NSC in: TR ASURT, POSTAL SERVICE,
AND GENERAL GOVERNMENT APPROPRIATIONS FOR FISCAL YEAR 1986: HEARIMN0
BEFORE A SBCOMITTEE OF TH HOUSE CONNITTEE 0 APPROPRIATIONS,
99th Cong., lot Soe. 15-16 (1985) (Testimony of Robert N. Kimitt,
Executive Secretary of the Nationol Security Council). One other
argument that has been made that the NS I.s subject to the Section
8066(a) prohibition Is that the National Security Act of 1947
specifically established the CIA 'under the National Security
Counl' and provides that CIA duties shall be carried out *under
the direction of the Nationma Security Council. (Sc. 102(a) and
(d).) However, once aain the distinction must be made between the
functions: the NSC is the highest coordinating body, the CIA is
an ouerational entity in he Intelligece community.
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ane can only conclude that sucst-v a&its of Ccneres as

-well as the Executive Order have not ±ncuded the NSC in the
"-wei.ence Community because it does not function as-an operational

. !s not by accident that the :ntell9e*nce Authori:at on
.:t tcor the "ast 7 years d'd not list the NSC as an organization
-..~:.. nt eUl.ence or r.ntell'Sence related acttvities for
- '±n . t.s *ere be.Ag obl:;el. It was sinmyl7 a recosnation ofi n a ¢o.-Ji.nating ,'nirscter or' the :NSC..I 't3:" ... "..- It .s a .eason-

a:'e t1uscon hit the Boland A-7en1.ent was .-mnt to-apply to
-e,-bers o the Intel igence 'community who carry out intelligence
operations.

2. What Activities were Undertaken by the NSC?

Even If the NSC were covered by the prohibitions In the
3oland Amendment, it appears that the law has not been violated
by LtCol North. After reviewing NSC documents and interviewing
..';rth, the Board can report the following:

a) Contacts with the Contras: LtCol 11Uorth had a considerable
.;ber or contacts with the leadership of the Nicaraguan democratic

Aist . ever, we .:ave see. no a .. :e - any of :',
:ontacts were Illegal. North encouraged the leadership to get
:ranized in a political sense so that they could present a united
frontt In negotiations with the regime in Managua. This appears
.o be totally consonant with the stated policy preferences of
Congress. It is also In keeping with the announced intention of
the Nicaraguan opposition to start mediation as envisioned in
whe March 1, 1985 San Jose declaration.

He encouraged them to avoid atrocities and human rights
•.olations. He gave them moral support during the period when
.'.S. support was halted and the adinls:ra io- was attempti-ng
.o secure more funding for the freedom fligters. None of these
activities violated the Boland Amendment.

b) intelligence 3ster.n: Dur.g the tl"-, that LtCol :::rth
was in Central AmerIca and when he had contact with the Nicaraguan
leadership in Washington, D. C. and elsewhere, he received information
about conditions In Central America. It has never been suggested
that the end of aid to the contras also meant an end to intelligence
gathering. Previous legislation aimed at limiting 0.1. support for
the Nicaraguan freedom fighters explicitly stated thot such
limitations would not impede intelligence gathering. and nothing
In the public record on the current Boland Amendment suggests that
it is Intended to preclude such activities.

Sao e 'H.R. RIP. NO. 98-1229 Pt 1, 98th Cong.. lst Sees. l(19835; H.R. RIP. NO. 95-1229 Pt. 2, 98th Cong., lst Sees. 3
(1983).

IUNIIIS SIFED
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) Military Coordination: There have been allegations that
L:Zol Nor-th was involved In F-endering m111tary advice for tactical
c;eratlons 4n Nicaragua. There Is no evidence to support that

.-:e.:i on.. A r~vtew of NSC records and an interview with LtCol
:rth has yielded no Information that would sueggst that he was

.v:A,:nc sport for military or paramilitary operations inside

,.th rs-ef-.dl fo the. NIcaraguan De-oc.-t:c ReS3stance.
Agiln, although North hada great deal of contact With private
U.S. groups and Individuals who have been supportive of the
ad-inistration's Central America policy, there Is no evid ence
that he engaged In fundralsing. Contact with such groups would
be Impossible to avold considering the active role North played
1= formulating and promoting the President's program. It is
well known that he has given many public addresses over the past
two years. When asked how a group or Individual could contribute
to the cause of freedom in Central America, he gave advice as to
whom to contact. But a review of the records, Interviews with
":-ol North and the observation of the Board's Counsel over the.-i -.':,." :-z:e ;ro"o :e no evit,-.:e l t.e sol.cited f,. s for

C:nclusion: From the evidence we have seen none of LtCol North's
aztvites during the past year constitutes a violation of the-
-:and Aner.ent even if the amendment applies to the NS%, which
-s believe it does not.

Ve do not address the question whether LtCol North could legally
have rlased private funds for the Nicaraguan opposition. We note,
however, that the Boland Amendment prohibits the use of public
f-ands to support groups or indlviduals engaged In military or
paramilitary operations In Nicaragua.

UNCA$IFlED]
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PUBLIC LAW 9-418 H.IL 63"k November 8, 1964

INTELLIGENCE AUTHORIZATION AC FOR
FISCAL YEAR 1985

40*~W on owbs boodhs m s~ "MWM*Ms_ bsils CsIv %W, ga" as CW*
6 -o pm...... a. mp go UP ONiO MhWON " o 6b wpe"16

Be i oeWce by oa S&nok and House of Repwxmmnt~w of theUn'W i S l ,,Amer_ in Comdw a b1d That ths Act maybe cited as th IntelligencetioA Act for fiscal year 1985

TILE I-INTEUOENCE ACTIvITES

AWTUOSrZTUoN O1 AMPNWUAIIOM

Sc. 101. Fuide are biy authorLnd to bea opriated ar fiscal
year 15 for the conduct the tated
activities Of the following nts the Uited &at
Gomenment:

(1) The Coaul ntelltence Agency.
(2) Te nt of Df res.

(5) Tb. t-feolc Agenc.
(4) The Nationl Seculty AgencY.
(1) Te De tment ot the Auim the D ate the Navy,

and the aet of the Air For:c
(6)The Departet Of Sats.
(7) The Dern/ t of the Treesury.
(8) Thet Arm uent of Energy.
(9) The FOw Bureau of Invigin
(10) 1 e E f-orement Adiistration.

X0OA5m UW 5C L if VU'NOSZAToWU S

Smmc 102. Th anmt. authorized to be i under sec-

ot ths P *Mp~ s.t of mtt -

tim 101, and the athorized personnel olz t Ho StAmbr -1965, for the conduct of the int dnll and pnell -g -nce
activities of the elements uatedl in s mare thoee specified in
the classified Schedule of Atho o prpred by the Stions o

Com dmeon Intel wce ot the Senativ mne t
Repreetative. and the Select Cmte on_ Intellgence ot the
Senate. That Amended &Sdule of AuthorIzatIon., dated October 4,
1964 signed by the Chairman and Vice Chairman Of the Select

Comm i on Ieleceo the Senate and the Chairman and
RaknMinort Member of the ft manent, Select Co0-Mmittee On

cale-o o r th e ouse o poo 4~~ettleS, and on file at the
gha Ma ailable to the Commtt.

tees on Ap opr at~o.o the senate and the Hows of eeeta-
tivel', adto tePresident. The President shall provide far suitable
distribtion of the amended schedule, or f aprpit potin-o
the amended Schedule, within the mzcutv banh

-~ -9&STAT~3298
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TLE VII-GENERAL PROVISIONS

ALTHIOSMPT M FOB Hooiwc OF WYUUO3(NC ACTMM

Sic. 701. The authoriatlon of arproatons by this Act shall not
be domed to Constitute authority or conduct of any intellgence
activity which is not otherwin authored by the Costitution or

lasothe United Stts.

U#CzA5IM wf 1 M uvr AUmOaM Bt LAW

S,. 702. Appropriations authorizd by this Act for salary, pay,
tment, a other benefits for Federa employee may be
icesdby such additional or eupoplemental amounts ms may be

ne fry f ae in such benefits autwind by law.

Trz Vm-ACfrVITIU IN NICARAGUA

WJYART Os PARAMLTART ACnV

Sc. 801. No fads uthorise to be ap b this Act or by
the ,.telgneAut orin Act for &eis yea 194 (Public Law

at& Sw M 1 W79 15) mybe apWoreze e for the purple or which
would have the effi o 001 =-dty or indirectly. nmilr
or armilitary oprtosI lrgaby any natimnp
o"ranzato- movmet orfniiuaeop to the eetpoie

andundr te tri and condon _pcfldby Howe ont Rseolu.
Ank P pIM. tlon 64 main continuing appop- tin for the fsca year 196

and for othw pmpm, e nacteld

Approve November 8.1984.

HOUJ R=ffMc N&. 3-743 pt 1 (Pw.ua Ssomt Cmm om IAuWe~mu md
t. I (m f Arm Su ,is)

SMAT 1 Ne. &-481I M COM. o m la"n"m) amd N&o9. OA
omm. = Fm~p lmuim) hoth rmauipmmsms S. *"PR.

COMt OMNAL IMOOmI VL 180(194kdessdwedHos. in UOU of & md KmHo
.osmmuvmd im 5min. mnnmL

WUmLUyvcwIATIofN FP3UW'1flALOC VOL 20, No. 43(13U4
NOW. 9. hahdsi smmmt.

98 STAT. 3304
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PUBLIC LAW 98-473 (H.J.Roo. 6481; October 12, 1984

CONTINUING APPROPRIATIONS, 1985-COMPREHENSIVE
CRIME CONTROL ACT OF 1984

For Legislative History of Act, see p. J182

-a ROGOA mhW 000*%0fU OPPp 1--Q for VW r4" "w 49K. 8Mi k wr

pTfflZI 7T=lt I

That the owing guy.n re r appropriated, out of any
money in the Tremry not othew ^pprorte4- and out of
applicbl corporate or othe revenuss, recew^s and fk1nds, for the

seveal dpaitente apnaeacor oralo and othe orgwiam
to unte o n the mntfr the ftr in, er 19Sn for aotr

p api, namely:
Sa.101. (a) Such smas may be neosr for

pe ejecta, or aciities prvide for in the Agricultre,
meet and Related Agencies A roiation ct,195 (iE..68 t
the extent an in the manner d r in the -nner 11ec rFor
and joint explnatoy statement of the -- mite Of Confeence
(Bourn Rgp! t NwaboW~ W6107l1) filed in the House of R" rienta.
tl-on September , 1 as if rich Act had been efcted into
law.

(b) mac sus a maybe eoearyfor programs, projects, or
stviti. pruvided for in the District of Columbia p% itlon
A"t 1965 WA~l 6696) to the extent and in the nner ~vd dfor
in the MoFerGerps and joint explanatory stateumt of the
Cowmmte of Mofece(use Repot Numbered 96106) filed in

th How Septembe 26, 1964, asif such Act

(c) Such amounts a may be ncessry for prqpus. ct or
actiite roiefbr in th eo the Interioand lae

ANo &Im A A at a ra opeti raof and to the
extet nd in th manner proid - follows, to be effect a If it
had been enacted into law the reWlar appropriaion Act-

D.C.

iP*, P. 18M.

98 STAT. 1837
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Army Reserve Army National Guard or Air National Guard oocu-
P by orp m ed to be occupied by persons in an active Guard
or Reew tatum: Provided =- , '[at none of the funds app-
priate by this Act may be Used to include (civilian) Military tcm
ami in aomptn civilian personnel ceilings, including statutory

or MdMmltratiIv imosed ceilings, on activities in support of the
Army Reserve, Air Force Rismerv;, Army National Guard or Air
National Guard.

S, 064. (a) TM provisions of section 1S8(cX2) of title 10, United
State Code, shall not apply with respect to fiscal year 1986 or with
reec to the appropriation of ftnds for that year.

() During fisl year 1985, the civilian personnel of the Depart-
mnt of Dfens may not be managed on the basis of any end.
strength, and the maaeetOf such2 person-neduigta fiscal
year shall not be subject to any constraint or limitation (known as
an end.strength) on the number of such personnel who may be
emploed on the last dfo such fm year.nt OfQe The fiscal year 19W budget request for the Do ~ o
Defes as well as all justification material and other documenta-
tion supportinthe fisal yer 1986 Department of Defense budget
request shal be and submitted to the Congress a if
sectMis (a) and Jb thi s provision were effective with regard to
fica year 1986.

(TUANUU OF FUNDS)

Soc. 806. Appropriations or funds available to the Department of
Defense during the current fiscal year may be transfred to appr.
operations provide- in this Act for development tet, and
evauation to the extent nmsary to me increased p costs
authorized by or pursuant to law, to be merged with nd to be
available for the eam rosm& and the ame tim period, a the
apaLpriation to elech =,,Qr.,oA &

7W 9W. idtr iftm year 1ft, 'no fiud avalale to the Nkcasgua.

oth ) agency or en thft6 U W involve Inih mp
actvite nMabe obligated or Wth e Vtnpa that
wouldhave _fctoUfoorc paailtr diaper ddrwfs fitr

tor indM pew m d;a by amy nation, group,
~'~'~'l NJbtion cocerniqg Niraa contained in subsection

(a hail cwtoal if, afte FebrUary 2S 198-
(1) the=eIdet submits to Ong~resa report- RpAort.

(A) stating that the Government of Nicaragua is provid-
ing materlelor monear support to antigveumnt fre

enae in miltary- Or prmltarW prain in 12 Salva-
dror oCentral Amiccun trle s
(5) .DSLyU1D the math" I9jtMLJaceftA&such supot
(C) thePreidnt no thatasit

amc for military or paaiiayoeain prohibited by
subecton a)Is necessary;

M fyn the amount and type of much asistance and

(9) ti~ healof United States pokyfor the
Central Americn ego and how the =:~asemistance
would ftuther such goals, din l UIgto

Pame aNd euiyiWeta mrchog a compre.

98 STAT. 1935
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hensive, verifiable and enforceable agreement based upon
the Contadora Document of Objectives; and

(2) a point t resolution aVpiroving assistance for military or
paramilitary operations in r1 iu enacted.

(cXl) For the purpm of sub on (bX2), "joint resolution" means
only a joint resolution introduced after the date on which the report
of the President under subsection (bX) is received by Con the
matter after the resolving clause of which is as follows: "that the
Congre approves the obligation and expenditure of funds available
for fiucal year 1985 for supp ng, directly or indirectly, military or
paramilitary operations in Nicaragua.

(2) The report described in subsection (bI) shall be referred to the
appropriate committee or committees of the House of Representa-
tives and to the appropriate committee or committees of the Senate.

(3) A resolution described in p ph (1) introduced in the
House of Representatives shall be rderied to the Committee on
Appropriations of the House of Representatives. A resolution de-
scribed in pruaraph (1) introduced in the Senate shall be referred to
the Committee on Apr tions of the Senate. Such a resolution
may not be reported before the eighth day after its introduction.

(4) If the committee to which is referred a resolution described in
paragraph (1) has not reported such resolution (or an identical
resolution) at the end of fifteen calendar days after its introduction,
such committee shall be dischar from further consideration of
such resolution and such resolution shall be placed on the appropri-
ate calendar of the House involved.

(1(A) When the committee to which a resolution is referred has
reported, or has been deemed to be discharged (under paragraph (4))
from further consideration of, a resolution described in paragraph
(1), notwithstanding any rule or precedent of the Senate, including
Rule 22, it is at &up time therest in order (even though a previous
motion to the sam effect has been disagreed to) for any Member of
the rosective Ho e to move to proceed to the consideration of the
resolution, and all points of order against the resolution (andagainst
consideration of the resolution) are waived. The motion is highly
privileged n the House of Reprentatives and is privileged in the
Senate and is not debatable. The motion is not subject to amend-
ment, or to a motiowto postpone, or to a motion toroceed to the
consideration of other bimn. A motion to reonsier Vthe vote by
which the motion is dto or disagreed to shall not be in order. If
a motion to proceed to the conideration of the resolution is agreed
to, the resolution shall remain the unfinished business of the respec-
tive House until disposed of.

(B) Debate on the resolution, and on all debatable motions and
appeals in connection therewh, shall be limited to not more than
ten hours, which shall be divided equally between those favoring
and those opposing the resolution. A motion further to limit debate
is in orderard no dbatable. An amedment to, or a motion to

or a motion to proceed to the consideration of other
ora motion to recommit the reolution is not in order. A

motion to reconsider the vote by which the resolution is agreed to or

thseedto isnotin order.
(Qlmmliately following the conclusion of the debate on a

resolution desribe oi n parseraiph (1), and a single quorum call at
the concusion of the debate if requested in accordance with the

rules Ofo thet House the vote on final passage of the

98 STAT. 1936
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(D) Appeals from the desions of the Chair relating to the applica-
tion of the rules of the Senate or the House of Representative, as
the cae may be, to the procedure rlatn to a resolution described
in ph (1)shall be decided without debate.

(1) If, before the pesg by the Senate of a resolution of the
Senate described in pargraph (1), the Senate receives from the
House of Representatives a rolution described in paragraph (1),
then the following procedures shall apply:

(A) The resolution of the House of Representatives shall not
be referred to a committee.

(B) With respect to a resolution described in paragraph (1) of
the Senate-

(i) the procedure in the Senate shall be the same as if no
resolution had been received from the House; but

(ii) the vote on final passage shall be on the resolution of
the House.

(C) Upon disposition of the resolution received from the
House, it shall no longer be in order to consider the resolution
originated in the Senate.

(7) Ir the Senate receives from the House of Rprsntatives a
resolution described i ph (1) after the Senate has do
of a Senate origrinated relution, the action of tka Senate with
regard to the disposition of the Seate originated resolution shal be
demed to be the action of the Senate with regard to the House
originated resolution.

(8) This subsection is enacted by Congrm-
(A) as an exercise of the ruemaing power of the Senate and

House of Representatives, resectively, and as such it is deemed
apart of the rules of each we, esively, but applicable
on y with reject to the proce ure to b folo in that House
in those o a resolution described in pmararph (1), and it
supersedes other rules only to the extent that it i inconistent
with such rue and

(B) with full recognition of the constitutional right of either
House to chan the rules (so far as relating to the procedure of
that House) at any time, in the sam manner and to the same
extent a in the cae of any other rule of that House.

(d) During fiscal year 1965 funds approved by the rMlution NWinaar .
described in subsection (bX2) for the purpose of supporting., directly
or indirectly, military or paramilitary operations in Nicaragua,
shall not eed $1400,000.

Sw. 8067. So far as may be practicable, Indian labor shall be ind ,.
employed, and p of the products of Indian industry may be
made-in open market in the discretion of the Secretary of
Defense: ovi.d, That the products must meet preset contract

Sic. 806. None of the funds made available by this Act shall be
used in any way for the losing to non-Federal agnciM in the
United States aircraft or vehicles owned or operae by the Deput
ment of Defe e when suitable aircraft or vehicles ar* commercially
available in the private sector. Povid That nothing in this
section shall affect authorized and established p ures for the
sae of surplus aircraft or vehicles& Pr'ovided further, That nothing in
this section shall prohibit such leasing when specifically authorized
in a subsequent Act of Congres.

Sac. 8068. None of the funds made available by this Act shall be Lobbying.
usd in any way, directly or indirectly, to influence congressional

98 STAT. 1937

75-542 - 88 - 38
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Sec. 409

(B provide assurances that any assistance received under
sections 402 to 409 shall not be used as a source for non-Federal
funds for the matching requirements of any other provision of
Federal law; and

(C) provide for keeping records and making such reasonable Records.
reports as the Secretary deems essential to carry out the pur- Reports.
poses and provisions of sections 402 to 409.

(2) The Secretary shall approve any application that meets the
requirements of this subsection, and the Secretary shall not disap-
prove any such application except after reasonable notice of the
Secretary's intention to disapprove and opportunity for a hearing
with respect to the disapproval.

WITHHOLDING

Sic. 407. Whenever the Secretary, after reasonable notice to any State and local
State and opportunity for hearing within the State, finds that there F2"Mn5enI%.
has been a failure to comply with any provision of sections 402 to
409, the Secretary shall notify the State that further payments will
not be made under sections 402 to 409 until the Secretary is satisfied
that there is no longer any such failure to comply. Until the
Secretary is so satisfied, no further payments shall be made under
sections 402 to 409.

AUDIT

Swc. 408. The Comptroller General of the United States, and any 42 USC 5116f..
of his duly authorized representatives, shall have access for the
purpose of audit and examination to any books, documents, papers,
and records of any applicant and any other entity receiving sist-
ance under sections 402 to 409 that are pertinent to the sums
received and disbursed under sections 402 to 409.

Sc. 409. The Secretary shall prepare and submit to the Congress 42 USC 5116g.
at the end of each year a compilation and analysis of any reports
submitted by eligible States under section 6(bX 1XC).

Approved October 12, 1984.

LEGISLATIVE HSORY-HJ. Re . 648 (SJ. Res. 356k
HOUSE REPORTS: No. 98-1030 (Comm. on Appropriations) and No. 98-1159 (Comm.

ofConference).
SENATE REPORT No. 96-63 accompanying SJ. Re. 356 (Comm. on Appropra.

WI.
CONGRESSONAL RECORD, Vol. 130 (1964.

Sept. 25. considered and passed House.
Sept. 27-29, Oct. 1-4, considersdand pased Senate. amended.
Oct. 10, House agreed to conference report; receded from its disagreement and

concurred in s certain Senate amendment.
Oct. 11. Senat agreed to conference report. ,.

98 STAT.,M 99
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October 10, 1984 CO
count. the conferees have provided
$344.5 million as contained in the
8ena- bilL This amount will permit
two more C-130 P.OC to be per.
formed, and wil lso permit a total of
$73 mUllon to be used for the 37$-foot
cutter renovation and moderition
program. I would mention that the
corferees also agreed to accept a
Senate amendment providing $2 mll.
lion for a lighthouse at Nantucket
Wand.

For the FAA. the conference agree.
ment provide 61.31 billion for the fa-
ciltles and equipment account. This
amount will permit the vital airspace
modernizaton program to move for-
wsrd.

Ior gmts in Lid for airports. we
have provided $925 millim Instead of
the 00 million in the House bill and
$96 milln In the Senate bill. This Is
$125 million more than was provided
last yer. and will help reduce the
more than $2 billion of approved. un.
funded airport Improvement project..

For rallroed-hghway cro beings dem-
onstration projects, we mere obliged to
agree with te Senate fiure of $15
mllUo, which Was also the number In
the House-pamed continuing reolu.
to. We had originally. In HR. W021,
proposed some 646 million for this
program d In the reduction some
worthwhile proJects unfortunately
had to be squeezed. If we can get our
regular bill out next rear, perp we
will be able to do better.

Among the projects funded under
this program ar ones at Lafayette.
IN. $7 milijon and LIncoln. NE. $1.8
million.

I know that my friends from Colora-
do have been concerned about the
interstate trLafer grants for high-
ways, which funds the critical C-470
project In Denver. We have provided
for a total program level of $33.3 ml.
lion for that project.

Under the Federal Railroad Admin-
Istratin we accepted the Senate
fi ue of $1.$ millon for rai Safety
gants and appropriated $15. million
for railroad research and developmeaL
Of that amount, the Depatment Is ex-
pected to follow the Houe e
of funds for Continuation of ,a ni
maintenance study by iT. under the
direction of a company with experi-
ence In that fl&

For the Nortbeas Corridor Improve-
ment Prora CCUECI. we have pro-
vided Wit. million. This will provide.
flst.year funding for te ftour hlast
prti Itemon the o-csalled 316 IM.

The confer have provided $896
million tor Amtrak. of which up to 64
millon is for Amrak's Northeat cor
rldor biWge over the Bush River In
Maryland. This Is a came where the
Coast Ouard has Imposed bridge open-
ing requirements on Amtrak, which
am Increasingly expense and nJurl
ous to Amtrak's schedule. Theme funds
will permit the automation of the
bridge mechanm The confoeres have
made clear tht the currant tide
opening schedule is not to be expand-

NGRESSIONAL RECORD - HO
ed after completion of the bridge tm-provements.

1 know that a number of my col-
leagues have been concerned about
Amtrak's West Side connecton project
In New York. The conferees &greed to
the Senate "non-Amtrak" share lan.
guage, permitting no-Amtrak Federal
funds to be counted against the loca
sha up to a maximum total project
cost of $10 million exclusive of right
of way aqusaitio If the total project
___ exceeds $0 million. a mo rigor.
ous definition of local funds should be
used for the remainder.

New loan guarntee commitments
under the section 511 railroad loan
guarantee program were limited to
$2.5 million.

For ma transit. we have provided
$2.451 billion formula grants, which
is $60 million above the budget re-
quest. In addition. we have provided
for the authorized level of $875 million
of these fu to be used for op*raig

Fr new starts, we have provided
$425 million. This Includes $9 mUl.
lion for Atlanta $117.3 million for Ls
Angeles. $35 million for Houston. and
$2.7 million for light raiL

Am kicae In the statemgnt of
managers the conferees are aware
tLh the total coat of completing ali of
these proJects greatly exceeds the
funds that ar likely to be available.
Cerly some way will have to be
found to bring the demand for such
systems Into Line with available re-
Souurces.

The Urban Man Transportation Ad-
ministmUca has published for com.
ment certain criteria to be used In
evaluating these proposed new start
and extension projects. I believe that
this is a worthwhile effort, and one
that should be encouraged. It Is my
hope that over the next several
months the Depatment will consult
closely with Interested Members of
Congress ad the Appropriate oongr-
slo ammittees as well as with
members of the transit community. In
arrIvi at a final set of consensus cr-
teds. These criteria should be of great
value to the Congress as It makes the
difficult funding decisions on these
projects In the years to come.

For Interstate transfer transit
grants the conferees have provided
slightly over $13.1 million for Boston.
$10.7 milli for Chicag and 81lmo
$3 million for Haftford.

For the Intertate Commerce Com.
mission. we have provided the Ssn@t
fgure of $45 million which includes
ftmds for th Office, of pecia Coun-
eeL It may be that we have cut this
amount too close to the boes and I
am suethat we would be willing to
Consider a eupplemental if the com-
MuS11n finds that one Is neSy.

inIally. Mr. speaker, we have In-
cluded language that prohibits the De-
putment from planning or Imple.
mentions u cbage in the current
Federal st u of the Transportation
system Center in Cambride MA. I

isf 11979
o nww ce and

for all, an attempt to shut down this
outstanding facility and research re.
source.

Mr. Speaker. for the Tresury.Postal
chapter of the continuing resolution.
the conference agreement Included
the provisions of the conference
report for KR.14 56. the Treasury.
Pa Service appropriations bill for
fiscal Yea I . m amended In House
Joint Resolution 46, with two excep-
Uons. FIs. the coferef agreed to

accept a Senate amendment, originally
stricken on a point of order, to exempt
custom gunmakers from excise tax
regulations If they produce less than
50 ftresrms per year. Second. this
agreement Includes an amendment to
wave the duty requirements for srti-
ces necessary for the Installation and
opertim 0i a tees"oe in Arixona.
During the Installation. parts must be
sent back and forth to EUrope for ad-

amend repairs.
The confirm alo agreed to accept

all amendmeqts adopted by the Senate
during the consderaion of the con-
tinuing resolution. These Amendments
include a sense of the Senate reeolu-
ton concern the conduct of voter
registton drives clarifyi language
on the customs amendment concem.
Ing duty free shops, an additional
$.611 million for the renovation of
Blair House. an additional 6$30.000 for
the construction of a road to service
the Smn Lul AZ boarder station.
techW changes to a provision in-
cluded n last yeas continuing resolu-
tion relating to moving expenses for
the Senior Executive Service and fI-
naUy a provision directing certain
chages In the SMSA of St. Louis.
MO.

This Is a fair compromise with ac-
ceptable funding levels. I hope that all
Members will report these provisions.

Mr. WEIY& TV. Mr. Speaker. I yield
5 minutes to the wentieman from Mas-
sachusetts (Mr. Bo<IML the ranking
member of the committee.- Mogven

T BDOLAND. Mr. Speaker. the
empromise which m have worked

- on N lcarasa proerves the House
pUlton with one proviso No funds

my be spent on the secret war In
Usaraa until Fe bnw7 2 1M.
Thereaftwr if the President certifies
4t6 Ncmag is supporting antl-gov-
esment MrWss In any otber country
ft Centra AmerIe sad If he requests
me funds for the war. a vote Is guar-
steed on a joint resolutlor providing
sh funds. This Is an MI-typ gUar-
steed vote-en expedited process
that esure a vote on the President's
request.

The joint resoluton it proved by
both Hous, would remove the prohi-
bition an the use of already spropri-

ated funds for the war. In any event.
no morn than $14 million could be
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durin the balanc of the fiscalapproach goes se taz as I be.
at strong ouoe poUeJon would

Momit. Only if Cmagress affirmatively
Wavids for a renewal of fendig for
fte war could my funds be used for
Mbs purple.

lAt me make very oear that this
Prohibition appUe to all funds avndl-
We In flood yer IS regahem of
my accounting procedure at my
aency. It dearly prohbits an sx.
penditure. Including Us from s-
mn for salaries "d All support
os. The prohibition Is se strlcly
writen that it Also prohibits tWlnders
cc equlPgnst acqued ato 6e6L

The compromise allows the Pred-
dent and She U Ongmree to we how on.
al key manae develop bn the non' S6
months. Ths ar Prpod talks be.
t 0 the Governmet of Salvador
ad the ashadoamn rebe. the unt-
ued bilatmal tamk be e the United
States and Nicaragua, te resotuln
of We Cealadera Draft Tresty. sd
U10 Nicvgma slectioO The Fred.
dent-wboevor be may be-vwiM no
4m"M Inkslte account events affect.
tag those four auten if he sah a
esst for fa . U be dos was a

request, I wi be a new Congrees. a
Do ntelienot Commute and UhoM
now tub which wil nhmoe Whe
mUlon at W Rnous and Sefna.

To re"e&tWe compromise prv
dlearty lode UA support for the War
In Nicaragua. Sch support can only
be renewed If the President can con.
vince the Congrems that this very trc
prohibition should be overtuned.

Mr. LIVDOSTON. Mr. Speaker. will
the entleman yield for a couple of
questions?

Mr. 34LAND. I am delighted to
yield to he gentleman from Louiiana.

Mr. LITDIOSTON. Mr. Speaker.
would the genatleman enliebten mW.
Dow this prowbdlon prevent ay x.
penditure of funds direct or Indmtm.
for arms or waspo or me of force In
Nicaragua by the Unitd Sates?

Mr. DOLAND. U It Is directed
aSLiM tkW Oovernment ol Nicaragua.
We answer would be In the aftma-
tile. Yes

Mr. LIVUI OSON. Are tbe no ex-
calplom to this probiblafon?

Mr. DW LAND. Thws an = mo.
tims to Whe pIcbilat.

Mr. UMYKOUTOn. Se In Whe aifte-
ly ee Ut tanks were to rl fros
Nicarag io Uand mm .W United
Sate" be probibited from
tad my etlon io tAt oorreS

Mr. OLAND. Insofar se aettiveti
Inkl Nlearem we em ,rntT
l8 oan. We e , W e , a w bdp

iside Hondwik
Mr. LNOf1ZOi. I thM the gen.

Ilema for enlightnlng me.
Mr. COWrr Mr. Speaker. I ykld

such tuesM be m" eomnue to mY
good fend, maconsin 12st Z ZOP I"W1

(Mr. PZTM asked and was iven
peimbelon to revi Wd extend his re-
marks.)

Kr. PVMIL Mr. Speaker. I rise to
draw attention to me portion of the
continuing resohutio a Senste
amendment on Juvenle Justice, Run-
sway Youth. and Mining ChdrM
This prison. wh passed the
Rouse on October I i tle X=I of
HR SM. was She reult oc hours of
negotiations betw Home andSenae Offw presenting feem of
Members Intere itn Sthims legislifrom both parties. As a coauthor of
HR. 40t-the erifgnal oM-passed
Mro Of Shi provIslon-I1 w" e tive-Iy Involved In thne negotialio and
IFppoA 9hs comlpromise provismn my

earlier floor statements on HR. SM
and NR. 4511 apply eptafy to We0
presen ";ov
Peatah s mt popular Neton of

thi lesatison Is a nw heInitatve to
locate abdud childrm end return
uthm So their f9sdidM This Is a" I.
tended to be a starry-eyed prljet to
truck dowa rutms or e every
problem of chfdhoed. TMersi not
enough moMy t"he F*da Trees
wy to do that. There will dwaye be
kids lke Ruck iPtn in our moety, md
the Federal Oovmat could Set
stop then even If it waned SW Dut
there is a proper role for te Jusbo
Deartment to comb e p-nh
cc children eedal when the ab
docted children face W1e risk Of sexua
abuse or explotatIon, torture and even
murder.

This may seem like a remote prob-
lem to some people, but It Is not. Tst-
my before my subcommittee showed
that It Is. iUtead. a random problem
that can strike anywhere. One day It's
newspaper carriers In Des Moines. An-
other day K' black children In Atlan.
ta. Yet another day it's youn Adam
Walsh in lldrna. When such abduc.
tIone occur, they can destroy a family
and ter apart a eommunky. We a
aid mould do what we man to combat
thi problem. The Mbftg Chfldren's
provision in the contiuing resolution
does this by establishing naonal re-some center and clear,ghoiue to
provide tochnIcal assistance and other-
wie coordinte publi and private of.fort to lo mih chidren. We
must do at least this for our miming
children and their familes.The bl also reauthrIse tWe Juve.

e Justice and Delngnt Proe.
Uo Act. As you well knw, that sa
hm played a vtal roe In srtMi
youthful offenders from adults In
Jlan. It hn am ftuded researh and
deM =raio project s for 6 UN ju-venil delinquency aMntromlt iu-

i deliniuents. Thi iglfstlu
continues these efforts whfe making a
variety of admitsat Ad mbstan-
live caueso. One of tbMe se =P eMJ

Twugm heba.new emhasiik fomwd on add t the problem
of Avenile deamny to W contextof W famy by dlrecthn P aM

oc90oV 10, 1384
1ntsand traini In this dectUon.When dealing with d lrquent yuth.

the fatmiy a often be the oouse of
either Ue problem or the soMluto In
m cases grandpent can be espe-
dwLy valwuabe ieoures In correctin
a troubled Yng person. By support.
ft local projects desved to tap theseresources. this lesIslation should help
rebWMl broken famiben

Further. let me note that this prowvl.
don indudes the contnuation and tm-
plementatlon of the coordinated. Ua-
tional Law-Rele ducaton PrM
gram developed and evaluated by the
National lstute for Juvenile Justice
end Delinueny Prevention. The pro
gram has demonstrated that law-relat-
ed education can help reduce delin.
qu cy when Property Implemented.

The law-Related Miclo Pro.
gramt has been developed laly by
five national oraaaioa-h Con-
stitutional Rights FOunation Law ina Free Society. Whe Natoamal l:Utae
for aithm EdLuco IN the Law,. the
American hr Associan and SWe PhiAlpha Delta Law lesternity. 5apport
from the lO of Jwenli Jusice
bee enabled thus groupa s to Gain
vast experience end epertise In the
dooreloepmt and -misnatin of
momestal delinquency preventon pe.-gram used IS a number of Ste n-hdn MY own.

In Wlseonda. the Departwen of
Public lnslausion has wreid to help
estabUsh law-reLated education pro-
grams In oves 30 Individual school dis-
tricts. Tese program can be found in
Appleton. Neena . Whfte Plah Say,
Janesville. and other locations, In ad-
diion. the Wbo on Bar Foundation
sponsors an effective law-related edu-
cation program called "Projet In-Qu"."

LAw-reltd educLUo has become
an tportant education program na.
tionwide. Our action today In Includ-
ing this program in the Juvenile Jus-
tin r -ubhto guarantees that
the momentum of tli program wilme be oet and that this coordinated
national effort wi be able to cotin-
us.

In a field where failure be been
more common than sucoese law-relat-
ed edocadt bee pre to be a rare
e"cpton. an example of a dekquen-
cy pemntlc strategy that works.

Mr. COIE,. Kr. Speaker. I ield 5
minutee to m good friend the Vtic-
nmn trm Mihigan. Mr. HAL Sawm.
who wil gte we his bl speech In theD o Of l@Int@vMe here t4nlhL

Gr. SAWYU add -n was given
permiion to mete and extend hi re-
marks&)

Mr. SAWT. Mr. Speaker I want
to mLy that attbed to ths conMuing
resolutso. kid of s the tail on the
do. If YOU wll though I do not want
to so chaactorms We continuing rew
luuon. Is the Mgt 4m pacrke.that as far a my staff ma resorh
bo ever passed ae Co1ees of the
United St approateW 0 balL
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1112206 CONGRESSIONAL RECORD - HOUSE
,in gioeruuent that engagme in Intelli.
genre actvlte within the United S&at*$
harnlui t ho nUM lonsJ securitY of Lw
United Malm a the rmpectve nunbers.
gst&us. privUM and lmmurLWL traveL so.

-ommodaUoL wd ftaclits Within Xh
country y eflficil- u vu of the
United States i uch ounty, ad any
action which mar have bm taken with re,apeet theireto,

ic Section 20 of the "tate Depwrtmnt
asic Authorities Act of IM54 22 U.S.C.

4031 Is mended-
ti) In sub--Ftion ia) by striking out the

fifth sentence; and
ivl by amending subsection ib) to read as

follow*
"(b) There A1i also be a Deputy Director

of the Of"e Foregn Umulori. Either
th Director or the Deputy Director of such
Office shall be an individual who haso s
in the United gtas Porein Service. while
the other of the two shall be an IIlvrdual
who has rved m the United Stae InteUl.
gene* Communtty."

(d) Th smenns made by subsectien
(ci shall pIy only with respect 4o any aW
pointiment of a Dirctor or Deputy Dirsew
of the Office' of foreign Missions. a the
mae may be. after the date o1 enacmtnt of
thia sectOIn

T l .&E V i-ODIERAL PROVISIONS
auirwozir0 rme me cosic tr 411UY.IO11=

Sec. 11. The auum oo of appeopria-
tione by "1W Act shall not be deemed to 013-
stitute authority for e conduct of ay in-
tegancei seUrity which Isoot otherw11114a1ti-
thorte by the Cociuwtloa or laws of the
United States

ait LAW
Sac. 101L Approprisatio athorbatd by

tis Act for alary. pay. rurement. and
other benefits lt Federal employm my
be increased by such adtionsi or supple-
mental amounts u raka be necessary for In-
creases in such benefit suthorbed by law.

TiZ VIII-ACTIVr= IN
N1CARAOUA

Wriaged by tL At or Wy the
m i Or S 11

r. 20-1, 3'D bea ebebfoedix.

Pm. 8tf an owsa whno~t llt-lbt the asmlm~ wieku

have 0 ~ 0 s o. i

gen~en" mMas-I esne

eMr. swim W ma mmm
in -m 1 - en

ammtum Xend l0l3l*e:imo ae

tamWi ucid

Mr. BOLAN" (igiag LhM reading
MLr. speaker. I ask mnim-ous e---e-
that the Senaste A11141Me lnt be cornid-
ered as read tad piloted In the
Racoiso.

The SPEAM Pro teMPOre. Is
there obt on to he req uet of the
gentleman from Msmachusetta?

Mr. ROBINSON. Mr. Speaker. I re
serve the right to object

(Mrt. ROBINSON asked and Was
given permtoo eise and extend
remarks, and Include extraneous MAt

Mr. ROBINSON. Mr. S0ftiler. I re
serve the right to obJeCt. to give the
gentleman from Massachustittsl an op-
portunity, to explain the Senate
amendments&

October 11. 19,4
Mr. BOLAND. Will the gentleman serves K S ouse pltion with one

yield? piwvlsl.
Mr. ROBINSON. I Yield to the gen- . gJ lLmay be g0W1on tte smcret

ieman. warInlicageua until februas.
Mr BLAD.Mr. Speaker. th force

en8tkeimendIMenI to 1JL OW re- Thereafter if the PMint cerifies
fleet an agreement reshed beween hat Nicaragua is supporting LnU.Oov.
the Permanent Selct Committee OA ement forcs In any other country
ntelLgence and the Senate Select in Central America. and If he requests

Committee on Intelligence on all more funds for the war. a vote Is guar.
budgetary and legislative matters con- &nteed on a Joint resolution proving

lawmd to Hl boo, the House version such funde
of the intelUgence authorlsatlon bill Th, IS a mX-type guaranteed
for fiscal year 1095 and 5. 2713. the voto-An expedi ed procei that en-
Senate versosof that bUL ree a vote on the President's request.

Ftr W. tWh 6114 40 111nt4 Tre Jot reislutlon. It approved by
ar fully 11111At m both Bam wold remove the prohi-
awmts thmbd bI tW sibal ya bitlon on te use of already aPproPr.-
IM Defense Authorization Confer- ated funds for the war.
ence Report for all those tactical intel. In any event, no more than $14 rill.
trence &ra related sctli.les pro- Uon oould be spent during the balance

grams. jointly authorized, by the In- of the s arelar.
rUmik and Are Service Com- This approach goes as far u I be-Becm e 01 the km s fiur t Mere the strong House position would

mov earlier on the House-pased bill. permit.
the cmittes wer forced to ge in Only if Congres affirmatively pro-
advanc, but without formal confer- tie for a r of fldiog fo the
ence, on all toe mater at lIe, wi eSWAld any fun be 1ed foe that

Stwh an uvsmeas he been pupoe
readLt ma make very clear that this
As4"e m w aligvd, UW prohibition applies to all1 funds avail-

reaim tha K beebn hel UP tutU able! In fisca Year I96 ida m..nL
thi moment Is because of the Howse KW inin orocedr 01t0 An
bill's prohibition O_.S. 8misianeto 1 ncy.
the insurgents tn Nicaragua Wl y pirol lo tureThe 8mtate asnft U solves this '-"""nol! to fM A
issue by on. =* ap .r.,.e.
the iiiioa nste e~dIn

the otnigresolutio on EWW- 2L~U5~
efalso reflect agreement on proil- lA i M Llo the Presi-
slons authorizing the CIA to designate dent and the Congress to see how se -
special police for the protection of eral key matters develop In the next 5
their factlties over which the U.S. months.
Government has acquired propriety. Those are: Proposed tks between
LaL concurrent. or exclusive jurladic, the Government of El Salvador and
ton, the Saladorean rebels. the continued

It contains language expressing the bilateral talks between the Unittd
sense of Congres that the numbers. States and Nicaragua, the resolution
status. and privileges of diplomats of of the Contadom Draft Treaty, and
foreign countries who engage In Intel- the Nicaraguan elections.
licence activities In this country harm- The President-whoever he may
fl to ol? Interest should not exceed be-will no doubt take into account
the comperble number. staus, eA events affecting these four matters If
priviletm of U.. dplomats in those he makes a request for funds.
countries. U be does utee a reqm t. It will be

Finally. It provides Important new at n • am nttIgenc
personnel authorities to the Defense Committe ad tho new facts which
Intelllgence Agency to enable that W Inflm @U O of the House
Agency to configure Its permernel aml1gig .
sytem In ways simala to the person- a" - Ism . GmlOo
neti systems. at the CIA and NSA. CA" VLsl I1 ari

Mr. Speaker. at Us Point.. I- sa mu
unanimou conmt that aeild Such * mnybe r wed U
SrIptin of the psit e 0@Ith
Se e aedm beha e pe of he PinddM MO convine the Con-te, o.m tha this very strict prohibition

geet w m" a. Mr. ROBINSON. Continuing my rs-
a Go& Irvaton, Mr. Speaker. I support thefen ror a a ONeM - motion to eoncur in the Senate

cured Itwe e t bo amendment to H.R. 53". the Intelli.
et me finish with i more detailed gene Authortltion Act for fiscal year

descriptions of th imegemepo
misc Incorporated by reference Into The bill authorizes appropriations
the bill. for fiscal year IM1 for the conduct of

Mr. Speaker. the compromise which Intelligence and Intelligenc-rclated
we have worked out on Nicaragua pre- activities by the departments and
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by the Secretary of the Treasury in accordance with guidelines and proce.
dures established by the Administrator of General Services.
(b) The Committee shall terminate on December 31. 1982. unless sooner
extended.

THE WHITE HOUSE, ..
November ia 1981.

Executive Order 12333 of December 4, 1

United States Intelligence Activities
46 F.R. 59941
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Timely and accurate information about the activities, capabilities, plans, and
intentions of foreign powers, organizations. and persons, and their olgents, is
essential to the national security of the Uniter-I States. All reasonable and
lawful means must be used to ensure that the Lnited States will receive the
best intelligence available. For that purpose. by virtue of the authority vested
in me by the Constitution end statutes of the United States of America.
including tho National SecurityJAct of 1947. as amended, and as President of
the United States of America, in order to provide for the effective conduct of
United States intelligence activities and the protection of constitutional rights.
it is hereby ordered as follows:
Part I
Goals. Direction. Duties and Responsibilities With Respect to the National
Intelligence Effort
1.1 Goals. The United States intelligence effort shall provide the President
and the National Security Council with the necessary information on which to
base decisions concerning the conduct and development of foreign. defense
and economic policy, and the protection of United States national interests
from foreign security threats. All departments and agencies shall cooperate
fully to fulfill this goal.
(a) Maximum emphasis should be given to fostering analytical competition
among appropriate elements of the Intelligence Community.
(b) All means, consistent with applicable United States law and this Order.
and with full consideration of the rights of United States persons, shall be
used to develop intelligence information for the President and the National
Security Council. A balanced approrich between technical collection efforts
and other means should be maintained and encouraged.
(c) Special emphasis should be given to detecting and countering espionage
and other threats and activities directed by foreign intelligence services
against the United States Government. or United States corporations, estab-
Ushments, or persons.
(d) To the greatest extent possibl, consistent with applicable United States
law and this Order, and with full consideration of the rights of United States
persons. all agencies and departments should seek to ensure full and free
exchange of Information in order to derive maximum benefit from the United
States intelligence effort.
1.2 The National Security Council.
(a) Purpose. The National Security Council (NSC) was established by the
National Security Act of 1947 to advise the President with respect to the
integration of domestic, foreign and military policies relating to the national
security. The NSC shall act as the highest Executive Branch entity that
provides review of. guidance for and direction to the conduct of all national
foreign intelligence, counterintelligence, and special activities, and attendant
policies and programs.
(b) Committees. The NSC shall establish such committees as may be neces-
sary to carry out its functions and responsibilities under this Order. The NSC.
or a committee established by it, shall consider and submit to the President a
policy recommendation. including all dissents. on each special activity and
shall review proposals for other sensitive intelligence operations.
1.3 National Foreign Intelligence Advisory Groups.
(a) Establishment and Duties. The Director of Central Intelligence shall estab-
lish such boards, councils, or groups as required for the purpose of obtaining
advice from within the Intelligence Community concerning:
(1) Production. review and coordination of national foreign intelligence:
(2) Priorities for the National Foreign Intelligence Program budget:
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(3) Interagency exchanges of foreign intelligence information:
(4) Arrangements with foreign governments on intelligence matters:
(5) Protection of intelligence sources and methods:
(6) Activities of common concern; and
(7) Such other matters as may be referred by the Director of Central Intelli.
gence.
(b) Membership. Advisory groups established pursuant to this section shall be
chaired by the Director of Central Intelligence or his designated representative
and shall consist of senior representatives from organizations within the
Intelligence Community and from departments or agencies containing such
organizations. as designated by the Director of Central Intelligence. Groups for
consideration of substantive intelligence matters will include representatives
of organizations involved In the collection, processing and analysis of intelli-
gence. A senior representative of the Secretary of Commerce. the Attorney
General. the Assistant to the President for National Security Affairs, and the
Office of the Secretary of Defense shall be invited to participate in any group
which deals with other than substantive intelligence matters.

1.4 The intelligence Community. The agencies within the Intelligence Com-
munity shall, in accordance with applcable United States law and with the
other provisions of this Order, conduct intelligence activities necessary for the
conduct of foreign relations and the protection of the national security of the
United States. including:
(a) Collection of information needed by the President, the National Security
Council, the Secretaries of State and Defense. and other Executive branch
officials for the performance of their duties and responsibilities;
(b) Production and dissemination of intelligence;

(c) Collection of information concerning, and the conduct of activities to
protect against, intelligence activities directed against the United States.
international terrorist and international narcotics activities, and other hostile
activities directed against the United States by foreign powers, organizations,
persons, and their agents;
(d) Special activities;
(e) Aiministrative and support activities within the United States and abroad
necessary for the performance of authorized activities; and

(f) Such other intelligence activities as the President may direct from time to
time.
1.5 Dirctor of Cenral Intelligence. In order to discharge the duties and
responsibilities prescribed by law, the Director of Central Intelligence shall be
responsible directly to the President and the NSC and shall:
(a) Act as the primary adviser to the President and the NSC on national
fore*i intefltence ad provide the President and other officials in the
Executive Branch with national foreign Lrtelligence;

(b) Develop such objectives and guidance for the Intelligence Community as
will enhance capabilities for responding to expected future needs for national
foreign intelligence;
(c) Promote the development and maintenance of services of common concern
by designated intelligence organizations on behalf of the Intelligence Commu-
nity-
(d) Ensure implementation of special activities;
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(e) Formulate policies concerning foreip intelligence and counterintelligence
arrangements with foreign governments, coordinate foreign intelligence and
counterintelligence relationships between agencies of the Intelligence Commu-
nity and the intelligence or internal security services of foreign governments,
and establish procedures governing the conduct of liaison by any department
or agency with such services on narcotics activities;

(f) Participate in the development of procedures approved by the Attorney
General governing criminal narcotics intelligence activities abroad to ensure
that these activities are consistent with foreign intelligence programs;

(g) Ensure the establishment by the Intelligence Community of common
security and access standards for manasing and handling foreign intelligence
systems. information, and products;

(h) Ensure that program are developed which protect intelligence sources.
methods, and analytical procedures;
(I) Establish uniform criteria for the determination of relative priorities for the
transmission of critical national foreign Inteiligence, and advise the Secretary
of Defense concerning the communications requirements of the Inteligence
Community for the trenmission of such ntelligence;
(j) Establish appropriate staffs, committees, or other advisory groups to assi,'
in the execution of the Director's responsibilities:

(k) Have full responsibility for production and dissemination of national
foreign intelligence, and authority to levy analytic tasks on departmental
intelligence production organizations. in consultation with those organiza-
tions, ensuring that appropriate mechanisms for competitive analysis are
developed so that diverse points of.view are considered fully and differences
of judgment within the Intelligence Community are brought to the attention of
national policymakers:
(I) Ensure the timely exploitation and dissemination of data gathered by
national foreign intelligence collection means, and ensure that the resulting
intelligence is disseminated immediately to appropriate government entities
and military commands;

(in) Establish mechanisms which translate national foreign intelligence objec-
tives and priorities approved by the NSC into specific guidance for the
InteUigence Community, resolve conflicts in tasking priority, provide to de-
partments and agencies having information collection capabilities that are not
part of the National Foreign Intelligence Program advisory tasking concerning
collection of national foreign intelligence, and provide for the development of
plans and arrangements for transfer of required collection tasking authority to
the Secretary of Defense when directed by the President:

(n) Develop, with the advice of the program managers and departments and
agencies concerned" the consolidated National Foreign Intelligencre Program
budget. and present it to the President and the Congress;

(o) Review and approve all requests for reprogramming National Foreign
Intelligence Program funds, in accordance with guidelines established by the
Office of Management and Budget:

(p) Monitor National. Foreign Intelligence Program implementation, and, as
necessary. conduct program and performance audits and evaluations;

(q) Together with the Secretary of Defense, ensure that there is no unneces-
sary overlap between national foreign intelligence programs and Department
of Defense intelligence programs consistent with the requirement to develop
competitive analysis. and provide to and obtain from the Secretary of Defense
all information necessary for this purpose:
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(r) In accordance with law and relevant procedures approved by the Attorney
General under this Order, give the heads of the departments and agencies
access to all intelligence, developed by the CIA or the staff elements of the
Director of Central Intelligence, relevant to the national intelligence needs of
the departments and agencies; and

(s) Facilitate the use of national foreign intelligence products by Congress in a
secure manner.
1.6 Duties and Responsibilities of the Heads of Executive Branch Depart.
ments and Agencies.
(a) The heads of all Executive Branch departments and agencies shall, in
accordance with law and relevant procedures approved by the Attorney
General under this Order. give the Director of Central Intelligence access to all
information relevant to the national intelligence needs of the United States.
and shall give due consideration to the requests from the Director of Central
Intelligence for appropriate support for Intelligence Community activities.
(b) The heads of departments and agencies involved in the National Foreign
Intelligence Program shall ensure timely development and submission to the
Director of Central Intelligence by the program managers and heads of
component activities of proposed national programs and budgets in the format
designated by the Director of Central Intelligence, and shall also ensure that
the Director of Central Intelligence is provided, in a timely and responsive
manner, all information necessary to perform the Director's program and
budget responsibilities.
(c) The heads of departments and agencies involved in the National Foreign
Intelligence Program may appeal tothe President decisions by the Director of
Central Intelligence on budget or reprogramming matters of the National
Foreign Intelligence Program.
1.7 Senior Officials of the Intelligence Community. The heads of depart-
ments and agencies with organizations in the Intelligence Community or the
heads of such organizations, as appropriate, shall:
(a) Report to the Attorney General possible violations of federal criminal laws
by employees and of specified federal criminal laws by any other person as
provided in procedures agreed upon by the Attorney General and the head of
the department or agency concernedin -manner consistent with the protec-
tion of intelligence sources and methods, as specified in those procedures;
(b) In any case involving serious or continuing breaches of security, recom-
mend to the Attorney General that the case be referred to the FBI for further
investigation;
(c) Furnish the Director of Central Intelligpen and the- NSC, in accordance
with applicable law and procedures approved by the Attorney General under
this Order, the Information required for the performance of their respective
duties;
(d) Report to the Intelligence Oversight Board, and keep the Director of
Central Intelligence appropriately informed, concerning any intelligence activ-
ities of their organizations that they have reason to believe may be unlawful
or contrary to Executive order or Presidential directive;
(a) Protect intelligence and intelligence sources and methods from unauthor-
ized disclosure consistent with guidance from the Director of Central Intelli-
gencs
(f) Disseminate intelligence to cooperating foreign governments under arrange-
ments established or agreed to by the Director of Central Intelligence;
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(g) Participate in the development of procedures approved by the Attorney
General governing production and dissemination of intelligence resulting from
criminal narcotics intelligence activities abroad if their departments, agencies.
or organizations have intelligence responsibilities for foreign or domestic
narcotics production and trafficking;

(h) Instruct their employees to cooperate fully with the Intelligence Oversight
Board: and

(iJ Ensure that the Inspectors General and General Counsels for their organiza-
tions have access to any information necessary to perform their duties
assigned by this Order.

1.8 The Central Intelligence Agency. All duties and responsibilities of the
CIA shall be related to the intelligence functions set out below. As authorized
by this Order, the National Security Act of 1947, as amended; the CIA Act of
1949, as amended: appropriate directives or other applicable law, the CIA
shall:

(a) Collect, produce and disseminate foreign intelligence and counterintelli-
gence, including information not otherwise obtainable. The collection of for-
eign intelligence or counterintelligence within the United States shall be
coordinated with the FBI as required by procedures agreed upon by the
Director of Central Intelligence and the Attorney General;

(b) Collect. produce and disseminate intelligence on foreign aspects of narcot-
ics production and trafficking;

(c) Conduct counterintelligence activities outside the United States and, with.
out assuming or performing any internal security functions, conduct counterin-
telligence activities within the United States in coordination with the FBI as
required by procedures agreed upon theDirector of Central Intelligence and
the Attorney General;

(d) Coordinate counterintelligence activities and the collection of information
not otherwise obtainable when conducted outside the United States by other
departments and agencies;
(e) Conduct special activities approved by the President. No agency except the
CIA (or the Armed Forces of the United States in time of war declared by
Congress or during any period covered by a report from the President to the
Congress under the War Powers Resolution (87 Stat. 855)) may conduct any
special activity unless the President determines that another agency is more
likely to achieve a particular objective:

(f) Conduct services of common concern for the Intelligence Community as
directed by the NSC;
(g) Carry out or contract for research. development and procurement of
technical system and devices relating to authorized functions;

(h) Protect the purity of its installations, activities. information, property,
and employees by appropriate means, including such investigations of appli-
cants. employees, contractors, and other persons with similar associations
with the CIA as are necessary; and
(i) Conduct such administrative and technical support activities within and
outside the United States as are necessary to perform the functions described
in sections (a) and through (h) above, including procurement and essential
cover and proprietary arrangements.
1.9 The Deportment of State. The Secretary of State shall:

(a) Overtly collect information relevant to United States foreign policy con-
cerno
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(b) Produce and disseminate foreign intelligence relating to United States
foreign policy as required for the execution of the Secretary's responsibilities:
(c) Disseminate, as appropriate, reports received from United States diplomat-
ic and consular posts:
(d) Transmit reporting requirements of the Intelligence Community to the
Chiefs of United States Missions abroad; and
(e) Support Chiefs of Missions in discharging their statutory responsibilities
for direction and coordination of mission activities.
1.10 The Department of the Treasury. The Secretary of the Treasury shall:
(a) Overtly collect foreign financial and monetary information:
(b) Participate with the Department of State in the overt collection of general
foreign economic information:
(c) Produce and disseminate foreign intelligence relating to United States
economic policy as required for the execution of the Secretary's responsibil-
ities: and
(d) Conduct. through the United States Secret Service, activities to determine
the existence and capability of surveillance equipment being used against the
President of the United States. the Executive Office of the President. and, as
authorized by the Secretary of the Treasury or the President, other Secret
Service protectees and United States officials. No information shall be ac-
quired intentionally through such activities except to protect against such
surveillance, and those activities shall be conducted pursuant to procedures
agreed upon by the Secretary of the Treasury and the Attorney General.
1.11 The Department of Defense. The Secretary of Defense shall:
(a) Collect national foreign intelligence and be responsive to collection tasking
by the Director of Central Intelligence;
(b) Colect. produce and disseminate military and military-related foreign
intelligence and counterintelligence as required for execution of the Secre-
tary's responsibilities;

(c) Conduct programs and missions necessary to fulfill national, departmental
and tactical foreign intelligence requirements;
(d) Conduct counterintelligence activities in support of Department oi Defense
components outside the United States in coordination with the CIA. and
within the United States in coordination with the FBI pursuant to procedures
agreed upon by the Secretary of Defense and the Attorney General:
(e) Conduct, as the executive agent of the United States Government. signals
intelligence and communications security activities, except as otherwise di-
rected by the NSC
(f) Provide for the timely transmission of critical intelligence, as defined by the
Director of Central Intelligence. within the United States Government;
(g) Carry out or contract for research, development and procurement of
technical systems and devices relating to authorized intelligence functions;
(h) Protect the security of Department ef Defense installations, activities,
property. information, and employees by appropriate means, including such
investigations of applicants, employees, contractors, and other persons witb
similar associations with the Department of Defense as are necessary;
(I) Establish and maintain military intelligence relationships. and military
ntelligence exchange programs with selected cooperative foreign defense
establishments and international organizations, and ensure that such relation.
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ships and programs are in accordance with policies formulated by the Director
of Central Intelligence; -
(j) Direct, operate, control and provide fiscal management for the National
Security Agency and for defense and military intelligence and national recon-
naissance entities; and

(k) Conduct such administrative and technical support activities within and
outside the United States as are necessary to perform the functions described
in sections (a) through (j) above.
1.12 Intelligence Components Utilized by the Secretory of Defense. In carry.
ing out the responsibilities assigned in section 1.11. the Secretary of Defense is
authorized to utilize the following:

(a) Defense Intelligence Agency, whose responsibilities shall include;

(1) Collection, production, or. through tasking and coordination, provision of
military and military-related intelligence for the Secretary of Defense, the Joint
Chiefs of Staff, other Defense components. and, as appropriate, non-Defense
agencies;
(2) Collection and provision of military intelligence for national foreign intelli-
gence and counterintelligence products;
(3) Coordination of all Department 6f Defense intelligence collection require-
ments:
14) Marnagement of the Defense Attache system; and

(5) Provision of foreign intelligence and counterintelligence staff support as
directed by the Joint Chiefs of Staff.

(b) Nationol Security Agency, whose responsibilities shall include:

(11 Establishment and operation of an effective unified organization for signals
intelligence activities, except for the delegation of operational control over
certain operations that are conducted through other elements of the Intelli-
gence Community. No other department or agency may engage in signals
intelligence activities except pursuant to a delegation by the Secretary of
Defense;

(2) Control of signals Intelligence collection and processing activities, includ-
ing assignment of resources to an appropriate agent for such periods and tasks
as required for the direct support of military commanders;

(3) Collection of signals intelligence information for national foreign Intelli-
gence purpose in accoac with guidance from the Director of Central
Intelfwce;
(4) Procewsin of signals intelligence data for national foreign intelligence
purpom in accordane with guidance from the Director of Central Intelli-
80iM
(5) Dsmination of signals intelligence information for national foreign Intel-
lgnc puoses to authorized elements of the Government, including the
military servicos, in accordance with guidance from the Director of Central
Intelligence;
(6) Collection. r ing and dissemination of signals intelligence information
for counterintelligence purposes;
(7) Provision of signal intelligence support for the conduct of military oper-
ations in accordance with tasking, priorities, and standards of timeliness
assigned by the Secretary of Defense. If provision of such support requires use
of national collection systems, these systems will be tasked within existing
guidance from the Director of Central Intelligence:
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(8) Executing the responsibilities of the Secretary of Defense as executive
agent for the communications security of the United States Government;
(9) Conduct of research and development to meet the needs of the United
States for signals intelligence and communications security;
(10) Protection of the security of its installations, activities, property, informa-
tion, and employees by appropriate means, including such investigations of
applicants, employees, contractors, and other persons with similar associ.
nations with the NSA as are necessary;

(11) Prescribing, within its field of authorized operations, security regulations
covering operating practices. including the transmission, handling and distri.
bution of signals intelligence and communications security material within
and among the elements under control of the Director of the NSA. and
exercising the necessary supervisory control to ensure compliance with the
regulations
(12) Conduct of foreign cryptologic liaison relationships, with liaison for
intelligence purposes conducted in accordance with policies formulated by the
Director of Central Intelligence: and
(13) Conduct of such administrative and technical support activities within
and outside the United States as are necessary to perform the functions
described in sections (1) through (12) above, including procurement.
(c) Offices for the collection of specialized intelligence through reconnais-
sance program#, whose responsibilities shall include:
(1) Carrying out consolidated reconnaissance programs for specialized intelli.
gence;
(2) Responding to tasking in accordance with procedures established by the
Director of Central Intelligence; and
(3) Delegating authority to the various departments and agencies for research,
development, procurement, and operation of designated means of collection.
(d) The foreign intelligence and counterintelligence elements of the Army,
Navy, Air Foice, and Marine Corps. whose responsibilities shall include:
(1) Collection. production and dissemination of military and military-related
foreign intelligence and counterintelligence, and information on the foreign
aspects of narcotics production and trafficking. When collection is conducted
in response to national foreign intelligence requirements, it will be conducted
in accordance with guidance from the Director of Central Intelligence. Collec.
tion of national foreign intelligence, not otherwise obtainable, outside the
United States shall be coordinated with the CIA. and such collection within
the United States shall be coordinated with the FBI;

(2) Conduct of counterintelligence activities outside the United States in
coordination with the CIA. -and within the United States in coordination with
the FBI: and
(3) Monitoring of the development, procurement and management of tactical
intelligence systems and equipment and conducting related research, develop-
ment, and test and evaluation activities.
(e) Other offices within the Department of Defense appropriate for conduct of

the intelligence minions and responsibilities assigned to the Secretary of
Defense. if such other offices are used for intelligence purposes. the provisions
of Part 2 of this Order shall apply to those offices when used for those
purposs.
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1.13 The Deportment of Energy. The Secretary of Energy shall:
(a) Participate with the Department of State in overtly collecting information
with respect to foreign energy matters;
(b) Prodvce and disseminate foreign intelligence necessary for the Secretary's
responsibilities;
(c) Participate in formulating intelligence collection and analysis requirements
where the special expert capability of the Department can contribute: and
(d) Provide expert technical. analytical and research capability to othr'.r agen-
cies within the Intelligence Community.
1.14 The Federal Bureau of Investigation. Under the supervision of the
Attorney General and pursuant to such regulations as the Attorney General
may establish, the Director of the FBI shall:
(a) Within the United States conduct counterintelligence and coordinate coun..
terintelligence activities of other agencies within the intelligence Community.
When a counterintelligence activity of the FBI involves military or civilian
personnel of the Department of Defense, the FBI shall coordinate with the
Department of Defense;
(b) Conduct counterintelligence activities outside the United States in coordi-
nation with the CIA as required by procedures agreed upon by the Director of
Central Intelligence and the Attorney General;
(c) Conduct within the United States, when requested by officials of the
Intelligence Community designated by the President. activities undertaken to
collect foreign intelligence or support foreign intelligence collection require-
ments of other agencies within the Intelligence Community. or. when request-
ed by the Director of the National Security Agency. ta support the communica-
tions security activities of the United States Government;
(d) Produce and disseminate foreign intelligence and counterintelligence; and
(e) Carry out or contract for research. development and procurement of
technical systems and devices relating to the functions authorized above.

Part 2
Conduct of Intelligence Activities
2.1 Need. Accurate and timely information about the capabilities, intentions
and activities of foreign powers, organizations, or persons and their agents is
essential to Informed decision m.-.A k1 in the areas of national defense and
foreign relations. Collection uo aucn information is a priority objective and will
be pursued in a vigorous. innovative and responsible manner that is consistent
with the Constitution and applicable law and respectful of the principles upon
which the United States was founded.
2.2 Purpos. This Orer Is Intended to enhance human and technical collec-
tion techniques, especially those undertaken abroad, and the acquisition of
significant foreign intelligence, as well as the detection and. countering of
international terrorist activities and espionage conducted by foreign powers.
Set forth below are certain general principles that, in addition to and consist-
ent with applicable laws,- are intended to achieve the proper balance between
the acquisition of essential information and protection of individual interests.
Nothing in this Order shall be construed to apply to or interfere with any
authorized civil or criminal law enforcement responsibility of any department
or agency.
2.3 Collection of Information. Agencies within the Intelligence Community
are authorized to collect, retain or disseminate infoi. jtion concerning United
States persons only in accordance with procedures -.blished by the head of
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the agency concerned and approved by the Attorney General, consistent with
the authorities provided by Part I of this Order. Those procedures shall permit
collection, retention and dissemination of the following types of information:

(a) Information that is publicly available or collected with the consent of the
person concerned;
(b) Information constituting foreign intelligence or counterintelligence, includ-
ing such information concerning corporations or other commercial organiza-
tions. Collection within the United States of foreign intelligence not otherwise
obtainable shall be undertaken by the FBI or, when significant foreign intelli-
gence is sought, by other authorized agencies of the Intelligence Community,
provided that no foreign intelligence collection by such agencies may be
undertaken for the purpose of acquiring information concerning the domestic
activities of United States persons;
(c) Information obtained in the course of a lawful foreign intelligence, counter.
intelligence, international narcotics or international terrorism Investigation;

(d) Information needed to protect the safety of any persons or organizations.
including those who are targets, victims or hostages of international terrorist
organizations;
(e) Information needed to protect foreign intelligence or counterintelligence
sources or methods from unauthorized disclosure. Collection within the United
States shall be undertaken by the FBI except that other agencies of the
Intelligence Community may also collect such information concerning present
or former employees, present or former intelligence agency contractors or their
present or former employees, or applicants for any such employment or
contracting
(f) Information concerning persons who are reasonably believed to be poten-
tial sources or contacts for the purpose of determining their suitability or
credibility:
(g) Information arising out of a lawful personnel. physical or communications
security investigation;
(h) Information acquired by overhead reconnaissance not directed at specific
United States persons;
(i) Incidentally obtained information that may indicate involvement in activi-
ties that may violate federal, state, local or foreign laws: and

(jJ Information qcessary for administrative purposes.

In addition, agencies within the Intelligence Community may disseminate
information, other than information derived from signals intelligence, to each
appropriate agency within the Intelligence Community for purposes of allow-
ing the recipient agency to determine whether the information is relevant to its
responsibilities.and can be retained by it.

2.4 Collection Techniques. Agencies within the Intelligence Community shall
use the least intrusive collection techniques feasible within the United States
or directed against United States persons abroad. Agencies are not authorized
to use such techniques as electronic surveillance, unconsented physical
search, mail surveillance, physical surveillance, or monitoring devices unless
they are in accordance with procedures established by the head of the agency
concerned and approved by the Attorney General. Such procedures shall
protect constitutional and other legal rights and limit use of such information
to lawful governmental purposes. These procedures shall not authorize:
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(a) The CIA to engage in electronic surveillance within the United States
except for the purpose of training, testing, or conducting countermeasures to-
hostile electronic surveillance;
(b) Unconsented physical searches in the United States by agencies other than
the FB. except for.
(1) Searches by counterintelligence elements of the military services directed
against military personnel within the United States or abroad for intelligence
purposes, when authorized by a military commander empowered to approve
physical searches for law enforcement purposes, based upon a finding of
probable cause to believe that such persons 'are acting as agents of foreign
powers; and
(2) Searches by CIA of personal property of non-United States persons
lawfully in its possession.
(c) Physical surveillance of a United States person in the United States by
agencies other than the FBI. except for.
(1) Physical surveillance of present or former employees, present or former
intelligence agency contractors or their present of former employees, or
applicants for any such employment or contracting; and
(2) Physical surveillance of a military person employed by a nonintelligence
element of a military service.
(d) Physical surveillance of a United States person abroad to collect foreign
intelligence, except to obtain significant information that cannot reasonably
be acquired by other means.
2.5 Attorney General Approval. The Attorney General hereby is delegated
the power to approve the use for Inteligence purposes, within the United
States or against a United States person abroad. of any technique for which a
warrant would be required if undertaken for law enforcement purposes.
provided that such techniques shall not be undertaken unless the Attorney
General has determined in each case that there is probable cause to believe
that the technique is directed against a foreign power or an agent of a foreign
power. Electronic surveillance, as defined in the Foreign Intelligence Surveil-
lance Act of 1978, shall be conducted in accordance with that Act, as well as
this Order.
2.8 Assistance to Low Enforcement Authorities. Agencies within the Intelli-
gence Community are authorized to:
(a) Cooperate with appropriate law enforcement agencies for the purpose of
protecting the employees, information, property and facilities of any agency
within the Lntelllgnce Community-
(b) Unless otherwise precluded by law or this Order, participate in law
enforcement activities to investigate or prevent clandestine intelligence activi-
ties by foreign powers, or international terrorist or narcotics activities;
(c) Provide specialized equipment, technical knowledge, or assistance of
expert personnel for use by any department or agency, or, when lives are
endangered. to support local law enforcement agencies. Provision of assist-
ance by expert personnel shall be approved in each case by the General
Counsel of the providing agency; and
(d) Render any other assistance and cooperation to law enforcement authori-
ties not precluded by applicable law.
2.7 Contratxin& Agencies within the Intelligence Community are authorized
to enter into contracts or arrangements for the provision of goods or services
with private companies or institutions in the United States and need not
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reveal the sponsorship of such contracts or arrangements for authorized
intelligence purposes. Contracts or arrangements with academic institutions
may be undertaken only with the consent of appropriate officials of the
institution.

2.8 Consistency With Other Laws. Nothing in this Order shall be construed
to authorize any activity in violation of the Constitution or statute@ of the
United States.
2.0 Undisclosed Partiipation in Organizations Within the United States. No
one acting on behalf of agencies within the Intelligence Community may join
or otherwise participate in any organization in the United States on behalf of
any agency within the Intelligene Community without disclosing his intelli-
gence affiliation to appropriate officials of the organization, except in accord-
ance with procedures established by the head of the agency concerned and
approved by the Attorney General. Such participation shall be authorized only
if it is essential to achieving lawful purposes as determined by the agency
head or designee. No such participation may be undertaken for the purpose of
influencing the activity of the organization or its members except in cases
where:
(a) The participation is undertaken on behalf of the FBI in the course of a
lawful investigation: or
(b) The organization concerned is composed primarily of individuals who are
not United States persons and is reasonably believed to 1.,j acting on behalf of
a foreign power.
2.10 Human Experimentation. No agency within the Intelligence Community
.shall sponsor, contract for or conduct research on human subjects except in
accordance with guidelines issued by the Department of Health and Human
Services. The subject's informed consent shall be documented as required by
those guidelines.
2.11 Prohibition on Assassination. No person employed by or acting on
behalf of the United States Government shall engage in, or conspire to engage
in. assassination.
2.12 Indirect Participation. No agency of the Intelligence Community shall
participate in or request any person to undertake activities forbidden by this
Order.
Part 3
General Provisions
3.1 Congresional OversiL The duties and responsibilities of the Director
of Central Intelligence and the heads of other departments. agencies, and
entities engaged in intelligence activities to cooperate with the Congress in the
conduct of its responsibilities for oversight of intelligence activities shall be as
provided in title 50, United States Code, section 413. The requirements of
section 662 of the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961, as amended (22 U.S.C. 2422),
and section 501 of the National Security Act of 1947, as amended (50 U.S.C.
413), shall apply to all special activities as defined in this Order.
3.2 Implementation. The NSC, the Secretary of Defense, the Attorney Gener-
al, and the Director of Central Intellhgence shall issue such appropriate
directives and procedures asare necesary to implement this Order. Heads of
agencies within the Intelligence Community shall issue appropriate supple-
mentary directives and procedures consistent with this Order. The Attorney
General shall provide a statement of reasons for not approving any proce-
dures established by the head of an agency in the Intelligence Community
other than the FBI. The National Security Council may establish procedures in
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instances where the agency head and the Attorney General are unable to
reach agreement on other than constitutional or other legal grounds.
3.3 Procedures. Until the procedures required by this Order have been
established, the activities herein authorized which require procedures shall be
conducted in accordance with existing procedures or requirements established
under Executive Order No. 1203. Procedures required by this Order shall be
established as expeditiously as possible. All procedures promulgated pursuant
to this Order shall be made available to the congressional intelligence commit-
tees.

3.4 Definitions. For the purposes of this Order. the following terms shall have
these meanings:
(a) Counterintelligence means information gathered and activities conducted
to protect against espionage, other intelligence activities, sabotage, or assassi-
nattons conducted for or on behalf of foreign powers. organizations or per-
sons, or international terrorist activities, but not including personnel. physical.
document or communications security programs.
(b) Electronic surveillance means acquisition of a nonpublic communication
by electronic means without the consent of a person who is a party to an
electronic communication or, in the case of a nonelectronic communication,
without the consent of a person who is visably present at the place of
communication, but not including the use of radio direction-finding equipment
solely to determine the location of a transmitter.
(c) Employee means a person employed by,. assigned to or acting for an
agency within the Intelligence Community.
(d) Foreign intelligence means information relating to the capabilities, inten-
tions and activities of foreign powers, organizations or persons. but not
including counterintelligence except for information on international terrorist
activities.
(e) Intelligence activities means all activities that agencies within the Intelli.
gence Community are authorized to conduct pursuant to this Order.
(f) Intelligence Community and agencies within the Intelligence Community
refer to the following agencies or organizations:
(1) The Central Intelligence Agency (CIA):
(2) The National Security Agency (NSA);
(3) The Defense Intelligence Agency (WIA);
(4) The offices within the Department of Defense for the collection of special-
ized national foreign intelligence through reconnaissance programs;
(5) The Bureau of Intelligence and Research of the Department of State:
(0) The intelligence elements of the Army. Navy. Air Force. and Marine Corps.
the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), the Department of the Treasury. and
the Department of Energy; and
(7) The staff elements of the Director of Central Intelligence.
(g) The National Forein Intelligence Program includes the programs listed
below, but its composition shall be subject to review by the National Security
Council and modification by the President:
(1) The programs of the C[A
(2) The Consolidated Cryptologic Program. the General Defense Intelligence
Program. and the programs of the offices within the Department of Defense for
the collection of specialized national foreign intelligence through reconnais-
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sance. except such elements as the Director of Central Intelligence and the
Secretary of Defense agree should be excluded
(3) Other programs of agencies within the Intelligence Community designated
jointly by the Director of Central Intelligence and the head of the department
or by the President as national foreign intelligence or counterintelligence

-,--actlties;

(4) Activities of the staff elements of the Director of Central Intelligence:
(5) Activities to acquire the intelligence required for the planning and conduct
of tactical operations by the United States military forces are not included in
the National Foreign Intelligence Program.
(h) Special activities means activities conducted in support of national foreign
policy objectives abroad which are planned and executed so that the role of
the United States Government is not apparent or acknowledged publicly, and
iunctiones in support of such actiies, but which are not intended t'i influence
United States political procses, public opinion. policies, or media and do not
include diplomatic activities or the collection and production of intelligence or
related support functions.
(I) United State peivon means a United States citizen. an alien known by the
intelligence agency concerned to be a permanent resident alien, an unincor-
porated asociation substantially composed of United States citizens or per.
manent resident aliens, or a coespratio incorporated in the United States,
except for a corporation directed and controlled by a foreign government or
governments.
3.5 Purpose and Effeet This Order Is intended to control and provide
direction and guidance to the intellimce Community. Nothing contained
herein or in any procedures promulgated hereunder is intended to confer any
substantive or procedural right or privilege on any person or organization.
3.6 Revocation. Executive Order No. 12038 of January 24. 1978, as amended.
entitled "United States InteUigence Activites," is revoked.

THE WVHiT HOUSE
December 4. 18.

5. 1980 U.S.Code Cong. & Adm.News Bd.
Vol.. p. 9642.
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m.a January 10, 1965

Is Vj C ," COVERT ACTION POLICY APPROVAL
AND COORDINATION PROCEDURES

Approval Procedures for Intelligence

I. Presidential Findings. The President shall approve
all covert'action Findings in writing. Under Section 662 of
the Foreign Assistance Act of 196l, as amended, all covert
actions undertaken by the Central Intelligence Agency must be
authorized by a Presidential Finding that each such operation
is important, to US national security. E.O. 12333 and this
Directive es'ablish that covert actions (intelligence "special
activities") undertakenn by components other than CIA also
require-a Presidential Finding. Ea3h covert action is also
considered a significant anticipated intelligence activity
under Section S71 of the National Security Act and is subject
to certain Congressional reporting procedures. The
Congressional reporting procedure for significant intelligence
activities apply to all agencies of the intelligence community.
Findings shall remain valid until formally cancelled. CT

2. In accordance with Executive Order 12333, the Cent.a.
Intelligence Agency shall conduct covert actions unless the
President specifically designates another agency of the gover--
ment. When the provision of substantial support by one govern-
ment component to another is essential to the conduct of a
covert action, indication of the extent and nature of that
support shall be included as part of the Finding or Memo-andu-.
of NotiftCi(1bal. However, the provision of routine support in
the foM of.personnel, funds, equipment, supplies, transporta-
tion, training, logistics, and facilities by Government compo-
nents other thea CIA to support a covert action shall not in
itself be :onsidered a 'separate covert action by the supplying
agency. (!D4
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A. CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY
NATIONAL SECURITY ACT OF 1947

ACT OF JULY 26. 1947

AN ACT To promote the national security by providing for a Secretary of Defense;
for a National Military Establishment; for a Department of the Army, a Depart.
meat of the Navy, and Department of the Air Force; and for the coordination of
the activities of the National Military Eatabliahmsnt with other departments and
agencies of the Government concerned with the national security.
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representative of the

United State of America in Congress assembled,

SHORT TTL

That (50 U.S.C. 401 note this Act may be cited as the "Nation-
al Security Act of 1947".
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6L UO&EdA- "

TrLE vu-PROTECtON OF OPERATIONAL FLES OF THE CENTRAL
INTELLIGENCE AGENCY

Sec. 701. Exemption of certain operations files from search, review, publication, or
disclosure.

sec. 702. Decennial review of exempted opefational les.

DECLARATION OF POLICY

SwC. 2. C50 U.S.C. 401] n enacting this legisi,, it is the
intent of Congrew to provide a comprehensive program for the
future security of the United States; to provide for the establish-
ment of integrated policies and procedures for the departments,
agencies, and functions of the Government relating to the national
security; to provide a Department of Defense, including the three
military Departments of the Army, the Navy (includinassl avia-
tion and the United States Marine Corps), and the Air Foit under
the direction, authority, and control of the Secretary of Defense; to.
provide hat each military department shall .e eprately orga-
nized under its own Secretary and shall function under the direc-
tion, authority, and control of the Secretary of Defense; to provide
for their unified direction under civilian control of the Secretary of
Defense but not to meoe these departments o a.w -ce- to provide
for the establishment of unified or specified tant commands
and a clear and direct line of command to sW6 cmmands;
eliminate unnecessary duplication in the Departmen.t of Defete,
and particularly in the field of.research and engneering by vesing
its overall direction and control in the Secretary of Def :to pro-
vide more effective, efficient, and economical administratioK in the
Department of Defense; to provide for the unified.-8n .cdiv
tion of the combatant forces, for their operationunderU".dcow
mand, and for their integration into an efficient f lan,
naval, and air forces but not to establish a single Chief of Staff
over the armed forces nor an overall armed fouR

TITLE I--COORDINATION FOR NATIONAL

NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL

S.C. 101. E50 U.S.C. 402] (a) There is here $hestablishi o
cil to be known as the National Security Council (thereinrit
this section referred to as the "Council").

,Do m w omiay inntttd.

BES7i AVAILABLE COP-vI
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The Predent of the United Statei shall preside over meetings of
the-iCouneil Provided, 7hat -in his absence he may designate a
member of tl uncil to preside in his place.T 1functiow. council shall be to advise the President with
respect to the intfon of domestic, foreign, and military policies
relating to the national security so as to enable the military serv-
ices and the other departments and-agencies of the Government to
cooperate mre actively in matters involving the national securi-
ty

Tb. Council shall be composed of
(1) the Preidenti
(2) the Vice Preent;
(3) the Secretaryf State;
(4) the Secret f Defense;
(5) the Director fir Mutual Security;
(6) the Cba p of the National Security Resources Board;

~and
SSecret As and Under Secretaries of other executived nA. - the military departments, the Chairman of

-- 'lons. Doard, and the Chairman of the Research and
lopment" , when appointed by the President by and

7with ed consent of the Senate, to serve at his

(b) In addidon to. forming such other functions as the Presi-
dent may direct, fo e purpose of more effectively coordinating
the policies and ftundons of the departments and agencies of the
iovernisipre. 'to the national security, it shall, subject to

te • r • • , UTL

dif _ 06 dent, be the dut of - Cou2ncil.
(1) to a- appraie the objectives, commitments, and

rb&k* the- i States in relation to our actual and poten-
military power, in the interest of national security, for the

purpose of m recommendations to the President in con-liotion tim th;-e d
=(2) to licies on matters of common interest to the" et en ncies of the Government concerned with

-- tiona o ty, and to make recommendations to the
Preident in connection therewith.

(c) The Cftcil shall have a staff to be headed by a civilian exec-
utive secretary who shall be appointed by the President, and who

ha receive mpe . tion at the rate of $10,000 a year.* The exec-
utiv 0 e; et se= to the direction of the Council, is hereby
authined, subject t. the civil-service laws and the Classification
Act of 1923, a amez__ed, 3 to appoint and fix the compensation of

0 Director fa Mutual Secuity, Chairman of the National Security Resoures
I.-theM e,-an-d -i-maothe-Research and Development
[inm~d~anrios Reor aiztion PLaM The statutory members of the Na-

President. Viol President, Secretary of Stt, and SOCTarWy 0(
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Spn a be necessary to perform such duties as may
such pe ythe Csounl onnfecton with the performance ofbe --- ribed by me d o ni -,-
its ction council l ha, from time to time, make such recommenda.

tions, and such other reports to the President as it deems appropri-

ate or - the Pro a May rqr.
CNVAL nTLLIGNCI AGENCY

Sqc. 102. [50 U.S.C. 403] (a) There is hereby established under
the National- Securi Council a Central Intellience Agency with a

r r of ntlntellence who shall be the head thereof, andDirector of-Central Le c

with a Deputy Director of Central Intelligence who shall act for,
and exercise the powers of, the Director during his absence or dis-
ability. The Director and the Deputy Director shall be appointed by
the President, by and with the advice and consent of the Senate,
from among the commisioned officers of the armed services,
whether in an active or retired status, or from among individuals
in civilian life: Proovided however, That at no time shall the two
positions of the Director and Deputy Director be occupied simulta.
neously by commissioned officers of te armed services, whether in
an active or retired status.

(bXI) If a commissioned officer of the armed services is appointed
as Director, or Deputy Director, then-

(A) in the performance of his duties as Director, or Deputy
Director, he shall be subject to no supervision, control, restric-
tion, or prohibition (military or otherwise) other than would be
operative with respect to him if he were a civilian in no way.
connected with the Department of the Army, the Department -

of the Navy, the Department of the Air Force, or the armed
sevce ~~O nv component thereof. And

(B) he shall not possess or exercise any supervision, control,
powers, or functions (other than such as he possesses, or is au-
thorized or directed to exercise, as Director, or Deputy Direc-
tor) with respect to the armed services or any component
thereof, the Depa-ment of the Army, the Department of the
Navy, or the Dep ment of the Air Force, or any branch,
bureau, unit, or division thereof, or with respect to any of the
personnel (military or civilian) of any of the foregoing.

(2) Except as provided in paragraph (1), the appointment to the
office of Director, or Deputy Director, of a commissioned officer of
the armed services, and his acceptance of and service in such office,
shall in no way affect any status, office, rank, or grade he may
occupy or hold in the armed services, or any emolument, perqui-
site, right, privilege, or benefit incident to or arising out of any
such status, office, rank, or grade. Any such commisioned officer
shall, while serving in the office of Director, or Deputy Director,
continue to hold rank and rde not lower than that in which serv-

gat the time of his ppointment and to receive the military py
and allowance (active or retired as the case may be. including per
sial money allowance) payable to a commissioned officer of his
grade and length of service for which the appropriate department
shall be reimbursed from any funds available to defray the ex-
penses of the Central Intelligence Agency. He also shall be paid by
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the Central Intelligence Agency from such funds an annual com-
pensation at a rate equal to the amount by which the compensa-
tion established for such position exceeds the amount of his annual
military pay and allowances.

(3) The rank or grade of any such commissioned officer shall,
during the period in which such commissioned officer occupies the
office of Director of Central Intelligence, or Deputy Director of Cen-
tral Intelligence, be in addition to the numbers and percentages
otherwise authorized and appropriated for the armed service of
which he is a member.

(c) Notwithstanding the provisions of section 6 of the Act of
August 24, 1912 (37 Stat. 555),4 or the provisions of any other law,
the Director 9f Central Intelligence may, in his discretion, termi-
nate the employment of any officer or employee of the Agency
whenever he shall deem such termination necessary or advisable in
the interests of the United States, but such termination shall not
affect the right of such officer or employee to seek or accept em-
ployment in any other department or agency of the Government if
declared eligible for such employment by the United States Civil
Service Commission.3

(d) For the purpose of coordinating the intelligence activities of
the several Government departments and agencies in the interest
of national security, it shall be the duty of the Agency, under the
direction of the National Security Council-

(1) to advise the National Security Council in matters con-
cernirg such intelligence activities of the Government depart-
ments and agencies as relate to national security;

(2) to make recommendations to the National Security Coun-
cil for the coordination of such intelligence activities of the de-
partments and agencies of the Covernment a relate to thena-
tional security;

(3) to correlate and evaluate intelligence relating to the na-
tional security, and provide for the appropriate dissemination
of such intelligence within the Government using where appro-
priate existing agencies and facilities: Provided, That the
Agency shall have no police, subpena, law-enforcement powers,
or internal-security functions: Provided further, That the de-
partments and other agencies of the Government shall contin-
ue to collect, evaluate, correlate, and disseminate departmental
intelligence: And provided further, That the Director of Cen-
tral Intelligence shall be responsible for protecting intelligence
sources and methods from unauthorized disclosure;

(4) to perform, for the benefit of the existing intelligenceagencies, such additional services of common concern as the
National Security Council determines can be more efficiently
accomplished centrally;

The Cited Act of August 24, 1912. w" b the law enactig title 5, Unit" S
COd* tJblic lW 89.544. Sept6.1%9 80 Stat. 378). The pIQYwIknD of action 6of that Act wone

Th Section 7501 of title 5.Te functions of the Civil Service Commiaion were transferred to the Director of the Officeof Peronfei ManZaement by section 102 of Reorganization Plan No. 2 of 1978 (92 Stat. 3783; 5U.S.C. 1101 note).
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(5) to perforamguch other functions and duties related to in.

telliPnce affecting the national security as the National Secu.
rity Council may from time to time direct.

(e) To the extent recommended by the National Security Council
and approved by the President, such intelligence of the depart.
ments and agencies of the Government, except as hereinafter pro.
v rded r t to the national security shall be open to the inspec.
tion of the Dfrector of Central Intelh nce, and such intelligence as
relates to the national security and is possessed by such depart-
ments and other agencies of the Government, ext;ept as hereinafter
provided, shall be made available to the Director of Central Intelli.
gence for correlation, evaluation, and dissemination: Provided how-
ever, That upon the written request of the Director of Central Intel.
ligence, the Director of the Federal Bureau of Investigation shall
make available to the Director of Central Intelligence such infor-
mation for correlation, evaluation, and dissemination as may be es-
sential to the national security.

(f) Effective when the Director first appointed under subsection
(a) has taken office-

(1) the National Intelligence Authority (11 Fed. Reg. 1337,
1339, February 5, 1946) shall cease to exist; and

(2) the personnel, property, and records of the Central Intel.
ligence Group are transferred to the Central Intelligence
Agency, and such Group shall cease to exist. Any unexpended
balances of appropriations, allocations, or other funds available
or authorized to be made available for such Group shall be
available and shall be authorized to be made available in like
manner for expenditure by the Agency. -

APPOIMNT OF D acWR OF INTXUULGENCZ COMMUNFrY SrAl
SBc. 102a. (1) If a commissioned officer of the Armed Forces is

appointed as Director of the Intelligence Community Staff, such
commissioned officer, while serving in such position-

(A) shall not be subject to supervision, control, restriction, or
prohibition by the Department of Defense or any component
thereof; and

(B) shall not exercise, by reason of his status as a commis-
sioned officer, any supervision, control, powers, or functions
(other than as authorized as Director of the Intelligence Com-
munity Staff) with respect to any of the military or civilian
personnel thereof.

(2) Except as provided in subsection (1), the appointment of a
commissioned officer of the Armed Forces to the position of Direc-
tor of the Intelligence Community Staff, his acceptance of such ap-
pointment and his service in such position shallin no way affect
his status, position, rank, or grade in the Armed Forces, or any
emolument, perquisite, right, privilege, or benefit incident to or
arisin out of any such status, position, rank, or grade. Any such
commimeioned officer, while servuig in the position of Director of
the Intelligence Community Staff, shall continue to hold a rank
and grade not lowlir than that in which he was serving at the time
of his appointment to such position and to receive the military pay
and allowances (including retired or retainer pay) payable to a
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commissioned officer of his grade and length of service for which
the appropriate military department shall be reimbursed from any
funds available to defray the expenses of the Intelligence Commu-
nity Staff. In addition to any pay or allowance pa able under the
preceding sentence, such commissioned officer shalr be paid by the
Intelligence Community Staff, from funds available to defray the
expenses of such staff, an annual compensation at a rate equal to
the excess of the rate of compensation payable for such position
over the annual rate of his military pay (including retired and re-
tainer pay) and allowances.

(3) Any commissioned officer to which subsection (1) applies,
during the period of his service as Director of the Intelligence Com-
munty Staff, shall not be counted against the numbers and per-
centages of commissioned officers of the rank and grade of such of-
ficer authorized for the Armed Force of which he is a member,
except that only one commissioned officer of the Armed Forces oc-
cupying the position of Director of Central Intelligence or Deputy
Director of Central Intelligence as provided for in section 102, or
the position of Director of the Intelligence Community Staff, under
this section, shall be exempt from such numbers and percentage at
any one time.

NATIONAL SECURITY RUOURU BOARD

Stc. 103. [50 U.S.C. 404] (a) The Director of the Office of De-
fense Mobilization,7 subject to the direction of the President, is au-
thorized, subject to the civil-service laws and the Classification Actof 1949, to appoint and fix the compensation of such personnel as
may be necessary to assis the Director in carrying out his func-
tions.

(b tsalbetefmto of the Diretor of the Office of Defense
Mobilization to advise the Presdent concerning the coordination of
military, industrial, and civilian mobilization, including-

(1) policies concerning industrial and civilian mobilization in
order- to assure thq most effective mobilization and maximUm
utilization of the N'ation's manpower in the event of war.

(2) programs for the effective use in time of war of the Na-tion's natural and industrial-resources for military and civilian
needs, for the maintenance and stabilization of the civilian
economy in time of war, and for the adjustment of such econo-
my to War needs and conditions;

(3) policies for unfying, in time of war, the activities of Fed-eral agencies and departments engaged in or concerned with
Production, procurement, distribution, or transportation of

military or civilian supplies, materials, and products;

SeatmO 108 deals with emrgec uparednees Section 50 of the Act of September 3. 19548 u.i , 1k oa e former uctioa (a), relating t the utabiiahmeut d the National
Secuity )W - n 4W w sbmaisWW sPmci (a)-c). Mwe

e'tL or the Director Of of Defense une- hsmeto hc
traneerred to the President, were deogae to the Directo of the Federal

44#; . t m~nAnc by ectiom 4-102 of E=e&,tive Order No. 12148 (July 20, 1979.IMW C ,.c A . I21 ,
At of 1949 epeledbthwact . United States Code

and 3 Sept. 6. 1966.80o Stat.P7) iaprVsin codified ascape61Wnhat~r " 0(that title.
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(4) the relationship between potential supplies of, and potej.
tial requirements for, manpower, resources, and productive fa.
cilities in time of war;

(5) policies for establishing adequate reserves of strategic and
critical material, and for the conservation of these reserves;

(6) the strategic relocation of industries, services, govern.
ment, and economic activities, the continuous operation of
which is essential to the Nation's security.

(c) In performing his functions, the Director of the Office of De.
fense Mobilization shall utilize to the maximum extent the facili.
ties and resources of the departments and agencies of the Govern.
ment.

TITLE H-THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE
Szc. 201. (Subsections (a) and (b) were repealed by section 307 of

Public Law 87-651 (Act of Setember 7, 1962, 76 Stat. 526). Subsec.
tion (c) consisted of an amendment to another Act.]

(d) E50 U.S.C. 408] Except to the extent inconsistent with the
provisions of this Act, the provisions of title IV of the Revised Stat-
utes ' as now of hereafter amended shall be applicable to the De-
partment of Defense.

[Sections 202-204 were repealed by section 307 of Public Law 87-
651 (Act of September 7, 1962, 76 Stat. 526).]

DZPARTMENT OF THE ARMY

Szc. 205. [Subsections (a), (d), and (e) were repealed by the law
enacting titles 10 and 32, United States Code (Act of August 10,
1956, 70A Stat. 676)].

N.b All laws, orders, regulations, and other actions relating-to the
Department of War or to any officer or activity whose title is
changed under this section shall, insofar as they are not inconsist-
ent with the provisions of this Act, be deemed to relate to the De-
partment of the Army within the Department of Defense or to such
officer or activity designated by his or its new title.

(c) E50 U.S.C. 409(a)] the term "Department of the Army" as
used in this Act shall be construed to mean the Department of the
Army at the seat of government and all field headquarters, forces,
reserve components, installations, activities, and functions under
the control or supervision of the Department of the Army.

DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY

Sic. 206. (a) E50 U.S.C. 409(b)] The term "Department of the
Navy" as used in this Act shall be construed to mean the Depart-
ment of the Navy at the seat of government; the headquarters,
United States Marine Corps; the entire operating forces of the
United States Navy, including naval aviation, an d of the United
Stits-Marine-Corps, including the reserve components of such

STitle IV of the revised Statutes consisted o( snctios 158-198 of the Revised Statutes. Sec.
tIons 176 and 193 are codified as sections 492-1 and 492-2 of title 31. United States Code. The
remainder of those sectios haye bess epeaed ortgeplosd b provao tide 5. United
States Cd a enacted. Sehe abe' volumeof the United tet Code tor the distribution
ood section.
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forces; all field activities, headquarters, forces, bases, installations,
activities and functions under the control or supervision of the De-
partment of the Navy; and the United States Coast Guard when
operating as a part of the Navy pursuant to law.

[Subsections (b) and (c) were repealed by the law enacting titles
10 and 32, United States Code (Act of August 10, 1956, 70A Stat.
676)).

DEPARTMENT O THZ AR FORC
Szc. 207. [Subsections (a), (b), (d), (e), and (f) were repealed by the

law enacting titles 10 and 32, United States Code (Act of August 10,
1956, 70A stat. 676)].

(c) [50 U.S.C. 409(c)l The term "Department of the Air Force"
as used in this Act shall be construed to mean the Department of
the Air Force at the seat of government and all field headquarters,
forces, reserve components, installations, activities, and functions
under the control or supervision of the Department of the Air
Force.

[Section 208 (less subsection (c)) was repealed by the law enacting
titles 10 and 32, United States Code (Act of August 10, 1956, 70A
Stat. 676). Section 208(c) was repealed by the law enacting title 5,
United States Code (Public Law 89-544, September 6, 1966, 80 Stat.
654).]

[Sections 209-214 were repealed by the law enacting titles 10 and
32, United States Code (Act of August 10, 1956, 70A Stat. 676).]

TITLE I-MICELLANEOUS
[Section 301 was repealed by the law enacting title 5, United

States Code (Public Law 89-544, September 6, 196,80 Stat. 654).]
S[Section 302 was repealed by the law e-nacting titles W--and-32,

United States Code (Act of August 10, 1956, 70A stat. 676).]

ADVUOY COMM~ES AND PEROSONIL

SEC. 303. [50 U.S.C. 405] (a) The Director of the Office of De-
fense Mobilization, the Director of Central Intelligence, and the
National Security Council, actin through its Executive Secretary,
are authored to appoint suc advisory committees and to employ,
consistent with other provisions of this Act, such part-time adviso-
FY Personnel as they may dem necessary in carrying out their re-
SPective functions and the functions of agencies under their con-
trol. Persons holding other offices or positions under the United
States for which they receive compensation, while serving as mem-
be- of such committee, shall receive no additional compensation
for such service. Other members of such committees and other
PS-1t~i'I advisory personnel so employed may serve without coN-
P xfloti or may receive compensation at a dail rate not to
exceed the al ~ec
G&18 o He Y equivalent of th. rate of in ect for grade

5, UGeneral Schedule estblshd on 5832 of tite
(b) Sr- .of a s determined by the a ppointing authority.commi C, of an individual as a member of any such advisory

, it.,, 0! in an other part-time capacity for a department or
agency hereunder, shall not be considered as service bringing such
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ividual withinl the provisions of secton 203, 205, or 207, of title
18, United States Cgodev unless the atosuhindividual, which by
such section is mad.. unlawful when performed by an individual m
frred to in such section, ii with respect to any particular matter
which directly involves a department or agency which such person
is advising or in which such department or agency is directly inter.
ested.[Sections 304-306_were repealed b the law enacting title 5,
United States (Qode (Public Law 89-5 4 , September 6, 196, 80 Stat.
6"4).J

AUTHORIZATION FOR APPROPRIATIONS

Sac. 307. E50 US.C. 4113 There are hereby authorized to be ap-
propriated such sums as may be necessary and appropriate to carry
out the provisions and purposes of this Act.

DKFIN1TION8

Sac. 308. [50 U.S.C. 4103 (a)' 0 As used in this Act, the term
"function" includes functions, powers, and duties.

(b) As used in this Act, the term, "Department of Defense" shall
be deemed to include the military departments of the Army, the
Navy, and the Air Force, and all agencies created under title 11 of
this Act.

S1PARtAII

Sa. 309. [50 U.S.C. 401 note] If any provision of this Act or the
application thereof to any person or circumstances is held invalid,- -
the validity of the remainder of the Act and of the application of

bsuch-previa-f-other- PFW -and euhaan-n-; b af-
fected thereby.

KF3F IV DATI

Sac. 310. E50 U.S.C. 401 note] (a) The first sentence of section
202 (a) and sections 1, 2, 307, 308, 309, and 310 shall take effect im-
mediately upon the enactment of this Act.

(b) Except a provided in subsection (a), the provisions of this Act
shall take effect on whichever of the flowing days is the earlier:
The day after the day upon which the Secretary of Defense first
appointed takes office, or the sixtieth day after the date of the en-
actment of this Act.

SUCCMION TO TM PRMDNCY
Ssc. 311. [Section 311 consisted of an amendment to the Act en-

titled "An Act to provide for the performance of the duties of the
office of Predent in case of the removal, resignation, death, or in-
ability both of the President and Vice President".]

(Title IV 1.. section 411 was repealed by section 307 of Public
Law 87-661 (Act of September 7, 1962, 76 Stat. 526).]

StoW i 30Of Public Law V4561 (Act Se e 7. 1962.76 SCt S6 epeaed eecti
30a) Lm itesplcblt to eectioms 2,11-10Can 33
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MPR.ALING AND SAVING PROVISIONS

Swc. 411. [50 U.S.C. 4123 All laws, orders, and regulations incon-
sistent with the provisions of this title are repealed insofar as they
are inconsistent with the powers, duties, and responsibilities en-
acted hereby: Provided, That the powers, duties, and responsibil-
ities of the Secretary of Defense under this title shall be adminis-
tered in conformance with the policy and requirements for admin-
istration of budgetary and fiscal matters in the Government gener-
ally, including accounting and financial reporting, and that noth-
ing in this title shall be construed as eliminating or modifying the
powers, duties, and responsibilities of any other department,
agency, or officer of the Government in connection with such mat-
ters, but no such department, agency, or officer shall exercise any
such powers, duties, or responsibilities in a manner that will
render ineffective the provisions of this title.

TITLE V-ACCOUNTABILITY FOR INTELLIGENCE
ACTIVITIES II

CONGRSSIONAL OVERSIGHT

Sc. 501. [50 U.S.C. 413) (a) To the extent consistent with allapplicable authorities and duties, including those conferred by the
Constitution upon the executive and legislative branches of the
Government, and to the extent consistent with due regard for the
protection from unauthorized disclosure of classified information
and information relating to intelligence sources and methods, the
Director of Central Intelligence and the heads of all departments,
agencies, and other entities of the United States involved in intelli-
gence A.ctivitie shall.

(1) keep the Select Committee on Intelligence of the Senate
and the Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence of the
House of Representatives (hereinafter in this section referred
to as the "intelligence committees") fully and currently in-
formed of all intelligence activities which are the responsibility
of, are engaged in by, or are carried out for or on behalf of, any
department, agency, or entity of the United States, including
any significant anticipated intelligence activity, except that (A)
the foregoing provision shall not require approval of the intelli-
gence committees as a condition precedent to the initiation of
any such anticipated intelligence activity, and (B) if the Presi-
dent determines it is essential to limit prior notice to meet ex-
traordinary circumstances affecting vital interests of the
United States, such notice shall be limited to the chairman
and ranking minority members of the intelligence committees,
the Speaker and minority leader of the House of Representa-
tives, and the majority and minority leaders of the Senate;

(2) furnish any information or material concerning intell-
gence activities which is in the possession, custody, or control
of any department, agency, or entity of the United States and

Thitile is also set out post at pap 211 alon with othw mterias rating to congrssional
of toilisenc activities.
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whichin request by either of the intellig committees
order to carry out its authorized responsib-lities; and

(3) report mn a timely fashion to the intelligence committt.any WeWintelignc acivt or. sinifcant intel en
ure and any corrective action that has been tagen fr

laned to be taken in connection with such illegal activity o,.

(b) The Preident shall fully inform the intelligence committee%
in a timely fashion of inte llience operations in foreign countries
other than activities intended solely or obtaining necessary intell
gence, for which prior notice was not given under subsection (al
and shall provide a statement of the reasons for not giving prior
notice.

(c) The President and the intelligence committees shall each ef
tablish such procedures as may be necessary to carry out the provi.
sions of subsections (a) and (b).

(d) the" House of Representatives and the Senate, in consulta.
tion with the Directoro Central Intelligence, shall each establish,
by rule or resolution of such House, procedures to protect from un.
authorized disclosure all classified information andall information
relating to intelligence sources and methods furnished to the intel.
ligence committees or to Members of the Congress under this sec.
tion. In accordance with such procedure, each of the intelligence
committees shall promptly call to the attention of its respective
House, or to any appropriate committee or committees of its re-
spective House, any. matter relating to intelligence activities re-
quring the attention of such House or such committee or commit.
tees.

(e) Nothing in this Act shall be construed as authority to with-
hold information from the intelligence committees on the grounds
that providin[ the information to the intelligence committees
wold constitu-thie unauthorized-diiclosure of ciatified informa.
tion or information relating to intelligence sources and methods.
TITLE VI-PROTECTION OF CERTAIN NATIONAL SECURITY

INFORMATION

PROTCiON OF IDEMNTIUM OF CETAIN UNrTD STATES UNDERCOVER
INTEIGENCE OlFICERS, AGENTS, INFORMANTS, AND SOURCES

Sac. 601. (a) Whoever, having or having had authorized access to
classified information that identifies a covert agent, intentionally
discloses any information identifying such covert agent to any indi-
vidual not authorized to receive classified information, knowing
that the information disclosed so identifies such covert agent and
that the United States is taking affirmative measures to conceal
such covert agent's intelligence relationship to the United States,
shall be fined not more than $50,000 or imprisoned not more than
ten years, or both.

(b) Whoever, as a result of having authorized access to classified
information, learns the identity of a covert agent and intentionally

so in oiginal.
itle V .w 6d bY the IntelliPnce Identitim Protecion Act of 1982 1Public Law 97-

200L

75-542 - 88 - 39
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discloses any information identifying such covert agent to any indi.
vidual not authorized to receive clarified information, knowing
that the information disclosed so identifies such covert agent and
that the United States is taking affirmative measures to conceal
such covert agent's intelligence relationship to the United States,
shall be fined not more than $25,000 or imprisoned not more than
five years, or both.

(c) Whoever, in the course of a pattern of activities intended to
identify and expose covert agents and with reason to believe that
such activities would impair or impede the foreign intelligence ac-
tivities of the United States, discloses any information that identi-
fies an individual as a covert agent to any individual not author-
ized to receive clarified information, knowing that the information
disclosed so identifies such individual and that the United States is
takin ffmative measures to conceal such individual's classified
intelligence relationship to the United States, shall be fined not
more than $15,000 or imprisoned not more than three years, or
both.

DEIZNSZS AND XCKPTIONS

Soc. 602. (a) It is a defense to a prosecution under section 601
that before the commission of the offense with which the defendant
is charged, the United States had publicly acknowledged or re-
vealed the intelligence relationship to the United States of the indi-
vidual the disclosure of whose intelligence relationship to the
United States is the basis for the prosecution.

(bXl) Subject to a ph (2), no person other than a person
committing an offense under section 601 shall be subject to pros-
ecution under such section by virtue of section 2 or 4 of title 18,

_United States Code or shall be s_,bjet to precaution for-cnpra.
cy to commit an offense under such'secion.

(2) Paragraph (1) shall not apply (A) in the ca of a person who
acted in the course of a pattern of activities intended to identify
and expose covert agents and with reason to believe that such ac-
tivities would impair or inped the foreign intelligence activities of
the United States, or (B) in the case of a person who has authorized
acCess to classified information.

(c) It shall not be an offense under section 601 to transmit infor-
mation described in such section directly to the Select Committee
on Intelligence of the Senate or to the Wermanent Select Commit-
tee on Intelligence of the Hous of Representatives.

(d) It shall not be an offense under section 601 for an individual
to disclose information that solely identifies himself as a covert
agent.

WoKR
Sic. 603. (a) The President, after receiving information from theDirer of Central Intelligence, shall submit to the Select Commit-

on Intelligence of the Senate and the Permanent Select Coin-
Stte on Intelligence of the House of Representatives an annual

rePOrt Or measures totect the identities of rt tntst and
On aY oherMatter relevant to the protection of the i entities of
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(b) The report described in subsection (a) shall be exempt fror
any requirement for publication or disclosure. The first such report
shall be submitted no later than February 1, 1983.

KXTRATKRRrTORIAL JURISDICTION

Ssc. 604. There is jurisdiction over an offense under section 601
committed outside the United States if the individual committing
the offense is a citizen of the United States or an alien lawfully ad.
mitted to the United States for permanent residence (as defined in
section 101(aX20) of the Immigration and Nationality Act).

PROVIDING INFORMATION TO CONGRESS

SEC. 605. Nothing in this title may be construed as authority to
withhold information from the Congress or from a committee of
either House of Congress.

DEFINITIONS

Sic. 606. For the purposes of this title:
(1) The term "classified information" means information or

material designated and clearly marked or clearly represented,
pursuant to the provisions of a statute or Executive order (or a
regulation or order issued pursuant to a statute or Executive
order),.as requiring a specific degree of protection against un.
authorized disclosure for reasons of national security.

(2) The term "authorized", when used with respect to access
to classified information, means having authority, right, or per.
mission pursuant to the provisions of a statute. Executive
order, directive of the head of any department or agency en-
gag eein-0o irnte ligence-or counterintelligence activities,
order of any United States court, or provisions of any Rule of
the House of Representatives or resolution of the Senate which
assigns responsibility within the respective House of Congress
for the oversight of intelligence activities.

(3) The term "disclose means to communicate, provide,
impart, transmit, transfer, convey, publish, or otherwise make
available.

(4) The term "covert agent" means-
(A) an officer or employee of an intelligence agency or a

member of the Armed Forces assigned to duty with an in-
telligence agency-

(i) whose identity as such air officer, employee, or
member is classified information, and

(ii) who is serving outside the United States or has
within the last five years served outside the United
States; or

(B) a United States citizen whose intelligence relation-
ship to the United States is classified information, and-

(i) who resides and acts outside the United States as
an agent of, or informant or source of operational as-
sistance to, an intelligence agency, or

(ii) who is at the time of the disclosure acting as an
agent of, or informant to, the foreign counterintelli-
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gence or foreign counterterrorism components of the
Federal Bureau of Investigation; or

(C) an individual, other than a United States citizen,
whowe past or present intelligence relationship to the
United States is classified information and who is a
present or former agent of, or a present or former inform-
ant or source of operational assistance to, an intelligence
agency.

(5) The term "intelligence agency" means the Central Intelli-
gence Agency, a foreign intelligence component of the Depart-
ment of Defense, or the foreign counterintelligence or foreign
counterterrorism components of the Federal Bureau of Investi-
gation.

(6) The term "informant" means any individual who fur-
nishes information to an intelligence agency in the course of a
confidential relationship protecting the identity of such indi-
vidual from public disclosure.

(7) The terms "officer" and "employee" have the meanings
given such terms by section 2104 and 2105, respectively, of title
5, United States Code.

(8) The term "Armed Forces" means the Army, Navy, Air
Force, Marine Corps, and Coast Guard.

(9) The term "United States", when used in a geographic
sense, means all areas under the territorial sovereignty of the
United States and the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands.

(10) The term "pattern of activities" requires a series of acts
with a common purpose or objective.

TITLE VII-PROTECTION OF OPERATIONAL FILES OF THE
CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY

MIMIPTION OF CERTAIN OPERATIONAL FILE FROM SEARCH, REVIEW,
PUBUCATION, OR DISCLOSURE

Sic. 701. (a) Operational files oi the Central Intelligence Agency
May be exempted by the Director of Central Intelligence from the
Provisions of section 552 of title 5, United States Code (Freedom of
Information Act), which require publication or disclosure, or search
or review in connection therewith.

(b) For the purposes of this title the term "operational files"
means-

(1) files of the Directorate of Operations which document theconduct of foreign intelligence or counterintelligence oper-
ations or intelligence or security liaison arrangements or infor-
ation exchanges with foreign governments or their intnlli.

gene or security services;
(2) files of the Directorate for Science and Technology which

diitient the means by which foreign intelligence or counter-
Iflteligence is collected through' scientific and technical sys-
terns; and

(3) files of the Office of Security which document investiga-tions conducted to determine the suitability of potential for-
eign intelligence or counterintelligence sources;
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except that files which are the sole repository of disseminated in.
telligence are not operational files.

(c) Notwithstanding subsection (a) of this section, exempted oper.
ational files shall continue to be subject to search and review for
information concerning-

(1) United States citizens or aliens lawfully admitted for per.
manent residence who have requested information on them.
selves pursuant to the provisionsr-of section 552 of title 5,
United States Code (Freedom of Information Act), or section
552a of title 5, United States Code (Privacy Act of 1974);

(2) any special activity the existence of which is not exempt
from disclosure under the provisions of section 552 of title .5,

United States Code (Freedom of Information Act); or
(3) the specific subject matter of an investigation by the in.

telligence committees of the Congress, the Intelligence Over-
sight Board, the Department of Justice, the Office of General
Counsel of the Central Intelligence Agency, the Office of In.
spector General of the Central Intelligence Agency, or the
Office of the Director of Central Intelligence for any impropri.
ety, or violation of law, Executive order, or Presidential direc.
tive, in the conduct of an intelligence activity.

(dXl) Files that are not exempted under subsection (a) of this sec.
tion which contain information derived or disseminated from ex.
empted operational files shall be subject to search and review.

(2) The inclusion of information from exempted operational files
in files that are not exempted under subsection (a) of this section
shall not affect the exemption under subsection (a) of this section of
the originating operational files from search, review, publication,
or disclosure.

(3) Records from exempted operational files which have been dis-
seminated to and referenced in files that are not exempted under
subsection (a) of this section and which have been returned to ex.
empted operational files for sole retention shall be subject to
search and review.

(e) The provisions cf subsection (a) of this section shall not be su-
perseded except by a provision of law which is enacted after the
date of enactment of subsection (a), and which specifically cites and
repeals or modifies its provisions.

(f Whenever any person who has requested agency records under
section 552 of title 5, United States Code (Freedom of Information
Act), alleges that the Central Intelligence Agency has improperly
withheld records because of failure to comply with any provision of
this section, judicial review shall be available under the terms set
forth in section 552(aX4XB) of title 5, United States Code, except
that-

(1) in anycase In which information pecifically authorized
under criteria established by an Executive order to be kept
secret in the interest of national defense or foreign relations
which1 4 is fried with, or produced for, the court by the Central
Intelligence Agency, such information shall be examined ex
parte, in camera by the court;

14 So in original.
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(2) the court shall, to the fullest extent practicable, deter-
mine issues of fact based on sworn written submissions of the
parties;

(3) when a complainant alleges that requested records are
improperly withheld because of improper placement solely in
exempted operational files, the complainant shall support such
allegation with a sworn written submission, based upon per-
sonal knowledge or otherwise admissible evidence;

(4XA) when a complainant alleges that requested records
were improperly withheld because of improper exemption of
operational files, the Central Intelligence Agency shall meet itsburden under section 552(aX4*B) of title 5, United States Code,
by demonstrating to the court by sworn written submission
that exempted operational files likely to contain responsive
records currently perform the functions set forth in subsection
(b) of this section; and

(B) the court may not order the Central Intelligence Agency
to review the contert of any exempted operational file or files
in order to make the demonstration required under subpara-
graph (A) of this paragraph, unless the complainant disputes
the Central Intelligence Agency's showing with a sworn writ-
ten submission based on personal knowledge or otherwise ad-
missible evidence;

(5) in proceedings under paragraphs (3) and (4) of this subsec-
tion, the parties shall not obtain discovery pursuant to rules 26
through 36 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, except that
requests for admission may be made pursuant to rules 26 and
36;

(6) if the court finds under this subsection that the Central
Intelligence Agency has improperly withheld requested records
because of failure to comply with any provision of this section,
the court shall order the Central Intelligence Agency to search
and review the appropriate exempted operational file or files
for the requested records and make such records, or portions
thereof, available in accordance with the provisions of section
552 of title 5, United States Code (Freedom of Information Act),
and such order shall be the exclusive remedy for failure to
comply with this section; and

(7) if at any time following the filing of a complaint pursuant
to this subsection the Central Intelligence Agency agrees to
search the appropriate exempted operational file or files for
the requested records, the court shall dismiss the claim based
upon such complaint.

DECENIAL REVIEW OF EXEMPTED OPERATIONAL FIE

SIC. 702. (a) Not less than once every ten years, the Director of
Central Intelligence shall review the exemptions in force under
subsdion (a) of section 701 of this Act to determine whether such
exemptions may be removed from any category _9( exeuntd files or
any portion thereof.

Wl udThe review required by subsection (a) of this section shall in-
rod consideration of the historical value or other public interestir te subject matter of the particular category of files or portions
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thereof and the potential for declawifying a significant part of the
information contained therein.

(c) A complainant who allege that the Central Intelligence,
Agency has improperly withheld records because of failure to

comply with this sectiorl may seek judicial review in the district
court ofythe-nte states of the district in which any of the par.ties reside, or in the District of Columbia. In such a proceeding, the
court's review shall be limited to determining (1) whether the Cen.

tral Intelligence Agency has conducted the review required by sub

section (a) of this section within ten years of enactment of this title
or within ten years after the last review, and (2) whether the Cen.
tral Intelligence Agency, in fact, considered the criteria set forth in
subsection (b) of this section in conducting the required review.
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SOC. 662 CONGRESSIONAL OVERSIGHT

(b) The President shall fully inform the intelligent
in a timely fashion of intelligence operations in fore
other than activities intended solely for obtaining neca.. OJ
gence, for which prior notice was not given under XIS
and shall provide a statement of the reasons for not.notice. _ . ,

(c) The President and the intelligence committees shall
tablish such procedures as may be necessary to carry out th t
sions of subsections (a) and (b).

(d) the I House of Representatives and the Senate, in
tion with the Director of Central Intelligence, shall each .N
by rule or resolution of such House, procedures to prot ^ ]S
unauthorized disclosure all classified information and anlorf
tion relating to intelligence sources and methods furnished O
intelgence committees or to Members of the Congress u -
section. In accordance with such procedures, each of th.
gene committees shal promptly call to the attention of its
tive House, or to any appropriate committee or comnjittft of.
respective House, any matter relating to intelligence activity 14
quiring the attention of such House or such committee or coe
toes.

(e) Nothing in this Act shall be construed as authority to
hold information from the intelligence committees on the gr%,-
that providing the information to the intelligence comrant
would constitute the unauthorized disclosure of classified inor
tion or information relating to intelligence sources and method&

SECTION 662 OF THE FOREIGN ASSISTANCE ACT OF 19,
(22 U.S.C. 2422) (THE "HUGHES-RYAN AMENDMENT")

9ac. 662. LMITATION ON INTL L .qGNc Ac'rvm .- No funds ap
propriated under the authority of this or any other Act may be ex.
pended by or on behalf of the Central Intelligence Agency for oper.
ations i foreign countries, other than activities intended solely for
obtaining necesary intelligence, unless and until the Presient
finds that each such operation is Uinportant to the national security
of the United States. Each such operation shall be considered a sig.
nificant anticipated intelligence actiVy for the purpose of section
501 of the Natonal Security Act of 1947.

SECTION 112b OF TITLE 1, UNITED STATES CODE (UNITED
STATES INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS) (THE "CASE ACT)

112. United States International agreements; -transmission to
Congress

(a) The Sec tary of State shall transmit to the Congress the text
of any international agreement (including the text of any oral
international agreement, which agreement shall be reduced to
writing), other than a treaty, to which the United States is a party
as soon as practicable after such agreement has entered into force

I So in Wrift
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UNCL5~TRAPOW 4/19/3$

THE- LEOAL BASIS FOR COVERT ACTZIN

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

During the debate on the administration's Centrol America prog
a number or allegations have been made regarding the legality of th
covert action program. Arguments have been made regarding the lea
basis of covert action and the Implications for U.S. policy. It .
the conclusion of this memorandum that covert action Is legal.

a Prosldential authority exists for covert action. The legal
authority or the U.S. government to engage in covert action, expect
in covert paramilitry operations, has been questioned. The Presid
by virtue of his constitutional powers and supported by case, law"
can and has authorized covert action.

o Conare qs anal authority ex its fOr covert action. Congress
has authorsls covert action by the Central Intelligence Agency in
general by the National Security Act of 1947. In addition, It has
specifically authorized and ratified covert action by the CIA throu)
a series or legislative enactments starting with the Rughes-Ryan
Amendment to the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961 and including
Intellgenae Authorization Act, (amending Hughes-Ryan in 1980) the
Bolan4 Amendment, the Intelligence Authorization Act for PT 1984,
and the Continuing Resolution foe focal Year 1985. Much of the
legislation has to do with the covert action program In Central
Amerlca and the Congress has ratified paramilitary covert action on
a number of occasions.

o Covert intervention is lealtimate. Some critics state that
covert action is illegitiate because it violates a rule against nor
Intervention in other societies. But this is a norm that Is not
observed by any government. Even an administration critic like Les]
Olb has stated that "all foreign policy is the extension of one's
internal policies Into the internal politics of another nation."

o Th overt nature of covert action. A critic has stated that
it is an 1log cal and illegal absurdity" to pretend that the U.S.
t not providing military assistance when It Is 'widely and publicly
known that we are.* There is no contradiction between covert
operations and public knowledge of the covert program. There Is oni
a contradiction between covert operations and public acknowledgement
of the program. In fact, large paramilitary operations by their
very nature cannot be kept scorer. But there are a number of reason
why a poliy of "plausible denial should be maintained. Diplomatic
relations with the country In question can be continued and It is

..... .. ; . , . K1..

• '. _.(J
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essential to protect third parties who$* involvement or acq'lesence
the Covort action is necessary. In Addition, the American legal
tradition 4s well as Internationlal law has long utilized legal fltc
where the falsehood o an assumed fact is understood. U.S. lack or
&cknowledgem~nt or covert pararllitary activities in which its role
obvious Is a legal fiction insofar as certain pretences are belng
maintained. It Is not illegitimate to US* this forMAlttY and In ra
the Congress has approved of this mechanism.

o SuDeort for the NMicaraz Democratic Resistance does not
conflict Vith U.S. reconlItion of the Sandinist& reime. Critics
have complained that the U.5. government is inconsistent in both
granting the Sandinista regime diplomatio recognition and in
questionin- its l4gitima0oY --Ini tact Othere-is-nb legal requirement
that the U.S. government terminkte relations with another government
even If It believes that the government is illegltimateo Purthermo
there are a number of good reasons to retain deplosatic relations
Including protecting the Interests of our government and citizens
there. In this regard It Is somewhat Ironic that some of the critt
who raise the question of diplomatic status with a regime we cons.ld
Illegitmate also support negotiations with the sae regIme.Somethi
that would be impeded if diplomatic relations were terminated.

. . .j --1..0.
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As sentioned above, some of the criticism af the CIA and Its

program in Central .Aerica is very general in nature and the

allegations concerning the Illegality of covert action lack speeiri,

However, there Is one line at thought which implied. that all covert
action Is Illegal. Some of the analysis regarding Its legality i

detached and academy, other critics use eotionally charged rhetorl
charaoterising covert action as illegal in some undefined way. 1

:n either case, there Is an fundamental assumption that cavort
action in Itself Is not in conformity with the law and that issue

needs to be discussed before ay particular laws of the United

States can be exumlned so as to determine If they have been 6reachec

Covert action has been defined In a variety of ways. Oe4

le1llative committee tersely defined It as *clandestine activity

designed to influence foreign governments, events, organizations,

or persons in support o U.S. foreign policy conducted In such a
way that the Involvement of the U.S. government is not apparent. 2

A See, generally6Ps ik, An Alternative to Covert Interventlon,' PRC
69th ANN. MEETING AN. SOCT INTI'L L. 195 (1975); "The Central Intell
once Agency: Present Authority and Proposed Legslative Change,
2VA L. RET. 332. 358 (1976); and 'Should the U .. Fight Seoret

WareS" H amrie September. 1984, at 33 (statement of N. Halperin).
Por specific statements regarding the lgoaity of covert actionwith r e to Central Americas see, e.g. 125 CONG. REC. N91 S -

H9159 (daiy 4 . Dec. 16 19825; 'Illegal, Deceptive and Dumb,'
N.Y. TImeS. April 11, 191'. A at 26. Col. 1; 131 CONe. RIO.
34051 (dally ed. April 3, 1965) (Remrek of Senator Dave Durenbergerl
before the National Press Club, March 26. 1985); and 131 CONG.
RCo. f1693 (daily *d. April 1, 1965) (Demoeralio Response of Mon.

111 Alexander to President Reagan'e Radio Address, March 30, 1985).
2 FINAL REPORT OP TH SELECT CONITTEE TO STUDY GOVERXNMTAL OPERATE(
WITH R SPECT TO INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES, S. RIP. NO. 755, book I
9Ath Cong . 24 See. 131 (1976) (her*elnater cited as GOVERNMZRT
OPERATION $ 0 also COMISSION ON CIA ACTIVITIES WITHIN THB UNITED
STATElS RPOrTOWI PRESDIDENT 46 (1975) (hereinafter cited as
ROCKZE RORT].

U i j g it".J
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In the early post-Second World War period the National scurt .
Council defined the &uthortsed range of- COvert lAtion that the CIA
could engage t as:.

propagandaa; economic warfare, preventive direct
action, inclulng sabotage, anti-sabotage, demolitionand evacuation measures; subversion against hostile
states, Including assistance to 7.errIlla and refugees
liberation groups, and support oVindigenous anti-Communist.eltmenta in the threatened countries of thefree world. "3

The authority to engage in covert operations, whether of the
political or paramilitary type, Is not, of course, specifically grsr
In the Constitution. However, the President's ability to commit U.!
operatives or resources to a covert operations has been associated I
the fulfillment of his constitutional duty totake oars tha the law
*be faithfully oxecuted,"4 the vesting of the ozecutive power" in t1
President,5 and his role as *Coander-in-Chiof of the Army and Nav)
the United States., 6 Although the President is not specifically ves
with the power to make foreign policy, under which covert action Is
subsumed, It was recognized from the first days of the Republic that
the Implication of the powers granted to the President was that he I
the "sole organ of the nation In its external relations, and its so]
representative with foreign nations.,T

This view of the Preadent as the sole organ of foreign
policy has been endorsed by Supreme Court. Despite the lack of a

SNC Directive, 57W8, cited In OOVZRNNZNTAL OPIRATtONS 132.

U.S, Const., Art. 11, 53.
5 U.3. Conat., Art. 11, 12.
6 U.S. Conat., Art. 11, 52.
7 10 ANNALS OP CONG. 613 (1800) (Statoment by John Marshall.) Thatforeign policy powers would naturally gravitate toward the nation'sexecutive was foreseen by John Jay writing In Federalist Paper No. E
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*peTlcfc Constitutional grant of authority It h94 ruled that
the powers rqulsite to the conduct of external relations do not
Spend upon the atff'lmative grants Of the Constitution but rather
"nhoro In the federal government as necessary attributes of .S.
soverotnty. 8 The President has a "delicate, plenary and exclusive
power . . . as the sole organ of the federal government in the

field of Intetnational relations -- a power which does not require
a basis for its exercise an act of Congress, but which, of course,
ike every other governmental power, must be exercised In subordlnt
to the applicable provisions of the Constitution.09

The President has clearly stated that the Central Intel tgonce
Agency will conduct covert activities In his promlgatot or oxecutl

orders conernlng Intelligence matters. The President can I•us
executive orders by virtue of the executive power vested In his offi
and they have the effect of a statute. Executive orders are a part I
of the law of the land and thus constitute a source of public
polly. President Reagan Issued Rxecutive Order 12333 on December 4
1981 giving the CIA legal authority for covert action. Section 1.8
of the Order, which enuaeratte the duties and responsibilities of
the Agency, provides (at 1.8(o)) that CIA shall conduct *special

actlvtltee approved by the Presidont. Special activities are
defined by 'lootion 3.4(h) of the Order as . . . activities conductec

In support 4'f national foreign policy objectives aboard which are
planned and executed so that tho.eole of the United States Government,

,e

M S.nLe. tat v. Curtisf-WErt Exnor Coo., 299 U.S. 304, 318 (19
9 ;1. at 320.

•i , , .. . .
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is not Apparent or acknowledged publicly, and functions in support

of such activities .. . . The President in keeping with his

executive power, has clearly authorized covert action at a CIA

activity.

One could conclude that the President's power to authorize

covert action, like other instruments of foreign policy, is

derivative of his constitutional responsibilities.
10 However there

are other bases for his actions In this regard Including Congresstoi

authorization and ratification. The genesls Of the argument that

the Congress has authorized or ratified employment of covert action

by the Executive Branch lies in the passage of the National Securit.

Act of 1947.1i Although the Act does not specifically refeleto

covert action, Section 120(d)(5) to oomonly cited as the statutbry

basis for such action. It states that the CA shall 'perform such

other functions and duties related to intelligence affecting the

national security as the National Security Council may. from time

to time, direct.' The legislative history does not provide a

precise understanding of what that seotion means, l. what type

of actions were being authorized ahd whether it Included covert

action. 12 It to unclear what the words "related to Intelligence

affecting the national security* meant and whether those drafting

the mat understood the range of actions that could be subsumed

under the aegs of covert operations. However, according to one

l m'The Central intelligence Agency: Present Authority • • •
jurj at 372.

11 50 U.S.C. S 101.4n.

12 Legislative history can be used to clarify ambiguous or vague
portions of a statute. United State. V. !4l Cg 393 U.S. 29?
(05); Uttd Ivte8 IciZzP Calofornia
345 U.S.1W1t3Y.

P
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of the drafters of the Act, the aim was to &ive the CIA "the *aLxLmw

.lexibility In the field of foreign Intelligence so that it cou'd

carry out whatever It was properly directed to do."13  This
assessment was supported by the report or the :hruch Comttee.

:n its judgments the National Security Act "was designed to provile
flexibility to the newly created CIA so that It could meet unroresee
challenges. Flexibility was provided through an undefined and

apparently open-ended grant or authority to the National Security
Council, and through itt to the CIA.0 14 Soon after the enactment
or the National Security Acts Section 102(d)(5) was cited by the
National Security Council to authorize covert action by the CIA.

Subsequently the Director or Central Intelligence used the 0am
paragraph to claim authorization specifically for covert prallitat

action.S

Other, more speoific Congressional authorisatlon or
ratification of the CIA's covert action exists. Whatever may be

said about Congressional appropriations for anrt knowledge of covert

operations prior to 19759 certainly after the passage of the Hughes-

Ryan amendment to the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961 the argument

cannot be made that no Congressional authority existsl16 On Decembe

30, 19?, Publie Law Number 93-559 was enacted that provided:

S S tatement byrawFence R. ouston, CIA Oeneral Counsel from 197
to 1973, lte In "The Central Intelligence Agency: Present Authori,

0 • • 'supra at 332-333.
14 oOVunIM e OhRIATIONS, jupgr jat 75.

Is5l at47?.
16 The Church ComlttqO argued that Congressional. appropriations
did not constitute ratification. GOVUMT O 13RATIONS, supra
at 496-602. but 'The Central Intelligence Agency: Present
Authority. .. " ' ~rj at 366-369.

%..4,! . .. . ... =. .
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No funds appropriated under the authority at this
chapter or any other Act may be expendel by or on
behalf at the Central Intelligence Agency tar
operatLons in foreign countries, other then activities
Intended solelp tor obtaining necessary Intelligence,
unless and until the President finds that each such
operation Is Important to the national security ot
the United States and reports, In a timely fashion,
a description and scope at such operation to the
approppriate committees ot the Congress, including
the Committee on Porel gn Relations ot the United
States Senate and the Comel etee on PqretLn Atfrrer
at the United States House of Representatives.

Thu passage at the Hughes-Ryan amendment clearly authorizes

covert station. Concommitant to the Congressional establishment of

reporting system tor covert action is the ratification of covert

action. Indeed, as one ot the authors at the legislative, Senator

Harold Hughes (Dl-Iowa), explained. "The amendment provides tor a

procedure under which existing covert actions may be resumed or

others may be undertaken to meet a genuine requirement tar the

national defense. 18

Besides this positive authorizatton at covert action by the

Congress, the legLtimancy ot these types at operations Is implied

Congress, the lelitimancy at these types of operatLons is Implied

In the rejection at two bills that would have prohibited all covert

action. On September 2, 1974 Congresswoman Roltsman oftered a

floor amendment to the contLnulng appropriations bill that would

have prohibited the expenditure of' funds by the CIA 'tor the purpose

of undermining the destablihLng the government o any foreign

country.'19 The amendment wa Introduced because at allegations

!1 22 U.S.C. S 2422.
18 120 COn. RC. 18062 (daily ed. Oct. 2, 191A).

19 120 CONO. Ri0. 3241l

L " . ,,
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regarding the role of the 1ZA in the fall of the Allende lovernmont

in Chile. The measure was defeated by a vote of 291-108.20

Subsequently, Senator Jams Aboureok offered an aaenment to

the Foreign Assistance Act of 191 that would have barred the use

of any funds ror CIA activities "which violates, or Is Intended to

encourage the violation o, the laws ot the United States or ot

such country.' 2 1 To make olear'that the legislation was aimed at

covert operations, an exception was made tor activity necessary to

the security or the United States which is Intended sol*e to Lather

intelligence Information." Abouresk stated that the amendment

would "abolish all clandestine or covert operations by the q(entra

Intelligence Agency."22 The Senate rejected the proposals by a

vote of 69-17.23

Theret'ore, not only did Congress reject attempts to prhibit

covert action by the executive branch, it acted attirmatively to

endorse the use or covert activities In the enactment of a congress

reporting requirement. Even it one disregarded the language used

by one of the author of' the ughese Ryn amendment which clearly

Indicated approval of covert operations, the Implied approval In

the text of the legislation would be sutticient. According the

the Supreme Count "Ohe enactment of legislation closely related to

the question of' the President's authority lin a particular ase

which evinces legislative Intent to. accord the Presidaent, broad

''~ at 32443*
120 CO.NG. RIC. 33477.

23 IA. at 33482.

~I
e.:.
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liscretioft may be considered io nvites *Mear4rt$ On independent

presidential respOnsibility," Youngtown at 637 (Jackson, J.,

concurring). At lost this Is so where there ts no contrary indicate

of legislative Intent and when, as here, there is a history of

congressional acquiescence in conduct or the sort engaged in by the

President. *2

In tactg, series of, legislative measures which have regulated

covert operations In addition to the Hughes-Ryan amendment rearfirm

the notion that Congress has authorized this particular tool of

foreign policy. The laws governing covert action either by the

imposition of reporting requirements or expenditure limits ipolude

the Intelligence Authorization Act, 25 the Boland Amendment. to the

Further Continuing Appropriation Act or 1963,26 the Intelligenc

Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 198,.27 and the Continuing

Resolution for Fiscal Year 1985.28 Many of these measures have

imposed restraints on covert operations in Central Amerioa. There-

fore not only has Congress authorized covert action in general by

the imposition of r6portlng requirements and the creation of system

of Intelligence oversight, It-has passed Judgment on specific

programs by Imposing constraints or limitations. in fact, a decade

of precedence has been created of ratification of covert action by

congressional oversight. The system of Presidential findings and

; aea a Moore v. fjg 5, U3S .S. 654, 678-79 (1981).

25 50 U.S.C. S 413. This act continued the RWug.,,-.an reporting
requirement but liaited it to the Senate and House Sele3 t CommIttees
on Intelligence, among other changes.
26 Pub. L. No. 97-377, 96 Stat. 1830.

2? Pub L. No. 98-215, 97 Stat. 1475.

28 See Section 6066. 130 CONG. R I. R1L-84 (daily ed., Oct. 10, 198I

•1.
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reports to Congress has meant that legislators have been Informed

or covert operations Cor the past decade. According to some news

accounts# the Congress has st times found the executive branch to

be sutticiently unenthusiastic about some covert operations as to

vote ror suppoet in excess of administration request.29

One tan reasonably conclude from the above that covert action

is legal by virtue ot both the foreign policy prerogatives granted

tias President in the Constitution and a sequence ot Congressional

actions In the post-World War II era that have both authorized and

ratified the use o covert operations. There are a number of other

arguments that have been made in the context of the Issue orthe

legality ot covert action. Some ot those are, at best, quasi-legal

arguments and are as tolloes:

o The lealtimac oft covert intervention. There is a not uncomui

notion that covert action is Illegitimate *because it violates the

norm of non-intervention In the politics o! other societies."
30

Sauel P. Huntington has observed that "This is a norm which is not

observed by any government, It Is one which, In a world ot

i.ntordepondenoe, Is becoming Increasingly obsolete.' 3 1  He notes

that ettorts to Influence the political processes in other socleitie

is a legitimate thing to do. Governments do attempt to Influence

other governments through a variety ot means, Including covert

action. It Is well to remember that covert action encompasses not

30 Huntington "Discussion,' in INTELLIGENCE REQUIRDMNTS POR THE

1960'1: For a statement of this viewpoint, see comments by Morton
Halperin In Rarperls, supra at 37.

31 Hundington, supr .

a-muIn
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only paramilitary action, which has been hIgh11iigee In the case la

hand, but also by covent political action, covert Propaganda as
well as Intelligence deception operations. 3 2 3o although parami*It
action Is among the Aost extreme tOrm that cover operations can

assume, ittis by no means :he only torm. Indeed, among the first

covert actions approved by the National Security ouncll was support

for political parties in elections In Oreece in .947 and Italy in

1948 in the response to Soviet efforts to bring about communist
governments.33  But regardless of whatever particular r.o covert
action takes, there Is a proper, legitimate role torIt In the

conduct of foreign policy. As one sometime critic of this

administration has stated, *All foreign policy is the extenston ot
one's internal policies Into the internal politics ot another

nation,.3.

o The overt nature of covert action. The object has frequently

been made that it is an *illogical and Illegal absurdity' to pretend

that the U.S. Is not providing military assistance when It is wliell

and publicly known that we are,'35 Whether or not there is widespre

knowledge about U.S. support for a particular covert operation has
nothing to do with the logic or legality of the program. The key

Is not knowledge but acknowledgment, and so long as the U.S.

32 CIA ' Re Constitutional, Statutory and Legal Bas efor CovertAotlon." Oat. 240 1975.
33 NSC Directive 4-A, Dee 1?, 1947 NSO Directive 10/?, June 18,

1g8; (both cited In CIA, supra note 32).
34 Harper's, supra at 3S (statement of Leslie Oelb).

35 131 CONG REC. LS050 Sum.i
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oernment does not admit to participation in the operation, there

can be value to the retention of Its covert character.

First$ It should be pointed out that most covert operations

are secret In fact as well as in theory. An excePtion can be made

for paramilitary covert activities, especiallY If 
they are large

enough, because they cannot be kept secret. The specific details

of the operation will typically be kept secret (i.e., sources or

material supplied, means of resupply, etc.), however the fact that

there are paramilitary operations cannot be kept 
secret because

they are not clandestine.3
6 The fact that the U.S. x~vernment

supports certain operations tends to get 
Into the public deate.

3T

But even it there is widespread knowidege that 
the U.S. Is Involved

In a particular covert action, there can be great value to adhering

to a policy of *plausible denial."

The lack of acknowledgement of U.S. support for a covert actor

program can be useful If the U.S. government desires to retain

diplomatic relations with the country in which the operations are

transpiring and It official acknowledgement might lead to the

termination of those relations. For example, when taking into

account the poor relations that the U.S. 
has with the regime current

In power Ln Managua, there are many reasons why our consular 
offices

remain useful. They aid American citizens who travel there 
and

assist in the still considerable trade between 
the two countries.

131 cow.B7-I1T050 s .

36 Pratt, *Operational Security$* IWIELLIONCI REQUIREMENT FOR TH4E

1980's: COUNTZRI XLI0NCl (R. Godson ed. 1980).

37 R& !ta, supra at 39.

*!~ ~r
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The continuance of diplomatic relations also 13 helpful In the

Ongoing negotiattons with the Nicaraguan government. The policy

or "plauLible denial can also be also be useful to protect third

parboles who are linked to the effort or are In some way

Involved in support for the covert operation. There may be other

reasons for the retention of denlability as well.

In any case, adherence to a policy of non-recognltion of U.S.

government involvement in a covert operation 18 not a legal absurdit

The Anglo-American Jurisprudence has long utilized legal fictions

where the falsehood of an assumed fact is understood. U.S. law

embraces numerous legal fictions such as the status t" the vrporatt

as a legal person.38 In International law as well legal fictions

are frequently used such as the recognition of a government wh'ih

does not appear to actually control any territory (such as Is the

case currently with Cambodla)39 or the lack of recognition of a

government's sovereignty over territory which It exercises control

(as Is the case with the U.S. government's refusal to recognlse

Soviet sovereignty over Latvia, LIthuanla, and gstonla).4 0 The lack

of acknowledgement by the U.S. government of support for a covert

action program which is widely believed,¢o have U.S. support in

analogous to a negative legal fiction In which something that exists

Is treated as it It did not. U.S. disavowal of Involvement In

3 H. HEV, HAND; O OE'OP THE LAW OP CORPORATIONS 106 (2d ed. 1970).
See gene rally . SLACK, SLACK'S LAW DICTIONARY 751 (Oth ed. rev.
1968) and V. i&S?. 'T11 1IrNCIPLES O '1 LAW OF KIDZOC v 289-292
(3rd ed. 1906).

39 The United Nations continues to reconisee the Po1 Pot regime.
See, "Credentials of Representatives to the Thirty-Seventh Session ol
the General Assembly.* "U.N. Doe. A/37/543 (1962).

40 N. ASN, DIGEST Op UNITED STATUS VRCTIC IN INTERNATIONAL LAW
1979 111 (1983).

UI5iED
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large paramilitary operations in which its role is obvious IIlk@

a legal fiction Insofar as certain pretences are being aintained

so asatocOmplish other goals. It Is not llesmate to use this

formality and in fact the Congress has approved of this echanism.4l

o Supoportfor the Democratic ResistanCe vs econltion O the

Sandinista Oovernment'. Some criticsaof U.S. support for the

democratic res tance forces charge, that itts Inconsistent with

continued recognition of the Sandinista regime In Managua. It has

been suggested that if the U.S. government believes that the

Sandiniatas have lost their legitimacy, then perhaps we should

terminate our diplomatic relations with Nliaragua.1 2  While

ending diplomatic relations with a hostile country Is always an

option, there are reasons why diplomatic relations are useful even

under strained circumstances. As mentioned previously, trade and

travel are facilitated by consular relations. More Importantly,

diplomatic Initiatives to resolve outstanding disputes can be

aided by having arma1 relations between the government. Ironically

some ot those that call the U.S. governwiet Inconsistent and wonder

why we continue diplomatic relations also advocate negotiations

with Nicaragua which would, ot course, be Impeled Itf diplomatic

relations were terminated. 3

Legally there is no requirement that the U.S. government

terminate relations with another government even it it believes

that the government io illegitate. Secretary at State Dean

42 131 COM. RIC. S4051, , gugL

*3 g.
tj~ .. +"

t:-.'" " h "
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Achelson addressed that Issue before the Pan Aaerican Society ofr the

United States:

Vhefn a freel elected government to overthrown and
a now and perhaps militaristle government takes
over, we do not need to recognize the new government
automatically and immediately. We can wait to see
If it really controls its territory and Ik.tends to
live up to Its International commitments. We can
consult with other governments as we have often
done.

"But if and when we do recognize a government under
these circumstances, our act of recognition needs
not be taken to imply approval ot It or its policies.
It is recognition of a set of facts nothing more.
We may have the gravest reservations as to the
manner In which It has come into power. We may
deplore Its attitude toward civil l1berrles. Yet
our long-range objectives in the promotion of democratic
Institutions may, 4n fact, be best served by recognizing
It and thus maintaining a channel of communication
with the country Involved. In this way we are also
able to dtsharge our basic function of protecting
the interests oour government and our citizens
there. Since recognition Is not synonymous with
approval, however, our act of recognition need not
necessarily be understood as the forerunner or a
policy of igjimate cooperation with the government
concerned •qq

1,X, DIP L STJA'nUr. 534 at 462-4 (Sept. 26, 1949) ("Waging
Peace in the Aearioa's" address of Secretary of State Acheson
before the Pan American Society of the United States).
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PRESIDENT'S If17'LLIG-1,'CE OVERSIGHT EWAD

September 13, 1985

70 R" .' ?FR . ho. U1.'ER A SS! T D T-"- "FC P ;.T I, ' L S$S CU RI Ty A F PS

PP£SID-E.l?'S1NTt-LL1GC1hJCr OV'.'S!rP .:ID

Le al s:ues Concer :.n; C2 .-:t: r. Ztf: r:S '
Aid for the I'±cara.uan . oera8; .: :ar:;
Forces

A: ts last meeting the Boa-d considered cl'frores o:
atls:a..nc from the CIA ror the 7D that are th o. ),t to "t r
bj" n ..plezented. One of the lte-s Is .he :.!:sr
ofi _ f a nd other niltary ite-s already p.rc'-as:!
with FY 1984 funds. We have reviewed Agency documents .an d
b:en b:refed by Agency personnel on these matters and can ;tc.-t:
t'.-: .e transfer of these Items is lawful. This a;ir.,s tr.t
c;inlon of the Office of General Counsel of the Cen:tral :
A.ency. ( :emorandua located at TAB A.)

"I:ltarv items Purchasi with .'.1984 Funds: %,e le IIz"
o0 the transfer or military its
dependent upon the time o obli 5tn or un-t ook place.
'e~arding the purchased following sequence or
events took place in l9 •

Augus: decision was sade to urchaseI Ausust: The decision wassa#t

on &rose as t
wha ere 0ere au ent funds left in
the $24 million authorized to be spent In FY
1s'2984. By late September the question had been
positively resolved.

26 September: The funding of the purchased.

28 Seteapproved 
and obligated.

28 September: A request for covert payment was signed by the
Operations Directorate for submission to the
Monetary Division.

I October: The Monetary Division sent a letter to a covert
entity to effectuate payment.

Oki . CLASflZWD 91MULTI SOURCES~ff3 ~ &r4L ~DICLASSIFY ON OADR
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10 October: Enactzent of :he final continuIn, resoluti:n -
N.J. Res. 648.

.e.:ew o. the St;uto.v. Provi-sions for FYjl: 22 r ae
:*vral rtlevant statutes that must be analyzed Ini ;pl:ei to .!.t
:acts of :his case. Of course, :th rstrd to the cc.s:r'!s
.-pseod by the FY 1984 1A l deterp * e In ;Av-:"
!934 t'-at the purchase and tran,:, tOould no:
vacEti the $24 million cap c. tzx;on. tres nI1- r:- or :t
.. etsldtntal ?ind-ng in ;car. '.t issue betng resclve!, t-
sta:utory provisions re.r.n: for considerI.1on include:

-H. J. Res. 653 (a.Ing continuing appropriations sor TY
85). On 1 October 158 Congress passed this resolu:Io-
which provided In section 106 that:

(c) 11o apprio-Itions or funds :mae a:'llati,.
oursuant to this ,Joint resolution to the Central
Intelligence Agency, the Depart:ent of Defense,
or any other agency or entity of the United Sra'fs
involved in intelligence activities may be obligated
or expended for the purpose or which would have
the effect of suppor:ing, directly or Indtrecty.
military or para=itary operations in N:caragu,
by any natlpn, group, organization, move=e.; or
individual.& (Ephasis added.]

- H. J. Res. 648: ThIs was the final Continuing Aesolutic'
passed by the Congress on 10 October 198t And provdes
at station 8066:

(a) During fiscal year 1985, no fund -avallaole
to the Central Intelligence Agency, the Popartnmn: of
Defense, or any other agency or entity of the United
States Involved In Intelligence activities maw be

zIfi4 or expended ror the purpose or wh1ch would
h ile erect or supporting, directly or Indirectly,
military or paramilitary operations In Nicaragua . . .
(Emphasis added.

This language remained unchanged through subsequent enactment o
three further continuing resolutions; I A. S. 656 (passed 4
October), H. 3. RE. 659 (passed 5 October), and N. J. URE. 663
(passed 9 October). Thus, the language of H. J. ASS. 653. sura.
was in effect during the period 1-10 October 1984.

l104,
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I:- -yph ~ rt_; it or aSty aua .,;o^.re
t-sncy. .,

Analysis of the Statutorylrovlslons: The ey to the ie-'a.
,?tnds on the tt..e :hen t?. ".un.-,

e l1ianed. Accordt1s to --t Atn:y, fun!s are obi t a ne -
tt appropriate offic!a1 L;prcves an tX;tn dt :t. In " 14 ca:s,
:ht Chief or the Latin Antrlc~nZf l Son s54ntJ,&art; .- sz t
covert payr.en on 28 S 81 and thvs obl:Zated t.-., .-

.or tht Clearly this waS dn&M t -.
wittln FY 1.984. the 0, not sitd the t a
on *; t nber 28, 2984, then the ts'cal ".a. would'J v at -.!t!
without the obligation havinS been rcad and tht non.;. .'
been turned back to the Treasury. Even 11 the nonty ha! c:- -
the s;2c!al two-year reserve funds obligated in FY 1984 &r! a.:
through FY 1985, the obligation would hive been legal up to t ..
;sssaie of the fInal Continuing Resolution on 10 October 15!.
bca-.st of .e language of the series of continuing :eso"-.
early October. They prohibited the obl!Eatlon or ex en't:r cf
"&ppropr:&I&ons or funds made available to this Joint resol:!:-..
Clea-ly this prohibition applied to FY 85 funds, not FY' 84..fn.42
Contrast that language with section 8066 of the final Cont:nu-.;
.esoluzion which prohibited the oligation or expenditure of f.n:
"available" during fiscal year 1985. That section, reiterated In
:t e Intelligence Authorization Act passed the next day, ;: .'3 I
any further use of unobllgated funds left over fro. " . =F
1: does not prohibit t a s funds already obligated, su;ch
those used to purohas

T. .s fo- lcte6'o:

,would also be I I tee todov
.o the contras. c(0 eifs. a o

been ob gated before October 191.the the carauan f:ee-:
fighters would have to pick U nd provide the finance
to transport it.)

Other Micellaneous 4111tarZ aterlel Purchased with Y? 84
Funds: The above analysis should be applied to other categories '
T ary assistance purchased with n I54 funds obligated prior to

130 C01. REC. I 11980 (dally ed. Oct. 10, 1981).
3 According to the OOC/CA nseorandus on this natter, funds ob11
in FT 8 technically are not available In FT 1985: "The 'obligat
or expended' language probably was Intended to address the two ye
reserve for contlngencies, as well as address funds both oblisate
and expended during 7185, but was not intended to address funds
obligated in FY81 and expended In 7Y85. Such funds generally are
not considered available In a subsequent fiscal year because, If
not used for the purpose for which obligated, they must be deobli
and returned to the .3. TqTfe ! 5at i9llAqJW 9 receipt."
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unos-t-poax.t, ;htro was a a rri-

Attar they were repaired tut etore they were returned to the
contra$ the Continuing esolutlon can* Into affect and they were
no: transferred.

So Ic; as it cant S M .- n th: the zunis to pJrchase s :
ltes we.e obliate tore ? t e .nd of the flecil year the ht:ve
ie:s can be transferred. If trasport&alom costs were not o 1-
at the tims the funds for purchase were obliGated, te car N!,
fredon fighters would have to pick them up ani tanspo: ths-
:intral A-trea for the :rarster to be leal.

104798
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EXHIBITBGS-20

"RA
POR OFFICIAL USE ONLY

THC WHITC HOUSE N 7049
WASHINOTON

PRESIDENT'S INTELLIGENCE OVERSIGHT BOARD

March l, 1986

ME(ORANDUM

FOR PRESIDENT'S INTELLIOENCE OVERSIGHT BOARD

PROM BRE ToN 0. SCIARONI
COUNSEL

SUBJECT The Legality of the Provision of Basle Military
Training for the Nicaraguan Democratic Resistance

ISSUE: Can the Central Intelligence Agency or any other agency of
the U.S. Government provide basic military training to the Nicaraguan
democratic resistance?

SUM4AR¥: The Intelligence Authorization Act for PY 1986 authorizes
the obligation or expenditure or funds by the Central Intelligence
Agency, the Department of Defense, or other Intelligence-related
agencies of the U.S. Government to provide basic military training
.for the Nicaraguan democratic resistance so long as such training
does not amount to the participation In the planning or execution of
military or parmilitary operations In Nicaragua. Neither the
passage of the legislation providing humanitarian aid, which
specifically prohibits the use of its funds for military training,
or the recent defeat of proposed military aid to the Nicaragua
democratic resistance affects the conclusion that basic military
training Is permissile under current law.

BACKGROUND: In October 1984 the Congress terminated funding for
military assistance for the NEaraguaL democratic resistance. 1

In April 1985 the Congress voted to continue a strict prohibition
against any assistance whatsoever for the Nicaraguan democratic
resistance. 2  However., shortly thereafter the President of Nicaragua,
Daniel Ortega aavedra paid made an official visit to Moscow
where on April 28, 1985 he signed the Soviet-Nicaraguan Cooperation
Pact. The Conress then reversed itself on the issue of assistance
for the Nicarasguan freedom fighters and, In a series " of legislative
enactments, and allowed for limited U.S. Involvement with the
democratic resistance. The Congress appropriated $27 million in

T Intolligenae Aut horlsation Act for Fiscal Year 1984, Pub. L.
No. 98-618 8 801, 98 stat. 3304 (1984)

2 131 CONG. RIC. B2391 (daily ed. April 12, 1985). , ,

•.~,_

,'' '2 " -' . .
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humanitarian assistance,3 approved the provision of intelligence
and advice by the Central Intelligence Agency to the PDN, and
approved the provision ot communications equipment and training bythe CIA.5 0

During the period o time since the absolute prohibition was
lifted the issue concerning what the Agency can and cannot do has
been the subject of debate. The issue examined in this memorandum
Is whether the definition of "advice" would include military training
tor the contra&.

The topic of training Is a significant one sInce the FDN faces
an increasingly professional Sandinista military. The Soviet and
Cuban provision of sophisticated equipment such as the MI-24 HIND
helicopters and other military equipment Is well known. At the
same time, the Soviets and Cubans are providing other support such
as specialized training for the counterinsurgency units known as
BLIs, radio intercept and direction finding equipment, and radar
and communications equipment. All o this means that the Sandinista
ability to intercept and decipher FDM radio traffic, predict PDH
plans and operations, locate FDN units in the field and respond to
them in a timely manner Is growing.

Given the increased threat and sophisticated counterinsurgency
support that Is being rendered by the Soviets and Cubans, there is
an acute need tO professionalize the FDN and other contra military
units. In the early 1980a the U.S. Government Insisted that former
members of Somota's National Guard be purged from the FDM ranks.
As a result for most of Its existence the FDN has been without
professional military guidance or training. The PDN's tactics In
the field reflect this state of affairs. FDN soldiers typically
operate In their home areas and utilize their own local Intelligence
network. The 7DM task forces primarily employ hit and run tactics
aimed at targets of opportunity and have been fairly successful at
this type of warfare In the past when they were adequately supplied.
However, this situation will not continue. At s3t the 7DN has
had a static situation for the past two years in terms of training
and operations. Even with renewed military aid, the prognosis for
the FDN will not significantly Improve unless training Is provided.
The Sandinistas on the other hand, are growing more sophisticated
due to the massive Soviet and Cuban intervention. In order to
counter the Increased capabilities ot the Sandinistas the 7DN
needs professional military training It It Is to survive in an
increasingly hostile environment. The discussion below addresses
the critical Issue ot whether, under the existing legislation, the
Central Intellgence Agency or other agencies of the U.S. Government
are legally permitted to render such training to the Nicaraguan
democratic resistance.

3. supplemental Appropriatons Act. 1985, Pub. L. No. 99-88, 99
Stat. 324.

4 Intelligence Authorization Act tor Fiscal Year 1986, Pub. L. No.
99-169, 99 Stat. 1002

" ." .5
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LEOISLATIVE ANALYSIS Of the two acts that modified the Prohibition
on G.S. governmentt Involvement with the Nicaraguan democratic
resistance, the most germane to this discussion Is the Intelligence
Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1986. This act permits-basic
military training while the legislation allowing for the provision
of humanitarian Assistance explicitly prohibited the use of its
funds for such a purpose.

o The Intellixence Authorization-Act for-Fscal Year 1986 permits
basic military training. According to the Intelligence Authorization
Act for P'"19.

Sec. 105. (a) Funds available to the Central Intelligence
Agency the Department of Defense, or any other agency or
entity of the United States involved in intelligence activities
may be obligated and expended during fiscal year 1986 to
provide funds, materiel or other assistance to the Nicaraguan
democratic resistance to support military or paramilitary -
operations In Nicaragua only as authorized in Section 101 and
as specified in the classified Schedule of Authorizations
referred to In Section 102, or pursuant to Section 502 of the
National Security Act of 1947, or to Section 106 of the
Supplemental Appropriations Act, 1985 (P.L. 99-88).6

The language of this section does not make clear what Is
allowed under the legislation. However Section 105 makes specific
reference to another section of the Intelligence Authorization Act
as well as sections of two other acts, any one of which might
authorize the release of funds for the contras. It should be
noted that the three provisions incorporated into Section 105 by
reference are not cumulative in effet but stand independent of
each other the satisfaction of the requirements of any one of
them will satisfy the requirements of Section 105. Therefore, an
examination of all of the other three provisions Is necessary to
see if military training Is precluded.

- Section-l1 of the Plscal-Year 1986 Intelllence Authorization
Act. as sgeoified In the Classified Schedule of Authorizations
rererred-to in $ection 102. On its face, Section 101 merely
lists the elements of the U.S. Government for which funds are
authorized to conduct intelligence and intelligence-related
activities without reference to what specifically is being
authorized.' However, It is a well settled principle that
extrinsic aids my be considered for purposes of Interpretation
when a statue is ambiguous or unclear. Therefore the report
issued by a conference comttee representing both Houses can

3upanot-i 4 at lo3

7 Id. at 1002
8 N. SINOER. 2A SUTHERLAND STATUTORY CONSTRUCTION 1 46.0l (1984).

:n . .
1: 
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be used as an aid In construing ambiguous statutes 9 &no lndee*d,
can be considered as the authoritative interpretation.10 The
Joint Explanatory Statement of the Conference Report provides
the following Information "Classified amounts are authorized
in Section 101 for intelligence agency Infrastructure expenditures
related to actlvltles such as the provision or tnrormation and
advice to the Nicaraguan 7emocratic resistance • • . ";?Emiphasis
added

Several things should be noted about this language. First,
3ection 101 allows the provision of "Information and advice" with-
out further defining what that means. It could mean basic military
training. Second the phrase "Information and advice" is conditior
by the words "such as" so that the permissible activities are not
limited strictly to "information and advice" however that Is define
Finally the Intelligence agency infrastructure for which funding
Is available could be interpreted to mean approval for the funding
of trainers.

- Section 202(b) of the National Security Act 4,f 1947, as contained I
Section 40 or the Fiscal ¥ear 195 Intelligence Authorization Act:
This section states that "Funds available to an intellgence
agency may not be made available for any intelligence or Intel lge:
related activity for which funds were denied by the Congress."A
In explaining this section the Conference Report states "The
conferees have agreed to deny all funding requested by the
administrat gn for the paramilitary covert action program for
Nicaragua."15 This would seemingly preclude military training
except that it would also seem to proscribe the communications
equipment and Intelligence sharing as well. Following the
statement cited above is the explanation that Section 502 does
not apply to funds available pursuant to Section 101 of the
Conference Report and the Classified Schedule of funds
available pursuant to Section 106 of P. L. 98-88 (described
below). The Conference Report then states that the purpose
behind this section Is to make approval either of a reprogramming
or of a transfer of funds the only way in which funds, materiel,
or other assistance beyond what Is authorized in Section 101 and
the classified Schedule referred to in Section 102, and what is
available In Section 106 of the Supplemental Appropriations Act
1985, could be provided to the Nicaragua democratic resistance

YId. at 545.05.

10 Since the conference report represents the final statement of
terns agreed to by both Houses of Congress, next to the Statute
itself, it is the most persuasive evidence of congressional intent.
Rak.T V. Schweiker, 671 P2d 507 (CA DC 1981)
11 INTLIGVICI AUTHORIZATION ACT FOR FISCAL YIAR 1986, H. R. 99-
373, 99th Cong. 1st Sea&. 14 (1985)

12 Supr note 4 at 1005.

13 Supra note 11 at 15.

75-542 - 88 - 40
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In other words this section precludes the use of the CIA's
Reserve for Contingencies. Overall, Section 502 does not enhance
our understanding of what Is permissable under Section 105 of
the Intelligence Authorization Act for ry 86.

- Section 106 of the Suppiemental ADvro riations Act. 1985 (P.L.
g9-9oM. This section merely provides the procedure for expedited
Congressional consideration of a Presidential request for assistan
(or the Nicaraguan democratic resistance.

Of the three acts through which funds might be authorized to
be obligated or expended to Iive assistance to the Nicaraguan
democratic resistance, only Section 101 o( the Intelligence
Authorization Act (or PY 1986 could be used to permit military
training under Its language permitting "activities such as the
provision of Information and advice." Although no definition Is

v' given with regard to what that "advice" could intai1 In the context
of Section 105 of the Act, it is once again nectsary to return to
the explanation given by the Conference Report. "It states that:

The conferees note that under current law and the
restriction contained In Section 105 of this Conference
Report, the intelligence agencies may provide advice.
Includnl Intelligence and counterintelligence advice, and
information, Inluding intelligence and counterintelligence
Information, to the Nicaraguan democratic resistance.
Section 10S does niot hermit tntellience aten ma n
ij.activities, including training other than the communications

'" The Conference Report is the most authoritative interpretation
of legislative language. Sura note 10. It supersedes the
explanation on the specific matter In question provided in the
Committee Report of either House. In this case, It supersedes the
explanation provded In the Report of the House Permanent Select
Committee on Intelligenae. While the Senate did not have a state-
ment relating to the provision of Information and advice to the
contras the House Report states that " . • • the prohibition that
applies to supporting Nicaraguan Insurgents or Contrass' applies
only to the provision of funds, goods, equipment, civilian or
military supplies, or any other material, but does not include the
rovision of nto n aufn foegitigen orAd.vle to the contras."
Emphasis addedTRoRp.v.99-106,9FaFI s, 99th Cons., let.

Sees. 6 (1906). The Implication of the underlined phase is that
what t allowed is intelligence information or intelligence advice.
Thus the explanation provided In the House Report arguably would
*ealude all training, However, as has been observed, that explanati
was superseded b7 the explanation provided In the Conference Report.
In addition, the surrounding language in the House Report as well
as the explanation ofthe House Report provided In the conference
Report underouts the proposition that training was prohibited.
The House Report refers to the prohibition of *any such funds with
the effiet of providinga m., nUI&n or any other we on or
war." Ceophasis added] note 1as 14. No men ton Is maode
of military training.
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training provided for pursuant to Section 105 thAt amount to
participation nl.Jtb, plannLnz or executIon of lita or
paramilitary operation i Nicara _ b1., he Nicaraguan
democratic resistance, or to part c tpgn In logistics
activities integral to such operations." CEmphasis added]

The first sentence notes that "advice, tncludlnl Intelligence
and counterintelligence advice" may be provided to the Nicaraguan
democratic resistance. Although it does not state that training
Is Included, neither does It say that It Is excluded. In other
words, advice is not defined as "intelligence and counterintelligence
advice" to the exclusion of all other forms of advice. It simply
emphasizes two typtl of advice that are to be included and, as writti
Is not exhaustive. '. I

The more critical language is in the second sentence. Training
Is prohibited other than communications training which has a special
exemption. But the training that is prohibited is defined as
training that amounts to "participation In the planning or execution
of military or paramilitary operations In Nicaragua" or "to
participation In logistics activities Integral to such operations."

There are two possible interpretations of that language. One
would suggest that all military training Is prohibited by that
language. It cars be argued that all military training would amount
to participation in the planning or execution of military or
paramilitary operations in Nicaragua. However it Is a well accepted
principle of statutory interpretation that all the particulars or
the statutory language must be given their due weight and that,
ror example, the choice of a narrowly defined prohibition by the
legislators implies their rejection of a more broad prohibition.
Therefore, since Congress, instead of a simple prohibition against
all military training whatsoever, opted to prohibit only training
that amounts to participation in the planning or execution of militat
or paramilitary operations in Nicaragua, it follows that other
forms of training are permissible.

Thus the better view is that specific advice or training with
operational implications is prohibited, but not generic military
training. Generic military training can be defined as that sort of
basic training that one would include Individual soldiering skills
such as marksmanship# camouflage, movement techniques, first aid,

25 Smra note 11 at lb. It should be noted that, although Committee
reports carry greater weight, Congressional debate can be referred
to in order to interpret ambiguous or unclear language. SUTHM LAND
STATUTORY CONSTRUCTION, rL note 8 at 1 48.06. However discussion
in the Congress of this a does not further define what Is
meant by advice or training. See, @.z. 131 CONO. REC H10294
(daily ed. November 19, 19 ) reMP-k8-of Cong. Hamilton); Id. at
H10297 (remarks by Cong. Bonior); and 131 CONG. RC. 51607*-daily
ed. November 21, 1985) (remarks of Usnator Durenberger).

11 This Is in keeping with the Conference Committee's understanding
t Section 101 of the Intelligence Authorisation Act which authorize

"expenditures related to activities such Ig the provision of
information and advice . ." 8 note I and accompanying text.

. .. • U' .

.a
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transportation of wounded persons, communlcations techniques,
supply discipline, crew served weapons training, personal hygiene,
night training, intelligence reporting, patrolling techniques and
construction of individual fortifications etc.

These are generic military training categories and would not
violate the prohibition Included In the Conference Report against
training that amounts to participation in the plannIOX or execution
of military or paramilitary operations in Nicaragua." (Emphasis
added] Instead the prohibited forms ofractivities would include
U.S. government participation In target selection, operations
planning, the Integration of fire support and manuever with regard
to specific targets, and specific logistical planning tar operations
inside Nicaragua. This kind of training would be specifically
referenced to the geography demographics, climate, communications
and transportation systems, 3andlnista order of battle, and other
conditions or circumstances ot Nicaragua. In other words, the-
prohibited training Is operations oriented and specific in nature
and can be clearly distinguished from generic military training
which Is not aimed at any particular circumstances or location.
The list of Individual soldiering skills listed above Is not peculiar
to any country or region and the involvement of CIA, the Department
cf Defense or o any other Intelligence agency in such training
would not violate the prohibition in Section 106 against involvement
in the planning or execution of paramilitary operations in Nicaragua.

o Senate statements p recludins training in the context of humaniiaria
aid: According to the earliest public discussion on the subject or
tIraining the two Senate authors explilcity rejected the notion that
training would be provided through the Supplemental Appropriation
Act, 1985. Two relevant sections of the Nunn-Lugar Amendment
to the Department of State Authorization Act for FY 1986
state:

(g) As used In this section, the term "humanitarian assistance"
means the povision of food, clothing, medicine, other
humanitarian assistance and transportation associated with
the delivery of such assistance. Such term does not include
weapons, weapons systems, ammunition, or any other equipment
or materiel which is designed, or has as its purpose, to
Inflict serious bodily harm or death.

(h) Nothing in this section precludes sharing or oollectigg !

necessary Intelligence Information by the United States."

Training is not explicitly prohibited In the text of the
legislation, however it is clear trom statements made by one of the
Senate co-authors that It was to be excluded: For example, Senator
Sam Nunn stated at one point that *it is clear that humanitarian
assistance vould not Include training the Contras tor military
activity.o1l

2f 131 CONG. REC 325P (daily ad. June 6, 5]
18 131 CONG. REC 37638-39 (daily ad. June 6, 1985) (colloquy
between Sen. Nunn and Sen. Barkin)
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Training is precluded as It related to both the shaping or
intelligence Information and provision of materiel. However. this
prohibition was done In the contest of the humanitarian aid
package, ultimately to be administered by the Department of State ar
net In the intelligence authorization or appropriations act. In othe
words, the money appropriated by Congress as humanitarian aid coull
not be used for training. Y

It is also significant that the attempts to amend the
humanitarian aid legislation so as to explicitly prohibit training
were defeated. An amendment proposed by Sen. Harkin would have
defined the language "no materiel assistance" to Include *military -

training, advice, and activities In support of military operations."'
In the House of Representatives, an attempt to amend the Michel
amends nt by Congressman Boland on similar ground was defeated as
well. But even Itf these amendments had passed they would
have only have had an impact on the humanitarian aid legislation

o The legality of military trainIn is not affected by the defeat
of the request for additional authority and assistance for the
NtIcarauan democratic resstance. On February 27, 19db a Joint
Resolution was introduced in the U.S. Congress requesting approval
for additional assistance for the Nicaraguan democratic resistance. 22
Although the President's message did not make reference to military
training, It was an open-ended request for authority to obligate and
expend at least $70 million of the $100 million requested for
military assistance. Subsequently a second message was sent to the
U.S. Congress further detailing how the funds were to be spent.
Specific reference was made to various types of training permitted
during the fi st ninety days following Congressional approval of
the request. Without commenting on whether the subsequent
Presidential Message was legally binding on the original Joint
Resolution, the defeat of the latter even If conditioned by the

Y If should repointeout that no money was being appropriated
through the Nunn-Lugar amendment for Intelligence sharing in any
case the language of the amendment merely stated that such sharing
was not precluded by the legislation. In addition, In a subsequent
colloquy training was proscribed by Senator Nunn but again, this was
donq in the context of the humanitarian aid funds and the discussion I
drvlt only with the Issue of how the word "materiel" was and defined I
tas not concerned with Intelligence or advice. 131 CONO. REC.
L7641-42 (daily ed. June 6, 1985) (colloquy between Sen. Nunn and
Son. Levin.

20 131 CONO. REC 37731 (dally ed. June 7, 1985).

21 131 CONG. RIO H413-53 (daily ed. June 12, 1985).

22 132 CONG. RIC. 51788 (dally ed. February 27, 1986) and 132
CONO. RZO H 741 (dally ed. February 21, 1986).

23 ?reeidnt's Message to the Congress of the United States (March 19
1986) at 2.

t ...
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subsequent message would not affect the legality of military training
under current laws. The entire legislation was defeated? not
each separate part and the activities to be funded contained a x
of activities both currently permissable as well as prohibited.
Therefore the detest of the legislative initiative does not prohibit
training as It does not change laws currently In effect.

CONCLUSION The provision of generic military training is not
precluded by current law so long as it Is conducted outside of
Nicaragua without being directly linked to the planning and execution
of military or paramilitary operations In Nicaragua. -

Whether or not this activity Is required to be reported under
the provisions of the Hughes-Ryan Act, the history of the Central
America program has demonstrated that It would be at least prudent
to Inform the appropriate congressional committees of this
anticipated intelligence activity.

If trainintgwas to be provided there are several ways this
could be accomplished. For example, the detailing of Special
Operations Forces personnel to the Agency has been done in past
for the purpose of training foreign personnel. Or the Agency
might provide Its own trainers. In any case, it Is legal under
c...rent law to provide this kind of basic training. Of course,
legislation currently being considered by the Congress might change
the law with regard to training. However, should the current law
not be affected by pending legislation, the analysts in this mem6rar
wold stand and basic military training would remain a legal activity

25 For example, support for democratic political and diplomatic
activities was to be funded during the first ninety days and those
sativitle can be currently funded according to existing legislator

. .•AKM '
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S :'U,"'Oi.¥ CONSTRUCTUOK, smr note 9 at 9 43. 06. Howeve'r, discu,
In the Congress1 of" thai I-nl&a e does not further def'nt wha1t is
,mtant by advice or trallnnt; 0et -' 21 Coic. AM. M10294

ii'M, (remirk:s by Con;- bonlor)i and 231 CONG'+ A-3-C. $.!6071-Td1oi

e. Noveber 21, !.85) tre=zark of Senator Nr.,er?.r).

- ~ 1O47q4V
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- s "rop.: :i: ot.-er :-. n c r.-,rcat1ons tra 4n A, n
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a S o r-

e ". a 'o:ver s p: :r* ..:-; ,' -'- -r :--

S r a 0 •s n ,3;: 3. th -S
.- ,':±o t-:. all : :-o*L..r °!k- c
allre .s lll :p.: tar.n- -

Alt !s a *a-'g'j.It

of n

tv~ e op'' Zo pra"!t!". only .::It a

,-'.:-Y oe.a: os .;:-ij..a, ,: f-i.:s .:- c f-
SArt pr-Ss:..

7h,..s, the bt;zer IS tha.: on*- :r a:--
or : i1th spe:.Ic opera: onl" :-!:::.
.: :.rovision o Zne .. .:r.- : :, . -.. -1.

S: .. -edtefint as Zla: sor t. tss: O: .:.-.--;

*-o*Ic cot~ t . a •
Weapons), pereo:.A.a:b~et ih .. 'i:; n: -- !:.-

;s:rollin$ techniques and cons:ructlon or " ,c:::
eac. (See also the clasi lied annex. )_

ne pr-ovision or tralnl,% covered by there Sener: cate
wo-jlJ not violate the prohibition tahnstltra':ii :t
pirzIcjgatior in the jlnnor execution of c.- rzfp"'e-azi$on in N16iragl." [a-hll dJed) 7-ithl-r Vie p11€

or:ms or activities are clearly distinguishable r.,on those

"7' .7i8s In :eepin; vth the Conference CommIttee's under
of Section 101 of the :n:elli;ence Authorization Act wh':h
"arenJitures related to actvliies such as the provision o
Infor .azion and advice.." Su. -M2 and bcco;pany:

U ; 1O70
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C.':=..f- ,''t anc ;.h.t.L cn,'Ut4: o: c'::'.A:'.r':"::.
N!. br .h In.oth.r word:, the prohlb;'e. *trza'n; : c l,

r''t ind peciric in nature and can be clearly d!$t:..:::
:.'o.'.:r lhl m litary trallnga 'lch is not al,*,Id t any part::;

::'n:es or location . In contrast, basic military tarr'.-
* .: :r,:':.es :h; list or nd"vld~ja sold.erln; s,1.13s ]::"-

an!:.1 :t un n ! r tt:ch ralc' 'rinn nvs-.or. : n,

... z.r ... o.r c : O r r. . .. ...:. .:. .

' -As dsin .- .z s#::1on, t'-* er= : - .s.:
ea.-s :"e provs:on or foo!, cio:.-:n, rs::::. o:.
'. a..'L a. a* 's,:2 r.c., ! , - .and-.::7

:nt dte1vtry or s*-:.- 3tslsar:f. Such z:e-7 !:tsn:

-L:trit .:r....±s -.. a

P-)C'hi o -g :n ts tecton prec c.ei s . c:::. ¢. . *-
.-. :es,-ary ±n:el',;sn:e ""o.r-..:1o.n by. ::-e '::: Z:k:es.-

".- - t ,-= o.,Io.I a. : -:as .e n: to' e :':: :;:: . e;.-;

h :&.t*-: s'sitan~c :ot not in:u! t :ra.-: '; :: .on: o r x -1 ." 16 z a r y a c ! : : . 2

e above a tateent, even if construed as a Snuln.
con;reusonal prohibito.n on the provision of mll t.ry -r :tn;,
appless solely to the the hutnltarian aid racka;s, :&3 :s

21 131 CO3-. REC S7638-39 (daily ed. June 6, 1965) (collouy I
btteen Sen. Runn and Sen. Martin). Such statements by a spo.-.sc
o t4he szazute are considered to be an authorlzative ;:- #to
statutory Interpretalon. North Haven So3r4 o' -. ici:ten '..
456 U.S. 52?, 527 (1962)

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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n:,:.: t ?-'. -. ct t-. o te s't.,. Specific r lre f.-nct was -.a.t
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~±:~~o~ c~-er';tt ci :'.e substjen: '-me~ ' s rt:
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23 131 COING. REC. 87731 (ia:ly e*. June 7, 1955).

O?2. E. 'M143-53 (dailyed. June 2, 1985).

2 "At !;^. c.£ 31736 (daily e. February 27, 1986); and :'.
C!:3. RE:. H741 (dally ed. February 2?, 1986).

26 Fresdent's Message to the Congreas or the United Szatem (a:rc
1266) at 2.

27 132 J. AVC. HIM (U1y o f. Karch 20, 19S6).
.....wL., 'y 7
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C' ,.AS1.: The provision o, generic r.l:t&ry trairn.-.
prr7uot* by current law so long as 1 .s conducted ca.'
:;lctragua without being directly linked to the planning and er;--
of rilltary or paramilitary operations In Nlcaragua.

his n eorandu'. doss not add.tecs the 1s:ue o whet'..
act:vt.:y Is required to te reported under :te provislons.or
"jhes-yan Act. )ow-ver, egal obilra.tors aside, che h..:
t~e C-.:ral A.erlca ;ro;r-a.h is . d--:-.s: '-rae- : t

ioi e~ly. prudent to litor:. :rh a.pprop::h'.- co.;r-ss. o.-
c nis antlcl.ated intelligence ac:iv:.'t. .

0 training is to be provided tn re &a seVerit '.i:--
could be accomplished. 7or exsplt, the detall:n; c .:!
O;trat:ons Forces personnel to the Aiency has ben done in .. .
.c: ,:'.e purpose of trainin; foreign personnel. ? Aont!v:!g.n:y .;ht provide its own trainers. "n e:tne- case,
::Sal under current law to provide tnhs ,.,nd o. aI ,. .I.

n: should be ack:nowledged that leislatlon currently: b:.; cc.s:-,
oy Co-resse might change the law in this areas. -.',ever, 'S
t*-.e currentt law not be arfected by pending leilslationi the art:
in hlis meorandu= would stand and the prov!siOn of basIc n!.-

'.r.jn. would remain a legally permissible ac:i-::-.

-- For example, air defense equipment was to be provided durl;ng
first ninety days after passage of the legislation and It Is curre
prohibited. However, the funds made available through the
could alao be used to promote activitisa that are currently 1
as well, such a lmeasures to support 'democratic political
diplomatic aotivitS as and ailitary training. Therefore, the
fact that the Hou.4 of Representatives did not approve this nea
does not mean tt these latter activities are no longer It
rather that the subsequent funding measure is defeated In t

-~ . UNL4%a-Li631O
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ExIBrt BGS-22

98 IFAT. 1904 PUBLIC LAW 98-478-OCT. 12, 1984

4 & r, l amounts as my be necessary for 'g 3k projects a.
acYties provided for in theDepatmet of De& aeAppoda

I fr~ Act, 1985, at a rate of operations and to the extent and in
manner provided as follows, to beeffective as if it had been enct.
into law as the regular appropriation Act:

AN ACT
D:etient of Making apporiton *o teDe axma of Deanm for the &Wcalyee endine

0 UnSeprltembe9'r 8, for other rpoeu.
upP V.TITLE I

MILITARY PERSONNEL

MIz rAI PSoNNL, AsMY

For pay, allowances, individual clothing, subsistence, interest on
deposits, gratuit, permanent t c ha of station travel (including
all expenses thereof for organizationamovements, and expenses?
temporary duty travel between permanent duty stations, for mem-
bers of the Army on active duty (except members of reserve compo.
nents provided for elsewhere), cade, ad aviation cadets; and for
payments pursuant to section 156 of Public Law 97-- 7, as amended
42 U.S.C. 402 note), and to the Department of Defense Military
Retirement Fund-, $21,020,844,000.

Mu~muv PmoNuL, NAvY

For pay, allowances, individual clothing, subsistence, interest on
deposits, gratuities, permanent change of station travel includingn
all expenses thereof for organizational movements), and expenses oftemporary duty travel between permanent duty stations, for mem-
bers of the Navy on active duty (except members of the Reserve
provided for elsewhere), midshipmen, and aviation cades and for
Payments pursuant to section 15 of' Public Law 97-7, as amended

(9USC. 402 note), and to the Department of Defense Milotr
Retirement Fund; $15,660,246,000.

MrAATY PESONNEL, MARiN CoRPs

For pay, allowances, individual clothing, substen, interest on
deposits, gratuities, permanent c of station travel includingnallexpnse teref ogaizatinalmovement.), andexeeso
tempo% duty travel between permanent duty stations,frmem
bers of Marine Copson active duly (except member. of the
4Rsesrve provided for elsewtaere and for pyet.ouruat to
section 156 of Public Law 9-, as am-end(42 USaC. 402 note),
and to the Dertment ot De s Military Retreet Fund;
$4,80 K,00.

ManrrAy Pswox Am Foacs

For pay, allowances, individual clothing.sbsec, interest on
deposis, ratitis, stmnetionngetravel (includn

allexenesthereo f or ognztinlmveImentS, LIadexenesot
temorryduty travel beweeUpemannt dsations, fornw

bendtheAir Forc on active duty (exCeptmember of Reserv
componentri provided fbo lswber.),cadets, aind aviation cadets; and
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98 STAT. 1922 PUBLIC LAW 98-478-o0r. 12,1984

TI= VIU

RELATED AOENClS

IN LoESc COMMUm"r STA
For neosmry expenses of the Intelligence Community Ste*,

$20,797,000.

CwTAm INYULomc AoNC thmMINT ANDaDstuT8SSTM Fu"

For pa et to the Central n Retirement and
Disabiity System Fund, to maia por level for con.
tinuinft operation of the Centra n Gence Ag1ency Retirement
and ability System; $99300000.

TITLE VIII

GENERAL PROVIMONS
cOtrwt S. 800. The expenditum of any appropriation under this Act
Public for any consulting service through procurement contract, pursuantavailality. -to section 3109 of title 5, United SttesCode, shall be fimitdto

those contracts where such tures are a matter of public
record and available for public inseton except where otherwi s
prviedunis ex& r under existing Executive order

L~bbyns. S. Nopart ofappropriation contained in this Act shall
be used for publcM or prcpf nda purposes not authorized by the
Coops..

Sac. 8003. During the current fiscal year, these of DAefes
and the Secretaries of the Army, Navy, and Air Force, respectivelyif they should deemn it advantage toM~v tenioa ehs AndI

pit rten of) Defm~

in their opinim f the e facilities of the D a0t til0are inadequate, are auliri-ed to procure services in accordance
with section 3109 of title 5, United States Cod* unereuais

prsrbdby-he Secretary of eene and to pay in connection
teeihtravel expenses af in1ida- Inluin acul r

tatlon and erdiem in lieu ofabisec while 14Mavel thei
homes or =iae Of business to oMsa duty s ati. n return as
may be authorized by law Providtl, That such contracts may be
renewed anull

10 usc us4 SMc 804B Drn the current fiscal. year, provisions of law prohib.
nows iting the payment of aompesti or employment o& any person

not acitizen of the Unite =States& not apply to pronlo h
retment of Defense.

Appop 0aton for theDeatmn of Defense fbr the
current fiscal year shall be avial~fr(a) tra Iortaton to
primaryan skondary choose of minor es a Of mltry and
civilian person at ofl aeteto ee s authorizd for

tNaOy by section 7204 United States Code; (b) expnse
in conetin with adinetato ocupe atom ()pyet Of
rewarde autole for the Nay e cto 72094a) 7ititl 10
United States Code, for nfraonedigto the discovery .
missng Sava property or the rec-ory thecio (d) amet o
de~clescyjudgim.Dts anM interests thereon arising out of ctindena-
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PUBLIC LAW 98-473--OCT. 12, 1984 98 STAT. 1935

Army ResrVe, Army National Guard or Air National Guard occu-
piedby, or prowetamm-u obe occuped , persons in an active Guardor Resrve "ttug: Pmv'idd fu]r, That none of the funds appro-
priated by this Act maybe used to include (civilian) military techni-
ci in computing civilian personnel ce s, including statutory
or adminlstratively imposed ceilings, on activities in support of the
Armly Res e% Air Force Reserve, Army National Guard or Air
National Guard.

Sw. 8064. (a) The provisions of section 138(cX2) of title 10, United
States Code, shall not apply with respect to fiscal year 1985 or with
respect to the appropriation of funds or that year.

(b) During fiscal year 1985, the civilian personnel of the Depart-
ment of Defense may not be M d on the basis of any end-
strength, and the management of such personnel during that fiscal
year shall not be subject to any constraint or limitation (known as
an end-strength) on the number of such personnel who may be
employed on the last day of such fiscal year.

(c) The fiscal year 1986 budget request for the Department of
Defense as well as all justification material and other documenta-
tion supporting the fisca year 1986 Department of Defense budget
request shall be prepared and submitted to the Congress as if
sections (a) and (b)of this provision were effective with regard to
fiscal year 1986.

(TW15733 OF FUNDS)

Sac. 8065. Appropriations or funds available to the Department of
Defense during the current fiscal year may be transferred to appro-
priations provided in this Act for research, development, test, and
evaluation to the extent necessary to meet increased pay costs
authorized by or pursuanttolaw,tobemerged with and to be
available for the same purposes, and the same time period, as the
appropriation to which transferred.

Sac. 8066. (a) During fiscal year 1985, no funds available to the Nicaraua.
Central Intelligence Agency, the Department of Defense, or any
other agency or entity of the United States involved in intelligence
activities may be ob lated or expended for the purpose or which
would have the effect of supporting, directly or indirectly, military
or paramilitary operations in Nl by any nation, group,
organization, movement, or individuaL

(b)Te prohibition conce_ N contained in subsection
) shall cease to aply ifafeFebruary l985-

(1) the President submits to Congrssares Report
(A) sta"tn that the Govermnm t of lriagua Is provid-

ing ma ri or monetary support to anti-government forces
engaged in military or pramilitary operations in El Salva-
dor or other Central Aeia countries;

(B) analyingthemlitarof such support
(C) stating that the P thm deterine that assist.

ans for military or paramilitary operadon prohibited bysusct (a) is necessary *
(D) the amount and type Such astanh e andcmcrc t h'es;and

p4m andh yigoalt of United States policy for the
Centra Aerican r9%ionand how the proposedassistance
would further such goals, Including the ahemnt Off
poemc and security In Central America through a compre-
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98 STAT. 1936 PUBLIC LAW 98-478--OCT. 1, 1984

henslve, verifiable and enforce"abe rementbased upothe Cantadora Document Of Objectives;anv~tlAI ,J Lungruuoeng;asinc

(2 ipontm solution -- v gasitac for military or• _ _car ai isenaeted(c Forthe purpose of subsection X2), joint raoution" Ms,onl int res 1tion introduced ethe"to on which the reporof dent under subsection (bXl) is received by Congree thematter after the resolving clause of which ; as folowshattheCoress approves the obligation and expenditure of funds availablefors year 1985 for sup tlUng, directly or indirectly, military orparamilitary operations in icrga.(2) The report described in s on (bXl) shall be referred to theappropriate committee or committees of the House of Representa.tives and to the appropriate committee or committees of the Senate.(3) A resolution described in paragraph (1) introduced in theHouse of Representatives shall be referred to the Committee onAppr rations of the House of Representatives. A resolution de.ein paragraph (1) introduced in the Senate shall be referred tothe Committee on Approprations of the Senate. Such a resolution
may not be reported before the eighth day after its introduction.If the committee to which is referred a resolution described inparagraph (1) has not reported such resolution (or an identicalresolution) at the end of fifteen calendar days after its introduction,such committee shall be discharged from further consideration ofsuch resolution and such resolution shall be placed on the appropri.
ate calendar of-the House involved.

(5XA) When the committee to which a resolution is referred hasreported, or has been deemed to be discharged (under paragraph (4))from further consideration of, a resolution described in paragraph(1, notwithstanding any rule or precedent of the Senate, includingRule 22, it.is at any time thereafter in order (even though a previousmotion to the same effect has beendg to) for any Member ofthe re tve Houe to move to puse to the consideration of theresluton, and all points of order against the resolution (and againstconsideration of the resolution) are waived. The motion is, highyprvileged in the House of Re ntatives and is privileged in theSenate and is not debatable. h motion is not subject to amend.meant, or totamotiontopostpone, otion to proceed to theconsideration of other bIsiness A motion to reconsider the vote bywhich the motion is agreed to or disagreed to shall not be in order. Ifa motion to proceed to the considerition of the resolution is agreedto, the resolution shl remain the unfinished business of the respec-tive House until disposed of.
(B) Debate on the resolution, and on all debatable motions andappeals in connection therewith, shall be limited to not more thanten hours, which shall be divided equally between those favoringand those oppclng the resolution. A motion further to limit debateis in order and not debatable. An amendment to, or a motion top or a motion to proceed to the considetatlon of otherbusineor a motion to reommit the resolution is not in order. Amotion to reconsider the vote by which the resolution is agreed to or-ls ed toisnotinoder.(T VImediately following the conclusion of the debate on a-- 1W in wraquorumU

reslutondesribd n~~a ph (1), and a singl~a call atthe conclusion o the requste in aamuewth therue of tegpopate Housetevt on final passage of the
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PUBLIC LAW 98-478-OCT. 12, 1984 98 STAT. 1937

(D) Apal from the decisions of the Chair reladng to the applica-
tionofhrules of the Senate or the House of Representti s

in WOMArar (1) shall be decided withot dbute
M Mf before the paomag by the Senate of a resolution of the

senate described in paragraph (1), the Senate receives from the
House of Representatives a resolution described in paragraph (1),
then the following procedures shall apply;

(A) The reoltion of the House of Representatives shill not
be referred to a committee.

(B) With respect to a resolution described in paragraph (1) of
the Senate-

(i) the procedure in the Senate shall be the same as if no
resolution had been received from the House; but

(ii) the vote on final passage shall be on the resolution of
the House.

(C) Upon disposition of the resolution received from the
House, it shall no longer be in order to consider the resolutionori~nated in the Senate.MOWIfdthe Senate e from the House of Rep ntatives a

resolution described in p h (1) after the Senate has disposed
of a Senate originated resolution, the action of the Senate with
regard to the dispoition of the Senate originated resolution shall be
deemed to be the action of the Senate with regard to the House
ori gted resolution.

(8) This subsection is enacted by Con
(A) as an exercise of the rulemaking power of the Senate and

House of Representatives, rpectively, and as such it is deemedapart of the rules of each Ho, respec lively, but applicable
only with respect to the procedure to be followed in that House
in the case o a rijolutfon described in paragraph (1), and it
supersedes other rules only to the extent that it is inconsistent
with such rules; and

(B) with full recognition of the constitutional right of either
House to change the rules (so far as relating to the procedure of
that House) at any time, in the same manner and to the same
extent as in the caseof any other rule of that House

(d) During fiscal year 1985 funds approved by the resolution Narwau&
described in subsectin (bX2) for the purpose of suoig directly
or indirectly, military or parmnilitary operation in
shall not exceed $14,000,000.

Ssc. 8067. So far as may be practicable, Indian labor shall be ndiam.
employed,. and purchases of the products of Indian industry may be
made in open market in the discretion of the Secretary of
Defense: Pr'v'ui4, That the products must meet preset contract

806&None of the funds made available by this Act shall be
used in any way for the leasing to non-Federal agencies in the
United States aircraft or vehicles owned or operated by the Depart-
ment of Defens when suitable aircraft or vehicles are com%%erclliy
available in the private sector F'rovidsd That nothing in ti
section shall affect authorized and established procedures for the
sale of surplus aircraft or vehicles: Provided her That ntigi
this section shall prohibit such lesn hnselcly authoraze
insa subsequent rctof Congress.

Sam. 806. None of the funds made available by this Act shall be Lobbying.
used in any way, directly or indirectly, to influencecogeina

I
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98 STAT. 1988 PUBLIC LAW 98-478-CT. 12, 1984

action on any legislation or pporaonmatters pending beO
Comutrate Sa No finds avalale to the Depatmen o

during the current f year may used to eant into
contract with a term of eightee months or mor inclusive ot
option for contrc extension or renewal, for any vessls. Laic4'
vehicles, through a eoe charter, or Imila on-uemt o10
coogr es0.one of appropritonb. Fr th ere. ,

ity (excludingtAestimated value of the leased item at the time of
termination) on the Government exceedin 50 per centum of the
orignal purchm value of tveosel arcraft or vehicle musty
specific authority in an ay oration Act for the W nation o 1

rcentumR of such Inatn labili
Coatrac SPc. 8071. None of the fnds apprapriated by this Act may be

obligated or expended on a Dart mt o f Defen contrite for
commercial or coMMercial-ype products if the a"lt excludes
any small business concern (as defined pursuant to section 3 of the

15 UKc 68a Sal Businm Act) that cannt demonstrate that its product is
acoepted. in the commercial market (except to the extent that ma,
he required to evidence compliance with the Walsh.Healey Publ

41 USC 8a note. Contracts Act).
Ft. Ruy, Sc. 8072. None of the funds inolad n this Act may be

Ha.,L - -- -&AMWMo 04way &Wp of the sale, leass%

Haai obliae for expde In any Uldwh m

rental, or exceesing of an lono idcretyietfe
Fort Deflusy. Honolulu, H.ai.

Sam 8078. None of the unds madie available by this Act sl he
available to operate in exces of 247 commissaries in the contiguous
United States.

Sam 874. None of the fus pwoided in this Act shall he used to
procure aircraft ejection seats manufcue in any foreign nation
that doe not permit United States manufacturer compete for

~j sat pouremntreqore[mitI I n that foreign ati Th
limid-tati-non"shal appl only to ---lo sets procured -o Instllaftion
on aircraft 1od3cWdoraebe in the United States.

SmW or hn$1178 0000of thellundsaprriedb
this Act shall he availakble for the payment a( unemplomet com-
penstion benefits.

Sac 8WM6 None of the fNb j prLate by this Act should be'
obigte frthe pay of aMy wois Initaly epoe

atrtedate of enactment of this Act as a tehncin nth
admnisrato an ranngo the Army Rteserve anid the mainteo

nance anod repair of suple IsudtoteAmy Reserve unless rich
indiidual is als, a iifftay membe of the Army Reserve tro

pormunit that he or sh is employed to support. Those techni
caseployed by the Army Reserv In area other than Army

Reserve! troop program units need only he members of the Selected

Sac. 8077. None of the funds hs c may he
amlm~ao expended. to a p~o underM section

IWIW) title 10, United SttsCode, mom frequently than the
Secretary efense consider appropriate

10 USC 2M0 Sam.SFS None of the fundsiafterW available to the Depart.
not*. meat of Defense shall he used to adjust any contract price for

amounts set forth in any shipbuilding cleim, requs for equitabl
adustmnt, or demand for pyMn dues to the peaa

Uon~mlsson~oadju L.aloc anym suchsibidigcam
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request, or demand under a contract entered into after the date of
enactment of this Act arising out of events occurring more than
eighteen months prior to the submission of suc hipbilding claim,
request, or demand. For the purposes of this section, requirement for
submission of a shipbuilding clLim, request or demand is met only
when the certification required in section 6(cXl) of the ContractDisputes Act of 1978 and supporting data are provided. 41 usC 606.

Ssc. 8079. None of the funds appropriated by this Act shall be
used for the transfer of the Department of Defense Dep.endents
Schools (DODDS) to the Department of Education, as prohibited by
section 1223 of the Department of Defense Authorization Act, 198. 91 Stat. 692.

Stc. 8080. No part of the funds appropriated herein shall be 20 USC 3442.
available for the purchase of more than 50 per centum of the fiscal
year requirements for aircraft power supply cable assemblies of
each military facility from industries established pursuant to title
18, United States Code: Provide4 That the restriction contained
herein shall not apply to small purchases in amounts not exceeding
$10,000.

Sw. 8081. None of the funds appropriated by this Act shall be Animas.
-sed to purchase dogs or cats or otherwise fund the use of dogs or
cats for the purpose of training Department of Defense students or
other personnel in surgical or other medical treatment of wounds
produced by anytype of weapon: Prouidk.e That the standards of
such training with respect to the treatment of animals shall adhere
to the Federal Animal Welfare Law and to those prevailing in the 7 USC 2131 note.
civilian medical community.

Stc. 8082. None of the fk-nds appropriated by this Act shall be
obliated under the competitive rate program of the Department of
Defense for the transportation of household goods to or from Alaska
and Hawaii.

Sec. 8083. None of the funds made available by this Act shall be
used to initiate fullscale engineering development of any major
defense acquisition program until the Secretary of Defense has
provided to the Committees on Appropriations of the House and
enate-

(a) a certification that the system or subsystem being devel-
oped will be procured in quantities that are not sufficient to
warrant development of two or more production sources, or

(b) a plan for the development of two or more sources for the
production of the system or subsystem being developed.

Stc. 8084. None of the funds appropriated by this Act shall be
available to pay any member of the uniformed service for unused
accrued leave pursuant to section 501 of title 37, United States Code,
for more than sixty days of such leave, les the number of days forwhich payment was previously made under section 501 after Febru-

& 808. Within the funds made available under title II of this
Act, the milltar departments may use such funds as necessary, but
not to exceed $4,700,000, to carry out the provisions of section 430 of
title 37, United States Code Provided That none of the funds
appropriated to the Department of Defense for the travel and
t p tion of depndent students of military personnel stationed
oversees shall be obited for a transportation allowance for travel
within or between the contiguous United States.

Smc 8086. Within funds available under title II of this Act, but not
to exceed $100,000, and under such regulations as the Secretary of
Defense may prescribe, the Department of Defense may, in addition

i ii
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to allowances currently available, make payments for travel and
transportation expenses of the surviving spouse, children, parents,
and brothers and sisters of any memzr of the Armed Forces of the
United States, who die$ as the result of'an injury or dis ,-se incurred
in. line of duty to attend the funeral of such member in any case in
which the funeral of such member is more than two hundred miles
from the residence of the surviving spouse, children, parents or
brothers and sisters, if such spouse, children, parents or brothers
and sisters, as the case may be, are financially unable to pay their
own travel and transportation expenses to attend the funeral of
such member.

Nuclear Sac. 8087. Notwithstanding any other provision of this Act, noWaPoS funds appropriated by this Act shall be expended for the research,
development, test, evaluation or procurement for integration of a
nuclear warhead into the Joint Tactical Missile System (JTACMS).

Sc. 8088. None of the funds available to the Department of
Defense may be used for the floating storage of petroleum or
petroleum products except in vessels of-or belonging to the United
States.

Civil Air Patrol. Sac. 8089. Of the funds made available to the Department of the
Air Force in this Act, not less than $3,000,000 shall be available for
the Civil Air Patrol.

China Lake Sac. 8090. Funds appropriated by this Act may be used by the
Naval WaPonS Department of the Kavy for the use of helicopters and motorized
Center. equipment at China Lake Naval Weapons Center for removal of

feral burros and horses.
Sac. 8091. On or after June 30, 1985, none of the funds appropri-

ated by this Act shall be available to execute an agreement for
continuation pay authorized under section 311 of title 37, United
States Code, with an officer of the Army or Navy in the Dental
Corps or an officer of the Air Force designated as a dental officer
who is serving in a dental specialty which is manned in excess of 95
per centum of the authorized strength for that specialty: Provided,
That an agreement for such continuation pay may be executed with
such an officer if the agreement provides that such officer will
receive only 50 per centum of the amount of the continuationpay to
which the officer would otherwise be entitled under section I11of
title 37: Provided further, That the foregoing limitation shall cease
to be applicable upon the enactment of legislation repealing or
amending the continuation pay provisions currently authorized by
section 3 11 of title 37.

(TRANSFM OF rUNDS)

Sc. 8092. Not to exceed $100,000,000 may be transferred from the
appropriation "Operation and Maintenance, Defense Agencies" to
operation and maintenance appropriations under the military de-
partments in connection with demonstration projects authorized by
section 1092 of title 10, United States Code: Povdad That the

Sceayof Defesshall promptly notify the Cgess of any suchtrasfe o fudsunder thiS proyISon: ro ovid / r Tat the
authority to make transfers pumant to this section is In addatioii to
the authority to make transfers under other provisions of this Act.

Broo Jym Naval Srm 8093. The eleven sets of excess Navy quarters and relatedShipyard. facilities on a six-ecre site at the former Brboyn Naval Shipyard
shall be transferred at no cost to the Secretary of the Army for use
by the Army National Guard.
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addition to those previo distributed during that fiscal year
giving pro ty to those Sates hving large unobligated ba.
ances funds apportioned under , tiMn 104 of title 23, United
States Code, and giving priority ,, 9 States which, because
of atutory changes made th Surface Transportation
Assistance Act of 1982 and the Fede" Aid Highway Act of
1981, have experienced substantial proportional reductions in
their apportionments and allocations

, (8) not distribute amounts authorized for administrative
expenses and the Federal Lands Highway Programs.

This Act may be cited as the "Department of Transportation and
Related Agencies Appropriation Act, 1985., 4I (J) Such sums as may be necessary for programs, projects, or
activities provided for in the Treasury, Postal Service and General

, Government Appropriations Act, 1985 (H.R. 5798) to the extent and
in the manner provided for in the conference report and joint
explanatory statement of the committee of conference as pased by
the House of Representatives on September 12, 1984, as if enacted
into law (with the exception of the provisions invoved in amend-
inents numbered 24 and 26 which shall be effective as if enacted into
law). Providek That, notwithstanding section 102 of this joint
resolution, the Department of the Treasury shall consolidate the
operations of the Bureau of Government Financial Operations in
accordance with the language concerning amendment numbered 9
in the joint explanatory statement of the committee of conference
(H. Rept. 98-999).

It is the sense of the Congress that-
(1) voter registration drives should be encouraged by govern-

mental entities at all leves; and
(2) voter registration drives conducted by State gvernments

on a nonpartisanbessdo not violate the provsonsofthe
Intergovernmental Personnel Act (42 U.S.C. 4 28, 4768).
Such .amounts as may be ne for continuing the follow-

ing activities, not otherwise o or in this joint resoution,
which were conducted in the fiscal year 1984, under the terms and
conditions provided in applicable appropriation Acts for the fiscal
year 1984, at the current ratio.L Activities under the Public Health Service Act; and

Refuee and entrant assistance activities under the proMvisns
of title IV of the Immigration and Nationality Act, title IV and
part B of title m of the Refugee Act of 1980, and section 501 (a)
and (b) of the Refugee Education Assistance Act of 1980, except
that such activities shall be continued at a rate for opration
not in excess of the lower of the current rate or the rate
autherised by HR. 8729 spseth House of Reprsentatives:
ProukieA That suchfudma be expended for individuals who
would meet the dfntion f "uban and Haitian entrant"
under section 501(e) of the Refugee Education Assistance Act of
1980, but for the application of paragraph (2XB) therof,

Foster car nand-o ssstance activities under title TV-
E of the Social Seurity Act under the terms and conditionsesablished by sections 474(b) and 474(c) of that Act, and sections
102(a)(I) and 102(c) of Public Law 96-272, as those sections were

tion 101(g) of Pub Law W8151; and

98 STAT. 1963

23 USC 101 note.
23 USC 101 note.

Department of
Transportation
and Related
Agencie
Appropriation
Act. 1985.

42 USC IS
note.

42 USC 201 note.

8 USC 1521.
8 USC 1522 note,
1521.
8 USC 1522 note.

8 USC 1522 note.

42 USC 670.
42 USC 674,
42 USC 672 and
note.

97 Stat. 964.

ki
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bet 1988, and which resulted from the climatic conditionsoccurring in the Ztaorial Pacific during 1962 and 198
"1(B) the term'11si induutWy means any trade or bwli.n v (th catching takdig or harvesting of

fish (whether or not sold on a comeral basis), () any
operation at sea oron land, in Tparation for, or Mubsantialydependen upon, the, catciw tkina, or hret
of fish, an (i) thie processing or ca ofish (includi
storage, refrigration anid transportation of fish beforepr-
__Ta the term Pdmeans finfish, moluskcrsacas
and all other forms of marine animal and plant lifeote
than marine mammals and birds: and

"(2) for purposes of pargraphs (2) through (4) of subsection
15 USC 6. 7(b) of thi AA, eligibility 6 fdividua appilcnts shall not in

any way be dependent upon the number of disaster victims in
an 6 county or other political subdivision."; and

Ante, p. 161. (b) etion j) of such Act is amended by striking all of suchsubsection after the word "association" in the second sentence
thereof and by inerting in lieu thereof "as a business concern and
shall not include the income or employees of any member share-
holder of such cooperative.".

Sc. 112. The Limitation otherwise applicable to the maamumpayments that may be required in any Bcs year by all contracts
entered into under section 236 of the National Housming Act, asamended (12 U.S.C. 1715-1), reduced in fiscal year 1985 by not more
than $7,631,000 in uncommitted balances of authorizations provided
for this purpose in appropriation Acts pursuant to the paragraph
under the h ea '"Rental housing assistance" in the Department
of Hou .sng and Urban Development-pndelent Agncies Appro-
praton Ac, 198 (Public Law 98-871, 98 Stt 1218, 1215), shall not

reduced by more than $4 1 000 in fW yer 1986: Prove,
That $3,300,000 in such uncommitted balances shall be made avail-
able in fiscal year 1986 and remain available thereafter until used
as needed to replace amounts pooled for interest reduction pay-
ments for St&Wat-ie noninsured rental housing projects under
such section 236 but used during fiscal year 1982 for aedmente to

'....-Contracts for rental assistance payments
1 1 Sc~. 113. The head of any p t or agency of the FederalI I Gov ent in carrying out any loan guarantee or insurance pro-
I I gram for the fca year 1985 shall enter into commitments to

I guarantee or insure loans pursuant to such proam in the full
amount provided by law subject ony to (1) the avalab tyof qual"I ine apnmcants for suc larantee or isurance, and (2) limitation

on c amount cot Ine in avpriatio Acts.Sa. 18A. Notwithstanding any other of this jointresolution, there is rted to the s $300,000,000, to be
made available to cover the additional interest a pew- incurred on
orrowin by the Secretary Of Housing and Urban Development,fomte Teasury that are necessary to extend direct loans to local

public hoti ng agencies as authored u section 4(a) of the
42 USC 1aM. Unite St: Me Housing Act oif 1967 for the purposes ofefinancfuing

public kiuislng prjet a6 auhrze 1ne section, 5(c) Of th~e
ti Stat. 1176 Unjted StasHosn Act of 1937: ProvdA4 Tha thefogin
42 USC 14M7. apopito shall be available nl in connection with additio--l

intres ozen~incurred on Treasury borroin having maturi.
ties notIn exceasofieven months from the da tht sucm borrow-
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ijg occur. Proided further, That no such Treasury borrowings in
connection with the foregoing appropriation shall tak place after
April 3, 1985: Provided fulr- That the foregoing $300,00,000 shall
be available until expended on interest incurred purmuant to the
Trarm7 borrowing.. Provided further, That direct loan proceeds
shall be made available for new loan commitments and contract
executions for public housing development, modernization and
Indian housing, and for financing of existing contracts: Provided
(urthenro That notwithstanding section 4 of the United States Hous-
ing Act of 1937, or any other provision of law, loans made pursuant 42 USC 14M7b.
to section 4(a) of the United States Housing Act of 1937 by the
Secretary of Housing and Urban Development (and Treasury bor-owin . under section 4(b) of such Act), vfh.ch are necessary due to
the failure to publicly sell tax-exempt public housing agency obliga-
tions, shall be at interest rates comparable to the interest rates on

ch obligations issued by public housing agencies.
Sc . 114. None of the funds appropriated or made available by this

joint resolution or any other Act may be used by the United States
Customs Service to propose or promulgate any rule or regulation
relating to the subject matter of the Advanced Notice of Proposed
Regulations published in the Federal Register on July 21, 1983 (48
Fed. Reg. 33318). Provided, That nothing shall prevent the expendi-
ture of funds to propose any rule or regulation relating to duty-free
stores which implements or conforms to statutory standards hereaf-
ter enacted by Congress

Sc. 115. Section 404 of the Small Business Investment Act of 1958
(15 U.S.C. 694-1) is amended as follows

(1) b striking out "mbe iwie" in paragraph (1) of subsec-
tion (b) and inserting in lieu thereof "sa be isi;ed";

(2) by inerting before the period at the end of .rai..ph (1) of
subsection (b) the following ", and the Administration is ex-
pressly prohibited from denying such guarantee due to the
property be.'g so acquired and

(3)bstring out "exceed 38 per centum" in subsection (c)
and inserting in lieu therof "be less than I per centum or more
than 3% per centum".

Sic. 116. Of the funds approprited to the Department of State in
Public Law 9-257, mental Appropriations Act, 1982 (96 Stat.
824), $3,600,000 in Sgzai-and expenses" and $3,000,000 in "Acqui-
sition, operations and maintenance of buildings abroad shall
remain available until September 30,1986

Sc. 117. Notwithtand ay other ovison of this joint reolu- Blair House.
tion, the Administrator of ( ervi Adminittion is to
provide an additional $3,611,000 from the Federal Buildin Fund
or repairs and alterations of the Blair House.
Sc. 118. NotwithstadMi any other provision of this joint resolu- San LuLu

tion, $34000 is appropriated to the State of Arisma to be available Arioa Border
r e in connection with the San I,* Ais Boader Swa..

Sic. 119. Punmant to the reommendation of the United States blood control.
Claims Court in G l t l. inst United States, (aXl) the Sokton Dm
Secretary of the Tressury i authorized and directed to pay, out of O
the m Treesury not otherwise appropriate to each of
ta usl amed su bsecton Mb the amount set forth oppo-
site the name ot each such individual in full settlement of all cila'
of each mach individual against the United States for damages
arising in connection with the flooding of certain lak a the result
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Penalties.

Metropolitan
lstatiatial ared.

illinois.
Misuri

VStat. V7.

6;8 PUBLIC LAW 98-47-OCT. 12, 1984

of the unnecessary release of excess amounts of waters from the
Stockton Dam and Reservoir during the period from November 1972
through June 1974, at which time such dam and rp-rvo were in
0 ration under the control of the United States Army Corps of

gee
(2) The individuals referred to in subsection (a) and the amounts of

money due each such individual are as follows:
R. Dean Dawes of Stockton, M l40u . .......... .... $.70
Harlon Cimn of Stockton Miour. .... .... .. 6.. ..
Ray and Claa Pinkman o Stockton, Miour................. ........... ... 4211
Perrin M Of Stockton. Misouri ........................................................ 2.394
Ray M. Plnkman of Stockton, Misouri ..................................... 3,819
A.W.8p lJi of El Dorado SprinCMsmouri ....................... ... 30
Hest'er Simrel of Stockton, . .............. . ................... . ...... 200
O.E. Amick of El Dorado Speing Muo.u .......... .... 8.200
T.M. Montug ry o .Stockto, Misouri............. 3.087
T.M. ad Beula Moutno y of Stockton. M .................................... 190
A.C. and Virginia LMoomery o(Stockton, Miourl. ................... 4,500
Irene Larson of Aurora, Miouri and Virniao m 7,79n

M issouri ........................................................... 7,796
Ruby Dean Loffler o( Stockton, Mmissui.............. 4,96
Edward C. and Pranmes Pyle of Stockton, Missouri.................. ... . I A*
Gilbert anw auyPl and Ronnie and Kay Pyle of Stockton, Missouri 4,422
Gilbert and Roa oStockton, Missouri ..... .. 11,458
Lageta. Cowan of 096 Misui.............. .... 9200

o~tctnMissour~ ..... .6
J.C. Ubger ofStockton, Missouri..... .......... ............................. 5,668
Max A. and Betty Lae Sivith of Stockton, Missouri ........ . ..... 310
Wt and Zella LUe Siith of Stockto. M r....... 384

Riley Ca r of El Domado Sprl M l ................................ 6,8o
(b) No part of each amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10

per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any
agent or attorney on account of services rendered in connection with
this claim, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. A violation
in this section is a misdemeanor punishable by a fine in an amount

ot, to exceed $10,000.
Swc. 119A. (a) For purposes of any provision of Federal law, the

Director of the Office of Management and Budget shall rescind the
designation of the St. Louis primary metropolitan statistical area,
the designation of the Alton-Granite City, Illinois, primary metro-

litan. statistical area, and the deW tion of the East St. Louis
Ellevlle, llinois, primary metropolitan statistical area, and shall
not take any action to designate such three rimary metropolitan
statistical areas as a consolidated metropolitan statistical area.

(b) The Director of the Office of Mmnt and Budget shall
designate a single metropolitan statistical area which includes thefol owhna.(11 7U city of St. Louis Missouri.

(2) The counties of'St. Louis, Franklin, Jefferoa, and St.
Charles In Missouri.

The counties of Monroe Madison, Jersey, Clinton, and St.
Clisr in Illinoi&

Th politan statistical aa d nation pursuant to this sub-
section shall be known as the 'St. i Metropolan Statistical

Smo 120. (a) Section 5728aX1XC) of title 5, United States Code, In
amended by striking out ", by and with the advice and consent of
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*Public Law 98-473
98th Congress -

Joint Resolution
Making continuing appropriations for the fiscal year o.
1985, and for other purposes. (HJ.

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representa-
tives of the United States of America in Congress as-
sembled, TITLE I

That the following sums are hereby appropriated,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise ap-
propriated, and out of applicable corporate or other
revenues, receipts, and funds, for the several depart-
ments, agencies, corporations, and other organization-
al units of the Government for the fiscal year 1985,
and for other purposes, namely:

* * * * *

SEC. 8066. (a) During fiscal year 1985, no funds ,c
available to the Central Intelligence Agency, the
Department of Defense, or any other agency or entity
of the United States Involved in Intelligence activities
may be obligated or expended for the purpose or which
would have the effect of supporting, directly or in-
directly, military or paramilitary operations in
Nicaragua by any nation, group, organization, move-
ment, or individual.

APPROVED
OCT.1 2 984
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PUBLIC LAW 98-618 [H.R. 5399]; November 8, 1984
INTELLIGENCE AUTHORIZATION ACT FOR

FISCAL YEAR 1985
Au Act to authorize appropriations for fiscal year 19M for Intelligeace and Intelligence-
related activities of the United States Goverumeut, the Inteillgence Community Staff, and
the Central Intelligence Agency Retirement and Disability System, and for other purposes.

Be It enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of Amerka In Congress assembled, That this Act may
be cited as the "Intelligence Authorization Act for fiscal year 1985."

TITLE I-INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES
AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS

SEC. 101. Funds are hereby authorized to be appropriated for
fiscal year 1985 for the conduct of the intelligence and Intelligence-
related activities of the following elements of the United States
Government:

(2) The Central Intelligence Agency.
(2) The Department of Defense.
(3) The Defense Intelligence Agency.
(4) The National Security Agency.
(5) The Department of the Army, the Department of the

Navy, and the Department of the Air Force.
(6) The Department of State. _

(7) The Department of the Treasury. OXNISIT
(8) The Department of Energy.
(9) The Federal Bureau of Investigation.

(10) The Drug Enforcement Administration.'

TITLE VIII-ACTIVITIES IN NICARAGUA
MILITARY OR PARAMILITARY ACTIVITIES

SEC. 801. No funds authorized to be appropriated by this Act
or by the Intelligence Authorization Act for fiscal year 1984

)7 Stat. 1473. (Public Law 98-215) may be obligated or expended for the purpose
or which would have the effect of supporting, directly or indirectly,
military or paramilitary operations in Nicaragua by any nation,
group, organization, movement, or Individual, except to the entent

Wle, p. 1837. provided and under the terms and conditions specified by House
Joint Resolution 648, making continuing appropriations for the
fiscal year 1985, and for other purposes, as enacted.

Approved November 8, 1984.
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EXECUTIVE ORDER NO. 12333 OF UNITED STATES

INTELLIGENCE-ACTIVITIES

(December 4, 1981, 46 F.R. 59941)

.2 The National Security Council.
e) Purpose. The National Security Council (NSC) was established by the
national Security Act of 1947 to advise the President with respect to the
itegration of domestic, foreign and military policies relating to the national
acurity. The NSC shall act as the highest Executive Branch entity that provides
eview of, guidance for and direction to the conduct of all national foreign
itelligence, counterintelligence, and special activities, and attendant policies and
programs.

.8 The Central Intelligence Agency. All duties and responsibilities of the CIA
hall be related to the Intelligence functions set out below. As authorized by this
order ; the National Security Act of 1947, as amended; the CIA Act of 1949,
ts amended; appropriate directives or other applicable law, the CIA shall:

(e) Conduct special activities approved by the President. No agency except
the CIA (or the Armed Forces of the United States In time of war declared
by Congress or during any period covered by a report from the President
to the Congress under the War Powers Resolution (87 Stat. 855)) may
conduct any special activity unless the President determines that another
agency is more likely to achieve a particular objective;

Part 3

General Prov/ons
3.1 Congrssonal Oversight. The duties and responsibilities of the Director of
Central Intelligence and the beads of other departments, agencies, and entities
engaged in intelligence activities to cooperate with the Congress in the conduct
of Its responsibilities for oversight of ntelligence activities shall be as provided
in title 50, United States Code, section 413. The requirements of section 662 of
the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961, as amended (22 U.S.C. 2422), and section
501 of the National Security Act of 1947, as amended (50 U.S.C. 413), shall
apply to all special activities as defined in this Order.

* * * * *
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NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL

Ollie:

On the chance Steve didn't give you

a copy, attached is for your use.

Vince

75-542 - 88 - 41

k qw, -kv
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?"",- IL "" r rAugust 8, 1985

K0RAtN. FOR MRI . HYDE

FROM: Steven K. 8erry, Associate Counsel

S UB CT: New York Ties Article, August 8, 1983, Alleging Contras ReceiveA~vice FjW -the White House

-- The current Boland Prohibition In Sec. 801 of the Intelligence
Authorization Act for FY 198 (P.L. 98-618) prohibits U.S. intelligence
entities from obligating or expending, to support the Resistence, fnds
authorized to be appropriated by the FY 1984 and FY 1985 Intelligence
authorizations acts. Since no money was authorized for NSC by either
of tvose acts, See. 801 is not relevant to the issue.

The only statute arguably relevant to the subject of the Times article
is Sec. 806(a) of the 1985 DOD Appropriations Act (P.L. 98-473), which
p,'ovides that "During fiscal year 1985, no furids available to the
Central Intelligence Agency, the Cepazt nT-of fense, o: any other
agency or entity of the Lrdted States involved in lntelliou'ce
activities may be obligted or texpended or the purpose or which would
have the effect oI Up d rect Or Indirectly, military or
paradlitary operations in Nicaragua by any nation, group,
organization, movement, or individual." (Emphasis added)

-- The Section 806(a) prohibition remains in effect throughout FY 1985,
which ends 9/30/85.

-- NSC is clearly a U.S. e'tity involved in intelligence activIties
sibjct to the Section 8066(@) prohibition.

- The Matlarl Securty Act of 1947 specifically establishes the
CIA under the National Security Councl*" end provides that CIA
dAties shall be carried out %uide the direction of the National
Secuity Council." (Sec. 102(a) end d))

- Executive Order 123 provides that the I4SC hall act as the
hlrMt Executive Branch entity that provides review of,
gu no fo end direction to the c ot of all national
foreign intelligence, counterintell1gences and special
activities, and attendat policies end progre." (Sec. 1.2(a))

-- Althouh the Section 8066(a) arhibition cleaw X @Wies to NSC as an
entity of the U.S. Government Involved in Intellience activities, that
pTonhiuion nas no Dem vioiae"G.
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--. The prohibition foroids obligatico or expenditure of funds available to
an intelligence entity to support-paroul Itary operations in Nicaragua,
but nothing in the Times article indicates that the NSC staff officer
involved obligated or expended any F6C funds.

-- The Times article only states that the NSC staff officer talked with
memoers of the Resistance or with individuals in the U.S. interested in
helping out the Resistance, whlch does not violate the pronibitlon.

No matter ho you stretch It, talking to the Resistance or anyone else
is not obligation or expenditure of funds.

And, if I may raise a final pdint, doesn't a member of the N6C staff
have the same constitutional right of free speech under the First
Amendment that every other American has?

As long as it is talking to the Resist n-.-not obligation or
expenditure of funds for weapons or anything else--it doesn't violate
the law. I note also that the Times article cites (uraimed) emoers of
Congress of do not believe it violates U.S. laws.

The President has supported the Nicaraguan Democratic Resistvace
fighters and has £tted so publicly. He has met with Adolfo Colaro,
Arturo Cruz and othr.r mericers of the Unified Nicaaguan O;,sition
(WN) leaders in deanstration of his support for: tneir efforts.

The President he. attended fundralsing dinners for the Resistance
movement and has received their leaders at the White House. I suppose
you could say that is direct assistance to the Resistance.

It is not unusual to expect that the White House staff or NSC staff,
wio are directly responsible to the President, wojld encouage the
Picaraguan Democratic Resistance in the same anner and in the same
%,ys that t e P:esident has encouaged the Resis&'ice.

Before Conress's recent reversal on the Bolend Aen*denw , intelligence
agencies wer forbidden to assist the Resistance forces In any maner.
This abrupt termdnation of the relationship between the Resistance
forces ad ay United States entity ?orced the Nicaraguan Resistance
groups to establish other lines of comawdcation and contact. The NSC
or the Wite House w&ld be a logical point of contact for any group
seeking to establish a relationship with the U.S. Governmt.

Did the Boland Amndment prohibit third parties, other countries or
groups and organizations throughout the world frm requesting the
official United States policy regarding Nicaragua? The President's
position on assistance to the Nicaraguan Deocratic Resistance Is clear
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-- It Is one tj1ing to state that the law forboids any assistance
to the Nicaszrag Cmcratic Resistance.

-- It is another thing to state that the President's position
Is clear and that he Intenfs to pursue initiatives to renew
asSistance to the ODSMrtic RsisteOnC.

0- Te oland Aendtt does not proibit or-the U.S. Governwitfrom reoelvlr" the views of its friends and allies thtoug~ut the wld
an the significance of the military buildup of tne Itrxist Sandinista
regime in NIcarmau on the cont ay, I would say we have a obligation
to inform our alles ind friends of the U.S. position on Nicara9Ja.
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HOUSED-PASSED PROVISION ON NICARAGUA IN
H.R. 2419, INTELLIGENCE AUTHORIZATION ACT

- FOR FY 1985

-:.:: :7 PROVISION

5EC. 105. During fiscal year 1986, no funds available to

the Central Intelligence Agency, Department of Defense, or

any c:her agency or entity of the United States involved in

inte,:.ence activities may be obligated or expended, directly

or ir.-*rectly, for material assistance to the Nicaraguan demo-

C::.: 7eS. .ar, ce, .c6.ing arms ammurtion, o7 oter equ:.-

.... ": :r rla-eial which could be used to inflict serious bod.i-v

, death, or which would have the effect of pro'idinz

a:. ammunition or other weapons of war for military or

'a...ilitar% operations in Nicaragua by any group, organiza-

::..-.ovement or individual.

HOUSE 1NIE"LLIGENCE CCQ-IITTEE REPORT
(H. Kept. 99-106, pt. -)

As introduced, Section "05 would fiave prohibited imy funds
ava .-able to any agency involved in intelligence activities being
use. to support, directly or indirectly military or paramilitary op.
eraiors in Nicarau.. The section also had the effect of denying
any funds requested for such a purmore in fiscal year 1986. It woul

tztemd the curent statutory prohibition for support to the Nicra-
paz Contrass" through the end of FY 1986.

A amendment was adopted by the committee to strike the origl
rea :ngusge of Section 105 so as to make clear that the prohibi-
to.- that applies to supporting Nicaraguan insurgents or Contrass"*. s only to the provision of funds goods, equipment, civilian or

L.aaiiy supplies, or any other materie, but does not include the
;rc'.-'_sion of intelligence information or advice to the contras.
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BOLAND PROHIBITIONS

Sectle. 6066(a), Department of Defense Appropriations Act,
1985 (J.L. 98-473)

Src. 8066. (a) During fiscal year 1985, no funds available to theCentral Intelligence Agency, the Deparment of Defense, or any
other agency or entity of the United'States involved in intelligence
activities may be obligated or expended for the purpose or which
would have the effect of supporitn. directly or indirecly, military
or paramilitary operations in Nicaragua by any nation, group,
organization, movement, or individual.

Sectio- 801, Intelligence Authorization Act for
FY'.'F".3 (P.L. 98-618)

Src. 801. No funds authorized to be appropriated by this Act or by
the Intelligence Authorization Act for fiscal year !964 (Public Law
9S-215) may be obligated or expended for the purpose or which
would have the effect of supporting, directly or indirectly, military
or paramilitary operations in Nicaragua by any nation, group,
organization, movement, or individual, except to the extent provided
and under the terms and conditions specified by House Joint Resolu.
tion 6,8, making continuing appropriations for the fiscal year 1985,
and for other purposes, as enacted.
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EXHIBIT BGS-27

PUBLIC LAW 97-377-DEC. 21, 1982 96 STAT. 1833

they are used primarily by those living in absolute poverty them.
selves, or (B) they constitute research which produces or aims to
produce techniques, seeds, or other items to be primarily used by
Ihose living in absolute poverty. Research shall not consititue the
major part of such facilities goods, and services.": Prouided further, Report to
That within six months after the date of approval of this joint Co22 Mj215 1resolution, the Administrator of the Agency for International Devel- 22
opment shall report to Congress on the implementation of this
provision, the types of projects determined to meet these require-
ments, and the effect on the overall United States foreign assistance

Pr(cNootwthstanding any other provision of this joint resolution,
such amounts as may be necessary for programs, projects or activi.
ties provided for in the Department ofDefens Appropriation Act,
1983, at a rate of operations and to the extent andin the manner
provided, to be effective as if it had been enacted into law as the
regular appropriation Act, as follows

AN ACT
Making appmrpriatow for the Do rtmnt of Defene for the fiscal year ending

Septber 80, 19 4i for otr purposm

Be it enacted by the Senate and Hous of Repraentatiwe. of the
United State. of America in Congren asumb/e4 That the following *eD ient of
sums are appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury not
otherwise appropriated, for the fiscal year ending September 30, ACt, n83
1983, for military functions administered by the Department of
Defense, and for other Purposes, namely:

TITLE

MILITARY PERSONNEL

MrTA PZoNNm, ARmy
For pay, allowance, individual clothing, subsistence, interest on

do ta, gratuities, permanent change of station travel (including
all expense thereof o organizational movements), and expenses of
tem duty travel between permanent duty stations, for mem-
bers of the Army on active duty (except members of reserve compo-
nents provided for elsewhere), cadets, and aviation cadets;S$14,454,848,000.

M=AzY PusoNmm~r , NAvY
For pay, allowances, individual clothing subsistence, interest on

4PSt, gratuities, permanent chang of station travel (including
ises_ thereof for organizational movements), and expenses of

mporary duty travel between permanent duty stations, for mem-
bers of the Navy on active duty (except members of the Reserve

_rovided for elsewhere), midshipmen, and aviation cadets;
10,537,408,000.

M.rrAry PzuomNr., MAIz Coas

Fder pay, allowances, individual cli, subsistence, interest on
d~p~-ts, gratuities, permanent change of station travel (including

rixpenses thereof for organizational movements), and expenses of
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PUBLIC LAW 97-877-DEC. 21, 1982 96 STAT. 1865

development and bid and proposal costs allocated to procurement
contracts as items of indirect expense.

StC. 791. No later than the end of the second fiscal year following Transfer of
the fiscal year for which appropriations for Operation and Mainte- funds
nance have been - made available to the Department of" Defense,
unobligated balances of such appropriations rovided for fisca year
1982 and thereafter may be transferred ito the appropriation
"Foreign Currency Fluctuations, Defense" to be merged with and
available for the same time period and the same purposes as the
appropriation to which transferred: Provide, That any transfer
made pursuant to any vse of the authority provided by this provi.
sion shall be limited so that the amount in tlhe appropriation
"Foreign Currency Fluctuations, Defense" doeb nit exceed
$970,000,000 at the time such a transfer is made.

Ste. 792. During the current fiscal year, for the purposes of the
appropriation "Foreign Currency Fluctuations Defense" the foreign
currency exchange rates used in preparing budget submissions shall
be the foreign currency exchange rates as adjusted or modified, as
reflected in a plicable Committee reports on this Act.Szc. 793. oeg h udlgod& ndM a 2-1 yN n
taQtra-&ljjj An or th a ent of-Defens to us

en it a z or advice. or ouier
su ~r mii at to any 1 o in&iul not-ir of

icaen - Niarg#-rLp3Lk a t0WtfnbNiici-T" andonuras.

SEc. 79 ". o othe findi-made available by this Act shall be
used in any way for the leasing to non-Federal agencies in the
United States aircraft or vehicles owned or n.irated by the Depart-
ment of Defense when suitable aircraft or vehicles are commerci.al.y
available in the private sector. Provided, That nothing in this
section shall affect authorized and established procedures for tha
sale of surplus aircraft or vehicles: Provided further That nothing in
this section shall prohibit such leasing when especially authorized
in a subsequent Act of Congress.

Szc. 795. None of the funds made available by this Act shall be
available for any competition between the currently approved LAN-
TIRN system and any other system under provisions of section 203
of Public Law 97-252. Ant p. 723.

Sc. 796. None of the funds made available by this Act shall be
used in any way, directly or indirectly, to influence con onal
action on any legislation or appropriation matters pending before
the Congress.

Stc. 797. None of the funds made available in the Act or any
subsequent Act shall be available for the purchase of the alternate
or new model fighter aircraft engine that does not have a written
warranty or guarantee attesting that it will perform not less than
3,000 tactical cycles. The warranty will provide that the manufac-
turer must perform the necessary improvements or replace any
parts to achieve the required performance at no cost to the Govern-
ment.

Sic. 798. Section 308(g) and 308a(c) of title 37, United States Code, Ant p. 1197.
are amended by striking "December 17, 1982" and inserting in lieu
thereof "March 31, 1983.

Sic. 799. Funds available under this Act may be used by the
Department of Defense to enter into purchases of or commitments to
purchase metals, minerals or other materials under section 308 of
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EXHM BGS-28
From: NSVRP --CPUA
To: NSJNP --CPUA JOHN M. POIND\"TER

Date and time 08/20/85 14:41:04

NOTE FROM: BOB PEARSON
Subject: Barnes letter request'in8 material re North/Contra contacts
Note from Olle. Brenda Roger 'is doing a memo to you on what sources of
information might be the object of the Barnes letter. I agree with Ollie that
ve need to proceed carefully. Paul Thompson sugested that Jock Sharfin might
become familiar with the Boland amendment as part of his familiarization wit

,&SC Issues. He's reading up on the subject in the lai. library and uill not be
contacting anyone at State or elsewhere. Roger's meno should be to you
thisafternoon. Thanks very much.
*** Forwarding note from NSOLN --CPUA 08/20/85 12:45
To: NSWRP --CPUA

* Reply to note of 08/19/63 13:37

- SECRET
NOTE FROM: OLIVER NORTH
Subject: Barnes letter requesting material re North/Contra contacts
Prior to yr xfer of this action, I di:icussed the Barnes ltr w/ Jim Michel and
he urges that we not jump too fast on this issue. He shares my concern that
our legal fellow is going to create unhelpful speculation re our intentions on
this matter as he proceeds around town asking questions about the Boland
amendment and its legal/legislative intent. Jim recommends, and I agree,
thatour response to the Bariies letter should be very quietl:.rafted. by Jim,
Paul Thompson and a rep from Fielding's office. Regards, %orth

cc: NSBSR --CPUA
NSWFl --CPUA

cc: NSOLU --CPUA
NSPBT -- CPUA

JOHN 1. POINDENTER NSWRP - -CPCA

NSBSR --CPUA

JOHN M1. POINDEXTER

18

04
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ExHiaIT FH-2

PIIMORANDUM QUMWED
NATIONAL $[CURITV COUNCIL

february C, tt$

IYlTSHlIV
CIIIIs-402003

lRe*do

N 6917
69IMO,

MIGNOUDUM

frON
SuCT

Pon1 ROSS"I ¢, c0:FATI,

OLVZR :. mO

gicsragauan tAms Ship"

,,%

The Nicaraguan merchant shi ,NODZSO, it now in port at
Taichung# ?aivas, where It a unload l crgo. It ts estimated
for 6 rugon to*Movr cwFexA 7 fto

At the poat. their appear to be thnee optionsi

= fThe sh leAt mould be selsed MA the weapons delivered to
the lVN

-- the ship ould be sunk# or

able the i and W prtels involved therein could bedpubl n 'preventing the delivery.

ON
-g C~I

7635 3K

OAMl
Ir
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2 N 6918

There
apparent armed security detail aboard e*-MIUJmrO, despite the
onsitive nature of her cargo.

If asked, Calero would be willing to finance the operation. Ne
does not, however, have sufficient numbers of trained naritime
special operations personneLaz..a..ethoa of delivery for seizing
the ship on the highsea*.

operation ft
kt -ela ara dl be best to seize*

outs to Hicarag 'ls
•e to be.ade, for

- smv

v flKzqu red l

0 t no tme4

of seizing or sinking the

Approve Disapprove

-'I

Ei* ALABLE 1O'v

I .

t
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PA 1Rou

4
tRobert mcrarlne -

ACTIOft FILE
APPROVAL INFORMATION

COMMINT PREPARE REPLY
C#URAINCE AlCOMMINOATION

DIRECT REPLY RETURN
01SPATC4 sGNAmumi

REMARKS:

cc# Oliver North (02 and 3)

Ji p-,mki44

NSC INTELLIGENCE
DOCUMENT

-~P3rtia:: DeLIspit f' ,' v I i op1
. ;r,,. , E. 1 . 12355Ao " ger, i: a' S c € , Countil

Intelligence leuw* m Mthwh InShlv

NATIONAL SECURITY INFORMATION
UrJmt,.d 3q$ ors S#bI4t WCi.f." Sowtions

N 6VIY

NSC/ICS CONTROL NO. 402003

COPY NO. OF

HANDLE VIA SYSTEM IV CHANNEL ONLY

N'
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UNCLASSIFIED
National Security Council

The WhiteHOuse
system

N 6920

Paul ThOmpSon

lob Kimmiti

John Poindexter

Tom Shull

Wimas Hail

Bud Mcdartane

lob Klmmitt

NSC Sewcetarlat

ii 1

SEQUINCE TO

A aActm A Sa etal.

HAS SEIN WSPOITIC

O.W4ptch "*met~ihAc

cc: VP Mse Sake

COMMENTS

Deaver Other_
.iShould be seen by:

" (tefime)

A

~.. :.,...
I•o

I

wWMMwm mRmm,-,

M A.M.W
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UNCLASSIFIED
THE WHITE HOUS

WASHINGTON

N

A.
6921

,c~%

14. 74L

/- ~'4.-L.-~

A1r J

-%--'~
A 4 ~ d

OF

~~wj /~X*L4qh.h. -

'V..-

A' -

Jk'
63m. 1

)
10000 .

r A-

r-M(" ,-t= 2 , X.. .

/ 4i ccs eF.I
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ExHmI FH-2A

ROUTING

IJAB- A -
119CRE.

NSC/CS CONTROL NO. 402003
COPY NO. L oF

HANDLE VIA SYSTEM IV CHANNEL ONLY

NSC INTELLIGENCE
DOCUMENT

pa~.

2

inteligence Surces IM Meow*l involved
NATIONAL SECURITY INFORMATION

unw" plmm subp to SLOmnm Sanction

I
Ej
I

I

Robert . e Nalane

3

4

ST6

ACTiON FILE

APPROVAL INFORMATION

COMMENT PREPAIE REPLY

CONCURRENCE RCOM _NDAI_ N

OIRICT REPLY RETURN
DiPATCH SIGNATUlE

REMARKS:

cas Oliver North (02 and 3)
Jim Radzimski (04).

I

I
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National Security CuclUNVI6348
The White Hous ~ 'I SIIEU

/QUIc TO

Bob inmmnft

jom ShuItv

TOMMINTS

m" Sm WOSIIIOW

all

*

::jj

Ei* AVAIAL 1'~,
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NAI~4 LEUO W D 
NWA-

N 16349
SYSTEM IV
NSC/ICS-402003
Re.do

FbrU 4# 1965

V4I

.4tdA)

IMP AD MR OSIAT c.

rams. OLIMU L.

SUBJECT& Nicaraguan Aims Shlpents

The Nictrtuan mrchant shil. NONIS60, is nov in port at
Tachung# oraT, Where dt unloading Cargo. It is estmeted
for dartu ne otGoroCC lrebmary 7,, enroute to 8for min engine repairs. I ow

I -I
to have it declassified so that we can have it

as nes mdLa.

it

so C a- mDATION

Approve- Disapprove

Uw OA U
UinKD
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ExHmrr FH-3

762 *411(

Ou~n"

To Nlamo .W 0t fmt

I Iobert McFarlane'

3 I

Xl 'IO FI~S

X) ACION___ FILE
APPROVAL INFOW TION

COMMENT PREPAREE REPLY

CONCURRINCE RECOMMENDATION
OwRI RIPLY RETURN

IOMPATCM SIGNATURE
REMARKS:
cer Oliver North (02 and 3)

James Radzimski (04)

N 7182

NSC/ICS CONTROL NO. 400215

COPY NO.. -OF

HANDLE VIA SYSTEM IV CHANNEL ONLY

NSC INTELLIGENCE
.. DOCUMENT

*1y

AA

Warning Notice
IIi4gfCSaVif "~ MthoAiEWs 1

NATIONAL SECURITY INFORMATION
Unauth nsed Oisdeouw Sgbgcl to €nmoeaI Sancion

BNIk*INL
~: ~

9D\ A
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7183

TheWhite HoiN

UNCLASSIFIED "ft N"

uotjIua TO AS$ UI oososm(

bId Meew~ .•- --
"6n Poo IVz

Bob Kimmt

$ivtriat ---

cc VP Meu mee Oeavee Other___

h .

S OWAITs
dA wnf4j -

W.wlm •ed we horm " ',,
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.IX.SIORANDUNM UN T smCRT C
NATIONAL SICITV COUNCIL

SYSTtN IV
NSC/ICS-400215

N 7184

Narch 5, 1965

RNEORANDUM. FOR

ram,
sJuJJECT L

ROBRT C. CF=
OLIVER L. 300~g

I 5"-

c~,UncIj

jAid to the Nicaraguan Resistance

Attached at Tab I is a memo from you to Secretaries $hults and
weinberger, Director Casey, and Ge raj Vessey asking f~r their
views on increased U.S. assistanciC 1 Your memo is
-ast as suggestion which derives trip to the region.

The real purpoq of your Re"o a to find a way by which we can
compensate thet Ithe extraordinary assistance they
,are providing t6 the Nicaragr n,freedom fighter., At Tab It are
lad-user certificates which that _provided for the
purchase of nearly san worth of iunitLonso 0edelivered to the(
|MDN. These nine documents are a dira.jt coDsequence of the
informal liaison we _ave estabIish.L_. ni land yoqz.
fleeting with he and_ The Aunitidh and weapons
identified in theosiocuents willl'e delivered in several
thipments (2 by aircraft and 1 by sea) starting orL ox about
larch 10& 195 SJ shipments will be delivered be
rercelpted for *an? turned qeyr to
IV represents I 8VI at on -

arrival. Adolfo is convinced, and I agree, that
~v• no& removed or withheld any equipment/munit is from the TON

d4e lv -les which have occurred to date.

liuring one of the meeting 0- inw hich t4e
jirocess above was arranged, on Of
presented a "wish list" of items which they desperately need in
order to prosecute their war against the Cuban-supported
guerrlltas. A copy of the list is attached at Tab 111. Each of
the items identified are in priority within four principal
categories Aircraft, Ground Forces Equipment. Weapons and

lnitions, and son-Tactical Military equipment.

I &Z 0 i I.r
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U1WtAI IED
2 N 7185

Your memo at Tab I does not refer to the arrangqgents which have
been made for supporting the resistance through. -,irZt
does, however# urge that we take steps now to itprove
situation. Once we have approval for at least om of whtabyt,
have asked for, we can ensure that the right people inqJ.
understand that we are able to provide results free
cooperation on the resistance issue. -

XPCOIMZKDAT ION

;hat you sign and tran 'it the memo at Tab 1.

Approve -; Disapprove

AttachmentsTab I
Tab It
Tab III ij arlane

eeo to Shutz/Weinberger/C55ey/Vesssy
nd-User Certificates
ilitary Equipment Requirements

u~K
OW i
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N 7186
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I
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U Of~~~ SYSTEM IV1
"TIC WNI MOUSE NSC/ZCS-40021g

wi 00.Oo N 7187
March 11, IM N 78IT7VZ

mRmORADIUU FOR THS KOHORASLE GZORGZ P. AIVULTZ'The Secretary of State

TYE NOWORABLE CASPAR W. WEIZgitiGKR
The Secretary of Defense

Tug NOORASLE WILLIAM J4 CASEY
The Director of Central Intelligence

GENERAL JOHN W. V2SSET. JR.
The Chairman, Joint Chief* of Staff

SUSTJ?, Assisting Progress toward Democracy (C)

During my brieJ stop inia
made a convincf-f case fort ar

coimiment to'democracy. They also noted their critical need for
relatively small amounts of security assistance, economic aid,
and support for their struggling agricultural sector. (C)

In recent weeks, there appears to have been an increase, in
guerrilla attacks and subversion. it is entirely likely that
will see more polarising activity of this kind as the( ; a

elections approach. .Unless tjte Army has adequate support,
certain elementI' may use the guerrilla action as a
reason to defer elections or-to justify counter-productive,
.jepressige measures. Unfortunately, the Congress onlyarovided

in FY-US EIN? funds from the Administration'sk
IsecWirty assistance request. While the FTY-86 request for

'in security assistance provides hope for the future,
It woulde that we need to look for ways in which we can help

A w betwen now and their elections. (S)

It is. therefore, requested that Sta~e take tj~e lead AX
developing imaginative alternativeSL can be
provided with ass&jjMtue to improve their security situation. We

--- hould co"AiderlC - as well
as activities by other 13.8- agencies thich could have a positive
effect on internal security conditions.i

Our goal in aI ok.thi s should be to provide all possible
assistance tAV progress toward democracy. IS)

'da. prmvi' ,'s of EJ. 12356 C
' Rejer, :" 'a! Secj .: CUncil

SENSITIVE
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N 7189

0/r.

~%

?I& do fobroro 4 1,965.

Seflores:
Z;MaG¥ RMUS0RCL.S 1IN3T ATICNAL
440 Maple AV*. East
Viona, "'a., 22180.

W.Aores:

"4ou 4.rigtzos a ustedos, pars manifestc.les quo par oL

to media estamos *ztendLeado C&AIIjC- ZZ Fs's: :A.
par ZZ-Z KIL (10,000) rifles autolitLcos, los cual-s sriz

destine *os pars uso exlusivo o . Ejfrci:o do Mm

no sorLa reeror.audos u vondiics a oro p s, sion-o(

mmOl, o destsno tLcal.
'-oro ;a.-::lax, as.-rovocto 1 oI .: s para :

cribirso atentaosto.

it*1 * ..* ** 1, .,'
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N 7190
i 1"" A i"Al

I--. C- Z¥1CACZO. 'E D)E.,"Z,0 FL',.,

,14 do febrro do 1,985.
-- J

Seftrs
ENERGY RESOURCES INTERNATIONAL
440 Maple Ave. East
Yiena, Va., 22180.

Nos dirigimos * u:e s, par& man.ioestarle quo por eL

to codlo entazos extendieco DEJ:A:~;n 3aZST:: ::0

por DI!Z ML (10,000) libras do explosivo (M) - C4 0 T32 y

U =1 q. T.NEOS (1,50O) detonadores variados, los cuals

perin des.tnadao pars uso exelu-ivo de. " 36Carte do

my-no sordA roexportados at vend.os a otro pal l s-ie:

Sin otro particular, aprovo ho I. oportunidad para suL

oribiZme atentananto.

(

L-
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~* N 7191

CM--?:-ZCA::Ot; DE DECTIO ?IN-:

"" /' /14 do tebwero Ge 199650

IMaoY aisOtCcS IN ?WATIOAL
440 Maple Ave. taat
Viena, Va., 22100.

Setores,

Oae dirigiaos a ustoees, pas aanltestarles que por'ea-
te 3ed4o estazoo extendondo C LTICCA:O:; Dz.S ,O ?VAL
del sateLIal que a continuacif6t so 4etal 4 I1 , .aalue& d.L
ti.ado para Uao ezInuivo 4e EZjrcito det 7 Ie $0-
r& reexpeonado ai renaio a otre pae, sifaci *Ie -
destio final:

A* ametrallaLoras
. 1 mo teros do GO=. -copletos-.

C. 100 zoereog de Sim. -coup3etos-.
--D. 1530 laawaanadas X4-9
E. -30 usiles sin retroeso de 57&.

Sin Oro particular, aproveeho la oportuiadad pars &s-
ribL-ne steantasete.

UNOtASS/FE
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N 7192

J 4 do etbrro do 11,96.

Scores:
E OGT RESOURCES fIlTEMATZONAL
440 Maple Ave. as1t
Viena, Va., 22180.

Selores:

Vos drlzSgios a ustoes, paZr5.:1i osarl3s $us par .j

to .dio estaos extem-1e,.do CA:I*.IC.C.. :! DzS.z.,O .,:,Z
del material quo a conzinuaci6n so de:alla, 01 cual Seul --
destindo puws uo *xolustvo del Z46rciIo de. Y o
sord r.exporomdo nl vndtdo a ato pals, Sieddo-
.l destino final"

A. 10000 .-analas -.79.
. -3,000 ranadam do 60==.
C. .2,000 gpanadas do 81&a.

Sin otro particular, aprovecho I& oport-ui-ad ;ara a.
cribirce aten:aaente.

UNCLASSIFIEU
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T,' 11Vt
N 7193

COMMI.: 2;LUBFZ:A.L

2 14 do
tebree d 1,985.

DZXGT DF, S MCES ZfATUNAL
440 ?Iaple Ave. Zast
Viean, Va., 22180.

4.40r.egis a uteedeo, aa r f..tnaz..@le q o par?-
to, media esaaos *2twwOuda ~oc!;3?lncAc:o:: Ds D331=0
del. tavoeoaI que a atinuaeeas oedetail , a. aseeL 4
tlin&o rare us* exclusive del !6rclto d aA .eSO-
z'i r~exportado m. vensldo a otro pas, £1. ,o
destino tash

A. 3,000 p'raas 93-7.
s.,..100 Imsegranm.4as 314.

Sin at.-*particularapi'@vocha Is oportidlad pa'S. $sa-

UNCLASBIPIEI/

I

?
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(.N 7194
Cn'.ZIICACONm D-r 30 IPIAL

J d o. fobvewo4o i965.

DNUOY RESURCES IURNATIONAL
440 Maple Ave. Eat

Scores:

Ns o d4lgimos ausuedee, pars a=iftstarles quo par .L

te edia estaos exende C3?ZFICAC:O.D DE DES? :, :;AL

po DOS MU (2,OO) nains anti.perseasie 7yM y WIL (',000)

sin&& anti-t4aquot Ia oo wi ern destiman4aspar& as.ox-

clusivo del I1drcito ES y no aerin zwxprtadas

al vendidAs a otro ps., sieoda I .1' d*3tioo fiAS.

M at"epaticular, aprovooIis oportunidad pnm a s'. ,
cribirmasteataseate.UH L SI Ei
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41

N 7195

CERTIiFACZO.' DZ DLXDO FIVAL:

Se,,do ftersa di,85.

IZRGT RnoMuRCS INUTNAU'ONAL
40 1Maple Avo. last

Viona, Va.,, 22180.

Seftorest

Not diriglzos a ustedou, par& nnioafeta.rloe quo por*e.
T:o cod-io osa,:os =a o"en~liero CER:tPZ AZ:¢:: DE DU..MM ?.:::Z

por T.ES MI, (3,000) LAW ROCKE , quo viesme d*tlnados pa-

v" useo exoluLvo d2 El4 Zioto 4 no min reex-
poxtados al v n4does a otro pals, sisr4 al 4.sej6

66 final.

SUn otro pargticul~ars ap.ovieCbo I& oportUaidad par& s._
oibise etentamnto.

UNCLASSIFIED
C

75-542 - 88 - 42
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N 7196

CrLZFhCACI0 NE OEUOpAL

14 do febzor6 di 1,965.

EMMIY SR ES . rMW' ATINAY
40Maple Amve. s
Tional Vaq 22180.

Sefozes:

Nos dirgiaoas a ustce, par& =a.iestooles quo po'eao-

to zedio esta=cso e'toeadt o C.RT=-:3AC."6c DI D:suZ3 O zIA,
por Z (10) lansasobee tiezza-aire y CXCUZ (50) alij

ls tiora-aio, Alos cualo vleona d# sti-ados pars use oecl3j

ulvo 4e1 EJfroIto, d( y .7 o soz1n rtoxportsdos zi -

vedidoi a oto pais, slo *I "01 desino tidA.

Sin otro parlcula'r, aprovecho Ia opo.t=i4a par. su.

ewblru, ateataen

UNCLASSIFIED
-O*, 6
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--

N 7197

Cg.:&NUZCACION DI DEMZ'Z IO Z

14CA febro.do -198.

eore. tG? RSOORMU Z lNTEAUTONAL
440 Maple Ave*olast
Visa, Va., 2280.

Seo ¢res:

Nos dirigLaos usto4os, pars aszifestarles que po r "

to ediao*&ut:oo eotoiAoado C TIlACCD E DESTZNO FU

po" r =CO 1MZAL( 15.000O001 do eaz'tuhos Sall Amne, call

bre ?.6 ., lea ealeos seda deatinados pars uso exelueivo

del r6diton 7o 0 seri seexportados al veandi-

doe at" pals, ioMdo .* destinO final.

8in otro particular, s,:o~ile'o Is.p q.-Mcidad para s4j

oribirue do st odes ateeate.

UNCLASSIFIEO
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N 7199
The following military equLpmnt arUigervLig have bnidentified as the highest priority iArny incombatting the Camunist g uerrilla-Th.ey9ere lilt in suence
of highest to lowest need within each category.

New or refurbished helicopters and spare pat for existing
Lnventory.

- $ Spare parts for fixed wing cergo aircraft.
New or refurbished ground attack aircraft end spare parts
for existing inventory.

- N 3ew trainer aircraft and related @pare parts.

Ground Forces &L iymnt,

Communications equipment, including secure voice systems.
00 Various vehicles for troop and logistical transport.

. Englineerini equipment, including bulldozers, road-graders,
and survey inetruments.

Weamo n 44OVAuNitionest

-tght and medium weapons, including M-14 rifles N-60
machine guns, pistols (9= and .45 caliber), eIso and EO
mortars, and 90M recoilless rifles.

Gzoud fo"ce mitLos imoluding mortr, recoilless rifle,
and artillery round., assorted ies and explosives, and
7.62 51 linked autioe, plus hed grenades.

Arial munitions, including 200 and S00 poundbombs and 2.75
inch rocketo with appropriate warhead ILtzes.

Additiol Non-Tatical Su8sle and Auinment,

field hospital equipment, general medical supple, eand
training for aram discs.

Tactical radars for use in detecting border infiltration.

UNCLASSIFIED
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]XHIITIFH-SA

ROUTING

NoeS4 Adde~s oat* .~

4 _ r 1 3rarl50
I , NI- .,......N 16350

NSC/ICS CONTROLNO. 40021.5

COPY NO. / O

HANDLE VIA SYSTEM IV CHANNEL ONLY

I NSC INTELLIGENCE
DOCUMENT

• F . Warning Notice

NATIONAL SECURITY INOR AONs

APPROVAL INFORMATION
COMMENT-_ "___REPLY
CONCURAINca RiCOM NATN

DIRECT REPLY RETURN
0111AT04 siGNATuRE

RIMARKS:
cce Olivor North (02 and 3)

James Radsimski (#4)

it I I.- 7: 1-- ---- : -. ; m =

u .
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National Security Council
The White House

T, . ItI I

$mooll~ TO HAS 0tv" o Imnow

Sob Kimmltt

John Pndeaexw

PWA Thm"plan

SWd MILFWUM

Sob Klmfftt4NE Idat

Shedn P4c

DOepW Othe _

ShsA be ow b.

. -- . W10

~~1'~~

UNCLASSIFIED
N 16351

cc: VP M

COMMENT
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NATCKAL UNDUR ooLT
**w ,.o. stW

SYSTDI IV
NSC/ZCS-400215

N 16352
March 5, 1956

ACTION

MRMOAJI UN

FROMt

F O R R o B R T C . w r "

OLIVER L. NORTH

SVBJBCT: -Aid to the Nicaraguan Resistance

Attached at Tab I is a memo from you to Secretaries Shultz and
Veinberger, Director Caly, and Genera.Vessey..asking for their
views on increased U.S. assistance to . Your mo is
cast as suggestion which derives from lrip to the region.
Your memo at Tab I urges that we take steps now to improve the
situation in' I

RECONNUDATION

That you sign and mthe a at Tab I.

Approve Disapprove

Attachments
Tab I - "eFarlane !emo to ult:/weinberqerlCasey/Vesssy
Tab I - and-User Certificates
Tab III Military equipment Requirements

or

Declassily: oADi

p-

'91
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t Ut SYSTEm IV
NSC/CS-annle a

"I by

unDr ast y L 412316L

asifu AD SEISITZV

THI WHItt MOUS.
WASHINGTON N 16353

in March 11, .985 SNSITIV%

MDIRAWDUN 5t NONOWASLI GORGE P . SMMTS
The Secretary of State

TIM KOWORA)LI CASPAR W. WEIzzERGER
The Secretary of Defense

Tax RONORAL L WILLIAM J. CASEy
The Director of Central Intelligence
GENERAL JOHN W. V2SSZY, JR.
The ChairAtn, Joint Chiefs of Staff

SUSJlZCTt Assisting 'Progress toward Democracy (C)

During my brief stop in
;made a convincing case for their

commitment to democracy. They also noted their critical need for
relatively small amounts of security assistance, economic aid,
and support for their struggling agricultural sector. (C)

In recent weeks, there appears to have been an increase in
guerrilla attacks and subversion. It is entirely likely that we
will see more polariing activity of this kind as the-
elections approach. Unless 1he Army has adequate support,
certain elements may use the guerrilla action as a
reason to defer dic€lons br-to justify counter-productive,
repressive measures. Unfortunately, the Congress only provided

'in TY-SS lM funds from the Administration's
Isegyrity assistance request. While the PY-16 recuest for

)in security assistance provides hope for the future,
"1.t would seen that we need to .look for ways in which we can help

between n now and their elections. (8)

It is, therefore, requested that StUp take tte lead in
developing imaginative alternatives can be
provided v it da ce to improve their security situation. we

_____ as welas a U.S. agencies wh~ch could wi'riposiiive

effect On i~rm2 security conditions."

Our goal in all of this should be to provide all possible
assistance to* progress toward democracay. (5)

ad a I A
;61,0*1 , Lit Ll
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UN LASSIFIEL
N 16355

1 I obr~ro do 1,1985.

I-J~aGy 4 3cRCE IN NA-i± i L
440 (Implo .ve..
V "sn, "122*180.

Wazores:

'"os dirigimos a utedes, pa-- a ar..festcirles quo tr es

por JZZX - ,IL (1O,CCO) rifles automAici , los cualese mrin

detiasdos par& use exiusvo 1 e2J£rc-:o do' 4 -

no e. re oretdcs : vend4dos . o2.rc ,-2s, sl'erdo

Sina oro particular, aprcvecho I; c-ortvuniiad para .

cribiraeRon. 'M
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r UNC54!SFIED

14 do febrero do 1,9,85.

oeiores z

m'4O .aple Ave. -ast
iens, "Va., 22180.

"e0.o--es t

P''os dirigiAos .. uatedes, para uanifestazles quo por ej
to modio eotamos extendiendo CD.---?IcAc:Oi D DESTO . ':O L
par :I.: 1'6L (10,0C0) libras do explosive (ia) - C,4 o ;:1 y

:.; :.IL ZEY3 (1,50) detcnadrs variados, los cules
ser!A destiakdos pars uso exclunivo del £ trci.c do;

y no serin reexportados n vo ios o1ro 4a.s, It..!

el destiny fiol.
_An yro particular, a;.-ovecho 13 -.9ortualad para sus

arib a&5 ento,
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UNCLfAev

,d w'-"". CERT!*ICA'.O:N DE D'1STINO FI'. L

14 de fbrero do 1,985.

KyL~ HESCM.CES LITKT:ATI :N
440 M&,l. Ave. East
Viea&, Va., 22180.

5eiores,

,:os dirigizao a ustedes, pars manifostarles quo por se-
ts ,oeio estamos oxtondionde C-iUTIICAC10 DE DESTfEl+O ?L:A1,L
1.1 material quo a 4ontinuaci6n so detalla, el cual tort des
ti..ado pars -so exclusive del Ejarcito do y no se-
rt rexor'taLdo ni vendido a otro pais, siltdo eL -
dtstino final:

A. 150 aotralladoras
B. 10 aertoros de Omm. -complatov-.
C. 100 ort!eros do 81am. -completom-.

. 0 lazanranadis 0--79
E. -30 fusiles sin retroceso do 57i.m.

Sin otro particular, aprovEcho 13 o;ortunidad pars sus-
jjrIit amta""ntoo
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I

UNCLA SSIFIED
I~~ACZO~ ~S ~::~o :~!2AL

I, j 14 do ebraro do 19,985.

440 Maple Ale. East
Vieaq, Va., 22180.

tos dirg.i os a ustedes, pare. c= ffestarls3 que pqr e!
to .e io *staoas ,xteadode -Z D S:I::O P...
del msaceri.l quo a conctin-scift so details, el.caal so.r& --
dest-ado pars uta exclus.oo dl ZJ:cico do no
s,:n reex;ortado ai vindilo a otro :ais, siendo
e1 destino final:

A. 1COCO -. anadas .-79.
B. -3,XO0 granadas do 6O=.
C. -2,000 pranas do 81mi.

iSi otro particular, anrovecho
crbire aenta&z nt*.

la oportmnL&ad arai z

/

I

IV

A J
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UNILASSIlI
,. N 16359

14" do febror, do 1,985.

.Zeforets
Ll1*.T2GY aZS'J'UcZ3 :I;TMIrATIL
440 :4mple Ave. East
Vien., 7a., 22180.

o.xores :

d."iizoLos a ,sto-.a, para &itfostarlos que por es-
to medio estazas ext~eda=1o C-'.AT:CACzON DE DZSTIF.O FT.I.l
lol :ate i'al quo a conatinuaci6n :e d3aoll,, 91 ca sr4 des
i-.io para uso exclusivo del SJIrci:o de---y Ao se-

ri rezpartato nai vendido a otro pals, u iid" al -le. ti.. fitl:slz -

A. 3,CO0 garv.das U-7.
3. -i1 foaarnadas L04.-7

la oportuaidad pa~a .us-

/

'V.

C

C',

Siz otr=o particuls., -,-.-ovaah~Ocri bi.- a 0,:~e1e

IIN
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-N 16360I* .

CERT! ICACI0N 1%" DEs.'IW PifAX.

L 14 do tebrero do 1,9SF.

Seao.-esI
ZE.&GY RZ.ZOUt-CES INTE.zATICNAL

"40 Maple AV*. East
Vona, Va., 221eO.

SoAoroe

Jos dimirg"ios a uctodes, paa mzinftcstarles que qor eo
to medio ostamos exteodiemdo CO-rTFICACIO'N DI DE3T?6.:O PT:; tZ
pot D.3 :IL (2,000) maias ant i-perscnales y UN MIZL ,COO)

Mi3s .kti-tanqu*, lis cuales sorin destinadas par& us* ox-
clu3io del EJ~rcit. do, .y no aorLa reexportadas -
nl vaan-idu a otro pais, siono ol deztino final.

i.

Zin o0ro paLrticulaz, aprovecho la oportunidC.d vz:

iibL-x atoatasoe.

uAvsorIEI L
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UNCLASSIfiED
C Chl cc:0;1 Dz.&rLwO PTt'L:

14 do tobroro do 1,9aF.

Seoros:

4L4 '.aple ,Ave. zaatViensa, Va., 22180.

"os diricizos a uste~de, pars mifosarlos que por so
to :edio euiz.zOS extendiendo v=Po-:O, DE DZ 1 O ?:::...L
p '.or :.:L (3,CCO) LAd PRaOE:", quo vienen destimadog pa-
ra uso *xc:uslvo del E jrcito do' y no aerin reex-
-ortdo, .i v,±.los a otro p*Ii des
no fLal.

Jin otro puatocular, aproveco la oportuni-dad para 3..

cribirae atentaaente.

I4
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N 16362

:E ': ' 1: AC :O :i DE -- ' - nuO ? I ,.N T

(111 do febrero de 1,925.

Scores:

"'40 Maple Ave. 7.astViena, va., 221C0.

Se.!.orts •

Nos dl.riZiZc3 a ust. es, para canifoatarlea quo por es.
to aedio esta.zos 6::tezdiendo C7-T=-ICAC.C~i DE ODSUIT? ?Ur.L
por ;1 Z "10) lanzacoh*ts tierra-aire y CNCUL.TA (50) mina
los tie.-a-aire, 1.3 cualea vienec destinado3 para use exclu
3ivo del .Jircit.o de y no .seri re.-xortado8 ni --

venidos a otro p2ts, siefth el destino final.
SLa otro particular, a;rovecho la oportumidad par& su:

cribirms attatanoe
• o..-

Fm.
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UNCLASSIFIED
If 16363

/14 do febrero do 1983.

Se lores .,GY' R-OUICES Ir:.ENAERzOzTz,
440 Maple Ave. East
Viea, Va., 22180.

3e.crts:

Nos diri iaos a ustedes, part manifesales que por e1

to medio estv-os extendiendo CM PICZSICi D DE Z3 INFNAL

por ::C :.:!:.T c.s (5.000,000) do cartuc.os Ball An=o, cali

bre 7-., los cuiles serin desainidos ars usao exclusivo

del EZ6.cito d.-d no terin reoxnortados ni vendi-

dos a otro pals, siendo" ea deatino final.

Sin ctro articular, a-,:ovec*..o la oportunidad ara sul

cribirme do ustedes atent3sente.

mS
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L 16365.
S MXL:TAMY QUIPMtN' R URZM WT8I

The following military equipment and.isirvicAs h~kv bafn
identified as the highest priority - Army in
combatting the ComMunist uaerrillai They are li:ste in sequence
of highest to lowest need within each category.

Aircraft.

-- 11ew or refurbished helicopters and spare parts for existing
inventory.

-- Spare parts for fixed wing cargo aircraft.

-- Now or refurbished ground attack aircraft and spare parts
for existing inventory.

New trainer aircraft and related spare parts.

Ground Forces gquipments

-- Comeunications equipment, including secure voice systems.

Various vehicles for troop and logistical transport.

-- Zngineering equipment, including bulldozers, road-graders,
and survey instruments.

Weapons and Munitionst

-- Light and medium weapons, including nF-iG rifles, m-60
machine guns. pistols (t and .45 caliber), Uml and 60m
mortars, and 9Om recoilless rifles.

-- Ground force mnitiokis, including mortar, recoilless rifle,
and artillery rounds, assorted mines and explosives, and
7.42 x S1 linked ammunition, plus hand grenades.

a. 4
-- Aerial ftnitions, including 200 and 500 pound bombs and 2.75

inch rockets with appropriate warhead sixes.

Additional Non-Tactical Supplies and ftuiment:

-- Field hospital equipment, general medical supplies, and
training for paramedics.

-- Tactical radars for use in detecting border infiltration.

', . i r
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SYSTCH IV

M EM ftA~~C~INATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL N Rj F2 401

March 16, 1$$

SENSITIVE

ACTION

OAMUo roR RolSm C. Cr

primK I OLIVU L. 0Mo0 T

SUBJ1CTS Follback Plan for the Nicaraquan Resistance

The plan attached at Tab I has been developed, pursuant to our
discussion on Friday regarding fallback options. It is premised
on the assumption of a major Congress'onal budget battle and an
asseesmnt that the Congress will not rescind the restrictions in
Section 0066 of the 1Y-6S C.A. (Tab A). Should you determine in
your meetin9 with Senators Durenburger and Lugar (Tuesday,

-March 19, 0730) that the Congress will "ot endorse a resumption
of USG support to the resistance, the plan at Tab I provides a'
workable alternative.

Secrecy for the plan is paramount. We could not implement such
an option if it became known in advance and it also mandates that
present donors continue their relationship with the resistance
beyond the current funding f igre. The plan would require the
President to make a major public pronouncement which, in turn,
must be supported by other Administration officials, resistance
leaders, and r gonal Neads of State once it has been announced.

P2COMKZNATIO"

That, If Durenburger and Lugar indicate an unwillingess to
support resumption of USO aid to the resistance, you discuss the
attached plan with Secretary Shults following your meeting.

Appros -Disapprove

Attachments
Tab I - Fallback Option Plan

Tab A - Seftion 8066 of the iu-65 C.pI. 4
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~ SENSITIVE
N 10614

FALLBACK OPTION PLAN FOR THR NICARAGUAN RESISTANCE

Afpstion,, The Congress is unwilling to support release of
T1IH in U50 funds for the purpose of supporting# directly or
indirectly, military or paramilitary operations in Nicaragruan.
The rl-1 budget is seriously jeopardised by Congressional action
and w1il require a major effort on the part of the President
immedUtely after the NX vote through md.-July. There will be
insufficient time or assets available to organize the kind of
Adainistration-wide effort required to achieve an affirmative
vote in both Rouses on the Nicaraguan resistance program.

Section 8046 of the law (Tab A) expires on October 1, 1915.
There are currently $28N requested in the FY-SI intelligence
budget for the purpose of supporting paramilitary operations by
the Nicaraguan resistance. The current funding relationship
which exists between the resistance and its donors is sufficient
to purchase arms and munitions between now and October--if
additional monies are provided for non-military supplies (e.g.,
food, clothing, medicl item, etc.). The current donors wili.
have to be convinced of the need to. continue their funding for
munitions after October 1, 193. A cowmitment for another
S25-30K from the donors will be necessary for munitions in 1986
in anticipation that the $21K requested in the intelligence
budget is not approved.

concept. in lieu of forwarding the report to the Congress
requird by Section 3066 of PL 18-473, the President would
announce on or about April 2 that the American people should
contribute funds ( ... send your check or money order to the
Nicaraquan.Treodom Fighters, Box 1776, Gettysburg, PA...e) to
support liberty and democracy In the Americas. He would note
that the monies raised would be used to support the humanitarian
needs of those struggling for freedom against Comunist tyranny
in Central America. By necessity, the speech must be dramatic
and a surprise. It cannot be leaed in advance.

Prior to the-speech, the following steps must be taken,

Calero, Cru", and Raoelo (the principle leadership of the
Nicaragyn armed and unarmed resistance) must be covertly
advised of this plan and must assure of their support.

The Nicaraguan Freedom Fund, Inc., a 301(c)3 tax exempt
corporation, must be established and obtain a Post Office
Box 1776 in Gettysburg, Philadelphia, Valley Forge, or
Yorktown. (This process is already underway.)

_________SES ITIVE

Declaserys (AADR ~

, ;roy. 0 E. ... 1235S
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N 10615

2 S4S IT IV

- residents Suato, Honge. and Duarte (and the appropriate
leadership of each of those countries) must be apprised of
this plan 1-2 days in advance of the announcement. They
must be prepared to fully support the President's
proclamation.

The current donors must be apprised of the plan'and agree to
provide adettaonal $25-30H to the resistance for the
pulchase'of arms and munitions.

Public groups and political action committees already
mobilized for the Congressional campaign to relieve the 6044
constraint* will have to be mobilized for the new approach
(advertising, posters, mailings, phonecalls, etc.) several
hours before the President speaks.

-- Assuming a Presidential speech on or about April 2 at B:0
p.m., a briefing for senior Adainistration officials should
be held at 7,00 p.m. that day in Room 450 0303 to ensure
that public commentary after the speech by these official is
supportive of this proclmtion

Additional Requirements.

Informal contact several months ago with a lawyer
sympathetic to our cause indicated that such a procedure
would be within the limits of the law. Fred Fielding should
be asked to do conduct a very private evaluation of the
President's role in making such a request.

The name of on* of-several existing non-profit foundations,
we have established in the course of the last year, will be
changed to Nicaraguan Freedom Fund, Inc. Several reliable
American citizens must be contacted to serve as its
corporate leadership on its board of directors alonq with
Crus, Calero, and Robelo

-- Calero, Cruz, and Robelo w support support such an option
if props'Fly approached. ahey should then be photographed
with the President on the day of his announcement and
prepared to appear on U.S. and other media supporting the
Preaident.' program.

-- You will have to make a quick (one day) trip to the region,
preferably the day before announcement in order to brief
Reads of State a% regional leaders. for obvious reasons,
this must be a very secret trip.

The President's speech must be prepared in total secrecy
mch the same as ben 2lliott worked on the Grenada
announcements.

_____SUSITIVZ
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ROSMR C. MCFrtN

OLIVER L. NORTW

tailback Plan for the ficaraguan Resistance

Congress is apparently reluctant to rescind the restrictions in
Section 8066 of the iFY-8S C.R. (Tab A) . Should you determine in
your meting with Senators Durenburger and Luar (Tuesday,
March 19, 0730) that the Congress will not endorse a resumption
of USG support to the resistance, we will need to develop a
fallback plan for getting on with support for the resistance.
The best fallback we have is to stress that, while President
Reagan is unwilling to use U.S. troops in Nicaragua, all
available intelligence supports the retaliation that we will have
to in the 1990's, if there is not a democratic outcome now.

IR ZCO4NDATXON

That, if Durenburger and Lugar indicate an unwillingness to
support voting on US aido the resistance again thLs spring,
you ask them for fallbay( options..

Approve a r Disapprove

Attachmesm
Tab A - Section 8066 of the FY-IS C.R.

or

.j, . .

-:= ODW R
DecLesesLry OADA
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AMTON

KZOANU FOR ROBER? C. 14CFARLANC

r)m 8 OLIVER L. NORTH

SuI3JIiCa YON Military Operations

Attached at Tab A is a summary analysis of how the rW has
expended funds which have been made available Since USG funding
expired in May 1984. From July 1964 through February 1915, the
FD received $1 per month for a: total of $OM. From February 22
to April 9, 1985, an additional $16.5M has been received for a
grand total of $24.SN Of this, $17,145,594 has been expended for
a.rs, r-..itio.s, co.n-at cperationTs, and suppc:t activities:

-- most expenditures have been for purchases of arms,
ammunition, and other ordnance items

the $2.5K indicated for upkeep of base camps on the
borders includes costs of approximately

$350K per month (an sense e which will increase as the
number of recruits coh.irnues to grow) and $50K for the
operation conducted in Managua against the avmunition depot
at the UPS military headquarters

the funding has allowed the growth of the resistance-from
9,S. el in June 1984 to over 16,000 today--all witha 631te5w

vhen the May 1915 seal-.ft arrives ($5. has already been
deposited.for this delivery), an additional 4,000 fighters
can be equipped and fielded after a,3 week training period;

the relocation of base caps along Porder has
been ordered for aid to late April riO-tin order to disperse
the target for a Sandinista attack (cost for this relocation
have not. yet been fully quantified):

the acquisition of two mall transport aircraft at the cost
of $184X Is prudent given the Increased patrolling activity
by the BPS along border, thus complicating
trail-borne resupply fox coluans-operating deep inside
Nicaragua.

Declassity, OADR P,
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Summary Of O2erations to Rate

The FO has qrown nearly twofold since the cutoff of USG
funding. Zn this period, they have reoriented from conventional
to guerrilla warfare tactics. Despite the la'k of M1y internal
etaff orb/entation (-1, 0-2, G-3, 0-4) when the USCU-ithdrew,
the FON has responded well to guidance on how to WId a staff.
Although thore was a basic lack of familiarity with bow to
conduct'guerrill-type operations, since July, all fV commanders
have been schooled in these techniques and all ew recruite are
now initiated in guerrilla warfare tactics before being omitted
to combat. In short, the rw has well used the funds provided
and has become an effective guerrilla army in les than a year.

luluro Operatior

Plans call for remaining resources (57,354,000) to be used as
follows

increasing the force to a total of 25,000 by aid-Summer;

-- a major special operations attack against Sandino airport
with the purpose of destroying the MI-24 helicopters and the
Sandinista Air force maintenance capability

a major ground operation against-the mines complex in the
vicinty of Siuna. Bonanza, and La Rosita (ticaraqua)--the
purpose of the operation is to secure the principal lines of
communication in and out of Puerto Cabetass and

-0 the opgnkn of a southern front along the
border which will distract £P8 units

r--in' y committed to the northern front.

It is a rent that the $IN remaining will be insufficient to
allow e resistance to advance beyond these limited objectives,
unless there.is a commitment for additional funds. The $14H
which the US* may be able to provide will help to defray base
camp, training, And support expenses but will not significantly
affect combat operations until early Autumn due to lead-time
requirements.- Sfforts should, therefore# be made to seek
additional ftds from the current donors (815-20m) which will
allow the force to grow to 3035,000. If a commitment for these
funds is made between now and June 19s, supplies could be
ordered in July, allowing the force to reach these levels by the
end of October 1915.

... - . £ ,l~i ll i

il A IL
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RICONMENDATION

That the current donors be approached to provide $15020K
aditiLohal between now ad June 1, 1985.

Approve

-Attachment
Tab A - Swrary Ani

Disapprove _

lysiS of TOM Expenditures

z t -AW ed 4
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UNCLASSIFIED
TDN expenditures and Outlays

July 1984 through February 1985

Item
Indevendent'Acquisition

G-3 tiles
Magazines
Rounds 7.62 x 51
Rounds 7.62 x 51
Hand grenades

Airlift 11 - February 1IS

$1I= grenades
60m grenades
50 cal API
Rounds 7.62 x 39
Rounds 7.62 x 51

-JUreight, Demurrage, Ins., etc.

Airlift a2 - Varch 1965

N 10596
As of April 9, 190S

750,000 Rounds 7.62 x 39
1,000 RPFG-7 grenades
6,910 Hand grenades

60 GOm mortars
1 4?2 9 Cw4Fuses and detonators

G3 rifles
0-3 magazines
Cleaning kits
G0m grenades
S0 cal links

Freight, Demurrage, ma.,:S.e,

$ealift #I 'Aril .Arrival

S 210,000
265,000
$4,645
96,000
47,104- -

-0 q4P

Freight, Ins., and

R1FG7 rockets
Mounds 7.62 x 39
Rounds 7.62 x 51
Belts for 7.62 a 39
SA-? launchers
IA-? rockets
M-79 grenades
other up

-79I grenaed

-. ; ftgsC, " ""g ,rUwow/~

Qiianti ty Cost

$

$

N
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'a jLA3~fI
_N _ __nd _ur _ _ _ and OutldsJuly 1914 t:hrowlih Feruary i15 (Cont'd .. ,)

Ouantity

Sealift 92 - May Arrival

Item

N 10 7?

Cost

Deposit paid
estimated cost

Rounds 7.62 x 39
Rounds 7.62 x 51
Rounds linked 7.62 x 51
Hand grenades
M-79 grenades
GO= grenades
SIM grenades
82M grenades
RPM-7 rockets
Claymore mines
50 Cal Anl
12.7 a
57m recoiless rifles
57= aswo
Anti-tank sines
G-3 rifles
G-3 cleaning kits
Asttles
G-1 magazines
As magazines
Swedish K m&aairSnes
MK-21 machine guns
lul-7 launchers
W-79 launchers

m pistols
AK-3 links or belts
C..4
ru ses and detonators

M iscellaneo s txyenses Since ,uly 1914

Uniforms
Soots
Radio and com equLp
Air ad grouii transp
military get
Aid to southern front
Aid to Noisuias
food, fui as t *upkeep of Two*

cinps, air force
hospitals, etc.

PolLtial activity
offices in various
cmnries and citieso
travel, po.
tquisi rpie two
trama airplanes
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UNG~AKIP~D SYSTEM tvIP PPPPP"NSC/ICS-402007
NAT N4.L 5UCUFY COUNC.0

*ASANSF4. 0,C 'I !A

April 110 1965

SENSITIVE
-. .. ,-).. ., . 12

mmo MUN FOR o RoM C. r L N '1 6 375
FROM: O!.IVU L. NORTE 1

SU EJCT% 01N Military Operations

Attached at Tab A is a summary analysis of how the FDM has
expended funds available to them since USO funding expired in May
1914. According to information they have given us, from July
1984 through February 1965, they spent $1K per month for a total
of SON. From February 22 to April 9t 1965, additional $16.5H has
been received for a grand total of $24.5N. Of this, $17,145,594
has been expended for arms, ammunition, combat operations, and
support activities.

-- Most expenditures have been for purchases of arms, ammunition,
and other ordnance item.

-- The $2.5K indicated for upkeep of base camps on the
"borders includes costs of approximdtely

$3OK per mnte-lan expense which will increase as the
number of recruits continues to grow) and $50K for the
operation conducted in Managua against the ammunition depot
at the U S aLlitary headquarters.

-- The resistance has grown from 9,500 personnel in June 1984
to over 16,000 today.

An additional 4,000 fighters are undergoing a 3 week
traULny period.

The relocation of base camps along border has
been ordered for mid to late April 198 in ordek to disperse
the target for a Sandinista attack.

The acqLiition of tw S al transport aircraft at the
reported cost of $181 will help ameliorate increased
patrolling activity by the USP along border.
This patrol activity has complicated-trait-borne'resupply
for columns operating deep inside Nicaragua, thus
necessitating aircraft resupply.

-..- _ UH L IED ___E_Declassify: O ADR 51fb
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EhRl.9J. Of ei'ations to Rate

The no has gram nearly twofold since the cut-off of USc
fundig. In this period# troy have reoriented from conventional
to rerrill& warfare tactics. despite the lack of Mzi ' I
stff oclaisatit (Gui. -2, 0.3, G-4) when the SL- ewt637

the IO hae responded well to guidance on how to build a staff.
Alt h ther vas a basl lack of familiarity with how to
conduct guerrilla-type operations, since July. all M co saders
have been schooled n these techniques and all new recruits are
now initiated in guerrilla-arfare tactics before being omitted
to co bat. Zn short, the IY has well used the funds provided
end has become an effective guerrilla army in less than a
Te listing of cobat operations at Tab 3 : .

09%"" to indicative of what the IOU aso been ab to
ae th funds already made available. itis portant to
note that, although funds started to flow in July. purchases made
possible by this funding did not arrive in IO hands until
October 1984.

Future erations

Plans call for remaining resources on hand ($7#354#0001 to be
used as follows

-0 increasing the force to a total of 2,500 by aid-siumer;

- a major special operations attack against Sandino airport
with the purpose of destroying the KI-24 helicopters and the
Sandinista Air force maintenance capabilltys

a major grown operation against the mines complex in the
vicinity of Siun, Sonaaa, and La losita (Nicaraqua) -- the
purpose of the operation is to secure the principal lines of
comnication in and out of Puerto Cabe:as and

0° haomm t of a southern f ont along the
~ffffffforder which will distract US units currently

cinitterno the northern front.

Zt is apparent that the $7K miLaing on hand will be
Insufficient to allow the resistance to advance beyond these
limited objectives, unless there is a commitment for additional
funds. The $14N# which the O6 my be able to provide, will help
to defray bae aap, training, and suport expenses but will not
significantly affect oat operations until several months after
Coagssional approval-Mde to lead-tim requirements. Efforts

UNB.M..1E9 _

I
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Must b e mad e o bmule b to obtainCoS"- n to the Pongressional approval for the$13-100 an g* .. Oft re th effort fails, 14aa l Push- fornxt yern thepr~ r~ ranq:;;th 
i, obtaij n re s o a

Prora suficentyous 
tto ... "ongsioSAppSroval.

--ECOMMtATIoto 
-acgeve a democratic outco.

That You brief the Presi nt o t
c~lc~ted acion o

Onceed acto te Congreiona approval of
Appe 1 adf- , or next fical PYear.
Approve V -sapye$14

Disapprove

Attach~anteTab A - S _ , gr of Anelygjg of O Epe ndi ur
Tab a rom PON Sources)

Sua- ary of Combat Operations, Oct 1954 - Mar 1985

16333DIN

fa 0o
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SlUlWXZCT, .ON bKLitary operations ".,
Attached at Tab A is a summary analysis Of hoMcpndd funds available to them Since U., founding piN ai
1914 . According to infor m f ,, -; "" a und ing xpired i .. ..
1984 Aordingetouary 1985Ori they have given us, from July196 tro~ h ebuar 1 65 they spent $IN per month for & total
Of IN. From February 22 to nI 9,l l9.8 additional 6.Sx has
been receJvd for a grand tots of $24.n. -of this, $17, 145
has been Oxpended for armsa 

14S~ oma peai~ , ndsupport activities. ft .... , combat Operations, and- Most expenditure, have been for purchases of arms, aunition,and other ordnance itms.
W.0 The $2.SM indicated for upkeep of base c..a o

- orders Include costs of approxi s Isper month (an 0e0nse which will increase as the nuer 3f0K
recrui c t inue-- gwto grow) d I 0X * - -'- n umber of

recr -it -. ~ o agn e ..and $SOX for the operation
conductedinlaNa Ve against the Ammunition depot at the EPSmilitary headquaier.,
Th e re s uis , --- h f rm , Si uto over 14,000 today. personnel in June 1984

An 6 r, e COO fighters are undergoing a 3 Week
The relocation of base camps alony "border hasben Ordered for maid to late Apr n order to disperse
the target for a Sandinista attack,
The ai cquiston of two mall transport aircraft at thereported cost of $1062 will help amr.4 incr 4 sed
PatrOlli, Activityl 

taa rer.This petrolnactrivitybyt . va.lA e c r.for columns oratin deep a insie ai Nicaragua# thusnecessitating Aircraft resupply.

Dec a .IAB I I T
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Si ar of- Otrations to Date

The 7DM has crown nearly twofold since the cut-Off of US .
funding. Zn this period, they have reoriented from conventional
to T rtrill, warfare tactics. Despite the lack of 1x internal
etafd organization (4-1, a-2, C;-3# 4-4) when the USr withdrew,
the W ban responded well to guidance on how to build a staff.
AlIthough there was a base lack of familiarity with how to
conduct uerrilla-type opratio'a, since July, all MOW .oanders
have beoa schooled in these techniques a all r6eW recruits are
now Lni'.iate* in guerrilla warfare tactics before being omitted
to coWrat. Zn short, the M has vel used the funds provided
and Mas become an effective guerrilla army ,in les
The istiq of coat operations at Tab S ( ais indicative of what the VM has been , to
accomplish with funds already made available. It is i@rtaflt to
note that, although funds started to flow in JULy, Puragses made
possible by this funding did not arrive in VOW hands until
October 1934.

Future Operations

Plans call for remaining resources on hand ($7,354,000) to be
used as follows

increasing the force to a total of 2,500 by mid-sumnert

a major special operations attack against $"ndino airport
with the poxase of destroying the NZ-24 helicopters and the
Sandinista VAr Force maintenance capabilLtyi

a major ground operation against the mines complex in the
vicinity of liuna, Sonansa, and Le Rosita (Nicaragua) -- the
purpose of the operation is to secure the principal lines of
commnicatio in and out of Puerto Cabesast and

-- th. of a southern front along the
border which will distract IP nits currently

• it~I1 'to the northern front.

It Ls apparent that the 7N remaining on hand will be
insufficient to allow the resistance to advance beyond these
limited objectives, unless there is a ceMMitment for additional
funds. ne $14N, which the M may be able to provide, will help
to defray base camt, tnLngw, MAdsupport expense but will not
significantly affect couat oprations, until several months after
Congressional approval due to lead-tim requireCO nts. Wf orts

_ _ UTelv
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16333

SENSITIVE

must be made to obtain Congressional approval for the S14M
supplemental to the program. if this effort fails# we should
undertake a major Congressional push for next year in the
$75-100M range -- that is, obtain Congressional approval for a
program sufficiently robust to achieve a democratic outcome.

RECOM*IENDATZON

That you brief the Presi dent on the current situation and urge
concerted action on i diate Congressional approval of a Sl4M
CIA supplemental and $ 5-100M for naxt fiscal year.

Approve Disapprove

4v

Attachments
Tab A - Sumnary of Analysis of FDN Expenditures

(From FDN Sources)
Tab 8 - Summary of Combat Operations: Oct 1984 - Mar 1985

SENSITIVE

BEST AVAILABLE COPY

in
amo 44
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July 1984 through February

As of April 9, 1985

Y! N 16335
198s

Quantity

Independent Acquisition

I te m

G-3 rifles
Magazines
Rounds 7.62 x 51
Rounds 7.62 x 51
Hand grenades

S

Airlift *1 - February 1985

6lum grenades
60mm grenades

"- 50 cal API
Rounds 7.62 x 39
Rounds 7.62 x 51

Freight, Demurrage, Ins., etc.

Airlift 02 - March 1985

750,000
1,000
8,910

60
1.472 Kqs _

Rounds 7.62 x 39
RPG-7 grenades
Hand grenades
60mm mortars
C-4
Fuses and detonators
G-3 rifles
G-3 magazines
Cleaning kits
60= grenades
50 cal links

-Preght, Demurrage, Ins., etc.

$ 210,000
265,000
84,645
96,000
47.104

Sealift #1 - Aril Arrival

Treightotns., and

RPG-7 rockets
Rounds 7.62 x
Rounds 7.62 x
Belts for 7.62
SA-7 launchers
SA-7 rockets
M-79 grenades
other exp

M-79 grenades

39
51

x 39

Wi

Cost

(

N

m m m m
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ERN Exenditures ana
% Luly 1984 through Fobruary 1965 0 .L SS F

Ouantit Item cstN 16336
Sealift #2 - Kay Arrival

Rounds 7.62 x 39
Rounds 7.62 x 51
Rounds linked 7.62 x 51
Hand grenades
M-79 grenades
EOn grenadeselmm grenades
82mn grenades
RPG-7 rockets
Claymore mines
50 cal API
12.7 amo
S7m recoiles rifles
57mm amio
Anti-tank mines
G-3 rifles
G-3 cleaning kits
AK rifles
G-3 magazines
AK magazines
Svedish K magazines
1-21 machine guns
RPG-7 launchers
M-79 launchers
9mm pistols
AK-39 links or belts
C-4 - -
Fuses and detonators

Deposit paid

Miscellaneous Expenses Since July 1984

Uniforms
soots
Radio and com equip
Air and ground transp
Military gear
Aid to southern front
Aid to Misuras
rood. family agat,
upkeep of base
camps, air force
hospitals# etc.
Political activity -
offices in various
countries and cities,
travel, p.r.

Acquisition two
transp airplanes,% I'
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ACTION

MDIORANDUM FOR ROSE? C. C
rrG I OLIVZR L. NO:

SUIJZC?" The Nicaraguan Rasastances Near-Tem Outlook

Supwary

During the month of may, the Nicaraguan Pesistance recorded
significant advances in their struge a ai t the S a"diistas.

eD.!lMse the adversity caused by the c loure ofal there are today more combatants actively in the 'i. than
atoany time in the last 12 months. Militarily, there was heavy
action throughout Nicaragua and on all three fronts: north,
south, and AtlaItic.

Politically, the resistance leadership has advanced to the point
where they are prepared to form an umbrella alliance with clearly
established democratic objectives and civilian control over the
military forces. During meeting this week and last in
Washington end San Jose, the Ladino leaders (Calero, Crus, and
Robelo) agreed to IndlanlCreole representation at the leadership
level and the Indians themselves took Important steps toward
unifying the NISURA emteadman Fagoth) and HISURASATA (Irooklyn
Rivera) factions. After nearly two months of careful
coordination with Rivera, he agreed on Saturday to break-off his
discussions with the :andinistas and announced the end of the
Indian/FSLN dialogue from Bogota.

Military Oneratione

for the filret. time in the war, the M succeeding in interdicting
the Rama-M aqua. road, launched siultaneous operations in the
Uoao area less thpn 60ka from Managua and infllcted heavy losses
on landLnesita troops in the vicinity of Siuna-Sonansa. These
operations were conducted in response to guidance that the
resistance uit cut Sandinista supply lines and reduce the
effectiveness of the SangJAsta forces on the northern frontier.
A new operations base atIinside Vicaragu a s beig
established and theFOR chased a bulldozer for&

V~cI&sfyu omit URKWafPlEB

I
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..ThL roqu recent to move the rowes strategic command from
" uhls now been set. Operations have resumed, elbiet at
-7-oj.IIZ yes, from their new command post location--Tkn north
of .Between May 12 and 22, over 2,000 troopsSenfilt at "nto Nicaragua. Aproximately, 4.000 remain at

IIawaiting additional
quartermaster equipment. A proxiii ey 150-200 volunteers a week
continue to arrive at the seloctton:. if all continues on
schedule, a 86.3K arms shipment will arrive monday, June 3 for
Imodiate distribution to the units awaiting weapons. Colero
intends to launch a major offensive on June 2, the day after
their ceesefireldiloque expires. me has a"o orAered an
add onal $GE 4orth of weapons (including cAR-47's and

selgan FAL rifle) which will allow the ::-to grow to

The Miskito/Creole forces operating in the vicinity of Sluefields
launched an attack against an IPS post guarding the access to the
naval port. Their attack was confounded by one of tden Pastoraa.
units operating without coordination in the same area. During
the two day engagement, it is reported that 25-30 Creole
conscripts rebelled against their Sandinista officers and were
executed. There are also reports that during the battle
Sandinista airetrikes caused casualties among their own troops
end their Cuban advisors. efforts are underway to confirm this
information and have it made available to the media.

Political situation

Two weeks of inunse dialogue with the resistance leadership has
resulted in the preparation of a document on national democratic
objectives and recbnstruction. Coleco, Crus, Robelo, and their
respective political directorates have concurred in the document
and will publicly promulgate the declaration at a nev conference
tentatively scheduled to be held in San Salvador on June 10. The
document establishes civilian prLmacy over a unified military
organization, commits the unified resistance to a democratic
process, promises a plebecite to elect a new government, and

812 VROMFD
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confirms their intention to invite an international peacekeeping
forze to supervise the disarmament of the military forces in
•icarauaa once democracy has been achieved. Their statement also
calls for a new constitution end the reconstruction of the
country once the provisional government is installed.

A similat effort has been underway with both MISURA dMqISURASAU in an efrt to unity their two_ fore

month effort to achieve some degree of autonomy from the FSLZ.
in a series of meetings with Rivera and his representatives and
subsequent meetings with Steadman Vagoth and his directorate, It
was agreed that the Moravian Church would sponsor a mediation
between the two groups starting on June 2, 1985. The Indians and
Creoles have also been told that they will have a reproer.tative
%o the provisional government and Calero, Cruz, and Robelo have
agreed. The letter at Tab a was provided during meetings with
the Indians on Thursday. Although it contains dated information.
it may be useful for you to provide it to the President.

:n short, the political and military situation for the resistance
now appears better than at any point in the last 12 months.
Plans are underway to transition from current arrangements to a
consultative capacity by the CIA for all political matters and
intelligence, once Congressional approval is granted on lifting
Section 0066 restrictions. The only portion of current activity
which will be sustained as it has since last June, will be the
delivery of lethal supplies.

PZCOMMZWDATIOW

That you brief the President on the above.

Approve - Disapprove -

Attachments
Tab A - Photograph
Tab S - Stedman ldyoth Mller ltr to the President

of Kay 11, lIlS

SEC_ UO0 iE
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* l.....5. .,

may 11, 1965

Pb. Ronalld Uea~an,

President Of t
United States of America
,ashington. D.C.

Dear Hr. President

On behalf of the Indian tomunities r the taee Coast of Nicaragua. and
ir, par: rular 1:lSI.tA (VnIted P0lskitO. Su.-. an-. KaW. !.tlons), which is w% honor
tr r- -and. I wuud like to tend our spracin':Jo. for your continued Jnterest In
c.- e:-.,:;e ior libr:'. and fo- the aenTrou. :*.ntce to us in %our speech in
Surin. ere4n. "I as the Miukito Indian of NJL3rapu", was a most e;oquent forp' of
more! support of our sacrifice. expressing in positive term our vital participation
In the redesmin6 of our country which ta today. subject to the wishes and deciador.
of Soviet Coesu Ism.

The Indian resistance to the communist regime of Nicaragua. has caused
savate repression by the Sandinista Gevernoent, which from It's inception has forced
the exodus of our people, lead by Bishop Salvador Seater. to the Honduran Miskitia.
the unqualified and indiscriminate sact of our people; the dieapropriation and
deatruition of our preperin, and .1 the confinement of Innocent people in subhuman
conditin ton comps. reosincent of Nai concentration camps.

Of 2 Communities existing before 1979 with populations of approxirely
37$.000. there renai, only 117. The ethers ware destroyed by the ?SLY. Cheir inhlsh-
Itonte forced fre the Atlantic Coast of ficarajus. forced to abandon their natural
hasatat. 22,000 to Honduran Miehtiti and 15. 000 resettled by the Sandinista govern-
ment, like prisoners ite areas supervised by 8evernment troops t "avoid" annexation
of the Seat Coast to the reodos voters, o you so aptly refer to those of us who
fight for liberty'sgeiast the tritere of the Nitcragvea Revolution.

in *pite of the nqod for ecomole roswcoe it ha not been difficult for
HISUIA to present a different perope Ctive fm that of the .rgantialoa known as
MISRASATA (eandislatw unit of Miskito SuN and Ram Nations, lead by Mr. Brooklyn
lurvera. and directed by the eandLiet Is order to ha" the Miekites put side their
patriotic Insurroction. Obviously M;NTA and their traitorous campaign have full
support of the Sdiata #taa5.a of Democrat and liberal senators* unfortun
atly it Is a o beaked b religious oreganiztio vorking tn Nicarsgua.

UNCLASSIFIED
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deeMir S ~ lis am. bh

to the fae of thi Msrf elctiten XIMIs goeofreted by a doilerous
"OolJif, 0 14" Of otroft b to h I ftal tiftwic B S AVrl G 91'Q ¢ anrlMtasce. Of

3M eoeseboasaswe boee raind sdltry dwrM 1962 md 19830 mly IWO are
actually flaleg Ii s Itg eraM. The resi of ahat S0 are to be lbund is refue.
sapo or to a tsnti village, whift hd vbltbo.equips"t, ins"tiag ordesn.

YbM scarcity of eeoic aoscos has proFs"e a alarLig detliiatitt
vsltbi our raks. Demrellasie whoa me see their broboreo-arm die ties the
lck of estiblties. emorsalisal s whee m seo thltr bretberse-i-ars die frm
lack of outboard ate needed to trspor usiaded and sick to 0 so" were they
"a recolv medical attention. And finally, Mr. Presidsot, domrolizatlsa whom a
older iut So Inte battle eed with only ae asneam of bullets because of their

scarcity. Tbis danoralieatles Is accentuated upom seeing our soldiers without cloth-
ip4 with which to cover ztemolves.

Since eceinic old was suspended 14 months ago, KISURA has baee funded as
fUoys; e of September 194 ow ally the fli (Nicaraguan Desocrst frost) has pro-

-vtded our osastile with $6,000.00 monthly. lscressiug to 12,000.00 Is January,
1985. lb December 191K during as intensae ooe. raising caspaip held In M li. Flal
$20.000.00 ad 613 pairs of boots were celieced. Is February $10.000.00 plus 6 out-
board mtors were dated by thb 06ised States Couacil for Vorld Preedoe. Those cons
titu. all of the foends we how had at owT disposal.

The cosmic seeds plip q l s alp run by the adisestas and &tookl.
IUverse to pfu4sciagJotbl.eLouegbeJ pl ais o Give up' the stsagakwubSch Wi
only alles OMMLMs SOL ase Coast of Vicaftr -

* ~ s~g~50 ~o up our vicien
of liberty sad ~ lgb asy"44W ft woViW representing

WIS %A I be ia you to ask for 4cosoic support, mans o(
trosepofeitaea, apedllis, Oe. is Othes words a specific budget proportioal to our
vole Is si l teorlo, peliesis i8M. As you hv sd, "Liberty gives results. bu
In osder to Ocee d Is 0i 0e8asy so vis Its so thst It a" oer'" as the foundation
Md doeuCly Of eW pe"II9 ad dovelSpe SouWaUy fer the security of OUr coetieat.

Mr. sesidest, we 'are coledaS of yew stress deuorsatic charactad which wi
Uct allow Ye to sh hde feared o sy people wi enly * to live with the pesce
that come free Jusfo od liberty, as F11sauls 9. lloooeswsl sIds Is Is a stroenth
that witbatoeds all aste.

U sNceSSly E

sesda lapblewr

VA*VS~ Leader of she lai" s tVeV'Met 'ISUSA

UNCLASSIFIED
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Yet te wloelgued edheve ejarl|Ves tth solIdizy to the aove teat.

CbelToof idO.

"Reber boad.
:etle Arch1bl,
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NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL

M 31, 19S 41137

MEMORANDUM FOR ROBZRT C. MCFP

FROMl: OLIVER L. NORTh

SUBJECTs The Nicaraguan Resistance$ ear-Term Outlook

Summary

During the month of May, the Micarauanitesistance recorded
significant advances in their strug]e aginl t the Sandinistas.

.. Despite the adversity caused by theft ig our 0

wh " jere are today more combat T- ly in the Eield than
at an time in the last 12 months. Militarily, there was heavy
action throughout Nicaragua and on all three fronts. north,.
south, and Atlantic.

Politically, the resistance leadership has advanced to the point
where they are prepared to form an umbrella alliance with clearly
established democratic objectives and civilian control ovew' the
military forces. During meetings this week and last in
Washington and San Jose, the Ladino leaders (Calero, Cruz, and
Robelo) agreed to Indian/Creole representation at the leadership
level and the Indians themselves took important steps toward
unifying HISURA (Steadman Fagoth) and MISURASATA (Brooklyn
Rivera) factions. After nearly two months of careful
coordination with Rivera, he agreed on Saturday to break-off his
discussions with the Sandinistas and announced the end of the
Indian/FSLN dialogue with Bogota.

Military Operations

rot the first time in the war, the FDK succeeding in interdicting
the Rama-Kanagua road, launched simultaneous operations in the
Boaco area less than 60ka from Managua and inflicted heavy losses
on Sandinista troops in the vicinty of Siuna-Bonanza. These

. .- ( operations were conducted in response to awareness that the
resistance must cut Sandinista supply lines and reduce the
effectiveness of the ft s forces on the northern frontier.
A new operations base a inside Nicaragua, is bez[..
established and the a rchased a bulldozer

SECRET CR
Declassifyi OARIG
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4 equiree nt to move the FrD's strategic coemand from
now been met. Operations have resumed, albiet at
,ucd *1S. from their new comand post location-7kis north

of LaS Vegas. Between Nay'12 and 22, over 2.000 troopsinfiltrated Into Nicaragua. ApUximately, 4.000 remain at
I. . .waiting additional

-iruterma stic equipment. &Approx nely 150-200 volunteers a weekcontinue to arrive at these locations. if all continues onschedule, a $6.3N arms shipment will arrive Mondaye June 3 forimediate distribution to the units awaiting weapons; Calerointends to launch a major offensive on June 2, the day aftertheir ceasefire/dialogue expires. ge has a&o o ered an
dMI~onal $6K worth of weapons (incldinRi -47's and

.p elgin PAL rifles) which will all the r5e to grow to

The Kiskito/Creole forces operating in the vicinity of Dluefieldslaunched an attack against an UPS post guarding the access to thenaval port. Their attack was confounded by one of den Pastora'sunits operating without coordination in the sam.area. Duringthe two day engagement, it is reported that 25-30 Creole
conscripts rebelled against their Sandinista officers and wereexecuted. There are also reports that during the battle ....Sandinista airstrikes caused casualties among their own troopsand their Cuban advisors. Efforts are underway to confirm thisinformation and have it made available to th- media.

Political Situation

Two weeks of intense dialogue with the resistance leadership hasresulted in the preparation of a document on national democraticobjectives -and reconstruction. Caleroo Crus, Robelo, and theirrespective political directorates have concurred in the documentand vill publicly promulgate the declaration at a news conferencetentatively scheduled to be held in San Salvador on June 10. Thedocument establishes civilian primacy over a unified military
organization, conit@ the unified resistance to a democratic
process, promises a plebeoite to elect a now government and

SA- FIED
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confirms their intention to invite an international peacekeeping
force-to supervise the disrmaxent of the military forces in
Nicaragua once democracy - Loeved. Their statement also
calls for a new constLtut7onTITH reconstruction of the
county once the provisional government is installed.

A similar effort has been underViy with both 91SUR and__

mon ort to achi ome degree of autonomy from the 781M.
In a series of meetings with Steadman ragoth and his directorate,
it was agreed that the Moravian Church would sponsor a mediation
between the two groups starting on June 2, 19S5. The Indians and
Creoles have also been told that they will have a representative
'to the provisional government and Ca eros Crus, and Robelo have
agreed. The letter at Tab a was provided during meetings with
the Indians on Thursday. Although it contains dated information#
it may be useful for you to provide it to the President..

In short, the political and military situation for the resistance
now appears better than at any point in the last 12 months.
Plans are underway to transition from ad hoc arrangement& to a
consultative capacity by the CIA for all political matters Awd
intelligence, once Congres oval is granted&* 1fting
Section 8066 restrictions.'..~ Ir .e'.g./

RECOMMENDATION A.

That you brief the Presidet nm th bove.
Approve Disapprove

Attachments
Tab A - Photograph
Tab 8 - Steadman F uller ltr to he President

o f ay 11 I "
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may 11, 1985

hr. Ronald Reagan,
President of the
United States of America
Washington, D.C.

Deer fr. President:

On behalf of the Indian comunities e th IAet Coast of Nicaragua, and
in particular NISURA (United Miskito, Sum, an Pasa Nations)* which Is my honor
te comand, I would like to extend our appreciation for your continued Interest in
our struggle for liberty, and for the generous Ieference to us in your speech In
Bonn, Germany. "I as the Miskito Indian of Nicaragua", was a most eloquent form of
oral support of our sacrifice, expressing in positive term our vital participation

tn the redeeming of our country which is today, subject to the wishes and decisions
of Soviet Communisn.

The Indian resistance to the comuMist regime of Nicarasus, has caused
savage repression by the Sandinista Governnt, which from It's inception bat forced
the exodus of our people, lead by Bishop Salvador Shaffer, to the Honduran Hiskitia,
the unqualified and indiscriminate mssacre of our people; the disaproprIStion and
destruction of our property, and of the confinement of innocent people In shhumbsn
condition In cop&, reminicent of Masi concentration casps.

Of 256 communities existing before 1979 vith populations of approximately
175.000, there remain only 117. The others were destroyed by the FS.1, their inhab-
itants forced from the Atlantic Coast of Nicaragua, forced to abandon their natural
habitat. 22,000 to Honduran Hiskitia and 15. 000 resettled by the Sandinista govern-
mnt, like prisoners Into areas supervised by govertwent troops to "avoid" annexation
of the East Coast to the freedom Fighters, as you so aptly refer to those of us who
fight for liberty against the traitors of the Nicaraguan Revolution.

In spite of the need for economic resources it has not been difficult for
MISVRA to present a different perspective from that of the organization known as
MISURASATA (sandinists unit of Miskito Sums and Raus Nations, lead by Hr. Brooklyn
Rivers, and directed by the sadinistas in order to have the HMikitos put aside their
patriotic insurrection. Obviously NISRASATA and their traitorous caWpaign have full
support of the Sandinista Government and of Democrat and liberal senators, unfortun
atly It Is also backed by some suspect religious organization working in Nicaragua.

: ,
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tn the face of this unfair situation IISMIA is confronted by a dangerous

despair, 8 lack of strengb t the fighting whicb brings Srive Circumtances. Of
3600 coubstaots wbo have bees trained military during 1982 and 1983, only 1600 are
actually fighting in Nicaragua. lb rest of that 3800 are to be foum in ref ugee
camps or to our native villages, barefoot and without equipment, waiting orders.

The scarcity of economic resources has produced an alarmln demoralization"
within our ranks. Demoralization when men see their brothers- i-arms die from the
lack of antibiotics. Demraliatioo wheo men see their brothers-in-arm die from
lack of outboard motor needed to transport wounded and sick to a zone were they
can receive medical attention. And finally, Mr. President, demoralizatiou wben a
soldier ust So into battle armed with only one wmgsine of bullets because of their
ecarcity. Tbis demoralization is accentuated upon seeing our soldiers without cloth-
iag vItb which to cover themnelvea.

Since economic aid was suspended 16 months ago, WISUSA has been funded as
fellows; as of September 1984 ou ally the FN (N caraguan Democrat Front) has pro-

-vided our organization with $6,000.00 monthly, increasing to 12,000.00 In January,
19S5. In December 1984 during an intense money raising campaign bold in Miami, Florida
$20,000.00 and 683 pairs of boots wore collected. In February $10,000.00 plus 6 out-
board motors were donated by the United Stetes Council for World Freedom. -hese cons-
titue all of the founds we have had at our disposal.

The economic needs plus the false caupalgn run by the sendinistas and Drooklyl
Rivers Is putting visible pressure on many Hiskitos to give up the struUle which will
only allow communist to developed leisurely on the Atlantic Coast of ticaragua.

. In the face of this dramatic situation, in order sot to give up our vision
of liberty end in light of your mnesligable sympathy for our fight, representing
MISURA, I have not hesitated In comln to you to ask for economic support, mans of
transportation, medicine, etc. In other words a specific budget proportional to our
role in this historic, patriotic fight. As you have said.- 'Liberty gives results, but
In order to succeed it is necessary to win it, so that it may serve as the foundation
and destiny of our people and develops naturally for the security of our continent.

Mr. President, we are confident of your strong democratic characted which wi1:
not allow you to abandon the fears fo my people, wbo want only to live with the peace
that coes from justice and liberty, as Franklin D. Roosevelt said: It is a strength
that witbetands all attack.

Sincerely,

-. t
-Hilitarx "a&der. Of 4te Indian Movement "MISUIA
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We the undersignd adhere ourelves with solidarity to the sbove text.

Political Coordinator. Cheif of the 8UW

Aoe.6 Too f"o ,13beber Doad.

Teotlo Archiba l,
Creel# Cheif.
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RzLAE or M AzRICA* HOSTAGzS IN DiRuT N 590
Background. In June 1915, private American and Israeli citizens
commenced an operation to effect the release of the American
hostages in Beirut in exchange for providing certain factions in
Iran with U.S.-origin Israeli military materiel. Dy September,
u.S. and Israeli Government officials became involved in this
endeavor in order to ensure that the USG would:

-- not object to the Israeli transfer of embargoed materiel to
Iran;

-- sell replacement items to Israel as replenishment for like
items sold to Iran by Israel.

"5
On September A4, the Israeli Government, with the endorsement of
the USG, transferred 508 basic TOW missiles to Iran. Forty-eight
hours later, Reverend Benjamin Weir was released in Beirut.

Subsequent efforts by both governments to continue this process
have met with frustration due to the need to comunicate our
intentions through an Iranian expatriate arms dealer in Europe.
In January 1986, under the provisions of a new Covert Action
Finding, the USG demanded a meeting with responsible Iranian
government officials.
on Febur20 a-U.S. Government ofca o

first direct U.S. -Iranian contact in over five years. At
this meeting, the U.S. side made an effort to refocus Iranian
attention on the threat posed by the Soviet Union and the need to
-establish a longer term relationship between our two countries
based on more than arms transactions. It was emphasized that the
hostage issue was a hurdle which must be crossed before this
improved relationship could prosper. During the meeting, it also
became apparent that our conditions/denands had not been accurately
transmitted to the Iranian Government by the intermediary and it
was agreed that:

The USG would establish its good faith and bona fides by
Laedately providing 1,000 TOY missiles for sale to Iran.
This tmensaction was covertly completed on February 21,
using a private U.S. firm and the Israelis as intermediaries.

-- A subsequent meeting would be held in Iran with senior U.S
and Iranian officials during which the U.S. hostages would
be released.

...--- eed-.a -e- ter th hos"ge-. were -. fely -n- our-hnd,- the
U.S. would sell an additional 3,000-TOW missiles to Iran
using the same procedures employed during the September 1985
transfer.

TOP SCRT oUNCIE f, SENSITIVE
Declassify: OADA UNLSIID Q
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In early March, the Iranian expatriate intermediary demanded that
Iranian conditions for release of the hostages now Included the
prior Sale of 200 PHOENIX missiles and an unspecified number of
HARPOON Missiles, in addition to the 3,OOC TOWs which would be
delivered after the hostages were released. A subsequent meeting
was held with the intermediary in Paris on March P, wherein itwas explained that the requirement for prior deliveries violated
the understandings reached in Frankfurt on February 20. and were
therefore unacceptable. It was further noted that the Iranian
aircraft and ship launchers for these missiles were in such
disrepair that the missiles could not be launched-*ven if provided.

From March 9 until March 30, there was no further effort~ undertaken on our behalf to _ St %xz ian Government or the
intermediary. On March 26. made an unsolicitedcall to the phon M-y--zWhwe h ad established for

- - this purpose. asked why we had not been in contact and
urged that we Poceed peditiously since the situation in Beirut
was deteriorating rapidly. He was informed by our Farsi-speaking
interpreter that the conditions re"uiring additional materiel
beyond the 3,000 TOWs were unacceptable and that we could in no# so ide anything else prior to the release of our hostages.

-- * observed that we were correct in our assessment of their
na 1 ,it to use PHOENIX and EARPOON missiles and that the most

urgent requirement that Iran had was to place their current KAWK
missile inventory in working condition. In a subsequent phonecal:, we aqrsed to discuss this maxer wit him and he indicated
that he would prepay nd id e
their KAWK r( # orMarch 26, 44".rad,

Current Situation. On April 3, Ari Gorbanifahr, the Iranian
terms ary, arrived in Washington, D.C. with instructions from

to consummate fial arrangements for the return of the
ostga 99. Gorbanifahr was re ortedl enfranchised to negotiatethe typets, qu_ nt1 s, 1 the

U.S. would a ~ld
nearly 4"nVaOIAdaclst

ae ance was to yen y the substance of his calls to
Tehran during the meeting. Subject to Presidential approval, it
was agreed to proceed as follows

By Monday, April 7, the lra/an Government will transfer
$17 million to an Israeli account in Switzerland. The
Israelis will, in turn, transfer to a private U.S.
corporation account in Switzerland the sun of $15 million.

TrOP SECUZT SENSITIVE
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Or Tuesday, April a (or as soon as the transactions are
verified), the private U.S. corporation vl

t a €o lr . a

account "~'

-- On Wednesday, April 9, the CIA will comence procuring
S3.65" million worth of EAWr missile parts 1240 so ara

- line items) and transferrngahese parts to
This process is

estimated to take seven work ys.
4-Fridayo April 18, a private UAcarB will"
pick-up the RAW missile parts at and fly then to a
covert Zara- f-cPsoi ing (this field was
used for the edrlie7E mm of the 1000 TOWs). At this
field, the parts will be transferred to an Israeli Defense
Forces' (IDF) aircraft with false markings. A SATCOM
capability will be positioned at this location.

-- 1Satuday, April 19, McFarlane, North, Teicher, Cave,
and a SATCOM comunicator will board a CIA aircraft

in Fan urt 04rzav. nroute to Tehran.

On Sunday, April 20, the follovin. series of events will
occur:

- . " (A-hour) -- met by as
5hni, d s ranian delegation.

At A+7 hours, the U.S. hostages will be released in
Beirut.

At A.15 hours, the ID? aircraft with the HAWK missile
parts aboard will land at Bandar Abbas, Iran.

Discussion. The following points are relevant to this
transaction, the discussions in Iran, and the establishment o! a
broader relationship between the United States and Iran:

The Iranians have been told that our presence in Iran is a
'holy commitmentO on the part of the USG that we are sincere
and can be trusted. There is great distrust of the U.S.
among the various Iranian parties involved. Without our
presence on the ground in Iran, they will not believe that
we will fulfill our end of the bargain after the hostages
are released.

TOP SECRET ;~'' ?~I1USENSITIVE
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hr specificallymnioe'tat
a aaorts to buy" the hostages could succeed In

the near future. Further, the Iranians are well aware thatthe situation i Beirut is deteriorating rapidly and that
the ability of the IRGC to effect the release of the
hostages will become increasingly more difficult over time.

Wp have convinced the Iranians of a significant near terv.
and long range threat !rom the Soviet Union. We have real
and deceptive intelligence to demonstrate this threat during
the visit. They have expressed considerable interest in
this matter as part of the longer term relationship.

The Iranians have been told that their provision of
assistance to Nicaragua is unacceptable to us and they hive
agreed to discuss this matter in Tehran.

We have further indicated to the Iranians that we wish tc
discuss steps leing to a cessationOfhostilities betweTV-Ast es AeTvemtO

The Iranians are well aware that their most immediate needs
are for technical assistance in maintaining their air force
and navy. -We should expect that they will raise this issue
during the discussions in Tehran. Further conversation with
Gorbanifahr on April 4, indicates that they will want to
raise the matter of the original 3,000 TOWs as a significant
deterrent to a potential Soviet move against Iran. Theyhave also u t if aqreemnt is reached to provide

The Iranians have been told and agreed that they will
receive neitheo credit for the iure/leasof
the hostages.

TOP SECRET UNCIASftD SENSITIVE
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The residual funds from this transaction are allocated as
follows:

$2 million will be used to purchase replacement TOWs
for the original 506 sold by Israel to Iran for the
release of Ben3azin Weir. This is the only way that we
have found to meet our coemmitent to replenish these
stocks.

$12 million will be used to purchase critically needed
supplies for the Nicaraguan Democratic Resistance
Forces. This materiel is essential to cover shortages
in resistance inventories resulting frown. their current
offensives and Sandinista counter-attacks and to
*bridge* the period between nov and when Congressionally-
approved lethal assistance (beyond the $25 million in
*defensive* arms) can be delivered.

The ultimate objective in the trip to Tehran is to commence the
process of improving U.S.-Iranian relations. Both sides are
aware that the Iran-Iraq War is a major factor that must be
discussed. We should not, however, view this meeting as a
session which will result in imediate Iranian agreement to
proceed with a settlement with Iraq. Rather, this meeting, the
first high-level U.S.-Iranian contact in five years, should be
seer as a chance te move in this direction. These discussions,
as well as follow-on talks, should be governed b th Iof

hopefully, the first of many meetings and that the hostage issue,
once behind us, improves the opportunities for this relationship.

Finally, we should recognize that the Iranians will undoubtedly
want to discuss additional arms and commercial transactions as
quidss" for accommodating I Nicaragua,
and Iraq. Ou: emphasis on UeSoviet military and ubversive
threat, a useful meehanism in bringing the. to agreement on the
hostage issue, has also served to laicroase their desire for means
to protect themselves against/deter the Soviets.

RCOMIUDATION

That the President approve the structure depicted above under
OCurrent Situation' and the Terms of Reference at Tab A.

Approve Disapprove

Attachment
Tab A - U.S.-Iranian Terms of Reference

TOP SECRET SENSITIVE
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April 4, 1986
TERMS OF REFERENCE

L.S.-Irar Dialoque

I. SASIC PILtARS OF u.s. FOREIGN POLICY (Optional)
President Reagan came into office at a time when Iran hadhad a certain impact on the American Political process --perhaps not what you intended.
The President represented and embodied America-s recovery.from a period of weakness. Ie has rebuilt American military.and economic strength.
Most important, he has restored American will andself-confidence. The UQ-41LiJ dW4raid to use its power indefense of its interests.-Ilarv not intimidated by Sovietpressures, VJ]ltber on arms control or Angola or CentralAmerica or fghanistan.

-- At the same time, we are prepared to resolve politicalproblems on the basis o! reciprocity.
-- We see many international trends -- economic, technological.and politics: -- working in our favor.

1:. U.S. POLICY T WARD IAN: BASIC PRINCIPLE

A. U.S. Assessment of Iranian Policy.
- We view the Iraniar. revolutior as a fact. The U.S. isnot trying to turn the clock back.
-, Our present attitude to Iran is not a product ofprejudice or emotion, but a clear-eyed assessment ofIrA's present policies.

Iran has used "revolutionary Islam' as a weapon to

4ic.. 

4,

Support of terrorism and hostage-taking is part of thisstrategic pattern. We see it used not only against us,but against our friends. We cannot accept either.Your influence in achieving the release of all hostages/return of those killed (over time) is essenit-al.

Declasify: OADI SENSITIVE
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We see your activity in many parts of the world,
Including even Central America.

The U.S. knows how Iran views the Soviet Union. But
subversion of Western interests and friends ob)ectlvel.
serves Soviet interests on a global scale.

- Thus, our assessment is that a decisive Iranian victo.-.
in the war with Iraq would only unleash greater
regional instability, a further erosion of the Western
position, and enhanced opportunities for Soviet
trouble-making.

- The C.S. will therefore do what it can to prevent such
a development. We regard the war as dangerous in mar.
respects and vould like to see an end to it.

B. Possible Intersections of U.S.-Iranian Interests.

- Despite fundamental conflicts, we perceive several
possible intersections of U.S. and Iranian interests.
I propose we explore these areas.

-Fir t, the U.S. has had a traditional interest in
seafns Iran preserve its territorial integrity and
indepe4en . This has ngj chan The U.&; opposes*P soviet g l l P n m a - :, l l 'm . .'J. q

Second, we have no interest in raqi victory over

ei reseIng an end to thiscon ict and wantto u improved relationship with
Iran to further that end.

Third, we have parallel views on Afghanistan. Soviet
policy there s aked a reseion, a threat to all in

~But our

ect3 ve s sae, the st get out and

let the Afghan people choose their own course.

C. U.S. Objective Today.

- We have no illusionS about what is possible in our
bilateral relations. Perhaps this meeting will reveal
only a limited, moentary, tactical coincidence of
interests. Perhaps more. We are prepared either way.

In essence, we are prepared to have whatever kind of
relationship with Iran that Iran is prepared to have
with us.

SECRET LA OWf0SENSITIVE

I
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-- moscow has deI n on ri ?o ran.

Afghanistan illustrate$ the price the Soviets are ready to
pay to expand areas under their direct control.

Sumari:e Soviet capabilities along border and inside
Afghanistan which could threaten Tehran.

-- aware of Soviet activity

-. -- Soviet-plol

abets Sovi dedi.ffi.cult IS100 aiollid; y•' us 'arms).

-- U.S. can help Iran cope with Soviet threat.

IV. AFGRANISTAK

-0 May be real value for Iran and U.S. to find ways to
cooperate against MoscQ'

we need to know who you work with, what you already provide,
and devise strategy to exploit Iranian comparative
advantage.

V. RARDWA.M

We may be prepared to resume a limited military supply
relationship.

-- However its

What does Iran want?

SEC R I? szNsITIVE
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RELEASE f01 AMERICAN 421TAGIS IN 3IIM

Bk .:M n Jun 1985, private American and Israeli citizens
CO eaMM operation to effect the release of the American
hostages in Beirut In exohan!e for providing certain factions in
ran dith I.S.-origin Israelilitary materiel. By September,

U.S. and ltelr l, Goviernmst officials became involved in this
endeavor in order to ensure that the USO would

low not object to the Israeli transfer of
Irani

to

-- sell replacement items to Israel as replenishment for like
items sold to Iran by Israel.

On September 13P the Israeli Government, with the endorsement of
the US0, transferred S08 basic Tow missiles to Iran. Prty-eight
hours later, Rleverend Benjamin Weir was releasd in Beirut.

Subsequent efforts by both governments to continue this process
have met with frustration due to the need to communicate our
intentions through an Iranian expatriate arms dealer in harope.
In January 1914t under the provisions of a new Covert Action
Finding, the i50 demanded a meeting with responsible Iranian
government officialS.

the first direct S..-Iranian Contact in over five years. At
this meeting, the U.S. side made an effort to refocuG Iranian
attention on the threat posed by the Soviet Union and the need to
establish a longer term relationship between our two countries
based on more than arns transactions. It was emphasized that the
hostage issue was a 4hurdloe which must be crossed before this
improved relationship could prosper. During the meeting, it also
became apparent that our conditions/demands had not been accurately
transmitted to the Iranian Government by the intermediary and it
was agreed that's

-- The UVI would establish ite good faith and bona fides by
imnedately providing 1,000 TOW missiles for sale to Iran.
This transaction was covertly completed on February 21,
using k private U.S. firm and the Israelis as intermediaries.

-- A subi.quint meeting would be held in Iran with senior U.S
and Iranian official during which the U.S. hostages would
be released.

-- Imediately after the hostages were safely in our haods, the
U.S. would sell an additional 3,000 TOW missiles to Iran
using the same procedures employed during the September 19 $5.<

I lX ItI IoInTil
!1 . ~ l , s-,oft, Car
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In early Iroh, the Iranian expatriate intermediacy demanded tht
IranA" Oedtions for release he hostages nov included the
prior sae i of 200 PHIOXIX missiles A &A unspecifLed nmer of

=ppo0v Aeisles, In addition to the 3.000 TOWs which would be
delivered after the hotaqe veto released. A subseqent meeting
was held v4th the interlmdiaxy in Paris on Marah 8, herein it
was explained that the ITArement for prior deliveries violated
the understandings reac= Ln Frankfurt on February 20, and were
therefore unacceptable. It was further noted that the Irai&an
aircraft and ship launchers for those" missiles were in such
disrepair that the missiles could not be launched even if provided.

From March 9 until March 30, there was no further effort
undertaken on our behalf to intact the IrA Ian Government or the
Intermediary. On March 2 .sa d , an unsolicited
call to the p no-ftdLpn NaIi7boun had established for
this purpose. asked why we had not been in contact and
urged that we lrIediiped tiouIly since the situation In Beirut
vas deterLoratAng rapidly. se was Informed by our Farsi-s e king
Interpreter that the conditions reqirtng additional materel
beyond the 3,000 TOWS were unacceptable ard that We could in 80

ide anything else prior to the release of our hostages_
observed that we were correct in our assessment of their

I nanLijy to use PROMIXX and RAPP missiles and that the most
urgent requirement that Iran had was to place their current RAWX
missile inventory In working condition. In a subsoquent phone
call, we agreed to discss this matter with him and he indicated
that he would prepare an Lnventory of parts required to make
their SAMS systems operational. sti parts list was received on
March 28, and verified by CIA.

Current Situation. a April 3, Ari Gorbanifahre the Iranian
"ntermodlary, arrived in Washington, D.C. with Instructions from

into consmate final arrangements for the return of the
hostages. Gorbanifahr was reportedly enfranchised to negotiate
the typess quantities# wa delivery procedures for materiel the
U.S. would sell to Iran through Israel. The meeting lasted
nearly al Lton r nov uae

T'ehran during th meetin. . ct to Presidential approval, it
wsi agreed to proceed as folvvved

3yte dablt Ap r l the raia overnmentcwlls trse

$1.7 m.llon to asrai account is Switua. Th

Israelis will, lin turn, transfer to a private U.S.
corporation account in 1vitzerland the sum of $15 million.

UNCLASSIFIED
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0 06 TuOday, April 8 (or as soon as the tvansactions are
verlt*ed), the private U.S. corporation Will transfer
$3.4S1 millLon to a CIA account in SwLtzerl.nd. CIA will
then transfer this sum to a Covert Department of the Am
account in the U.1.

- O Wednesday, April 9, the CIA will commence Procuring
3.51 million worth of MANX &ssile parts (240 se rate

line items) and transferrin these parts

estimate to evorn in.t sy e

mm On Friday, April 16. a private U.S. aircraft (7078) will
pick-up the RANK mi qilo parts at wD and fly them to a
covert Israeli airfield for propositioning (this field was

-used for the earlier delivery of the 1000 TOs. At tM-i-s -. - - -
field, the parts will be transferred to an Israeli Defense
Forces' (ID?) aircraft with false markings. A SATVCO
capability will be positioned at this location*

On Saturday April 19, Mcfarlane, north# TeLcher, Caves
~ and a SATCON comunicator will aft

in riajfurt, Grmany, & " goTe ra~f

-- On Sunday# April 20, the following series of events will
occur.

U.S. party arrives Tehran (A-hour) -- met by
Rafsanjan i, as head of the Iranian delegation.

At A+? hours, the U.S. hostages will be released in
Beirut.

At A+S hours, the ID aircraft with the RAM missile
parts aboard will land at Sandar Abbas, Iran.

iscussig. The following points are relevant to this
traneaotn, thediscussione in Iran, and the establishment of a
broader reationship between the United States and Irani

The 194iiane have been told that our presence in. Iran is a
"holy comtment on the part of the USG that we are sincere
and can be trusted. There is great distrust of the U.S.
among the various Iranian partLes involved. Without our
presence on the pound in Iran, they will not believe that
we will fulfill out end of the bargain after the hostages
are released.

4~P S5.R5 ?, SNSITIVE

U l A QO A , , ,,, ' .
NIUu~
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WQI4f • to 0buy' th hostages could succeed in
the Asar future. trthero the Iranians are well aware that
the situation in beirut is deteriorating rapLdla and that
the ability of the IMC to effect the release 0Ithe
hostages il become increasingly Nore difficult over time.

we have convLaced the Iranians of a significant near term
and long range threat ftro the Soviet noe. We have real
and deceptLve intelligence to deraonstrate this threat during
the visit. They have expressed considerablOInterest in
this matter as part- oft longe term relationship.

-- The Iranians have'been told that theLr provision of
assistance to NicarauaI is unacceptable to as MAd they av
agreed to discuss this matter in Tehran.

-0 We have further Lndicated to the tranians that We eih to
discuss Stevelea Utosbetweua

The Iranians are well aware that their most immediate needs
are ior technical a sistance in maintaining their air force
and navy. We should espect that they will rise this issue
during the diecussios in hran. u rther converstion with
Gorbantfahr oa April 40 indicates that they will want to
raise the matter of the original 3,000 TF TWas a significant
de4tret to a potential Loviet move against Iran. They
have rmseted that, If e ttoehedeto ,*cv1i d

-- The Iranians have bees told anm gre that they will
receive neither-blo nor credit for te eisare/relelse of
the hostages. 4m

0

UNCLSSIFIED

-Tyr-*WFAItL
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M d he eeiual fundo from this transaction are Allocated as

foliaveo

$3 million will be used to purchase replacement Ts
for the original S01 sold by Israel to Iran for the
rOleIase of Benjamian Welt. This is the only that we

"have found to meet our comita ent to replenish these
stocks.

012 million will be used to purchase critically needed
supples for the Nicaraguan Democratic Resistance
forces. This material is essential to cover shortages
in resistance inventories resulting from their current
offensives and Sandinista counter-attacks and to
Obridqel the period between nov and when Congtresionally"
approved lethal assistance (beyond the $2511 Biion La
defenAsive• arms) can be delivered.

The ultimate objective in the trip to Tehran is to cOmeOnc the
process of Improving U..-ranian relations. Both 8 46 e
aware that the Iran-Iraq War is a major factor that must be
discussed. We should hot. however. view this meeting as a
session which will result in immdiate Iranian agreeONSt to
proceed with a settlement with Iraq. Rather, Xhs 44tiNg the
first high-level ..- Iranian contact In five years, should be
seen as a chance to move in this direction. The" discussions,
as well as follow-on talks, should be governed by the Terms of
Reference (TOR) (Tab A) with the reognition that this Is#
hopefully, the first of many meetings and that the hostage issue,
once behind us, improves the opportunities for this relationship.

Finally, we should recognize that the, Iranians will undoubtedly
want to discuss additionall arm and ccmrciei. transactions as

quLd96 for accomodat_ .._____ __ icaragual,
and Iraq. our eqthasis on atIiet AILItary and subversive
threat# a useful swhanim in br Ing them to agremnt on the
hostage issue, has also served to Increase their desire for means
to protect thasselves againt/detor the Soviets.

That the PrIodent approve the structure depicted above under
OCurrent hluationo and the Terms of Reference at Tab A.

Approve Disapprove _

Attachment
Tab A - U.1.-Iranian Term of Referenc

4I 006022

UNCLASgW,
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE ON SECRET
MILITARY ASSISTANCE TO IRAN AND
THE NICARAGUAN OPPOSITION

The United States Senate Misc. No. 87-O M-
Washington, D.C. 20510,

Applicant. F ILE U

MAR 23 1987
O R D E R U . SD IS T IC T C O U R C

DISTRICT OF: COLUMMA~

Upon consideration of the application by the Senate

Select Committee on Secret Military Assistance to Iran and the

Nicaraguan Opposition, upon determining that the procedural

requirements of 18 U.S.C. S 6005(b) have been satisfied, and

upon consideration of the application of Independent Counsel

Lawrence E. Walsh, under 18 U.S.C. 5 6005(c), to defer this

order until April 10, 1987, a period not longer than twenty

days from the date of the Select Committee's request for the

order, it is, thia..?Vday of March, 1987,

ORDERED That Albert Hakim may not refuse to testify, and

provide other information, at proceedings of the Senate Select

Committee on Secret Military Assistance to Iran and the

Nicaraguan Opposition, on the basis of his privilege against

self-incrimination, and it is
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FURTNU ORDERED That no testimony or other information

compelled under this Order (or any information directly or

indirectly derived from such testimony or other information)

ay be used against Albert Hakin in any criminal case, except a

prosecution for perjury, giving a false statement, or otherwise

failing to comply with this Order, and it is

FURTM ORDERED That this Order shall become effective

on April 10# 1987.

- 2 -
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUBIA

)
HOUSE SELECT COMMITTEE TO INVESTIGATE )
COVERT ARMS TRANSACTIONS WITH IRAN ))
U.S. House of Representatives ) minc. 7"023
Washington, D.C. 20SIS )

Applicant.

F FILED

MAR 23 W387
ORDER R.Ru, U.S, STRICT COU"t

P4SIRM OF. COMBAT

On consideration of the application by the House Select

Committee to Investigate Covert Arms Transactions with Iran and

the memorandum of points and authorities, and exhibits, in

support thereof, the Court-finds that the procedural requisites

set forth in 18 U.S.C. S 6005 for an order of the Court have been

satisfied. Accordingly, It is

ORDERED that Albert I. Hakim may not refuse to provide any

evidence in proceedings before the House Select Committee to

Investigate Covert Arms Transactions with Iran on the basis of

his privilege against self-incrimination, and it is

FURTHER ORDERED that no evidence obtained under this Order

(or any information directly or indirectly derived from such

evidence) may be used against Albert I. Hakim in any criminal

case, except a prosecution for perjury, giving a false statement,

or otherwise failing to comply with this Order.

tor the ;.

7S r42 
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"4ERED That this Order 
shall become effective on

4gitu ic Jdg

Dated: 1987

-2-
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:-iuwalls As illitS li iicsleailly 0 onioress
State Dept. Official Says North Deceived Him on Secret Con tra'Aid

M~ott Abrams, admrnbtration "poar man" on LA po cy), swoars to teal truth.

Poll Indicates Strong Support
For Military Presence in Gulf

By Doid S. Brode
S wuoim Iui SaffW1t

The American public strongly en-
dorses President Reagan's decision

ito keep a military presence in the
Persian Gulf and supports the use of
force to ensure an adequate supply
of Middle Eastern oil, a Washington
Post-ABC News poll indicates.

The five-day survey of 1,509
adults, completed Monday. shows a
much closer division on Reagan's
plan--not yet implemented-to
provide U.S. flag status and U.S.
military escorts for Kuwaiti tank-
ers. There is significant public ap-
prehension that the United States
may have trouble coping with the
military risks in the region.

The poll shows a spotty score-

card on the president's leader-
ship--with large and growing
doubts about his candor in the Iran-
contra .affair, continued- opposition
to his policy in Nicaragua but sharp-
ly higher approval of his handling of
relations with the Soviet Union.

Overall, Reagan gained a 52 to
47 percent approval measure-well
below his ratings before the Iran-
contra affair was exposed last No-
vember but breaking into positive
ground for the first time since Jan-
uary. However. his credibility on all
the Iran-contra questions continues
to erode as the televised congres-
sional hearings unfold. Two-thirds
of those questioned said they think
Reagan will continue to have seri-

8 POLL, A15 Col. 2

U Ili~ii, ,'t eiteJvales reflcl , cicerno er U.. role inpill. Ripe A 15

By Dan Morp and Walter Pincum
lhbagrtW hiwm bai Mnters

Assstant Secretary of State El-
liott Abrams, the administration's
controversial "point man" on Nic.
aragua since 1985, admitted yes-
terday that he had misled Congress
on several occasions, but asserted
that he had been repeatedly de.
ceived by former White House aide
Oliver L, North and other officials
about their secret support of the
contras during a ban on U.S. mil-
itary aid.

Abrams, who had given Congress
categorical assurances that there
was no improper U.S. government
involvement in the contras' war in
Nicaragua, yesterday gave the
House and Senate investigative
panels an account that was often at
odds with testimony from previous
witnesses in what is now the fdth
week of the Iran-contra hearings.

For example, Abrams disputed
sworn testimony from former U.S.
ambassador to Costa Rica Lewis A.
Tambs, retired Army major genal
John K. Singlaub, and the contents
of a memo addressed to him by his
own deputy, Richard H. Melton. He
also dismissed as 'puffery an Aug.
26, 1986, memo from Carl R.
(Spitz) Channell, in which the Wash-
ington fund-raiser credited Abrams
with helping in a 25-state educa-
tional and lobbying campaign to ral-
ly support fot the Reagan admin-
istration's Nicaraguan policy.

Time and again Abrams demon-
strated that he had-as Senate
counsel Mark A. Belnick put it-a
away with words.' He agreed with
BelInick's assertion that his ap-
proach to testimony before con-
gressional panels in the past meant
that "unless the senators asked ex-

See ABRAMS, A13, Col I

.-i.
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(hPublic Strongly Supports
Military Presence in Gulf

POLL, Fron Al
ous problems because of that con-
troversy.

The poll also measured a sharp
erosion of trust in Vice President
Bush's account of the affair, with
only 32 percent saing they believe
he has been telling the truth-down
13 points from a similar question ia

The lis Post-ADC News poll
since the frigate USS Stark %as
struck by Iraqi missiles, with 37
sailors kied, showed no inclnation
by the pubc to pull back from the
Prsia GuI

Fully 75 percent of those inter-
viewed said the7 agree with Reagan
that the United States "should
maintain a military presence in the
Persian Gulf to protect our inter.
eats i the regio." By 57 to 39 per.
cent. they expressed support for
the statement that the United
States " oWd take all steps, iclud-
ing the use of force f necessmy, to
ensure as adequate supply of oil
from the Middle Ea s

A similar question split the
American public 45 to 44 percent in
October 1981, and there were
gestions of hedging in some other
finding in t new poll. The Rea.
Jan plan to put U.S flap on Some
Kuwait od Wtan and provide
them Navy escorts--a proposal be-
ing questioned by may members of
Congress-was endorsed by a sha-
ky 53 to 44 percent measure.

A 49 percent plursty said they
thought other Navy ships faced a
erimus d a attacks in the

g f shile only 46 percent ex-
prested a great deal of confidence
that s6ck shvs could defend them-
selves kom attack.

Virtually all those surveyed-9
percent-said they had beard about
the Stark attack. Richard Withli
who polls W the White House, not-
ed that "Americam almost always
ralh. around the present when our
military forces are under. attack.
and that has been particuLarly true
of this president. But Reaan
gained only a 49 to 41 percent ap-
prcol ratg for his handling of the
Stark incident, and overall approval
of his tzadling of foreign affairs wa
ato 3 pe up a*400ty(rom
his an-tie low of 33 pecent mis.
unry.

Wirthis said be was "a Eie su-
p-ed." - ateum tha s
percentage of those inter
supported theUl iitary prs-
eoo k the g Past pols by other
orpatoaw, be nMt tave ome
siam emm les i spRt fr aps-

ei Cv hing Amitr rk
th.a Ow krod We"Piy rW-.;W&

Reports of brghning prospects
for a U.SSoviet arm agreeme
have bm ougt the president strut.
ingly strong ratings in that area of
policy. The 62 percent approval of
his handling of relations with the
Soviet Union is 23 points above his
overall foreign pokiy rating A 67
perct *oty suid they think
Reagan seriously wts to make
progress k- arms control and 51
percent have the same view about
Soviet leader MMl&H Gorbachev.

This urvey-the first by The
Post and ABC News since the swt
of the televised congessona hemr.
ings on the Iran-contra affair-
suongly suggests that this issue is a
continuing problem for Reagn as
well as a growing headach for
Bush.

The percentage of those sur-
veyed saying Reagan has told the
truth about the Iran situation ell to
29 percet-the lowest figure yet
recorded. Only 34 percent said
Reagan is doing as much as he can
to bring out the facts-another lw
point. And just 24 percent said they
believed that Reagan ha learned
about the diversion of money to aid
the contru only last November, as
be has mainained, while 73 percent
aid they think he knew about it

earlier. For the first time, a narrow
majoit-5 to 47 percent--said
they think Reagan participated in as
organised attempt to cover up the
facts about the Iran-contmra affair.

Less than hag of those sur.
veyed-46 perce-n-said they
were fobowig the congressional
hearings very or some-hat closely.
By 50 to 36 percent, they sid the
hearings have not tended to back up
Reagan's statements about the a[-
fair. and they spt evenly on the
question of whether Reagan had
broken the bw on Iran or the
contra funding.

Actions by adminsration offi-
cals in soliciting funds lor the con-
tras from other countries and from
private citizens were disapproved of
by over0elming nrgins, with few
people saying they thought the of-
ficiats ha the leSa rig t to do what
they did. About 42 parent said
they thought the Iran-contra affair
wVasi more sos .tkn WI.urento
wh 44 percent disagreed.

There was father bA atw for
the president on his funntal
policy tVard karKAg. By 67 to
29 P"- those poed opposed
frthe aid to the omtrs md a
higher perce P said theUnited
States dsould m be kivohd is try-
ing to ovWrow Nua 's Sm-
dialta gov e ,,L
shespiAvea*ne Xenat C
JA e~sanw to " Onpm

Rail Worke"

I
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spnosition gj Harold G- Cohen
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HAROLD G. COHEN 2

-1 M AROLD Go -COHEN, ESQ., having been duly

2 sworn, was examined and testified as follows:

3 BY MR. KERR:

4 Could you state your full name for the record,

5 lease?

6 Harold G. Cohen.

7 Mr. Cohen, I'm an attorney with the United States

6denate Select Committee on Secret Military Assistance to

9-Iran and the Nicaraguan Opposition. I asked you to meet

jo~tith us to today so we can take testimony vith certain

ti atters that have to do investigation..

12. You reside where, Mr. Cohen?

13 53 Oak Ridge Drive, Voorhees, New Jersey.

14 what is your business address?

s 1A Three Greentree Centre, Suite 305, Route 73,

ji arlton, New Jersey.

17 You are an attorney?

181k That's correct.

19 You are a member of the New Jersey bar?

20 k Yes.

21 Any other bars?

22 United States Distn.ict Court, District of New

23 ersey, United States District Court, Eastern District of

24 ew York, and the United States Court of Appeals for the

75-542 - 88 - 45
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U Third Circui t.

2 Q You became a member of the New Jersey bar when,

3 sir?

4 A November 1981. '71, excuse me.

5 Q You're a member of the firm of Goodman, Schneider

* and Cohen?

7 A That's correct.

eQ Located at the address you just gave us?

9A And at two other locations as well.

10 Could you give me a brief description of the nature

IIIof your practice?

12 1A A Ny personal practice?

13 Q Yes.

14 A Primarily banking, banking litigation, large loan

1 " workouts, creditors' rights* corporate commercial

sI litigation, insolvency.

17;Q And with regard to the practice of your firm in

generalr, does It have a particular area of expertise or is

19 It basically a general practice?

20 A I would say we have three areas of expertise# plus

21 what I dot which is in the litigation workout area, one

2 partner and associate who does bank regulatory work and

23 documentation of new product, bank product. Another

24 partner who concentrates on energy cogeneration.
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0 Cogeneration, what is that 1 wind mills in the

2 backyard that generate electricity?

3 A It used to be.

4 Q It used to be?

5 A It's buying, using one type of fuel for both heat

6 and to generate electricity.

71Q Let me just get your educational background as

8dwell. You received your law degree when?

9 A June 1971.

10OQ From what institution?

11X A Cornell Law School.
a

12! Q And your undergraduate degree?

:31 A Lafayette College.

14 0 What year was that?

15 A 1968.

1s10 Do you Aow a gentleman by the name of Willard

17 Sucker?

I IA I do.

19 0 How do you know Mr. Sucker?

20 A I net him in the context of representing a client.

21 0 And what client would that be, sir?

22 A The reason I'm pausing is I an trying to determine

23 in my own mind how much of this information would be

24 covered by attorney/client privilege. I think I might
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I have expressed that to you over the telephone before

2 today's session, or at least I expressed it to Mr.

3 Faulkner.

4 Q I would hope the identity of the client would not

s cause concern. it's not my intention to go into attorney/

a client communications.

7 A This is two' clients, Forway Industries, Inc., and

a Jacob Farber.£
9-!0 You met Mr. Zucker in conjunction with your

to representation of Forway industries and/or Mr. Farberi is

it that correct?

12 A That's correct.

13.O With regard to when you met Mr. Sucker or first had

t4 1 communication with Mr. Sucker, can you place that in time

is Ifor me?

isA In all likelihood it would have been sometime in

t7qthe first half of 1986.

iszO We have interviewed a gentlemen by the name of

19 Gregory L. Sink of Forway Industries. Do you know Mr.

20 Sink?

21 A Yes, I do.

22 Q Mr. Sink in our interview indicated that Mr.

23 Sucker's company, C8Fs, acquired an equity ownership in

24 Foray sometime in 1982. Would you have had any knowledge
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I of or contact with Sucker at that time?

2 A I did not know Mr. Sucker in 1982.

3 Q So to the best of your recollection, the first

4 contact you would have had with him would have been

s sometime early in 1986?

* A During the first six months of 1986.
7 0  In what context did you first have contact with
Be him? What caused you to be in touch with hiz?£

"A I think at this point I am starting to cross over
10 the line into attorney/client relations. I think that it

It would be inappropriate for me to comment.

12 0 You had contact with him with regard to a business

139 transaction that you were doing for a clients is that

14 correct?

ISA That's correct. It was in the context of my

ij representation of Forway and/or Jacob Farber.

:i1O In that regard, was Mr. Sucker a client of yours at

18 that time?

19 A Mr. Sucker has never personally been a client of my

20 lew firm.

21 Q And his firm, CST, has that firm ever been a client

22 of your firm?

23 A No, It is not.

24 0 In terms of when you would have had face-to-face
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I meetings with Mr. Sucker in 1986, can you place those in

2 tite for me?

3 A Again, Mr. Kerr, I don't want to be difficult. All

4 v'& those conferences would have been in the context of

llattorney/client representation. I think it would be
6 inappropriate for se to specifically identify dates or

7 time frames when I would have met with him.
I.

sdQ My interest is not in attorney/client£
9-communications, but when in time you would have had

io5contact with this gentleman. You don't feel you could

11p give me that information?

12!.'A Not the way you asked the question.

13 Q What I'm interested in is the occasions when you

d 1 have met face-to-face with Mr. Sucker. I don't care for
4

,$ what purpose, but when you met face-to-face with him in

16 1986.

17 A Several times beginning in the first half and most
C

4islikely concluding September or October of 1986.

19 Q Again, falling back on information that was given

20 to us by Mr. link, Mr. Sink indicated that to his

21 knowledge Mr. Sucker would have been in the Philadelphia -

2 New Jersey area to meet with you and others with regard to

23 Foray twice, once in June and once in late September.

2 Does that correspond with your recollection as well?
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I A K specifically recall meeting with Mr. Sucker in

2 late September. r have recollection of meeting with him

3 on other occasions prior to that time.

4 Q Your meetings with Sucker would have b e- in this

5 area, or did you meet with him, this area being the

6 Marlton area, or did you meet with him elsewhere?

71.A All the meetings were either in my office in

8 Marlton or possibly at the Forway factory in Woodbury. I

9 can't specifically recall if I had any meetings in

1o Woodbury, but it might be possible.

11Q I'm not familiar with the geography. Where is
S

12 Woodbury in relationship to Marlton?

139 A Woodbury is approximately twenty minutes south.

1420 According to Mr. Zink, Mr. Sucker was in the

s Woodbury, New Jersey, area in connection with Forway

iG business. On June second or third, he stayed at the

1704Hershey Hotel in Philadelphia, met for the purpose of

18s discussing some concerns Mfr. Farber had about Forway, and

19 then Mr. Zucker left the Philadelphia area about the fifth

20 of June of 1986.

.21 Do you have any recollection of being

22 involved with Mr. Sucker in the period June two through

23 five, 1986?

24 A Off the top of my head, no.
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I Q l assume that with regard to your work, you keep

2 daily time sheets?

3 A I did.

4 0 And work that you would have done either for Mr.

s Farber or for Forway, you would have kept daily time

e records on?
7 1 A Yes.

Q Is it your custom to note on those time records the

6 9 people that you meet with when you're working on behalf of

tota client?

114A Generally.

120 Have you had the opportunity to look at your time

13.Vrecords for early June 1986 to see if they contain any

re ference to any meeting with Mr. Sucker?
4

is A In response to, as a request made either by you or

16 Hr. Faulkner or Arthur Liman, I want through my 1986 time

17 records looking only at Saturdays to determine if there

'exwas a particular Saturday that I attended a meeting which

to Mr. Sucker also attended. So that if I could locate such

20 a Saturday reference, it would refresh my recollection as

21 to certain other related events. That is the only part of

2 my time records that I went through, which ws for a very

z limited purpose.

24 0 So I understand, you did not encounter a Saturday
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I in June that met those criteria is that correct?

2 A That is correct. So that I did not look for all

3 other days, you know . . .

4 Q I understand.

s A . . . when I attended a meeting which Mr. Zucker

6 also attended.

710Q An I correct that you did not also locate a

Be Saturday in June when you actually were meeting with

9-!ucker, whether it was rainy, or there was other business

10o-involved. You didn't see any other Saturday in June whenN
11 you were meeting for Mr. Sucker is that correct?

12 A That is correct.

13 Q Is there anyone else in your firm who has worked

141vith you on Forway or Farbez matters? And specifically in
4

151 1986.

16 A Yes, but on rather pedestrian matters.

17 Q Do you recall any occasion when this person would

18S have actually had face-to-face contact or telephone

19 contact with Zucker?

20 A There would have been no reason for anyone else in

21 the firm to have had contact with Mr. Sucker.

22 Q And to your knowledge no one else hasi is that

23 correct?

24 A That's correct. Except perhaps my secretary in
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I scheduling a meeting or making some accommodations

2 arrangements for him.

3 Q Let me take you to September of 1986. Did you in

4 your review of your time records find any notation for a

s Saturday In September of 1986 when you would have met with

6 Mr. Sucker?

7 A Yes.

8a0 What do your time records show in that regard?

9-A It reflected that it was a meeting in this office

io-on September twenty-seventh of 1986 which Mr. Sucker
j

ii attended.
S

12.;Q With regard to that meeting in September, you
a

13rindicated to Mr. Faulkner when he talked to you on the

td; telephone that you recalled a conversation with Mr. Sucker
4

15 - relating to that Saturday and to a visit that Sucker

le6apparently had with someone who was coming up from

174Washington, D. C. C;Puld you relate for me your best

181 recollection of that conversation with Zucker?

19 A I believe it was in the context of scheduling that

20 particular meeting, and Mr. Sucker indicated that he was

21 going to need to meet with someone unrelated to any of the

2 business that I was involved with. This individual would

23 be coming, was coming to this area from the Washington

24 area, and he asked if there was a location in this
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I vicinity that would be convenient for him to have a very

2 short meeting.

3 Q Let me stop you for a moment. Did he give you any

4 further identification of that person as to sex, any othe

5 description?

6 A At some point, I don't recall whether it was in

7 that scheduling telephone conversation or telephone call
J

a Con the day he arrived here, whether -- at some point he

9 indicated it was a woman whom he would be meeting.

10OQ As I understand, he was meeting with a woman who
x

11 1was coming from Washington, D. C.1 is that correct?

12!A I believe she was coming from Washington.

13 Q And this meeting was to take place on the

14: twenty-seventh of September?

I5 sA Yes.

16Q Could you give me anything else that you recall

17 about that conversation?

18IA Other than, I believe I offered to accommodate him

19 by having, allowing him to use one of my offices here,

20 which he thanked me for again and again. He asked me if

21 there were some other places that would be better suited.

22I then suggested a few hotels or restaurants, I think, in

23 the area because it was supposed to be an early morning

24 meeting and a place to get a cup of coffee and have a

r

12
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I discussion. He indicated it would be a very brief

2 meeting, and it should not interfere at all with the

3 meeting we had scheduled for that day.

4 0 I'm trying to place this telephone conversation

s period. Was the period before that Saturday, I take it?

* A That's correct.

?- 0 Can you recollect any better than that wven it waso
aethat you had this conversation with his?

2

9-A No.

10 0 And this was a telephone conversation as opposed to

ii a face-to-face meeting?

12-. A I believe it was a telephone call when we were

13rascheduling the Saturday meeting.

1410 Did there ever come a time when you learned from

is Mr. Sucker whether or not this meeting actually took

is place?

17 A Only from comments that he made on that Saturday

18sthat he had net with someone.

1s 0 Let me take you to that Saturday. You had a

20 recollection of that Saturday when you talked with our

21 investigator with regard to the weather. Can you recall

22 the weather that day?

23 A Yes. In fact that was the only way that I was

24 really able to identify when this event took place,
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because I did not independently recall the date other than
2 it was on a Saturday in 1986 and that the weather was

3 nasty.

4 Q You used the term nastyy. what are you

5 describing?

6 A Overcast, perhaps some intermittent drizzle or

7
1 rain, cool.

8Q Your time records indicate that you did, in fact,
U

9 -meet with Sucker that Saturday.

10A September twenty-seventh.

11 Q Right. Do they indicate when that meeting would

12 have been taking place?

i3 A Not precisely, other than the fact that there were,

14 the work that I did that day was all for one client, and
4

is1 the work description includes the meetings and someI

6 related work that would consume virtually the entire day.

17 Q What is your best recollection of when you actually

18 saw Sucker on that Saturday, what time of day?

19 A I have a fair but not precise recollection that he

20 arrived late morning, left for a while to have this

21 meeting, and then returned early afternoon.

22 Q Your answer a few moments ago suggested that he may

23 have said something during the course of that Saturday

24 indicating that he was in fact having a meeting or had.p
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1 meeting. Can you relate to me your best recollection of

2 vhat Sucker night have said in that regard on that

3 Saturday?

4 A I believe that he arrived here in the morning. He

s mentioned then that he had to break away for a short

6 period to meet with this woman and that he would be back.

7 It should not take very long. I think for all intents and

purposes that's it.
I

9 'Q Did he say anything on his return about the

meeting, about the woman?

III A No.

12 0 Was there anyone else present on that Saturday that

13rwas engaged In the business you and Mr. Sucker were

14:engaged in that would have heard any of this conversation?
4

is3 A To the best of my recollection, there were three

1s other people present that day. Not necessarily

17icontinuously. One would have been Jacob Farber. One

181would have been his son-in-law, Richard Horowitz.

19 Q Richard Horowitz?

20 A Yes. And my secretary, Marjorie Kirkpatrick.

21 0 With regard to Mr. Farber# Mr. Horowitz and Ms.

2 Fitzpatrick, have you had occasion to talk with any of

23 them about any recollection they might have had about what

24 they may have heard on Saturday, September twenty-seventh,
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1 1986?

2 A Other than asking my secretary to go through my

3 time records, no.

4 Q Did she indicate any recollection that she would

S have of this incident?

S A I think her recollection was relatively consistent

7 with mine, namely that he came here, left for a while and

a9 then returned.
a. a Do you either on your own account or by virtue of

1o talking with her have any recollection of what restaurant

,or other place Sucker sight have said that this meeting

12 !took place?

13VA Again, I have a fair but not a precise recollection

141 that it may have taken place at the Philadelphia Airport.
4

15S 5 Again, because of my lack of familiarity with the

geography, how far are we from the Philadelphia Airport?

17 A Without traffic, midday, say on a Saturday, which I

l81assume is what we're talking about?

19 Q Right, that's what we're talking about.

20 A Twenty minutes# no longer than a half hour.

21 Probably twenty minutes.

22 0 With regard to your recollection of that morning's

23 events, would the time from Sucker's departure to Sucker's

24 return on that Saturday have been sufficient to have
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I allowed a trip to the airport and back and for a meeting

2 of some kind?

3 A Depending upon the length of the meeting. if it

4 was a brief one, it certainly would have allowed for that.

s Q He told you that he was going to the airport or is

6 that just your best surmise based on what you're trying to

7 recall?

8eA The only reason that I would have even mentioned

9"!the airport is that I believe he may have mentioned it.

ioBut again, I can s7ay it's in my mind. I assume it's there

itlbecause subconsciously it may have been a reference to it

12 !by him.

13 Q Did it ever come to your attention that this woman2
14:was staying overnight in the Philadelphia area?

4

is A I don't believe so, no.

162Q Do you have any recall front any source, from any

17*conversation you had with anybody, of any more identifiers

isz:for this woman# who she was, why she was here, what her

19 role in life is?

20 A I believe Sucker mentioned, perhaps it was that

21 Saturday, perhaps it was in the .original telephone call,

22 but more likely that Saturday, that he was going to be

23 discussing an investment with her, or whether he was

24 handling an investment for her.
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1 Q Anything more on that score that you can recollect?

2 A No.

3 Q The nature of the investment, whether she was a

4 client:.or not, anything of that kind?

5 A Other than that he apparently was going to be

6 discussing an investment for her with her. I sensed that

7w it .qas she who was gSing to be making an investment in
0

8 Something that he knew about.

9-Q In terms of Sucker himself and what role he was

lot playing in dealing with you, was he dealing with you as a
zJ

11 lawyer, as an investor, as a businessman?

12 A Yes.

131Q All of the above?

14: A And as a, to take it further, as a principal of
4

15 Forway.

16 Q With regard to the nature of his business in
17  Switzerland, are you familiar with what his business is?

0

18Z A In a vague way.

19 0 What is your understanding of the nature of his

20 business in Switzerland?

21 A He provides investment counseling, investment

22 management for various individuals.

23 Q If I understand you correctly, the only occasion

24 you had to talk to Mr. Zucker about this woman was the
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I conversations that you described previously in your

2 testimony is that right?

3 A That's correct, telephone calling scheduling that

4 Saturday, September twenty-seventh, meeting and whatever

s ancillary conversations that may have taken place on that

6 particular Saturday as he was leaving or returning.

7 Q You had no occasion to talk to him about this

e* matter at any time in the last several months?
a

9A That's correct. It was terribly incidental to

s0 everything else that we were doing.

Is 40 Do you know a Charles Heusler of the Archer and

12!Greiner firm?
13 .A Yes.

14 0 Do you know Mr. Heusler?
4

is A Yes, I have met Mr. Heusler. I know of Mr.

18 Heusler. I don't believe I've ever had any matters

174directly involving Mr. Heusler.

logo Mr. Sink told us that Heusler was involved in the

19 work that was done in September, October relating to the

20 purchase of Mr. Farber's interest in Forway. As counsel

21 for Sucker and Clark and the other purchasers, did you

2 have contact with Beusler in that capacity?

23 A No. I'm totally unaware f that. I was aware of

24 an attorney from New York who was involved. But I had

P
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I understood that Nr. Heuuler and his firm was providing

2 generally legal services for Forway beginning sometime in

3 1976 -- 1987, rather. But I'm not aware of any work that

4 he did with respect to the acquisition of Jacob Farber's

s interest in Forway.

6 Q The reason I asked, I'm trying to find out other
a
t torneys who might have been involved with Sucker with

a regard to the Forway matter in late September, early
9 !October 1986. Sink mentioned Heusler. He indicated that

10i he thought that Heusler represented Sucker and Clark in

11 This transaction. And if he did, I would have thought he

12 .might have been involved with you during that period of

13 time. But you have no recollection of dealing with him in

1t4this matter?

15 54A Absolutely none. As I said, the only other

Is attorney I dealt with specifically on the buy out of

IfaFarber was an attorney from New York City.

IsZQ Would that have been an attorney with the law firs

is of --Patterson,-- Belknap-- Webb and Tyler? And the attorney's

20 name is Craig Bright.

21 A Yes.

22 Q You would have dealt with Bright during that period

23 of time?

24 A Yes.
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1 0 And Bright's client was whom? Was Sucker his

2 client?

3 A I understood that Bright had generally been Alfred

4 Clark's attorney and that in this particular matter, I

s believe, Mr. Sucker was also getting the benefit of Mr.

6 Bright's services. And I'm saying that carefully, because

7 I'm not certain that Mr. Bright was actually representing

a Zucker. But I'm saying that I think the deal was
I

9!structured in such a way that Sucker may have had the

ioisbenefit of whatever work Bright was also doing.

11 The attorneys involved in these negotiations# to

12.;the best of your recollection, would be yourself on behalf

13of Mr. Farber, and Mr. Bright on behalf of at least one of

14:the other parties?
4

15 A And Sucker, who is also an attorney.U
J

1e6Q And Zucker did appear to be acting in the role of

17e;attorney as well as business participant; is that your

18 z impression?

19 A There is a fine line, so that he was.

20 Q In terms of your representation of Forway, have you

21 continued to represent them since October of 1986?

2 A The answer is yes. I want to be careful how I

23 modify it. I believe it has been, with respect to only

24 one particular matter. that had a secondary life that had
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I been concluded pretty much before then and then vas reborn

2 recently. It has now been put to bed. I think it was for

3 that one particular matter after September of 1986.

4 Q Do you have knowledge of what law firm, if any, has

5 acted as, if you will, general counsel to Forway since

6 October 1986?

71A I was led to believe bX the people at Forway that

S"dArcher and Greiner had succeeded my firb as counsel to
5O.Forway. When that began I'm not precisely certain.

I0 Whether or not actually has served and to what degreea

11 it served as general counsel, I'm not aware.

12!Q Do you have any knowledge of a relationship between

13V the Archer and Greiner firm and Clark or Sucker prior to

14 1 the events of September, October 186?

15 A Assuming that Forway engaged Archer and Greiner as5

161 its counsel, either as general counsel or special counsel

17dor on an ad hoc basis, before that engagement took place I

18" don't think there was any relationship whatsoever between

19 Clark and that law firm or Sucker and that law firm. And

20 in fact, when Forway was looking for other counsel, Sucker

21 asked me if I had heard of the firm and asked me for my

22 comments on the firm.

23 Q That was my next question. Did Sucker have their

24 name before he talked to you or did you refer him to them?

Ci
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I A I believe the name had been given to him.

2 0 In terms of Hr. Bucker himself you have had no

3 further contact with him since October 19861 is that

4 correct?

s A To the best of my recollection# the last contact I

6 had with Sucker would have been in October of 1986.

7 0 With regard to the publicity that is attached to

SeAlbert Hakim, General Secord, their interests# have you

9-had occasion to talk with Mr. Zucker or anyone acting on

tobehalf of Mr. Sucker about matters relating to Secord and

i, Hakim since October of 1986?

12-!A First of all# I assume you mean the publicity that

13rhas been appearing in the media with respect to your

14:conmittee's hearings?
4

ISQ Correct.

ie A Other than discussing it as a newsworthy topic to

17 colleagues, friends, et cetera, the answer to your
S

ie8question is no.

19 Q Nobody acting on behalf of Mr. Zucker has talked to

20 you?

21 A That's right.

22 Q Let me turn to Albert Hakim. Do you know Mr.

23 Bakim?

24 A I do not know him. I have heard of him.
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I Q Apart from what the newspapers have said of Mr.

2 Sakim, in what context have you heard of Mr. Hakim?

3 k His name yam mentioned to me, or came up in

4 conversation with both Jacob Parber and Willard Sucker.

5 Q If I'm understanding you, you never had occasion to

6 actually meet Hakiml is that right?

7 A That is correct.

6 Q You never had occasion to talk with Hakim on the

t elephone or communicate with him in writing, I take it?

105A That Is correct.

N1 o Hakim himself has never been a client of yours?

12 A That is correct.

I390 In the fall of 1986, September or October of 1986,

41did you or your firm have any involvement in any business

Is; transaction between Forway and Hakim?

ze A Not to my knowledge.

17$Q Mr. Sink has told us that Mr. Hakim, to his

18z knowledge, was traveling with Mr. Sucker and was in this

19 area of New Jersey in the period September twenty-one

20 through approximately September twenty-three. During that

21 period of time when Sucker was here in town, did you have

22 knowledge that Mr. Hakim and perhaps Mrs. Hakim were here

23 also?

24 A That's the first I've heard of that.
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0 Did you have any knowledge that Mr. Hakim was

2 demonstrating a laser sight to Forway in the period Sunday

3 through Tuesday, September twenty-one through September

4 twenty-three, 1986?

s A No.

6 0 I take it you did not have occasion to go to dinner

7 or meet with Mr. and Mrs. Hakim after business hours on

sOSunday, Monday, Tuesday, on September twenty-one,
2

9-twenty-two or twenty-three?
S.

1oA That's true. I never met Mr. or Mrs. Hakim. I

11i don't even know if there was a Mrs. Hakim.

12;.Q In terms of where Sucker was staying, do you recall

139where he was staying during that trip in September in this

14: area?
4

is A I thought, I believe he mentioned that he wasJ

1e staying at tnoa residence of friends. The night before the

17lSeptember twenty-seventh meeting, I believe, I recollect

i8she said he stayed with friends in the North Jersey or the

19 New York City area. And I don't recall if he mentioned

20 that subsequently he was going to be staying with friends

21 in this area or if he was returning to the North Jersey

2 and New York area to stay with friends. From what I

23 understood he quite often stayed at friends' residences,

24 houses, apartments.
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I 0 Did he ever identify to you who these folks might

2 have been he was staying with?

3 A No.

4 Q Do you know from any other source who he might have

5 been staying with during that period of time?

a A I have a vague recollection of perhaps him

7. providing me with a residential North Jersey telephone
S

eenumber where I could reach him. And I believe it wasi
9!within that time frame.

S

1o 0 Would you have documents that would still contain
8
J

11 4 that telephone number at the present time?
S

12! A I haven't the slightest idea. I don't know whether

13i it was just written down on a telephone message pad, that

14: once it became superfluous I tossed it away or whether I
4

15 had it in my notes of ongoing instructions.

IeQ Let me make a request, if you could check what

17 a records you have to see if that telephone number is still

18 extant, and we would like to have it.

19 With regard to locations where Mr. Zucker

20 might have been, are you familiar with a hotel or motel

21 known as the Gloucester Inn in Westville, New Jersey?

22 A I think I've seen advertisements in the newspaper

23 for it. That's the extent of my familiarity.

24 Q Does the name Gloucester Inn give you any further

75-542 - 88 - 46
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I refreshed recollection as to where Mr. Sucker might have

2 stayed in the September twenty-one through twenty-seven

3 period?

4 A No.

5 Q where is Westville, New Jersey, from here?

a A To be perfectly frank, I'm not certain. I've only

7 been down here for a few years. I believe it is

a southwest.

9!,Q You indicated you checked your time sheets and

io found the Saturday which was Saturday, September

ii ltwenty-seventh. The information we have from Mr. Sink is

12 !that Sucker came in with Hakim on September twenty-one,

1311986# which would be a Sundayl that he stayed in this area

141and did business with Forway from that period until
4

approximately September twenty-thirdi that he then left,

iseither late Tuesday the twenty-second or late Wednesday,

17the twenty-third, and did not return to this area until

18 'Saturday, September twenty-seventh. Would your time

19 sheets indicate to' you whether or not you were meeting

20 with Sucker beginning on or about Sunday, September

21 twenty-one?

22 A My time sheets would reflect meetings that I had

23 with individuals. It would reflect telephone conferences

24 that I had with individuals. It would reflect
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correspondence I had with individuals and other kinds of

2 activities.

3 MR. KERR: Are they readily accessible? Is

4 there some way you can look without too much

5 difficulty at the week beginning September

a twenty-one to determine whether or not you were in

7 contact and how you were in contact with Sucker

se during that week? I'm trying to determine whether

or not Sink's story corresponds to what records or

lot recollection you would have and try to determine

11 where Sucker was during that week. Anything you

12. could give me to help me in that regard would be
S

13 much appreciated.

14

15i 5 RECESS

1 6"

17 THE WITNESS: In response to your request,

18i I'm reviewing my daily time records for September

19 1986 and note that apparently the first reference I

20 have to Mr. Sucker is on September twenty-two,

21 which indicates I had a conference with him. And

22 because of the way the description is written, it

23 would appear that that conference took place in

24 this office.
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1 The next reference appears on September

2 twenty-three, which indicates I had several

3 telephone conferences with Mr. Sucker as well as a

4 meeting with him and another individual. And those

5 activities consumed quite a few hours.

6 BY MR. KERR:

? 0 The individual in question is not Mr. Hakim?
I

sA That is correct. The next reference appears onI

9-September twenty-five indicating that I had a telephone

iosconference with Mr. Sucker.

The next reference is on September twenty-six

12 !which indicates I had a telephone conversation with him on

13 that date.

14 t We have already discussed the conference
4

is-which I had with him and others on September

1 twenty-seventh. The next entry is on September

1740twenty-nine which indicates -- there is no reference on

is lSeptember twenty-nine.

19 Q None to . . 0

20 A None to Mr. Sucker. It would appear that on

21 September thirty I attempted to telephone Mr. Sucker but

2 apparently was unsuccessful.

23 Q Do you have references to the telephone numbers you

24 were trying?
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I A Not in these time records, no. That concludes my

2 September entries. Are you looking for any others?

3 Q The only other dates would be up through October

4 third.

s A Okay. October first is the next entry with

6 reference to Mr. Sucker. I had a telephone conversation

7? with him on that date. On October two I had a telephone

ar conference with Mr. Sucker. On October three I had a

9-telephone conference with Mr. Sucker. The reason I'm

10 pausing is there was a meeting in my office on October

I1 three and my records don't indicate Mr. Sucker's

12 !attendance. But it was the type of meeting that I would

13 have anticipated his presence being noted.

14 :Q Let me just add one thought which may or may not

15c help you recall. We have been told by Mr. Sink that Mr.

lei Suckerr with regard to the buy out of Mr. Farber# gave his

17 ;proxy to Mr. Clark and basically instructed Zink that

I Clark could act for Sucker in this transaction. He

19 indicated that the date of the agreement buying out Mr.

20 Farber was October third, 1986. Do those facts as related

2t by Mr. Sink give you any further recollection as to who

n you might be meeting with on October third?

23 A What you just described to me may very well explain

24 why Mr. Zucker was not in my office on the third. Though
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I without looking at other documents, I really couldn't

2 confirm that. But that certainly is plausible.

3 Q Do you have any recollection of where it was that

4 Mr. Sucker went to? Was he down in Florida or some other

s such place that you can recall where you were talking with

6 him during this telephone conversation which you mentioned

7 occurring after September twenty-seventh? Do you have any

A recollection at all?

9-!A I really can't independently recollect. I know
10that over the course of the months that I had discussions

ii $with his# there were occasions where we spoke. He was in

12?!New York City at times. He was in Switzerland.

13rQ He got around.

14'jA I believe he resides in Switzerland and has his
4

15,coffices there. I recall him indicating that at some

iszpointe and Idon't recollect whether it was in the spring

7?0or the September time frame, that he was in Florida and it

181 is quite likely that I spoke with him while he was there.

19 I don't recall if indeed -- I know he indicated he was in

20 Florida. I can't recall precisely if I spoke to him or

21 not with him being in Florida. And if I did, I further.

2 don't recall whether he placed the call to me or whether I

23 placed the call to him in Florida.

24 0 Do you have any recollection of the nature of the
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I business that Sucker was doing in Florida when you

2 contacted him in Florida# whenever it was,. spring or fall?

3 A He may have mentioned casually that it involved

4 either a prospective or an existing investment in, 1

5 believe, real estate.

6 Q Do you recall drawing any connection either because

7, of what he said or by. inference from what he said of a

8 relationship between the investment he was going to
3

9 discuss with the woman from Washington and the real estate

10; investment he might have been pursuing in Florida?
J

t1 A I don't recall drawing any such inference.

12.Q Let me just return to a couple of other things on

13 rthe lady from Washington. As I understand your testimony,

14[he never identified to you who the lady was?
4

IS4A That is correct.
j

e *Q He never gave you an indication of her background

17 that would allow her to be identified better, who she was
a

18smarried to, the nature of her line of work? Nothing in

19 that regard?

20 A Other than she was a woman who was either a current

21 or anticipated client who was talking about investment. I

22 presume that it was not an insignificant one in that they

23 were going out of their way to make these arrangements to

24 meet.
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I Q With regard to how this woman got in contact with

2 Sucker or became his client, did he indicate anything to

3 you in that regard at all?

4 A Not at all.

s Q As to who met with the woman, Zucker himself

6 indicated that he went is that right?

7 A Yes.

8eQ Did anybody else, to your knowledge, go with him toa
g!the airport or whatever to meet with this woman?

105A He was in my office alone. He returned to my
3

11office alone. Whether someone else joined him at some
S

12 point, I have no idea.

13 Q He did not mention anyone else that would have been

141with him on this journey out to meet with the woman from

15 3 Washington?

1eZA That's correct.

17;Q Did Mr. Sucker at any time mention to you a
B

l8zrelationship that he had with Lieutenant Colonel Oliver

19 North?

20 A I can't recollect any statement by him in that

21 regard.

2 Q Did you know that there was such a thing as

23 Lieutenant Colonel Oliver North as of September, October,

24 1986?
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1 I don't believe so.

2 Q You had had no contact with either Colonel North

3 himself or anyone acting on Colonel North's behalf, to

4 your knowledge, as of that period of time?

5 A As of this or that period of time.

* 0 And with regard to Colonel North's family,

7 including his wife, you had no knowledge of Colonel

SdNorth's family including his wife as of September ora
9-October of 1986?

10 A As of then and today, correct.

l Q And just to close it, in terms of what Mr. Sucker

12 told you, he never mentioned Mrs. North as being the

13i person with whom he was meeting on that Saturday in

14:september of 1986?
4

5A I don't recollect her name being mentioned by him
J

i e at all.

17 0 Do you know a gentlemen by the name of Bob, Robert
U

18 Fritchie?

19 A The name is not familiar to me.

20 Q Do you know a gentlemen by the name of Robert

21 Dutton?

2 A The name is not familiar to me.

23 Q Do you have any knowledge of a business

24 relationship that was discussed on behalf of Forway with a
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I company called American Arms Company?

2 A I don't have any precise recollection of any

3 discussion.

4 Q Specifically, have you ever had any involvement

5 with a discussion that Forway may have had with American

6 Arms regarding production of a twenty-two caliber

7 automatic weapon?
00

8 A The only reason I'm hesitating is it sounds like a

9-name of a company of the type that they might have done

io.business with, although I can't precisely say that it is a
z

11 company that I know about that they did business with. So

12. beyond chat I can't say.

13-0 To be more precise, you don't have any knowledge, I

14€ take it, or any involvement in negotiations with Messrs.

15 Dutton or a gentleman by the name of Goff with regard to
I
U

-C

16.production of an automatic weapon by Forway?

17 ,A No.
0

18 O Do you know General Richard Secord?

19 A I certainly heard of him.

20 Q In connection with Forway, however, have you ever

21 had occasion to be involved with General Secord or anyone

22 acting on behalf of General Secord?

23 A No, I have not.

24 0 You have no knowledge of a transa, tion between
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I Forway and a firm of General Secord's relating to radio

2 receivers?

3 A The reason I'm hesitating now, Mr. Kerr, is I think

4 that you crossed the line over into attorney/client

5 privilege. Whether or not I had any information on that,

6 I think it would be appropriate for me not to comment. I

7 Certainly do not want you to infer from what I'm saying
0

8e-that there was such a relationship between Forvay and

g!Secord's company regarding radio receivers or that I had
S

10Oany information about it. But I think my comment negative

11,or positive would be inappropriate.

12'!Q Let me ask the question precisely. Mr. Zink told

13 us there was a payment of a finder's fee to a company with

14! which General Secord was associated called Stanford
4

15s Technology Trading Group, International, STTGI, for short,

16 and that that payment would have taken place, I believe,

17 in 1986. Specifically do you have any knowledge of that
0

18z transaction between STTGI and Forway?

19 A Again, Mr. Kerr, I think it would be inappropriate

20 for me to comment on any specific knowledge I would have

21 regarding transactions involving Forway. Although please

22 do not infer from that that I have any information

23 regarding this finder's fee which you just described.

24 0 In any event, though, as to General Becord you have
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1 not had occasion to be in communication with himl is that

2 correct?

3 A That is correct.

4 Q With regard to the woman that Mr. Zucker met on

s Saturday, September twenty-seventh, 1986, did he indicate

a to you in any fashion that he was meeting with her on

7 behalf of or in conjunction with work he was doing with

$eGeneral Richard Secord?
S

9 A No, he did not.

10 Q Did you have any knowledge of a transfer of funds

i1 From a firm known as CSF associated with Mr. Sucker to

12 Forway Industries and through Forway Industries to

139Stanford Technology Trading Group which would have

14:occurred in August of 1966?
4

I5 A Once again I think it would be inappropriate
J

iosbecause of my attorney/client relationship with Forway at
S

17 that time to respond. Though please do not infer from
0

is8that that I have knowledge one way or the other concerning

ie your question.

20 Q Again, so that I understand, you do not recall ever

21 having been in contact with Albert Hakimi is that correct?

2A You are correct.

23 Q And the mention of this August transaction does not

24 stir any further recollection or refresh your recollection
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-w

I of contacts you would have had with Albert Hakim: is that

2 correct?

3 A That is correct.

4 0 Are you familiar with a firm known as Hyde Park

5 Square?

6 A No.

7 IQ You are familiar with a firm known as Clark

SManagementi is that correct?

9 A Yes.

10Q You do know a gentleman by the name of Alfred

11 Clarkj is that correct?

12 A Yes.6

13 Q You came to know Clark Management and Alfred Clark

14: by virtue of the work you did for Porway and Mr. Farber?

15 A That's correct.

16 MR. KERRs I believe that covers it. On

17 behalf of the Committeeo please accept my thanks

18 for being so cooperative and being a cooperative

19 witness.

20 As I indicated when we were previously off

21 the record# the Committee's policy is to maintain

22 sole custody of the transcripts of its deposition,

23 and these proceedings are considered by the

24 Committee to be highly sensitive and confidential.

v
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In that regard, I have a request, and that ist that

2 you not reveal the content of this'deposition to

3 others. I can't require you to do that. I would

4 certainly appreciate it if you would keep it

5 confidential.

a61Beyond that, if you wish to review the

7 3 transcript, there is something to be said for that#
0

particularly in this kind of situation. We're

9- doing this transcript on an expedited basis. I can

101- certainly make the transcript available for you to
z

11 review and make any contributions or changes you

12. feel are appropriate. Although I would ask that no

131 copies be made of the transcript. But if you would

14: like to have it to review, I would frankly
4

is z appreciate it if you would review it.

1 Z THE WITNESSs I will leave that to your

17 prerogative. If you make a transcript available to
C

Is: me, I represent to you I will review it and check

19 it for accuracy and make appropriate notations. If

20 you find for Committee purposes or procedures that

21 you prefer not, that's fine by me.

K R. KERRt I think particularly in the

23 importance of this transcript, my preference would

24 be we ask the reporter to provide you with a copy
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1 and you make any changes on it and return it to the

2 reporter who vilI return it to me. But I would ask

3 that no copies of the transcript be made.

4 THE WITNESSt' I understand.

5 MR. KERR: Thank you very much.

(Witness excused.)
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Charles Kerr, Associate Counsel
United states Senate Select Committee

on Secret Military Assistance to
Iran and the Nicaraguan Opposition

901 Hart Senate Office Building
Vashington D.C. 20510

Re: United States Senate, Select Committee
on Secret Military Assistance to Iran
and the Nicaraguan Opposition --
Deposition of Harold 0. Cohen conducted
on June 1, 1987

Dear Hr. Kerr:

Inolosed is a oopy of the transcript of my June 1, 1987
deposition which was provided with the transmittal letter dated
June 2, 1987 from Harold Sohulman Associates, Registered
Professional Reporters. I have made the following changes to
that transcript, each of which I have initialled in the right
hand margin:

- Cover page: change "Oreenway" to "Oreentree";
delete "pursuant to "and insert" by
consent without";

- Page 9, line 3: change "did" to "do";

- Page 12, line 7: delete "telephone call";

- Page 12, line 20: delete "again and again" and insert
"and declined";

- Page 19, line 3: change "calling" to "call";

- Page 19. lines 20 and 21: change to read as follows
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"...purchase of Mr. Farber's interest in
Forway, as counsel for Zucker and Clark and
the other purchasers. Did you..."

- Pane 20, line 3: change "1987" to "1986";

- Page 26, line 15: change "instruotions" to
"negotiations".

I have also signed and dated the Certification.
rnasmuoh an that Certifioation was not bound with the transcript
(but was loosely inserted before the back cover), I have stapled
that Certification to this letter and ask that you insert this
letter and the Certification into the bound transcript.

This letter and the enclosed
being forwarded directly to- you (rather
the Court Reporter) in accordance with
afternoon.

HOC/mlh
enclosure
oo: Harold

Attn:

corrected transcript Is
than being returned to
our telephone call this

Shulan Associates,
Marion D'Aabrosio
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2

I hereby certify that I have read the
foregoing deposition and that my answers t the questions

propounded, with the attached corrections, If any, are

true and correct.
7

10 me7-

SHAROLD . COaEW

12 ;

135

14

15

21

23

24
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opening Statement
Of

ELLIOTT ABRAS
Assistant Secretary of State
for Inter-American Affairs

* . It is now twelve years since I came to Washington to work

• for the Congress of the United States. I arrived here in March

of 1975 and worked first for a Congressional Committee, then on

the personal staff of the late Senator Henry M. Jackson and

subsequently on the staff of Senator Daniel P. Moynihan.

Senator Jackson was well known to many of the Members of

these Committees. As you know, he believed in two cardinal

principles with respect to foreign policy: he believed in the

principle of bipartisanship, and he believed that Congress must

be a powerful participant in the making of foreign policy. He

practiced what he preached. And those were the lessons he taught

those of us lucky enough to have the opportunity to work for him.

I became an Assistant Secretary of State in 1981, and since

July of 1985, I have served as Assistant Secretary of State for

Inter-American Affairs. This hearing today constitutes roughly

my sixtieth appearance to give testimony before Congress on

Latin American and Caribbean affairs in this short period. As

always, I am pleased to havw this opportunity to answer questions

about my stewardship of the office of Assistant Secretary.

4'e
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Since July of 1985, the Bureau of Inter-American Affairs

has continued to deal with our government's relations with the

thirty countries of Central and South America and the Cariboean.

They include such matters as the end of the Duvalier dictatorship

in Haiti, the transition to democracy in a number of Latin

military dictatorships, the Latin debt problem, the promotion of

democracy and human rights in Chile and Paraguay, our complex

relations with Mexico, repression and subversion in Cuba, and --

of special interest in these hearings -- the very grave problem

of democracy and security in Central America.

U.S. policy with respect to Nicaragua was set out by the

Congress very shortly after I arrived in my current position in

the International Development and Security Act of 1985, passed

in August 1985. In that legislation, the Congress noted that the

Nicaraguan communists had "flagrantly violated...the rights of

the Nicaraguan people and the security of the nations in the

region," had "taken significant steps toward establishing a

totalitarian communist dictatorship," had "committed atrocities

against its citizens," had "aligned itself with the Soviet Union

and Soviet allies," and had "committed and refuses to cease

aggression in the form of armed subversion against its neigh-

bors." With.supportive words for the United Nicaraguan Op-

position and the need for democracy in Nicaragua, and noting the.
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" special responsibility* of the United States, Congress con-

demned the Government of Nicaragua, called for a national

dialogue there, and noted its support for efforts by the Nicar-

aguan Democratic Resistance to resolve the Nicaraguan conflict

peacefully. Congress then approved $27 million for humanitarian

assistance to the Nicaraguan Democratic Resistance.

In distributing that assistance, in seeking the $100 mil-

lion in additional and loss restricted assistance finally ap-

proved by Congress in October 1986, and in implementing U.S.

* • policy in the region, I have at all times -- as my Commission from

the President instructs -- executed and fulfilled the duties of

S.-my office according to law. As an advisor to the Secretary of

* State, as a spokesman for U.S. policy, as someone who works with

* the Congress literally every day, and as an official responsible

for U.S. diplomacy in the region, I have tried to keep not only

the letter but the spirit of the law in mind. In all of my

activities, I have been assisted by the extraordinary dedication

and competence of the U.S. Foreign Service, and it has been my

practice to work with and through Foreign Service Officers and

in the appropriate official channels rather than acting alone.

U.S. policy and U.S. law have changed over. the last two

years, but certain fundamentals have remained constant: support
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for peace anu emocracy .n Central America and opposition to the

consolidation of a communist regime in Nicaragua. These are

views which the Executive and Legislative branches share. As an

official of the Department of State, I have tried to promote

those views and advance our country's interests with all the

energy I can muster. The disclosures of November 25 and since

have been surprising and sobering to me, and I have followed

closely the accounts -- some accurate,,. some inaccurate -- of my

own activities. It is important to me to set the record

straight, and I look forward to discussing with you now the

conduct of U.S. policy in the region and my role in it.
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STATEMENT OF ALBERT HAII JUNE 3, 1987

I AM PLEASED TO BE ABLE TO APPEAR BEFORE YOU TODAY TO

DISCUSS MY ROLE IN THE MATTERS UNDER INVESTIGATION. LIKE YOU,

I AM ANXIOUS THAT THE FULL STORY OF THIS AFFAIR CAN BE

DISCLOSED TO THE CONGRESS AND TO THE AMERICAN PEOPLE SO THAT

EVERYONE CAN JUDGE FOR HIMSELF WHAT HAS TAKEN PLACE AND CAN

CONSIDER THE IMPORTANT ISSUES RAISED BY THESE HEARINGS.

I AM ALSO HOPEFUL THAT THE COMMITTEE'S QUESTIONS WILL

LEAD TO A FULL REVELATION OF MY OWN INVOLVEMENT IN THIS

AFFAIR. OVER THE LAST NY FAMILY AND I HAVE HAD TO

WITHSTAND PUBLIC Arp.V'NTIL.N AND ACCUSATIONS, DIFFICULT FOR

ANYONE TO BEAR. I HAVE BELK VARIOUSLY DE-lfRIBED AS EVERYTHING

FROM A "MAST UIND" TO A "SHADOWY FIGURE,'I MY REPUTATION HAS
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BEEN ASSAULTED AND I HAVE EVEN BEEN REFERRED TO IN THINLY-

VEILED ETHNIC SLURS.

AS WILL BECOME CLEAR DURING MY TESTIMONY, MY

PARTICIPATION IN THIS MATTER WAS A RESULT OF A VARIETY OF

MOTIVES. NOT ONLY WAS I PRESENTED WITH AN OPPORTUNITY TO HELP

MY COUNTRY, THE UNITED STATES, AND MY NATIVE LAND, IRAN, BUT

AT THE SAME TIME I HAD THE OPPORTUNITY TO PROFIT FINANCIALLY.

AS A BUSINESSMAN, I NEVER PRETENDED TO UNDERTAKE THE TASKS I

WAS ASKED TO PERFORM FOR PHILANTHROPIC PURPOSES AND I MADE

THAT CLEAR TO ALL OF THOSE WITH WHOM I WAS INVOLVED--

INCLUDING GENERAL SECORD, LT. COL. NORTH, THE C.I.A. AND THE

IRANIANS.
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AT THE SAME TIME, I NEVER WOULD HAVE GOTTEN INVOLVED IN

THESE EFFORTS IF I HAD THOUGHT-THEM ILLEGAL Olt coNrRARY TO THE

POLICIES OF THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT.

WHEN I FIRST WAS ASKED BY GENERAL RECORD TO ASSIST WITH

THE CONTRA EFFORT, I UNDERSTOOD THAT HE HAD OBTAINED LEGAL

ADVICE FROM A PRESTIGIOUS WASHINGTON LAW FIRM CONFIRMING THE

LEGALITY OF OUR ACTIVITIES. I WAS ALSO AWARE THAT GENERAL

SECORD HIMSELF HAD SUBSTANTIAL EXPERIENCE IN THE U.S.

GOVERNMENT, INCLUDING EXPERIENCE DEALING WITH THE LAWS

REGARDING THE SALE OF WEAPONS. SINCE I TRUSTED -- AND STILL

TRUST -- GENERAL RECORD IMPLICITLY, I WAS CONFIDENT WHEN HE

GAVE ME HIS OWN ASSURANCES REGARDING THE LEGALITY OF OUR
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ACTIVITIES. FINALLY, I WAS TOLD THAT OUR CONTRA ACTIVITIES

WERE BEING UNDERTAKEN NOT ONLY WITH APPROVAL-BY, BUT AT THE

REQUEST OF, THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES. WE WERE

DEALING DIRECTLY WITH THE WHITE HOUSE STAFF. CONSEQUENTLY, IT

NEVER OCCURRED TO ME, AS A PRIVATE CITIZEN, INDEPENDENTLY TO

INVESTIGATE THE LEGALITY OF THE PRESIDENT'S POLICY.

WITH RESPECT TO THE IRAN INITIATIVE, THE SAME BASIC FACTS

ARE ALSO TRUE. I INTENDED TO PROFIT FROM MY ACTIVITIES AND

NEVER MADE ANY PRETENSE ABOUT THAT FACT. MOREOVER, I HAD THE

SAME ASSURANCES REGARDING THE LEGALITY OF OUR EFFORTS AND I

WAS TOLD THAT THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES HAD

PERSONALLY SIGNED AN ORDER AUTHORIZING OUR ACTIVITIES. DURING
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THE COURSE OF OUR EFFORTS I HAD FREQUENT DEALINGS WITH

GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS IN THE CIA, THE DFA AND THE PRESIDENT'S

NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL; I RECEIVED SUBSTANTIAL OFFICIAL

SUPPORT FOR MY ACTIVITIES; AND I ATTENDED NUMEROUS MEETINGS

WITH THESE OFFICIALS, INCLUDING A NUMBER OF MEETINGS AT THE

WHITE HOUSE. UNDER THOSE CIRCUMSTANCES, I HAD NO REASON TO

BELIEVE THAT MY ACTIVITIES COULD HAVE BEEN IN ANY WAY IMPROPER

OR CONTRARY TO U.S. POLICY.

THE IRAN INITIATIVE ALSO AFFORDED ME A UNIQUE OPPORTUNITY

TO COMBINE FINANCIAL SELF-INTEREST WITH THE PURSUIT OF

PERSONAL AND POLITICAL INTERESTS OF GREAT IMPORTANCE TO ME. I

WAS BORN, RAISED A.D FORMERLY OPERATED SUBSTANTIAL BUSINESSES
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IN IRAN. I AM ATTACHED TO THAT LAND AND ITS PEOPLE. I HOPED

AND UNDERSTOOD THAT ONE OF THE PURPOSES OF OUR EFFORTS WAS TO

ESTABLISH RELATIONSHIPS THAT ULTIMATELY COULD LEAD TO AN END

TO THE TERRIBLE TOLL IN HUMAN BLOODSHED BEING SUFFERED BY THE

PEOPLE OF IRAN AND IRAQ.

I ALSO HOPED AND UNDERSTOOD THAT OUR EFFORTS WOULD ASSIST

THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT TO OBTAIN THE RELEASE OF AMERICAN

HOSTAGES AND, MORE IMPORTANT IN THE LONG-TERM, TO ENABLE THE

UNITED STATES TO-REESTABLISH NORMAL RELATIONS WITH A COUNTRY

WHOSE GEOPOLITICAL IMPORTANCE IS UNDISPUTED. AS A PRIVATE

BUSINESSMAN AND AS A NATURALIZED AMERICAN CITIZEN DEVOTED TO

THIS COUNTRY I CONSIDERED IT AN HONOR TO BE CALLED UPON BY THE
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OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES TO RENDER

MEANINGFUL ASSISTANCE TO MY COUNTRY.

I AN NOW PREPARED TO ANSWER YOUR QUESTIONS AND ASSURE YOU

THAT I WILL DO NY BEST TO ANSWER THEM CANDIDLY. THERE MAY BE

TIMES WHEN YOU WILL HAVE TO BE PATIENT WITH ME, HOWEVER, FOR

ALTHOUGH I BELIEVE THAT I SPEAK ENGLISH WELL, IT IS NOT MY

NATIVE LANGUAGE. AS I BELIEVE YOUR STAFF CAME TO UNDERSTAND

DURING FIVE LONG DAYS OF DEPOSITION, THIS CAN OCCASIONALLY

RESULT IN MISCOMMUNICATIONS OR MISUNDERSTANDINGS, BUT SUCH

MISCOMMUNICATIONS AND MISUNDERSTANDINGS , ONCE IDENTIFIED,

WILL BE CLARIFIED.
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Opening Statement

My name is Bretton G. Sciaroni and I serve as Counsel to

the President's Intelligence Oversight Board. The Board was estab-

lished by President Ford in 1976 to inform the President on

intelligence activities which may violate the Constitution, the

laws of the United States, Executive Orders or Presidential

- directives. Since its inception, the Board has been coaprised of

three unpaid Board members, a full-time counsel and a secretary.

Under Presidential directive, the heads of departments and agen-

cies, the Inspector Generals and the General Counsels of the

Intelligence Community are required, to the extent permitted by

law, to report to the Board on intelligence activities that they

have reason to believe may be unlawful. While the Board is

clearly dependent upon this reporting mechanism for its informa-

tion, it also is vested with investigatory powers and, to the

extent possible, can actively engage in oversight of its own

accord.

The current Board is chaired by Dr. W. Glenn Campbell, a

noted educator, who is now the Director of the Hoover Institution

at Stanford, California. The other two Board members are Charles

Meyers, the former dean of Stanford Law School who Is now in

private practice, and Charles Tyroler II, who directs the Commit-

tee on the Present Danger, a bipartisan, nonprofit organization

of distinguished private citizens devoted to sound foreign and

national security policies.
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I would like to take this opportunity to lay to rest

certain allegations that the Board's level of oversight activity

has diminished in recent years. The contrary is true. Indeed,

records reflect that this Board has been far more active and

responsive in its oversight functions than predecessor Boards.

Documentation which establishes the accuracy of this statement is

available and will be provided upon request.

This brings me to an issue which is to be a focus of

today's inquiry -- the Board's memorandum of September 12, 1985

which addressed alleged violations of the Boland Amendment by the

National Security Council staff. In early August, 1985. there

were a number of press reports which claimed that Lt. Col. Oliver

North# a member of the National Security Council staff, was assis-

ting the Contras in apparent violation of the Boland Amendment.

These newspaper accounts prompted Representative Michael Barnes

to direct a letter to Robert NcFarlane, then Assistant to the

President for National Security Affairs, requesting information

pertaining to any contact between Lt. Col. North and Contra

leaders during the period since the enactment of the Boland

amendment in October, 1984.

In light of these events, and in accordance with the

Board's policy, I undertook legal research and a factual investi-

gation. As a result of these efforts I concluded (i) that the

Boland Amendment was directed solely to the federal agencies

making up the uIntelligence Community,' (ii) that the Boland
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Amendment was not applicable to the NSC because it was not con-

sidered part of the "Intelligence Community," (iii) that the

Boland Amendment might have applied to Lt. Col. North if he was

assigned to the NBC Staff on a non-reimbursed basis from the

Marine Corps., and (iv) that Lt. Col. North's activities, as

portrayed to me, did not constitute a violation of the Boland

Amendment even if it applied to the NBC Staff.

My conclusions respecting Lt. Col. North were based on

an interview of Paul Thompson, then General Counsel of the NSC, a

review of what I was told were all relevant NSC files and a

meeting with Lt. Col. North.

My legal research, undertaken prior to my factual inves-

tigation, focused on that portion of the Boland Amendment which

made it specifically applicable, to the C.I.A. and the Department

of Defense and generally applicable to ". . . any other Agency or

entity of the United States involved in intelligence activi-

ties." I did not undertake research into the Constitutional

prerogatives of the President to conduct foreign affairs, whether

the National Security Council, as an entity advising the Presi-

dent, came within these Constitutional prerogatives or the

applicability of other laws.

By Joint Resolution dated October 12, 1984 Congress

authorized continuing appropriations in nine separate Appropria-

tions Acts which dealt with specific agencies of the Federal

Government. The Appropriations Act which dealt with the ripart-

ment of Defense expressly included the Boland Amendment. How-

evert, the legislation dealing with the Treasury, Postal Service
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and General Government Appropriations, which includes the

National Security Countil, omitted the Boland Amendment as did

the seven other Appropriations Acts contained in the. Joint Reso-

lution. It thus seemed clear that the Boland language did not

apply to all appropriations specified in the Joint Resolution nor

was it specifically recited in the Appropriations Act which in-

cluded the National Security Council.

Shortly after adopting the Joint Resolution, Congress

enacted the Intelligence Authorization Act for fiscal year 1985

which incorporated the essence of the Boland Amendment and spe-

cifically listed the-ten separate elements of the United States

Government engaged in intelligence and intelligence related acti-

vities. The National Security Council was not listed. Paren-

thetically, I note that Executive Order No. 12,333, which deals

with United States Intelligence Activities, has a section de-

fining "Intelligence Community" and "Agencies within the Intel-

ligence Community.* That definition lists the several federal

agencies comprising the Intelligence Community. Again, the

National Security Council is not listed. Accordingly, I con-

cluded that the legislation appeared to establish-that it was the

intent of Congress to restrict the Boland Amendment to the

Defense Department and the ten enumerated elements of the "Intel-

ligence Community" and not to include the National Security Coun-

cil.

The legislative history of the Joint Resolution and the

Intelligence Authorization Act also tended to show that the ambit

of the Boland Amendment did not include the NSC insofar as no
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statement by any Congressman suggesting that the Boland Amendment

applied to the National Security Council could be found. Nor

could I locate any instance where Congress had limited the acti-

vities of the NSC since its inception in 1947.

In addition, the Executive Order of 1981 which estab-

lished the President's Intelligence Oversight Board, requires

that the Inspectors General and General Counsel of the "Intelli-

gence Community" report to the Board on intelligence activities

which they believe may be unlawful, and that the National

Security Council was not required to report under this directive.

Finally, my conclusions were buttressed by the fact that

members of Congress, scholars and the press also concluded in

1985 that the Boland Amendment did not extend to the National

Security Council. Contrary views were also expressed. Yet,

Congress took no action to resolve the uncertainty.
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OPENING STATEMENT OF FAWN HALL

My name is Fawn Hall and I reside with my parents in

Northern Virginia where I was born and raised. I attended

Annandale High School and graduated in 1977. I started working

at the age of 15 and at 16, while still in high school, began

my career in government working for the Department of the Navy.

During this period, I also held various part-time jobs, including

modeling. I worked for the Navy from 1977 until February 1983.

In February 1983, I was detailed by the Department of

Defense to the National Security Council and accepted a position

as secretary to then Major Oliver North, USMC. I was LTCOL North's

personal secretary until he loft the National Security Council

on November 25, 1986. For the nearly four years that I worked

for LTCOL North, my hours were long and arduous but I found my

job to be most fulfilling. During my tenure at the National

Security Council, I came to have enormous admiration and respect

for not only LTCOL North but of many with whom we worked. I

admired them not only for their hard wort and professional abilities,

but also for their selfless and eeep eense of dedication and

loyalty to the President and our country. As a secretary, it was

my job to facilitate the smooth operation of the office. I was

a dedicated aniloyal secretary and performed my duties in an

exemplary manner. I CAN TYPE.

During November 1986, events occurred at the National Security

Council which have resulted in my being here today. Although, I

did not know many of the details relevant to the Iran and Contra
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initiatives, I strongly believed then, as I do now, that the

efforts made to support the Contras, obtain the release of our

American citizens being held hostage, and respond to moderates

in a country as strategically important as Iran were carried out

with only the best of intentions and in the interest of the

United States.

LTCOL North had a large portfolio on the NSC staff. He worked

tirelessly to carry out the Administration's policies with regard

to Central America and international counter-terrorism. Much of

his work is widely recognized: the streamlining of crisis manage-

ment, the President's Bipartisan Commission on Central America,

the liberation of Grenada, the Administration's actions in elimi-

nating death squad activities in El Salvador, the U.S. response

in Libya to COL Qadhafi's actions against U.S. citizens and

interests, the actions to end the numerous terrorist attacks on

innocent persons -- such as TWA-847 and ACHILLE LAURO -- and the

daily efforts to obtain the release of our American citizens

held hostage in Beirut. These are major issues of which he was

a central, effective player, but they do not include his day-to-day

responsibilities of dealing with other interagency issues or

public inquiries. I admire LTCOL North for his professional

integrity and beliefs, his personal commitment to this country,

and his ability to be a friend when one is needed. (EXAMPLE)

I believe LTCOL North has been and continues to be completely

loyal to the President and the United States. I would also like,

at this time, to recognize his wife, Betsy, and their four children

for their commitment and sacrifices.
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I have cooperated fully with the Independent Counsel's office

and with Members of the Staff and this Committee. In particular,

I have been treated with great courtesy and respect by Chief

Counsel Arthur Liman, Executive Assistant to the Chief Counsel

Mark Belnick of the Senate, Chief Counsel John Nields, and Deputy

Counsel Richard Leon of the House.

I appear here to testify and cooperate fully with you as to

my personal knowledge of the events into which this Committee is

inquiring. My testimony will be based solely upon my perspective

as a secretary, not that of a policy maker or policy analyst.

I would prefer to have remained a relatively obscure but

responsible secretary at the National Security Council doing --

as a friend of mine paraphrased Franklin Roosevelt -- the best

I know how at the moment, for what is right. That option now

having been foreclosed, I am prepared to answer your questions

to the best of my ability.
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CLOSING STATEMENT OF EuLorr ABRAwS

Mr. Chairman, I would appreciate the opportunity of making some

brief closing observations.

Although the process has been a painful one, the work of the

select committees -- and these hearings -- are performing a very

important t function. Obviously, charges of individual breaches

of public trust require a full response. However, as a number

of Committee members have observed, it is even more important for

those of us in public life -- both in the Congress and the

Executive Branch -- to understand the --- 1-1-- " -

this unhappy saga.pWhile there are doubtlessk many more, let

me suggest a few that seem to me of special importance.

How should the Administration and the Congress formulate

policy with respect to military assistance for those combating

hostile forces in our hemisphere?

Once that policy has been formulated, what limitations

should Congress impose on the Administration's implementation

of that policy?

what so the level of government funds to be committed to

the policy? Is it wise to rely in part on funds from other

sources in furtherance of the policy?

,
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Finally, how can Congress best exercise its oversight role?

When there are covert operations involved in the policy, how can

the Administration report effectively to the Congress con-

sistent with the need for secrecy?

During the period that I have been Assistant Secretary of

State for Inter-American Affairs, there has always been in

existence a policy of support for the Contras. However, the

commitment of United States government funds to that policy has

been extremely limited. Indeed, the policy contemplated three

separate sources of funds.

First, the Congress voted $27 million in funds for humani-

tarian assistance.

Second, as the floor debate, in the summer of 1985 made

clear, it was recognized that private individuals and groups --

the identity of which remained mysterious -- were contributing

either money to the Contras for the purchase of weapons or

weapons themselves -- and that this resupply activity was

ongoing during the period that U.S. government funds could not

be used for weapons.
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Third, in December 19851 Congress specifically authorized

the Department of State to solicit contributions to the Contras

from foreign governmentsfor humanitarian purposes. 61

I must candidly say to the Committee that each element of

this policy was flawed.

While the $27 million In humanitarian aid was sorely

needed, we found ourselves in the position of line.drawing over

and over again to make certain that the funds were not spent

improperly. The question of whether watches or radios were

facilitators of humanitarian deliveries or a means of furthering

military operations became an issue. While I am proud of the job

that Ambassador Duemling and his colleagues at WHAO did, it is

clear to one and 'all that the line between feeding and clothing

a resistance force and helping it to fight is a difficult one to

administer.

The problems inherent in leaving resupply activities in

private hands are now abundantly clear. It is very likely that

these private efforts kept the Contras alive. I spoke out many

times to applaud those who were willing to support this effort.

But it was a dangerous policy -- more dangerous than most of us

:1
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realized at the time -- to encourage private initiatives and yet

be forced to keep our distance from those aiding the Contra cause

to avoid charges of Boland Amendment violations. We found

ourselves in the worst of both worlds -- inadequate supervision

on the one hand and risk of violating the Congressional mandate

on the other.

-" I can only describe the solicitation of foreign

governments for financial contributions aqi tin cup diplomacy.

We were asking other sovereigns to do what the United States was

not prepared to do. While such solicitations were unques-

tionably lawful and sanctioned by Congress# they are an ex-

pedient rather than a desirable long-term policy.

It is now very evident that the policy was by its nature

subject to-abuse. In the case of the private resupply network1

knowledge and contacts by U.S. government officials w46 con- -

verted into assumption of responsibility over the operations.

Private individuals were reporting over clandestine comuni-

cations facilities to U.S. government officials. Some U.S.

officials apparently disobeyed their own orders , nd reported in

other than the regular chain of command. In the case of

solicitations of foreign governments, the largest solicitations

-- and this means sensitive diplomatic contacts with foreign

officials -- were gorde without the knowledge or participation of

the Department of State. )
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Mr. Chairman, I suggest to you and the other members of the

Committees that there are valuable lessons to be learned by all

of us.

First, when the conduct of foreign policy requires a

Congressional mandate -- and military assistance is certainly an

area that does so -- Congress should provide a clear mandate

rather than ambiguous and conflicting signals so that the

Administration can implement the policy effectively and co-
herently.

Second, those of us in the Administration must play by the
rules at all times. Reliance on non-governmental assistance to

assist a governmental undertaking will always be playing with

firefor private individuals may not have -- and may not feel --

the legal and political limits placed on government officials.

Finally, those of us in the Executive Branch should be

reporting reularf.to the Cngress because a policy

assistance to the Contras is by nature a partnership between the

two branches. These reports should be in open hearing where it

is possible to do so. Where classified or other highly sensitive

matters make it necessary to limit reports to closed sessionsw

regular reporting to the Intelligence Committees will enable
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those designated by the respective houses of Congress to share

in policy implementation.

It is no secret to anyone that I have very strong views as

to vhat that policy should be.

0

75-542 (1480)


